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1950 June 8 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD-SENATE 8305 

FEDERAL OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS IN
SURANCE SYSTEM AND SOCIAL SECU
RITY ACT-BILL PASSED OVER 

The bill (H. R. 6000) to extend and Im
prove the Federal Old-Age and Survivors 
Insurance System, to amend the public 
assistance -and child-welfare provisions
of the Social Security Act, and for other 
purposes, was announced as next in 
order. 

Mr. HENDRICKSON. Mr. President, 
the subject matter of this bill is not cal
endar material at all. I' think the bill 
should be passed over. Therefore, I ob
ject to its present consideration. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Objec
tion being heard, the bill Is passed over. 



1950 June 12 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD-SENATE 8455 

SOCIAL SECURITY ACT AMENDMENTS 
OF 1950 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I move 
that the Senate proceed to the considera
tion of House bill 6000, to amend the So
cial Security Act. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
clerk will state the bill by title. 

The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. A bill (H. R. 
6000) to extend and improve the Fed
eral old-age and survivors' insurance 
system, to amend the public-assistance 
and child-welfare provisions of the Social 
Security Act, and for other purposes. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
question is on agreeing to the motion of 
the Senator from Georgia. 

The motion was agreed to, and the 
Senate proceeded to consider the bill, 
which had been reported from the Com
mittee on Finance with an amendment, 
to strike all out after the enacting clause 
and to insert an amendment in the na
ture of a substitute. 

-Mr. WHERRY. Mr. President, I in
quire of the distinguished Senator from 
Georgia whether he intends to start 
speaking and to explain the bill this 
evening. 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, in view 
of the hour, and the fact that I have en
gaged in debate into which I unexpected
ly fell, I would rather wait until tomor
row. I know also that several other Sen
ators wish to attend the funeral of Mrs. 
Vandenberg. 

Mr. WHERRY. Mr. President, I won
der if I may have unanimous consent to 
address an inquiry to the majority leader. 

Mr. GEORGE. I have no objection to 
laying the bill aside temporarily in order 
that the Senate may proceed to some
thing else. I know that if possible mem
bars of the Committee on Finance would 
like to be excused from the Senate un
til tomorrow morning. 

Mr. WHERRY. In view of the state
ment made by the distinguished Senator 
from Georgia, and also because there are 
several Senators who would like very 
much to attend the funeral services of 
Mrs. Vandenberg, I ask the majority 
leader whether it would not be possible 
to recess until- tomorrow at noon. 
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SOCIAL SECURITY ACT AMENDMENTS

OF 1950


The Senate resumed the consideration 
of the bill (H. R. 6000) to extend and 
improve the Federal old-age and survi
vors insurance system, to amend the 
Public-assistance and child-welfare pro
visions of the Social Security Act, and 
for other purposes.

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that Mr. Robert J. 
Myers, chief actuary of the Federal Se
curity Agency, be allowed to occupy a 
seat in the Senate Chamber during the 
discussion of the pending bill. 

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Is 
there objection? The Chair hears none, 
and It is so ordered. 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. Fedele P. Fauri, 
seated beside me, is a regular member of 
the professional staff, assigned to social-
security matters. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent that the committee amendment be 
first considered and perfected. 

Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, a parlia
mentary inquiry. 

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The 
senator will state It. 

Mr. TAFT. I take It that the effect 
of such unanimous consent would be to 
place the committee amendment in the 
position of the briginal bill, so that it 
would be open to amendment in the first 
degree; Is that correct? 

Mr. GEORGE. Yes; that is true. 
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The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The 
statement of the Senator from Ohio is 
correct under the rule. Without objec-
tion, the request of the Senator from 
G-eorgia is granted, 

The question is on agreeing to the 
committee amendment, 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, H. R. 
6000, as amended by the Committee on 
Finance, is designed to make the con-
tributary social-insurance system the 
major method of providing protection 
against the econornic hazards resulting 
from old-age and premature death. 
Fifteen years have elapsed since the 
enactment of the Social Security Act, 
and public assistance still is the prirnary 
Program, instead of being reduced to the 
secondary position that was anticipated 
with the passage of the act. Today four 
and one-half million individuals-2,800,-
000 of whom are over 65 years of age-
are dependent upon the State-Federal 
Public-assistance programs for their 
Support. Only 2,900,000 individuals-of 
whom 2,100,000 are aged-receive bene-
fits under old-age and survivors insur-
ance. Expenditures by the Federal, 
State, and local governments for the 
three public-assistance programs totaled 
$2,000,000,000 in 1949, as contrasted with 
$700,000,000 for the insurance program, 

In recommending the adoption of H. R, 
6000, as revised, the objective of your 
committee is to reverse the trend, started 
in 1936, which has resulted in constantly 
Increasing expenditures from general 
revenues to provide some security for the 
aged and dependent children of the Na-
tion through public assistance. We have 
concluded, after careful review of the 
existing programs that the assistance 
method based on a need test, which in 
some instances at least means the 
taking of a pauper's oath, has serious dis-
advantages as a long-range approach to 
the problem of providing security for the 
aged and for orphan children. Accord-
ingly, your committee recommends ac-
tion so as to immediately strengthen and 
expand old-age and survivors insurance 
by extending coverage, increasing bene-
fit amounts, liberalizing eligibility re-
quirements, and otherwise Improving the 
system. 

In urging the adoption of this bill, your 
committee is mindful of the fact that it 
does not do the whole Job. Public assist-
ance can be reduced to a minimum only 
if those already old, and who have not 
been afforded the opportunity to partici-
pate in the contributory system, have 
their needs met through a method other 
than assistance. There has not been 
sufficient time to arrive at definite con-
clusionis on how the present aged who are 
not a part of the labor force should be 
protected from want. Your committee 
has recommended therefore, that further 
study be given to this and other problems 
not resolved by the bill so that,within the 
next year or two a sound social security 
system, which affords equitable protec-
tion for all citizens of the United States, 
can be put into full operation. In the 
meantime the adoption of H. R. 6000, as 
revised with its higher Insurance benefit 
level and liberalized eligibility require-
ments will lessen the immediate demand 
for public-assistance payments in the 
States. Thus the States will be enabled 

to Provide more adequate assistance to 
needy individuals who do not qualify for 
Insurance benefits. 

I believe that enactment of this bill 
with its major emphasis on the expansion 
and improvement of the insurance sys-
tern will provide for reasonable security 
for those covered by it without sacrificing 
the principles of liberty so important to 
all Americans. Under social insurance 
the rights accruing to those who become 
entitled to benefits are clearly defined, 
Payments are related to the contribu-
tions of the worker to some extent at 
least. Each individual Insured under the 
system can ascertain the amount he is to 
receive upon meeting the prescribed 
statutory requirements. The law speci-
fies unequivocally what he is eligible to 
receive. He is not dependent upon the 
findings of an investigator who may be 
well-meaning but whose job It is to in-
quire into the personal life of the appli-
cant, and to determine what assets he 
may have or might have had in the past 
as is the usual pattern in public assist-
ance. Moreover, under the insurance 
system the amount of an individual's 
payment is not dependent upon the fiscal 
ability of the locality or the State in 
which he happens to live, as is too often 
the case under public assistance. The 
average old-age assistance payment now 
ranges from $19 in the lowest State to $71 
in the highest. Wide disparity also exists 
among the States in the proportion of the 
aged population found eligible for old-
age assistance. One State provides aid 
to more than 80 percent of its aged resi-
dents while others limit their payments 
to less than 10 percent. These contrasts 
cannot be justified on the basis of vary-
Ing economic conditions. 

This inequitable treatment of our 
aged citizens is becoming more and more 
pronounced each year. The adoption 
of House bill 6000, as revised, will re-
verse this trend and provide reasonable 
social security through contributory so-
cial Insurance to additional millions 
without subjecting them to the humilia-
tion of a need test or having the amount 
of their payments depend upon the State 
or community in which they may reside, 

I' shall try to summarize very briefly 
some of the principal features of the bill. 
First, however, I want to state that this 
bill is the result of many months of 
study. Last year the Ways and Means 
Committee of the House of Representa-
tives spent almost 6 months in develop-
ing the bill that passed that body in 
October. This year the Committee on 
Finance has been engaged almost ex-
clusively with this legislation over a 
4-month period. In addition to the 
2,400 pages of testimony that were re-
ceived from witnesses, the committee 
had available the findings of its out-
standing advisory council appointed in 
1947, of which the late Edward J. Stet- 
tinius was chairman, and Dr. Sumner 
Slichter, the associate chairman. 

1. OLD-AGE AND STJRVIVORS INSURANCE 

EXTENSION OF COVERAGE 

The system now affords coverage to 
about 35,000,000 persons in an average 
week. The bill would add approximate-
ly 10,000,000 more, making a total of 
45,000,000 Jobs covered, The particular 
groups added are: 

First. Self-employed: About 5,000,000 
self-employed persons other than farm
ers, members of certain professions, and 
those with only normal earnings from 
self -employment, less than $400 per 
year, are covered. Thus, the small-busi
ness man would for the first time be pro
vided with social-security protection for 
himself and his dependents. The corn
mittee continued the exclusion of farm
ers and certain professional groups be
cause there has been little indication 
that they desire coverage at this time. 
It is probable that in the future, as the 
program becomes more effective, these 
professional groups and farmers may de
sire to be brought under the system. 
The inclusion of a large number of peo
ple who do not request coverage may 
create administrative difficulties. The 
committee is of the opinion that exten
sion of coverage beyond that contained 
in the bill, especially as to farmers, 
should await the findings of the pro
posed study. 

Second. Agricultural workers: Work
ers on farms who are employed by one 
employer at least 60 days and earn $50 
or more in a calendar quarter are coy
ered, and in addition, borderline agricul
tural workers, such as those engaged in 
processing and packing of agricultural 
and horticultural commodities off the 
farm, are brought under the system. 
These groups total about 1,000,000 per
sons. The committee gave careful 
study to the extension of coverage to 
workers on farms. It proposes this lim
ited extension of coverage at this time 
in order to assure simplicity of adminis
tration for the farmer. There is no 
question but that workers on farms, in
cluding migratory workers and share
croppers, need social-security protection. 
The public-assistance loads in the agri
cultural States reflect this need. To go 
beyond the coverage that is proposed in 
the bill, however, without further study 
of the administrative problems that 
would arise, would be impracticable. I 
regret that I am compelled to advocate 
delaying the extension of coverage to 
agricultural workers not covered by the 
bill until a thorough study of the feasi
bility of such coverage has been made. 

Third. Household workers: Approxi
mately 1,000,000 domestic servants in 
private' homes, other than in homes on~ 
farms operated for profit, who work for 
one employer at least 24 days and earn 
$50 or more in a calendar quarter are 
covered. Domestic servants in farm 
homes are covered as agricultural labor, 
and so must work for one employer 60 
days in a calendar quarter in order to be 
covered. Again, as with farm workers, 
coverage would be extended to domestics 
in private homes only as to those who 
can be brought under the system with
out creating complex administrative 
problems. The household workers who 
are not regularly employed by one em
ployer need social-security protection, 
but the committee believes that admin-
Istrative experience gained through 
coverage of the limited group should first 
be obtained in order to assure successful 
operation of the system in this new area. 

Fourth. Governmental employees: 
Certain employees of th. Federal, State, 
and local governments Maon are not under 
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a retirement system are afforded cover-
age under the bill. Federal civilian em-
ployees, numbering about 200,000. are 
covered on a compulsory basis. State 
and local employees, numbering about 
one and one-half million, are eligible to 
I~e covered through State-Federal agree-
ments. Coverage of State and local em-
ployees who are under a retirement sys-
tern has been excluded because of the 
overwhelming weight of testimony heard 
by your committee favoring such exclu-
sion. 

Fifth. Nonprofit and religious institu-
tions: About 600,000 employees of non-
profit and religious institutions are af-
forded coverage. Those employed by 
nonprofit organizations not owned or 
operated by a religious denomination are 
covered on a compulsory basis in the 
same manner as are work:!rs in industry, 
As to employees of religious denomina-
tions and of organizations owned and 
operated by a religious denomination, 
the committee believes they should be 
excluded from compulsory coverage so 
as to avoid raising administrative prob-
lems. Therefore, such employees would be bougt onludercovragiftherbe bougt udercovrag onl ifther 
employer exercised the option granted
by the bill for voluntary coverage. In all 

benefits to eligible individuals. Arise in 
the Insurance system's benefit level has 
long been overdue. The average insur-
ance benefit payment for a retired work-
er is $26 a month as contrasted with a 
$45 average for old-age assistance. The 
Congress has adjusted upward the Fed-
eral financial participation In the latter 
program in 1946, and again In 1948. The 
insurance system on the other hand is 
operating under a benefit formula which 
has been unchanged since 1939 despite
the sharp increase in prices and wage
levels that have occurred since that time. 
H. R. 6000. as revised, brings the benefit 
Payments in line with present-day con-
ditions. 

The 2,900,000 beneficiaries currently
receiving old-age and survivors insur-
ance benefits would have their monthly 
payments increased about 85 to 90 per-cetontevrae heaerg pyceto h vrg.Teaeaepy 
mnent for retired workers would rise from 
$26 to more thban $48. 

Those claiming benefits in the future 
would have their payments computed
under a new formula, or in the same 
manner as for present beneficiaries, de-pndig uon wichmetod rodcespndig uon wichmetod rodces 
the more favorable result. The monthly
primary payment under the new bene-

formula is50 percent of the first $100 
of the average monthly wage plus 15 per-
cent of the next $150. The average pay-
ment for workers becoming entitled to 
benefits after the enactment of the bill 

fit 


would be somewhat in excess of $50 per
month. The minimum payment of $10 
under present law would be increased to 
$25, except for those workers with a 
monthly average wage of less than $34 
per month, for whom a $20 minimum 

TABLE 3.-Illustrative monthly old-age insur
ance benefits for retired workers 

AIA]figures rounded to nearest dollarl


COVERED IN ALL POSSIBLE YEARS


6 possible years of 40 possible years of 

Monthly covrag covrag 

wage Cr.Cr 
wie Po-Hue mittee- Pres- House- mitte-. 
okgei pr rov la ve 

law boe bill lawt bil il 
-. - __ - 

$00 ..... $21 t2 $25 028 $30~ 025 
$100--- 26 51 00 35 e0 so 
$10 32 06 58 42 66 08$200 - 37 62 63 4 72 6
$=--- 42 67 72 56 78 72 

$300-... 72 (2) (2) 84 (') 
I---- __ 

COVERED IN HALF OF POSSIBLE YEARS 

$56 - $10 20$25 $20 012 $25 $20 
$100-:::121 126 25 24 30 25
8100 23 28 38 27 33 38 
2100:: 26 131 30 36 50 

$208 34 54 33 39 .54 
$30 - () 36 (2) (I) 42 (2) 

IPresent law and committee-approved bill include 

wages only up to $200 per mouth as creditable and tax-

might not be
a2eJrnder conditionsassumed, Individual 
able to qlialify at all, depending on actual inridence of
his covered employment.

NOTE.-These figures are based on the assumption 
that the insured worker was in covered employment 
after 1020 as indicated. 

TABLE 4.-Illustrative monthly benefits for

retired workers covered for 5 years


[All figures rounded to nearest doliarj

- ________ 

rresent House- Committee-

Average law approved approved 
monthly -bil-il 

wg Sin- Mar- Sin- Mar- Sin- Mar

gle ried I gie ned Igie riedI 

- -__

T5-----$21 $26 038 038 

cases, however, ministers and members 
of religious orders would continue to be 
excluded from coverage, 

Sixth. Miscellaneous groups: About 
three-quarters million additional per-
sons are brought under coverage by the 
bill. These are principally (a) American 
citizens employed outside the United 
States by American employers, (b) em-
ployees in Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands who are covered in the same 
manner z~s if they were employed In the 
continental United States, and (c) full-

tim lfeinurnc eraemnadcradtielf-nuac 
tain agents or commission drivers who 
are covered as employees under the 
broadened definition of "employee." 
With reference to this definition, con-
cerning which there has been much corn-
ment and the hurling of charges and 
counter-charges, the committee limited 
the expansion of coverage through modi-
fication of the usual common-law rules 
to the categories mentioned as they can 
be described clearly and can be easily 
understood by everyone concerned. The 
adoption of the so-called economicrelttetae nsvnidfnt 

ae et o ee neiie 
factors, as contained in the House-passed 
bill, would, inthe opinion of the com-
mittee, create useless confusion and vest 
far too broad discretionary powers in 

(32 $25
wol eapial.$100--------::_26 39 51 77 60. 75
wudb plcbe 	 $120 ------- ---- 32 47 06 85 58 86 

Mr. President, I should like permission
slemet hveineredinth R$250)--------42ohv netdi h ECORD, tables 

2, 3, 4, and 5,which appear on pages 21, 
25, 26. and 27 of the committee report
accompanyirng the bill. 

There being no objection, the tables 
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 
TAL .Smayo ovrintbefr 
TABEmp-utigmmarhy obcnverisifon table nor. 

on the roll (or retiring in the future)' 
(All figures rounded to nearest dollar]) 

Ness primary insurance 

Primnary amount Maximum 


enefit corn- __________ family
pelt 	 benefitsuted under 
present House-ap- payablelaw Committee-

$200 ------- 37 55 62 92 65 98 
63 07 100 72 109

$300 ------- (2) (2) 72 108 (') (1) 
With wife age 65 orIover.I I I-

'Present law and committee-approved bill includs 

wages only up to $210 per month as creditable and tax-

NOT~E.-Thes figuresare based on the assumption that 
the insured worker is in covered employment steadily 
each year after 1950. 

TABLE 5'-Illustrative monthly benefits for 
survivors of insured workers covered for 
5years 

Ald figures rounded to nearest dollarj 

AverageIn 
monthly 
wage 


t52603 
10----33~ 

$100--------20----46~ 
$250::-
$300--------

$5 

$2S----184o93$200----2 
$0----()5 

' 
P - a 
0 Z ~ 

.- a0 
s ' 0 
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Widow and Widow and Widow and 
1 hl hlrn 3cide 

$38 037J 040 $40 040 040[ $40 
787 378 6S 60 t 502 So 80 

39 8 113150313107 592~ 9804 1025 120 12 
52-1--109-7 133 145 84 15010 

(2 6 ' ' 144 (') (J) 150() 
1child alone2 childrenw 

alone Agd-id
$10 $9 $9$21 $32 031 $161$191$1913t8 64 
13 	 38 3 26 6 62 20 38 38 

421 43 32 70 72 24 42 437 	 12 64054 42 83 91 32 00 54 
2 2 0()()5 I 

proved bill approved bill 

$10---- 25 120 
the administrative agencies and threaten ~20 ------ :::3 

$40 
00 

78 
113 
15100 
100 

the independence of many of the small-
-business enterprises of America. 

Moreover, the persons covered as em-
ployees under the definition in the 
House-passed bill and who are not coy-
ered as employees under the bill as re-
vised, are covered, in general, as Sell-
employed under the action taken by theco mte. u, l e nT th rho 

comte.Tuteewudb o 
limitation on the extent of coverage, buttemneofcvrg wolbeonly temneofcvrgwolbe 
affected. 

LIEAIAINFBNFT
LIEAIATO 

Altouh rodxtnsonofcovraeAlhuhbodetnino oeae 
Is 	 necessary to the development of a 
sound social-security system, of equal

spoiioImotne oSdeutimotnei rvso o dqae 

$25-:---- 44 48
03 1 06 

$3 1 6.$40 ------ 60 68 
$4------ 4 72 
Eapm _____-______-_____ 

(a)Retired worker now receiving $30 per month will 
receive $56aftereffective date undercommittec-approved 
bill as against $01 under House-approved bill. Amount e receives plus supplementary benefits for his, eligible
dependents oramount forhis survivors 
cannot exceed 

$1pemot.$1400---------1(h) Widow age 65or over now receiving $30 per month
(based on three-fourths of deceased husband's primar 
benefit of $40) will receive $51 after effective date under 
ommittee-approved bill M~of $68) as against $45 under

bin th.hstbei 
Fr hoe etrig intefuture, thstbei sd

tBNErSteHouse-aproetdi 
either Ifthey do not have sufficient quarters of coverage
to qualify for the "oew start" average wage or if the 
table produces a snore favorabl, result. 

fame for both House-approved bill and committee.approved bill. 

I -resentlaw and committee-approved bill include 
wages only up to $250 per month as creditable and tax
able.I'Age 66 or over. 

NOTS.-Tbese, figure are based on the assaumpia 
that the insured worker is in covered employment sead-&Sly
each year after 1960. 
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Mr. GEORGE Mr. President, these 

tables show the increase in benefits and 
the amounts payable at various wage 
levels to retired workers and their de-
pendents under the bill as reported by
the committee,.and also in the form the 
bill was passed by the House of Repre-
sentatives. These tables indicate not 
only that benefit payments would be 
much more adequate than under present 
law, but also that on the whole the bill 
as revised by the Committee on Finance 
affords beneficiaries more favorable 
treatment than they would receive under 
the bill as passed by the H-ouse. 

Other benefit liberalizations are also 
contained in the bill. Benefits are pro-
vided. for dependent husbands of women 
workers, and more liberal treatment is 
accorded children of women workers who 
have been in covered employment. Thus, 
Women who are a part of the labor force 
will receive more ample protection for 
their dependents than is now the case. 
Moreover, the percentage of the primary 
benefit available to -surviving children of 
all Insured workers has been Increased, 
Instead of one-half of the primary bene-
fit being payable to each surviving child 
as under present law, child benefit pay-
ments are made on the basis of three-
fourths of the primary amount for the 
first child and one-half for each addi-
tional child in the family,

Another liberalization over present law 
Is the provision in the bill relating to the 
limitation on earnings in covered em-
ployment by beneficiaries which is now 
$14.99 per month. This limitation is in-
creased to $50 per month for those be-
tween 65 and 75 years of age, which will 
enable beneficiaries to supplement their 
benefits by part-time employment to a 
greater extent than has been possible in 
the past. For insured persons over 75 
years of age there is no limitation on the 
amount of earnings. This latter provi-
sion has particular significance for self
employed persons and others engaged in 
occupations in which retirement is custo-
manily deferred to an advanced age. It 
is hoped that through these changes ex-
perience may be gained that will assist 
in developing plans, for enactment at a 
later date, which would encourage em-
ployers to utilize the services of aged 
workers to the fullest extent practicable, 
so that those willing and able to work 
may continue to be productive members 
of society, 

ELIGIBILITY FOR BENEFITS 

The bill, as revised, greatly liberalizes 
the present eligibility requirements so 
that an older wo:. ker can qualify for 
benefits with the same -number of quar-
ters of coverage that were required of an 
older worker when the system began OP-
eration. Under present law a worker 
who attains the age of 615years in July 
of this year must have 27 quarters of coy-
erage to be eligible for benefits. A work-
er who was 65 years of age in 1940, when 
the first payments were made, was eli-
gible if he had only 6 quarters of cover-
age. Eligibility requirements for older 
workers as difficult to meet as those of 
the present law cause an unwarranted 
postponement of the effeactiveness of the 
insurance system in furnishing protec-

tion for the aged. Therefore, the bill 
would provide a new start in eligibility 
requirements under which a worker 
could qualify for benefits if he had cov-
erage In only one-half the number of 
quarters elapsing after 1950, and before 
attainment of age 65 but in no case less 
than 6 quarters. Quarters of coverage
would Include those earned in 1950 and 
prior years as well as those earned sub-
sequently. Thus, any person aged 62 or 
over on the effective date of the bill 
would -be fully insured for benefits at age 
65 if he had 6 quarters of coverage; those 
aged 61 would need 8 quarters; those 
aged 60, 10 quarters, and so forth. The 
maximum requirement for fully insured 
status would never exceed 40 quarters of 
coverage which Is the case in present 
law. 

I believe this new start provision is one 
of the most important In the bill. It is 
estimated that 700,000 additional bene-
fcicaries will be added to the rolls In 1951 
through its enactment. Many of these 
are now out of the labor force but are un-
able to qualify under the stringent re-
quirements of present law, yet they and 
their employers have made contributions 
to the system in past years. 

I am certain that all members have 
had inquiries from aged citizens calling 
attention to the apparent injustice of 
the present system under which social se
curity taxes have been paid by the work-
er and his employer for 4, 5, or 6 years or 
more, but because the worker is a few 
quarters short of the required number he 
Is ineligible for any benefits or a refund 
of taxes paid. If such person Is unable 
to work and is in need he must turn to 
public assistance. The new start pro-
vision is desigi,ed to correct such in-
equitable results and to immediately 
shift part of the public-assistance bur-
den to the insurance system, 

VETERANS 
As a result of being removed from the 

civilian labor force, World War II 
servicemen were deprived of the oppor-
tunity for coverage under old-age and 
survivors insurance. The committee be-
lieves that these servicemen who an-
swered the call of their country in time 
of war should have the same status under 
old-age and survivors insurance as they
might have had if military service had 
not interfered with their employment, 
Accordingly, the bill would give service-
men wage credits of $160 for each month 
of military or naval service performed 
during the World War II period, 

FINANCING 
It Is essential to sound social insurance 

that there be adequate financing, and 
that those who accrue benefit rights shall 
also assume contribution obligations.
The committee is of the opinion that the 
system should be financed solely from 
contributions made by employers, em-
ployees, and the self-employed. Accord-
ingly, the bill would repeal the provision
In present law authorizing appropria-
tions to the trust fund from general 
revenues. 

The tax schedule in the bill would re-
tain the present rates of 1 

1/2 percent on 
employers and 11/2 percent on employees 
through 1955. The rate for the self-

employed is 11/2 times the employee rate, 
or 2Y/4percent for this period. It is esti
mated that-these rates will produce suf
ficient revenue to meet all benefit obli
gations for the next 5 years. Beginning
in 1956 successive increases in the rates 
are provided with 2 percent being sched
uled' for 1956 through 1959, 21/2percent 
for the period 1960 through 1964, 3 per
cent for the period 1965 through 1969, 
and 31/4 percent thereafter. 

There are many different tax sched
ules that could be adopted. The sched
ule in the bill is not being offered as one 
that will under all circumstances prove 
to be satisfactory as the system matures. 
I do believe, however, that it is as sound 
a schedule as can be formulated at this 
time on the basis of past experience. 

12LPII3LIC ASSISTANCE 
As I have already indicated, the bill, 

as revi~sed, is designed to have the con
tributory insurance system become the 
primary program for affording protec
tion against the economic hazards of 
old age and premature death so as to re
duce the need for public-assistance ex
penditures. Accordingly, few changes
in the public-assistance program are 
contained in the bill. However, as a 
number of these are of major impor
tance, I shall discuss them briefly. 

AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN. 

Under present law the Federal Gov
ermient does not share in that part of 
any monthly aid to dependent children 
payment which exceeds $27 for the first 
child and $18 for each additional child 
in a family. The bill would raise these 
matching maximums to $30 and $20, re
spectively, with the result that the maxi
mum Federal funds available to the 
States would be increased from $16.50 to 
$18 per month for tthe first child and 
from $12 to $13 for each additional 
child. Thus the States would be enabled 
tor providepsoewhant highrern amet 
fothidenetcilr. 

AID TO THE BLIND 
The States are now required to take 

into consideration all income and re
sources of claimants of aid to the blind.' 
Under the bill, as revised, the States' with 
federally approved aid-to-the-blind 
plans would be required to disregard 
earned indome up to $50 per month of 
claimants of aid to the blind. Because 
of the necessity of allowing the States to 
modify their aid-to-the-blind laws, this 
requirement is not effective until July. 
1952, but in the meantime the States 
would be permitted to disregard earn
ings up to $50 per month on a discre
tionary basis. ,It is the opinion of the 
committee that such exemption of earn
ings will encourage blind individuals to 
become self-supporting and to be pro
ductive members of society. 

OLD-AGE ASSISTANCE 
Tebla eiewudmk e 
Thein billna revuisedhwoudemakepartic

gnigi euigteFdrlprii
patlon in su~pplementary old-age assist
ance payments made to beneficiaries of 
old-age benefit payments under the in
surance program. Old-age assistance 
payments made to retired workers who 
become entitled to insurance benefits for 
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made directly to the recipient. Under 
another change in the bill, the Federal 
Government would share in the costs 
incurred by the States and localities in 
furnishing assistance to the needy aged
and needy blind residing in public med-
ical institutions-other than those for 
mental diseases and tuberculosis-in-
stead of limiting Federal participation 
to costs incurred for recipients residing
in private institutions as provided in 
present law. It is the belief of the coin-
mittee that this latter provision will as-
sist communities to develop additional 
facilities for chronically ill persons and 
.thereby assist in meeting the increasing 
need for such facilitie&. 

III. CHILD HEALTH AND WELFARE SERVICES 

Under present law Federal grants-in-
aid to the States are authorized for three 
service programs designed to promote
the health and welfare of children in
rural areas and areas of special need. 
The committee believes that the author-
ization for appropriatior for these pro-
grams-maternal- and child-health 

sriecipe-children services, and 
child-welfare services-should be in-
creased so as to assist the States to meet 
the health and welfare needs of a great-
er number of children. Accordingly,
the bill would increase the annual au-
thorization from $11,000,000 to $20,000,.'
000 for maternal- and child-health serv-
ices,. from $7,500,000 to $15,000,000 for 
services for crippled children, and from 
$3,500,000 to $12,000,000 for child-wel-
fare services. -Mr. 

IV.UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE 
Theeprovisionsoinepesentelawaallowing
The rovsios lloinginpreentlaw

advances to the accounts of States in 
the unemployment trust fund, expired
January 1, 1950. There has not been 
sufficient time for the committee to give 

cosdrtootemn hne ht
have been proposed in the unemploy-
ment-insurance program and to report

H.R.600frcioMtAhsNesnof
sesion oH.thiR.6000or ation Congress. Therefore, in order to assure 

the solvency of State unemployment in-
surance accounts, the bill would reenact 
the provisions in present law and permit
advances by the Federal Government to 
the accounts of States until December 
31, 1951. 

the first time after enactment of the bill, The committee report contains a de-
would be shared in by the Federal Gov- tailed explanation of all provisions,
ermient on a 50-50 basis instead of Moreover, a Committee print is before
under the regular grant-in-aid formula the Senate which compares the major
applicable to other c~ases. Thus, the differences in present law, H. R. 6000 as 
Federal share of old-age assistance pay- passed by the House of Representatives
ments for these supplementary assist- and H. R. 6000 as reported by the Senate 
ance payments would be limited to a committee. Reference is made to the
monthly maximum of $25 instead of $30 blue sheet on the desk of each Senator 
as in present law. I mention these two documents because 

MEDICAL CARE I believe they will enable any Member to 
Under the bill, as revised, the States ascertain the contents of the bill and to

would be authorized to make direct pay- satisfy himself -as to the committee's 
ments to doctors or others furnishing objectives in revising the bill in the form
medical or remedial care to recipients of in vhich it has been reported to the
State-Federal public assistance. Under Senate. 
present law the Federal Government As I indicated earlier, the bill does not
does not participate in the cost of medi- provide social-security protection for all ca ar orrciintnls pyen s citizens of the Nation. Some groups,cal pamenules areforrecpietsisOn 

such as share croppers, migrant agri-
cultural labor, and part-time domestic 
servants, who are not brought under 
insurance coverage, need protection. I 
regret that further extension of cover-
age must await more detailed study of 
the problems inherent in bringing addi-

tionl prsoswthinthesysem.Ontinlproswhntesyem It is 
my opinion, however, that the commit-. 
tee has reported a sound bill which can 
be supported by Members on both sides 
of the aisle. The adoption of this legis-
lation does not mean'-the enactment of 
new principles or of untried innovations. 
The committee has merely proposed
that we improve and strengthen and 
make available to additional millions the 
protection afforded by the contributory
social-security insurance program in-augurated by the Congress in 1935. 

By the adoption of H. R. 6003, we can 
assist the wage earners and the small-
business men of the country to obtain
protection against want in their old age.
By continuing the social-insurance prin-
ciples and relating benefits to- contribui-
tions or earnings, we shall prsrei-
dividual thrift Lnd Incentive; by grant-
~ eeisa atro ea ih, 
we shall preserve the individual dignity
of our citizens. The committee is not 
unconcerned with the eventual liability
which this revision of the social-security 
program will place upon the Government 
an pnepoesadepoes 
an pnepoesadepoes
alike, but we have proceeded with faith 
in America to meet the problem.

President, at this time I ask unani-
mous consent to have certain technicalamnmnsaotd hs mn-
ments, which are all technical, have been
approved by the legislative counsel, by
the staff of the committee, and have been 
carefully scrutinized. They do not 
cagInnyrsetnyubatie 
provision of the law. 

Th RSDN FIC M E-
MThIte chaSIr).G MayFItER Char. InH-

Mr. SCHOEPPEL. Al, members of the 
committee have agreed to them, have 
they not? 

Mr. GEORGE. The committee mem
bers authorized the making of these 
technical changes, and they have been 
made in accordance with the authoriza
tion. . 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
question is on agreeing en bloc to the 
amendments offered by the Senator from 
Georgia.

The amendments were agreed to, as 
follows: 

On page 240. line 24, strike out "paragraph"
and insert in lieu thereof "subparagraph." 

On page 242, line 4, strike out "if." 
On page 243, line 11, after the word

owned". insert "by the United States." page 253, line 6, after the word "water
ways", Insert a comma. 

On page 257, line 17, after "thereof) "1, insert 
a comma. 

On page 263, line 5,strike out "means" and 
insert in lieu thereof "mean."1 

On page 268, line 10, strike out "twenty.'
one" and insert in liru thereof "twenty-two."

page 268. line 13, after the-word "or".insert a comma and "if later.". 
On page 292, line 18. strike out "Payment"

and insert in lieu thereof "Payments."
On page 315, strike out line 4 and insert 

in lieu thereof "1426 (a) (1), and he shall 
not be required to obtain a." 

On page 316. line 13, after the word "shall",insert "not." 
On page 322. line 13, strike out "terms",

and insert in lieu thereof "term.",
On page 322, line 21, strike out "para

graph" and insert in lieu thereof "subpara
graph."

On page 328, line 17. strike out "Services"
and insert in lieu thereof "Service." 

Onrpageo33.liesfr"tvin"i-
OerpagComma.ie6 atrtepeidn
Onrpuoaget32olne 6,afertkseio.n 
On page 335, line 9, at the beginning of 

the line, Insert quotation marks. 
On page 341, line 8,strike out "purpose of 

this section" and insert in lieu thereof "pur-' 
pses of this Subsection.", 

Onhepagre388 linet 11.eastrk utewr 
"the where it6lirst9 appears.hro) 1 n 
sert s comma. 

On page 362, line 11. strike out the quota
tion marks. 

On page 372, line 6. strike out 11(b) "and 
insert in lieu thereof "B).1

On page 374, line 15, after "promptness",
insert a semicolon. 

on page 381, line 3. after the period. in-
Bert quotation marks.

On page 381, line 19, strike out the word
and" where it first appears and insert Inlieu thereof "any."

On page 382, line 10. strike out "1953" 
and. Insert In lieu thereof "1951."1 

On page 383, line 16, after the dash, Insert 
quotation marks. 

On page 384, strike -out lines 9 and 10 and 
Insert In lieu thereof: 

"1(b) The amendment made by subsection
qirn whthe ar).Senatorifrom(a)orgall take effect October 1, 1950, exceptMthe 

CONCUSINMr SCOEPPL. r. Pesientmay
ccLsoNI ask the distinguished Senator fromMr. President, I have described very Georgia a question?

briefly the major provisiola of the bill. Mr. GEORGE. I yield. ,. 

tquir wheher te Sentor romwishes the amendments to be acted on 
en bloc or separately?

Mr. LUCAS. Mr. President, because 
they make substantially technical 
changes, I make the request that they
be acted on en bloc. 

Mr COPEL r rsiet a 

exclusionttheofcmoneyofpaymentsmetstoneedy individuals described In clause (a) or 
(b) of section 1006 of the Social Security Act 
as so amended shall, in the case of any of 
such Individuals who are not patients in a 
public institution, be effective juil 1, 1952."1 

On page 885, line 19, after "404;,", Insert
702' 703;."1

On page 386. line 2. after "1404;", Insertp702; 703;."
On page 386. line 3, strike out "(other than 

subparagraph (1) thereof). 
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On page 386, after line 9 and before line 
10, Insert: 

(f The heading of title VII of the Social 
Security Act Is amended to read "Adminis-
tration." 

On page 391, between lines 14 and 15, In-
sert the following: 

(b) (1) Clause (2) of the second sentence 
of section 904 (h) of the Social Security Act 
is amended to read: "(2) the excess of the 
taxes collected In each fiscal year beginning 
after June 30, 1946. and ending prior to July 
1, 1981, under the Federal Unemployment
Tax Act, over the unemployment adminis-
trative expenditures made in such year, and 
the excess of such taxes collected during the 
period beginning on July 1, 1951. and ending 
on December 31. 1951, over the -unemploy-
ment administrative expenditures made 
(luring Such period." 

(2) The third sentence of section 904 (h) 
sfthein Socia 115"actSecurity insaendedg by 
stieinthrout "April 1, 19520" an netn n 

liuthrof"prl1,152", 
On page 391, line 15, strike out "(b) ' and 

insert In lieu the!reof ' (C)." 
On page 391, line 15. strike out "subsection 

(a)" and Insert in lieu thereof "subsections 
(a) and (b)." 

Mr. 	GEORGE. Mr. President, I now 
offr s omiteeamedmnt, med-

,fentas whmichthae amndtmbentsubamitend-t 
ment whchot eensubmtte toave 

the committee as a whole, but I shall be 
pleased to explain them, They are 
amendments which have the approval of 
the Secretary of the Treasury and of the 
Federal Security Agency. The amend-
ments provide simply that with respect

totepyetsb h oesi evns
to te y te ervntspymetsdmesic 

who are brought under the bill accept-
ance of payment would be authorized 
upon the basis of the nearest dollar, so 
that in case the housewife was indebted 

to te$.50 r mre,dmesic srvat 
woulhedobesiretrvned Iftheohousewie 

$10 wol ertre.I h oswf 
were indebted to the domestic servant 
for $9.20 or $9.30, or less than $9.50, $9 
would be returned. In other words, the 
purpose of the amendments is to round 
the return to the nearest whole dollar. 
That is the entire effect of the amend-
ments. If there is no objection, I should 
like to have those amendments also ap-
proved, so they may appear in the 
RECORD. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there 
objection to the request of the Senator 
from Georgia? The Chair hears none, 
and, without objection, the amendments 
are agreed to en bloc. 

The amendments are as follows: 
Amndent scton10 () f . . 
Amenmen 04 f H R.tosecion a)

6000, as reported by the Committee on 
Finance: Insert a new unlettered paragraph 
on page 239 between lines 21 and 22, reading 
as follows: thstte ntecs f 

"For purposes of thstte ntecs f 
service not in the course of the employer's 
trade or business within the meaning of sec- 
tion 210 (a) (3), If such service is performed 
by an employee who is regularly employed 
during the calendar quarter within the 
meaning of such section, any payment of 
cash remuneration which Is more or less than 
a whole-dollar amount shall, under such 
conditions and to such extent as may be pre-
scribed by regulation made under this title, 
be computed to the nearest dollar. For the 
purpose of the computation to the nearest 
dollar, the payment of a fractional part of a 
dollar shall be disregarded unless It amounts 
to one-half dollar or more, in which case it 

shall be increased to $1. The amount of any 
payment of cash remuneration so computed 
to the nearest dollar shall, in lieu of the 
amount actually paid, be deemed to con-
stitute-fothdoetcsratotenaet 

"(1) the amount of remuneration for pur-
poses of section 210 (a) (3) ;and 

"1(2) the amount of wages for purposes of 
this title, if such payment constitutes re-
muneration for employment, but only to the 
extent not excepted by any of the other 
paragraphs of this section." 

Amendment to section 204 (e) of H. R. 
6000, as reported by the Committee on Fi-
nance. Insert a subsection (j) on page 335, 
between lines 24 and 25, reading as follows: 

'*(j Computation of wages in certain 
cases: For purposes of this subchapter, In the 
case of service not in the course of the em-
ployer's trade or business within the mean
ngosuecin()(,ifuhsrveis 
performed by an employee who Is regularly 
employed during the calendar quarter within 
the meaning of such subsection. any pay-
ment of cash remuneration which is more 
or less than a whole-dollar amount shall. 
under such conditions and to such extent as 
may be prescribed by regulations made under 
this subchapter, be computed to the nearest 

dollar. For the purpose of the computation 
to the nearest dollar, the payment of a frac-
tional part of a dollar shall be disregarded
unless i' amounts to one-half dollar or more, 
in which case it shall be increased to one 
dollar. The amount of any payment of cash 
remuneration so computed to the nearest 
dollar shall, in lieu of the amount actually 
paid, be deemed to constitute-

"(1) the amount of remuneration for pur-
poses of subsection (b) (3), and

"(2) the amount of wages f or purposes of 
this subchapter, If such payment constitutes 
remuneration for employment, but only to 
the extent not excepted by any of the num-
bered paragraphs of subsection (a) ." 

Mr.GEORE. r. resient I lso 
akt havEOpRinEd in. thesiReCORDI ats 

s ohv rne nteRCR t 
this point an explanation of the amend-
ments just adopted. 

There being no objection, the explana-
to a ree ob rne nte 
to a ree ob rne nte 
RE CORD, as follows: 
EXPLANATION OF AMENDMENTS TO H. Rl. 6000 

To PROVUM FO TH P.UDN OF WAGE PAYr-
MEN4TS To THE NEAREST WHOLE DOLLAR INTHE CASE OF SERVICE NOr IN THE COURSE OF 
THE EssPLOYEa'5 TRADE OR BUSINEss 

A new section 1426 (j) of the Internal Rev-
enue Code, recommended by the Treasury 
Department, and a corresponding new para-
graph in section 209 of the Social Security 
Act, recommended by the Federal Security 
Agency, are designed to make easier the com
putation of the tax on the wages of domestic 
servants. The provisions would authorize 
the issuance of regulations' in appropriate 
cases, permitting householders to take into 
account wage payments rounded to the near-
est whole dollar for social-security purposes. 
For example, if a household employee re-0 
ceives a cash remuneration payment of $9.50, 
or *10.49, or any amount in between, the 
payment would be considered to. be $10 for 
social-seurity purposes. The rounding of 
cash wage payments to the nearest whole 
dollar will ease the householder's part in the 
social-security program for purposes of ap-
plying the tax rate to the wage payment, for 
purposes of any required record keeping, and 
for purposes of determining whether $80 or 
more has been paid to the employee for sev 
Ices performed in any calendar quarter. 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, as I 
have stated, the first amendments I of-

fered, are purely technical in nature. 
The second amendments I offered have 
the single effect of rounding the return 
fotedmsiceratothnaet 

whole dollar. 
Mr. President, that is all I wish to say 

at this time. I earnestly hope we may 
make such progress with the bill as is 
consistent with proper consideration of 
legislation of this magnitude. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
qeto~so geigt h omte 
qeto so geigt h omte 
amendment, as amended. 

Mr. SCHOEPPEL. I suggest the ab
sence of a quorum. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
clerk will call the roll. 

The legislative clerk proceeded to call 
the roll. 

Mr. SCHOEPPEL. Mr. President, I 
ask unanimous consent that the order for 
a quorum call be rescinded and that fur
ther proceedings under the call be sus
pended. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. HoEY 

in the chair). Without objection, it is 
so ordered. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. Mr. President, in act-~ 
ing on the bill which is now before the 
Senate we necessarily must reach at least 

rough definitions as to what, if anything, 
shall be the role of the Federal Govern
ment in meeting our social-security prob
lems. We cannot do this on the assump
tion that we can make an original exploration of our duty. 

We have a system of so-called social 
seuiywchognadinteSil 
seuiywchognadInteSil
Security Act of 1935, and which has been 
continued and expanded by the 1939 Re
vision Act, by miscellaneous legislation
enacted 	 during 1940 and 1945-, and by 
amendments of 1936 and 1947 and 1948. 
The field covers benefits from contribu
tions, public assistance from general 
rvneadt h lnt eedn 
rvneadt h lnt eedn 
children, and to the permanently and 
totally disabled, and maternal and child 
health and welfare services including 
wti hi cp i ocipe hlihntersoeai ocipe hl 
dren. 

The magnitude of commitments al
ready made is illustrated by some of the 
facts relating to our old-age and sur
vivors insu~rance system. During 1949, 
35,000,000 persons were covered during 

an average week. There are 80,400,000 
living persons with wage credits, 40,000,
000 fully insured persons, and 5,700,000 
persons who are currently but are not 
fully insured. As of December 31, 1949, 
2,743,000 esn eerciigbnft

rsnweeecingbeft
from this part of the system, including 
widowed-mother and child beneficiaries. 
Seventeen percent of the total aged pop
ulation, 65 years of age or older, were 
receiving such benefits. The benefits 
udrteodaeadsriossse 
udrteodaeadsriossse 
rose from $35,000,000 in 1940 to $667,
000,000 in 1949. The average benefits as 
of December 31, 1949, were $25.30 per 
month for a single retired worker; $41.40 
for the retired worker and aged wife; 

$50.60 for the widowed mother and two 
children; and $20.80 for the aged widow. 
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By the end of 1949 the so-called trust 

fund had accumulated a total of 
$11,816,0C0,000. 

On the public-assistance side, Mr. 
President, which it will be remembered is 
a sharing program with the States and 
the Federal share of which is paid out of 
general revenues, there were 2,736,000 
beneficiaries receiving old-age assist-
ance, 1,521,000 dependent children re-
ceiving aid, and 93,000 blind who were 
being assisted. These payments dur-
ing the calendar year 1949 totaled 
$1,893,000,000. 

Attention to these facts alone makes it 
apparent that it would be grossly irre-
sponsible and brutal to end the present 
system without immediately ushering in 
an alternative. 

If it was a mistake to enter into the 
system In 1935, It would be a greater
mistake now to abandon it without an 
instantly ready and acceptable alterna-
tive. 

Those who believe that the Federal 
Government has no proper role in these 
matters and that it was a mistake to 
enter the field have a special reason to 
reflect on the fact that any innovation 
in our Federal Government providing 
benefits for the people immediately sets 
up a new cycle of vested interests which 
cannot be lightly stricken down. People
shape their lives and have a right to do 
so on the promises of the Government. 
And so it happens that to end many 
things in the Government which many
feel are wrong would set in motion new 
evils offsetting or perhaps increasing the 
size of those to be ended. The moral for 
caution in what we do here is obvious, 
and it is not my intention to engage in 
abstract preachments as to sound pro-
cedures in the conduct of the Govern-
ment. 

The statistics which I have given con-
cern the bread and butter and shelter 
and health of the beneficiaries. We can-
not blithely unshackle ourselves and trip 
away from the duties which have been 
assumed and which are suggested by the 
facts which have been pointed out, 

But if we were approaching the matter 
originally, if we were not required to deal 
with a system in being, which involves 
so -many exigently important claims of 
millions of our citizens, we would have 
to give heavy thought to facts which I 
respectfully suggest would move us into 
some kind of program to cover a part of 
the security problems of our people. 

History shows that as a nation becomes 
predominantly industrial, less and less 
security for more and more people is to 
be found in the cellar, The close ties of 
most people in less complicated agrarian 
economies with the protection and sus-
taining power of the land are severed 
and security must be found in the pay 
envelope, in the ability of the worker to 
buy his security from that which is in his 
pay envelope, and which by the nature Of 
his employment in industrial areas can- 
not be found in the cellar, 

Perfectionist theories for preserving 
individual security are shattered as to 
millions of people away from the land, 
due to the preventable and unprevent-
able disasters to payrolls caused by cycli-
cal swings and numerous types of malad-

Justment in the economy, and often due 
to plain human frailty or catastrophic 
personal tragedies-all beyond the cure 
of lectures and stern admonitions by 
our Spartanists. The wide-scale junk-
ing of workers in mass-production indus- 
tries even before middle age has been 
reached may prove too much even for 
the most rugged of the rugged individ-
ualists. 

We might well wish-I certainly do-
that these blank spots in individual secu-
rity would be filled without Federal inter-
vention, but with individual savings, with 
other forms of self-attained security, or 
with family help, and that, these failing,
public obligations might be met at the 
community and State level. But that, 
I say to my colleagues, is theory which 
so far has failed under test. There may 
not be any savings or they may become 
exhausted, families will not or cannot 
help, communities or States will not or 
cannot help; and as the Federal Govern-
ment takes more and more of the citi- 
zen's money for Federal taxes, he and his 
family and his community and his State 
find themselves with less and less money 
for the assumption of these security
problems, and, I may add, less and less 
for doing the job individually and at 
home. 

I wish it were otherwise. Maybe we 
can reverse the hoggish gluttony of the 
Federal Government and leave more 
money at home for individual, commu-
nity, and State solutions of our problem. 
But I would not allow people to starve 
while we are waiting to 'io it. 

It has been apparent for a long time 
that our social-security system reeked 
with inadequacy and other fut n 
adequacy of coverage, inadequacy of 
benefits, excessive taxation to sustain 
the current load of benefits, faults and 
inconsistencies in conception and admin-
istration, such as those surrounding the 
so-called reserve-trus.' fund. 

On July 23, 1947, during the Eightieth 
Congress, the United States Senate 
adopted a resolution, sponsored jointly 
by the distinguished senior Senator from 
Georgia [Mr. GEORGE], and by the junior 
Senator from Colorado who was then the 
chairman of the Senate Finance Corn-
mittee, directing the Senate Finance 
committee "to make a full and complete 
investigation of old-age and survivors 
insurance and all other aspects of the 
existing social-security system, particu-
larly in respect to coverage, benefits, and 
taxes relative thereof."' 

During the summer recess of 1947, fol-
lowing the adoption of this resolution, a 
special Advisory Council was organized 
to give the Committee on Finance the 
benefit of its recommendations. Great 
care was taken to secure vwidespread geo-
graphical representation, to secure as 
members men and women of high stand-
ing, broad experience, and especially 
qualified to protect the interests of the 
worker, employer, and the public. The 
members of the Council were: 

Frank Bane, executive director, Coun-
cil of State Governments, 1313 East 
Sbitieth Street, Chicago, Ill.; executive 
director, Social Security Board, 1935-38; 
commissioner of public welfare for the 
States of Virginia and Tennessee, 

1923-32; first director of American Pub-
lice Welfare Association, 1932-35. 

I will say to the distinguished Senator 
from Washington [Mr. CAIN] that I am 
glad he is here, and I hope he will give 
close attention to what I am about to 
say, as I know he will. 

J. Douglas Brown, dean of the faculty, 
Princeton University, Princeton, N. J.; 
director, industrial relations section, de
partment of economics and social insti
tutions, Princeton University. since 1926; 
consultant to the Social Security Board 
since 1936; chairman, Advisory Council 
on Social Security, 1937-38. 

As I read through this list of names, 
I urge Senators to note the special quali
fications for the job at hand. 

Mi. DONNELL. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. I yield.
Mr. DONNELL. The Senator men

tioned Mr. Frank Bane. Is it not also 
true that he occupies the position of 
leading administrative director in the 
National Conference of Governors? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. He is executive di
rector of the National Conference of 
Gvros n abfr ebcm 
exeotveros adir hado, befsorel hxerbencae 
in administering welfare measures in 

Virginia and Tennessee. 
I now come to Malcolm H. Bryan, vice 

chairman of board, Trust Co. of Georgia, 
36 Edgewood Avenue, Atlanta, Ga.; first 
vice president, Federal Reserve Bank of 
Atlanta, 1938-41; economist, Board of 
Governors of the Federal Reserve Sys
tem, 1936-38; professor of economics, 
University of Georgia. 1925 -36; member, 
Amoetrycand Feh Crtonferenceinancitalf 
Moeay944ianilCnfrne 
194 

Nelson H. Cruikshank, director of so
cial insurance activities, American Fed
erat'on of Labor, Washington, D. C. 

Mary H. Donlon, chairman, New York 
State Workmen's Compensation Board, 
New York, N. Y.; past chairman, New 
York State Industrial Board. 

Adrier J. Falk, president, S. &W. Fine 
Foods, Inc., San Francisco, Calif.; mem
ber, advisory council, California State 
Employment Stabilization Commission; 
vice president, California State Chain
ber of Commerce; president. San Fran
cisco Board of Education. 

Marion B. Folsom, treasurer, East-
man Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.; staff 
director, House of Representatives Spe
cial Committee on Postwar Economic 
Policy and Planning, 1944-47; vice chair
man, Committee for Economic Develop
ment; member, New York State Advis
ory Council on Unemployment Insur
ance; member, Advisory Council on So
cial Security, 1937-38. 

M. Albert Linton, president, Provident 
Mutual Life Insurance Co., Forty-sixth
and Market Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.; 
past president, Actuarial Society of 
America; fellow of American Institute 
of Actuaries; fellow of the Institute of 
Actuaries, London; past chairman, In
stitute of Life Insurance; member, 
Advisory Council on Social Security, 
1937-38. 

John Miller, assistant director, Na
tional Planning Association, Washing
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tufn, D. C.; National Resources Planning 
Board, 1939-43; Institute of Public Ad-
ministration, 13-38. 

William I. Meyers, dean, New York 
State College of Agriculture, Cornell 
University, Ithaca, N. Y.; member, Presi-
dent's Committee on Foreign Aid; gov-
ernor, Farm Credit Administration, 
1933-38; president, Farm Mortgage Cor-
poration, 1934-38; trustee, Rockefeller 
Foundation, General Education Board. 

Emil Rieve, president, Textile Workers' 
Union, and vice president, Congress of 
Industrial Organizations, New York, 
N. Y.; member, board of directors, Amer-
ican Arbitration Association; United 
States delegate to American Conference 
on Social Security, Chile. 1942. 

Floience R. Sabin, scientist, Denver, 
Colo.; professor of histology, Johns Hop-
kins University, 1905-25; member of 
Rockefeller Institute for Medical Re-emritu embesearh, 925-8,sice;

searh, 92538,membrinc,eerius 
president of the board, Finney Howell 
Research Foundation; member and past 
officer of the American Association of 
Anatomists, the American Association of 
Physiologists, and Society of Experimen-
tal Biology and Medicine; member of the 
National Academy of Scientists, 

Sumner H. Slichter, Lamont University
professor. Harvard University, Cam-
bridge, Mass.; chairman, Research Ad-
visory Board, Committee for Economic 

of usinss eo-Develpmen;prfessoo busnes ec-
nomics, Harvard University, 1930-40; 
previously on faculties of Cornell and 
Princeton. Universities. 

I think that if anyone were to corn-

Deveopmnt;proessr 

pile a list of the 10 greatest economists 
in 	 te SttesthiUitegetlean
ill he getleanSateths nitd 

would have to be included as one of them, 
and many would place him at the very 
top. 

S. Abbot Smith, president, Thomas 
Strahan Co., Chelsea, Mass; president 
and director, Smaller Business Associa-

the cochairman was Dr. Sumner 'H 
Slichter. 

Four of th.e members, Messrs. Stettin-
ius, Brown, Folsom, and Linton served 
on an earlier Advisory Council on Social 
Security likewise set up by the Senate 
Finance Committee. 

A preparatory committee of the Coun-
cdl met in October 1947, and again in 
November, to make the necessary prepa-
rations for the organization of a tech-
nical staff and for the first full meeting 
of the Council. The first Council meet-
ing took place on December 4 and 5, 1947. 

The Council, its members assembling 
from all parts of the country, met for 
two full days each month from December 
of 1947 through May of 1948, and its 
steering committee, designated by the 
Council at its first meeting, met for one 
full day between each of the Council 
meetings.verge atenanceat oundl met-

Avrag atendnce t Cuncl met-this 
ings-and remember the geographical 
distribution of the members-was 15 of 
the 17 members. Between meetings 
members analyzed and studied back-
ground and research material prepared 
by the Council's professional research 
staff under the direction of. the steering 
committee. 

The full report of the Council was 
presented to the Senate Finance Coin-
mittee on December 31, 1948. 

Itwas ossile fr thi widly rpre-i wa posibl fo ths wdel rere-ment 
sentative group to make unanimous rec-
ommendations on most of the important 
points they considered, and to make 
nearly unanimous recommendations on 
the remainder. Their report has been 
f grat ssitane t th SeateFi-
f geatassstane t th SeateFl-

nance Committee and to the Congress. 
It was widely distributed and studied, 
it focused attention on the issues, and 
it promoted full presentation of all view-
points at the committee hearings on 
H. R. 6000. 

Mr. WHERRY. Mr. President, Will 

Should a pension system paying flat bene
fits from the general treasury be substituted 

oul eesudr insuranceb insurancebsocialsocial 
geared to Wages or should they be the same 
fdr all? 

To what extent should persons under the 
insurance program pay their own way? 

Should the Government eventually pay 
paartiofnhot ftesytmoto eea 

Is it feasible and desirable to extend coy
erage to self-employed persons such as busi
ness and professional people and farm oper
ators? sot etb eue 

fhoulSh7 eeisudr 

How can earnings reotbstescud 
fro ithfeaseblfemploysedeicmrprsfo 
als itifeaibleoopesecurwincome refemporsfom
all urn pearsosttheOOO oesl-mly 

Should the self-employed be charged the 
single employee rate, the combined employer-
employee rate, or something in between? 

Is it desirable to extend coverage to em
ployees of nonprofit organizations? I 

Should the Government compel coverage i 
traditionally tax-exempt area? 

Shouldi all employees of nonprofit organi
zations be covered, including clergymen and 
members of religious orders? 

Is it feasible and desirable to extend cover
age to agricultural and domestic workers? 

Is It feasible to get wage reports for these 
goroups? Truhasapsse rlse 

can the value of wages-in-kind for this 
group be evaluated? 

Is it desirable to extend coverage to Fed
eral employees?whlevGorn

Are short-term workerswhlevGornafter a few years and return to employ
ment covered by old-age and survivors insur
ance adequately protected by the existing 
combination of civil-service retirement and 
old-age and survivors insurance? 

If coverage under old-age and survivors 
insurance were extended to Federal workers. 
should the civil-service system be modified; 
and if so, how? 

Is it desirable to extend coverage to rail
road workers? 

Are workers who move between railroad 
employment and employment now covered 
under old-age and, survivors insurance ade
quately protected under present arrange-

old-age and survivors insurance 
coverage be extended to the armed services? 

What should be considered the service
man'c wage? 

Should the serviceman contribute directly 
Iito ocve ttthesproram? mlyeso 
Isanitcad oesrablentosoemlyesott 
If so. how can It be done in the light of 

constitutional barriers against Federal taxa
tion of other governmental units? 

Should employees of proprietary units of 
State and iccal governments be covered on 
acompulsory basis? 
aHow can voluntary provisions be designed 
to guard against adverse selection? 

What should be the relation of old-age and 
survivors insurance to other plans for retire
ment, private or governmental? 

Should tips and gratuities be counted as 
wages?How should the rights of World War II 
veterans be protected under the program? 

If presently excluded groups are brought 
Into the system, how should the eligibility 
requirements be modified so that the new 
groups are not unduly handicappedingtting benefits? 

Are the present eligibility requirements the 
best possible ones for the presently covered 
groups?ththecanton 

In light of the factththecanto
tribute for long periods of time, should older 
workers get benefits highriamuthn 
what they and their employers pay for? 

tion of New England, Inc.; trustee, Coin- th Seato yildments?memfor conmicDevlopent
mittee frEooiDeeomn;mm thSeaoyelShould 
ber of Subcommittee on Special Prob- Mr. MILLIKIN. I yield. 
lems of Smaller Business; Director, Mr. WHERRY. The Senator made the 
Smaller War Plants Corporation, 1942- observation that this committee made 

45. 	 its recommendation in December of 
I ask Senators again to note the diver- 1948. Are we acting upon these reco-

stofinterests of the members of the men~dations now in consideration of this 

council, proposed legislation, or is this commit-
There was the late Edward R. Stettin- tee still functioning? 

lus, Jr., rector, University of Virginia, Mr. MILLIKIN. The Advisory Council 
Charlottesville, Va.; 

when it had completed its report. That
Secretary of State, went out of existence at the end of 1948, 

United States, 1944-45; Under Secretary, 
reprt ter, Avisryo Cuncl amebefoe cmmitee n 

1943-44; member AdioyCuclo
Social Security, 19374-18. 

Delos Walker, vice president, R. H. 
Macy &Co., New York, N. Y.; vice presi-
dent and member of the board, Regional 
Planning Association of New York; trus-

teInstitute ofPbi diitainteeof ublcAminitraion 
form~er chairman of the board, American 
Retail Federation. 

Ernest C. Young, dean of the graduate 
scol udeUniversity, West Lafay-

ette, Ind.; member, international Con-
ference of Agricultural Economists; 
member. American Association of Farm 
Managers and Rural Appraisers; past 
president, American Farm Economic As-

soito.scrity 
The chairman of the Council was the 

late Hon. Edward R. Stettinius, Jr., and 

eotcm eoeteCmiteOl 
Finance and was used in connection 
with the hearings on H. R. 6000. 

I have before me about 100 of the 
questions Which the Advisory Council 
considered. They give an Idea of the 

nlsswihwsmd ftepo-
anlysi whch as ade f te pob-
lemn, and which formed the agenda for 
the Council's work. I ask unanimous 
consent to have these questions printed 
at this point in the RECORD, 

There being no objection, the inthed tobe ques-pintd
tions were orderedt epitdIte 
RECORD, aS follows: 

What is the proper role of social-insurance 
and public-assistanOe programs In a social-

system? 
should a means-test system be substituted 

for the present insurance systemi? 
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How should such benefits be financed? By 

an eventual contribution from general taxa-
tion? By payroll contributions made by 
younger workers and their employers? 

What should the level of benefits be? How 
should the individual benefits be deter-
mined? 

Up to what level of wages should contribu-
tions be assessed? 

Should the program pay the full rate of 
benefits now or should the amount of bene-
fits automatically increase over the years? 

Should regular contributors receive higher
benefits than Intermittent contributors? 

How should the benefit provisions be modi. 
fied to overcome the handicap under which 
newly covered workers would otherwise find 
themselves? 

Are the types of monthly benefits now pro-
vided the correct ones and should any new 
beneficiaries be added? 

Are the age conditions and other eligibility 
conditions correct? 

Are the present minimum and maximum 
provisions satisfactory or should they be 
changed? 

Should benefits be paid to workers over 
65 who have not retired? 

What is a reasonable test of retirement? 
Is the funeral benefit properly designed? 
What Is the cost of the various possible 

recommendations, now and In the future? 
What should the contribution rate be? 
What should the contribution schedule be? 
Should the system be financed on a full 

reserve basis? 
What is the meaning of the reserve? 
Should the risk of permanent and total 

disability be added to the Federal system of 
old-age and survivors insurance or should 
loss of income from this cause be handled 
entirely under public assistance? 

If the latter, should a new special State-
Federal assistance category be set up? 

If the former, how can the protection be 
provided without undue risk to the solvency 
of the fund? 

What eligibility requirements should be 
established to prevent persons from qualify-
Ing who have not really suffered a wage loss? 

What should be the definition of perma-
nently and totally disabled? 

Should the definition cover all such dis. 
ability or only those which result in eco-

noicicaaitHow 
Should the economic incapacity be for the 

person's usual occupation or for all gainful 
activity? 

Should the definition cover only medically 
demonstrable disability? 

Should the definition include a prognosis 
of long-continued and indefinite duration or 
should it cover all total disabilities that 
have lasted for some fixed period Of time, 
such as 6 months? 

What level of benefits may be safely paid 
without interfering with incentives to return 
to work when able? 

What provisions should be set up for the 
rehabilitation of beneficiaries? 

How should this rehabilitation be financed? 
How should such a new program be admin-

istered? As a separate system or as part of 
old-age and survivors Insurance?cofdnefal 

How much would such a program cost? 
How should such a program be Integrated 

with workmen's compensation and Federal 
disability Insurance systems? 

Should categories such as old-age assist-
ance, aid to dependent children, and aid to 
the blind be retained In the State-Federal 
assistance program?

Should anl income continue to be counted 
In determining need or should exemptions
be allowed?shpgofplcan 

Up to What level Of State payments should 
the Federal Government be willing to match? 

What should be the method of Federal 
financial participation? 

Should the rate of Federal participation 
vary with the per capita Income of the State 
or with the level of benefits paid? 

Should the Federal Government partici-
pate In the program for children to the same 
extent as it does for the aged and the blind? 

Should the Federal Govcrnment partici-
pate In general assistance? 

Should the Federal Government partici-
pate in medical-care payments made on be-
half of assistance recipients? 

Should the Federal Government partici-
pate in assistance to aged persons residing
in medical Institutions? 

Are the Federal standards which the States 
must now meet to get Federal financial help 
the correct ones? 

What should residence requirements be, if 
any? 

What is the cost of the present system and 
of various proposals? 

Can, and will, the costs be reduced by the 
social-insurance program? 

What has been the relation of social in-
surance and public assistance In the past, 
and what should it be In the future? 

How far should coverage In unemployment 
insuran'a be extended? 

Is It practical to include farm laborers, 
household workers, and self-employed Indi-
viduals under unemployment insurance? 

How should individuals who move from 
State to State. or from railroad to nonrail-
road employment, be handled under unem-
ployment insurance? 

What should be done about veterans' bene-
fits and those of men who will be drafted? 

Should the Federal Government establish 
a separate unemployment system for its own 
employees or utilize the various State plans? 

What provisions under unemployment in-
surance should be made for workers who ex-
haust insurance rights in time of severe 
depressions?

Should temporary disability payments be 
Incorporated with all unemnployment-insur. 
ance laws? 

What would be the advantages of workers' 
contributions to unemployment insurance? 

What are the advantages and limitations 
of the present methods of experience rating? 

What, if any, Federal standards are needed 
for eligibility, benefits, or disqualification 
rules?ComtefrEcn 

high should benefits be In relation to 
Wage loss and need? 

How might benefits be related to increasing 
cost of living? 

Should the size of benefits vary with the 
family status, as Is done In old-age and sur-
vivors insurance? 

How far should the Federal Government go 
In continuing to supervise administrative 
expenditures?

Should all funds collected for unemploy-
ment Insurance be set aside for such purposes 
only?thslgetevdnehatetcnil 

What provisions should be established for 
reinsurance or Federal loans to States, in case 
the State reserves are exhausted? 

What sort of a tax program could be de-
vised to minimize rather than accentuate 
cyclical unemployment? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. -Mr. President, I have 
gone into this detail regarding the Ad-
visory Council because there has been 
some criticism to the effect that it con-
sisted of eminent men who because of 
antecedent demands upon their time 
were able tc give only a day or so every
cul fmnh oteqetoso o 

reison thauetin real 
lshaping to povisicy and eat tmkin ofa

coual-ecufioty s the 

th maigo 
fundamental decisions should not be left 
to subordinate staffs; that those under-
taking such a Job should be independent, 
competent people of standing, who are 

prepared to give their full time to the 
work and who shall receive the corn
pensation due to persons of their expe
rec n rsie 
rec n rsie 

Ihaerdtenmsadsoefte 
history of the members of the Advisory
Council in the belief that by merely do
ing so there would be a complete refu
tation that those men and women would 
serve as stuffed-shirt stooges for a tech
nical staff. There must always be a 
tcnclsafi uhahgl ehia 
tcnclsafi uhahgl ehia 
subject. And in my opinion, the techni
cal staff to that Council was expert, and 
a better group than the Council which 
I have described could not have been 
assembled to pass on the technical la
bors of the staff and to evolve policies 

from them. 
Would, for example, Mary Donlon, 

chairman of the New York State Work
men's Compensation Board, and past 
chairman of the New York State Indus
trial Board, be fooled by technicians op
erating within the field of her experi
ence? 

WudEi ivpeieto h 
Textle WrErsl Union,vcpresident ofth 
TxieWresUin iepeieto
the Congress of Industrial Organizations, 
expert on social-security questions, be 
looled by the work of the staff? 

Would Nelson H. Cruikshank, director 
of social-insurance activities of the 
American Federation of Labor, an out
sadn uhrt nti ilb 
sadn uhrt nti ilb 
fooled? 

Would Albert Linton, president of the 
Providence Life Insurance Co., past 
president of the Actuarial Society of 
America, fellow of American Institute 
of Actuaries, and of the Institute of Ac

tuaries of London, be fooled in that way?
Would Marion B. Folsom, treasurer, 

Eastman Kodak Co., staff director of 
the House of Representatives Special 
Committee on Postwar Economic Policy
and Planning, Vice chairman of the 

icDvlp n, 
and member of the New York State Ad
-ioyCucl*nUepomn n 

takninebypstaffexpetsn 
srne etkni ysafeprs

Would Dr. Sumner Slichter, who 
spends his lifetime in the analysis of 
basic data, be fooled in that way? 

vsurane beuci 

And so on down through the list.

No, these people would not be fooled


by a technical staff. We were fortunate 
tohaeslihteirstervideces Tha her technica 

staf- was trying to Put over anything. 
Among the st-iff members was Mr. Fauri, 
the technical adviser to the Senate Fi
nance Committee in its consideration 
of the pending bill. He has the complete
cniec falotemmeso h 

1tem brsfth 
Senate Finance Committee. 

Several members of the staff were on 
loan from the Social Security Adminis
tration. They did a fine job, and earned 
the confidence of all the members of 
the Council. 

I am not a champion of the Social Se
uiyAec.Isettegetrpr 

197wthe gether passit
ancte andcooeration14 oft the assnistt
ofthe sumery Ispnt 

neadcoeaino te nur 
from Georgia [Mr. GEORGE] in organiz
ing the Council. I Started out on the 
theory that its staff could be built up 
of persons without roots into the Social 
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security Agency. I thought that such 
a staff could be recruited from insur-
ance companies, for example, but quickly 
learned that the insurance experts work 
in narrow specialties and that in the last 
analysis they would have to get their 
fundamental data from the Social Se-
curity Agency for the simple reason that 
that is the only place where it may be 
found. 

I should add that the clerk of the Sen-
ate Finance Committee, the late Sher-
wood B. Stanley, himself especially quali-
fled in social-security matters, by hay-
ing handled them in private business, 
was in constant liaison with the oper-
ations of the staff and of the Council. 

His services were highly praised. He 
was a loyal, indefatigable, most able clerk 
of the Senate Finance Committee, and 
as such kept me well informed as to what 
was going on. 

The pending bill, in my judgment, rec-
tifies a considerable namber of the faults 
of the present system and leaves others 
untouched. Because H. R.' 6000 is an 
Improvement over what we now have, I 
give it my support. But personally, I 
feel that the present system, improved 
as it is by H. R. 6000, cannot be consid-
ered as others than one in transition. 
We have not abolished the problems of 
old-age assistance. As I see it, there will 
have to be wider coverage leading per-
haps to universal coverage, 

We will have to come, as I see it, to 
a truly pay-as-we-go system. There are 
many forces operating in these direc-
tionis. 

We will have to get rid of the mis-
leading anomaly which we call the in-
surance reserve trust fund, 

We now have 11.3 million people age 
65 and over. In 20 years from now it 
is estimated we shall have from 16 to 18 
million of our population in that age 
bracket. Twenty years ago, 4.1 percent 
of our population was age 65 and over; 
today it is about 7.5 percent and 20 years 
from now it Will be 9 to 11 percent. Life 
expectancy at age 65 is constantly 
lengthening. Only about 25 percent of 
persons aged 65 and over are working 
at the present time. It is easy to see 
that the problem of security for the aged 
will rapidly intensify rather than dimin-
ish. 

The excess of collections over disburse-
ments and administrative expenses lii 
the old-age and survivors insurance sys-
temn is spent for the general expendi-
ture programs of the Federal Govern-
ment, not to build UP the strength of 
the so-called insurance system. The 
trust fund receives bonds covering these 
expenditures, which means that the tax-
payer will ultimately have to pay the 
bill. As we widen coverage, the insured 
and the taxpayer come closer together 
in identity, and thus many of our in-
sured and employer contributors will 
have to pay twice for that which they 
thought had already been paid for, 

This easy and deceptive method of 
raising money for general expenditures 
tempts extravagance. It argues for a 
pay-as-you-go system. Widened coy-
erage only Intensifies the discrimina-
tions against the dispossessed who are 

not covered, and this fact will exert its 
pressures for universal coverage. 

Mr. CAIN. Mr. President, will the 
Senator permit me to ask one question 
at this point? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. Certainly. 
Mr. CAIN. In his admirable address 

on the subject of social security it seems 
to me the distinguished Senator from 
Colorado is recommending that the Con-
gress extend and liberalize a system at 
this time which at some future time must 
be replaced with an entirely different 
system of social security. I ask whether 
or not my understanding of what the 
Senator is presently proposing is ap-
proximately correct, or in what particu-
lar it is incorrect. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. It Is my personal 
opinion that this is not a static subject. 
It is my personal opinion that after we 
have made the improvements to the 
present system, there will still be many 
things remaining to be done to meet the 
problems involved. In my opinion we 
are coming to a pay-as-you-go system, 
In my opinion we will constantly be com-
ing closer to a universal coverage system, 
That involves methods of raising money, 
it involves methods of provisions neces-
sary to make the changes. That 'is a 
very difficult problem. We could not re-
solve it at this session. The committee 
recommends that there be created a 
study committee, to consider the prob-
lems which have not been resolved in the 
pending bill. 

Mr. CAIN. Mr. President, if the Sen-
ator will yield for another question, a 
social-security system which involves 
pay-as-you-go and universal coverage 
would be a system entirely different, 
would it not, from the social-security 
system which presently the Senator is 
recommending that we should extend 
and liberalize? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. I say we should ex-
tend it and liberalize it because it would 
be an outrage, to those who have bene- 
fits under the present system, to de-
prive them, for example, of greater bene-
fits, considering the significant loss in 
the purchasing value of the dollar. I 
say we must continue the present system 
because no other system could be made 
available without a very punishing lag 
of time to those who have a right to 
depend on the present system. I am 
stating it as my personal opinion that 
we shall have wide departures from the 
present system before we finish, 

Mr. CAIN. The Senator from Colo-
rado is hopeful, is he not, that some day 
in America we shall probably have a 
social-security system involving a pay-
as-you-go business base and universal 
coverage, Probably with age as the only 
requirement? 

Mr. mivLLIKIN. I think it is inevi-
table. That is my personal opinion. I 
should say that under the enlarged scale 
of benefits Provided in H. R. 6000 we will 
approach rather rapidly a pay-as-you-
go program, so far as that particular 
part of the system is concerned, and the 
effect of that will be to hold steady, if 
it does not diminish, the phony reserve 
into which we have been putting credits 
which are in fact debits. 

Mr. CAIN. The Senator from Wash
lfngton Is very grateful for the observa
tions just offered by the Senator. 

Mr. BRICKER. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. MILLIkIN. I yield to the Sena
tor from Ohio. 

Mr. BRICKER. The Senator from 
Colorado practically answered a part of 
the question I had in mind, when he said 
it would be impossible to make the corn
plete transition during this session of the 
Congress. Does the Senator likewise 
feel that-if such a transition were pos
sible the shock would be so great on the 
present system that there would be a 
handicap and a hardship in the interim 
as we approach what many of us do 
desire? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. I do feel that way. 
That was why I emlphasized at the be
ginning of my remarks how many peo
ple there now are who have a vested in
terest in the present system, and that 
it would be a brutal and unconscionable 
thing, even if someone did not like the 
system, to say that it must stop and come 
to an end. I cannot think of anything 
which would be more devastating to the 
well-being of millions of our people. We 
cannot do that, and when we move into 
something else, if we do. there must be 
an adjustment between the present sys
tem and what we move into, so that 
none of the beneficiaries who are en
titled to benefits under the present sys
tem will be injured, and with the hope 
that we will have, as a result of such 
a change, a more equitable system 
applying. 

Mr. BRICKEIh. To do otherwise would 
be to deny the benefits of social security 
to those who already have been attached 
to the system, would it not? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. Yes; and who have 
made contributions toward it. 

Mr. TYDINGS. Mr, President, will 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. I yield to the Senator 
from, Maryland. 

Mr. TYDINGS. I do not wish to in
terrupt the able Senator from Colorado, 
but I have a conference report on the 
table, about which there will be some dis
cussion. I am not going to try to bring 
it up while the Senator is speaking, but 
inasmuch as several Senators have asked 
me to notify them when it will come up, 
may I inquire when, in the opinion of 
the Senator from Colorado, he feels he 
will conclude his able address? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. I will finish my re
marks, I am quite sure, within 10 or 15 
minutes. 

Mr. TYDINGS. I thank the Senator. 
Mr. McFARLAND. Mr. President, 

will the Senator from Colorado yield? 
Mr. MILLIKIN. I yield to the Senator 

from Arizona. 
Mr. McFARLAND. I should like to 

have the Senator's opinion on two mat
ters. if a pay-as-you-go system were 
installed, with universal coverage, would 
it entail more bookkeeping on the part 
of the employers, or would it mean a say
ing to the employers? And would it 
mean less overhead expense to the Gov
ernmlent, or would it cost more? What 
is the Senator's opinion? 
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Mr. MILLIKIN. I believe, under the 

facts which have been presented to the 
committee, that under any kind of a 
system of that kind which can be inmag-
ined, the administrative costs would be 
less, both to the Government and to the 
employers,

Mr. McFARLAND. If the Senator will 
further yield, that would mean a great 
deal to the employer, especially to one 
who employs small numbers. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. Yes. 
Mr. McFARLAND. The present sys-

tem is quite cumbersome in the matter 
of keeping books. An improvemeht of 
course would mean quite a saving to the 
Government in the way of overhead ex-
pense, I should think. I agree with the 
Senator about that. Has the Senator 
any estimate of what the saving would 
be? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. No; I have not been 
able to obtain a dependable estimate. 

Mr. McFARLAND. I think it would 
be interesting to have It. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. I think that if we 
cast the improvement to the system in 
a simple mold, when we contrast most 
any imaginable improvement of the kind 
we have been speaking about-it will in-
volve less bookkeeping, infinitely less 
bookkeeping, both by the Government 
and by the private employer, 

Mr. McFARLAND. Mr. President, 
will the Senator yield further? 

Mr. miLLIKIN. I yield. 
Mr. McFARLAND. Does the record 

show what percentage of the money col-
lected is used for administrative ex-
pense? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. About 31/2 percent is 
used for administrative expense. 

Mr. McFARLAND. Does that include 
the money expended by the States, or 
merely money expended by the Federal 
Government? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. That is the cost of 
conducting the Federal Security Agency. 

Mr. McFARLAND. I thank the Sen-
ator. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. I now wish to deal 
with some of the problems which are 
ahead of us. We have not yet related 
the Federal system to private pension 
plans. More than 7,000,000 workers are 
covered by such plans. I venture to say 
that most of the private pension plans 
will crash under real adversity. There 
are some 13,000 private pension plans, 
Most of the business of the country is, 
as Senators know, done by so-called 
small establishments. These small bus-
inesses do not have large reserves. They 
do not operate on anything resembling 
an assurance of profit over any substan-
tial period of time. The casualty rate is 
shockingly high. Private plans do not 
provide for transferability of benefits in 
the case of workers moving from one 
employer to another. Some idea of the 
scope of this movement in the labor 
force may be realized when it is recalled 
that 31 percent of the workers In coy-
ered employment worked for more than 
one employer in 1948; that In 1947 in 
the automobile industry 40 percent of 
the workers worked for more than one 
employer, and in the steel industry in 
1947, 38 percent of the workers worked' 
for more than one employer, 

The pension benefits in big Industry 
about which we have been reading late-
ly do not follow the worker if he 
changes employers. And the small 
plans do not have that kind of provision 
either. Obviously worth-while pension 
plans under present patterns have a 
tendency to immobilize the workers, and 
this may well be considered as unwhole-
some. 

The superior benefits of the pension 
plans of big and profitable Industries 
will tend to give them the pick of the 
workers of the Nation. This will be re-
sented, I suggest, by the smaller payroll 
makers who cannot meet the competi-
tion. The resulting pressures for wider 
and higher coverage are obvious, 

Discussing now another feature of the 
present insurance aspect of the system, 
we are saying to a young man entering 
the labor force, let us say at the age of 
20, "When you get to be 65 years of age, 
45 years from now, we are going to give 
you so much money." Well, maybe we 
can give him that much money, but what 
is the relation of the money that he gets 
then to the money he puts in as he goes 
along In terms of purchasing power? We 
are now revising our social security Sys-
tem because the value of the dollar since 
Its Inception has been, cut in half. Un-
less we stop the process which has cut 
the 100-cent dollar to 50 cents it will go 
to nothing by the same token. How can 
we sit here as realists and say to a young 
man, "Forty-five years from now we are 
going to give you security by giving you 
so 'many dollars"? It is utter fakery to 
undertake to give such an assurance. 
That is another pressure leading to a 
pay-as-you-go~ system. if we are to be 
realistic the current working force or the 
current economy must carry the current 
problems of the aged and the others 
benefiting from a security system. That 
is the only honest' way it can be done, 

Mr. President, I wish to digress long 
enough to say that for the reasons just 
tatedthose who aeinterested in pen-

sions, in annuities, and In the social se-
curity system, should give an equal 
amount of attention to preserving the 
solvency of the Federal Government, 
which means keeping the national budget 
in balance. We can put the utmost 
concentration on the benefits, yet we 
will gut their values just as surely as we 
are here today if we do not bring to the 
Government a responsible management 
of its fiscal affairs. 

I commence to see a growing realiza-
tion of that fact by people who live on 
rentals, by people who live on insurance, 
by people who live on Interest, by people 
who live on pensions, annuities, and pub
lic assistance. So it Is high time that 
coupled with an interest In these benefits, 
there should be an equal interest in the 
fiscal responsibility and soundnes's of the 
Government, for otherwise the persons 
In those categories are wasting time, they 
are deluding themselves. Security can-
not ride with insolvency, 

Despite this improved legislation, with 
Its many corrections of inadequacies of 
the present system, with Its fairer treat-
meat of a larger number 'of workers, 'with 
its wider coverage, with its other good 
points which have been outlined by the 

distinguished chairman of the Senate 
Finance Committee-despite all those 
things I cannot consider this as a static 
subject. I think we will have other 
revisions long before another 10-year 
period passes. 

A large number of problems, which 
have been pointed out by the distin
guished chairman of the committee, re
quire further study. We must deal with 
the question of coverage for agricultural 
employers and agricultural workers more 
thoroughly than we have so far. I be
lieve, and I think the other members of 
the committee believe, that there should 
be a most careful poll as to the real sen
timent of the farm employer and 
worker In this field. We should give 
more study of methods for maintaining 
employment opportunity for the aged 
who are willing and able to work. 

Mr. CAIN. Mr. President, will the Sen
ator yield for a question? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. I yield. 
Mr. CAIN. It seems rather obvious 

that when we replace the system we now 
have with a system providing for uni
versal coverage, then any future finance 
committee of the Senate or similar com
mittee of the House will be concerned 
with what various groups of Americans 
think, because all will be covered in terms 
of each other. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. If, of course, we reach 
this point where everyone is covered then 
we have universal coverage and a part 
of the present problem will have disap
peared. Now, under the pending bill we 
are covering only a small proportion or 
the farm workers. The administrative 
difficulties of trying to keep track of mi
grant workers, of getting and keeping 
them covered, the administrative difficul
ties of keeping under a proper system of 
records the farm employer who also 
works as employee for others seem at 
times to be almost insurmountable. Yet 
I am hopeful that further study will re
sult In clarifications which will lead us 
to the conclusion either to include all of 
those not Included or that it Is imprac
ticable to do so. 

Mr. CAIN. I would gather that the 
Senator from Colorado shares a very deep 
hope with, for example, the junior Sena
tor from Washington that eventually we 
shall have a system which will cover all 
our aged, so that we shall not be con
fronted with preferential treatment to 
one group as contrasted to another group. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. It is my opinion that 
preferential treatment of the nature I 
have described will eventually bring us to 
universal coverage. I do not think it can 
be avoided. 

nhrTERPRErATION OF EMPLOYEES 
Mr. MALONE. Mr. President, will the 

Senator yield? 
Mr. MILLIKIN. I yield. 
Mr. MALONE. I should like to ask the 

distinguished Senator from Colorado 
whether under the law as it now exists, 
which gives more or less of an over-all 
definition to the term "employee," it is 
his opinion that even the lessees of a 
maining claim, leasing the claim from the' 
owners, or In fact leasing under any sys
tern, might be considered employees uin
der the provisions of this bill, with the 
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result that a dislocation would be caused 
in the case of the usual leasing system of 
mining in the mining sections of the 
country,

Mr. MILLIKIN. I may say to the dis-
tinguished Senator from Nevada that we 
had probably as good a hearing coverage 
on that point as on any point which came 
before the committee. I am thoroughly 
convinced that the type of mining lessee 
the Senator speaks of is not covered by 
the Pending bill. He would have been 
covered by the bill which came to us from 
the House of Representatives, 

Mr. MALONE. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield further? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. am glad to yield. 
FURTHER STUDY OF THE LiYSTEM 

Mr. MALONE. In view of the addi-
tional coverage provided by this bill, 
there are many of its provisions which 
are not thoroughly understood. Would 
the distinguished Senator from Colorado 
believe that a further study until, let us 
say, the first of the year would uncover 
the remainder of such weaknesses in the 
bill and perhaps- would afford a chance 
to overcome the weaknesses, and per-
haps would be desirable for the addi-
tional reason that we are not at all sure 
that the economic system is ready to 
stand such an expansion of coverage at 
this time? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. I shall give the Sen-
ator a double-barreled answer to his 
question.

No. 1: Regardless of whether the junior 
Senator from Colorado thought such a 
result could be obtained, there would not 
be for such a proposal a sufficient num-
ber of votes in either the Senate or the 
House. The Congress is determined to 
have a social-security bill, in my opinion, 
during the present session. 

No. 2: When we consider the magni-
tude of what remains 'before us under 
study, I am not so sure that we could do 
the job by the end of this year. I am not 
so sure that we could do it by the end 
of next year. Personally, I would not 
want to delay, because millions of per-
sons are living under this system, and are 
living on 50-cent dollars, and they can-
not begin to commence to reach a decent 
standard of subsistence under the exist-
ing system. Therefore, so far as my vote 
is concerned, I wish to give them relief, 
and I wish to give it to them quickly. 

SCLSEUYYAND THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM 
SOCIL SCURIY 

Mr. MALONE. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield further? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. I yield. 
Mr. MALONE. I agree thoroughly 

with what the Senator from Colorado 
has just said. I am in favor of social-
security legislation based on a determi-
nation, arrived at by means of investiga-
tions by the appropriate and proper 
committee, that the economic system 
can support the proposed system. At 
this moment I am not entirely convinced 
that the economic system, as it now-
exists, would support the shock of the 
additional coverage at this time with-
out considerable danger of Dislocation. 
What is the opinion of the Senator from 
Colorado on that point? 

* r.MILII. my a t te 
distinguished Sinator that the present 

rate of tax-i 1/2percent on the employee 
and 11/2 percent on the employer-will
be adequate, under conservative esti-
mates, to carry the coverage of the pro-
posed bill for 3, 4, or- 5 years to come. 
So there is no shock of the type men-
tioned by the Senator from Nevada. 

Mr. CAIN. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield for a question? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. I yield. 
Mr. CAIN. The Senator from Colorado 

has said that millions of persons are 
presently covered by our social-security 
system, and he has said that, because 
they are presently living on a 50-cent 
dollar, the recommendation is being of-
fered that the benefits be increased in 
order to make it possible for them to 
maintain their standard of living, 

I think the Senator previously said 
there are approximately 2,500,000 bene-
ficiaries under the present security 
system.

Mr. MILLIKIN. There are a slightly 
smaller number on the insurance side, 
and then tht re a.-e more on the public-
assistance side. 

Mr. CAIN. I wish to call attention to 
the fact that approximately 9,000,000 
aged persons are not covered by social 
security, although several millions of 
them are covered by assistance programs 
of the States. I wonder whether the 
Senator from Colorado will give us his 
opinion as to howv we are going to provide 
some assistance, particularly to the sev-
eral millions who are not now covered 
by any system, Federal or State, even 
though they are over the age of 65. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. So far as the Federal 
Government is concerned, a measure of 
help is received through the insurance 
part of the system, if the aged person is 
covered. The theory, then,istaifh
is not covered and if he shows need-a 
test for which I have no appetite-he 
then can come under the public-assist-
ance part. The opinion has been voiced 
by wiser men than I that what we are 
doing in this improved bill will reduce 

Mr. MILLIKIN. Some of the systems 
make a provision of that kind and some 
do not. 

It is my understanding that the 
United Mine Workers' system puts its 
pension on top of whatever may be re
ceived from the Government, no matter 
what the amount may be. It is my 
understanding that the recent General 
Motors' pension system makes deduction 
of the amount of benefits which may be 
obtained from the Government. 

Mr. MALONE. How about the pen
sions paid by the steel companies? Is 
the Senator from Colorado familiar with 
the arrangements for the payment of 
$100 pensions by the steel companies? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. I feel rather certain 
that the steel company pensions also 
provide for giving credit for the amount 
received by the worker from the Govern
ment. 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, let me 
say to the Senator from Colorado that 
his statement is correct. In other words, 
the steel companies combine the two. 

Mr. MvILLIKIN. Yes; that is a good 
way to put it. 

COST BORNE BY EMPLOYEES AND EMPLOYERS 

MrMAOE M.Pesdnwlth 
Meatr.MAelONE Mur.hPresdnwlh 

Senator yield further? 
Mr. MALONE. The distinguished 

Senator from Colorado estimated that 
the 1i/2-percent tax imposed on the 
wresadte1/2prcntximod

andthe1d/yereldta sfimpoedt 
returns for the first 2 or 3 years or so. 
Have any estimates been made as to what 
the percentage ultimately would reach, 
under the provisions of this bill? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. Yes; I thin': the per
cnaeutmtl ntepr fbt 
employer and the employee will reach a 

workteemlyrs 

total of 6 or 7 percent. 
MrTA .M.Pesdnwlth 
Meatr. TAT.M.ereiendilh 

Seatr.MILKN mga oyield? 
M.TF.A ai-o eemnn 

tenme fproscvrdb h 
the public-assistance side of this pro-blifttheumbe inofpersons, citoveredfbycthe 
gram. Personally, I am somewhat skep-
tical about that. There are so many 
persons who are not covered by the in-
surance feature, but who must have 
help of some kind, that I cannot see a 
radical, rapid decrease in the amount 
of our public-assistance appropriations 

Mr. MALONE and Mr. TAFT addressedte Chir.from 
TheCha SIr, GOFIE Doste 

TePEINGOFCR Doste 
Senator from Colorado yield; and if so, 
to whom? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. I yield first to the 
Senator from Nevada, to whom I 
promised to yield. 
GOVERNMENT TAKING OVERINDUSTRIAL PENSIONS 

Mr. MALONE. Mr. President, I 
should like to ask the distinguished Sen-
ator from Colorado, if we should pass 
this bill and the system of pensions 
should go into effect, what would happen 
te the pensions which have been granted 
by the steel companies and other com-
panies. Is their arrangement with the 
cmployees such that their payments to 
the employees will be decreased by the 
munt of Government pensions, or will 

they be in any way affected? 

bill if eithispu itoe aeffect, withou reade
ingc onetherbl thetmoadethet adequacyo 
quacysofthem billr,letI memsaybtha toay
prxmtl20000pesnovr6 
persoximately ha persons2,0000 over65e 
yearsnofae;nthatns. to seay, they aigre 
drwndesos I theard the Sengure 
1,900,000 given; and hn h eao

Colorado said it is 2,100,000; I refer 
to persons over 65 years of age. There 
are in the United States today 11,500,000 
people over 65 years of age. In addition 
to the 2,000,000 who are drawing benefits 
under this system, there are about 2,800,
000 who are drawing old-age assistance 
through the Federal and State systems. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. That is correct. 
Mr. TAFT. Subtracting the 4,800,000, 

that would leave approximately 6,500,000 
or more people over 65 years of age who 
are not drawing anything. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. That is correct. 
Mr. TAFT. I thinkit might be pointed 

out in respect to the inadequacy of this 
bill that there 1s not one of those 6,500,000 
people who Is going to get a cent under 
this bill, as I see it. Possibly some of 
them who are still working and who will 
cniu owr o er ero 
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21'/2 years, who will be Included. So that 
we are not today actually helping old 
people, who are not getting anything. 
We are going to double practically what 
the old people who are getting something 
are now getting, 

Mr. MILLIKIN. Under the present in-
surance system, 17 percent of the aged 
beneficiaries 65 years of age or older are 
under the insurance system. 

Mr. TAFT. That Is the only point I 
wanted to make. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. That percentage will 
be somewhat enlarged under the pending 
bill, 

Mr. TAFT. This Is by no means a un .~ 
versal old-age security system, 

Mr. MILLIKIN. No. 
Mr. TAFT. Of course, as a result of 

the coverage now being provided a larger 
and larger percentage of the people over 
65 will have assistance. As the Senator 
pointed out, he and I, I think, voted for 
the increased coverage because we believe 
we are going in the direction where ul-
timately under this system, or otherwise, 
there will be universal coverage of every-
one over 65 years of age,

I my sy t th Seato frm Wsh-
Intn the big probleemto geWtaifrweeve 

ministrative agency, under a proper
definition? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. It is not left so much 
to discretion as the distinguished Sena-
tor might think from reading the House 
bill. We restored the common law test, 
Under the common law test it is impos-
sible to bring in as employees independ-
ent contractors of the type the Senator 
has mentioned. 

Mr. MALONE. Mr. President, If the 
Senator will yield further, I note that 
paragraphs 4 of sections 104 (a) and 206 
(a) of the pending bill, which may have 
been changed since the junior Senator 
from Nevada read the bill, define the 
terms, and that the social-security tax 
and "benefit purposes" are subject to in-
tepeato yth diisrtv 
agency; of course, if these provisions 
were retained the combined effect of 
such broad factors interpreted by an ad-
ministrative agency might change the 
coverage intended by the Senate bill. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. I may say to the 
Senator, that nonsense is all out of the 
bill. It would be impossible to have such 
a provision passed by the Senate. 

Mr. MALONE. I hoped it would be 
iposile 

Mr. MILLI.KIN. The answer is "No." 
We started on the theory of a fully 
funded reserve system, and, by one of the 
amendments to the system, that was 
changed. What we now have is at best 
only a partial reserve. 

Mr. WHERRY. Will the Senator in
dicate what part that is of the total lia
bilities which would have to be assumed 
if the liabilities were liquidated? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. I do not want to 
give an o'ff-the-cuff figure, but it would 
be several times larger than the present 
amount, which theoretically is in the re
serve. 

Mr. WHERRY. That is correct. 
Mr. MILLIKIN. There is nothing in 

the reserve until a taxpayer is taxed to 
pay it off. As I said a while ago, the 
taxpayer, under wider coverage, becomes 
the same person as the insured man, and 
he therefore pays twice. 

Mr. WHERRY. Does that not also 
srntethagu nthtteso 
strlengthen oth argyumnthatin thencso
bcalled "aymout mnastouraeyn? picil
bcMes aIlmost.Itman atory? oa 

Mesr.omLLmorN. It akesint It soea 
latfo oa tnpit fw 
do not want to be deceiving the people,

makes it mandatory. There will al
ways be, I assume, what might be called 
a "till fund" or small reserve, to prevent 
having to come to Congress every year 
to~ kpep the outgo adjusted to the income. 
That kind of reserve fund, if we care to 
call it that, would be necessary, I think, 
under almost any kind of system that 
we might have. But the present thing is 

fake. 
Mr. CAIN. Mr. President, will the 

Senator yield? 
Mr. MILLIKIN. I yield.
Mr. CAIN. If 17 percent of America's 

aged population are now receiving bene
fits from our social-security system-

Mr. MILLIKIN. From the insured 
part of that system. 

Mr. CAIN. And less than 2,000,000 
from public assistance, what would be 
the maximum percentage intended 
through the recommended amendments 
which are now before the Senate? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. The ultimate tax 
rate is 61/2 percent, shared equally by the 
worker and the employer, except in those 
cases in which we insure the self -em
ployed at a rate which is somewhat less 
than that, because the self-employed 
person pays the whole thing and pays 
only three-fourths of the amount which 
is now paid by the employer and the em
ployee. 

Mr. CAIN. What the Senator from 
Washington more nearly wishes to be 
able to understand is the percentage of 
America's aged persons eventually to be 
taken care of by the proposed extended 
anlirlzesoa-ecitsyem
anlielzdsoa-ecrtsyem 

Mr. MILLIKIN. As of 1949, there 
were 11,300,000 persons aged 65 and over, 
By 1970 we shall have from 16,000,000 
to 18,000,000 in the aged category, and 
in the year 2000, 50 years from now, it 
is estimated that we shall have from 
19,000,000 to 28,000,000 such persons. 

Mr. WHERRY. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield for one more question? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. I yield. 

it, is if there shall be a fiat pension, as 
in England, or as it is under the proposed 
Townsend plan, or whether there shall be 
a pension graduated as the present pen-
sion Is, with a minimum for those who 
have paid in nothing, plus additions with 
relation to what they have paid in. I 
mean the carrying on of the present sys-
tem, with the addition of a minimum sum 
the presenthsystem. tpi i ne 

Whehavesn sythprbem. asi eee 
get tthatavte the axso shal beeeo trblm 

getto ha, th ta sallbea toho 
levied. Shall it be a payroll tax, or shall 
it be some other form of tax? How 
should people who are self-employed be 
taxed? All those problems are going to 
be raised, 

I think the Senator pointed out that 
we decided we could not develop such a 
system in less than 6 months, at best, 
and, even then, probably the House 
would not have considered it. So it 
seems to us absolutely impossible to 
make any such extensive change of this 
system. 

I should like to point out finally, that 
what we have done, as I see it, is entirely
in the right direction, and I see no rea-
son why it should not bc done at once. I 
think the subject has been considered 
carefully. The House committee has 
studied the matter for 5 years, and the 
Senate commit~ee has studied it for 3. 
I see no reason why the bill now pro-
posed should be postponed; but I think 
also we should look forward to a sub-
stantial further change in the nature of 
the assistance. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. I thank the Senator. 
Mr. MALONE. Mr. President, will the 

Senator yield? 
Mr. MILLIKIN. I yield, 
Mr. MALONE. With further refer-

ence to the question as to what subcon-
tractors or lessors will be considered as 
employees, I should like to ask the dis-
tinguished Senator from Colorado if that 
question is not left largely to the ad-

ington, thbir.prILLmKiN.wWeeknockedtoitpooutbin.it
thMSnte. oeN aIL Peidntvetkocbktediou 
of the United States, about 2 years ago. 

Mr. MALONE. That is very good: 
There is still considerable nervousness 
on the part of the employers who follow 
the methods outlined with reference to 
who might bc declared employees, and it 
would upset thc established basis of the 
ac.a 

Mr. MILLIKIN. I may say to the 
Senator, I believe that if those in the 
category the Senator mentions as 
nervous will read the pending bill, un-
less their situation is extremely cloudy, 
I do not believe they have anything 
about which to be apprehensive. I may 
say many were particularly anxious 
about two years ago when this same 
question was before the Senate. We had 
a good briefing then, and we have had 
a superb briefing this time on what those 
problems are. We rejected the House 
theory of how to determine an employer 
and an employee, and I think we have 
Provided the only reliable test that can 
be followed, with the exceptions noted 
therein of what is an employee, and that 
is the test of the common law rule, 
realistically applied, 

Mr. WHERRY. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield?

Mr. MILLIKIN. I yield. 
Mr. WHERRY. I should like to ask 

a question, in view of the statement made 
by the distinguished Senator from Colo-
rado relative to the fund which is now 
invested in bonds. I understood the 
Senator to say it amounted to approxi-
mnately $12,000,000,000. Is that correct? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. It is about $12,000,-
ooo,ooo now. 

Mr. WHERRY. I wanted to ask this 
question, because of the interest I have 
in preserving the stability of the dollar, 
and so forth: Is there sufficient money 
in the fund today to take care of the 
actuarial liabilities which could be 
assessed against the fund In the event 
there should be a liquidation? 
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Mr. WHERRhY. Is it intended that 

further studies shall be made by the com
mittee? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. That leads me to my
conclusion, which is that the committee 
has decided that it will support a reso
lution offered during the course of the 
proceedings for doing the necessary
things, to establish a special study com
mittee, expertly staffed, to continue the 
study of various problems of the type
which have been discussed there today.

That, Mr. President, is all I care to 
say at the present time. 
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SOCIAL SECURITY ACT AMENDMENTS 
OF 1950 

The Senate resumed the consideration 
of the bill (H. R. 6000) to extend and 
improve the Federal old-age and survi-
vers insurance system, to amend the 
public assistance and child-welfare pro-
visions of the Social Security Act, and for 
other purposes. 

Mr. BUTLER. Mr. President, before 
entering on my formal statement on 
House bill 6000, I wish to say that any 
remarks contained in the statement 
which I may make are not intended to 
be other than constructive. I have the 
greatest respect, as do all the other 
Members of the Senate, for the loyalty 
and the ability of the distinguished 
chairman of the Committee on Finance, 
the senior Senator from Georgia [Mr.
GEORGE]I, who, as I think most of the Sen-
ators know, has held meetings almost 
daily, beginning in about mid-January, 
until recently, considering House bill 
6000. He has been most faithful in the 
discharge of the very arduous task as-
signed to him in that connection. I may 
say the same with reference to ,the 
junior Senator from Colorado [Mr. MIL-
LIKiN], who has also spoken on the' bill, 
The meetings were always attended by
those members of the committee, and as 
frequently as possible by other members. 

Mr. President, If the Senate passes the 
pending bill, H. R. 6000, we will be per-
petuating a system which does grave in-
justice to millions of Americans-most 
of the present aged, and millions more 
who will some day reach the age of 65 
without ever gaining coverage under 
OASI. I intend to cast a vote against it 
as a vote against such injustice, 

My position does not mean that I am 
against social security. On the contrary, 
one reason I am opposing this bill is be-
cause it does not provide security for our 
elde-~ citizens. That point I expect to 
deal with in some detail later on in my
remarks. 

In this bill are certain provisions deal-
ing wilh aid to the blind and to depend-
ent children. I shall not deal with these 
provisions in my remarks at this time. 
That is not because I have not given 
them consideration. It is because right 
now the provisions dealing with the old 
people are of an over-riding importance. 
The sums involved and the number of 
persons concerned are far greater; the 
national commitments are more far-

reaching; and the questions raised are 
far more pressing, both as they affect the 
plight of our old people and as they 
affect the very life and vitality of the 
American economy,

Mr. President, this bill represents a 
further extension of the deferred benefit 
concept of social security which the 
Social Security Administrator tirelessly 
urges, defends, and promotes. It is a 
mistake to suppose that that concept is 
the only one on which a social-security 
system can be based. We have had that 
kind of a system for 15 years. Under 
that system, we have seen less than one-
fift'. of our present old people receive any 
insurance benefits. We have seen mil-
lions of other aged, equally deserving,
excluded from the benefits of the system.
In fact, millions of those who draw no 
benefits have paid in payroll contribu-
tions, and, under the present concept,
they receive nothing, no' even their own 
money back. That is the kind of system 
that we have today. 

What is this theory upon which our 
present old-age and survivors insurance 
system is based? Briefly, it is a system
whereby certain selected groups of em-
ployed persons-and their employers-
are taxed to provide atrust fund. Out of 
this trust fund, supposedly, a series of 
graduated benefits-depending in part,
but only superficially in part, on what 
the beneficiary ~ias earned in the past-
are paid to those persons who are safely 
within the fold. In the course of time, 
the number of groups who are subject to 
these taxes has been increased and in 
H. R. 6000 it isstill further increased. It 
is the ccntention of the Truman ad-
ministration that the system can be im-
proved and made perfect by adding ad-
ditional groups, 

I disagree with that conclusion. I 
believe that the law as it now stands, 
and as it still will be if the bill passes,
is capricious, in many instances extrava-
gant, in other instances cruel and un-
just. The bill simply patches up a sys-
tem that is working badly. Further-
more, I say that the system tends to 
concentrate more and more power in 
the executive branch and simultane-
ously to dissipate the resources and sense 
of responsibility of our local communi-
ties. But above all, I believe the opera-
tions of the law constitute a mean and 
miserable cheat both on millions of our 
old people and upon many more millions 
of those who, still in their youth and in 
the first years of their working lives, 
are paying taxes for future benefits 
which they may never receive. 

The Social Security Administration 
has always set great store on the wage 
records of those covered. In a special 
division in Baltimore there, are assem-
bled over 80,000,0001 wage records han-
died by machinery devised by the Inter-
national Business Machines Corp., ma-
chinery on which the Government is 
said to be paying a rental of more than a 
million dollars a year. Now, despite the 
fact that 80,000,000 wage records are Onl 
file, Commissioner Altmeyer estimates' 
that at any one time only 35,000,000 

I'Senate Finance Committee hearings, p. 
29. 

persons are working in "covered occu
pations." This phrase "covered occu
pations" does not mean that 35,000,000 
are certain of old-age benefits. It only 
means that 35,000,000 are currently pay
ing social-security taxes and that if they 
continue to pay these taxes long enough,
the happy day for some of them may
arrive when they may be safe and sure 
of old-age benefits. 

Mr. President, this is a strange spec
tacle, Our social-security system is 15 
years old. We have 80,000,030 wage 
records. But out of the 80,000,000 only
35,000,000 are "currently" insured'and a 
much smaller number* are in a position 
to he positive that they will ever receive 
old-age benefits. 

Back in 1935, when the Social Security
Act was first passed, it was obvious that 
numerous old people at the time were 
past their working years and never could 
qualify under the system. The problem, 
so people said, was to make some special 
arrangement so that destitute old people
could be provided for until the systeia, 
that is, old-age and survivors insurance, 
came into full, operation. The present
needs of these old people could, be looked 
after by another arrangement entirely 
called old-age assistance. This worked 
as follows: Out of general revenues the 
Federal Government annually appropri
ated large sums. A matching formula 
was devised by which the States would 
put up so much and the Federal Gov
ermient so much and out of the com
bined sums the currently aged and desti
tute could be provided for. It is called 
"assistance," but, baldly put, assistance 
is nothing but relief and is generally
granted through a means test. 

As I say, it was supposed back in 1935 
that very speedily the money required for 
this purpose would begin, to shrink as 
more and more persons were covered by 
old-age and survivors insurance. 

But strange and wonderful to relate, 
this shrinkage has never occurred. In
stead, the opposite has happened. The 
expenditures for old-age relief began to 
mount and they have never stopped ris
ing. Every year the Federal subsidies 
grow bigger. In 1936 the Federal Gov
ermient spent only seventeen million for 
old-age assistance. By 1949 the Federal 
portion of the subsidy had climbed to 
$726,700,000. Including what the States 
spent, a total of one and one-third billion 
dollars-$1,326,047,COO-was spent in 
1949 for old-age assistance relief alone.' 

The so-calle, old-age pensions paid 
by most of the States have come to de
pend, In very considerable degree, on 
these Federal subsidies. The pensions 
vary from State to State, they are not 
uniform, and of course they are political
footballs. 

Many a State political campaign has 
been fought with promises to jack up the 
pensions of the old folks. Fundamentally
it is cruel to-the old people for they are 
constantly being harangued and excited 
by further promises which inescapably
depend on subsidy and political chance. 
They never know whether or not their 

Source of all three figures--Bureau of 
Public Assistance. Social Security Adminis
tration, May 8, 1950. 
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hopes may be dashed; furthermore, they 
are Often so dazzled by spellbinding 
promises that they acquire fantastic no-
tions of what it is possible to pay.

No one ever tells the old people the 
obvious truth which is- this: It is the 
working force of this country who must 
provide the help for the old people. 

There is just so much margin out of 
the pay envelope that can go to the old 
and when that limit is reached no prom-
ises in the world, can do any good. What 
old People have a right to is the knowl-
edge that definite provision has been 
made for them in some simple and un-
derstandable plan. The old people have 
no such knowledge now nor will they
have it if this proposed bill is passed.

BY the first of January 1950. 15 years
after the passage of the Social Sacurity
Act, our double-barreled social-security 
system has reached this point: Out of 
11,500,000 persons in the country 65 years
and over, 2,000.000 aged persons are re-
ceiving old-age and survivors benefits 
under the social security tax system, and 
2,700,000 old people are getting assist-
ance, or rather relief, under the State-
Federal matching subsidy system. In 
other words, after 15 years the old-age
assistance, that was supposed to dwindle 
away, is actually far ahead of old-age
and survivors insurance when the num-
ber of recipients is compared, 

When we look at the sums paid out 
the comparison is even more startling,
During the year ending June 30, 1949, 
the OASI so-called insurance paid out 
to aged beneficiaries $442,000,000,' But 
during the same year the Federal Gov-
ermient alone paid out in subsidies for 
old-age assistance more than $700,000,-
000.' As already stated, the Govern-
ment and the States, together spent
during that year one and a third billion 
dollars for old-age relief, 

11for
tie marasig acslie 

Every tm marsigfcslk
these are raised, it is customary for the 
defenders of the system to argue that all 
of this difficulty will be solved if only
old-age and survivors insurance is ex-
panded further so that all will be coy-
ered. 

You cannot have it both ways. If a 
sound framework of social-security leg-
islation had been erected we would not 
now have the pressure for public assist-
ance. And the reason we do not have 
a sound framework for social security
is that the Administration has fought
tooth and nail in defense of the present 
system and the present concept. 

Repeatedly, over the years, many
Members of both the House and Senate 
have felt uneasy and sometimes alarmed, 
They have urged and - pressed for a 
thorough house cleaning in the Social 
Security Administration. But so great is 
the complexity of the subject, so full of 
fancy footnotes, its, ands, and buts, that 
in the end the effort has been fruitless 
and the system grows in power and 
strength. Somehow or other, every time 
we have an advisory council, experts
from the Social Security Administration 
take over the research job and persuade
the council to endorse the system and 
ask for an expansion of it. The possi-
bility of a completely different system 
never gets any consideration at all, 

A year ago, when this legislation came 
before the House, Chairman DOUGHTON, 
of the Ways and Means Committee, wrote 
to former President Hoover and asked 
his views on social-security revision, 
Mr. Hoover has had a c~ose acquaintance
with this subject xor many years, and 
he replied to Chairman DOUGHTON in 
great detail. Said he: 

The real and urgent problem Is the need 
group. It is not solved now, nor can it be 
solved for many years, by the Federal insuir-
ance system, even if that system can be made 
to work efficiently, 

And again, Mr. Hoover said: 
The (Ways and Means] Committee should 

undertake to establish an independent re-
search body to provide analyses of other 
possible systems. It should be given a year

study. * * On the organization
side, both the State systems and the Federal
insurance system maintain expensive ad-
ministrations of the same general problem,
The administrative cost of the Federal In-
surance system Is likely under this bill to 
rise eventually to over *loo,00O,ooo per 
annum. 

Although Mr. Hoover v-as referring to 

at the moment? I shall trl' to show 
where we are going. I said I shall- try, 
because the system is so complex that it 
almost baffles description. 

I may say at this point that this corn
plexity is one of the phases Of this prob
lem that baffles Congress. In my busi
ness life, I never yet sat'down to discuss 
an insurance problem with an insur
ance man without having the two of US 
understand perfectly within an hour or 
so, at least, what both of us were driv
ing at. 

Such is not the case with social insur
ance, so-called. Get a social-security
official talking, and he will have you dizzy
in no time. 

There is a mass of official reference 
material. This material is blurred; the 
statistics are jumbled; the writing is in
volved. Just to compute the benefits for 
any given individual requires three or 
four different steps-three or four comn
putations. 

It ought to be plain enough to the Sen
ate that a staff of bureaucrats, running 
a system which few Congressmen can 
understand, are in an ideal position to 
bewilder and confuse the Legislature. I 
am afraid that is exactly what the Social 
Security Administration has been able 
to do. 

- What does H. R. 6000 do, Mr. Presi
dent? 

First. It expands the compulsory coy
erage of old-age and survivors insurance 
to additional categories, including some 
domestic workers, sundry types of self-
employed, and various smaller groups.
It also provides voluntary coverage for 
some 1,500,000 State and local govern
ment employees who do now have retire
ment plans of their own. New and com
pulsory coverage will add 8,300,000 per
sons to the system, so that, all told, both 
compulsory and voluntary, we may pos
sibly get 10,000,000 new persons on the
rolls. 

Second. By a process of lberalization, 

those approaching retirement age in the 
newly covered groups,' are able to quickly
qualify for benefits. Under this phase of 
liberalization it is estimated that about 
500,000 additional persons would be paid 

fending its own creation and denounc-
Ing it. President Truman in his state 
of the Union message of January 7, 1948,
said: 

over the past 12 years we have erected a 
round framework of social-security legisla-
tion. 

Two years later, in January 1950, he 
said in his economic report to the Con-
gress: 

The current inadequacy of the social In-
surance program is sharply reflected in the 
disproportionate load now being borne by
public-assistance programs. Increasinnu-ssac"hol
bers of the aged, the disabled, and the un-
employed have been forced to resort to pub-
lic assistance, 

Thrios putsiteamnsrtion Insmutneul original billsn notthe- .R the00 949 Hous 
curius osiionofdesmulaneuslH. . 600,theconept f bth ill 15 

Thisput th adinitraioninhe he oigial 949Houe bllandnotbenefits during the first year of operation 

identical, and the criticism holds. 
Finally, Mr. Hoover said: 
A careful inquiry maight disclose an en-

tirely different system which would avoid 
the huge costs of administration and the 
duplication, which would substitute some 
other form of taxation, more simple and 
more direct for its support, and which would 
give more positive security to the aged than 
this complicated system, 

I ask the Senate particularly to note 
this phrase of Mr. Hoover's: "more Post. 
tive security to the aged than this corn-
plicated system." Unfortunately, Mr. 
Hoover's sound advice was not heeded. 

Instead there comes before us the cur-
rent bill, H. R. 6000. Where does it carry,
the system from the point where we are 

after this bill is passed. By making these 
500,000 aging persons more quickly eli
gible, it is contended that the need for 
old-age-assistance relief will be reduced 
to that extent. 

Third. Again, the scale of benefits is 
liberalized for all those currently receiv
ing old-age and survivors insurance benl
efits by an average of some 90 percent.

Fourth. Old-age assistance: This is the 
relief item which I said had been climb-
Iing so rapidly, and which now run at 
$1,300,000,000 a year. Note this, please:
The contention is made tha' the cost to 
the Federal Government for public as

tbeiraedf
ssac sol o elces4fr
ther by modifying the existing matching
formulas." I What this means is that the
existing matching formulas will be left 
as they are. Even so,, It Is very Probable 

'Second Finance Committee release, P. 4. 
'Finance Committee release, May 5, 1950, 

P. S. 

a'1950 Report on the OASI fTrust Fund, p. 7.______
' social Security Administration, May S,. ' House ways and Means Committee hear

1950.' ings on social-security amendments of 1949,
'1Economic Report of the President, Jan- pp. 2278-2279. Hoover letter Is dated April 

uary, 1950. P. 14. 25. 1949. 
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that the costs of old-age assistance will ficulty Is that since we do not know what 
continue to rise-merely by allowing the the costs will be, we do not know what 
formulas to stand as they are today. level of taxes will be necessary to meet 

Fifth. Finally-and I am compressing those costs. The distinguished chair-
the gist of the bill into the shortest com- manl [Mr. GEORGE] undoubtedly believes 
pass I can-the cost of the so-called in- in all sincerity that this bill provides a 
surance plan will be met by a swiftly ris- scale of tax rates which will be substan-
ing payroll tax. At the moment the tax tially self-financing. I say that on the 
is 3 percent on the first $3,000 a covered basis of these widely varying estimates 
person earns, the tax being split 50-50 he does not know, and none of us know 
between employer and employee. In 1956 whezther the tax rates provided in the 
this rises to 4 percent, in 1960 to 5 per- bill will come anywhere near providing
cent, in 1965 to 6 percent, and, finally, the revenue needed to pay the costs,
in 1970-20 years hence-to 6.5 percent. Under the table entitled "High Cost Es-

im timate," on page 39 of the report, the
At eas, s wat ponorsof cost could easily run 9 percent of pay-tat he 

Athleaisttatio Isntewhateantheaspnsos roll in 1990 and in excess of 10 percent of 
thetlegisltoroontempblatel anovdethat is payroll in the year 2000. That is the level 
whant thisprpoed billr wil9roid-i I of taxes we might have to levy at that 
Isno prchanged beore 1970.nwwht a time If the promises made by this bill 
rane prllacticelnoneofeuikno what tax0 are to be kept. 

rates will. acualos be levied lywhenc197 What Is the possible sense of making 
that when the original Social Security promises covering a period 40 or 50 years
Act was passed, a rising scale of tax rates hence, which may have to be fulfilledwaswritenino te lw.As the time with such crushing tax levies? How do waseworittoen intorteaelaw, ogoit we know that private business in 1990 
efcame foreerthoeIceae ratgess toegointoad or 2000 will be able to bear such a bur-
effabet,hoever, thei Condgress fhel itna- den? In fact, how do we know that 
creases in the rates-and for good and private business will be able to bear a 
sufficient reasons. If those Increases had payroll tax of 61/2 percent at that time? 
not beeen deferred, ive would have hada If we are so sure that we can afford amamttutfudb ar.nw tax levy of that magnitude, why do wereally mmohtutfnbynwfanot levy it today and take care of the 
far bigger than the approximately $12,- Present aged in a decent way? The 
000.000.000 fund that we now have. The fact is that we do not know, and we have 
Congress felt there was no real necessity not tried to find out, how much of an 

Nor doubtn tuhe samensthin wiluhape additional tax present income earners 
aaN, eacht time waeapocthenwl datpena can carry for the support of the aged,

aganeahtmeteaxproates aresuppoeda We have been content to defer the wholewhich increased ta ae r upsd Problem to the distant future, but at the 
to go into effect. For that reason, I say same time we have made big promises
that we do not really know what rate of that some future generation may have 
tax will be levied under this system in to carry out,.odpeetyneddfrbnftpy

1960 or in 1970. The really rigid part

of this bill, the part which it may be IVments,

politically impossible ever to reduce in Now, if this bill passes, what is going to 

years to come, is the level of benefits happen?

promised. With these taxes the income of the


Under this system, the total cost of trust fund will be so great that the pay-
these benefits becomes larger and larger ment of increased benefits for the next 
as the years go by. We do not know few years will be easy. Smooth sailing is 
exactly how heavy that cost may become, the word. The tide of tax money flows 
Consider, for example, what the burden In. A much smaller ebb of payment 
may be in the year 1990. when the pres- checks flows out. All looks rosy. For a 
ent young men of twenty-five first be- while. For just a while, 
come eligible for pensions under the But do not forget that hundreds of 
promises contained in this bill. Our millions of dollars of this tax income are 
committee report presents us with a wide coming 'from young men and women 25, 
range of estimates as to the cost. Ac- 30, and '35 years old. They are paying
cording to the low cost estimate, benefits for benefits that supposedly will be due 
in 1990 will amount to $7,800,000,000. them anywhere up to 45 years hence,
According to the high cost estimate, they Meantime, what about the number of 
will be Practically 50 percent greater, or old people? The census tells us of the 
$11,700,000,000. In short, we are asked to steady increase in the number of aged in 
enact legislation on a matter where our this country. Oscar Ewing may claim 
estimates of cost vary as widely as 50 that our methods of medical care are 
percent. terrible, but the truth is that we have cut 

These cost Items are not something Infant mortality to the bone, and that is 
that we can easily control. They repre- the chief fact that guarantees us lots of 
sent the total of the promises, made by old people in the future. The proportion
this bill, to millions of people who today of old people in the United States is ex-
must contribute out of their earnings to- panding. Under H. R. 6000's liberalized 
ward a guaranty of security in their old benefits, which some may get and many 
age. If those costs run higher than ex- will not, and with the number of qualify-
pected, the Nation will still feel obligated ing beneficiaries rising, the outgo of ben-
to pay them. efit payments swells. Then begins the 

These are the costs which, according race between the tax income and the 
to the Committee estimates, probably benefit outgo. 
can be taken care of by the rising scale Never forget that many receive bene-
of taxes provided in this bill, The dif- fits far greater than anything they have 

ever paid In and that money must come 
from somewhere. In fact, every bene
ficiary on the rolls today is receiving far 
more than the actuarial value of the con
tributions he has made. 

Listen to this from the annual report
of the trustees of the Old-Age and Sur
vivors Insurance Trust Fund, a report
dated January 2, 1950: 

The trend of such payments will be upward
throughout the present century. By 1970 (20 
years from now) benefit disbursements are 
expected to Increase to three to five times 
their current level. 

That means that sooner or later in this 
race between tax income and benefit out
go, th-e outgo catches up with income and 
the two are running neck and neck. 
Then income begins to fall behind outgo
and there remains the sacred trust fund 
to fall back upon.

As of June 30. 1949, there was in this 
trust fund '" a, little over $11,300,000,000. 
This amount In the trust fund will handle
the excess of benefit payments over tax
income for X years more. That is to 
say, within X years the trust fund is ex
hausted, the tax income is insufficient for 
outgo, and the zero hour for old folks is 
at hand. 

I say X years because neither I nor anyone in tle Senate nor anyone in theSocial Security Administration nor any 
actuary in the world can accurately pro
ject figures set up as this system is. Ben
efits have been boosted before with no 
regard for the source of the money and 
it can be done again. 

But wait. The amount In the trust
fund is not in dollars. The Government 
has long since spent that money, replac
ing it with bonds. To make good the 

bns rsnl eddfrbnftpy
either the Government must tax 

further or borrow more. Even when this 
Is done, a few years sees the end In 
sight.

Now I ask, Mr. President, Just exactly
what is the Congress going to say then to 
the younger men and women who have 
been paying, paying, paying for a prom
ise? What is the Congress going to say 
to these people when they learn that 
the fund is exhausted and their money 
gone with it? As my'Nebraska colleague
in the House, Representative CARL CUR
TIS, put it in his minority views on H. R. 
6000: 

We bind on coming generations to pay
untold billions of dollars not only 50 years
from now, or 100 years from now, but so 
long as the Government of the United States 
stands. It is totally unmoral. 

And, I might add, totally insane. 
v 

I have said that I dislike the capri
coscaatro h isiglw
cioustchausractero theg eIsng lhaw. If 

toilubrtethssnthkcseo 

The figures I shall use are worked out 
In the rough and may not be precise to 
the last digit. Total national employ
ment figures are common but are not cus
tomarily broken down by States. The 

'Report of the Trustees of OASI Trust 
Fund, S. Doc. 151, 81st Cong., 2d sess., Jan. 
2, 1950, p. 31. 

IOIbid., p. 8. 
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figure for employed persons over 65 in 
Nebraska is prorated from national fig-
ures. I believe, however, that the figures 
are substantially correct, giving a pic-
ture of the situation in my State as it is 
now. 

There are In Nebraska about 126,000 
persons 65 and over. Some 14,500 now 
receive OASI benefits and perhaps 24,000 
get old-age assistance. If we subtract 
overlaps and add some 2,200 who are 
getting federally subsidized institutional 
care of one sort or another, we find that 
about 39,000 persons 65 and over are get-
ting old-age benefits or old-age assist-
ance. This leaves about 87,000 Nebras-
kans 65 years of age out somewhere in 
the fog. What has happened to them? 

Well, about 37,000 of them are work-
Ing more or less, and the estimates indi-
cate that there are around 6,000 wives 
65 years and over married to the persons 
65 and over who are still working. This 
gives 43,000 old Nebraskans working, 
some with aged wives. A few, perhaps 
3,000, earn so little that they get some 
benefit or some assistance. We end up 
with 40,000 elderly working Nebraskans 
and elderly wives, of a total of 126,000 in 
the State, who are right now getting 
no benefit and no assistance. 

In addition, there are perhaps 47,000 

Nebraskans 65 and over who neither 

work nor receive benefit, aid, relief or 
assistance of any kind, 

That is to say, 87,000 old folks in Ne-
braska get nothing, whether they are 
working or not, 

Some of these 87,000 Nebraskans have 
in one way or another made provision 
for themselves. We do not need to 
worry about them. 

Some are living with their Children 
and are supported by them, which is no 
disgrace in my book. 

Some-and nobody can tell how many 
without access to the wage records in 
Baltimore-have Paid social-security 
taxes, but not long enough to qualify 
and for most of these the day is for-
ever past when they can qualify. If 
they are in need, they must look to re-
lief-that is, to old-age assistance. 

It is unfair to whipsaw the old people 
in such a manner. Why give a man the 
impression that through taxation he 
and his employer have bought an an-
nuity when he gets more than what the 
taxes would really buy? Sometimes he 
gets more; sometimes less. And why, 
having given a man this impression, and 
having taken his taxes, do we leave him 
stranded outside OASI and move him 
over into relief, or throw him out alto-
gether? Would H. R. 6000 help any Of 
them? A few, possibly, but only a few. 

Let me give a couple of examples of 
the capriciousness of the law, taken 
from letters in my own files: 

First. Here is a man who ends up with 
15 quarters of coverage when he had to 
have 22 quarters to qualify. We look 
into his case. we find that he would 
have qualified under the original act but 
that subsequent amendments have the 
effect of freezing him out. He has paid 
taxes and thinks he deserves considera-
tion. What true justice would do in this 
case is obscured by the complexities and 

shifts in the law. All we know is that 
he paid In something, he gets no bene-
fit, and that he is sore."1 

Second. Case No. 2 gives a man who 
misses out with only 11 quarters of cover-
age. He put in claims, was informed 
that the claims were disallowed and that 
he could, if he wished, go to court and 
that if he did so, Oscar Ewing was the 
person he should sue. All of this is quite 
legal, no doubt, but it leaves us about 
where we were. "Ihave battled this case 
since you took it up about 2 years ago," 
says this claimant. "I was 65 in 1948. 
These guys pass the buck and ask me to 
go to court. They know we do not have 
the money to fight this case as I told the 
judge personally in the first denial." 11 

We can amend and manipulate the 
present social-security law all we want, 
but under a def erred and graduated 
benefit system please tell me how we are 
going to avoid cases like these? 

Many of those who have qualified and 
are receiving benefits are in what to 
honest people is a disagreeable position. 
They are told that what they are getting 
is an insurance benefit. But they know 
better. 

They know that many are getting back 
far more than they paid in. They know 
of neighbors who are getting less. They 
know of other neighbors who missed the 
boat at retirement because they could 
not quite qualify. Furthermore, they 
know that still others are getting more 
on old-age-assistance relief than they, 
who paid taxes, are getting In so-called 
old-age insurance. aot 

If Nebraska old folks could readabu 
this bill, they would know that out of 
the 500,000 additional old people still 
working who will come on the insurance 
rolls some will be Nebraskans.

if they are smart, the present recipi-
ents will understand that Nebraska's 
share of this 600,000 will in some degree 
be given a free ride, 

Could anyone figure out a more corn-
plicated picture than this? No wonder 
old people get sore-sore when the bene-
fit is small and assistance bigger, sore at 
the size of the benefit and the way their 
benefit was figured out. 

Furthermore, the complexities present 
a never-ending temptation to exploit the 
system. Honest people will not do it. 
Dishonest people will. 

Let me. give the Senate an example 
taken from old-age assistance. Old-
age-assistance payments in Colorado are 
higher than those in Nebraska. In Oc-
tober 1949 the average monthly payment 
in Colorado was $75. compared with 
$43.52 in Nebraska." The recent Senate 
hearings" turned up the case of a man 
whose farm was astride the Colorado-
Nebraska line. He had moved his house 
to the, Colorado side of his farm in odr 
to claim the higher Colorado pension. 

We can find people who think this a 
comical story and others who say that 

"1 Becker correspondence, Butler files, 
12 Trabold correspondence, Butler files. 

No. 1, December 21, 1949, FSA, So-. 
cial Security Administration, Bureau of 
Public Assistance. 

"4Senate Finance Committee, hearings, 

13Table 

p. 325. 

it simply proves that Nebraska's assist
ance is niggardly compared to Colorado's. 

I have no patience with either ex
planation. I say It simply shows what 
a crazy maze our system is and ask why 
should I vote for House bill 6000 to make 
the maze even crazier. 

I am firmly in favor of the social-secU
rity principle. No aged person in Ne
braska or any other State shall be left 
in destitute misery as far as I can help it. 

But I want a system and a benefit that 
they can understand and I can under
stand. 

I am tired of the legislated lunacy that 
we now have. 

I want a system and a benefit that we 
can honestly pay for as we go, closing out 
each year's accounts when the year Is 
over and beginning again when the new 
year starts. 

V 
As we know, farmers and almost all 

agricultural labor are excluded from this 
bill. Why? 

Well, opinion is mixed. Among the 
farm organizations the Farmers Union 
endorses coverage. 

The National Grange is interested but

somewhat uncertain. For example, their

1949 resolution contained this clause:


That the executive committee be author. 
ized to advocate the Grange stand favoring 
general coverage of farm people If it is satis
fied that the plan propoeed is workable." 

That is a big "if." 
The Farm Bureau Is also Interested In 

coverage and the resolution adopted at 
the December 1949 convention at Chicago 
showed their interest and concern. 
Still, the resolution was qualified to this 
extent, and I now quote: 16 

I h xeso spoie ylwt n 
cflthesext-enpiony poied lawmrstoandbyeta
Ispuvde ef-emsilyead ohrtadmnisfarmversrand 
tical, then careful consideration ehould be 
given by State and county farm bureaus to 
the coverage of farm operators under the 
old-age and survivors insurance program. 

That is another big "if." 
As far as individual farmers are con

cerned, I get little mail from them or 
from agricultural labor, either, on any 
side of the question. Various explana
tions are offered to explain this, but the 
fact remains. 

I have just as much concern about the 
indigent aged on Nebraska farms as I 
have about the indigent aged in Omaha, 
Lincoln, Hastings, Grand Island, or 
Scottsbluff. 

But if I am persuaded that the pyesent 
system is not administratively practical, 
that it is capricious and in many in
stances unjust, and that, about all, the 
system as it is now organized is on the 
way to bankruptcy or chaos, I would be 
without a conscience if I tried to vote 
farmers and farm labor into such a trap. 

I am persuaded that if the present law 
Is expanded as it is in H. R. 6000, we are 
on the way ultimately to bankruptcy and 
economical chaos. 

1"Hearings for the complete 1949 resolution 
of the National Grange, p. 776. 

" American Farm Bureau Federation 0ffi 
cial News Letter, December 19-26, 1949, 
P. B. 
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Some reports in the press have made 

that this bill is a pay-as-you-go bill. It 
Is not pay-as-you-go in my language. 
To me a pay-as-you-go system is one in 
which the cost is paid in full in any given 
year and that when the year closes, noth
ing is owed and nothing is promised. 

VII 

I shall vote against House bill 6000 be
cause It Is unjust, uneconomic, and un
democratic. 

My position is not merely negative, 
however. I have a new, specific, con
structive alternative to offer. A little 
later in the course of this debate, I plan 
to present this proposal to the Senate in 
some detail. 
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WEDNESDAY, JUNE 14, 1950 
(Legislative day 	of Wednesday, June 7, 

1950) 

SOCIAL SECURITY 	ACT AMENDMENTS OF 
1950 

The Senate resumed the consideration 
of the bill (H. R. 6000) to extend and im
prove the Federal old-age and survivors 
Insurance system, to amend the public
assistance and child welfare provisions 
of the Social Security Act, and for other 
purposes.

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, it would 
accommodate the committee in the con
sideratiori of the bill if Senators who 
have amendments to offer would, as soon 
as they can have them prepared, submit 
them to the Senate. If that is done, we 
will get a better idea of the length of 
time that may be required on the bill. 
I am merely making this as a suggestion. 

Mr. LUCAS. Mr. President, before the 
Senator from Georgia takes his seat, I 
should like to advise him of a fact which 
he perhaps knows. The Senator from 
Colorado (Mr. MILLIKIN] advised me 
this morning that he was under the im
pression that the Senator from Georgia 
would leave for his home in Georgia to
day. I told him that was incorrect, that 
the Senator would probably leave to
night, that he would be present in the 
Senate today. 

Mr. GEORGE.' I shall be here today 
and tomorrow. I shall not leave until 
tomorrow night, and I shall be back 
Monday. I thought that if the debate 
went on through Friday I could ask some 
other members of the committee to look 
after the bill. 

Mr. LUCAS. I desired to advise the 
Senator with respect to the conversation 
I had with the Senator from Colorado, 
who indicated that he would be willing
today to enter into a unanimous-consent 
agreement to vote on the bill and all 
amendments starting on either Monday 
or Tuesday next. 

Mr. GEORGE. We are working on 
the problem now with the distinguished 
junior Senator from Nebraska [Mr. 
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WHERRY], and we may have a proposal 
to make at a very early hour today.

Mr. LUCAS. I was not sure that the 
Senator had seen the Senator from Colo
rado; that was why I raised the question. 

Mr. President, I desire to make a fur
ther statement. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator 
from Illinois has the floor. 
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SOCIAL SECURITY ACT AMENDMENTS 
or 1950 

The Senate resumed the consideration 
of the bill (H. R. 6000) to extend and 
improve the Federal old-age and surviv
ors insurance system, to amend the pub
lic-'assistance and child-welfare provi
sions of the Social Security Act, and for 
other purposes. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator 
from Ohio has the floor. 

Mr. LUCAS. Mr. President, will the 
Senator from Ohio yield? 

Mr. TAFT. I yield. 
Mr. LUCAS. I offer amendments to 

the pending bill (H. R. 6000) on behalf 
of myself, the Senator from Alabama 
[Mr. HILL], the Senator from New York 
[Mr. LEHMAN], the Senator from Massa
chusetts [Mr. SALTONSTALL], the Senator 
from New York [Mr. IVES], the Senator 
from Massachusetts [Mr. LODGE], and 
the Senator from Illinois [Mr. DOUGLAS]. 

The amendments provide for coverage 
on a mandatory basis of the employees 
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of transit systems operated by munici-
palities or other political subdivisions of 
States. I should like to have the amend-
ments printed and lie on the table,

M.T T.M.Peietwilte
Mr.MrAFTPrsidet, illtheSenator be willing to add my name as 

a cosponsor of the amendments? I had 
Intended to offer an amendment of the 
same sort myself. 

Mr. LUCAS. I shall be very glad to 
do so 

Th VC DePESDNT te
Senao from PREnoSIofErT thesamend 

Seao rmIlni fe h mn-
merits as the pending question, or to be 
Printed and lie on the table? There is 
no pending amendment, other than the 
committee amendment, 

Mr.LUAS.Vey ell Ioffr he
VryMr. UCA. ell;I ofertheamendments as the pending question,

and I add as a cosponsor of the amend-
Mnents the name of the distinguished
senior Senator from Ohio [Mr. TAFT].

The amendments submitted by Mr. 
LuCAS (for himself and and other Sena-
tors) are as follows: 

On page 246, beginning with line 13, strike 
out all down to and including line 24 and 
Insert in lieu thereof the following:

'(8) (A) Service performed In the employ
of a State, or any political subdivision there-
of, or any instrumentality of any one or 
more of the foregoing which Is wholly
owned by one or more States or political
subdivisions (other than service included 
under an agreement under sec. 218 and other 
than service performed In the employ of a
State, political subdivision, or instrumental-
Ity In connection with the operation of any 
aypulctart portahich wastaqied ather 1936).o

(B) Servfwic pefomeaqine atheremploy o 
any iStrumentalityofme one ore emporeSae 

any nstumetaliyor oon oreStaes or political subdivisions to the extent that 
the instrumentality is, with respect to such
service, immune Under the Constitution of 
the United States from the tax imposed by
section 1410 of the Internal Revenue Code 
(other than service included under en agree-
mnent under sec. 218)"

On page 328, beginning with line 8, strike 

out all down to and including line 16 and 

Insert in lieu thereof the following: 


"(8) (A) Service performed in the employ

of a State, or any Political subdivision there-

of, or any instrumentality of any one or more 
.of the foregoing which is Wholly owned byone or more State or political subdivisions(other than service performed in the employ 
of a State, political subdivision of any public-transportation system the whole or any part
of which was acquired after 1936). 

ance program. Employees of all transport"%- Under this amendment the size of thetion systems taken over by municipalities or grant will be equal to three-fourths of the
political subdivisions of States after 1936 excess of the compensation payable duringwould be brought under the social-security the quarter over 2 percent of the taxable pay-system by this amendment,

The comparable provision Included in theRouse bill would have covered only the ena-
ployees who worked for the transit company
at the time It was taken over by the muni-
cipality. Representatives of the Amalga-
mated Association of Street, Electric Railway
and Motor Coach Employees of America tes-
tified against this provision. The amend-
ment proposed here would meet with their
approval.

In the Senate Finance Committee the sec-
tions providing for special treatment for this 
group of employees were dropped. Under the 
committee bill they will be covered only if
they qualify under the section pertaining topublic employees generally. This means theycan obtain social-security coverage only If 
they do not have a retirement plan and If 
the State legislature enters into a compact
with the Federal Security Administrator pro-
viding for the coverage of the transit em-
ployees. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The qlues-
tion is on agreeing to the amendments 
offered by the Senator from Illinois for 
himself and other Senators, 

Mr. LUCAS. Mr. President, I also 
offer an amendment to the bill, on be-
hl fmsl n h eao rm
hl fmsl n h eao rm
Rhode Island [Mr. GREEN). The amend-
menit would amend the Social Security
Act by adding a new title providing for 
the payment of insurance benefits by
the Federal Government under certain 
circumstances. The amendment is en-
tirely different from the present provi-

sions of the bill,


ThoIEPEIEN.Teaed 
he VCE RESDENT Th amnd-ment will be received, printed, and lie 


on the table,

Mr. LUCAS. Mr. President, In con-


nection with the amendment just offered 

on behalf of myself and the Senator from 

Rhode Island [Mr. GREEN], which pro-

vides for the establishment of a fund to
be used for grants to State unemploy-
mnent compensation systems whic aeihaebeing depleted, I ask unanimous consent
that a short statement of explanation of
the amendment may be printed in the
RECORD,

Thrbennoojcinth stt-Theetwabrered to istobjecprionte, the 
mn a ree ob rneRsCOaD, as follows: nte 

GRANSrr TO STATE UNEMPLOTMENT FUNDS 

roll, except that after June 30, 1953. increasesin the compensation within the year preced-
Ing the application for a, grant shall be dis

regarded.


The last paragraph of the amendment 
earmarks for the Federal unemployment ac
count the funds collected under the 'Unem
ployment Tax Act which are not used for

the payment of administrative expenses.


The other sections of the amendment pro
vide for. the administration of the grant

programa by the Secretary of Labcr.


ARGUMENT FOa THE AMENDMENT 
Although the loan fund now contained In

title 12 of the Social Security Act baa beenin existence since 1944, It has not been used.
This, 0f course, can be explained by the fact

that most State unemployment compensa

tion systems were not depleted during those

years of high employment. However, as

unemployment in local areas does increase,

it becomes more and more obvious that the
provision for loans is completely inadequate.In at least 28 States there would be serious

constitutional-questions with respect to the

State borrowing money in this way. This In

itself is a major argument against reliance

on such a loan provision.


The unemployment compensation program
i iacdb arl a.A mly
I iacdb arl a.A mly
ment decreases, the total revenue from thistax is greatly reduced. At the same time,Increasing unemployment brings an in

creased drain upon the unemployment com

pensation fund of the State. The loan pro

vision would require the state to go further

into debt under these circumstances. The

loan would' have to be repaid, but the State

has no foreseeable means of repaying It.

The States In which the unemployment
funds are being depleted will have ever-
increasing financial difficulties under this

loan provision.


A provision for grants to the unemploy

ment-compensation funds which are being

depleted because of high unemployment in

Particular States will more adequately meet 
the needs of these States. It seems proper

to use the funds collected from a payroll tax

designed to provide unemployment
sation for this purpose. compen
funds have In the past these gone Into general revenue. At

the present time, up to 90 percent of the

Federal unemployment tax may be paid to
approved State unemPloYment-compensa..
tnfud. heter1pretofheFd
rae- colethed bypecnto .oentax iuns.h the Federl 

ea a scletdb h eea oenment. Administrative expenses have been 
e from these collections, but the excess 

gone into general revenue. If theseamounts were transferred to a Federal un
employment account over a period of years, 
a fund would be built up which could be 
used to aid State funds which aire being
depleted.

Thamn etdosotcngtepr

"(B)Serice erfrmedIna(B)nservicentperyformedi the empoye ofte anypoinialstumetaityiofone 
he eplo ofhas 

Section 404 of R. R. 8000 was Inserted bytor more Sxtethate the Senate Finance Committee. It providesorepoliticalesubdivyision otherextent thatuc 
thvieinstumentlt ise wthe renspect to suc 
shervnice, immunesunder the Cntitutipone oy
sethe nie States fo thtaim seby

seto 40"and 
Mr. LUCAS. Mr. President, In con-

nection with teaed nsIsk 
unanimous consent thatametofeplntinb short state-

men ofexpanaionbeprinted in the
body of the RECORD, 

There being no objection, the state-
Menit was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 
TRANSIT EMPLOYEES AMENDMENT TO H. B. 6000 

This amendment provides for coverage on 
a mandatory basis for the employees of 
transit systems operated by municipalitiea 
or other political subdivisions of States. This
result is obtained by amending the sectiondefining "employment" so that service for
publicly operated transportation systems Is
Included within the types of employment
covered by the old-age and survivors InsUr. 

for the reestablishment of a loan fund 'for 
State Unemployment compensation systems
Which are being depleted,

This amendment would delete that sectionprovide instead for grants to State sys-aedmn osno hne h rs 
temns which are being depleted. In order to
implement this provision for grants, the 
funds collected by the FederalMent tax would be earmarked unemploy-so that a Fed-eral fund would be accumulated for this 
purpose, 

Title 12 was originally enacted In 1944 and 
is the loan provision extended by section 404 
of the committee bill. This -amendment pro-

A State would be entitled to a reinsurance 
grant for any calendar quarter commencing
after October 1, 1950, If that State's unem-
ployment fund is less than the amount of
the compensation paid by the State during
the Preceding 6 months. In order to qualifyfor such a grant after December 31. 1952,a,
8tate whose unemployment fund Is being
depleted must have had a minimum payroll
tax of 1.2 peroent. 

n ragmn f tt dlita 
tion of these funds. The amendment pro. 

ie o eti oniinmet by any State before hc utb a grant will be
available. If that State's unemployment
fund is being depleted, the State must pro.
vide a payroll tax of at least 1.2 percent be. 
fore any grant will be available. 

M.LCS r rsdnIas fe 
and send to the desk an amendment on 
behalf Of Myself and the Senator from 
Pennsylvania [Mr. MYERS]. The amend-
Ment Provides for assistance payments
to the caretakers of dependent children. 
The amendment is in line with what the
House of Representatives agree-, to, but
what the Senate Finance Committee saw
fit to eliminate. 
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The VICE PRESIDEN'T. The amend-
ment will be printed and lie on the table, 

Mr. LUCAS. Mr. President, in con-
nection With this amendment offered on 

behalf of the Senator from Pensylvaiila 
[Mr. MYEms] and myself, I ask unani-
mous consent that a short explanation 
of that amendment be printed in the 
RECORD. 

There being no objection, the state-
metwsoree o epite nte 
fridloo14yeas.
RCDafolw:That 

AN AMENDMENT To 1sOvMDE FOR AssISTANCE 
PAYMENTS TO THE CARETAKER or DEPENDENT 
CHILDREN 

. .600aspsebyteHurnshero 
vided for Federal sharing in aid furihd 
to meet the needs of the relative with whom 
a dependent child receiving aid is living, to 
the same extent as it shares In the Cost of 
aid furnished dependent children. The max-
imum Individual payment to be counted for 
this purpose would be the same as for the 
first dependent child, 

The Senate Finance Committee omitted 
this provision from the bill it reported. This 
amendment would insert Into the bill the 
provisions as passed by the House of Repre-
sentatives. 

ANALYSIS OF AMENDMENT 
The desired result is obtained by amend-

ing the following sections of the committee 
bill: 

Section 321 
The changes on page 378 of the bill are 

necessary to prevent a' recipient of old-age 
assistance from also receiving a benefit pay-
ment as a caretaker of a dependent child, 

Section 322 
Ths ctonInthaens 43bl ecio 

(a)softhe Soial Shecurity actndbyecretiong40 
theomaxmuScamoSeuntfrithe firtbyicheaidnro 
27toe $30anditheamount for the otherchil-f 

amont fordr toe provide fordrn2 rm7to 1 20.ndth
drenfrom$18to$0. I orer t prwith 

payments to the caretaker it is necessary to 
restate this entire section, including the for-
mula for Federal matching of funds. (Three-
fourths of the first $12 and one-half of the 
excess up to the individual maximums of $30 
for the first child and the caretke and $20 
for each additional dependent child.) This 
means that up to $18 of Federal funds will be 

avaisal froriioeachlcartaker efet ctober 
Thi prvsinwol0tk.efct0 

Section 323 
This section Is amended (p. 379, line 10) 

so that the definition of aid to dependent 
children will include payments to the rela-
tive with whom a dependent child is living, 
The relatives already specified by existing 
law are father, mother, grandfather, grand-
mother, brother, sister, stepfather, step-
mother, stepbrother, stepsister, uncle, or 
aunt. Scin31approximately 

Scon31I 
This section Is amended (p. 381. line 14) 

so that persons receiving aid as the caretaker 
of dependent children shall not also be en-
titled to assistance under the aid-to-the-
blind program. .people 

ARGUMENT FOR TH AMENDMENT 
Th rormIntepaths rvde i 

to the dependent children, but has made no 
provision for the parent or relative with 
whom the children are staying. This does 
not seem proper or sensible. If the problem 
of providing in some way for dependent chili-
dren is to be met at all through the combined 
efforts of State and Federal financing, it 
would seem only sensible to make that aid 
available In such a way that the parent or 
relati~ve may properly care for the child, 

The existing law is completely inadequate 
in recognizing the fact that dependent chil-
dren qualify as such only If one or both of the 

parents are away from the home and they 
meet a needs test. The program should be 
administered In such a way that the home 
that Is available may be kept intact. This 
necessitates some provision for the parent or 
relative with whom the children are staying. 

The American Legion has actively spon-
sored this amendment. 

Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, the pending 
bill attempts to improve the system of 
old-age and survivors insurance, which 
hasbeeOinefectfora 

system has been frequently criti-
cized. I remember the distinguished
Senator from California [Mr. DOWNEY] 
made a speech which lasted throughout 
an entire day, pointing out the inequal-
Ities and unsoundness of this system, 

Certainly it is long overdue for improve-
ment. The general purposes of the pres-
ent bill have now been endorsed by both 
political parties for a period of probably 
as much as 8 years. I know they were 
endorsed in the Republican platform of 
1944. In the Republican platform of 
1..8we favored "extension of the Fed-
1948 daead uvvr nurne 
erlodaeadsriosIsrne 
program and an increase of the benefits 
to a more realistic level." In the state-
ment of Republican principles and objec-
tives adopted by the Republican Mem-
bers of the House and Senate about the 
1st of February of this year, as I recall, 
and also by the Republican National 
Committee, we undertook this obligation: 

The obligation of government to those in 
need has long been recognized. Recognizing 
the inequities and injustices of the present 
program of social security, we urge (a) the 
extension of the coverage of the Federal old-
age and survivors Insurance program. re-

utrofelgbltmrqieets n n 
crease of benefits tb a more generous level,

due regard to the tax burden on those 
who labor; (b) a thoroughgoing study of a 
pormo oenal nvra oeae 
programn thfmoreincpearly universalyoverge, 
icungtepnilefpa-sy-o.

The pending bill does exactly what was 
at that time- proposed. It extends the 
coverage of the Federal old-age and 
survivors Insurance program by includ-
Ing, as I remember the number, includ-
ing 7,000,000 or 8,000.000 people under 65 

years of age who are niot now included, 
and it reduces the eligibility require-
ments by giving what is called the "new 
start," so that anyone who starts now to 
pay will, after about a year and a half, I 
believe, or After six quarters of covered 
employment, come under the benefits of 
the system. It increases the benefits to 
a more generous level, by increasing them 

by 85 or 90 percent.
think It should be made Perfectly 

cerwa h ilde o o h rs 
cerwa h ilde o o h rs 
ent old-age and survivors Insurance pro-
gram provides benefits for about 2,000,000 

over 65 years of age, so far as the 
payment of benefits at the present time Is 
concerned, although of course many mil-
lions more look forward to benefits under 
it. Those 2,000,000 people are today're-
celving a wholly Inadequate pension, one 
which Is worth about half what it was 
when the system was inaugurated in 
1936.

Teeae1,0,0 epeoe 5 
Thrar 15000polovr5 

years of age, and the present system does 
not cover more than 2,000,000. It there-
fore does not meet the general demand 
for old-age pension for the people who 
are over 65 years of age today, 

Outside the 2,000,000 receiving bene
fits under this system, I think about 
2,800,000 are getting old-age assistance 
on a needs basis, through a combination 
of State and Federal payments, which 
costs the Federal Government today ap
proximately $900,000,000. 

The pending bill increases the cover
age of old-age insurance. I do not think 
I shall want to discuss the details. There 
are many detailed questions as to who 
should be covered and who should not be. 
In general, the committee tried to cover 
everyone they thought could be covered 
onacmusrbsiweetwspa
ticabe andpuwsere there,wasr notwas sub
stantial objection on the part of those 
who are not now covered. 

The benefits, as I say, are increased 
by from 85 percent to 90 percent, both the 
benefits of those who have already re
tired, and, of course, the benefits of 
those who may be retired in the future; 
and I point out also that the eligibility 
requirements are reduced, 

I diint h eea usino 
I diio otegnra usino 

the old-age and survivors insurance, the 
bill also tries to improve the public as
sistance programs by which the Federal 
Government shares on a needs basis 
with the States in paying old-age assist
ance aid to the blind and aid to depend-
end children. The House bill actually 
increased the Federal share of those 
payments to an extent which would 
have cost the Federal Treasury about 
$235,000,000 a year in addition to what 

we now pay. The Senate committee felt, 
I think very strongly, that there was no 
particular reason at this time for in
creasing the Federal proportion, because 
the Federal Government has a deficit of 
$6,000.000,000 a year, while the States 
are reasonably well off., So there was no 
esnwyteFdrlsaeo hs 

raooh.h edrlsaeo hs 
other payments should be increased, and 
no reason why the total payments should. 
be increased. 

On'e of the objections to the -present 
condition is that the old-age insurance 
payments to which contributions have 
been made in the form of taxes average 

about one-half of the old-age assistance 
payments to which no contribution is 
made. One of the purposes is to make 
the old-age assistance Insurance more 
popular and more attractive by bringlng 
those payments up to a realistic level. 
Certainly they should be above the old-
age assistance payments. 

There seems to be no reason to increase 
old-age assistance payments at this 
time. The committee made a slight In
raeI h eedn-hlrnpo
raei h eedn-hlrnpo 

gram which has not been entirely satis
factory or sufficiently large to cover all 
the needy cases throughout the States. 
Instead of approximately $225,000,000 in 
the House bill, the Senate bill increases 
the total Federal payments by only 
$36,000,000. The bill also increases the 
authorization for services for crippled 
children, for services for maternal and 
child health services, and for child wel
fare services. Those are programs
wlbIvlen ahpyet oay
wicInlenoaspym tsoan
one, but simply enable the States to con. 
duct a more comprehensive and satisfac
tory service in these fields where the 
need of assistance and State action are 
clearly recognized. 
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Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, will the 

Senator yield? 
Mr. TAFT. I yield to the Senator 

from Vermont. 
Mr. AIKEN. Does the bill provide for 

any reduction in Federal contributions? 
Mr. TAFT. No. Old-age assistance is 

left as it is, and I think the same is true 
as to the blind. There is a slight in-
crease for assistance to dependent chil-
dren, and there is an increased authori-
zation for the services to which I have 
just referred, 

I feel that the bill carries out general 
pledges which have been made by both 
parties, and I also think it moves in the 
right direction. The only thing I do not 
like about the bill is the fact that it still 
adheres to the so-called social-insurance 
program. I do not believe it is insur-
ance, and I think the sooner we recog-
nize that old-age pensions are desired by 
the people on a pay-as-you-go basis, on 
a universal basis, the better off we shall 
be. I think social insurance is not, in 
fact, insurance. It is not anything in 
the world but the taxing of people to 
provide free services to other people.

I do not like to have old-age pensions, 
which are popular and necessary, and Of 
which I approve, used as a basis for ex-
tending so-called social insurance to all 
kinds of other fields of social welfare, 
and increasing the tremendous expense 
of welfare service beyond the present 
means of the people of the country. I 
do not believe the Federal Government 
ought to become more involved than it 
is in the general problem of providing 
welfare services and providing for the 
needy throughout 'the entire Nation, 

As I say, this old-age system is not in-
surance. It started out to be an actu-
arily sound fund. The fund was to be 
established by the people who paid taxes 
In, and then when it reached the proper 
point they were to take out what they 
were entitled to as a result of having 
paid something into the fund. That 
was very soon abandoned, because the 
fund was impossible to administer. 

If we should try to have an actuarily
sound fund invested in good property, it 
would get up into the neighborhood of 

$l0,0,0000,an vr so tefud 
$10,00,00,00, erysoo andnd th

would own all the property, stocks, ad 
bonds in the United States. It was soon 
recognized that that could not be done. 
We could not actually buy all those 
stocks, so the fund was to be invested in 
Government bonds. That was nothing
but a collection of Government I 0 U's. 
We collected a tax, Put the tax into the 
fund, then took the cash out of the fund 
and put it in Government bonds. Then 
the Treasury spends the money taken 
out of the fund. When we come to try 
to cash in on the fund, we have to tax 
the people again to pay the interest or 
the principal on the bonds in the fund, 
In the last analysis, the fact is that 
where we have a widely spread old-age
pension system and undertake to pay 
persons over 65 years of age when they 
are not workeing, the sum is so large that 
it is impossible to handle on an actuarily 
sound basis. In the long run we have 
to recognize that the Only way to pay 
those sums is for the People who are 
working at the time to Pay the benefits 
for the People who are not working, 

There is no other way to do it. We may 
as well recognize that at the beginning, 
If we are going to pay old-age pensions, 
the only way to do it is to pay it out of 
contributions of the people who are 
earning money at the time. 

Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Presi-
dent, will the Senator yield? 

Mr. TAFT. I Yield, 
Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. I should 

like to ask the Senator if I correctly un-
derstand his position. Is the Senator 
proposing that hereafter those presently 
working will be taxed to pay benefits to 
those who are 65 and over, but at the 
same time those presently working will 
not be contributing to their own retire-
ment benefits? 

Mr. TAFT. That Is correct. I would 
favor a universal old-age pension sys-
tem. At the same time, we might just as 
'well recognize what we are doing. In 
the old days children were supposed to 
take care of their parents. That was 
sometimes done, and sometimes it was 
not done. Sometimes there were no 
children to assume the responsibility, 
For that system we should substitute a 
system under which all the people under 
65 are undertaking to say they will pay 
old-age pensions to everyone over 65. 
hoping that when they reach the age of 
65 the people who are at that time work-
ing will assume the same obligation. 

Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. I under- 
stand the Senator to take the position 
that the contributions made by individ-
uals through the years have no relation 
to their ultimate pensions, 

Mr. TAFT. I think there is a slight 
relation, but the benefits which are paid 
have only a slight relation to what a 
man pays in. 

I should like to read from a speech 
made by Representative CARL T. CURTIs, 
of Nebraska, in the House of Representa-
tives. He said: 

Let us consider the case of a man who is 
now 40 years of age. Let us assume that he 
has been under old-age and survivors In-
surance since It started in 1937, that he 
and his wife are the same age, and that 
both will reach 65 at the same time. We 
will also assume that his average monthly 
wage has been $200. This man will have 
paid in In taxes according to the schedule
In the present law a sum of $1,440, and his 
employer a like amount, or a total of $2,880. 

This amount would have purchased him 
a monthly benefit of $14.10 on an actuarial 
basis. However, under existing law he would 
draw $47.95 a month, and his wife would 
draw $23.98, or a total of $71.93. In less than 
3'/Y2 years he and his wife would draw out 
everything that he and his employer have 
paid in, even though he would have been 
covered for 37 long years. The actuaries say 
that the total value of all these benefits un-
der existing law is $9,770. Under the pending 
measure his benefits will he raised to $71.10 
a month, his wife's to $35.60 a month, or a 
total of $106.70 a month. 

Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. 
President, will the Senator yield further? 

Mr. TAFT. I Yield. 
Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Do I cor-

rectly understand that the Senator from 
Ohio would favor a flat pension for, 
everyone, or would he favor a graduated 
pension? 

Mr. TAFT. I favor universal pen-
slons, but the question of whether the 
pension should be flat or graduated 

should be studied by the committee 
which is proposed to be established under 
our proposal and which, as I understand, 
has been approved by the Finance Coin
mittee and will be considered by the 
Senate at about the same time we vote 
on the bill itself. 

Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. I am glad 
to hear the Senator refer to a committee 
for studying the question. 

Mr. TAFT. The Senator asked about 
a universal pension system. A flat pen
sion system is in force in England today, 
but the conditions in England are much 
more uniform than they are in sections 
of the United States. I personally, at 
the moment, should be inclined to favor 
a flat minimum and then have an in
creased benefit as people have paid taxes 
during their life or as they have earned 
money during the 10 years prior to the 
time they retired. Under that rule there 
would be some relation to the amount 
paid in. I think some relation should be 
recognized. But it is not very close. 
Take the case of a man with an average 
wage of $50 a month. He pays in a tax 
matched by his employer. The total tax 
paid in is $60 by each, or $120 over a 10
year period. Under the pending bill he 
would receive retirement pay of $22 a 
month instead of $20. If he has a wife 
who is over 65 years of age, he would get 
$33 a month. On the other hand, a man 
earning $100 a month pays in $120, twice 
as much as does the man earning $50 a 
month. He retires on only $27.50 a 
month, instead of $22.50 a month which 
the other fellow gets. There is prac
tically no relation between what he has 
paid in and what he gets. 

Under the new bill, the same thing is 
roughly true. A man with $100 average 
monthly wage would pay $432 and would 
receive $50 a month on retirement. On 
the other hand, a man with $200 monthly 
average wage would pay, or have paid for 
him, twice as much, or $864, but his ben
efit would be only $65 a month. For the 
same payment the first man might get 
$75 a month for half the money paid in 
bthe single man under the proposed
by
bill. 

What I want to point out is that this 
bill already has gone far toward recog
nizing the principle of paying to those 
over 65-years of age a pension, with little 
relation to what they paid in during their 
lf 
lf. In other words, it is no longer in
surance. It 1s something called social 
insurance. It is not insurance, and, at
least up to date, this system has not 
been very social either, because it has 
covered only a very small portion of the 
ttlnme fpol h r vr6 
ttlnme fpol h r vr6 
Years of age. 

Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Presi
dent, will the Senator yield? 

Mr. TAFT. I yield. 
Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Did I un

derstand the Senator to say that he dis
approves of disability insurance? if so, 
how does the situation differ between 
someone who is disabled and someone 
who is 65 years of age and cannot earn 
a living? 

Mr. TAFT. It Is a different subject. 
In England today they have, I think. 
eight different payments for social in
surance. 
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Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. I am 

speaking only of total disability, in the 
case of a man who is unable to earn a 
living, 

Mr. TAFT. Why take permanent dis-
ability? Why not medical services? 
Why not the whole gamut? People are 
using the term "social insurance" to' 
cover everything. Social insurance is 
used as a means of saying that we are 
going to levy a Federal tax to pay Fed-
eral benefits to people for particular 
things. That is not a Federal field 
fundamentally. We have accepted the 
principle in old-age pensions for people 
over 65.. We have not accepted it in 
general relief, in hardship cases, or in 
hundreds of other instances which may 
require action by State and local au-
thorities. 

As I see it, the general problem of tak-
ing care of the unfortunate is primarily 
one for the States, and ought to be ad-
ministered by them. We ought not to 
have a national system. In the case of 
old-age pensions, the people have 
thought that it should be a national pro-
gram, and they have made it a national 
program. But the moment we use the 
insurance idea as an excuse to cover 
other benefits, we shall have the Federal 
Government take over the entire wel-
fare activities of the United States. We 
shall be doing the whole thing in Wash- 
ington, and we shall be administering it 
from here. It would cost us about three 
times as much as it would if we left It 
with the States and assisted them in 
those fields, 

I am willing to consider the general 
problem of how far the Federal Govern-
ment should help the States in the mat-
ter of permanent disability as Ekmatter 
of State aid. However, permanent dis-
ability is a very minor factor. In total 
money, it Is very small, and it is well 
within the financial capacity of the 
States to look after. I see no particular 
reason, on the basis of necessity, why the 
Federal Government should be invited in. 

The point I have been trying to make 
Is that this bill does not provide insur-
ance, and the sooner we get back to the 
recognition that what we are doing is 
simply debating an old-age pension 
policy and not any general theory of 
social insurance, the better off we will be, 

I regret that we are calling this a 
social insurance bill. The fact is that 
the changes that have been made show it 
is not Insurance. Take one thing, for 
example. Take the fact that we are 
doubling these payments. If the pay-
ments under the old-age and survivors 
insurance program paid for the bene-
fits, ,and were intended to pay for the 
benefits, then certainly we could not 
double the benefits and maintain that 
principle. Even if they paid in enough 
to get the beneflt they are supposed to 
get under the old system, we are now 
going to give them twice as much. In 
other words, we are recognizing in this 
bill that we have an obligation to pay 
old-age pensions to people who are old, 
simply because they are old and not be-
cause they paid money into the fund, 

The one thing I do like about the bill 
is that it does establish that principle, 
it destroys the whole idea of insurance 
even while it uses the term "insurance." 

It puts it on the basis of old-age pension, 
and therefore moves in the direction of 
universal pension for all over~65, which I 
think we ought to adopt. I might say 
that I believe the Committee on Fi-
nance would agree with that point of 
view. The argument which was made 
against it, and which prevailed, properly 
so, was that it required such a complete 
study and such a complete change in the 
present system that it could not possi-
bly be dbne in 4 months. We are not 
going to stay here 4 months longer this 
year. We felt something ought to be 
done about the inequities of the present 
system. The House committee has not 
even considered plans of that kind, so 
far-as I know. Therefore, they would 
have to consider the whole thing if we 
tried to change the system now. How-
ever, as I see it, the bill destroys the 
whole theory of insurance. It recognizes 
an obligation. Under the new start 
principle, a mar. who pays in practically 
nothing will get $70 a month. Why 
should we not give the man who does not 
Pay in anything $70 a month, or at least 
$65 a month? As I see it, we have prac-
tically destroyed the theory of social in-
surance. All I regret is that we still use 
the name "insurance" when as a matter 
of fact there Is no insurance about It. 

Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. I thank 
the Senator -very much, 
. Mr. AIKCEN. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield? 

Mr. TAFT. I yield. . 

Mr. AIKEN. I am sure the Senator 
from Ohio, like all the others of us, has 
received many communications from 
people who complain that while the y 
contribute to the cost of the social-se-
curity program in the form of increased 
prices for social services and goods, they 
are not able to get any of the protec-
tion which is afforded by such a pro 
gram. I further understand that many 
people have not been covered-and in 
this class would fall part-time farm-
ers-simply because the committee has 
not been able to work out any admin-
istrative procedure for covering this 
large number of people. Did the Sen-
ator state whether in his opinion a uni- 
versal program of pensions on a pay-as-
you-go basis would afford equitable pro-
tection to all these people, whereas at 
present under the actuarial Insurance 
program no way has been found to ex-
tend this protection? 

Mr. TAFT. Yes. A universal system 
would extend to all. It would cover a 
migrant farm worker as well as a per-
manent farm worker. In this bill we 
have not included farmers, because it 
was not at all clear that they wanted 
to be included, and we did not include 
the migratory farm worker because, 
while I am sure they would like to be 
included if they could be included, it 
seemed to us to be very difficult to work 
out a system with respect to them.. We 
felt we should start to move piece by 
piece. We included about 900,000 per-
manent farm workers, covering men who 
work substantially for the same farmer 
the year round. In those cases I think 
we would be covering only about 20 per-
cent of the farmers. Those farmers 
would have to make returns and pay 
taxes for their parmanent employees, 

That seemed to us to be practical. Of 
course, those are the same farmers who 
keep proper books anyway. It repre
sents the top 20 percent of the farmers. 
It seemed to us to be a practical thing 
to do. Those farmers would keep proper 
books, just as the storekeeper would keep 
books, for example, for the men in his 
employ. Various plans were proposed 
for stamp books, for example, which mi
gratory workers would be expected to 
carry around with them, but it was ques
tioned whether any of them would keep 
those books permanently. 

Mr. AIKEN. Mr. Presidefit, will the 
Senator yield? 

Mr. TAFT. I yield. 
Mr. AIKEN. The fact that farmers 

have not come forward in large num
bers to ask to be covered under social-
security programs does not indicate that 
they do not feel they are entitled to pro
tection on an equitable basis with other 
groups of people. It simply means that 
they themselves cannot see how such a 
program could be worked out, and I am 
of the opinion that if a universal pro
gram, on a pay-as-you-go basis, can be 
developed, then we will find the farmers 
in much larger numbers coming forward 
and saying, "This looks to us as if it 
would work. We would like to go under 
it." But they do not want to urge a 
program which appears administratively 
impossible, so far as they are concerned. 

Mr. TAFT. I think they are right in 
saying that the payroll tax, while it 
seems to fall on the employer and emn
ployee, really is pretty generally covered 
into the cost of production. The wages 
are calculated on a take-home-pay basis. 
Of course, what the employer pays for, 
himself is included in the cost of produc
tion for everybody in the industry, but 
it adds to the cost, and the consumer 
pays it. 

I believe the National Grange and the 
Farm Bureau Federation, which were 
originally opposed to the inclusion of the 
farmers, favor it today, largely because 
they think khat the farmer, on the basis 
of prices paid, ls~helping to pay for the 
benefits, and is not getting the benefits. 
I think that is a legitimate complaint. 
But it would be taken care of in such a 
universal system as I am suggesting, and. 
toward which we are moving. We are 
not there yet, but the pending bill moves 
in that direction. 

Mr. AIKEN. The farmers are fully 
aware of the unfairness of the present 
program, whereby they pay their share 
of the cost for the protection of less than 
a third of the people. There is no incli
nation on their part, so far as I can see, 
to deprive of the benefits those who are 
now getting social-security benefits, but 
I believe, and I think I can say from 
first-hand knowledge, that they would 
be very much in favor of a' program. 
which covered all people equitably, and 
in which all people shared the expenses
equitably. 

Mr. TAFT. That may be, although we 
now find that there has not been a great 
deal of discussion among farmers. We 
received some letters from farmers for, 
and some letters from farmers against. 
The organizations which appeared before 
the committee favored the program, but 
they had opposed it in the past, and they 
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percent tax on their incomes, and not get 
any benefits, on an average, for about 
25 or 30 years, we might find opposition 
among them to that 21/4 percent tax,
which would have to be imposed on them 
if they were included. So I am not cer-
tain that they want it. Whether they
do or not I do not know, 

Mr. AIKEN. Let me suggest that it 
Is the bookkeeping rather than the tax 
which makes some of them reluctant to 
approve the present program, 

Mr. TAFT. I think they are correct 
about that. So in covering only the per-
manent farm laborers, we have included 
those working for only 20 percent of the 
farmers, those who are best off, and prob-
ably can keep their records clear. 

Mr. President, as I have said, I regret
that this is called an insurance program,
I think the bill moves toward the uni-
versal pension system without getting to 
It. I do not care to call it insurance, be-
cause I do not think it should be taken 
as a Precedent for the extension of in-
surance to all the other services. 

I have here the British plan, and while 
I am not quite certain that this is exactly
what is in effect today, roughly speaking,
they have social Insurance now for un-
employment benefits, including training
and rehabilitation. 

They have a program for disability
benefits, both permanent and temporary,
other than industrial, 

They have industrial disability benefit 
pensions and grants, similar to the work-
man's compensation program which we 
have In Ohio. 

They have retirement pensions, that is,
old-age pensions, 

They have widows' and guardians,
benefits, which are somewhat similar to 
the survivors' part of our program.

They have a maternity grant and bene-
fit Provision. When a woman has a baby,
she is insured against the cost of having
the baby. 

Then there is a marriage grant. I do 
not know exactly what that is, but ap-
parently It is insurance to pay for the 
marriage license, or it may be that It is 
to pay for the honeymoon, I am not cer-
tain which. I do not believe it is insur-
ance against the perils of marriage.

Then there is a funeral benefit, to bury 
one when he dies, 

In addition to that, they have national 
assistance similar to our old-age as-
sistance. 

Then they have children's allowances, 
so that everyone who has a dependent
child receiVes a benefit, except, I think,
perhaps, the man who is working does 
not get any benefit for the first child,
but he gets money to help him support
additional children. 

Then, of course, they have the med-
Ical service, which is an additional form 
of insurance, or is so considered here. 

I do not think we should recognize
for a moment the social-insurance prin-
ciple as a good thing in itself. There is 
all effort to bring all these programs
under Social insurance, because people
think insurance is a nice thing and does 
not cost anyone anything, if they can 

have not been what we might call press- pay for it as it goes, whereas the fact
Ing it very hard. Is that It is merely another Federal pro-

Of course, when we take '7,000,000 gram taxing the people to pay benefits to
farmers and they all have to pay 2¼/ other people who are not working, and 

give them something for nothing,
Mr. President, I think it is important

that we do not use whatever we do here 
as a precedent to extend it to other 
fields of operation. I think it Is impor-
tant, therefore, that it be not extended 
to permanent-disability insurance,
which is included in the House bill. If 
we extend it to permanent-disability in-
surance, then we are going to have to 
extend it to temporary disability, which 
means we would pay a man's wages while 
he is sick or thinks he is sick. Then we 
move right on to the whole medical pro-
gram, and pay for his doctor and pay his 
hospital bill, until the cost of the whole 
program is something beyond concep-
tion. 

Just the program we have outlined 
here today in the pending bill will re-
suit in the payment of old-age pensions
In 1952, when it goes into full effect, of 
$2,236,000,000. In 1952 we will tax the 
people in payroll taxes about $3.000,000,-
000, and we will pay out $2,236,000,000. 
In addition to that, we will pay about a 
billion dollars in Federal contributions 
for old-age assistance. So that the Fed-
eral Government will be paying for 
old-age benefits approximately $3,200,-
000,000. 

If that Is extended to a universal basis,
It will be more expensive. I do not think 
It will be a great deal more expensive,
if the benefits are not too large. T he 
present bill's program grows until in 
1960 we will be paying $3,700,000,000, and 
by 1990 we will be paying $10,000,000,000. 
In other words, it is extremely expensive 
to support people over 65 years of age
who are not working,

It is a program I am willing to see the 
Government undertake, and I think it is 
6ne the people are willing to have the 
Government undertake, but I do not 
think that before it gets established we 
should extend it into other fields which 
properly belong to the States and the 
localities, where the obligations are being
assumed today by charitable institutions 
in many cases, by denominational hos-
pitals of all kinds, by the local govern-
ments, and by State governments,

Mr. President, I wish to say also that 
It seems to me clear that we should not 
increase the allowances we have made 
for assistance to the States for old-age 
pensions, or otherwise. The Federal 
Government has a deficit today of 
$6,000,000,000. The States are able to 
get along, at least, and I see no reason 
why the Federal contribution to the 
things the States are doing should be 
any larger than it is today,

Mr. President, there is one other sub-
ject which is likely to come before the 
Senate, the proposal to increase the wage
base from $3,000 to $4,200 or $4,800. To-
day a man's taxes are figured on his ac-
tual wages up to $3,000 a year. If h3 
gets more than $3,000 a year, they are 
still figured on $3,000 a year. That 
means that the total tax paid today is 
3 percent of $3,000, or about $90 per 
annum for any man. It is a system fa. 
vorable to persons with very low in-
comes. on the first $100 a mlonth of 

the average monthly wage an Individ
ual gets $50 a month in benefits when 
he retires. On the amount over $100 of 
the monthly average wage the Senate 
bill increases the rate from 10 percent 
to 15 percent. So he receives 50 per
cent of the first $100 and 15 percent of 
the next $250. If the amount were in
creased from $3,000 to $4,200-$4,800 the 
result, of course, would be to increase 
the tax proportionately. The man who 
actually receives a $5,000 income, in
stead of paying $90, will pay $108. lffe 
will pay on the $3,600 figure. But when 
he comes to receive his benefit he re
ceives only 15 percent of the additional 
$aoo. 

Roughly speaking, It is doubtful 
whether he receives any benefit. The 
additional tax he would pay over and 
above what he would have paid on $3,000
is so large that, although I am not en
tirely certain, he could buy insurance 
from private companies for the addi
tional benefit more cheaply than he re
celVes it from the system.

Mr. President, I do not think it Is a 
vital matter. The Senate committee felt 
It was better to leave the figure at $3,000.
In the first place, there are many private
Pension funds which are integrated into 
the $3,000 level and they would all have 
to be changed.

The chief effect of Increasing the 
$3,000 simply seems to be an incre'ase in 
taxes on everyone who is receiving more 
than $3,000. It is of no particular bene
fit to those receiving more than $3,000.
So I do not regard it is a matter of vital 
importance, but, on the whole, I see no 
reason to increase the wage base be
yond $3,000. The House increased it to 
$3,600, but by providing 15 peircent in
stead of 10 percent we give a $3,600 man 
just as large a benefit under our bill as he 
was receiving under the House bill with* 
the 10 percent on a somewhat larger
base. So that, so far as I can see, the 
increase in that base is not actually going
to give anyone any greater benefits than 
he receives today, except to the extent 
perhaps that he pays a much larger tax 
to receive it. 

Mr. President, I feel that we have in 
this bill fulfilled our obligations, carried 
out the policy of the Republican Party,
and, I th~ink, carried out also the policy
of the Democratic Party. In this bill I 
feel that we are moving in the right di
rection. I voted for every increase in 
coverage, I think, because I contend that 
in the end we ought to cover everyone.

I believe we should insist upon a com
mission to study the whole problem of a 
universal pension. I think it can be 
worked out. I think it can be worked out 
with very little additional expenditure by
the Federal Government over what is 
being paid today. I think it can be 
worked out so as to relieve the Federal 
Government of the $900,000,000 a year
which today we are paying to the States 
to -makethe old-age assistance payments.
I am only guessing, but I should think 
that, whereas in 1952 the present pro
gram would cost us $3,200,000,000, for 
somewhere between $4,000,000,000 and 
ss,ooooooaoo a year we can provide a 
universal old-,ge pension.

I believe, therefore, that we should 
Pass the bill asi a step in the righlt diree. 
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tion. I believe we should pass it to elim-
mnate many of the inequities and hard-
ships created by the present system. I 
believe we should enact it, if for no other 
reason, simply to bring the figures into 
accord With the present cost of living. 
I believe, therefore, that it is a reason-
able Program carried out on the prin- 
ciples of an old-age pension which we 
have long adopted in this country. I 

thnhol w ahret teSeae
thin we o te Seatehoud adere 

bill substantially. I do not mean to say 
that many minor amendments are not 
necessary, but I do not believe we should 
undertake an extension of the field of 
disability insurance or other possible

phssofcvrae hika so s 
possil we shouldge wIpouthena wholea 
Psidlea tha thisuis winsurance and adopte

i inuraceandadot 
universal old-age-pension system, 

Mr. SCHOEPPEIJ. I suggest the ab-
sence of a quorum. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
clerk Will call the roll. 

The assistant journal clerk called the 

ideatha ths a 

swered to 

rolante oloin
roll an thfolowng 
their names: 

Snaor 
enaorsan-

a-

Aiken Hendrickson Malone 
Benton 
Brewcter 
Erleker 

Hickenlocper 
Hill 
Hoey 

Martin 
Maybank 
Millikin 

The proposed unanimous-consent 
agreement' was read by the legislative 
clerk, as follows: 

Ordered, That on the calendar day of 
Tuesday, June 20, 1950, at the hour of 4 
o'clock p. in., in connection with the con-
sideration of the bill (H. R. 6000) to extend 
and Improve the Federal Old-Age and Sur-
vivors Insurance System, to amend the public 
assistance and child welfare provisions of 
the Social Security Act, and for other pur-
poses, the Senate proceed to vote upon aL 
resolution (S. Res. ) sanctioned by the 
Senate Committee on Finance, and to be 
offered by Senators GORGo and MILLISCIS, 
authorizing and directing that said commit-
tee, or any duly. authorized subcommittee 
thereof, shall continue the study and in-
vestigation of social security problems in the 
United States on general and specific sub-
jects to be described In said resolution, with 
authorization for employment of such 
technical, clerical, and other assistance as 
said committee deems advisable, with au-
thority, for the purposes of the resolution, 
with the approval of the Committee on Rules 
andIAdminiatration, to request the use of 
services, Information, facilities, and person-
nel of departments and agencies in the exec-
utive branch of the Government, and with 
provision for the expenses of such Investiga-
tion, or any amendment that may be pro-
posed thereto; and Immediately thereafter 
proceed to vote, without further debate, ex-

agreement, as modified. The Chair 
hears none, and it Is so ordered. 

The unanimous-consent agreement, 
as modified, is as follows:. 

Ordered, Thant on the calendar day of 
Tuesday, June 20, 1950, at the hour of 4 
o'clock p. in., in connection with the consid
eration of the bill (H. R. 6000) to extend 
and improve the Federal Old-Age and Sur
vivors Insurance System, to amend the pub
lio assistance and child welfare provisions
of the Social Security Act, and for other 
purposes, the Senate proceed to vote upon a 
resolution (S. Res. )_sanctioned by the 
Senate Committee on Finance, and to be 
offered by Senators GORaE and MILLISCIN, 
authorizing and directing that said commit
tee, or any duly authorized subcomminittee. 
thereof, shall continue the study and in
vestigation of social security problems in 
the United States on general and specific 
subjects to be described in said resolution, 
with authorization for employment of such 
technical, clerical, and other assistance as 
said committee deems advisable, with au
thority, for the purposes of the resolution, 
with the ,approval of the Committee on 
Rules and Administration, to request the use 
of services, information, facilities, and per
sonnel of departments and agencies in the 
executive branch of the Government, and 
with provision for the expenses of such in
vestigation, or any amendment that may 
be proposed thereto; and immediately there
atrpoedtvoewiotfrhrde
atrpoedtvoewiotfrhrd
bate, except as hereinafter provided, upon 
any amendment or motion that may be 
pending or that may be proposed to the fore
going bill H. R. 6000, and upon the final 
passage of said bill: Provided, That no vote 
on any amendment or motion shall be had 

prior to said hour of 4 p. in. on said day; 
that no amendment that is not germane to 
the subject matter of the bill shall be in 
order; and that after said hour of 4 o'clock 
p. in., debate on any amendment or motion 
shall be limited to not exceeding 10 min
utes, to be equally divided between the 
mover thereof and the Chairman of the 
Committee on Finance. 

Ordered further, That the time between 
12 noon and 4 p. mn. on said day be equally 
divided and controlled by Mr. GORGo and 

Mr. MsaaIKNcf. 

Bridges Holland Mundtcetaheenfeprvddupna
Butler Humphrey Murraycetaheenfe 
Byrd Hunt Neely 
Cain Ives O'Mahoney 
Capehart Jenner Pepper 
Chapman Johnson, Colo. Robertson 
Chavez Kefauver Russell 
Cordon Kem Saltonstall 

Donney Kelgrr SmihoMaie 
Diworshak Langer Smith, N. J~. 
Eastland Leahy Sparkman 
Ecton Lehman Stennis 
Ellender Lodge Taft 
Ferguson Lucas Thomas, Utah 
flanders MoCarran Thye 
Fulbright McCarthy Tydings 
George McClellan Watkins 
Gil'lette McFarland Wherry
Green McKellar Williams 
G urney McMahon Withers 
Hayden Magnuson Young 

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. HOEY 
in the chair). A quorum is present. 

The question is on agreeing to the 
amendment proposed by the Senator 
from Illinois [Mr. LuCAS] for himself 
and other Senators. 

Mr. WHERRY. Mr. President, will 
the distinguished Senator from Georgia 
yield at this time for a question? 

Mr. GEORGE. I am pleased to yield. 
Mr. WHERRY. Mr. President, we 

have just had a quorum call. Some 
reference was made by the distinguished 
majority leader to the effect that a 
unanimous-consent agreement might be 
worked out, agreeable to Members of 
the Senate, to vote on all amendments 
and also on final passage of the pending 
bill. Does not the distinguished Sea-
ator from Georgia feel that this would 
be a proper time to present the request 
which has been worked out? I hope it 
will be satisfactory to Members of the 
Senate. 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I am 
pleased to present the unanimous-con-
sent request at this time. It is agreeable 
to the Senator from Colorado [Mr. 
MILLIKINI, the leader on the minority 
side of the committee. I send to the 
desk the proposed agreement and ask 
that it be read, 

prvddupnay 
amendment or motion that may be pending 
or that may be proposed -to the foregoing 
bill H. R. 6000, and upon the final passage of 
said bill: Provided, That no vote on any 
amendment or motion shall be had prior to 
said hour of 4 p. m. on said day; that no 

aedment that Is not germane to the sub-
ject matter of the bill shall be in order, 

Ordered further, That the time between 
12 noon and 4 p. mn. on said day be equally 
divided and controlled by Mr. GORsE and 
Mr MILLISIN. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there 
objection? 

Mr. CAIN. Mr. President, reserving
the right to object, may I address a ques-
tion to the senior Senator from Georgia? 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does 
the Senator from Georgia yield to the 
Senator from Washington for a ques
tion? 

Mr. GEORGE. I yield. 
Mr. CAIN. Will the resolution, re

ferred to in the proposed agreement, 
when it becomes the pending business 
before the Senate, be subject to amend
ment? 

Mr.: GEORGE. It will be, under the 
unanimous-consent agreement. 

Mr. CAIN. I thank the Senator. 
Mr. MUNDT. Mr. President, reserv

ing the right to object, I wonder whether 
the Senator from Georgia would be will
ing to modify the request so as to permit 
5 minutes to each side of any amend
ment that may be offered, for purposes 
of explanation? 

Mr. GEORGE. I have no objection to 
that. If it is agreeable to other Senators, 
I shall be glad to modify the request in 
accordance with the suggestion made by 
tha distinguished Senator from South 
Dakota. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. That is entirely 
agreeable to me. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
out objection, the proposed agreement 
Will be modified accordingly. Is there 
objection to the unanimous consent 
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of the bill (H. R. 6000) to extend and 
Improve the Federal old-age and sur-
vivors insurance system, to amend the 
public assistance and child-welfare pro-
visions of the Social Security Act, and f or 
other purposes. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. What is 
the further pleasure of the Senate? 

Mr. GEORGE. I suggest the absence 
of a quorum. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
clerk will call the roll, 

The legislative clerk proceeded to call 
the roll. 

Mr. ROBERTSON. Mr. President, I 
ask unanimous consent that the order 
ior a quorum call-be rescinded and that 

further proceedings under the call be 
suspended, 

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. HOL-
LAND in the chair). Without objection, 
it is so ordered. 

Mr. ROBERTSON. Mr. President, we 
have before us today a bill consisting 
of 391 pages. It 	 deals with one of the 
most complicated 	and intricate subjects 
that any legislative body ever attempted 
to handle. 

During my 10 years of service on the 
Ways and Means Committee of the 
House of Representatives, the most ar-
duous duty I discharged was in an ef-
fort to improve the original Social Se-
curity Act, which was passed, as I recall, 
in 1935. 

The fiscal basis of the original Social 
Security Act was, first, that we would set 
up a self-supporting, self-liquidating in-
surance fund; and, second, that we would 
create a trust fund of approximately 
$50,000,000,000, with which to meet 
death benefits and retirement claims, 
which would accumulate through the 
years, and finally would reach a very 
large amount. 

However, that plan was criticized-
and, I think, properly so-from the 
standpoint that the payroll taxes im-
posed, one-half of the amount to be paid 
by the employer and one-half to be paid 
by the employee, to finance this insur-
ance system would be spent by the Gay-
ermient as received, and the Govern-
ment would then put in the' trust fund 
what some persons called the Govern-
ment's I 0 U. of course, it was a little 
bit more than what is ordinarily called 
an I 0 U, because it was an official Gov-
ermient bond; but the fact remained 
that when the demand for payments ex-
ceeded the current income and the Gov-
ermient was forced to resort to this trust 
fund for payment, new taxes would have 
to be imposed to get the money; unless 
the Government was running at a sur-
plus at that time and could afford to 
sell some of its bonds on the open mar-
ket, in order to obtain money. 

In 1937, as I recall, months of hear-
ings were held on this problem. We had 
the benefit of so-called experts In social 
security and we had the benefit of so-
called mortuary experts and pension ex-
perts. However, Mr. President, I soon 
became convinced that if there was any 
man on any committee who really knew 
how to frame a system of this kind and 
at the same time to properly and ade-
quately evaluate the political considera-
tions which grew out of the various pro-
posals for coverage and in regard to how 
the collections could be made, that man 
could get a job at any time he wanted at 
a salary of $50,000 or $75,000 or $100,000 
with any one of the big insurance com-
panies. On our committee we simply did 
not have such experts. In fact, I doubt 
that there is any living man who could 
take these nearly 400 pages of a bill 
which, as I have said, deals with this 
very difficult subject, and could analyze 
them and could tell exactly what is in 
the bill and how it will work out 10, 15, 
or 30 years from now. 

As a matter of fact, Mr. President, the 
best experts we had before us claimed 
that they wanted at least a 25-percent 
margin of error in all of their computa-

tions. They said that was about as close 
as they could gage earning power on 
which the tax would be levied: increases 
or decreases in employment; the oppor
tunities for men to remain employed up 
to a given age; and the inherent diffi
culties of collections-if, for instance, 
the program was extended to cover those 
who keep no regular books, such as 
domestics, and who perhaps would be 
given a book in which they would paste 
stamps; and the difficulty of bringing 
farmers under the system, inasmuch as 
farmers ordinarily keep no regular books, 
to say nothing of the fact that only a 
few years ago the average income of the 
average farmer in the United States was 
only $600. To require him to provide 
old-age pensions and so-called security 
for either his regular or his temporary 
employees would present a problem 
which we did not know how to solve. 

In the preparation of House bill 6000, 
the House committee spent weeks on the 
hearings, and still further weeks in 
executive sessions. Then the House 
passed the bill and sent it to the Senate. 
That happened last October. 

Off and on, for most of the present 
session, the Senate Finance Committee, 
composed of some of the very ablest 
Members of the Senate, have been at 
work on this bill. 

Frankly, Mr. President, it would be 
presumptuous for me, without having at
tended all those hearings; without hay
ing had an opportunity to read the 
voluminous record compiled by the com
mittee-it would take weeks and weeks 
to read it; without attending any of the 
executive sessions where the conflicting 
viewpoints and views and matters were 
debated back and forth, to attempt to 
analyze or criticize what is contained in 
the Senate version of House bill 6000. 

Mr. SCHOEPPEL. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. ROBERTSON. I yield. 
Mr. SCHOEPPEL. Is not that a very 

good reason why the suggestion by Mem
bers of the Senate that additional studies 
be made by the Senate on this subject, is 
in order? 

Mr. ROBERTSON. Undoubtedly. 
Yet after 2 years of study, we are ~ex
pected to do something on this subject 
now. However, It was my understand
ing that it was the opinion of the die
tinguished members of the Senate Fi
nance Committee that they have gone 
as far as they dare to go in this bill, and 
then they propose that before we go any
further, the best possible study be made 
of what is involved. 

Mr. SCHOEPPEL. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield further? 

Mr. ROBERTSON. I yield. 
Mr. SCHOEPPEL. What I particu

larly had in mind was that some of the 
areas of coverage which are lacking in 
this measure, should be the object of 
additional studies on the part of the 
proper committee and on the part of the 
Senate itself. Does the Senator agree 
that that is about the only practical way 
we can approach this matter on a busi
nesslike basis? 

Mr. ROBERTSON. I wholeheartedly 
agree. It would be unfair to ourselves 
and perhaps very harmful to the Na
tion we are trying to serve if vwe were 
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to move blindly into so technical a sub-
ject, however much we should like to see 
a complete coverage of social security
for the entire Nation. I fully agree with 
the distinguished Senator from Kansas 
that the coverage which Is not provided 
by the Senate version of House bill 6000 
should be studied, with an indication 
given to those who are not covered that 
all appropriate suggestions concerning 
their future coverage will be fully con-

sdered by the Congress. 
However, Mr. President, It is my under-

standing that the coverage in the Senate 
version of House bill 6000 is substan-
tially larger than that of the House ver-
sion of the bill. My distinguished col-
league, the senior Senator from Virginia
[Mr. BYRD], helped to frame the bill, and 
he is now on the floor of the Senate. If 
I am in error on that point-let me re-
peat that I have not had an opportunuty 
to fully analyze this bill-I should be 
glad to have him correct me. 

Mr. BYRD. The Senator 1s correct; 
the coverage has been substantially 
changed, 

Mr. ROBERTSON. Mr. President, my 
distinguished predecessor, the late Carter 
Glass,used to tell me that WALTER GEORGE, 
of Georgia, was one of the noblest men 
he ever knew, and one of the ablest men 
with whom he had served throughout 
a very long legislative career, first In the 
House, then in the Senate. In the muil-
titude of duties which are pressed upon 
cvery Member of the Senate, It becomes 
a matter of physical impossibility for him 
to be fully and adequately advised about 
every bill which comes before the Sen-
ate. I happen to be sitting on the Bank-
ing and Currency Committee, which has, 
at this session, reported more bills, ex-
cepting private bills which go on the 
Senate Calendar, than any other corn-
mnittee of the Congress. We have had 
more hearings on bills, so our clerk tells 
me, than almost any other committee of 
the Congress. I might except the Fi-
nance Committee, which has had before 
it these two very highly technical and 
controversial matters, the social security
bill and certain matters relating to taxa-
tion. And I am also serving on five sub-
committees of the Appropriations Corn-
mittee. And so I say, Mr. President, that 
every Senator in certain phases of his 
legislative work must to some extent rely
upon the demonstrated ability and the 
demonstrated correctness of those who 
bring legislation to the floor of the Sen-
ate for the consideration of their col-
leagues. I am happy therefore whenever 
a man of the stature Of WALTER GEORGE, Of 
Georgia, brings a bill before us and tells 
us that under all the circumstances it Is 
about as good as he was able to do. 

It is also a source of gratification to 
me when the senior Senator from Vir-
ginia puts his name to a bill and asks 
favorable consideration by his colleagues, 
because I have been associated with 
him in a very close way from the time 
we were desk mates In the Senate of 
Virginia, commencing in January 1916. I 
know, as his other colleagues In the Sen-
ate have so well learned to know, his 
business Judgment and the care with 
which he scrutinizes all proposals which 

may result in a tax burden upon the 
American people. 

Last night I was discussing the Senate 
bill with a Member of the House who had 
been very active In the preparation of the 
House. version of the pending measure. 
He told me, and possibly it was quite nat-
ural for him to think so, that he thought 
the House bill was better than the Sen-
ate committee bill. I said, "Why do you 
say that?" He replied, "In the first place,
teSntcomtebilnraeshe 
benefits to be paid, and decreases the tax 
collections with which to pay them." I 
have had no opportunity since last night 
to check the provisions of the House bill 
against those of the Senate committee 
bill, and so I merely give as my authority 
one member of the House committee who 
assigned that as one reason for his believ-
ing that the House bill was a sounder bill 
than the Senate committee bill, 

Back in 1937, all proponents of social 
security and all the experts who testified 
before us said that our objective was to 
be a self-supporting insurance plan. At 
every hearing we had from then until I 
left the committee to come to the Senate 
side in 1946, those experts constantly 
told us we were dealing with a 3-percent 
program. That was on the basis of the 
old benefits. What did they mean by 
that? They meant a program under 
which it would be necessary for both 
employer and employee to contribute 3 
percent to the fund during the working 
period of thle employee, if we were to 
have a self-supporting program, one 
that did not eventually have to turn to 
the Federal Treasury for the promised
benefits. 

It is unnecessary to do more than re-
view the repeated action of the Congress 
to stop the step-up of the payroll taxes, 
and to look at the payroll taxes which 
are carried in the House version of the 
pending measure and the Senate version 
of it, to know that we do not have a 3-
percent program. We have a program
which undoubtedly Is headed for a very 
large deficit, from the standpoint of be-
ing self-supporting, at a date not too far 
distant, 

Just what solution we should make of 
that serious problemlI am not prepared 
to say. I am glad, however, that it is the 
plan of the Senate Finance Committee 
not only to make a further study of ad-
ditional covcrage, but I am sure that It 
must cover a study of how this plan is to 
be financed In the future, whether we 
will keep the payroll taxes down and 
have just enough to meet current de-
mands on the fund, or whether we will 
put them up to meet the accruing lia-
bility. If so, how will we Preserve and 
how will we invest an accumulated fund 
of that kind so that it will not in the end 
be- dissipated perhaps on domestic 
spending schemes of various kinds, and 
then face the necessity of placing an 
additional tax upon employees who have 
already paid a special tax for the pen-
sion that will be paid to them In their 
retirement? 

It Is my present intention, Mr. Presi-
dent, to support House bill 6000, but I 
shall consider some of the amendments 
which I understand will be offered, be-

cause I understand there was not comn
plete agreement in the Finance Corn
mittee on everything that was included 
In this bill, which was reported, I be
lieve, by. a unanimous vote. As a mat
ter of fact, I do not feel that I am dis
closing any confidences when I say that 
the distinguished chairman of the com
mittee recently told me, when I asked 
him what he thought of the bill which 
had been reported, that he thought pos
sibly there could be several amendments 
adopted on the floor that would improve 
the Senate bill. 

I shall vote for the bill with such ap
propriate amendments as I may see fit to 
support from the floor, because I realiza 
the necessity for a pension system under 
the economic conditions as they have 
been developed in this country. 

We are in the grip of a machine age~ 
which attaches more importance to phys
ical vigor and alertness than to maturity 
of judgment and experience. As a re
sult, the age at which men can remain 
gainfully employed is being reduced, and 
the age at which a man can reenter in
dustry, if he is so unfortunate as to lose 
his job, is being materially reduced, It 
is almost impossible, Mr. President, for 
any industrial worker past the age of 50 
years to enter a new firm; and the re
quirement of retirement at 65 years of 
age is becoming almost universal in the 
large industrial areas of our Nation. 
While this machine age, which weds the 
nimbleness of a man's fingers to an elec
trically operated machine and requires a 
minimum of his brain power and ex
perience, is gradually easing men out of 
gainful employment, our doctors, thanks 
to a remarkable advance in medical sci
ence, are adding approximately 5 years to 
the life span of the average man. As 
a result, we find the number of those per
sons above 60 years of age increasing at 
a far more rapid rate than we antici
pated 10, 15, or 20 Years ago, and we 
find a growing sentiment among child
ren that It is the duty of the State, and 
not their duty and loving privilege, to 
support their parents in old age, There 
never has been a time in this Nation, so 
far as I know, Mr. President, when the 
average man, to say nothing of that large 
segment of workers receiving below the 
average income, could save enough dur
ing his active working years to provide'
comfortable and adequate income in his 
sunset years. They did try to buy a 
little home, and they usually could do it if 
they would work and save. They some
times carried a little insurance, but gen
erally that was for the Protection of the 
widow; it was not for their lifetime. 
They usually raised large families and 
trained the children to think that one 
of their duties in mature life was to re
turn to the parents the care and love 
expended on the children in their in
fancy and as they were growing ui5. un
fortunately, that sentiment In this Na
tion is changing, and It is not a change 
for the best. It is doing something to 
our families; it is tending to disintegrate 
the ties which in the past have held 
families together. 

Mr. President, this morning I received 
a letter from a friend touching on this 
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subject, which I want to read to the 
Senate, because I think it is a thought-
provoking letter. It reads as follows:I 

JunE, 12, 1950.
WILTS RosrsonsoThe HoorableA. 
WILis ROBRTSONtheThe HoorableA. 

United States Senate, 
Washington, D. C. 

DEAR SENAToR R0BERTSON: Upon my recent 
return from a brief sojourn on my farm near 
Charlottesville, I found the copy of your 
speech on the Preservation of Private Enter-
prise you have been so kind to send me. I 
have read it with genuine interest and I think 
it is excellent. The kind of thinking and 
concepts voiced by you, it seems to pae, rep-
resents the type of philosophy undr which 
this Nation has grown great. The trend away 
from the sound doctrine enunciated by you, 
however, is something about which, I think, 
there is a woeful lack of due concern 
throughout the Nation. Our people (maybe 
it Is true of all people), are dangerously in-
clined toward complacency until they are 
personally pinched, 

I suspect Captain Kincaid had passed on 
to you the copy I had given him of a speech 
delivered by the vice president of Marshall 
Field Co. in Chicago. His views, similar I 
believe, to yours, had, I thought, been set 
forth quite well, 

In seecrcenlydeiveedsomwhre 
perhaspsebeforecethebordodlv rectsorsheb; 

BenjamisAbfoiresshe poresdenofdiethesUnte 
Stnates stee Coirp.s, Ipnoesdenan tenUnciation 
oftviews Simla tor.Iyours, barngeupcatonth
Imortanes sindeedthe vital, esentialityonof

Impotane,nded te vtalessntilit of 
private enterprise, if our way of life Is to 
endure. I think if you have not already 
seen a copy of the Fairless speech entitled 
"Man's Search for Security," you would be 
Interested In noting some of his comments 
which I will quote verbatim as follows. 

"I believe, and I think you do too, that 
all human beings grow in dignity and self 
respect by reason of accomplishment and the 
assumption of responsibility. The spirit of 
Independence, or of confidence, or of self-
reliance, is mightily nourished by the exer-
cise of onie's own efforts. Moral stature is in-
creased and moral fiber is strengthened by
each job done with the free play of one's own 
ability. Ambition, which inspires men to 
attainment, is fed by an atmosphere of en-
deavor. In short, a man develops by stand-
ing on his own feet. He does not wax strong 
by having others do for him what he can 
and should do for himself, tono 

"Are we interested in the cultivato 
these qualities In our own citizenry? Have 
we properly appraised the value of the spirit 
they create, in terms of a powerful influence 
for the preservation of freedom in America? 
If this land of opportunity, where men tradi-
tionally have enjoyed more independence 
than in any other, is to maintain that nam 
tional spirit which has blessed it from the 
very beinni utcrflyfoster the 
dignity, self-respect, moral stature, aindef 
reliance of the millions of individuals which 
smake up the Integrated whole. 

'Too much coddling, too much paternal-
reessin fom 

sponribility 2an have a decidedly weakening 
lamtoomuc ersnal re-

effect upon the aims and purposes of man, 
With th~e possibility of lapsing Into a feeling 
of security provided wholly by others, the 
time-honored emphasis upon thrift is pushed 
into the background, and one of the spurs 
to maximum effort becomes Inoperative. We 
should take thought then, serious thought, 
that in our over-all approach to this matter 
of planning security, we do not adopt math-
ods which will wither the spirit while cater-
Ing to the needs of the flash. Already we 
find that many young man. who are on the 
point of entering Industry Inquire first about 
pensions, benefits, and other elements of 
social security to be provided for them, while 
they manifest secondary interest in the op-

portunities lying ahead for a successful 
career, based upon the exercise of their own 
abilities. Little is the wonder that this dis-
tortion has taken place, with the atmcsphere

filled with conflicting discussions about 
merits of guaranteeing security through-

out the entire span of life, with socialized 
this and socialized that applying at every 
point." 

There is no question in my mind that too 
much ado over security at the expense of a 
healthy interest in opportunity has come to 
be the order of the day. 

I have no doubt that this Nation abounds 
with Individuals sufficiently endowed with 
common sense and realistic convictions to 
guide its destiny safely and efficiently, and 
I am not concerned so much over the fact 
that there are individuals in high offices 
whose ideas seem to be detrimental to the 
beat interests of the 'country as I am with 
the evident reality that the voting public 
contains sufficient members of an ilk likewise 
Imbued with questionable ideas to vote their 
candidates into high office. In fact, the 
alarming aspect of this situation is that this 
type of citizen seems to be on the Increase. 

History seems to indicate that given time, 

propriations, where we shall be engaged 
in marking up a very important appro
priation bill, I shall not take the time to 
read from this speech as I had previously
ineddtdo Th spchIbul
ineddtdo Th spchsbul
around the theme that there are some 
bodies or groups of bodies in Washington 
which are throwing monkey wrenches 
into the business machine. Mr. Fairless 
said that if certain manufacturers get 
together and fix a price for their product 

they get prosecuted under the antitrust 
laws for price fixing. If they do not get 
together and attempt to meet competi
tion in a given area by absorbing freight, 
they are prosecuted under the Robinson-
Patman Act. He said thousands of man
ufacturers do not know which way to 
tunThydkowhawicerwy 
tun Thydkowhawicerwy 
they turn will be wrong. We tried to 
take that one monkey wrench out the 
other day when we passed S. 1008. Oh, 
how that bill has been misrepresented, 
Mr. President. The druggists of Virginia 
were the largest group that applied pres-

It is nevertheless my doctrine that the 'view 
that history repeats itself, is fallacious. His-
tory only points its finger at what to expect 
unless men of vision and courage and en-
thusiasm and energy rise up and do some-
thing about it. Someone has observed that 
social security as it is being dished up to us 
today, is a sort of death. Security is not a 
living instrument unless it is a part of our 
own effort and planning. It is the striving 
for security that really preserves it. Security 
cannot be promised, bestowed, or endowed, 
it is the product of each individual's work, 
planning, saving, thinking, and holding. Se-
curity is not security when it is only a politi-
cally promised social gain. It is then a 
political gain and an individual loss, 

George Washington uttered a profound 
truth when he said, "He who seeks security 
through surrender of liberty loses both." 

With kindest regards and best wishes, sir, 
and again thanks for the copy of your fine 
address. 

I shall not include the name of the 
writer of that letter, because I am using 
it today without having had an oppor-
tunity to get his consent to use it. There-
fore I am not at liberty to disclose his 
name. I am sure that he would have no 

of jection to my using his splendid state-
oj 
ment about what now confronts us to 
illustrate my point that while a machine 
age and a highly socialized state, to-
gether with an economy which is rapidly 
maturing, is forcing us to provide so-
balled security by way of old-age pen-
sions and retirements we must not in our 
enhusiasm for, that type of program, 

which may be very popular politically, 
lose sight of the fundamental fact that 
the greatest security for the people of 
this Nation is the security which comes 
from a system of private enterprise in 
which there are openings for men of 
brains, energy, and ability, and employ-
ment for which there is an adequate re-
wadfrtoehopvehirspr-

society always succeeds in socializing Itself.sueomefmthtiehecnrne 
sueomefmthtiehecnrne 
report on S. 1008 reached the Senate 
until the final vote was taken on the bill. 
I do not know one in that group who has 
not benefited from freight absorption. 
We do not have any great drug manufac
turing concerns in Virginia. We buy
fo imi atmr rfo t 
fo imi atmr rfo t 
branch office in Norfolk. There is a big 
firm from which we buy which is located 
near the border between Virginia and 
Tennessee. It is in Bristol. I do not 
know whether it is Bristol, Va., or Bristol, 
Tn.Hwvr ti oni h a 
Tn'Hwvr ti oni h a 
corner of Virginia. Yet every druggist 
in Virginia can get a proprietary remedy 
at the same price anywhere in the State, 
because the manufacturer absorbs the 
freight on it, and it is sold at the same 
price under the Robinson-Patman Act, 
Suppose there was some small drug man

ufacturing company which was selling 
all over the United States. It could not 
absorb freight if the President vetoes 
S. 1008, nor could he build a series of 
new plants. 

I hope the President does not veto that 
bill. I am satisfied that the amendment, 

prepared by the Attorney General and 
included in the conference report, is an 
adequate safeguard against anti-trust
law violations. 

I asked a very distinguished repre
sentative of our Government how S. 1008 
Was going to come out. 

He said, "The best I can tell, it is 

50-50." 
I said, "Do you mean that the Presi

dent is just as apt to veto that bill as to
sint" 

"el"h ad h a oemgt
"el"h ad h a oemgt 

strong friends urging him to sign it, and 
some equally strong friends urging him 
ntosgnt. 

ority in those high fields. The writer of 
the letter from which I have quoted re-
ferred to a speech which Mr. Benjamin 
Fairless had made on some previous oc-
casion. I recently saw a copy of a speech 
which Mr. Fairless had made in Boston. 
Ibeivitwsmdonte1tofMy
Ibeivitwsmdonte1tofMy
I have a copy of that speech before me, 
Mr. President, but as I am already late 
for a meeting of the Committee on Ap-

wHd foathosewho prvetthirisuprt-hnoctonsindit.
Hecnobeqielkthcadae

who was running for the legislature.
He was -young and inexperienced, and 
one of his political advisers said, "Now, 
Bill, you are going out to sell yourself 
to the people, You're going to make 
smepecstoheepl.T res 
smepecstoheepl.T res 
one thing you must not do; you must not 
say anything about that squirrel law,"

Bill said, "I will not." 
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He got through his speeches fine until 

he got to the last night, when he made a 
powerful speech, because he saw victory 
in his grasp. He warmed up, and really, 
went to town. Just before he sat down, 
one old farmer in the hall said, "Bill, 
you haven't said anything about that 
squirrel law.', 

Bill said, "My friend, I'm awfully 
glad you raised that question. I have, 
some mighty good friends in favor of the 
squirrel law, and I have some mighty 
good friends who are opposed to the 
squirrel law, and I want to tell you I'm 
going to stick by my friends." [Laugh-
ter.I 

I express the earnest hope-although 
It would not have any immediate effect 
on H. R. 6000-that the President will 
not veto the basing-point bill, because 
jobs are more important than pensions. 
Jobs ccme before pensions, unless we are 
going to knock the bung out of the 
Treasury and distribute the benefits of 
the accumulated wealth of past genera-
tions. One of the things that will 
stimulate business and help to make jobs 
Is the removal of the present uncertainty 
as to what a man can do and what he 
cannot do and remain in business and 
stay out of jail, 

LABOR MONOPOLY 

Mr. President, there is another bill 
pending in the Senate. I do not expect 
to get any action on it this year, but I 
do wish to mention it so that it may be 
close to the hearts of my distinguished 
colleagues after November. I refer to 
the bill I introduced last January to 
amend the antitrust laws to provide that 
labor leaders exercising a monopoly shall 
not exercise that monopoly to unreason-
ably restrain production or to fix prices 
of goods or services that are of national 
interest and concern. 

Consider the situation which confronts 
the coal industry. It was a considera-
tion of that situation that got me into 
the study of labor monopoly, the 3-day 
week, the 2-day week, the 1-day week, 
and the no-day week. 

The price of coal -is now so high that 
our distinguished colleagues from West 
Virginia and other coal-producing States 
are coming to us with tears in their eyes, 
asking us to put what would amount to a 
prohibitive tariff on the importation of 
foreign fuel oil, in order that coal from 
Virginia, West Virginia, and Pennsyl-
vania may not lose its historic market in 
New England. That market is being lost 
today, and what is the effect? It means 
unemployment in the coal mines; it 
means fewer and fewer to work and pay 
payroll taxes for the benefit of those who 
are retired. 

Mr. President, the hearings on my bill 
are now available. The bill was favor-
ably reported to the full committee by a 
very fine subcommittee composed of the 
Senator from Mississippi [Mr. EASTLAND] 
the Senator 'from Maryland [M.,
O'CONOR J, and the Senator from Missouri 
[Mr. DONNELL], three very able and fine 
Members of the Senate. They heard the 
evidence. They considered It very ma-
turely, and unanimously reported the 
bill to the full Committee on the Judi- 
clary. As I have said, the hearings are 
now available, I hope the Members of 

the Senate will read them. They are 
very illuminating. 

Another thing I feel we have to con-
sider in connection with any bill like 
H. IR. 6000, to levy taxes on those who 
work to take care of those too old to work 
is whether those who are able to work 
are going to have jobs. If they are, 
let Congress impose no unreasonable 
burden upon those who are willing to 
save and invest their funds in plants and 
equipment which would afford others the 
opportunity of working, 

It Is said that it now takes an average 
of $10,000 to give just one man a Job in a 
plant. The time has passed when the 
blacksmith could go out under the 
spreading chestnut tree, with an anvil 
and a bellows and a big hammer, and 
hammer out his horseshoes by the sweat 
of his brow. He could do that in the old 
days. Hle could stay out under any old 
chestnut tree where there was fresh air 
and romance. When I was a boy there 
was nothing I enjoyed more than to see 
the great muscles of the blacksmith and 
to smell the odor of the burning horse 
hoof. I was a farm boy, and loved every-
thing about horses. But the blacksmith 
could make only 121/2 cents an hour. He 
could not get by on that now. He would 
starve to death, I do not care how hard 
he would work. His prototype is now 
working for General Motors, or United 
States Steel, making $2 to $2.50 an hour, 
not sweating nearly as much. He Is mak-
ing what looks like good money, but he 
does not know whether he is going to 
be there after he is 60 or not. He knows 
he is certainly not going to be there after 
he is 6.. TIhat is why I favor a social-
security system, and I think we should 
do what we can to make it a good and 
comprehensive one, 

We have also to consider whether we 
are going to continue the boast that with 
'7 percent of the population of the world 
we produce 50 percent of the world's 
wealth. We have to consider the plans 
under which men with $10,000 jobs are 
willing to save and invest their money
in order to give the worker a chance to 
start in life, and to qualify for a social-
security pension, 

Mr. President, I am glad to see before 
me today my distinguished colleague, the 
junior Senator from Mississippi [Mr. 
STENNIs]. Last fall we had a delightful
trip together through 14 countries of 
Europe. He and I did a good deal of 
inquiring about why those countries 
were hard up, why they needed so many
billions from us. That was not so 
strange for a distinguished representa-
tive from a State which is listed in our 
statistical books as having the lowest 
per capita income among all the States 
of the Union. Virginia cannot boast too 
much about per capita income, but for- 
tunately we have a few great industrial 
plants, and have diversified our farming 
a little, and are not as poor as we used 
to be, though, we cannot boast too much, 
But we wanted to find out what was the 
matter In Europe. 

One of the things we ascertained was 
that many rich people of Prance, Italy, 
and Greece were evading income taxes, 

Second, we found that there were 
plenty of people with money over there 

who would not put It into their own in
dustries, simply because they did not 
trust their governments, or did not know 
whether communism was going to in
volve them from within or without. 
They had their money in hiding, or they 
had it in the banks of Switzerland. 

Mr. LUCAS. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield? 

Mr. ROBERTSON. I yield. 
Mr. LUCAS. The Senator is talking 

about the flight of capital from Greece 
into Switzerland. The Senator will re
call that back in 1931 and 1932 in this 
country there was a flight of money out 
of America into Canada and to other 
countries because People feared at that 
particular time that the economy of this 
country was on the rocks. The Sanator 
will recall that many of those who had 
a great deal of money took their money 
out of the country because they had no 
confidence in their own Government at 
that Particular time. 

Mr. ROBERTSON. I know that is 
true. And in 1934. over the protest of 
my distinguished Predecessor, in whose 
judgment I had great confidence, the late 
Senator Carter Glass, I voted that the 
United States go off the gold standard 
because people were hoarding gold at a 
time when we were facing a shortage of 
money and at a time of great depression. 
Senator Glass always claimed that was 
all immoral act. It was of doubtful 
legality, I admit. The Government 
Promises a man to pay him in gold, and 
then says, "Forget about it. We will pay
You in a silver certificate or a bank note 
of the Federal Reserve System." But in 
MY Opinion we were forced to do it. 

Oh, I will say to our distinguished ma-
Jority leader, I do not stand on this floor 
and try to condone everything that has 
happened in this country in the last 50 
years. There has been plenty of selfish
ness in industry. There were plenty of 
industries financially able to set up a 
company-pension Plan and a health plan 
and things they did not do until some 
labor union compelled them to do it. 

I shall always rejoice in the fact that 
the main railroad that serves Virginia,
the Norfolk & Western, years ago 
adopted a pension system for all its em
ployees, from the lowest to the highest-
a liberal pension Plan. Those employ
ees did not want to go into the Railroad 
Retirement Act when it was first passed 
because they thought they would be bet
ter off under the'ir own company plan. 

There were two other railroads in Vir
ginia, however, that did not have any re
tirement plan at all, and, so far as I 
know, would not have one today If we 
had not passed the Railroad Retirement 
Act. 

Incidentally, I take some credit for 
working out, after the Supreme Court 
had set that act aside, because of its 
unsound fiscal provision, a sound fiscal 
plan that stood up and is providing a fine 
retirement system' for the railroads. 
Naturally I did not appreciate it when I 
was placed on the railroad brotherhood's 
black list in 1948. but that Is one. of the 
hazards one incurs for having supported. 
the Taft-Hartley Act which specifically 
exempted the railroad brotherhoods. 
But they did not draw a fair distinction. 
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I will leave that subject now. The Sen
ator from Illinois got me a little bit off 
the subject. 

I want to go back to my statement that 
I do not condone the selfishness of those 
corporations who combined and squeezed 
the last dollar out of the consumer. But 
that is no excuse for condoning labor 
leaders now who are exercising more 
power than the corporations ever tried to 
exercise in their control of certain basic 
industries. It is all tied up with the 
social security program, because there is 
your job. I definitely believe that if we 
can economize in spending, if we can 
reduce the tax on corporations, if we 
can ease upon that super-duper tax in 
the higher brackets where we tax first 
the earning that a man's money has 
made in the corporation, and when it 
comes to him as a dividend less 38 per
cent, we hook him again for a top of 
more than 80 percent. If we can ease 
that sum, if we will encourage those men 
to use their savings for plant expansion, 
to give more jobs, that is just as im
portant as a plan to pension workers. 
If we do not have workers to tax as we 
go along, we have no funds to pay those 
who have already retired or will shortly 
retire, except out of the public. 

Mr. President, I hope my distinguished 
colleagues will forgive me for attempting 
to discuss a bill concerning which I 
know so little. But I explained at the 
outset that I do not believe there is any 
Member of the Senate or the House who 
can sit down and tell us everything that 
is in the bill, and I know there is not ' 
one who can tell us how the provisions 
of the bill are going to be working 10 
years from now. There are provisions 
in the bill which we take on faith. There 
are things we have to go along with be
cause the general program is what we 
approve, even though we do not know 
all the details. 

I conclude as I began; I rejoice that 
two so outstanding friends and col
leagues as the senior Senator from 
Georgia [Mr. GEORGE] and the senior 
Senator from Virginia [Mr. BYRD] have 
brought this bill to us with their endorse
ment, which makes it much easier for me 
to accept it without the kind of knowl
edge I like to have and try to have when 
I am voting on a program that will ulti
mately run into billions of dollars. 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I am 
not prepared to offer amendments now, 
but I give notice that I shall offer an 
amendment which I hope the Finance 
Committee will approve, making the 
effective date of the appropriation for 
the children's fund carried in the bill, 
the date of the enactment of the act 
itself, so that advance planning may 
be quite possible both for the agency 
and for the States. 

I also give notice that I shall, for my
self, offer an amendment to bring under 
coverage traveling salesmen who work 
for one employer principally, and who 
takes orders for delivery by the manu
facturer or the wholesaler. This amend
ment I hope to be able to present to
morrow for printing. 
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Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I send 

forward to the desk two amendments in
tended to be proposed by me to the 
House bill 6000, and ask that they be 
printed and lie on the table, to be subse
quently offered. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
MARTIN in the chair). The amendments 
will be received, printed, and lie on the 
table. 

Mr. SCHOEPPEL. Mr. President, I 
suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
clerk will call the roll. 

The assistant journal clerk called the 
roll, and the following Senators answered 
to their names: 
Aiken Hendrickson Martin 
Benton Hickenlooper Maybank
Brewster Hill Mililkia 
Bricker Holland Mundt 
Bridges Humphrey Myers
Butler Hunt Neely
Byrd Ives O'Mahoney 
Cain Johnson, Colo. Robertson 
Capehart Kefauver Russell 
Chavez Kern Saltonstall 
Connally Kerr Schoeppel
Cordon Kilgore Smith, Maine 
Donnell Knowland Smith, N. J.. 
Dworshak Leahy Sparkman
Eastland Lehman Stennis 
Ecton Lodge Taft
Ellender Lucas Thomas, Utah 
Flanders McCarran Thye 
Fulbright McCarthy Tobey
George McClellan Tydings
Gillette McFarland Watkins 
Green McKellar Wherry
Gurney McMahon Withers 
Hayden Malone Young 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. A quo
rum Is present.

Mr. CAIN. Mr. President, after 2 
days of debate on H. R. 6000, as amended 
by the Senate Committee on Finance, 
a good many things are now clear and 
understandable. 

It has been agreed that the Senate will 
vote on H. R. 6000 as proposed to be 
amended, and on other amendments to 
be offered on Tuesday of next week, 
June 20. The Senate is anxious to rap-
Idly dispose of H. R. 6000 in this session 
of the Congress, and has agreed to do so. 

H. R. 6000 as amended will, to my
mind, pass overwhelmingly when the 
roll is called next Tuesday. 

Members of the Finance Committee, 
and other Senators who are the first to 
urge rapid passage, are first among those 
to admit that our social security system,
with which H. R. 6000 deals, Is possessed
of basic weaknesses and faults and in
equities which will continue to plague
and jeopardize and harass the Nation 
for as long as our prevailing social se
curity system Is continued. 

In recognition of the gigantic and dan
gerous faults contained in the present 
social security system, the committee will 
urge the Senate to approve a resolution 
which would authorize the Finance Coin
mittee to reanalyze and study the present 

SOCIAL SECURITY ACT AMENDMENTS OF system and every other possible system,
1950 and make recommendations for the fu
1950 ture. One takes for granted that this 

The Senate resumed the consideration proposed resolution, though it may be 
of the bill (H. R. 6000) to extend and amended, will pass without a dissenting
improve the Federal old-age and sur- vote, because probably every Member of 
vivors Insurance system, to amend the the United States Senate, If he has 
public-assistance and child-welfare pro- studied the question at all, is completely
visions of the Social Security Act, and for convinced that our present social secu
other purposes. rity system must in time be replaced with 
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some other security system which will 
actually provide, as the present system 
does not, for the security of our Ameri-
can aged population, present and future, 
and do so out of the earnings of our 
Nation's working force on a year to year 
basis. 

H. R. 6000 will substantially increase 
the dollar benefits to. those who are 
presently and will be beneficiaries of the 
system. This proposed increase in 
dollar benefits is nothing less than a 
recognition by the Congress that the 
Nation has cut the purchasing power 
of the American dollar just about in 
half since the social-security system was 
established in 1935, 15 short years ago.
It ought therefore to stand to reason 
and publicly be stated by every Senator 
that there is no human way of deter-

minin socal-seuritbeneit dllar
minngsoia-scuitybeeft olar 

needs for the future until some way can 
be found to stabilize the purchasing 
power of our American currency, 

Mr. President, the Senator from Wash-
ington believes that each of the state-
ments he has just made are completely 
true, and point up the situation which 

cofonsthent, h Huead 
thenation.steSnt, h osa 

the Ntion.and' 
For the sake of argument and in an 

effort to inform the American people of 
the quicksands and fauks and betrayed 
hopes which constitute the foundation 
on which our social-security system was 
first established in 1935, the Senator 
from Washington will now assume that 
H. R. 6000, as amended, is not to pass. 
He 	wants to make a reasonable contri-

buint omtee studyteFnnc 
which is intended for the futuean 
this he can only do by constructively 
and vigorously attacking the prevailing 
social-security system and the proposals 
which are now before the Senate. 

On May 24 the Senator from Wash-
ington spoke of the social-security ques-

tio,wa wicnt ten efre he 
Senate andcwsubmitthed a econurenth 

Seae adsbmte acnuret 
resolution which called for the appoint- 
ment of a commission of completely 
independent authority, to undertake full 
time, divorced from all influence of the 
Social Security Administration, a com-

plteinesigtin fth pesntsoia-
slecrtye ytmadainvestigation ofthprsnsoiI
oteripssblsystem s nIn hisesstate-nof 

othe posibe n satesstes. hs 
ment the Senator from Washington 
paid his respects to the sincerity, in-
tegr'ity, and ability of the members of 
the Finance Committee. He stated that 
lie thought the committee had done its 
level best with a completely impossible 
situation. He wishes now to reaffirm 
his respect for the committee. He has 
no personal Interest in the resolution 
which he offered. He wants only to 
think that competent individuals within 
the Senate, with help of cjualifted per-
sons outside of the Senate, will undertake 
the social-security examination to which 
his resolution was addressed. It little 
matters who does the work. The only 
thing that matters is that the work 
must and should be done.

Th Snaorfrm asinto wll
The enatr Wshintonfrm ill 

attempt this afternoon, in language
which all Americans can understand, to 
prove that the present social-security 
system is a nightmare of madness and 

will continue to plague the Nation, in-
cluding its beneficiaries, until the system 
Is scrapped and replaced by a security 
system which will provide a reasonable 
amount of security for all our American 
aged and at a cost which the productive 
capacity of America can afford to bear. 
But before doing this the Senator from 
Washington wishcs to offer comments 
which have been made by several other 
Senators since H. R. 6000 became the 
pending business before the Senate on 
Tuesday oll this week.ThSeirentrfo 

On Wednesday of this week the chair-
man of the Finance Committee, the 
senior Senator from Georgia, said: 

The committee is not unconcerned with 
the eventual liability Which this revision of 
the social-security program 'will place upon 
the Government and upon employers and 
employees alike, but we have proceeded with
faith in America to meet the problem. 

There has not been sufficient time to 
arrive at definite conclusions on how the 
present aged who are not a part of the labor 
force should be protected from want. 

In urging the adoption of this bill, your 
cmitesmnduofheattattdes 
not do the whole job. 

Your committee has recommended there-
fore, that further study be given to this 

other problems not resolved by the bill 
so that within the next year or two a sound 
social security system, which affords equi-
table protection for all citizens of the United 
States, can be put Into full operation. 

I think it was on Wednesday, which 
was yesterday, that the ranking minority 
member of the Senate Finance Commit-
tee, the Senator from Colorado [Mr. 
MILLIKINI] said: 

Because H. R. 6000 is an improvement over 
what we have now. I give it my support. But 
personally, r feel thai the present system, 
improved as it is by H. R. 6000, cannot be 
considered as other than one In transi-
tion. * * * As I see it, there will have to 
be wider coverage, leading perhaps to uni-_ 
versal coverage. 

we will have to come, as I see it. to a truly 
pay-as-we-go system. There are many forces 
operating in these directions. 

This easy and deceptive method of rais-
ing money for general expenditures (social 
security collections being spent and bonds 
placed in lieu thereof) tempts extravagance, 

It argues for a pay-as-you-go system. 
in my opinion we are coming to a pay-as-

you-go system.
In my opinien that preferential treatment 

ofthe nature I have described will even-
tually bring us to universal coverage. I do 
not think it can be avoided, 

There is nothing in the reserve until a 
taxpayer Is taxed to pay It off. As I said a 
while ago, the taxpayer, under wider coy-
erage, becomes the same person as the in-
sured man, and he therefore pays twice. 

Yesterday the Senator from Nebraska 
[Mr. WHERRY] posed this question to Mr. 
MILLIUXI: 

Does that not also strengthen the argu-
ment that the so-called "pay as you take in" 
principle becomes almost mandatory? 

ThSeaofrmClrdrepne:
ThSeaofrmClrdrepne:
It makes It so at least from a moral stand-

point. If we do not want to be deceiving the 
people it makes it mandatory. There will
always be, r assume, what might be called a 
"till fund" or small reserve, to prevent hay-
Ing to come to Congress every year to keep
the outgo adjusted to the income. That kind 
of reserve fund, If we care to call It that, 
would be necessary, I think, under alindst 

any kind of system that we might have. But 
the present thing-

And I would call the attention of every 
Senator and every other American to 
this sentence with reference to the re
serve fund made yesterday by the very 
distinguished Senator from Colorado 
[Mr. MILLIKIN]: 

Bttepeettig
Bttepeettig 
Referring to the reserve fund-

Is a fake. 
Oio[. 

Th Seirentrfo Oio[. 
TAFT] had this to say on yesterday: 

As the Senator from Colorado pointed out,
he and 	I, I think, voted for the increased 
coverage 	because we believe we are going In 
the direction where ultimately under this 
system, or otherwise, there will be universal 
cvrg feeyn vr6 er fae 
cvrg feeyn vr6 er fae

Said the senior Senator from Ohio:. 
I see no reason why the bill now proposed 

should be postponed; but I think also we 
should look forward to a substantial further 
change in the nature of the assistance, so 
ta eaenttdyatal epn l 
people, who are not getting anything. 

The senior Senator from Ohio had 
some other startling 'and interesting 

things to say about H. R. 6000 yesterday. 
He said: 
In other words, we are recognizing in this 

bill that we have an obligation to pay old-
age pensions to people who are old, simply 
beause thney artteoldund.ntbcuete 
padmnyitthfu. 

He also salci: 
However, as I see it. the bill destroys the 

whole, theory of insurance. It recognizes an 
obligation. * * All I regret is that we 
still use the name "Insurance" when as a 
matter of fact there is no insurance about it. 

That is the pronouncement which the 
seirSntrfo Ohomdyse
dayio regatrdn this vhitally impoertan 
dyrgrigti ial motn 
American question which is being con
sidered 	by all of us at this time. 

On yesterday the senior Senator from 
Nebraska [Mr. BUTLER] stated: 

One reason I am opposing this bill is be
cause it does not provide security for our 
elder citizens. 

The bill simply patches up a system that 
Is working badly.

I want a system and a benefit that we can 
honestly pay for as we go, closing out each 
year's accounts when the year is over and be
ginning again when the new year starts. 

Mr. President, the Senators from whose 
remarks I have quoted are all distin
guished members of the Finance Coin
mittee. They are able and conscientious 
men. They are urging improvements 
and changes in a system which they state 
must be changed if our real Intention is 
to provide real security for the aged of 
America. 

M.Psint rastecmoet 
M.Psintpraptecmoes

word applied to the social sec'irity bill 
Is the word "complicated." A truer word 
was never spoken. Here we have a piece
of legislation which is primarily Supposed
to help old people. Yet when we come 
t xmn h eilto efn ts 

exmnthlgiaiowefdIts
complicated that it is hard to find any
one, old or young, who can understand it. 
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I can say that if anyone proposes to 

push his way through the accumulated 
materials on this bill, he has his work 
cut out for him. 

I hold in my hand, merely by picking it 
up, a copy of the Senate bill. It weighs 
1:1c pounds. The hearings on H. R. 6000 
before the Senate Finance Committee 
weigh 47/8 pounds. If we include the 
House hearings, the House report and 
the House bill, along with the Senate 
hearings and Senate bill, we have 121/4 
pounds of material. 

At a conservative estimate, leaning 
over backward almost far enough to 
break the spine, I estimate that all this 
material runs to well over 2,838,444 
words. 

The Senate bill alone runs beyond the 
length of a standard mystery novel, and 
any Senator who is interested in solving
puzzles now has something very choice 
before him in the shape of this bill. It 
surpasses any mystery novel that I have 
ever seen in respect to the number of 
blind alleys, false clues, traps, and pit-
falls planted along the way.

Mr. KERR. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield?

Mr. CAIN. Certainly.. 
Mr. KERR. Would the Senator say 

that the traps and pitfalls were there 
other than on the basis of having been 
planted by the committee, or did the 
Senator from Oklahoma rightly under-

stad teSnatr romWasingonto 
say that they had been planted? 

Mr. CAIN. The Senator from Wash-
Ington does' not believe that a single one 
of the traps or pitfalls to be found in 
this bill was planted intentionally with- 
in the proposed bill by any member of 
the Committee on Finance. .At 

Mr. KERR. I thank the Senator, 
Mr. CAIN. It seems to me to be ob-

vious that pitfalls abound within the 
bill. 

Mr. KERR. I understood the Senator 
to say that-

Mr. CAIN. Not because of any pre-
meditated desire to plant them by the 
group of splendid men who make up the 
Committee on Finance. 

Yet, complicated though it is, we must 
try to understand it, for it is, as I truly 

N believe, one of the most unjust pieces 
of legislation we have ever had to deal 
with. I propose to discuss, in some de-
tail, the Finance Committee report on 
H. R. 6000. But before I do this I want 
to say scmething about the existing so-
cial-security system. 

'I 

What we now have, in dealing with 
old people in this country, is a system 
divided into two branches or stems: Old-
age and survivors insurance, and old-age 
assistance, 

These two operations are yoked to-
gether in a very strange way that is 
almost organic, They are Siamese twins 
and the role which they play in our 
economy is one of a most twisted and 
grotesque character. -work, 

On the one hand Is old-age and sur-
vivors insurance. One of the first things 
we discover is that OASI is not inter 

estdeolen od t ll Itisin erese 

I know many old people, but I have 
never met a category of employment, 
Yet categories of employment are the 
OASI's main stock in tradc. 

The essence of this part of the sys-
tern is a deferred-benefit plan. Because 
its rosiest promises are always away Off 
in the future, OASI, in its present stage, 
is a slight burden since the demands 
upon it are not great. 

But as efforts are made to expand the 
system and bring additional groups un-
der coverage, and as benefits are arbi-
trarily increased out of current social-
security revenues, so the ultimate de-
mands upon the system are made the 
greater. 

It seems clear that in all probabililty 
these ultimate demands can never be 
met save with savagely increased social-
security taxes or with some form of 
ever more cheapened and inflated 
dollars.Simstwn 

Incorporated in this OASI part of the 
system are numerous puzzles and hybrid 
philosophies, 

For example, the contention is made 
that the benefit must vary according to 
the wage that is earned. The greater
the wage, supposedly, the greater the 
benefit. This is the so-called incentive 
I:' the system. He who earns more de- 
serves to get more they say. This in-
centive is supposed to operate according 
to some iron law of insurance, firmly
based on a formula and a wage record, 
This is supposed to represent an equity. 
But this incentive is fraudulent as far 
aa any insurance-annuity theory is con-
cerned, for many beneficiaries pay, along 
with their employers, only a small frac-
tion of what they get from the system, 

this point, the mechanics who have 
Pieced this system together-and it has 
taken a long time to do it-are unwilling 
to stay put with their phony incentive, 
iron-law theory. 'the 

This equity, which the incentive man 
Is supposed to have, by virtue of his taxes 
paid, is at once violated by another 
theory, the theory of "adequacy." 

All "adequacy" means Is that if the So-
cial Security Administration stuck to 
their false contributory system, the low-
est-pald workers would receive only a 
miserable pittance, 

This would never do, they feel, so a 
Portion of the incentive formula is 
thrown Into the trash can and the calcu-
lations are arbitrarily changed once 
more, so that the lowest benefits are 
raised from a miserable pittance to just 
a sermimiserable pittance. 

In this way phony equity and phony
adequacy get cozy with one another. 

Leonard J. Calhoun, who from 1936 
to 1943 was assistant general counsel to 
the Social Security Board, describes the 
system this way: 

For a large number of people the system
Is In effect a lottery, despite the adoption of 
the name "insurance." Nevertheless, it is 
compulsory. If you are engaged In certain 

you must pay in; if you are engaged in 
other work, you cannot pay in, even if you
desire to do so; and the fact that you have 
paid In does not mean that you will neces-
sarily get any benefits or protection (p. 24, 

This old-age and survivors insurance 
part of the social-security system Is, for 
the immediate present, sustained by the 
special taxes paid by those covered and 
by their employers. 

Since, however, there are still millions 
of jobs uncovered-and since many of 
these will still remain uncovered even if 
H. R. 6000 is passed-and since, also, 
there are millions of indigent old people 
who never could have qualified for OASI 
In any event, we have an additional piece 
of machinery, so large and complicated 
that it resembles one of Rube Goldberg's 
crazy inventions. 

in 
This Rube Goldberg invention Is called 

old-age assistance. Old-age and survi
vors insurance is one of the Siamese 
twins. Old-age assistance throughout 
thisgralndoousitdythohe

grmeeatwland for stoa h te 

twnsefrhapsIused Ino thisaconecioneIt 
tinsa rfleton,osuen theiamse poneople., ito 
be moarexaecto I ougttocl themSaeeepe The 
Altmeyer twins. 

This old-age assistance twin is a kind 
of relief, generally with a means test, paid 
to the indigent on a basis of what is 
called need. Old-age assistance is sub
sidized jointly by- the Federal Govern-
Menit and the States out of general rev
enues, and the amounts paid vary among 
the States. In June 1949 the range was 
fo 7.5prmnhI aionat 
w1-0Prmot nMsidip.Ti
thee range in old-age assistance makes 
tecrazy-quilt crazier. 

In its subsidy to the States for old-age 
assistance the Federal Government now 
Pays three-fourths of the first $20 of an 
OAA monthly payment, and one-half 
thereafter, up to a $53 maximum. That 
is, out of the first $50 a State may grant,

Federal Government may now pay 
as Much as $30. Anything above $50, 
the State must Pay itself. As already 
stated, the range of what some States 
will pay above this maximum is very 
wide. 

But there are two eccentric bearings
In this OAA machinery which make al
ready Wheezing and grindina gears
wheeze and grind the more, 

First, old-age assistance is granted on 
the basis of need. I may ask, what is 
"need"? Nobody knows. It seems to be 
a local affair. I ha .e looked high and 
low and I can find no Federal definition 
of "need" under the law, though hun
dreds of millions of dollars are being 
poured out every year. What is need? 
In California, one can own a home and a 
car and yet be in need of old-age as
sistance In certain other States, he 
cannot. What is right? The Altmeyer
twins give us no help on this score. 

California permits a person in this 
kind of need to own real property not 
exceeding $3,500 net county assessed 
valuation-State of California Depart
ment of Social Welfare Bulletin No. 389, 
OAS, December 30, 1949. 

InTnesontethradn 
InTnesontethradn 

applicant is ineigible for old-age assist
ance if the assessed valt- -,ton of his
home is more than $1O0CO-page 16, Social 
Security Bulletin, October 1949. 

soley thi whtadinitratrs allHow Much Social Security Can We Afford?
soel i watthamiisraor c llay Leonard J. Calhoun, American Enterprise 

categories of employment. Association, Inc., April 1950), 
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Where and what is need? Search the 

Flederal law all you please, Mr. President, 
but you will get no help. 

This failure to define need makes it 
possible for a State to exercise a wide 
latitude of judgment in determining who 
shall get old-age assistance, 

want it clearly understood that I 
am not at this point concerned with the 
amount granted in the various States. I 
will come to that problem presently. All 
I am trying to do now is to figure out 
the Boob McNutt character of the sys-
tem's design. 

Now for the second eccentric bearing 
In this crazy assistance machinery, 

Because the Federal Government par-
ticipates in payments up to $50 a month, 
It is possible for a State to enormously 
Increase the amount of Federal subsidy 
it receives, with no commensurate ad-
ditional expenditure of its. own, simply 
by holding. the sum paid below $50 per 
month. When a State starts paying $70 
a month old-age assistance, that State 
is paying $40 out of that $70. But sup-
pose the State hauls down the monthly 
below $50? Then, under the formula 
presently used, that State can count on 
getting the bulk of the assistance money 
out of the Federal Treasury, whose funds 
come fitom people in all the States. It 
was under these circumstances that the 
State of Louisiana in June 1949 was pay-
ing $47.05 to 819 per 1,000 of its "old 
folks," a circumstance which has been 
described as "a record for the United 
States if not for the world." 

Back in 1934 when these matters were 
under consideration, the President se 

up aComitte SertyonEconmic 
up mak rcommiteondaEconomichSerit 
the members of this committee? They 
were Frances Perkins, Henry Morgen-
thau, Homer Cummings, Henry Wallace, 
and Harry Hopkins. The glowing repu-
tations of these persons for precision in 
judgment and for prudent management 
are well known to all. Surely we know 
all we need to know about Henry 'Wal-
lace's fiscal genius. Anybody who wrote 
the GURU letters is an ideal choice to 
design a social-security system. As for 
Harry Hopkins, was he not the soul of 
probity? But I need go no further in 
discussing the high character and com-
petence of this Committee on Economic 
Security, 

HYBRID SYSTEM-NOT INSURANCE-NOT 

PENSIONS 


Mr. MALONE. Mr. President, will the' 
Senator yield? 

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. THYE 
inte hir.Dosth entr rm 

Wasthinto yhield' toe the Senator from 
Neaahngo y oteSntrfo

Nevaa? 
Mr. CAIN. I am pleased to yield.
Mr. MALONE. Before the distin-

guished Senator from Washington gets 
too far away from the question of as-
sistance which the Federal Government 
might be forced to give the States under 
this arrangement, is it his opinion that 
eventually the Federal Government, un-
der-the plan for paying old-age pensions,' 
probably will take over most of the load 
of the old-age pensions from the States? 

Mr. CAIN. If I understand the Sena-
tor's question correctly, it would be my 
view that under the present social-secu-
rity system we shall never be able mate-

rially to lessen the old-age assistance 
programs which are in vogue in the 48 
States. It was always the intention of 
the supporters and of some of the de-
signers of the present social-security 
system that in due time the financial 
load and burden and responsibility re-
sulting from old-age assistance benefits 
in the States would be greatly reduced 
or wiped out altogether. It must now be 
recognized as a fact, and I think it is so 
recognized by every Senator, that a con-
tinuance of the present system would 
extend in perpetuity the old-age assist-
ance programs, which every Senator 
wants to get away from at the earliest 
possible moment. 

Mr. MALONE. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield further? 

Mr. CAIN. I am pleased to yield, 
Mr. MALONE. At least as the junior 

Senator from Nevada understands them, 
neither the present system nor the one 
proposed by the pending bill provides 
either pensions or insurance. Both are 
hybrid things, with no particular back-
ground and no particular objective as 
to where they are going. What is .the 
Senator's opinion about taking over the 
systems which differ in every State? 
Does the Senator think there has been 
sufficient study to enable us to under-
stand the program the roots of which 
we. are now planting deeper? Should 
the study contemplated by the resolution 
which the distinguished Senator from 
Georgia [Mr. GEORGE], chairman of the 
Finance Committee, has offered, calling 
for a further investigation, be made be-
fore we determine to drive further in the 
direction we are going, or should we en-
act the pending legislation, thus driving 
the stake deeper, and then investigate 
the question further? 'system 

Mr. CAIN. The Senator from Nevada 
has posed not one but several questions. 

Mr. MALONE. I realize that, but 
they are all, woven together. 

Mr. CAIN. Indeed they are, and I 
shall do "my best to answer them in a 
concrete way. 

In 1935, the record tells us, the Con-
giess of the United Statec- and the Ex-
ecutive recognized for the first time. an 
obligation to take care of the aged in 
America. It was decided in 1935 that 
age 65 would qualify a person for bene-. 
fits under the intended social-security 
system. That system was established in 
1935, and it had, I think, as its completely 
legitimate purpose and objective, pro-
viding benefits to the aged population of 
America. Because the designers of the 
system recognize that it would take a 
gra ayyasfrtesse o 
grachev itsypuarpseo therwsycreted ao
aciev itspurose thre ws ceatd a 
system to provide financial' assistance to 
indigent persons within the States of the 
Union. The cost of providing such 
financial assistance was to be borne by 
both the State in question and the Fed-
eral Treasury. Having read the RECORD, 
I think I could establish It as being a, 
fact that no proponent of the social-
security system which was established in 
193,5 thought there would be remaining 
in the year 1950 any need for continuing 
'financial assistance programs in the 48 
States of the Union. It is now. I may 
say to my friend from Nevada, the year 
1950. There are today approximately 

11,500,000 Americans aged 65 or over. 
Approximately 2,500,000 of that total are 
being taken care of by our social-security 
system. 

Another group approximating almost 
3,000,000, I think, are being taken care 
of by the old-age assistance programis in 
all the States of the Union. Some five 
or six million persons beyond the age of 
65 are neither benefiting from State help 
on the one hand, nor'from Federal assist
ance on the other hand. 

Those Members of the Senate who 
share the view being expressed by the 
junior Senator from Washington are 
merely trying to establish that a system 
which, in 15 years, has not carried out 
its admittedly fine purposes or achieved 
its noteworthy objective ought to be 
scrapped in favor of a system which will 
provide for the legitimate, reasonable 
needs, not of one group of America's 
aged, but of all of America's aged. 

The Senate Finance Committee, in 
recognizing and having admitted freely 
and most frankly some of the basic faults 
within our present social-security sys
tem, wishes Congress at this time-and 
the Senator from Washington thinks 
Congress is going to act accordingly-
to liberalize and expand the present sys
tem, regardless of how grievous its faults 
may be; and in recognizing its faults the 
Senate Finance Committee is asking the 
Senate to approve-and certainly the 
Senator from Washington hopes that 
every Member of the Senate will vote in 
favor of it-a resolution to authorize a 
concrete study of every other possible 
social-security system known to man in 
order that the Finance Committee may
recommend basic changes and a future 
system by which to replace the present 

at the earliest possible time. 
I think the Senator from Washington 

has answered every portion of the ques
tions propounded by the Senator from 
Nevada, with one exception. He wanted 
to know whether the Senator from Wash
ington thought we should first expand 
and liberalize the system we know to be 
bad, and then examine what we have 
done and study other systems in the hope 
that we can recommend a far better 
system for the future, or whether the ex
amination and the recommendations 
leading toward a better system ought to 
be made and established before we ex
tend and liberalize the present system. 

Mr. LUCAS. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield? 

Mr. CAIN. I shall be glad to yield In a 
moment. 

The Senator from Washington, ob
viously, as an individual Senator, is of 
the considered opinion that it would be
the best thing for the country to leave 
orpeetsca-euiysse si 
osurti asncitpresentowcia-scuritey syste 
sively what better system we can adopt 
with which to replace our present sys
tem. In my opinion, such recomimen
dations could be forthcoming from a 
qualified study group within a period not 
to exceed 2 years. 

The Senator from Washington likewise 
Is of the -opinionthat it is the desire-and 
I can understand it- of a majority of the 
Senate and of the House forthwith 
to expand and liberalize the present sys
tem, and- then take time to consider and 
reflect on what we have actually done. 
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i now yield to the Senator from Illi- of the Social Security Act, and for other the future. Those amendments are being 
nois. purposes. offered, to my mind, because there is a 

Mr. KERR. Mr. President, will the growing acknowledgment of an obliga-
Senator from Washington Yield for a tion by the Federal Government to the 
question? 	 aged of America. My contention is that, 

Mr. CAIN. Certainly, however we may amend or liberalize the 
Mr. KERR. Did the Senator make a present system, we are not moving in the 

statement as to how many aged would direction of providing assistance or bene-
come under OASI, and how many under fits to the aged population of America, 
old-age assistance? as is the hope for the future of the junior 

Mr. CAIN. Yes. 	 Senator from Washington and of other 
Mr. KERR. Will the Senator repeat Senators of like mind. We feel that if 

the number for the benefit of the Senator the Federal Government is to acknowl
from Oklahoma? edge an obligation to the aged persons it 

Mr. CAIN. Approximately two and a must of necessity acknowledge an obliga
half million persons are now drawing tion toward all persons over a particular 
benefits from the social-security system. agreed-upon age. 
Approximately 3,000,000 are drawing as- Who was the Chairman of the Tech
sis'tance from the assistance programs in nical Board of that committee? It was 
the various States of the Union. none other than Arthur Altmeyer, at that 

Mr. KERR. I understood the Senator time Second Assistant Secretary of La-
to refer to a certain number of aged bor but now and, for many years, the 
people. I presume that he now refers to boss of our Siamese-twin system for job-
all persons receiving benefits under both bing old People. 
social security and assistance. What did that committee say In Its 

Mr. CAIN. Of some eleven and a half report on the question of assistance 
million persons in the country aged 65 or money? I shall read a portion of it: 
older, approximately five and a half Old-age pensions-
million are drawing assistance from 
either the social-security system or the And it was old-age assistance they 
assistance programs in the States, as were talking about-
understand. are recognized the world over as the best 

Mr. KERR. The Senator from Okla- means of providing for old people who are 
homa was under the impression that dependent upon the public for support and 

who do not need institutional care. 
there were about two million under one Only approximate estimates can be given 
system and about 2,7?00,000 under the regarding the cost of the proposed grants-
other. in-aid. If a compulsory contributory an-

Mr. CAIN. The Senator from Okla- nuity is not established at the same time
homa may be more precise. I think the 
figures can be very easily established. And such a contributory system 'was 
They have been offered in the past few established at that time-
days by the Senator from Colorado and estimates indicate that the Federal share 
the Senator from Georgia. The main of the cost of the noncontributory old-age 

poin .iInolvdtht o alltheage in pensions may in the first year reach a total 
poit sIvoled ll gedin of $136,600,000 * * and would increasetatof he 

this country a number less than 50 per- steadily thereafter until it reaches a max
cent are drawing benefits from either a imum of $1,294,300,000 by 1980 * * * 
State or from the Federal Government, Obviously these figures will be reduced if a 
when, as I understand, it was our inten- compulsory system of contributory an
tion beginning in 1935 to work out for the nuities is established simultaneously with 
future a system which would provide the Federal grants-in-aid. sound financing 
benefits to 	all of the aged population of demands this simultaneous action. (Pp.

America.40-42, House Ways and Means Committee 
America.hearings 	 on the Economic Security Act, Jan. 

Mr. KERR. Is it not a fact that the 21, 1935). 
two-headed or Siamese-twin system to 
which the Senator has referred, being We have it established, all right, but 
old-age assistance on the one hand and there is no sign of reducing figures. Ex-
old-age and survivors insurance benefits penditures for old-age assistance have 
on the other, is very definitely limited by been climbing every year, old-age insur
the terms of the legislation? ance or no, and there is no sign of let-up. 

Mr. CAIN. That is correct. Currently the Federal share of the sub-
Mr. KERR. In the assistance pro- sidy is $8,000,000,000, with 1980 30 years, 

gram it is limited to those who establish away. 
themselves as being in need under stand- I 
ards prescribed by the individual States, To administer these two Siamese 
and in the other program to those who twins-OASI and old-age assistance-is 
become eligible by their participation in no inexpensive matter, despite Mr. Alt
the program. Meyer's claims of onlyv 12 cents apiece to 

Mr. CAIN. By their being covered. look after 80,000.000 wage records in 
Mr. KERR. Is It not also true that Baltimore (p. 29, Senate Finance Corn-

the limitations within the laws them- mittee hearings, January 17, 1950). 
selves applicable to those eligible or For the year ending June 30, 1949, It 
qualifying under the provisions of the cost $53,000,000 (p. 6, Trust Fund Re-
laws make it impossible for the programs -port, 1950) to administer OASI and 
to cover other than those who are $66,703,000-Bureau of Public Assistance. 

SOCIAL SECURITYl ACT AMENDMENTS eligible?SoilecrtAd nsrao-oad 

O190Mr. CAIN. I think the Senator from minister old-age assistance-Federal 
The Senate resumed the consideration Oklahoma is quite right. It is the in- share, $33,014,000; State and local 

of the bill (H. R. 6000) to extend and im- tention of some of the amendments now shares, $33,689,000-a total of almost 
prove the Federal old-age and survivors before the Senate to Increase the cover- $120,000,000. If H. R. 6000 passes, some 
insurance system, to amend the public age in the social-security system in order estimates rurn to $110,000,000 for the ad-
assistance and child welfare provisions that there may be more beneficiaries In ministration of OASI alone. 
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If we want to know why these costs are 

rising, the Incredible jerry-built corn-
plexity of the machinery supplies one of 
the answers, 

Of course It takes a small army of 
people to man this Rube Goldberg ma-
chine. Commissioner Altmeyer tells us 
that the Social Security Administration 
alone employs 11,900 persons (p. 35, 
Senate Finance Committee hearings; 
January 17, 1950). In addition to this, 
according to the most recently available 
figures (P. 8, Social Security Bulletin, 
April 1950) more than 56,000 persons are 
employed throughout the country in 
State and local welfare agencies. In all, 
more than 67,000 persons are officially
employed in dispensing welfare in one, 
way or another throughout the United' 
States. To be sure, some of these dis-

* 	 pensers of welfare are concerned with 
dependent children., the blind, and so on, 
but the chief business of these nearly 

* 	 68,000 functionaries-Federal, State, and 
local-is looking after old people in one 
way or another, 

That their labors are onerous we may 
well believe, 

Philip Vogt, welfare administrator of 
the Douglas County Welfare Depart-
ment, Omaha, Nebr., appeared last Jan-
uary before the Senate Finance Corn-
mittee and described the social-security 
machinery in action. He said: 

In 	 oulasConty amiista-Nbr. te 
tion Douglassisounty, the andminstran-rebures 

Ing and use of 102 pages of finely printed 
State and Federal laws, a three-volume State 
manual of 1,001 pages of rules, regulations, 
and procedures, no less than e6 different 
forms and a food budget listing 124 amounts, 
Many other memoranda, special reports, at-
torney generals' opinions and modifications 
are forthcoming which add to the confusion 
and expense of operation. * * * We have 
a rather simple law. I mean our Social Se-
curity Act itself is not too complicated. But 
what comes out of that, thousands and 
thousands of pages of administrative rules 
and regulations and Interpretations, is some. 
thing else. Our administrators spend less 
than 20 percent of their time in the field. 
They are bogged down with the machinery 
and mechanics superimposed upon us either 
by State or Federal officials. (Pp. 528 and 
555 of the typewritten transcript of the 1950 
Senate Finance committee hearings.) 

Mr. President, the real problem with 
which we are concerned is the security of 
our old people. 

When we consider this fact and then 
turn and, in perspective, view the weird 
monstrosity that has been cobbled to-
gether over the years, imagination stag-
gers. 

We 	have a hand-out system, old-age
assistance. We have a phony anut 

system, OASI, where many get a dollar 
for a nickel's worth of taxes. Both sys-
tems, yoked together, are called the so-
cial-security system, an adaptation of 
ideas originally set up in that paradise of 

bueacrt, uocac.heGrmn 
Whrenucwetsto toe cormnsieatheramen-

which attained magnitudes of produc-
tion that amazed the world; 

In this country, where the demands of 
communication have been met, the phys-
ical tasks of distribution more brilliantly 
achieved than in any other place;

In this country,. where men and women 
from thousands of trades and professions 
were able to man, equip, administer, and 
supply throughout the world the greatest 
military organization ever known; 

In this country, I say, Mr. President, 
we have been content to supinely accept 
a jumble of alien theories for handling 
the economic problems of our old people, 
theories which never worked efficiently 
even in the countries where they were 
born. 

In his' testimony last January Coin-
missioner Altmeyer told the Finance 
Committee that they had a right to be 
proud. I see no reason for pride. Our 
social-security system is a disgrace. The 
whole set-up is a gruesome example of 
where we can get when we start with a 
series of faulty ideas and, thereafter, 
expand and build upon them. Stage 
after stage is added to the superstruc-
ture, temporary props are put under the 
sagging floors. Political expediency de-
mands further additions, until at last 
we have the system of today.,

After 15 years of talk 'and conversa-
tion, of Incessant propaganda by Mr.
Altmeyer and those employed by him, 
we 	have fewer than 20 percent of our 
old people, 2 million out of 111/2 million, 
beneficiaries of the so-called insurance 
system. 

And now, to make confusion worse 
confounded, H. R. 6000 arrives before 
us, an enormous bill, 188 pages long, 
wih23pgsomatrfothHos
wih23pgsomatrfo thHos 
bill 	 thrown in, a total of 391 Pages of 
material. 

What do we find? Here, briefly, are 
some of the points: 

FrtTh bilelrethc opu
Frt h ilellgstecmu-

sory coverage of old-age and survivors 
insurance. Further occupational cate-
gories-not human beings, as I said, but 
occupational categories-are brought 
in, among them domestic woirkers and 
some other occupational classifications 
Farmers are left out, but hired men, if 
they work for a single employer for at 
least 60 days in a calendar quarter, with 
cash wages of at least $50 for services 
in the quarter, are brought In. Volun-
tary coverage is extended to about 1l/2 
million State and local government em-
ployees who are presently without re-
tirement plans. Already established 
plans of State and local government em-

nnuiy arpoyeeno intrfeed wth.New 
andloyeessare notvnerfgebredgwith New0 
adcmusrcoegebisin830-
000 persons; 1,700,000 comfe in on 
the so-called voluntary basis.' In sum, 
we may perhaps take 10,000,000 new per-
sons on the old-age and survivors insur-
ance rolls (pp. 5-6, Senate report), 

Third. The whole scale of benefits is 
liberalized by an. average of from 85 to 
90 percent for all currently receiving old-
age and survivors insurance benefits. 
The money for this liberalization comes 
from the tax income in current receipt
from younger persons in the system 
(p. 	6, Senate report). 

Fourth. Old-age assistance: The Fi
nance Committee in its release of May 
5, 1950, stated that-

The committee is of the opinion that the 
cost to the Federal Government for public as
sistance (this, of course, Includes aid to de
pendent children and the blind) should not 
be increased further by modifying the exist-
Ing matching formulas and establishing a 
new State-Federaliprogram as would be pro
vided by the House-approved bill. 

Actually (p. 9, Senate report) existing 
law is retained except that where an 
old person gets so meager an OASI bene
fit that he can qualify for olds-age assist
ance also, the Federal Government will 
match only 50-50 up to the $50-a-month 
OAA maximum. All this means Is that 
in the past, in these particular cases, 
the Federal Government could pay $30 
out of the first $50 of old-age assist
ance. Now, in these cases-and these 
double-jointed cases only-the Federal 
Government will pay no more than $25. 
Otherwise, the matching formula is left 
intact.

Fifth. The Finance Committee has de
clined to change the tax base, leaving it 
on the first $3,000 a covered person earns. 
But the tax on this base is supposed to 
rise with considerable speed. The tax, 
divided equally between employer and 
employee, is now 3 percent. If not frozen, 
it will rise to 4 percent in 1956; 5 percent 
in16;6ecntn195adtlnt,
In16;6ecntn195adtlnt, 
to 6.5 percent in 1970 two decades from 
now. 

VIv 
Let us now turn for a few minutes to 

the Senate Finance Committee's report 
ntebladsewatigtecn 

o 	 h il n e htlgtw a 
get from its 319 pages. 

In the first place, we find that, as in 
the case of the House bill, the committee 
has thought it proper not to consider 
the many requests for a complete re
vamping of the system, and has not rec
ognized the'necessity for adopting a truly 
currently functioning program. 

The senior Senator from Nebraska 
clearly recognizes this, and states in his 
minority views (p. 313): 

The committee has not attempted to make 
an analysis of the fundamental basis of our 
so-called social-security system. Although 
there was some discussion of making such a 
'study and considering alternative methods
of meeting the need, the committee, In effect, 
decided'against taking such action this year.
Instead, It was content to accept the present 
system substantially as It stands; revise the 
tax and benefit scale; patch up some of the 
inadequacies: attempt to fill some of the 
more glaring loopholes; and report a bill 
which will merely push us further along a 
course which I believe to be unwise. 

In other words, what H. R. 6000 does 
Is to get us deeper into confusion and 
contradiction. Even the majority seem 
to have a glimmer of this. They say in 
their report (P. 1) : 

The onrush of broad social and economlo 
developments has completely unbalanced the 
Nationes social-security system. 

WheSecond.oPersonsnindnewlyecovered 
can enuadin aiv ranz-

tional problems, our stupefaction grows, 
In this country, where the founding 

fathers devised a governmental system 
of checks and balances, the most ingen-
ious known to mankind; 

In this country, where assembly-line 
manufacture was developed, a process 

groups who will soon reach retirement 
age are put in a position to promptly 
qualify for benefits. The idea seems to 
be that through this quicker eligibility 
of older workers old-age assistance might 
be cut down to the same extent.* That 
this is anything but certain I shall pres-
ently show (p. 7, Senate report).* 
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thatthepreent unov-money than the four who go scot free. Nonendientagedthat he prsentindignt aed, ucov- of the eight would be particularly likely to
ered by OASI, must inevitably be forced claim old-age-insurance benefits at age 65. 

They further say (p. 2): 
Your committee's impelling concern In 

recommending passage of H. R. 6000, as re. 
vised, has been to take immediate, effective 
steps to cut down the need for further ex-
oansion ofspublic assane.atiual 

ol-g sssacoffices 
The committee must have been misled 

by the Social Security Administration. 
Certainly the definite recognition-an

thesoepor o 9ecogizesit pagthereprto rcogize iton age9-
that people will draw benefits from both 
systems simultaneously scarcely tends to 
reduce expenditures for old-age assist-
ance. On the contrary, this sort of open
advertisement is an encouragement to 
boost old-age-assistance costs. 

True enough, the report .recognizes 

tists; chemists, but not physicians; musi-
cians, but not professional engineers,
The way the coverage among the self-
employed might apply in a city block has 
been described this way: 

Let us Imagine a city block of stores and 
occupied in the following manner: 

The first office is occupied by a physician,
Next door Is a bakery. Then comes an office 
occupied by an architect. Next to him Is a
small millinery shop. Beyond that is a den-tist's office, followed by a florist. The next
office houses a lawyer. On the corner Is a 
filling station. The tax collector skips the 
doctor, the architect, the dentist, and the 
lawyer, but picks up $67.50 each from the 
baker, the milliner, the florist, and the owner 
of the filling station. The four who are 
taxed are prooauly less able to part with the 

into assistance. But the report on page
2 goes on to say: 

Your committee has not been able to ar. 
rive at definite conclusions on this problem
In the time available for the consideration
of H. R. 6000. 

In other words, basic study has not 
been given to the problem. More than a 
year ago former President Hoover 

wandteHueWy n eans 
Committee that at least a year of inde-
pendent study would be needed. His 
warning went unheeded, and the un-
happy results of this neglect are now be;-
fore us. 

We find also a strange statement on 
page 3 of the report, in the section on 
Purpose and Scope of the Bill. This is 
a reference to private-pension plans,
which have attracted so much recent at-
tention in collective-bargaining agree-
ments. Says the report, in discussing the 
disadvantages of these plans: 

Most of these plans do not give the worker 
rights which be can take with him from 

job to job, 


If this statement Is a reflection of the 

Social Security Administration's think-

ing, it marks a high point in cynicism.

Commissioner Altmeyer knows perfectly

well that, even if H. R. 6000 is passed,

people can be moved in and out of OASI 

without taking their benefit rights with 

them. 


Numerous weird arguments turn up in 

the discussion of extended coverage.

For example, coverage is extended to the 

Virgin Islands at once and to Puerto 

Rico if the Puerto Rican Legislature so 

requests. Says the report on page 17: 


Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands are a 

part of our American economy, and their 

populations are clearly in need of social-in., 

rurance protection. As a rezult of relatively

low average earnings, workers there are gen.

erally unable to provide for their own future 

security. 

The implication of this Passage would 
seem to be that many of our high-wage
people here at home could provide for 
their future security; but this possibility
is never mentioned. Furthermore, this 
concern about the plight of Puerto 
Ricans and Virgin Islanders seems re-
markable when it is recalled that mil-

linso or reshtou,w odpepl
Some self-employed persons are corn-

Pulsorily taken in, others are left out. 
Publishers are covered, but not certified 
public accountants; actors, but not den-

We thus have the anomalous and unfair 
situation In which half the operators of small 
Independent businesses on a block would be 
taxed, half would not. There is no justice, 
no logic In the arrangement. Presumably
milliners, florists, bakers, and the like are
not so well organized and not so vocal as 
doctors. But are taxes to be laid on the 
weak and unprotected, while the strong 
escape by clamoring? (Challenge to Social-

m, p. 2, June 1, 1950.) 
viz 

As I have stated, the OASI benefits are 
raised in the bill in a highly varying de-
gree. On the average those who are now 
receiving benefits-about 2,000,000 per-
sons-will get from 85 to 90 percent more 
than they are getting now. The average
primary benefit, now $26 a month for 
retired workers, would be increased to an 
average somewhere around $48 (p. 6).
These increases, as I said, will be paid out 
of current security tax revenues. 

Now for the new categories, and they 
are of considerable concern, to the Sena-
tor from Washington, anyway. Younger
people just coming in may require as 
much as 40 calendar quarters of cover-
age, earning $50 or more during a quar-
ter. The self-employed, a more high-
toned crowd, must have at least $100 V, 
quarter in order to be covered. 

But since there are numerous old peo-
ple still at work and not far from 65. 
some way has got to be found to permit
them to qualify quickly. So any person
62 years or over on the effective date of 
the bill would be fully insured for bene-
fits at age 65 if he had at least six quar. 
ters of coverage acquired at any time. 

Through such methods of operation 
the Social Security Administration 
figures that "about 700,000 additional 
Persons would be paid benefits in the 
first year of operation, thus reducing
the need for Public assistance by the 
States." 

Whether this reduction of need Is re-
ferring to the reduction in Federal sub-
sidy of $5 a customer for those who man-
age to get both OASI and old-age assist-
ance is not clear. But it may well be. 
Looked at, first blush, it would appear
that the Siamese-twin system simply
Proposed to move 700,000 persons out of 
old-age assistance and into OASI. But 
such a performance, done with mirrors, 
seems hardly possible even for Mr. 
Altmeyer's expert scene shifters. 

It does seem likely, however, that this 
claim for a reduction in assistance pay-

ments does have some reference to that 
altered part of the matching formula 
which reduces the Federal subsidy, $5 a 
customer, for those who manage to get
both OASI and old-age assistance. 

But that this new first-year crowd of 
'700,000 means any real reduction in old-
age assistance costs I do not believe for a 
minute. There may be an occasional 

'dip in these costs. There was, as I 
ununerstand, a decline of four-tenths of
1 percent in the total Federal subsidy in 
February 1950. 

But such intermittent variations in the 
curve can hardly alter the'steady climb. 
A case turned up last April of old-age
assistance payments of $568 a month. 
Teemyb ayhde tm ntaThere mhay be manythidde ibotems uinthacs htw ontko bubti 
happened. 

vm 
Let us have a bald look ourselves. We 

have about 11,500,000 persons 65 years
and over in the country now. We have 
20"'"pro
2,0,0 pros getting OASI benefits
and we have 2,700,000 getting old-agae
assistance. That is a total of 4,700,000. 
Now if there are taken on 700,000 new 
OASI beneficiaries in the next year, and 
for the sake of argument let us say that 
none come from old-age assistance, we 
will have a maximum of 5,400,000 persons
receiving money from OASI or OAA. In 
other words, almost half the people 65 
years and over in America will still be 
left out of consideration. 

What about those who are not being
given other consideration or benefits to
day, Mr. President? We simply do not 
have an answer to that question. We 
are supposed for the moment-and I pre
sume we must do so-quietly to forget
about them. But now let us turn around 
and look what is ahead of OASI. As I 
have said, these arbitrarily increased 
benefits will be currently paid out of 
social-security tax revenues. According 
to the trustees' report of 1950, there 
were more than $11,000,000,000 worth of 
Government bonds in the trust fund on 
June 30, 1949. The taxpayers can worry
about those bonds, I might suggest, so 
there is no immediate strain on the 
system.

If H. R. 6000 passes, as certainly It will 
do next Tuesday, there are certain things 
we ought to bear in mind. As I under
stand the figure to be, we will be paying
OASI benefits to 2,700,000 persons only
during the coming year. But as the 
coverage extends and as the number of 
insured who reach retirement age and 
claim benefits increases, then the threat 
of some real trouble for all of us comes. 

Every member of the committee with 
whom I have discussed this question has 
quite frankly admitted the possibility of 
financial trouble in the years to come. 
But it is the sincere hope of the members 
of the committee and other Members of 
the Senate that the problem will have 
been solved before the system is over
come with trouble. 

SIX ORSEVEN MILLION AGEDNOT COVsEaE 
M. MAOE MrPesdnwl 

the Senator yield? 
Mr. CAIN. I yield.
Mr. MALONE. Did I correctly under. 

stand the distinguished Senator from 
Washington to say that even this new 
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social-security bill would not reach any SYSTEM NEITh4ER INSURANCE NOR PENSION 
of the existing six or seven or eight mil- Mr. MALONE. Mr. President, will the 
lion people who are 65 or over at this Senator further yield?
time who are not under the old bill-I Mr. CAIN. I yield.
Presume because they have not paid into Mr. MALONE. Then, recognizing, as 
the fund, and that there Is no provision the distinguished Senator from Wash-
for them? ington has already explained, that this 

Mr. CAIN. The understanding of the particular system never has been and 
Junior Senator from Washington is that is not now either fish or fowl; that it is 
when the Present social-security system, neither insurance, such as that into 
Which includes old-age insurance and which one pays an amount somewhat 
survivors benefits and financial assist- comparable to that which will on the 
ance Programs in the State, has been average, be paid out to the beneficiary,
agreed to by the Congress, there will yet plus interest, nor is it altogether a pen-
be from five to six~million aged Ameri- sion; but is a hybrid thing. Has the jun-
cans, each 65 or older, who will be re- ior Senator from Washington seen a 
ceiving financial assistance and/or bene- breakdown and study suffilcient to con-
fits from no source, either Federal or vince him that it will be 3 or 4 years be.-
State. fore the system becomes effeetive? The 

M4AXIMUM SOCIAL-SECURITY SYSTEM WILL, junior Senator from Nevada has not seen 
STAND any such study, 

Mr. MALONE. Mr. President, will Mr. CAIN. The Senator from Wash-
the Senator yield further? ington has seen no figures. He has 

Mr. CAIN. I am pleased to yield, merely done some work with his own 
Mr. MALONE. The junior Senator pencil. He has taken the number of 

from Nevada is for the maximum of so- pe~ople who pay into the system, and the
cial security that the economic system amounts they pay, and he has considered 
will stand without undue pressure or dis- the number of people who are to benefit 
location.. Has the distinguished Sena-' from the system, and because the system
tor from Washington heard any discus- Is taking in currently much more money
sion or does he know of any study as to than it can use, it is just as easy as we 
what this plan might do to the economic are making it easy, among other things
system which I think the distinguished to increase the benefits. 
Senator from Washington would agree The trouble will come when either the 
with the junior Senator from Nevada is benefits become too high or there no 
not too sound at the moment? It seems longer is sufficient money coming in to 
to me that should be the first considera- satisfy the obligations. The best think-
tion; then, with that in mind, we should Ing I know of in the country is that after 

arasweca 
theusreainder of the angedi isncludin proved and becomes the law, in 5 or 6 

gojut s g i Icldig H. R. 6000, as amended, has been aP-

oreover.ne o h ge esin-5 years we simply will not then be able to 
Mrovr. CAN nteps eea as have enough payers into the system to 

oMe. ofN.I thefinestsAm erians dnath pay out the obligations so rightfully to be 
lads woarmentrof UietAercn demanded by the beneficiaries of thethe nithed 
States, fromarbontholitica paties havted system, which is another way of saying

Sttstatedm bthaplthea partesen system that everyone is in agreement, whetherpubliclysttdtathprsnsyem we are for or against H. RI. 6000, az; re-whether left as it is or whether it is ex- vised, that we better get rid of the sys--
panded or liberalized, frightens them, tem we have at the earliest possible mo-
and that they look forward to the time ment if we want to keep it from becoming
in the near future -when the present sys- financially involved in a serious way,
tem can be replaced by a system which and it we want to keep faith with the 
pays for itself on a current or annual aged people of America. 
basis. There is a ready admission-I Will my friend from Nevada permit
think I state the point correctly-on the this most frank observation? I think 
part of some of the members of the that those of us who are endeavoring
Finance Committee, that there will be constructively to criticize this proposed 
no dangerous economic strain, or no legislation can only hope at this session 
dangerous financial strain, on our Na- of the Congress to achieve two things,
tion's economy with reference to the pro- The first is that we will be able to advise 
posed extension and liberalization of the the American Nation, including Its aged 
present social-security system for the Population, of what America's social-se-
next 4 or 5 years. I cannot remember at curity system can never do for millions 
the minute how many million Americans of them if they live to be a million years 

ar atull sstm of age. Secondly, we might so dramatizecveedbyth nd 
weknwthtfiue s the weaknesses and the faults and thepay Into it. but wknwta gue is nequities included in the system which 

many million persons more than are Is now before us for discussion, that mere 
drawing benefits at this time. Senators will be determined to find an 

That. I think, Is one of the reasons why equitable system to replace a system
the chief defenders of H. R. 6000, as re- which was well-intentioned, to my mind,
vised, urge us to pass the bill at this from the beginning, but which has onl 
time. Those gentlemen are sincerely of the basis of performance outlived its use-
the opinion, I take it. that there Is time fulness and failed to realize the objective
remaining In which we can secure a dif- laid down for it in 1935. 
ferent system before the Nation is semi- BOND P'UlCwhASS 

ously disturbed by the defects, the faults, Mr. MALONE. Mr. President, will the 
and the inequities inherent in the social- Senator further yield?
security system now In operation. Mr. CAIN. I am glad to yield, 

Mr. MALONE. The explanation of 
the distinguished Senator from.Washing
ton is very clear so far as be goes. But 
what happens to the money that piles 
up in the Treasury or elsewhere? It is 
not, as I understand, invested In real 
property or in any manner invested so 
that there is a return on the money, as 
there is on insurance funds, as such 
funds usually are invested. But is paid
Into the United States Treasury, and 
presumably from what the junior Sana
tar from Nevada understands is. to a 
large extent, used to buy Government 
bonds. 

Mr. CAIN. I think the Senator from 
Nevada is quite right. I may state it 
another way. X number of dollars come 
Into the social-security fund. They are 
turned over to the Government to be 
used for satisfying current obligations,. 
and so on. They are replaced by Gay
ermient bonds with a maturity which 
In due time, when the due date has been 
rahd utb ikdu yteFd
eral Treasury.

Mr. MALONE. Mr. President, WMl the 
Senator yield further? 

Mr. CAIN. Certainly. 
DOUBLE TAXATION FOR BENEFITS 

Mr. MALONE. It seems a little con
fusing to the junior Senator from Ne
vada that we tax certain citizens who 
are currently on payrolls, 11/2 or 2 per
cent-and I understand the tax in
creases as the pay increases-and tax 
from the employer so much, all of which 
goes into the Treasury. We then buy
bonds with fhat money and pay interest 
on the bonds. The interest on the bonds 
Is paid by the taxpayers. Then, when 
the time comes that payment must be 
made, we cash the bonds, presumably, in 
order to obtain the money. But when 
the bonds are cashed we Immediately
have to sell more bonds to make up the
deficit. So, perhaps what actually hap
pens is, we merely assess the taxpayers 
at the moment and pay currently what 
we have to pay. It finally feather
edges out into the -twilight zone, and it is 
very difficult to determine who is paying
for what, and when. 

The junior Senator from Nevada has 
heard no adequate explanation as yet
of just how these funds are handled and 
what effect the process has on the em
ployee and the employer, who are also 
taxpayers, with whom it finally catches 
up, the second. time. It looks more like 
a double payment system. Can the Jun
ior Senator from- Washington enlighten-
the Junior Senator from Nevada on this 
point?

Mr. CAIN. The Senator from Wash
ington believes he can help the Sena
tor's thinking perhaps a little bit. To 
my mind, the thought of the Senator 
from Nevada with reference to this so-
called trust fund is substantially -car

reet. I myself cannot forget that yes
terday I listened to a man who is ex
tremely intelligent and very thoughtful,
the Junior Senator from Colorado [Mr. 
MILLIKriN, ranking minority member of 
the Senate Finance Committee, who ad
vised the Senate and the Congress that 
the sooner we could get away from a re
serve fund which was not truly a funded 
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operation, the better off the country
wvould be. He then continued, saying
substantially this: "But wihat we Iave 
in the form of a trust fund is n. fake.,'

Theuedenaorhat ordf-a--e.TheSnatorusedhat wrd-f--k-e.
Mr. HAYDEN. Mr. Presidcnt, will the

2eliator yield? 
Mr. CAIN. When I have finished thispoint, if it is then the wish of the Sen-

Rtoi from Arizona, I shall be very pleased
toyel o h entr rmi.I reto ied tugetheSeatohm. fomNevada-and this is what the Senator 

from Washington likewise wishes to do-
when first we have an opportunity which
will be soon, either this afternoon or to-
marrow, to pose either to the Senator 
from Georgia, who would be pleased to 

anwrit, or to the Senator from Colo-
rado, who likewise would be pleased to
'talk to us about the question which con-
cerns us bcth at the moment, namely,
What is the true nature and the ulti-
mate future of the so-called social secu-
rity trust fund, if it is not to be replaced

shorlysme y o opra-ohermetod 
tion? shorly y opra-sme ohermetod o 

Mr. CAIN. I now yield to the Senator 
from Arizona. 

STUD AN OFSOCALINVSTIATIN
STUDINESTGATONAN F SCIA-

SECURITY PROGRAMS 
Mr. MILLIKIN. Mr. President, will

the Senator from Arizona yield? I
should like to ask unanimous consent to 
submit a resolution and explain its gen-
eral nature, if I may. 

Mr. HAYDEN. .1 yield for that pur-
pose. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. Mr. President, in the
unanimous-consent agreement to vote 
on the pending bill it was Provided that 
there shall be included a vote on a resolu-
tion sanctioned by the Senate Commit-
tee on Finance and to be offered by the 
Se~nator from Georgia [Mr. GEORGE] and
thre Senator from Colorado [Mr. MILLI-
HININ,authorizing and directing that 

idcommiittee, or any duly authorized 
-subcommittee thereof, shall continue the
situdy and investigation Of social-security
problems in the United States on gen-

eral and specific subjects to be described 


in sid rsoluionand
o foth.by
The resolution reads as follows: 

liasolvedf, That, for the purpose of assist-


Ing the Senate in dealing with legislation

rzsl.ting to social aZo2urity hereafter or~gi-

nating in the House of Representatives,
dler '.he requirements of 

un
the Constitution,

the committee on Finance or any duly au-'
tho'.1zed cubcommittee thereof, is author-
Izad and directed to make a full and com-
plete study and investigation of social-secu-
rity programs with a view toward ascertain-
Ing what further changes should be made In-the laws of the United States relating to so
cial security.

The Committee on Finance shall deter-
mine the scope of saidi study and investiga-
Lon, and without limitation thereon the fol-
lowing shall be includtd: 

1. The type of scc!al-tccurity prcgrrams
which ale most ccnslstent with the needs of 
the people of the United States and With 
our economic s-stern, including study andInvestigation of lproposed programs forpay-as-you-go universar coverage system anda 
the problems of transition to su.ch a systcm.,

2. The extension of coverage under the 
old-age and survivors 'insurance program tofarmi operators and nonregularly employ~d
agricultural labor and to other uncovered 
workers with a. minimum burden of record-keeping and report-making Imposedsuch fnrm operators and the employers

upon
of 

such other uncovered workers. 
3. Finanicing of the old-age and survivors

Insurance program particularly with respect
to the Issue of reserve financing as opposed
to a pay-as-you-go plan.4. Increased work opportunities for theaged who are able and willing to work.

5. The relationship of the social-security 
programs to private pension plans.

6. The social-security programs In rela
tion to care, income, maintenance, and reha
bilitation of disabled workers. 

SEC. 2. For the purposes of this resolution,
the committee or the subcommittee thereofduly authorized to conduct the study andinvestigation under this resolution is au
thorized to employ suc'i technical, clerical,
and other assistants as It deems ad-Isable
and to designate and appoint advisors.

SEC. 3. The committee or the subcommittee 
thereof duly authorized to conduct the study
and investigation under this resolution Is
authorized, with the approval of the Com
mittee onl Rules and Administration, to re
quest the use of the services, Information,
facilities, and personnel of the departments
end agencies In the executive branch of the
Government in the performance of Its du
ties under this resolution. 

SEC. 4. The expenses Of the committee or 
subcommittee under this resolution, which
shall not exceed $25,000, shall be paid ovft ofthe Contingent fund of the Senate upon
Vouchers signed by the chairman of the 
committee. 

Mr. President, on behalf of the Sena
tor from Georgia [Mr. GEORGE] and my-
Self I submit the resolution and ask that
It lie on the table and be printed.

Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, will the
resolution be referred to the Committee 
on Finance? 

Mr. MILL1IKIN. I do not believe It Is 
necessary for the resolution to be referred 
to the Committee on Finance. 

Mr. HAYDEN. The Committee on
Finance must pass on the resolution. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. Then may I have It
referred to the Committee on Finance? 

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. THYLE 
In the chair). The unanimous-consent 
agreement entered into yesterday re

ferred to the fact that a resolution would

be introduced "Sanctioned by the Senate

ComteonFacadtobofrd


Fenators GEORGE and MILUUKN," and

that it would be received and voted on

On next Tuesday.


Mr. TAFT. What I was concerned

about was that the rules of the Senate 
-requirethe Committee on Rules and Ad
ministration to pass on any resolution

Which Provides an allowance of $25,000.


Mr. MILLIKIN, It is mentioned in

the resolution.


The PRESIDING3 OFFICER. The
Chair is of the opinion, on the advice ofthnalaetran htteuai 
tePrimnain htteuai
Inous-consent agreement in that r'espect
suspends the rule.

Mr. TAFT. It Is entirely satisfactory
to me. I merely did not want the reso

lution to Ilie on tna table If it had to go
tIhrough two committees before it could 
be vote,,d cn. 

TePEIIGOFCR ihuobetinitsthePREdIrNGojcin ti tFhIeR Whirthouth re fteCarta
the resolution lie on the table until next
Tuez-day, at which time it wvill be voted 
on. 

The resolution (S. Res. 330) was or
dered to lie on the table, and to be
pitdpitd 
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SOCIAL SECURITY 	 ACT AMENDMENTS OF' 
1950 

The Senate resumed the consideration. 
of the bill (H. R. 6000), to extend and 
improve the Federal old-age and sur
vivors insurance system, to amend the
public-assistance and child-welfare pro
visions of the Social Security Act, and 
for other purposes.

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I
send to the desk amendments to H. R. 
6000. The amendments are submitted 
in behalf of myself and the Senator from 
New York [Mr. LEHMAN].

I have a statement pertaining to the
amendments, which describes the pur
poses of the amendments in general 
terms. The purpose of the amendments, 
broadly speaking, is to raise the maxi
mum individual old-age-assistance grant
from $50 to $65 per month. They do so 
by providing that the Federal Govern
ment shall match any additional in
dividual grants above $50 by providing
one-third of that 	amount. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent that the amendments offered by
the junior Senator from New York and 
myself may be printed in the RECORD at 
this point, together with the statement 
of explanation of 	the amendments. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
amendments will be received and will lie 
on the table and be printed.

The amendments will also be printed 
in the RECORD, together with the state
ment submitted by the Senator from

Minnesota.


The amendments and the statement of

explanation are as follows:


On page 375, line 19, strike out the words

"$t0" and insert in lieu thereof "1$55."1


On page 376, beginning with line 1, strike

out all down to and Including line 4, and in

sert in lieu thereof the following:


"(B3) one-half of the amount by which
such expenditures exceed the product ob

tained under clause (A), not counting so

much of the expenditures with respect to 
any month as exceeds the product of $50
multiplied by the total number of such in
dividuals (other than those included in 
clause (13)) who received old-age assistance
for such month, plus 

"(C) one-third of the amount by which
such expenditures (other than expenditures
with respect to individuals included in clause
(D)) exceed the suin of the products ob
tained under clauses (A) and (B), plus." 
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on page 376. line 5, strike out "(C)"I and 

Insert in lieu thereof "(D) '. 

on page 383. beginning with line 4. strike 
out all down to and including line 18, and 
Insert In lieu thereof the following:

"'EC. 342. (a) Section 1003 (a) of the 
Social Security Act Is amended to read as 
follows: 

"'SEC. 1003. (a) From the sums appro-
priated therefor, the Secretary of the Treass-
ury shall pay to each State which has an ap-
proved plan for aid to the blind for each 
quarter, beginning with the quarter begin-
ning October 1, 1950, (1) an amount, which 
shall be used exclusively as aid to the blind,
equal to the sum of the following proportions
of the total amounts expended during such 
quarter as aid to the blind under the State 
plan, not counting so much of such expen-
ditures with respect to any individual for 
any month as exceeds $65-

" '(A) three-fourths of such expenditures, 
not counting so much of the expenditures
with respect to any month as exceeds the 
product of $20 multiplied by the total num-
ber of such Individuals who received aid to 
the blind for such month, plus

"'(B1) one-half of the amount by which 
such expenditures exceed the product ob-
tamned under clause (A), not counting so 
much of the expenditures with respect to any
month as exceeds the product of $50 multi-
plied by the total number of such Individuals 
who received aid to the blind for such month,
plus. 

"(C) one'thlrd of the amount by which 
such expenditures exceed the sum of the 
products obtained under clauses (A) and 
(B): and (2) an amount equal to one-half 
of the total of the sums expended during
such quarter as found necessary by the Ad-
ministrator for the proper and efficent ad-
ministration of the plan, which amount shall 
be used for paying the costs of administer-
Ing the State plan or for aid to the blind, or 
both, and for no other purpose.'


"(b) The amendment made by subsectio 

efect tak(a) hal ctoer 1 190." 

The amendment is designed to raise the 
maximum individual old-age-assistance 
grant from $50 to $65 per mionth. It does so
by providing that the Federal Government 
shall match any additional individual grants
above $50 by providing one-third of that 
amount. 

I also send to the desk, Mr. President, a 

second amendment designed to accomplish

the same purpose in the assistance-to-the-

blind program of the Sccial Security Act.


These amendments, Mr. President, are vital 

if America is to live up to its obligations to 

those of its citizens who have contributed 

their years and their efforts to this Nation's 

welfare, and now find themselves-frequently
with their energies spent-too old to work, 
A maximum of $65 per month for the aged
should be a minimum. The success of the 
medical profession in prolonging life when 
considered together with the falling birth 
rate, has had the effect of emphasizing the 
importance of providing for the aged in 
America. An ever-growing proportion of the 
population is in the older age group,
Whoireas fewer than 3 percent of the popula-
tion in 1810 was 65 years of age, that propor
tion in 1940 was 7 percent, and It is expected 
to gro--w to 10 percent in 1970. 

It is recognized by all that in spite of the 
old-age-insurance provisions of the Social 
Security Act, there is a need for a supple
nisntary program to fill in the gaps and pro-
vi'de for the existing aged who can never 
qualify for social security. In addition, I 
think it is clear that there probably always
will be a small but significant part of the 
population which cannot qualify under the 
Insurance program. 

Under H. R. ecco as it passed the House, a 
provision is made that the Federal Govern
ment shall pay a share of four-fifths of the 
first $25 of a State's average monthly pay

ment per recipient. For the next 810 the 
Federal Government's share is to be one-half. 
In view of the fact that the maximum of $50 
Is maintained, the Federal Government's 
share for the last $15 is to b2 one-third. 

The bill as it is now on the floor of the 
Senate from the Senate Finance Committee,
changes that formula established by the 
House and maintains the formula of the 
present act as amended in 1948, under which 
the Federal Government is to provide three-
fourths of the first $20 and is then to provide
one-half of the rcmalnder up to a $50 maxi-
MuM. 

The same formula applies for the blind. 
I trust that the Senate will as a minimum 

at least restore the House formula for the 
first $ZO. My own amendment, which I plan 
to bring up whether or not the formula Is 
restored, would raise the maximum to 865 
and provide that the Federal Government's 
share of the amount from $50 to $65 shall be 
one-third. 

I trust that this amendment will receive 
the support of the Senate. 

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I 
wish to say that when we vote on House 
bill 6000 and the amendments thereto I 
hope every United States Senator will 
search deeply into his conscience to de
termine whether he believes the re

ciplents of old-age assistance can live 
upon the puny, paltry pensions they are 
receiving throughout the United States. 
I want Senators to ask themselves 
honestly how the recipient of an old-age
pension can live on $40 a month. 

Atrloigoe h ainlra 
Atrloigoe h ainlrc

ord of the pension system of the coluntry
and seeing the. intolerably low pensions
which our old people are receiving, -I 
think it is about time that we face up to
the fact that no Matter whether a per
son may live in the South or the North, 
in the East or the West, in the center of 
the country or at any of its four corners,
it is utterly impossible for a human 
bigt eal osbito aiu 
beniong tofbe abltonsbith onvealmaximu 
pnino 5 ot.SvrlSae
have, by their own State enactments,
provided a pension higher than that. 
But it is impossible for a decent stand
ard of living to be maintained for an 
individual, citizen at $70 a month. 
Thlerefore the proposal by the junior 
Senator from New York and the junior
Senator from Minnesota is to my mind 
a very moderate, conservative, and rea
sonable proposal which will call upon the 
States to share in the benefits paid to 
the old people. I hope that when that 
pooao teslk t oet h 
pooao teslk t oet h
floor, they will be given support, because 
I cannot imagine a Congress which has 
provided liberal pensions for its own 
membership-and that we have done-
that would in any way deny this modicum 
of a pension for the average American 
citizen that is in need of a decent pension. 
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Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, re-
serving the right to object, let me say 

thatI hveseiesof Qestonswhih
I should like to Propound to the Senator 
from Georgia with reference totthefbill 
Smenator trom GeorgiaSeuisyavalbeti

S.-ato frm i avilale hisGorga
afternoon. I can propound my questions 
to him today, 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Earlier 
In the day the Senator from Georgia was 
granted leave of absence from the Senate 
until Monday. 

Mr. HOLLAND. Then, Mr. President, 
still reserving the right to object, let me 
inquire whether there is presently avail-
able any other member of the committee 
to whom I could properly address ques-
tions having to do with agricultural labor 
and the provisions of the bill amending 
the Social Security Act, as the provisions 
of that bill would be applicable to agri-

mncus consent rcqucst was maide, and is 
not familiar with its contents. 

Tile PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Chair will state that the 2coaaor fi'oin 
Washington yieldcd the floor for thc con-
sideration of the confcrence report, and. 
in the -absence of unanimous consent to 
thc contrary, or of his yiclding the floor, 
be will regain the floor at the termina-
tion of the discussion and act-ion with 
reference tn the conference report. He 
row asks unanimious, consent that he 
have that Privilege tomorrow, at thc con-
elusion of the call of the calcadar, in lieu 
of having it at the conclusion of the 
consideration of this conference report 
this afternoon,

Mr. H-OLLAND. Mr. President, re-
serving the right to object, I have no 
objection at all to that, provided the 
Senate may remain in session for a fcev 
moments, to enable me to get from my 
office the scrics of questions which I 
should like to have the great Privilege 
of addressing to the Senator from Colo-
rado, who. I am sure, could give me the 
answers to them,

Mr. MILLIKIN. Mr. President, if I 
cannot do so today. I will do some more 
home work and have them for the REC-
oRD tomorrow. 

Mr. McFARLAND. Mr. President, re-
serving the right to object, my reason 
for suggesting that the junior Senator 
from Washington modify his request was 
that I thought it a reasonable request
that he had made, inasmuch as he was 
to have the floor after this discussion, 
which it was expected would only last 
rshort timer-and was so represented,
While ordinarily I do not like to agree 
to a unanimous-consent request that 
any Senator shall have the floor on the
following day, I feel that this is a rea-
sonable request, and I appreciate the 
willingness of the Senator to modify it, 
so as to have it understood that he is 
to regain the floor following the call of 
the calendar, thus enabling Senators to 
know when to be here for the call of 
the calendar, 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there 
objection to the unanimous-consent re-
quest? The Chair hears none, and it is 
so ordered. 

cultual Ibor.Platform 
Mr. MILLIKIN. Mr. President, I do 

not know whether I am qualifiead to an-
siver the questions; but I have given some 
time and study to the social security 
measure, and I shall make myself avail-
able to the Senator at the appropriate 
time, 

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, it hap-
poens that I shall have to leave the Senate 
on important and necessitous business 
tomorrow night, and I shall not be able 
to be here for several days thereafter. 
For that reason, I should very much like 
the privilege of addressing my questions 
a little later this afternoon to the junior 
Senator from Colorado, if the Senate is 
to remain in session for a while. 

Mr. MILLIKCIN. I would have no ob-
Jection. 

Mr. HOLLAND. The Senator from 
F'orida was not here when the unani-

Mr. BREWSTER. Mr. President, this 
has been one of the happiest vweeks of 
my life. Sixteen years ago I was elected 
to Congress on a platform endorsing the 
idea of a pay-as-you-go pirogram of old- 
age assistance with universal coverage, 

Ever since, I have steadfastly advo-
cated this Program during my service in 
the House and in the Senate. 

once a year in the Finance Committee 
of the Senate I have presented my views 
to my fellow members, 

This week it has been profoundly grat-
ifying to have my Republican associates 
on the Senate Finance Committee, led 
by the Senator from Colorado [Mr. MIL-
L1elulI], the former chairman of the cam-

mnittee. and the Senator from Ohio [Mr. 
TAFT 1. the next ranking minority mem
bcr. announce the conclusion of all thc 
R.-publican members of the Finance 
Committee and several of their Dcmo
cratic associates that the old-age assist
ance Program should be as promptly as 
poisible restudied upon a basis of uni
versal coverage and on a pay-as-you-go 
plan. 

To this end a resolution is being pre
sented authorizing and directing a care
ful study of the situation to be made 
during the recess of the Congress with 
a view to considering the formulation of 
legislation adapted to the transition from 
the present chaotic situation to a: simple
universal pay-as-you-go plan. 

The details remain to be woi'ked out. 
The recognition of the principle, how
ever, is of profound significance. 

The report of the Hoover Commission 
looked in this direction and suggested 
strongly consideration of development 
along this line, and the Broolkings In
stitution in its special task force studies 
for the Hoover Commission went even 
further. 

Representatives of the Brookings In
stitution testified before the Senate Pi
nance Committee this winter and strong
ly urged consideration of a program of 
this character. 

The pending legislation recognizes the 
moral obligation of the Government to 
make up to those who have contributed 
under the current scheme for- the in
justice that has been done to them by 
the 50-percent decline in purchasing 
power of the dollar. 

This brings home very forcibly the un
soundness of the current plan, since no 
power on earth is able to determine
what the purchasing power of the dollar 
will be 10, 20, or 30 years from nowy. 

The one thing that seems fairly cer
tain is that it will not be what it is today. 

After every great war in the last cen
tury, commodity prices have steadily de
clined which means that the value of 
the dollar has -increased. Whether this 
will be duplicated after this war remains 
to be determined. 

The injustice of compelling Amer~icans 
to purchase "a pig in a poke" 'by buying 
future dollars on a purely speculative
basis is now tragically apparent. 

A pension progfram of this character 
wsugdi h eulcnNtoa 

of 1936 and in 'the most recent 
saeeto culcnplce n 
Principles issued this past winteir. 

It is most gratifying that the Republi
can leadership is now moving to imple
ment these pledges as one of the soundest 
methods of restoring fiscal sanity to our. 
Government. 

Careful studies will be made of the very
substantial savings that will result to all 
concerned with our economy as a result 
of this sound measure of reform. 

Experience has in truth been the best 
teacher. Patience will-~have its perfect 
work. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent to have printed in the REcoRD at 
this point as a pairt cf my remarics ex
cerpts from Republican platforms, and 
statements on social security, and also 
a letter wriltten by H. D. Ruhni, Jr., presi.
dcnt. Bates Mznufacturing Co. on April 
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20, 1950, to Mr. Stephen MacRae, Project 
Manager, Economic Cooperation Ad-
ministration, deal-Ing with the necessity 
of protecting the American standard of 
living, 

There being no objection, the matters 
referred to were ordered to be printed in 
the RECORD, as follows:. 
EXCERPTS FROM REPUBLICAN PLATFORMS AND 

STATEMENTS ON SOCIAL SECURITY 
1938 PLATFORM 

Real security will be possible only when 
our produ.ctive capacity is sufficient to fur-
Iiish a decent standard of living for all Amer-
Ican families and to provide a surplus for 
future needs and contingencies. For the 
attainment of that ultimate objective we look 
to the energy, self-reliance, and character of 
our people, and to our system of free enter-
prise. 

Society has an obligation to promote the 
security of the people by affording some 
measure of protection against Involuntary 
unempoyentL an eednyI l g.

The eal policies, while purporting to
provide social security, have, in fact, endan
gered It. 

We popoe f od-ae scurty,asysem
We popos a yste ofold-ge ecurty,based upon the following principles: 

1. We approve a pay-as-you-go policy,
which requires of each generation the sup- 
port of the aged and the determination of 
what is just and adequate. 

2. Every American citizen over 65 shoul 
receive the supplementary payment neces-
sary to provide a minimum income sufficient 
to protect him or her from want. 

3. Each State and Territory, upon comply-
Ing with simple and general minimum stand-
ards, should receive from the Federal Gov-
ermient a graduated contribution in propor-
tion to its own, up to a fixed maximum. 

4. To make this program consistent with 
sound fiscal policy the Federal revenues for 
this purpose must be provided from the pro-
ceeds of a direct tax widely distributed. All 
Will be benefited and all should contribute. 

We propose to encourage adoption by the 
States and Territories of honest and practical 
measures for meeting the problems of unoni
ployment insurance. 

The unemployment insurance and old-age
annuity sections of the present Social Secu
rity Act are unworkable and deny benefits to 
about two-thirds of our adult population,
Including professional men and women and 
all those engaged In agriculture and domestic 
service and the self-employed, while Impos
ing heavy tax burdens upon all. The so-
called reserve fund, estimated at $47,000,000.
000. for old-age Insurance Is no reserve at all, 
because the fund will contain nothing but 
the Government's promise to pay, while the 
taxes collected in the guise of premiums will 
be wasted by the Government In reckless and 
extravagant political schemes. 

1940 PLATFORM 

We favor the extension of necessary o1d

age benefits on an earmarked pay-as-you-go

basis to the extent that the revenues raised

for this purpose will permit. We favor the 
extension of the unemployment compensa
tion provisions of the Social Security Act, 
wherever practicable, to those groups and 
classes not now Included. For such groups as 
may thus be covered we favor a system of 
unemployment compensation with experi
ence rating provisions, aimed at protecting
the worker in the regularity of his employ
ment and providing adequate compensation 
for reasonable periods when that regularity,
of employment is Interrupted. The admin
istration should be left with the States with 
a minimum of Federal control. 

1944 PLATFORM 
We pledge our support of the following: 
1. Extension of the existing old-age insur

ance and unemployment insurance systems 
to all employees not already covered. 

0.A aeu std fFdrlSaepo 
gramns for maternal and child health, depend
ent children, and assistance to the blind. 
with a view to strengthening these programs. 

1948 PLATFORM 
Consistent with the vigorous existence of 

our competitive economy, we urge extension 
of the Federal old-age and survivors insur
ance program and increase of the benefits to 
a more realistic level; strengthening of Fed
eral-State programs designed to provide 
more adequate hospital facilities, to improve
methods of treatment for the mentally ill, to 
advance maternal and child health, and gen
erally to foster a healthy America. 
STATEMENT OF POLICY BY REPUBLICAN MEMBERS 

OF HOUSE AND SENATE, DECEMBER 9, 1945 
Goen ntaneantfedhep

ple, nor employ them, nor make the profits
from which new enterprises and new jobs 

are born. Government can help its people
to prosperity by lightening the burdens ofdebt and taxes, laying down the rules of fairplay and protecting those whose own 
strength and resources are not sufficient to 
protect themselves. 

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES AND OBJECT~VES BT 
REPUB3LICAN MEMBERS OF HOUSE AND SENATE 
AND REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE, 
FEBRUARY 6, 1950 
The obligation. of Government to those in 

need has long been recognized. Recognizing
the inequities and injustices of the present 
program of social security, we urge:

A. The extension of the coverage of the 
Federal old-age and survivors insurance pro
gram, reduction of eligibility requirements
and Increase of benefits to a more generous
level, with due regard to the tax burden on 
those who labor. 

B. A thoroughgoing study of a program of 
more nearly universal coverage including the 
principle of pay as. you go. 
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SOCIAL SECURITY ACT AMENDMENTS 


OF 1950 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. There 

being no further routine' business, the 
Senator froma Florida [Mr. HOLLAND] i5 
recognized under the unanimous-consent 
agreement.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I note 
that in his opening statement in the de-
bate of the pending measure, H. R. 6000, 
the distinguished chairman of the Sen-
ate Committee on Finance [Mr. GEORGE] 
speaking for himself and as chairman 
of the committee, advised the Senate 
that under the recommendations of the 
committee about 1,000,000 persons en-
gaged in agricultural work are brought 
under the social-security system. I 
quote from the statement of the Senator 

fromGeogiaas ollws:calendar 

Workers on farms who are employed by one 
employer at least 60 days and earn $50 or 
more In a calendar quarter are covered, and, 
In addition, border-line agricultural workers, 
such as those engaged in processing and 
packing of agricultural and horticultural 
commodities off the farm, are brought under 
the system. These- groups total about 1,000,-
000 persons. The committee gave careful 
study to the extension of coverage to work-
era on fatms. It proposes this limited exten-
sion of coverage at this time in order to 
assure simplicity of administration for the 
farmer. There is no question but that work-
ers on farms, including migratory workers 
and share croppers, need social-security pro
tection. The public-assistance loads in the 
agricultural States reflect this need. To go 
beyond the coverage that is proposed in the 
bill, however, without further study of the 
administrative problems that would arise, 
would be impracticable. I regret that I am 
compelled to advocate delaying the extension 
of coverage to agricultural workers not cov
ered by the bill until a thorough study of 
the feasibility of such coverage has been 
made, 

Later in hWs statement the able Sena-
tcr from Georgia made further reference 
to the same subject in the following 
words: 

As I indicated earlier, the bill does not 
provide social-security protection for all citi-
zens of the Nation. Some groups, such as 
share croppers, migrant agricultural labor, 
and part-time domestic servants, who are 
not brought under insurance coverage, need 
protection. I regret that further extension 
of coverage must await more detailed study
of the problems inherent In bringing addi-
tional persons within the system. 

I fuly tepprvecnclsionreahed 
I fuly tepprvecnclsionreahed 

by the Senate Committee on Finance 
that workers on farms need social-secu-
rity protection. I also approve their rec-
ommendation that all of such workers 
who can be brought under the protection

of te sste tim brng-atthi wihouof te sste tim brng-atthi wihou 
ing on-complex bookkeeping and admin-
istrative burdens for the farmers should 
be included within the scope of the pend-
ing amendments, 

Inasmuch as only a part of the agri-
cultural workers are included within the 
amendment, whereas a larger part are 
excluded, I think it is highly desirable 
to clarify the subject for the record as 
much as possible. Since the Senator 
from Georgia is absent on official busi-
ness I should like to address several ques-
tions to the distinguished junior Sena-
tor from Colorado [Mr. MILLIKINC, rank-
Ing minority member of the committee, 

relating to those provisions of the pend
ing bill which deal with the subject of 
agricultural labor. I shall appreciate it 
if the Senator from Colorado will accord 
me that privilege. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. Mr. President, if the 
Senator will yield, I wish to say that I 
shall be delighted to do the best I can. 

Mr. HOLLAND. I thank the Senator. 
My first question is this. At the top 

of page 263 of the printed bill, in sec
tion 104 (a) of the bill, there appears 
as a part of section 213 of the amended 
Social Security Act the following verbi
age: 

SEC. 213. (a) For the purposes of this 
title

(1) The term "quarter" and the term 
`cc lendar quarter" means a period of three 

months ending on March 31, June 

30Setmr30orDcbr31 
Applying the definition just quoted to 

that portion of the bill that deals with 
agricultural labor, is it possible to con
strue the terms "quarter" or "calendar 
quarter" to mean a 3 months' period 
cmecn ihtefrtdyo h 
cmecn ihtefrtdyo h 
employment of any agricultural. laborer, 
or is the time of employment of an agri
cultural laborer under the terms of this 
bill computed strictly with reference to 
the calendar quarters defined by that 
portion of the bill which I have just 
quoted? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. Mr. President, I do 
not believe it is possible to construe the 
terms "quarter" or "calendar quarter" 
to mean a 3 months' period commenc
ing with the first day of the employ
ment of any agricultural labor. It seems 
clear to me that the language means a 

calendar quarter, the first quarter being
the first 3 months starting from the first 
of the year, the second quarter being
the next 3 months, and so on, until we 
have four quarters. -

Mr. HOLLAND, I thank the Senator. 
I next refer to that portion of the bill 

appearing as part of section 210 of the 
amended Social Security Act (a) (1) (A), 
beginning at line 16, page 240 of the 
printed bill, and extending through line 

71of page 241, which reads as follows: 
Except that, in the case of service per

formed after 1950, such term shall not in-
elude

(1) (A) Agricultural labor, as defined in 
subsection (f) of this section) performed in 
any calendar quarter by an employee, unless 
the cash remuneration paid for such 1'bor is 
$50 or more and such labor is performed for 
an employer by an indivIdual who is regu
larly employed by such employer to perform 
such agricultural labor. For the purposes 
of this paragraph, an Individual shall be 
deemed to be regularly employed by an employer during a calendar quarter only if (i) 
on each of some 60 days during such quarter 
such individual performs agricultural later 
for such employer for some portion of the 
day, or (II) such individual was regularly em
ployed (as determined under clause (i) ) by 
such employer in the performance of such 
labor during the preceding calendar quarter. 

My second question to the distin
guishied Senator from Colorado relates 
to the requirement that an individual 
farm employee shall be deemed to be 
regularly employed by an employer dur-
Ing a calendar quarter, only if such indi
vidual performs agricultural labor for 
such employer "on each of some 60 days 
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during such quarter." What Is the 
meaning of the words "some 60 days," as 
appearing in the section of the bill from 
which I have just quoted? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. The use of the word 
"some" is to afford a distinction between 
60 consecutive days of labor during the 
quarter and 60 unconsecutive days of 
labor during the quarter, 

Mr. HOLLAND. In other words, 
whether the 60 days are consecutive or 
not. if they appear as days within the 
calenidar quarter, they will satisfy this 
particular requirement of the bill. Is 
that correct? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. Exactly. 
Mr. HOLLAND. My third question re- 

lates to the words "for some portion of 
the day" as they appear in the section 
which I last quoted. Am I correct in my 
understanding that if the employee per-
forms agricultural labor for the em-
ployer during any portiun of a calendar 
day during a calendar quarter, whether 
such portion shall be for only a few min-
utes or for any number of hours of said 
calendar day, such calendar day shall 
count as 1day of employment during said 
calendar quarter? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. I think the Senator 
is entirely correct in his interpretation, 

Mr. HOLLAND. My fourth question
is this. Then the hours worked by the 
employee bear no relation whatever to 
the day factor, either by way of permit-
ting the employer to add together part-
time work in a group of several days to 
make 1 day or by way of fixing any 
limitation on the number of hours of 
work in any 1 day which should count 
as a full day, with the right Of the em-
ployee to carry over any excess number 
of hours of work to another or a different 
day?

Mr. MILLIKIN. The employee or the 
employer would not have any right to 
carry over any of the hours of 1 day's 
work to some other day.

Mr. HOLLAND. My fifth question Is 
this: If the agricultural worker qualified 
under the term employment for the first 
quarter, both by working 60 days and by 
receiving cash remuneration of $50, is it 
not correct that for the second of two 
consecutive quarters, the only require-
ment for coverage under the term em-
ployment is the payment of $50 of cash 
remuneration during the second quar-
ter? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. The distinguished 
Senator is entirely correct, 

Mr. HOLLAND. -My sixth question Is 
this: What provision of the bill, if any, 
will prevent an employer from employ-
Ing an agricultural worker 59 days or 
less in a quarter and rehiring him in the 
succeeding quarter for 59 days or less, 
thus depriving the worker of the cover-
age of the law? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. There Is nothing Iin 
the bill which would prevent that. 

Mr. HOLLAND. My seventh question 
Is this: What provision of the binl, if any, 
will prevent an employee who does not 
want to make contributions under the 
bill from working 59 days or less in a 
quarter for a single employer, and then 
ceasing work or going to work for an-
other employer, thus avoiding coverage 
under the law? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. My answer Is that 
there is no, provision of the bill which 
would prevent a practlce of that kind. 

Mr. HOLLAND. My eighth question 
is this: Referring to the statement of 
the Senator from Georgia [Mr. GEORGE], 
on page 8494 of the CONGRESSIONAL REc-
ORD of June 13, 1950, to the effect that 
migrant agricultural labor is not 
brought under insurance coverage by 
the pending measure, is it not true that 
this statement is based entirely on the 
provision which may be referred to as 
the 60 days and $50 provision in section 
210 (a) (1) (A), which I have quoted
into the RECORD? In other words, there 
is no express reference to migrant agri-
cultural labor, as such, by the terms of 
the pending measure, is there? Also, 
is it not true that part-time employees 
are equally excluded, along with migrant 
employees, under that provision? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. Answering the first 
question first, let me say that I do not 
recall any specific reference in the bill 
to migrant agricultural labor, described 
as such. The Senator is entirely cor-
rect when he says that the basic defini-
tion, that which excludes a migrant 
worker from the coverage of the bill, is 
in the language he has quoted. 

Mr. HOLLAND. That is, in the 60-
day and $50 provision? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. Yes; in the 60-day 
and $50 provision,

Mr. HOLLAND. Am I also correct In 
saying that, by the same provision, part-
time labor-that is, labor which has not 
been employed 60 days in any calendar 
quarter and has not received $50 in such 
calendar quarter-Is also excluded, 
along with migrant labor, from the coy-
erage of the law? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. That Is true. 
Mr. HOLLAND. My ninth question 

is this: Is it not true that share croppers 
a--e excluded from the coverage of the 
bill? If so, is it not true that this ex-
clusion of share croppers arises entirely 
under the cash-remuneration require-
ment in section 210 (a) (1) (A)? In 
other words, is it true that there is no 
express referen...e to share croppers, as 
such, by the terms of the pending meas-
ure? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. I do not recall any
description of share croppers, as such, 
in the pending measure, 

Mr. HOLLAND. Is it true that they 
are excluded from coverage, as stated 
by the distinguished senior Senator from 
Georgia [Mr. GEORGE], by the use of the 
words "cash remuneration," which is 
required to constitute any regular em-
ployee? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. That is correct. 
Mr. HOLLAND. My tenth question Is 

this: When Is the employer privileged 
to begin making deductions for social-
security tax from the compensation Of 
the employee? We have received a con- 
sidereble number of requests on this 
point from vegetable producers In the 
State of Florida, who, recognizing the 
fact that It will not be known until late 
In the quarter whether an employee is 
covered or is not covered, are disturbed 
about the question Of whether. they 
should begin to make deductions to cover 
the employee's contributions to this tax 

at the first employment, or only after 
th3 60 days of labor have been comn
pleted, thus qualifying the worker to 
come within the term of "regular agri
cultural employee." 

Mr. MILLIKIN. As a matter of right, 
as distinguished from what might be an 
agreement between the employer and 
the employee, I would say there Is no 
right to make a deduction until 60 days 
have been worked in a calendar quarter. 
That leaves, I suggest, sufficient protec
tion to the employer. 
-I assume that the Senator has in mind, 

perhaps, some worker who may be work-
In~g for 63 days, being paid, we will say, 
weekly, and perhaps disappearing before 
the proper deductions are made. I think 
that, as a practical matter, the last 
week's work, or whatever the number 
of days that would be Involved, would 
provide sufficient wages out of which the 
employer could make his deduction. The 
reason for being required to w~ait that 
long is that the worker has a right to 
quit after the first week, or at any time 
short of a full quarter, and it would be 
unfair to make a deduction from his 
first week's ~,.ay, if he left after that 
time, before completing 60 days' work 
in the quarter, because he would not be 
owing anything; and, on the other hand, 
the employer is not obligated to make 
any reports or payments until after the 
man has worked 60 days.

Mr. HOLLAND. As another part of 
the same question, I should like to ask 
the distinguished Senator this: If de
ductions for the '-ax are made by an 
employer, and the employee works less 
than 60 days, is it not true that the em
ployee is entitled to a refund under such 
conditions? 

Mr. MILLiXIN. He certainly would 
be. That carries me back to a remark I 
made a moment ago. If by agreement 
between employer and employee, the em
ployer were entitled to take out the tax 
week by week, obviously I should think 
such an agreement would require a re
bate of the money. otherwise, I do not 
believe the question arises, because, 
as I suggested before, the employer has 
no reporting obligation and no paying 
obligation until after the 60-day period 
during the quarter, and he will have the 
opportunity, I suggest, let us say during 
the last week, of having sufficient money 
due the employee to make the necessary 
withholding. 

Mr. HOLLAND. My eleventh question 
Is this-. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. May I make one 
more suggestion? 

Mr. HOLLA.ND. I shall be glad If the 
Senator will. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. The amount is 11 i 
percent of the rate of the worker's wages, 
and as a practical matter that 11Y2 per
cent, applied to any wages which might 
be received by the type of employee the 
Senator is discussing, would allow, per
haps even out of one day's employment, 
considerable leeway for the deduction at 
the end of the quarter. 

Mr. HOLLAND. My eleventh question 
Is this: Referring to section 210 (a) (1) 
(A), line 24, page 240, through line 7, 
page 241 of the printed binl, Is It not true 
that under this provision agricultural 
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workers working side by side in a farm-
er's field will be differentiated as to 
whether they are subject to social-se-
curity benefits by virtue of the number 
of days they have worked for that par-
ticular employer during the previous cal-
endar quarter? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. That is entirely cor-
rect, 

Mr. HOLLAND. MY twelfth question 
Is this: I note that there is no definition 
of the word "employer" stated in the bill 
itself, as there is of the word "employee," 
and of most all the other terms. Will 
the Senator state for the RECORD the 
definition of the word "employer" which 
he would regard as'appropriate for the 
purposes of this bill? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. I should not want to 
attempt an off-the-cuff definition of the 
word, but I think that, in common par-
lance, it has a very well-defined meaning, 
It is the man who pays the wages, and it 
Is the mar. who has control and direc-
tion over the emplovee's labor. 

Mr. HOLLAND. I will not press the 
Senator, but will he say for the record 
that the proper definition of this term 
for the purposes of this bill would be 
the common-law definition as the same 
may be affected by any of the specific 
verbiage of the bill? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. Yes; I would say so. 
Mr. HOLLAND. The Senator has 

been extremely patient, which I appre
ciate. 

Mr. MMhLIKIN. I wish to express my 
appreciation ot the very finely phrased 
and important questions which the 
Senator from Florida has propounded. 

Mr. HOLLAND. I thank the Senator. 
it seemed to the Senator from Florida, 
In view of the fact that only a small 
fraction 3f the total of agricultural 
,workers was to be covered under the 
terms of the proposed bill, and that 
many of its terms were new to the body 
of our law, that it was highly appro
priate, if not necessary, that this entire 
matter be explored for the protection of 
the worker and for the protection of em
ployers in the agricultural field, particu
larly under the statement of the Senator 
from Georgia. that the committee had 
sought to confine itself, by the addi
tional and partial coverage given in that 
field under this bill, to such coverage as 
could be effected without bringing undue 
hardship or complexity or administra
tive difficulties upon the farmers of the 
Nation. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. I think the Senator's 
questions are especially pertinent, due to 
the conditions that exist in his own 
State and in other States which have 
somewhat comparable situations, where 
a large amount of migrant labor is nec
essary for th~e harvesting of the crops. 

Mr. HOLLAND. I thank the Senator. 
I should like to ask one additional ques
tion, because I think it is wholly perti
nent. So far as migrant labor Is con
cerned, is it correct that there is noth
ing whatever to exclude migrant labor 
by reason of the mere fact that the 
workers travel -from place to place, pro
vided that they stay in any one place 
of employment under one particular 
agricultural employer so long as to have 
worked 60 days and to have received $50 

in cash remuneration, during any cal
endar quarter, as set forth in the bill? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. The Senator is en
tirely correct. In asking his question, 
I am sure he has in mind what hap
pens in the second quarter, where a man 
has complied with the conditions affect
ing the first quarter. He does not have 
to work 60 days in the second quarter; 
he can work any amount of time, if he 
gets $50 during that time. 

Mr. HOLLAND. I thank the Senator. 
The real purpose of my question was to 
make it clear that there was no purpose 
on the part of the committee, nor will 
there be any purpose on the part of the 
Senate if it passes this measure-which 
I hope It will-to exclude any workers or 
their families from the coverage of the 
law by reason of the mere fact that they 
travel from place to place in following 
the crops and therefore come within the 
accepted category of the term "migrant" 
or "migratory agricultural workers." 

Mr. MILLIKIN. They would be clear
ly included in the coverage If they met 
the 60-day and $50 per quarter require
ments. 

Mr. HOLLAND. I am deeply appre
ciative of the kindness and the patience 
of the Senator from Colorado. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. I thank the Senator 
very much. 
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of Employment; a telegram from Harry Aus~rxs, TEX., June 15, 1950. 
Benge Corzier, chairman, and Dwight Senator WILLIAM F. KNOWLAND,

Hortn, ad Dan W Maxell com is- United States Senate,
MaxellHortn,W ad Dan comis-Washington, D. C.:,

sioners, of the Texas Employment Corn-
mission; and a telegram from Gov. Allan 
Shivers of Texas. 

There being no objection, the amend-
ment and the telegrams were ordered to 
be printed in the RECORD, as follows: 
AMENDMIENT INTENDED To BE PROPOSED BY MR. 

KNOWLAND To H. R. 6000 
At the end of the bill add the following: 

"PROVISIONS OF STATE UNEMPLOYMENT COM
PENSATION LAWS 

"SEC. 405. (a) Section 1603 (C) of the In-
ternal Revenue Code is amended (1) by strikc-
Ing out the phrase 'changed Its law' and 
Inserting In lieu thereof 'amended Its law', 
and (2) by adding before the period at the 
end thereof the following: 'and such finding 
has become effective. Such finding shall be-
come effective on the ninetieth day after 
the governor of the State has been notified 
thereof unless the State has before such 
ninetieth day so amended its law that it 
will comply substantially with the fS~cre-
tary's interpretation of the provision of sub-
section (a), In which event such finding 
shall not become effective. No finding of a 
failure to comply substantially with the pro-
vision ir State law specified In paragraph 
tS) of subsection (a) shall be based on an 
application or interpretation of State law 
with respect to which further administrative 
or judicial review is provided for under the 
laws of the State.' 

1(b) Section 303 (b) of the Social Sscu-
rity Act is amended by inserting before the 
period at the end thereof the following: 
1:Provided, That there shall be no finding 

under clause (1) until the question of en-
titlement shall have been decided by the 
highest judicial authority given juriediction 
under such State law: Provided further, 
That any costs may be paid with respect 
to any claimant by a State and included as 
costs of administration of its law'." 

SACRAMENTO, CALIF., June 15, 1950. 
Senator WILLIAM KNOWLAND,

Senate Office Building: 
Confirming our conversation re amend-

ment to E. R. 6000 the various States are 
now subject to pressure from Secretary of 
Labor's office on unemployment Insurance 
benefit decisions if unions disagree with such 
decisions, ss was the case in the maritime 
conformity issue Involving California last
December. Under the proposed amendment 
employers or unions involved must exhaust 
their judicial remedies in the State courts 
and until such Is done the Secretary of Labor 
would not be able to raise a conformity ques-
tion. After decision by the Supreme Court 
the Secretary of Labor may then raise con-
formity question and provide the State with 
opportunity for hearing thereon In the event 

The Texas Employment Commission warm
ly commends you for sponsoring amendment 
to H. R. .6000. We are sure all of the Stats 
agencies are grateful to you. 

HARRY BENGE CORZIER,Chairman. 
DWIGHT HORTON, 

Commissioner. 
DEAN W. MAXWELL, 

Commissioner. 

AUSTIN, TEE.. January 15, 1950. 
Senator WILLIAM F. KN-OWLAND, 

United States Senate, 
Washington, D. C.: 

Your amendment to H. R. 6000 Is highly 
appreciated by me as I am sure it Is by 
governors of other States. 

ALLAN SHIVERs, 
Governor of Texas. 

Mr. KNOWILAND. Mr. President, the 
unemployment-compensation anmend
me 
met I propose Is made necessary by 
recent events to which I shall refer. 

As we know, the Federal unemploy
mfent-compensation-tax laws impose a 3
percent tax on employers. When a State 
has an unemployment-compensation law 
containing provisions specified in the 
Federal law, employers subject to the 
State law receive a 90-percent credit 
aantte3pretFdrltx n 
aantte3pretFdrltx n 
accordingly pay one-tenth of that 
amount, or three-tenths of I percent. 
The States under the Social Security Act 
receive Federal grants covering their en
tire administrative costs in operating 
their systems. Today every State is re
ceiving these grants and employers coy
ered by every State system are receiving
this 90-percent credit against the Fed
eral tax. 

The Secretary of Labor Is required 
under existing law, on December 31 of 
each year, to certify for the 90-percent 

tax credit against the Federal tax each 
State whose law has been approved as 
containing the provisions required in the 
Federal law. However, he is not to cer
tify if he finds either that the State has 
so changed Its law that it no longer con
tains the required provisions, or that the 
State has failed during the year to com

ply substantially with these provisions.
On such a finding he can withhold tax 
credit certification. Without the Secre
tary's certification, taxpayers of the 
State must pay an additional penal Fed
eral tax of nine times their normal tax, 
in addition to any State tax, Further
moethFdragansoteSae 
more the Federalstra ants turostes State
fra diitaieproe ilb 
wit',hheld. 

During more than a decade of opera
tion before the authority over tax credit 
was transferred to the Labor Depart
ment, although there have been thou
sadofcimdesonohargwssadofcimdesonohargws 
ever held on the question of State con
formity to the Federal law arising from 
such decisions. But there were hearings 
last Decemb~er, just before the deadline 
for tax credit certification, on the ques
tion of whether the States of Californiaand Wsigo ol ecriid
nWsigo ol ecriid 
Neither State was accused of falling to 

conform to the federally required provi
sion by virtue of a legislative change in 

SOCIAL SECURITY ACT AMENDMENTS 
OF 1950 

Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, wl 
th SnaorfrmWahigtn ildlt

thefomenatrWshintonyiel to 
me for a statement, not to exceed 10 
minutes, relative to an amendment I am 
submitting to H. R. 6000? 

Mr. CAIN. Mr. President, the Sena-
tor from Washington asks unanimous 
consent that the Senator from California 
be permitted to speak for 10 Minutes 
without the Senator from Wahntn 

losing Washingtonr.the Secretary of Labor then made findingsis righ
losing hisright to he floorof 

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. LEH-
MAN in the chair). Without objection, 
it is so ordered, and the Senator from 
California may proceed. 

Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, at 
thispoitth i pat oREORDas mythispoin inthe a a prt o myECOR, 

remarks, I should like to have printed a 
copy of an amendment which I have 
heretofore submitted to House bill 6000, 
to extend and improve the Federal old-
age and survivors insurance system,
and so forth, and alon'l with that I 
should like to have printed immediately 
following it a telegram which I have re-
ceived from James 0. 'Bryant. director 
of employment, California Do~partment 

fact and conclusions of law that the State 
statute as interpreted by the State supreme 
court did not conform to the standards laid 
down In section- 1603 of the Internal Revenue 
Code, his decision would be held in abey-
ance for 90 days In order to permit the State 
to convene its legislature and amend theState law to bring it into conformity with 
the Federal stahdards. Such an amend-
ment Is highly desirable In order to achieve 
proper Federal-State relationship as it at-
fects the unemployment insurance program, 
The background of the California con-
formity hearing of last December is beingsent you under separate cover, air mail,
today. 

JAMES G. BRYANT, 
Director of Employment, Cauijornia 

Department of Employment. 
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its law or by virtue of its court's Inter-
pretation of its law. Each State was 
cited to a hearing in Washington, D. C., 
because of mere appealable administra-
tive applications of the law in certain 
claims cases. Nobody can know how the 
claims would have been decided under 
the State law, as the claimants had not 
completed the normal procedure under 
that law of establishing their rights, 

What happened was that late last 
November both States were notified to 
appear at the Labor Department, and in 
December were tried by a minor official of 
that Department on the issue of the 
State being out of conformity-because 
of these appealable administrative claims 
actions. 

These States escaped the penalty of 
having their grants withheld and the 
State unemployment compensation tax-
payers of these States escaped in excess 
of $200,000,000 in tax penalties only be-
cause the State agencies agreed at the 
last minute to meet the Secretary's de-
mands, 

Thus, even assuming that the initial 
claims actions complained of were incor-
rect, and contrary to the Federal pro-
visions, it is utterly disruptive of State 
administration of its law for the Secre-
tary to concern himself with this kind 
of day-to-day appealable action. It dis-
rupts all the State corrective machinery, 
and interjects the Federal administrators 
into the State administrative processes, 
in effect denying to the State court 
charged with the duty of final action the 
right to hear and correct administrative 
errors. 

Yet, because of his conclusion that cer-
tain appealable administrative actions 
were erroneous, the Secretary insisted 
that the State itself should be held out of 
conformity and denied grants, and that 
employers subject to that act be penal-
ized an extra tax equal to 2.7 percent of 
their payrolls for the year unless the 
State administrator immediately capitu-
lated to the Secretary's requirements. 

Such a development raises a vital 
issue-whether the State claims proce- 
dure is to be scrapped. So far, the Se~c-
retary has actually intervened between 
the highest level of administrative de-
cision and appeal to the State courts for 
interpretation and application of State 
law. Tomorrow he may step in between 
initial claims action and the adminis-
trative appeal from such action. It is 
not compatible with State administra-
tion that the Federal Secretary of Labor, 
rather than the review forum specified 
in State law, should pass on day-to-day 
problems. The Federal interest is cer-
tainly amply protected by the Secretary 
awaiting a final decision of the State on 
a case before deciding that the State is 
out of conformity, 

The proposed amendment clarifies 
congressional intent as to the point at 
which the Secretary may act to hold a 
State out of conformity. It merely re-' 
quires that the Secretary shall not inter-
vene in State proceedings on appealable 
matters, ,but shall act only after the 
State itself has spoken finally through
its highest appeal forum. This provi-
sion merely gives the State an oppor-
tunity to follow through its prescribed 
procedure in determining whether to 

give or deny benefits to the claimants 
in question. The limitation on the Sec-
retary's action in no way deprives him 
of his subsequent authority to determine 
whether the State is or Is not out of 
conformity with the Federal statute 
after the review procedure of the State 
has been completed. 

The second important provision of the 
amendment gives the State a 90-day 
period to get in conformity after the 
Secretary has held the State to be out 
of conformity. In the two cases pre-
viously cited, the State administrators 
were able to' meet the Secretary's de-
mands because the claims in question 
had not become a matter of court deci-
sion. The situation may be that it is 
a court interpretation rather than an 
administrative interpretation, which the 
Secretary finds to throw the State out 
of conformity with Federal standards, 
In such a situation it would be iMPOS-
sible to obtain immediate compliance by 
administrative action, as occurred in the 
two recent cases. It would be necessary 
to convene the legislature after the court 
decision, and where the decision is late 
in the year legislative action might be 
Impossible before the December 31 dead-
line. After this deadline, State legis-
lative action could not relieve the State 
of the penalties. The amendment would 
merely give the State a 90-day compli-
ance period and relieve the State of the 
penalties of the Secretary's action if, 
and only if, the State conformed with 
the Secretary's interpretation of the 
Federal standard within this 90 days. 

Mr. President, I think that all Mem-
bers of the Senate who have expressed 
an interest in States' rights and in 
proper administrative procedures in the 
several States of the Union which have 
a responsibility should support this 
amendment. 

Mr. CAIN. The Senator from Wash- 
lngton has been very much interested in 
what the Senator from -California has 
stated, and wishes now to associate him-
self with the views expressed by the Sen-
ator from California. He joins with the 
Senator from California in hoping sin-
cerely that the amendment proposed by 
him will be adopted by the Senate next 
week, 

Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, I 
should like to take this opportunity of 
expressing my appreciation to the Sen-
ator from Washington for yielding. One 
of the cases to which I referred grew out 
of a situation in the State of Washing-
ton. I think the amendment involves a 
question of tremendous importance to 
every Member of the Senate. The rea-
son I took the opportunity of interrupt-
ing the Senator from Washington at this 
point was because I wanted the material, 
which included a telegram from the Gov-
ernor of Texas, from the Texas Commis-
sion on Unemployment, and from the 
State of California, to be in the RECORD 
so that it might be examined by Mem-
bers of the Senate as background ma-
terial on this subject, 

Mr. CAIN. Mr. President, when the 
Junior Senator from Washington yielded
late yesterday afternoon to make way for, 
a conference report on the bill (H. R. 
2143) to amend the Hatch Act the Sena-
tor from Washington was discussing the 

pending business, House bill 6000, and 
was when interrupted analyzing the 
Finance Committee report on House bill 
6000. The Senator from Washington 
hopes to conclude this analysis within 
the hour. 

The argument which the Senator from 
Washington has been and is presenting 
is being offered in the hope that appro
priate committees of the Congress will 
shortly undertake to recommend to the 
Congress and the Nation a new social-
security system to replace our prevailing 
system which was established in 1935. It 
is generally admitted by both those-who 
advocate and those who resist the 
passage of House bill 6000 in this session 
of the Congress that our prevailing 
social-security system has fallen so far 
short of achieving its objective, which is 
that of providing for the legitimate needs 
of America's aged population, and is so 
possessed of fundamental and basic 
faults and inequities, that this system 
must be replaced in time, and the sooner 
the better, with a system which would 
probably provide for universal coverage 
and be maintained on a true pay-as-you
go or annual basis. In recognition of 
this obvious need the Committee on 
Finance has offered a resolution to au
thorize and encourage a study of every 
possible social-security system. The 
Senator from Washington is of the con
sidered view that this study and the re
sulting recommendations ought to be 
made before House bill 6000 is passed. It 
seems, however, to be the consensus of 
opinion that House bill 6000 ought to be 
and will be approved by the Senate-next 
Tuesday. The Senator from Washington 
is offering his criticisms of House bill 
6000 in an effort to be of constructive 
assistance to any group which may be 
formed to encourage future social-se
curity improvements which are so im
peratively required. 

Mr. President, in recent weeks the 
junior Senator from Washington has 
carried on correspondence with a num
ber of persons throughout the United 
States for whose judgment and ability 
he has considerable respect. A good 
many of these persons to whom the Sell
ator from Washington has written repre
sent American corporations and com
panies in which Americans by the tens 
of millions have invested their savings. 
It seems to the Senator from Washington 
that others aside from himself-and I 
think this is likely to be'so-ought to be 
terrifically and thoughtfully interested 
in the observations which have been 
made to the Senator from Washington 
by those who now manage, and have so 
successfully managed in recent decades, 
the savings which belong to the Ameri
can people. I have before me at the 
moment only two letters, which I wish 
to read. The first one was received 
under date of June 13, 1950, and was 
written by Mr. J. W. Scherr, Jr., execu
tive vice president of the Inter-Ocean 
Insurance Co., which has its executive 
offices in Cincinnati, Ohio. 

Mr. Scherr writes as follows: 
Sin: I was indeed interested in your speech 

before the Senate on the subject of an inves,~ 
tigation of the social-security program. 
Apropos to this subject, I have just returned 
from a meeting In New York of the Health 
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and Accident Underwriters Conference and 
as might be expected, your stand on the 
question of H. R. 6000 and the future of our 
social-security system has commanded the 
respect of the entire Insurance industry. I 
assure you that those of us who deal in 
probabilities and who are vitally concerned 
'With the economic welfare of the people of 
this country are not entirely selfish In our 
opposition to further extension of the pro-
gram. We feel that any system which corn-
pletely ignores the Insurance principle must 
eventually fall by its own weight and we are 
prepared to help you fight your battle with 
the tools at hand. 

Mr. Scherr goes on to say: 
I am today sending the following telegram 

to Senators WALTER GEORGE, HARRY BYRD, 
EUGENE MILLrKIN, HUGH BUTrLER, and ROBERT 
A. TAFT. 

The telegram Is quoted as follows: 
Uige thst you act favorably on Cain reso-

lution 92. R*.R. 6000 not compatible with 
Insurance principle and can virtually destroy 
our economy. Rteconsideration of entire 
social-security program essential to future of 
country. 

Mr. Scherr concludes his letter by say-
ing this: 

I appreciate the urgency of this matter and 
feel that the strategy which you have em-
ployed to defeat H. R. 6000 or to delay action 
on this bill represents a great service to the 
Nation, 

Cordially yours. 

Mr. President, I should like to say to 
Mr. Scherr, in reply, at this time, that 
the junior Senator from Washington has 
stated what he feels to be a fact, that 
H. R. 6000 will be passed in the Senate of 
the United States next Tuesday. The 
Senator from Washington is very grate-
ful to be a medium through which the 
views of Mr. Scherr and other thoughtful
actuarial students can be offered to the 
Senate. 

The junior Senator from Washington 
feels that the contributions to be made 
by Mr. Scherr and his associates 
throughout this land will constitute a 
pr~ime. case to lay before whatever corn-
mission or group or committee is estab-
lished, either by the Senate or by the 
House, or by both branches of the Con-
gress, to reexamine the system and make 
recommendations for the future with 
respect to the social-security program
needs of the people of the United States 
of America. 

Mr. President, under date of May 23, 
1950, I received a letter which was signed 
by Mr. Charles J. Haugh, who is the 
secretary of the Travelers Insurance Co., 
with offices in Hartford Conn. I take it 
that probably there is no American liv-
Ing anywhere in this great country who 
does not recognize the, name of the 
Travelers Insurance Co. to be a byword
throughout the land. The secretary of 
that company is a gentleman who, to-
gether with his colleagues, takes our 
money, turns over to us insurance pol-
icies in lieu of that money, and promptly 
proceeds to so invest and make secure 
our savings that when the policies come 
due we not only will receive the total 
number of dollars called for in the 
policies, but the dollars we receive will 
have a maximum of Purchasing power
contained within them, 

The Travelers Insurance Co.'s official 
point of view, then, with reference to 
the pending bill-and their views ought 

to be of concern to most Americans-is 
as follows: 

I am writing In reply to your letter of 
May 12 relative to the social-security bill 
(HI.Rt. 6000) which is about to be considered 
by the Senate. 

As you so clearly state, an effective re-
vision of the Social Security Act designed 
to accomplish the objectives which are gen.
erally understood to be sought by such legis-
lation can best be accomplished only after 
a thorough independent Investigation by 
a commission comprised of individuals well 
versed in this field, 

Unless and until a well-thought-out study
Is made, it Is inevitable that the social 
security program will be subjected to per-
ennial assault of well-meaning, but IIl-advised individuals who seek to remedy
defects (either real or imagined) by legis-
lation which may create two problems where 
only one grew before, and by Individuals 
who seek to use the sorial-security program 
as a means of Injecting the Federal Govern-
menit into any and every kind of business 
pursuit pcssible. In saying this, I do not in 
any way intend to cast aspersions on Indi-
vdasmrlbeasthypooetrvie 
the social-security laws of the country. I 
merely want to stress the fact that the prob- 
lern is an extremely technical one and, as 
such, offers opportunity to seriously involve 
an already complicated situation and also 

seek in an Indirect way to accomplish an 
objective which, If clearly made known, 
would be rejected vigorously by the Congress. 
It is only sound logic to seek the advice of 
technicians before reaching a conclusion, 

Parenthetically, I would suggest that 
with reference to the present we are not 
inclined, as a Senate, to seek the advice 
of technicians before reaching a conclu-
sion. We are determined to reach a 
conclusion on Tuesday next. It is s~m-
ply the hope of the Senator from Wash-
ington, and now of Mr. Hall, of the 
Travelers Insurance Co., and a goodly
number of other Americans, that in the 
near future, after we have taken action 
on and approved H. R. 6000, we shall 
seek advice from the best qualified tech-
nicians of the United States, and ask 
them, "What have we so recently done 
without -first seeking your advice and 
your counsel?" 

Mr. KERR. Mr. President-
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.

STENNIS in the chair). Does the Senator 
from Washington yield to the Senator 
from Oklahoma? 

Mr. CAIN. I am pleased to yield,
Mr. KERR. Is it not entirely possible

that H. R. 6000 represents the result 
not only of research by experts and tech-
nicians, referred to by the distinguished
Senator from Washington, but also of 
the best thinking of the members of the 
Committee on Finance? And is it not 
possible that it might represent a great
improvement over the present social-
security law, and be far better than what 
we now have, and yet still not be the ulti-
mate we hope eventually to have? 

Mr. CAIN. The Senator from Okla.-
homa has posed a reasonable question, 
for which I think there is a reasonable 
answer. I have been advised, and I[ 
think correctly, that no study has yet 
been made by either the Senate Finance 

offers a medium for adroit Individuals toHos, tid 

Committee, or by the technicians em
ployed by that committee, of social-secu
rity systems other than the one which 

has been in force in this country since 
1935. The junior Senator from Wash-
Ington hopes and expects that some or 
Perhaps all the amendments offered by
the Senate Committee on Finance to 
H. R. 6000 are designed to improve a par
ticular system. What the Senator from 
Washington has been suggesting is that 
in his view anyway, it would have been 
bte oeaieohrssesbfr 
bte oeaieohrssesbfr 
seriously endeavoring to patch up a sys
temn which the proponents of H. R. 6000 
have told us in the Senate must event
ually, and they hope soon, be replaced
by a different system.

Mr. KERR. Has the Senator seen the 
document of blue paper which has been pae nted 
paeontedsk of each Senator since 
the beginning of the debate? 

Mr. CAIN. I have not personally seen 
It. 

M.KR.M.Peiet ol h 
Mrenator bes r.Pris iedtknow touat that 

Sntrb upie oko htta
document contains a tabulation, first, of
the provisions of the present law w~th 
reference to our social-security system;
second, a tabulation showing the differ
ence between the present law with ref
erence to each item of H. R. 6000, as 
passed by the Hosand, thrthe dif

ference between the present law and H.
R 6000, as reported by the Senate Corn
mnittee on Finance with reference to each 
one of the main provisions? Further
more, is not the Senator from Washing
ton aware that the Senate Finance Comn
mittee had the bill before it for some 3 
months Of hearing, and had the benefit 
Of the recommendations of its own ad
visory council, which had worked on the 
matter for some 2 years or longer with 
reference to each one of those points? 

Mr. CAIN. The Senator from Wash_ 
ington is aware in general of what the 
Senator from Oklahoma has just said. 
The Senator from Washington merely 
returns to the premise that no examina
tion of any other possible system has 
been made or deeply studied or reflected 
upon, so far as the Senator from Wash
ington knows, by the advisory council, 
by the Senate Finance Committee, by the 
staff of that committee, or by any tech
nicians employed by it, because the Sen
ate Finance Committee conceived that it 
was confronted with a very practical 
matter-the need for improving, insofar 
as it was Possible for them to do, the 
existing system. 

Mr. KERR. Then the Senator would 
really be surprised to know that the ad
visory council studied all known social-
security laws, and that testimony with 
reference to many of them was brought 
to the Senate Committee on Finance. 
If the Senator would read the documents 
to which he referred yesterday, as I re
call, in terms of their weight, embracing
the two volumes I hold in my hand, the 
facts I have stated would be apparent to 
him. 

Mr. CAIN. The junior Sen~ator from 
Washington expects pretty soon to be 
able to refer to the same 11 or 12 pounds 
of hearings and reports on the basis of 
his having read them, sir, from begin
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ning to end. That task has just been un-
dertaken and is by no means completed, 
and certainly will not be completed by 
Tuesday of next week, 

Mr. KERR. Then, the Senator is do-. 
ing what he thought maybe the Finance 
Committee did when he said they rec-
ommended a bill and then decided to 
study the matter, in that the Senator 
from Washington is advising against the 
bill and after having done so expects to 
read the hearings with reference to it? 

Mr. CAIN. No, I think that is not so. 
Mr. KERR. Maybe I misunderstood 

the Senator, 
Mr. CAIN. I think in part the Sen-

ator has, I have not read all the hear-
ings, though I have read a good part 
of them. Particularly have I read the 
testimony offered by those who dissent 
from the provisions of H. R. 6000. When 
the junior Senator from Washington 
says he considers that the advisory com-
mittee has not given thoughtful, thor-
ough attention to the merits of other 
social-security systems, he thinks he is 
on very sound ground. There is a dif 
ference between an advisory committee 
giving, if not lip service, at least casual 
service to a study of other systems and 
givinig the other systems a compre-
hensive going over, 

Mr. KERR. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield for one further question? 

Mr. CAIN. I am pleased to yield, sir, 
Mr. KERR. In our search for perfec-

tion, would the Senator think that we 
should use the exclusive method of wait-
ing until it had been fully achieved be-
fore making any change, or would he 
countenance the possibility of merit in 
approaching it gradually and by stages? 

Mr. CAIN. The Senator from Wash-
Ington would think that every question 
of that character would have to be con-
sidered on its individual merits. He 
takes the position, from which a major-
ity of the Members of the Senate are 
going to dissent that a new approach to 
our social-security problems in this 
country could be recommended and es-
tablished in about a 2-year period. He 
does not see an impelling need for liber-
alizing and expanding a system which its 
chief proponents and defenders on the 
floor of the Senate tell us they think 
must be replaced by another system. 

Mr. KERR. I should like to give the 
Senator the information that the ad-
visory council of* the Senate Finance 
committee, which, by the way, I believe 
was created during the time we had 
what was known as the Republican 
Eightieth Congress-

Mr. CAIN. Yes. 
Mr. KERR. And the Republicans had 

a majority of members on the committee, 
Mr. CAIN. The chairman then, the 

distinguished Junior Senator from Colo-
rado [Mr. MILLIKIN] and his fellows, be-
gan the undertaking of a very serious 
study. But I take it that the Senator 
from Colorado, together with the Sena-
tor f rom Georgia [Mr. GEORGE], the pres-
ent able and distinguished chairman of 
the Senate Finance Committee, will not 
maintain on this floor, as in fact they 
said otherwise the other day on this floor, 
that those studies undertaken during the 
Eightieth Congress have by any means 
been completed, 

Mr. KERR. No; the position Is not 
taken that they have been completed, 
but neither is there a feeling on the part 
of the committee at this time that the 
studies were entirely without effect, or 
that no progress whatever was made, but 
that on the contrary, much progress was 
made, and based upon the studies and 
recommendations, further progress was 
made by the Finance Committee in its 
very extended study and hearings on the 
bill this year. 

Mr. CAIN. The Senator from Wash-
ington has not maintained that some 
progress has not been achieved, 

Mr. KERR. Then, if it has been 
achieved, does not the Senator think 
that the Congress might be wise to take 
advantage of that which has been done 
and implement it by this proposed leg-
islation, and yet look forward to a fur-
ther continuance of the study in the hope 
that still greater progress may be made? 

Mr. CAIN. At this time the junior 
Senator from Washington would by no 
means agiee. The Senator from Wash-
ington and the Senator from Oklahoma 
and other Senators know the approxi-
mate number of persons now paying in to 
the-social security system. We know ap-
proximately the number of Americans 
who are benefiting from that system. 
We know that for a very limited period 
of time we are going to be able to take 
in money much more rapidly than we 
are required to pay it out. We are pres-
ently suggesting a liberalization of the 
benefits to go to the beneficiaries of this 
system at this time purely, it seems to 
me, because we are financially in a posi-
tion so to do. 

I think it was about 2 or 3 days ago 
that other Senators on this floor, in 
answer to a question relating to finan-
cial matters, said that in their view the 
reserve fund would not be in jeopardy 
or in possible trouble for the next 4 or 
5 years. Beyond that they would not 
venture a guess, because 4 or 5 years 
from now it stands to reason that many, 
many additional persons will be drawing 
benefits from the system. 

Mr. KERR. The Senator Is aware of 
the fact, is he not, that the committee 
took into consideration not only the fact 
that the fund had certain amounts of 
reserves, but that the compelling reason 
for the liberalization of the provisions of 
the law was not on the basis of the 
amount of money in the reserves, but 
on the basis of the need and the equitable 
considerations with reference to those 
participating in the program? 

Mr. CAIN. The Senator from Okla-
homa is scratching a fundamental at the 
moment. I think we are all in agreement 
that we are only willing to double, on 
the average, the benefits to go to the 
aged who are members of the social. se-
curity system, because in the past 15 
years we have cut the value of the Amer-
ican dollar just about in two. Because 
we have a system today which takes in 
much more than it has to give out, Iin 
the immediate future we are in a much 
better position to move much more rap-
Idly in liberalizing the benefits, without 
giving too much consideration as to what 
our financial involvement is to be possi-
bly 4 or 5 or 10 or 15 or 20 years from 
now, 

Mr. KERR. Then the Senator recog
nizes, does he not, that there is some 
considerable merit to moving, to the ex
tent that we feel we can do so, to meet 
that increased need of those who now 
are benefiting or participating in the 
program? 

Mr. CAIN. I feel that my Govern
ment, of which I and the Senator from 
Oklahoma, the Senator from Colorado, 
and all other Americans are a very proud 
part, has recognized an obligation to 
the aged of America. In resisting in 
what I think is a reasonable way the 
enactment of House bill 6000, I do so 
because I hope that before very long 
there will be an admission by everyone 
of what is simply a fact, and that we 
shall establish in this country a social-
security system which will offer-offer, 
by the way, because many persons ought 
to turn it down-to every aged American 
what is offered to other aged Americans, 
whereas our present social-security sys
tem, if continued in this country for a 
thousand years, would, in my opinion, 
never achieve that objective. 

Wr. KERR. Then the Senator will 
admit, will he not, that the bill now being 
considered is a great improvement over 
the present law? 

Mr. CAIN. I think I have not main
tained otherwise. What I have main
tamned is that whatever may be the 
merits of the .suggested new law-and 
thraecosdabemistotun 
there arewhcnsdeabe meringitshto ientuon 
srome Oflwhich thesdistingishdmenator
frmOlh ahs stc meed 
it still remains a fact, and a very dis
tressing one,. that we are extending and 
broadening a system which we recognize 
possesses faults of such a nature that 
in time-and I merely stress the rapid 
passage of time-it must be replaced 
with an entirely different system. 

I am not unmindful of the fact that 
Members on both sides of the aisle of the 
United States Senate have been saying, 
in the course of this debate, "~We are 
going to adopt a resolution authorizing 
a study." I am so hopeful of the results 
of that study that I have done my best 
to provide in the RECORD certain argu
ments which that study group will want 
to examine, along with arguments 
offered before it by, I hope, thousands of 
gop n neetdprosi h 
gruslnantrstdprsn.i h 
lan.KER IthnteSnaovry 

MrKER IthnteSnaovry 
much. 

Mr. CAIN. I thank the Senator from 
Oklahoma most sincerely. 

Mr. President, I should like to read 
now the last several paragraphs of the 
letter written to me by the secretary of 
the Travelers Insurance Co. Its author. 
Mr. Haugh, concludes by saying the fol
lowing: 

When It comes to suggesting Individuals 
who might be considered to serve on a comn
mission to make a study of this nature, I am 
naturally Inclined to lean to the type of 
individual whose training and experience is 
such as to afford him a good knowledge of
the economic and administrative problems
which are involved. It Is for this reason 
that I suggest consultation with the Casu
alty Actuarial Society and with the Society 
of Actuaries. They can be reached as fol. 
lows: Mr. Harmon T. Barber, president, 
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Casualty Actuarial Society, care of the Tray-
elers Insurance Co., 700 Main Street, Hart-
ford, Conn.; Mr. Edmund L. McConney,
president, Society of Actuaries, care of 
Bankers Life Go., Des Moines, Iowa. 

I shall not suggest specific individuals 
within these organizations as I would pre-
fer to leave that to the organizations them-
selves. Neither do I suggest that any such 
commission be comprised entirely of ac-
tuaries. 

I sincerely trust that you will be success
ful in your effort to have this matter thor-
oughly studied by a competent commission 
so that any modification of the Social secu-
rity Act which may be adopted will be adopt-
ed in the light of full consideration of all 
facts and with fy.11 knowledge of the effects 
of such legislation, both immediate and 
ultimate. 

Very truly yours, 
CH5AS. J. HAUGH, 

Secretary, 
I wul smpy Hug tataytoMr
I woldsyimpy Mr Hagh hatt 

I am not speaking only for myself, Mr. 
President, but I believe I am speaking
for a good many persons of like mind. 
Those to whom I have referred and I, 
likewise, will continue to be anxious and 
hopeful that any study group established 
and authorized by the Congress will un-
dertake a serious analysis of the social-
security needs of the aged population of-
the United States, in order that in the 
years soon to come we shall have re-
placed the present system, with all its 
faults and all its inequities, with a sys-
tem which will provide as much justice 
to one aged American as it provides to 
any other such person.

Mr. President, if House bill 6000 Is 
passed, it seems to me that it will only
result in paying old-age and survivors 
benefits to 2,700,000 persons during the 
coming year; but as the coverage ex-
pands and as the number of insured 
reach retirement age and claim benefits, 
then the threat of trouble will begin.

Mr. President, let me say parentheti-
cally that we are not in trouble at this 
time with reference to our American 
social-security system, but I think we 
are headed for trouble, and, in my opin-
Ion, it is quite proper to run up a flag
of warning in this year of 1950. 

Th se tx rtiescmeatite-The teprat iner-taxriss cme a
vals beginning in 1956, 6 years from 
now. Then the race starts between the 
social-security tax income and the ben-
efit outgo. If the -benefit outgo exceeds 
the tax income, and if the trust fund is 
absorbed, and there is a very good like-
lihood that that will occur, then there 
will be nothing but brass knuckles and 

nclub in the shape of increased taxes 
to keep the system from bankruptcy. 

Mr. Fresident, I quote now from page
33 of the report: 

Estimates of the future costs of the old-age 
and survivors insurance program are affected
by many factors that are hard to determine, 

That statement Is the truth, if the 
truth ever was spoken.

The report further says, on page 34, 
thtteehaenrcomne-

A tax schedule which * will make 
th yte s scnef-uprtn ery

be foreseen under present circumstances. 
How is this masterpiece of self-sup-

port demonstrated? It is demonstrated 
by a series of actuarial tables, presuma-
blV Prepared under the eagle eye of 

Robert Myers, the chief actuary of the 
Social Security Administration. Mr. 
President, every once in a while a person
i nildt aeagesa ote 
i nildt aeagesa ote 
author of a particular work, and I have 
made mine. If we look closely at these 
tables, however, we shall find escape
hatches scattered along the way. In 
reading further from the report, on page
37 we find this statement: -come, 

The range of error in the estimates may be 
fully as great for contributions as it is for 
benefits, 

Certainly that is a very resurn 
statement,.essrn 

Furthermore, Mr. President, we find 
thfolwnonpg33fterprt
tefloigopae3ofterot: 

Because of numerous factors such as the 
aging of the population of the country and 
the Inherent slow but steady growth of the 
benefit roll in any retirement Insurance pro-
gram, benefit payments may be expected to
increase continuously for at least the next 
so years. 

Oththeecnbnodu.We 
kOwfotat fate that the nodumber ofol 
knwfrafc httenme fod 
persons in the country is increasing. We 
also know that the greater the number 
who are taken into the system, the great-
er the number-always assuming that no 
trick conditions to throw old persons out 
of the system will be invented-who will 
claim benefits, 

Mr. President, on what basis have the 
estimates been prepared? They are pre-
pared by making a whole series of cal-
culations, and those calculations, re-
quired to be made in the absence of cer-
tain obtainable facts, are based on a 
variety of factors-continued high em-
ployment being one of them. As one of 
the escape hatches, table 19, based on 
unfavorable economic assumptions, is in-
serted on page 50 of the report. 

Then there are figured out low-cost 
estimates and high-cost estimates and 
out of these two we get a blend called in-
termediate-cost estimates. Says the re-
port, at page 43: 

It should be recognized that these Inter-
mediate-cost estimates do not represent the 
most probable estimates, since It Is Impos-
sible to develop any such figures. Rather,they have been set down as a convenient and
readily available single set of figures to use 
for comparative purposes. Also, a single in-
termediate figure is necessary in the develop. 
ment of a tax schedule which will make the 
system self-supporting. 

Ithtstoseenssasanything,
it Ify thatseteofesentencst atssay 


saysnothaotintrmedable onst estimceates 

arsntthc ms onuesaesmposince any
probable 
develop; yet, for all that, the intermedi-
ate figures are essential to figure out 
taxes that will make the system self-
supporting, That is as clear as crsathe 
Is it not? crsa, 

What all this fancy figure work comes 
down to is this: The Social Security 
actuaries do not know. They will not 
admit it in so many words-and I can 
understand that--but the fact remains, 
they do not know.Evroewooksiacvrdct-

We do know that the number of old 
people In the country is Increasing. We 
likewise know that if H. R. 6000 passes, 
coverage will be expanded and the num- 
ber of oncoming benefit claimants must 
Inexorably expand. 

But whether the social-security-tax

income will be sufficient to pay these

benefits Mr. Altmeyer does not know,

adhsataisd o nw n 
adhsataisd o nw n

nobody on earth knows. That is why

this question excites the curiosity and

interest of many of us.


So we are going to proceed arbitrarily

to increase benefits out of current in-


knowing, and having a reason to


know, that the day must come when the 
brass-knuck taxes must be socked to the

young boys and girls in their first jobs,

who right now are being told, and en

couraged to think, that they are paying

for some kind of annuity,


There was a man, not so many years

ago, who briefly succeeded with a varia

tion of this scheme. His name was

Charles Ponzi, and he eventually landed


in jail. What the prospects are for ourSocial Security officials getting into deep
trouble in the future is unknown at the

moment.


What I have suggested is that if we

look for some solid basis for cost esti

mates we do not find facts sufficient to

give us reassurance about the future.


WhtIavsidstatfwelofr 
soibasdis 


notefoind bany. o cs stmtsed

Remember that I have suggested that


this is a Siamese-twin system and that,

so far as the taxpayer is concerned, they

must be considered together.


Look, for example, at some of the

things the report tells us about the year

1970, only 20 years hence.


Table No. 7, found on page 35, tells

us that in 1970 the number of men and

women 65 and over in the United States

will be anywhere from 15,900,000 to

18,500,000. A wide range of estimate, I

would say.


Then table 9, found on page 38. gives 
us the estimated number of old people
in 1970 drawing benefits-that is, the 
number of primary beneficiaries and the 
widows and the parents. 

The range of such old beneficiaries

runs, according to these calculations,

from a little over 6,000,000 to a little

over 9,000,000.


In other words, Mr. Altmeyer's lowest 
estimate of the number 65 and over in 
1970 is 15,900,000 persons, almost 16,000,
000 human beings. I refer to table 7, on 
page 35. 

On the other hand, his highest esti
mate of OASI aged beneficiaries is a little 
over 9,000,000-to be exact, 9,117,000
table 9, page 38. However, it is sliced, 
20 years hence, according to Altmeyer
caultosthrwiltllbtte 
very least, more than 6,000,000 persons
65 and over not drawing benefits from 

social-security system.
Yet we are told in the face of these 

som Ihae forcotesimaewe dooko 

tables-whatever they may be worth-
that the costs of old-age assistance may
be expected to decrease. 

Tob finish piecing out this jigsaw puzzle
leustrtoheacdwgeeod 
system. 

gory, however briefly, and who has paid
social-security taxes has a wage record 
in Baltimore, Md. 

Mr. Altmeyer told the Finance Coin
mittee last January-page 29, Senate 
hearings-that there are 80.000,000 in
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dividual wage records in the files. This of the system at all. What Mr. Altmleyer Why not, rather, face the task, If we 
does not nrean at all that 80,000,000 per- and his functionaries are concerned must, of paying back what those people 
sons are insured. Indeed, says Mr. Alt- about primarily are categories and ma- have paid in, or of squaring the deal in 
meyer, "at any one time we estimate that chinery. They have fixed up a giant's what seems the most reasonable way. 
there are only about 35,000.000 workers cat's cradle which only they can under- and then making a truly fresh start 
actually in insured employment." What stand, and it is the cat's cradle that where age is the only qualification and 
it means is that 80,000,000 persons, over they want to enlarge, expand, and en- all receive the same sum, raised and paid 
and above current benefit-receiving old trench. for year by year, as it must be raised and 
People, have worked in covered employ- They hang on like grim death to their paid for by those of us who are still at 
ment at one time or another and estab- preposterous wage records and at this work. 
lished a wage record if only for a few minute they have a bill over in the Pub- Mr. President. the contention is also 
months. lic Works Committee of the House-H. R. made that the Old Age and Survivors 

It has been said that to handle these 71873 is the bill-asking for $11,500,000 Insurance Fund and the payroll tax sup-
EOOC;f 000 accounts a rental of more than with which to buy land here in the Dis- porting it, will finally be made universal, 
a million dollars a year is paid to Inter- trict and construct a building to put with a minimum payment to all persons, 
national Business Machines. Whether those records in. augmented by their wage credits ac
this is true or not I do not know, for Mr. You will hear people say, Mr. Presi- quired as at present. All this is sup-
Altimeyer does not seem to have been very dent, that one reason why it is impossible posed to happen simply by steadily ex-
explicit on this point, to change this system is that these 80,- panding coverage. 

These 80,000,OCO records are supposed ooo,ooo persons, living and dead, have I see no prospect of success here, Mr. 
to represent live accounts. Some of the paid taxes and hence have acquired a President. I see only the same old de-
persons with records in Baltimore may vested right in the present system. lusions. Some people call what we have 
be, and probably are, dead. But some Look a little closer at this so-called now a pay-as-you-go system simply be-
method has been figured out to discard vested right, for it is something. Care- cause for the moment the tax income is 
de-ad people, and the 80,000,000 are pro- fully examined, we find it a half-true, greater than the benefit out-go. 
sumed to be alive, if not all of them half-false, proposition. I notice with tremendous compliment 
kicking. It is perfectly true that those 80,090,000 to those involved that in recent days 

The Senator from Maine [Mr. BREW- persons have paid taxes for a longer or neither the senior Senator from Georgia, 
STER] last January-page 30, Senate shorter time, but what is the character the chairman of the Finance Committee 
hearings-said to Mr. Altmneyer that the of the vested right? [Mr. GEORGE], nor the junior Senator 
amount of money which the Federal An actuary, after careful scrutiny of from Colorado [Mr. MZLLifKiNI, the rank-
Government had received from these H. R. 6000, gives me this picture about ing minority member of that committee, 
persons. now uncovered or perhaps the real source of benefits that thousands have made any such contention that we 
dead-and I quote the Senator-"runs will receive: are presently paying as we go in con-
into many hundreds of millions of dol- Consider two men who earn $100 a month nection with our social security system. 
lars." Said Mr. Altmeyer, "I think this and $250 a month, respectively, from 1937. to Expand coverage however you will un
is true." 1955, each retiring in 1956 at age 68-which der the present system, but the day of 

But, said the Senator from Maine, "Do is a typical retirement sge. Under H. R. reckoning must come. What right have 
you intend to keep that up forever? 6000 the first man will receive a primary w odm hsfaflpolmo u 

Someime mak a ceck benefit of $50 a month; the second man, one w odm hsfaflpolmo uou wll hve t
Soret'Inl yo chckof $72. A very conservative actuarial valua- children and grandchildren, simply bewil hve o mke 

will you not?" tion of their future primary benefits, taking cause we have not the moral fortitude 
Mr. Altmeyer's rejoinder to this was account of some probability of each having and energetic imagination to face the 

as follows-page 31, Senate hearings: a wife or widow qualifying for benefits, would truth today? 
What we have to do. of course, is to use the show the first man to get total benefits worth Mr. President, if this has seemed a 

various avenues of public information, Some $7,500:1 the second worth $10,800. The first nghstem tIcaasueheSn 
for example, have given man has paid In $264 in employee contribu- lnghstem tIcaasueheestreetcar companies, tions; the second, $660. Interest on these ate that in attempting constructively 

us free apace for those cards you see inside amounts is ignored, as the value of the sur- to describe the almost fathomless in-
of streetcars. We have not resorted to loud- vivorship insurance received by each is more tricacies of our present siamese-twin 
speakers and, that sort of thing. * I We than the interest. in tabular form the fig- system of so-called social security, I have 
get out explanatory pamphlets. We send ursndterratosparasflw: brlycachdheufc.
those pamphlets to groups that we think ure__d_ her___t__sparafllwsbreycrtcedthsrfce 
would be particularly interested, like labor If we pass House blill 6000, we make 
organizations and employers, and we have a vauEoxaecfofvles even more complicated that which is al
very definite program of local contact by our Average Employee benefits contribu- of bene- ready complex beyond endurance. It is 
local osanagers. We try in every way to tell monthly contribu- is he re. lions to fits over necessary and healthy for us to admit 
people what their potential rights are, but aee tol adceived benefits contribu
we do not have any way of maintaining In- tos adko htw o 
dividual contact with each' one of these - .As I have said before, we simply make 

ococ.Percent worse a situation where millions of the 
1100 --------- 1t204 17, itO 3.5 17,230 present aged get no consideration and 

I am told that it requires more 1250----------- s10, 6.1 where of have nothan 660 Soo 10, 140 millions future aged 
6,COO persons to look after these records. - I ___ - assurance, whether they Pay social-
I should think it would. NOTE.-It tray be noted that the $250 man has paid a

higher proportion of the value of his benefits than tl c security taxes or not, that they will ever 
Pamphlets we have, though no loud $1001)man. lut neither has paid asigniificant prop~ortion get any benefit. 

speakers, anid an amount paid in through anyhow, and each one iherefore gets a substantial profit MrPesdnjtashttiea
slmeigacut fsm u- from the system. This profit isderived partly froinenm. Mr.rsdnt0utasor ieao 

on May 24, I introduced Senate Con-these slmeigacut fsm u- ployer cronrributions-wbich are charges on the general 
current Resolution 92 calling for the apning peshaps to hundred of millions of publicin the shope of highierprijces-hut largely are from 

dollars. contributions by and on behalf of younger eunployces. pointment of a commission of completely 
Did I say that this system was a Rube In other words, Mr. President, the so- independent experts to undertake, full 

Golberg invention? Goldberg, in his called vested rights of many of these time, divorced from all influence of the 
most extreme flight of fancy, never people are for benefits that will have Social Security Administration, a com
dreamed up anything to equal what the to be sweated out of the hides of the plete investigation of the present social 
Social Security Administration has done. younger men and women whose own security system and an investigation of 

On these wage records, supposedly, are benefits, in the future, look more than other possible systems. 
based the various sums that beneficiaries dubious. I earnestly appeal for support of this 
are paid. But when these formulas have All this vested right really amounts resolution. 
to be arbitrarily changed and benefits to is the fact that 80.000,000 persons, In the statement which I made when I 
'shifted in order to get the right an- living and dead, have paid social se- Introduced the resolution,-I said: 
swers, what is the value of all these curity taxes in varying amounts. Why pass a bill that we know Is bad, de-
records? Why make this fact the excuse for spite the beat efforts of the Finance Corn-

The truth is that the longer one looks gtigdeeper and deeper in with an mittee, when with the expenditure of a lit-
at it the more it becomes apparent that unjust, capricious, Inflationary, and the more time we might have legislation that 
aged human beings are not the concern hopelessly complicated system? Is good? 
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I can only repeat what I said then and 

urge that the most serious consideration 
be given to what I have proposed.

Let us not try'to mortgage the future
of or cilden.Let s hlt her weof or chldre. weLt ushaltwher 

are now and try to discover what is best 
to do. Let us do nothing further to en-
trench what is fundamentally a cheat, a 
dishonest system, that does not deserve 
the name of sccial security at all, 

Mr. President, if Senate Concurrent
Reolton9i nttob aprvd yResoutinis ot b appove by9 o

the Senate, then the junior Senator 
from Washington will place his faith 
and hope in the results to be achieved 
from the adoption of the resolution of-
fered this afternoon by the junior Sena-

to rmClrd M.MLII]fr
himselfm andorthe senir. Senator foro 
Gimeorgian[Mr GheOG. io ifrose kenaowrha 

Georia Mr. Ikno ifEOREL tha
their joint wishes come true, our present
social-security system will soon be re-
placed by a system which offers to one 
aged American what is offered to every
other aged American. These two distin-

gihdSntrhaepbilaged 
that there is no long-range cure for the 
fundamental weaknesses to be found in 
the pending bill which seeks to patch UP 
a social-security system, 1935 model,
which Is neither now, nor can it be in the 
future, a reasonable or workable answer 
to the needs of the aged persons Of 
America. The junior Senator from 
Washington will appreciate an opportu-

nity to work with the Senators men-

tioned and other Senators in looking for 

and establishing the right answer for 

the needs of the aged who live now and 

who will live In the future in our great 

country, 


Mr. President, It will take but a very 
few minutes to summarize my position 
concerning the pending bill, 

Mr. President, when I made my State- 
Ment on May 24 last, in introducing Con-
current Resolution 92, providing for an 
Investigation of the Social-security sys-I ffre alete hdhih ri-tem, I fee etrwihIhdwi-
ten to several hundred persons through-
out the country, persons who in one way 
or another had had direct experience
with social-security problems and had 
given a great deal of time and thought
to them, 

The letter which I wrote was as fol-
lows: 

As you know the social-security bill (H. R. 
6000) -which passed the House last October, 
Is now before the Senate Finance Committee 
and shortly will be reported out for Senate 
action. This bill represents the first major 
revision made In our social-security legisla-.
tion since 1939 and Is no unimportant piece
of legislation. Although we do not yet have 
the completed Senate bill three committee 
releases have specified what the bill will 
contain In respect to old-age assistance and 
expanded old-age and survivors insurance 
coverage and benefits, 

After considerable thought, I have come 
to the conclusion that I cannot vote for a 
bill containing these provisions. Instead,
I am urging that the social-security estab-
lishment be left as it is, pending a thorough
and completely independent investigation
and overhauling. This overhauling, it seems 
to me, should be undertaken by a commis-
sion, and carried out along the line specified

inhisleter oovr 

I have become Increasingly skeptical
about the present deferred-benefit system
which excludes-and must continue to eX-
elude-so many of today's aged from our so-called social Insurance and gives large bene-fits to some who qualify after making only
token contributions. Back in 1935 when the 
Social Security Act was first passed, it was 
assumed that the insurance system with 
reasonable promptness would cover the old 
people and that old-age assistance (means 
test relief supported by Federal subsidies)would soon psss out. The reverse has hap-pened. The groupds covered by Insurance
have slowly expanded; relief for destitute 
old people has zoomed ahead. What this 
amounts to Is that social-security legisla-
tion has puched many of the States, includ-
Ing my own, Into trying to handle these prob-
lenms through jerry-built relief plans, often 
practically unsupervised and depending, of 
course, on Federal subsidy.

Patching up unworkable social-security
programs-as H. R. 6000 attempts to do and 
as any bill of the type will do-is bound to 
create more maladjustments than it cures,
We badly need a fundamental technical 
study that can lead to a constructive re-
design of our social-security system. 

Mry own feeling is that an honest pay-as-yon-go system with age the only qualifica-
tion necessary is probably the answer. The 
benefit, I suppose, should be a certain num-
ber of dollars a month-small enough to in-
dicate the normal expectation of other per-
sonal provision and large enough to be of 
some significance In the income of the re-
cipient. I set neither age nor figures; theCommission's work would have to give usthe answer or the basis for an answer. I 
would suppose that the benefits would be 
financed by an earmarked tax, from the low-
eat earnings up to some such maximum as 
the $3,000 now used In the limited, discrimi-
natory tax now In current use. This slm-
ply meaiss that the producing workers of 
the Nation are paying a tax to aid in the sup-
port of the old and by the earmarked taxeach knows and is conscious of what he is
paying. In no way should such a benefit 
be regarded as taking the place of personal 
thrift, nor does It take the place of local 
charity and relief. The system ought to be 
designed to get the Federal Government outof the business of subsidizing relief in theStates. 

I am asking you, as a person whose pro-
fessional interests have Included social-
security problems, to let me have your views 
on this question. I ask that you write me 
with all frankness about the objectives, the 
personnel, and the method of study that 
might be pursued by such a Commission as 
I have described above. There must be menof standing-independent, competent, and
Informed in this area-who could help In 
this task, We ought rightly to expect that 
such men would represent a truly Ameni-
can approach to these problems-an' ap-
proach which so far has been sedulously
avoided by the official advisory councils. 

I am persuaded that this is a matter of 
vital Importance to the preservation of our 
system of free enterprise and the noncollec-
tivist way of life. 

Since the bill will be before the Senate 
any day now, I appeal to you for a prompt
consideration of this letter. 

To show the deep feeling which this
social-security question has aroused-
and I think it is a very healthy feeling,
indeed-I shall now refer to and ask 
permission to insert some of the replies
in the RECORD, 

If these letters which the junior Sen-

Senate that the Insurance people, among

others-and to the insurance people

generally I may say again Americans

everyhr nalcniec unoe

terwhrsa ing cob dne nall tureryovertdtersvnst epoel netd 
are anything but unanimous in their 
support of our social-security system.

The junior Senator from Washington
wishes, and in fact is privileged, to bring
the views of such students of the ques

tion to the attention of every Senator on both sides of the aisle who now or in
the future may become interested in this

question.


Mr. President, I should like unanimous

consent that a letter from Mr. Elgin Fas

se th acur ofhe otwsen

sl h cur fteNrhetr 
Mutual Life Insurance Co. of Milwaukee,
be made a part of my remarks at thispoint.

There being no objection, the letter 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 

THNOHWSENM UA 
TENOTETRNMUA


LIFE INSURANCE CO.,

Hon.HARR uP. s..ay1,
CAIN 90Ro.HRYPCA,

United States Senator, 
Washington, D. C. 

My DEAR MR. CAIN: I have pleasure In ac
knowledging your letter of May 11, addressed 
to me personally and asking my views as to 
social security. You state the you do not 
expect to vote for H. R. G000 and instead areurging no change in social security at thistime, and that there be an Investigation and 
overhauling undertaken by a Commission 
along lines suggested by former President 
Hoover. Also you favor the pay-as-you-go 
system.

I have long felt that the accumulation plan

Is a mistake in the social-securlty system

and that It ought to be on the pay-as-you-go

mehd
The concept that each generation ought to
accumulate vast national funds with which

to look after its own old age is a delusion,

because such funds become political targets

end are likely to fail of their purpose. In

giving such assistance as may be desired to
the aged and Infirm, it is proper for theState to operate on the pay-as-you-go plan
because it has the taxing power. This is 
quite a different situation from that of in
dividuals providing for old age out of their 
own resources, which of course can only be 
done by saving in an accumulation plan.

If I had a vote It also would be against
H. R. 6000, and I agree with you that a study 
and overhauling of the existing law wouldbe advisable. If it is your tdea that actuartes
would be of assistance on the proposed com
mission, I would refer you for suggestions to 
Mr. IF. M. McConney, president, Society of 
Actuaries. The headquarters of the society 
are at 208 South LaSalle Street, Chicago,
Ill., but Mr. MeConney also is president of 
the Bankers Life Co., Des Moines 7, Iowa,
and would ordinarily be reached at the latter 
address. 

A number of actuaries have been actively
associated with the social-security develop
ment. Mr. M. A.Linton, president, Provident 
Mutual Life Insurance Co., Philadelphia 39, 
Pa. has been In close association from the 
start. Mr. RI. A. Hohaus, actuary, Metro
politan Life Insurance Co., New York 10, N. Y.. 
has been In close contact for many years.
Mr. W. Rulon Williamson, 3400 Fairhill Drive,
Washington 20, D. C., has also had a good deal 
of contact and In the past has been actuarial 
cnutn fteSca euiyBadCnutn fteSca euiyHad

It will of course be understood that theexpressions herein are my personal views 
only. 

Yours truly, 
ELGIN G. FASSEL. 

by frme Prsidnt , aor romWashngtn hs rceied rombfomrPeietHoeinhslteonato rmWsigo a eevdfosocial-security revision to Chairman Dough- competent Americans from every section 
ton of the House Ways and Means Committee of the United States do nothing else,
a year ago. I think they wifl help to convince the 
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Mr. CAIN. Mr. President, I may say 

that a number of the replies which I 
have received urged that I consult Mr. 

LnoMr. Williamson, ahd Mr. Hohaus. 
Intaeon, o 

Ihvdoes.No reply has yet come 
to me from Mr. Hohaus, but I have let-
ters both from Mr. Williamson and Mr. 
Linton. They are more than interest-
ing; they are in complete contradiction. 

I am going to read them, 
Mr. Linton is president of the Provi-

det utalLie onsraceCo Pil-
dentMutulLfe Isurnce o. f Phla-

Phia. He was an actuarial consultant 
to the Economic Advisory Committee 
back in 1934 and 1935. He was also a 
member of the advisory counsel set up by 
the Senate Finance Committee during 
the Eightieth Congress as a result of the 
passage of Senate Resolution 141. 

Mr.Wlllmsn or20yersanas 
acury Withiathe Travees 2 In asuranc 

aco.arof Ha t tfor Tandetereafterrfrom
nd, rom 

1936 until his resignation in 1947, was 
actuarial consultant first to the Social 
Security Board and then the Social Se-
curitY Administration. He is presently 

anacuail n ra-

Co. f Hrtfrd heraftr, 

onulat riae 
ticthereinl Wanshitngtoin.piaerc

ticeher inWasingon.down
Mr. President, in order not further to 

consume the time of the Senate I ask 
unanimous consent that the letters re-
ceived by the junior Senator from Wash-
ington from Mr. Linton and from Mr. 

Willamsnbemad a prt f myre-

marks at this point, 
There being no objection, the letters 

were ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 

PRoviDENT MUTUAL Lssx 

INSURsANCE CO. OF PHILADELPHIA, 


Philadelphia,Pa., May 5, nsa0. 
Hion. HARRY P. CAIN, 

United States Senate, 
Committee on Public Works, 

Washington, D. a. 
DEAR SENATOR CAIN: Thank you for your 

letter of May 31 about H. R. 6000. I am 
strongly In favor of enacting the bill as re-
ported by the Senate Finance Committee, 
Then, next year study can be made of ex-
tending It to cover the present retired aged. 
If that extension could be made we could 
then have a program which would provide 
benefits reasonably related to the workers' 
economic status prior to retirement,' and 
supported by the kind of tax which has been 
accepted by the country, and which would, 
continue 'to be accepted, I believe, because 
the relationship between the taxes and the 
level benefits would be so close, 

Sincerely yours, 
M. A. LINTON, 

WASHINGTON, D. C., May 27, 1950. 
Senator HARRY P. CAIN, 

Senator from Washington, 
Senate Office Building, 

Washington, D. C. 
COMMSSINO EXERT ONSOCAL ECUITY 
cOMIsINOPExERSONSOIA ECRIY 

DnAR SENATOR CAIN: I find myself very 
largely in agreement with the position you 
take in your letter of May 24 and I should 
like to deal with certain aspects in this reply. 
There has been an increasing recognition of 
the "wrong start" represented by the deferred 
benefit system. Among the objectives, then, 
of a Commission of competent Informed 
thinkers, the most important at the outset 
seems to me a study of the objectives proper 
In the United States of America in a national 
program of shared provision of some portion 
of the very personal responsibilities repre-
sented in programs of social security. 

I am giving a paper before the Health and 
Accident Underwriters Conference In New 

York City on Monday, June 5, and in dealing 
with the subject I outline rather dogmati-
cally certain conclusions I have reached. I 
am enclosing a copy of that discussion. The 
Commission should seriously analyze pur-
poses, philosophy, program, and performance 
for the United States of America. The prime 
question is: 'What are we trying to do, and 
what should we try to do?' The Commis-
sion should start with the American unique-
ness-the economic conditions and environ- 
ment of freedom. Since the report of the 
original Committee on Economic Security of 
1934 and 1935, the Advisory Councils of 1937-
38 and 1948, there has been a Steady and an 
obvious avoidance of facing any full consid-
eration of the subject. There has been 
rather every effort to avoid opening up the 
consideration of a full program for all the 
citizens-at least it seems that way to an un-
prejudiced observer, 

This study requires persons with a compre-
hension of demography, actuarial science as 
handled In private insurance-the better to 
avoid the deferments and the Individual 
equities of such protection-the law, busi-
ness economics and finance, business, and 
public research. Congressman CuRTIs says 
that competent men should be engaged who 
can put consecutive time for many months 
on canvassing the situation, and setting

the results of their studies. They
should be free of the domination from the 
Social Security Administration or political 
expediency. Such men exist, and they 
should be found. They must be mature, 
competent, honest, patriotic. As my paper
for June 5 sets forth, I believe the insurance desinatin on, an I sggeamisladin 
calling the proper program social budgeting 
to bring in the sense of financial responsibil-
ity in budgeting, and to sidetrack the oppres-
sive bargains for all appeal In the current 
OASI program.

I shall perhaps add a second letter later, 
but 'n this one I want to discuss the prob-
lem of costs which is so much the province of 
the actuary. A paper of mine on cost fac-
tors appeared in a social-security bulletin 
while I was actuarial consultant for the 
Social Security Board-in 1938. In 1947 after 
I had left the Social Security Administration, 
there appeared Actuarial Study Number 21, 
written by Mr. L. 0. Shudde, still with the 
Office of the Actuary--Social Security Admin-
istration-and by George Immerwahr, then 
with the Actuarial Section of the Analysis Di-
vision of the Bureau of Old Age and Sur-
vivors, now with the Monumental Life of 
Baltimore. The purpose of both reports was 
to make clear the wide range present In these 
cost factors and the essential unpredictability 
of costs over time in such a program as old-
age and survivors insurance. This Is so 
fundamental an item that in spite of careful 
disclaimers as to the prophetic power in the 
actuarial section of Senate Report No. 1669, 
just off the press, the avoidance of certain 

impotanendItmsto reae msapre-
iprattesensocetemape-
hension. Thus while table 12 indicates low 
and high costs at the end of the century re-
spectively of eight and one-half billion and 
thirteen and one-fifth billion, on the as-
sumption of no wage advance, optimists
talk of 4 percent a year and pessimists 
perhaps 1 percent or 2 percent a year. Most 
administration discussion assumes at least 
double the wages-and through another 
application--or maybe half a dozen--of to-
day's new start, it would be more rational in 
the expanding planned economy to expect 
twenty-five billion or forty billion as the 
annual costs at the century's end. 

The population of that time aged 65 and 
over-see table 7-could be 19,000,000. or It 
oo'Vd be 29,000.000. The census has recently, 
corrected upward the figure for 1950 to a 
higher point than that used In the projec-
tions, and another correction may well occur 
from the 1950 enumeration. Table 9 shows 
a low Of 13,000,000 old-age beneficiaries and 

a high of 20,000,000-but with gerontological 
maintenance of work to advanced ages, and 
the threat of great extension of lSfe at those 
high ages and earlier retirement, the range
could be much wider. Ten million to thirty
million might be logical. If we had only 
$600 a year at the lower end as benefits and 
$2,000 a year at higher assumption, there 
Is a range of from $6,000,000,000 to $60,000,
000,000 as the benefits range way out there. 
Dollar costs have no definiteness off there 
in the future, but last year the outlay of 
two-thirds of a billion is about 1 percent of 
that top figure in the future. Percentage
costs hide a lot more vagaries, but nothing 
can hide the speculation which is possible. 
The level-premium coats have an apparent 
definiteness that does not bring out suffi
ciently the fact that there is. no expectation 
of collecting such sums In advance, and 
earning the interest on them. They do not 
bring out the fact clearly enough that table 
19 can occur many times before 2000, but 
that in the years when the benefits have piled
up to tremendous proportions an outgo of 
50 percent more than the income could really 
be serious. Such guides seem to me about 
like a New York street sign, -floating on an 
errant flying Dutchman in the Sargasso 
Seas. 

Through the 15 years since the act of 1935 
went through, we have had pious warnings
at each yearly interval that benefits were 
indeterminata and that it would be well to 
current tmoe whenwey coutldasa barelknow 
wharet curren reuieen tse mightkno baelyA 
wa urn eurmnsmgtbOs
has neglected them and has centered attentiton.on the remote future when we could not 
ko.I a emdasrneyivre 
concern, but we have been very sure that 
current outlay would not be large. This 
report, however, seems to open up a route of 
easy qualification, only six quarters of cov
ered employment, with as little as $300 earn
ings from employment, or as little as $600 
earnings from self-employment-and per
haps affecting six to eight million persons in 
tenx er.Wehrw eadi 
aseanacext oryenot, ihthas alwte regarmarks 
but it brings down to the current situation 
the indeterminateness that affected the dis
tant future heretofore. We might qualify 
only 1,000,000; we might qualify 6; we might 
have the minimum of $25 or even $20 a 
month for most, or we might have a mini
mnum wage of 75 cents an hour-or at the 
raeo$15amnhtgievr$0a 
maeont in2beeis Sontn-ow wie haver nde
terminate costs almost at once, as well as 
In the distant future. 

Wernitthvausotescolgt
the assessmntsh maduesby Americancitoizens 
of these devious folk ways so untried and 
s udmnal ntrciet epnil 
s udmnal ntrciet epnil 
citizens, How measure the persistence of 
Integrity, the power of the dollar of benefits 
for a penny of contributions-or less? 

Public assistance has been the leading 
source of benefits to the aged and the de
pendent children-three times the payments 
last year that were handled through OASI. 
This is a very interesting fact, that virtually 
no forecast is made for the major plan, while 
these serious studies have been developed for 
the minor one. 

There are in fact four categories of the 
aged: 1, the recipients of OASI benefits; 2, 
the recipients of old-age assistance and aid to 
dependent children; 8, the recipients of both; 
and 4, the recipients of neither. The third 
category Is one of major Importance here
after, since the new bill calls attention to 
the convenience of collecting from both 
sources, by limiting the Federal grant to the 
States to $25 instead of $30 available for the 
recipients of two alone. 

In short we have undependability both 
now and later under the recommendations of 
the Senate Finance Committee, and I have 
gone to this trouble to show how badly need
ed is the financial responsibility of men of 
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the right type In this Commission. there Is 
internal evidence that the actuary Is trying 
to tell his stbry In this report, but that he 
has not been free to bring out the long-run 
hazards sufficiently. The type of "open-end" 
program was that of the assessment and fra-
ternal insurances of the 1870's and 1880's. 
which have been so unsatisfactory over the 
years for the relatively small groups which 
they involved. Large numbers of life actu-
aries regard this OAS! as inherently of the 
same danger, but the area of operation multi-
plied a hundredfold. 

Financial Irresponsibility seems to me to 
characterize this program, but if the benefits 
to the existent aged are now dangled before 
the eyes of these old people and the quali-
fications are as few as set forth in this report,
I expect that current unhappiness can be 
more serious In the next few years than a 
long-delayed nemesis, 

I have covered much of this, with extreme 
brevity, In some of my testimony before the 
Ways and Means Committee and the Senate 
Finance Committee. This should not be just 
a debate, a showing up of flaws, though the 
flaws should be examined. It should be the 
sort of analysis that the British used to call 
a "Royal Commission." It should get the 
outside opinion, so carefully avoided by the 
last advisory council, and it should integrate
much available data both within the Federal 
Government and outside, 

The magnitude of the present OASI and 
Public Assistance Benefits would permit ad-
justment now. The difficulty of adjustment
would be many times harder, should H. R. 
6000 he enacted first. Next to the value of 
the Commission is blocking H. R. 6000, with 
Its contradictory principles, and Its unpre-
dictable costs, 

I am tremendously Impressed with the 
objectivity of your letter, and with the im-
portance of your resolution. If I can be of 
any help to you, either as an actuary or.as a 
citizen, please feel free to call upon me. 

Yours sincerely,
W. RULON WILLIAMSON, 

Actuary. 

WASHIsNGToN, D. C., May 28, 1950, 

Senator HARFLY
P. CAIN, 

Senator from Washington, 
Senate Office Building, 

Washington, D. C'. 

husband's benefits, for wives and widows 
respectively Is a method of discriminating 
against women. 

Steadily the administrators of social secu-
rity have been bringing evidence to show that 
relating benefits to past records of wages 
has been unsatisfactory-requiring a dou-
bling of benefits-though not handled that 
simply-for the retired groups and the group 
to be retired later-and by implication cor-
recting for the clumsiness whenever the 
shoe pinches later, 

The system does not fit the presumptive 
needs of women, It does not fit the presump-
tive needs of men-as natural changes take 
place in the economy. It does not even 
insure the majority of our older people for 
20 years. 

We do not handle sufficient data to show 
what the assets and Incomes presumably are 
for the existin)P, older pertons. We need such 
a comprehensive review as to the status of 
the American citizens today-qluite different 
than it was In the sad days of the depression, 
and absolutely different than It was Implied 
to be, when all married women were regarded 
as dependents-essentially penniless-with-
out regard to the earnings or property of the 
spouse,

So a major objective of the Commission's 
work is factual analysis not yet really at-
tempted. 

Sincerely, 
W. RUTLON WILLIAMSON, 

Mr. CAIN. Having offered these two 

letters, both from persons who have had 
Intimate contact with social-security af-
fairs, I want to offer two others from 
persons who In different ways have seen 
at close range exactly how our present 
social-security system operates,

The first of these next letters Is from 

Mr a gaevc rsdn n ra-
urer of Halle Bros. department store in 
Cleveland. Mr. Iglauer was a member 
of the special committee appointed ila 
1937-38 to study the Social Security Act, 
If I am not mistaken, the junior Senator 
from Illinois [Mr. DOUGLAS] was also a 
member of that committee, and I would 
draw Mr. Iglauer's letter to the attention 
of the Junior Senator from Illinois. 

Tescn ofteeltrsifom
TheCsecodSofUtheeYletterIisSfrom 

of the aged-not as a matter of Charity, but 
as a matter of right. I hope you have fol
lowed carefully the testimony of W. R. Wil
liamson, one of the original actuarial con
suitants to the Social Security Board, whose 
opinion I have learned to respect highly. 
He has come to the same conclusion as you-
that the public assistance has now over
shadowed the so-called insurance system of 
which you speak. 

You may recall that I was a member of

the committee appointed by joint action of

the Senate and the Social Security Board to

study the Social Security Act in 1937-1~8. Al

ready at that time members of that commit

tee were deeply concerned over the fact that

the funds paid in by employees, and in which

they had a moral vested right, were being

paid Into the Federal Treasury along with the

employers' contributions, and that to the

extent that they were not being currently

used to pay benefits the remainder of the

funds were being used by the Federal Goy

ermient for every purpose. The answer of

the political economists has been that to the

extent that the Government has used these

funds they did not have to borrow with bonds

of the United States for other Government

purposes and therefore the credit of the

United States of America was thereby so

much improved.


With the advent of World War II and the 
enormous public debt that was created as 
a consequence, it becomes clear that as and 
when the amount of benefits that were con
templtdt epi n16,17,ad18

plrathed tohe-paxidmnu90,190and 1he180ede 
athe collections, the Government would have 
to borrow or impose additional taxes to meet 
any underestimates or any liberalization of 
benefits. 

The trouble with the whole program is that 
the accumulation of tax payments for social 
scrity in the ealeyaroftestm
produces so-called "trust funds" so large that 
the temptation Is constantly present to lib
eralize benefits and/or to increase coverage,
I agree with you that a pay-as-you-go sys
temn, with minimum subsistence coverage for 
all, Is the only answer. That, I believe, is in 
the main the thesis of Mr. Williamson's 
position too. 

I am particularly glad that you have taken 
the position in favor of a well-organized
Commission to study the whole social-secu
rity problem.'Composed of- Such a Commission should be 

I. Representatives of the actuarial profes

sion. 
2. Representatives of the Government, 
3. Representatives of business, 
4. Representatives of labor. 
5. Representatives of the general public.
Care should be taken that the Commis

sion's personnel should be nonpartisan in 
charancerdo a itth oas pincpapossibel aratleast 

otepicplpltclpris
Such a Commission might well be expected 
to take a full year or two to arrive at con
clusions.. 

A word about my observations concerning 
the previous Social Security Commission on 
which I served-I was Impressed with the 
high character, ability, and conscientious 
attitude of the majority of that special com
mittee. If there was any unfavorable aspect 
to that committee, It was the absence from 
most of the committee conferences of the 
representatives of labor. 

I believe that such a program as you en
visage is the only way to approach the prob
lem that bids fair to have such serious con
sequences to the whole economy. I believe 
also that such a proposal would meet with 
the support of every right-thinking organiza
tion concerned with these problems. 

With your permission I am sending a copy
of your letter to the chairman of the Social 
Security Committee of the National Retail 
Dry Goods Association and the Social Sccu

sIA CUITcOMSINGeorge Immerwahr, now a consulting ac-
DEAR SENATOR CAIN: I wrote you yesterday

to bring out one fundamental point, in con
nection with OASI-its unpredictabilitly\of 
costs, and the danger that this unpredic-
tability will be glossed over by such expedi-
ents as level premium costs, the use of 
percentage of pay roll costs and the absence 
of any really critical examination of these 
matters. 

Today I wish to discuss very briefly too, the 
unsuitability of the use of employment and 
unemployment as a basis for our Federal 
program of national sharing. It seems to 
me that the goal should be a program for 
all the citizens, so that for the aged we treat 
the two sexes equitably. In Report No. 1669, 
there is a little table on page 36, which shows 
that by 1970-20 years from now, only 66 to 
'75 percent of the persons aged 65 and over 
will be fully £nsured among the males, and 
only 13 to 19 percent among the females. 
That is--20 years from now the major part
of the population will still not be provided
for directly. 

Today only 8 to 10 percent of the aged
widows of 65 and over are drawing benefits 
from OASI. Since on the whole formal em-
ployment is uncommon for women from 40 
onwards, the gearing of major dependence 
upon employment records Is not the way 
to grant benefits to such persons. The sub-
stitute of using the employment of the bus- 
band and giving 50 percent of the bus-
bauad's benefits, of 76 percent of the former 

tuary, of Baltimore, but formerly chief 
actuary of the Bureau of Old-Age and 
Survivors' Insurance in the Social Secu-
rity Administration. 

Again, Mr. President, in an effort to 
save time, and because I know the letters 
probably will be read by my colleagues,
I ask unanimious consent that both of 
them be made a part of my remarks at 
this time,.aacda 

There being no objection, the letters 
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 

THE HALLE BROS. CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio, May 17, 1950. 

Hon. HARRY P'. CAIN, 
United States Senate, 

Washington, D. C. 
DEAR SENATOR CAIN: I have seldom seen a 

position regarding the social-security prob-
lem which is so accurately In accord with 
my own views, as your letter of May 12. 

H. R. 6000 is an Illustration of the dangers
Inherent upon embarking on any long-term 
program such as social security without aL 
full realization of the ultimate consequences, 

When Congress established the first social-
security law it created the impression that 
the employer and the employee jointly, with 
some small assistance from the Government, 
were to create a fund, out of which would be 
paid the minimum subsistence requirements 
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rity Committee of the American Retail Fed-
eration, and I shall ask them to give support 
to your proposal, 

I shall await your reply with interest, 
Sincerely yours, 

JAY IGLAUSS, 
Vice President and Treasurer. 

BALTIMsORE, Mn., June 12, 1950. 

Senator HARRY P. CAIn:, 


Senate Office Building, 

Washington, D. C. 


flEAs SENATOR CAIN: Though there have 
been some other national issues in which I 
have not been in accord with your views, I 
must say that I am most definitely in accord 
with those expressed in your letter of May 
25, 1950, relating to the proposed social se-
curity bill, H. R. 6000. I am convinced that 
to extend the defects of our present social 
security law as H. R. 6000 does would be most 

which benefit amounts are more or less pro-
portionate to previous income, gives rise to 
a socially Incorrect and wasteful distribution 
of the funds available for social security pur-
poses, and that the basing of benefits on 
wage and payroll records is needlessly corn-
plex in Its administration. Like yourself, I 
favor a system in which Federal benefits 
would be available to all in certain cate-
gories; for example, to all those above a spec-
ified age. Benefit amounts would in general 
be uniform, but they might be tapered down 
for beneficiaries above a certain income level; 
if so, such tapering down would be based 
on taxable income (as shown in the benefi-
ciary's tax return) but not on a needs test, 
The Federal Government would no longer 
subsidize public assistance. Federal benefits 
would be financed out of an earmarked ad-
dition to Federal income tax, 

WHAT EVESY SENATOR AND CONGRESSMAN 
SHOULD KNOW 

the existing program. Yet at the same time, 
he did nothing to discourage the hopes of 
labor groups who were supporting a tax in
crease in the belief that the increase would 
lead to higher benefits. In the Social Secu
rity Administration we played a double 
game; we told Congress that the tax rates 
were too low for the existing scale of bane-
fits, yet we told covered workers that they 
were "paying for their benefits." We talked 
of the system as if it were contributory, yet 
the employee taxes represented such a small 
proportion of true coat that the system 
could not really be called contributory in 
any true sense. But the public deception 
went on and still goes on; in fact I recall 
one time when I was told by Commissioner 
Altmeyer's office to refer to the employee 
taxes not merely as contributions but in
stead as "premiums," to convey even more 
emphatically the erroneous Idea that the 
worker pays the cost of his benefits. 

ScileuryAmnsra
Seodth ScileuryAmnsra

tion wishes that its system be looked to as 
the source of the major portion of income 
for retired persons and survivors and not 

sourcelyofeaousubsistenceisen benefiti 
on which the worker or beneficiary can fall 
back if all else fails. If a man who has been 
earning $5,000 a year writes in to the Ad
ministration and complains that his $45-a
month benefit is far insufficient to maintain 
him after retirement In the manner to which 
he is accustomed, I think you and I would 
agree that the correct answer to the man 
would be that after earning $5,000 a year 
for some years, he should have laid aside 
for himself a substantial additional amount 
In the form of Insurance and savings, per
haps in an owned home. We would tell him 
that because the cost of social insurance 
benefits is substantial, before his benefit was 
raised, our first effort should be to make 
sure that a benefit providing at least sub
sistence should be made available to his 
less fortunate fellow who had been earning 
only $1,200 or $1,500 a year and who, there
fore, had probably been unable to lay aside 
for his old age. We would tell him that 
the differential between his employee taxes 
and those paid by the $1,200-a-year man 
paid for a differential in benefit of only $2 
a month, whereas he was already getting a 
differential in benefit over the lower-paid 
man far above that figure. and that actually 
It was not the responsibility of the Govern
ment of the United States to give him a 
benefit much higher than that of the low-
paid man merely because he enjoyed a higher 
standard of living already. 

But the Social Security Administration 
officials would send him an altogether dif
ferent answer. They would agree with him 
that his benefit Is much too small, despite 
the fact he had already had an income well 
above that of the average-paid worker and 
should have been able to make considerable 
provision for himself. They would stress 
the fact that they had repeatedly urged Con-
grass to liberalize benefits like his. It is of 
interest to note that in the social-security 
bill which it advocated, H. R. 2893, the 
monthly benefit of a man who has earned 
$4,800 or more a year since 1937 would have 
been increased by about $50. while that of 
the man who has earned $50 a month would 
have been increased by less than $6, despite 
the fact that it is the latter man whose hens-
fit under the present law is so pitifully small 
and for whom a benefit increase is so 
desperately needed. 

Third, the Social Security Administration 
stresses the payroll tax method of financing 
social security even though it knows that this 
method Is unsatisfactory in theory and in 
practice and can never be extended to cover 
100 percent of gainful work in this country. 
This method, which involves employee taxes 
withheld by employers and matched by em
ployer taxes, seems to work out conveniently 
for the presently covered employment groups, 

thorough, independent study which will go
bak ofudaetasan rcnsrct our 

socialoseurityensystem d scrathfrom 
Asocayocuprobaby kntefowm servedtnhth 

I the 
actuarial staff of the Bureau of Old-Age and 
Survivors Insurance in the Social Security 
Administration for 7 years, ultimately be-

As youprobaly srved n kno, 

coming the chief actuary for the Bureau. 
When I began this work I was most enthusi-
astic over the social security program as it 
was then conceived. After some years in this 
work, however, I came to the recognition 
that this program was not working out as 
had been contemplated and that its defects 
were so serious and so fundamental that it 
could not work out effectively without corn-
plate revision, and this recognition was one 
of the factors that led me, late in 1946, to 
leave the Social Security Administration and 
enter another Government agency. And 
even more impelling factor was my realiza-
tion that Social Security Commissioner Alt-
meyer and some of my other superiors, who 
in my opinion must have been as well aware 
of most of these basic defects as I was, 
nevertheless apparently lacked the intellec-
tual honesty needed to come to an open ad-
mission of these defects and to seek their 
elimination, but instead chose to temporize 
with what they knew to be defective, to 
cover up one mistake with another, to divert 
the public's attention from the real defects 
of the social security program and instead to 
blame the program's failure on factors of a 
much less pertinent nature. It seemed to 
me, also, that there were various ulterior inn-
tives which I shall describe later. So long 
as this attitude and these motives prevailed 
among the officials of the Social Security Ad-
ministration, it seemed useless for me to re-
main there. 

I will not give here a full story of what I 
consider to be the defects of the social se-
curity program and the proposed patching-
up legislation, nor shall I spell out my rec-
ommendations for correcting the program. 
Because I was an employee of the Bureau of 
Internal Revenue at the time of the House 
and senate hearings on social security, I 
could not testify personally at their hear-
ings. However, an address which I prepared 
for a local actuarial club was Inserted In the 
Senate hearings by another club member and 
appears on pages 1979-1987 of the hearings, 
and this address indicates my views, In 
many respects they are quite similar to the 
views indicated in your letter. I oppose the 
present system and the proposed legislation 
on the grounds that it excludes from benefits 
the great majority of today's old people (and 
would still exclude them despite extension of 
coverage among people still working), that 
the major cash costs of the system are de-
ferred to such an extent that the costs ac-
tually accruing are concealed beyond any 
possible public recognition, that no adequate 
financing method can be developed for such 
a system, that the benefit formula, under 

unfortunate, and that what Is needed is aSeodth 
What seems most important for me to pass 

on to you now is some vital but little-known 
information concerning the Social Security
Administration, its motives in sponsoring
egisltionand it tactcmerelyrththeg 
leimslain ands iutsbtappticintdfurth troerin 
cus fato st etkn 
courseto ationeIs todeinbe takieon, tepr 

Soisalofirtther definiteAdeinsire tionthepr 
ofteSca euiyAmnsrto o 
convey to the public the idea that social-
security benefits-that is, old-age and sur-
vivor pension benefits furnished through the 
social-security system-are far more inex-
pensive than the same benefits furnished in 
any other way. A deferred-benefit system, 
In which benefits are denied a large propor-
tion of the old, the survivors and the dis-
abled of the present but generous promises 
are made to those who will be old, survivors, 
or disabled in the future, plays right Into 
the hands of this desire. Because the num-
bar of beneficiaries under such a system In 
Its early years is a very small proportion-
say one-eighth or one-tenth---of the ultimate 
number, such a system appears to be cheap 
even though a large actuarial cost Is accru-
ing, and it is easy to promise benefits at an 
ever-increasing level without the public 
realizing the coat to which It is Ultimately 
committed. The proposed method of financ-
ing the benefits of H. R. 6000 by employer 
and employee contributions which rise from 
1'!2 percent to 31'/4, percent by a series of 
scheduled increases Is entirely unrealistic. 
All experience to date indicates that the 
Increases will not place as scheduled un-
less either future disbursements rise faster 
than predicted or benefit increases are 
promised with the contribution increases-
and either of these conditions would render 
the scheduled increases insufficient to make 
the system self-supporting. 

The contribution Increases which had been 
scheduled for the existing benefit law did 
not take place as scheduled, so that today's 
contributions fall considerably short of In-
dicating the true cost of the system. Social 
Security Commissioner Altmeyer will tell you 
that the blame is on Congress, that he favors 
an actuarially balanced system, but he knows 
that an actuarially balanced system is a po-
litical impossibility if scheduled contribu-
tion increases are to be relied upon. If he 
were really sincere about an actuarial bal-
ance for the system, he would insist on the 
full level premium rate being assessed from 
the start. But this would give the public 
pause about the cost of the system. Simi-
larly, In a true pay-as-you-go system of the 
type both you and I advocate, the system's 
real costs would be immediately apparent, 
and this too Is a situation the Social Secu-
rity Commissioner could not tolerate. 

Mr. Altmeyer will tell you that at various 
times during the war years he resisted the 
freezing of the employer and employee tax 
rates at 1 percent on the ground that this 
was well below the level actuarial cost of 
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though even here are various administrative 
difficulties on the part of both Government 
and employers that are not generally realized. 
But to extend this method to the myriad 
borderline forms of employment, the casual 
earnings, the small earnings of marginal self-
employed persons is a process which can be 
attempted only with a great degree of trouble 
and never will be perfected. Even for the 
partial extension of payroll tax coverage con-
templated in H. R. 6000 we find numerous 
difficulties of definition and enforcement, a 
disproportionately Increased administrative 
expense, and the quite intenable formula of 
taxing the self-employed by one and one-
half times the employee rate. 

Since social security is really a charge on 
the c.untry as a whole, why not recognize it 
as such and finance it by adding an ear-
marked tax to our existing Individual 
Income-tax system? The machinery for this 
system has already been developed; it covers 
Income earners of all types, whether employer 
or employee, farmer or factory worker or In-
vestment holder, and it leaves out the trifling 
amounts of income (those under $600 a year) 
which it is a nuisance to tax for social-se-
curity purposes or otherwise. 

The reason for rejecting this ready-made 
and suitable form of taxation in favor of the 
inappropriate employment tax structure and 
the mammoth system of wage records is that 
of implementing the impression that this 
social-s-,urity program is a contributory pro-
gram, and second, that the employer pays 
part of the cost. The error of the first of 
these impressions I have already pointed out. 
The second impression, that the employer 
pays part of the cost is also erroneous, in 
that the employer tax is largely passed on to 
the consumer; that is, to the general public. 
Nevertheless this employer-bears-the-cost 
argument is one which has been continually
used by the Social Security Administration 
in order to get the support of labor groups 
and others. The idea is to make labor think 
the other fellow pays. 

Fourth, the incomplete job coverage, In-
evitable under the payroll-tax method, forms 
a very convenient scapegoat on which the 
Social Security Administration can place the 
major blame for the social-security program's 
shortcomings. When asked by the Senate 
Finance Committee why only 2,000,000 out Of 
11,000,000 people over 65 are receiving bane-
fits, Commissioner Altmeyer answered: 
"Exactly, and why is that? Because we did 
not start a system with universal coverage. 
I hate to remind you but the Committee on 
Economic Security did recommend universal 
coverage In 1935. just as we are recommend-
ing it today." Mr. Altmeyer knows that the 
major reason for the small proportion of 
beneficiaries among the present aged is the 
more fundamental defect that people already 
too old on January 1, 1937, to work on and 
after that date could not become beneficiaries 
under any job-coverage definition, and even 
If his own bill, H. R. 2893, had been law since 
1937. over 6,000.000 of today's 9,000,000 non-
beneficiaries woul-i still be nonbeneficiaries, 
but this device of blaming the trouble all on 
Incomplete job coverage seems to have 
worked wonders for him. Even the normally 

asut ro.Sunrliherws aeni 
by this deception, as Is indicated In his 
prepared statement to the Finance Coin-
mittee (see p. 2128 of the recent Senate 
hearings),. 

Even the estimates in the committee report 
on H. R. 6000 show that extension of job 
coverage will pay only a limited number of 
today's older people on the benefit rolls, and 
It should be remembered that those who do 
come on the rolls are either those who are 
still working or some others who are in a 
position and of a nature to work the system 
by getting a few extra "quarters of coverage" 
for themselves. Those who are now off the 
benefit rolls and are no longer working and 
who are too honest to work the system in 
this way will remain off the benefit rolls. 

Even at that, I believe the estimates Of 
number of beneficiaries in 1955 are too high. 
I am not aware of what pressures the pres-
ent Social Security Administration actuaries 
work under, but I know that during my 
years as an actuary for that organization 
there was a decided pressure exerted to pro-
duce high estimates of the number of bene-
ficiaries in the immediately ensuing years. 
This was partly to create a good impres-
sion of the effectiveness of the system and 
partly to assure a safely padded administra-
tive budget for the organization. I recall, 
for example, how on one occasion I had 
worked out estimates covering, I believe, a 
2-year period and submitted a detailed state-
ment in support of them. Mr. John J. Cor-
son, then Director of the Bureau of Old-Age
and Survivors Insurance, sent the estimates 
back to me with various changes of his own 
penciled In, raising the estimates by prob-
ably 50 or 75 percent, and directed me to 
work out a justification of these revised as-
timates of his. This, of course, I had to 
do, though I was convinced of the greater 
accuracy of my original estimates, and It 
subsequently turned out that even my origi-
nal estimates were too high. Some of the 
published actuarial estimates in connection 
with the 1939 legislation were several times 
too high; for example, it was estimated that 
the number of retired workers who would 
receive benefits in the middle of 1945 would 
be from a low of 1,217,000 to a high of 1,654,-
000, but the actual figure turned out to be 
only 431,000. 

Fifth, the Social Security Administration 
officials will tell you that they prefer con-
tributory social Insurance to public assist-
ance. They know, however, that passage of 
H. R. 6000 will transfer practically none of 
the present assistance recipients to the in-
surance benefit rolls and that despite the 
passage of H. R. 6000 the assistance rolls 
will probably grow for some years to come, 
The passage of a really effective social-secu-
rity program, under which the current aged 
and the current survivors would be brought 
on the rolls to receive automatic benefits-
that is, without a needs test-would make 
It appropriate for the Federal Government 
to withdraw completely from the assistance 
field, but nothing could be more distasteful 
to the Social Security Administration officials 
than this, 

The two reasons for their preference of 
the perpetuation of this dual system of in-
surance and assistance are these: First, 
through participation In the State programs 
of public assistance the Social Security Ad-
ministration officials are enjoying an in-
creasing Influence In State welfare admin-
istration, and, second, they are able to pit 
insurance recipients and assistance recipi-
ents In competition with each other for in-
creasing benefit levels. It is a form of com-
petition which has played beautifully into 
their hands thus far, and why throw away 
a device like this, 

Sixth, vested interests in the existing form 
of program have been well developed. The 
Social Security Administration has encour-
aged covered workers to believe that they
have paid for the benefits promised them 
and in this way a resistance on the workers' 
part has been built up against any change
in the form of the program. But even more 
unfortunate Is the vested interest of the 
Social Security AdministratIon itself. Nat-
urally it has the usual vested Interest of a 
bureaucracy In its jobs, but even more, It 
Is concerned about the perpetuation of the 
techniques and the philosophy It has built 
up. The wage-record system, for all the me-
chanical techniques and skill which have 
gone into Its making, has become such a 
mammoth thing that any curtailment of it 
Is unthinkable to the Administration. I 
recall the reaction I got to a proposal I made 
for a less steeply graded benefit scale, a pro. 
posal which I argued on the basis of both 

social desirability and actuarial equity. 
other officials protested that If we adopted 
such a proposal, we might become unable 
to justify the wage-record system. Truly 
this system has become not a means to an 
end but an end in Itself. 

THE NEED FRo A STUDY COMMISSION 
ThmotufrnaehigheSae

coul dos thewuldfbetonass th.ing00oSmt 
Col owudb opas .R 00o h 
supposition that It would investigate its 
shortcomings later. Obviously, if it approves 
the bill, it will not hurry to take up a study 
of It later. But more Important Is the fact 
that the passage of this bill now would make 
It much more difficult and costly to develop 
an effective bill later. As it is politically 
next to impossible to lower benefits, if the 
Senate desires now to go to a uniform 
thunor benefit abou n45 by mottnthsteicatd 
bth uifnowrhi billfis passeandu thena uoni-, 
formI bnewithis deidi psed n, the enefup uit.ee 
fombnftideddupthbnftlvl 
Will have to be much higher. 

It is safe to say that no really independent 
study of this subject has been made since 
the enactment of social security. There are 
those who will claim that the Senate Finance 
Committee's advisory council which stud~ed 
the subject in 1948 was independent. The 
men and women who served on this council 
were big-name persons who were extremely 
busy In their own fields and could not de
vote the time necessary for extended orig. 
inal study of this subject. As the result, 
the study staff, whose members were recoin-
mended by the Social Security Administra
tion, did the real work. The data which the 
staff members provided for the council mem
bers were those which the Social Security 
Administration wanted them to see, and I 
have ascertained from some of the council 
members that various other facts which 
might have led to different results were never 
brought to their attention. There were in
dependent qualified people who sought to 
serve on the staff and who later sought to 
come before the council meetings, but who 
were denied that opportunity. Social Secu
rity Commissioner Altmecyer was the only 
.,outsider" permitted to come before the 
council with an expression of his views, 

You ask me in your letter how an appro
priate study commission should be formed, 
and, as I have already indicated, I feel It 
should include persons who are proficient 
students, drawn from a variety of fields, 
persons who can approach the subject with. 
out pride of sharing authorship in the exist-
Ing system, and persons who can devote 
extended full time to do original work. 

Once the commission is formed, it Is essen
tial that It admit for expression of view
point any person who can demonstrate close 
association with the field of social security, 
Including those who wish to appear "off the 
record." If the commission Is permitted to 
see only officially sanctioned data and to hear 
only officially stated views, as was the case 

with the 1948 advisory council, the whole 
project Is wasted. I should propose that 
Government employees who have had ax
perience with this program should be per.
mitted to appear, with their presence and 
views held confidential. Some very inter. 
esting and valuable testimony could, in fact, 
be furnished by some present social-security 
employees Whom I know, if this protection 
were granted them. Persons who appear off 
the record usually have a more genuine In
terest than many of the witnesses who appear 
at a congressional committee hearing, many 
of whom express views that are not their own 
and are given merely for the record. 

I cannot tell you emphatically enough 
how necessary it is to have a study of this 
sort before any bill is enacted, and I sin
cerely wish you success In your efforts to 
achieve this end. 

Yours very, truly, 
GEoOrE E. wmMERwAirs. 
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Mr. CAIN. Mr. President, In con. 

clusion, I have two groups of letters 
before me. The first group consists of 

si aclttr. neofthmisfrmsix ettes. ne 	o the is rEch 
a different type of organization, person 
or group in this country. One of the 
letters is from the International Asso-
ciation of Accident and Health Under-
writers. The second letter is from the 
Occi dental LifelInsurance Co. The third

romthletercoms bordofbenefits
romth 

of the Methodist Church. The fourth 
letter is from the Insurance Economics 
Society of America. The fifth letter is 
from Mr. A. R. Findley, who is serving as 
chairman of the social security commit-
tee of the National Retail Dry Goods 

Asscitio.he ixh ettr s foman 

letercoms bordofpensions 

Assoiatin.he sxthlettr i fro an 
actuary of an insurance company, which 
touches on the necessity of a study by a 
disinterested technical staff. 

Because I think such letters are of 
real and positive interest to all Mem-
bers of the Senate, I ask unanimous con-
sent, sir, that I may be permitted to in-
sert them in the RECORDI as part of My 
remarks at this point. 

of former intelligent thrift. The social budg-
eting system should eliminate Vie demorali-
zation and awkwardness of present public-
assistance programs. I agree with you that it 
should be the purpose of the investigatory 
commission to recommend the age at which

should become receivable and should
Indicate the size of benefits to provide the 
floor for subsistence. I am wholeheartedly in 
favor of an earmarked tax to make each Indi-
vidual citizen conscious of what he is paying. 
Such a system will, by means of an Informed 
electorate, prevent future indiscriminate in-
creases, 

At your request, the above suggestions havebeen prepared hurriedly and only in skeletal 
fashion. I hope that my views may be of 
assistance to you. 

Very sincerely yours, 
WESLEY J. A. JONES. 

OCCIDENTAL LIp's INSURANCE CO. 
Raleigh, N. C., May 19, 1l950. 

The Honorable HARRY P. CAIN, 
United States Senate, 

come. The system -should not provide pro. A democratic society must provide some 
gressive taxation but rather earmarked taxes, orderly machinery for providing protection
probably as a part of the wage-withholding against inability of Individuals to attain 
plan. The needs test should be avoided, their own security. Before living became soThere should be no disqualifications because it was 	 tocomplicated possible for the aged

do odd jobs around the farm, to help with 
the children, and to perhaps help with sew-
Ing and such small jobs. There were not the 
small homes with no extra rooms for the old 
people, and work was carried on without the 
specialization that has now come to be wide
spread.

There should not be any conflict or con
fusion between proper social security and 
the exercise of personal Industry and thrift. 
Social security should represent the protec
tion' the floor of subsistence to replace re
liance upon charity and public relief. It 
should not prevent the Individual from hay
ing the right and opportunity to raise himself to such level of security as his industry
and thrift dictate. If social-security bene
fits are ever made acceptable as a standard 
of security, the will to work will be weak
ened and destroyed. 

In 1935 the first Federal Social Security 
Act was passed providing monthly benefits 
for retired employees which was amended in 
1939 to provide benefits for certain specific 
dependents. It was recognized that it would 
be a long time before the so-called old-ageand survivorship insurance would adequate
ly provide for aged. To supplement the old-
age benefits, so-called assistance was also 
provided which was to be financed jointly by
the States and the Federal Government. 
The old-age and survivorship Insurance is all 
Federal. The old-age assistance Is operated
by the States with widely varying rules for 
receiving such assistance. Each State de
cides how much property or other resources 
those at age may have. The Federal Govern
ment contributes one-half of whatever the 
State pays each person. This, of course, has 
resulted In some States having much larger
portion of their aged people receiving such 
benefits varying from about 13 percent In 
Ohio to nearly 90 percent in Louisiana. It 
has also resulted in the wealthier States re
ceiving more assistance from the Govern
mensthasnc they mtatch the numbrofdl 

At the present time there are less than 
2,000,000 receiving old-age Insurance bene
fits for which they paid something and 
nearly 3,000,000 are receiving old-age assist
ance for which they paid nothing. The av
erage old-age benefits are nearly twice what 
Is received under the insurance benefits. It 
Is hardly fair to pay twice as much to the 
ones who have contributed nothing.

House bill 6000 Is now before the Senate. 
Under the present bill about 35 percent of 
the men and 5 percent of the women over 
age 65 are covered. Twenty years from now 
under the present bill, about 55 percent of 
the men and 12 percent of the women will be 
covered. Under H. R. 6000, which is the new 
bilnow, undoaerlconsideraetin 20 yhear from 
anow aprxney7 percent wof the wlmen ecv 
aned. 1t perenofvithewomtene fwfiubesv 
that both the present bill and the suggested
onarfrfomdeuttohepblmf 
one aredfa fromleadequat entoth prbemurof 
orae epe oenetscrt 
plans cannot operate as private insurance 
companies do and build up reserves to take 
care of future benefits. Each generation of 
working people must take care of their own 
old people; that Is, the ones who are now 
currently dependent, just as they must take 
care of those who are now children and not 
old enough to work. To promise large bene
fits payable in dollars years from now, means 
nothing unless we know what those dollars 
will purchase. Our standard of living will 
depend upon production, and the standard 
of living 50 years from now will also depend 
upon production 50oyears from now regard
less of whether the average Income in V2A00 
or *20,000 a year. Everyone knows that It 

Threbengnoobecio, heletes 
were ordered to be printed in the REC-
oR6, as follows: 

INTEftNATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
or ACCIDENT AND 

HEALTH UJNDERWRITERS, 
Chicago, Ill., May 19, 1950. 

The Honorable HARRY P. CAIN, 
Senate Office 	Building, 

Washington, D. C. 
DEAR SIR: This is in reply to your letter 

of May 12. May I commend your unwill-
ingness to vote favorably for H. R. 6000 as 
It Is expected to be reported to the Senate 
by the Senate Finance Committee, and your
preference for a resolution that the social 
security establishment be left as It is. pend-
ing a thorough and completely independent
investigation of its purpose, present status 
and future development, 

May I suggest that your resolution contain 
three major provisions: 

1. H. R. 6000 should be deferred pending 
an independent study of the philosophy of 
social budgeting and its dominant charac-
teristics as contrasted to the present system
of OASI and public assistance. This should 
constitute, in essence, the mandamus to the 
Investigatory group,

2. The personnel of this investigatory body
should exclude any present employee of the 
Social Security Administration or the Fed-
era~l security Agency, because, in all likeli-
hood, such an individual would be predis-
posed to recommend, prejudicially, a con-
tinuation and expansion of the present sys-
tem, I would recommend that the following 
people be named to the investigatory group:
Mr. W. Rulon Williamson, a Mr. Calhoun, and 
Mr. Alfred Guertin, the latter a staff member 
of the American Life Convention, 

3. The method of study should be Inde-
pendent, fair and Impartial; should allow at 
least one year's time to prepare a report,
and should utilize and accept opinions,
offered by conference method, from leaders 
In government, business and -labor. Leaders 
In agricultural and consumer groups should 
also be consulted. 

My personal opinion Is that our present 
system shculd be scrapped entirely and sub-
stituted with a system of social budgeting
(national sharing), providing a floor of pro-
tection for the incidence of catastrophic con-
tingencies. This system should provide uni-
versality, current rather than deferred pro-
tection, and broad social equity rather than 
individual equity. The system should allow 
contributions from all active citizens bath 
employed and recipients of investment in-

Threbengnoobecio, heletesWashington, 	 D. C.My DEAR SENATOR: it is certainly hearten-
Ing to read a letter such as you wrote me on 
May 17 indicating such sound views on our 
social-security bill which is now before the 
Senate. It so happens that within the last 
2 weeks I was requested to write a note about 
our social-security plan that could be under-
stood by laymen, 

I have been out of town most of the time 
and have written such a note rather hur-
riedly, but I am pleased to enclose a copy, 

You will note that many of the ideas set 
forth therein are similar to those stated In 
your letter. I am thoroughly in accord with 
your statement that patching up unworkable 
social-security programs is bound to produce 
more maladjustments than cures. We have 
had studies and commissions, but probably
the personnel, although capable, did not have 
the time and Independence that were neces-
sary.

I think you will find that educators tend 
to be too idealistic, lawyers are legalistic,
and professional economists become too In-
volved In theories. In 1935 I was with the 
Treasury Department for about 3 months 
working entirely on social security tax ques-
tions. At that time there was a substantial 
difference of opinion among actuaries. it 
was interesting that 15 years later actuarial 
opinion was almost unanimous. 

As a profession we are notoriously poor
politicians, but perhaps some progress is 
being made. 	 Your letter is one Indication, 

The commission, if It should be ap
pointed, should not be composed of repre-
sentatives of certain groups such as labor, 
business, insurance, or the security-board
bureaucracy. Actuaries are practically never 
wealthy enough to have much of a stock 
interest in insurance and are usually inde-
pendent thinkers. The commission should 
be heavily weighted with Members of the 
Congress and with actuaries who have been 
studying the development of the Social-
security plan for many years. It is unfor-
tunate that we have followed the European
Ideas rather than some of the better thought
that has come from our Latin-American 
friends. One of the soundest books that has 
been written on this subject is in Spanish by
Mr. Walter Dittell In Guatemala. 

Since time is the essence I have written 
this hurriedly promptly upon receipt of your
letter, but would be glad to hear from you 
at any further time if I can be of any assist-
ance. 

Yours very sincerely,
'J. M. WooLstrY, 

Vice President-Actuary, 
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takes $2 now 	 to do wl'at $1 would do 10 
years ago, 

The present old-age security plan Is dis-
criminatory In favor of those who have more, 
The honest and thrifty farmer, small-busi-
ness man, and school teacher receive nothing 
from our present social security unless they 
are willing to draw old-age assistance which 
is based on pauperism. The moan who has 
drawn $3,000 a year and over for a few years
and has recently reached age 65 is the one 
who Is receiving the windfall of benefits 
amounting to 	 about 10 times the value of 
what he paid In.IIon. 

In addition to old-age Insurance and old-
aeassactethird Federal recognition

ag te assstne, eithe Ina$0 noetx 
exemption over age 65. This benefits obvi-
ously the well-to-do, and the higher in the 
income-tax bracket the more Is the benefit. 

The whole question of social security
should be referred to a commission of experts 
who have made a study of such plans with 
the idea of solving the problem that now 
exists Instead of promising large benefits 
for political purposes for working people 
when they retire years hence and which may 
or may not, most likely not, be sufficient to 
provide any reasonable living standard. The 
current tax collections which are made from 
the laboring people are Sufficient to provide 
a floor of protection on the subsistence level 
to everyone who Is presumptively in need, 
There should be no necessity of concealing 
small savings or of pretending to be a pauper 
In order to collect benefits. Presumptive 
need might be those who are '70 and over. 
those between 65 and '70 who are not em-
ployed, and those between 60 and 65 who are 
invalids or unable to work, 

The present plan discriminates greatly 
against women and children. It discrimi-
nates against the workingmoan In the small 
Income-tax brackets in favor of the worker 
who makes the higher salary. It discrinmi-
nates against the farmer and the small-bust-
ness man. It 	 discriminates against school 
teachers and State and municipal employees. 
The present bill is inadequate, 

THE BOAaD Or PE.NSIONS OF 
THE METHODIST CHURCH, 
Chicago, Ill., May 23, 1950.


Senator HARRY P. CAIN, 

United States Senate, 


Washington,D. C, 

DEAR SENATOR CAIN: I have your letter Of 

Way 16 about 	 the extension of the social-
security bill (H. R. 6000) which, If I under-
stand correctly, has been already reported 
out for action. 

I thoroughly agree With you that the 
whole social-security program needs re-
vamping in the Interest of national security.
Wholesale adventures in socialism (which 
seems to be the Political passion of the mo-
ment) * can involve us in a vast mass of 
practically Invisible contingent liabilities 
that can In a few years outrun the published
Federal indebtedness, 

Careful restudy of this fundamentally im-
pratconcern of the Nation Is a must 

Item.t 
Knowing something of the results of far-

reaching social-security schemes in Aus-
tralia, Great Britain, and elsewhere, I amn 
mnuch inclined to think that we could go on 
the rocks just as hard as they have, unless 
we take counsel with wise actuaries who 
are capable of taking an unbiased view of 
the total picture. A commission like that 
recently headed by ex-President Hoover 
would seem to be in order, 

A pay-as-you-go system would be much 
more realistic and hard-headed than the 
present procedure. Those who work for 
wages should bear the current cost of a 
basic pension for all who cannot any longer 
work. On that basis, every family would be 
brought to realize that the wage earners and 
not Santa Claus are the real carriers of this 

social responsibility. The Idea that It can 
be cared for painlessly Is bunk. 

Your thoughts on this subject, as ex-
pressed In your letter, are quite in line With 
mine. 

Cordially yours, 
THroMAs A. STAFFOnD, 

Executive Secretary. 

INSURANCE EcoNOMICS 
OIT rAEIA 

Shcao I'lYlO AMaR cA,190 

Po.ARYPCicgIlMy2 15. 


AR .CAIN, 

Senate Office Building, 


DASETO:Washington, D. C. 

DA EAO 	 Ideeply appreciate the op-

portunity given me In your letter of May 15, 
1950, to express my views relative to H. R. 
6000 and I am delighted to note your reaction 
and your approach to the problem of old-age
survivors insurance. 

You are to he congratulated Upon your
forthright stand in this situaton and I am 
pleased to give you my thoughts in an 
attempt to solve a problem that requires an 
Immediate solution.WahntD.C 

We should not expand the Social Security 
Act now operating on a false basis until a 
thorough study is made of the act since its 
Inception in 1935. What Is needed is an 
Indepen~ent commission with authority and 
with adequate 	 funds to ascertain the best 
method for handling the problem of caring 
for the Nation's aged. Patching up the pres-. 
ent law Is not the answer, 

I agree in your 	think realtive to an honest 
pay-as-you-go 	 system which could be kept 
on a supportable basis, thereby keeping the 
coat of social security before the people at 
all times and 	 not creating a further debt 
to be passad on to future generations, 

The Commission which you propcse should 
be composed of men of standing with no prior
connections with the Social Security Board, 
In the past too many advisory councils on 
social security 	have been dominated by In-
dividuals committed to the continuation and 
expansion of the act, 

This matter Is of vital importance to our 
American way of life and I am delighted that 
you will lead the way in correcting a piecey
of legislation that has dangerous implica-
tions for the future of our country. 

I hope you will be successful, and if I 
can be of any 	help, please do not hesitate 
to call on me. 

Sincerely yours. 
E. H. O'CONNwOR, 
Managing Director. 

WIEBOLDT STORES. INC., 
Chicago, Ill., May 22, 1950. 

Hon. HARRY P. CAIN. 
Senate Office Building, 

Washington, D. C. 
MY DEAR SENATOR: I am so impressed with 

the cogency of your arguments and the con-
ciseness, as well as the completeness, of your
presentation that I am constrained to volun- 
teer my views, even though you have not 
asked for them. 

By way of introduction and background, I 
should like to state that I am now serving 
my fifth year as chairman of the social-se-
curity committee of the National Retail Dry 
Goods Association, and am also a member 
of the social-security committee of the 
United States Chamber of Commerce. r have 
given a great deal of study to social-security 
problems and, more recently, to H. R. 6000 
Itself and the significance of the changes
proposed therein, 

Quite some time ago, I arrived at the same 
conclusions you have so admirably set forth 
In your letter. In fact, at a meeting of the 
directors of NRDGA held last January, I 
argued at some length that the association 
should adopt these conclusions as its policy.
While many of those present agreed that such 
a poicy Is the only logical conclusion, they 

felt that the association could not publicly 
take such a position without taking a poll
of its members and that extended education 
must precede the taking of such a poll. 

There Is no question in my mind but that 
you are on the right track. I sincerely hor~e 
that the arguments of yourself anc' others 
of a like mind may prevail and that the Con.. 
gress can be prevailed upon to authorize a 
thorough study prior to adoption of any
amendments as contemplated by H. H. f0OO. 

May I have ycur permission to send copies
of your letter to the members of the NRDGA 
social-security committee, some 20 In ni'm
her? I think it would be helpful In crystal. 
lizing their thinking.

Sincerely yours, 
A. RAY FINDLEY, 

Vice Presidentand Treasurer. 

MASSACHU.3E7TS 	 INrE:.NITY 
INSURANCE CO., 

Boston, Mass., May 22, 1950.

Hon. HARRY P. CAIN,


United States Senate,


DEAR SENATOR CAIN: My morning's mail 
brought letters from Mr. Williamson and 
from Mr. Pauley, both referring to discus
sions or correspondence with you about our 
country's social-security structure. This is 
just a note to express my strong agreement 
with the proposition that an Independent 
commission should weigh the faults of our 
present structure against the desirability of 
the type of Immediate widespread mninimura 
coverage which has been called "Pay as ycu
go". We have had studies of our social-se. 
curity system by able and disinterested men, 
but unfortunately the value of their studies 
Iservclues of caudsineretheydd ntechnialesthff 
Iserielsht aofn iithegreatdtesthlng-ral geff 
s eries that ould bfteredredatos lougrcoun
teryinow whtould bete ienstitution oursuch-
studynwit aolproper indepetindent staff an 
sthope wthat yroureffrt bnepnearfut.saf n 

As aopmhatteoroffporssibleaintrest.a n 
clsin a copyeof aosstatementersubImitednt 
the Senate Finance Committee this spring, 

Yours very truly 

JARVIS FARLEY, 
Secretary and Actuaryj. 

STATEMENT ON H. Et. 6000--SOCIAL, SECURITT 
ACT AMENDMENT or 1949 

(By Jarvis Parley, Wellesley, Mass.) 
My name is Jarvis Farley. I am an actu

ary, living in Wellesley, mass., and working 
In Boston. I make no claim to being an 
expert In social-security matters, brut my 
work as an actuary has necessarily required 
me to give more thought than the average 
citizen to considerations of practice and of 
principle with which social-security legisla
tion must deal and has given me some appre
ciation of the practical problems which must 
be encountered In connection with the com
plicated Individual accounting structure of 
our present social-security law. AlthoughrI 
do not speak as an expert, therefore, I do 
have some well-formed opinions which I 
would like to express for your consideration, 

BASIC STATEMENT 
Of those opinions there are two on which 

I hold the strongest convictions and which 
run directly counter to our present laws 
and to this bill (H. R. 6000). One is the con
viction that to postpone the full cost and 
full benefits of the social-security structure 
for a full generation is unnecessary, unsound. 
and dangerous. The second conviction is 
that the maintaining of Individual accounts 
for persons covered under thle social-security 
laws is unnecessary and constitutes an un
justified and wasteful expense. I urge most 
strongly, therefore, -that your committee 
study those aspects of the present law fully 
and Objectively before maling any decision 
which would make a later correction of these 
faults more difficult to accomplish. 
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In support of these opinions It is useful 
to 1ook at the reasons why our social-security 
laws were first adopted. Each person is ex-
posed during his life to the possible loss of 
th~e income upon which he relies for the 
means of living. Workers grow old or be-
come blind, wives are widowed, and children 
are orphaned, and our Congress enacted leg-
islation with the goal of providing a mmi-
limum income for each of those conditions, 
Even if the present bill were enacted, how-
ever. our social-security structure would fall 
far short of meeting that goal, partly be-
cause the full benefits of the law have been 
postponed for a generation and partly be-
cause our accounting structure is so compli-
cated that it cannot provide wage records, 
and therefore provides no assured benefit. 
for a large proportion of our population. 

Why were the full benefits deferred for a 
generation? A part of the reason lies In the 
reserve concept of the original legislation, 
It was thought then that the ultimate cost 
to the participants would be reduced If there 
were first developed a substantial reserve 
whose interest earnings could bear some of 
the ultimate cost. Part of the reason was the 
principle of Individual equity-the concept 
that the benefits to each individual should 
reflect in some measure his personal con-
tributions, so that no one was to receive 
full benefits unless he had been taxed for 
his full working lifetime. And third, if we 
are completely honest with ourselves I think 
we must recognize that a part of the reason 
for deferring the benefits was to postpone 
the full cost of social security. It seemed 
easier to accept the cost burden when the 
first impact was relatively light, but the full 
cost could not be postponed unless the bene-
fits were also postponed. 

whose account there happens to be a wage 
record. 

You have been urged to provide greater 
benefits-sometime in the future-and to 
levy taxes accordingly-also sometime in the 
future. Opponents of the present bill have 
said that the ultimate cost of the proposed 
benefits will be far greater than the pro-
ponents can visualize. In effect you are being 
asked to enact a law which may be workable 
If everything works out as its proponents 
suggest, but which could be disastrous if the 
passage of time shows that the opponents 
were better prophets.whcIhaerfrdmybepitdn 

The key of your problem is uncertainty 
as to the cost of what you are being asked 
to do. I suggest most strongly that the 
solution of that problem is to make the Cal-
culation as of today, not as of some date 
many years from now. Give the benefits 
now, give them to aAIN, 
the cost now. Give benefits which you are 
sure, on the basis of present calculations, the 
country can afford now. If experience proves 
that the benefits you provide cost less than 
we are prepared to pay, then extend the 
benefits currently and accept the cost cur-
rently; but base your actions and decisions 
on present conditions--on what you can see 
today, not on the unknown and unknowable 
future. What looks like a dilemma is really 
an opportunity, a rare opportunity, to create 
a sounder structure and provide greater ben-
efits by a single decision, 

Finally, if you provide a uniform benefit 
plan you will make It unnecessary to keep 
Individual accounts. I don't know the cost 
of the present social-security accounting es-
tablishment in Baltimore, but -it must be 
tremendous; and yet the cost of the individ-
ual accounting system is not to be measured 

the 	Government's estab-

one who was thoughtful and kind 
enough to write to him in reply to his 
letter of May 12. I think the inclu

sion of this group of 26 letters from 
students of the social-security question 
in America will complete the record on 
the pending bill which the junior Senator 
from Washington in all sincerity and 
with a complete sense of humility has 
attempted to establish. Therefore I ask 
uaioscnetta h 6ltest 
wnaichuI hav senrfere mhay bhep6uneteds to 

the RECORD at this point in my remarks. 
There being no objection, the letters 

were ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 
WSIGIO AINLISRNEC. 
WEvIaTnAtIonAL INlRAl EC.,Ma23190 

Hon.ybHARnowP.d
Sen AteY P.ic BuINdn,

SeaeofeBulig


Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR CAIN: Thank you very much 

for writing me as you did on May 17 regard-
Ing H. R. 6000. 

I agree with everything you say in your 
letter. The present social-security law needs 
a complete and thorough study and over
hauling by experts in the field, Including 
actuaries. Such a study should Investigate 
the feasibility of placing the law on a pay-
as-you-go basis. The mem'bers of any study 
commission should consist mostly of experts 
outside of the Government. so that the cam-
mission would not be controlled by experts 
now employed in the Social Security Admin
istration. 

The inequities as to benefits and taxes 
whereby the young workers carry the burdens 
of the older workers should be corrected and 
such benefits and taxes kept to a minimum to 
encourage savings through private channels. 

As a matter of fact, I personally feel that 
compulsion of any kind is in the direction 
of socialism, and all people should be en
couraged to save through presently existing 
private sources, such as banks, building and 
loan associations, Government bond savings, 
life insurance, etc. The Government should 
step in only where the States fail, and then 
only on the basis of a means or needs test. 

The tax burden Is now so heavy that start-
Ing a new business Is often abandoned be
cause of tax considerations. Reducing or 
eliminating the social-security'tax would be 
a good place to start in taking the Govern
ment out of business and reducing Govern
ment personnel end record keeping and 
taxes. 

I feel as you do-that nothing should be 
done at all now and that H. R. 6000 should 
not be passed. We hope that you can con
vince the Senate that a thorough study 
shudbmaeIta. 
shoulda beomade in sstead. o o i n 

IfIcnbofaysitnetoounay 
way please let me know.letter Is also written in behalf of Mr. 
E 	 .Knal himno h or fti 
H .Knal himno h or fti 
company, to whom you addressed a similar 
letter. Yours very truly, 

R. J. WETTrERLUND, 

How valid are those reasons today? -solely in terms of 
The reserve principle has already been 

substantially discarded, and there is no need 
to repeat here the reasons -why the concept 
of reserves, so utterly essential to private 
voluntary insurance, is a dangerous fiction 
as originally adopted prior to the 1949 amend-
inents. 

The concept of individual equity-relating 
benefits to contributions-undoubtedly has 
political attraction. Individual equity is an 
essential characteristic of voluntary, private 
insurance operations, because in our demo-
cratic and competitive world Insurance poli-
cies, like any other economic serivce, will be 
bought only if the purchaser is satisfied that 
he will get his money's worth. In one sense 
It is a high compliment to our private in-
surance companies that the sound principles 
which they developed In their voluntary op-
erations were considered to be necessary in 
the Government's operations. The entire 
social-security structure, however, Is based 
upon governmental compulsion, and, there-
fore, is subject to different concepts and re-
quirements from those which govern private 
insurance. The Government can abandon 

th 	 pinileofidiida euiyan pythe eqityandpayThisrinipl of 
every aged or blind citizen and every widow 
and orphan today at a uniform benefit rate, 
Today's beneficiaries would have paid much 
less over the years than the beneficiaries a 
generation from now; but that result, after 

alisolaspcaexmlofporessive 
taxation. Our whole progressive income-tax 
structure is an example of the Congress' will. 
ingness to depart from principles of Indi-
vidual equity when it feels that some greater
benefit can thereby be obtained. 

The third reason for deferring benefits-
the postponement of cost-has already served 
its basic purpose. The social-security law 
has been enacted and Is widely accepted. It 
is still politically attractive to continue post-
poning the cost, but It Is dangerously easy to 

th disantfutre.regard 
It would be politically attractive and much 

undeestmat coss 

more realistic to pay now the level of bens-
fits which are provided for a generation from 
now-and to pay them to all aged, orphaned, 
and widowed citizens, not only to those on 

lishment. The greater part of the cost Is 
borne by the employers of our country. May-
be you saw a while ago a cartoon which plc-
tured a small factory and beside it a large 
office building labeled "Accounting Depart. 
ment." The cartoon exaggerated, of course, 
but an important part of the cost of doing 
business today lies in the reports and ac-
counts which the Government requires for 
each individual employee. The cost of 
maintaining accounts of individual wage rec-
ords, essential under the present benefit 
structure, would be quite unnecessary If a 
uniform benefit were provided for every eli-
gible person. Thus the tremendous present 
cost of Individual accounting would be a 
saving to credit, along with the saving from 
present assistance payments, against the 
Increased present cost of providing the bens-
fits now. 

This is not, of course, the first time these 
Ideas have been expressed. You have heard 
them frequently from Mr. Williamson, and 
you are all familiar with the excellent state-
ment which Mr. Curtis appended to the 
House report in connection with this bill. I 
agree with their views, and I urge most

ndiidul 
strongly and sincerely that before you make 
any decision on House bill No. 6000 you 
cause to be made, by disinterested people, a 
complete and objective study of the desira-
bility of accepting now the full cost of pay
ing benefits and of freeing the country from 

1tdaofMyhtteJuirSnorChicago, 
from Washington wrote an identical 
letter to several hundred people through-
out the country who he had reason to 
believe were authorities of one kind or 
another on the social-security question.
From perhaps as many as a hundred re-

o 
plies I aeslce 6 nybcue
they offer more in fewer words than do 
the remainder of the letters. However, 
the 	Senator from Washington wishes to 
express his real appreciation to every-

the cost of the present individual account-ViePsdntadGerlCusl 
ing system. 

Mr. CAIN. As I recall it was on the HEALTH AND ACCIDENT 
2tdaofMyhttejuirSnorUNDEHWsRIERS CONFERENCE,

Ill., May 18, 1950. 
Hon. HARRY P. CAIN, 

The 	United States ,Senate,

Washington, D. C.


DEAR SENATOR CAIN: I appreciate very, 
much the opportunity given me In your let
ter of May 18, 1950, to express my views with 

to the social-security bill (H. R. 6000) 
and your approach to the whole problem of 
old-age and survivors Insurance. 

Personally I agree 100 percent with your 
approach to the problem, and while I cannot 
speak for our 150 members, I -believe that 
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most of them would agree with YOU. I feel 
that your letter is such an important con-
tribution to the subject that I am sending a 
copy to each of our members. No doubt you
Will hear from many of them. 

You have evidently given this question an 
Unusual amount of thought and study, and 
I want to commend your realistic and cou-
rageous approach to the difficult and compli-
cated problems involved In the care of the 
aged regardless of any political consideration, 

While I have no doubt that the Senate 
version will be an improvement over the 
House bill, it will not even attempt to cure 
the Inequalities, injustices, and omissions of 
the present law. Neither will It get away
from the exceedingly cumbersome and ex-
pensive system of wage records, but will only 
Increase the size of that operation, 

I agree with you that there should be a 
complete overhauling of our whole old-age
Insurance and assistance program, and that 
It should be done now before more people 
acquire more or less of a vested interest, 

The Commission which you propose should 
be composed of outstanding citizens repre-
senting every important segment of our pop-
ulation which would have an interest In the 
result of the investigation Including general
business, insurance, and labor. They should 
have a competent and independent technical 
staff, not dominated by any special interest, 
and especially free from control or influence 
of the personnel of the Social Security Ad-
ministration, who are the authors of the 
present system and are committed to its 
continuation and expansion, 

The working out of the details and the 
necessary legislation should, of course, await 
the report of the proposed commission, 

I hope that you will succeed In bringing 
to pass the kind of investigation you propose, 
and if I can be of help to you in any way, do 
not hesitate to call upon me. 

Sincerely yours, 
C. o. PAUJLEY, 

Managing Director. 

WASYKNGTrON, D).C., May 18, 1950. 

Ron. HARRY P. CAIN, 


United Statfes Senate, 

DzaSNTRWashington, D. 0. 

DEARSENTORCArN: This is in response to 

your letter of May 11 requesting my views 
as to objectives, personnel, and methods. 
which might be followed by a commission 
established to make a fundamental technical 
study that can lead to a constructive redesign
of our social-security system. 

You point out some practical results Of 
the present "Insurance" and "assistance". 
programs, particularly In their application 
to today's aged, and the importance of a basic 
reappraisal and revision of social security
rather than merely amending these programs, 

This need for a basic reappraisal Is ap-' 
parent when we look back on what has hap-*
pened so far In the development of the social-
security programs, and especially when we 
appraise some of the unplanned results of 
these programs, 

I feel certain that practically everyone who 
socialvsecurityuhashbeentprofoundlyobloubled

socilasscurty rouledeenproounly
by the trends away from the conception of 
Individual and family responsibility in the 
decade and a half since the Social Security
Act was adopted, 

GENESIS OF SOdIAs aZCmu'rrT 
Most of us can recall the considerable de. 

gree of economic distress leading to a series 
of emergency measures during the depres-
sion, and to the eventual adoption of the5 
Social Security Act In 1935 on the principal
basis of Its being a desirable alternative to 
emergency relief. It cannot be overlooked 
that even at that time there was a school 
of thought Interpreting the Social Security 
Act as an Official admission that Individual 
enterprise had failed as a method of achiiev-

Ing security, and that the Federal Govern-
ment Is obligated to underwrite the individ-
u4al economic security of its citizens, 

You will recall that there was a so-called 
economic brief compiled at that time and 
used before the Supreme Court In arguing
the constitutionality of old-age and sur. 
vivors' Insurance and unemployment com-
pensation. This brief consisted largely of 
depression statistics selected to maintain a 
thesis that a large portion of our popula-
tion are helpless pawns on the chessboard 
of economic forces and cannot provide any
reasonable security for themselves or their 
families. The argument was that this situa-
tion was so typical of our citizenry and so 
national In scope that destitution had be-
come a matter of national concern justifying 
action by Congress. Furthermore, the brief. 
put forth the thesis that destitution was so 
typical in the case of unemployment or at-
tainment of age 65 that benefits paid on a 
presumption-of-need basis-that is, with-
out regard to the actual situation-were 
justified. 

We have seen a rapid development of the 
concepticon that benefit payments are a 
"right." Some of these payments are now 
called insurance, though, at the same time, 
the contractual implications of the term are 
disregarded in a demand for larger and 
largar monthly amounts-particularly for 
those whose Income has been largest and 
whose presumptive need ehould be least, 
We have also found an untenable disttnc-
tion between the millions of our citizens who 
have not been covered under old-age and 
survivors' insurance and are receiving no 
benefits and our fortunate aged who have 
been covered and can qualify for benefits 
costing actuarially perhaps 20 times the 
OASI taxes they have paid. Many of us have 
been troubled by the propaganda that these 
fortunate beneficiaries have paid for their 
benefits. 

You wiUl also recall that In 1935, when the 
Social Security Act was adopted, It \ 'as gsn-
erally conceded that the flcal position of 
the Federal Government was much better
than that of many State and local govern-
ments, and thus that it was expedient for 
the Federal Government to participate by 
way of Federal grants to the costs of State 
relief programs for the needy aged, for needy 
children in broken homes, and for the needy
bllnd. 

We have all observed that since that time 
the relative fiscal positions of the Federal 
Government and of State governments have 
been almost reversed, and also that old-age 
and survivors' insurance now covers a 
large pat of the population, and that the 
economic condition of the typical family 
is not to be compared with a few years back, 
The logic of the situation is that the needy
rolls should be much smaller and that Fed-
eral grants should be no longer required. 
But, in fact, we find many more on the 
needy rolls, greatly augmented Federal 
grants, and pressure for bigger payments
under the present programs and for covering
disability and all medical care, 

These Federal grants In essence represent 
a compulsory transfer, though the exercise
of the general taxing power, of money from
all of our citizens to only some of them, 
The Federal grant program is supported by
general taxation. Human nature being what 
It is, this is an Inherently dangerous pro-. 
cedure, tending to create a tremendous pres.. 
sure for more and more funds from recipl-
ents and prospective recipients, while the 
great mass of citizens are unaware of the 
ultimate consequences of the system, and 
consequently afford no present effective 
checks and balances. 

While obviously there Is a Justilication 
for making social-security, payments under 
some circumstances, just as obviously pay.. 
ments should niot be made WIthout a clear-
cut justification, 

PURP'OSES OF COUNSwSaxON 
I should conceive it to be the function 

and purpose of a social-security commission 
to examine anew the broad problems of in
dividual and family security, ascertain the 
areas where private Initiative and group ef
fort are In fact inadequate to afford oppor
tunity for a reasonable security, and make 
recommendations as to the extent and 
through what mechanisms, Government 
should supply benefits to the families and 
Individuals concerned. 

This is a herculean task. It involves the 
employment of competent task forces to 
gather various pertinent data to make cer
tamn that the factual basis of the commis
sion's conclusions is sound. It involves get
ting at the actual current economic facts of 
life instead of relying on the selected depres-
Bien statistics of the economic brief pre
viously referredi to. 

There was no economic brief adverse to 
this Government brief submitted to the 
ccurt. So far as I know, no such compre
hensive compilation has since been made 
and no attempt has bWen made to explore
the soundness of the conclusions or the 
validity of the statistical data or methods 
reflected In the brief. Thus acceptance of 
the depression-born statistical conclusions 
urged on the court has been by default, and 
it Is of basic Importance that an up-to-date
unbiased appraisal be substituted for the 
old economic brief. Presumably there should 
be a considerable difference In appropriate
sccial-security measures In an economy 
where there is a widespread ability to achieve 
Individual security and in an economy where 
there Is no such ability. It is thus of pri
mary Importance to examine into-the original
factual and statistical basis of social security. 

Perhaps the most important single func
tton of the Commission itself as contrasted 
with its technical staff would be the formula
tion and publication of a social-security 
philosophy, based on documented premises.
Quite probably the actual end result of such 
an effort would be the formulation by fac
tions of the Commission of two or more
social-security philosophies. I cannot be
lieve It likely that any clear-cut philosophy
could be developed to which all members 
would subscribe. However, if opposing
philosophies are announced and spelled out 
by factions of the Commission, this would be 
a striking advance over the present situa
tion. At least the Congress and the people
would have two spelled-out philosophies pre
sented for their choice, and each philosophy
would he subjected to attack on any of Its 
vulnerable points. 

Today we have only a kind of an un
acknowledged official philosophy concerning 
Individual and state obligations. This of
ficial. philosophy is evidenced by official view
points of the Federal Security Agency and 
the Department of Labor, and these view
points coincide for most practical purposes 
with the viewpoints Officially expressed by
labor leaders. Both have issued an enor
mous amount of propaganda to support their 
conclusions. 

While a strong protest has been voiced to 
some specific recommendations that have
been predicated on this unadmitted official 
philosophy, those disapproving, by and large, 
have not presented arguments derived from 
any clear-cut common philosophy.

it Is important to the country that the 
general philosophy supporting or opposing 
any series of recommended changes in docial 
security be clarified in terms of underlying
assumptions as to the rights and obligations 
properly existing between the state and the 
Individual, assumptions as to the individual's 
obligationi and opportunities for working out 
his own economic security, and the condi
tions under which, and extent to which, his 
personal welfare may ethically require a com
pulsory transfer of purchasing power from 
others. 
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We badly need, for example, a critical ex-

amnination and appraisal of the philosophy 
and assumptions underlying statements such 
as the following, Which was made at the 
recent social-.security hearings before the 
Senate Finance Committee: 

"The workers are Insistent that they re-
ceive adequate benefits and additional types 
of benefits not now included In the social-
security -law." 

"Prpery fnaneddmiistrednd re 
tirement benefits are as much a charge 
against Industry as depreciation of ma-
chinery or any other contingency that in-
dustry may provide for. That the Govern-
ment has a like responsibility is also true. 
In the instance of old-age and survivors In-
surance, the worker is willing and does make 
his contribution, thereby sharing the cost 
with the employer, who might well have to 
meet it all, and with Government who meets 
it in another form by taxation, referring of 
course again to direct aid to the States and 
so forth under the so-called old-age bane-
fit plans." 

SPECIFYING THE SCOPE 0O'COMMISSION'S WORK 
lt would seem to be of basic Importance

that the Commission's field of work should 
be specified to be extremely broad. By Im-
plication, at least, the work of the two ad-
visory councils appointed by the Senate Fi-
nance Committee has been essentially the 
Improvement of, andi additions to, the pro-
grams provided for in the Social Security Act, 
as contrasted with a basic reappraisal of the 
problems of individual and family Insecu-
rity. This was likewise true of the Ways and 
Means Committee's technical study. There 
has also been, to put it mildly, resentment 
In some quarters where the study overlapped 
Into areas covered by systems such as rail-
road, civil service, and military retirement 
and veterans' benefits. The underlying 
problems of security should mark the scope 
of the study, and this requires an appraisal 
of all the existing mechanisms, by whatever 
name called, which affect the broad under-
lying problems of security, 

In the opinion of many, there are funda-
mental differences In philosophy and prac-
tical justification of the various govern-
mental systems. Certainly, It Is exceeding-
ly important that they all be appraised by 
the Commission If It is to effectively survey 
the underlying problems of security. It Is 
of general public importance that an im-
partial Commission get at the basic facts 
and furnish the public with a comprehen-
sive description of each system, and of Its 
purpose and justification. The public 
should know what each program is costing, 
who is footing the bill, who are covered by 
the system, and the effects of coverage. The 
appraisal should not only cover the matter 
of required contributions, If any, and po-
tential benefit amounts, but also cover mat-
ters such as certainty of protection, Indi-
vidual Incentives toward thrift, and other 
important consequences of each system. 
Only through such a comprehensive over-
all factual study can there be an Intelli-
gent appraisal of the underlying problem
of individual and family security, what Gov-
ermient Is doing about it, and what Govern-
ment should do about it. 

The scope of the study must naturally go 
further than an appraisal of what govern-
ment Is doing In the field of security. For 
the end result of the study-what govern-
ment should do-requires an appraisal also 
of what individuals are doing, and what they 
should be expected to do for their own se-
curity, through individual or nongovern-
mental group action. There has been a 
great deal of ingenuity and effort given by 
government to the development of facts 
indicative of the shortcomings of free enter-
prise In providing security. It is equally 
Important that facts be developed indica-

tive of the lUmitations and consequences of 
governmentally operated mechanisms de-
signed to provide security,

AP'POINTMEN'r OF COMMISSION 

It would seem to be of fundamental impor 


tance in establishing a commission tha~t the 
membership should be appointed on some 
basis which would Insure that social-security 
Issues would not tend to be prejudged. Asit would be primarily a researcher and ad-

vierfote onresthreisa trng
baise for ithemConressp there ippaistrongy 
congressional leaders, To Insure at least a 
bipartisan approach, r should suggest that 
one-fourthchofetheememberssbevnominatedhby 
the President of the Senate, one-fourth by
the minority leader of the Senate, one-
fourth by the Speaker of the House, and 
one-fourth by the minority leader of the 
House. 

Respectfully yours, 
LNADJCLHU. 
EOAD.CAH N. 

THE SWARTWOUT CO., 
Cleveland, Ohio, May 23, 1950. 

Ron. HARRY P. CAIN,
Senate Office Building, 

Washington, D. 0. 
DEAR SENATOR CAIN: It is an honor to be 

Included among those you have asked for 
advice with respect to our social-security 
program. 

While none of us here at Swartwout are 
experts in such matters, we have a commu-
nity of interest In the way we work together, 
and rm understanding of conditions which 
affect our own and country's welfare which 
Is, I believe, definitely above the average, 
So Instead of giving you my own personal 
answer, I gave your letter to Charles E. 
Cooper, superintendent; Robert Boodman, 
president of our local union; and Edward 
Sadar, who Is a member of the executive 
board and one of the stewards of the union, 
The union is affiliated with Machandis Ed-
ucational Society of America. 

After all had read your letter, we met and 
discussed the problem thoroughly. The 
following represents our carefully considered 
opinion, based upon the belief that the comn-
mon-sense principles to which we must ad-
here In our business If we are to survive, 
should also be practiced in any national 
program: 

1. Old-age benefits should be applied alike 
to every person who has reached the stipu-
lated age. There is manifestly nothing either 
fair or sensible about including some and 
excluding others. We would not differen-
tiate between those who are very well off 
financially, those who are modestly fixed, 
ahd others less fortunate. Nor would we 
require anyone to stop work In order to 
qualif. Each time elaborate conditions are 
set up, there must be an Increase In the 
army of clerks and statisticians to check 
and recheck all of the data. It should be a 
comparatively simple matter to satisfactorily 
prove one's age, and than devise a means to 
stop the payment with death. 

2. The amount of the old-age benefit Is 
exceedingly Important. It should be great
enough to make certain that life can be 
sustained with some simple comforts, and 
without the recipient becoming a burden 
upon relatives and friends, Insofar as the 
bare necessities of life go. But in no case 
should the amount be great enough to en-
courage people to draw old-age benefits 
rather than working when they are perfectly 
able to do so. Of course, it is easier said 
than done to state these basic considerations 
for selection of an amount for old-age bane- 
fits. We realize that the amount necessary 
to support a person In one part of the coun-
try Is much less than In another part of the 
country; also, that the matter of health has 
much to do with it. We would be inclined 
to make the amount large enough to sus-
tamn a person In the more expensive areas 

and not worry about the excess of payment 
In the less expensive areas because the 
money would be spent anyway and add to 
the general activity of business. The great
amout gazread ng to msavny heolleaviead p

mutgeteog ola aypol 
to draw old-age bene fits rather than work. 

3 ewudpttewoepyeto 
a Weyaswouldoputsthe There paymenat onas 
atpay-as-you-gocbasis Thepresn ameathd leas
twbaidecsinhepsntmho.n
the first place, the idea that there are true 
credits to everyone who Is making a contri

bectionis havetbeenu puIntuc Government
a 

betonds,whichve owee pto oureles aoendmwhic


mut uimpymatel retie taxatonbea thoughtvey
itsmlmenthtwclcivyae 
spent the money that has been collected 
and are going to have to produce it all over 
again in sufficient amount to pay benefits. 
So It seems to us a lot more sensible to 
admit that we are really on a pay-as-you-go 
basis, and set up a minimum amount of cash 
which must be maintained at all times to 
cover variations in collections as compared 
with payments, but not go beyond that. It 
does not seem to us that It should be con
sIdered as insurance In the usual sense be
cause the only insurance Is our earning 
ability to earn and pay the necessary amount 
when the time comes., 

In the second place, when collections are 
made as at present and credited to the Indi
viduals, there is a tremendous amount of 
work that must be done by the employer. 
This costs money and involves a lot of peo
ple who are not producing the things and 
services we all want. On top of that, when 
these figure's come into Washington, another 
army of thousands of people must handle 
them and sort them out, again with a great 
waste of human effort. On top of that, if 
we are to include everybody under the pres-
ant plan, Imagine the difficulty of reporting 
on some amall percent of pay all the laun
dresses and people in domestic service who 
are not In any way connected with a cor
poration that has adequate bookkeeping 
facilities. 

4. This brings us to the matter of collec
tions. As it is both impractical and very 
expensive to go on as at present, we suggest 
the money be collected by taxation in a way
which will eventually come out of everyone's 
Income. While we, who derive our own earn
ings from the success of the Swartwout Co., 
are not particularly anxious to saddle taxes 
on corporations, It would seem as though a 
specific part of the income tax on corpora. 
tions might be devoted to that purpose. Oh. 
viously, the taxes paid by corporations must, 
In the long run, be Included in the selling 
prices of the products., Since nearly every 
article and every service we all buy is manu
factured or provided through the efforts of 
corporations, it would seem that a tax 
arrived at in this way would ultimately be 
paid by all of us pretty much in proportion 
to the money we spend, which Is in turn re
lated to our income. 

8. We would then do the entire admin
istration job through the States. The sole 
function of the Federal Government would 
be to see that there was a uniform law which 
did truly apply to every single citizen who 
had reached the qualifying age, and then 
collect the mroney and distribute it to the 
States. It would take a very small office force 
on the part Of the Federal Government to do 
this job. The distribution to the States 
would, perforce, be In proportion to the need 
of the States, which would, In turn, be based 
upon certified statements each year as to 
the number of people qualified to receive 
old-age benefits in each State. We would 
go farther than that, and carry that respon
sibility for a certified list of qualified citizens 
down to the smallest community within the 
State. It would be the job, for example, of 
the Government in the village in which I 
reside, to receive and check applications, and 
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then. furnish such a list to the State. It 
would cost very little to do this and the State, 
on its part, would also have a relatively small 
clerical job to maintain such checks as were 
needed upon the reliability. of the local lists. 
and then pay out the money according to 
those lists, 

6. Finally, so that everyone could under-
stand exactly what was going on, and be 
able to recognize objectionable practices If 
they crept in, we would like to see the Fed-
eral Government publish an annual finan-
cial statement. Our first thoughts are that 
such a statemont would show, on one sheet 
and with respect to all of the States In the 
United States, the following information: 

(a) Number of qualified recipients as of 
the year end. 

(b) Estimated percent of population rep-
resented by these recipients. 

(c) Dollars paid to the recipients,
(d) Dollars received from the States, 
(e) State administrative costs, including

local municipalities, 
(f) Percent of State administrative cost to 

the payments made by the State. 
(g) Total Federal administrative cost. 
(h) Percent of Federal administrative cost 

to either the money paid out or money re-
ceived, 

(I) Total dollars paid out, 
(J) Total dollars received, 
(k) Balance in fund,
(1) Tax rate for current year. 
(in) Proposed tax rate for next year.
With this information available, reason-

ably promptly after the year end (and it 
should be a simple thing to provide that),
the working and cost of this old-age benefit 
plan could be very plain to anyone. 

In order to maintain the minimum cash 
balncenecssay i th fudthe rate of 

taxation should be varied every year. This 
again, it seems to us. would be a very simple
thing to figure, and one that would be easily
understood by everyone. 

Again w~e want to thank you for your 
courtesy In asking our judgment in this mat-
tsr. We are vitally Interested, all of us. The 
group in our company consists of 250 people
In shop and office, and we do about $2,500,000 

have expressed their opinions as to the effect 
of such a program and Its cost upon the 
welfare of the American people. 

Without such prior actuarial and eco-
nomic study, enactment of H. R. 6000 may
readily be found in practice to be an actual 
serious ultimate detriment to the American 
people, Instead of a boon, 

2. The'bill does not provide death and old-
age economic protection for 100 percent of 
the American people but is applicable only
to certain portions of the people-perhaps
40 to 80 percent. Many classes of low- and 
medium-income people whose economic 
need and moral claim to such protection are 
equally as great are excluded from the bene-
fits. However, they are not excluded from 
the expenses. Either directly through taxa-
tion to make up ultimately the difference 
between the disbursements and revenues 
provided In the bill; or, indirectly through
the increase in the cost of consumer goods
that necessarily results from the bill, these 
excluded people will contribute to pay the 
costs. H. R. 6000 does broaden the base to 
cover many groups that are not within the 
benefit provisions of the present social-se-
curity laws. It would not be difficult to 
devise a revised, and, I believe, a more 
equitable law that would cover all of the 
people who have need for such protection
and who have an equally valid moral claim 
for It. 

I strongly recommend: 
(A) Rejection of H. RI. 6000. 
(B, Appointment of a senatorial or con-

gressional committee with power to employ
actuarial and economic experts, to make a 
comprehensive study with the aid of such 
experts, and prepare a bill that will provide 
death and old-age protection on an eco-
nomic-needs basis for all American citizens 
and lifetime residents of the country,

Very sincerely yours.
E. H. HEZLETT, 

Felicum of the Society of Actuaries, 

THE DAILY TRIaUNE, 
Royal Oak, Mich., May 18, 1950. 

Hon. HARRY P. CAIN, 
United States Senate, 

Government officials or employees. Set some 
real Insurance actuaries and some trained 
iinancial men to work to snalyze this situa
tion just as Dun & Bradstreet would look 
Into the financial standing of a corporation 
or individual. 

Let us do everything possible to install and 
maintain a social-security program that will 
he thoroughly understood by our citizens 
and that will have a chance of doing what 
It Is supposed to do. 

I am enclosing copies of three columns I 
have written for our newspaper (circulation,
23,184) on social security. There Is always
the risk of oversimplifying the situation or 
particular phases of It, but in writing for 
daily newspaper publication one must al
ways take that chance. So I try in each in
stance to pound on one point of the prob~lem,
for the sake of emphasis and (I hope) clari
fication. 

Congratulations again on the Intelligence
and forthrightness you are displaying on this 
vital matter. 

Sincerely yours, 
FLOYD J. MILLER, 

President. 
P. S.-I am taking the liberty of sending 

a copy of this letter to our Senators from 
Michigan and to Gzoaaz A. DoNDE~o, the Rep
resentative in Congress from this district. 

F. J1. M. 

ILLINOIS MUTUAL CASUALTY CO., 
Peoria, Ill., May 18, 1950. 

Hon. HARRY P. CAIN, 
Senate Office Building,

Washington, D. C.DEAR SENATOR CAIN: It is my understanding
thtleladnteforfit 
thtyou contempltlednthforfit 
against H. R. 6000. 

Even though It. is my understanding that 
some chnangesFinathis bomiei mysopinio
oecagsi hs il nm pno

there should not be any extension of social 
security until such time as a fair and irnpartal commission has had an opportunityto make a survey of what Is necessary. 
Therefore, I welcome your opposition to this 
bill, and wish you every success. 

Sincerely yours, 
E. A. McCoRD, 

President. 

PROviwENT Lsrr & ACCIDENT 
INSURANCE CO., 

Chattanooga,Tenn., May 18, 1950. 
o.HRYP AN 

Hon.aRRY P.icCAiN, ng 

worth of business each year, in the indus-WahntD.C 
trial equipment field. We also share in the 
profits of our business. We want to keep 
on doing that, and we want to do it in a way
which will be better and better for us, anid 
better and better for. everyone else, and at 
the same time with a minimum of hardship
when our folks or others reach the age when 
they are no longer able to work,.rbt 

yoursIinc.rely , 
President. 

CAMB5RIDGE, MAss., May 16, 1950. 
Ss3nator HARRY P. CAIN. 

DEAR SENATOR: I have not made ,a, de-
tailed study of H. R. 6000. However, I have 
read the bill which Congressman KENNEDY 
s-nt me several weeks ago at my request.

I am very strongly opposed to H. IR. 6000 
for the following reasons: 

1. Only a comprehensive actuarial study 
can provide a reasonably reliable estimate 
of the future annual disbursements under 
the bill. However, It is obvious to me as an 
actuary, that ultimately the annual dis-
bursements will require tax revenues equal
to at least 8 percent of the payrolls of all 
persons eligible to receive benefits, and that 
possibly the disbursements will require ul-
timately, annual revenues equal to as much 
as 16 or 20 percent of such payrolls. 

A bill requiring such enormous revenues 
for Its maintenance should not be enacted 
until actuarial estimates of cost, based upon
adequate study, have been made; and, out-
standing economists, using such estimates, 

DEAR Ms. CAIN:Yu c leterC. uWashington 
the social-security bill (H. R. 6000) and the 
social-security situation In general is a most 
encouraging exhibition of common sense. 
Ta o antg ln ihtehgl
Thaetiyou cannota gowalfong withgteshighly
deceptie propbosal nowr beorestnCongres isuraWentaOsheulingto,D.C 

o ohyu honesy andyourRour-NAsOington, lete ofMa1 
Describing our present social-security eye- Is most encouraging. 

ten as Insurance is a swindle which our citi- I hope sincerely that we may soon have zens who are now 20, 30, or 40 years of age a. thorough and fundamental review of socialwill wake up to some day. I believe my own security. It is preferable that this studyfeeling on this matter Is much the same ase precede any revision of the present act, but 
yours; that no amount of wishing to help
others, no emotional mouthing of high-
sounding phrases, will set aside the estab. 
fished laws of arithmetic. Two plus two plus
two always makes six, whether it refers, to 
plain, single dollars or to billions. 

Mvy own inquiries disclose the astonishing
fact that the average citizen thinks our pres-
ent social-security system Is a scientifically 
planned way of Insurance; that the workers 
of this country (those now covered) and 
their employers are actually piling up suffi 
cient funds to care for future payments,
There is almost no appreciation of a factor 
pointed out In your letter-that stopgap.
old-age assistance is not gradually diminish-
Ing but Is actually expanding at an unbe-
llevable rate. 

Certainly a completely Independent In. 
vestigation of our whole social-security pro-
gram is urgently demanded. Such an In-
quiry should be conducted by a commission 
with a deflnite minority membership of 

It will still be needed even if the bill reported 
out yesterday becomes a law. 

The study commission should weigh the 
relative responsibilities to be assumed by
the community, the individual and his em
ployer. It should develop an orderly method 
to discharge the community part of the re
sponsibility. This needs to he well within 
our power to pay and must leave a sufficient 
Incentive to thrift. 

The answer will be futile unless It can 
command broad public support. For that 
reason I would like to see the commission 
Include men with experience In legislation.
It should also enlist economists, tax special
laet, and actuaries. 

The commission should have a sufficient 
operating budget that It can retain Inde
pendent specialists and thus secure informa
tion from all pertinent sources. 

Sincerely. 
K. B. Pipez,

Fellow of the Society of Actuaries. 
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THE MUTUAL Lrm INSURANCE 

Co. or NEW Yoas, 
New York, N. F., May 22, 1950. 

Hon. HARRY P. CAIN, 
committee on Public Works, 

United States Senate, 
Washington, D. C. 

DEAR SENATOR CAIN: Thank you for your
letter regarding Social security legislation, 

I agree with what you have to say about 
social security generally and the pending 
legislation in particular. In fact I believe 
that there is a very strong feeling among 
actuaries Who have taken a special Interest 
In social insurance, that the system should 
properly be placed on a current cost-current 
benefit basis. I am entirely In accord with 
the idea that a fundamental technical 
study-objective and nonpolitical-is need-
ed for our social security system.

Yopi are no doubt familiar with the recent 
testimony before the Senate Committee on 
Finance. A number of Insurance men in-
cluding actuaries contributed to this testi-
mony. 

You will find an ardent supporter of your 
views In one of our leading actuaries, Mr 
W. R. Williamson. He was at one time 
actuarial consultant to the Social Security 
Board and has studied both our own social 
Insurance system and those of other coun-
tries. I mention him in particular because 
he lives in Washington end would, I ambe gad o an an,hlp yu i wayhesure,

If I can be of any further help, please let 
me know. .letter.

CodalIn
Cordiallythe 

LEG aRUs,. 

AmERicAN COLLEGE Or~SURGEONSs, 
Chicago, Ill., May 16, 1950. 

The Honorable HARRY P. CAIn, 
United States Senate, 

Washington, D. C. 
D-'EARSENATOR CAIN: I agree in principle 

with everything you say in your letter of 
May 12. One unfortunate result of the poli-
cies pursued by the Federal Government 
since March 4, 1933 is the almost complete 
eradication of thrift among our people. Gov-
ermient paternalism has been one factor and 
excessive taxation another, 

There is no doubt but that the rapid aging
of our population has created a problem-
a problem which will grow for at least a 
few years. Realuctance of business and in-
dustry to employ people over 45 years of age
has accentuated this problem.

The plain truth is that we are now headed 
fo, f nao atulyeonm i wih,

foi ntatulyin Inecnm hch 
asamyhgold preopl Fare Dclimbngopiggy-bac

sathe youngepl and ridbingto ihegrbave
uponthyonan riigtthgrv.
This adds to the difficulty of young people
being thrifty. that 

There Is not the slightest doubt but tht 
the entire social-security program is In great 
need of study and reevaluation before it Is 
expanded. A commission, made up of the 
type of people you describe, would be the 
only body which could produce a sound 
study. This should be made up of econo-
mists, physicians Interested in the care of 
the aged, and what might be called citizens 
of the national community. Professional 
welfare workers would be a menace. The 
commission could obtain all of the technical 
assistance needed and it Is not necessary to 
Include technicians In Its membership. The 
greatest need is for an 'honest actuarial study 
of the situation-not' the kind that is con-
stantly being made by the Federal Security 
Administration. 

I feel sure that every American who wants 
to keep this country a land of opportunity
will support you wholeheartedly In your 
effort. 

Sincerely yours, 
PAszL R. HAWLEY, M. D., 

The Director, 

TsaE MUTUAL BENFITr LIFE INSURANCE CO., 
Newark, N. J7., May 19, 1950. 

Hon. HARRY P. CAIN, 
United States Senate, 

Committee on Pkbllc Works, 
Washington, D. C. 

MY DEAR SENATOR: Your letter of May 16 
about H. R. 6000 and about the deliberations 
of the Senate Finance Committee In con-
nection therewith Interested me greatly. 

When H. R. 6000 was under consideration, 
I sent to several Members of the House of 
Representatives the enclosed letter, marked 
"A" in the upper right-hand corner. Inci-
dentally, when this came to the attention of 
Representative ROBERT W. SEAN, he sent me 
a copy of Report No. 1300 of the House of 
Representatives, Eighty-first Congress, first 
session, which contains a report of a minor-
ity committee, of which Representative KEAN 
was a member. No doubt this document has 
come to your attention, 

When the amendments to the Social Se-
curity Act were being discussed In the Sen-
ate, I sent to each of our New Jersey Sena-
tors a memorandum, a copy of which Is en-
closed and Is marked 'B" In the upper right-
band corner, 

These will indicate to some extent my cur-
rent thinking on this important topic.

My suggestion of the omission of the year-
ly Increase In the benefit for each year of 
cove rage (the so-called increment) is In harmony with the point expressed In the paragraphaatttheetopyof theasecond pageaof your

attIetsURANteCEconCoae.o 

fact, I am becoming more strongly of
opinion that a straight pay-as-you-go

plan would have much to commend It, not 
the least of the advantages being the ability
to abandon the complicated and huge mass 
of records established and maintained In 
the Baltimore bureau to implement the 
terms of the act. Procedures which are 
sound and, In fact, essential In the operation 
of private insurance and annuity plans are 
not necessarily most suitable for public 
plans, and the management of the latter 
must be regarded in very broad terms, 

The suggestion In the second paragraph 
of your letter that the matter be placed in 
the hands of a competent commission seems 
to be timely and likely to produce useful 
results. 

Yours very truly, 
JOHN S. THOMPsoN. 

THE VOLUNTEER STATE L3h'E 

INSURANCE CO.,
Ho. Chattanooga,Tenn., May 17, 1950.

o.HARRY P. CAIN, 
Senate Office Building, 'well

ERkEAO Washington, D. C. 
DASEAO CAIN: I am in thorough

sympathy with the views expressed in your 
May 11 letter. 

You ask that I write you about the objec-
tives, the personnel, and the method of study
that might be pursued by an Independent 
commission on social security, 

The objective Is to obtain a workable sys-
tam. It should have a minimum of admin-
Istrative cost and bureaucracy. Clearly, it 
must be adjusted to the economic strength of. 
the country. We should give an assurance 
of basic security to widows with children, to 
orphans, and to the aged. Equally, we must 
not destroy the incentive to save. This aye-
tem should be separate from relief. The 
Federal Government should get out of the 
old age assistance programs of the individual 
States. Any system supported by taxes 
should aim to provide a floor of protection. 
It should avoid discrimination. It will not 
take the place of employer plans because the 
problem of retiring the older workers at a 
pension which will look reasonable to thein 
and their fellow workers will remain, 

As regards personnel of such a cormmis-
sion, Mr. W. R. Williamson (statement, Jan-
nary 30, 1950, before Senate Finance Corn-

mittee) has listed tax men, business econo-. 
mists, financial men, demographers, and ac
tuaries as typifying the thorough professional
approach which should be given, and I would 
agree. It is Important that the study should 
be In the hands of non-Government men. 
Also, sufficient time should be given for an 
adequate study; Mr. Hoover said a year.

If, as you say, men of standing-inde
pendent, competent, and informed in this 
area, are secured for this commission then 
they and their leader will probably be most 
competent to outline the methods to be 
followed. I think the principal members, 
of whatever profession or calling, should In
dlude the whole study as their field but each 
group should do the specialized work for 
which the members are best fitted. For ex
ample, I would expect that the group of 
actuaries on the conunission would be par
ticularly concerned with what level of bene
fits at what starting age can be provided 
by what tax. 

I thank you for writing me and giving me 
an opportunity to comment on this matter of 
such vital Importance. Unfortunately, due 
to the railroad strike or other reason, I did 
not receive your letter till yesterday and 
I hope you may get this in time for your 
proe 

Sincerely yours, 
A. E. ARCHIBALD. 

CALI5'oRNIA-WESTERN STATES 
Lrap 
LEISRNEC.

Sacramento,.Calif., May 18, 1950.
Senator HARRY P. CAIN, 

Senate Office Building, 
Washington,D. C. 

MY DEAR SENATOR CAIN: Your letter of May* 
12 In regard to social-security bill (H. R.' 
6000) was received. 

I find myself of the same opinion as you 
express in your letter. 

The Federal participation In providing 
benefits for old people on a means test relief 
basis Is very wrong In my opinion. If it is 
not stopped it will ultimately annihilate 
the regular social security old age plan. 

I do not regard myself as having enough
Information to criticize the present social-
security benefits, but I heartily agree with 
the thought that something like the Hoover 
Commission should study them and make 
recommendations. I think such a commis
sion might well include such men as Rein-
hard A. Hohaus, actuary of the Metropolitan 

Life Insurance Co. I have followed his re
ports and discussions of the social-security
program for many years and regard him as 

Informed, sound, capable, and, I believe,
In a position where he can be free to view 
the subject from the standpoint of the In
terest of the public and the Federal Govern
ment. 

I 'would also suggest the name of William 
Rulon Williamson as a member, of the ac
tuarial fraternity, who is capable and In
tensely interested in the social-security pro
gram. If you are not in touch with him, 
you should most certainly appeal to him. 
His address Is: W. Rulon Williamson, senio 
cura oslat h yt Co., 3400 

atailcnutnteWat 30 
Fairhill Drive, Washington 20, D. C. 

Sincerely yours, 
MARCUS GUNNi. 

Ama AssocIATION FOR LU'rHEEANS, 
Appleton, Wis., May 19, 1950. 

Hon. HAREY P. CAIN, 
United States Senate,


Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR CAIN: It was a pleasure and 

a, very gratifying experience to receive your
letter of May 16. I am pleased to know that 
there are those in the Senate, such as your
self, who aer.becoming increasingly conscious 
of the real Implication contained in HL IL 
6000. 
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1 have, with great Interest, followed the 

development of the social-security legisla-
tion and particularly the progress of the 
efforts of the present Social Security Admin-
istration to obtain revisions in the present 
act which can only break down further our 
system of free enterprise and the noncollec-
tivist way of life. 

I completely agree with Senator TAFTr and 

many others who are finally realizing that 

the word "insurance" is very improperly used 

when referring to any benefits under the 

Social Security Act. our social security pro-

gram is not insurance at all. When stripped 

of its ramifications it is only a program 

which gives benefits to certain groups who 

qualify under the terms of the act. The pro-

gram is supported by taxes also levied against 

certain groups, but there Is no relationship 

between the taxes and the benefits. Such an 

arrangement Is completely foreign to the 

true concept of insurance. 


I am glad to know that you have concluded 

that you cannot vote for the bill containing 

the provisions of H. R. 6000. I believe that 

you are completely sound In urging that the 

social-security establishment be left as it 

Is, pending a thorough completely independ-

ent investigation and overhauling. I believe 

you are also completely right in your state-

ment that patching up unworkable social-

security programs is bound to create more 

maladjustments than it cures, 


I would urge you to fight hard for the es-
tablishment of some sort of Hoover Commis-
sion that would undertake the study along 
the lines which you have In mind. There 
are men of standing-independent, compe-
tent, and Informed In this area who could 
help In this task. There are not so many 
as there should be. The field of social insur-
ance. and all phases related thereto, is com-
paratively new and the problems involved are 
so vast that few competent minds have been 
developed which understand the real prob. 
lems. Men like M. Albert Linton, president 
of the Provident Mutual Life Insurance Co., 
Philadelphia; R. A. Hohaus, actuary of the 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.; and W. RI. 
Williamson, consulting actuary of Wash-
ington, D. C., are men who, in my opinion, 
really understand the ramifications of a 
social-security system, not only from the 
actuarial standpoint, but from the economic, 

Asocialand polticalostandpoitshas well, b 
fstdytht e 

pursued by such a commission, I fear I have 
little to offer. It would, however, seem to me 
that whatever our eventual social-security 
system should develop into, It should be 
based on a policy and objectives which are 

Astoth mthd igt 

completely nonpolitical. This Is perhaps the 
greatest obstruction in obtaining an ads-
quate study at this time. In the 15 years 
since social security was first spread across 
our Federal statutes, we have learned much 
which was not available at the time the So. 
cial Security Act of 1935 and the 1939 amend-
ment were passed. I believe that the knowl: 
edge gained during that time has not been 
used adequately In the development of H. R. 
6000. 

The results of social-security systems on 
the Federal Government level throughout 
the world are certainly not compatible with 
the free-enterprise system which we so highly 
prize in our country. Real factual and com-
petent analyses of all of these systems should 
be included in any study forming the basis 
of a recommendation for change In our so-
cial-security system. 

Incidentally, I have noticed that just this 
week the Senate Finance Committee has ap-
proved a modification of H. R. 6000. The 
newspapers did not carry what I believe to be 
the major modification; namely, the provi-
sions for benefits In the event of permanent 
and total disability. It is my understanding 
that the Senate committee eliminated that 
provision, and I am certainly glad to know' 
that they did that much. In my opinion, 
If' the provision for permanei~t and total dis-

ability were to be Included in any revision at 
this time, It would be a great mistake. The 
Inclusion of disability benefits brings an en-
tirely new concept, entirely new administra. 
tive problems into a system which is already 
suffering from unworkable provisions. If the 
Senate committee did not eliminate the per-
manent and total disability provisions, this 
bill should be defeated on that score alone, 
In my opinion, 

I am sending a copy of this letter to the 
two Senators from Wisconsin. If, in addi-
tion thereto, you would care to give me the 
names of other Senators who might be In-
fluenced by similar letters, I would be pleased 
to write them also. 

Very truly yours,I 
WALTER L. RUGLAND, 

Actuary, Fellow of the Society of 
Actuaries, 

BOARD 	 OF GOVERNORS OF THE 
FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM, 

Washington, May 19, 1950. 
Hon. HAsRs P. CAIN, 

United States Senate, 

Washington, D. C. 


My DEAR HARRY: Your letter of May 16, un-
fortunately, catches me in preparation for a 
brief western trip, and, therefore, I am un-
able to give you all of the help which you ask, 

I am gratified, however, to find that the 
conclusion to which you have come on the 
social-security program Is so much in line 
with my own thinking. Your thought that 
what Is needed at this time is a thorough and 
Independent restudy and assessment of the 
whole problem of social security is one In 
which I strongly concur. It is indeed impor-
tant to oppose the pending social-security 
bill and to urge as an alternative the ap-
pointment of a commission along the lines 
of the Hoover Idea, 

At this time I am not In a position to com-
ment on the matter of the personnel and 
method of study that might be pursued by 
such a commission. I do feel, however, that 
a study and review commission, if provided 
for, should be composed of men who are so-
cially and economically liberal, but definitely 
sound in their monetary and fiscal views. It 
ought to be possible to find men of standing 
and competence who have these qualifica.-
tions. Given a commission of this type, 
adequately staffed with technicians of broad 
training and experience in the field, I aml 
confident that appropriate methods of in-
quiry and study will be developed. 

You may be Interested in some views on 
our yoilscrt rbe hc xrse 
In a social-specurity problem which Inexprsse 

rcn peh ut hmi ul 
"Regarding social security, let me say at 

the outset that I think this is a field in which 
a great deal can be done to provide for a more 
stable expansion of consumer expenditures, 
which would help to bring about a more bal-
anced increase in capital expenditures. But 
if we want such a social-security system we 
will have to change our whole approach to 
the subject. 

"In the first place, it must be a Federal 
Government program and it must be greatly 
expanded In scope from the one that Is In 
existence today. The Government should 
underwrite and guarantee for all of Its citi-
zens unemployment, Income, education, 
health, and old-age security up to Its ability 
to pay for such benefits and at the Same time 
maintaining a climate that would produce 
sufficient savings and Incentives to provide 
needed productive facilities for an Increasing 
standard of living and an Increasing popula-
tion. By doing this, the Government would 
assure a basic level of purchasing power In 
the economy that would provide a certain 
market for a substantial share of the corn-
modities and services produced by our In-
dustry and agriculture. 

"Secondly, the social security benefits 
should be paid for currently out of general 
tax receipts. They should not be financed 

out of payroll tax receipts that have been 
accumulated over time in a large reserve 
fund. Payroll taxes are too heavy a burden 
directly on consumption and Indirectly on 
Investment and are therefore undesirable 
when what we need In the long run is in
creased private consumption and investment. 
Reserve funds have to find lodgment in Gov
ermient obligations, the proceeds from 
which must be spent to pay for Government 
deficits or to retire other outstanding obli
gations. 

"These Ideas on Federal social security are 
by no means radical. I should like to quote 
from an editorial published In the New York 
Herald Tribune on March 2: 

"'What our social security system demands 
today Is not a mere expansion of the existing 
structure; it demands first of all a thorough 
restudy of the problem and revision of that 
structure if it is to have any chance of carry-
Ing the much vaster needs now contemplated 
for it. 

"'The system was set upinl1936. Thirteen 
years' experience has established beyond seri
ous question the principle of national and 
public responsibility for providing security 
against the hazards of old age and depend
ence; 	 the same experience has at the same 
time led powerfully to the conclusion that 
the system was not well designed, that it in 
extravagantly wasteful, and in an Important 
sense a virtual failure. 

"'It Is Impossible for such a plan to offer 
any Insurance against changing price levels 
and particularly so when the very operation 
of the plan can have Its Inflationary effect, 
It cannot In any real sense save up through 
a reserve fund, when Government bonds are 
the only possible investment for the fund 
and Its only "earnings" are those provided 
by the taxpayers who meet the Interest on 
the bonds. However, the financing may 
be juggled, the provision for old age is a 
current cost on the community, coming In 
any given year out of the current production, 
and It is already an urgent question whether 
a frank shift to a current cost or pay-as. 
you-go system would not yield a structure 
far more economical, more equitable, more 
adequate to current needs and offering much 
more genuine security for the citizen's future 
than the present one.' 

"I could not state my views on the social. 
security question more simply and directly 
than 	 the editors of the Ndw York Herald 
Tribune have done in' that editorial, 

"As a final point on social security, I should 
iet a htItiktercn rwhI 

lrikaeto nsayohaIfthnksI therecent esgrowthle 
rvt eso ud savr neial 

long-run economic development. I am 
opposed to this development primarily be
cause 	 I feel that the growth Of these funds 
will tend to affect the functioning of the 
economy adversely In two important ways. 
They 	will result in the further accumula. 
tion of funds in reserves seeking low risk 
Investment opportunities. This encourages 
Government defidits to provide securities to 
absorb accumulating reserves. They will also 
result In aome redistribution of Income from 
low to higher income groups. This will come 
about because the financing of private pen
sion funds will increase the prices of goods 
and services that are p"-rchased in the main 
by the low-income groups. The pensions will 
be paid, on the other hand, only to a few 
selected and relatively well-paid groups of 
executives and Industrial workers. 

-,I am also opposed to the development of 
private pension funds on other economie 
grounds. They will discriminate against 
small companies, for only large companies 
can afford them. The growth of private pen
sion funds will make It even more difficult 
for small businesses to survive In a world of 
Industrial giants. Private pension funds will 
also greatly Inhibit the mobility of labor 
from one firm to another for workers will be 
extremely reluctant to forfeit the pension 
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rights they have built up. They will also 
probably lead to discrimination against 
older workers, for employers will hesitate to 
employ people near the retirement age."

You Will gather from these paragraphs that 
I am in full agreement with you that the 
matter of social security Is one of "vital im-
portance to the preservation of our system
of free enterprise and the noncollectivist way
of life." 

Please be assured of my every encourage-
ment to your effort to correct basic errors, 
If I can be of further help in this matter, 
please do not hesitatr, to call on me. 

Sincerely yours, 
M. S. ECCLE5. 

THE 
C Tiago WYl AlT Co5. 

am not sure that I favor automatic payment
regardless of earnings status, even though 
this would simplify the administration. 
Particularly, I do not think it wise to con-
template age 65 as the automatic age at 
which payments are to begin, whether or 
not an employee continues to work, since It 
may well become necessary or desirable to 
retire the average employee at a later age ini 
the future, 

I look forward to hearing of your success 
In furthering this Important project,

Sincerely yours, 
FRANK L. GRIF'FIN, Jr., 

Vice President end Actuary. 

YA~ o., OHNHANCCK M1ALenough
J LHNIHANROCM c Co.,
Boson INUAss.,MaC1,190 

Include not only the question of including
In the system more groups presently em
ployed, but also the present retired aged 
-in the population who are not under be-ne
fit in the old-age and survivors insurance 
program. This phase of the study would de
pend partly on the solution to the problem
in the next folilowing Item. 

(b) Consideration of the problemn of re
moving the Federal Government from the 
assistance field by bringing all, or substanti
ally all, the present aged Into immediats 
benefit and by removing all Federal assist
anice to the States, leaving to the States or 
municipalities the entire problem of aid to 
any persons not covered, or not amply 

covered, by the old-age and survivorsinsurance system.(c) Consideration of the respective merits 
of various types of benefit formulas, the de
gree to which such formulas should depend 
upon wages earned prior to receipt of bene
fit, and the associated problem of the ad
ministrative costs of maintaining wage
records. 

(d) Retention of the provision for lump-
sum benefits only in cases where no other 
benefits becomre payable. 

(e) Reconsideration of the schedule for 
increasing payroll taxes In the light of the 
program finally adopted. 

(f) Increase from $15 to $50 a month In 
the amount of earnings permitted without 
loss of social-security benefit (no limit after 
age 70). 

(g) Study of proper integration of private 
pension plans and social-security benefits.

In this connection it will be difficult, if not 
unwise, because of serious overlapping, to 
extend social-security benefits to various 
classes of public employees already amply 
provided for under pension plans supported
in large part by public funds at State and 
municipal levels, as well as at Federal levels. 
In the case of pension plans applicable to 
nonpublic employees, benefits may be ad
justed relatively easily to reflect those avail
able under the social-security program,
This is not the case with plans covering pub
lic employees since such plans ariase from
special legislation, the amending of whichsdfiutt copih
sdfiutt copih

(h) Encouragement for extension of pri
vats contributory pension plans to supple
ment the floor of coverage provided by social. 
security benefits. 

(I) Question of enforced retirement at age
65 of employees who are able to stay In 
employment.

(J) Employment opportunities for elderly 
people.

(k) Problems Involved in the cars and 
housing of the aged. 

(1) Consideration of the governmental
level at which the problems In (j) and (k) 
are to be handled. 

(in) Inadvisability of providing for a sys-_ 
tern of total and permanent disability bene
fits on a Federal basis, and the advisability
of handling such benefits, if at all, at a 
State or local level, possibly on the basis of a 
means test. 

4. As to the personnel 'of such a com
mission, I assume above all that it should 
be nonpartisan and that It should Include 
representatives from the fields of Industry,
labor, farming, medicine, social services, and 
Insurance, The representative organizations
functioning in these fields can furnish you 
with the names of suitable and qualified
representatives. For the life-insurance in
dustry,, I Would suggest you communicate 
with Mr. Bruce E. Shepherd, manager, Life 
Insurance Association of America, 4L88Madi
son Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. 

5. I would Urge you to refer to the papers 
on Social Budgeting developed by Mr..- W. R. 
Williamson, at present a consulting actuary
residing in Washington, which outline a 
solution to our present social-security dif
ficulties. I refer you also to the speech of 

HooabehiagoY CI,Ma
The HnrbeHRYP Il. 

ANHon. 
5190BotnMasMy9,!5

HARRY 
Committee on Public Works, 

UieSttsSntWashington, c. 
EAO W~DAasN hentn mate Co. 

erM y youR lENTteR ofAMay 12hi mosttielyco-
ere byyou s imey,leterofMay12 mst

and I am pleased to offer a few views on the 
social-security legislation now pending.
These comments follow the points brought 
out in your letter and will necessarily be brief. 

by stofanindpen en thtcmisotormuhedvifw, f 
berts indvariusnfelds (ammisong fothers social-

inrsurance eronomficls, lawofnanctesandiac-
Inuarianciecnce)icsesentalwt thane, construc-
tuainofal souende prora. heprsentiltthmosret-
tod of asepaatngpold-ag.epbeenefts betwee 
insurancepaatnd assisance isnelittlbetshort of

insrane ad lttl shrt fssitane I 
ridiculous, in my opinion, and merely af-
fords an excuse for poorly conceived and 
loosely administered relief programs by the 
States. Furthermore, It appears that ad-
tainistrative difficulties in the way of univer-
sal OASI coverage are more fancied than real, 
and result from thinking- which is restricted 
to the framework of the present law. That 
old-age benefits might well be provided on a 
toffmany adoati eesofvH. R. 6000. cure 
tonless advsuitabesmto administerinof 

Uesasutblenmeftso is adevnistedind
universal old-age bnft sdvsd nunless the total present burden is properly
related to social-security taxes on a pay-as-
you-go basis, we are going to be faced with 
public misunderstanding of the true costs 
and many unsound proposals for increased 
benefits. I believe in getting the OASI pay-
nients up and the assistance payments down, 
as soon as possible. 

Like you, I am opposed to the keeping of 
detailed wags records to determine benefits, 
and believe that social benefits, being in the 
nature of subsistence, are properly divorced 
from the concept of individual equity-the 
range in possible benefits under the present
law, according to earnings level, is quits nar-
row already, and hardly justifies the detailed 
record-keeping-a proper fiat benefit under 
present conditions might be between $50 and 
$75 a month. Likewise, for receipt of hens-
fit, consideration might be given to an age
condition alone, although it might be desir-
able to deny benefits to anyone who has not 
filed a personal incomie-tax return for a 
specified- minimum period of -years-'such 
return possibly Including a special line for 
the social-security tax, 

A change In the qualifications as indicated 
should silence the schemes for stamp books 
and other complicated administrative pro-
cedures, as well as induce greater honesty
In the submission of tax returns. In con-
nection with the latter, assumning- that a 
simple method could be found to corre-
late information between the Treasury De-
partment and the Social Security Board, 
there would be no objection to scaling the 
benefits over a moderate range, according to 
Income reported in the return. This feature 
might, however. have to be omitted entirely..

-Because of the future load on productive
workers to carry the old-age pensioners, I 

P. CAiN,
Member, United States Senate, 

D. 
My DEAR SENATOR CAIN: I was very 'much 

Interested in the comments in your letter of
May 12 with reference to H. R. 6000 and the
social-security problems related thereto. It 
Is easy to understand why you have con-
cluded that you cannot vote for the provi-
sions embodied In H. R. 6000 nor In the 
forthcoming Senate version thereof and why 
you are urging Instead that "the social-secu-
rity establishment be left as it is pending 
a thorough and completely independent
Investigation and overhauling." 
of particular, you question the necessity 

the dual system of Federal old-age assist-
nce and old-age and survivors Insurance; 

you favor a pay-as-you-go system with age 
as probably the only qualification; you favor 
providing a reasonable floor of pension hens-
fit which would leave room for personal
thrift to make up the balance; and you favor 
retaining the present taxable maximum of 
$3,000 of annual earnings. 

You have asked my views on this ques-
tion including "the objectives, the per-
sonnel, and the method of study that might
be pursued" by the special commission which 
you have in mind. 

In reply I am pleased to stats that I sharewt o orgnrlapeeso bu 
wt o orgnrlapeeso bu 
our social-security program as it now stands 
and that H. R. 6000 is not the way to solve 
the problem. 

1. I agree with you that there is no justi-
fication for permanently continuing the pres-
ent dual system of Federal old-age assistance 
and old-age and survivors insurance. The 
question of abandoning the Federal assist-
alice program and the means by which this 
is accomplished, Is a subject requiring very
serious consideration, 

2. I would place more emphasis on the 
pay-as-you-go system and would favor a 
relinquishment of the present deferred-
benefit system, which by Its nature implies
the accumulation of reserves, 

In this connection, you may be interested 
to know that In 1944 and 1945 I was a mem-
her of a special legislative commission ap-
pointed to, study the retirement systems of 
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and its 
political subdivisions. This commission 
recommended the use of a nonreserve basis 
as far as public funds are Involved, the an-
nual appropriation by the appropriate gov-
ernmental unit of the share of the total pen.-
sions to be paid from public funds, and the 
very gradual release of reserve funds previ-
ously accumulated under predecessor eye-
temns, as they become needed to partially off-
set the rising costs due to~increasing pension
loads. This recommendation was adopted
Slid the anticipated - beneficial results are 
being slowly realized, 

3. The objectives of the contemplated
study might include such topics as--

(a) The extension of the social-security 
system to cover- the millions of people now 
excluded. This phase of the study should 
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the Honorable CARL T. CURTIS, of Nebraska, 
In the House of Representatives on October 
4, 1949, with which you are undoubtedly 
familiar. I believe, also, that the writings on 
this subject by the two actuaries, Mr. R. A. 
Hohaus and Mr. M. A. Linton, would be 
valuable. As you may know, the former is 
an actuary connected with the Metropolitan 
Life Insurance Co. and the latter Is also an 
actuary, serving as president of the Provident 
Mutual Life Insurance Co. 

6. As to the method of approach, I assume 
that this would consist of a period of Inten-
sive study by the special commission, fol1-
lowed by public hearings. In this connec-
tion, I would call your attention to the 
recent study made by the Brookings Institu-
tion in connection with social-security prob-
lems. Undoubtedly such a commission 
should seek the advice of experts in the varil-
ous fields to which the problems are closely 
related. 

In closing, I would like to stress above all 
that any revi~ion of benefits under our 
social-security system should not elevate 
such benefits above a reasonable maximum 
floor level and that ample room should re-
main fcr additional benefits to be provided 
above such level through regular employee 
and employer pension schemes and other 
vehicles designed to encourage and stimulateiniiulefr.ling 

I trust that you will find these comments
ofhepoui oyurinesiatonofths 

Very important problem,.l
Sincerely yours, 

HAROLD A. GROUT, 
Vice President and Actuary. 

BANKERs LIEn CO., 
Des Moines, Iowa, May 18, 1950. 


Senator HARRY P. CAIN, 

United States Senate, 


Washington, D. C. 

DEAR SENATOR: It was a pleasure to receiveleterinreart te scilecriy 

your lte nrgr otesca euiy
bill (H. R. 6000). The bill in Its original 
form seemed to me to go toq far and I am 
glad that the Senate committee has taken 
out some of the features from the original 

bill
It may be that this bill has gone so far 

through the legislative process that it is not 
possible to postpone consideration of it, but, 
of course, that is in the hands of Senators 
and Congressmen,

I sincerely hope that~before any more tin-
kering Is done with the Social Security Act, 
Congress will appoint a broad committee 
which will study not only the Social Security 
Act, but the whole broad problem of social 
benefits which at present are covered In

difretacspWeossea it 

The benefits under all these plans just as in 
the pioneer society must come out of the 
national income of individuals and corpo-
rations. It Is most important that we keep 
this in mind and that we do not raise the 
benefits of any of these various plans to a 
figure that makes the whole cost too much of 
a drain on the sources of contributions. It 
Is, therefore, vitally important that we sur
vey the whole picture as one unit instead 
of, as I have already mentioned, tinkering 
with first one piece and then another piece. 

Now to -return to the Social Security Act 
Itself. Back in 1935, it was most unfortunate 
that the insuranc 3 idea used in individual 
annuities and pension plans got mixed up 
with the Government's plan. A governmen-
tal, compulsory plan is entirely different 
from the usual Insurance plans because the 
Government has the power of compulsion. 
In a private plan, since there is no compul-
sion, it would be quite the natural thing in 
human nature to postpone buying insurance 
until one is ill and to postpone buying an 
annuity until one Is about to retire. We 
have seen the troubles of assessment com-
panies which had no power of compulsion. 
It Is for this fundamental reason that all in-
surance plans require the accumulation of 
reserves. When one comes, however, to gov-
ermnatudswt h owro oplpeople to join, we can very well use a 
pay-as-you-go system or one that is prac-
tlcally that. The Insurance concept in the
originaltSocialiSecuritynActthastled us into 

sortsnaSofianoveltries such as takin car inof 
alsrsonoetesuhatkigceof
those already old In a different manner to 
those in the plan. This other plan, old-age
assistance, has not worked out at all as It 
was originally thought and Instead, it is 
growing rapidly while the Insurance social 
security concept is growing slowly, 

Th hl usini eyivle n, 
I hope that I am not boring you with a few 
of my thoughts. I sincerely hope that Con-
geswltaeisimnt thel ovker-all probemtookthrulyandoothatrItgwll
It h vralpolmadta twl 
appoint a broad committee who will carefully 
consider the whole problem of social bene-
fits and all Its ramifications and study the 
road In which we are going. I firmly believe 
tht I ths Isdon, w wil clarl uner-
stand and be able to plan for methods of tak-
Ing care of unfortunate people in our sys-
tem of free enterprise but we must approach 
the problem with our eyes open or we may 
very well find ourselves with a system that 
has all the glittering promises that are held 
out by collectivist systems of the world 
which in reality are a cloak for slavery, 

I hope our paths cross some day before 
long so we may chat at greater length than 
ispsil naltesurance

ithblestn wishes, 

hazardous guess is It would take at least a 
year from the time the committee is ap
pointed before the report is* comnpleted. 

I appreciate your letter and would be hap
py to be of any assistance I can. 

Sincerely yours, 
B. H. BECKWORTH, 
Professor-of Banking. 

GROUP HOSPITAL SERVICE, INC., 
Wilmington, Del., May 22, 1950. 

Hon. HARRY P. CAIN, 
Senate Office Building,


Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR CAIN: I was extremely In

terested in your letter of May 13, setting 
forthyuviwontepsntocas

h yrouraviews theopesets soncialrsyon r 
curityeprogramran yourgthoughtshcncern
cocringth snedfoh chisatinge In oure wthinkin 
in the points you covered in your letter. 

To confuse old-age assistance and old-age
and survivors benefits with insurance as is 
ordinarily construed to cover other hazards 
Is fundamentally wrong. In my opinion the 
settin po ocle nuac udt 

ingvpe a osiuto-called,winsuranemoefndveto 
coveres assituactionlwhichfwhile remkote never 
Itsgonisthedless ony upredictableinoaaswkowtt 
Itnsgoing to develnop andonl unpredIct able 

tue, is overly optimistic thinking. Why we

shudntasyuugeeaoparalti

and practical approach to this problem by
putting it on a "pay-as-you-go system" I 
canot understand, unless it is because of 
the fact that the magic in the use of the 
word "insurance" Insures the sale of the idea 
to the American people.

Eeyhn otie nyu ecito 
Eeyhn otie nyu ecito 

of the system as you visualize It I personally
feel is logical and practicable. Certainly It 
would have the effect of placing squarely be
fore they peopled the qestirkon ofuwhetheror 
ntte atdt mako uhapo 
gram, and from time to time would serve toremind them, at the time of the budget for
the forthcoming year, of the inevitably 
mutn ot fsc rga vno 
the conservative basis on which you outlined 
it. Actually, such a program, as I see it, 
wudb omr hnauieslyamn 
istered relief fund, offered without the neces.
aity of a means test. 

Ihv ie eaieyltl hnigt h 
subjve ofve thisnprogramrexactlyeyhow l miht

sbjecivetigeated, but ithwoul seegrm togme


that as a matter of course a commission es

tablished for this purpose would need to rely

heavily on the services of population experts

as well as actuaries and experienced statis

ticians. I have no doubt that in many In-


companies as well as in a number of

universities there are men of this ability whowouldrebe competent to 

role I 
an objective and dispassionate manner. A 
commission embarking on such a study 

hope to arrive at a reasonable compu
tation of the year-to-year cost to this country
for the kind of program you outline at some 
date In the future, for examiple, 1960. with 
alternative costs based on gteater or less 
benefits. Such a group should recognize the 
fallibility of putting these costs on anything 
but a percentage basis or in some terms 
which would make the cost understandable 
In terms of future inflation. For example, 
our recent upswing In pension demands Is a 
sobering reminder of the fact that sums set 
aside for old-age benefits today may prove 
to be entirely inadequate in the expanding-
economy era of the future. mere dolarrs 
set aside, therefore, are likely to constitute 
a poor yardstick of actual cost to the Nation 
as compared to some other method of ex
pression. 

It would seem to me that the first field of 
exploration on the part of such a commis
sion as you suggest should be an attempt at 
an honest appraisal of the amount the Amer
lean people are willing and able to contribute 

many deviewththishproblemshin
the whole problem piecemeal we are very Sincerelyetetyourshs

apSofndoelppnneeftoisine.el MyMours, Pesdet 
conflicting doctrinesind manyfts otherstiongsEM.cox Peint 
coflithat dortriead.ayohe hnsshould 

In a pioneer society the people upon whom 
misfortunes like disability, unemployment,
the declining powers of old age, blindness, 
etc., do not starve but in various ways they 
are taken care of by society, either In the 
form of relatives, local suthorities, charities, 
or by government. In all such cases, these 
unfortunates receive a basic minimum 
amount from such sources. It must be 
remembered however, that all such amounts 
spent for adult unfortunates as well as the 
amounts spent to raise our children to the 
age when they go to work must be provided
from the national Income of those who are at 
work, and by those, I mean Individuals as 
well as the legal entities we call corporations. 

In our more complex civilization, the doc-
trine has arisen that these people and chil-
dren must be taken care of by a more cen. 
tralized body than In the pioneer society,
and consequently, we have the Social Be-
curIty Act, unemployment insurance, aid for 
children, and blind and other retirement acts. 

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 

ZN THE Crrx or NEW YORK, 


New York, N. Y., May 18, 1950. 
Hon. HARRY P. CAIN, 

Committee on Public Works, 
United States Senate, 

Washington, D. C. 
DEAR SENATOR CAIN: In response to your 

letter of the I1th of May concerning social 
security legislation, I quite agree with you
that a thorough and completely independent 
Investigation is required of our social securi-
ty program. Also, I am favorably disposed
toward a pay-as-you-go system with the 
retirement payments linked to a payroll tax, 

The comniission selected to study the so-
cial security program, should be nonparti-
san, nonpolitical, and composed of highly 
qualified experts. Such men, I feel certain, 
could be obtained from universities and also 
from the business world. Time will be re-
quired for such Rh Investigation in order that 
the report masy be searchingly thorough. A 
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to such a Program on the assumption that 
it .ill be applied currently to the entire 
Population over a certain specified age. This. 
I think, should be a matter more for the un-
biased Interviewer than for the social worker 
or social Planner who would be apt to begin
sluch an undertaking with very preconceived
Ideas as to public desires, both as to the re-
ceipt Of funds and the expenditure of them. 

Fundamentally, of course,, such a survey
should be made by a bipartisan group, not 
addicted to any specific program but sumf-
clently conscious of the need for some rea-
sonable anad Intelligent assistance. I think 
that such men can and should be found. 

I hesitate to write on a subject on which 
Iam Comparatively uninformed and have 

developed Ideas only as a sort of bystander
In the field of social Insurance. I am really
regretful that more specific plans and Ideas 

as to the personnel which might Implement

such a study are not within my grasp, but 

I want you to be assured that I thoroughly 

concur in your feelings and would willingly

help In any way that I can to bring about the 

approach you so ably recommend, 


I should like to suggest that Mr. Alien B. 

Thompson, vice president and actuary of 

the Associated Hospital Service of New York,

New York City, from his wide experience In 

the Blue Cross and Blue Shield field, and Mr. 

WaX S. Bell, vice president of Continental 

American Life insurance Co., Wilmington,

Del., might offer you some worth-while sug-

gentions. 


Sincerely, 

H. V. MAYNEE, 

Managing Director, 

WOODMEN AccIDENT Co., 
Lincoln, Nebr., May 22, 1950. 


Senator HARRY P. CAIN, 

Senate Office Building,


Washington, D. C. 
DEAR SENATOR CAIN: Thank you for writing 


me as you did on May 15 regarding the social-

security bill, H. R. 6000, on which a report
will shortly be rendered by the Senate Fi 
nance Committee. We have followed the 
development of this legislation both In the 
House and during the hearings before the 
Senate Finance Committee and are in com-
plate accord with your conclusion that H. B. 
6000. If passed or enacted with the amend-
maents proposed by the Senate Finance Coin-
mittee, would constitute nothing more nor 
less than a perpetuation of the unsound 
existent system. You are undoubtedly fa-
miliar with the minority report of Repre-
sentative CARL CuRTIS, who Is a member of 
-the House Ways and Means Committee. Mr. 
CuR77s represents the First Nebraska District 
and I am one of his constituents. I am in, 
complete accord with Mr. CuRnis' conclusion 
and the position which Senator BUTLER, Of 

Neraka hs o lgi-aeninrear hi 
lation. hv 

You hv summarized the situation, as I 
see It, when you state that "patching up

thepreentunwrkale ocil-scurty ro-the preil enteunworkbe socal-djsteurty pro-
It cures." If we accept the notion that the

Govenmetmst rovde sme eneitsfor
Governmednt must providentsoertbenefit for-
mon sense 	 dictates that the whole social-

secriy bstutinsrvyedinanobjctve
maneriby petatoplbe whovcan bingan dbecive-
taneres bypeoi pleovwhto beanriongth problem. 

should accept responsibIlity for the aged,
the orphaned, and the widowed, and by
what meabs provision can be made for them,
Certainly 	in a time when the economy~of 
the country is strained by the necessity of 
carrying on a cold war It In folly to heap
additional heavy burdens upon the taxpayer
In order to Indulge in reckless social experi-
mentation. You are to be congratulated 
upon your 	courage In taking the position
that you have In thin matter. 

Cordially yours, 
S. J. 	FAULKNER, 

Pr~esldent. 

THE NATIONAL OJNDznRwrrEa Co., 
Chicago,Ill., May 22, 1950. 

Senator HARRY P. CAIN, 
United States Senate, 

Committee on Public Works, 
Washington, D. C. 

MT DExAR SENATOR CAIN: For a variety of 
personal and business reason's, I have not 
been able to give the kind of attention to 
replying to your May Ii letter propounding
social security questions that It deserves, 

I am complimented by your Inquiry and 
I only wish that I could offer some helpful
suggestions. In general I find that I con-
cur in your thesis and especially do favor 
the Idea of a thoroughgoing study of the 
whole social-security system and theory,
There in, I believe, no urgency for legisla-
tion today; there are no great and reason-
able wants that cry for satisfaction at this 
moment. Moreover as time goes on, the 
evidence of experience may point strongly in 
one direction or another. Hence the kind 
of study that you envisage can be afforded 
and would be a wise plan.

The make-up of the commission would be 
all-important. It could very well embrace 
men with capacity to understand the whole
of a problem and with Intuitive and im-
aginative qualities, but who have not been 
deeply involved with social-security mat-
ters. It would Presumably be necessary to 
Include individuals representing various sic-
ments of the population and with consider-
able social-security background. But to get
together simply a group of men who have 
been more or less living with this problem
for the past 10 or 15 years, I think would 
accomplish little. 

Necessarily these men have developed at-
titudes that are more or less frozen and 
they may have a record of consistency to 
maintain, they may cling to answers that 
were good on the evidence of 10 years ago
but are questionable today. What would be 
good would be a balance between men 
steeped in this thing and men with the 
capacity to come to grips with such a monu-
mental problem but without serious prior 
exposure to It. 

While I do not have any specific names 
to suggest, it occurs to me that the places 
to look for those with the desired endow-
ments ara on the bench. among churchmen
and college Presidents (perhaps freshly re-tired), I 	 think I would depart from your 
specifications as to the type of commissionerwanted to the extent of deemphasizing "in-
formed in this area" at least insofar as some 
of the members are concerned. It Is my oh-
servation that the beat Informed in this area 
are the most dogmatic, the least disposed to
take a fresh look, to permit factors other 

background and history to the council table. 
but It seenms to me that there Is a place for 
men who can evaluate all this welter of view
point, who 	 can see a problem, simplify It. 
project the answers into the future and come 
forth with a crystal-clear analysis.

Your letter 	is proof of your statesmanlike 
approach 	 to this bewildering problem and it 
deserves a far more penetrating reply than 
I have been able to give. It Is perfectly clear 
that there are no absolute principles In thin 
field that are clearly apparent today and you 
are most 	assuredly on firm ground in ad
vocating as today's step, a superior type of 
study.I 

You have my very best wishes. 
Faithfully yours, 

LvEir ATRGT 

SEATTLE, WAsH., May 22, 1950. 
Hon. HARRY P. CAIN, 

United States Senate, 
Washington, D. C. 

My DEAR SENATOR CAIN: It is encouraging 
to know that you have given such serious 
consideration to the character of our present
social-security legislation and the various 
'proposals to amend It. I find myself In com
plete agreement with your position, both 
with respect to the discriminations involved 
In our present social-security system and 
with respect to the folly 6f attempting to 
cure these discriminations by a patch-work
job such as is proposed by H. Rt. 6000. 

It seems to me that the fundamental mis
conception 	 Involved In the present social. 
security legislation Is the Idea that John Doe 
Citizen is 	 saving through social-security 
taxes some money which will help him take 
care of his old age. What John Doe Citizen 
needs to understand is that the social-secu
rity taxes which he now pays are used for 
current Government expenses, including
payments to those who are now eligible for 
social-security benefits. In turn, John Doe 
Citizen will get his social-security benefits, 
not from what he has saved during his work-
Ing years, but from taxes paid by John Doe,
Jr., and other taxpayers of future years.
Whet he receives will not bear any relation
ship to what he paid In taxes. 

The social-security law was originally con. 
calved as a law which would provide sub
sistence benefits and the dollar benefits now 
In the law were determined in the light of 
the purchasing power of the dollar in 1939. 
As the value of our dollar changes, we can 
expect the amount of benefit to be changed
from time to time so that It will continue to 
provide subsistence benefits. It is apparent
that In the long run the benefit that John 
Doe Citizen will get will be much more de
pendent upon the changing value of our 
curnytaupnJhfoeswgrcrd

It is wasteful, and therefore it Is stupid, to
build up a cumbersome record of wages for 
the millions of citizens who have come under 
the social-security system. Because the value 
of the dollar Is not a fixed but a changeable
thing, most of tha wage records which havebe accumulated will ultimately be 1sles 

It Is foolish to build up tWo systems ofproviding subsistence benefits for older citi
zens; one which we call assistance, and give 
only to those who can prove that they are
in need, the other we call Insurance, because 
those who are In the insured group have paid
a special tax. The'contradictions of the dual 
system are pointed up by the fact that many 
persons eligible for the Insurance benefit 
claim the assistance benefit because it is 
greater.

When It comes to specific suggestions as 
to personnel I naturally think first of those 
In my own profession who have been con
cerned with the technical problems of in
surance, annuities, and pensions. I would 
particularly suggest the following:

W. II. WillIamson, 3400 Fairhill Drive,
Washington, D. C. Mr. Williamson was ac
tuarial consultant for the Social Security 

terstef vewponto bar n te poblm.than those to which they are wedded to cir-As you well know, It Is most unlikely that 
such objectivity can be found in the Federal 
security agencies. I heartily endorse the 
study that you propose. I hope that Con-
grass in its good judgment will vote such a 
survey and Will delay taking any action on 
amending the present system until the re-
sults of such a study are available. I be-
lieve that competent personnel who do not 
have an ax to grind can be found to conduct 
such a study. Their objectives should be 
to determine to what extent the Government 

culate in their consciousness. That Is en-
tirely human and natural and a product of 
age. I remember that advisers In setting 
up the system originally In 1935, very short-
ly saw the mistake of too slavish copying of 
the private insurance reserve principle in 
the field of public pensions, and they had not 
become too brittle to change direction. To-
day that same group, I think could hardly,
be expected to read the signs so clearly and 
change direction so readily. These Informed 
men would bring attitudes, facts, opinions, 
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Board during the first 10 years that this law 
has been 'in effect. He has probably given 
more serious thought to the fundamental 
problems of this law than any other man in 
this country. He is currently senior actuar-
lal consultant to the Wyatt Co., a firm of 
consulting actuaries and pension consult-
ants. 

Joseph B. Maclean, Yarmouth Port, Mass, 
Mr. Maclean was formerly vice president and 
actuary of Mutual Life Insurance Co. of New 
York and is a past president of the Actuarial 
Society. He is the author of the well-known 
reference book Life Insurance. While Mr. 
Maclean is now retired he is carrying on 
an Independent consulting practice and Is 
a man of considerable vigor and exceptional 
competence, 

Thomas A. Phillips, chairman of the board, 
Minnesota Mutual Life Insurance Co., St. 
Paul, Minn. Mr. Phillips is a past president 
of the American Institute of Actuaries. I 
believe that his present company duties are 
such that he can spend a considerable 
amount of time on a project such as the 
one we are now talking about. 

The following men are all of outstanding 
competgnce in the professional field and 
have given considerable attention to Social-
security problems. However, most of them 
have substantial executive and administra-
tive responsibilities In their companies and 
It might be difficult for them to arrange to 
devote the proper amount of time to such 
a commission as you propose:

Edmund M. MoConney, president, Bankers 
Life Co., Des Moines, Iowa. Mr. McConney 
is now president of the Society of Actuaries. 
(This is the main professional body repre-
senting life-insurance actuaries on this con-
tinent and was organized last year as a con-
solidation of the Actuarial Society and the 
American Institute of Actuaries.)

R. D. Murphy, executive vice president and 
actuary, Equitable Life Assurance Society
of New York and a former president of the 
Actuarial Society, 

M. Albert Linton, president, Provident Mu-
tual Life Insurance Co., Philadelphia. Pa., 
and a former president of the Actuarial So-
ciety. 

R. A. Hohaus, actuary, Metropolitan Life 
Insurance Co., New York, N. Y., and a former 
president of the- American Institute of Ac-
tuaries. 

A. J. McAndless, president, Lincoln Na-
tional Life Insurance Co., Fort Wayne, Ind., 
and a past president of the American Insti-
tuta of Actuaries, 

Henry Beers, vice president, Aetna Life 
Insurance Co., Hartford, Conn. 

Ronald G. Stagg, president, Northwestern 
National Life Insurance Co., Minneapolis, 
Minn., and vice president of the Society of 
Actuaries, 

Clarence Tookey, actuarial vice president, 
Occidental Life Insurance Co. of California, 
Los Angeles, Calif., and vice president of the 
Society of. Actuaries, 

What I have said above merely repeats 
thoughts which obviously have occurred to 
you and to other legislators who have both-
ered to look behind the form of our present 
social-security laws to their substance. The 
arguments for a thoroughgoing revision of 
those laws have bean forcibly set forth by 
Representative CARL CURTIs in his minority
report on H. R. 6000. 

You have asked for my views on the ofr 

rity system, namely, the provision of an eco-
noinic floor of protection for all citizens of 
the Nation, is to be preserved. However, the 
Commission should be empowered to explore 
possible alternative systems for accomplish-
Ing this objective. The Commission's work 
should include the following: 

1. It should examine the present system 
from the standpoint of the ability of the 
Nation to carry out in the future the prom-
lees which the social-security legislation 
makes to our citizens today; 

2. It should examine the relationship be-
tween the old-age-insurance program and 
the old-age-assistance program, with par-
ticular reference to the equity or Inequity 
of treatment of citizens in different classes, 
such as the present aged who are eligible 
only for old-age-assistance benefits, the pres-
ent aged who are eligible only for some old-
age-insurance benefits, those who are eligible 
for either, and those who are not eligible 
for either one, the sclf-employed, the worker 
who shifts from covered employment to un-
covered employment, or the reverse, and 
finally the employed taxpayer in uncovered 
employment; 

3. If the Commission finds the present sys-
tam to be defective or inadequate it should 
be authorized to recommend whatever re-
visions it finds most appropriate, 

METHOD AND PERSONNEL 

Such a commission should be composed 
of parsons whose training and ability are 
such that their recommendations can be ax-~ 
pected to be satisfactory to all political fac-
tin.TiIspras nielwihcn 
not be attained in our present political at-
mosphere. Nonetheless, the Commission 
should be composed primarily of parsons who 
will seek and accept facts regardless of 
wehrontteyaeeihterpe-Vice
conceived ideas, and who will form inde
pendant judgments from those facts. it 
should contain persons who would command 
the confidence and the respect of the leaders 
of both major parties. It should have a 
staff drawn from sources outside the Social 
Security Administration but this staff should 
have the power to call upon staff of the 
Social Security Administration for any as-
sistance or information. 

I assume that any such commission should 
have representatives from other fields In-
cluding educators, scientists, businessmen, 
and labor leaders, perhaps even some econ-
omists. You are probably much better 
equipped than I to suggest names of people
in these fields who would be suitable and 
available, 

There is an ever-widening realization of 
the unsatisfactory character of our present 
social-security legislation and a commission 
such as you suggest could be very valuable 
In hastening the day when the necessary 
fundamental revisions will be made. If there 
Is anything which I can do to be helpful to 
you In your efforts to this end, please feel 
free to call on me. 

Sincerely, 
WENDELL A. MILLmIAN, 

Consulting Actuary. 

SOUTHwEsTERN LIFE INSURANCE CO., 
ThelHonorable HARRY2P. CAIN,
TeHnrbeHRYP AN 

United States Senate, 

curity should be exhaustively Investigated by 
an Independent committee. If such a corn
mittee is organized I think it would be most 
appropriate to call upon the president of the 
Society of Actuaries for recommendation of 
such members of that society as, in the opin
ion of the president, are experienced and 
capable of cooperation on a matter of great 
national interest. 

Personally I am sympathetic to social se
curity. I favor the establishment of social 
security on a pay-as-you-go basis. I recoin-
mend that basis because it will avoid the 
accumulation of great reservoirs of capital 
which would Inevitably become the target 
for attack. 

It is manifest that without In any way 
destroying the individual initiative that 
has made the United States of America a, 
great country, there Is a place for minimum 
benefits established by the Federal Govern
ment. I draw your particular attention to 
the fact that I say "minimum benefits." We 
should not be unmindful of the great prog
raes that has taken place In recent years int 
public health, surgical skill, and medical care. 
These changes have promoted a vast increase 
In the expectation of life. 

As a result of the great change that has 
taken place in the expectation of life there 
is a growing disproportion between retired 
workers and productive workers. Care 
should be taken that we do not saddle in
dustry and the productive worker with a 
burden that many years from now might
compel a retreat that would be deeply em
barrassing to the Federal Government. 

am indeed sympathetic to your com
ment on old-age assistance within the say

er StateeslsupourtesyFeeaubiis 
SincerelyOyours 

President. 

LIDERTY LIFE ANDAccIDENT AssoceATeoN. 
Muskegon, Mich., May 22, 1950. 

Hon. HARRY P. CAIN, 
The United Stafes Senate, 

.WasZhingfton,~ D. C. 
DEAR SENATOR CAIN: I have before me a 

copy of the letter which you addressed to 
Mr. C. 0. Pauley, managing director, Health 
and Accident Underwriters Conference, 
under date of May 15, 1950. As a profes
sional actuary and as a private citizen, I 
ani. tremendously pleased to learn of your 
critically intelligent attitude on the above 
legislation.

Just as long as we have the present frame
work of the social-security system under 
which new promises of increased benefits-
always on a deferred basis-we will be draw-
Ing closer and closer to ultimate disillusion
ment under which those have contributed 
the most will receive the greatest disap
pointment.

I do wish I knew of some way to express 
my feelings on this subject more effectively 
so that as a nation we would face the prob
lain of care for the aged on a basis that 
would be economically sound and stable. 

Respectful:4 yours, 
W. H. MAcCURiDY. 

vice President and Secretary. 

WEST NEwTON, MASS., May 15, 1950. 

Senator HARRY P. CAIN,
Senate office Building,

Washington, D. C. 
DA EAO AN hn o eymc
DA EAO AN hn o eymc

for your letter of May 12. 
There Is enclosed herewith a copy of a,

letter which I wrote to Senators LODGE and 
SALTONSTALL In regard to H. R. 6000. You 
will note that my views correspond almost 
exactly with yours.

There Is also enclosed a copy of a letter 
which I sent to Senators LODGE, SALTON-
SrALL, and MCCLELLAN as chairman of the 
Subcommitte on National Legislation of the 
Massachusetts Medical Society. You will 

jciepronl mto ofWashington, D. C.
eciepronlandmehdo study

which might be employed by a commission 
to make a fundamental study of the social-
security program. Tepolm htsc 

aTomsinwudhae trobfaemwotuldhb 
a omisio hvetofae ewul oud 

togierbraan hatter Hpoweverythe much thought. 
for whattheymattre worth, theregare someviews 
fon thetsubect: orh ee r om iw 

on hesujet:amination
OBJECTIVES 

The assignment of this problem to a corn-
mission should make It clear that the funda-
mental objective of the present social-secu-

My DEAR SENATOR: I feel greatly honored 

that you should write to me as you did on 
the 11th of May. There was some delay in 
the mailing of your letter because It was not
received In Dallas until the 18th, 

For your convenience I recite my profes-
sional qualifications. I became a, fellow of 
the Faculty of Actuaries of Scotland by ex-

in the year 1909. I am a past
president of the American Institute of Actu-
aries. 

I am very sympathetic to your proposal 
that the most Important subject of social se, 
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note that this letter concerns itself with the 
medlcal aspects of H. R. 6000 and sets out 
our Opposition to a Federal program of per-
mnanent total disability compensation.

in regard to a committee to study the 
problem, I was impressed by General Eisen-
hower's suggestion made before the New 
York Herald Tribune Forum that a group of 
outstanding experts In the field of social 
and economic problems be convened at Co-
lumbia University. While he did not go Into 
detail In regard to the composition of such 
a group, my own Inclination would be to
exclude from participation those persons 
who are intimately associated with the Fed-
eral Security Agency and therefore have an 
ax to grind. You will recall that in the In-
vestigations carried on to date employees 
or former employees of the Federal Security
Agency have played a dominant role behind 
the scenes. Any future investigations
should avoid the possibility of this kind of 
criticism, 

If I can be of any further assistance to you,
please do not hesitate to get in touch with 
me. 

Cordially, 
CH-ARLEs G. HAYDEN, M. D. 

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I 
should like at this time to speak briefly 
in general support of H. R. 6000. 

There are and will be pending, as the 
Senate knows, many amendments to the 
pending social-security measure. Most 
amendments, I understand, will be di-
rected toward liberalizing the bill re-
ported out by the Senate Finance coin-
mittee. I shall be inclined to support 
most of the amendments directed toward 
this end. I have introduced and joined 
with others in sponsoring some of these 
amendments. I shall speak on them 
again when they are called up next 
Thursday.

Before discussing amendments, how-
ever, I should like to make clear that 
in my opinion the Senate Finance Coin-
mittee has done an outstanding job with 
this complex and difficult piece of legis-
lation. The committee as a whole has 
shown a forward-looking attitude to-
ward the problem, and the committee 
chairman, the senior Senator from Geor-
gia, has earned the thanks and admira-
tion of all of us in this great work which 
he has directed so skillfully and thor-
oughly. 

The liberalization of the benefits in 
some categories and the extension of 
coverage in the Senate bill-while not 
as wide as I should like to see them-are 
long steps in the right direction. 

it is comforting to realise that in this 
debate the question is not whether we 
should have social security. That is now 
accepted in principle by almost all of us. 

it is to be recalled, however, that when 
the first social-security measures were 
originally Proposed in 1935, violent oppo-
sition was offered both in the Congress 
of the United States and the Legislature
of New York State, of which I was Gov-
ernor at that time.. Perhaps some may
recall that in the Presidential election of 
1936, the party on the other side of the 
aisle argued that social security was 
regimentation-that awful word-and 
that the American people were soon to be 
required to wear dog tags as a result of 
having social-security numbers. Hap-
pily that argument is now gathering dust 
in the attic of poltical discards, 

Today the question is how much social 
security we should have and can afford 

and what is the best method for extend-
ing social security to as wide a sector of 
the population as possible. I congratu-
lt 
ltthose of my colleagues on the other 
side of the aisle who have come to this 
advanced position. At, this point my 
argument with them is one of degree and 
not of kind. 

Today I appeal to the Senate to liberal-
ize the present measure-not merely to 
approve it. Today I speak to my col-
leagues in behalf not only of a social-
security program but of a broadened 
social-security program--a program
broadened beyond even the limits set 
forth in the Senate bill,

I cannot presume to be the adminis-
tration spokesmen on this subject, but 

midadwllo
I hnk I speak themidadwlof 
the administration and of the intent of 
the Democratic plat-form-certainly of 
the platform on which I ran last year-
when I say that the liberalization of the 
social-security program is our mandate 
from the people. That mandate is not 
only for the pending bill but for the lib-
eralizing amendments which have been 
introduced, 

Amendments which I and other Sena-
tors have sponsored would extend cover-
age to 2,000,000 more people than would 
be covered under the pending bill. 
Approximately 1,000,000 of these would 
be domestics, the group that possibly 
needs social-security coverage more than 
any other. One additional million would 
be agricultural workers, 

one liberalizing amendment would in-
crease the average benefit under, the 
OASI program from an over-all average 
of $49 proposed in the Senate bill to an 
average of $55. Moreover, it would in-
cirease the maximum amount which 
could be obtained by an individual who 
has made his contributions for 5 years 
from the proposed level of $72.50 to a 
new level of $100-and for an individual 
who has worked and contributed for 20 
years, to a maximum of $114. 

In view of our present standard and 
cost of living, this is not a princely pen-
sion. It is only barely enough for a per-
son to live at a self-respecting level and 
to maintain his health. 

I recognize, of course, that the Senate 
bill is a vast improvement over the pres-
ent law in this respect. The Senate bill 
proposes an over-all average benefit of 
$49 compared to the average of $26 pro-
vided under present law. Obviously, the 
present benefits have no relation to real-
ity. That is best illustrated by the fact 
that the over-all average public-assist-
ance grant to the needy aged in 1949-
the so-called pension to the aged who 
have made no contributions--was $45 
or almost $20 more than is now provided 
under the insurance system. I want to 
emphasize that to be eligible for thesIe 
public-assistance aids, the so-called 
pensions, the aged individuals involved 
must pass a means test, must take a 
pauper's oath, 

In many States today, including my 
own, these public-assistance payments to 
the needy aged~are far higher not only 
than the benefits now available under 
the Federal insurance program, but, in 
some cases, higher even than those now 
proposed under the Senate bill. This 
disparity betwee4 a system based on in-

surance savings and a system based on 
outright grants to - the needy must be 
wiped out. The emphasis must be trans

ferred to the insurance system. The in
surance system must be made more at
tractive than public assistance to the 
needy.

Even the average $49 pension proposed
by the Senate bill is woefully inadequate,
and lacks the essential element of recog
nition of the length of time during which 
the individual has contributed, and also 
fails to accept as a base for taxation a 
sufficiently high wage level. It does not 
recognize the fact that the monetary
wage level of our working population has 
doubled in the past 10 years. The liberal
izing amendments which will be proposed

ntethi aeconzneofteera
nthfortkecgzneofhseel

changes in the national situation. 
Another vital liberalizing amendment 

would provide disability insurance on 
the same principle as that approved by
the H-ouse. This provision might be ex
pected to add approximately 500,000 
people to the pension rolls by 1960. The 
average pension would be about $50 per 
monith-certainly not an overgenerous 
amount. Still other liberalizing amiend
ments would increase Federal grants for 
special assistance; yet other amendments 
would c::tend public assistance to Puerto 
Rico and the Virgin Islands, and thus 
honor our commitments to the people 
of those dependent Territories. 

One further amendment would help 
finance more adequate medical care for 
the needy. The Advisory Council on 
Social Security recommended such a pro
vision. 

I know that there are some who will 
say that these measures are impractical 
or that they are luxuries which we can
not afford. My answer is simple: These 
are not luxuries but investments in the 
security and welfare of our people.
These investments will earn for our Na
tion a liberal return in increased con
tentment and increased productivity.

This, I take it, is the object of the 
social-security program. 

The able and scholarly senior Senator 
from Ohio may say that with these lib
eralizing amendments, we are providing
for increased payments out of the social-
security fund while making no provi
sions for increased payments into the 
social-security fund. 

It is estimated that if all the amend
ments I have referred to are adopted, 
the increased cost to the fund over the 
projected period, which means until the 

after studying the experience of the past 

year 2000, will be approximately 11 2 
percent of payroll. 

Iws osyta nm uget
Iws osyta nm uget 

many years, I am convinced that a dy
namic and expanding economy, and our 
steadily rising wage pattern will provide
the incieased collections which the in
creased expenditures will require. That 
has been our experience in the past; I 
am sure that will be our experience in 
the future. In my judgment there is no 
reason to increase the present schedule 
of social-security taxes beyond that al
ready provided. If the need should 
arise, however, I would be perfectly will
ing to increase the tax schedule when 
that time comes. 
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At this point I should like to take a 

quick look backward and examine for a 
moment just what it is we are talking
about when we talk about social se-
curity. 

It might be worth while to recall that 
the quest for security is one of the 
most ancient in the history of mankind, 
Security against aggression and secu-
rity against the natural hazards of life, 
of sickness, of old age, of drought, and 
of famine have been sought by men in 
various ways since the first dawn of 
time. As soon as people first developed
the art of communal living, they took 
their first steps toward social security in 
its broadest sense, 

External aggression being the greatest 
threat to security in ancient days, towns 
were built with great walls for purposes 
of security, armies and navies were as-
sembled for security, constabularies and 
police departments were organized for 
security. In organizing these measures 
for security, the whole people were taxed 
in order to provide security for those 
who required it. 

Later, when the need for financial 
security and health security gained rec-
ognition along with the need for security 
from theft and aggression, banks, insur-
ance companies, and hospitals were or-
ganized for the security of individuals 
and of groups of individuals. The de-
mand for security is neither new nor 
revolutionary. It is as old as man him-
self. 

The fact that the present emphasis is 
on governmentally provided security
against the hazards of sickness, unem-
ployment, and old age merely recognizes 
the increasing complexity of society and 
the advancing status of our concept of 
social obligations. We now recognize
that human life, itself, is a precious 
national resource. We realize that the 
conservation of that resource against the 
extraordinary hazards of twentieth-cen-
tury existence is an essential function of 
government and is, indeed-as I have 
said-an investment in the material wel-
fare of the Nation. 

Today we all a~ccept this fact, although 
some may not publicly acknowledge it. 
Political conservatives as well as liberals 
have certainly reached agreement on the 
desirability of social security. It has 
passed out of the realm of political con-
troversy. Of course, there are still some 
few exceptions. There are some indi-
viduals who would, if they could, turn 
back the clock to another age. I doubt 
whether this point of view has any sig-
nificant representation in this body, 

Today we discuss the extent of social 
security, the exact amount of the bene-
fits, and the specific groups which can be 
covered, and how to guarantee that the 
money will be available in the future 
when the swelling fraction of our popu-
lation over the age of 65 reaches such 
proportions that the aged would be an 
unmanageable burden on the revenue 
resources of the Nation, unless provided 
for in an insurance system such as this. 

By 1990, the percentage of our popula- 
tion over 65 -itis estimated will be 13.2 
percent, and the liabilities of the old-age 
trust fund will be of such a Magni-
tude-and constantly growing-that un-
less some reserves are built up now, the 

national economy may have a liability
which cannot be practicably met out of 
budgetary appropriations,

That is the reason for this insurance 
system, rather than for a straight uni-
versal pension system supported entirely 
by current Government revenues. I 
would like to see our old-age system en-
larged now, and all the 11,500,000 of 
our aged covered under the system. I 
favor universal old-age coverage. This 
must and will be soon provided. That 
will be our next step. 

Meanwhile, however, I think our pub-
lic-assistance grants should be liberal-
ized, but the insurance system should 
keep pace, in order that benefits based on 
earnings and contributions may in the 
not too distant future replace public-
assistance grants altogether, 

These are general goals. These are 
problems to be worked out. We must 
beware, however, of those who would 
call a halt to the insurance system, and 
to improvements in it, pending another 
study. Studies designed to delay action 
rather than to enlighten action are the 
most deadly device in the arsenal of the 
opponents of progress, 

We debate today on the amount and 
kind of public assistance to extend 
through grants-in-aid to States and to 
Territories for their welfare activities 
for children, for the needy aged, and for 
the health of the people. 

All these programs are part of the pat-
tern of the welfare state. I need not 
tell mny colleagues in the Senate that I 
am for the welfare state. The people, 
too, are for the welfare state. But some 
Of MY colleagues are inclined to confuse 
the concept of the welfare state with the 
conflict over Federal-State authority,
They are afraid of federalization and 
say that they favor welfare, activities 
by government, but only by State gov-
ernments and not by the Federal Gov-
ermient. 

I shall not enter into this argument 
today. But I want to point out that in 
the field of social security, the Federal 
Government, under the general-welfare 
clause of the Constitution, has a man-
date to serve the people. If this can 
best be done by direct Federal action, 
It must be so done. If it can best be 
done through the States, that should 
be done. But to block action by in-
sisting that the Federal Government 
may not provide for the general welfare 
in the field of social security because 
this is properly a State function is to 
deny our essential responsibilities and 
to fail the people in their basic needs, 

While we weigh and debate the best 
method of accomplishing what we seek, 
we must remember that we are "one Na-
tion, indivisible, with liberty and justice
for all." That is what we say in our 
Pledge of Allegiance. That is what we 
must justify by action on the pending
bill, and on the pending amendments 
to liberalize that bill, 

Mr. BUTLER. Mr. President, there 
has come to my attention in recent 
years a deeply disturbing observation, 
People are saying that we are so far along 
the road to statism that we cannot possi-
bly turn back, and so we might as well 
make the best of it. This, of course, is 
the most malicious nonsense. 

if we are on the wrong road-and 
statism is the antithesis of democracy-
then we must re6rient ourselves. But 
we do not have to waste time going back. 
Far better, we can cut a new trail across 
country until we reach the right road 
off which we wandered. 

Mr. President, it is because I sincerely, 
believe that the road we are traveling
in regard to social security is leading us 
away from American ideals and toward 
ultimate national insecurity and disaster 
that I am voting against H. R. 6000. 

However, I do not advocate standing
still, much less going back. On the con
trary, I am offering you a new concrete 
proposal for a pay-as-you-go, full cover
age social-security program which would 
give more protection to more Americans 
than H. R. 6000 and spell security rather 
than insecurity for our national econ
omy. 

The bad features of our present Social 
Security Act-and H. R. 6000 would in 
the main simply multiply them-these 
bad features fall into two broad cate
gories: First, inhumanities, injustices, 
and undemocratic discriminations; and 
second, economic unsoundness. 

So-called social security has been with 
us now for 15 years. Back in 193-, weary 
and discouraged from depression, many
believed the promises then made by 
President Roosevelt that the magic f or
mula of contributory, deferred-payment, 
social insurance would free us from the 
fear of poverty in old age. The Nation 
did not examine carefully who was in 
and who was out-but passed the Social 
Security Act confident that, by virtue of 
compulsory contributions, it was pur
chasing, in a dignified manner, adequate 
retirement pensions. There would be 
no more poorhouses; no more public
charity; no more of the humiliation and 
grief of the means test. 

Now, after 15 years, what do we find? 
Out of our 11,500,000 men and women 

over 65, only around 2,000,000 are receiv
ing OASI benefits as a right; and of 
these. 250,000 are forced to undergo the 
means test to qualify for supplementary 
local public assistance because their 
OASI benefits are insufficient. Two mil
lion seven hundred thousand who have 
not qualified for OASI-although many
of them may have several years of con
tributions-are on public assistance with 
all the indignity that that implies. And 
over 6,500,000, not qualified for OASI and 
too proud to apply for assistance, receive 
neither the one nor the other. Many of 
them may be as worthy as those selected 
for the former and as needy as those 
subjected to the latter. In addition, ac
cording to the Bureau of the Census, the 
largest single group of these 6,500,000 
forgotten old folks are widows who are 
not working and whose incomes range 
from $1,000 all the way down to zero. 

In short, after 15 years, out of some 
11,500,000 men and women over 65, we 
have only around 2,000,000 receiving in
surance benefits and the rest-over 
9,000,000-receiving public assistance or 
nothing. 

is this security or is it sand in our eyes? 
Certainly it is not what'we bargained 

for; it is not what the people of this 
country want; and it Is not what they ex
pect Congress to give theni. If the 
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honest People of America really under-
stood the restrictions and discrimina-
tions implicit in H. R. 6000 and there 
would be a referendum on the subject, 
I feel sure they would vote, as I will, 
against it. 

H. R. 6000 discriminates against the 
present 9,500,000 OASI-excluded aged 
who cannot be brought in under the em-

plye nsrncploye isurncefrul.ters 
MY program, on the other hand, 

awards them immediate protection, 
H. R. 6000 discriminates against all 

OASI ineligibles. To them it says: "If 
you are in need, declare yourself a 
pauper, prove you have no assets, no 
close relatives who might be, made to 
support you. Open your books. Let a 
paid social worker snoop around and look 
under the rug to see that you have noth-
Ing hidden. Then as a public ward you 
will be sent a check made up partly of 
State and local taxes, partly of Federal 

drawing an OASI benefit of $10 a month 
would have that benefit increased, only 
to $20-still not enough to meet the in-
creased cost of groceries, 

My program would leave no aged 
American with an inadequate income. 

Under H. R. 6000, it would be possible
for a man of 65 to qualify for benefits 
at the bottom of the ladder, with 6 quar-

ormla.mindand a total contribution of $4.50. 
For this $4.50, if he retired immediately
after his 6 quarters he would receive a 
primary benefit of $20 a month for the 
rest of his days. If his wife were the 
same age, with the usual life expectancy 
of 13 years for him and 15 for her, they
would net for that original $4.50 invest-
ment. $4,826. However, a 65-year-old 
man earning $3,000 or over, would do 
even better. Under the same set of cir-
cumstances, he and his wife might ex-
pect to receive $17,373 worth of hand-
outs from Uncle Sam-quite a nice prize, 

Dr. H. G. Moulton, president of the 
Brookings Institution, in his preface to 
Cost and Financing of Social Security, 
by Lewis Meriam and Karl T. Schlotter
beck, declares: 

The old age and survivors insurance sys
tern In Its present form Involves constantly
mounting costs over a 5O-year period. Great 
confusion has been engendered in the public

because of the assumption that thesecosts can be gradually provided for. through
the application of ordinary insurance princi
ples. That is, it Is widely believed that the 
social-security taxes now being paid furnish 
the resources from which the future benefits 
will be paid. The fact is that a practically 
universal governmental system cannot suc
cessful~ly apply the actuarial legal reserve 
devices of private, voluntary insurance sys
tems. As the present system operates, no 
real reserve funds with which to meat future 
requirements are accumulated. The benefits 
will have to be paid out of future taxes. 

The future demands upon the Government 
for benefit payments-to be paid out of fu
ture taxes-will be so great that it appears tous essential that they be given full con-* 
sideration now before the commitments are 
made. The demand for cash for benefits 
must be studied in the light ,of other govern
mental cash requirements for national de
fense, foreign relations, veterans benefits, 
Interest on the public debt, and all other 
activities of Government. 

The authors conclude with a recoin
mendation for a true pay-as-you-go Sys
tem under which persons now in need will 
have those needs met from current rev
enues. 

Mr. President, during more than 3 
months of public hearings and many 
weeks of executive session, the Senate 
Finance Committee labored to report 
Social Security Act amendments that 
would be fair and just to all Americans. 
However, we found that it was impos
sible to devise an OASI formula to make 
the present aged eligible for benefits or 
to cover those most likely to be in need-
such as marginal domestics, migratory
farm labor, and share croppers.


togyssetta h mjrt

thato strongly suspectthati nth maorityune 

o h iac omte sntol n 
happy concerning the conglomerate 
amendments which have emerged, but,
for reasons of justice and considerations 
of economy, would favor an honest pay-
as-you-go social-security system. This 
is proven by the proposed committee res
olution to set up a subcommittee spe
cifically instructed to study pay-as-you
go systems. 

During the hearings it became appar
ent that the opponents of the present 
system and of H. R. 6000 fall Into three 
principal groups: First, those who would 
like to see a pay-as-you-go plan adopted,
but who cling to the idea of contribu
tions; second, those who wanted, a pay-
as-you-go, low, flat-rate floor 6f protec
tion for all citizens without a means test; 
and third, those who believed, with the 
Brookings Institution, in pay-as-you-go 
protection for the aged, but on the basis 
of some kind of a means test, as the only 
system economically sound. 

The proposal which I am about to out
line is an attempt to incorporate in one 
universal-eligibility, pay-as-you-go so
cial-security program the best features 
of these various points of view. That is: 
First, equal protection for all, under the 
law; second, freedom. from the means 

earn a few dollars, you will be cut off and 
run the risk of losing your place on the 
list." 

My program wipes out the pauper's 
test forever and guarantees recipients 
the dignity of a pension. Under my pro-
gram no social worker will darken their 
doors. 

H. R. 6000 discriminates shamelessly 
against those unlucky OASI contributors 
who fall a fraction of a quarter short of 
insured status. As of January 1, 1950, 
for the 80,400,000 men and women who 
had contributed to OASI since the begin-
status tl is3ru tat0.0.000fly wonuled 
extend.Ieigsiltyu tohatfew hnRed th0ou-d 
satnd ofitheipresent agfedhunormer touS-
cadontributres-butol agd forew.EeOSI 
fonritebutor-ure t.R fwoul6000 stl cutso 
peoplte ofutrom benefit00setirly iful catas 
trophe stfruck aendfifs ethrelymisse ctheir 

reuie nmero Iqates thr
woqureds the so be fa-seuarit ytemsI wouldr 

wors, heocil-scurty ystm wuld 

remain a lottery system under this bill. 


My program is free of all such capri-

cious juggling of formulas and funds. 

Under my program the only qualifica-
tions are age and state of income,

H.R.60l0wolddscurgeelery
inivdul from0workdingurand sowoldel 

reivducovrall productrion, Evnds wunde 
thduen vew-amenprdmentsifnaEman should 
tearnew5 amonmnthso mor he wasouldb 
cutnofro al benefits.moAt the samde 
time, he would be permitted as much 
unearned income as he pleased, without 
reducing his benefits by a single dollar, 

My program puts no premium on idle-
nes.Une poga cnm ama 

continue to work without being cut off 
frmhspescntrl.these 

H. R.s 6000swoul excirludy fo.S 
p .Rivil0ge some ldftenxtoutentfrmillion 

ofivthegegainull fitemployted-mngy whllom 
arethoe mostfulikly tmpoybed-imngned suho 
as marginal workers in domestic service, 
migratory farm labor, share croppers,

adsfot.age 
My program would cover every Ameri-

can citizen. 
H. R, 6000 would hand windfalls to re-

tired bank presidents, and would supply 
less than enough to live on to old folks 
in the lower wage brackets. Although 
benefits would be increased between 85 
and 110 percent, the poor fellow now 

taxe. Bt i yo shuldhavethelucThee fgurefgure tht Ihav qutedarequtedaretotaxe. Bt i to Thee thtyo shuldhavetheluc Ihav 
conservative estimates; and under par-
ticuiar circumstances, such as when 
there are a greater number of dependents
and more years of life, the windfalls 
would come much higher. 

What a contrast between this situa-
tion and that of the aged widow who 
receives absolutely nothing because her 
deceased husband barely missed acquir-
ing sufficient quarters of coverage. 

My program holds no such unjust, unr-
democratic, un-American distinction. 

Now let us consider the economic as-
pects of H. R. 6000. 

I the first place, OASI is not an in-
surance at all in the actuarial sense. 
This is readily understandable when a 
comparison is made between the total 
contributions and the windfall benefits 
of persons retiring during the first 20 
years. Even with the rising payroll 
tax rate during the maturing years of
the system, benefits far outstrip what 
the employee's contribution of tax would 

ucaeataily hsmasta 
puhrchas e ayteTism ansut actuarially

te epems a h cura a-
gin of error. Not only is the employers' 
part of the tax passed on to the con-
sumers in the forrm of higher prices, but 
the forfeitures of some contributors add 
to the windfall of others, 

In addition, there is the question of 
what happens to the payroll taxes col-
lected. Obviously the money cannot be 
kept safe and -sound in a sack. It must, 
under law, be invested in Government 
obligations. The Government promptly 
spends the money, Pays interest to itself 
from the taxpayers' pockets on the slips 
of paper in the Treasury and then, when 

old-age-and-survivor-insurance
I 0 U's fall due, must either float new 
bond issues or tax the people again to get 
the ca-sh to pay benefits. 

But by far the most dangerous element 
In the economics of H. R. 6000 is to be 
found in the rising costs of the dual old-

and survivors insurance-public-
assistance system. OASI deferred pay-
ments increase precipitously as greater
numbers retire on a high-benefit scale, 
If past performance is any indication of 
future trends, political pressures would 
continue to multiply the millions of Fed-
eral grants-in-aid for State and local 
public assistance, 
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test; third, universal contributions; and 
fourth, economic soundness: pay-as-
you-go, go-,as-you-pay, on an income-
tax, income-supplement basis, for all 
aged persons and dependent children 
whose income or means of support drop 
below a given minimum. 

In a nutshell, my program is a uni-
versal contributory social-security sys-
tem, in the sense that everyone with in-
come would pay a special, earmarked in-
come tax to support it; and thus, at some 
period of his life every individual would 
be consciously contributing to his own 
future security. 

It is pay as you go, in the sense that 
the receipts for any particular year 
would be roughly the amount necessary 
to pay the benefits for that year. 

It is go as you pay, in the sense that 
we would be doing for the old people to-
day exactly what we expect the young 
people of tomorrow to do for those past 
65 in their time, 

Here is the plan: Every American cit-
izen, aged 65 and over, will be entitled to 
an individual citizen's pension under the 
following conditions: 

Every American man or woman aged 
65 or over, whose income for the year 
ahead on the estimated income declara-
tions currently used for income-tax pur-
poses, amounts to a figure under $600, 
will receive a citizen's pension of $50 a 
month, or $600 a year-that is, $100 a 
month for a man and his wife, both 65 
or over, 

Every American man or woman whose 
Income amounts to $600 or over will re-
ceive a citizen's pension of $1 a month 
less for every $50 more of annual income. 
In other words, if his or her income 
amounts to between $600 and $650, he 
or she will receive a citizen's pension of 
$49 a month or $588 a year. If his or 
her income is between $650 and $700, 
he or she will receive a citizen's pension 
of $48 a month or $576 annually. And 
so on. The pension tapers off to zero at 
around $3,000, although the repeal of the 
present $600 special income-tax exemp-
tion for persons over 65 will not make it 
worth while to apply for pension after 
the $2,450 level. If this income changes 
during the course of the year, the pen- 
sion rate also will be changed. 

In principle, the same system will ap-
ply to dependent children. That is, in-
adequacies in means of support will be 
made up in benefits on a graduated 
scale. 

As to financing, although, on pay-as-
you-go, the special old-age and depend-
ent children's tax rate will be deter-
mined by the current outgo, and vice 
versa, it is thought that to support the 
pension schedule indicated, the initial 
tax will be about 5 percent of the first 
$3,000 of individual income. However, 
this 5 percent will not be a net increase 
in taxes for the following reasons: First,. 
the existing OASIS payroll tax will be 
repealed; second, the greater part of the 
present local taxes required to support 
the State public-assistance programs 
will be unnecessary; third, a reduction of 
about 21/2 percent in the regular income-
tax rates on the first $'3,000of individual 
income will probably be effected, in rec-
ognition of the fact that the new system 

will relieve the Federal Government of 
substantially over a billion dollars a year 
in grants-in-aid, to StAtes for public as-
sistance. At the same time, it might 
prove wise to abolish the existing $600 
personal income-tax exemption for in-
dividuals 65 and over, 

The advantages of this program, like 
the disadvantages of H. R. 6000, fall into 
two primary categories: First, social, 
and, second, economic, 

Taking the economic advantages first: 
My proposal would mean tremendous 
savings in costs over the committee bill, 
I have been supplied with a preliminary 
cost study on my l~roposal by Mr. George 
Immerwahr, former chief actuary for 
old-age and survivors insurance, a dis-
tinguished authority in this field. The 
concluding sentence of his memorandum 
is as follows: 

When allowance is made for these further 
savings, it seems conservative to state that 
the adoption of this proposal in lieu of H. R. 
6000 would produce an ultimnate saving of 
$5,000,000,000 a year. 

Instead of the gigantic, pyramiding 
costs of H. R. 6000, which may either 
bankrupt the taxpayer or destroy the 
value of the dollar in the years to come, 
my proposal provides a system well with-
in the ability of the taxpayer to carry. 

I am inserting Mr. Immerwahr's brief 
memorandum in the RECORD at the con-
elusion of my remarks. 

Let me mention now the advantages Of 
my proposal from the standpoint of the 
individual American, groups of Ameri-
cans, and the Nation as a whole: 

My proposal matches the equal oppor-
tunity of our American way of life with 
equal protection against loss of income 
in old age. It plays no favorite, off ers 
no special privileges. It is just, nondis-
criminatory, thoroughly American. 

It assures every American, the rich-
est as well as the poorest that if catas-
trophe strikes, he or she will be ade-
quately provided for in old age. At the 
same time it puts the burden of respon-
sibility on the individual to work and 
to save for his own old age and for his 
survivors, 

It also makes the individual over 65 
responsible for making an honest dec-
laration of his income for the year 
ahead-just as now he, is expected to 
make an honest income-tax return-
and upon this declaration his citizen's 
pension is based. No investigation is 
anticipated beyond the usual Treasury 
sample check for fraud. 

It frees every American from the fear 
of ever having to submit to the indignity 
of the mleans test in the event of income 
Ifoss in old age. No one's neighbor will 
have to know whether Joe Doakes and 
his wife are receiving citizen's pensions-
any more than the neighbors know the 
amount of income tax Joe Doakes now 
pays. 

My proposal to abolish the means test 
will have a direct, immediate appeal for 
the approximately 3,000,000 present pub-
lie-assistance recipients-not to mention 
any who might have to undergo the test 
in the foreseeable future. 

My proposal to bring In the present 
aged will affect 6,500,000 persons, in addi-
tion to those 3,000,000 now on assistance, 

My proposal for universal eligibility 
will affect 15 to 20 million farmers, share
croppers, migratory. farm labor, and 
marginal domestic servants. 

My proposal to pay pensions on a grad
uated, income-loss basis will give more 
in pensions to greater numbers. 

Organized labor will gain right down 
the line. It is true my proposal will re
duce the over-all pensions of those few 
retired workers who hold a 25-year record 
of service with companies having no off
set clause in their collective-bargaining 
pension contracts. However, it will give 
more to the vast majority of workers 
who are employed by small business and 
who change jobs every few years. 

Farmers will approve my proposal as 
a guaranty of their traditional inde
pendence rather than in any way inter
fering with it. Rural areas generally will 
be emancipated from the oppression of 
public assistance. 

State Governments will be relieved of 
a large share of their present financial 
outlay for public assistance. State funds 
will be freed for other necessary local 
developments, or for tax reduction. 

The advantages of my program for the 
individual American, for important 
groups of Americans, and for the coun
try as a whole, it seems to me, Mr. Presi
dent, add up to an impressive total. 

The 3,000,000 present aged on public 
assistance, the 6,500,000 present aged on 
neither OASI nor public assistance, plus 
the fiftten to twenty million of the gain
fully employed who would remain uncov
ered by House bill 6000 amount to more 
than 25,000,000 Americans who will be 
benefited immediately by the adoption 
of my program. 

Add to this the advantage to be won 
by the members of organized labor and 
by the farm population on top of the 
financial relief to State treasuries, and 
whom have we left against it? Those 
OASI contributors who might-but then 
might not-land a windfall. They are 
the only ones who would lose. 

Mr. President, I am well aware that 
the change-over from one type of old-
age security system to another will re
quire the talents, time, and services of 
men of the caliber of the Hoover Comn
mission. 

Such a commission, for instance, will 
have to determine what do with the pres
ent OASI fund. It might be refunded to 
former contributors with interests in the 
form of bonds. It might be used for op
erations during the first year of the new 
system.. - It might also be held intact as 
an interest-bearing investment to cush
ion recession periods when incomes drop 
and appreciably more old people receive 
pensions. 

Mr. President, to give the time and 
opportunity for such careful study as the 
committee already has recommended-
to work out details of my proposal and 
to analyze and incorporate the best fea
tures of sundry other pay-as-you-go pro. 
posals, I am introducing as an amend
ment to House bill 6000, a stopgap meas
ure of 2 years' duration. 

This stopgap measure goes exactly as 
far as House bill 6000 in liberalizing eli
gibility requirements for the present 
aged. It increases benefits from the 
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present sio a month Minimum to $28 
minimum with a maximum of $50. Thus 
it goes further than House bill 6000 for 
the lowest benefit groups and, during the 

inteim priodthmees ofitherincPreasd,costso thvindemand o
theInceaed ostoflivngfor all Present 

beneficiaries, 
My amendment strikes out all of House 

bill 6000 after the enacting clause ex-
cept the Portion relating to the Unem
ployment fund. However, if any titles

thssrukots Dpn-undersc Adt
ths trc otsuhas"Ad oDeen-posal 

ent Children" and "Aid to the Needy 
Blind," should be considered necessary
during the interim 2-year period of my
bill, I -shall be the first to ask that the 
difficulties be ironed out in conference. 

If I Might stress one final point: This 
stopgap bill of mine meets the real, im-
mediate need as well as House bill 6000 

of H. R. 6000. using for both the Interme
diate-cost assumptions used In the commit
tee report on H. R. 6000. Use was also made 
of data re Income of the aged, released by
the Census Bureau, and appropriately ad-Justed to fit in with the conditions of the
proposal. In the table, the proposal Is ex-' 
tended to provide $35 benefits for orphan 
children. 

[Money figures in billions] 

Gross benefit costs Corresponding ben.
Butler pro- efit costs under

H. R. 600

Year


01C Chil- TtlOld All To. 
age dren Ttlago other tal 

1951-----$4. 6 $0.0 $0.1 $1.6 $0.s $2.1I 
19005-----0. 1 .006 2.II .6 27
1960- . 5.7 .5 6.2 3. 0 .7 3.718:. 7. 2 .0 7.7 6.9 .8 7.7 
2000----- &4 .5 8.9 10.0 .9 10. 9 

is supposed to meet it. It takes care of------ --

the urgent requirements-the injustices 
.resulting from the fall in the purchas-
ing Power of the dollar; and it matches 
House bill 6000 in correcting certain eli-
gibility inequities, 

mny oI knw tat embrs Co-
I knw tht ofmay Mmber on-

gress Promised their constituents to pro-
vide more liberally for the aged by 
broadening social security, 

This stopgap measure of mine goes 
as far as does House bill 6000 In pro
viding immbdiate relief. My proposal for 
a universal-eligibility pay-as-you-gosysemproids fomreprtecio

syste provdesprtectinmre for 
moreAmercansonamoreequiable 

more democratic basis. 
A vote for House bill 6000 would be a 

vote to multiply and perpetuate the in-
justices of our present system, for after 
the windfalls are once increased it would 
be many years before it would be pos-
sible to make constructive changes. A 
vote for House bill 6000 would also be a 
vote against the 9,500,000 old folks of 
today aind the fifteen to twenty million 
of the gainfully employed who will never 
be eligible for benefits under this bill, 

A vote for my stopgap measure Is a 
way to make good on our promises--to

offe hop to25,00,00moe Aericns.hpPrsdnIoffero2,0 0 myr fulmerigibis-
Mr. PrsdnIofrm uleiii-

ity, pay-as-you-go social-security pro-
gram as an indication of the way to reach 
the American road, and I ask support
from my colleagues on both sides of the 
aisle for my stopgap measure to give 
us the time necessary to reach that road.

in cncluionI shuldMr. President. ncnlsoIsol 
like to insert in the RECORD at this point
in my remarks a comparison of costs of 
the Butler proposal with those of House 
bill 6000. 

There being no objection, the compar-
ison of costs was ordered to be printed in 
the RECORD, as follows: 
A COMPARISON OF COSTS OF THE BUTLER PRO-

PosAL WrrTi THOSE OF H. R. 6000 
The proposal to pay a general benefit of 

$50 a month to all persons over 65 without 
a needs test, the benefit amount to be re
duced or eliminated for persons who (ac
cording to their income tax returns) are in 
the higher income brackets (and to be made 
subject to offset for various other Federal 
pensions) has a distinctly higher cost tbsn 
H. R. 6000 in the immediate years but re
sults in an ultimate cost saving. The fol
lowing table shows the estimated benefit 
costs of the proposal as compared with those 

The above comparison Is only partial, as 
It falls to take account of the Federal cost 
savings resulting from the elimination of 
Federal grants for OAA (old-age assistance) 
and ADC (aid to dependent children) and 
aso of the fact that the administrative costs
under H. R. 6000 would be largely eliminated 
under the proposal. The following table 
shows the net change in Federal costs when 
allowance is made for these factors. 

[Money figures Inbillions] 

DreIerrease 
increase Deres inFeeral Net

Yarof cost due incs ruecstdue to change in
Year to benefit to sav ing eliminaFerl 

payentsIn admin- .no 
o, itrative oATA and cost 

Pse AD 

1951 -- $3.0 (I) $1.1 +$1.9 
1001-.:.- 2.g (1) 1.3 +1.a 
1960 ---- 2.5 $0.1 1.4 +1.0
1980 -------- -- . 1 1.2 -1.3a2oo ----- -2.01 .2 1.0 -3.2 

ILess than $10,000,000. 
But even this latter table does not tell the 

full story. It falls to show the various 
Federal tax gains under this proposal, such 
as that resulting from the taxability of bene
fits and the denial of the double exemption 
to those older people who accept the benefits. 
it fails to show the savings to the States, whose assistance costs, though not eliminated
like those of the Federal Government, will 
be at least reduced. Most Important of all, 
It does not take account of the large savings 
that will result from the avoidance of over-
liberalization of Federal benefits far beyond 
the, level of H. R. 61000, an overliberalization 
which is inevitable when we operate under 
a deferred-benefit system like that of H. B.6000, with which it is so easy to yield to
political pressures for benefit liberalization, 
since the structure of the system conceals 
Its real costs. 

When allowance Is made for these further 
savings, It seems conservative to state that 
the adoption of this proposal in lieu of H. R.6000 would produce an ultimate saving of$5,000,000,000 a year. 

GEORGE E. IMMERWAHR, 
Former Chief Actuary for Old-Age 

and Survivors' inssurance, Social 
Security, Adminifstration. 
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SOCIAL SECURITY ACT AMENDMENTS 
OF 1950 

The Senate resumed the considera-
tion of the bill (H. R. 6000) to extend 
and improve the Federal old-age and 
survivors' insurance system, to amend 
the publi-c-assistance and child-welfare 
provisions of the Social Security Act, and 
for other purposes. 

Mr. SMITH of New Jersey obtained 
the floor. 

Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield to permit me to make 
insertions in the RECORD, inasmuch as 
I have to leave the Chamber in a few 
minutes to attend a meeting of the 
Appropriations Committee? 

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. HILL 
in the chair). Does the Senator from 
New Jersey yield to the Senator from 
California?

Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. I am glad 
to yeld.sions.
to yeld.are

Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, I 
ask unanimous consent to have printed 
in the body of the RECORD, as a part of 
my remarks, a statement I have prepared
in explanation of House bill 6000; and, 
immediately following it, in the body of 
the RECORD, I ask unanimous consent to havepritedcomuniatin I ave

havepritedcomuniatin I ave 
received from the president of the In-
terstate Conference of Employment Se-
curity Agencies; a telegram from the vice 
chairman of the Iowa Employment Secu-
rity Commission; a telegram from the 
secretary of labor and industry of Penn-

sylvnia;atlegrm frm M. Be T.
Sylvnia;atlegrm frm M. Be T. 

Huiet, commissioner of labor of the State 
of Georgia; a copy of a telegram ad-
dressed to the Senator from North Da-
kota [Mr. YOUNG] from Governor Aan-
dahl, of North Dakota; a telegram from 
W. 0. Hake, former administrator of the 
unemployment-compensation program 
for Tennessee; a letter from the chair- 

man f te Inustial ommssio of 
manInustialf te ommssio of

Wisconsin; a telegram from th.3 chair-
man of the Maine Employment Security.
Commission; telegrams addressed to the 
two Senators from Mississippi by Mr. 

C. B. Cameron, executive director of the 
Mississippi Employment Security Com
mission; telegrams addressed to the 
Senators from Wyoming by the execu
tive director of the Wyoming Employ
ment Security Commission; a letter from 
Mr. Frank J. Collopy, administrator of 
the State of Ohio Bureau of Unemploy
ment Compensation, together with tele
grams addressed to the Senators from 
Ohio: a letter from Mr. Donald P. Miller, 
commissioner of labor of the State of 
Nebraska, together with a copy of a let
ter he has written to the Senator from 
Nebraska [Mr. WHERRY); a copy of a 
letter from the Department of Economic 
Security of the State of Kentucky, to
gether with telegrams and letters sent 
to the Senators from the State of Ken
tucky; and a letter and copies of tele
grams addressed to the Sanators from 
West Virginia by the director of the West 
Virginia Department of Employment 
Security. I ask unanimous consent that 
all of them be made a part of my
remarks in the body of the RECORD. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

The statement, letters, and telegrams 
are as follows: 

STATEMENT BY SENATOR KNOWLAND 
SCOPE AND PURPOSE OF UNEMPLOYMENT-COM

PENSATION AMENDMENT TO H. R. 6000 SUB
MITTED BY SENATOR KNOWLAND 
The scope of this amendment is very lrn

ited, and the changes It makes In existing 
law are more of a clarifying and procedural 
than of a substantive nature. 

The unemployment-compensation provi
sions of the Social Security Act were delib
erately designed to Insure -State, not Federal,
unemployment-compensation systems. So 
as to encourage the enactment of State laws 
to this end, the Social Security Act pro
vided-

First, that States having approved State 
laws would'be entitled to grants of Federal 
funds for the administration of those laws;and Second, that employers In States hay
ing approved State laws would be entitled 
to a credit against a Federal unemployment-
compensation tax of 90 percent of that tax. 

The Federal law required only that the 
State law contain a series of specified provi-

The provisions required for tax credit 
set out in note (1) at the end of this 

statement, and those required for admin
istrative grants are set out in note (2) at 
the end of this statement. states that en
acted laws containing these provisions had 
to be approved by the Federal agency hay-
Ing jurisdiction. This function of approval 
Of State laws is In no way affected by theproposed amendment.

In addition to the function of initially
approving State laws as containing the fed
erally-required provisions, there is an addi
tional function specified in the Federal law 
(sec. 1603 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code) 
which is to be exercised annually. This ad
ditional function is the function of annually
certifying 'to the Secretary of the Treasury
(for the purposes of the employer credit 
against the Federal tax) States whose laws 
have been previously approved provided they 
currently meet two standards-

First, the State must not have changed 
Its law so that it no longer contains the fed
erally required provisions.

Second, the State mrust not have failed to 
comply substantially with any such federally
required provision.

Both the Initial. function of approving
State laws, and the annual function of certi
fying State laws for the purpose of the credit 
against the Federal tax, are now vested in 
the Secretary of Labor. For the purposes of 
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State eligibility for administrative grants, 
the Secretary of Labor also bus the function 
of determining from time to time whether 
the State has denied unemployment corn-
pensation in a substantial number of cases 
to persons entitled thereto under the State 
law (see. 303 (b) of the Social Security Act), 

The 	 effects of the proposed amendment 
on these various provisions can be simply 
stated. 

The 	 amendment first would make the 
phrase "changed its law" appearing in sec-
tion 	 1603 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code 
read 	"amended its law." This change would 
clarify the meaning of the phrase and re-
affirm the intention of Congress that only 
State legislative action shall be deemed to 
change the State law. This amendment is 
Important in view of the fact that the Sec-
retary of Labor has recently expressed the 

viepoit tat deer-mee aminstrtiv 
mination that can be appealed under the 
State law is a change in State law. 

In performing his annual function of de-
termining whether the State is "complying 
substantially" with the Federally-required 
provisions of the State law, the Secretary has 
likewise made plain that he now intends to 
hold that mere administrative actions that 
can be appealed under the State law may 
constitute a substantial failure on the part 
of the State to comply with a Federally-re-
quired provision, even though the final au-
thority of the State has not spoken, nor 
even been given by the Secretary an oppor-
tunity to speak:' Thus the Secretary now 
proposes, before the State as such has finally 
spoken, to make a day-to-day review of mere 
administrative determinations and to use a 
Federal club as a substitute for the normal, 
orderly review under the State law of admin-
Istrative actions of State administrative 
officials. 

The appealable State administrative ac-
tIons which can involve a Federally-required 
provision of State law are for all practical 
purposes limited to claims actions within the 
scope of the provision set out in paragraph 
(5) 	 of section 1603 (a) of the Internal Revs-

neCd.Ioretopreserve teitgty
nuteCodte.I ordeiisrato thvpoese integity

ofte tteamiitrtvepocsesi ti 
regard by requiring that there be an exhaus-
tion of the Stats remedies, the proposed 
amendment contains the following provi-
sion: 

"No finding of a failure to comply substan-
tially with the provision in State law speci-
fled in paragraph (5) of subsection (a) shalt 
be based on an application or interpretation 
of State law with respect to which further 
administrative or judicial review is provided 
for under the laws of the State." 

This 	language applies solely to paragraph 
(5) of section 1603 (a) of the Internal Rave-
nue Code and does not extend to the other 
five paragraphs in subsection (a), since those 
paragraphs can seldom if ever give rise to 
appealable claims. Furthermore, even as to 
paragraph (5), the Secretary retains all his 
*present authority to review State actions 
'which have gone through the review process 
provided in State law. The effect of this 
part of the amendment is merely to insure 
that the Secretary will not charge the State 
itself with a failure to comply with the 
Federally-required provisions in the State 
law because of an administrative interpre-
tation or application of such provisions by 
State administrative officials unless and un-
til the correctness or incorrectness of the 
administrative action has been decided by 
the highest State court having jurisdiction, 

The amendment also proposes to Insert a 
similar proviso In section 303 (b) of the 
Soclal Security Act (relating to State eligi-
bility for administrative grants), since clause 
(1) of that section relates to appealable 
claims actions anid involves the same princi-
ple as that involved in paragraph (5) of sec-
tion 1603 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code, 
The amendment to section 303 (b) provides:. 

"Provided, That there shall be no finding 
under clause (1) until the question of en-
titlement shall have been decided by the 
highest judicial authority given jurisdiction 
under such State law: Provided flirther, That 
any costs may Le paid with respect to any 
claimant by a State and included as costs of 
administration of its law." 
.It will be noted that this amendment in-
cludes the specific authority for the State to 
pay appeals costs of claimants and charge 
these as administrative expensce. This 
would relieve the contestant of any costs 
incident to pursuing a doubtful claim. This 
provision Is more generous than is normally 
found in labor laws such ac: workmen's corn-
pensation, but I believe it to be desirable, 

These changes do not deprive the Secretary 
ofhsatoiythodaSteutfcn-
fofrhisyauthoiyt holdra a Statreenots of con-
merely insure that the State appeal proce-
dure will be completed and the State as such 
through Its finial authority would have 
spoken before the Secretary acts. Without 
these changes, a State, under the Secretary's 
interpretation of his existing authority, can 
be deprived of administrative grants and 
employers In the State be penalized by mil-
lions of dollars of additional Federal taxes, 
merely because of administrative mistakes, 
Such mistakes can and should, under State 
law, be reviewed by the State courts and rem-
edied in the States themselves. The Secer-
tary would merely be required to permit such 
State court review before he holds a hearing 
and penalizes the State and State employers. 

Under the amendment the Secretary could 
not charge the State with failure to conform 
by virtue of actions which may be reversed 
on appeal, except where such appeal is taken 
and the State court thus afforded an oppor-
tunity to perform its statutory duty to cor-
rect the initial action. 

The only other provision of the amendment 
Is a proposed change in section 1603 (c) of 
the Internal Revenue Code so as to give a 
State 90 days to correct its law or its Inter-
pretation of its law after the Secretary of 
Labor holds the State out of conformity with 
heFdrleqrmns.able

teFdrlseurmns 
Subsection (c) of section 1603 of the 

Code, with this proposed change in black 
brackets would read as follows: 

"(c) Certification: On December 31 of 
each taxable year the Administrator shall 
certify to the Secretary each State whose law 
he has previously approved, except that he 
shall not certify any State which, after rea-
sonable notice and opportunity for hearing 
to the Sta'te agency, the Administrator finds 
has [amended] it.; law so that It no longor 
contains the provisions specified in subsec-
tion (a) or has with respect to such taxable 
year failed to comply substantially with any 
such provision [and such finding has become 
effective. Such finding shall become effec-
tive on the 90th day after the governor of 
the State has been notified thereof unless 
the State has before such 90th day so amend-
ed its law that it will comply substantially 
with the Secretary's interpretation of the 
provision of subsection (a), in which event 
such finding shall not become effective.] No 
finding of a failure to comply substantially 
with the provision in State law specified in 
paragraph (5) of subsection (a) shall be 
based on an application or interpretation of 
State law with respect to which further ad-
ministrative or judicial review is provided 
for under the laws of the State." 

Under existing law, if the Secretary holds 
a hearing and takes action near the Decem-
her 31 deadline, It is impossible for the State 
to assemble its legislature and amend its 
law In time to escape the penalty Imposed on 
It and the employers in the State for the 
State's being out of conformity. The amend-
mnent Insures that a State will have 90 days 
In which to do this, 

NonE 1.-Provisions required by section 
1603 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code to be 

in the State unemployment compensation 
laws for the 90 percent tax credit to be given 
against the Federal unemployment compen
satlon tax to employers covered by the State 
system: 

"'SEc. 1603. Approval of State laws. 
'`(a) Requirements: The Administrator 

shall approve any State law submitted to 
him, within 30 days of such submission, 
which he finds provides that

"(1) All compensation Is to be paid 
through public employment offices or such 
other agencies as the Administrator may 
approve; 

"(2) No compensation shall be payable 
writh respect to any day of -unemployment 
occurring within 2 years after the first day 
of the first period with respect to which con
rbtosaerqie; 

trbtion arney I nmlyreurecevd; h 
ment fund shall (except for refunds of sums 
erroneously paid into such fund and except 
for refunds paid in accordance with the pro
visions of section 1606 (b) ) immediately 
upon such receipt be paid over to the Secre
tary of the Treasury to the credit of the 
Unemployment Trust Fund established by 
section 904 of the Social Security Act; 

"1(4) All money withdrawn from the un
employment fund of the State shall be used 
solely in the payment of unemployment com
pensation, exclusive of expences of admin
istration, and for refunds of sums erroneous
ly paid into such fund and refunds paid in 
a-eordance with the provisions of section 
1606 	 (b): Provided, That an amount equal 
to the amount of employee payments Into 
the unemployment fund of a State may be 
used in the payment of cash benefits to in
dividuals with respect to their disability, ex-
elusive of expenses of administration; 

"(6) 	 Compensation shall not be denied in 
such 	 State to any otherwise eligible indi
vidual for refusing to accept new work under 
anyofithen ofollowingvcontditins (A)ecIf thea 
psto fee svcn u ietyt 
strike, lock-out, or other labor dispute; (B) 
if the wages, hours, or other conditions of 
the work offered are substantially less favor-

to the individual than those prevailing
for similar work in the locality; (C) If as a
condition of being employed the Individual 
would be required to join a company union 
or to resign from or refrain from joining any 
bona 	 fide labor organization; 

"1(6) All the rights, privileges, or Immuni. 
ti'es conferred by such law or by acts done 
pursuant thereto shall exist subject to the 
power of the legislature to amend or repeal 
such law at any time." 

NOTE 2.-provisions required by section 
303 (a) of the Social Security Act to be In 
the Stats unemployment compensation laws 
for the State to receive Federal grants coy
ering administrative expenses: 

"1'SEc. 303. (a) The Administrator shall 
make no certification for payment to any 
State unless he finds that the law of such 
State, approved by him under the Federal tUn
employment Tax Act, includes provision for

" (1) Such methods of administration (in
eluding after January 1, 1940, methods re
lating to the establishment and mainte
nance of personnel standards on a merit 
basis, except that the Administrator shall 
exercise no authority with respect to the 
selection, tenure of office, and compansation 
of any individual employed in accordance 
with such methods) as are found by the 
Administrator to be reasonably calculated 
to insure full payment of unemployment 
compensation when due; and 

"(2) Payment of unemployment comnpen
sation solely through public employment 
offices or such other agencies as the Admin
istrator may approve; and 

"(3) Opportunity for a fair hearing, be
fore an impartial tribunal, for all Indi. 
viduals whose claims for unemployment 
compensation are denied; and 

"(4) The payment of all money received 
In the unemployment fund of such Stat. 
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(except for refunds of sums erroneously paid
Into such fund and except for refunds paid
in accordance with the provisions of sec-
tion 1606 (b) of the Federal Unemploy-
menit Tax Act), immediately upon such re-
ceipt, to the Secretary of the Treasury to 
the credit of the Unemployment Trust Fund 
established by section 904; and 

"(5) Expenditure of all money withdrawn 
from an unemployment fund of such State, 
In the payment of unemployment compen-
sation, exclusiva of expenses of administra-
tion, and for refunds of sums erroneously 
paid Into such fund and refunds paid in 
accordanca with the provisions of section 
1606 (b) of the Federal Unemployment Tax 
Act: Provided, That an amount equal to 
thim amount of employee payments into the 
'unemployment fund of a State may be used 
In the payment of cash benefits to individ- 
uasa with respect to their disability, exclu-
sive of expenses of administration; and 

"(6) The making of such reports, In such 
form and containing such information, as 
the Administrator may from time to time 
require, and compliance with such provi-
sions as the Administrator may from time 
to time find necessary to assure the correct-
ness and verification of such report; and 

"(M Making available upon request to 
any agency of the United States charged 
with the administration of public works, or 
assistance through public employment, the 
name, address, ordinary occupation and em-. 
ployment status of each recipient of unem-
ploy'ment compensation, and a statement of 
such recipient's rights to further compen-
sation under such law; and 

"(8) Effective July 1, 1941, the expenditure 
of all moneys received pursuant to section 
302 of this title solely for the purposes and 
In the amounts found necessary by the 

were privileged to enjoy- prior to the trans-
fer of the Bureau of Employment Security 
to the Department of Labor. Prior to this 
transfer there was no instance in which a 
question of conformity with Federal stand-
ards was raised until after the State courts 
had given an Interpretation of State laivs--
in those instances in which judicial re-
view was provided by State laws. Likewise 
under circumstances where Federal-State re-
lations did not Involve interpretations by 
State courts the practice prior to tbe trans
fer had been to secure a ruling by State 
attorneys general as to the significance of 
provisions of State laws before any interces-
Sion by Federal officials. We believe this 
procedure to have been eminently reason-
able, and your amendment simply seeks to 
give congressional confirmation to this or-
denly procedure. 

On behalf of the Interstate Conference 
and myself personally may I extend deep 
appreciation for your interest and your ef-
forts to protect the integrity' of State un-
employment compensation systems, and for 
the cooperation you have given our Mr. 
Rhodes. 

With high esteem, I remain, 
Sincerely yours, 

BERNARD E. TiETS. 

DSMI~,IWJn 6 90DES OINE, IOA, une 6, 150.SeaoW.FKNWADcutnofthfndneedooprete
Senater Ofic ButKOWADin, 

Snt fieBidnSaeuepomntlw 
Washington,D. C.:, 

With reference to your amendment to H. R. 
6000, we believe that a ruling of the Secre-
tary of Labor that a State Is out of con-
formity should be subject to review by Fed-
eral courts. S~UIi 

IOWA EMPLOYMENT SCRT 

ent State programs, I urge you to support
the present State programs, 1 urge you 
to support the George loan fund as con
tained In H. R. 6000 rather than the re-
Insurance provision of H. R. 8059; also 
strongly urge support of Senator KNOWLAND'S 
amendment to H. R. 6000, which would pre
vent unwarranted Interference by Secretary 
of Labor in State administrative and Judi
cial procedures. 

W. 0. HAKE. 

THE STATE OF WISCONSIN, 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION, 

Madison, June 16, 19f0. 
Senator W. F. KNOWLAND, 

Senate Office Building,

Washington, D. C.


DEAR SENAT-OR KNOWLAND: We understand 
that you are submitting an amendment to 
H. R. 6000 designed to assure due process 
before any Federal official can hold a State 
unemployment compensation law to be out 
of conformity with Federal requirements.

We strongly favor the enactment of the 
safeguards you propose. 

Finding a State law out of conformity is 
mgt eiu uies 
mgt eiu uies 

It usually involves many thousands of em
ployers, by denying them millions in Federal 
tax credits. It could also suspend benefitpayments to thousands of jobless workers, by 
Sutate-nempoymtefnts law. o peaeh 

Such a serious step should not be taken 
lightly. It should be adequately safeguard
ed, in line with our American tradition of 
due process of law. 

We therefore hope that your amendment 
will be enacted. 

Sincerely,
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF WISCONSIN, 

himn 

JUNE 16, 1950. 
Senator OWEN BREWSTER, 

Senate Office 	 Building,

Washington, D. C..:


This agency is In accord with amendment 
to H. R. 6000 by Senator KNOWLAND and will 
appreciate your voting for same. 

MAINE EMPLOYMENT SECURITY 
COMMISSION, 

L. C. FORTIER, 	 Chairman. 

JACKSON, MISS., June 16, 1950. 
Senator JAMES 0. EASTLAND, 

Senate office Building, 
Washington, D. C.: 

Am Informed that Senator W. F. KNOWLAND, 
of California, will introduce amendment to 
H. R. 6000 providing in effect that Secer
tary of Labor is restricted from holding States 
out of conformity under Social Security and 
Wagner-Peyser Acts until State courts have 
passed on disputed items. Respectfully urge 
that you support Senator KNOWLAND'S 
amendment. 

C. B. CAMERON, 
-Executive Director, Mississippi Em

ployment Security Commission. 

JN 6 90 
JUNE 16,ER1950.T 

SonaEtEr, CSeHnat.fieBulig
SeatoseinatenOfic Buldng 

I have been informed that Senator KNOW
LAND, of California. will introduce an amend- 

metoH.R600pvingnefctha 
the SecretaRy of0 Laboridisgrestrict from 
hligaSaeoto ofriywt h 

ofriywt h 
Federal act until the State courts have passed 
on the disputed items. The employment se
curity commission approved a resolution on 
this subject at a recent meeting and we urge 
you to support this amendment. 

CHESTER P. SORENSEN, 
Executive Director, Employment Be. 

curity Commission of Wyoming. 

Adiisrtr ficetCOMMISSION,tepoprano 
administration of such State law; and 

"(9) Effective July 1, 1941, the replace-
Inent, w~ithin a reasonable time, of any, 
moneys received pursuant to section 302 of 
this title, which, because of any action or 
contingency, have been lost or have been 
expended for purposes other than, or in 
amounts In excess of, those found necessary 
by the Administrator for the proper admin-
Istration of such State law." 

INESAECNEEC Fcourts
INTESTAT CONERENEOFWILLIAM 

EMPLOYMENT 	 SECURITY AGENCIES, 
Denver, Colo., June 13, 1950. 

Hon. WILLIAM 	 F. KNOWLAND, 
Senator from California, 

Senate Office Building, 
Washington,D. C. 

DEAR SENATOR KNOWLAND: I have asked Mr. 
John Q. Rhodes, Jr., who is chairman of the 
legislative committee of the Inter-.tate Con-
ference of Employment Security Agencies to 
band you this letter in reference to our pro-
posed amendment to H. R. 6000 which you 
bave so kindly consented to sponsor. 

This matter was high lighted by the action 
of the Secretary of Labor in relation to the 
States of California and Washington in De-
cember 1949. Disregarding the merits of the 
contentions that administrative authorities 
In the two States had or had not given a 
correct interpretation to provisions in the 
state laws required by Federal statutes, 
State unemployment compensation admin-
Istrators are of the opinion that the See-
retary's action imposes a serious threat to 
the orderly administration of State laws, 
State officials do not believe that a question 
of conformance of State laws to Federal 
standards can properly be raised in circum-
stances in which judicial review of admin-
istrative determinations are afforded by 
State laws until the ultimate judicial au-
thorities of the States have given their in-
terpretation of State laws. 

-May I say that basically your amendment 
is designed to give the States only those 
privileges and rights they considered they 

CR .SIEVYAWAEZ 
Vice Chairman. 

HARRISBURG, PA., June 16, 1950. 
Senator W. F. KNOWLAND. 

Senate Post Office, Washington, D. C.., 
Urge your support of amendment to H .R. 

6000, Introduced by Senator W. F. KNOW-
LAND, of California, which provides, in effect, 
that the Secretary of Labor is restricted from. 
holding States out of conformity- until State 

have passed on disputed item.H. CHESTNUT,
State Secretary of Labor and Industry. 

ATLANTA, GA., June 16, 1950. 
Senator W. F. KNOWLAND, 

Senate Office Building: 
Amendment of H. R. 6000, providing no 

State job insurance law -shall be held out 
of conformity by virtue of an appealable 
action until the State court has passed on 
disputed items. State administrators con-
aider this not only desirable but most just 
and proper. 

BEN T. HUIET, 
Commission of Labor of Georgia. 

JUNE 16, 1950. 
Senator MILTON R. YOUNG, 

Senate Office Building,
Washington,D. C.:, 

Information at hand Indicates Knowland 
amendment to H. R. 6000 desirable. Most 
effective administration of unemployment
compensation comes with a maximum of 
local control.-

PaED 0. AANDAHL, 

Gvro fNrhDkt. 
Gvro fNrhDkt.-hligaSaeoto 

- NAsavnLLE, TENN.., June 18, 1950. 
Senator WILLIAM F. KNOWLAND, 

Senate -Office 	Building, 
Washington,D. C.: 

As former administrator of the unemploy-
ment-compensation program for Tennessee 
and vitally interested In preserving the press 
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STATE OF OHIO. 

BUREAU OF UNEMPLOYMENT 
COMPENSATION. 

Columbus, Ohio, June 16, 1.950. 
The Honorable W. F. KNOWLAND. 

Member, United States Senate, 
Senate office Building, 

Washington, D. C. 
DEAR SENATOR KNOWLAND: Enclosed are 

Copies of telegrams which I sent today to 
Senators TArT and BRICKER, Of Ohio, In regard 
to the amendment you are Introducing in 
connection with H. R. 6000. 

I hope the Senate concurs in your amend-
mn.needed 


With every good wish, I am 

Sincrelyyous, 

FicrlorANK JV.OLLPY 
AdministratorOP, 

JUNE 16, 1950. 

The Honorable ROBEST A. TAFTr, 


Member, United States Senate, 
Senate Office Building, 

Washington, D. C.: 
Senator W. F. KNqowLAND, of California, 

will introduce amendment to House Resolu-
tion 6000 providing in effect that Secretary
of Labor is restricted from holding States 
out of conformity until State courts have 
passed on disputed items. Urge your sup-
port for this amendment. 

FRANK J. COLLOPY, 
Administrator, Ohio Bureau of Un-

emlyetCompensation,
emplomentto 

STATE oF NEBRASKCA, 
DIvIsIoN or EMPLOYMENT SECURITY, 

Ho.W. Lincoln, June 16, 1950. 
Ro.W.KNOWLAND,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C. 
DEAR SENATOR KNOWLAND: I am enclosing 

a copy of a letter I have written to Senator 
BUTLER and Senator WHERRY, 

I appreciate very much the fact that you 
have introduced the amendment. It would 
have been wise If such a law had been passed 
years ego. 

Very truly yours, 
DONALD P. MILLER, 

Commissioner of Labor. 

JUNE 16, 1050. 
Senator KENNETH S. WHERRY, 

United States Senate, Washington, D. C. 
DEAR SENATOR WHERRY: When the Secre-

tary of Labor finds that a State unemploy-
ment Insurance law Is being interpreted or 
administered in such a manner that he feels 
that it does not conform to Federal stand-
ards he can, in effect, virtually suspend the 
operation of the State law Until his objec-
tions are met, 

Senator W. F. KNOWLAND has introduced 
an amendment to H. R. 6000 providing in 
effect that the Secretary of Labor Is re-
stricted from holding States out of con-
formity In the interpretation or adminis-
tration of their unemployment insurance 
laws until the State courts have passed on 
the disputed Items, 

In case a State is found to be out of con-
formity, benefits might be suspended and 
the employers' tax would be greatly Increased, 
The possible penalties for nonconformity are 
so great that'I think it wise that our court 

sholdpastes mateseconomico 
I understand that the Knoviland amend-

ment will be voted upon next Tuesday, June 
20. Your support of this amendment will be 
appreciated.

Yours very truly. 
DONALD P. MILLER, 
Commissioner of Labor. 

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, 
DEPARTMENT OF Economic SECURITY 

Frankfort,June 16, 1950. 
Ron. W. F. KNowLAND, 

Senate Office Building, 
Was hington, D. C. 

DEAR SENATOR KNOWLAND: I am enclosing 
a copy of the telegram I sent to both of Ken-
tucky's Senators, together with a copy of the 
letter that followed, 

A carbon copy of the letter was sent to 
each of Kentucky's Members of Congress with 
the hope that they may be able to contribute, 
In some way, to the passagb of this much-

legislation. 

Very truly yours, 
v E.BAR~ES, 

Commissoe, 
Cmisoe. 

Admiistrtor.Yours 
FRANSFORT, June 16, 1950. 

Senator Vntcn, CHAPMAN, 
Senator GARRETT WITHERS, 

Senate Office Building, 
Washington, D. C.., 

Senator W. F. KNOWLAND. of California, will 
Introduce amendment to H. R. 6000 provid-
Ing in effect that Secretary of Labor Is re-
stricttd from holding States out of con-
formity until State courts have passed on 
disputed Items. Urge that you support this 
amendment. Letter follows. 

V. E. BARNES, 
Commissioner, Department of Eco-

nomic Security. 

JUNE 16, 1950. 
Hon. GARRETT L. WeTHxss, 

Senate Office Building, 
Washington,D. C. 

DEAR GARRETT: In order to protect State 
administrative and judicial processes In the 
unemployment-insurance program, I want 
to urge your support of the Knowland 
amendment to H. H. 6000. Senator KNOW-
LAND will present his amendment from the 
floor, and In brief It Is designed to do the 
following: 

Make clear that-
1. A change In a State law can he accom-

plished only by legislative action: 
2. That a State's failure to comply with 

Its law (as Interpreted by the Secretary of 
Labor) or its action in substantially deny-
ing benefits when due under the law of a 
State can be the concern of the Secretary 
only otter affected parties have pursued the 
full remedies (administrative and judicial) 
provided In the law of the State; and 

8. That a State he given a reasonable op-
portunity (90 days) to conform its law or 
interpretations relating thereto to the Sec-
retary's ruling after he had ruled Its law or 
Interpretations out of conformity with Fed- 
eral standards. 

I want to also urge reenactment of the so-
called George loan fund as recommended by
the Senate Finance Committee, and defeat 
of any effort to substitute In lieu thereof the 
Federal reinsurance provision In H. R. 8059. 
Other features of H. R. 8059 will prove detri-
mental to a sound program of unemploy-
ment insurance, 

I know that It Is not necessary for me to 
enter Into a lengthy explanation of the im-
portance of the State's protectfon In the ad-
ministration of a program so vital to our 

stability, and I feel certain that 
you will unhesitatingly give your support 
to the Knowland amendment and the re-
enactment of the George loan fund, 

With kindest personal regards, I am,
Sincerely yours. 

V. E. BARNES, 
Commissioner, 

STATE OP WEST VIRGINIA, 
DEPARTMENT OP EMPLOYMENT 

SECURITY, 
Charleston, W. Va., June 16, 1950. 

Ron. W. P. KNOWLAND, 
United States Senate, 

Washington, D. C. 
DEAR SENATOR KNOWLAND: We take the 

liberty of enclosing herewith copies of tele
grams which we have today sent to lion, 
MATTHEW M. NEELY and Hon. HARLEY M. KIL,
GORE, United States Senate, relative to 
amendment to H. R. 6000 which we are ad
vised you will introduce in the Senate, pro
viding In effect that the Secretary of Labor 
be precluded from holding States out of con
formity with the Social Securit Act until the 
courts have passed on propriety of such 
action.


very truly,

C. S. DAVIS, 

Director. 

CHARLESTON, W. VA., June 16, 1950.

Hon. MATTHEW M. NEELY,


United States Senate, 
Washington,D. C.:

Am advised that amendment will be in
troduced by Senator W. F. KNOWLAND, Cali
fornia, to H. R. 6000, providing in effect that 
r-~retary of Labor be precluded from hold-
Ing States out of conformity with Social Se
curity Act until courts have passed on pro
priety of such action. Am fully In sympathy 
with purpose of proposed amendment and 
urge your active support thereof In fairness

State employment security agencies. 
C. S. DAVIS,

Director, Department of Em ploy
ment Security. 

Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Presi
dent, I desire to consider some aspects oftepndgbilH.R60,whcha
thpednbilH.R600wicha
been so ably discussed during the past
few days. The Senate Finance Commit
tee and its staff deserve great praise for 
the thorough and intelligent manner with 
which they have dealt with the complex
problems involved in overcoming the de
ficiencies of our present social-security 
program. I should like to pay especial
tribute to the able and distinguished 
Senators from Georgia [Mr. GEORGE] and 
Colorado [Mr. MILLImmJ, whose explnn
strsaemnsothrviosrci
men tteet fth eiiosrcm 
meded by the committee have made 
such a significant contribution to our 
understanding of this problem. I agree
with them that we should continue the 
study and investigation of social security
problems, and I give my fullest support
to Senate Resolution No. 300, which they
have submitted for that purpose. 

The amendments recommended by the

committee are, in my judgment, gen

eraIly sound and clearly directed to the


.* 

three major faults in the social-security 
program. Benefits are materially in
creased, eligibility requirements are 
liberalized, and coverage is considerably
widened. While there may be points on 
which I would take issue with the coin
inittee's recommendation, on the whole I 
feel that the committee has dealt with a 
motdfcutpblmiamstoni
ing manner. It is my purpose to support
thleiaiorcmendsbcto 
h eilto eomnesbett 

one or two variations which I shall cover 
In my remarks, 

Mr. President, In light of the very full 
and convincing manner in which this 
whole matter has been presented and the 
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months of study that have gone into the 
development of the committee's recoin-
mendations, I would hesitate even to at-
tempt to make comments on my own ac-
count, especially when I feel so much less 
qualified to speak than those who have 
spoken before me. But, Mr. President, 
the philosophy on which our social-se-
curity program is based goes to the very 
heart of one of the most significant is-
sues facing us today. How can we make 
sure that programs designed primarily to 
protect the security of our people will 
also give adequate attention to the tra-
ditional freedoms and individual incen- 
tives that have been such a vital and 
essential part of our national heritage? 
it is because I feel that this is an issue 
of such tremendous importance that I 
desire to comment briefly on the over-all 
objectives of a sound social-security pro-
gram. Let me state at the beginning
that what I fear most would be a tend-
ency to take the line of least resistance 
and to slide almost unconsciously into a 
pay-as-you-go, flat rate, universal pen. 
sion plan. 

Unfortunately, but Inevitably, our so-
cial-security problems have become corn-
plex and highly specialized. it is most 
difficult for one who cannot give con-
centrated and continuing study to these 
problems to wade through the maze of 
formulae, conversion. tables, eligibility 
requirements,. and actuarial estimates, 
and at the same time to keep clearly, in 
mind the basic objectives of the Iegisla-
tion. In an understandable, search for 

eaiesiplraproc t tethroughan esesmlrapoctoteprob-'
lem, a system of universal, fiat pensions 
appears as an attractive alternative, 

Mr. President, this might indeed ap-
pear to be a better solution on the sur-
face, but I am convinced that it is a 
dangerous solution-one that would vio-
late the basic and truly American prin-
ciples upon which our social-security 
program must rest, 

In trying to appraise my thinking on 
social-security problems, I have at-
tempted to get the advice of those who 
have specialized in this field. I have 
f ound especially helpful the reports of 
the advisory councils appointed by the 
Senate Finance Committee in 1937 and 
1947. I have been impressed with the 
objective manner in which these councils 
have approached the subject and with 
the varied background and superlative
qualifications of the members of the 
councils, which were stressed by the able 
Senator from Colorado [Mr. MILLIKINI 
last Tuesday. I think it would be well 
to take especial note of the fact that 
representatives of organized labor, to-
gether with representatives of manage-
ment and the public, played an im-
portant role in these councils. We 
should encourage the constructive par-
ticipation of our great labor unions in 
our quest for solutions to our social and 
economic problems. I have the privilege 
of a personal acquaintance with many
of the members of the 1947 council, 

I am especially indebted, Mr. Presi-
dent, to J. Douglas Brown, dean of the 
faculty and director of the industrial 
relations section of Princeton Univer-
sity. Dean' Brown has been a close 

friend of mine for many years, and I 
have discussed our social-security pro-
gram with him on many occasions. I 
have the greatest respect for his opinions 
on this subject, both because he has 
given it concentrated study for a nu~m-
ber of years and because I know that his 
conclusions are based on a deep convicm 
tion that a sound social-security pro9 
gram must rest on fundamental Amei-w 
can principles. He served with distinc-
tion as a member of the Committee on 
Economic Security in 1934 and 1935, as 
chairman of the first advisory council 
on social Security in 1937 and 1938, 
and as a public member of the most 
recent advisory council in 1947 and 1948. 

Mr. President, on December 9, 1949, 
In New York City, at the fiftieth anni-
versary dinner of the National Con-
sumers League, Dean Brown made an 
outstanding address on the underlying 
principles of a sound social-security pro- 
gram entitled "Cooperation Versus Pa-
ternalism.,, In this address the speaker 
brought out so clearly the main point 
I am now insisting on that I ask unani-
mous consent that the address in ques-
tion be published In full in the RECORD 
at the conclusion of my remarks. Let 
me quote in full the past paragraph of 
that important address which highlights 
the choice that is facing the American 
people in the pending legislation: 

The critical question is: Will the Ameri-
can people take the right road In the choice 
between the cooperative as opposed to the 
paternalistic welfare state? Wiii they

Ignorance or a softening of our
moral fibers take the primrose path to state 
paternalism? A decade or a century from 
now men may look back and say that the 
decision was made In the year 1950. The 
America of that time will be a vastly differ-
ent Nation according to the decision we 
make in the months immediately ahead, 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With-
out objection, the address referred to by 
the Senator from New Jersey will be 
printed in the RECORD, 

(See exhibit A.) 
Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Presi-

dent, we are faced today with the neces-
sity of devising a social-security program 
that will lead to the cooperative rather 
than to the paternalistic welfare state, 
What kind of social-security measures, 
we must ask ourselves, best fit the Amer-
ican way of life? Dean Brown describes 
in a most succinct and constructive fash-
Ion the foundation stones upon which 
our social-security system should rest, 
He says:

Accumulating experience indicates that the 
survival of democratic capitalism depends 
upon the genius of man In combining three 
essential ingredients: 

1. Individual incentive. 

2., Mutual responsibility, 

3. An effective framework against the cor-

roding fear of insecurity, 
Mr. President, I am not an economist 

a statistician, or an actuary. I (lo not 
pretend to be an expert on all the details 
of the legislation we are now considering. 
But because I think it is essential that we 
base our thinking on the type of objec-
tives suggested by Dean Brown, I would 
like to analyze the major principles of 
our social-security legislation and the 

proposed amendments In the light of 
these objectives. Are we designing our 
social-security program so as to combine 
the three "essential -ingredients" of "in
dividual incentive, mutual responsibility 
and an effective framework against the 
corroding fear of Insecurity?" Let me 
take up these ingredients in order. 

1. INDIVIDUAL ICENTIVE 

Mr. President, in the presentations on 
thfloofheSnesictisdbe 
h lo f h eaesnc hsdbt 

began, I have, perhaps erroneously, got
ten the impression that some of us are 
thinking along the lines of least resist
ance because of the complexity of this 
problem. There seem to be suggestions 
that we should change our admittedly 
complicated system into a pay-as-you
go, flat rate, universal pension plan for 
everybody over age 65. 

We have heard much in recent years 
about so-called free pensions of the 
Tonedtvaiy.Ocurehyae 
not free in the sense that social security 
can be achieved by some magic formula 
without cost. Any program that pro
vides benefits for our aged must be paid 
for by the taxes of those who are work
ing and producing, and its economic 
soundness is and must be dependent 
upon the economic soundness of the 
country.

However, one of the distinguishing and 
dangerous characteristics of all of the 
flat-rate, paternalistic pension plans is 
their failure to relate the pension bene
fits in any way to the past productivity.
of the beneficiary-measured, for insaci em fpeiu anns 

peioscearnthatgth 
Inscarngm tsiislerhtte 
essential ingredient of individual incen
tive plays no part. Fif ty or a hundred-
or perhaps even two hundred-dollars a, 
month for .everyone over 65. It sounds 
enticing. It can be political dynamite to 
the American way of life. It would defi
nitely mean a long step toward the pa
ternalistic welfare state which Dean 
Brown and others warn us against. 

How does our/present social-security 
program differ iii this respect from these 
flat-rate. pension plans? Stated very 
simply, it does so primarily by relating 
benefits to past earnings and thus to the 
contribution the beneficiary has made to 
the economic system that must pay for 
his benefits. We pay a price, to be sure, 
for this characteristic, just as we pay a 
price for the essential freedoms of a 
democracy. We must keep detailed rec
ords of earnings; we must devise com.
plicated administrative systems to han
dle these records and to determine 
eligibility; in the early years of the sys
tern we must make practical compro
mises in this principle to assure adequate 
protection to older workers who are 
newly covered. But I believe this price 

Itnsch,arrngtermens it 

Is well worth paying and that a truly 
American social-security program must 
retain the basic principle of relating 
benefits in some fashion to past earnings. 

In this connection, I am concerned 
about the failure of our Finance Comn
mittee to, recommend an increase in the 
wage base from $3,000. An overwhelm-
Ing majority of the Advisory Council 
recommended an increase to $4,200 to 
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maintain reasonable differentials In 
benefits in light of the greatly increased 
wage level. I understand that under the 
proposal of the committee almost half of 
the regularly employed male workers 
would receive practically the same dollar 
benefit. Although a wage base of $4,200 
would not allow large differentials, I be-
lieve it would give sufficient recognition 
to the higher paid worker to prevent the 
ultimate destruction of the principle of 
maintaining a minimum relationship be-
tween the contribution the beneficiary
has made to the society of which he is a 
Part and the benefit he receives. I feel 
that relationship is vital for us to pre-
serve. 

Let me emphasize at this point, Mr. 
President, that we are attempting here 
to strike a practical balance between es-
sential and, to some extent, superficially
conflicting principles. We want to pro-
vide a minimum security base without 
destroying the individual's incentive. If 
we move In the direction of fiat benefits 
I fear we may also be inevitably faced 
with a powerful demand in future years
for a level of benefits far above this mini-
mum base, 

I now come to Dean Brown's second 
essential ingredient: 

2. MUTUAL RESPONSIBILITY 
One of our greatest strengths in this 

country has been our determination that 
each of us must bear a major part of the 
burden of taking care of ourselves and 
our families while, at the same time, we 
are willing to cooperate with others so 
that we can lighten the total burden 
where practical. Thus, American citi-
zens recognize that their responsibility
extends beyond their own narrow, short-
term self-interest, and encompasses the 
welfare of all citizens. 

Our social-security program embodies 
this doctrine of mutual responsibility in 
at least two ways. In the first place, the 
benefit formula is weighted to allow a 
larger return for the lower-income work-
er in relation to his contribution to the 
whole system. In the second place, so 
cial-security costs are shared by the in-
dividual by means of significant and di-
rect contributions made by him on the 
basis of a recognized percentage pay-roll
deduction, 

Here again we find the free pater-
nalistic pension plans are in fundamental 
conflict with an American social-security 
system, Paternalistic pension plans
could actually be set up and made to 
depend 	 on an unidentified and indirect 

levyon he ad alowtheaxpyer,
levyton th e tapaers andt allowe thei 
cutrye coto bes blpedcwiated bnefre tuhei 

condtioste cntriutoy pincplecondiin theconpeeythriuory principlhe 

windw,thread ouldbe n immdi.
wie ndow tandgthee wouldgeonot.incmed 


afthe pandtnibceicarge
tossan theincome 
oftepatcpataosutimtepo 

ga.should
The contributory principle, which I 

consider essential to a sound, American 
social-security program, is probably the 
most difficult one to apply successfully 
on a national basis, The reason for this 
Is that we have not yet found a way to 
Preserve this principle and to put the 
plan Immediately on a reasonably pay-
as-you-go basis, which, of course, I 

should like to see happen. I believe we 
must move toward a pay-as-you-go basis,
but I would not want to lose the contrib-
utory system. 

According to the "intermediate" esti-
mates of the committee, under the 
amendments they propose, the so-called 
trust fund would increase to about 
$72,000,0O&,000 by 1990 and then would 
start down. I am hopeful that the comn-
mission proposed in Senate Resolution 
300, introduced by the Senator from 
Colorado [Mr. MILLxININ and the Sen-
ator from Georgia [Mr. GEORGEL, Will 
discover a practical way to approach a 
more nearly pay-as-you-go plan than Is 
contemplated in the committee amend-
ments. It would appear to me that 
some modification in the tax schedule 
proposed by the committee will help to 
achieve this result. I am frank to ad-
mit, however, that I have not thought
of a satisfactory solution to this perplex-
Ing problem. 

That Is another Indication of why the 
plan which the Senator from Georgia
[Mr. GEORGE] and the Senator from 
Colorado [Mr. MILLIKIN] have suggested
should be followed through on this 
subject. 

Let me now turn to Dean Brown's 
third "essential ingredient": 

3. EFFECTIVE FRAMEWORK AGAINST FEAR 
OF INSECURITY 

In a real sense, of course, our over-all 
social-security program, by its very 
name, indicates that its major objective
Is to provide minimum safeguards for 
the security of individuals in a complex
and highly Interdependent economy. I 
have pointed out previously that this ob-
Jective must be balanced against other 
objectives which are fundamental to our 
American 	way of life, 

The question I should like to raise at 
this point, then, is whether or not a 
worker who is totally and permanently
disabled should be Included within the 
framework of our contributory program,
I do not think that there is any doubt 
about the need for protection against
this major economic hazard. The only
question is whether it should be handled 
through a decentralized State-adminis-
tered program or as an Integral part of 
our Federal contributory program, 

Mr. President, In the limited time 
available to me to analyze this problem,
I have reached the tentative conclusion 
that the evidence supporting the inclu-
sion of permanent and total disability
protection in our contributory program
Is not yet sufficient to overbalance the
tremendous administrative and political
Problems that such inclusion would raise, 
Let me stress, Mr. President, that this isonly a tentative conclusion, and that I 
think the commission proposed In Sell-ate Resolution 300 should give a high
priority to the consideration of the ques-
tion of whether at some future time we 

Include total disability in our' 
contributory plan, 

I am aware of the fact that a majority
of the Advisory Council recommended 
that the time has come to take this stcp.
I1 find the memorandum of dissent by 
two members of the Council most con. 
vincing, however, 

I am especially concerned about the 
difficulty of evaluating permanent and 

total disability and about the possibility
of political pressure tending to weaken 
the safeguards that have been proposed 
to prevent the abuse of the plan. My 
concern should not be interpreted neces
sarily as indicating a lack of faith in the 
honesty and conscientiousness of those 
who would administer the program or 
In the power of our elected officials to 
resist unjustified political pressure. I 
am simply attempting to be realistic and 
to face squarely the probability that 
there would be many border-line cases 
that would inevitably be subject to con
flicting opinions.

There are, to be sure, serious social dis
advantages in the administration of aid 
to disabled persons on an assistance 
basis. I have always favored the re
placement of the public assistance por
tions of our social-security program
where practical with systematic prote
tion based on the contributory principle.
It Is true, moreover, that the forced re
tirement of the permanently and totally
disabled individual is closely related to 
retirement due to old age. In fact, the 
economic impact of income loss due to 
disability Is far more serious than is nor
mally the case with regular retirement. 
In spite of these points, I think that the 
arguments for meeting the problem at 
the State level are more compelling. 

I feel very strongly that before we 
embark on a program of Federal con
tributory disability protection, every
effort should be made to encourage the 
States to establish an effective decen
tralized system for disability assistance. 
Only if such efforts are actively pursued,
and If future experience proves that 
State programs are not doing an effective 
job in this area, would the conclusion 
be justified that the Federal Government 
should step in as has been proposed.

Mr. President, I have purposely
avoided the use of the words "social in
surance" in this discussion. I have done 
so because I think these words tend to 
cause confusion and misinterpretation.
A national social-security system cannot 
operate on the same basis as a private in
surance program, The contributions of 
today's workers cannot be successfully
held in reserve to be used In paying bene
fits to these same workers in future years,
But It Is possible, I believe, for the con
tributions of today's workers to be di. 
rectly identified with a system of old-
age benefits in such a way that this 
Identification will serve as a constant 
reminder that contributions and bene
fits are Interdependent. Furthermore,
by maintaining the essential relation. 
ship between previous earnings and ulti
mate benefits, we can avoid the enticingbut dangerous alternative of a universal 
equalization of benefits and preserve thetruly American character of our social-
security system. We can, Mr. President. 
avoid the paternalistic welfare state and,
Instead, work for a cooperative welfare 
state that Is consistent with democratic 
capitalism, 

It Is not an easy task to find solutions 
to our social-security problems, and, as I 
said above, I am far from qualified to. 
discuss the detailed factual questions
that are raised by those who have studied 
and specialized In this field. But as I 
have analyzed the basic objectives that 
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anl American social-security program 
must have, I have become convinced that 

* 	 we must steer away from a universal,
noncontinutwhicheIstrators,

flnotiuoypnsion system
the benefits bear no relation to the past

* 	 contribution made by the beneficiaries 
to the society, 

It is usually true that the safest and 
wisest course is the least convenient and 
the Most challenging. I hope that the 

American people want to sustain democratic 
capitalism under a cooperative welfare state, 

It is the challenge to statesmen, admin-
and social scientists to learn how

tnwicimplement this desire of theo common 
American people. 'The answer is action, 
not charges and countercharges about wel-
fare. We need the finest arts of policy 
development and administrative planning. 
We need courage for dynamic exparimenta.. 
tion and progress in the development of the 

or a wholesale basis. Dependency relief will 
still be needed In many cases, but we mrust 
build on an effective structure of contrlbu
tory 	 social insurances to reduce constantly
the scope of dependency relief. 

In summary, then, an urban, Industrial so
ciety demands a framework against the cor
roding fear of Insecurity. A democratic, 
capitalistic society demands a social-security 
system in which individual incentive and 
mutual responsibility are preserved. The only
mechanism yet invented to meet these two
pressing demands is contributory social in
surance with benefits varying with the earn-
Inga of the Insured. That is the mechanism 
of a cooperative welfare state and a bulwark 
against the growing pressure toward a pater
nalistic state. 

The critical question is: Will the American 
people take the right road in the choice be
tween the cooperative as opposed to the pa
ternalistic welfare state? Will they through 
Ignorance or a softening of our moral fibers 
take the primrose path to state paternalism? 
A diecade or a century from now men may 
look back and say that the decision was made 
in the year 1950. The America of that time 
will be a vastly different nation according to 
the decision we make in the months imme
diately ahead. 

complexity oousciladeconomic 
problems will never hide from us the 
fundamental American principles on 
which their solution must be based. In 
our 	search for sound social security we 
must devise a system worthy of a free 
and responsible people,

EXHIITAself-financing
EsrrAment, 

COOPERATION VEaStzS PATERNALIsm-ADDESsS 
DsLIVEREso DECEMBER 9, 1949, BY J. DOUGLAS 
BROWN', DEAN OF FACULTY, PRINCETON UNIs-
VERSITY -private 

I Would like to take my text tonight from 
the political bible of the United States of 
America, the first verse, 

"We 	 the people of the United States, in 
order to form a more perfect Union, establish 
justice, insure domestic tranquility, provide
for 	 the common defense, promote the 
general welfare, and secure the blessings
of liberty to ourselves and our posterity, dIO 
ordain and establish this Constitution for 
the United States of America." 

It Is interesting to note the words In the 
text which are capitalized in the quaint old 
manner of 1787. They are Union, Justice, 
Tranquility, Welfare and Liberty. It appears, 
therefore, that the concept that our national 
state should, among other endeavors, con-

cer itelfInthewelar asofitsciizes,
'deep inthel mind and helareoItsofitsifonderss 
,epinrhen months, tndheadesofigntiound"elfres

In ecet te mnth,dsigatin "elfre
state" has come to be used with a note of 
censure. There has been an attempt to put
the term across the tracks. But the critics 
of the welfare state have not been exact in 
their indictment. Do they mean (a) that 
the general welfare is not a goal In demo-
cratic government? I don't think so. (b)
Do they mean that welfare for some has been 
assured through the impairment of justice 
to others?' Perhaps. Or (c), do they mean 
that welfare has been promoted at the price
of liberty? Perhaps. 

The criticism of the so-called welfare 
state is then not properly aimed at the 
plurpose of welfare. It is and should be aimed 
at the manner in which welfare is attained 
and assured, 

The criticism against the welfare state Is 
leveled most often by people who have not 
taken the trouble to study and support the 
ways under democratic capitalism by which 
welfare can be assured the great majority-
without the impairment of justice to others 
or the loss of liberty by those whose welfare is 
assured. 

The criticism is really against the paternal-
Istic welfare state-made paternalistic by
political pressure arising because of unwill-
ingness on the part of many to promote the 
progress of a cooperative welfare state. 

The paternalistic welfare state is not con-
sistent with the American form of demo-
cratic capitalism. It would, in time, break 
down individual incentive and mutual re-
sponsibility. Its end is either stagnation or 
dictatorship. The Santa Claus state may
become the Stalin state. 

The cooperative welfare state is consistent 
With democratic capitalism. It supports
mutual self-help, taxation with represents-
tion; it sustains justice among our people, 
and avoids a loss of freedom by the person 
whose way of life is assured. It seeks to pre-
vent dependency before it occurs, and where 
dependency does occur, to deal with it con-
structively. It is nfy firm conviction that the 

oousoiladcontributory social insurances, for example,
juist 	as we need courage for experimentation
with nuclear energy. We need the one for 
sustaining ir:~tice, welfpre, and liberty, just 
as we need ~he other to provide for the 
common defense. 

The 	 cooperative welfare state must be 
concerned with many other endeavors-the 

aid of housing, power develop.
irrigation, highways, hospitals, adult 

educational services, etc. It is the effort of 
a free people, through the organization of 
the state, to help each other in areas where 

enterprise alone is Insufficient. 
There is no question but that private eni-

terprise is the most efficient framework of 

activity-in the vast, major areas of economic 

life. It assures incentive, flexibility, and 

progress In providing the means for general 

welfare. But where private enterprise is not

enough, and where public action is necessary

In the area of general welfare, it is important

to the survival of democratic capitalism

that as much as possible be accomplished

by cooperative action rather than ex parte

paternalistic action, States, like individ

iusla, are tempted to become paternalistic.

The higher calling is to use our intelligence

and our energies to help people help them

selves. That mission, successfully accom

plished, will promote justice, welfare, and

liberty, under democratic capitalism in a

cooperative welfare state.

fi What kind of social security measures best

itthe American way of life? Accumulating
experience indicates that the survival of 
democratic capitalism depends upon the 
genius of man in combining three essential 
ingredients: 

1. Individual incentive. 
2. Mutual responsibility. 
3. An effective framework against the cor

roding fear of insecurity. 
In the agricultural period in the develop

ment of America, individual incentive was 
the most important of these thres ingredi
ents. The farmer and the shopkeeper of 
colonial days thrived because of individual 
Incentive, and the simple economy thrived 
with them. The factory system and the 
comning of the railroads and other public
utilities introduced new and intricate rela
tionships of mutual responsibility. And 
now vast aggregations of interdependent ac
tivities by their very size and the impact of 
impersonal forces upon individuals necessi
tate greatly enhanced safeguards against 
arbitrary and overwhelming contingencies. 

But no social security system is cafe or 
conducive to the survival of democratic capi
talism that does not sustain the other two 
ingredients essential to survival-individual 
Incentive and mutual responsibility. 

The American system of sccial security 
must, therefore, be built around sccial insur
ance and not dependency relief or free bene
fits such as sought by those who favor Town
sendismn. To preserve incentive, social-ini
surance benefits must be related to past pro
ductivity-employment and earnings with. 
real differentials according to the dagree to 
which the individual has contributed to the 
society to which he is a part. To preserve
mutual responsbility, social-insurance costs 
mnust be shared by the individual insured 
through a direct, Immediate, and tangible 
charge upon his income. So far as is pos
sible, protection must be an earned and indi
vidual right, a specific protection against de
pendency, not a sugar-coated form of pater
nalistic relief, whether provided on a retail 
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SOCIAL SECURITY ACT AEN=DMNT5' OF 

1980 
The Senate resumed the consideration 

of the bill (H. R. 6000), to extend and 
improve the Federal old-age and sur
vivors Insurance system, to amend the 
Public assistance and child welfare pro
visions of the Social Security Act, and for 
other purposes.

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I send 
to the desk amendments intended to be 
proposed by myself, the Senator from 
Connecticut [Mr. BENTONI, the Senator 
from Minnesota [Mr. HUMPHREY], the 
Senator from Montana [Mr. MURRAY], 
the Senator from West Virginia [Mr.
KILGORE], and the Senator from Utah 
[Mr. THOMAS], which would provide a 
wage base of $4,800 for the old-age and 
survivors Insurance program, and 
amendments intended to be proposed by
myself, the Senator from Minnesota [Mr.
Humpi-rRY], the Senator from Florida 
[Mr. PEPPER], the Senator from Oregon
[Mr. MORSE], and the Senator from Mon
tana [Mr. MURRAY] providing for the 
establishment of a program of Federal 
grants for medical assistance payments
to the needy, to the bill (H. R. 6000) to 
extend and improve the Federal old-age 
and survivors insurance system, to 
amend the public assistance and child 
welfare provisions of the Social Security
Act, and for other purposes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
amendments will be received, printed, 
and lie on the table. 

Mr: LEHMAN. Mr. President, I have 
prepared a statement on amendments to 
the pending social-security measure, in
cluding explanatory statements on each 
of the amendments I have introduced, 
have joined in introducing, or which I 
support. Because of the time limita
tions, I ask unanimous consent to intro
duce my covering statement and my ex
planatory statements on these amend
ments into the body of the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the state
ments were ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 
STATEMENT BY SENATOR LEiHMAN ON CERTAIN 

AMENr'MENTS To H. R. 6000, THE SOCIAL 
SECURrTY BILL; AND STATEMENTS ON INDI
VIDUAL AMENDMENTS 
Mr. President, I have joined with some of 

my colleagues In sponsoring liberalizing
amendments to the pending social-security
bill, H. R. 6000. I hope that the Senate will 
see fit to adopt all these amendments, and 
thus give to H. R. 6000 a broader scope and 
more liberal application than Is provided
under the terms of the pending measure. 

Having undertaken, in H. R. 6000, to extend 
the coverage of old-age insurance to addi
tional millions of our people, we should not 
fail to include all those who are in need of
this essential protection and who can prac
ticably be covered. 

We should Include as employees under this
legislation all those individuals who work 
for wages, commissions, or payments, re
gardless of the legalistic form given to the
contractual relationship between them and 
their employers. Such categories would in
clude wholesale salesmen, homeworkers, and 
agent-drivers. 

Nor should we overlook this opportunity,
this occasion, for strengthening social secu
rity at its most vulnerable point, by includ
ing provision for disability Insurance, to meet 
the needs of those already covered but who 
become, because of total, and permanent 
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Physical disability, unable to continue to eara 
their livelihood before they reach the age 
of 65. 

We must not lose sight of our objective-
which Is to provide -social security for the 
greatest possible number of our citizens, and 
to extend as widely as possible the system 
to which we are committed, namely, a sys-
tam Of sound reserves, based on contributions 
by both employer and employee, which will 
provide protection for the greatest possible 
number of our people against insecurity in 
old age, and, I hope, in disability. 

In Improving and extending the Insurance 
system, we must also make, that system as 
attractive as possible, and provide recogni-
tion for the number of years spent in gain-
ful employment. This Is the reason for the 
pending amendment on increments. It 
would be un-American, In my judgment, to 
provide the same old-age benefit payment for 
the man who has contributed for 20 years 
and for the man who has contributed for 
4 years. 

On the same basis and for the same rea. 
sons, I appeal for the approval of the pend-
ing amendment to Increase the wage base 
on which the taxes are to be computed, and 
en which the benefits are to he based. We 
must recognize the difference in wage levels 
today as against 10 years ago. The levels 
provided in the present law and In the com-
iritttee measure are unrealistic. A ceiling of 
$4,800 would be perfectly sound and would 
recognize the increase In monetary wage 
levels In America today. 

I also strongly urge an amendment I have 
submitted to include Puerto Rico and the 
Virgin Islands under all the provisions of 
the Social-Security Act, those now in effect 
Lmnd those under consideration. I believe 
that these citizens of ours, living in these 
two Territories, need social security as much, 
if not more, than, citizens on the mainland. 
I do not believe that we should discriminate 
against these people In this legislation. I 
believe that the public-assistance grants pro-
vided in the pending legislation should car-
tr~inly be made available to these two Terri-
tories on the same basis as it Is made avail-
able to Hawaii. Alaska. or the States of the 
Union. 

I recognize ~that time for debate on these 
great questions is limited and will be even 
more severely limited tomorrow. That is 
well because this legislation must he disposed 
of, In favor of other legislation which awaits 
our attention. 

Hence I have prepared, separate statements 
bearing on some of the amendments whose 
approval I urge, and regarding which I may 
not have an opportunity to speak at any 
length at a later time, 

The first series of these statements Is ad-

recommended by the Senate advisory, coun-
Cil on social security, 

The second series of statements deals with 
amendments of which I am a cosponsor. 
These amendments are: 

1. Amendment to increase the wage base 
for old-age and survivors Insurance, 

2. Amendment to provide for an Increase 
In old-age and survivors insurance bane-
fits, based on years of participation and con-
tribution to the old-age and survivors In-
surance fund. 

3. Amendment to authorise old-age and 
survivors insurance benefits to be paid to 
eligible participants In the program before 
reaching the age of 65, In the event of perma-
nent and total disability Incurred before 
that age, 

4. Amendment to Include under the old-
age and survivors insurance program em-
ployees of transit systems which have been 
taken over by municipal or State govern-
ments, even if such employees may be 
blanketed into a State or municipal retire-
ment system. 

5. Amendment to authorize an Increase 
from $50 to $65 mronthly in State old-age-as-
sistance payments, with the Federal Govern-
ment paying one-third of such Increase, 

6. Amendment to authorize Increase from 
$50 to $65 monthly in State assistance pay-
ments to the blind, with the Federal Gov-
ermient paying one-third of such increase, 

7. Amendment to extend coverage under 
the old-age and survivors insurance program 
to certain public employees already covered 
by a retirement system, when that system 
provides for integration with the Federal 
system. (Applies specifically to public em-
ployees covered by the Wisconsin retirement 
system.) 

8. Amendment to extend OASI coverage to 
additional farm workers by revising defini-
tion of regularly employed worker to one 
who has worked 60 days In the' calendar 
quarter rather than 40 days. This would 
extend coverage to an additional 775,000 farm 
workers. 

The third series of statements Is addressed 
to those amendments sponsored by one or 
another of my colleagues which I support and 
for whose approval I appeal. although I am 
not a sponsor: 

1. Amendment to provide Federal match-
Ing of assistance payments to adult relatives 
caring for dependent children. 

2. Amendment to give credit for past con-
tributions to old-age and survivors Insurance 
program by Individuals employed by farm 
cooperatives.

3. Amendment to make child welfare ser-
vice grants available on July 1, 1950, Instead 
of July 1, 1951. 

AMENDMENT TO INCLUDE TIPS AS WAGES 

era Involved are apparently willing to report 
their tips. The argument against the pend
ing amendment is pure casuistry. 

In any event, the pending amendment 
places the responsibility squarely on the 
employee. He need not report his tips for 
social-security purposes if he does not. wish 
to. The employer pays tax, just as the em
ployae does, only on the amount of tips 
reported. 

There are no absolute figures on the num
ber of employees who customarily receive 
tips, nor on the exact amount of Income 
they receive in this form. However, it is 
estimated that waiters and waitresses alone 
number about three million, and average 
about $2.75 per day In tips. In addition, of 
course, there are bellhops, taxi drivers, bar
bers, beauty parlor operators, messengers, 
and many other types of workers who receive 
a substantial part of their earnings In tips. 

In order to facilitate the reporting of tips 
as earnings, my amendment provides that 
tips would be counted only if the employee 
reported the amount of such remuneration 
to his employer within 10 days after the end 
of the quarter In which it was received. 
This provision was included in the House 
bill. 

The amendment contains also a provision 
which was not in the House hill. The bill 
as passed by the House was objected to on 
the ground that although the employer 
would be liable for both his own and the 
employee's tax on the' amount of tips re
ceived, he might have no opportunity to de
duct the employee tax from the worker's 
wages. This objection has been met by a 
provision In my amendment that the tips 
could not be counted unless the employer 
had in his possession wages of the employee 
from which he could deduct the amount of 
the tax, or unless the employee transmitted 
with his report of tips a sum of money equal 
t h mlyetx 
tthemlyeax 

OUTSIDE SALESMEN 

The purpose of this amendment is to define 
clearly in the law the status of wholesale 
outside commission salesmen as employees 
for the purpose of the Social Security Act. 

These people are employees. The courts 
have found that they are employees. The 
Gearhart resolution, passed by the Eightieth 
Congress, declared that they were not em
ployees, but I firmly believe that they should 
be so regarded and should be covered by the 
old-age and survivors Insurance program on 
the same basis as any other employee. 

Under the present law the employer decides 
whether these people are to be considered 
as employees for social-security purposes. 
This is wholly inequitable. 

The House agreed that these wholesale 

salese shouesld baecosidertedselas aempoyees. 
Thelwholesale salesmen themselvnsiesredover 
wemnl nfvro en osdrdaemployees for social-security purposes.

The definition as given in the House-* 
approved version of H. R. 6000 was "Outside 

salesmen In the manufacturing or wholesale 
tae"M mnmn oestesm 
group, but specifically excludes salesmen of 
peshtrolbeu products whouapaentlyu dolnot 
wish tore loverued.Hos--hueal
mnaeas xldd 

There is no reason for the exclusion of the 
wholesale outside salesmen from the old-
age and survivors insurance program. Those 
of you who have seen the iesae ly 
Death of a Salesman may know something 
of the emotional and other problems of this 
group. 

Security is a vital need of these people. 
They should be included as employees, and 
not as self-employed. They are not self-
employed, regardless of the commission 
basis and the contractual relationship. 
There are no administrative difficulties In 
the way of making payments and deductions 
from the compensation paid them by the 

dressed to those ainendment3 of which I amsaemnholbecsirdasmpye.

the principal sponsor. They include:.hsaedeti eindt suet 


i. Amendment to Include tips as wages In workers, part of whose compensation Cus-
compuingscial-ecuriy ilbeicue ntecmbenfits.tomarily consists of tips, that their entire

2.om eutndmentito-includiyenwoesale. ou- cmesto
2. Aendentto nclde cmpesaton illbe ncldedin he om-holsal ou-

side salesmen as "employees" for the purposes
of the old-age and survivors Insurance pro-

ga.This 
3. Amendment to include certain groups 

ofagntdivrsas"mpoyessfo te u-
poses of the old-age and survivors insurance 
program.

4. Amendment to include "homnewomkers" 
under 	 the provisions of old-age and Sur-

vios nuanepoga.compensation 
5.rAmeurndmen troginclud une l-age 

and survivors insurance program domestics 
who work a minimum of 6 days In any one 
quarter for a single employer who receive as 
wages from that employer a minimum of 
$5o during that quarter. 

6. Amendment to include Puerto Rico and 
the Virgin Islands under public-assistance 
provisions including aid to the blind, the 
needy aged, the disabled, and the dependent 
children. 

7. Amendment to provide Federal grants 
for mnedical care to the needy, on the basis 

putation of their social security old-age 
benefits. 

amendment Is supported by the labor 
unions representing employees who work 
for wages plus tips. These workers are per-
fectly willing to report their tips and to pay 
taxes on them for social-security purposes. 
The fact Is that many employees in the 
service trades receive a major part of their 

In tips. To exclude this com-
pensation from wages In computing social-
security payments and benefits would be to 
deprive these employees of most of the old-
age benefits available under social security, 
In some service trades tips represent as 
much as 75 percent of compensation for 
these workers. 

The strange argument is made against thin 
amendment that workers do not wish to re-
port their tips because then they would be 
required to pay income taxes on them. But 
the law says that tips must be included In 
Income for Income-tax purposes. The work-
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Wholesale companies for whom these sales. 
men work. 

The situation Is now loose and untidy, as 
a result of the Gearhart resolution and of the 
prevailing practice of letting the employer 
decide Whether the salesman is an employee 
or self-employed,

This situation can and should be remedied 
by the insertion of language which will slim-
mnate any doubt that commission salesmen 
selling at wholesale to retailers for resale 
are employees for purposes of social-security 
taxation and benefits. 

age and survivors Insurance program because 
Federal court decisions which have ruled 
that those so employed are not employees 
under an application of the common-law 
rules for determining the employer and em-
ployee relationship. The pertinent legal 
citations are: Glenn v. Beard (141 P. 2d 
576); Kentucky Cottage Industries, Inc. v. 
Glenn (39 P. Supp. 642). 

These court decisions are based ofl the 
judicial finding that homeworkers are not 
subject to a sufficient degree of control to 
constitute them as employees. Specifically, 

AMENDMENT TO EXTEND COVERAGE TO DOMES
TICS WHO1WORK I DAY PER WEEK FOR THE 
SAME EMPLOYER 
There are approximately 2,500,000 Indi

viduals employed as domestics In the United 
States. 

The Senate committee version of H. R. 
6000 would extend coverage under the old-
age and survivors Insurance program to ap
proximately 1,000,000 of these by Including 
all those regularly employed who receive a 
minimum of 850 in a calendar quarter (13 
weeks) from the same employer. The defi
nition of regularly employed under the comn
mittee bill would be employment for at least 
24 days in a calendar quarter. 

My amendment would reduce this require

empoyedtoe6taysin 
minimum of compensation received from 
any single employer In a calendar quarter. 
I estimate that my amendment would ex
tend coverage to approximately 900,000 ad
ditional domestics. 

The Senate committee bill Is a real for
ward step toward providing social-security 
coverage for domestics. Here is a group of 
our working population Who, need social 
security more than any other single occu
pational group. But the Senate bill does 
not go far enough. 

More than half GI the domestics employed 
In the country do not work as many as 24 
days In a calendar qlsarter for the same em
ployer. This requirement means that these 
domestics must work at least 2 days a week 
for the same employer. My. amendment 
would cut this requirement down to 1 day 
a week. Among the domestics, those who 
need social security most, are those who work 
for different employers on different days of 
the week, but who work regularly for the 
same employer. 

My amendment does set a very conservative 
standard for the minimum wage that must 
be earned before coverage Is extended. They 

entdof duaysrbu ahcal

must earn at least $50 per calendar quarter. 
If they worked only 6 days In a calendar quar
ter, they would have to receive compensation 
at the rate of about $9 per day. Few domes
tics receive such a wage. In my own State, 
the average rate Is about $6 per day, which 
would mean that domestics would really be 
required to work a minimum of 10 days in 

any calendar quarter.
If Members of the Senate feel It desirable 

to reduce the wage requirement to $25 per 
calendar quarter, I would accept such an 

amendment. 
These people are just as regularly em

ployed as those covered by the committee 
bill. They could be covered with little ad
ministrative difficulty and little trouble or 
inconvenience to their employers. There is 
no sound reason for leaving them out.


Tecifagmn gantcvrn hs


AMEDMETT have found that with respect toN AENTD~rERSthe courts 
AMNMETONAEN-5IE5the performance of the work involved, these 

The purpose of this amendment is as sim. 

ple as the amendment, Itself, is desirable. 

This amendment would Include as an em-


plyefor social-security purposes agent-

drivers or commission drivers engaged In 

distributing products not covered in the 

specific enumeration in the committee ver-

sion of H. R. 6000. 


The committee bill Includes ats employees 

agent-drivers who distribute meat products, 

bakery products, or laundry or dry-cleaning 

services. 


The reason given by the committee for 

covering such individuals as employees is 

that, although they may not be considered 

to be employees under the usual -common-

law rules for determining the employer-

employee relationship, nevertheless, they oc-

cupy a status substantially the same as those 

who are employees under such rules. This 

provision, If adopted, would result in ex-

tending coverage, as employees under the 

program, to an estimated 75,000 individuals. 


There are a substantial number of agent-

drivers and commission-drivers who are 

engaged In distributing other products or 

other services in a manner and under rela-

tionships Indistinguishable from those listed 

by roiatlythe0 committee,
gnt 

Appvroxdimaibtel 18,000agentor chommission-, 
dretivers, disribonutebeerags. towoeaes 

realro osmr.Some 15,000 are 

adieabu 000aeengaged
In the retaldsrbto .ffe 
tand icle; aout 10,00 merecraret eongagedrin th 

ta50isaleofibut crnedam torcosuers;d
d somets 

vegeabls,ea ood 00 re is.nd abut 
vgtablesoaondfeatfood;yabodutc500 aredi 
trboutr of00conflemisnary aproducs; anod 
aboducts3,0 hnl miclaeu fod 

The ttlnmewhwolbecvrd 
uner ropsedamed-

asnempoyeunr pagae 
as mplyee he 

the reoposned amend-

comeattoete woldangugereoxmmtended00 bynthe 


viduals. This number would be In addition 

to the estimated 75,000 Intended to be coy-

ered by the committee, 


There are, In addition, approximately 14,-

000 agents, or commission-drivers engaged


Indistributing manufactured or processed
diny poutscascesbtend

drairy pouTs,prpsuch asmcendese, btoter, and 

cream.tono emprplosed toclthe
T amendmenot 

these individuals as employees. The reason 

for this exclusion is to avoid the difficulty 

Involved In the relationship between these 

commission drivers and individual farmers 

and farm cooperatives. 


I urge the approval of this amendment In. 

cluding as employees all these agent-drivers 

other than dairy drivers. 


AMENDMENT INCLUDING HOMEWORIKER AS 
EMPLOYEES 

This amendment Is designed to extend 

coverage under the old-age and survivors 

Insurance program to approximately 40,000 

Individuals who work on a piece-work basis, 

In their own homes, primarily in needle-


of one kind or another. They make 

artificial flowers, embroidery, gloves, or 

lingerie, 


Under existing law, homeworkers (and 

their dependents generally) have been de-

nied the benefits and protection of the old-


-work 

workers are not controlled in fact as to how, 
when, and where they shall perform their 
work.metodasmpydto6asInacl

But for unemployment compensation pur-
poses, homeworkers have been held to be 
employees and to be eligible for unemPloy-
ment compensation In the States of Illinois 
and New York. The pertinent legal cita-
tions are: Peasley V. Murphy (44 N. E. 2d 
876 (Ill.)); Andrews v. Commodore Knitting 
Mills, Inc. (13 N. Y. 'S. (2d) 577l). Under 
workmen's compensation laws, homework-
ers have also been held to be employees, 
(DeJong v. Allied Mutual Liability Insurance 
.Co. (205 N. Y'. S. 165); Jasnig v. Winter 
(150 N. J. L. 320, affm'd. 116 N. J. L. 191.). 

Similarly, under the Federal Fair Labor 
Standards Act, homeworkers have been uni-
formly held to be employees. McComb v. 
Homeworkers' Handicraft Cooperative (l176 
P. 2d 633); Walling v. American Needle 
Crafts, Inc. (139 P. 2d 60); Fleming v. G. & 
C. Novelty Shoppe (35 F. Supp. 829). 

In 22 jurisdictions today, homework is 
regulated by law., In some instances these 
laws define homeworkers as employees.2 in 
other Instances they prescribe minimum 
rates of pay to be paid homeworkers and the 
maximum hours they may work.' They pro-
vide for the licensing of homneworkers and 
the Issuance of work certificates, and require
employers of horneworkers to maintain rec-
ords and to report to State agencies regard-
ing the amount of work performed by home-
workers.' The requirements of the State of 
New York are fairly typical in this regard.
These regulations include the following: 

1. The homeworker Is permitted to work 
for only one employer, 

2. The employer is required to furnish all 
materials and articles directly to the home-
worker. 

3. The homeworker is covered by work-

men's compensation insurance, 
4. A homeworker shall be paid at least the 

same rate as is paid to shop workers in the 
same operations. 

5. The employer and the homeworker are 
required to keep records of tbhe date the work 
Is issued, the amount of work given out, the 

tospromd tert fpy h 
opeations petrnformedwr,therate un paypthe Th chief 'allgumeontagant coveing thesnecof 

Wfork returned, and the total payment made 
to the homeworker. 

Hence, there can be no logical basis for 
excluding these homeworkers from the ap-
plication of old-age and survivors Insurance, 

California, Colorado, Connecticut, Dis-
trict of Columbia, Hawaii, Illinois, Indiana, 
Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Missouri, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Ore-
gon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Tennessee, 
Texas. West Virginia, Wisconsin. 

I California, Maine, New York, Rhode Is-
land. .account 

8California, Colorado (In retail trades 
only), Connecticut, District of Columbia, Ha-
waii, Illinois, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New 
York, Oregon (in connection with the proc-
easing of nuts only), Pennsylvania, Rhode 
Island, Wisconsin.4 Missouri, Ohio, and Tennessee do not re. 
quire the furnishing of reports. 

essary reports would be an impossible burden 
on housewives and other household em
ployers. In my opinion this argument Is not 
sound. I am advised that the Social Secu
rity Administration has worked out some very 
simple procedures for administering the coy
erage of domestic workers. 

Two alternative methods have been de
veloped for securing wage reports for these 
domestic workers. Under the first, the aim
plified payroll reporting plan, the housewife 
would fill out a simple form showing the 
name of her employee, the social-security 

number of the employee, the total 
wages paid, and the amount of the tax con
tributions payable. Moreover, the housewife 
would be required to do this only once In 
every calendar quarter--only four times a 
year. 

Under the second alternative, the stamp 
plan, the housewife would simply buy stamps 
at the post office and paste one in the do
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mestic's book weekly. The worker would ob-
tain the book and turn it in to the Govern-
ment at the end of each reporting period. I 
ama especially impressed with this latter plan, 
the stamp plan, which has been widely used 
In Europe, and makes record keeping an 
almost automatic process. 

I strongly urge the approval of this 
amendment, 
AMENDMENT FOR INCLUSION OF PIJERTO RICO 

AND THE VIRGIN ISLANDS IN PUBLIC-A5SSISTANGE 
PROVISIONS OF H. a. 6000 

Puerto Rico and the Virgin Isqsnds are 
o tats,InteralParsth 	 Unied lid 

ithegra peolsartofhe United Statesctzes ahd 
thirpeplsreUntd taesciizns Te 

inhabitant 	 citizens share all the responsi-
bilities of 	 United States citizenship. In 
cluding the responsibility for military 
service and should similarly share its benefits. 

Two titles of the original Social Security 
Act already 	 apply In these islands-Title V. 
Child Welfare Services, and Title VI, Public 
HealothSviuees.ludnheremi n romsoundreaso 

tocotnu 	 r-ecudngtemfrmth
maining titles of the act. The House of 
Representatives, litter a long and exhaustive 
study of the case, Included these people In 
H. R. 6000 In both the social-insurance and 
public assistance titles. Subsequently, a 
subcommittee of the Ways and Means Coin-
mittee conducted an on-the-spot survey in 
the Islands. What they found caused them 
not only to endorse the inclusion of, urto 
Rico and the Virgin Islands In alltes 
titles, but also to urge that t~he basi for 
their Inclusion be liberalized. 

H. R. 6000, as reported by the Senate 
Finance Commtttee, includes the islands In 
the social-insurance title, which I heartily 
endorse, but omits them from the public-
assistance provisions, which I greatly de-
plore. Because of the economic conditions 
pertaining In these areas, the Islands need 
Federal participation in the Federal public-
assistance program as badly or more than 
any other part of our Nation. With their 
poor economy, assistance rates average only 
aibout 20 cents a day-20 cents a day to 
feed, clothe and shelter an aged person or 
a growing child. I urge that Puerto Rico 
and the Virgin Islands be included in the 
public-assistance titles of H. R. 6000, on the 
same basis as the States. There is no sound 
justification even for, the discriminatory 
treatment provided in the House version. al- 
though the House version provides some 
public assistance to these islands. There 
should be no discrimination whatsoever In 
regard to public assistance to these citizens, 

it is not, in my opinion, sound policy to 
continue this discriminatory treatment of 
United States citizens who live in the islands 
but who risk their lives for our country and 
who make the same sacrifices for our Nation 
as other United States citizens do. It Is not, 
1,. my opinion. sound policy to say to United 

tates citizens that, if they continue to live 
in Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands, they 
cannot have Federal assistance when in need; 
to cay to them that, if they need assistance, 
they must leave their homes and come to 
the mainland, 

it is a strange anomaly that we recognize 
that a Puerto Rican or a Virgin Islander is 
entitled to Federal assistance if he comes 
to the states to live, but we say to him that 
he is not entitled to such assisance as long 
as he remains in those islands over which 
the American flag flies. American children, 
aged and crippled Americans, are suffering 
went and will continue to suffer hardship 
until we act favorably on this amendment, 

The Territories of Hawaii and Alaska are 
Included under all the titles of the Social 
Security Act. There is no reason for the 
exclusion of Puerto Rico and the Virgin 
Islands. 

it is true that Puerto RICO and the Virgini 
Islands do not pay Federal income taxes Into 
the United States Treasury. But this waiver 

constitutes recognition of the lower level 
of the economy of these Islands. It is a 
waiver, a special dispensatior. But In many 
Federal programs, Puerto Rico and the Vir-
gin Islands receive benefits on the same basis 
as States. I am In favor of that. I am like-
wise in favor of extending the public-as-
sistance provisions, and all other pertinent 
provisions of the social-security program, to 
Puerto Rico and the Vizgin Islands. 

The extension of the public-assistance
provisions to Puerto Rico and the Virgin 
Islands would coet about ten million dollars 
annually. This Is a small cost compared to 
the need,

For reasons of international reputation 
also, it Is Important to our Nation that this 
Congress take favorable action on this 
amendment. We have made strong repre-
sentations before the world in regard to the 
treatment of dependent peoples. The world 
Is watching what we do for our dependent 
peoples. 

It Is important that our concern for them, 
and our actions In their behalf match our 
oft-expounded ideals and principles, 

Our Latin-American neighbors will note 
'With keen interest whether what we do for 
the Latin-Americans who are part of our 
Nation matches what we do for Americans 
of other racial strains, 

To do justice to these Untted States citi. 
zens, and to do justice to our national aims 
and international reputation, this amend-
ment must be approved, 

AMENDMENT 	 TO FINANCE MEDICAL AND HOSPITAL 
CARE FOR THE N4EEDY 

This amendment would provide Federal 
financial aid for meeting the cost of medical, 
hospital, and other health care furnished to 
the recipients of State assistance to the 
needy, the blind, dependent children, etc. 

My amendment carries out the specific 
terms of the recommendation made by the 
Advisory Council on Social Security to the 
Senate Finance Comminttee. These recoin- 
mendations were to the effect that the Fed-
eral Government should provide medical 
care grants to the States based on the num-
bar of Individuals receiving public assistance 
In all forms in each State. 

Each State would receive up to $6 monthly 
per person for each adult on the public-as-
sistance rolls, and $3 monthly for each child 
on the public-assistance rolls, the State could 
receive from the Federal Government up to 
50 percent of Its expenditures for medical 
care for these Individuals. States would be 
permitted to apply the grants to the cost of 
medical care for all individuals, without in-
dividual limits, as long as the average of $6 
monthly per adult and $3 monthly per child 
was adhered to. 

The public-assistance provisions of both 
the House and the Senate committee versions 
of H. R. 6000 authorize the use of Federal-
public-assistance grants to pay for the cost 
of medical care to the needy, but retains the 
limit of $50 per month per individual for 
public assistance and medical care combined. 

This is obviously inadequate to meet the 
cost of any serious illness and has the addi-
tional disadvantage of putting medical care 
in competition with assistance grants, 
Those States where old-age assistance pay-
ments approach $50 a month would obviously, 
be reluctant to reduce these grants in order 
to provide medical care, however much 
needed, and the same would be equally true 
In the other categories of assistance, 

There Is widespread agreement on the 
urgency for meeting the medical and related 
health needs of destitute persons, not only 
on a humanitarian basis but also as a sound 
economy in preventing the heavy cost of de-
pendency Owing to medical neglect and 
chronic illness. 

Evidence of this agreement has recently 
been brought to my attention In the recoin-
mendations to the Congress, adopted by the 

interassociation committee on health and 
formally confirmed by thle governing boards 
of its six constituent organizations, the 
American Dental Society, the American Hos
pital Association, the American Medical Asso
ciation, the American Nursing Association. 
the American Public Health Association, and 
the American Public Welfare Association. 
This recommendation states: 

"It is recognized that public welfare de
partments are now handicapped In carrying 
out their existing responsibility to secure 
medical care, when needed and not otherwise 
available, to recipients of federally nided 
public assistance by the Inadequate financial 
provisions of the Social Security Act and its 
requirement that all aid be extended in the 
form of cash payments to the recipient. It 
Is therefore I commended that the latter re
striction be eliminated and that the agency 
administering assistance be authorized to 
finance the 	purchase of medical care in be
half of assistance recipients. In order to 
assure the quality of medical care thus pur
chased for assistance recipients and relate it 
to their Individual needs, it is also recoin-
mended that its financing be accomplished 
through funds earmarked for that purpose 
rather than charged against the funds avail
able for cash payments to individuals. The 
further view is expressed that any provision 
to finance 	 medical care for assistance re
cipients should permit the administration 
of the medical aspects of such care by public 
health departments and that such arrange

ments should have the support of these six 
organizations. 

"Whenever the term 'medical care' is used 
inI this statement, it Is understood to Include 
dental, nursing, hospital, and other health 
care as well as physicians' services." 

Similar recomnmendations have likewise 
been made by most of the spokesmen for the 
State welfare departments testifying or sub
mutting statements on H. R. 6000 to the Sen
ate Finance Committee. 

This amendment Is intended to provide a 
practical means of carrying out these recoin
mendations. 
AMENDMENT TO INCREASE WAGE SASS OF OLD-AGE 

AND SURVIVCRS INSURANCE PROGRAM 
Ihp h eaewl prv naed 

metInhopeatesenatehilapoe bamendmaiu-ane 
men wincreldasigte maxsurimumwag bnuasce 
o hc 	 l-g n uvvr nuac 
contributions and benefits are computed. 

The social-security bill as reported out by 
the Senate committee raises benefit amounts 
substantially. It does not, however, ade
quately protect that substantial proportion 
of regularly employed workers-more than 
one-third of those now covered-who earn 
more than $3,000 a year. 

Prof. Sumner H. Sllchter, of Harvard U~ni
versity, a member of the Advisory Coun
cil on Social Security to the Committee on 
Finance, and one of the most eminent econo
mists of our time, has affirmed the necessity 
for providing adequate protection for 
skilled workers and supervisory employees 
who constitute the largest segment of the 
group of higher paid Amnerican workers. Dr. 
Slichter recently wrote an article which 
appeared in the Christian Science Monitor 
of April 29. This article, although directed 
at the bill as approved by the other House, is 
very pertinent to the question of wage base. 

Dr. Slichter points out that prices have 
rsn yaot7 ecn ic h eei 
proiseonsb aouth S0peciaentusince Athbenefi 
provsicnsedOfIthe 3Socalndcurtyhact wverae 
leekt charngeing 1939, aisnd tabot averag
wekyarighveisnbot10p
cent. As a result of the rise In prices, the 
man who has annual earnings of $5,100 to-
clay is receiving no more in purchasing power 
than he did In 1939 if he then earned $3,000. 

Although this manl's cost of living has 
risen by 70 percent. the old-age-insurance 
benefit to which hee is entitled under the 
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present law has not risen. On the con-
trary, this benefit has decreased by 40 per-
cent in terms of its purchasing power. That 
Is the measure of the loss in protection 
caused by the fact that prices have gone 
up and the benefit structure has not changed
correspondingly. 

Even under the liberalized benefit for-
mula contained In this bill, the man who 
earns more than $3,000 a year will not have 
restored to him the same degree of protec-
tion as he had Under the present law at the 
wage-price level of 1940. For example, a 
man who was averaging $3,000 per year in 
1940 could anticipate retirement, say, In 20 
years, with a primary insurance benefit pf
$48, under the benefit provisions then In 6f-
fact. Under the bill now before us, he would 
receive a benefit of $72.50. 

However, the benefit of $72.50 under the 
pending Senate bill would give this hypo-
thetical worker a purchasing power of only
$43 in terms of the 1940 wage-price rela-y
tlonehip. Consequently, this bill fails to re-
store even the 1940 value of the benefits as-
sured to this hypothetical worker in 1939. 
The wage base should certainly be Increased 
in order to restore the retirement protection
given in 1939 to the better-paid workers, 

As Dr. Slichter said In the article I have 
referred to (a digest of Which I inserted Into 
the CoxcoazsaxoNAL REconD on May 15, 1950) :

~'tisntwiet hv pnin a n 
"thboos andotoieto thivelaw becsome stadily

lhesbos andles adequtetiabecaueofmte rsteadiny
pricandes.Cnrss hdqasedelaysed alogetheris too 

Cngespries hs elye atogmethpresent
long In amending the lawtomeprsn
conditions." 

It has taken more than 10 years to bring 
to this stage of the legislative process imn-
provements in the law that were known to 
he needed almost as soon as the 1939 amend-
menits were enacted. Any deficiencies In the 
bill we are now considering, if permitted to 
remain, may be with us for a long time to 
come, 

Wage rates, already double what they 
were in 1939, are expected to rise even higher
In the future. If we retain the $3,003 wage 
base now in the law, we will be tying the 
social-security program to a wage limit al-
ready inadequate and rapidly becoming Ob-

dirctonofbrng
As a first step In thedietoofbng

Ing the law in line with present-day condi-
tions, the wage base should be increased to 
$4,800. 
AMENDMENT TO PROVIDE AN INCREMENT ON 

BENEFITS FOR YEARS OF P'ARTICIPATION IN THE 
OASI PROGRAM 
I ask the Senate to approve the emnend-

ment to provide for an Increase in the 
amount of old-age benefits for each year dur-
ing which the worker has made contributions 
to the insurance fund. 

It is of the utmost Importance, It seems 
to me, that this element be restored to the 
old-age and survivors-benefit insurance for-
mula. Otherwise the effectiveness of the 
Insurance program will be seriously impaired.
Only by retaining this increment in the for-
mnula can we assure that Individual contrib-
utors to the program will be treated fairly,
that the program will serve to strengthen our 
system of Incentives, and that it will con-
tinue to deserve and win public understand-
ing and support, 

The formula for computing benefits which 

Is now included In the Senate bill works 

a gross Injustice on the long-term con-

tributor. Under that formula, the man who 

contributes to the program for 40 years re-


ceives no more than the man who contrib-
utes for 5 years. I do not see how It can 
be argued that that constitutes fair treat-
nment for the long-time contributor. 

It Is a fundamental principle, In any kind 
of an Insurance program~with variable bene-
fits, that the benefits should Vary with length
of participation In the program as well as 

with wage levels. Only in this way can the 
extra contributions Of the long-term contrib-
utor be recognized.

I know, of course, that the majority of 
the Senate Finance Committee does not 
share this view, but I find it difficult to 
follow their reasoning. The report of the 
committee Indicates that the Increment 
would serve largely to reward Younger work-
ers for their greater contributions by paying
them higher retirement benefits than those 
paid to persons who were old when the sys-
tern started. To us, such an advantage seems 
undesirable. I cannot agree that such an 
advantage is undesirable. It seems to me 
highly desirable that those who will be con-
tributing for the next 40 years receive higher
benefits than those who will retire, say, In 
1953. after 2 or 3 years of contributions, 

I cannot agree, either, that people in pres-
ent covered employment who have been 
making contributions to the program for the 
last 14 years should be placed on exactly
the same basis as those who will be contrib-
uting next year for the first time. I think 
it will be very difficult for present contribu-
tors to understand why they would receive 
nothing for these 14 years of contributions 
despite the fact that they have been led 
to expect increased benefits for those years.
The action proposed by the Senate com-
mittee strikes out of the law a sernicon-
tractual arrangement with 1,000,000 partici-
pants who were pledged an increment for 
their past years of contributions to the in-
suranie fund,

And I do not think that the workers who
will be covered for the first time next year
would feel that they are being treated uni-
fairly because they will receive less than 
those who have been covered and have been 
contributing for the past 14 years.

The American people do not expect to be 
treated with absolute uniformity regardless
of their contributlon to society or to the 
Insurance program, nor would they welcome 
such uniformity of treatment, 

The typical American worker wants to feel 
that he has built his own standard of living
and his own security by his own contribu-
tion, and that through extra contributions 
he can build a higher standard. Moreover, 
this principle of additional rewards for ad- 
ditional contributions Is part and parcel of 
our whole American system of incentives. 

What incentive will there be for a worker 
to go on contributing to the Insurance pro-
gram for 20 or 30 or 40 years Into the future 
when he knows that those who have retired 
after only a few years of contributions are 
receiving as much as he can hope to receive? 
How can anyone expect him to see any jus-
tice or equity in such a program? It is to-
tally Inconsistent with everything he un-
deratands about the American way of ltfe, 

I urge the approval of the amendment on 
so-called Increments, 
AMENDMENT 	 To PEOVIDE PERMIANENT AND TOTAL 

DISABILITY INSURANCE 
I urge with all the conviction at my corn-


mand, approval of the amendment for 

permanent and total disability Insurance 

benefits. 


It would be a serious mistake to wait any
longer to Include such benefits InI our social-
security program. Many years ago, the Con-
gress established permanent and total dis-
ability programs for Federal employees, for 
railroad workers, and for veterans. These 
programs are working well with these special 
groups. Why not extend this same protec-
tion to all those who are already covered or 
who are to be covered by old-age and Sur-
Vivors Insurance? 

Disability benefits should be added to old-
age and survivors insurance Immediately, 
This broatdening of the Social Security Act 
would mnake the old-age-retirement provi-
sions truly realistic. It would frankly rec-
ognize-and do something about-the fact 
that there are a good many regular workers 

who become permanently and totally dis
abled before they reach the age of e5. 

Over the years, Congress has authorized a 
number of studies on the causes or insecurity.
The Advisory Council of 1938'agreed unani-
Mously on the desirability of providing so
cial Insurance for persons who are perma
nenitly and totally disabled. Because of dis
agreement on the proper time for introduc
ing the program, no action was taken. 

In 1947 the Senate created a special Ad
visory Council on Social Security to study
the social-security program and to recoin-
mend necessary changes. On that Council-
appointed by the junior Senator from Colo
rado [Mr. MILLIKIN]. when he was chairman 
of the Finance Committee-were leaders in 
the fields of economics, labor, big and little 
business, life insurance, and Government. 
The Council spent a year analyzing every 
phase of social security. Many of the provi
sions in the bill before us are those recoin-
mended by this Council. Its recommenda
tion for permanent and total disability
benefits, however, Is missing, although en
dorsed by 15 of the 17 members of that Ad
visory Council. 

The Council's report recommending, per
manent and total disability benefits reflected 
a, careful and temperate approach to this 
very serious problem. I agree 100 percent
with the Council when It said: 

"Income loss from permanent and total 
disability Is a major economic hazard to 
which, like old age and death, all gainful
workers are exposed. The Advisory Council 
believes that the time has come to extend the
Nation's social-insurance system to afford 
protection against this loss." 

This, too, was the view taken by the ma
jority of the House Ways and Means Comn
mittee. The bill which passed the House of 
Rtepresentatives by a vote of 333 to 14, has 
an excC.1ent permanent and total disability
Insurance programa in It. I urge that we re
store this part of the bill which has been 
elimainated by the Senate Committee on 
Finance. 

We have made surveys on the prevalence
of disability in this country since 1935. The 
most recent, a special census survey made In 
February 1949, showed that there are well 
over 2,000,000 persons of working age who 
are permanently disabled although not in
stitutionalized. If we add those in institu
tions and homes, mental hospitals, tuber
culosis sanatoriums and the like, the total 
of permanently disabled Is about 3,000,000. 
Nearly 2,800,000 of these people would nor
mally be working and self-supporting but for 
their disability. 

Permanent total disability Is a problem
which is primarily associated With aging;
two-thirds of those disabled under the age
of 65 were In the age group between 45 and 65. 

The problem Is growing more acute every 
day. In 1900, approximately 13 percent of 
the population was 80 years old and over; 
today this proportion has increased to 22 
percent; and by 1980 we expect that it will 
be at least SOpercent. 

A!ong with the rapid aging of the popula
tion, there has occurred a sharp rise in the 
Incidence of chronic invalidity. Medical 
science, public health, and other factors are 
extending the life expectancy of our people, 
but this brings with it a high Incidence of 
persons who are partial or total Invalids In 
their latter years. We must make provision
for them. 

The old-age and survivors Insurance pro
gram promises to provide a measure of se
curity for our people aftar they reach the age
of 65. But under the present law, and the 
Senate bill, the benefits are not available 
under any circtimetances until the age of 65 
is reached. If the individual is disabled be
fore he reaches 65, he must be an objebt of 
charity until he reaches 65. 

Private Insurance does not otter security
against disability to those who need it most. 
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The selection of risks is too narrow and the 
premiums far too high to be available to the 
average or low-paid worker. Individual corn-
pany or Union plans cover only Isolated 
groups of workers. Federal, State, and local 
retirement and disability programs are like-
wise limited to the coverage of comparatively 
coewsWresAnWokescopnain

coesonly work-connected disability-a
bare 5 Percent of all permanent total dis.. 
abilities, 

The liquid assets of the average family are 
too small to withstand the steady heavy
drain Of the breadwinner's serious disability, 
With $500 or less in the bank-that's about 
the national average-a family soon exhausts 

Ditsabresources, rnei ede o nyt 
Droisabilityinsuragncois neede nhotewonlyeto 

providecont inuing;t flor thoeseswrkersncom 
chorbecomaer dsabedriout isqalto unecessry toe 
corecet lawvr. eiu neut ne h 

Attepresent tmllawod fdi 
ablt eoeteaeo 5my te 

amuity beofe rhetireo 5ment reducete 
a utofeventual reieetand survivors 

benefits. In some instances such benefit 
rights can be wpdout altogether, 

over the major job of providing economic 
Becurity, 

Both the Advisory Council and the House 
Ways and Means Committee expressed them-
selves as firmly opposed to using public as-
sistance as a substitute for Insurance. We 
should not wait until a disabled Individual 
Is destitute; our objective should be the pre-
vention of destitution. 

Experience under the railroad-retirement 
program and other disability programs has 
proved that the rate of long-term' disability 
can be predicted with as much accuracy as 
the rate of retiren'ent. 

I am convinced that if we fail to lay a 
prprfudto o ome h ed 
created by permanent total disability, we 
will shortly be faced with an Intolerable sit-
uation. 

Relief for disabled workers is no real so-
lution to the problem. Ever since we under-
oka rga of social security in the 

United States, our objective has been to re-
du-le relief. Public assistance has always
been considered as a program to me-et emer-
gency needs-and not a program to prevent 
neuiyo emnn basis. 

The disabled are with us-and insecurity
and poverty will always follow in their wake. 
unless we take the problem in hand and solve 
It In an orderly and organized fashion by 
adding protection against this risk to our 
social insurance system. 
AMENDMENT TO INCLJUDE TRANSIT WORKERS EM

PLE BY MUNICIPAL AND STATE AGENCIES IN 
THE OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE PRO
GRAM 

This amendment Is designed to meet the 
peculiar situation of workers employed by
transit lines, formerly owned by private comn
panies, but now owned by municipalities or 
other Government agencies. 

These transit workers, on subways, street
cars, bus lines, and other public convey
ances, were formerly covered by Federal so
cial security when their companies were pri
vately owned and operated. But when mu
nicipal governments or other agencies took 
teelnsoetewresbcm n 
eligible for Federal social security. Moat of 
these employees were taken Into municipal
and State retirement systems.

The present bill, as reported by the Senate 
permits State and municipal em

ployees to be covered by Federal old sge 
and survivors Insurance program. But the 
committee bill excludes from that coverage 
mncpladSaeepoesaraycv 
muicpa aeirmndtatestempoes. araycy 

I support that general exclusion. I intro
duced an amendment for such exclusion and 
that amendment was substantially adopted 
by the Senate Finance Committee and In
cluded in the pending bill, I proposed that 
amendment because municipal and State em
ployees already covered by retirement sys
tems in New York and other States Indi
cated a unanimous desire. to be excluded. 

The transit workers constitute a special 
case. They want to be covered. They do 
-not wish to be excluded, even though they, 
are members of the municipal and State re
tirement systems. 

Their desire Is based on the fact that a 
majority of them entered the retirement sys
tems only recently, after having been coy
ered by Federal social security for many, 
years-in some cases for more than 10 years. 

On retirement these Individuals would re
ceive considerably less from the State and 
municipal retirement systems than other 
munIcipal and State employees who have 
been in the retirement system for a longer 
period. The transit employees, many of 
them with equally long periods of employ
ment with the transit companies, feel that 
this is an inequity, Likewise they do not 
want to lose the benefits of the past con
tributions they have made to the Federal 
old age and survivors insurance fund. 

I have been approached and urged to sup
port this amendment by the A. F. of L. union 
representing transit employees on lines owned 
by local government units in Binghamton, 
Staten Island, and other places In New 
York. I have also been urged to support 
this proposal by the CIO transit workers 
union. 

I have received a communication to this 
affect from Mr. Michael Quill, president of 
the CIO Transit Workers Union. The over
whelming majority of the transit workers in 
New York City belong to this union. The 
letter referred to is as follows: 

TRANSPORT WORKES OF AMERICA, 
New York, N. Y"., June 2, 1950. 

Hon. HERBERT H. LEHMAN, 
Senate office Building,


Washington, D. C.

MT DEAR SENATOR: In regard to the posi

tion of our union on the Senate Finance 
Committee's reported version of the H. Rt. 
6000 bill, please be advised as follows: We 
are, of course, interested in and wholeheart
edly support the various amendments pro
posed by national CIO, as these, if enacted, 

Onemfounction erstof diesability insuracpr-
gneram ts wouldbet insur-I preserve workers 
ofpr~ancerghsnt wnoualdisprovidetha aouperiod 
of paermneInto andoutotal disabmiity wosulednot 
betaieo ientfiaccounti detrminingquinsue 

tieen ndsrivrbnfts ait-
nance of Insurance rights during disabilities 
are common under other Federal and State 
retirement plans, and under many private 
Insurance policies. In many of these latter 
policies, premiums otherwise payable are 
wvaived when the policyholder becomes dis-
abled. I do not see how we can continue 
provisions in our Federal law which, in effect. 
forfeit the rights of disabled workers to re- 
tirement benefits end even cut off the rights 
of their families to survivor protection. 

It is a shock to many workers when they 
learn that the contributions which they 
have paid and will have paid offer no security 
if they become disabled before age 65. It is 
even more bewildering to them when they 
discover that prolonged disability may ac-
tually cause a reduction in their eventual 
retirement and survivors benefits, or wipe out 
entirely the benefit rights which they have 
accumulated, 

We are not dealing here with malingerers 
or hypochondriacs. These are the working 
men and women of America who have suif-
fared untimely misfortune. They should not 
be forced, in desperation, to seek charity or 
undergo the humiliation of the pauper's 
oath, 

As stated by the Advisory Council to the 
Senate Comnmittee on Finance-

"The Council believes that the perma-
nently and totally disabled worker-as well 
as the aged worker or the dependent survi-
vors of a deceased worker-should not be re-
quired to reduce himself to virtual destitu-
tion before he can become eligible for bane-
fits. Certainly there Is as great a need to 
protect the resources, the self-reliance, dig. 
nity. and self-respect of disabled workers as 
of any other group. The protection of the 
material and spiritual resources of the dis-
abled worker Is an Important part of pre-
serving his will to work and plays a positive 
role in his rehabilitation." 

Endorsing this view, the House Committee 
on Ways and Means said In its report on H. R. 
6000: 

"The worker who has paid social Insurance 
contributions for a number of years-perhaps 
over much of his working lifetime-has a 
real stake in the system which deserves to be 
recognized. He should not be required to 
show need to become entitled to benefits." 

The long-range goal for Federal legislation 
should be to cut back the assistance pro-
grams and let the insurance programs take 

wnucipeofadiinsecurityionuaapermanentcommittee,
A recent Census study showed that in 1918 

there were 10 million families with incomos 
below $2,000. The breadwinner's disability 

one of the chief causes for the depressed 
noead tnado ivn fmnferded 

the urban families in this low-income under-
privileged group. This situation led the Sub-
committee on Low Income Families of the 
Joint Committee on the Economic Report to 
recommend in 1950 "..the enactment of legis-
lation to provide social insurance against the 
hazard of permanent and total disability." 

The public relief rolls showed, as of Jan-
uary 1950, that we were supporting 900,000 
persons from public funds because of serious 
disability. In addition we know that there 
are hundreds of thousands who prefer to live 
in want or on the fringes of want rather 
than turn to public or private charity. 

Let us not lose sight of the main objec-
tives of the social-insurance program. It was 
established to eliminate the basic causes of 
economic insecurity-destitution and the 
fear of destitution. Disability causes desti-
tution; and workers whose only Income is 
from current earnings have few fears greater 
than the fear of becoming disabled. 

It should have been no great eurprise to 
learn, from a 1947Asurvey of workers in the 
automobile industry, that the average work-
er's greatest worry Is not insecurity In terms 
of unemployment or old age; the most crush-
Ing fear Is what might happen to the worker's 
family if he became too disabled to work, 

The worker with low or average earnings 
realizes only too well what disability can. 
mean; for his family's sake, he would be bet-
tar off dead than seriously disabled. If he 
dies, then, at least, his family may get sur-
vivors benefits. But if be becomes disabled, 
be is even more than a total loss to his f am-
Ily; he is an added expense to a family de-
prived of income and doubly burdened by the 
medical costs of his disability over and above 
the continuing costs of food, housing, cloth-
Ing, and the other necessities of life. This 
sense of insecurity weighs heavily on young 
workers and those no longer young, those 
with heavy responsibilities-with small chil-
dren growing up. going to school, and corn-
pletely dependent on the breadwinner. 

For workers who become seriously disabled. 
there is no social security. Disability eats 
away savings that have been built up over 
many years of hard work and sacrifice; it 
brings foreclosures on homes, and multiplies 
the number of lapsed life Insurance policies. 

We commiserate with these unfortunate 
people but we continue to dump them on to 
over-burdened public and private relief 
agencies or upon self-sacrificing relatives and 
friends, 
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really liberalize and modify the social secur-
ity law. 

Nevertheless, we support the more re-
stricted version of the bill as reported out of 
the Finance Committee because It contains 
definite improvements over the existing law, 
We Would have preferred to see remain in 
this bill the optional language of the House 
version contained in section 108 to cover 
public employees who elect to joint the Fed-
eral system. Since this was stricken from 
the bill (and we understand public employees 
are expressly excluded by language in the 
modified bill now before the Senate), we urge 
most seriously that an amendment be in-
cluded to cover the peculiar situation of the 
transit workers all over the United States, 
We understand Senator DOUGLAS has such an 
amendment under consideration. We favor 
an amendment which would mandatorily In-
clude transit workers of a private line taken 
over by a municipality even where the men 
as city employees now belong to a city retire-
snent system. They should get the benefits 
of the Federal law for the periods during
,which they were under private operation. In 
this amendment, there should be a provision
protecting the benefits they would otherwise 
receive from the city system which, of course, 
covers only the period since the city took 
over operation. 

As to new transit employees who come into 
city service, we would favor a provision either 
mandatory or at least optional to them, to 

haethmgeh cvraeo teFeea 
law should they elect to do so. This option
would give those city transit employees who 
now have no retirement system or a very 
poor one, a chance to get the benefits of the 
Federal system.

We trust you will give these recommenda-
tions your most serious consideration. I am 
looking forward to seeing you personally, 

Very truly yours, 
MICHAEL. J. QUILL,

I1nternational Presrident, Transsport 
Workers Unions of America, CIO. 

I therefore urge the approval of this 
amendment, which would Include these 
transit workers in the OASI program. 
AMENDMENT TO INCREASE PU3rnaC ASsSvSANCE 

LIMIT FOR NEEDY AGEDTO se5 MONTHLY 

I urge approval of thia amendment to pro 
vide grants to permit States to Increase pub-
lio assistance pensions to the needy aged to 

Th5moesnthly, ti 0mntlofwih 
the presentl liermintisa$5 monethlyofvwic

t0 Fedceran oermntay.oehigoe
ZOpret In States where the cost of liv
ing is high and the States are disposed to pay 
more than $50 monthly, the proposed amend-
ment would ease the burden of the States and 
permit a higher pension, 

Of the proposed $15 Increase In the maxi-
mum pension, the Federal Government would 
pay one-third, and the State would pay two-
thirds. 
AMENDMENT To ECES ULCASSAC 


LII IORTENCEAED
PULICDASITOA$CE 
LMOITLFO H ED LN O$5 
IMreO proaNoThiHmedenLnYh

I ure faproaltis menmen onthe 
same basis as the preceding amendment. it 
provides the same kind of a formula for the 
needy blind as for the needy aged. On a 
humanitarian, as well as a practical fiscal 
basis, both this and the preceding amend-
ment should be approved, 
AMENDMENT TO INCLUDE 'UNDER OASI CERTAIN 

PUBLIC EMPLOYEES ALREADY COVERED BY A 
RETIREMENT SYSTEM (WISCONSIN RETIREMENT 
SYSTEM) 
I have joined with Senator WILEY, of Wis-

consin, In sponsoring and Urging approval of 
this amendment, which permits the exten. 
sion of coverage by the old-age and Sur-
Vivors Insurance program for certain public 
employees already covered by a retirement 
system In which specific provision is made 
for the integration of that system with the 
Federal OASI system. 

I take this position because I believe 
strongly that all workers who desire to be 
covered by Federal social security should be 
covered. The members of the Wisconsin re-
tirement system desire to be covered. They
have a special provision in their retirement 
system charter for Integration with the Fed-
eral System. 

Despite the fact that I sponsored and urged, 
and was glad to see adopted, a provision in 
the pending social-security bill for the ex-
clusion from OASI of all public employees 
covered by State or municipal retirement 
systems, I am strongly In favor of this 
amendment to include these Wisconsin em. 
ployees, and any other such groups which 
desire coverage. 
AMENDMENT ON EXTENSION OF OLD-AGE AND 

SURVIVORS INSURANCE TO FARM WORKERS 
EMPLOYED FOR 40 DAYS IN A CALENDAR 
QUARTER 
iugaprvlothsmed ntwch 

would Include '750,000 additional farm work-
erseundroteg l-aeanauriormnsr 
aneporm

The bll as reported out by the Senate 
Finance Committee would extend OASI 
coverage to farm workers who are regularly 
employed. The definition of "regular em-
ployment" contained in the Senate bill ia 
employment for 60 days In a calendar cluar-
ter. I consider this definition to be far too 
restrictive. 

Considering the employment pattern of 
farm labor in many States of the Union where 
weather and harvest conditions must be 
taken into account, I would judge that em-
ployment for 40 days lin a calendar quarter 
is regular employment.

I therefore urge approval of this amend. 
ment which will bring under the coverage of 
old-age and survivors Insurance these hun-
dreds of thousands of farm workers. 

I believe It to be very much in the national 
Interest as well as in the Interests of the 
stability of our national agriculture to In-
clude these workers under the social-security
program. 

AMENDMENT TO AUTHORIZE FEDERAL GRANTS FOR 
PAYMENTS TO ADULT RELATIVES CARING FOR 
DEPENDENT CHILDREN 

0. I wholeheartedly support and urge ap-proval of an amendment to the Senate comn-
mittee bill to restore the House-approved
provision for assistance payments to adult 
relatives caring for dependent children. 

This Is a long-overdue amendment to title 
IV of the Social Security Act, making it pos-

sible to include grants for State assistance 
payments to the mother or other relative 
responsible for dependent children already
receiving federally aided assistance. The 
Senate Finance Committee eliminated this 
provision from its recommended version of 
H. R. 6000. 

The amendment would permit the Fed-
eral. Security Agency to reimburse the States 
for a proportionate share of payments made 
to mothers or other responsible relatives of 
children receiving aid to dependent children 
on the same basis and up to the same maxi. 
mum of $20 a month which the bill provides
for the first child In such families. 

This proposal Is a simple matter of hu. 
inanity, common sense, and justice. It is 
obviously neither humane nor sensible to 
make provision for children who are needy 
because of the death, disability, or desertion 
of the family breadwinner and fail to make 
provision for thb, mother of such children, 
This is particularly true in view of the piti. 
ful Inadequacy of the Federal funds now 
made available for such children, especially 
as compared to the Federal funds available 
for the needy aged and blind under titles I 
and V of the Social Security Act, 

Unider the present law, the Federal Gov. 
ermient will reimburse States for payments
made to the first child In such a family only 
up to a maximumi of $27 a molath, the maxi. 

mum Federal share being $10.50. The Sen
ate Finance Committee has recommended a 
small increase in this ceiling up to 830 a 
month, with an increase in the maximum 
Federal contribution to $18. 

But since In the Senate committee version 
of the bill this must also cover the expenses 
of the mother, it amounts in fact to $9 a 
person, as compared to the $30 per individual 
In Federal funds available for a needy old 
or blind person. Reimbursement for other, 
children In such families would be limited. 
to a maximum $18 monthly payment. with 
a maximum Federal share of $12. 

There seems no reasonable basis for such 
Inequitable treatment by the Federal Gov-, 
ermient toward these needy mothers ancd 
children. It Is surely no less important to 
make this investment in our future citizens 
than It Is to provide decently for those who 
have retired. It is certainly neither equi
table nor sound economy to provide for these 
childrenalessvthanoa hird ineFederal aidco 
whatdwen provid fornther i roup.older do 

The American L-egion, which has long
championed the needs of children through
the splendid work of Its child-welfare corn
mittee, has been particularly active in ad.
vocating this change In the Social Security 
Act. The American Public Welfare Associa.
tion, the American Parents' Committee, many
church, welfare, union, and women's groups
have joined in pressing for this reform. 

This plea for fair and equitable treatment 
toward children who, through no fault of 
their own, are dependent on their Govern
ment for the means to grow Into healthy,
useful citizenship deserves the support of 
every Senator. 

AMENDMENT TO GIVE EMPLOYEES OF FARM COOP
ERATIVES CREDIT FOR PAST CON'RIBIUTIONS TO 
TJlE FEDERAL OLD-~AGE SURVI/VORS INSURAND 
ANCE SYSTEM 
This amendment would grant relief and


clarity to the status of employees of farm

cooperatives whose eligibility for participa-.

tion In the old-age and survivors Insurance

program has been somewhat clouded In the 

at 
pat

Under the present bill, in both the House 
and Senate versions, these employees appeaz
to be definitely covered by the OASI program.
Thus their future status seems to be clari.fled. 

The purpose of the pending amendment is 
to give proper credit for the past contribu-e 
tions of those farm co-op employees who felt 
they were covered In the past and hence made 
contributions to the system. 

In some cases, it has been ruled that these 
employees were not eligible and hence their 
past contributions might be considered for
feited. This amendment would provide that 
these past contributions are to be counted. 
Thus the coverage would be made retroactive 
In all cases in which employees made contri
butions and considered themselves to be 
members of the system.

This amendment will remove all legal
doubt as to the past status of those employees 
who have contributed, and clarify their
status for the future. 

AMENDMRNT TO MAKE CHILD-WELFARE-SERVICE 
GRANTS AVAILABLE ON JULY 1, 19-50 

The purpose of this amendment Is to ad
vance from July 1, 1951, to July 1, 1950, the 
availability of Federal grants for child-wel
fare services. 

The Senate committee provided that these 
funds would be made available on July 1, 
1951, in the belief that the governmental ma
chinery would not be established until that 
time to handle these funds. 

The fact of the matter Is that In many
States, this machinery has already been set 
up. The program can go ahead In these 
States, as soon as the funds are available. 
Indeed, In some cases, the States are prepared 
to go ahead with this program, In anticipa
tion of these' funds. 
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Hence there Is every reason to make this 
authsorization effective as of July 1 this year, 
Instead of next year. Indeed it would greatly 
handicap the program to delay the effective 
date until July 1 next year. 

Mr ER rsdnIsgetr 
tMra.ec ofRRarqurusdet. suget 

th o asecaqorri.that 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 

clerk will call the roll, 
The legislative clerk Proceeded to call 

the roll, 
Mr. HENDRICKSON. Mr. President, 

I ask Unanimous consent that the order 
fora cll ollbe esindd, ndf he 

rl rscned 
that further proceedings under the call 
be suspended. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

Mr. LUCAS. Mr. President, the Sena. 

fo acalofth b ad 

to fo WsintnMr AGUON,
[M. 

who is absent by leave of the Senate, has 
requested me to submit for him an 
amendment intcnded to be Proposed by 

tor romWashngtn MGNUSN], 

him to the bill (U4. R. 6000) to extend 
and improve the Federal old-age and 
survivors insurance system, to amend 
the Public-assistance and child-welfare 

Proisinsf te Scia Seuriy At, nd 
prviiosheSoil ecriy ct adf 


for other purposes. He will be here to-

morrow wvhen his amendment comes up 

for discussion. The amendment is sup-

ported by the Washington Federation of 

State Employees and the Washington 

State Federation of Labor, 


At the request of the Senator from 

Washington, I askc unanimous consent 
that the amendment, together with cor-
respondence, a telegram, and a memo-
randum. of the legislative counsel ex-
plaining the amendment, be printed in 
the RECORD at this point. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
amenmenberecevedand rined,wilamnmetwllb ecie adpine' 

and without objection, the amendment, 
correspondence, telegram, and memo-
randum, will be printed in the RECORD. 
The Chair hears no objection. 

The amendment submitted by Mr. 
Lu~ (o a olosM.MANsN)iLucS (orAG11USN) a folow ' r. s 

Or~ page 292, line 1'7. before the period, in-
sert a comma and the following: "unless 
such agreement contains such provisions as 
the Administrator may determine to be ap-
proprilate to assure, so far as it is practicable 
and feasible to do so. that such retirement 
system will niot be abolished or more iniappli-
cable to members of such coverage group or 
that the benefits provided under such retire-
ment system will not be reduced." 

Tecrepnectelegram, and 
mhemorandumoarencas folw:ployee

memoandmasfollws:realizear 
WASNINGTON FEDERATION OF 

STATE EMPLOYEES, 
Olympia, Wash., May 19, 1950. 

Hon. WAsREN 0. MAGNtUSON, 
United States Senator, 


Senate office Building, 

Washington, Dl. C. 


DEAR SENATCR MAGNUSON: In previous 
correspofldenCe with you. you are acquainted 
with the position of our organization with 
regard to extension of the survivors Insur-
ance plan of social security to public em-
ployees. We are unalterably opposed to 
the Tprovision in H-. Rt. 2893 passed by the 
Hous'e in the Eightieth Congress, that comn-
pletely excluded public employees already 
in an existing local retirement system. 
Largely thrOugh the efforts of our internt.-
tional, the current social-security measure 
as it was passed by the House 4H. Ri. 6000) 
contained a provision (section 218 (d)) 
which would require a referendum vote 

among members of an existing retirement 
system. and a two-thirds favorable vote In 
such a referendum before such members 
could be accepted into social security. Our 
organization highly favored this provision. 

However, considerable opposition de-
other States, and from groupsveloped from 

of publicare not truly representative 
employees to this provision, with the re-
suit that the Senate Finance Committee 
eliminated the provision and substituted the 

same obnoxious provision of total exclusion 
contained in H. R. 2893. Our international 
was In session in its biennial convention at 
Omah5, Nebr., at the time, and called for 
a publi hearing of all State delegations from. 

States that have existing retirement sye-

tems. From this hearing came a new pro-

pose,., amendment, that completely satisfied 

the entire membership of our international 

and was adopted unanimously by the con-

vention. Our proposed amendment is: That 

as a substitute for the House proposal in 

sectIon 218 (b) and the Senate Finance Coin-

mittee's provision, that section 218 (b) be 

amended to read substantially as follows: 


"Public employees who now have pension 
and/or retirement plans shall be excluded 
except in cases where the governing bodies 
will agree to supplement such plans with 
H. R. 6000 benefits with no reduction in the 

benefits already existing in such pension 

and/or retirement systems." 


This will have to come as a Senate amend-

ment and our organization Is very anxious 

that you net only support such an amend-

nment, but in fact If possible introduce It, 
which would be the official stand of the larg
est public employee international union in 
the American Federation of Labor and the 
AFL stand on this question. We are support-
ed by the American Federation of Teachers, 
and the International Association of Tech-
nical Engineers In this State, both of which 
unions are vitally concerned with local re-
tirement systems. 

For your information, there is probably no 
State In the Union, whose public employ
ees are now more thoroughly covered by ex. 
isting local retirement plans. The Wash-
ington State employees retirement system 
Is the seventh largest local retirement system 
In the Nation. This includes as of this date, 
all State employees except those covered by 
Other systems such as teachers, and State 
patrol; the employees of 37 out of 39 coun-
ties In this State. about half of the operating 
PUD's, most of the port districts, 80 percent 
of the noncertificated employees of school 
districts, and many other political subdi-
visions--altogether about 24,000 members, 
Then there is the large teachers' retirement 
system, the firemen's pension system, the 

city-wide system with about a dozen mUni-
ciralities and eight of the larger cities with 
their own retirement plans. 

All of us who have worked through em-
unions for these retirement plans 
that the benefits are wholly mnade-

quate, but must be limited by available local 
tax revenue, so that our only chance of ever 
securing an adequate retirement program for 

the public employees, of this State Will be 
through an eventual supplementation of our 
plans with Federal social security. Our leg-
islature in 1936 made provision for social 
security coverage whenever available, so at 

all times we have looked forward to comn-
bining our systems with social security. The 
amendment placed on H. It. 6000 by the Sen-
ate Finance Committtee sounds the death 
knell to all hopes of ever securing adequate 
retirement benefits for public employees of 
this State. Therefore I personally urge you 
to give this matter your most careful con-
sideration, as I am sure every public em-
ployee In this State will be grateful to you, 

* Our proposed amendment so com-
pletely protects existing retirement systems 
that any opposition to this amcndment can 
only come from those who are opposed to 

any Increase In retirement benefits for ourY 
public servants. 

With kindest personal wishes, I am, 
Rtespectfully yours, 

MAsK WIENAND), 

Chairman of Retirement Commit. 
mnittec Washington Federation of 
state Employees, also Assistant 
Secretary Washington State Em
plcyees Retirement System. 

JuNE 5. 1950. 
Mr. MARK WIENAND. 

Chairman of Retirement Committee, 
Washington Federation of State Emn
ployees, Olympia,, Wash.


DEARl MR. W5ENAND: In my response to your

letter of May 19 I stated that I was ex

ploring further the possibility and desirabil
ity of such an amendment to H. Rt. 6000 as 
you proposed. I have discussed the matter 
at considerable length with our legislative
counsel. That discussion was supplemented 
by subsequent conversations between the 
counsel and my assistant, Mr. Hoff. 'The at
tached memorandum contains the gist of 
these conversations. 

I should like to have you study the memo

randum and the amendment Mr. Simms lies

drawn, than give me your best judgment as

to whether you wish mne to proceed-also 
your reactions to the questions Simms

poses.


Best personal regards,

Sincerely,


WARREN 0. MAGNUSON,

United States Senator.


OLYMPIA, WASH., June 14, 1950. 
Senator WARREN G. MAGNUSON, 

Senate Office Building,

Washington, D. C.:'


H. Rt. 6000 amendment drawn by Simms

very excellent. Strongly urge you to sponsor.

Air-mail letter answering questions In Simms

memorandum following.


MARK W5ENAND. 

EOADMFRSNTRMO~O 
EOADMFRSEAO ANS1 

This memorandum is to confirm my tele
phonic conversation relative to the amend

ment to H. R. 6000 suggested In the letter to

you dated May 19. 1950, from the Washing

ton Federation of State Employees.

Under H. R. 6000, as reported by the Senate 
Committee on Finance, an agreement be
tween the Federal Security Administrator 
and a State for the coverage under social 
security of State and local employees cannot 
be made applicable to any of such employees 
who are covered by a retirement system es
tablished by the State or any political sub

division thereof. The Washington Federa
tion of State Employees apparently desires an 
amendment to H. RI. 6000 which Would en

able such an agreement to be extended to 
State and local employees who are covered 
by such a retirement system but only if the 

governing body with respect to such retire
ment system agrees that the benefits pro. 
vided by that system will not be reduced as 

a result of the coverage of the employees by 
social security. The sponsors of the amend
ment apparently contemplate that the agree
ment between the Federal Security Admin
istrator and the State will contain a provi

sion obligating the govcrning body with re
spect to the State or local retirement system 
not to reduce the benefits provided under 
that system. In the case of a State retire
ment system. p~resumably the govarning body 
Is the State legislature, while in the case of 
a local retirement system. presumably tha 
governing body will be the group exercIsing 
ordinance-making or other legislative powers 
with respect to the political subdivision. 
The big difficulty in connection with the 
proposal of the Washington Federation. of 
State Employees is that whatever State OMi
clat may be mating the agreement with the 
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Federal Administrator for coverage of State 
and local employees (presumably the gov-
ernor under thre authority of a State enabling
act) would not be In a position to agree that 
future legislatures of the State or legislative 
boails of a political subdivision of that State 
would refrain from taking action to reduce 
benefits under the State or local retirement 
system. This follows from the fact that, gen-
erally speaking, one legislative body cannot
bind its successors to take or not to take 
certain action in the future. 

Assuming, however, that notwithstanding
the consideration referred to in the preceding
paragraph, an agreement should be entered 
Into between the Federal Security Adminis-
trator and the State to provide for coverage 
of certain State and local employees Covered 
by a State or local retirement system and 
the State or local political subdivision should, 
contrary to the agreement, reduce the bene-
fits payable under that system, a question 

welfare provisions of the Social Security
Act, and for other purposes. 

WHY WISCONSIN RETIREMENT FUND AMENDMENT 
MUST BE PASSED 

I have commented on several previous 
occasions on the floor of the Senate on 
the need for this amendment. 1fthink 
that we can spell out very clearly and 
briefly the case for It. 

THIRTY THOUSAND EMPLOYEES ARE AFFECTED 
First. The net effect of this amend- 

meti oeal h oe3,0 d-
iduais coverabed under thme unqu0 Ws-

vdascvrdudrteuiu i-
consin retirement fund to have their 
modest coverage on a State basis supple-
mented by Federal coverage. These 30,-
ooo individuals are the employees of some 
76 Wisconsin cities, 15 villages, 37 coun-
ties, and 33 other local governments in 

would Impair them or lower the morale 
of their employees. 

NO OPPOSITION IN WISCONSIN 
Seventh. There is no opposition to this 

amendment from any quarter in my
State. The teachers, policemen, and fire
men are not effected, so the organized 
teachers, policemen, and firemen groups 
definitely do not oppose this amendment. 
The county employees' association defi
nitely supports it. Many mayors of mu
nicipalities and other officials; have writ
te0t0minnupotofteimn-t 
tnt ei upr fteaedet 
The League of Wisconsin Municipalities
supports it. Various Government unions 
support it. I have previously placed in 
the RECORD the texts of many of these 
various supporting resolutions. 

Nor have I heard from opposition from 
rein 
rein 

summary, no need for any opposition
because this amendment merely protects
the unique Wisconsin system without 
harming or affecting anyone else. 

I HOPE SENATOR GORGEoWILL ACCEPT 

the Federal Government. The Federal stat-
ute could, of course, provide for terminating
the social-security coverage of the State and 
local employees. That would, however, be a 
rather harsh penalty to impose upon the 
employees themselves who, notwithstanding 
the fact that they may have paid the equiva-
lent of social-security taxes for several years,
would eventually lose their coverage under 
the social-security system, 

A further consideration that should be 
kept in mind in connection with the proposed
amendment is that if the States and local 
political subdivisions are prohibited from re-
ducing the benefits payable under the State 
or local retirement systems, the cost of coy-
ering State and local employees under the 

arises as to w~hat action should be taken byoteSaesfthUnn.T 
my State.oteSaesfthUnn.T 
WISCON4SIN IS ONLY STATS WHICH PLANNED FOR 


INTEGRATION 

Scn.Wsosni h nySaei


tSecNtond Whischniespteionlywrote int 
itseStateostatut aprovision whroeb em-o 

ployees covered under the State retire
ment fund would also be enabled to be 
covered under the broadened Federal 
system, once Uncle Sam so decided. I 
repeat, Wisconsin is the only State in the 
Uinwihasmdprviofrsuh
Unowhchamdepvionfrsh
integration from the very start. 

AMENDMENT IS DRAFTED TO AFFECT ONLY 
WISCONSIN 

isSaettueaposo w rbym-AMENDMENT 

It is my earnest hope that the distin
guished chairman of the Senate Finance 
Comlmittee [Mr. GEORGE] will see his way
clear to accepting this amendment and 
taking it to conference. 

Eighth. Let me point out that two out 
Wisconsintretirempoent Fund repast theae 
WsosnRtrmn udps h g
of 65 has not retired. Why? Becausethe State pension is so pitifully small it
would be practically impossible to sur
vieoit 
vv f t 
COMPARISON OF SENATE AND HOUSE VERSIONS 

Ninth. As further clarification, let me 
compare the Senate and House versions 
of H. R. 6000 on this point. 

a ne h eso prvdb h 
a ne h eso prvdb h 

Senate, provision is made to cover State 
and local government employees on a 
voluntary basis by means of a Federal-
State agreement. However, no employ

nywecvrd
eebcul beti coveret syteyi werte coverted 
b eieetsse ttetm h 
agreement is made applicable to the cov
erage group. In other words, the State 
becusWisconsin' happoens toe heaviedbe 
fear s to atsemploeesisosightedpenougovr 

social-ecuritby systemplye hmsle r 
cmpetely bydithena emploeniuesthemselvres.o 
ment pupssby tiona exptendituresad fora retire 
ical subdivision Involved.- In other words, 
the State or local political subdivision will 
not be able to use for the purpose of social-
security coverage of its employees the same 
money which it now contributes to the State 
or local retirement system applicable to such 
employees. 

The amendment submitted with this main-
orandumn provides that the agreement be-
tween the State and the Federal Security
Administrator may not be made applicable 

soilscrt ytmmust be either borneththi Third. In view of thtfact, ths
amendment which I have in my hands 
has been drafted so that the integration 
would only cover the employees of Wis-
consin. They are the only individuals 
whose State statute, as of January 1, 
1950, permitted integration. None of the 
other 47 states is thus affected'in the 
sihetwy
sihetwy 

FINANCE COMMITTEE EXCLUDED FOLKS NOW 
COVERED 

Fourth. The Senate Finance Commit-
tee decided not to cover any individual 

or local retirement system unless the agree-
ment contains such provisions as the Ad-
lninistrlltor may determine to be appropriate 
to assure, as far as it Is practicable and 
feasible to do so, that such retirement sys-
tem will not be abolished or be made inap-
plicable to such employees or that the bene-
fits provided under such retirement system 
will not be reduced. In view of the consid-
erations discussed In the foregoing para-
graphs of this memorandum, the Adminis-
trator may have difficulty in determining
what those provisions shall be. The amen.d-
ment would, however, enable the Administra-
tor to demand that the agreement contain 
any provisions which he might consider ap
propriate to assure the accomplishment of 

th eie fhvn . 6000betv R. 
benefits supplement rather than replace the 
benefits provided under the State or local 
retirement system.

Respectfully, 
JOHN H. Simms, 

Assistant Counsel, 
JUNE 2, 1950. 
Mr. WILEY. Mr. PresidenW, I send to 

the desk an amendment designed to per-
mit the Integration of the Wisconsin re-
tirement fund with the broadened Fed-
eral social-security system, intended to 
be proposed by me to the bill (H. R. 6000). 
to extend and improve the Federal old-
age and survivors insurance systemn, to 
amend the public assistance and child 

to State or local employees covered by a Stateescolbeovrdit 
now covered under a State retirement 
system, but to allow those individuals 
who might in the future come into such 
a system to be covered,

I personally feel that there is no rea-
son under the sun why the 30,000 indl-
viduaghsenowncovered under the Wisconsen 
statut shoul boereudenie the isoppru-bsirtreetsytm 
sttt hudb eidti pot- b Th tiemp~oen ofsthie meden.s 
nity. 'If they were so denled, the various Thereforeposmae surehitatm Wiscontsin 
States and county governments In my isernotet itsharsWighteness.penlied fore 
State would have a terrific problem try- Thntpnlzdfr t asgtdes

ihUce Tnhocmeefremlyeus, the amendment would enable Wis-
Samocmee o mlyeswt nl consin to cover its employees. 
SamnerteHos.erin o h 
OD- EEA MTRADS FRH UPE other hand, State and local employees

WEN4T ntsteFEDERAL WITH PRIVATE PENSIONcoedunrartie 
Fifth. To allow these individuals to 

have their meager State coverage sup-
plemented by social-security coverage is 

similar to allowing the employees of 
private industry to have their Ford Mo-
tor Co. pensions or their General Motors' 
pension, or other pensions, supplemented 
by Federal coverage. What is good for 
a private-industry employee is also good 
and fair for a Government employee, 

WE SHOULD NOT LOWER STATE EMPLOYEES' 
MOAEMay 

Sixth. It seems to me that one of our 
major alms is to give force and vitality 
to State, county, and local governments, 
rather than to take any action which 

could have been covered provided two-
thirds of a majority participating in a 
written referendum had so decided. We 

are perfectly willing to have this two-
thirds optional election feature. How
ever, since the Senate Finance Commit
tee knocked out that povision, the only 
way we can achieve our goal is by tacking 
on an amendment such as I have pro. 
posed. 

CONCLUSION 
I state In summary: 

(a) This is a unique amendment for 
a,unique situation. 

(b) No one will be hurt by this amend
ment. 
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(c) Thirty thousand people will be 
helped by it. 

(d) The Social Security Administra-
tion has no obeto t t orhsay

ognzdgoupewhich thas conthactedme 
ThgniedPrESIDwiNGha oFFIcteR. The. 

OFMER..The 
,amendment offered by the Senator from 

The RESDING 

Wisconsin will be received, printed, and 
lie on the table. 

Mr. MURRAY. Mr. President, I send 
to the desk amendments intended to be 
Proposed by myself, the Senator from 
Florida [Mr. PEPPER], and the Senator 
from New York [Mr. LEHMAN], and 
amendments intended to be proposed by 
myself and the Senator from Florida 
[Mr. PEPPER] to the bill (H. R. 6000) to 
extend and improve the Federal old-age 
and survivors insurance system, to 
amend the public assistance and child-
welf are Provisions of the Social SecurityAcadfrohe upss h

Actandforothr hepuposs. 
amendments would extend the coverageofth od-g urivrad isuane

of te ol-ageand nsurnceurviors 
law to farmers and farm workers. 

I ask unanimous consent that the 
amendments, together with a statement 
I have prepared to explain the purpose 
of the amendments, be printed in the 

RCR.which
ThEC PESDNG OFIED.h 

OFVCER.The 
amendments will be received, printed, 
and lie on the table, and, without objec-
tion, the amendments and statement will 
be printed in the RECORD: 

The amendments submitted by Mr. 

The RESDING 

MURRAY (for himself, Mr. PEPPER, and 

Mr. LEHMAN) are as follows: 
On page 241, lines 1 and 2, delete "on each 

of some 60 days during such quarter"' and 
Insert In lieu thereof the words "on each 
of some 40 days during such quarter." 

on page 322, line 24, delete "on each of 
some 60 days during such quarter" and Insert 
In lieu thereof the words "on each of some 
40 days during such quarter." 

The amendments submitted by Mr. 
MURRAY (for himself and Mr. PEPPER) 
are as follows: 

On page 257. strike out lines 6 through 
17, and renumber the succeeding paragraphs, 

an cagecos-efrecs corigl.
Ondphange 322,sstriefoutelies 15cthroughy 

onpae 2, ies15troghtrk ot 
25; on page 323, strike out lines 1 through 
9; strike out "(2)" on line 10 and insert 
In lieu thereof "1(1) "1; and renumber the suc-
ceeding paragraph, and change cross-refer-
ences accordingly, 

On page 333, strike out lines 8 through
25; on -page 334, strike out lines 1 through 
25; Qn page 335. strike out lines 1 through 
13; and redesignate the succeeding subsec-
tions, and change cross-references accord-
ingly.

Online 14. page 289, strike out "agricul- 
tural"; on line 15, page 259, strike out 
'labor." 

On line I. page 292. strike out "agricul. 
tural"; on line 2, page 292, strike out "labor." 

On page 322, strike out lines 15 through 
25; on page 323, strike out lines 1 through 
9; on line 10, strike out "(2)" and insert 
In lieu thereof "1(1)"; and renumber the 
succeeding paragraphs, and change cross-
references accordingly. 

On page 333, strike out lines 8 through 
25; on page 334, strike out lines 1 through 
25; on page 335, strike out lines 1 through 
13 and' insert in lieu thereof the following: 

"(d) Section 1425 (h) of the Internal 
Revenue Code is hereby repealed." 

On line 17, page 33 5, strike out "(i)" and 
Insert in lieu thereof "(h) ." 

on page 355, strike out lines 22 through 
24; on page 356, strike out lines 1 through 

3; and renumber the succeeding paragraphs, 
and change cross-references accordingly, 

On page 228. In, line 23; on page 229, In 
lines 2 and 25: on page 230, in line 5; on 
page 231, In line 17; on page 233, in line 20; 
and one page 236, line 20,,strike out "seven-
ty-five" and insert in lieu thereof "seventy.'t 

The statement presented by Mr. MUR.~ 
RAY is as follows: 

STATEMENT BY SENATOR MURRAY 
scsSCRT FOO AMPOLSOCILSEURIYFAM PEPLE 

MY first amendment, which I am offering 
for myself, the Sdnator from Florida [Mr. 
PEPPER], and the Senator from New York 
[Mr. LEHMAN] is a very simple one. It deals 
only with the coverage of regularly em-
ployed hired farm labor. It provides for
reducing the 60-day requirement in the 
Finance Committee's proposal to 40 days as 
the test for who is a regularly employed 
hired farm laborer. Under the very splendid 
amendment reported out by the FinanceComte nytoefr okr ro-

ommtteeonl thse arm orkrs re ov-
ered who work 60 days or more in a calen-
dar quarter for a particular farmer. This 
committee amendmnent. is In the right direc-
tion and I congratulate the committee on 
Its recommendation. However, because 
many farm laborers work in June and July, 
which cuts across two calendar quarters, 
they will not be covered. The amendment 

Senator LEHMAN and I have intro-
duced would reduce the 60 days to 40 days
and enable 775,000 additional farm laborers 
to be covered. While it would still exclude 
many farm workers, it would help to bring 
Into the system those who are regularly 
employed. 

In view of the fine* statements made by
the Senator from Georgia, the Senator from 
Colorado, and the Senator from Ohio, In 
favor of broadening of coverage, I hope they 
will support our amendment, 

My second amendment is a more far-
reaching one. It Is an amendment to in-
dlude all farm people under the insurance 
program-both farmers and farm hands-
except self-employed farmers who receive 
Incomes of less than $400 a year. 

I seriously regret that the bill reported by
the Finance Committee does not extend 
coverage to farmers and farm labor. 

Under 'the present social insurance law, 
farmers and farm workers are discriminated 
against. The people in the agricultural dis-
trict are paying for part of the cost of social 
insurance In the prices of the goods that 
the bu.Yet they have no real social 
Isuanefor themselves, 

When a farmer buys a tractor, the price 
of the tractor includes the cost of social 
insurance for the industrial worker. This is 
perfectly proper. But at the same time it Is 
not fair that the farmer himself Is excluded 
from having the protection of social insur-
ance He too becomes old; he too can die 
peauey leaving a widow and dependent 
children who might have to apply for private 
charity. Farmers become permanently and 
totally disabled just like thousands of other 
pol oeeyya.Frteeraoste 
should have the same protection as industrial 
workers. 

The Senate Advisory Council on Social 
Security appointed byt the junior Senator 
from Colorado studied this problem at con-
siderable length. All 17 members of this 
distinguished Council recommended in favor 
of covering both farmers and farm hands, 

H. R. 6000 makes substantial improvements 
In the old-age and survivors insurance pro-
gram. It would extend the program to cover 
between 7 to 11 million additional workers 
and would greatly Improve the benefit struc-
ture of the program. However, it does 
nothing whatever about the problem of social 
security for farm people. 

Why were the farmers and farm workers 
left out of the Improved program provided for 
In H. R. 6000? Discussions of this subject 
on the floor of the House by members of 

the Ways and Means Committee are very 
Illuminating. I am Inserting In the RECORD 
at this point quotations from the debate Lah 
the House on this problem.

Let me quote the answer which Congress
man DOUoGeTON, Chairman of the House coin
mittee gave to this question: 

"Whenever a majority of farm people 
signify their desire to be covered, I think 
It would be appropriate to cover them, So 
far we have had no evidence that a majority 
of them have such a desire. There Is littleInterest or enthusiasm among the farm 
organizations about it." 

Congressman JERE COOPER likewise re
marked: 

"Farmers were not included under, this 
bill because the committee did not receive 
sufficient evidence that they wanted to be
included." 

"EXTENSION OF COVERAGE 
"FrtThsoileciyssem hud 

beiextendhed tocincludemore pysempe-inlud
b xeddt nld oepol-nld
Ing farmers, lawyers, 'engineers, and the do
mestic servants who have been left out' of 
I.B 00 h omte nWy n 
Mean is to00 Commended for exedngdhbhe ay
Masi ob omne o xedn h 
coverage to 11,000.000 additional persons, but 
the program Is not yet complete. If extend
ed to another 8,000,000 working people, with 
a minimum benefit of $50 a month, which 
I recommend, we would at last have a corn
prehensive pension system, with payments
based upon a right earned through work 
and contribution-not a humiliating pro
gram of dole, with a means test. It would 
be a system consistent with our American 
Ideas of frugality and enterprise. 

"This extended coverage would not be 
forced on these people. The farmers of my
State have asked to be 'ncluded in the pro
gram. A Nation-wide Gallup poll shows that 
60 percent of the farmers of the Nation 
wish to be included. The Grange organiza
tion In my State of Washington has asked 
that its members be brought under the pro
gram. 

"After all, no one is spared the experience 
of growing old." (CONGRSSsIONAL RECORD, 
October 5, 1949; excerpt from statement by 
Hon. HENRY M. JACKSON, Representative from 
Washington.) 

"Of course the most important exclusion 
from coverage provided in the majority bill 
Is that of farmers and farm labor. You can
not have a truly comprehensive system if 
you leave out such an Important segment 
of our population. I believe that if those 
engaged in farming understood the benefits 
of the system, they would be pleading with 
their Representatives to admit them." 
(CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, October 4, 1949; ex
cerpt from statement by Hon ROBERT W. 
RARpeettv rmNwJre. 

"EANRpreseamntaivfaromer NewelJersey.)er 
"Anpaoll amtnsong ofaresoreval-sethati60 per

cetfvrxeninoscaleuiybn
fits to them. Small-business men, profes
sinlwreadotrshocmiete 
nonfarm self-employed are asking that they 
themselves also be included. Farm opera
tors number about 6,000,000. Urban self-
employed stand at about 7.700,000." (CoN-
GRESSIONAL RECORD, October 4, 1949; excerpt 
from statement by Hon. THOMAS J. LANE, 
Representative from Massachusetts. 

"Mr. EBESIHARTER. I want to say this 
further. I am delighted that so many Mem
hers were present when the gentleman spoke, 
because I agree heartily with what the gentle
man from New Jersey [Mr. lKRAN] has said 
about the gentleman from Arkansas [Mr. 
MILLS] and what the gentleman from Arkan
sas has said about the gentleman from New 
Jersey with respect to the intense interest 
they took in this measure. I am delightcd 
that the gentleman from New Jersey [Mr. 
KERAN]Indicated that he wanted more ex
tended coverage. That matter, particularly 
the matter of the inclusion of farmers and 
farm laborers was certainly not a partisan 
question in the committee. As far as I am 
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concerned, I am thoroughly In agreement 
with the position of the gentleman from New 
Jersey that the farmers, the doctors, the den-
tists, and lawyers should be included, and 
we should not have made those exclusions, 

"I further want to state there are other 
members of the majority who feel the same 
as I do. I further want to state to the gen-
tleman that I agree with him that it was 96 
mistake when we froze the tax in the first 
place. I do not, of course, blame the ma-
jority for that because during those days 
the minority party voted almost solidly for 
that freezing of the tax. But I was against It 
all the time. This colloquy here, however. 
between the gentleman from New Jersey and 
the gentleman from Arkansas will indicate, I 
believe, to the Members here how confused 
this subject Is and how differences Of Opinion 
occur. It is not particularly a partisan ques-
tion; It is really a very important question 
to be decided. This bill, as the chairman 
has said, is not the product of one mind; it 
Is the product of all the members of the 
committee. I venture to say that the bill 
contains a suggestion from every member 
of the committee, both minority and ma-
Joelty. It was not a bill that was pushed out 
because of votes on one side or the other, 
So I feel sure that it is a good bill. There 
may be some differences of opinion. It did 
not suit me In every respect; I wanted to 
Include farmers and domestics and all self-
employed. But it was the best we could get
under the circumstances, and I hope It wili 
receive a good heavy supporting vote." (CoxS
GRESSIONAL 	 RECORD, October 4, 1949: excerpt 

frm taemntbyHo.ERANP.ESR-
HASTES, Representative from Pennsylvania.)

"Mr. MURRAY of Wisconsin. Mr. Chairman, 
I holdlieetbak o hi mttr fo 

Including the rural people In social security,
As I understand, the National Grange and 
the Farmers Union went on record In favor 
of social security for farmers. May I ask the 
gentleman from Arkansas [Mr. Mmies Ifi that 
Is not correct? 

"Mr. MILLS. 	 During the course of the hear-
Ings both the Farmers Union and the Na-
tional Grange were represented and recoin-
mended that farmers be included under 
title II, as well as farm labor. In fact, the 
Farm Bureau adopted a resolution at a 
national convention recommending coverage 
for farm laborers when a workable program 
for this type of labor can be formulated, but 
did not take action on any recommendation 
.with respect to farmers. 

"Mr. MURRAY Of Wisconsin. The reason I 
bring that up is that on yesterday a colleague
from New Jersey, from a more or less Indus-
trialized region, brought out the fact that the 
farmer is paying the freight, and I guess he 
Is, because that is an old saying that is heard 
In the countryside. The farmer buys 40 per-
cent of the manufactured goods of this coun-
try. As a matter of fact, he now has to pay 
a transportation tax on water. He has to 
pay it on his milk, and that is pretty nearly 
90-percent water, so he is even paying a tax 
on water. 

"The thing I wish to have in the record is 
that this story that the farmers do not want 
social security just does not stand uip. It 
does not stand up right here, because we 
have just heard that the National Grange and 
the Farmers Union both have asked that the 
farmers be Included under the Social Secu-
rity Act. 

"This Is the picture, and I say this with 
no particular criticism of any individual or 
group. Out of one pocket we are promoting 
the family-sized farm through the Farm 
Home Administration, and over the years It 
has done a splendid piece of work, especially 
when you realize that In this country we are 
down to less than 20 percent of the people 
living on the farms of the United States.
~'et out of the other pocket we are putting 
out funds to promote the commercial type 
farms that are putting the other type farms 

out of business. One large wheat grower has 
had a $250,000 subsidy and one large certain 
outfit has had over $800,000 in subsidies. If 
we are going to have $7,000,000 farms such 
as Clayton & Co. bought out In California 
within the last few weeks, and if we are 
going to have millton-dollar farms, and ex-
pect the family-sized farmer to compete with 
them, I should like to know how he is goilig 
to do it if he Is not going to have any mini-
mum wage nor any social security, 

"You notice they left the farmers out of 
that minirrum wage bill. To he factual 
about It, we have a minimum wage in the 
Sugar Act,, and that Is fixed at such a low 
amount that It really does not amount to 
much. Under the Sugar Act, even though 
a member of the President's Cabinet has the 
authority to fix the minimum wage, he fixes 
It at 25 cents and at 29 cents and at 32 cents 
In Louisiana and 60 and 65 cents in Colorado 
and California. 

"American 	 agriculture has to face two 
things. First Is the situation whcre they do 
not have any minimum wage. A minimum 
wage In operation for agriculture would pro-
tect the mant on the family-sized farm, be-
cause his time is worth somewhere near what 
the minimum wage Is. Secondly, he is not 
going to be included under social security. 
It Is just 	 putting one more insult upon 
another. 

"I think the time has come when one class 
of people that should have been In this bill 
is the rural people, because not half the 
people in a lot of those rural districts come 
under social security. We have many dis-
tricts like that in the United States. What 
do they have to look forward to? They can 
look forward to the time when they get old, 
and believe me, when you get to he 65 years
old you are not going to do too much farm-
Ing. All they have to look forward to Is that 
they might have someone point a finger at 
themr and call them a relief er, and yet It all 
comes out of the same pot, more or less, 
There Is no reason why rural people, not only 
the farmers, but the rural areas everywhere
should not be Included under the social-
security program.

"r il.M.Carawl h ete 
"ManyIeLd? 	 M.Car nwlthgele 
"mr.Man Yo yield.icosn 
"Mr. MURRAY. ofdesir con gratuyilate te 

getlManMILS thepsiretiongherastuaken thon 
recognize the gentleman from Wisconsin as 
being as well inormed as anybody in the 
House of Representatives on the desires of the 
farm people and what is best for farm people 
as far as legislation is concerned. I congrat-
ulate the gentleman. I trust the gentleman 
has made some investigation in his district 
and that he knows the people of his district 
are for coverage. 

"Mr. MURRAY of Wisconsin. I received but 
one letter that was opposed to social security 
for farmers. Of course, I do not know the 
man. I do not understand the circum-
stances, but I can see why no one wants to 
pay taxes. You realize that human nature 
Is human nature. A man who has many 
people working for him probably does not 
like to put in his share of It. But that has 
nothing to do with it. I recognize that the 
rural people should be Included and I hope 
the other body will Include them, 

"Mr. CnAWFORD. Mr. Chairman, will the 
gentleman yield? 

"Mr. MURRAY of Wisconsin, I yield. 
"Mr'. CRAwwoRn. We are faced with what I 

think is a positively terrible situation, I 
mean economically speaking. The steel 
board has come out and unconditionally rec-
ommended that the employer pay the total 
amount for the employee. It says In Sub-
stance 'You people who have lived simply 
and exercised thrift and invested your say-
Ings in buildings, machinery, and tools, so 
that the employees might have a job, shall 
In addition be responsible for the employees' 
social welfare.' 

"Industry Is accepting that proposition, as 
cockeyed as it Is, because industrial man
agement knows that It will add that cost to 
the price of the goods to he sold to the farm 
people. It is not a simple thing to admin
ister the collection of a tax for social se
curity and make the rules and regulations 
apply to the farm labor and the farm peo
ple. I know that. But here is a group of peo
ple on the farms in this country where the 
top level men in this administration say 'you 
must not be too much interested in pro
tecting their wage, I mean the farm wage, 
because If you do you will overload tile 
budget.' 

"Everywhere you look the scheme is run
ning contrary to the economic interest and 
protection of farm wages, the farm workers 
and the farm operators and the farm hired 
men. We are not on sound ground when 
we kick out 25,000,000 to 30,000,000 farm peo
pie and leave them hanging on a string which 
depends strictly on the whims of Congress so 
far as appropriations are concerned. I think 
we should assume the responsibility. I cer
tainly would be a great deal friendlier to 
H. R. 6000 or the other bill if there was 
something in them which would give the 
farm people a chance to have a little securi
ty. 

"Mr. MslRaAY of Wisconsion. I thank the 
gnlmn mi oeIwl a om 
gentleman.e Iram Inchopes, Inowilsa toe my. 
colleague from Michiganole,knowin the ith
terest hehakno the thaIt ther prnoblm bteras 
this comes 	to us under a closed rule where 
w antaedtehl- mi oe 
that there will be enough Interest there and 
that farm organizations who have appeared
beoeurcmitewlasoperb
fore the committee of the other body and 

will be able to have their position prevail. 
"I just believe that the great majority of 

the people 	 will agree that that should be 
done in the other body. 

"Mr. HAYS 	 of Arkansas. Mr. Chairman, 
will the gentleman yield?

"Mr. MuaRAY of Wisconsin. I yield. 
"Mr. HAYS of Arkansas. There Is so much 

good in this bill that I expect to vote for 
It. But I do want to endorse what the gen
tleman from Wisconsin has just said about 
the gap still remains In our social-security 
program. Unless that gap is ultimately filled 
a great injustice is going to be done to the 
farm people 	of this country. 

"MrX MURRAY of Wisconsin. Before we be
come a party to furnishing company pen.
sions and Federal old-age security under the 
social-security laws we should at least be 
interested enough to put all our American 
people under the social-security program."'
(CONCRESSIONAL RECORD, October 5, 1949, ex. 
cerpts from statements by Ron. REID F. 
MURRAY, of Wisconsin; Eon. Wetaua D. MILLS, 
of Arkansas; Hon. Bnooxsc HAYS, of Arkansas; 
and Hon. L. ofFRED CRAWMRDa, Michigan.) 

"Mr. DOLLrVEs. The geritlemnan made some 
remarks earlier In his speedh concerning the 
cost of this programi as presently written, 
both in the gentleman's proposed substitute 
and the committee lilli as it affects the 
farmer. It evidently Is the gentleman's feel-
Ing that at this time the farmers cannot be 
included either in his bill or in the commit
tee bill. 

"Mr. KEAN. 	 That Is correct. 
"Mr. DOLLIVER. Will the gentleman develop 

that thought a little to explain why it Is that 
this burden is upon the farmer and they are 
not aware of It? 

"Mr. IEAN. The reason is that the cost of 
the social-security program is added to the 
cost of the goodp that the farmers buy. 

"Mr. DoLarvxs. It Is Indirect, rather than 
a direct tax? 

"Mr. KEAN. It is Indirect. Every time the 
farmer buys a tractor he Is paying for the so
cial security of all the workers in the factory 
that made the tractor. That is one thing. 
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',Thenthe second thing Is that the burden 
ofold-age assistance is so great in those 

States where they have a lot of farmers that 
they are paying an inordinately high tax. 

,"Mr. DOLLIvnS. But that for the most part 
is going to their own people, is It not? 

'Mr. SEAN. It is going to their own people; 
that is correct, 

"Mr. DOLLivEE. In other words, they are 
paying for old-age assistance by way of taxa-
tion to people locally rather than sending it 
to the Social Security Board by way of a pay-
roll tax. 

"Mr. SEAN. That Is right. 
"Mr. DOLLIVER. can the gentleman give us 

any idea how those two figures might com-
pare, that is, the amount they might have to 
pay in payroll taxes if the agricultural ele-
ments of the country were covered, and the 
relative amount they would have to pay for 
old-age assistance? 

"Mr. KEAN. No; I do rot think I can -give 
those figures. 

"Mr. fOLoLIVEa. Are there any figures avail-
able with respect to that, or are there any 
estimates? 

"Mr. SEAN. I do not think so. Of course, 
45 percent of the farmers have already paid 
social-security taxes out of which they will 
never get anything because they have gone 
to work in the towns, for example, for a short 
time. Some may have gone to clerk in a store 
for a little while. Some of them have had 
war work and worked in a factory for a short 
time. Some of their sons have gone to the 
city for a year or so, and then gone back on 
the farms. As a result 45 percent of the 
farmers have already had some social-secur-
ity coverage, but they are never going 'to get 
a nickel back in the way of benefit from what 
they have paid in. 

"Mr. DOLLIVERt. Why is that? 
"Mr. KEAN. Because they have paid so little 

that they cannot qualify,
"Mr. DOLLIVER. In other words, that coy-

erage has lapsed; is that it? 
"Mr. KEAN. Yes; it has lapsed." (CONGRES-

SIONAL RECOsD, October 4, 1949; excerpt from 
statement by Hon. JAMES I. DOLLIIVER, Repre-
sentative from Iowa.) 

"Mr. CAMP. I yield to the gentleman from 
Mcia..ment 

"Mrcia..RwOD h etea sfo 
gMreat endtlemalso intrestedfRArming.STatea 

inea farmers. Wouldte ulsforitherepur-gndIvem 
pos ofa thers reorld the rieauso why the com-poseof he ecor th reson hy he om-
famite labor? oe frer s uh n 

thatmsubject
"Mr. CAMP. We Considered ta ujc

perhops as long as any other question that 
came before us. There were two or three 
compelling reasons. One is the fact that 

"Mer.CiAWFod.mInd my distfrictrI have Iad 
"Mr.CRAFOR-I mydisric I avehad 

every indication that there Is greater demand 
for this social security coverage from people 
out in the farming districts than In any other 
part of my district, 

"Mr. CAMP. I mean by that, sir, nobody, 
representing the farmers came before our 
committee during the hearings and expressed 
their unequivocal desire for compulsory 
coverage, 

"Another reason was the difficulty of col-
lecting the taxes, not only from the farmer 
himself but from farm labor. The farmer 
nowadays does not keep such a good record 
of his business as other businesses. I hope 
in the future they will. Another reason was 
that farm labor to a large extent is transient. 
A man may hire a bunch of fruit pickers 
or cotton pickers and never see them again, 
and that was one of the reasons why farmers 
were left out. I think farmers should be 
included. I think that the farmers, when 
they understand this program, will want to 
be included. 

"Mr. CRAWFORD. I join with the gentleman 
In that, and I think eventually conditions 
wilt force them to come in. There will not 

be a question, whether they want to come 
in; they will have to come in. 

"Mr. CAMP. Yes; I think so." (COoaRES-
SIONAL RECORD, October 5, 1949; excerpts from 
statements by Hon. A. SIDNEY CAMP, Repre-
sentative from Georgia, and Hon. FaEo L. 
CRAWFOaD, Representative from Michigan.) 

"Mdr.MICssENER. Did the gentleman's com-
mittee give consideration to the administra- 
tion of the bill if farmers were included? I 
voted for the original bill and I voted for 
every amendment. My understanding has 
always bean the only reason farmers were not 
included was a matter of administration, 
that administration would be almost impos-
sible.as 

"Mr. LYNCH. In answer to the inquiry Of 
the gentleman from Michigan my under-
standing is that the problem of administra-
tion In the opinion of the Social Security 
Administration has been solved. For one, I 
am thoroughly in accord with the remarks 
made by the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. 
MURRAY], that farmers and farm labor should 
be covered. But our information was, and it 
Is my distinct recollection, that originally the 
Grange came in and advocated coverage only 
on the theory of voluntary admission on the 
part of the farmer. Voluntary admission as 
such is not sound administratively. But If 
all farmers and farm laborers were brought 
In or if farm laborers only were brought in, 
this bill, in my opinion, would still be a bet-
ter bill than it is today because I am con-
vinced personally that just as the self-em-
ployed now are most desirous of being covered 
by social security so, too, would the farm 
operators be desirous of being covered by 
social security once their farm laborers were 
covered and they understood the beniefits of 
social security perhaps a little better than I 
am told they understand it at this time. 

"The real reason they are not covered in 
this bill is that there was no grant demand 
from the farmers, according to our under-
standing, or from the~farm laborers. We had 
men on the committee who came from rural 
communities and who are familiar with the 
situation. We bowed to the better judg-
ment of those Members." (CONGRESSION'AL
RECORD, October 5, 1949; excerpt from state-

by Hon. WALTER A. LYNCH, Represents-
tive from New 'York.) 

"Mr. SECREST. Does the gentleman see a 
future possibility of farmers voluntarily be-
ing included in the social-security program?"Mr. COOPER. Well, of course, it is difficult 
to tell now. Farmers were not Included un-
der this bill because the committee did not 
receive sufficient evidence that they wanted 
to be included, and the further fact as Indi-
cated by the contribution made by the gen-
tleman from Pennsylvania. As a matter of 
practice, many farmers ordinarily do not re-
tire at 65 years of age, If a man- owns his 
farm, although he may not plow and hoe and 
work' as much as he did In his younger days, 
he still operates his farm, supervises it, and 
does not want to retire as many other people 
do." (CONGRESSIONAL RECoRD, October 5, 1949; 
excerpt from statement by IHon. JERE COOPEa, 
Reoresentative from Tennessee.) 

"~Mr. MuRaaa of Wisconsin. I paid my 
share of social security so he could build 
up his social security standing. 

"How about the farmers, then? They do 
not come under it at all? 

"Mr. DOUGHONso'. Whenever a majority of 
them signify their desire to be covered, I 
think It would be appropriate to cover them. 
So far we have had no evidence that a ma-
jority of them have such a desire. There is 
little interest or enthusiasm among the farm 
organizations about It." (CONGRESSIONAL 
REcoRD, October 4, 1949; excerpts from state-
ment by Hon. ROBERT L. DoUGHTON, Repre-
sentative from North Carolina.) 

"Mr. YOUNG. Mr. Chairman, I assert the 
people's Representatives can provide reason- 
able social security for the less fortunate 
among us without In any way sacrificing 

that liberty which we know as the American 
way of life. An adequate old-age insurance 
program, reasonable aid to the unfortunate 
and extension of retirement benefits is not'
statism nor is it socialism. Your Congress 
is determined that aid for the aged shall 
be based on an insurance system instead 
of a mere pension system. We have broad
ened coverage, benefits have been greatly in
creased. A worker who would now retire 
at $31 monthly, which is the present aver
age payment, will, under the new bill, get 
approximately $56 monthly. 

"Personally, I consider it but a matter of 
time before farmers and farm laborers will 

ogs tinldthmwhnte 
social-security program. When they fully 
understand the benefits of the Federal 
social security system, they will plead with 
their Representatives to admit them. 
Farmers not only pay for the benefits which 
Industrial workers receive because certainly 
a part of the pay-roll tax is added to the 
cost of products they buy, but they are also 
paying State taxes to meet local old-age 
assistance and relief burdens. I am con
vinced that all gainfully employed men and 
women, except public employees such as 
teachers who have their own pension sys
tems, should be included under our social-
security program." (CONcRESSION'AL RECORo, 
October 5, 1949; excerpt from statement by 
Hon. STEPHEN M. YOUNG, Representative 
from Ohio.) 
"FARM GRUP SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN SOCIAL 
ISEUTYBNFS 
"(ExtIsion re lY ENEsfITS BROK 
"Etnino eak fHn soc 

HAYS, of Arkansas, in the House of Rep
resentatives, Monday October 17, 1949) 
"Mr. HAYS of Arkansas. - Mr. Speaker, H. R. 

6000, already adopted by the H-ouse, provides 
vast improvements in the Social Security 
Act and Is one of the most constructive 
measures of the present session. I earnestly 
hope it will be enacted into law. Unfortu
nately, it does not include provisions for 
farm workers and others within the farm 
group. I realize that the difficulties in con
nection with coverage for farmers are sub
stantial but they are not insuperable. in 
support of the general proposition that it 
Is ineqmitable not to provide such bene
fits for millions of Americans so classified 
I Include the following editorial from the 
Christian Science Monitor, October 10, 1949: 

"'Farm social security
"'It is decidedly time for farmers to know, 

more about the old-age and survivors insur
ance of the social-security system. Congress 
will doubtless raise, probably next year, the 
now inadequate benefits for retired workers. 
The bill recently passed by the House boosts 
the payment on an average of 70 percent,
When substantial monthly sums are given 
the elderly, many in the rural regions will 
doubtless question whether it is fair for the 
farm people not to share the advantages the 
same as workers In business and Industry. 

"'The 8,000,000 or more people on~the-farm 
eligible for this social insurance'comprise 
the largest group to be omitted for the past 
12 years from Its coverage. The principal 
reason that Congress is' still making no ef
fort to bring them in is that they don't yet 
understand the social-security provisions for 
retirement, according to Washington farm 
observers. 

"1'The farm folks who most need the old
aeisrneaete7000mgaoyfr
aeisrneaete7000mgaoyfr
workers. These farm laborers who follow 
the harvest from one area to another have 
an unusual handicap In providing for their 
later years, and many of them also lack the 
necessary responsibility. The '750,000 share. 
croppers of the South form another large 
section which would be greatly helped. 

"'The most important and Influential farm 
group, however, consists of the 4,000,000 farm 
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owners. Many are uninterested, some op-
posed, while a minority favor. Just what the 
old-age Insurance Is hasn't yet been made 
clear to the mass of farm operators. Doubt-
less, the old-age benefits would prove a wel-
come resource to many of them. 

" 'As the Government insurance is eventu-
ally broadened to take in almost everybody 
elst, it seems doubtful if they and the rest 
of the agricultural world will permanently 
stay out. Education about this social Insur-
ance must someday come to the farm, par-
ticularly to the farm operators. If then the 
farmers don't want it, It is certainly their 
right to reject It. But If they do, the quick-
er the old-age protection of the social-se-
curity system Is made available, the better 
It will be for a host of farm people."'" (Appen-
dix of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, Volume 95. 
part 16, page A6396.) 

Congressman CAMP, of Georgia, also Indi-
cated that "nobody representing the farmers 
came before our commnittee during the hear-
Ings and expressed their unequivocal desire 
for compulsory coverage." He further 
stated, "I think farmers should be Included, 
I think that the farmers, when they under-
stand this program, will want to be In-
cluded." 

Congressman KEAN, of New Jersey, one of 
the Republican committee members, indi-
cated his feeling on the subject as follows: 

"Of course the most Important exclu-
sion * * is that of farmers and farm 
labor. You cannot have a truly compre-
hensive system if you leave out such an 

Imotnemn forpopulation. I 
believe that It those engaged In farming
understood the benefits of the system, they
Would be pleading with their Representa-
tives to admit themn." 

I1quote Congressman LYNcIS, of New York: 
"I am thoroughly in accord * * * that 

farmers and farm labor should be covered,
* * If all farmers and farm laborers 
were brought in or if farm laborers only were 
brought in, this bill, In my opinion, would 
still he a better bill than It is today, because 
I am convinced personally that just as the 
self-employed now are most desirous of being 
covered by social security so. too, would the 
farm operators he desirous of being covered 
by social security once their 'farm laborers 

wer cveed hebee-ndthy udestod 
fits of social security a little better than I 
am told they understand It at this time. 

"The real reason they are not covered In 
this bill is that there was no great demand 

fro te acodig or ndr-arers t 

standing, or from the farm laborers." 


These are only a few of the many similar 
statements made on the floor of the House 
by members of the Ways and Means Corn-
Inittee, and by other Congressmen. It Is 
clear, then, that the consensus in the House 
was that farm people ought to be covered by
social security, and that they would be 
given such coverage If they expressed a 
desire for it.u htfr pol r o 

Bu Ihat rufr popear nt 
interested in social-security protection? 
Since the Ways and Means Committee Con-
sidered the social-security bill last year there 
have been some significant developments.
At the recent public hearings on social se-
curity before the Senate Finance Committee, 
the three major farm organizations testified 
on this question. Let mie read to you what 
the representative of the National Grange
said at that time: 

"I appear before YOU to express the de-
sieorag ebest ave H. R. 6000 

amended so as to extend old-age and sur-
vivors insurance to farm people. * * 
The executive committee has examined the 
methods proposed for coverage of farm people
and has found them workable. Our position,
therefore, is for immediate mandatory coy-

eraefrmwokesf ot ndfam pea-
tore on the same basis as other groups.", 

And now let me quote from the statement 
of the National Farmers Union: 

"The National Farmers Union has for 
many years supported the extension of old-
age and survivors' benefits to farm people,

** Information received from mem-
bers and officials of the National Farmers 
Union Indicates that at least as far as the 
farmers belonging to our organizations are 
concerned they need and want social security, 

*I Farmers as a whole, particularly 
aged and destitute ones, are Inarticulate, 
They do not have the means of making their 
desires and needs known, Therefore, I sin- 
cerely hope that the members of this com-
mittee, even though they may not have heard 
directly from farmers, will give serious con-
sideratlon to a provision which will extend 
survivors and old-age benefits to farmers and 
farm workers." 

Finally, I quote from the statement of the 
American Farm Bureau Federation: 

"The Federal old-age and survivors Insur-
ance program under the Social Security Act 
provides a type of assistance which has be-
come accepted as an integral part of our 
economic system. I ' Employees of 
general agricultural organizations should be 
covered. Farm labor should also be covered, 
If the extension is provided by law to In-
clude self-employed other than farmers, and 
Is proved feasible and administratively prac-
tical, then careful consideration should be 
given by State and county farm bureaus to 
the question of the coverage of farm op. 
erators under the old-age and survivors 
Insurance program." 

All three of the major farm organizations,
then, have indicated that farm workers want 
social security, and two of the three have 
indicated that the self-employed farm 
operators want social security. In view of 
these facts I submit that there can be no 
further justification for continuing the ex-
clusion of farm people from the old-age and 
survivors insurance program. 

Doubtless it will surprise many people that 
the traditionally Independent and self 
reliant farmer has come to feel a need for 
governmental provision for security. Many 
people think of farming as a way of life 
Which provides Its own security, and there 
Is some basis In tradition for this view. In 
the days when the self-sufficient family farm 
Was Predominant, farming did to a consid-
erable degree provide security against want, 
though even th~en farm people were subject 
to Insecurities as a result of droughts. floods 
and the other natural uncertainties Inherent 
in their occupation. 

Today the character of agriculture is 
changing. The self-sustaining, one-family 
farm producing products for home use is 
no longer the normal situation; more and 
more the Nation's farms are coming to be 
commercial enterprises--large, one-crop es-
tablishments, factories in the fields, big busi-
ness. In 1945, for example, only 22 percent 
of all the farms In the country were pro-
ducing products primarily for home use,
Farms are increasing in size; in the two dec-
ades from 1920 to 1940. the percentage of 
all farm land which was held In farms of 
1,0oo acres and over Increased from 23 per-
cent to 34 percent. In my own home State 
of Montana, in 1945, one-third of all the 
farms in the State consisted Of 1.000 acres 
Or over, and another one-third were be-
tween 260 and 500 acres. With the Increas-
Ing size of farms and the increasing mech-
anization of agriculture, It has become hard. 
er and harder for farm families to become 
Owners of the land they cultivate. The farm 
worker or tenant farmer can no0 longer look 
forward with any confidence to acquiring a 
farm of his own, and the farm owner can-
not be certain that his land will provide a 
living for himself or his family when his 
capacity for productive Work Is cut off or 
diminished by old age, disability, or death. 

A further reason why farm people want to 
be covered by social security Is that they
realize they are bearing a substantial part 
of the cost of social security. This comes 
about In two ways. First, public-assistance 
costs are heavier In rural areas, because 
farm people are not eligible for Insurance 
benefits, and these costs are met to a sub
stantial extent out of real-estate and other 
taxes of which the farmer pays a heavy share. 
Second, farm people, directly and indirectly, 
bear a part of the cost of the insurance 
program, although they cannot qualify for 
benefits under that program. Indirectly,
they share in the cost of insurance pro
gram to the extent that the contribution of 
the program are passed on In higher prices
for the industrial products that farm people
buy. So far as direct payments are con
cerned, 35 percent of all farm operators, and 
45 percent of all farm workers, have paid
contributions to the program while tempo
rarily In Industrial employment, but only
10.5 percent of all farm operations, and 
13.5 percent of all farm workers, are Insured 
for benefits under the program. In the 
words of the National Farmers Union rep
resentative, "we believe strongly that farm-
era should receive social security because 
they help pay for the social-security eye
tem at present In operation and because 
we feel that they should receive soclal-secu
rity benefits as a right and not as Charity."
Yet, unless the insurance program is extend. 
ed to cover farm people, they will be corn
pelled to look for help to public assistance,
with Its attendant means test and personal 
Inetgios 

There is still a further reason why social 
security should be extended to farm people.
As long as substantial numbers of people
remain excluded from old-age and survivors 
Insurance, it is necessary to have fairly strict 
eligibility requirements In order to protect
the system from the heavy financial draine 
of paying benefits to individuals who have 
paid contributions for very short periods of 
time. If farm people were included, the 
eligibility requirements could safely be made 
more liberal so that more people could qual-
Ify for benefits under the system. Accord-
Ingly, I have included In my proposed amend
ment a provision to make it easier for work-
era to qualify for benefits by providing for 
the payment of benefits at age 70 regardless
of whether the Individual continues to work. 
This will enable the farmer who Is able to 
continue working on his farm after age '70 
to receive retirement benefits at that age.

Mr. President, my proposal would cover 
all farm people under old-age and survi
vors Insurance except self-employed farm-
era who receive income of less than $400 a 
year. In the agricultural regions with which 
I am familiar this proposal will be a sound 
and workable one. I realize that in other 
agricultural regions there may be problems
with which I am not acquainted and Which 
might suggest the desirability of certain 
modifications In my proposal. Nevertheless, I 
think. we can all agree that the objective
of the proposed amendment is sound and 
that immediate steps should be taken to 
coefam ppl unrth isrne 
coefampplunrth isrne 
program. 

Mr. MURRAY. Mr. President, I amn 
very glad to have this opportunity to say 

e od bu h edn oil 
e od bu h edn o~l 

euiyblH .60.Mmeso h 
Senate know that I have long been in
terested in social security and that Some 
7 years ago I Introduced, with Senator 
WanrndRpentieDIGLti
WanranirstettveDNELt1 
frtcomprehensive social-security bill, 
prso hc r o moidi h 
bill reported out by the Finance 
Committee. 
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I should like to refresh the minds of never shook our faith in the need for 

the Members of the Senate on some of social security or in the fundamental 
the recent history connected with the soundness of our proposals. I believe 
social-security bills I have introduced- that we have been vindicated. The 
not in order to take credit for some of the pending social-security bill contains 
fine things which are in H. R. 6000, or to many things which we advocated several 
point out some of the important Items years ago.
Included in the House version but Practically all Members of the Senate 
omitted by the Finance Committee, but odyaesprtnthpovinsfr 
to make some observations about trends Improvement of the Federal old-age and 
in political science which might other- survivors Insurance program, for the ex-
wise go unnoticed, tension of its coverage and liberalization 

The first social-security bill I intro- of its benefits. I am delighted that the 
duced with Senator Wagner and Repre- distjnguished chairman of the Finance 
sentative DINGELL was in 1943. We rein- Committee has reported a bill which ex-
troduced our proposals in 1945, 1947, and 'tends the coverage and liberalizes the 
1948. benefits and that the minority members 

When we first introduced our bill the of the Senate Finance Committee have 
opposition called it the American Bever- indicated that they will support the bill 
idge plan. This was the first step in an as reported by the committee. But I 
attempt to defeat the proposal. It was should like to recall to the attention of 
given a foreign name so as to make it the Senate that in 1935, when the ques-
seem that we were just copying a foreign tion of old-age insurance first came be-
proposal. But since our plan was an fore the Senate, a Republican-sponsored
American plan this attempt to stop In- amendment offered by Senator HASTINGS, 
terest in our proposal was not successful, of Delaware, sought to eliminate the old-
and when the Tory government in Great age insurance program from the bill. 
Britain supported the Beveridge plan the His amendment was defeated, 15 to 63. 
conservatives in the United States When the social-security bill was re-
dropped their criticism of the Beveridge ported out of the Ways and Mean~r Coin-
plan as a device for criticizing our mittee of the House of Representatives
proposals. in13,svnof the Republican mem-billwe nclded svenhisIn193, rovsiosIn our 1945 blweicueprvsos bers of the committee signed a minority
for Federal grants for hospital construc- report in which they opposed the estab-
tion. This proposal was later passed by lishment of the old-age Insurance sys-
the Congress in the form of the Hill- tem. Speaking of the insurance program
Burton bill. Our bill also contained a they said as follows: 
provision increasing Federal grants in all These titles impose a crushing burden upon
the States for local public health units, Industry and upon labor, 
This program has already passed the They establish a bureaucracy In the field 
Senate. Our 1945 bill also provided for of Insurance in competition with private bus-
Increased Federal grants for maternal iness. 
and child health, crippled children, and They destroy old-age retirement systems
child-welfare services. Increased grants set up by private industries, which In most 
for all three of these programs are in- Instances provide more liberal benefits than 
cluded in H. R. 6000 as reported by the are contemplated under title II. (Conference

Fiac omte.Committee Report on H. R. '7260, 74th Cong.,
Whenanwe u b ll st seas., Rept. 615, pp. 43-44.)Cmintroued riia 

and on each successive occasion when we Not a single one of these fears ex-
introduced a new bill in a new Congress, pressed by the Republican opposition has 
we expressed the hope that the bill would come to pass, The philosophy of fear 
provide a basis for constructive thinking Is frequently used to try to defeat pro-
and legislation in a field where it was gressive legislation, but after the legisla-
sorely needed. During 1943 and 1944 tion has been put into effect and has been 
our proposals were the target of a most made workable by a Democratic adminis-
widespread campaign of. opposition, al- tration, the Republicans come around 
most unprecedented in volume and. in and support It as if they were the orig-
character. I have often witnessed the Inal friends of the program who had got-
use of false and misleading propaganda ten It enacted Into law, 

for political purposes and the use of ex- This is what Representative TABER said 

travagant charges in order to defeat leg- In 1935: 

*islation,but I never knew an opposition Never in the history of the world has any

quite so unprincipled as the campaign measure been brought in here so Insidiously

which was conducted against the legisla- designed to prevent business recovery, to en-

tion which we Introduced, slave workers, and to prevent any possibility


We reognizd, very of the employers providing work for the peo-hoeverthat 
We rcognzedhoweer, hat ver ple. (CONGRESSIONAL REcORD, April 19, 1935',

welfrare haopsalw toays ncmeteopositiona p. 6054.)
Impoartant posalwy mto puadvanceith tl 
first from groups who care only about This Is what Senator Hastings said on 
their own selfish interests, Usually they the floor of the Senate: 
are satisfied with the status quo, and are I ramnot prepared at this time to say that 
opposed to any change whatsoever. Free I should vote for any of these plans, because 
public education, child-labor legislation, I have not made up my mind that the Con-
bank-deposit'insurance, universal suf- gress has any authority to force upon any-
frage, the Federal income tax, and other body an annuity system of any kind. As I 

mesrstaeur h eea e- say, I am in. general sympathy with themesrstaeur h eea e- scheme. I think of aUl things that can be
fare of the public were all bitterly op- done for a young person, the most Important
posed when they were first suggested, Is to have' him begin to pay Into some kind 
The opposition which we faced when we of a fund that will take care of him In his old 
first introduced our social-security bill age, but to have the Congress of the United 

States force him to make such payments IS 
so entirely new, and so different from MY 
phiosdophyt Ifwatnth Conres aoenthas prigh 
toredo,tatprov am y ofonotn theamomentapre-. 
paONredStoAppov anyRDplaneof thatcharcte.

(CNI424P.)E~DJn 1? 93.p

02. 

I am very happy that some members 
of the ilinority have now changed their 
mndadagethti15mprnto 
support amendments expanding and lib
eralizing the program. If we had had 
their support during these last 15 years 
we could have improved the program
much farther and much faster. 

The Republican minority has consist
ently opposed our proposals by crying 
that they tended toward the welfare 
state. Finally that issue was thrashed 
out in a New York senatorial campaign 
last year, when the distinguished Senai
tor from New York [Mr. LEHMAN] de
feated the Republican candidate, Mr. 
Dulles, on the issue of whether the social 
legislation being advocated by the Demo
cratic administration should be contin
ued and Improved. Subsequent to that 
time, Governor Dewey capitulated and 
annonceth atwe wtasethere nThingwasrong
worthdi the Nwefarektae Thimsaswasllre
pre nteNwYr ie sflos 

Governor Dewey, of New York, declared In
second lecture tonight at the WoodrowWilson High School of Public and Interna

tional Affairs that It -must have been some 
very clumsy Republicans who tried to pin
the label "welfare state" on the Truman ad
ministration. Mr. Dewey said he did not 
know the origin of the phrase or who perpetrated It. It has generally been associated with Senator ROBERT A. TAFT, of Ohio, 
Mr. Dewey's opponent for the Republican 
presidential nomination of 1948 and 1940. 
It also was used exclusively by John Foster 
Dulles, Republican senatdrial candidate in 
the last New York State election. 

"Anyone who thinks that an attack on 
the fundamental idea of security and wel
fare appeals to the people generally Is living
In the Middle Ages," Mr. Dewey declared. 

onvefrybody wanotshelfare havendeserimtyi
oneyform wor aidnothr Ianhelave anevemet 
curity. The man who first used the phrase
against our present government did his cause 
no good, to put it mildly" (New York Times, 
February 10, 1950). 

Repeatedly, Republicans have criti
cized the compulsory coverage features 
of the social security and health propo
sals which I have introduced. I am glad 
to note that the-Senator from Ohio and 
the Senator from Colorado now not only
defend the compulsory coverage~features 
of the bill, but have indicated that they
wish to compel more people to contribute 
to the system. That horrible word "coin
pulsion," which the Republicans and the 
AeiaMdclAsoatnhveud 
Aeia eia soito aeue 
to try to crucify those of us who are in
favor of social legislation, can now be 
placed equally on the heads of the Sen
ators from Ohio and Colorado and the 
other members of their party, I am glad 
to welcome them into our corner, where 
they may now admit the error of their 
ways and a belated conversion to their 
new faith. 

Id o atm eak oidctId o atm eak oIdct 
criticism of anyone. I am just trying to 
bring out the facts. Every time we on 
the Democratic side have advanced pro
gressive social legislation, it has beexi 
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repeatedly criticized-in the beginning, 
by conservative groups and representa-
tives of the Republican Party; but later 
on the Republicans see the light and be-
gin to defend what we have done and to 
take credit for trying to do the job bigger
and better than we have, 

Of course I recognize that this Is an 
inevitable human tendency. I believe 
those of us who are in favor of social leg-
islation must recognize the fact that we 
are going to get a lot of criticism when 
we first advance Proposals, but that as 
time goes on we shall get more and more 
support; and finally, after our proposals 
are enacted, those who first opposed,
them will begin to see their merit, 

One of the very fine provisions in 
House bill 6000 is the one which for the 
first time includes small-business men 
under the insurance program. In 1943 
I was chairman of a special committee to 
study problems of American small busi-
mittee wereg the folowigbersonsha whom

mitee erethefolowigprsos wo
aeMembers of the Senate at the present 


time: The senior Senator from Louisiana 

Foia[Mr. PLEPPER], fo
the senior Senator 

thFlorda Mr.PEPER]seiorSentor 
from Ohio [Mr. TAFT], and the junior
Senator from Nebraska [Mr. WHERRY),
Former Senator Capper, of Kansas, was 
the chairman of a Subcommittee on Re-
search and Education. In conjunction
with Senator Capper, our committee 

publshemala tudycaled Busnes 

Wants Old-Age Security.


That was the first time there had been 

any real study of the problem of covering

small-business men under the Federal 
OASI program. I am very proud of that 
study. I am proud of the fact that the 
committee of which I was chairman 
recognized the problem and indicated, 
over 7 years ago, how social-security pro-
tection could be extended to persons in 
business for themselves. 

One reason why I have long been in 
favor of national social legislation such 
as old-age and survivors insurance is 
that it helps small business. Contrary 
to the false statements, that are some-
times made, that national social legisla-
tion hurts small business, I am convinced 
that workmen's compensation, accident 
and health insurance, old-age insurance, 
and unemployment insurance help small 
business to retain its employees against
the competition from big business, and 
also help small business by maintaining
purchasing power for families, So that 
they can buy merchandise at their local 
grocery, drug store, and hardware store, 
can pay for tickets to their local movi e, 
and can pay their doctor and hospital
bills. 

In the bill which former Senator Wag-
ner and I introduced on June 30. 1943, we 
included a Provision for the coverage of 
all self-employed businessmen, and that 
provision has been repeated In every In-
surance bill that we have introduced 
since that time. We did not get very
much support in 1943, 1945, or 1947 from 
any of the Republican Members of the 
Congress for our proposal, but I am deep-
ly gratified that now the Members of the 
minority have come around to seeing
that we had a sound idea. 

In the bill we Introduced In 1943. we 
Included a provision for giving wage 

credits to Individuals while they were in 
military service. We repeated this pro-
vision in our succeeding bills. Although
the Congress did not see fit, for '7years, 
to go along with this provision, both the 
House-approved version of H. R. 6000 and 
the bill as reported by the Senate Finance 
Committee include wage credits for per-
sons who served in the military service 
during World War II. We are very grati-
fled by the acceptance by the committee 
of this important provision, which we in-
troduced 7~years ago. 

Our bill also included provisions for 
covering farm labor and farmers under 
the insurance program. The bill re-
ported by the Senate Finance Committee 
does include some farm labor. I have 
submitted to H. R. 6000 an amendment 
which would include additional farm 
labor, and I sincerely hope that the Sena- 
tors who have been saying they are in 
favor of universal coverage will vote for 
my amendment,

Iamof ourein favor of extending
couse 

self-employed farmers, and I have had 
prepared an amendment which would do 

th prgam, tof fampolIcuig 

so. Senators on both sides of the aisle 
have Aaid they favor, in principle, ex-
tending the program to cover farmers. I 
solbegatofermaen etto 
shudbgldtofemya nmnto 
cover farmers if the leadership feels that 
an expression of views on this amend-
met wuld e hlpfl i obtinig erly 
Inclusion of farmers under the program,
In order that the matter can be properly
explored, I should be glad to have my
amendment Printed and laid on the table, 
so that any Senator who wishes to express
his support of this amendmenit can do 
SO, I should be glad to add to thie amend-
ment the name of 'any Senator who 
Wishes to join me as a cosponsor, 

I should like to Point out that the 
coverage of farmers would not be effec-
tive until January 1, 1952, so that there 
would be ample opportunity to prepare
the necessary administrative machinery 
to bring them under the program. More-
over, it would give the administrative 
agency a year of experience in covering 
nonfarm self-employed before bringing
in the self-employed farmer. I agree
with the Republican leaders that it will 
not be long before farmers are covered 
under the insurance program, and I see 
no reason why we should not now include 
in the bill a provision which will bring
them into the program at an early date. 

In the bill we introduced in 1943 we 
Provided for liberalizing the insurance 
benefits. I am glad the Finance Coin-
mnittee has included provisions to liber-
alize the insurance benefits; but I feel, 
as many other Senators do, that the com- 
mittee has not liberalized the benefits 
enough. Under the bill reported by the 
committee, the maximum insurance ben-
efit payable is $72.50 a month, based upon
maximum wages of $3,000. It is my un-
derstanding that various members of the 
committee will support an amendment 
to increase the maximum wage base to 
$3,600, which will permit a maximum in-
surance benefit' of $80 a month. Natu. 
rally, I shall support any proposal to 
Increase the insurance benefits, but I 
must say quite frankly that I do not 
think a maximum of $80 Is sufficient, % 

believe the Insurance benefits should be 
raised to about $100 a month for a per
son earning $400 a month who has been 
covered under the insurance program for 
5 years. I strongly believe that the 
maximum wage base should be increased 
to $4,800, or In any event to not less than 
$4,200. I also believe it Is most impor
tant to include in the insurance program.1 
an Increase for each year for which an 
individual has contributed. I shall cer
tainly support the amendments sub
mitted by the senior Senator from Penn
sylvania to increase the maximum wage
base and to put back into the program
the so-called increment for years of con
tributions to the insurance system.

There Is one very grave omission from

the bill;, I refer to the action of the Fi

nance Committee in striking out the dis

ability insurance Provisions approved by

the House. I deeply regret that the Fi

nance Committee took this action. Their

action Is diametrically In Opposition to 
the recommendation made to them by
their own advisory council. That dis
tiguished council, composed of 17 mem
berpikdb the Senator from Colo
rado [Mr. MsILIxINl, voted 15 to 2 to 
Include disability insurance In the social-
security program. Yet the Finance Coin
mittee has disregarded this advice and 

has eliminated this most valuable and 
essential protection,

It Is clear that this action of the Pi-
thetremendous campig thate heausebee 
waged byrthendu capriateignsurtanc beeom 
waebytepitensrceom
panies, the American Medical Associa
such, asd thechmbloer ofomrcanzatind 
tuhe Nastiona Asciationofcmanufeactur 
tersNatinlofswomiareo oppse atouthiMa 
amendment, which ise sopovery badlyi
amnedmednby d hisaleperson throughout 
the country. I am well aware of the fact 
that the members of the Finance Corn
mittee were strongly urged by represent
atives of the Insurance companies and 
these other groups to eliminate the dis
ability insurance provisions of the House 
bill. I deeply regret that they accepted
the unsound arguments of the Insurance 
companies and the other groups, In pref
ercetthrcomnainfter 
own advisory council, the needs of the 
disabled people, and the welfare of 
thousands of families in the Nation. 

Under laws already passed by Con
gress we have provided disability insur
ance protection for railroad workers, 
for civil service employees, and even fcr 
Representatives and Senators. Exioeri
ence with the disability provisions of 
the Railroad Retirement Act and the 
Civil Service Retirement Act has been 
excellent. But now we are asked to deny
this same type of protection to the rest 
of the workers and small-business men 
of this country, I do not see how, in 
good conscience, any Senator can vote 
to withhold this protection from mil
lions of persons who work for a living, 
when he himself, and all of these other 
groups, have protection against disabil
ity.

I know that many of the Senators here 
voted to provide disability insurance 
protection for railroad workers. Why,
then, should they oppose the same sort 
of protection for the rest of the people 
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conservative, much more limited than 
what is now authorized under the Rail-
road Retirement Act, the Civil Service 
Retirement Act, and the other Federal 
programs providing for disability bene-
fits. 

The arguments made by the insur-
ance Companies and the American Med-
ical Association can easily be refuted,
They were refuted In the House of Rep-
resentatives, before the House Ways and 
Means Committee reported the provi-
sion. They have been refuted time and 
time again, 

who work for a living in this country? are to have a dynamic economy people
As a matter of fact, the amendment pro- must have an opportunity to work at 
posed for Payment of disability bene- rates of pay that will sustain a rising

fitsis uchmorresricedmucstndad o iling andtha thre ustmoefitsis uchmor resricedmuc stndad o liing andtha thre ustmoe 
be common protection against the 
causes of insecurity which face people
who work for a living, 

The program of full employment and 
social security under a free-enterprise 
system, which I have advocated during
these past years is not going to come i 
the United States of its own accord. if 
we want that kind of program and want 
to put it in operation we must plan for 
It, we must work for it, and we must 
fight for it, against the opposition of 
those who are constantly trying to de-
feat our proposals. 

As you know, for many years I have been 
greatly interested ifi social security and have 
given careful study and consideration to pro
posals of the sort you advocate. As a resultof this study I am convinced that the fiat-
pension system which you are advocating
would be completely unsound and that it Is 
unsuited to the American economy and in
consistent with our system of free enter
prise, thrift, and incentives. 

In a country such as ours, with wide varia
tions In wage levels and living costs from 
state to Sethate and evendWihi Statesy it 
pseibemto melc uitfould levetaty benutterl 
which would be suitable In all parts of the 
country. Moreover, not only are there wide 
geographical differences in costs of living
and wage levels, but even within the same 
area the needs and standards of living of 
Individuals may differ widely; here again, anamount which would be barely adequate for 

mighte actuallyt ct inlanotherothcasee 
provide a standard of living exceeding that 
which the Individual was able to attain for 
himself during his working years. 

Moreover, I believe it Is of the utmost im
portance for the continuing productivity and 
prosperity of the Nation .that our system of 
Incentives and rewards for superior accom
plishment and contribution to the economybe strengthened In every possible way. Just 
as we must have a variable wage structure 
to encourage individuals to make their maxi
mnum contribution to national productivity, 
we must have also a variable benefit struc
ture In our social insurance programs. I 
believe that the individual's knowledge that 
he can improve his future security, as well as his current standard of living, by his own
effort, will encourage him to put forth maxi
mum effort. 

In this connection I would like to recall 
to you the splendid statement made during 
the hearings on H. R. 6000 before the Senate 
Finance committee by Prof. J. Douglas
Brown, of Princeton: "I would especially 

ance cmpanis sellveryittledisabir 
ity Insurance through private policies,
As a matter of fact, under many of the 
collective-bargaining contracts which 
provide for disability benefits, the in-
surance companies will not insure this 
protection, but they make the employer
self-insure the disability benefits. SO

theamedmet,assd, oulf no 

In te frstplae,of the Lat yar her wa muh citiismhe nsu- ostofIncteopaiest sellavery listteisbinroposalsyea foerewsoca securityionith
of he proosalsfor scone spersonon
ground that they would cost a great deal 
of money. Members of the minority 
party Inserted into the RECORD material 
showing the tremendous cost of social 
security through the year 2000. The only
trouble with all these terribly high cost 
estimates was that the members of the 
mnorty art asumd tat her wuld 

In any way adversely affect insurance 
companies. 

Nor would the amendment adversely
affect the welfare of doctors or hospi-
tals. As a matter of fact, if this amend-
ment passes, it would put money into 
the hands of disabled people, which 
would riI~ke them better able to pay their 
doctor and hospital bills. Yet the doc-
tors are opposed to this provision, de-
spite the fact that it will help them and 
help their patients. They are taking a 
dog-in-the-manger attitude, because 
they are unwilling to support any pro-

gressie legilatiogrsielgilto hasee.Improve
As a matter of fact, the official Posi-

tion of the American Medical Association 
in favor of permanent and total disabil-
Ity insurance, taken in 1938, is still in 
effect. It is the board of trustees of the 
American Medical Association which has 
taken the position against the proposal,
not the house of delegates. Thus the 
action of the house of delegates in 1938 
still remains the official action of the 
American Medical Association. Twelve 
years ago they admitted the validity of 
the argument that disability insurance 

woul hep te ptietshend hlp
woul hep hlp ptietsnd te he 

doctors. But today, because they are 
opposing various health bills, they take 
the position that they must oppose
everything, good, bad, or Indifferent, 
This is a reckless and unprincipled 
policy.

I am sure that disability insurance is 
goin tobe oonrawf th lad, he
goin tobe oonrawf th lad, he 

or later. Yet the doctors of this country,
through their official organization, are 
putting themselves on record as prevent-
ing progress and As refusing to promote 
a decent and humanitarian program. 

I should like to point out that the 
American Hospital Association, the 
American Public Health Association, 
and the American Legion have endorsed 
the principle of disability Insurance-
Senate hearings, pages 578 and 2368. 

I hve onsstetl ocil-supored
seuIthavecndsul-eplyentlsupre egsa-

secuityandful-empoymnt egila-
tion, because I believe that such legisla-
tion will help us to preserve our free-
enterprise system. I believe that if we 

the menmen, Ifpasedwoul mioriy paty ssued tat her wono 
be no progress made in wages, employ-
ment, and living standards for the next 
5o years. That might have been a cor-
rect assumption to make, had the Re-
publican Party gotten into control of 
our Government. I believe Republicans 
must recognize that under the policies 
advocated by the Republican Party there 
would be very little progress made in 
improving wages or living standards. 

I cannot accept this lack of faith Ini 
our country and in its future, which 
the Republicans have accepted. I be-
lieve that we are going to go forward to 

our wages, Increase our epo-
ment, and raise our standard of living,
As we do this, we can provide social se-
curitY for our people without Impairing
Incentives or placing too great a burden 
upon the productive members of our so-
ciety. If we are to act as a humanitarian,

Natonw mStintelligent, democraticNainwem 
make adequate provision for those In our 
country who become sick, disabled, aged, 
or unemployed, or who die prematurely,
We must continue to improve our social-
security program, 

Recently, the Senator from Nebraska 
Mr.BUTER]wrot measkng y oin-
Mr.BUTER]wrot measkng y oin-

ion on the fiat-pension proposal he has 
advocated as a substitute for improving 
the Insurance program. I am opposed to 
any such proposal, and I ask unanimous 
consent to Insert in the RECORD a copy
o? my reply to the Senator from Ne-
braska, giving my reasons for my posi-
ton.a 
ton.scores 

There being no objection, the letter 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 

MUNTEDSTATES SENATE, 
COMMMIZE ON 

INTERmIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS, 
June 19, 1950. 

Hon. HUGH BuTrLxa, 
United States Senate, 


Washington, D. c. 

DuAn SENATOR BUTLE: This is in reply to 

your letter of June 13 in which you request
that I support a plan for a 2-year stop-gap
social-security measure pending considera-
tion of a fiat-pension substitute for the 
present old-age and Survivors Insurance 
program, 

employ-er.like * * to emphasize the greatImportance of maintaining a full spread of 
differentials In an old-age and survivors 
structure. A contributory social-insurance 
system should strengthen, rather than 
weaken, the Incentives so necessary In a 
free-enterprise system. In our efforts to sup
port our least fortunate citizens It is easy to 
break down incentives by lessening the differential rewards for steady employment,
higher earnings, and self-improvement, It 
is far harder to reestablish incentives once 
they are lost. Even America, with its great 
resources of materials and manpower, can
not afford to weaken the incentives of its 
people to produce more for a better standard 
of life * * * 

...This country Is on the brink of a long
and steady descent Into a condition of fiat
tened differentials and comfortable aver.. 
ages. To make things easy sod to avoid the 
trouble of differentiating talent, effort, or 
character, we are tempted to concede fiat-
Insurance benefits, fiat-assistance grants, 
fiat rates of pay, fiat levels of education, and 

tragic averaging toward a single norm inof aspects of life. This Is one of
America's greatest dangers. It Is a symptom
of a declining conviction in the value of 
competition, incentive, free enterprise, and 
free opportunity to prove one's self a more 
productive and an economically more valu.. 
able person than one's neighbor."

I feel, therefore, that I cannot support any 
proposal which would substitute a flat-bene
fit program for our present one. In addition, 
though, there are specific aspects of your 
proposal which I feel are most unwise. 

I do not believe that the method of fi.. 
rancing the proposal would be at all sound 
or satisfactory. First, I could not agree with% 
any method of financing which would re-. 
lieve the employer from some responsibility 
for contributing directly toward the security 
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of his employees. It has become a well-es-
tablished principle that the cost of providing
security for aged workers is as much a part 
of the expense of doing business as Is the 
cost of replacing obsolete or worn-out mu-
chinery. Employers and Industry generally 
have accepted this principle, and I believe 
we would be taking a backward step to re-
lieve them of all responsibility for their 
employees' security, 

Second, apart from the source of the 
funds for financing the program, I find the 
financing proposal quite vague, Indefinite, 
and uncertain. I do not see how anyone 
could feel certain of any security at all with 
the tax rate to support the program being
redetermined from time to time, as you In-
dicate it would be, nor do I see how the tax 
rate, or Indeed the whole system, could fail 
to develop Into a political football subject 
to varying pressures from all directions. I 
feel that the end result would be complete
confusion and chaos, 

In my opinion your statement that H. R. 
6000 will be so costly as to bankrupt the 
economy is completely without foundation, 
It Is Impossible for me to conceive that our 
Nation, with its tremendous productive ca-
pacity, will ever be unable to provide the 
necessary goods and services to support Its 
aged, Its widows and orphans, and Its dis-
abled at a decent and respectable standard 
of living, The only correct way to judge the 
cost of a social-security program Is in terms 
of Its effect on the Nation's production of 
goods and services. The payment of a decent 
level of benefits under our social-security 
system does not reduce the amount of goods 
and services produced; on the contrary, by 
maintaining the purchasing power of the 
beneficiaries and by improving the morale of 
the working population, it increases the Na-
ton's productivity.ctdopui

You state that the number of Federal e-
ployees required to administer the Social-
security system you propose would be no 
more than one-half of the number now re_ 
quired. There Is absolutely no reason to 
expect such a reduction. On the contrary, 
under your proposal the number of Federal 
employees required would probably be sub-
stantially increased. 

Many of those who now work on the main-
tenance of old-age and survivors Insurance 
wage records would still be needed in order, 
under your proposal, to operate an Identillca-
tion and record system to Insure against the 
payment ef more than one benefit to each 
qualified Individual, The employees now en-
gaged in the collection of the payroll taxes 
also work on the collection of Income taxes 

th eiintono axs ntpyol eol 
mhea thmiatio arll wofuthfa thoeemlyes Burea 

ofaIteratalReeuthose wmp is
orke chaBrgedu 
for accounting purposes to the collection of 
the payroll tax could be dismissed. Actually, 
the Bureau of Internal Revenue, under your
proposal, would have to add to Its staff In 
order to handle the additional millions of in-
come-tax returns that would be filed by In-
dividuals who do not now pay Income taxes. 
These returns would be greater in number 
and would require more complex administra-
tive steps to process than are required for 
the processing of the relatively simple tax 
returns filed by employers under the present
social-security systems. Furthermore, the 
Federal Government would have to hire addi-
tional thousands of personnel to administer 
the phase of your proposal which requires. 
that benefit amounts be fixed In relation to 
the amount of taxable Income. The benefit 
amount would vary ;rom. year to year and 
even within the year, and the mechanics of 
determining the amount to be paid and 
maintaining the necessary accounting con-
trols Would actually be a great deal more ex-
pensive than the mechanics of benefit pay- 
-ment under the present program, 

I particularly note that your plan does not 
provide for payment of benefits to disabled 

persons. I believe that this Is a great de-
ficiency in your proposal.

Finally, I could not support any system 
which penalized individual thrift, as It seems 
to mc your proposal would do. I feel that 
the worker ought to be able to look forward 
to receiving his retirement benefits despite
the fact that he may have been able to pro-
vide additional income for his old age 
through savings and self-denial in his work-
ing years.' It seems to me that reducing 
the benefits where the individual has been 
able to provide such additional security
would be utterly discouragIng to all efforts 
to supplement the basic Insurance benefit. 

As I am sure you know, I am thoroughly 
aware of the deficiencies and Inadequacies 
In our present social-security program. I 
believe, though, that the basis of the pro-
gram is entirely sound, and that we can Im-
prove and expand the program both as re-
garde persons protected and benefits provided 
so that It will do a really effective job of 
providing social security in a way consistent 
with our American beliefs, traditions, and 
circumstances. Accordingly, I intend to 
vote for H. R. 6000 and to work for further 
Improvements In the program.

Thank you for sending me your proposal. 
I am very glad to have had the opportunity 
to study and comment on It, and I regret 
thst I cannot In good conscience give It my 
support. 

Sincerely yours, 
JAMES E. MURRAY. 

Mr. MURRAY. I have noted that sev-
eral of the criticisms' of the old-age and 
survivors insurance system made by the 
junior Senator from Washington bear a, 
striking resemblance to the criticisms 
made by Mrs. Marjorie Shearon in her 

news letter called Challenge to Social-
ism. For that reason I ask unanimous 
consent to insert In the RECORD the en-
tire editorial from the national Catholic 
weekly review, America, of May 27. The 
final paragraph of this editorial points 
out that: 

"Dope sheets" like Challenge to Social-
Ism-and there are many of them-are 
wrecking the attempt to build up a con-
structive conservatism In the United States. 
Ina their own way, to our mind, they are just 
as dangerous as the Daily Worker. They 
smear competent and conscientious Ameni-
cans whose concern for American security 
and genuine democratic well-being are un-
questioned. And they distract us from fac-
Ing the real threat confronting our way of 
life, the threat of Marxism all over the world. 
Nothing could be more myopic, misguided, or 
mncn osca rges

There being no objection, the edito-
rial was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD. as follows: 

How To Wsscx Co~sEavA~i'sm 
Among the countless "dope sheets" pur-

porting to furnish busy (and well-heeled) 
American citizens With what-you-should-
know information about national politics is 
Challenge to Socialism, edited In Washing-
ton by Marjorie Shearon, Ph. D. It comes 
out not less than 35 times a year-allowing 
ample respite from the ardous research that 
goes Into these Invaluable contributions to 
American culture-anid costs $12.50 annually. 
For some reason, single copies are modestly
priced at 10 cents, which comes much closer 
to the real value of the publication. its 
slogan, "Resist unwarranted regulative In-
terference by government," was first aimed 
at medical legislation, but It now covers the 
whole waterfront. 

In the May 11. 1950, Issue of Challenge to 
Socialism, Dr. Shearon undertakes to do a 
job on Senator WAYNE L. MORSE, Republican, 
Oregon. She calls for his defeat In the May. 

19 Republican primaries, urging Oregonians 
to reject Senator MORSE as Floridans rejected
Senator CLAUDE PEPPER on May 2 (America, 
May 13, p. 150). "Senator PE~PPE's pinkness 
has been more obvious than that of Senator 
MORSE," warns the easily alarmed editor, "but 
both have been long immersed In the same 
waters." 

Senator MoRsE needs no defense from us. 
To begin with, he is a very highly educated 
person. His academic degrees include those 
of bachelor and master of arts from the Uni
versity of Wisconsin, bachelor of laws from 
the University of Minnesota, and doctor of 
Jurisprudence from Columbia University.
The University of Oregon, which appointed
him professor of law In 1929, made him dean 
of its law school In 1931, a position he held 
until he resigned to run successfully for the 
Senate in 1944 as a progressive Republican.

Comparing a man of such attainments to 
CLAUDE PEPPER requires some doing. 'But it 
gives Dr. Shearon no pause. She accepts, in 
derogation of Mr. MOnsE, the judgment of 
Representative CLARE E. HOFrMAN, Republi
can, Michigan, whose account of his own 
post-law-school career In the Congressional 
Directory consists exclusively of a glowing
enumeration of his pluralities in every con
gressional election since 1934: "The sketch 
[Of WAYNE MORSE] does not show that he 
ever earned the degree of C. S.-commion 
sense * * *." No sketch of Mr. Horr-
MAN shows it either. Mr. MoasE, in the ac
count he submitted to the Congressional 
Directory, could mention, In addition to his 
unversity teaching, his chairmanship of the 
President's Railway Emergency Board In 1941 
and his membership, representing the public, 
on the National War Labor Board 1942-44. 
He has reason to regard other accomplish
ments as more important than being Te

electdt ulc office, with machine-line 
preeision. to fD Seao' tep 
to purge Senator MORSE Is basically very 
simple. The Senator, who knows a thing 
or two about labor law, voted against the 
Taft-Hartley Act, It makes no difference to 
Dr. Shearon, apparently-she never mentions 
It-that Mr. HOFFMAN, an arch-conservative,
joined Senators PEPPER and GLEN TAYLOR 
(whom she brackets with WAYNE MORSE) in 
opposing the Marshall plan and other phases
of our anti-Communist foreign policy. Lin-
Ing 'up with the Daily Worker seems to be 
all right with Challenge to Socialism-so 
long as It is not on the T-H issue. But 
opposing what even Business Week (Decem
her 18, 1948) admitted to be a piece of anti
union legislation Is the unpardonable sin. 

D3pe sheets like Challenge to Socialism-
and there are many of them-are wrecking
the attempt to build up a constructive con
servatism in the United States. In their 
own way, to our mind, they are just as dan
gerous as the Daily Worker. They smear 
competent and conscientious Americans 
whose concern for American security and 
genuine democratic well-being are unques
tioned. And they distract us from facing
the real threat confronting our way of life, 
the threat of Marxism all over the world. 
Nothing could be more myopic, misguided, 
or menacing to social progress. 

Mr. MURRAY. Mr. President, we 
must not wait another 11 years to im
prove the program, The last time there 
Was a Major revision of the social-secu
rity program was in 1939. We all recog
nize, of course, that because the war 
Intervened there were a lot of things we 
Wne od htwewr nbet o 
bunt eard Istoot long Ierwnante to say
that shallintrodoc aonothe bIllntt short 
ta hl nrdc nte ilsot 
ly, providing for the complete extension 
of coverage, liberalization of the benefits, 
and other improvements. I hope that 
the Congress will consider and pass such 
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a bill next Year, so that we shall at last 
have a comprehensive and universal 
program covering all the major causes 
of Insecurity. 

Mr. President, I also ask to have In-
serted In the RECORD in connection with 
my remarks an editorial from the Wash-
ington Post of this morning, 

There being no objection, the editorial 
Wa rdrd pite ECR,ob nth 


wasfordorsd tob rnenteRCR, 

as follows; 

SOCIAL SECURITY 
With party leaders on both sides in favcr 

of liberalizing the social-security system, 
Senate passage of a bill extending coverage 
and increasing the scale of benefits is vir-
tually assured. In a series of editorials 
the Washington Post has discussed the chief 
provisions of the House bill which was pse 
at the last session and the proposed Senate 
revisions, In both cases the proposals for 
extension of coverage are Inadequate. but 

thyaenterihtp ircin.Mr-
over, It Is encouraging to discover that Influ-
ential Senators of both parties favor wider 
coverage leading eventually to all-in cover-

age. 
ag de. etebiltepooeinraeIn 

Undr ethe popoed inbil te ncrase 
the scale of payments would provide fairly 
adequate rubsistence benefits for the great 
majority of workers. But in view of the 
sharp rise in wages and the 70-percent In-
crease in living costs during the past decade 
as well as the extremely low level of benefits 
under the present law, we favor the higher 
scale of benefits of the Sanate bill whach 
increases average payments for retired work-
era from 85 to 90 percent.

Under the Senate bill the maximum wage 
en which benefits may be computed would 
remain at the present $3,000 level. That is 
much too low, since It prevents workers in 
higher income categories from qualifying for 
higher pensions affording more protection
against wage losses. Ten yea4s. ago all but 
a negligible fraction of wage e<-~ners in coy-
ered employment earned less tflan $3,000, so 
that benefits were at that time based on the 
total earnings of the Insured, barring minor 
exceptions. Today the wage base would have

tob riedt t ovral h4,0 wgs
tob asdt480tocvraltewgs

of 95 percent of insured workers.. Conses-
quently, there is strong support in the Sen-
aet for an amendment to the pending bill 
that would raise the maximum wage on 
which benefits can be computed to $3,600-
the figure set'by the House bill. That would 
still be too low a base, providing too little 

poetoagiswaelsfowokrin
prthechighe wageisbracketlos. Buftoo,wouldsI 

ae rc diriheecsBt itton. Togethe
be a step in the right dieto.Tgte
with the more liberal Senate formula for 
computing benefits, It would further In-
crease the scale of benefits for higher paid 
workers, who would, of course, be called on 
to contribute more to the Insurance fund. 

The Senate proposal to freeze payroll taxes 
at existing levels until 1956 instead of rais-~ 
ing the rates next January, as under the 
House bill, isdebatable. But In view of the 
controversy over methods of financing the 
system as well as the strong political opposi-
tion to tax increases at this time, It is per-
haps wise to postpone action on tax increases 
for the time being, especially as the proposed
increases In coverage would bring new tax
payers into the system. Moreover, if the tax 
base ware to be increased, a good many work-
era already covered and their employers 
would have to pay higher taxes. Finally, 
at present levels Senator GEORGE estimates 
that the receipts from payroll taxes will pro-
duce sufficient revenue to meet all benefit 
obligations for the next 5 years. As a result,
the tax freeze would not have an Inflationary 
effect on the economy. .Georgia 

The Senate bill omits a provision Included 
In the House bill for pensioning workers who 
become permanently and totally disabled 

before reaching retirement age. We hope 
that this provision will be restored in lustice 
to disabled workers who have made substan-
tial contributions to the Insurance systenxand in the great majority of cases have no
other form of protection against a loss of 
earning power that compels them to relsy on 
public or private charity until they reach 
the age of 65, if they ever do. Unfortunately, 
strong pressure has been brought to bear on 
the Senate to reject disability insurance 
under the mistaken impression that It would~~~~~beentering wedge for compulsory healthan 
Insurance. It is unlikely, therefore, that 
this controversial provision of the House bill 
will he acceptable to the Senate. 

On the other hand, there Is widespread 
support for an amendment to the Senate 
bill calling for an expert study of the social-
security system. As the country moves 
toward universal coverage, the question
whter to retain the present trust fund 
method of financing or to substitute a pay-
as-you-go system assumes Increasing impor-
tance. Although the Washington Post be-
lieves that the present contributory system 
Is preferable, there is room for honest differ-
ence of opinion on that score. However.~~~~~~~~~actionbe until a solutioncannot deferred 
has been found for all unsettled problems.
Amendatory legislation is needed at once to 
shore up the present wesk structure and lay 
the foundation for a comprehensive system 
that will be both adequate and nondis-
criminatory. 

Mr. SCHOEPPEL. Mr. President, I 
suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. HUNT 
In the chair). The clerk will call the roll. 

The legislative clerk called the roll,
adtefloigSntr nwrdt 
adtefloigSntr nwrdt 

their names: 

Aiken Green McKellar 


Mr. LUCAS. I yield to the Senator 
from Louisiana. 

Mr. LONG. Does the Senator from Il
iospa omv arcs tti ielni lnt oearcs tti ie 

or Is he going to leave the floor open for 
further speeches? 

Mr. LUCAS. I shall leave the floor 
open for further speeches or debate on 
tepnigqetoo n te us 
theopndutifno Suesinator isy otrepreduto 
speak, bthe nSenatorfo Ilios isepreadyt
spateSnorfmIliissrad 
to move that the Senate take a recess 
until tomorrow. 

Mr. WHERRY. Mr. President, the ob
servation made by the majority leader 
is correct insofar as the time under the 
unanimous-consent agreement is con
cerned. I should 'like to point out to 
hm oeeta hr sn rvso 
hm oeeta hr sn rvso 
for control of the time between the pro
ponents and opponents.

I am sure the majority leader will see 
that that is absent from the agreement, 
the reason being that there was no one 
to take charge of the time for the op
poet.Teimwasmlydve,
aondntsThe time wasnerth osimprly divied
adtetm sudrtecnrlo h 
Senator from Georgia and the Senator 
from Colorado, who I am sure will take 
care of any Senator, insofar as time for 
speaking Is concerned. 

Mr. LUCAS. Perhaps I was techni
cally wrong, but there will be someone op
posing the bill. The senior Senator from 
Nebraska [Mr. BUTLER), the colleague of 
the minority leader, is opposed to the bill, 
n a aeasec niadIsp 
n a aeasec niadIsp 

pose he might have time on the bill,
which could be given him by the Senator 

Anderson Gurney MalonefrmCladoevnbthSntr 
Benton Hayden Maybank from Georgia. That Is not the Important
Brewster Hendrickson Millikin consideration. What I am trying to do 
Bricker Hikell oerMundty Is to advise Senators, on this side of the 
Butler Hoey Myersailepclyttunsshysek 
Byrd Humphrey O'Mahoney this afternoon, they run a chance of not 
Cain Hunt Pepper

Capehart Ives Robertson being able to get the floor tomorrow.

Chapman Jenner Russell I understand the Senator from Lou-
Chavez Johnson, Colo. Saltonstall Isiana desires to speak, and under those 
Connally Johnson, Tex. Schoepplas circumstances, I yield the floor. 
Cordon Kefauver Smith, Maine 
Darby Remn Smith, N. J. Mr. CAIN. Mr. President, before the 
Donnell Kerr Sparkman Senator yields the floor, will he not yield
Pworshalc Knowland Stennis to me?

Eastland Leahy Thomas, Utah MrLUA.Iyedtth Snao

Ecton Lehman ThyeMrLUA.Iyedtth Snao 
Ellender Lodge Tydings
Ferguson Long Watkins 
Flanders Lucas Wherry 

rear McCarran Wiley
Fulbright McCarthy Williams 
George McClellan Withers 
Gillette McFarland 

The PRESIDING OFF'ICER. A quo-
rum is present,

Mr. LUCAS. Mr. President, under the 

unanimous-consent agreement entered 
into last week for the taking of a vote 
tomorrow at 4 o'clock on the social-secu-
rity bill, which is the unfinished business,
the time was to be equally divided be-
tween the proponents and opponents of 
the legislation. I merely mention this 

because those who desire to speak on the 
social-security bill had better speak to-
day if they have speeches of any length,
because tomorrow I presume the Senator 
from Georgia [Mr. GEORGE] and other 
members of the committee will desire to 
consume most of the 2 hours which will 
bedvddbtenteSntrfo 
b iie ewe h eao'fo 

and other Senators who favor 
the bill. 

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield? 

from Washington.
Mr. CAIN. The Senator from Wash

igo ol ie orieaqeto
nt.wollietorseaqsin

concerning the status of the Selective-
service bill. it had been my understand-
Ing that probably if there were a lag 
this afternoon, that bill would be brought
before the Senate, because of the termi
nation date being next Saturday. 

Mr. LUCAS. The Senator correctly
understood the situation, but it is now 
15 minutes after 3 o'clock. I had 
thought that perhaps if there were no 
speeches earlier in the day on the social 
security bill or other measures, I would 
move to take up the bill for the continua

tion of the Selective Service Act, But 
after conferring with the Senator from 
Maryland [Mr. TYDINGS], the Senator 
from Georgia [Mr. RUSSELL], and other 
Senators who are interested, I was pre
vailed upon the wait until Wednesday
before finally moving to take UP the bill 
frth cniuaon fteSecie 
o h otnaino h eetv 

Service Act. 
I now yield the floor. 
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I fi-id one 

of the greatest shortcomings of the bill 
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reported to the Senate by the Senate 
committee to be that all provisions for 
aid to disabled persons other than blind 
persons have been stricken from the bill, 
In view of the fact that the Senate corn-
mittee has taken the better part of one 
year to study this matter, I find it ex-
tremely difficult to discover any justifica- 
tioi- for the Senate committee striking 
the very worthy provision which was in-
cluded by the House of Representatives, 
calling upon the Federal Government to 
aid in providing assistance for the dis-
abled. 

The bill as it passed the House pro-
vided for assistance to those totally and 
permanently disabled. I am thinking in 
terms of welfare cases. There are per- 
sons who have lost their arms, there are 
persons who have lost their legs, persons 
who have TB, cancer or have heart dis-
ease, who will never be able to work again
in their lives. I see some of them in 
my home State of Louisiana in wheel 
chairs. I have occasion to visit some Of 
them now and then at their homes, some 
who may live for 6 months, some who 
may live for 2 or 3 years, some who may 
live for 5 or 6 years. Those are cer-
tainly cases of more crying need than is 

thecaete oodiaryagd prsn.
In the State of Louisiana we have tried 

to do something for such people, 
Louisiana probably leads the Nation in 
Its attempt to provide for unfortunate 
disabled people who, by reason of sick-
ness, or by reason of loss of arms, or legs, 
or other physical impairment, are unable 
to earn a living in any manner whatso-
ever. Isol ththave 

Mr.Prsidnt I holdthink ta any-
Mr.whPresident, ro hsBil 

oneawhon would ponerlztaon shisBile 
ntdeahng would reaplie talttwe shoutald 
notpdeny suhe peoperal littlnenartablet 

ment offered by the Senator from Illinois 
and the Senator from Pennsylvania in-
cludes in the public-welfare provision, as 
well as In the Federal old-age and sur-
vivors' insurance system, aid to the dis-
abled? 

Mr. LUCAS. I should have to exam-
Ine the amendment more carefully to 
determine that point, but I believe it 
does. However, I shall make a deter-
mination of that question a little later. 

Mr. LONG. From only a brief glimpse 
at the amendment offered by the Senator 
from Illinois and the Senator from Penn-
sylvania, not having had an oppor-
tunity to study it, I gain the impression 
that the amendment deals only with 
those who are covered by the Federal 
old-age and survivors' insurance system. 
I feel that once again we would be left 
with a blind spot for disabled persons 
who are not covered by the Federal old-
age and survivors' insurance system, and, 
because they are not covered by social 
security, they would not have the benefits 
similar to those provided for the disabled 
in the State of Louisiana. 

Mr. LUCAS. I hope the Senator from 
Louisiana will look into that phase of 
the matter, and If the amendment does 
not cover the point, I should like to have 
him, for the RECORD, elaborate upon the 
subject to which he is now referring, 

Mr. LONG. I shall be pleased to do 
so. I hope the Senator will join me in 
supporting such an amendment as I have 
In mind in the event it Is necessary to 
have such an amendment placed in the 
bill 

Mr. President, in the State of Loui-
siana approximately 25,000 persons are 
classified as disabled. Most of those per-
sons are disabled by reason of sickness 
of one sort or another. Some of those 

hel fromthe Federal Government. Yetrin cases of disability have resulted from 
we eeth inoinFdealGovrnen 

them but ready to match the States un-
der very liberal programs for aid in the 
cases of aged people. In my State we 
are able to work out a program for per- 
sons over 65 years of age, even though 
they may be able to do something for 
themselves, 

Mr. LUCAS. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield? 

Mr. LONG. I yield to the Senator 
from Illinois. 

Mr. LUCAS. The Senator has been 
unavoidably absent, and I should like to 
call his attention to the fact that the 
senior Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. 
MYERS] and the senior Senator from Illi- 
nois have offered an amendment which 
would take care of the very situation the 
Senator is now discussing. While we 
agreed that the Finance Committee 
should report the pending bill, we also 
reserved the right to offer certain liberal-
Izing amendments from the floor of the 
Senate. 

The subject matter the Senator from 
Louisiana is now discussing Is contained 
in an amendment offered by the Senator 
from Pennsylvania and myself. I am 
very happy that the Senator is discuss-
Ing the subject, and I hope he will cover 
It fully, because the question Involved 
Is a very important one. ~ 

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I am very, 
pleased to have that information brought 
to my attention. I wonder if the amend-

sicknesses suffered in early life; some by 
rao fcnetbruoio er 
dieason ofMancer, tub eruonsisor herd 
dsae ayo h esn ods 
abled are bedridden; many of them are 
In wheel chairs; many of them, for one 
reason or another, are unable to provide 
for themselves, 

The junior Senator from Louisiana felt 
that the House committee was somewhat 
overstrict in providing that in order to 
receive any sort of aid a disabled per-
son would have to be totally and per-
manently disabled. It seemed to me that 
It should not be necessary to go that far 
If the State wanted to work out a State 
and Federal plan to help a disabled per-
son. After all, why should it be neces-
sary that a person be permanently dis-
abled, if he is needy and totally disabled 
from earning a living? Suppose, for ex-
ample, a man is In such a condition that, 
by virtue of some disabling Injury, he 
will not be able to work for a living for 6 
or 9 months, or possibly 1 or 2 years, even 
though at some time in the future it is 
possible he may be able to work again. 
If that Person is needy, would it not seem 
that the Federal Government should be 
able to help him with~ the program now 
proposed, even though he is not perma-
nently disabled, but certainly Is totally 
disabled for a substantial period of time, 

On the other hand, it seems to me that 
we should be able to help persons who 
are disabled even though they are not 

totally disabled. In this great Nation, 
we should eliminate this thing of hay-
Ing beggars on the streets trying to sell 
pencils, or the kind of cases I see in my 
home town occasionally-and I know 
every Senator sees such cases In their 
own States-of a man who has lost both 
legs, pushing himself along with two 
weights along the street, playing on some 
sort of an Instrument, or Inciting syni
pathy in some fashion to encourage peo
pie to buy pencils for two-bits, trying 
to get them to help him to exist, because 
no provision Is made by our welfare pro
gram, to help such people. 

We have done great things in this 
Nation to reduce poverty and to help 
those in need. Yet we leave this blind 
spot. Persons who are disabled I would 
assume represent, throughout the en
tire United States of America somewhere 
between one-half and 1 percent of our 
population. We leave those miserable, 
disabled people dependent entirely upon 
their relatives or dependent upon private 
charity entirely. That is the blind spot 
In our program. 

Today if a man Is 65 years old and 
needy, we will give him an old-age Pen
soee huhh a eal owr 
in some fashion for a living. Yet to an
other man who is 64 years old, totally 
disabled, not able to lift his hand to pro
vide himself any sort of employment or 
any sort of earning whatsoever, we say 
"No, you cannot have any sort of aid at 
all from your Federal Government." 

In my State we have been obliged to 

discussions as to how we can best 
use. our State welfare money. In our 
program for the disabled we receive no 
Federal matching whatsoever. Nat
urally there is always a temptation to 
divert to the aged, money that could go 
to the disabled, because in aiding the 
aged, we are able to secure Federal 

acigadmk u oe omc 
athnindmksormnyomc

further. 
Some time ago the question was raised, 

If we had to economize on our State 
expenditures how should we go about 
cutting down on them? Many persons
suggested that the wisest thing to do 
would be to cut back on the part of our 
program affecting disabled persons, be
cause there the money would not go so 
far and would not reach so many per
sons. The director of our public welfare 
system wisely pointed out that that 
phase of our program was the one we 
could least afford to cut back, because 
they represented cases of the most cry
ing need. We might be able to give an 
old person $50, by virtue of Federal aid, 
yet, because we had no aid for disabled 
persons under our Federal program, a 
disabled person would have to settle for 
maybe $20 or $25, when that person, if 
he were 65 years old would be able to re
ceive $50 by virtue of the State and Fed
eral programs. 

Mr. President, I have heard that the 
Republican Party has, through Its policy
committee, established a policy that the 
Republican Party will oppose any sort 
of aid to disabled persons. I certainly 
hope that that Is not the case. If that 
ishould be the case, I certainly hope that 
the Republican Policy Committee will re
consider their decision. 
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Mr. THYE. Mr. President, will the 

Senator Yield? 
Mr. LONG. I yield for a question.
Mr. THYE. I must say to the very 

able Senator from Louisiana that I am 
a Republican, and if the Republican 
Party has adopted such a policy I am not 
aware of it. I have never heard of it. 
I do not know that we have had such a 
Policy under discussion. I am only sorry 
that Members who serve on the Policy 
Committee are absent from the floor, 
because I believe that such a charge
should be answered by a member of the 
Republican Policy Committee. At least, 
I have not heard that the Republican
Party has adopted any such policy as 
that to which the Senator from Louisi-
ana has referred, 

Mr. LONG. The junior Senator from 
Louisiana is certainly heartened to hear 
that statement from the senior Senator 
from Minnesota. I say that I have heard 
that such a decision was made. Not be-
ing a member of the Pblicy Committee 
nor a member of the Republican Party,
I would be unable to know whether that 
statement is correct or not. I hope the 
statement made by the Senator frori 
Minncsota is entircly correct, and that 
the Republican Party has not taken a 
stand in opposition to aid to disabled 
persons. 

Mr. THYE. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yicld further? 

Mr. LONG. I yield for a question,
Mr. THYE. All I can say is that if I 

had such a thought in mind, and if I 
were going to make mention of what 
the policy committee of a certain politi-
cal party had decided, I would try to 
ascertain what the facts were before I 
made reference to that matter on the 
Serate floor, 

Mr. LONG. I say to the Senator from 
Minnesota that I was informed by a per-
son in whom I have some confidence, 
that such was the case. I will say, how
ever, that my knowledge is entirely hear
say, and I stated it as being hearsay when 
I made that particular statement. I 
believe we will know how the Republican
Party feels about this particular matter 
when we actually have a vote on the 
amendment dealing with this subject.

Mr. President, I certainly feel that 
the time is long past when we should 
cover this blind spot in our social-se
curity program. In my opinion a Fed
eral program to aid the disabled is more 
needed than any other provision in the 
pending social-security bill. We find in 
the bill a liberalization of benefits that 
individuals are presently drawing under 
social security. In many respects this 
bill contains a gratuity, because cer
tainly in the sense of actuarial sound
ness, if the bill be looked upon in that 
sense, those persons who will receive 
greater social-security benefits d~d not 
pay enough money into the social-se
curity program to pay for the benefits 
they will receive. Yet when it comes 
to the question of actual need we find 
that in the great category of disabled 
persons, who are not able to help them
selves, the Federal Government is doing
nothing to relieve the most dire cases 
of suffering and distress in America to
day. 

Mr. President, I certainly hope that 
an amendment of this sort will be 
adopted to enable the Federal Govern
ment to help the States provide for their 
disabled persons. I propose to offer 
such an amendment myself. I hope 
that such an amendment will be adopt
ed on the floor of the Senate when the 
voting takes place tomorrow. 

I hope I shall have the support of the 
distinguished Senators from Illinois, the 
distinguished Senator from Pennsyl
vania, and Senators from other States 
who, as I understand, have offered 
amendments to include the disabled in 
that phase of our old-age and survivors 
insurance program. It certainly seems 
to me that, after all the study which was 
made by the House committee and after 
the House of Representatives agreed to 
aid those who are permanently and to
tally disabled, it conmes with ill grace for 
the Senate committee now to say' that 
we should strike from the bill this 
worthy provision, which was inserted by
the House of Representatives in order to 
see to it that we would be able to care for 
those who are disabled, even though they 
may not be old enough to receive benefits 
under our old-age-assistance program.

So, Mr. President, I hope the commit
tee will reconsider, and will go along
with us in regard to some sort of reason
able prc-osal to help those who are dis
abled. I hope we shall be able to have 
the Senate adopt to this bill an amend
ment by means of which we shall see to 
it that some provision is made in the 
Soccial Security Act for the cases of the 
most crying need in America, the per
sons who are disabled and are unable to 
earn a living for themselves, and who 
would be left out of coverage under the 
act if the bil! recommended by the Sen
ate committee, as that bill presently 
stands, were enacted into law. 
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SOCIAL SECURITY ACT AMENDMENTS 
OF 1960 

The Senate resumed the consideration 
of the bill (H. R. 6000) to-extend and im
prove the Federal old-age and survivors 
insurance system, to amend the public-
assistance and child-welfare provisions
of the Social Security Act, and for other 
purposes. 

Mr. BENTON. Mr. President, a mo
ment ago I asked and obtained con
sent to have printed in the Appendix of 
the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD a report en
titled "How To Raise Real Wages," re
leased on June 14, 1950, by the Commit
tee for Economic Development. In that 
connection, I stated that the report is 
an extraordinary one, outlining a 10
point plan to double the real income of 
the average citizen, over the next 30 
years, through the steady growth of our 
private business system. The conclusion 
of that report on national policy that 
real wages can be doubled in the next 30 
years is sponsored by such a distin
guished group of industrialists and busi
ness leaders; and their conclusion is ger
mnane to the measure now before us, 
which is the culmination of a decade of 
study by the Finance Committee to im
prove and strengthen the base of social 
security being developed for every mem
ber of our free society. 

Mr. President, the goals of an expand-
Ing economy under free enterprise go 
hand in hand with the objectives of 
social security for all the American peo
ple. There is no conflict between those 
two things. Thus, I wish to say that I 
shall vote for many liberalizing amend
ments which I understand are to be sub
mitted tomorrow in order to cover more 
persons and to bring the benefit levels 
more in line with present-day living
standards. 

Mr. President, I rise now in particular 
to associate myself on the RECCRD with 
the amendment submitted on June 14 by 
the distinguished majority leader, the 
Senator from Illinois [Mr. LUCAS], for 
himself and the Senator from Pennsyl
vania [Mr. MYERS]. That amendment 
deals. with aid to dependent children. 
This is a subject in which Mrs. Benton 
and I have long been interested. 

Mr. President, on Whitsunday, May
28, 500,000 children marched in Berlin, 
under Soviet banners, organized in the 
so-called Free German Youth move
ment. I may say that often when I 
read in the newspapers the phrase "Free 
German Youth," I wish the newspapers 
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would print In parentheses, Immediately
afterward, the word "communist," be-
cause the Phrase "Free German Youth" 
Is a classic example of the way the 
Communists distort our words for their 
own Propaganda eiids. 

On that occasion, Mr. President, there 
marched In Berlin one-half million chil-
dren from every part of the eastern 
zone Of Germany-boys and girls from 
6 to 16 years of age. They marched 
with the same sickening rhythm, the 
same set faces, the same sense of self 
importance that were manifested by the 
Hitler Youth of late and tragic memory,

As those children of the eastern zone 
of Germany marched In military array 
under their new Soviet drill masters, 
they sang, as they had been taught and 
told to sing, We Are the Children of 
the New Era. 

Mr. President, the distinguished Jour-
nalist, Mr. Hanson W. Baldwin, com-
mented In the New York Times of 
June 1 that the impressionable minds 
and spirits of these children "are the 
blank paper upon which the Politburo 
hopes to write the history of tomorrow. 
Marxism knows no date or deadline 
for Its conquest of the spirits of men; 
It is proselytizing the young, knowing
that if it wins the battle for the minds 
of youth, it has won-in the long-term
view-the battle for the world." 

On Decoration Day I personally was 
privileged to review a parade of school 
children in my town of Fairfield, Conn. 
The children moved along waving their 
American flags and smiling to their 
parents on the side lines. None of the 
children was in step. None of the lines 
was maintained in anything resembling
military array. In speaking to the group
after the parade I complimented the 
marchers and the parents and those 
responsible for the arrangements. I 
said, "Thank God, they cannot keep step.
It was a great parade." Cf course, Mr. 
President, it was a typical parade of 
free American children, and it was a 
wonderful sight, contrasting particularly
with the scene which had unfolded a few 
days before in the unhappy city of Berlin. 

Who will dispute that the welfare of 
our children and the support and main-
tenance of the homes in which they are 
reared have first claim upon our demo-
cratic society? Even the most casual 
observer of famils life recognizes that 
poverty and emotional insecurity ar(, the 
breeding grounds of emotional and phys-
ical maladjustment and disease, of anti-
social attitudes, and even of cynicism or 
resistance toward the fundamentals of 
our free institutions and our economic 
system. Any constructive measure we 
can take in this area of our national life 
will be, in my opinion, the soundest 
financial investment that can possibly be 
made by the United States today in our 
country's future, 

In order to appreciate fully the amend-
ment about which I am speaking, let us 
go back for a moment to the beginning
of the national effort to provide a meas-
mre of social security for dependent
children. Even before the enactment of 
the Social Security Act in 1935, most 
Stsq~tes had established what was then 
known as mother's aid or mother's 
assistance or mother's pznsions, in aid 

of children-any child whose father 
had died, was incapacitated, or was ab-
sent from the home for other reasons. 
In 1929, about 44 States had such moth-
er's aid laws, involving an aggregate ex-
penditure of $30,000,000 per annum. So 
this goes back a long time. Even in that 
remote period of rugged individualism, 
the States were striving to insure to de-
pendent children the kind of home and 
family life that was so necessary tO, 
healthful growth and full development,
Most of the mothers thus aided would 
otherwise have attempted to support
their children by striving to be both 
breadwinner and homemaker, under 
conditions of stress and poverty, 

These State laws of the 1920's had 
many inadequacies, and they largely
broke down during the depression years.
Thousands of mothers went on the re-
lief rolls. National attention was thus 
focused on this identifiable group in our 
society, this group which' required long-
range assistance and support, not merely 
at the State level but through the in-
strumentality of the Federal Govern-
mnent; working, of course, in cooperation
with the States and localities. Title IV 
of the Social Security Act of 1935 was 
born on this self-evident need. ' 

' At the present time, under the 1935 
law, more than 1,580,000 children in 622,-
000 families are receiving public assist-
ance. The Federal share of this aid is 
based on a matching formula, under 
which the maximum Federal share is 
$16.50 monthly for the first child and 
$12 monthly for each additional child. 
Nothing whatever .is contributed toward 
the support, however needy, of the, 
mother who is caring for the child. The 
parent or other caretaker, therefore, has 
to divide this money and take money
from it in order to live out of the sub-
sistence payment calculated only to meet 
the child's need. Of course, In many
Instances the States supplement these 
payments out of their own funds, but in 
many other instances the States have all 
they can do financially to provide the 
matching of funds required by Federal 
law, so that the $27 maximum toward 
which the Federal 'Goverrnment con-
tributes its $16.50 becomes the maximum, 
the total the State can pay, 

Even counting the State and local con-
tribution, the national average per re-
cipient-that is, the child plus the 
mother-is only $20.44 a month. This 
is the total aid per recipient from 
all sources. The totals per recipient 
paid in the various States, of course, 
vary greatly. They range from $38.51 
monthly in the State of Washington to 
only $7.13 monthly per recipient in the' 
State of Mississippi, or $1.75 a week per
recipient, 

The purpose of this entire aid-to-de-
pendent-children program is, of course, 
the maintenance of the home. Certainly 
a home without a father needs a mother 
to take care of children. After all, the 
Federal Government undertook this pro-
gram because in 1935 the Government 
realized that the States could not carry
the burden of their mothers' aid pro-
grams. But since then, and even at that 
time, the Government failed to follow 
through in this vital respect. The great
majority of these dependent children live 

with their mother only. If these were 
large families, perhaps it could be rea
soned that one more mouth to feed might
not make much difference, though, as 
the father of four children, I have my
doubts about the validity of that reason
ing, particularly in the face of the low 
payments which are all many States 
can afford. 

But these families are not large. They 
have been cut off in midlife. In this 
category the national average is only 2.5 
children per family. It is easy to see 
what it will mean in such a small family 
group to have to feed and clothe an ad
ditional person. It is even easier to see 
what it must mean in the many instances 
of a mother with an only child, when the 
already scanty subsistence allowance for 
the child must be divided between the 
'mother and the child. 

The Senate Finance Committee has 
recommended a small increase in the 
matching ceiling, from $27 up to $30 a 
month, with a corresponding small in
crease in the maximum Federal contri
bution, up to $18 for the first child. But' 
the committee has rejected the sound 
provis-ion in the House-approved bill 
authorizing Federal assistance for the 
mother or other responsible parent on 
the same level as that for the first child; 
namely, the $30 maximum, monthly, with 
maximum Federal contribution of $18. 
This should apply, Mr. President, for the 
mother as well as for the-~child. 

The amendment In behalf of which I 
am speaking would, in effect, restore this 
sound provision in the House bill. 

I. of course, heartily agree with the 
committee's objective to make insurance 
the primary program in order to reduce 
the need for public assistance. But this 
admirable objective, Mr. President, can 
become effective only as the new law op
erates over a period of years. The pres
ent needs of today's mothers and today's 
children cannot be neglected over the 
next few years on that account. 

Let me emphasize that this amend
ment is not a family-allowance provision
regardless of need. The very modest sum 
which represents the maximum Federal 
contribution, for the mother, as well as 
for the child, would be paid only in cases 
of need, as certified by the responsible
State agencies, and only in the amount 
neede6, up to the modest limits of $18 
for the mother and $18 for the first child. 

I repeat, Mr. President, that existing 
law makes no provision for needy moth
ers as such; and under existing law, and 
under the Senate committee bill, the 
Maximum Federal contribution toward 
aid, to dependent children is, in fact, $9 
Per person, including the mother and the 
child In the essential family unit, as 
compared to $30 of maximum Federal 
contribution per individual authorized 
for a needy old or blind person under the 
Very same law. Here we have $9 for a 
mother and $9 for a child, in contrast 
with $30 under this bill for a needy old or 
blind person. 

There seems no reasonable basis for 
such inequitable treatment of mothers 
and of children by the Federal Govern
nment. 

All of -as with children know that It 
costs as much, if not more to rear chil
dren in health, decency, and self-respect 
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than to maintain an adult. -It is surely 
no less important to make this invest-
ment in our future citizens than it is to 
provide decently for those who have re-
tired. It is certainly neither equitable 
nor sound economy to provide for these 
children less than a third in Federal aid 
of what we provide f or the aged or the 
blind. 

The American Legion, which has long
championed the needs of children 
through the splendid work of its child 
welfare committee, has been particu-
larly active in advocating this change in 
the Social Security Act. The American 
Public Welfare Association, the American 
Parents Committee, many church, wel-
fare, labor, and women's groups have 
joined in pressing for this surely com-
pelling reform. 

The amendment about which I am 
speaking calls for considerably less than 
the $50 ceiling for the mother as well as 
for the first child, recommended by the 
Advisory Council on Social Security, ap-
pointed in the Eightieth Congress by the 
Senate Finance Committee. Senators 
will recall that this council was headed 
by the late Edward R. Stettinius and In-
cluded in its membership outstanding 
experts representing the general public,
such as Sumner H. Slichter, of Harvard 
University; J. Douglas Brown, dean of 
the faculty of Princeton University;
Marion D. Folsom, treasurer of the East-
man Kodak Co. and more recently chair-
man of the Committee for Economic 
Development, and N. Albert Linton, 
president of the Provident Mutual Life 
Insurance Co. 

These distinguished citizens recoin-
mended and voted for funds far in excess 
of funds proposed in this amendment, 

For 15 years, largely through inad-
vertence in drafting the original Social 
Security Act, this condition of inequality
has existed. For 15 years the most pre-
cious family bonds were in effect dis-
criminated against and resulted in a bur-
den and a cause of privation, 

The Senate Finance Committee has 
been realistic in authorizing increased 
appropriations to strengthen the services 
for children in other provisions of the 
bill. I am now pleading that the Senate 
vote to bring the aid to dependent chil-
dren into closer harmony with the pur-
pose for which it was established, 
namely, safeguarding the home in which 
the children are to be reared, by includ-
ing authorization of aid for the needy
mother who takes care of the dependent 
child in their home. 

This is the year of the mideentury 
White House conference on children 
and youth in a democracy. It Is a good 
year, a happy moment, to adopt this 
amendment which embodies so well our 
democracy's objectives for its citizens of 
tomorrow. 

Mr. President, I earnestly hope the 
Senate will act favorably on the amend-
nient when i~comes to a vote tomorrow, 

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield for one question? 

Mr. BENTON. I yield. 
Mr. LONG. I should like to advise the 

Senator that there are many of us who 
certainly hope the Senator's amendment 

meets with success, because it has been 
found, particularly in our experience in 
the State of Louisiana, that there Is a 
need to help the mother to stay In the 
home and care for her children, and we 
have found the necessity of carrying such 
a burden, without Federal aid in some 
cases, and we know that such an amend- 
ment is necessary. 

Mr. BENTON. I appreciate the corn-
ments of the Senator from Louisiana. I 
should like to claim the amendment as 
my own. It is the amendment of the 
distinguished majority leader [Mr. Lu-
CAS] and the Senator from Pennsylvania 
[Mr. MYERS]. The truth is that had I not 
been in Italy, had I not been attending
the UNESCO conference in Florence as 
one of the two congressional representa-
tives of the President, I would have of 
fered the amendment myself. Now I 
hope I may associate myself with those 
Senators on the amendment when It is 
placed before the Senate for a vote to-
morrow. 

I yield the floor, Mr. President. 
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I 

suggest the absence of a quorum,
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. 

KERR in the chair). The clerk will call 
the roll. 

The legislative clerk proceeded to call 
the roll, 

Mr. KERR. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that the order for 
a quorum call be rescinded, and that 
further proceedings under the call be 
suspended. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. 
HumPHREY in the chair). Without ob-
jection, it is so ordered. 

Mr. PEPPER. Mr. President, a great 
deal of progress has been made since 
1935 In reaching the goal of adequate
security for the senior citizenry of the 
United States. All those who had a part
in pioneering this great program and 
in carrying it forward are entitled to 
the thanks not only of their beneficiaries 
but of the entire country as well. An-
other signal step forward is evidenced 
by what the House of Representatives
has done In H. R. 6000 and in the amend-
ments to H. R. 6000 which have been re-
ported to the Senate by the Committee 
on Finance and are now under consid-
eration. Undoubtedly this measure will 
go far beyond what has been done In 
the past both in the extension of the 
coverage and in increasing the benefits 
to those who are the direct beneficiaries 
of this program. 

Mr. President, all that is very good,
We all commend it, as well as those who 
had a part in bringing about the prog-
ress. However, we still face the ques-
tion, Mr. President, of whether what is 
even now proposed will adequately 
meet the problem of the aged and per-
manent and totally disabled. It is evi-
dent that our senior citizens have an-
nual incomes lower than those of all 
our people. The per capita. income in 
1948 In the United States was $1,410 
and in my State of Florida it was $1,13.7. 
Whereas the median income of aged 
persons with incomes in 1948 was only
$808. If we include the 3,500,000 per-
sons 65 and over with no Incomes, the 

average of these older People would be 
far less than $808, which is pitifully 
low as it is. 

I have spoken of the 11,270,000 aged.
First I said that three and cne-half mil
lion of them had no income at all. Then 
I said that seven and one-half million 
who had'any income had an average in
come of $808 a year. Then I said that 
of the 11,000,000, 1,270,000 over 65 years 
were beneficiaries of the old-age and 
survivors insurance fund. But, includ
ing the benefit which they got under the 
old-age and survivors insurance fund, 
470,000 had total annual incomes under 
$500, and 470,000 had total annual in
comes between $500 and $1,000. 

We face not only the economic but the 
moral problem of whether or not we are 
providing adequately for those senior 
citizens, who have not only been the fa
thers and mothers of this generation but 
also have borne in their own peculiar way
the burden of this generation's work and 
Progress and have contributed so much 
In the past toward the creating of our 
Present national prosperity. And look 
how they are faring. 

Mr. President, an analysis of the num-' 
ber of aged persons in the United States 
confirms the fact that there are several 
million of our honored older citizens who 
have no visible means of support. In 
June 1949, 1,800,000 were on old-age and 
survivors insurance rolls; 3,600,000 were 
on other kinds of public-assistance bene
fit rolls; 2,780,000 were employed-aged 
wives of these employed totaled 890,000; 
2,200,000 were neither on benefit rolls of 
any sort nor employed. 

Of the 11,270,000 persons 65 years and 
over, 6,015,000 were single, widowed, or 
divorced; 3,302,000 were married with a 
spouse 65 or over. In other words, there 
were a little over a million and one-half 
couples both of whom were 65 and over; 
1,800,000 men or women over 65 had a 
spouse under 65. There again, Mr. 
President, we see something of the prob
lem we have to face. 

Let me show how utterly Inadequate 
are the payments which are now being
made under the old-age assistance and 
aid to the blind programs. In March 
1950, under old-age assistance, the pay
ments on an average were $43.94; in 
Florida they were $40.47. 

For the blind the benefits In the United 
States on an average were $47.70; in 
Florida they were $42.93. 

The number of beneficiaries In March 
1950. under the old-age assistance pro
gram, was 2,760,379; in Florida the num
ber was 68,121. 

The blind, who were the recipients of 
benefits under the present program, 
numbered 94,065; there were 3,259 in 
Florida. In other words, there were 
about 2,950,000 aged and blind persons
living on $50 or less a month in the 
United States and 71,500 in Florida.
when the cost of living is at the highest
it has been in over a quarter of a century 
and when our national prosperity is at 
the peak of all times. 

If we think that the aged and the blind 
fared badly, the recipients of old-age
benefits under the present Social 
Security Act are not even doing as well 
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as they are. The old-age and survivors 
Insurance benefits in Florida in June 
1949, were as follows: 
Primary benefit------------------ $25. 25 
',Vife's benefit -------------------- 13. 60 
Aged widow---------------------- 19.62 
Widow with dependent children,-.-.. 18.98 

A dependent child got $11.76, an aged 
parent $12.84. 

The average benefit under old-age and 
survivors, insurance has increased 19 
percent since 1939, wherens consumer 
prices, representing the increase in cost 
of living, have increased about 70 per-
cent. In the same period the per capita
income has increased 145 percent. We 
see, therefore, Mr. President, the grossly 
inadequate benefits we have provided so 
far to Meet the needs of this segment of 
our citizens, 

Under the Senate committee bill re-
tired workers now on the rolls would get 
an increase of $20 to $72.50. as contrasted 
with the present minimum of $10 to 
$46.50 a month, under the present law. 
The average beniefits for these would be 
$48, compared with $26 under the pres-
ent law. Those who retire in the next 
few years would get about $55 a month, 

Mr. President, these are the possible 
benefits, even under the amendments be-
fore us, and I commend the Committee 
on Finance for having gone beyond the 
House of Representatives in the pending 
measure. But we see the limited figures
of what would be available to the bene-
ficiaries, even under the bill recoin-
mended to us by our distinguished Coin-
mittee on Finance, whereas the budget
for aged couples, on even a modest scale, 
Is, according to every reputable inquiry
which has been made, from $120 to $150 
a, month, 

It will be remembered that In the 
Senate hearings it has also been pointed 
out that there is a great discrepancy in 
the percentage of those who are receiv-
ing old-age assistance in the several 
States In relation to the age 65 and over: 
10 percent in some States to 80 percent 
in other States, with an average of 23 
percent for the Nation. 

I see the distinguished junior Senator 
from Colorado [Mr. MILLIKIN] is on the 
floor. I understand the percentage in 
his State getting old-age assistance runs 
up to 80 percent of those who are 65 and 
over. 

Dr. Slichter, the famous Harvard 
economist who has served so ably on the 
Advisory Council on Social Security in 
the Eightieth Congress, says that assist-
ance through the means test places 
greater reward to the less thrifty, where-
as old-age insurance which has no M~eans 
test, upholds the dignity and self-respect 
of workers, and encourages self-reliance 
and thrift through a contributory plan. 
I concur in these views and believe that 
we should now once and for all root out 
of our social-security system, that de-
grading and humiliating test, 

Mr. MILLIKIN. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield?

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr., 
LEHMAN In the chair). Does the Senator 
from Florida yield to the Senator from 
Colorado? 

Mr. PEPPER. I yield, 

Mr. MILLIKIN. I was talking with 
another Senator when the distinguished
Senator fromh Florida mentioned Colo-
rado. As I understood him he' suggested 
that perhaps 80 percent of those over 65 
years of age in the State of Colorado 
were on public assistance. It is roughly 
50 percent. 

Mr. PEPPER. Fifty percent?
Mr. MILLIKIN. Yes, 
Mr. PEPPER. There were some States 

In which the figure ran as high as 80 per-
cent. I thought Colorado was in that 
category. 1.know Colorado pays a very 
high amount, one of the highest in the 
country. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. Colorado pay.j a very 
high amount, We pay as high as per-
haps $73. The difference between that 
and what we receive from the Federal 
Gov~rnment, of course, is paid for by 
Colorado, which is quite a tribute to the 
State's own resourcefulness. 

Mr. PEPPER. I commend the able 
Senator from Colorado for his forward 
look, and for what his State has done in 
this field. 

In June 1948, 10 percent of all the aged 
old age and survivors insurance recipi-
ents, were receiving old-age assistance, 
In Florida almost 18 percent. The 
highest was in Louisiana, where 35.4 per-
cent were receiving it. The lowest was 
in Delaware, where only 2 percent were 
receiving it. 

Mr. President, it is very clear that if 
the benefits were adequate under old 
age and survivors' insurance, it would 
not be necessary to resort at all to the 
supplementary contribution of old-age 
assistance. 

Despite 13 years of experience, the 
proportion of persons becoming eligible 
for insurance benefits has not increased, 
The percentage of insured persons to the 
80,700,000 living persons with wage
credits has remained approximately 
static for the past 10 years, at about 55 
percent, some 45,000,000. 

The total gainfully employed, includ-
ing the armed services, is approximately,
64,000,000. The average number in coy-
ered employment in the average week is 
about 35,000,000. Thus only about 58 
percent of the civilian labor force in an 
average week is covered by the present 
act. What is even more discouraging is 
the fact that only a little over one-half 
of those covered become eligible for ben-
efits. This means that only a little over 
one-fourth of our civilian labor force 
will be entitled to some insurance bene. 
fits under the present law. It has be-
come apparent, therefore, Mr. President, 
that obviously a more adequate system
will have to be devised if we are to 
achieve anything like full coverage, 

The estimated number added to pres-
ent coverage by the Senate bill is about 
9,900,000 persons, 

Certain exemptions are still allowed in 
the bill. Some 19,000,000 farmers, farm 
workers, and domestic. workers not regu. 
larly employed by one employer, Federal, 
State, and local employees covered by, 
other retirement systems, members of 
the Armed Forces, railroad employees, 
and self-employe'd professional persons. 
are not covered even by the Senate bill, 

Despite the great contribution which 
the agricultural segment of our poPUla
tion has made and is making to our na
tional wealth and prosperity., they are 
the ones among 'those exempted who 
need coverage under the old insurance 
provisions the most. In 1945 the census 
showed that one-third of all the farm
ers were tenants, who owned no land or 
buildings. Of the landowner farmers, 
more than 50 percent had land and 
buildings valued at $5,000 or less. In 
1947 57 percent of all farmers had no 
savings bonds, and 83 percent had no 
savings accounts. Thirty-three percent 
save nothing out of current annual 
income. 

The evidence shows that more of our 
farm people are seeking old-age assist
ance, and, as expected, fewer of them get 
old-age insurance benefits. 

Of old-age assistance recipients in 
June 1946, 52 percent resided in the rural 
areas. Of old-age and survivors' insur
ance recipients In the same month, only 
24 percent resided inVrural areas. 

Those figures. Mr. President, sum up' 
pretty well the fact that a great percent
age of the farm segment of our citizen
ship 'as no property, and no appreciable 
income, and yet only a negligible part of 
the farm population is covered by even 
the amended bill that comes to us from 
the distinguished Committee on Finance. 
That goes directly also to a measurement 
of the adequacy of this measure to meet 
the needs of the country. 

Of 8,600,000 farm operators only 36 
percent have contributed to old-age and 
survivors insurance, and only 10 1/2per
cent are insured. 

Of 4,600,000 hired farm workers, 45 
percent have contributed to old-age and 
survivors insurance, and only 13.5 per
cent are insured. Here again is a great 
discrepancy between even the number in 
both the farm-operator and the hired 
farm-labor category that has contrib
uted anything at all at some period of 
their working lives, and those who are 
insured so as to be eligible to receive 
anything. 

Mr. President, that is why I am join-
Ing with the distinguished senior Sena
tor from Montana in sponsoring two 
amendments to provide for these farm
ers and laborers. 

Mr. President, there is another prob
lem which the Senate bill has not solved. 
The bill retains the $3,000 base for taxes 
and benefits; yet, we know that millions 
fidvdasaoeta aesol 

ofidvuasbvettbsehul 
farc better than they do. Nineteen per
cent of those with incomes between 
$3,000 and $5,000 a year had no liquid 
assets in 1948. Thirty-five Percent had 
azsets under $3,500, and 25 percent had 
assets between $500 and $2,000. I am 
talking about savings represented by 
United States savings bonds, savings ac
counts, loans, checking accounts, and 
the like. 

A new wage-base limit of $4,200 was 
recommended by the Advisory Council in 
its 1948 report to the Senate Finance 
Committee, although Dr. Sllchter of 
Harvard believes even the $4,200 base to 
be too low. I am happy to be one of 
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those joining with the distinguished Sen-
ator from Pennsylvania [Mr. MYERS], as 
I believe the distinguished occupant of 
the Chair, the junior Senator from New 
York [Mr. LEHMAN] is also urging upon 
the Senate that, if we are to forge: ahead 
with this form of social security, we ought 
to at least raise the wage base from 
$3,000 a year, which it is in the Senate 
bill, to $4,200 a year, or $600 a year more 
than it is -in the House ofRpeet-
tives' bill. This would favorably affect 
some 24 percent of those who earned 
wages in 1948. 

Mr. President, I should like to see the 
tax base raised even higher, for it is ob-
vious that what we do at the present 
time is to make the persons receiving, 
through remuneration for employment, 
$3,000 a year- or less, provide much of 
their own care and sustenance in the 
period of retirement from gainful em-
ployment after they have reached the age 
of 65 years.

Iconcede that a part of the cost of this 
program is borne by the public, because, 
obviously, a part of the contribution the 
employer makes is passed on to the public 

byteemployer. But, by and large, Mr. 
byrtesiet tectznwohsaicmeofPreidntitzenwhte hs n ncme 
in excess of $3,000 a year is not, in my 
opinion, making a just contribution to 
the care of the great mass of the citizenry 
of the Nation who have been the fathers 
and mothers of this generation and have 
borne the burden of the Nation's salva-
tion and progress. If we limit the tax 
base to $3,000 a year, and the person 
making $100,000 a year contributes no 
more to that program than does the man 
receiving $3,000 a year, the citizen i 
the higher income-tax brackets is not 
making a contribution comparable to 

th onrbuin tepesnnwhc 
making $3,000 a year makes to the citizen 
receiving less than $1,000 a year, for ex-
ample. So, I see no reason why an arbi-
trary limit of $3,000 a year has been 
taken as the maximum of the tax base, 

It would seem that, if we are to have 
anything like adequate social security, 
we must not only broaden the coverage, 
but we must also raise the tax base and 
approach more closely the just principle 
of taxation, of payment according to 
ability to pay. If everyone receives in 
return according to his contribution, 
then let the $3,000 taxpayer or income 
recipient pay according to his ability, 
and the $4,000 a year man get back ac-
cording to what he has paid in; let the 
$5,000 a year worker get back, in the 
long run, according to what he has paid 
in. But we do not do that. We say we 
have to provide for those at the bottom 
of the economic ladder, and if the man 
who made only $500 a year got back, 
after he reached the age of 65, on the 
basis of what he paid in, with $500 a year 
as his tax base, there would not be 
enough to give him succor when he 
reached old age. So we say we have to 
include the man who makes $500 a year, 
the one- who makes $1,000, the one who 
makes $2,000, the one who makes $2,500, 
and the one who makes $3,000 a year, so 
that the man at the bottom of the ladder 
will have something more nearly ade-
quate when he reaches the age of 65 
years and retires from gainful employ-

ment and becomes a beneficiary under 
the program. 

If the man receiving $3,000 a year 
should help the man receiving less than 
$3,000, the man receiving $5,000 should 
do the same thing on the basis of his 
entire income. 

I hn h a aesol osil 
hIgther. Ase taxmatter ofhfact Mr. Prsti-l 
digent, Approxmattely 10 prcet, of. allsi 
persons havi-ig incomes receive in excess 
$4:200 a year. So I raise the question 
that if we are going to have anything 
like adequate coverage, if we are going 
to meet squarely our public duty, if we 
are going to observe our obligation to-
ward these unfortunate citizens, we must 
do whatever is necessary in order to 
have extended coverage and more ade,-
quate benefits. I do not see how we can 
do that unless we raise the tax base 
above what it is at the present time, 

Mr. President, it seems to me that we 
may as well frankly face the fact that 
tiisocainune.IisotpvtethsiIoilisrnc.I sntpiae
irsurance. The people who pay in do 
not get back in return in direct relation-
ship to what they pay. There is a mini-
mum fixed which does not exist in the 
field of private insurance. It is fixed 
because we recognize the necessity of 
minimum receipts by any citizen in or-
der to approximate a decent level of liv-
in::. Once we have accepted that prin-
ciple-and it is a sound principle-why
do we stop with a figure that yields, on 
the average, $246 to the retired single re-
cipient of benefits under the present law, 
or something more than that under the 
bill which comes to us from the Senate 
FnacComteWydwespunder
Mr. President, at anything less than 
what the recipient should have and 
what the economy is able to support? 
It would seem to me that those factors 
should be the criteria, 

-What are ',hey entitled to have when 
they become totally and permanently 
disabled, or when the worker dies and 
his survivors are left without support, 
or when the worker himself retires from 
gainful employment after having reached 
the age of 65 years? What he should 
have, Mr. President, is something which 
can reasonably be ascertained by in-
quiry. Certainly we can have reasonable 
agreement upon how much an individual 
must have in order to maintain even 
approximately a decent' standard of 
American life, How much should a 

further than we have today, the time 
is now at hand for us to approach the 
problem upon those criteria and to do 
justice by these persons who have a right 
to claim justice at the hands of the Con
gress and of the country. 

Experts in the field claim that bene
fits should be tied to employment and 
wages, because a major purpose of old-' 
age insurance is to try to make up as 
muhaposbefrtelsofice 
uo eieet 

Although the Advisory Council In 1948 
recommended unanimously' that ~the 
monthly benefit equal to 50 percent of 
the first $75 of the average monthly wage 
and 15 percent of the next $275, I be
lieve that the provisions in the Senate 
bill, 50 percent of the first $100 and 15 
percent of the next $150 is more desir
able because the persons in the low-in
come group need more at retirement 
than others. 

I am cosponsoring an amendment with 
Senator MYERS, of Pennsylvania, andothersapoiinarayi h rs 

rsapoionledynthpe
ent law and another in the House bill 
to provide a 1-percent increment in the 
monthly beneflt amount for each year

1951 and one-wage credit prior to year there-half of 1 percent for each 
after. The Senate bill does not contain 
tibtteHuebl rvdsaoe 
thisobu therHouse billcrovid.Tes apon
pose of the increment is to provide a 
rltvl ihrbnftfrtepro

ofosthead 
ment. 

Respecting eligibility, the new "'start" 
provision in the Senate bill, which I must 
saistbecm ndwolbrg 

the benefits of this program about 

relhativlyohgher benefit eperon

550,000 more aged persons, and about 
5'0denets 
Only 39 percent of males 65 and over 

by the act are now eligible under 
the present law, under the Senate bill 
only 43 to 50 percent of 5,300.000 males 
65 years of age and over, and 7 to 9 per
cent of the 5,900,000 females 65 and over 
would be eligible in 1951. 

That presents a very challenging prob
lem. We assume that approximately 
5,300,000 males 65 years of age or over 
today live in this country as our citizens. 
Only from 43 to 50 percent of those 
5,300,000 males 65 years of age or over 
wudbcm lgbefrbnftee 
wouldIbeomhereiil fordbneis, hln 

,covered 

eveth 
ino191.inh hother words lness than half 
whodemighthope exreeveanyuenderiths, 

excouple have? Let us see, Mr. President,teddbloreceive any benefitswaee would 
how much we can afford to pay, how 
much the economy will stand, and then 
let us go as far in the direction of meet-
ing tI'e needs as the economy will allow 
us to go without doing more harm to the 
public interest than we do good, 

Those, Mi. President, seem to me to be 
sound criteria for legislation of this 
character. I must say that the steps, 
while they have been forward steps, have 
been only what a great American, Mr. 
Bernard Baruch, at one time called fal-. 
tering steps forward, when he referred 
to a certain proposal made by the Gov-
ermient. Let us take a great step for-
ward now and not do, as it was said we 
did befor'e World War I, "Too little too 
late." Having had 15 years' experience 
with this program and having gone no 

yerecieaybnft.waeentenx 
yhear tainisvslorewt e 

The stuation isalvatlporseo o withpe
spetto the femalsofae fourpotind ofer pinu 
thatin 65s ag ofo ineonyearsof and ovperen 
that0case onyfomen toul9 perentbof the 
5,900,00 womeneft wouldtevr uneliil toi 
recive, any beeit9haee,1nerti 

Even if we wait 50 years, until the 
year 2000, 81 percent to 90 percent of 
yh ae siae hnt e6 er 
of age or oestimated then tovberd 65dyears 
39 percent to 47 percent of the females 
estimated to be in our population at that 
time and then 65 years of age or over 
would be eligible to receive benefits. In 
other words, Mr. President, we face the 
shocking fact that even if we wait half 
a century, less than 90 percent of the 
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male Portion of our population over 65 
years of age would be covered, and less 
than 47 Percent of the female portion 
of our POpulation over 65 years of age
would be covered. So not only does the 
Senats bill fail to give adequate cover-
age to Our senior citizens, those above 
65 years of age; but if we go on with 
this bill for half a century, we shall not 
even substantially or with anything like 
complete treatment have adequately met 
the Problem of those of our senior citi-
zens who are over 65 years of age, 

Mr. President, I should like to cite two 
cases in the State of Florida which hap-
pened to come to my personal knowledge.
I Present these to show the inadequacy
of the two systems we have at the pres-
ent time. One of them relates to the 
old-age and survivors insurance sys-
tem; the other relates to both the old-
age insurance and the old-age assist-
ance systems, 

Let me refer first to the case relating
solely to old-age assistance. This case 
came to my attention from a little city
called Intercession City, south of Or-
lando, Fla. A gentleman living in that 
city wrote me a letter in which he says,
in substance, that he is just past 710years
of age and his wife is past 65. He had 
formerly resided in Indiana, but had 
moved to Intercession City, Fla., and 
obtained his own home, out of his say-
ings of the past. His wife was threat-
ened with the loss of her eyesight, and 
he spent all his savings for an opera-
tion in the hope that his wife's eye-
sight could be saved. However, the 
operation was not successful, and his 
wife went blind, 

Mr. President, what Is the situation 
then? We then find a husband over 70 
years of age, who has exhausted all his 
savings, but owns his own home, in 
which he lives with his blind wife, who 
is over 65 years of age. He applied to 
the State of Florida for old-age-assist-
ance benefits. The State of Florida has 
a statute-I am not critical of that en-
actrnent, Mr. President-which provides
that no one can obtain old-age assist-
ance benefits in the State of Florida 
unless he has resided in that State 5 
years. So the State of Florida turned 
down his application, and said, to effect, 
"You will have to apply to Indiana." 

He then applied to his former State of 
Indiana; but Indiana advised -him that 
inasmuch as he had left Indiana, and 
was no longer a citizen of that State, 
he would have to apply to the State of 
Florida. However, Florida had said to 
him, in effect. "You have not been in 

thsState for 5 years as a citizen;
thisfrw cno ie o n-
therefore wnte youdnothgier Idanya

thng"heoterhadIniaan 
said, "You are no longer a citizen of 
Indiana; therefore, we cannot give YOU 
anything." 

Of course, the United States says, un-
der its rule, "We pay only a part of what 
the State pays." Therefore, under the 
circumstances, he cannot obtain any-
thing from the Federal Government. 

Yet, Mr. President, he says, "I have 
been a taxpayer almost all my adult life. 
I have been a good citizen. I own my
'own home. I have no job; I have no say-
togs. I cannot get a job, because I can-

not find anyone to stay with my blind 
wife. That is my predicament." 

in his letter he asked me whether 
there is anything like providing fairly
for cases like that of his wife and him-
self, by the laws of our country,

Mr. President, in good conscience I 
would have to answer him, "No." He 
and his wife are not adequately pro-
vided for under the law we have at the 
present time. I mention that case with 
respect to the matter of eligibility. We 
know that in some States the amount 
received by a recipient of old-age assist-
ance is greater than the amount re-
ceived by such persons in other States, 
My State has been one of the rather for-
ward-looking States in the South on this 
subject; and the average is approxi-
mately $40 a month for the recipients in 
Florida. The maximum is $50 a month. 
However, of course, that means that 
many persons receive far less than $40 a 
month. 

The question arises, How can any citi-
zen decently live in any part of this coun-
try for less than $40 a month, or for $40 
'a month, or for the maximum of $50 a 
month? Indeed, how could such persons
live decently if the maximum were in-
creased to twice $50 a month, because all 
those who have made a study of the sub-
ject have found that from $120 to $150 a 
month is required for any family in this 
country to live with anything like a 
proper regard for a decent standard of 
American life, 

in addition, Mr. President, the recipi-
ent has to go through the humiliation 
of meeting the means test. That means 
that he practically must sign a pauper's
oath, and must subject himself to the 
scrutiny of those who come to make in-
quiry not only of his assets but also of 
his income, however negligible it may be. 
. The result has been to discourage

people from part-time work, because dur-
ing the course of their employment they
might get cut off from the old-age assist-
ance rolls; and it would take a long time 
for them to get back on the rolls, and 
during the interval they probably would 
have no succor at all, beyond their own 
effort. 

So the old-age assistance program,
with the present unfair method of de-
termining eligibility, with the means test 
to which the recipient must subject him-
self or herself, and with the grossly in-
adequate amounts that are available, has 
been a failure; and therefore it should 
be reexamined, and we must find some 
solution which will be more adequate and 
satisfactory than that. 

Mr. President, the other case which 
came to my attention also comes from
Florida, and it is in respect to the in-
adequacy of the old-age and survivors' 
insurance Venefits and old-age assist-
ance. I received an original memoran-
dum from a couple living in Jacksonville, 
Fla. showing a budget which had been 
approved by the welfare authorities of 
the State for a couple over 65 years of 
age. Certainly I do not in any sense 
disparage the social workers. They were 
only doing their duty. However, Mr. 
President, certainly I denounce the sys-
tem under which this result occurred. 

The budget was the budget approved
In the last year for this aged couple, 

both of them being over, 65 years of age.
in a great city like the city of Jackson
ville, F'la. The total amount allowed for 
that couple was $58.80 a month. That 
was the approved budget for both of 
them; that amount was approved by the 
welfare authorities. 

Let me state the way that budget was 
broken down: 

For rent, for the two of them, for a 
month, $19.50. 

I do not know what sort of quarters
they were expected to live in at that 
price, what sort of quarters they could 
get for $19.50. However, I wonder 
whether anyone would say that people
like that have no right to the enjoyment 
or the protection of rent control. Cer
tainly their position will not be improved 
any by the removal of rent control. 

For food for the two of them, for a 
month, $22.45. Mr. President, that is 
$11.221/ a person a month. That, di
vided in terms of 30 days in the month 
and three meals a day, allows the re
cipient, in this great national city, 11 
cents a meal, 33 cents a day for food to 
nourish, the body of a citizen above 65 
years of age. I wonder, Mr. President, 
whether that is not shocking to the con
science of the country.

The allowance for lights is 50 cents for 
the couple for a month; for f uel, 53 
cents; and for clothing, $3.62. All this 
is for the couple for amonth. For recre
ation, the allowance is $1. At least there 
is insurance against their kicking up
their heels too much in pleasure, when 
there is a limit of $1 for recreation for 
the couple for 1 month. 

The amount for personal incidentals 
is $2; for routine medicine, 75 cents. Let 
the amount for medicine be noted by
those who say we do not need to progress
in the field of providing more and bet
ter medical care for more people. I 
should like to know what the doctors are 
going to do when that couple calls and 
says, "There is illness in this family, will 
you come to us?" I should like to know 
what the hospital is going to do when 
they apply to the hospital for admis
sion. What is the druggist going to do 
when they ask for drugs? What is the 
nurse going to do when her services are 
required and are called for? For routine 
medicine they have an allowance of 75 
cents a month for the two; for laundry,
$2; for household incidentals, 75 cents; 
for insurance, $3.72; total allowed 
budget, $58.80 for the month, for these 
two people. 

Mr. President, that kind of thing is go..
ing on all over the country. As a matter 
of fact, that represents a combination of
both old age and survivors Insurance
and old-age assistance, because the 
couple received $19.80, I believe it was,
under old-age and survivors Insurance, 
and, in order to get the $58.80, the re
inainder had to be supplied through old-
age assistance. One member of this 
family-I presume the husband-had 
been a contributor for at least 27 quar
ters, and what they received was $19.80 
as a reward for that contribution to old-
age and survivors insurance, for their 
care and succor under old-age and sur
vivors insurance, and the remainder, $40, 
was made up by old-age assistance. So, 
Mr. President, in respect to that couple, 
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that is as far as this great, rich, charita-
ble, and generous America has gone since 
1935; and that is a period of 15 years. 

I am glad we are going to do somewhat 
better in this bill, if it becomes law, 
though it will be somewhat better, we are 
not going to approximate completeness
of coverage or adequacy of amount. 

We now face the problem also of those 
in our population who are totally and 
permanently disabled. What are we go-
ing to do with them? The Advisory
Council recommended that these benefits 
be paid to those between the ages of 55 
and 65, with necessary objective tests as 
to disability. 

In the hearings on the bill, H. R. 6000, 
before the Senate Finance Committee, 
Dr. Slichter is joined by Dr. Brown, of 
Princeton, in believing that these bene-
fits are just as necessary as those for the 
aged. I heartily concur in that view, 
After all, the purpose of this program is 
to meet need; and where is the need 
greater than of the one who is unable to 
work at all by reason of total and per-
manent disability? How is his case to be 
distinguished from the one who is unable 
to work because of age, who is a recipient 
under this bill? Dr. Slichter points out 
that only I of every 20 cases of total and 
permanent disability results from indus- 
trial accidents. Sufficient protection can 
be placed in the bill to enable such cases 
to receive only old-age benefits or work-
men's compensation, but not both. 

Under workmen's compensation, the 
public, as it were, bears the burden of 
the human wreckage in industry, and I 
see no reason why, if the public bears the 
cost through workmen's compensation of 
human wreckage in industry, the country
should not also pay the cost of human 
wreckage outside industry, or in respect 
to enterprises and activities not covered 
by workmen's compensation, 

Dr. Slichter also says that in April 
1940, 14.3 percent of males 60 to 64 were 
unable to work. Now, what is going to 
happen to those people who cannot 
work? They may have worked in the 
past and become disabled through no 
fault of their own. If they are not taken 
care of by private sources of assistance, 
then what is their problem, and how is it 
to be met? 

In February 1949, excluding persons in 
Institutions, there were 2,059,000 per-
sons 14 to 64 years of age, with disabili-
ties lasting 6 months or more. I empha-
size that statement, Mr. President. With 
these in institutions included, the total 
would be almost 3,000.000. 

The incidence of total and permanent 
disability per 1,000 workers, by age 
groups, was about as follows: in the 20-
year-old group, about 2 out of the 1,000 
are totally and permanently disabled; in 
the 30-year-age group, about 2 out of 
1,000 are totally and permanently dis.-
abled; in the 40-year-age group, about 
3 out of 1,000 are totally and perma-
nently disabled; in the 50-year-age 
group, about 7 out of 1,000 are totally 
and permanently disabled; and those at 
60. about 28. So we see that the number 
rises as the age increases. But even in 
the group as low as 20 years of age, 2 
out of 1.000 are totally and permanently 
dilsabled. 

Mr. President, the plight of those peo-
pie presents an economic, moral, and so-
cial problem to the people of the United 
States. Today the Federal Government 
is doing very little to meet the problem 
faced by those people. Surely, whatever 
religion we may happen to have, there 
is no religion which could countenance 
casting aside those people and totally 
neglecting them. The result is, they
simply have to subsist upon the meager
private or public care which is provided
for them at the present time. 

Mr. President, there -isalso an amend- 
ment that ir to be offered to the pend-
ing bill, restoring substantially the 
House provision, which provides benefits 
for those who are totally and perma- 
nently disabled, who are in covered oc-
cupations. I heartily support that 
amendment and very earnestly hope
that it will be adopted. Several years 
ago I offered such an amendment in the 
Senate, and I have advocated such an 
amendment to our social-security laws 
ever since. I am glad that we have at 
least come to the point where the House 
of Representatives has adopted the 
amendment. I certainly hope the Sen-
ate will take the same step when we 
come to the consideration of that part
of the program, 

In respect to private pension plans, 
Mr. Folsom, treasurer of the Eastman 
Kodak Co. and an expert on old-age in-
surance, to whom I have previously ad-
verted, believes that the bill would help 
private pension plans. It certainly has 
been our experience that social security
and veterans' insurance, instead of hurt-
ing the private insurance industry, has 
aided it. I believe that is common 
knowledge, 

Dr. Slichter, of Harvard, believes that 
Congress should not regulate the private
plans or try to tie them into the bill. 
Private plans should adjust themselves 
to the general plan. The country, ac-
cording to Dr. Slichter, needs a mobile 
labor force to assure increases in na-
tional production, whereas private plans
have a tendency to freeze labor to a 
single employer, 

As of December 31, 1949, 13,000 plans,
covering 7,200,000 workers, were in ef-
fect. Of these, not more than one-third 
develop any benefit rights, 

As of December 31, 1949, almost 2,000,-
000 workers were under private plans 
which deduct in whole or in part old-
age and survivors' insurance benefits 
from the private-plan benefit. All of us 
have noted with satisfaction the progress
which the labor unions have made 
through collective bargaining in improv-
Ing the social-security status of their, 
members who are employed in many of 
the important industries of this country.
That effort will certainly go on, and It 
should go on. I favor publiceprogress and 
private progress in this field, so that we 
may approach as rapidly as possible the 
happy day when every citizen of this 
country, when he or she is totally and 
permanently disabled, or when he or she 
reaches the age of retirement from gain-
ful employment, shall be able to rely 
upon remuneration which will be ade-
quate for their decent care and suste-
nance. 

Mr. President, I realize the difficulty of 
solving these problems adequately. I 
realize the administrative responsibili
ties involved, and the cost that would 
be incurred, the shock which the econ
omy would experience if we should meet 
adequately the needs of these deserving
people. I commend the able chairman 
of the Finance Committee [Mr. GEORGE] 
and the distinguished former c~hairman 
of that committee [Mr. MILLIKIN] upon 
having been the authors of a resolution 
which contemplates a continuing study 
of the problem. I have been gratified to 
hear the utterances upon the floor in the 
debate in which the chairman of the 
Finance Commitee, the able Senator 
from Colorado, and many other Senators 
have said we must come to the time 
when there shall be universal coverage,

Mr. President, the old-age and survi
vors insurance program, if it is enacted 
in the form it comes to us from the Coin
mittee on Finance, will still insure in 
1951 less than 9 percent of the women 
of America. What is to happen to them, 
Mr. President, when they pass 65 years
of age, or become totally and perman
ently disabled? If the bill is enacted, 
its provisions will reach in 1951 less than 
5o percent of the men 65 years of age 
and over. Who is to take care of the 
others, Mr. President? How adequately 
are they to be taken care of? So I say
that we are challenged by the inadequacy 
of the measure to see if, while we are 
about it, something better, even in this 
haste, cannot be devised. 

Mr. President, there is a measure 
which has been before the country for 
many years. It was initiated and advo
cated by a great American. I refer to 
what is called the Townsend plan, advo
cated by Dr. Francis E. Townsend. I 
am one of those who on many public oc
casions have paid their dutiful respects 
to Dr. Francis E. Townsend as an Ameni
can citizen. Here is a gentleman who 
gave up a lucrative medical practice to 
devote himself to the public interest. 
For many years no name, other than the 
name of Franklin Delano Roosevelt, in 
respect to social security has meant more 
to the senior citizenry of America than 
the illustrious name of Dr. Francis E, 
Townsend, He has suffered all manner 
of ridicule and scorn. However, he has 
borne it with the dignity and confidence 
which come from an awareness of the 
righteousness of the cause which he sup
ports and so nobly advocates. Millions 
of senior citizens all over this land still 
honor and follow the name of Dr. Francis 
E. Townsend toward a better day for 
those who reach the age of retirement 
from gainful employment at 65 years of 
age. 

Dr. Townsend recommends, and I 
agree, that the age of retirement should 
be 60. I agree that a person should be
gin to receive the benefits of the pro
gram at 60 years of age. Dr. Townsend's 
plan contemplates that there shall be no 
means test. It would seem to me that a 
plan might well be worked out under 
which recipients could accept some kind 
of part-time employment. Dr. Town
send's plan contemplates that a recipi
ent shall retire from gainful employ
ment and plow back monthly into the 
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economy what he or she would derive 
under the Plan. 

mr. President, on behalf of the 
Senator from California [Mr. DOWNEY],
the Senator from Oklahoma [Mr.
THOMAS], the Senator from Idaho [Mr. 
TAYLOR), and the Senator from North 
Dakota [Mr. LANGER], on June 13, 1949, I 
introduced a revised Townsend bill,
which was known as S. 2181. That plan
has been revised, since it was first initi-
ated by Dr. Townsend. At that time It 
was generally regarded as a measure of 
guaranteed payment out of the public 
treasury of $200 a month to everyone,
There were many persons who were 
skeptical as to whether our economy
could afford the payment of such a sum 
of money without suffering undue shock,
However, the plan has been revised, and 
I think wisely and soundly so. 

The Senate Committee on Finance al-
lowed Dr. Townsend and several Mem-
bers of the Senate, as well as other advo-
cates of the measure, to come before it. 
The members of the committee were 
most courteous and gracious in the con-
sideration they showed to this splendid
gentleman, and to those who came with 
him to advocate consideration of the 
measure. Many questions were asked by
members of the committee during the 
hearing, which indicated the committee's 
genuine interest in the proposal. Among
those were the Senator from Colorado 
[Mr. MILLIKIN]1, the Senator from Maine 
(Mr. BREWSTER)I, other Senators who 
were present, and the chairman of the 
committee. 

What does the so-called Townsend 
plan purpose?, It proposes a 3-percent 
gross income tax upon those who have a 
monthly income in excess of $250. It is 
estimated, Mr. President, that such a 
tax would yield a return of something
like $3,000,000,000 a month, and that it 
would represent a turn-over of $100,000,-
000,000 a month in our economy.,

Mr. President, there are those who 
say that would be a shocking amount. 
and that our economy could not stand 
the shock. What is overlooked is that 
from a number of different sources we 
are already paying for general pension 
purposes about half that amount. If 
we add up what is being paid out in one 
form or another, we see that substan-
tially half of that estimated amount is 
being paid out at the presernt time. The 
economy has been standing the' shock,
It should be remembered that not all 
the money which is being paid out is 
required to be immediately plowed back 
into the economy itself. In other words,
it would not be taking money and send: 
ing it off somewhere so that it would not 
come back into the economy. It does 
not contemplate burying the money. It 
contemplates plowing back into the econ-
omy every 30 days what the recipient
receives. It would be going into the 
same till and distributed again. It is 
rather like the seed which is taken from 
the harvest and planted in the ground,
from which comes another bountiful 
harvest through which we achieve a con-
tinuity of production and abundance. 

What it would do, as I have said, would 
be to levy a 3 percent gross income tax 
on all incoifes in excess of $~50 a month. 
Those making less than $250 would pay 

nothing directly, Obviously, even today
the public pays a large part of the 1V2
percent which the employer must con-
tribute under the old-age and survivors 
Insurance. Just as those persons who 
make less than $250 a month-constitute 
the majority of the public, so those who 
make less than $250 a month would not 
under this plan escape the duty of mak-
Ing a just contribution. We know that 
those making less than that a month 
spend practically all of their income 
anyway. Every time a person spent 
money It would become a part of some 
other person's income, and that Income 
would become taxable if it was in excess 
of $250 a month. Therefore, it is not 
very different in principle from old-age
and survivors insurance, for it is both a 
gross income tax and aa indirect tax,
which is required to be paid by the public 
to whom a part of the levied tax is 
passed. In the case of old-age and sur-
vivors insurance the employer pays It 
directly but passes on a very large por-
tion of it to the public, 

Someone may say, "I did not realize 
that under old-age and survivors insur-
ance there is a gross Income tax 
imposed." Anyone who says that cer-
tainly overlooks the fact that a worker 
now pays 1'/2 percent of his total income 
if he receives less than $3,000 a year.
Most workers have little or no income 
outside of what they receive from their 
gainful employment. Therefore, at the 
present time under old-age and survivors 
insurance the worker is being Subjected 
to a gross income tax. He has no deduc-
tion for the cost of getting to work. He 
has no deduction for the cost of main-
taining his body, which goes to the place
of employment. He has no deductible 
item of any character. He paysl1 /2 per-
cent of his gross income under old-age
and survivors insurance, 

All that the Townsend plan proposes 
to do is to switch the group that pays 
on gross income. The gross income tax 
would be paid by those earning above 
$250 a month in income, instead of be-
ing borne by those who make less than 
$250 a month in income. So that sub-
stantially the same principle is employed
in both systems, except that in the 
Townsend plan the amount of the tax 
is 3 percent, whereas under the old-age
and survivors insurance plan it is a 
gross of 3 percent divided between the 
employee and employer. But 3 percent
of incomes under $3,000 is the base of 
the tax under old-age and survivors in-
surance, and 3 percent of gross Income 
In the hands of those making more than 
$250 a month is the tax base in the 
Townsend plan.

Mr. President, while there may be de-
tails about which there would be differ-
ences, and no doubt there are, neverthe-
less it is no more wrong in principle, I 
venture to say, than are the provisions
of old-age and survivors insurance to 
which we continue to remain wedded in 
the bill which is recommended to us by
the Committee on Finance. 

So much for the method of the tax, 
Secondly, the principal objective of 

the Townsend plan Is that it is univer-
sal in coverage. Every citizen in the 
United States, man or woman, who 
reaches, according to the Townsend plan, 

60 years of age and retires from gainful
employment, becomes immediately eli
gible to receive the benefits of the pro
gram. 

Mr. President, that means that all1 
those persons, under the present law and 
the committee bill who will not get any
thing in 1951, would immediately be
come eligible for their share of the bene
fits available under the Townsend plan,
if that bill were the law of the land. 
am going to speak about the size of the 
benefits in a moment. 

Mr. President, that means that the 
other half of our male population over 
65 years of age who received nothing
and will receive nothing under the new 
bill In the next year would immediately
become eligible for the benefits under 
the Townsend plan, If that were the law 
of the land. In other words, the Town
send plan, which has been before the 
Congress altogether for 16 years, offers 
all of the features now freely admitted 
to be necessary to a successful social-
security system. 

It is a strictly pay-as-you-go financial 
program; and I interpolate that I agree 
with what has been better said upon this 
floor by other Senators--that any pro
gram should be fairly close to a pay-as
you-go ~)rogramn.

We have to revise the program anyway
after a few years if we adopt the present 
system. Experience has shown we have 
had to do it. I dare say we will have to 
do it again. It is not possible to antici
pate what are to be the conditions in this 
country in the year 2000-50 years from 
now. Yet the pending bill is predicated 
upon the continuation of a policy for 50 
years-up to the year 2000. 

Mr. President, no one can look half 
a century ahead and see what conditions 
will be then. So it' is obvious that we 
are going to have to revise the system 
every few years, and that the funds we 
build up as a total reserve will be modi
fied or reduced or will disappear or will 
be augmented as if probably they. did not 
exist. In other words, we will have to 
make provision to pay the annuities 
when they become due in the future, 
out of revenues that then become avail
able, because, as has been pointed out, 
the money is not lying in a safety-deposit 
box. We do not have it in currency. It 
is simply a credit on the books of the 
Treasury to this fund. They pay out 
currently what is due currently, out of 
what comes in currently, I believe, and 
it goes into this fund, or is a credit on 
the books of the Government of the 
United States. It is immediately availed 
of by the Government of the United 
States, and in its place are put obliga..
tions of the Goverrnment. They are 
bonds of the United States Government. 
But they can be paid only out of tax 
revenue. So the people have to put up
the money if anything in excess of cur
rent revenues is to be paid to the 
recipients of the plan. The money is 
to be put up out of current taxation. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. Mr. President, will 
the Senator from Florida yield?

Mr. PEPPER. I yield to the Senator 
from Colorado. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. As we widen the cov
erage, through whatever the system may
be, the contributors to the system, sucli 
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as we have now, and the general tax-
payers, who will ultimately be called 
upon to make good the reserve fund, 
come together in identity, which is an-
other way of saying they pay twice for 
the same thing, 

Mr. PEPPER. Certainly, and obviously 
we have to collect from those who have 
the ability to pay. 

So, first, the Townsend plan Is a pay-
as-you-go plan.

Further, Mr. President, the benefits 
under the program to the recipients of 
old-age and survivors' insurance have in-
creased 19 percent since 1939. The cost 
of living has increased about 70 percent
in that time. What does that mean? 
It means that the real value of the bene-
fits has been diminished; in other words, 
the recipient will get less in terms of 
buying power than he would have gotten
had he become 65 years of age at an 
earlier date, after this program went into 
effect. 

So long as we are going to have to levy 
a definite tax and figure the amount of 
the benefits the beneficiary is entitled to 
receive under the present law, we will 
always have that changing relationship
between the amount of dollars a recipi-
ent may get under a more or less rigid 
program, and the cost of living a re-
cipient has to bear. Generally, since the 
cost of living goes up, the change is to 
the detriment of the recipient under the 

* program, 
Mr. President, if the Townsend bill 

were the law, that discrepancy would not 
exist, because the way the Townsend 
revenues are divided is this: The eligible
class are simply the distributees of the 

* amount of money the plan provides, in 
other words, the amount of money that 
comes in under the tax levied under the 
Townsend bill. If a certain amount, let 
us say $1,000,000,000, comes in every
month under the Townsend plan,' obvi-
ously whether we have the figure at 3 
percent or I1½~percent or I percent or 2 
Percent, or whether we vary the form of 
tax, would be determined as a result of 
experience; but there is nothing new in 
that. We are merely suggesting that the 
tax be a gross income tax, but what we 
are talking about is a current tax. 

Suppose that tax, under the Townsend 
bill, yields a billion dollars a month,
That $1,000,000,000 would be divided up 
among the distributees who are classi_ 
fled and named and made eligible by act 
of Congress, and each one would get his 
or her share; but everyone would get
something, 

Under that plan, it becomes apparent, 
If we have inflation, so that the dollar 
is worth less, more dollars would be taken 
in under the program and more dollars 
would be distributed as more money was 
in circulation. But if more money is in 
circulation and dollars become less valu-
able, under the law we now have, the 
recipients would get a fixed number of 
dollars. Therefore the amount would not 
fluctuate. If we have a rising cost of 
living, they do not get more, or if a 
falling cost of living, there is not an ad-
justment, 

Mr. BREWSTER. Mr. President, will 
the Senator from Florida yield?

Mr. PEPPER, I yield to the Senator 
from Maine, 

Mr. BREWSTER. I am happy to ex-
press my gratification that the Senator is 
praising so forcefully, and with his cus-
tomary eloquence, the consideration of 
this plan, a subject on which he and I 
have been in agreement for a long time. 

Mr. PEPPER. I am most grateful for 
the Senator's words. Coming from the 
source from which they emanate, they 
are praise indeed, 

Mr. BREWSTER. I wonder if the 
Senator has pointed out, in view of what 
he has been saying about the wisdom of 
having a fluctuating scale in order to 
meet the changing values of the dollar, 
that the one thing we are certain of is 
that the value of the dollar will not re-
main the same, that it will go up and 
down. But this plan is adjusted to that, 
and allows to the old people their pro-
portionate share of whatever is the na-
tional income and whatever is the na-
tional productivity, in terms of food, 
rrather than in terms of dollars, which 
latter is, as we now find, utterly mnade-
quate. 

But, In addition, there is the other 
consideration, namely, that it elimi-
nates the possibility of political shenani-
gans, such as are an inevitable part of 
the administration of the means test. If 
it were possible to have people without 
human fallacies it would perhaps be pos-
sible for them to do justice to all the 
gradations of income groups. But since 
it is administered by very human beings
of one or another political persuasion, I 
Presume it is a little more easy perhaps
in Florida for a Democrat to receive 
benefits by way of old-age assistance, 
and I presume in the State of Maine, it 
would be more easy for a Republican to 
receive such benefits. That is the re-
sult of the inevitable operations of hu-
man nature. 

I believe we shall arrive at an equitable
solution of the problem and of the funda-
mental principles involved by the uni- 
versal application of a Pay-as-you-go
plan, of a widely distributed tax which 
will be subject to study, and the elimi-
nation of a means test. Those funda-
mental principles I believe must eventu-
ally evolve, 

As I said the other day, it is profoundly
gratifying to me to note the submission 
of a resolution, which has very sub-
stantial support on both sides of the 
aisle, and which for the first time will 
bring about careful study and evaluation 
of the general principles which are at the 
very foundation of the Townsend plan, 
and recognize the great service that has 
been rendered the country by the de-
velopment of this idea, 

Mr. PEPPER. I thank the Senator 
from Maine very much for his contribu-
tion. 

Mr. President, I conclude with this 
summation. The system we now have 
has been in effect since 1935. It still 
leaves more than half of the male mem-
bers of our population above 65 years of 
age not taken care of at all, even in 1951. 
In 1951 it would provide nothing for 
more than 90 percent of the female popu-
lation of our country above 65 years of 
age, 

I have already pointed out that of that 
group there are about 11,200,000 of our 
citizens; that three and one-half million 

of them have rno income at all, and the 
average income of those with any in
come, including what they are now re
ceiving from old-age and survivors' in
surance, and from all sources is only
$808 a year. 

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, be
fore the Senator concludes I should like 
to say that the remarks of the Senator 
from Florida pertaining to the old-age 
insurance and old-age-pension program 
are entirely fitting and appropriate as 
we discuss House bill 6000. 

I was very much interested in the com
merits of the Senator from Maine [Mr. 
BREWSTER] who associated himself with 
the Senator from Florida, to see this bi
partisan effort of working toward the 
development of program and the accept
ance of fundamental principles that per
tain to old-age pensions. 

I think all of us recognize a debt of 
gratitude to the Townsend movement for 
what it has done in terms of making viv
id, clear, and meaningful to the American 
people the dire need of an adequate old-
age pension system. I think without 
that movement that much of this legisla
tion we are considering today would have 
died on the vine. The Townsend move-
merit has worked tirelessly in behalf of 
the senior citizens of the Nation. 

I am quite confident that as the years 
pass and as thc committee makes fur
'ther study, that the principle of a univer
sal pension will be accepted. I believe 
that principle is practically accepted now 
on the floor of the United States Senate. 
I have heard several comments from 
Senators who have stated their belief in 
the principle of a universal pension.

Surely, the Senator from Florida and 
the Senator from Maine are entirely 
correct when they say that the means 
test is an unfair and unfortunate test for 
the application of a deserved pension.

Also I think it is important that we 
consider the fact that the age of 65 for 
the receiving of a pension is an age limit 
that will have to be lowered. We ought 
to be striving toward that particular
goal. We do not need to take precipi
tous action, but indeed it ought to come 
down to at least age 62, and eventually
down to 60 years of age.

Mr. President, I wish to make one fur
ther comment. A pension ought not to 
be looked upon as a gratuity. It ought 
not to be looked upon as a gift. Actually
it is earned income. It is what we call 
in private employment severance pay, or 
it is what is termed in Federal employ
ment annual leave. 

The vast majority of the American 
people, the ordinary wage earners, 
farmers, tradesmen, small businessmen, 
teachers, professional people, do not 
have annual leave such as Federal or 
State and municipal employees are giv
en. Many of them never know what it 
means to have, a severance pay at the 
time of their retirement, whether en
forced retirement or voluntary, retire
ment. I believe we are coming to the 
point in American economic and politi
cal life when we are going to look upon 
a pension as earned income, annual 
leave, accumulated leave, or a severance 
pay that will be worthy of the people 
upon whom it is bestowed and the~people
who have justly earned it. 
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The Program we are working upon 

now surely needs to be expanded and 
improved. It is but a beginning. It is 
quite obvious that much has not been 
done about it in a period of 15 Years. In 
the meantime, great economic changes 
have taken place in our country. 

So I want to pay my tribute to those 
who have led the fight. The principles 
of a universal pension, of a lowering of 
the age, and the elimination of a means 
test, and of a tax which will provide the 
necessary revenues to adjust to the value 
of the dollar or the cost of living, are 
worthy and sound principles. Sooner or 
later, these Principles will be accepted 
in the fundamental law of the land, 

Mr. President, I thank the Senator 
from Florida for the time he has yielded 
me, but more than that I thank him for 
the courageous and forthright state-
ment he has made in behalf of the pen-
sion Program as not only a reality, but as 
a long-range objective for social and eco-
nomic progress. . 

Mr. PEPPER. Mr; President, I thank 
the Senator from Minnesota, who always 
illuminates any subject to which he 
turns his keen mind and social con-
science, 

I was saying that now 15 years' expe-
rience with the program has shown its 
inadequacy, because in 1951 more than 
90 percent of the females of the coun-
try above 65 years of age will receive 
nothing, and more than 50 percent of 
the males more than 65 years of age 
'will be eligible for nothing. , 

Then if we project this program 50 
years into the future, a half a century,

Inths ircuou imllnnum t~ 
yea 2000 thercuwould stillbenimmor than 
1er000ptereto wourdmenlaboe moyehars

an1oeta0 percentmnaoe6of our er
of age, admrthn5pecnofur
females above 65 years of age who would 
not be covered. So not only is it grossly 
inadequate in 1951. It will still be griev-
ously inadequate 50 years from now if wecotnetha.oneg

coninu tgoahed.A
it would seem, therefore, Mr. Presi-

dent, that at least in that respect it Is 
time for the change to be made by the
Congress and the country, 

Mr. BREWSTER. Mr. President. will 
the Senator yield at this point? 

Mr. PEPPER. I yield. 
Mr. BREWSTER. In discussing the 

Implications of the Townsend plan, the 
one point about which I have always had 
the greatest question is the one requir-
ing the recipients to give up all active 
work. I myself am not, even as yet, per-
suaded that that is wise. I base my view 
of that point particularly on the amaz-
ing example of Dr. Francis E. Townsend, 
because if he had ceased his labors 15 

or 2 yers hinkao,shdderto 
where this movement might have been. 
I think he is a most outstanding example
of the value cf carrying an labor fallow-
ing the so-called age of retirement. I 
think that in many instances the older 
people themselves still desire to engage in 
work. That is why I favor a universal 
plan which will not forbid them to con-
tinue active work if they desire, but will, 
in the course of time, permit that matter 
to be adjusted through, let us say, a bal- 
ance wheel on the economy of the 
country. 

Let me Inquire whether the Senator 
has discussed that phase of the program 
at all. 

Mr. PEPPER. I only adverted to it 
a moment ago. I rather share the view, 
as I indicated then, of the Senator from 
Maine. I think there are a great many 
details of the plan which experience

-would show should be altered or changed. 
I myself, think th'ere are many of our 
senior citizens who would like to find 
Part-time employment. It seems to me 
we should let them work as much as they 
want to and as much as they can. Cer-
tainly I would not be shocked at having 
them do what might be called hard work 
which they might be able and willing to 
do. I think many of them would be 
happier to do that, rather than to sit in 
complete idleness; and I think they
would be glad to make some worth-
while contribution to their country. 

Mi. BREWSTER. And should not pro- 
vision be made that-they would not be 
penalized for doing so? 

Mr. PEPPER. Yes; that could, be ar-
ranged. .which 

Mr. President, let me call attention to 
the inadequacy of the present plan. A 
certain lady in Biddeford, Maine, was 
notified on April 4, 1950, that she was en-
titled to primary benefits, under title II 
of the Social Security Act, payable 
monthly, in the amount of $24.33. How-
ever, she was advised that since she was 
still, working, no benefits. could be paid 
at this time, 

She was also advised as follows: 
It has also been determined that you are 

entitled to widow's Insurance benefits of 7 
cents a month, beginning January 1950 based 
on your husband's wage record under ac-
count No. - However, since you are now 
working, no benefits can be paid at this time,
When you have terminated your employment
and are eligible to receive payment, we will 
combine the benefits you are entitled to re-
ceive. This will be done In order to elimi-
nate the necessity of sending you two checks,

of which Is in an amount less than $1.
monthly benefit check will be sent to you 

In the amount of $24.40, representing pay-
ment of your combined benefits. If you re-
marry, you will no longer be entitled to your
widow's insurance benefit. 

Mr. President, in other words, she is 
being advised that if she remarries, she 
will lose the 7 cents a month which she 
would otherwise be entitled to receive, 
Therefore, I suppose she is able to ap-
praise the agency's value of her late hus-
band's labors, on the basis of that loti-
fication to her, 

She was further advised: 
Notice of remarriage should be sent to 

the Social Security Administration immedi-
ately. However, you will [,till be entitled to 
$24.33 a month, based on your own wage 
recrd.ment 

Mr. President, that lady would have 
been entitled to a goad many dollars a, 
month as the beneficiary of a husband 
who probably had paid into this fund 
for more than 27 quarters; but due to 
the rule that if she had any benefits of 
her own under the system, because she 
had worked, she could not receive bene-
fits based on what her husband had 
really earned, for his survivor, his widow, 
but could only receive the difference be-
tween what she had won with her own 
work' and what she was entitled to re-

ceive as the widow of her husband, Who 
had made his own payment for a con
siderable period of time, Instead of re
ceiving what she should have been en
titled to. receive as the widow of a hus
band who had made his own contribu
tion, she was entitled to receive only the 
diference, which was 7 cents' a month. 
Mr. President, I say-'the system is not 
adequate and the problem is not being 
adequately solved. 

I commend the committee. for its reso
lution to go ahead with its study. I par
ticularly commend to the committee, to 
the Senate, and to the Congress in the 
future, a specific study of the principles 
of the Townsend plan. They are basi
cally sound In at least four respects: 
They are universal coverage; they pro
vide for a pay-as-you-go system; and 
they will provide a fund that will fiuc
tuate according to the cost of living and 
the money in circulation in the economy. 
Mr. President, the amount contemplated 
by that plan is a far more adequate 
amount for the recipients than anything 

Is even foreseeable under the plan 
we now have In existence. 

Mrn President, it is obvious that we 'are 
not,providing better than that for this 
honored segment of our citizenship. 
The Bible tells us In the fifth command
ment, "~Honor thy father and mother 
that thy days be long upon the land 
which the Loi d thy God giveth thee." 
We are not honoring the fathers and 
mothers of the people of this country as 
we should. Adoption of the Townsend 
bill by Congress will give them the food, 
shelter, clothes, and other comforts to 
which a lifetime of work entitles them. 
It will give them the dignity and respon
sibility they deserve. Only then, when 
they have all these things, shall we truly 
have honored our mothers and fathers. 

Therefore, Mr. President, I propound 
a parliamentary Inquiry.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senatorwill state it.
Mr. PEPPER. It is still permissible 

to send amendments to the desk; is It 
nt 
nt 

The VICE PRESIDENT. It is, to beprinted and lie on the table. 
Mr. PEPPER. And to come up for 

consideration when amendments lying 
on the table are to be considered, I 
understand. 

Therefore, Mr. President, I send to 
the desk, to be printed, an amendment 
In the nature of a substitute for the 
Pending measure. The amendment was 
Previously introduced as Senate bill 2181, 
but I now offer it as an amendment In 
the nature of a substitute for the pend-
Ing bill. 

TeVC RSDN.Teaed 
will be received, printed, and lie 

on the table. 
Mr. PEPPER. Mr. President, I ask 

unanimous consent to have printed in 
the body of the RECOaD, immediately foi
lowing my remarks, a statement pre
pared by a representative of the Railway 
Labor Executives, showing the relation 
of the benefits which the Railroad Re
tirement Act, to those under the old-age 
and survivors' Insurance program. This 
statement was given to me by Mr. Lyons,
executive secretary of the Railway Labor 
Executives. 
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There being no objection, the state- 
ment was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

The general old-age and survivors system 
derives a very substantial financial benefit 
from the maintenance of the separate rail-
road retirement system. This gives rise to 
an obligation which should be recognized 
and which should be met at such time and 
in such manner as will be to the best inter. 
ests of the railroad retirement system. 

The reason why the general system derives 
this financial benefit from the maintenance 
of the separate railroad retirement system is 
that the railroad employees are a relatively 
higher cost group for whom to maintain an 
old-age retirement and survivors system than 
the general working population covered by 
the social-security system. The extent of 
this financial advantage at the time the two 
systems began in their original form in 1937 
was estimated to aggregate over -a billion 
dollars and perhaps to exceed two billion, 
As benefits are revised and liberalized the 
effect Is to Increase the financial benefit 
*,htdh the general syetem~ uIQ'ives fromd tif 
separate maintenance of the railroad retire-
mnent system. Upon the enactment of the 
pending legislation this benefit would come 
to approximately the equivalent of ~ per-
cent of the railroad taxable pay roll. In 
other words if there were paid from the old-
age and survivors trust fund into the railroad 

reieetacutec eran amount 
equivalent to a 2 percent tax on the railroad 
pay roll, the general system would be Merely 
paying for the benefit it derives from the 
separate maintenance of the railroad retire-
mnent system. 

There are a number of reasons why the 
railroad employees constitute a higher cost 
group than the population covered by the 
general system: 

1. The average age of the railroad em-
ployees is about 6 or 7 years higher 
than that of the insured Social Security 
population which of course results in a much 
smaller deferral of future costs. 

2. The seniority system is much more 

monust porovshtti. snt readte15 
Hoeye iseyouerps. fo obn'lte o 
Honere Nareecrtsifrom toftheHedquartes:ete

Twsn ainlHaqatr:o
"I will offer $5,000 in cash to any Sena-

tor or Congressman who can prove that the 
Townsend plan would cost the taxpayers $1. 
It will not only not cost a dollar, but will give 
us such a tremendous market * * *. that 
we will be able to balance our Federal Budget, 

"It you can use this offer in any way t 
help promote the Townsend plan, I will back 
It up with the cash or a security bond. 

"Let's hit the nail on the head while this 
Is hot in the Senate." 

There you are, Congressmen and Senators, 
There's $5,000 in good American cash walting 
for the fellows who have boen saying the 
Townsend plan won't work. If you think it 
won't work, tell it to D~obbins. Convince him 
and the money is yours. 

Cordially you-s.
Dr. F. E. ToWNSEND, 

President. 
P. S.-The above quote Is from Mr. Dob-

bins' letter dated June 14, 1950, which Is on 
file at Townsend National Headquarters. 

D. Dobbins, of the W. D. Dobbins & Sons 
Developnment Co., Birmingham, Ala., 15 the 
man who Is putting up the money. 

WV. 

All you have to do to win is to prove to Mr. 
Dobbins that the Townsend Plan in opera
tion would cost the taxpayers of this Nation 
as much as $1. 

The argument behind the Townsend plan 
Is that the new business it would create 
through the additional purchasing power en
joyed by millions of retired elders would far 
offset the revenue It would require to pension 
th gd5CALSURTATAENM T ( 
thet ag oed thaCIAiSEiURITY tCueAMENDMENTS9F 

TeSnt eue h osdrto 
Senat(.Resumed) th xensderatind 

h il(.R 00 oetn n 
improve the Federal old-age and sur
vivors insurance system, to amend the 
public-assistance and child-welfare pro
visions of the Social Security Act, and 

te ups
for 	ote pupss. 

r AN r rsdni h 
unanimous-consent agreement reached 
on June 14 to vote on the pending bill, 
11. R. 6000, it was provided that there 
should be included a vote on a, resolution 
sanctioned by the Senate Finance Comn
mittee and to be offered by the Senator 
frmGoga[ .GER]an th 
frm eoga[.GEG]an th 
Senator from Colorado (Mr. MILLIKINI, 
authorizing and directing that said 

iac omtee raydl u 
thorized subcommittee thereof, should 
continue the study and investigation of 
social-security problems in the United 
States. 

My position on H. R. 6000 has been 
ta h iei ogsneps u o 
ta h iei ogsneps u o 
thorough investigation and over-hauling
of our present social-security system. 

I have urged, as earnestly as I could, 
that the investigation be conducted in 
such a way as to give the public comn
plete confidence that the inquiry was 
completely independent and free from 

posbeugstnofilecey 
n osbesgeto fifuneb 

the Social Security Admlnistratlon. It 
is a matter of great gratification to me 
that the Senator from Georgia and the 
Senator from Colorado have brought in 
this resolution providing for further 
study.

The resolution-Senate Resolution 
rvdsta h iac omte 

0prvdstathFincComte 
or authorized subcommittee is au
thorized to "employ such technical, cleri

elaborately and universally applied in thean 

railroad industry than in industry generally,. 

with the result that there is a heavier con-

centration of earnings In the oider age group 

than in the general population, 


3. The railroad industry is a mature in-

dustry that cannot be expected to expand 

In proportion to the expansion of Industry in 

general. Past experience indicates that as 

productivity increases, the numbers of em-.0 

ployees in the industry will decline even 

though the volume of work done remains 

constant or even expands somewhat. 


4 Because of the savings In wives' and 

survivors' benefits through women being fully 

Insured, there is a financial advantage In 

having a relatively higher proportion of 

women In the covered group. Women con--ie 

stitute only about 5 percent of the railroad- 

retirement coverage, whereas they constituteth 

about 30 percent of the present social-secu-

rity coverage, and will probably make up anx 

even larger proportion under the coverage as 

expanded by the pending legislation. 


Mr. PEPPER. Mr. President, I also 
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the RECORD immediately following my 
remarks a letter signed by Dr. Francis E. 
Townsend, dated June 16, 1950, ad-
dressed "Dear Congressman." 

There being no objection, the letter 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 

Tnz owNEND 
THONATIONALLNSUORANE 

ClvlnATOhioL J~uAne 15.wholeheartedly1, 
DRAR CONGRESSMAN: Here's the chance of a 

lifetime for Congressmen and Senators to 
pick up an easy $5,000. 

cal, and other assistants as It-deems ad
visable and to designate and appoint
advisers." 

The Senator from Washington Is ad
htii h poeso hssuy

the Senateifinanceprcesommtitte shouldy 
SeaeFn ceCmieesol 

deem it advisable to employ actuaries, 
experts from the insurance departments 
of our universities or other highly quali
fled assistance, they might possibly find 
themselves in a position of violating sec
tions 281, 282, or 284 of title 18 of the 
United States Code, or perhaps, some 
other Federal law imposing restrictions, 
requirements, or penalties in relation to 
the employment of persons, the per
formance of services, or the payment or 
receipt of compensation in connection 
with any claim, proceeding or matter in-

LANyoRvolving 	 the United States. 
The Senator from Washington Is 

In favor of what the 
Snt iac omte rpsst
do, 	 and since it would be unfortunate, 
disastrous even, if at this late date the 
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committee might inadvertently find It-. 
self in a Position where it was debarred 
by law from giving full-time employment 
to experts badly needed, I offer at this 
time a resolution providing for the sus. 
pension of the laws mentioned with re-
spect to Persons employed by the Senate 
Committee on Finance in connection 
with the social-security investigation or-
dered by Senate Resolution 300, of the 
Eighty-first Congress. 

Air. President, if the Parliamentary 
situation tomorrow permits, the Senator 
from Washington would like at that 
time to be in position to call up and 
ask unanimous consent to have the joint
resolution which he now sends to the 
desk acted upon, 

Mr. MILLIKIN. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. CAIN. I am pleased to yield.
Mr. MILLIKIN. I should merely like 

to say that those same provisions of the 
law came to the attention of the junior 
Senator from Colorado before the reso-
lution was drawn. The legislative coun-
sel adviced that the committee would 
have more leeway without including the 
clauses to which the distinguished Sena-
tor from Washington referred, than if 
they were included. But I am very glad
that he has introduced the joint reso-
lution, because I shall ask the legisla-
tive counsel to take another look at it 
during the night, 

Mr. CAIN. May the junior Senator 
from Washington then say to his friend 
from Colorado that he recognizes the 
serious determination of the Senator 
from Colorado and his colleagues to con-
duct a very thorough-going investiga-
tion. The Senator from Washington has 
only tried to be helpful. Should it con-
tinue to be the opinion of the Senatoi 
from Colorado that his resolution is a 
better instrument without having in-
cluded within it the terms of the joint
resolution I have just sent to the desk', 
I should most happily yield to his views, 

Mr. MILLIKIN. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield for a further state-
ment? 

Mr. CAIN. Certainly, 
Mr. MILLIKIN. I put the phraseology

the Senator suggests in one of the early 
drafts of Senate Resolution 300, and it 
was then deleted on the suggestion of 
the legislative counsel that we would 
have more elbow room if it were out, 
But, as I say, I shall ask for further 
advice on it. 

Mr. CAIN. Mr. President, if the Sen-
ator will permit one further question, 
would the Senator from Colorado be 
disposed, now that the Senator from 
Washington has introduced this joint
resolution, to call it to the attention Of 
the legislative counsel between now and 
tomorrow, at which time the whole prob-
1cM will be before us, in the hope that 
we may dispose of it in a very positive 
and clear-cut way? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. I did so, 30 seconds 
a go. 

Mr. CAIN. I appreciate the Senator's 
willingness to cooperate. 

There being no objection the joint res-
olution (S. J. Res. 187) to suspend the 
application of certain Federal laws with 

respect to persons employed by the Sen-
ate Committee on Finance in connection 
with the investigation ordered by Senate 
Resolution 300. Eighty-first Congress, in-
troduced by Mr. CAIN, was received, read 
twice by its title, and ordered to lie on 
the table, 

Mr. HUMPHREY. The Senate of the 
United States now has the bill to amend 
the Social Security Act on the floor. It 
will vote Tuesday. June 20, on this bill, 
We can be certain that the bill as it 
passes the Senate will be a decided im-
provement over the present social-secu-
rity law, 

It will add a minimum of 9,000,000 peo-
pie to social-security coverage. For the 
first time self-employed people will be 
included under the old-age provisions of 
the social-security program. 

I wish to discuss briefly some of the 
amendments which I plan to submit, of 
which I have the privilege of being co-
sponsor, and which I shall support, 
which would further liberalize the social-
security bill. 

One of the most Important of those 
amendments, of which I am a cospon-
sor, would increase the amount of an-
nual wages which may be credited 
toward final old-age and survivors' in-
surance benefits. The present law pro-
vides a maximum wage base of $3,000. 
This version was kept in the bill as it is 
now on the Senate floor In spite of the 
fact that the House recommended an 
increase to $3,600, which would permit 
maximum benefits of $80 per month, 

An attempt will be made to raise that 
maximum benefit even beyond $3,660 to 
$4 200, which will permit benefits of 
$87.50, and also to $4,800, which will per-
mit maximum benefits of $95. I am 
supporting these liberalized efforts. I 
feel certain that we can pass the $3,600 
wage-base amendment in the Senate and 
I hope we can go further. These amend-
ments are significant because a Senate 
advisory council some months ago, after 
a thorough study of the whole program, 
recommended a base of $4,200. 

The next amendment of which I am a 
cosponsor will provide insurance bene-
fits to individuals who are permanently
unable to engage in any gainful activity
by reason of any medically proven phys-
Ical or mental illness. This is called a. 
disability-insurance amendment. it 
was included in the House bill. It was 
recommended by the Senate advisory 
council. I believe it to be regrettable 
that the Senate Finance Committee de-
cided not to include this provision in 
the bill as reported to the Senate. 

By the way, Mr. President, I want to 
commend the junior Senator from 
Louisiana for his very comprehensive
and able address this afternoon in ref-
erence to disability assistance. I un-
derstand the Senator from Louisiana 
will submit an amendment on disability 
assistance, and it is my intention to sup
port him, because his case is convinc
ing and Is grounded upon sound fact. 

The third crucial amendment which 
we will face on the floor of the Senate 
and which I will support, is designed to 
provide some kind of an Incentive in 
the old-age and survivors insurance pro

gram. It will do so by increasing basic 
benefits for each year of contribution. 
The bill as it is reported by the Senate 
Finance Committee would give an equal 
benefit payment to a worker who has 
contributed to the program for 2 years 
or for 20 years. our amendment will 
add a Percentage increment to the bene-
Fts received for each year in which a 
contribution to the social-security fund 
is made. 

It is also my plan to support amend
ments which would consider salesmen 
and agent drivers, distributing bever
ages, fuel, ice, ice cream, and fruit prod
uce, as well as meat and bakery prod
uce, laundry or dry cleaning services, as 
employees to be covered by the social
secu~rity law. This would add about 300,
000 persons to the coverage of the So
cial Security Act. 

I also plan to support an amendment 
which would give protection to about 
40,000 home workers and certain do
mestic servants. 

It is my intention to support another 
amendment which would include tips as 
wages in computing social-security
benefits. 

An amendment will also be intro
duced, which I shall support, extending
social-security benefits to about 775,000 
additional farm workers. 

I now want to bring to the attention 
of the Stnate an amendment which the 
Senator from New York [Mr. LEHMAN]
and I have submitted, designed to in
crease the old-age pension provisions of 
the social-security law. I recently com
mented briefly upon this amendment, at 
the time of its submission. This amend
ment is for those older folks who are not 
under the insurance program. This 
amendment would raise the maximum 
pension from $50 to $65 per month, 
which means that the Federal Govern
ment would make a contribution to any
pension up to $65 by paying one-third of 
any amount over $50. The present law 
provides a maximum of $50, and that 
maximum is maintained by both the 
Senate and the House versions. The 
Houme version does differ, however, from 
the Senate bill in that it gives more as
sistance to those States which are of the 
lower economic income. 

My amendment, and the amendment 
cosponsored by the Senator from New 
York, will also increase benefits to the 
blind and to dependent children. 

One of the most pressing problems 
which many local governments face with 
the public-assistance program is the fact 
that under the present law it is difficult 
to provide for medical care for the aged.
I am joining with other colleagues in an 
amendment which will provide Federal 
grants for medical care to the needy 
aged, the needy blind, and to dependent
chlrn 
chlrn 
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SOCIAL SECURITY 	 ACT AMENDMENTS OP 
1980 

The Senate resumed the consideration 
of the bill (H. R. 6000) to extend and 
improve the Federal old-age and sur
vivors insurance 	system, to amend the 
Public assistance and child welfare pro
visions of the Social Security Act, and for 
other purposes. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The ques,
tion is on the amendment submitted by
the Senator from Illinois (Mr. LucAs] for 
himself and other Senators. 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I yield
20 minutes to the Senator from Pennsyl
vania [Mr. MARTIN]. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator 
from Pennsylvania is recognized for 20 
minutes. 

Mr. MARTIN. Mr. President, we are 
indeed deeply indebted to the able and 
distinguished chairman of the Finance 
Committee, the senior Senator from 
Georgia [Mr. GEORGE], and the equally
able and distinguished junior Senator 
from Colorado [Mr. MILLIKIN] for the 
enormous amount of intense study and 
the laborious effort represented in the 
bill which is now before the Senate. 

The task to which they devoted them
selves so zealously was one of vast mag
nitude and extreme complexity. The 
problem of social security is not one that 
can be brought to perfection by any 
quick or easy method. It is not con
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cerned exclusively with charts or sta-
tistics. It has to do with the lives and 
the welfare of People throughout their 
lifetime. In its many-sided aspects it 
involves the plans and hopes of men and 
women to acquire a measure of peace of 
mind and comfort in their later years. 

Mr. President, social security is of 
more interest to the people today than 
any other subject, except taxation, which 
has been discussed in this Chamber, 

I know I am joined by all my colleagues 
in deep appreciation of the fair and im-
partial manner in which H. R. 6000, as 
amended by the Senate Finance Com-
mittee, was discussed by the leadership 
of the committee. Very carefully and 
very thoroughly they presented the 
features which remedy some of the 
existing defects in the present system. 
At the same time they placed emphasis 
upon the inadequacies which still re-
main to be worked out before the pur-

. poses we are trying to achieve can be 
attained, 

Certainly we have before us a sub-
stantial Improvement upon the present 
law. We are widening the coverage and 
offering a much more realistic schedule 
of old-age and survivor benefits in the 
light of present-day prices. These are 
valuable adjustments,

Bu tee Lksantersie te 
original 193e masuether piendLing bill 

contginues to3beasurtopgap-oething tol 
contnue tobeastogapsomehin to 

fill in until, somewhere along the line, 
there is created a basically sounder and 
firmer system of doing the job that must 
be done, 

I refer, of course, to the kind of law 
which will stand on the three firm 
foundation pins of universal coverage, 
pay-as-you-go, and something reason-
ably close to genuine actuarial standards. 

I shall vote for this bill in the clear 
recognition that it is still a stopgap-
certainly a much improved stopgap-but 
yet a challenge for us to find something 
better. 

Wholeheartedly I endorse the resolu-
tion offered jointly by the senior Senator 
from Georgia and the junior Senator 
from Colorado, for a continuing study of 
social-security problems to determine 
the best way to make the present system 
over into the fundamentally sounder one 
which all of us are determined the couni-
try must have, 

As we all know, the bill which is now 
before the Senate, and which is an im-
provement over existing law, largely 
grew from the resolution adopted by the 
Senate on July 23, 1947, during the 
Eightieth Congress-a resolution jointly 
sponsored by the then chairma~n of the 
Finance committee [Mr. MIaLLIINI and 
the ranking minority member [Mr. 
GEORGE]-for an investigation into the 
social-security system. The experts ap-
pointed in accordance with that resolu-
tion assembled for the Congress basic 
new information which provided the 
stepping stones to this bill. 

The new resolution (S. Res. 300), 
which is to be voted on this afternoon, 
calls for something much more imPor-
tant. It should enlist the suprort of all 
seeking to provide the best possible safe-
guards for our growing pepulation of 
older cit~zOflS. 

And, Mr. President, important as Is the 
problem of our aging and aged today, to-
morrow it will be infinitely more impor-
tant. Today our population of men and 
women over 65 years of age is about 
eleven and one-half million. By 1975 
there are expected to be about 19,000,000 
In that category, and by the year 2000 
even more. 

These older people are men and women 
who have made their full contribution to 
the upbuilding and support of the Re-
public. They have given the country a 
new generation, have fought its wars, 
have raised Its food, erected its homes, 
schools, and churches, taught its youth. 
and produced an infinite variety of our 
manufactured products. They have kept 
burning brightly the torch of our form 
of government and our way of life, 

They are an indispensable link in the 
continuity of America. 

For them, there must not-there shall 
not ever be-any "over the hill to the 
poorhouse" at the end of the road, 

Nor must we be content with any stop-
gap, second-best system of social secur-
Ity. We must work constantly at the job 
of improving it. Most important, we 
must make the country behind it fully 
s3lvent and able to live within its means, 
for no system that we or anyone else can 
devise will be any stronger or safer than 
the soundness of the dollar and the 
solvency of the country back of it. 

That is why the George-Millikin reso-
lution is so important. .sound 

Everyone knows that the relief or pub-
lie-assistance feature of social security 
was to be a temporary expedient. The 
idea was that as soon as the old-age and 
survivors insurance system was well es-
tablished Uncle Sam would withdraw 
from the business of providing local as-
sistance. That, it was felt, was a job 
entirely for the States and local com-
munities. But things have not worked 
out -that way under the stopgap law. 
Old-age and survivors insurance has 
been in existence for 15 years, and today 
more than 35,000,000 persons are under 
Its coverage,

Bu't, despite this, old-age assistance 
and other direct-relief programs-with 
matching Federal contributions-have 
continued to grow at such a rate that its 
beneficiaries over 65 years of age far out-
number those of the insurance system; 
and far more money is being spent to 
benefit persons under such relief than is 
received by those who made regular pay-
ments under the insurance system. 

Public assistance is essentially a local 
function. It should be taken care of by 
the local community, with financial as-
sistance from the State. The Federal 
Covernment should step in only in times 
of great emergency. We must remember 
that the stron~ger the old-age and sur-
vivors insurance program becomes the 
less burden there will be upon the States 
and local communities for relief, 

What have we in the handling of the 
maney today, Mr. President? A worker 
and his employer pay into the social-
security insurance fund year in and year 
out. The money goes into the Federal 
Treasury. Uncle Sam dips his hand into 
the till, takes the money out, and spends 
it for the high-priced business of ri'n-
ning tile Governinent. ~I'e leaves an 

I 0 U In the till. it is a bond paying 2 1i2 

percent annually. At present, in tile 
neighborhood of $12,000,000,COO has been 
removed, and the 2'/2 percent I 0 U's left 
Instead. 

That sounds good. The fund gets 21i 
percent on its money in the safest in
vestment in the world-United States 
Government bonds. But where does 
Uncle Sam get the 2!/2 percent interest? 
The same place he gets all of his 
money-by taxing the workers who paid 
the money into the social-security fund, 
in the first place, and also the workers 
who are not covered. 

Where does the Government get the 
mioney to pay benefits as more and more 
persons reach the age of 65? Naturally, 
by taxing the same workers wvho are 
taxed to pay the interest on the bonds. 
So the man who goes on social security 
pays twice, plus interest, for his benieflits. 
He pays in the original wage deductions. 
Then he is taxed to pay interest on the 
money the Government has borrowed 
from the fund. Then he is taxed to pro
vide the money to pay him and others 
their social-security benefits. And, of 
course, the worker who is not covered by 
social security is taxed to provide funds 
to pay old-age insurance for those who 
are covered. 

These inequities still remain In the im
proved bill now pending before the Sen
ate. At the moment we must accept
them until further study produces a 

social-security system. 
It has been argued that the bonds of 

the United States, in which the social-
security trust funds are invested, are the 
safest and soundest gilt-edged securities 
in the world. 

I have no quarrel with that statement. 
I accept it fully and completely. But I 
should like to point out this difference: 
Wher, a private corporation reaches the 
time when it is necessary to pay off its 
outstanding bonds, it does so out of earn
ings. We must remember that the Gov
ermient has no earnings. When it be
comes necessary to redeem the bonds, 
two courses are open. One is by new 
borrowing. The other is by additional 
taxes imposed upon all the people, in
cluding those who sacrificed a part of 
their earnings to establish the social-se
curity fund. 

Mr. WHERRY Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield for a question? 

Mz. MARTIN. Yes; if I have the time. 
Mr. WHERRY. Then I shall be very 

brief. In either of the events the Sen
ator has mentioned, the payment has to 
be made through taxes, regardless of 
wvhether it is deficit spending or not. Is 
that correct? 

Mr. MARTIN. Yes; all of it is paid 
for by taxation. 

Mr. WHERRY. So it has to be paid 
for by taxation; does it not? 

Mr. MARTIN. Yes; the Senator is 
correct. 

What I believe in is a plan whereby 
everyone under 65 years of age supports 
the system, and then, when past the age 
of 65, becomes a beneficiary. I want the 
program to be on a pay-as-y31u-go basis--. 
actuarily sound-in which a man pays 
once, not twice, for his benefits. 

That is the goal toward which Con
gress niust work. I am conflient that 
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the George-Mill1kin resolution will bring 
us a step closer to that goal. 

If we do not seek a sound actuarial so-
lution, we have no idea what this system, 
or any system, will cost us 20 or 30 or 50 
years hence, 

Today about 35,000,000 active workers 
pay into the fund; and only about 2,700,-
000 receive weekly benefits. That makes 
It easy for the administration's I 0 U 
scheme to operate, because a great deal 
more is paid into the fund than is with-
drawn in the form of benefits. But what 
vwill happen when the receipts and the 
disbursements come closer and closer 
into balance? 

What will happen if there should be a 
serious depression at some future time 
when fourteen or fifteen million persons 
are receiving old-age and survivors in-
surance benefits, and when millions of 
workers-actively contributing to the 
fund-are unemployed?

Where will the Government get the 
money to continue the insurance pay-
mnents to the over-65-years-of -age bene-
ficiaries? Will it be able to lay heavier 
taxes upon a depression-ridden people? 
Will it print inflationary, printing-press 
money, or will it repudiate its honest ob-
ligation to our citizens who are over 65? 

Certainly the method used in the ex-
Isting law, and provided for in the pend-
Ing bill, does not contain the answer, 
The answer lies only in a sounder system, 

I say we must work toward such a 
sounder system. in supporting this bill, 
we must recognize it for just what it is-
one more stepping stone on the way to a 
better law. 

The search for a better law should 
start now-without delay. 

It is perfectly obvious to all of us that 
the sounder, better formula is not easy to 
find. Certainly, no one has managed to 
find it in the past 15 years, although 
many expert minds have been focused 
upon the problem, 

There is one thing I should like to sub-
mit to the Senate. One of the principal 
reasons why the Congress is voting a new 
social-security law is because the benefits 
provided under the old law have become 
insufficient, due to the depreciation of 
the dollar and its decreased purchasingInoterwrd,nlaiooashi 
power, nohrwrs nlto a i 
our dollar, and It is worth only half of 
what it was worth back in the middle 
thirties, when the social-security law 
first wvent into operation. 

As an illustration of what has hap-
pened to the dollar consider the fact that man

amnwho purchased a United States 
saving bond 10 years ago for $18.75 and 
who cashes the bond today for $25 can 
buy less with the $25 he receives than 
he could with $18.75, the amount he in-
vested 10 years ago, That is what has 
become of the savings of the thrifty. 

Mr. President, earlier in my remarks 
I metioed hata ollasondstale 

an Gvrmentindtaasolvncy sarlebaicllyr
and ovenmet soveny bsicalyae 

important to any true, long-term social-
security system. Our national economy 
and the financial stability of our Govern-
ment are being tossed and blown about 
by winds of inflation, 

flation. it brings hardship to all who 
must live on the income derived from 
pensions, rents, annuities, savings ac-
counts, and other small investments, 

The Principal cause of the inflation we 
have today is extravagant spending, ex-
cessive taxation, debt, and unsound 
deficit financing by the Federal Govern-
ment. 

One of the most significant comments 
on the fiscal policies of the National 
Government was the statement issued 
last week by the joint Congressional 
Committee on the Economic Report. 
The committee urged an immediate ter-
mination of deficit spending in times of 
prosperity and inflation. Let me quote 
from the statement of the majority 
party members, under the chairmanship 
of the distinguished senior Senator from 
Wyoming [Mr. O'MAHONEY]. Their 
comment declared: 

Acritical examination of the present level 
of Government expenditures is imperative,
in years of Stich booming business as cur-
rently is causing prices to boil up in infla-
tionary manner throughout the economy. 
this Government should not be incurringdeficits.

It should put its house In order, 
Inability to vote against appropriations. 

or vote for increased taxes needed to foot 
bills this Government now incurs, is a alga 
of weakness that enemnies of free enterprise 
are gleefully exploiting throughout the 
world. It represents the greatest single dan-
ger to freedom and national security, 

The statement then goes on to urge 
"top priority" for reducing the debt in 
prosperous years like these. 

Mr. President, that statement is dedi-
cated to protecting our entire economy. 
Flor, let me say once more, the sound 
dollar and the Government's living with-
in its means are the master keys to a 
stable social-security system, to a firm 
and expanding national economy, and 
even to protection from alien ideologies 
designed to conquer us by making us 
spend ourselves into a condition of weak-
ness and self-destruction, 

Mr. President, let me sound a warn. 
ing: If we fail to put our house in order. 
if we do not return to a sound, fiscal 
policy, the pending bill and the study 
cnepadbyteG rg-iikntesolutio ewl be mere scoraps ofworth 
eslto ilb eesrp fwrh 

less paper. 
Finally, Mr. President, I should like to 

sum up some of our objectives, as follows. 
First, We must determine how much 

social security the Nation can afford. We 
can afford only the amount we can pay 
for annually. 'No family or nation ever 
went broke on a pay-as-you-go ba-sis, 

Second. The plan we adopt must be 
easy to administer. We cannot entangle 
the people in too much Government red 
tape. 

Third. As nearly as possible we should 
have universal coverage. Social securt 
shuldbe saf an ond nve tmen
shorltherain day. Itd ison thevesutmeof 
or he rinyday Itis te rsul of 

thrift and sacrifice, 
Fourth. Social security and public as-

sistance must be totally separated, 
Fifth. Sound programs operated by 

subdivisions of Government, churches, 

business concerns, so that they may not 
place too great a burden on the small 
businesses or put them at too great a 
disadvantage. 

Government solvency Is the founda
tion of a sound social security. If we 
continue to endanger the solvency of the 
United States, and persist on a course 
which means further depreciation of the 
purchasing power of the American dollar, 
we shall defeat the ends we are now 
striving to achieve. 

Mr. CAIN. Mr. President-
Mir. GEORGE. Air. President, I yield 

to the Senator from Washington. Will 
the Senator kindly indicate how much 
time he will need? 

Mr. CAIN. Approximately 30 minutes. 
I shall endeavor to conclude within that 
time. 

Mr. GEORGE. I yield 30 minutes to 
the Senator from Washington. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator 
from Washington is recognized for 30 
minutes. 

Mr. CAIN. Mr. President, the time is 
now hard upon us when we must vote 
o hte .R 00i obcm ho hte .R 00i obcm h 
law of the land. 

In the few minutes permitted me r 
desire to read a remarkable letter which 
I received this morning. The letter is 
from Mr. George M. V. Brown, adminis
trator of the Pierce County Welfare De
partment of my own State of Washing
ton, whose office is in my own home city 
of Tacoma. Mr. Brown has been, is, and 
I hope will continue to be, a close per
sonal friend of the junior senator from 
Washington.

I should like to read this letter and 
then to read my reply to Mr. Brown, in 
which is restated the position which the 
junior Senator from Washington has 
tried to present, in a reasonable way. 
during the entire consideration of the 
pending bill. Mr. Brown's letter reads 
as follows: 

DEAR HiARRY: I am somewhat shocked and 
surprised at the reports we are receiving in 
our local newspapers concerning your atti
tude toward H. R. 6000 and Senate Report 
1669. No legislation is ever perfect, but the 
changes that are contemplated in H. RI.6000 
and Senate Report 1669, or any combinationof them, is so much ahead of what we have 
at the present time that they deserve your 
fullest support. I believe we discussed this 
matter in some detail a few years ago when 
we had lunch together, and I know at that 
time you understood and agreed to the need 
for these changes. Without boring you with 
too much detail, please allow me to refresh 
your memory.The State old-age-assistance program (a 
pauperizing type of assistance) has been 
growing by leaps and bounds over the last 
15 years. When this program was put into 
effect, it was the intent that it would be only 
a temporary measure until such time as the 
Federal Government could put into effect a 
pension-insurance programx which would be 
directly contributed to by those who received 
benefits. Due to the lethargy on the part
of the Federal Government, the old-age and 
survivors insurance program has been 
allowed to remain static to the place where 
returns to its participants are entirely In
adequate, and the coverage has never been 
Increased as was anticipated, and thus a 

y toalreplativel smlIpretagbeeofith.Acvre benfits. toas 
direct result, the State old-age-assistance 
program, led by left-wing groups, has flour-
Ished In this fertile field of lethargy until 

ismacoverednytagTepro reevn ol-age Insur- and other institutions, should not be dis-The prsonreceiingpldprlativel 
ance benefits receives a fixed, limited in- turbed. 
come, and he is but one of many classes Sixth. Careful consideration must be 
who suffer, and suffer greatly, under in- given to pension funds set up by large 
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at the present time, as you well know, the 
financial stability of the State of Washing-
ton is seriously jeopardized. Not only are we
serving many people on our State old-age-
assistance program Who should 'be covered 
by old-age and survivors insurance, but We 
are also finding it necessary to subsidize 
others. due to the fact that the Federal pro-
gram has not been brought up to date since 
approxlmately 1938. 

In addition to the financial burden which 
has unnecessarily been placed on this State 
by the above-mentioned inadequacies on the 
part of old-age and survivor's insurance, the 
resultant increase in State old-age assistance 
has tended to "drag along" an unnecessary
liberalization of state relief programs to per-
sons in other age brackets (aid to dependent
children, general assistance, etc.).

There are probably many ways that an old-
age and survivor's insurance program could 
be administered and financed. However, I 
think it is ill-advised to suggest the cost and 
confusion, which any new system would cre-
ate, at this time when you and your cal-
leagues have not as yet given full enough 
support to our present legislation to know 
whether or not it, is either sufficient or 
workable, 

In the Interest of the people of the State 
of Washington, both those who are directly
affected by this program and the taxpayers
of this State, I hope that you will reconsider 
your viewpoint on this legislation and do all 
In your power to back up and vote for these 
revisions as suggested by H. R. 6000 and Sea- 
ate Report 16139. 

Those of us in the State of Washington 
should be the most interested people In the 
United States In this matter since it is my
belief that the whole financial structure of 
our state is in more or less jeopardy, depend-
Iog on how much we are able to handle old-
age security on a contributory Insurance basis 
rather than on a pauperizing base directly
paid for by the already overburdened tax-
payers.vr rlyyus 

VercE COuNTy WELARu DPATMT 
CEO. M. V. BROW-N, Administrator. 

He signed it "George" in a personal 
and affectionate way. 

Today, Mr. President, the junior San-
ator-from Washlngton wishes to respond 
to Mr. Brown, of Tacoma, Wash., as 
follows: 

Mr. George M. V. Brown, Administra-
tor, Pierce County Welfare Department,
2323 Commerce Street, Tacoma, Wash, 

My dear Mr. Brown: Many thanks for 
your exceedingly frank letter of June 16. 
Much of the information in it only con-
firms what I have long suspected and be-
lieved. 

Other portions of the letter, those 
urging me to support H. R. 6000, are so 
startling that I am moved to write you
in some detail. In this letter I shall re-
state briefly the position I have tried to 
maintain throughout the whole cohsid-
eration of the bill, 

On May 24 last, shortly after H. R. 
6000 was reported to the Senate, but be-
fore the committee report on the bill was 
available, I introduced a resolution-
Senate Concurrent Resolution 92-call-
ing for a completely independent Inves-
tigation and overhauling of our social 
security system. I urged that, pending 
this investigation, we put aside H. R. 
6000, leave the present system where it 
is, and pause until we had a clearer idea 
of where we are going. 

I said then: "If the Nation is willing 
to provide f or the needs of some of the 
aged, it ought to be willing to provide 

for the needs of all of the aged. It Is 
because of this conviction that I shall 
ops h asg fH .60 s 
ops h asg fH .60 s
amended with every legitimate means at 
my disposal."

That statement I now reaffirm and on 
It I still abide'. 

My earnest appeal for an Investiga-
tion was not based on any notion that 
I was an expert in social security ques-
tions. I made the appeal because others, 
who understand these things in far 
greater detail than I, had been making
similar appeals over a period of many
months. These appeals had gone un-
heeded. It was only when it dawned 
upon me that this battle was liable to 
go to decision by default that I deter-
mined to fight,

Yusy Teeaepoal ay
Yusy Teeaepoal ay 

ways that an old age and survivors in-
surance program could be administered 
and financed. However, I think it ill-
adviscd to suggest the cost and con-
fusion, which any new system would 
create, at this time when you and your
colleagues have not as yet given fu~ll 
erour,'h support to our present legisla-
tint- nwwehr rnti sete
tint nwwehro o ti ihr 
sufficient or workable." 

I say to you: The United 'States Con-
gress 'has supported this legislation for 
15 ycars and has seen the present social 
security system grow ever more comPli-
cated, capricious, cruel and unjust,
How long do you think we should sup-

port it before looking for a better way?
In the statement which I made on 

Mklay 24 and in my statements on June 
15 and 16 during the debate, I tried to 
make clear the following points: ,

First. That the present two-headed 
system of old age assistance and old age 
and survivors insurance was complex be-
yond endurance, Inordinately costly to 
administer, and tended to center bureau-
cratic control here in Washington.' I 
believe that to be true, Why support a 
bill that promises~to make this phase of 
the problem worse? 

Second. That it was not insurance at 
all, since the system was riddled with 
examples of persons getting a dollar in 
benefits for a nickel put in. 

Third. That despite all the talk about 
expanding social security there were 
millions of old people shut out and that, 
H. R. 6000 to the contrary notwithstand-
ing, millilons of the aged will still be left 
out even if the bill passes. 

Fourth. I said that it was useless to 
talk of costs unless the two systems of 
old-age assistance and of the so-called 
insurance program are considered simul-
taneously. In your letter you make this 
point clear with a vengeance. You say: 
"The State old-age assistance program-
a pauperizing type of assistance-has 
been growing by leaps and bounds over 
the past 15 years." That is exactly what 
I have said on the Senate floor. You. 
say: "When this program was put Into 
effect, it was the intent that it would Oe 
only a temporary measure until such 
time as the Federal Government could 
put into effect a pension insurance pro-
gram which would be directly contrib-
uted to by those who received benefits." 
I repeatedly called the Senate's atten-
tion to what had happened to that tem.-
porary-a~ssistance program, how expec-

tations of Its dwindling away had gone
with the wind. You say: "As a direct 
rsl h tt l-g sitnepo
rsl h tt l-g sitnepo 
gram led by left-wing groups has flour-
Ished in this fertile field of lethargy until 
at the present time, as you well know, 
the financial stability of the State -of 
Washington is seriously jeopardized." If 
you say this I do not see how, in all 
conscience, you can ask me to support
H. R. 6000, for the matching formulas for 
OAA remain the same, save for a minute 
cut in cases where old people get both 
OASI benefits and old-age assistance as 
well. The plain truth is, as I believe, 
that old-age assistance costs, the very
thing you dread, are bound to soar if 
H. R. 6000 is passed. I note what You say
about left-wing pressure. I suggest that
yubigti neetn att h t 
yubigti neetn att h t 
tention of Mr. Arthur Altmeyer, of the 
Social Security Administration. 

Fifth. I have maintained during the 
debate that it was a monstrous fraud and 
cheat to tell young people, now in their 
early working life, that if, under these 
wretched covered categories they paid
their social-security taxes for the al

lotted time, they would at retirement age
qualify for and receive an annuity. The 
fraud and the cheat lies in the expan
sion of present benefits out of current se
curity-tax income, with scarcely a 
thought of how the enormously in
crcased benefit bill is going to be paid a 
'generation from now. I said it could 

only be done with savagely increased 
taxes or with further depreciated dollars. 
I still say that. 

Sixth. I said it was a mistake to pass
H. R. 6000 and plan to investigate after
ward, since the further entrenchment of 
the existing system could only make in
vestigation far more difficult, and po
litically hazardous. I still believe that 
to be true. 

Seventh. I was at pains to acknowl
edge the months of work which the Sen
ate Finance Commitee has given to 
this bill and made it perfectly clear that 
my strictures were not directed at them 
but at the fact that, since the basis of 
the bill was fissured with grievous faults, 
so the completed bill could not help but 
be faulty as well. It is faulty still and 
members of the Finance Committee dur
ing this very debate have pointed out 
many of these faults. Why perpetuate
them? 

Eighth. I made no claim to being a 
social-security expert and I refused to 
endorse any new system. But I pointed 
out how, increasingly, over the years
criticisms of both the present system and 
its administrators had baprn piling uip
and piling up and how essentia-l it was 
that an absolutely independent investi
gation be made. I did not find fault with 
the advisory council set up during the 
Eigahtieth Congress. Indeed, I acknowl
edged their public spirit. But I did say 
that no thorough-going overhauling can 
hope to be done unless it has the steady
day-after-day attention of a corps of in
dependent experts. I said: "What we 
want are Independent, competent pea
ple of standing, who are prepared to give,
their full time to the work and who shall 
receive the compensation due to persons
of their experience and prestige." 
asked that enough money be granted out 

I 
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of the contingent fund to see to it that 
such a corps could be recruited. I still 
urge it, 

Ninth. I said that this investigation
should not spend its time trying to shore 
up and patch the present system. Nor 
should it be compelled to restrict its 
labors to a single alternative. The scope
of the inquiry should be broad and per-
mit a wide latitude of investigation. The 
corps should be men competent and able 
to give their serious attention to what-
ever qualified persons ask to appear be-
fore them. And I would judge that it 
would not be too difficult to define the 
word "qualified." Former President 
Hoover urged that the investigating body
be given a year for their labors. I believe 
that he was right. Is there not intelli-
gent reason for halting at this point?
It is possible to let the country know in 
the most explicit terms that this halt is 
not a stall. As I said in my statement: 
"Why pass a bill that we know is bad,
when, with the expenditure of a little 
more time, We might have legislation that 
is good?" 

Tenth. I called attention to the seri-
ousness of the charges brought against
officials of the Social Security Admin-
istration. I quoted the Hoover task 
force. I quoted charges made by per-
sons who had had direct experience with 
the Social Security Administration. I 
enumerated instances of manipulated
statistics, of calculations distorted and 
wrenched out of shape. I asked how, if 
these things should be proved true, it 
would be possible to trust the Social Se-
curity Administration. I still ask those 
questions. Those charges should be in-
vestigated, and by independent people.
Do not you yourself think that this 
should be done? 

In the process of considering this bill,
I wrote to several hundred persons 

thogotth onr, esn ho,
have had years of experience with social-
security problems. Some are actuaries. 
Some are in other branches of insurance,
Some had been officials of the Social Se-
curity Administration itself. Some are
academics. Some are in business. I 
asked these persons to write me frankly
about their views on the pending bill 
and how they thought an investigation
should be conducted. 

Their response has been one of the 
most extraordinary experiences of my
life. As evidence of the care and thought
which these people gave to my request,
I inserted in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD 
for June 16, 1950, a group of their re-
plies. I enclose a copy of this issue of 
the RECORD and commend these letters 
to your attention, 

In sum, my position is this: If we are 
to have a social-security system at all. 
let us have one that freemen can accept
with self-respect. Let us accept and act 
upon this bald truth: 

That our old people, who have done 
their life's work and have quit, must be 
helped by those of us who still work. In 
due time, our children must look after 
us, Not in the old way of the old folks 
on the farm, but in the same spirit
adapted to the institutions of our day-
through taxation. Let us have done with 
this nonsense of a contributory system,
this 'playing house and calling it insur.-
ance. 

I accept wholeheartedly this proposi-
tion of having us who work help the old 
folks who have quit. I stand ready to 
pay as high a tax as my fellow citizens 
are willing to pay to put such an honest 
social-security system into operation.

I have refused to support H. R. 6000, 
not to evade a responsibility, but rather 
to accept one. 

No kid stenographer in her first job
In Tacoma will ever be able to accuse 
me of being an accessory to her defraud-
ation when her retirement age finally 
comes. No down-and-out logger on the 
skidroad at the foot of Yesler Way in 
Seattle will be able to accuse me of for-
getting his plight. No part-time apple
picker in the Yakima and Wenatchee 
Valleys will be able to say that I did not 
recognize and seek to admit and save 
his rights,

I repeat, I believe that this bill Is a 
truly disastrous mistake and that if we 
pass it, we will surely and bitterly live 
to regret it. 

I say once more: If we are to look after 
some of our old people, we must look 
after them all. And, if we do this, let 
us find a way to do the whole job up year
by year, starting every January 1 with 
a clean slate. If our Nation's economy 
gets pinched, the old folks will'be pinched
also. If we prosper, the a~ged will share 
in the Nation's prosperity. This is as 
It ought to be. 

But let us have done with the jobbery
that for 15 years we have had the crust 
to call social security.

With warm personal regards and in 
hope that you will share my views with 
the many citizens at home who are con-
cerned and interested, I am, most sin-
cerely and cordially, HARRY P. CAIN, the 
junior Senator from Washington.

P. S.-Should you wish any future let-
ter to be held in confidence by me, it 
will only be necessary for you to mark 
it personal. I am happy that you per-
mitted me to make your present' one 
available to my colleagues and the 
Nation. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. M~r. President, I sug-
getteasneotaqoubnfismybynrae 
gs h bec f- urm 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secre-
tary will call the roll. . 

The legislative clerk proceeded to call 
the roll, 

Mr. MILLIKIN. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that the order for 
a quorum call be rescinded, and that 
further proceedings under the call be 
suspended. 

Mr. MYERS. Mr. President-
The VICE PRESIDENT. Either of the 

S.--nators in control of the time must 
yield to the Senator if he desires to ad-
C:ess the Senate. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. How much time does 
the Senator from Pennsylvania desire? 

Mr. MYERS. About 20 minutes. 
Mr. MILLIKIN. I yield 30 minutes to 

the Senator from Pennsylvania.
Mr. MYERS. Mr. President, we stand 

on the threshold of completing a legisla-
tive achievement of the first order of 
magnitude. It is probably idle to argue
whether our accomplishment in enact-
Ing, as we will enact shortly, the pending
social-security bill, Is the most impor-
tant social reform of the past decade. 
But few would doubt the observation 

that no other domestic program exceeds 
social security in importance.

Eleven years have passed since Con
gress made the last substantial revisions 
of our social-security law. Thus, it is 
clear that we have at least the task on 
our hands of bringing the 1939 provisions 
up to date. Living costs in that 11-year
period have jumped nearly '70 percent
and the insurance benefits payable under 
the prewar, preinfiation standards are 
hopelessly out of line with what we 
should regard as a minimum income suf
ficient to keep body and soul together.

Naturally, then, our first requirement
for the changes we now propose to make 
Is the requirement that benefits be 
brought back to a level of buying power 
at least equivalent to the 1939 standard. 
I feel, however, that the Congress would 
be remiss in its duty if we were to ac
complishi no more than to rewrite the 
law to match today's dollar. 

I am proud to say that Congress has 
shown no intention whatsoever of limit
ing its action to the social gains achieved 
11 years ago. We can look at H. R. 6000 
In the form in which it was reported by
the House Ways and Means Committee 
last Year; we can look at H. R. 6000 as 
adopted by the House of Representatives;
and we can look at H. R. 6000 as recoin-
mended by the Senate Finance Commit
tee, and without exception we will see* 
that far more has been undertaken than 
merely to bring the law up to the stand
ards of 1939. 

Coverage-that Is, the number of per
sons eligible to participate in the Federal 
retirement insurance program-has been 
enlarged. The long-recognized goal of 
universal social security coverage is 
brought considerably closer by the en
lightened action of the House and of the 
Senate Finance Committee. 

Rtrmn eei amns hc 
Under existing law average but a pitiful
$26 a month, will be raised to an average
of $49 monthly If the Senate committee 
bill is adopted, If some of the amend
ments to be offered to the pending bill 
are enacted, the average social security 

oa uha 
eeismyb nrae oa uha 

$55 a month. Particularly for those of 
us who live in large urban areas, where 
living costs are highest, it is difficult to 
see how an average payment of $50 or so 
a month can do more than provide the 
barest kind of subsistence for a single 
person. Yet, by contrast, $50 Is a tre
mendous stride forward from the present 
average of $26 monthly.

In addition to increasing the benefit 
payments, and opening participation in 
the social security program to another 
eight or ten million people, the recoin
mendations of the Senate Finance Coin
maittee do a great deal to liberalize the 
eligibility requirements under which a 
person may become entitled to retirement 
benefits. The Senate committee has also 
recommended a much more liberal alter
native method for calculating the average 
wage upon which the ultimate retirement 
benefits are based, 

After having sat for some months as a 
member of the Senate Finance Commit
tee, listening to the hearings, participat-
Ing in the long discussions during execu
tive sessions, I have come to appreciat3
keenly the studious and conscientious 
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manner in which the committee under-
took its job of recommending changes in 
cur all-important social security pro-
gramn. Almost without exception, the 
members of the entire committee were 
In accord as to the basic machinery of 
the social security program, agreeing that 
it was a tested and proven means of pro-
viding a bulwark against poverty for 
those who face a complete loss of income 
upon retirement, 

The arguments of yesteryear that social 
security would lead to regimentation of 
cur Paople and plunge us into socialism 
had no force in the committee's discus-
sion. The experience of 15 years of op-
eration has so thoroughly discredited 
such arguments that we heard almost 
none of themn among the committee mem-
bers. 

Instead, Mar. President, the diAsagree-
mients which came up during the Finance 
Committee's consideration of the social 
security bill were confined to questions
of what we could afford to do at this 
time to make the social security program 
More adequate to meet the evident needs 
of the American people. I might add in 
this connection that there was no sub-
stantial disagreement among committee 
members as to what the basic needs of 
cur people were. It was agreed that Fed-
eral machinery did provide the only prac-
tical means whereby our people could 
plan ahe~ad for their ultimate retirement, 
It was agreed that the social security 
program should be made self-supporting 
through the equal contributions of em-
ployee and employer alike. It was agreed 
that the principle of self-supporting
social Insurance is much to be preferred 
over public relief ,which is supported out 
of general tax revenues. There was 
agreement, too, among the committee 
members that the probleni of the disabled 
worker forced into premature retirement 
by accident or disease was a most critical 
one which is not being met now through 
the limited scope of workmen's compen-
sation laws and private disability insur-
ance. 

In short, there was no real disagree-
ment on the part of the committee as to 
the major needs of our people in terms 
of income loss. As I say, the vehicle of 
social security was recognized as the suit- 
able means of meeting these problems, 
and the question of cost was the only 
major deterrent to extending the welfare 
benefits that were considered, 

I should like here to say something 
about this question of cost. As I indi-
cated earlier, it was the intent of the 
committee to make the social-security 
program completely self-supporting 
through the mechanism of wage-tax 
contributions. The committee estimated 
In reporting H. R. 6000. that the level 
premium rate for the insiurance benefits 
proposed in the bill would, some years
hence, amount to 6.15 percent of the pay-
roll of those covered by social security,
In other words, this would mean that 
the wage-tax deduction for the employ-
er would finally reach a level somewhat 
in excess of 3 percent and a similar con-
tribution wculd be made by the em-
ployee. 

It is significant here to point out, I 
believe, the assumption on which the 
committee 'based its estimate of a level 

premium cost amounting to more than 
6 percent of payroll. The committee as-
suimed the present levels of economic 
activity would continue into the future. 
It assumed that the program would some 
day cost 6 percent of the 1950 payroll of 
employees in covered occupations. 

But, Mr. President, I do not agree that 
our present economic levels represent 
the high tide of American wealth. I 
have faith, great faith, in the capacity 
of America to continue its economic 
growth. I believe the committee in as-
suming that payrolls would not continue 
to rise in the future closed its eyes to 
the history of this country. In the past 
century, for example, the productive 
output per worker has increased 600 per-
cent. In the past 60 years there has been 
an increase in payroll whiich has averaged 
3 percent annually. I believe,- Mr. Pres-
ident, that we will continue to see such 
an expansion here in America. Perhaps 
our economy has matured, but it has 

nent, total disability is one of the most 
terrifying prospects that lurks uncer
tainly in the future of anyone. The 
House adopted a disability-insurance 
program when it passed H. R. 6000, and 
the amendment which I submitted on 
Friday merely seeks to restore, with a 
few improvements which I outlined at 
the time, the disability feature set forth 
in the House bill. 

Two other amendments of prime im
portance deal with the formula used to 
calculate retirement benefit payments. 
The House and the Senate Finance Comj
mittee have both recommended major 
changes in the benefit formula which is 
now the law, and in either instance, the 
average retirement benefits will be abo-it 
doubled over what they are now. How
ever, the present requirement estab
lished in 1939, of a $3,000 wage and tax 
base, means that an employee who 
earns more than $250 a month contrib
utes to the insurance fund only on the 

certainly not lost its vitality. :basis of $250 of his monthly earnings-
I believe we should assume that pay-

rolls will be greatly lai ger in the future, 
If we take even the modest assumption 
that payrolls will increase 2 percent an-
nually, instead of the 3 percent yearly 
rise which we have experienced for more 
than half a century, the level premium 
rate for the insurance benefits recoin-
mended in the Senate. bill will not, in 
fact, amount to 6.15 percent of payroll, 
by the time all these benefits vest. In-
stead of 6.15 percent, they would cost 
only 4.9 percent of payroll, assuming
that our economy does expand to the ex-
tent of 2 percent yearly in the future. 

I think an understanding of thisdis es- 
sential in considering how far we should 
go at this time in liberalizing the social-
security program, 

If it is true, in fact, that the benefits 
proposed by the committee will ulti-
mately cost less than 80 percent as much 
as the committee thought they would 
cost in terms of our future buying power,
then I say, Mr. President, that we should 
consider seriously the question of lib-, 
eializing the present law still further. 

In terms of the insurance program, 
there are three amendments of major 
importance which should be adopted at 
this time. In all three of these in-
stances, the House itself took a more lib-
eral position than did the Senate Fi-
nance Committee. though I want to 
make It clear that the Senate bill was, 
in many respects, more liberal than the 
House bill, but in other particulars, 

I want to address myself first to the 
question of disability insurance. I will 
not develop this in great detail because 
on Friday of last week I placed In the 
RECORD a lengthy statement describing
the disability-insurance amendment at 
the time I submitted it for myself and 
for nine other Senators. Briefly, how-
ever, the question of disability is closely 
related to that of retirement as a result 
of old age. Disability is simply a pre-
mature retirement: a sudden aging, long
before it is ordinarily expected, which 
forces a worker to leave his job and 
which makes it Impossible for him to 
support himself and his family by any 
sort of gainful employment. I believe 
I am correct in saying that the possibil-
Ity of income loss as a result of a perma-

and correspondingly, the benefits which 
he will receive upon retirement are thus 
limited to a maximum average monthly 
earning of $250, regardless of what his 
average earnings had been. At the time 
this $13,000 limitation was placed in the 
law in 1939, 95 percent of those whom 
the lavw covered had yearly earnings less 
than that amount. The Senate Advis
ory Council on Social Security, speaking 
through 15 of its 17 members, recomn
mended that the wage and tax base be 
advanced to $4,200 to bring it in line with 
the present high level of wages. The 
Senate Finance Committee, however, 
recommended that the present wage base 
of $3,000 be retained and the House 
agreed to the figure of $3,600. I believe 
it imperative that the wage base be in
creased to $4,200 In order that we may 
continue to make effective the policy es
tablished by Congress in the 1939 social 
security revisions. 

The second major amendment to the 
more liberal benefit formula of the Sen
ate bill deals with the so-called incre
ment-that is, the meahs by which 
the benefits available upon retirement 
are increased in proportion to the num
ber of years an employee has contributed 
to the pension fund. Under the present
law the basic benefit as calculated in the 
formula is increased by 1 percent for 
each year the person has worked in coy
ered employment. Under the House 
bill this increment was reduced to one-
half of 1 percent for each year of in
surance coverage. 

The increment amendment which I 
submitted, for myself and 12 other Sen
ators takes a compromise position be
tween the present law and the House 
bill. The Senate bill has no increment 
factor whatsoever. Under our proposal, 
benefits would be increased by 1 pe-rcent
for each year an insured person con
tributed to the system prior to 1951, and 
for the years following 1950, the mecre
ment would be reduced to one-half of 
1 percent. In short, the compromise 
recognizes the rights of those who con
tributed to the system during the period
the increment was 1 percent, and then 
reduces the increment in the future. 

To me it is only reasonable that the 
benefits available on retirement should 
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reflect the number of years that an em-
ployee contributed to the pension fund, 
Yet, under the Senate bill, a retired per-
son receives a benefit calculated only on 
his average wages, and it makes no dif-
ference whether he has contributed to 
the system for 3 years, or 40 years, prior 
to retirement. 

At least until we arrive at the point
that social security covers every working 
person, I believe we should recognize the 
principle that a worker should receive a 
greater benefit according to the years he 
has contributed to the system. This has 
the psychological advantage of encour-
aging him to remain in covered employ-
ment, and it is in -line with the sound 
practices of private industrial pensions
where, as a general rule, benefits vary
according to the years of service for the 
company,

Taken together, the three amend-
ments-disability insurance, the increase 
of the wage and tax base from the pres-
ent level of $3,000 to $4,200, and the 
restoration of the increment to the Sen-
ate committee recommendations-will 
add, according to the assumptions of the 
committee as to future costs, about 1¾/ 
percent of payroll. In other words, the 
level premium rate of 6.15 percent of 
payroll estimated by the committee for 
its own bill would, with these three 
amendments, come to about 8 percent of 
payroll.

As I indicated earlier, however, I be-
lieve the economy of America will con-
tinue to expand in the future, and if we 
use the conservative estimate of a 2 per-
cent average annual increase in pay-
roll, the Senate bill, plus the three 
amendments I have just discussed, will 
have a level premium rate of about 6.3 
percent, instead of the 8 percent as esti-
mated by the committee's assumption of 
a static economy in the future; 

Since the committee agreed to a level 
premium rate of 6.15 percent as a reason-
able cost for the social-security system,
the figure of 6.3 percent is in line with 
this thinking, and I strongly urge the 
Senate to put its stamp of approval on 
the amendments providing disability. in-
surance, the $4,200 wage base, and tht 

incwishn fato refrgnrlyt.te
amenmensh tha aefre pendingt wthich 

amenmensae wichtht pndin,
would, in my opinion, further strengthen
the many improvements recommended 
by the Senate committee bill. I have sub-
mitted two amendments relating to blind 
persons-one of which deals with the 
Federal grants to States for blind pen-
sions; and since I have already issued a 
statement describing that amendment, I 
shall not go further into it at this time, 
My second amendment for the blind re-
stores a provision of the House bill which 
would cut off Federal grants to States 
which require blind persons to have more 
than 1 year of residence to become 
eligible for blind pensions. In view of the 
fact that a majority of our States have 
residence reqL'irements of a year or less,
this seems only fair; and the Senate Ad-
visory Council took the position that 
there should be no time-of-residence re-
quirement at all for the blind. 

I endorse in principle the extension of 
Public assistance grants to' Puerto Rico 
and the Virgin Islands. I support the 
caretaker amendment for dependent 

Children, and believe it to be of utmost 
importance. I support generally the 
amendmnents to liberalize the insurance 
coverage provisions for salesmen, agent
drivers, and so forth. 

Inisofar as the portions of the bill deal-
Ing with unemployment compensation 
are concerned, I strongly support the 
amendment submitted by the Senator 
from Illinois [Mr. LUCAS], and the Sen
ator from Rhode Island [Mr. GREEN], to 
provide reinsurance grants to States to 
enable them to expand their existing un
employment compensation programs.
This is not a matter of collecting new 
taxes for this purpose, but it is simply a 
question of making full and good use of 
the entire amount of the Federal unem
ploment tax, instead of allowing a part
of the tax money to be drafted off for 
other purposes.

The junior Senator from California 
[Mr. KNOWLAND], has submitted to the 
pending bill an amendment which is, ac
cording to his explanation, designed to 
restore to States the right to operate
their unemployment compensation pro
grams without Federal intervention. 
This amendment, I believe, goes much 
further in its effect than its supporters
contend. Furthermore, the amendment 
was not considered by the Senate Finance 
Committee; there have-been no hearings 
upon it; and where a proposal so impor
tant as this is brought up more or less at 
the last minute, I firmly believe we should 
reject it at this time, and should refer 
the matter to the Senate Finance Corn
mittee for hearings and study, before 
acting upon it. 

In closing, Mr. President, I wish to 
state once more my belief that in pass
ing the pending social-security bill, we 
are undertaking one of the most impor
tant domestic reforms of recent Years. 
The bill as it passed the House was a 
good bill. The bill reported by the Sen
ate Finance Committee after the most 
careful study was a good bill. 

There are, as I have indicated in a gen
eral way, some improvements which can 
be made without materially increasing
the costs of our retirement insurance 
and public-assistance programs. 

The over-all value in terms of our 
economy and in terms of the health and
livelihood of our people, is immense. No
longer do we hear social security attacked 
as socialistic, and no longer is it re
ferred to asregimentation. It has prov
en itself. We here, by improving the 
good which the program is capable of 
accomplishing, are doing more to pro
mote the economic health of our country
and the material security of our people
than we can readily imagine.

Our ultimate goal, of course, is uni
versal coverage under social security by 
use of the self-supporting contributory
pension system. The proposals before 
us, and which we will enact, are a major
stride toward that goal-which is, in the 
final analysis, a prosperous and secure 

mrcuneanvr-pndgfe-
Amrcuneanvr-xndgfee 
enterprise system.

M.MLII bandtefor 
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SOCIAL SECURITY 	ACT AMENDMENTS OF 
1950 

The Senate resumed the consideration 
of the bill (H. R. 6000) to extend and 
Improve the Federal old-age and sur
vivors insurance system, to amend the 
public-assistance and child-welfare pro
visions of the Social Security Act, and 
for other purposes. 

Mr. SCHOEPPEL. Mr. President, 
will the Senator from Colorado yield to 
me for a moment? 

Mr. MILLKIN. Mr. President, I 
yield 2 minutes to the Senator from 
Kansas. 

Mr. SCHOEPPEL. Mr. President, I 
sent to the desk an amendment to House 
bill 6000 which I intend to call up and 
offer at the appropriate time. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. 
CHAPMAN in the chair). The amendment 
offered by the Senator from Kansas will 
be received and lie on the table. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. Mr. President, I sug
gest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
clerk will call the roll. 

The legislative clerk proceeded to call 
the roll. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that the order for a 
quorum call be rescinded and that fur
ther proceedings under the call be sus
pended.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

Mr. WATKINS. Mr. President, I send 
to the desk an amendment which I in
tend to call up later. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
amendment will be received and lie on 
the table. 
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SOCIAL SECURITY 	 ACT AMENDMENTS OF 
1950 

The Senate resumed the consideration 
of the bill (H. R. 6000) to extend and 
improve the Federal old-age and sur-
vivors insurance system, to amend the 
public-assistance and child-welfare pro-

visonsofhe ocil Scurty ctand 
for other purposes.

The VICE PRESIDENT. Under the 
agreement, the Senate Is to begin vot-
ing at 4 o'clock. Does the Senator from 
Georgia wish to be recognizzed? 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I shall 
yield to the majority leader, but, first 
of all, I yield 1 minute to the Senator 
from Montana. 
DISABILITY INSURANCE BE5NEFITS IN PRIVATE 

RETIMEEMENT PLANS 	 AND UNUEE A FEDERAL, 
PROGRAM 

Mr MRAY r.Pesdnt ak 
Mr. URRA. Prsidet, IaskMr 

Unanimous consent to insert in the REC-
ORD at this point a statement which I 
have had prepared on Disability Insur-
ance Benefits in. Private Retirement 
Plans and Under 	 a Federal Program. 

As chairman of the Subcommittee on 
Labor-Management Relations of the 
Committee on Labor and Public Wel-
fare, I am deeply interested in the vari-
ous provisions of collective-bargaining

contact anprvateplas poviingcotrcs poidngndpivtepan
for old-age, disability, and other wel-
fare benefits. In view of the fact that 
we are going to vote this afternoon on 

a proposal to include disability ~insur-
ance benefits under the Social Security 
Act, the analysis which I have had pe 

pare shws oulhatit beofpreat 
valued thowsmtanagmet anud lbeorf prer-
vanu omaaeent insuranceweretoaldsailt 

manet ttaldisailiy isurace ere
included under the Social Security pro-
gram, 

There being no objection, the state-
ment was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

STA"MIENT BY SENATORoMURRAY 
In considering the need to restore perma-

nent total disability Insurance provisions to 
H. R. 6000 I have explored the experience of
private retirement plans for the light it sheds 
on the problem we have before us. I can 
think of no better 	support for the amend-
ment for permanent and total disability in-
surance than to point out the most salient 
facts which emerge from this experience. in 
brief, we find that the need for economic 
protection against 	 the risk of permanent 
total disability has 	long been recognized in 
private plans; that many employers have in-
Iitated and administered programs in an 
attempt to cover this risk; that this experi-
ence has extended over many years; but that 
Inherent limitations generally prevent pri-
vats plans from meeting this problem com.-
pletely and satisfactorily,

No reasonable employer has ever failed to 
be moved by the plight of an old and faith. 
ful employee disabled after spending the best 
part of his working life In the employer's
service. It Is no wonder, then, to find that 
the first retirement plan established by in-
dustry In the United States was designed 
to protect disabled workmen. To the Ameri. 
can Express Co. goes the distinction for hay-
Ing set up a plan, in 1875, to provide corn-
pany-paid benefits for permanently incapaci-
tateci workers over 60 years of age. That first 
plan required the worker to have served the 
company continuously for over 20 years and 
to be deemed worthy of receiving benefits,
This first retirement plan Is extremely Inter-
eating In that it recognized the relationship
between incapacity 	and old age, a basic re-
tirement issue which is still being debated 
today. The proposed amendment, which-

woud add disability benefits to the old-age
wandu survivors insurance program, offers a 
national solution for the Interrelated problem
of old-age and permanent and total dis-
ability. 

The problem of retirement for disability,
has recetyatated widespread attention 
with the renewal of the drive for pensions on 
the part of the unions. Some time ago,
Fortune magazine carried the results of a 
poll made in the spring of 1948 by sociologist 
C. Wright Mills of Columbia University for 
the United Auto Workers. The poll revealed
that the chief cause of Insecurity amongauto workers today Is not Job problems or 
old-age security--since a basic measure of 
protection already exists for these. The most 
common cause of worry for this group of 
workers was how to support themselves and 
their families In case of serious incapacitat-
Ing accident or prolonged sickness, for which 
adequate protection Is still lacking. Most 
of the newer retirement plans negotiated un-
der collective-bargaining agreements are at-
tempting to remedy this gap In protection, 
by allowing disabled workers to retire before 
age 65. 

Let us now examxine the extent and effec-tiveness of existing insurance protection un-
der private retirement plans. There has been 
just completed a study of over 200 retire-
ment plans, established or revised in the 
last 10 years, which provide for the payment 
of disability Insurance benefits. Thebe 
plans cover establishments employing 3,000.-
d workers. Estimates show that this is 
about one-fourth of the number employed In 
aSU the establishments in the country which 
have retirement plans. 

A number of Important facts were brought 
out by this study. First, very few retirement 
plans are established exclusively for dis
ability retirement. Most retirement plans 
are essentially designed for old age and al
low retirement for 	disability only inciden
tally. Some of these retirement plans may
have a specific disability clause. The others, 
and they are in the majority, contain an 
early retirement option or a vested rights
provision under which any covered employee 
may retire before normal retirement age, provided he meets certain conditions. An employee who becomes disabled may avail him
self of these opportunities for early retire
menit if he meets these conditions. 

In the second place, the conditions govern-
Ing coverage for disability in most plans are 
such that they exclude a large number of 
workers employed In the establishments 
which have such plans. Coverage may be 
limited to those In certain types of employ
ment, or may be based on amount of earn-
Ings, or length of service with the company, 
or age, or a combination of the latter two-
as you will see if you glance at the study
prepared by the Social Security Administra
tion. 

Thirdly, even if an employee should meet 
all the requirements for coverage, he may
face a new set of hurdles to qualify for bene
fits when he becomes disabled. Long and 
continuous service-often of 15 or more 
years-is usually a required condition for re
ceiving disability benefits. Also, the defini
tion of compensable disability varies from 
plan to plan. Some may require an em
ployee to be permanently and totally disabled 
and to have his Incapacity certified by a 
physician. In other plans, the question of 
what Is disability may be left to the discre
tion of the employer or his pension board. 
The disadvantages of such Indefinite stipula
tions are many and obvious. For one thing,
the employee has no clear idea In advance 
of whether he can expect anything from the 
plan If he should become disabled, or even 
If his disability Is recognized, what benefits 
he may receive. Even If a disabled employee 
may wish to take advantage of the early
retirement option 	 or of the vested rights 
provided by some of the plans, the condition 
of a minimum age-usually 55 for the early
retirement option-restridta opportunities
for disability retirement to the older workers 
only. 

Fourth, the net result of setting require
mnents for coverage and for eligibility to ben
eflts Is that they disqualify many disabled
workers from receiving benefits. F'or In
stance, the study showed that in a group of 
retirement plans having specific disability
clauses, 55 percent would pay no benefits to 
a disabled employee with as much as 10 
years' service and monthly average earnings 
of $200 or even $250. Where benefits are
payable, the usual retirement benefit formulaapplied to employees who retire prematurely 
on account of disability results In such low 
benefits that they can hardly be regarded as 
replacement of former earnings. In another 
group of plans, with early retirement or 
vested rights provisions, it was found that 
In over two-thirds of these plans an em
ployee with 10 years of service and' monthly 
average earnings of $200 or $250 would re
ceive a benefit not exceeding $15 a month. 

However, the most important disadvantage 
of retirement plans with disability provi
sions Is not that most retirement plans cover 
the risk of disability only In a roundabout way, or that they restrict coverage, or that 
they pay small benefits. It is that they have 
Inherent limitations which are found in all 
private pension plans. 

One of these Inherent limitations is that 
private retirement plans cannot adjust
themselves to the normal movement of labor.
Workers naturally move about from place 
to place and from employer to employer In 
search of work or of better employment con
ditions. Requirements of long periods of 
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continuous service to qualify for disability
benefits tend to tie down labor. In our 
dynamic industrial economy, such require-
ments are unrealistic. No Individual em-
ployer and no single Industry can reason-
ably be expected to provide continuous em-
ployment to the same workers for many years.
In fact, the history of the industrial devel-
opment of our country is full of incidents of 
old Industries replaced by new industries and 
of the movement of industries In search of 
more favorable conditions for production,
Everyone is familiar with the exodus of the 
textile industry from New England to the 
South, with ghost towns left In its wake,
Today the rise of the television industry is 
a real threat to the radio Industry. As new 
industries develop or new enterprises are 
established in old industries, labor must be 
able to move about to meet the shifting de-
mands of production. Yet an employee coy-
ered by a private retirement plan can seldom 
carry his rights from employer to employer,
Dr. Clark Kerr, director of the Institute of 
Industrial Relations at the University of Call-
fornia, In an address before the National 
Industrial Conference Board on November 22. 
1949, describes what he calls the "unf or-
tunate social consequences" of pension
plans: 

"Private pension plans, except where they
provide full and immediate vesting of both 
the employee's and firm's contribution, and 
a few of them do, retard such movement,
They tend to tie the worker to the company
while employed; and hold him In a comn-
pany-attached labor pool when unemployed.
Even with full vesting, since plans vary.
workers can be confused and even harassed. 
By retirement age, if all his employment had 
been covered by private plans with vesting,
he would be drawing income according to
the provisions of several different plans. 
Any one who has moved from one plan to 
another knows how exasperating this can 

be.,'ments.
Although the inflexibility of private plans

has been generally recognized, no one as yet
has come forward with a workable solution. 

The other inherent limitation of private 
leireedpnto pansIsthe prtheyctionfor ae risk 
which mayn eten ovsueprothecwhole spnor anrs 

whic ma exend verthewhol spn o anIndividual's working lifetime. Here we put 
ious wineakones ofaiprivate blans thei onts-
tinuedwexistnesso mayvabe verys pherecarous, 
They may be discontinued at any time by 

-their sponsors, or because of economic condi-
tions. Full funding of a pension plan is the 
only way to assure employee security if the 
company fails. But this is beyond the means 
of many firms, particularly small'firms. To-
day. 95 percent of our business firms, or over 
3,000,000 establishments, have less than 20 
employees. These firms are most sensitive 
to economic stresses, and business failures 
among them Is as high as 5 to 10 percent an-
nually even in the most prosperous years.
With the best of Intentions, therefore, private
retirement plans can be no more stable than 
the life of the sponsoring firm,

If we try to discover why private retire. 
meat plans place restrictions on coverage and 
eligibility for benefits for disability retire-
ment, we find that costs bulk largely behind 
these restrictions, To assure responsibility
for payment of disability benefits to a dis-
abled employee for the rest of his life, how-
ever small the payments may be, is a financial 
burden which few employers can bear in-
dividually-just as In the case of old age
For this reason, employers cushion their d'is-
ability retirement plans with all kinds of 
restrictions. These are Justifiable safeguards
for the employer's plan. In no other field 
of Industrial relations must management as-
sume a financial burden at all comparable
With the liabilities of a retirement plan.
That is why retirement plans with disability
benefits are usually found among the larger
and the older companies, For the 3,000,000 

small firms which are the majority of all 

business firms, private disability retirement 

plans-establishing them, financing them, 

funding them-are simply prohibitive. Fur-

thermore, spreading the risk of disability 

or, for that matter, any other similar risk, 

over theIr small labor force Is actuarially

unsound. 

There are seven risks which require social 
action, either compulsory or voluntary,
Three of these social security risks-old age,
dependent survivorship, permanent total dis-
ability-may be considered Iong-ange risks; 
they are one-tImne occurrences V the life of 
a worker. The'remaining four-industrial 
Injuries, unemployment, temporary sickness 
disability, and medical care-are short-term 
or current risks. Mr. J. W. Myers, manager
of the insurance and social security depart-
ment of the Standard Oil Co. (New Jersey),*
who has been administering plans for em-
ploybe pensions and other types of benefits 
for over 30 years, has recently commented 
on the nature of these risks: 

"The long-range category comprises non-
repetitive risks which Involve accumulating
liabilities beyond the resources of average
individuals and which transcend State lines. 
Thus, they lend themselves to uniform treat: 
ment by Federal legislation based on a long-
term record of wages or contributions. The 
short-range risks involve repeated occur-
rences and, to a larger extent, danger of 
malingering. These lend themselves more 
readily to State, community, or voluntary
procedures, particularly direct dealings be-
tween employer and employee." (J, W. 
Myers, Governmental and Voluntary Pro-
grams for Security, Harvard Business Review,
March 1950.) 

The problem of retirement for long-range
risks must be handled on a broader basis,
ThFeraGorn ntibstdpedo 
meet the long-range needs of the population
that necessarily involve long-range commit-

This is the opinion of most thought-
ful students of workers' security, whether 
they come from the ranks of management,
labor, government, or academic life. Dr. 
Clark Kerr sums up succinctly the rea 
why government can best assume these risks: 

"The advantages of the Federal Insurance 
system are that it Is fully contributory anduniversal In coverage; it treats like situated 
Individuals alike; It permits full mobility of 
workers, and It has adequate financial back. 

TheMr shamlesopinionswas recenl epressdedto
b r hre .Wlotepeieto
General Motors, who said: "Adequate Fed-
eral pensions operated on a sound basis 
would seem to be the real answer to the 
pension problem." And still upon an-
other occasion, he said that Federal pen-
sions "would greatly reduce the pension
problem for businessmen, unions, and em-
ployees." Essentially the same position was 
taken by the Advisory Council on Social 
Security appointed in 1947 by the Finance 
Committee of the Senate, and just recently
by the House of Representatives' Ways and 
Means Committee, which provided for dis-
ability benefits In H. It. 6000. This Is also 
the opinion of most forward-looking labor 
leaders, Mr. Harry Becker, director of the 
United Auto Workers social security de-
partment has said, "The basic solution 
to the problem of retirement security for the 
aged and incapacitated Is through a Fed-
eral system of social Insurance assuring an 

plans through collective bargaining, their

major objective continues to be adequate

and comprehensive Federal legislation for the

long-range risks. The American Federation

of Labor, for instance, has stated that nego

tiated plans "provide, at best, an interim pro

gram pending the enactment of comprehen

sive social insurance legislation."


If the long-term risks are covered by the

comprehensive program-and I emphasize

the fact that permantnt disability is among

the long-term risks-current protection

against short-term risks, as Mr. Myers

points out would remain a very appropriate

field for direct dealings between employer

and employee. Here, negotiated agreements

and other private plans can make invalu

able contributions to dispel Insecurity result-

Ing from current, temporary hazards.


In summery, it is clear that private retire
mn ln ihdsblt eeis hte 

Inuent plan wihumdisabilit bensiefitsowhethr 
inuebyhm itra cosdainsr 
collective bargaining, or industry's competi

tion for labor, cannot realistically cope with

the problem of retirement arising out of

permanent disability. Both management

and labor recognize that private retirement

plans are intrinsically less satisfactory in

dealing with long -range risks. Wise states

manship suggests that we take a conserva

tive, but nevertheless constructive, approach

to the problem by providing for permanent

total disability benefits under the program

already established to safeguard against the

other long-range risks of old-age and depend

ent survivorship. We have had 15 years of

experience In administering this program.

We have also had considerable experience in

handling national disability programs for


speial grouprsso etheaoplathiong underalraws

pasdbCogesstlihnterira
retirement program, the civil-service retire
ments progralom,and theaveerns progterams.e
Costs which loomd sogeawthinprivateabretie 
bonent plan wrouldmcome withinomnagcoeable

pemnnational 

cause the srisk ofvermanen thotle disuability

counsei ahprograof dscopeibe 

woudmbeispraiesadvernth whoule populatifon.
Administerative sainhol-gsewoudflo furvioms 
Insurance. r am convinced that the best protection
aantters fpraetttldsblt
againrstlth frikof pranoenttoall disrability 
the Federal Government, where all employers
and all workers would cooperate in a single 
programmefocontributoryrinsurance.pThatei
why I favor restoration of permanent total
disabilIty benefits to this bill. The solu
tions that private retirement plans have 
offered so far-and there have been honest 
attempts by private Industry, alone or to
getheer with labor, to meet the problem of 
disability retirement-can never be fully
satisfactory because of the long-range nature 
of the risk. The Federal-insurance program
Is undoubtedly better adapted to assume 
such risks. Addition of disability benefits 
to the old-age and survivors insurance pro
gram, because it would retain full freedom 
of movement for labor and would reduce the 
financial burden on the Individual employer,
offers the best solution to the problem of 
disability retirement in our dynamic Indus
trial economy.

The following Is a summary of a study
entitled "Permanent and Total Disability
Benefit Provisions In Industrial Retirement 
Plans" prepared by the Social Security
Administration: 

adequate level of benefits for all people.",PAT,
You may ask, then, why labor, which InsPR 

aware of the inherent limitations of private
retirement plans, has so Insistently bar-
gained for them, even for the long-range
risks. The answer Is not hard to find. The 
unions have attempted to bridge tempor-
arily a long unfilled gap In workers' security.
Although unions, particularly those In mass 
production Industries, are actively trying to 
negotiate retirement, health, and welfare 

"I. SCOPE OF STU7DY 
"The recent collective-bargaining agree

ments In the automobile and steel Indus
tries have thrown the spotlight on retire
rnent plans that have been set up by in
dustry. A number of these make some pro
vision for immediate benefits to employees
who become permanently and totally dirs
abled. In an effort to determine the preva
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lence of such provisions, an examination was 
mad of approximately 275 retirement plans
received by the Division of Research and 
Statistics Of the Social Security Administra-
tion between January 1, 1948, and November 
1, 1949.' Only 77 of these plans contained 
Specific provisions for the retirement of em-
ployees because of permanent and total dis-
ability. In addition, there were three plans 
designed especially to provide disability bene-
fits.' Thus, there was found a total of 80 
plains that can truly be considered as making 
definite prcvisions for the risk of total and 
permanent disability, 

"In many retirement plans, however, a 
permanently and totally disabled employee 
may obtain benefits under one of two other 
types of provisions: (1) Early retirement 
and (2) vested rights. Furthermore, in 
some plans with disability-benefit provi-
sions, an employee who does not qualify for 
benefits under the disability provision may
qualify under the early retirement or vested-
rights provision. Under the early-retire-
mont option, any employee may retire prior 
to normal retirement age under the condi-
tions specified in the plans, usually age and 
service. A disabled employee who meets 

ths odtosmyaalhmefsonths odtosmyaalhmefof such2 
an Option. For the purpose of this study,
only plans with an early-retirement option 
that permit retirement at age 85 or earlier 
are considered. There were found 129 such 

pln.those 
'Under the vested-rights provision, an em-

ployee upon termination of his employment
prior to normal rettrement age may, under 
the conditions specified, usually age and 
service, be entitled to part or all of the plan's 
assets accumulated In his behalf out of funds 
contributed by the sponsors of the plan.' In 
most plans, vested rights are In the form of 
deferred annuities beginning aet normal re-
tirement age. In a few, immediate annuities 
are granted under certain conditions. A dis-
abled employee, who meets these conditions, 
may avail himself of these vested rights. 
For the purpose of this study, plans in which 
the disabled employee may avail himself of 
these vested rights immediately are consid-
ered. Ten such plans were found, 

"Thus, of the 275 retirement plans ax-
amined, 219 were found to make some pro-
vision for employees permanently and totally 
disabled before normal retirement age. The 
239 plans fall in the following four cate-
gories: 
"Special disability plans--------------- 8S 
Old-age retirement plans with provi-

sions for-
Specific disability benefit--------- 77 
Early retirement ---------------- 129 
Vested rights ------------------- 10 

"Practically all of the 219 plans were as-
tablished or revised since 1940, a large pro-
portion, 67 percent of them, after January 1,

194. oTepansprvidngdisability bane-
1945. Thei80cplans perovidingrll moercn, 
fissecifcaly w0prereo erlymreghen rsaclsent 
nerl 80vse wereperce Jntuofythe Testabishe 

ciepasin various Industries and in firmscnictinsar 
or organizations of various sizes, self -insured, 
Insured, contributory and noncontributory
plans, and plans sponsored unilaterally by
employers. as well as under collective-bar-
gaining agreements. Included are the retire-
mont plans resulting from the recent collec-
tive-bargaining agreement between the 

For plans negotiated between the end of 
the cut-off date of this study and December 
1949, seeapni B of the full study. 

2 In one of these, the United Mine Workers' 
welfare and retirement fund, the disability
benefit I~payable only on the basis of need. 

a'in contributory plans, upon termination 
of employment, the employee is always en-
titled to at least the return of his contribu-

tin. 

U~nited Automobile -Workers (CIO) and the 
Ford Motor Co. and that of the Bethlehem 
Steel Corp. recently revised as a result of its 
collective-bargaining agreement with the 
United States Steelworkers of America (CIO). 

"While this study is based on a small num-
bar of plans that have not been collected 
especially for the purpose of this study and 
hence are not necessarily representative, It 
Is estimated that approximately 2,000.000 
employees are In establishments in which 
the 80 plans operate, and approximately
1,000,000 are In establishments In which the 
other 139 plans are in operation. Tentative 
estimates Indicate that these 3,000,000 em-
ployees may represent al;Out one-fourth of 
the employment In all the establishments 
having retirement plans.' 

"The Social Security Administration has 
been assembling and studying for a long time 
available Information on voluntary retire-
ment plans. It is believed that the charac-
teristIcs of the plans studied Illustrate those 
generally found In the industrial plans that 
make some provision for disability benefits. 
Most of the plans are those of well-known 
firms or organizations. Many of these plans
have received public attention for one rea-

or another-the inclusion of some special 
feature, prominence of the employer. im-
portance of the Industry In the economy,

Intesityof cllecive-arganingnegola-itniyocletv-braigngta
tions, etc. The 80 plans, in particular, are 

of firms or organizations that have 
given a great deal of thought to the problem
of disability and have made specific pro
vision for this risk. 

'1!. SUMMARY OF FIENDINGS 
"Only the three special disability benefit 

plans and the 77 retirement plans with dis-
ability benefit provisions can truly he con--
sidered as covering the risk of permanent and 
total disability. In the other 1339retirement 
plans, employees must rely on the early re-
tirement or vested rights provisions to claim 
benefits when they become disabled. 

"The provisions for disability benefits pre-
sent no clear-cut pattern. Except for the 
recently negotiated plans hiathe steel indus. 
try, few of the retirement plans which con-
tamn disability provisions are alike. They are 
generally tailor-made to fit the financial 
resources of the sponsors and the compost-
tion of the labor force to be covered, 

"The 219 plans cover individual firms or 
establishments, except for the United Mine 
Workers welfare and retirement fund which 
Is industry-wide. The plans are of varying 
sizes, ranging from a small establishment 
'with 28 employees to the giant American 
Telephone & Telegraph Co. with over 650,000 
employees, 

"Nearly all of the plans are unilateral em-
player-sponsored plans. That Is, they are 
plans initiated and fully controlled by the 
employers. Of the 219 plans, only 17 are the 
result of collective bargaining agreements
between employers and trade unions, or plans
originally sponsored by employers and later 
brought within the scope of collective bar-

Iniain4r ht a fJnay15,tat aplansury190.
establishments having pension plans em-
played about 12,000,000 persons, 7,000,000 of 
whom worn covered. This is derived from 
the Bureau of Internal Revenue which re-
ports that through August 1946, it had 
processed pension plans in establishments 
employing about 9,700,000 persons, 3.300,000 
of whom were covered at the time of the 
submission of the information, Annual re-
port of the Commissioner of Internal Rev. 
enue, June 1947, p. 127. These figures were 
adjusted (a) for the incomplete coverage of 
the Bureau of Internal Revenue for that year,
and (b) to bring the data up to date, taking 
Into account the Increase in number of re-
tirement plans between 1946 and 1950, and 
the recent trend In more complete coverage 
femlyesude hse plans. 

gaining agreements.' 'These plans are de
signed essentially to cover production work
ers and hence include a relatively large num
her of employees. In plans under collective 
agreements, the emphasis on specific provi
sions for disability benefits Is quite recent. 

"Over 70 percent of the 219 plans are 
Insured plans, that Is. they are underwrit
ten by insurance companies; the rest are 
self-insured by the sponsors. Over 60 per
cent of the plans are financed jointly by the 
employers and employees and are, therefore, 
contributory. The rest are noncontributory, 
that is, financed entirely by the employer. 
In retirement plans, there is no need for 
separate financing arrangement for disability
benefits; the contributions are made for the 
retirement plan as a whole. 

"There is considerably greater proportion 
of contributory and of self-insured plans 
among the 77 retirement plans with specific 
disability benefit provisions, than among the 
other 139 plans as the following table shows: 

Distributionof 219 plans, by method of 
underwriting and of financing 

- --- ________ 

Old-age retirement 
Spe- plans wivth provicial sious for-

Metbod of under-Al disa -_________ 
writing and of A ll t
inaning plans bltacngbene- Specific Early Vest-

fit disa. retire- ing
plans bility metrgs 

benefit____ 
29 3 77 10 1 

Ttl---- 1 7 19 1 
Insured---------...156--------301 1110 10 

Contributory_- . 116-------17 1I1 8 
Noncontributory- 40-----13 25 2 

Self-insured--------0633 3 '47 13. 
Contributory---- s-------123 e --
Noncontributory. 45 3 35 7.... 

I'Includes 2 plans with both contributory and noncon 
tributory features. 

'Includes I plan with both contributory and noocon
tributory features. 

"Most plans restrict coverage to certain 
employees by imposing requirements on the 
basis of employment classification, earnings,
service, and age. The last two are by far the 
most frequent. In over one-third of the 
plans age and service combined are the re
quirement; only a small proportion of the 
plans do not stipulate either age or service 
requirements for coverage. 

"Having met the requirements for coverage
In a plan, an employee who becomes disabled 
must meet another set of requirements In 
order to qualify for benefits. First, the dis
ability must be of a type covered under the 
plan; second, the disabled employee may be 
required to have served a specified period of 
time; third, he may have to be a certainiage 
or under a certain age;, or fourth, have to 
meet the double condition of age and service, 

"The question of determination of disabil-
Ity is Important only with respect to the 80 
plans with specific disability benefit provisions. These provisions are designed to make 
possible retirement on account of disability
rather than -age. In the other retirement 
plans, since the disabled employee simply
exercises the usual option to retire under the 
early retirement or vested rights provision
that any other employee may exercise, the 

BSuch plans as those of the Amalgamated
Clothing Workers (men's clothing industry)
and of the International Ladies Garment 
Workers Union (cloak and suit Industry In 
New York City) are excluded for the follo0w
Ing reasons. The former makes no provision 
for benefits to disabled workers other than 
the benefits at normal retirement age or 
later; the latter does not provide for the re
tirement of disabled workers before age 60, 
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question of whether or'not he is In fact fits-
abled does not exist, 

"In the plans with specific disability ben- 
efit provisions a fairly long service require-
menit is more frequently found because of the 
unpredictable nature of the risk for which 
there provisions are designed. The other re-
tirement plans merely give the disabled em-
ployeo the option to retire at an earlier age, 
The important factor in thece plans is the 
attainment of a certain age, usually 55, be-
lore a disabled employee can avail himself of 
the early retirement option. 

"The benefit formulas found in the plans
vrgral.Generally they provide for a

varyogreatly.---Cn$1
specified percentage of average monthly earn-
Ings for each year of service. Since a dis-
abled worker usually retires many years be-
fore reaching normal retirement age it fol-
lows that, under these formulas, the benefits 
are love. 

"There were also found some plans that 
provide for a reduction in benefits when the 
disabled retired worker qualifies for old-age 
benefits under the Social Security Act, 

"Plans with disability-benefitprovisions 
"In general, the 80 plans with disability-

benefit provisions are found in large estab-
lishments. The plans of the American Tele-
phone & Telegraph Co. and of the United 
Mine Workers Welfare and Retirement Fund 
together account for almost 1,000,000 of the 
2,000,000 employees vwho are in the establish-
asnents where these plans are found. Almost 
60 percent of the plans are In establishments 
with 2.500 or more employees, 

"Not all of the 2,000,000 employees, how-
ever, are covered under these plans. First, 
10 percent of the 80 plans restrict coverage 
to salaried employees only; thus, they ex-
dlude the production workers In these estab- 
lishments. Second, in 65 percent of the 
plans an employee must reach a certain age, 
generally age 30 or older; or serve his em-
ployer a specified period of time, generally 5 
years; or meet both requirements before he 
can be covered. Service is more frequently 
specified than age. 

"Furthermore, to be entitled to benefits, 
the disabled employee must also, have served 
his employer for a specified number of years, 
reached a certain age, or both. Such re-
quirements are found in 67 percent of the 
plans. The service requirement is found in 
about two and one-half times as many plans 
as the age requirement. The length of serv-
Jce with the employer is generally 15 or more 
years. The age when specified, is often 55 
years or older. 

"Having met these requirements, the dis-
abled employee does not qualify for benefits 
unless the disability is of a type covered by 

fined ln. grea detabiliand requiresthmes dem-
ployed to breaIncapale ofdreaurnin any in-

ployeearinganyin.to beincpabe 

come; or the determination may be left en- 


tirey tothetimewhethedisbledem-
tirloye topthes time wheneis the dsabled eombn-
pioye applieseforbnefits;oor sma be ombna-
Tionso 	 thee concpofditosabltmay befound 

very vague, with no apparent criteria and 

leaving the determination to the discretion 


of he o pln; b) nabl-
dmiistatoth 
ofy thewrkadiistrauto oefinnplan;the ab)nail-ty 
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manent and total disability established after 
the completion of a waiting period and certi-
fled by a physician, 

"Many of the plans attempt to offset the 
reduced benefit which would result from the 
application of the usual retirement-benefit 
formula for employees who retire prema-
turely on account of disability. This is done 
by using such devices as minimum amounts, 
flat amounts, waiver of the age of applicant 
for benefits, Nevertheless, the application of 
the benefit formula results generally in rela-
tively small payments. 

"For 53 of the.80 plans, where it has been Amount of disability benefits payable in re-
possible to estimate benefit amounts, It was tirement plans-Percent o/ plans paying 
found that with 10 years' service and monthly selected benefit amounts, by years of serv
average earnings of $203 or $250, 55 percent ice end average monthly earnings, 1949 
of these plans would pay no benefits to a L. 53 PLANS WITH DISABILITY BENEFIT PROISON 

disabled employee, as shown in chart I,--________ 
Where benefits are paid, Wav concentration 
Is in plans paying benefits of less than $25 
and between $25 and $50 monthly. For the 
few remaining plans that pay more than $50 
monthly the essential difference between the 
worker who earns an average of $200 monthly$20 
and the one who averages $250 to in the 
maximum benefit payable, which is $55 and. 
$65, respectively. 

"Even with 20 years' service and monthly 
average earnings of $200 or $250. 15 percent 
of these plans wvould pay no benefits to a 
disabled employee. Where benefits are pay-
able, the concentration is in the plans pay-
ing from $25 to $50 monthly and from $50 
to $75. Maximum benefits in the few re-
maining plans are $85 for workers with the 
lesser earnings and $100 for the workers with-
the higher earnings. 

"Some of these benefits, however, are sub-
Jetto an adjustment to social-security old-
age benefits. The full amount or one-half 
of the primary old-age insurance benefit may 
be deducted from the benefit unader the plan. 
or the latter may be discontinued entirely 
when the worker becomes eligible for old-age 
insurance benefits. 

"Other retirement plansMsiubeftis$5 
"The log9 plans that have early retirement 

or vested-rights provisions available to dis-
abled employees are found generally in 
smaller establishments than the 80 plans 
making specific provisions for disability 
benefits. Over 50 percent are in establish-
ments with less than 2,500 employees, 

"Hare again there are coverage restrictions, 
On the basis of employment classification 
and earnings, over one-tenth of the plans are 
restricted to salaried employees only, or to 
employees with annual earnings of $3,000 or 
more. While a minimum period of service of 
usually 1 or 5 yeats is required as a condition 
for coverage in nearly all plans, a minimum 
age, usually age 30 or older, is required in 
about 40 percent of the plans, 

"As to the requirement for benefits, the 
typical provision stipulates that a worker 
may retire within a stated period, usually 10 
years preceding normal retirement age. This 
makes the attainment of a minimum age, 
usually 55. practically the rule. On the other 
hand, a minimum period of service, usually 
15 years or longer, is required in less than 24 
percent of the plans, 

"Where a disabled employee must rely on 
the early retirement or vested rights pro-

visions, the benefits would be very low. In 
the 131 plans for which data are available, 
an mplyeewith10 ear ofsericeand 
aemlyewt10ersosrvc g
who had averaged monthly earnings of $0 
or even $250 would receive no benefits in 
over 20 percent of the plans. This is shown 
In chart II. Where the benefit would be 

payable, it would be under $15 monthly In 
most of the plans. In the remaining plans,
the maximum benefit would be $35 for 
epoeswt th smlreangsnd 

fo with earnings.anempoyese thesmaller 
45frthsiwtthehghrernns

"While an employee with 20 years' Service 
would fare noticeably better, his benefit 
would still be very low, In 5 percent of the 
plans, he would not qualify for benefits, 
even if his earnings had averaged $200 a 
month. Where the benefits are payable, the 
concentration Is in the plans paying bene-
fits under $15, and between $15 and $25, even 
for employees with the higher monthly aver-
age earnings of $250. Again, the main dif-
ference between the worker with the smaller 
end the worker with the higher earnings Iin 
the remaining plans is in, the maximum ben-
efit payable which Is $41 and $60, respec-
tively. 

Averags monthly Average monthlyivage for 10years' Ivage for 10 yell's'
Amount of service service 

benefit _______ 

20 	 25 $00 20 
21 $00 25 

-

Perrant 	 Percent P~rent, Perceal 
0--------------1 55 II5 15 I

21 21I 1i 
$215to $150.. 17 15 32 29 
$150to $75i- . 10 29 23 30 
$71to $100--- --------------- t 11 

Totls 100 100 100 100 

-___ ___-___ 

II. 131 PLANS WIrui EARLY RETIRMENTss 0S


VESTED RIGHTS PROV'ISIONS

___-____-____-

0-------------- 22 21 1 3 
II en $5---- 70 £0 40 20 
$15 to 612.._ 1 2 10 13 
$15 to $45------ ---------- 2 2 0 
$41 to $60---- ---------- ---------- ------ --- 2 

Toa- IG 0 10 10 
Toa 10 10 10 15 

Maiu benefit in 611. 
Maiu benefit is $65. 

"sss. coNcLusroNs 
"The retirement plans studied indicate 

that a number of employers have recognized 
the need for disability protection, and have 
found it possible to set up and administer 
plans covering this risk. Although only 80 
of the 219 plans included In this study make 
specific provisions for disability retirement, 
they tend to be in the establishments with 
a large labor force. Moreover, since the corn
pletion of the study, there has been an In
creasing emphasis on disability protection in 
collective bargaining plans, The newer 
agreements negotiated for old-age retirement 
plans in three of the mass-production indus
tries, namely, steel, auto, and rubber, and 
Involving over 1,050,000 employees, include 
provisions designed specifically to allow re
tirenment for disability. This growing em
phasis On disability protection is evidence 
of the concern of unions and employers for 
making more adequate provision available 
for this risk than now exists. 

"While these recent developments in the 
private pension field show that the problem 
of disability retirement Is receiving increas-
Ing attention, examination of the 80 plans 
Included In this study that make specific 

provisions for the risk of disability reveals 
real structural limitations. These plans
do not cover all the employees In the estab
lishments In which they are in operation; 

most plans are designed to cover only the 
permanent element of the establishment's 
labor force. For this reason, they often ex-

elude employees with less than a specified 
period of service, who- are under a certain 
age, who earn less than-a specified amount,
Who are not in the bargaining unit, or who 
are production workers. The latter exclu
sion is particularly significant since produc
tion workers constitute, by far, the bulk of 
the labor force in the manufacturing estab
lishments studied. Even if the employee is 
assured of coverage, the long service require
ments for eligibility to benefits In a high 
proportion of these plans, and age less fre
quently, tend to disqualify the disabled 
Worker for benefits. 

"The concept of disability varies greatly 
from plan to plan. While some of these 
plans state explicity the conditions concern. 
Ing entitlement to disability benefits and 
size of benefit, others leave these Important 
decisions entirely to the employer, the pen
sion committee, or the board of trustees. 
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This discretionary power may at times oper-
ate to the advantage of the disabled em-
ployee, but at other times, it may work to 
his disadvantage. In other words, even 
though an employee may be covered he can-
not be certain in advance of the extent of 
the protection available to him In case of 
disability. 

"The cumulative effect of all the above 
limitations on coverage and on entitlement 
to benefits, together with the very fluid 
concept of disability used in these plans is 
that a large proportion of disabled workers 
do not receive benefits, 

"Another real limitation of these 80 plans 
is that, when benefits are payable, they do 
not generally provide any significant replace-
ment, of former earnings. For the employee 
disabled after 10 years of service and with 
average monthly earnings of $250, only about 
one-fourth of these plans would pay $25 or 
more, representing the replacement of 10 per-
cent or more of former earnings. For the 
employee disabled after 20 years of service 
and with average earnings of $250 monthly. 
less than one-half of the plans would pay a 
benefit of $50 or more, representing the re-
placement of 20 percent or more of former 
earnings. These benefit amounts assume 
stable employment at relatively high earn-
ings, over long periods of service (mostly con-
tinuous) with the same employer, Gener-

althis has not bean the experience of wage 
earners, and certainly earnings have not been 
consistently high over the past decade or 
two.' 

"As to the 139 plans In which the disabled 
employee must rely entirely on early retire-
ment orvetnrih poiinhy afford 
an even less adequate replacement of wage 
loss. Moreover, these are essentially old-age 
,retirement plans and require the attainment 
of a certain minimum age-usually 655-be-
fore a worker can exercise his option to re-
asthese plans do pomlrovideeantaeopotnityfor
astirse prlornt norapretidemenoprtuae.Ityofr 
early retirement in case of disability, the age 
requirement limits this protection generally 
to older workers, and the plans provide no 
disability protection at the younger ages.

"The responsibility assumed by an em
ployer In paying benefits to a disabled em-
ployee for the rest of his life Is a costly 
undertaking just as It is in the case of old-
age retirement. The stringent eligibility re-
quirements for disablity benefits in the plans
that provide specific provisions for disability
benefits, as well as In those that permit a 
covered employee to exercise his option for 
early retirement, may be justified on the 

plans generally have not been able to devise 
a satisfactory solution for the normal move-
ment of labor from place to place and from 
job to job; an employee covered can seldom 
carry his protection With him from, employer 
to employer. Moreover, the stability of the 
plans may be uncertain because they can be 
discontiuued, or they may not survive chang-
Ing economic and Industrial conditions, 
These plans, therefore, that attempt to cover 
the risk of disability provide a measure of 
security only for a minority of workers, but 
do not assure basic protection to the aver-
age worker because he cannot be certain 
of coverage during the greater part of his 
working life." 

There being no objection, the state
ment was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

I 
WARNING! GREAT EMERGENcY! 

The medical profession, the insurance la
dustry, and all other Americans are in immi
nent danger from H. R. 6000. 

Voting on this bill begins at 4 p.mi., 
Tuesday, June 20. Amendments will be con
sidered, 10 minutes being allowed for each 
amendment. Democrats LUCAS (Illinois) and 
MYERS (Pennsylvania) will Introduce amend
ment to establish Falk's permanent and total 
disability insurance program under the Social 
Security Act. This Is one part of national 
coplryhatInune.D ntbe 

Mr. MURRAY. Mr. President, one of 
the proposals on which we are going 
t oeti feno sterslto 
t oeti feno sterslto
submitted by the Senator from Georgia 
[Mr. GEORGE] and the Senator' from 
Colorado [Mr. MILLIKIN] providing for a 
further study of social security. I am 

rting this rersolution b-
supporslto eas e 
lieve that there are a number of impor-
tant Improvements which should be 
made In our social-security program, and 
whc r o otie nH .60. 
wicshol n liketconpointd out However,00 

Isol iet on uhwvr 
that a great deal of propaganda is being
spread in, opposition to the George-Mil-
likin resolution. I ask unanimous con-
sent to insert In the REcoRD at the con-
euino yrmrs ttmn s 
sued by Mrs. Marjorie Shearon, in which 
she opposes the George-Millikin resolu-
tion because, as she says, the ."Finance 
Committee is no good." I know that Sen-
aoscanreicewat-
aoswill not plac ayrlncwh 
soever in the unfounded criticisms which 
Mrs. Shearon is making of the Finance 
Committee. I believe that the Members 
of the Finance Committee ate to be 
highly congratulated for the fine job that 
they have done in improving the social-
security program. t 

-. 

Mrs. Shearon also asks Senators t 
vote against the proposed amendment for 

permanent and total disability Insurance 
because, as she says, "Senators don't 
know what It's all about." This attack 

THlE GEORGE-MILLIXIN RESOLUTIONcoplryhatinune.D ntblieve who tells you the situation Isanyone
under control. It is not. This amendment 
will be passed on June 20 unless you make 
h ih fyu ie h iaiiypo
h ih fyu ie h iaiiypo
vision Is in the House-passed version of R. R. 
6000. It will become law if the Senate passes 
L.YsedyMLii nrdcdawa 

Yesolterdayo fuLrther intrdo odcdal weakit 
b heSntfors Further stdyofmsoittealfsecrinty
yteSnt iac omte fe o 

before passage of H. R. 6000. 
This is what you should do immediately: 
1. Wire or telephone your Senators (too 

late to write) to bring the George-Millikin
resolution for further study Into line with 

anrslto.Iprtv htasprt
comnmission be set up. Finance Committee Is 
no good and will only say what social security 
staff tells it 'to say. There must be inde
pendent staff having no connection with
social. security. There should be bona fide 

$100,000 should be allotted. 
2. Wire or telephone your Senators to vote 

against permanent and total disability 
amendment. Some medical experts should 
see that every Senator has a short state
ment of reasons for opposition to this pro
posal. Senators don't know what it's all 
about. 

3. Send medical delegation -to Washington
Monday and Tuesday to visit every Senator. 

4. Get. 10 persons to wire or telephone your 
Senators.H. R. 6000 will be passed by the Senate this
coming week. All you can do is hold the line. 
Get a decent George-Miliikin resolution for 
future study and investigation. Oppose per

manent and total disability Insurance. Rally 
around the Cain resolution. 

The Shearons are, available around the 
clock with advice and latest information.grouds f te f lng-angenatrete po- o Seatos o boh sies f te asle 

disability.
"'These plans, however, have certain disad- members of the Finance Committee have 

vantages which stem from more fundamen- given very careful consideration to all 
tal considerations than the structural lim- proposals, and I know that there are 
itations mentioned above. These are the In- various members of the Finance Commit-
herent limitations which are common to tee who are supporting the amendment 
betwrvaee iendsties pand. emlaoyrs for permanent and total disability in-Mbetweeno

betwen ndutrisbtwen eploersDistrict ad 

groudsf te f po-te o Seatos o boh sies f te asleMARJOaIElng-angenatre SHEARON. 
tection required for permanent and total is in my opinion unjustified. I know thatI 

M.GOG.M.Peiet il 
ther GEREresaneoh r idento Ih yieldto 
termidro h iet h eao 
from flinois [Mr. LUCAS]. 

Mr. LUCAS. Mr. President, 16 years 
ago, when I first came to Congress as 
a Representative from the Twentieth

of Ilinois, one of the major
pieces of legislation with which the Con
gress was concerned was the Social Se

curity Act of 1935. At that time, the 
country was suffering from" depressed 
economic conditions caused 'to some ex
tent by the presence of man'y older work
ers, who found it impossible to obtain 

employment. To cope with this prob
leM, Congress enacted the Social Se
uiyAto 95
uiyAto 95 
The principal features of that meas

uewr otiuoyodaeisr 
une weoreamcontriuthoryildageionsuor-th 
ance pogedram, aundauthorizationfo Stthe 
ueofFdrlunst mac Sae 
assistance expenditures for the aged, the 
blind, and dependent children, and a 
State-Federal unemployment compensa
tion program. 

within Industries Is characteristic of thle 
present day labor force? Private pension 

'Aergeweklernng i mnuacurng 
Industries rose successively from $20.13 in 
1935, to $29.58 In 1941 and to $49.25 in 1947 
so that earnings over this 12-year period 
averaged only about $140 a month. See 
Handbook of Labor Statistics, 1947 ed., U. S. 

Deatetof Labor, Washington, D. C.
Deateters 

p. 54.
?The wage records of the Bureau of Old-

Age and Survivors Insurance show that for 
for the 49,000,000 workers who earned taxable 
wages in covered employment at some time 
during 1947, 33 percent worked for more than 
one employer, and 26 percent were em-
ployed in more than one industry, The cor-
responding figures for the steel industry were 
35 and 36 percent. respectively. In the 
automobile Industry, 40 percent of all work-

surance. 
I trust that Senators will vote both for 

the resolution to give further study to 
social security and also to Include per-
manent and total disability Insurance 
despite the reckless and false charges 
made in this propaganda sheet. 

had at least two different employers
ad3 ecn eeepoe na es n
ad3 ecn eeepoe na es n 
industry other than automobile. A recent 
study of 1,000 heads of family In the Oak-
land, Calif., labor market shows that the 
average worker has had a new job every 1/ 
years, or 10 to 12 times during his total work-
ing life. Clark Kerr. Social and Economia 
Implications of Private Plans, Institute of 
Industrial Relations, Reprint N'o. 16, Univer-
sity of California, Berkeley, Calif., 1949, p. 5. 
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The long-range plan to meet the con-

tinuing problem of dependency during 
old age was the contributory old-age in-
surance system. This program is based 
upon the theory that the charity ap-
proach could be eliminated over the years
by giving workers an opportunity to con. 
tribute to a system which would in turn 
pay benefits to the aged who might 
otherwise be dependent. Under this 
system, benefit payments are directly re-
lated to prior wages and to the individual 
ability and initiative of the beneficiary,
This approach is sound, not only from 
the viewpoint of meeting the national 
problem involved but also in recognizing 
the principles of private initiative basic 
to our economic system. 

At that time, as a freshman Repre-
sentative from Illinois, I was keenly 
aware of the suffering and want of mil-
lions of our older citizens who could no 
longer completely support themselves. I 
realized, as so many other Members of 
Congress realized, that the poorhouse
and the pauper's oath were degrading 
to the aged and out of place in a country 
with the resources of America. For these 
reasons, I voted for the Social Security
Act of 1935. 

I have been in Congress since that time 
and have seen this program develop. In 
1939 I supported amendments which 
broadened the protection of the Old-Age
Insurance System so that benefits were 

prvddfo uriigwieadchil-h 
dren of a covered worker. The old-age
and survivors insurance program was 
amended again in 1946. Survivors' in-
surance benefits were provided for the 

survvor ofWorlIIveteanswhohas
surivrsofWord arIIvetras ho 

died within 3 years after their discharge
from the Armed Forces. This was an im-
portant recognition for the veterans who 

wer dnidoninedcoergeuner
the social-insurance program because 
they were temporarily in the Armed 
Forces. 

The bill now before the Senate was 
caefll pepreiprvetht ss-

tem.in line with the recommendations of 
the Advisory Council of the Eightieth 

Cogrssaferexeniv harng bfoe 
the Ways and Means Committee of the 

HoseofRereenatve i 149an te 
Senate Finance Committee in 1950. 

.These improvements are concerned 
primarily with extending the coverage
under this contributory system, liberaliz-
ing the benefits, and relaxing the re-
quirements for eligibility so that more 
of the aged may be brought under this 
system in the near future. I would like 
to discuss some of these improvements
in some detail in order to explain pre-
cisely what they mean to millions of the 
aged in this country as well as to in-
numerable workers and their families, 

So long as we have both an insurance 
and a charity system operating side by
side, we are faced with a basic question
of deciding to what extent the coverage
under the contributory system may be 
broadened so that it will provide benefits 
for more and more of the aged. Both 
questions of policy and administration 
have operated to limit extensions of coy-
erage in the past. I recall quite well the 
arguments of many Representatives and 
Senators that even the limited coverage 

provisions enacted in the 1930's created 
an insurmountable administrative prob-
lem. 

Through the years, however, admin-
istrative techniques have been developed 
which make the problems of extending 
coverage less difficult. This extension of 
coverage is the most essential factor in 
developing a sound social-security sys-
tem. If this system is to meet the na-
tional problem of dependency in old age,
it must be available to everyone faced 
with the risk of dependence in old age.

The committee bill is designed to make 
important improvements in this respect, 
An additional 10,000,000 persons will now 
be brought under this program. Two of 
these groups which will now be covered 
under the old-age and survivors insur-
ance. system for the first time are the 
non-farm self-~employed, and certain 
agricultural workers. 

It has long been apparent that the 
self-employed, as much as any other 
group, need the protection offered by
such an insurance system. This group
is comprised of the operators of the bulk 
of the small business enterprises which 
are such an important factor in the 
American economy. These people more 
than any others take the risks of a free-
enterprise system. They risk not only 
their capital but also their time and 
labor. It is therefore important that 
they be given some protection against
dependence in old age. 

One of the tendencies which has con-
cerned me since the social-security pro-
gram was first inaugurated is the man-
ner in which the protection has been 
Wa

concentrated in urban areas. Statistics 
have shown that dependence in old age
Is a very great problem among rural farm 
workers. So long as this group of work-
ers is not covered under the old-age and 
survivors insurance program their de-
pendence in old age can be met only 
through charity-type assistance pay-
ments. Equal treatment for farm groups 
and city dwellers is just as important
in this aspect of Government activity as 
In any other, and equal treatment can be 
obtained only by the coverage of farm 
workers,.le 

A huge administrative problem is im-
mediately presented by any plan intended 
to cover these workers. For the migra-
tory, seasonal, or part-time farm work-
er, no easy method of collecting the tax 
has been devised, 

The committee bill, however, makes 
real progress in giving many farm work-
ers treatment equal to that of urban em-
ployees by providing for coverage of reg-
ularly employed farm workers. The term 
',regularly employed farm worker" means 
one who is employed by a single farmer 
for at least 60 days in a 3-month calendar 
quarter and who receives cash wages of 
at least $50 during that period. This 
type of provision was favored by repre-
sentatives of the leading farm organiza-
tion. Under its terms almost 1,000,000 
farm workers will be brought under the 
old-age and survivors insurance system. 

The second major improvement which 
experience under this system has shown 
to be necessary is a liberalization of the 
benefit payments. In 1945 and again in 
1948 substantial Increases were made In 

the amount of Federal funds available 
for the charity-type assistance program. 
This resuited in the unusual situation of 
the Government providing higher aver
age payments under the charity-type 
'program than under the contributory in
surance system. The person who quai
fied for charity received an average allot
ment of $45 a month, while the bene
ficiary under the old-age and survivors 
insurance program received an average 
payment of $26 a month. 

The Senate Finance Committee has 
made real strides toward correcting this 
unusual inequity. In this bill the bene
fit formula has ben changed to make 
Substantial increases in the benefits pay
able to workers who retire in the future 
as well as increasing the benefits now 
paid to current beneficiaries. 

At the present time there are approxi
mately 3,000,000 persons receiving old-
age and survivors insurance benefits. 
Approximately 180,000 of these live in 
Illinois. Under the committee bill these 
current beneficiaries will have their bene
fit Payments increased, on the average, 
about 85 or 90 percent. For example, a 
retired worker who receives a primary
benefit payment of $25 under existing 
law will have his benefit amount raised 
to about $48 after the enactment of this 
measure. 

For workers who will retire in the fu
ture, beeispid to them in the next 
10 years will be about 110 percent higher 
ihng la.they minimumav beeundefi paymet
underaw This measmurewl benei$25aymonth
udrti esr ilb 2 ot 
and the maximum payment for families 

been increased to $150. The average
benefit payment will be in excess of $50 
amotfrasigeeiedwkran 
oe a 8month for a retired workeransnl 
andrhis wife. fo rtre ore 

The third major improvement made 
by the committee bill is in the sections 
concerned with eligibility requirements. 
Under existing law, in order to be eligi
befrodaebnft ne h n 
surance program, a person now 65 years 
o g ed 12yaso oeae h 
difficultyedwith stringent coeligibiit rhe
quirements, such as this, is that many

okr r evral oqaiy 
The committee-approved bill provides 

a new start in the eligibility require
ments. This means that workers who 
are now 62 years of age or older can 
qualify for benefits at age 65 with a mini
mum of six quarters, or a year and a half, 
of coverage. In order to meet these re
quirements, years of service and wage
credits earned prior, to 1950 may be used. 

This is an essential feature in the im
provement of the contributory system.
It means that an additional 700,000 per
sons will be eligible under this program
when the bill is enacted. It also means 
that many more older workers will be 
able, to find protection under this system
within the next few years. 

However, in addition to these major
improvements which the Senate Finance 
Committee has made in the social-se
curity program, there are other features 
of this system which should also be im
proved. Amendments haVe been Intro
duced which I consider would add im
measurably to the soundness of this en
tire system. 
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I urge the Senate to give serious con-

sideration -to some major improvements 
in the social-security program -which 
were provided in the House-approved bill 
but omitted by the Senate committee, 
These include the raising of the maxi-
mum-wage base for tax and benefit pur-
poses, the provision for an increment of 
one-half of 1 percent of the primary 
benefit amount for each year of cover-
age, and the principle of benefit pay-
ments to cover employees who'become 
totally and permanently disabled, 

Under the contributory insurance sys-
tem, the total wages of all covered em-
ployees are not considered for tax or 
benefit purposes. If they were, a few 
high-salaried employees would be forced 
to make large contributions and would 
receive inordinantly high benefits. In-
stead, under existing law, only the fist 
$3,000 of annual wages are considered for 
tax and benefit purposes. 

In139ti$,00wg bs mat 
tha the9 total wages0ofaboutase pernt 

ofa theworker coveredf abyuthe conribu-

to restore this important provision to 
the social-security system, 

The Hiouse of Representatives also in-
cluded provisions for the payment of 
benefits to covered employees who have 
become totally and permanently dis-
abled. These provisions were in line 
with .the recommendations of the Advi-
sory Council of the Eightieth Congress. 
On page 69 of the report of the Advisory 
Council, it is stated: 

Income loss from permanent and total dis-
ability is a major economic hazard to which, 
like old age and death, all gainful1 workers 
are exposed. The Advisory Council' believes 
that the time has come to extend the Na-
tion's social-insurance system to afford pro-
tection against this loss. There can be no 
question concerning the need for such pro. 

These are the words of the Advisory 
Council of the Eightieth Congress aP-
pointed by the Finance Committee then 
under the chairmanship of the Senator 
from Colorado [Mr. MILLIKIN]. 

I have been much concerned over these 

ments, because this measure will re
vitalize the Social Security System SO 
that it will be of real aid to millions of 
Americans. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The hour of 
4 o'clock having arrived, the question is 
on agreeing to the resolution (S. Res. 
300) offered by the Senator from Georgia 
[Mr. GEortGEz and the Senator from 
Colorado [Mr. MILLIKIN]. Only 5 min
utes, debate is in order. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. Mr. President, the 
Committee on Finance started its hear
ings on this subject on January 17?and 
concluded the hearings at the end of 
March. It then went to work in execu
tive session and employed itself for sev
eral weeks in considering various aspects 
of the social-security question. The 
further we got into the subject the more 
we realized that certain areas of study' 
had not been completed and could not 
be completed in time to pass a social-
security bill at this session. Therefore, 
it was proposed that there be created a 
continuing study committee, as it might
be termed. Under the resolution which 
has been offered the Senate Committee 
on Finance is given complete control 
over the scope and methods of that 
study. Therefore, there can be no criti
cism that there will not be sufficient flex
ibility in the plan to cover those matters 
which remain uncovered in the studies 
so far made. 

We found, for example, much pressure, 
o e p 

proach to the whole subject, as well as 
for a pay-as-you-go and universal-coy
erage system of some kind. Many sug
gestions along this line were made. We 
did not have sufficient basic data upon 
which to make decisions. We also found 
that we did not have sufi~cient informa
tion on the administrative feasibility of 
wider coverage for agricultural workers. 
I believe there was a very strong senti
ment in the committee that there should 

be wider coverage. However, the ad
ministrative difficulty of covering mi
grant workers, as well as covering em
ployers who at times work as employees, 
led us to the conclusion that further 
study of that subject should be under
taken. We were also aware of the fact 
that in order to sustain any kind of sys
tem we must keep the productivity of the 
country on the increase, and that per
haps that could not be done if we prema
turely retired people who are able and 
willing to work. Therefore, we found it 
advisable to give more study to plans 
under which we could keep elderly 
people working who are able and willing 
to work. 

We encountered much criticism in
volving the.. reserve fund, sand ieceived 
many suggestions of proposals to take 
the place of the reserve fund., We were 
not prepared to pass on that question. 
So we thought that subject should be 
given 'further study.

We have been confronted lately with 
a large number of pension plans, which 
are adding many thousands of persons 
to their coverage. There are now about 
13,000 private pension plans, all of them 
having relation to the Government 
social-security system. How to bring 
those into coordination, if that Is pos
sible, and how to establish the proper 

tory insurance system were included for 
tax and benefit purposes. Today almost 
40 percent of covered workers earn more 
than $3,000 a year. To me this seems 
to indicate that some upward adjust-
ment in the wage base is necessary. It 
is interesting to note that the advisory 
council of the previous Congress re-
ported that to make a partial adjustment 
for this change in wage levels the maxi-

mu analwgecosdee fr a ad 
benefit purposes should be raised to 
$4,200 a year. It seems to me that the 
adjustment made in the House bill is 
the least that should be done. 

I have joined in sponsoring an amend-
ment raising the wage base to $4,200 
because I am convinced, as were the 
members of the Advisory Council, that 

thsajsmn sesnilt give some 
recognition to the increase in wage 1ev-

els urinthelaCouncilrs.providing
When I speak of the AdvisoryConi

I am speaking of the Council which was 
appointed during the Eightieth Congress 
under the distinguished chairman of the 
Finance Committee at that time, Mr. 
M0ILLIKIN. 

Under the existing law, for each year 
that a worker is covered by the old-age 
and survivors insurance system, he re-
ceives an increase of 1 percent in his 
primary benefit amount. This is known 
as the increment factor. In the House-
approved bill the factor was decreased 
to one-half of 1 Percent. 

Despite the fact that the increment 
factor was reduced, it is still an impor-
tant part of a contributory insurance 
system in which the benefits are related 
to wage credits. It seems to me that 
this gives an important recognition to 
the fact that the person who contributes 
more should receive more in benefits. 
Without an increment the benefits tend 
to flatten out. Under the committee bill 
two persons with the same average 
monthly wage will receive the same ben-
efit amount, even though one has con-
tributed for 5 years and the other for 40 
years. Because I believe a reasonable 
increment factor is essential to preserve 
Individual incentive, I intend actively 
to support and vote for an amendment 

of heoveed cntrbu-provisions because I realize that admin-orkrs y te 
istrative problems might be very great, 
However, I do not believe that those dif-
ficulties should be insurmountable. 
These clauses have been administered in 
all other Federal retirement plans, in 
the Railroad Retirement System, and 
many State and private pension plans. 
I believe that the principle of total and 
permanent disability benefits should not 
b otdmnadagmn 

In a~ddition to these amendments con-
cerned with the old-age and survivors 
insurance system, there are other parts 
of the social-security program which 
should be improved., 

Another amendment which I have in- 
troduced provides for assistance to the 
caretaker of dependcnt children. Under 
the assistance program, the use of Fed-
eral funds is authorized to help finance 
State-administered. charity programs 

benefits for dependent chil-
dren. These are children who are in 
need and one or more of whose parents 
are absent from the home. Under 
existing law, however, no assistance is 
provided for the caretaker of those chil-
dren. To me this does not seem prac-
tical or sensible. If assistance is to be 
provided for dependent children, it 
should be done in such a way that the 
holme available to them may be kept in-
tact. It seems to me that this can be 
done only by providing assistance for the 
mother or relative with whom the chil-
dren are staying so that a proper home 
may be provided,

The amendment I have introduced will 
allow the use of Federal funds to match 
State funds used for asistance payments 
for this parent or relative, 

I have gone into some detail on many 
of these provisions; but such detail seems 
necesary in relating this complex pro-
gram to the specific interests of the 
many people vitally concerned with it. 
I have long had the conviction that the 
Social Security Act of 1935 was one of 
the more important measures I have 
been privileged to support and develop 
while in Congress. It gives me a great 
deal of satisfaction to support and vote 
for this Social Security Act of 1950. to-
gether with some liberalizing amend-
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relationship between them were qlues-
tions which were not studied, and we 
felt studies should be made of that 
subject. 

Under this resolution the Senate Corn-
mittee on Finance will be able to assign 
different subjects for study than those 
I have mentioned. The committee is 

'The VICE PRESIDENT. The resolu-
tion is open to amendment. 

Mr. PEPPER. Mr. President, will the 
Senator from Colorado yield for a simple 
inquiry? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. Yes. 
Mr. PEPPER. I wish to make the 

same inquiry of the Senator, because we 

section 1410 of the Internal Revenue Code 
(other than service included under an agree
ment under sec. 218). 

On page 328, beginning with line 8, 
strike out all down to and including line 
16 and insert in lieu thereof the fol
lowing:

(8) (A) Service performed in the employ 
of a State, or any political'subdivision there
of, or any instrumentality of any one or more 
of the foregoing which is wholly owned by 
one or more States or political subdivisions 
(other than service performed in the employ 
of a State, political subdivision, or lnstru

in connection with the operation
od any public transportation system the 
whole or any part of which was acquired after 
1936); 

(B) Service performed in the employ of 
any instrumentality of one or more States 
or political subdivisions to the extent that 
the instrumentality is, with respect to such 
service, immune under the Constitution of

United States from the tax imposed by
section'1410. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. Mr. President, may 
we have a description of the amend
ment? 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The ques
tion is on agreeing to the amendment 
offered by the Senator from Illinois, 
which the Senator from Georgia, as 
cnairman of the committee, has said he 
is authorized to accept. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. It has not been de
scribed, so we do not know how to place 
itheVC.RSDNT twssae 

ThVIEP SDN.Itwstae 
when offered, and is the penning ques
tion. It is lettered "J." 

Mr. GEORGE. It is the amendment 
"J." It was offered by the dis

tinguished Senators from Illinois [Mr. 

given great flexibility and great respoi-~ all know the interest in this subject of 
sibility in relation to the entire subject. 
I hope the resolution will be agreed to. 

Mr. PEPPER rose. 
The VICE PRESIDENT. The oppo-

nents of the resolution are entitled to
Senaor 

5 minutes. Is the Seao rm. 
opposed to the resolution? 

Mr. PEPPER. I am not opposed to it, 
but I wish to propound an inquiry to 
the chairman of the Committee on 
Finance, if I may. 

Mr. GEORGE. I shall be glad to 
yied Seato,t i I avethe timeth 

the able Senator from Colorado, who is a 
co-author of the pending resolution, 
Can the Senator give the same affirma-
tion which the distinguished chairman of 
the committee has given with reference 
oromFlordaTonsed panmentalityte 
oteTonedpaf

Mr. MILLIKIN. I am glad to give
the same affirmation. The pending reso-
lution includes a paragraph which is 
ample for the purpose, and I am quite 
sure that all members of the Committee 
on Finance will give very careful con-
sideration to anything which those fa-

to yield.
Mr. PEPPER. As the able chairman 

of the committee knows, very many 
earnest citizens have believed for many 
years that we would eventually come to 
the adoption of the universal system Of 
pensions, of adequate means and cur-
rently financed, called the Townsend 
plan. Dr. Townsend, a very distin-
guished American, has for many years 
given of himself unstintingly to the ad-
vocacy of such a system. The distin-
guished chairman of the committee and 
his associates permitted Dr. Townsend 
and others, including several Senators, 
of whom I was one, to appear before the 
committee when the hearings were in 
progress, and to propound that measure 
to the committee. 

The committee has not seen fi to
adopt
adp htatraieapoc ote 

problem of security. I am gratified to 
know that if the Senate adopts the 
resolution there will be a continuing 

yied hvethet te SnaorifI
voring the Townsend plan may wish to 
propose to. the committee. 

Mr. ROBERTSON. Mr. President. I 
hope the Senator from Colorado wvill give 
me the assurance that he does not in-
tend to take up much time on the Town-
send plan. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. I shall not give that 
assurance to the Senator. I think the 
committee will give whatever time is 
necessary to thoroughly probe into any 
proposal which is offered to the com-
mittee. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The ques-
tion is on agreeing to the resolution of 
fered by the Senator from Georgia [Mr. 
GEORGE] and the Senator from Colorado 
[Mr. MILLIKIN1I 

Tersltowaagedo.lettered 
The rIEsolutionEwas agr edto.
ThetVICEePRESIDENT.roThe ques-eLucAs and Mr. DOUGLAS], the Senator 

tion is on agreeing to the amendment of -frmAama[.HILteSnos 
fered by the Senator from Illinois [Mr. from Alabamak [Mr. HnIVE, the Senators 
LUCAS] for himself and other Senatorsfo e ok[r vsadM.LN 
tthcomteaen ethe 'MAN], the Senators from Massachusetts 

stuy o tis eita ll sbjet. menmet, hecom-eeltothecomitee [Mr. SALTONSTALL and Mr. LODGE] and 
the Senator from Ohio [Mr. TAFT].

M.FADR.M.Peiet a 
not the amendment be distributed? 

The VICE PRESIDENT. It has been 
distributed, and has been placed today 
on every Senator's desk. 

Mr. FLANDERS. It has not been 
placed on all the desks. 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, the 
amendment provides for the compulsory 
-old-age and survivors insurance for all 
present and future employees of any 
transportation system any part of which 
is taken over by a State or local govern
ment at any time after 1936. I think it 
is a subject with which the Senate Fi
nance Committee is quite familiar. 

Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield?


Mr. GEORGE. I yield.

M.TF.M aei nteaed


mr.t btAT My namldlie is onl the amend
mnbtIsol iet alteatntion of the Senate to the fact that in my
opinion the amendment is broader than 
is necessary, or is broader than might be 
agreed to in conference. I quite agree 
we should cover street railway companies 
which were formerly under the system 
adwhich have been taken over by the 
Sand ntemenie hi mrd 

stdyovtl ti ubet.W alfel 
that we must come to something like a 
univesaloeraiglie, cdeurren in paymeunt, 
andth soething iikenadequthe inaounty 
frThe senqioryciizesho the crooundtry
the dsinquirye Ihwishatof prooun tom 

mittee is whether those who are the 
earnest advocates of the general prin-
ciple of the so-called Townsend plan 
may anticipate'that the distinguished 
committee, which will continue its study, 
will spccifically include a study of the 
merit and proposals and principles of the 
Townsend plan,

Mr. GEORGE. I think I may answer 
without qualification in the affirmnative 
that the committee will continue the 
study of the Townsend plan, along with 
other related matters. 

Mr. PEPPER.. Will the particular 
measure, which is now lying on the table 
as an amendment, be specifically studied

commitee?by thi distiguishecomitee? 
Mr. GEORGE. I can answer in the 

affirmative, as I said. I can make that 
positive statement so far as I am con-
cerned. 

by tis istngushe 

Mr. PEPPER. I thank the distin-
guished chairman of the committee. in 

viewofssurnceis whch Iam ery
viewof hs asurane, wich am ery

gratified to have him give, I shall not 
call up the amendment which is lying onl 
the desk at this time, 

mittee-amendment being a complete sub-
stitute for the original text of the bill. 
Five minutes of debate is available to 
each side. 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, the 
Committee on Finance this morning con-

sidered all pending amendments to H. R. 
6000. This particular amendment was 
considered, and I am authorized by the 
committee to accept the amendment, 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The amend-
ment will be stated, 

The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 246, 
beginning with line 13, it is proposed to 
strike out all down to and including line 
24 and insert in lieu thereof the fol-
lowing: 

(B) (A) Service performed in the employ 
of a State, or any political subdivision there-
of, or any instrumentality of any one or 
more of the foregoing which is wholly owned 
by one or more States or political subdivi-
ions (other than service Included under an 
agreement under section 218 and other than 
service performed In the employ of a State, 
political subdivision, or Instrumentality in 
connection with the operation of any public 
transportation system the whole or any part 
of which was acquired after 1988); 

(B) Service performed in the employ of 
any instrumentality of one or more States 
or political subdivisions to the extent thatStesithmanm.Tismnd 
the instrumentality is, with respect to such meait goes somewhat further, and covers 
service, immune under the Constitution of any activity which is subject to taxation, 
the United States from the tax imposed by that is, any activity whatever, such as aa 
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electric store, or anything of the kind 
which has been held, under the Consti-
tution, to be subject to taxation. In that 

paricuar t ousthn tei brade 
parovurision, aertante os 

merelyonwihtmttoteSnt 
I meelywishto hetateto Snat 

that if the amendment is taken to con-
ference, I do not believe that the action 
of the Senate should be taken necessarily 
as an approval of this wider coverage, 

Itseme tlarthtemlyesofa 
street railway when it was a private corn-
pany who have bcen under the system, 
should stay under the system when the 
railway is taken over by the public, and 
also that States may include other sim-
ilar companies. Whether it should ap-
ply to every activity of the State which 
is not strictly governmental, without 
the State legislature's approval, I think 
is doubtful. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The time of 
the Senator from Georgia has expired. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. Mr. President, the 
point raised by the distinguished Senator 
from Ohio was considered by the Coin-

mitenogFnnconditwsthoghemite o wsthugtinncan i 
best to keep the matter in conference 
where it will be given careful consid-

erato. THEadM.SLOSAL 
addrese the Caid r.SATN AL 
Thrssdte CEaPrESDN.DosteV 

The ICERESIENT.Doesthe 
Senator from Colorado yield, and if so, 
.to whom? 

Mr. MILLIKIN., I yield first to the 
Senator from Minnesota. 

Mr. THYE. I should like to ask the 
distinguished Senator from Colorado 

whtertemndet nlue te
whehe th heaenden inlues 

school teachers' retirement fund, 
Mr. MILLIKIN. It would not inclde 

the school teachers' retirement fund. 
Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President, 

will the Senator from Colorado yield for 
a question? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. I yield. 
Mr. SALTONSTALL. I am one of the 

sponsors of the amendment, but in the 
opinion of the Senator from Colorado 

wudthe amendment in its present formwould 
include a steamship company taken over 
by a State government, as well as a 

trni opncoverage
Mr.ni cmpaIKn. fi i rnsot 

Mr.MILIKI.I i isa tansort-
tion system, it is included. 

Mr. LUCAS. Mr. President, I should 
like to say just a word about the amend-
ment. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the 
Senator from Colorado yield to the Sena-
tor from Illinois? 

Mr. MILLIKIN. I yield. 
Mr. LUCAS. A great mnny employees 

of a transportation system in the city of 
Chicago are vitally affected by the pend-

in mnmet preit ht the 
ngamenndmet.is braderethanthe proison 
containedtis rae blasthehn passed by the 

contine illas bytheinthe asse
H-ouse of Representatives. However, I 
hope that the Senate will insist upon the 
amendment in its present form, because 
it seems to me that not only those who 
have been in the past employed in the 
transportation systems, but that others 
as well, should be included in the old-age 

benefit system at the present time, 
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I hope 

that the pending amendment offered by 
the majoritY lcader will be adopted, This 

amendment vitally affects large numbers 
of transit workers in my State. A con-
siderable number of public transit lins 
suway, mtorbuslins nd ter 
mebans, mof o u ie n te 
eenstake public transportation-have

bee fikenover by city and other govern-
mental authorities in New York. 

These employees urgently desire to-be 
covered by Federal social security. I 
firmly believe that any groups vwhich 
wish to be covered should be covered. 

It would be an injustice for these indi-
viduals to be left outside the old-a~ge and 
survivors Insurance program. Some of 
them have made payments into the QASI 
fund for 10 years. Thc!ir benefits under 
the municipal retirement systems would 
be much less than those of other public 
employees who have been covered by 
these systems for longer periods of time. 

Mr. President, I call the attention of 
the Senate to the fact that the A. F. of 
L. unions in my State are asking for this 
amendment. The CIO transit unions, 
headed by Mr. Michael Quill, are also ask-
in o h mnmn.H. 

amedvoaedndt oniuetAlthough Iavctdndotiuto 
support the exclusion from Federal old-
age and survivors insurance of all public 

employees already covered by retirement 
systems, because these employees do not 
wish to be covered, I strongly urge that 
the pending amendment covering this 
pca ruwo retyws ob 

spca ruwougnl iht e 
covered, should be approved. 

Yesterday I introduced into the RECORD 
a letter from Mr. Michael Quill to this 
effect. I do not think it is necessary to 
make reference to the letter again. Ilask
for the approval of the amendment, 

Mr. LODGE. Mr. President, I ask to 
hav prinfstteent thiscpin In thaepreCOred
abrestemnwhcIhvepprd 
on the pending amendment. 

There being no objection, the state-
ment was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 
STATEMENT ON TRANSIT EMPLOYEES EY SENATOR 

LODGE 
Mr. President, as one of the sponsorso 

the pending amendment, I wish to say very 
briefly that adoption of this provision for 

of transit employees is a matter 
of great importance for a very large num-
her of citizens of Massachusetts. Last year 
I filed a bill, S. 1658, the purpose of which 
was simnilar to the pending amendment and 
I believe that approval of this proposal 
amounts to an act of simple justice. 

Principally affected in Massachusetts will 
be some 6.000 employees of the metropolitan
transit authority. Most of these employees 
were originally employees of the Boston Ele-
voted Railway Co. prior to August 1947. The 
Boston Elevated was a privately owned coin-
pany, and its employees were covered by the 
old-age and survivors insurance provisions 
of the Social Security Act. In 1947 this 
company was acquired by the metropolitan 

si authority, an instrumentality of the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, which pres-
ently operates passenger streetcar, subway, 
end bus service in Boston and vicinity, 

The result of this change in ownership 
was to deprive these employees of the full 
benefits of the Social Security Act. These 
employees should not be discriminated 
against because their employment ceased to
be for a private corporation. The pending
amendment meets this problem in a satisfac-
tory way. This fact is confirmed, insofar 
as Massachusetts is concerned, by the mes-
sages of approval which I have received from 

Local 849, International Union of Operating 
Engineers, Boston; Massachusetts Fedoration 
of Labor, Boston; District Lodge No. 38, In
ternational Association of Machinists, Bos
ton; Division 589, Amalgamated Association 
of Street, Electric Railway and Motor Coach 
Employees of America, A. F. of L., Boston; 
Boston Central Labor Union; and several 
others. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, I ask 
unim scoetththrebisr
ed in the REcogD at this point a brief 
statement which I have prepared on the 
pending amendment, and I should like to 
extend my thanks for the cooperation of 
the officers and representatives of the 
Amalgamated Association of Street, 
Electric Railway and Motor Coach Em-, 
ployees of America. 

There being no objection, the state
metwsodrdobepiednth 
REntRDwas fordreltoewritdsn:h 
Rcoasflw; 

STATEMENT BY SENATOR DOUOLAS 
I am very glad that the Senate Finance 

Committee has accepted the amendment to 
R. 6000, which provides coverage under 

the law to the employees of oublic transit
systems acquired after 1936. 

In the discussions which preceded the 
drafting and introduction of this amend

ment I would like to acknowledge the splen
did assistance and cooperation extended to 
us by the officers and representatives of the 
Amalgamated Association of Street, Electric 
Railway and Motor Coach Employees of 
America. 

Mr. A. L. Spradling. its president; Mr. 0. 
David Zimring, its chief counsel; and Mr. 
Joseph F. Fahey, representing its Division 
589; all appeared and testified at the bearings. 
Their representatives also advised with us in 
numerous conferences to enable us to bring
alothrelevant facts to the attention of 
theoSnthe anr odata asdetta 
would protect the proven equities of the 
transit employees. 

I offer for the RECORD herewith a brief 
memorandum submitted by representatives 
of the association in further explanation of 
the amendment; 
"MEMORANDUM ON STATUS oF TRANSIT WoRic 

ERa or TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS PUBLICLY 
ACQUIRED ArnER 1936 UNDER PROPOSEDAMENDMENTS TO THlE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT 

"(Submitted by Amalgamated Association of 
Street. Electric Railway and Motor Coach 
Employees of America, AFL) 
"The Amalgamated Association of Street, 

Electric Railway and Motor Coach Employees 
of America, AFL, is the dominant labor organ
ization in the field of mass transportation of 
passengers by motor bus or streetcar. The 
membership of that organization is desirous 
of rectifying certain injustices which have
resulted from a loss of coverage under the 
existing Social Security Act on the part of 
employees of mass transportation systems 
transferred from private operations to public 
operations. 

"During the last decade municipal public 
authorities have acquired and are operating
several large transportation syst ems. Among 
such systems are San Francisco, Cleveland,
Chicago, and Boston. In addition, New York 
City has since 1986 acquired from private 
companies a very large portion of its present 
municipal operations. There are a number 
of smaller cities, such as Springfield, Mo., 
which are in the same category. Approxi
mately 50,000 of our members are employed
In transportation systems which have already
been acquired by municipalities and public
authorities. As a result of the change to 
public operation, such employees have lost 
all or a large part of their benefits under the 
Social Security Act. 
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"Under the existing Social Security Act, 

fully insured status may be obtained by em-
ployees who have been paid $50 or more in 
covered employment and at least half the 
number of calendar quarters as there are be-
tween January 1, 1937, when the social secu-
rity program began and the quarter when the 
employee becomes 65 or dies. The acquisi-
tion of 40 quarters of coverage makes a worker 
fully insured for life. While employees who 
have had 40 quarters of coverage prior to the 
transfer of a public operation to public own-
ership are fully insured and entitled to some 
benefits at age 65, such benefits will be seri-
ously reduced during the period of public
ownership, since the work under public own.; 
ership does not count under the existing act, 
In addition, they will not receive the acqul-
sition of 1 percent a year in primary benefits 
under the period of public ownership, since 
wages, In the meaning of section 209 (a) of 
the act, will no longer be earned by them. 
Thus even employees who are fully insured 
under the act will receive greatly reduced 
benefits, 

"The Senate Committee on Finance has 
eliminated from H. R. 6000 those provisions
of the House bill which sought to deal with 
this problem but which did so inadequately,
The objections to H. R. 6000, insofar as it 
deals with this problem of loss of coverage 
for transit workers, may be summarized as 
follows: 

"1. No assurance is afforded employees
transferred to public ownership that they 
will receive full protection, since section 210 
(a) (8) (B) has an escape clause which per-
snits any political subdivision operating a 
transit system to exclude its employees from 
the coverage of the act by the simple process 
of filing a statement with the Commissioner 
of Internal Revenue to the effect that cover-
age is not designed for employees who become 
such in the acquisition of a public transit 
system by the political subdivision, 

"2. Further inequities are created by the 
House bill in that while it protects employees 
of a privately operated system publicly ac-
quired after 1936, if such employees were 
employed by the transit system at and prior 
to the transfer of an operation, It falls to 
protect employees hired after the beginning 
of public operation. For example, employees
of the Chicago Surface Lines who became 
employees of Chicago Transit Authority when 
public operation began, would be covered. 
Employees hired after the Chicago Transit 
Authority began operation would not be. 
The result Is, therefore, that a constantly
Increasing number of employees would not 
be covered by the law, and, ultimately, all 
the employees would have no protection un-
der the act, since the work force would ulti-
mately consist of employees hired after the 

daeofpbicoeato.FURITHER
"The Senate Committee on Finance would, 

In effect, deprive the employees of the groups 
mentioned above of any protection under the 

act.Thecomitte popoes o lmittheportion of the unsatisfactory and inadequate
provisions for voluntary coverage to situa-
tions In which no existing pension plan cov-
ers the employees. In substantially all the 
situations in which transit employees are 
Involved, wherein a loss of coverage results 
from the transfer from private to public op-
erations after 1936, there Is in existence a 
pension plan. The committee's failure to re-
turn to such employees the benefits of the 
act which they have lost is based on a com-
plete misconception as to the nature and 
origin of the pension plan covering employees 
on public transportation systems. The pub-
lic authorities which have taken over trans-
portation systems from private companies
are, in a majority of cases, operating in sub-
stantially the same fashion as private cor-
porations. In most cases, the statutes which 
created such public authorities exclude the 
employees from the coverage of civil service 
systems, including civil service retirement 
systems. The Massachusetts statute requires 

the authority created to take over the pen-
sion obligations which existed In connection 
with the operation of the transit system,
The statute further authorizes the authority 
to bargain collectively with the employees on 
the subject concerning pensions. Under pri-
vate operation, the employees were covered 
by pension plans secured through collective 
bargaining agreements and by the social 
security system. When the private operation
became a public one, such employees lost the 
benefits of the social security system, but 
continued to be included under the pension 
systems negotiated through annual collective 
bargaining agreements. The result Is that 
such employees do not have the continuity 
of protection normally contemplated by 
statutory enactments, and they have lost the 
benefits of the contributions made by them 
through the social security system. In most 
cases collective bargaining agreements con-
cerning Pensions were negotiated In contem
plation of the return of coverage under the 
social security system. Other pension plans 
are frequently inadequate and serve as no 
justification for depriving the employees 
under such plans of the benefits they former-
ly enjoyed under the Social Security Act, and 
which the committee has found proper to 
extend to new groups of employees through-
out American industry. 

"The amsendment which wei are sponsoring 
would remedy a wholly inequitable situation.* 
This amendment presents no conflict with 
the interests of other groups of public em-
ployees who have never been covered by the 
social-security system, who have made no 
contributions to that system, and who do not 
desire coverage thereunder. The committee's 
proposed social security program would afford 
to many groups of employees hitherto not 
covered by the law, the benefits of the social 
security program. Our amendment does no 
more than restore coverage to employees who 
have previously enjoyed protection under the 
act, and are being deprived of the benefits of 
their contributions thereto, through no fault 
of their own.tinsonaregtohemnd 

"Nor is this problem a static one. There 
has been a growing trend toward public own-
ership of mass transportation systems In our 
cities and metropolitan areas. Many em-
ployees from private systems may, in the fu-
ture, become employees of publicly operated 
systems. Inequities created by loss of cover
age under the act in such situations should 
not be allowed to grow. Our organization is 
deeply concerned about this problem. We 
seek protection for all our members under the 
social security program. We have, therefore, 
supported an amendment to the act which 
would provide for coverage of employees of 
public transportation systems acquired after 
1936."exldnthmfo 

COMMEzNTS BY SENATOR D3OUGLAS 
I have likewise had numerous appeals 

noonyfoMr palnpeintfth 
nsotiatonly uasMr.apadyngoprshent ofithefrom 
sions of the organization which have helpedtomkclathfulfcsothsiuto,
tohaefollowin mhessagefrcsom Chicuagionlad 
ThfolwnmesgfrmCiaola-

ers of the association is typical of the feeling
of these workers about the amendment the 
committee has, and I believe wisely, adopted: 

CHIeCAGO, ILL., May 24, 1950. 
Senator PAUL DOUGLAS,

Senate Office Building; 
Well over 20,000 employees of the Chicg

Transit Authority represented by divisions 
241 and 308 of the Amalgamated Association 
of Street Electric Railway and Motor Coach 
Employees of America, A. P. of L., earnestly
desire to be covered by the Social Security
Act. They had been covered and had made 
their contributions for 10 years until the 
transit facilities were bought by the author-
ity In 1947. All or a great part of these 
contributions will be lost unless our coverage 
Is restored. Our pensions are not provided
by the municipality or State through taxa-
tion but by a provision in our labor agree-

ment which is on an annual basis and which 
was entered Into when we were covered by
social security and In contemplation of It 
It would be grossly unfair to penalize these 
employees simply because the municipality
has taken over the transit facilities of our 
predecessor employers. We therefore strong
ly and urgently plead for your support of the 
amendment sponsored by Senators LUCAS, 
DOUGLAS, and LODGE. 

PATRICK J. O'CONNOR, 
Vice President. 

DANrEL J. MCNAMARA, 
Recording Secretary, Division 241, 

Amalgamated Association of Street 
Electric Railway and Motor Coach 
Employees of America, AFL. 

CARL SELLS, 
President,Division 1129. 

ROBERT LAMPING, 
President,Division 1381. 

Mr'. MILLIKIN. Mr. President, I hope
that the amendment may be agreed to. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The ques
tion is on agreeing to the amendment 
offered by the Senator from Illinois [Mr.
LUCAS] for himself and other Senators. 

The amendment was agreed to. 
Mr: GEORGE. Mr. President, I have 

certain other amendments which were.
approved this morning by the Commit
tee on Finance,and I wish now to offer 
them.

The first one I send to the desk Is 
amendment lettered "B," which merely
changes the effective date of the mater

nal- and child-welfare section of the bill. 
The 'VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk 

will state the amendment. 
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 381,

line 6. it is proposed to strike out "1951" 
and insert "1950." 

Th VIE RSIE .Tequs
Tion 1VICna Re amendment.SIEin NoThe 

n. 
The amendment was agreed to. 
Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, in deal-


Ing with the self-employed, generally the

Professional classes were excluded Where

they indicated a strong desire to have

themselves excluded from the particular 
provision of the bill dealing with the self-

employed.


Among those who appeared after the

Committee went into executive session 
were the registered or licensed funeral 
directors, and the committee has ap
proved an amendment, which I now send 
to the desk, which will have the effect of 

tesl-iurdr

self-employed.


Th VIEP SDN.Teclr 
TeVIEP SDN.Tecek 

will state the amendment. 
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 261,in21atetewrd"cutn",t
propoed "funer 

spooedtisrt"u rldrco.,
On page 360, line 12. after the word "ac

lise21 tohInsert nalnietor."t 

countant", it is proposed to insert 
"funeral director.", 

The VICE PR~ESIDENT. The ques

tion is on agreeing to the amendment 
offered by the Senator from Georgia.

The amendment was agreed to. 
Mr-. GEORGE. Mr. President, the 

committee also approved an amend
ment, lettered "C", which classifies as 
employees traveling or city salesmen en
gaged in the selling of merchandise to 

retailers, or the selling of, consumer 
goods to hotels, restaurants, and other 
similar establishments. I offer the 
amendment. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Clerk 
will state the amendment. 
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*The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 255, 
line 22, it is proposed to strike out the 
word "or." 

On Page 255, line 23, after the semi-
colon, to insert the word "or."! 

"On page 255, between lines 23 and 24, 
to insert the following: 

(C)' as a traveling or city salesman engaged 
upon a full-time basis in the solicitation on 
behalf of, and the transmission to, his prin-
cipal (except for side-line sales activities on 
behalf of some other person) of (I) orders 

fro reai mechatsformerhadis tobe 
deliveredtuseuntytoscmrhnietbemerchants for 
retail sale to their customers, or (ii) orders 
from hotels, restaurants, and other similar 
establishments for supplies to be delivered 
subsequently to such establishments and to 
be consumed in the operation thereof. 

On page 336, line .20, to strike out the 
word "or." 

On Page 3?6, line 21, after the semi-
colon, to insert the word "or." 

btwenlies21anOnpae36 2, 

The amendment offered by Mr. GEORGE 
Is as follows: 

on page 237, line 18, strike out "$3,000,' 
and insert' In lieu thereof "$3,600." 

On page 260, line 5, strike out "$3,000" and 
Insert in lieu thereof "$3,600." 

On page 263, line 25, strike out "$3,000"1 and 
Insert in lieu thereof "$3,600." 

On page 264, line 6, strike out "$3,000"1 and 
Insert in lieu thereof "'$3,600." 

On page 267, line 5, strike out "$150" and 
Insert In lieu thereof "$200."ThVIEP 

On page 273, line 21, strike out "$3,000" and 
Insert in lieu thereof "$3,600." 

On page 315, line 3, strike out "$3,000"1 and 
Insert in lieu thereof "$3,600." 

On page 316, line 17, strike out "$3,000" and 
isr nle hro $,0. 

On page 317, line 7, strike out "$3,000" and 
insert in lieu thereof "$3,600." 

On page 319, between lines 14 and 15, Insert 
the following: 

"(b) So~much of section 1401 (d) (2) of the 
internal Revenue Code as precedes the sec-
ond sentence thereof 1s. amended to read as 

Mr. WHERRY. Mr. President, I did 
not hear the announcement that the 
amendment was agreed to. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Chair 
announced as loudly as he could that the 
amendment had been agreed to. 

M.WER;TeSntrfo 
Nebraska did not hear the announce
ment. I did not hear the decision of the 

har 
Cha Ir. PEIDN.Te eao 

SDN.TeSnao 
from Illinois started to ask the Senator 
from Georgia to yield to him simultane
ously with the Chair's announcement 
that the amendment had been agreed to. 

Mr OGA.M..Peiet 

merely wanted to ask for the sake of the 
RECORD if I am correct in my under
standing that the amendment which was 
offered by the 'distinguished Senator 
from Georgia *was designed to include 
house-to-house salesmen selling directly 
to consumers? 

Mt. GEORGE. It does not include 
such salesmen. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. And therefore ex-
eludes them? 

Mr. GEORGE. And therefore ex-
eludes them so far as this specific defini
tion is concerned. 

M.Peiet a h mnmn 
MPeiet a h mnmn 

just offered been acted upon? 
The VICE PRESIDENT. The last 

amendment off ered by the Senator from 
Georgia with reference to the wage base 
has not been agreed to. It is open to 
amendment. 

Mr. MYERS. Mr. President, I offer an 
amendment to the amendment offered by 

the Senator from Georgia by authority 
of the committee, to strike out the 
amount "$3,600" wherever it occurs, and 
substitute therefor "$4,200." 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secre
tary will state the amendment. 

The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. In the
aedetofrdb r EREo 
amnmn.fee byM. GERG o 

behalf of the Committee it'15 proposed, 
to strike out "$3,600" wherever that fig
ure occurs, and insert in lieu thereof 
"$4,200." 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Sena
tor from Pennsylvania is recognized for 

5 minutes. 
Mr. MYERS. Mr. President, a par

liamentary inquiry.
The VICE PRESIDENT, The Senator 

will state it. 
M.MES steSntrfoalESo enIte toe 5Smnutes? IsoGergi Gegi in5iutsteoriSeatsorfo entitled all 

to 10 minutes on his amendment and my
amendment thereto, and am I entitled 
to 10 minutes on the comnmittoe-amend
ment and my amendment thereto? 

TeVC RSDN.Tepo
TeVC RSDN.Tepo

ponent of the amendment is entitled to 
5 minutes and the opponent of the

amendment is entitled to 5 minutes. If

the Senator from Georgia opposes the 
amendment of the Senator from Penn
sylvania to the committee amendment, 
he is entitled to recognition for 5 
minutes. 

Mr' MYERS. Mr. President, this 
amendment which is sponsored by my
self and 12 other Senators is designed 
to raise the $3,600 wage and tax base to 
$4,200. The $3,000 wage base was put 

to insert the following: 
(C) as a traveling or city salesman en-

gaged upon a full-time basis In the solici-
tation on behalf of, and the transmission to, 
his principal (except. fot side-line sales ac-
tivities on behalf of some other person) of 
(i) orders from retail merchants for mer-
chandise to be delivered subsequently to such 
merchants for retail sale to their customers, 
or (ii) orders from hotels, restaurants, and 
other similar establishments for supplies to 
be delivered subsequently to such establish-
ments and to be consumed in the operation 
thereof. 

The amendment was agreed to. 

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I ask 


unanimous consent to have printed at 

this point in the RECORD a statement, on 
the so-called George amendment to in-
elude wholesale outside salesmen, 

There being no objection, the state-
ment was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows:

Y ENAORLEHANSTAEMNT 
DY ENATORLEHMANSTATEMNT 

Mr. President, I also have an amendment 
dealing with the subject of wholesale out-
side salesmen. I am glad to support Sena-
tor GEORGE's amendment and if it is accept-
ed, I will not, of course, call up my amend-
ment. . 

There Is no sound .reason for the exclusion 
of wholesale outside salesmen from defini-
tion zst employees under the old-age and 
survivors insurance program. This group 
are employees, whatever the common law or 
contractual relationship. 

The situation today Is loose and untidy as 
a result of the Gearhardt resolution and of 
the prevailing practice of letting the em-
ployer decide whether the salesman is an 
employee or is self-employed. 

This situation should be clarified. These 
salesmen should be included as employees. 
I hope this amendment will be approved, 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, will 
teSntryedfraqetoInsertfora qestonOntheiel enaor 

Mr. GEORGE. I will, just as soon as I 
offer another amendment. 

By authority of the Senate Finance 
Committee I now offer an amendment 
which raises the wage base from $3,000 to 
$3,600. I do not believe it Is necessary 
to read it, because it is in technical terms, 
and I think the entire Senate under-
stands it. In the original bill as reported 
the wage base was fixed at $3,000, which 
is the present rate. The amendment 
raises it to $3,600. 

ine 21and22,follows:On Pge 36,beteen 
"'(2)' Wages received during 1947, 1948, 

1949, and 1950: If by reason of an employee 
receiving wages from more than one employer 
during the calendar year 1947, 1948, 1949, or 
1950 the wages received by him during such 
year exceed $3,000, the employee shall be 
entitled to a refund of any amount of tax, 
with respect to such wages, imposed by sec-
tion 1400 and deducted from the employee's 
wages (whether or not paid to the collector), 
which exceeds the tax with respect to the 
first $3,000 of such wages received'." 

On page 319, beginning with line 15, strike 
out all down to and including line 19 and 
insert in lieu thereof the following: I 

"1(c) Section 1401 (d) of the Internal Rev-
enue Code is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new paragraphs: 

"'(3) Wages received after 1950: If by 
reason of an employee receiving wages from 
more than one employer during any calen-
dar year after the calendar year 1930, the 
wages received by him .during such year ex-
ceed $3,600, the employee shall be entitled 
to a refund of any amount of tax, with re-
spect to such wages, imposed by section 1400 
and deducted from the employee's wages 
(whether or not paid to the collector), which 
exceeds the tax with respect to the first 
$3,600 of such wages received. Refund under 
this section may be made In accordance with 
the provisions of law applicable in the case 
of erroneous or illegal collection of the tax; 
except that no such refund shall be made 
unless (A) the employee makes a claim, es-
tablishing his right thereto, after the cal-
eridar year in which the wages were received 
with respect to which refund of tax is 
claimed, and (13) such claim is made within 
two years after the calendar year in whichsuch wages were received. No interest shall 
bealwdoGadwt rsettn uh 
realoefud. o adwt epcoaysc 

"'(4) Special rules In the case of Federal 
and State employees'." 

On page 320, line 7, strike out "$3,000" and 
insert in lieu thereof "$3,600."1 

On page 339, line 23, strike out "$3,000" and 
in lieu thereof "$3,600." 

page 358. line 18, strike out "$3,010" and 
insert in lieu thereof "$3,600." 

Mr. WHERRY. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield for an inquiry? 

Mr. GEORGE. I yield. 
Mr. WHERRY. What happened to 

the amendment discussed before this 
one? I refer to the wholesale outside 
salesmen amendment. 

Mr. GEORGE. That was agreed to. 
I now yield to the Senator from Illinois 
[Mr. DOUGLAS]. 
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Into the law by the 1939 provisions of the 
Social Security Act. In that period 95 
percent of those covered by the law 
earned less than $3,000 a year. So it 
was the intention of Congress to permit
the overwhelming majority of the coy-
ered workers to receive benefits calcu-
lated on the basis of their full earnings.

The Senate Advisory Council on Social 
Security, speaking through 15 of its 17 
members, recommended that the tax and 
wage base be advanced to $4,200 in order 
to restore the intent of Congress as set 
forth in the act of 1939. The Senate 
Finance Committee until today did not 
recommend any change in the existing
$3,000 limitation. Thus, a worker whose 
earnings exceed $3,000 a year-in other 
words, $250 a month-pays a tax based 
on the first $250 of his monthl~y earn-
Ings. Now the committee itself has 
agreed and offered an amendment that 
the wage base be increased to $3,600 a 
Year. But I see no reason whatsoever 
for believing. that we should compromise
the principle established in 1939 that 90 
or 95 percent of the covered employees
should be permitted to receive retire-
ment benefits based upon their maxi-
mum average monthly earnings. If it 
was a sound principle in 1939, I think it 
is sound today, and particularly when 
15 of the 17 members of the Senate 
Advisory Council on Social Security rec-
ommended that the wage base be 
increased to $4,200. 

Mr. GEORGE. I shall take half a 
minute, and the distinguished Senator 
from Colorado [Mr. MILLIKIN] will allot 
the remaining time, 

Mr. President, we can make the taxes 
too heavy for the'American people to 
bear, and we can break down and de-
stroy a great program if we follow that 
course. Now it is perfectly obvious that 
a tax whiclh begins at 11/2 percent upon
the worker and the employer each, and 
which under this bill goes up to more 
than 6 percent upon payrolis, becomes a 
very heavy tax, especially if the wage
base is raised higher. There is an addi-
tional $600 to which this tax will apply
In the amendment which the commit-
tee itself is offering. It certainly should 
be approved by the Senate, as I think,
and as the committee thinks, and I earn-
estly hope that the amendment offered 
by the Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. 
MYERS] will not be accepted.

Mr. MILLIKIN. Mr. President-
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator 

from Colorado is recognized for the re-
mainder of the 5 minutes. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. It has been thought
by most of the members of the Senate 
Finance Committee that, considering the 
additional benefits and the other ad-
vantages offered by the bill, and taking
the whole bill into consideration, we have 
gone about as far as we can, having in 
mind the safety of our economy at the 
present time. 

The original purpose of the social~se-
curity system was to give the impact of 
its benefits primarily to lower paid work-
ers. The theory is that as the individual 
goes Up in the wage scale he has a better 
opportunity to help his own security with 
his own funds. I believe the $3,600 is a 
fair adjustment and a fair compromise 

of the various proposals which have been 
made for raising the wage base, 

I yield a moment to the Senator from 
Ohio [Mr. TAFT]. 

Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I believe 
that the chief effect of the amendment 
offered by the Senator from Pennsyl-
vania [Mr. MYERS] upon a worker who 
receives $4,200 a year, will be to make 
him pay 15 percent on the additional 
$600, and I believe he can get more for his 
money if he goes to a private company 
to buy insurance than he can under such 
a proposal. He has to pay 1 '/2 percent 
on his payroll income, and his employer
has to pay the same percent, but he only 
gets as a benefit 15 percent of the addi-
tional $600. Up to $100 a month base 
wage he gets $50, but over $100 the bene-
fits are based in the Senate bill on only
15 percent. The result is that he would 
have to pay an additional tax on the 
extra $600 which would be so high that 
he would not get his money back for what 
he pays. 

The proposal does not offer any benefit 
for the $4,200 a year man. True, he re-
ceives a greater benefit, but he pays a 
much higher tax. He pays a tax so much 
larger and his benefit is so much smaller 
that the only net effect of an amend-
ment of this kind is to place more money
In the fund. It Is an effort to secure 
more taxes. The taxes apply, yes, begin-
ning at 1'/2 percent, and then rising to 
6 percent, but the benefits are only in-
creased by' 15 percent of the additional 
$600. I say the worker can go to a priv-
ate company and instead of paying this 
additional money in taxes, buy insur-
ance from the private company and get 
more for his money than he would receive 
under the Federal system.

Mr. PEPPER. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield for a question?

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator 
from Colorado [Mr. MILLIKIN] has the 
floor. 

Mr. MILUIKIN. How much time have 
we, Mr. President? 

The VICE PRESIDENT. Two minutes,
Mr. MILLIKIN. I yield to the Sen-

ator from Florida for a brief question,
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I shall 

ask the Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. 
MYERS] to yield to me any part of the 
time he has left. I believe he has 3 min-
utes left. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator 
from Colorado has 2 minutes left, 

Mr. MILLIKIN. I yield now to the 
Senator from Florida for a brief ques-
tion. 

Mr. PEPPER. Mr. President, why do 
we fix an arbitrary limit on the $3,000 
man and not extend the principle high-
er? Why should a man in a higher 
group not also be required to make his 
contribution? Why do we freeze the 
category from zero up to $3,000, and now 
to $3,600? 

Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I am try-
ing to point out that in this system the 
benefits are heavily weighted for the low-
Income man. That is all right; I do not 
object to it. For the first $1,200 of his 
wage, he receives benefits of $600 a year;
but, after that, over and above the first 
$1,200, he receives only 15 percent of the 
next $l,OCO; for the next $1,000 he re-

ceives only $150, as compared to the $600 
which he receives for the first $1,200 of 
his wage. 

Consequently, the only result of in
cluding the higher-income man Is that 
he pays more taxes in proportion to the 
benefits he receives, and that is done In 
order to get more money into the' fund. 
I do not see any reason for getting more 
money into the fund. 

Mr. PEPPER. The same thing applies 
to the $3,000 man. 

Why should a man In a higher-income 
group not be required also to make his 
contribution? In other words, what the 
Senator says about the man with a 
$4,200 Income also applies in principle to 
a man with a $3,000-a-year Income, 
whom we have been taxing, and whom 
wie have been including heretofore in 
the tax base. 

Mr. LUCAS. Mr. President, I chal
lenge the argument made by the Sena
tor from Ohio; and back in 1948 the 
Senate Advisory Council challenged that 
theory. The statement the Senator from 
Ohio has made applies only when a 
man has paid in during a great number 
of years, and only then, perhaps, when 
he has reached the age of 65 or 70. How
ever, the argument the Senator makes 
does not apply In any way whatever to 
a man of 45 or 50 years of age.

Otherwise, why should distinguished 
men throughout the United States have 
come before the Finance Committee a 
few years ago and recommended $4,200 
as the wage and tax base which should 
be estabuished by the Congress? Why
would that have been done, if the posi
tion. the Senator from Ohio takes Is 
correct? 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The time of 
the Senator has expired.

Does the Senator from Pennsylvania
wish to be recognized at this time? 

Mr. MYERS. Mr. President, I under
stand that I have 3 minutes remain-
Ing; is that correct? 

The VICE PRESIDENT. That is cor
rect. 

Mr. MYERS. I yield to the Senator 
from New York. 

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I 
strongly urge that the amendment be 
adopted. Any other wage scale would be 
utterly unrealistic. 

It must be borne in mind that mone
tary wages have doubled since this wage
base was established in 1939. The cost 
of living has also increased by almost 
the same amount. 

Although I would consider the old-age
benefits provided under the law as 
amended in 1939 to be completely in
adequate, the fact is that the purchas
ing power of the benefit~ provided in 1939 
is greater than the Purchasing Power of 
the increased benefit Provided In the 
committee bill. 

In terms of purchasing power, a $3,000 
wage in 1939 is equivalent to a $5,100 
wage in 1950. The committee bill takes 
no cognizance of this circumstance. The 
committee bill takes no cognizance- of 
the standard of living of American 
skilled and supervising employees.

I urge the Senate to increase the wage
base at least to $4,200, so that the more 
highly paid workers may look to-an old
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age benefit which will provide real se-
curity. We should at least raise the 
wage base to a level commensurate to 
the wage base established in 1939. To 
do otherwise would be to rob the worker 
who was insured in 1939 of the security, 
in terms of real purchasing power, he 
was led at that time to expect.

As I have said, I consider the benefits 
established 10 years ago to be inade-
quate. Certainly the benefits estab-
lished in the committee bill, although 
better than the benefits which were orig-
inally proposed, are still completely in-
adequate. 

If this amendment calling for an In-
crease to $4,200 is adopted, and if we 
also adopt the amendment providing for 
an increment, the maximum benefit for 
a man who has contributed for 20 years 
to this system would be $114, instead of 
$72.50. The average benefit would be 
increased to $55, instead of the $49 pro-
vided in the Senate committee version 
of the bill. 

Therefore, I strongly urge the adop-
tion of the amendment offered by the 
distinguished Senator from Pennsyl-
vania to the amendment of the Senator 
from Georgia.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The question
Is on agreeing to the amendment offered 
by the Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. 
MYERS] to the amendment of the Sen-
ator from Georgia [Mr. GEORGE]. *[Put-

ting the question.]I
The "noes" seem to have it. 
Mr. LUCAS. Mr. President, I ask for 

the yeas and nays. 
The yeas and nays were ordered. 
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, a parlia-

mentary inquiry.
VCPRSDN.TeSntr

Th IEPEIET. TheSntr 
Will state it.

Mr. TAFT. Will the Chair please
saewathpednqusini? 

state VICE ustoPRSDETthe pend-n s 
Th IEPEIE T.heamend-

at Geneva, Switzerland, as a delegate 
representing the United States, 

On this vote the Senator from New 
Mexico [Mr. CHAVEZ] is paired with the 
Senator from Florida [Mr. HOLLAND]. If 
present and voting, the Senator from 
New Mexico would vote "yea," and the 
Senator from Florida would vote "nay."

I announce further that if present and 
voting the Senator from Idaho [Mr. 
TAYLOR] would vote "yea." ~ 

Mr. SALTONSTALL. I announce 
that the senior Senator from North Da-
kota [Mr. LANGER), the Senator from 
Oregon [Mr. MORSE], the Senator from 
New Hampshire [Mr. TOBEY], the Sen- 
ator from Michigan [Mr. VANDENBERG], 
and the junior Senator from North 
Dakota [Mr. YOUNG] are absent by leave 
of the Senate. If present and voting, 
the Senator from North Dakota [Mr. 
LANGER] and the Senator from Oregon 
[Mr. MORSE] would each vote "Yea." 

The Senator from South Dakota [Mr. 
MUNDT] is unavoidably detained, 

The result was announced-yeas 36, 
nays 45, as follows: 

YEAS-3O 
Aiken Kefauver Magnuson 
Anderson Kilgore Myers 
Benton Leahy Neely 
Douglas Lehman O'MahoneyGreen Lodge Pepper
Hayden Long Saltonstall 
Hendrickson Lucas Smith, Maine 
Hill McCarran Smith, N. J.
Humphrey McCarthy Sparkman
Hunt McFarland Thomas, Utah 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I send 
forward another amendment, which does 
not have the approval of the full Finance 
Committee, but which has the approval 
or consent of the distinguished Senator 
from Illinois, who offered an amendment 
in the committee classifying certain 
aged drivers as employees. It is desira
ble to amend it so as to make clear the 
meaning of the particular provision. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secre
tary will state 'the amendment. 

The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 255, 
line 22, after the word "services", it is 
proposed to insert "for his principal"; 
and on page 336, line 20, after the word 
"services", insert "for his principal." 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator 
from Georgia is entitled to 5 minutes. 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, the 
whole purpose of this amendment is to 
exclude from the employee group the 
man who buys merchandise and sells it 
on his own account, not for the account 
of a principal. It is a clarifying amend
mnent and is intended to leave this whole 
matter open in conference so that it can 
be fully considered. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The question 
is on agreeing to the amendment offered 
by the Senator from Georgia.

The amendment was agreed to. 
The VICE PRESIDENT. Has the Sen

ator from Georgia further amendments? 
Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, there 

are certain other amendments which 
Ives McKellar Thyethcomtehaauhrzdhehi-
Johnson. Tex. McMahon Withers 

NAYS-45 
Brewster Ellender McClellan 
Bricker Ferguson Malone 
Bridges Flanders Martin 
Butler Frear Maybank
Byrd Fulbright Millikin 
Cain George Robertson 
Capehart Gillette Russell 
Chapman Gurney Schoeppcl
Connally Hickenlooper Stennis 
Cordon Hoey Taft 

the commicette hasautoriedanther cairn
ment is submitted, I desire now to ask 
unianimous consent to make technical 

corrections in the bill, and to renumber 
the sections and subsections in accord
ance with the final action taken by the
Senate. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob
jection, it is so ordered. Are there fur
ther amendments? 

Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, Isend forward my amendment B and ask 
ta tb ed 
ta tb ed 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secre
tary will state the amendment. 

The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. At the end of 
the bill it is proposed to insert the fol1
lowing: 
PRO VISIONS OF STATE UNEMPLOYMENT COMPEN

SATION LAWS 
SEC. 405. (a) Section 1603 (c) of the In

ternal Revenue Code is amended (1) by 
striking out tht phrase "changed Its law",
and inserting in lieu thereof "amended its 

and (2) by adding before the period 
the end thereof the followlng:.-"and such 

has become effective. Such finding 
shall become effective on the ninetieth day 
after the governor of the State has been no
tified thereof unless the State has before 
such ninetieth day so amended its law that 
It will comply substantially with the Secre
tary's Interpretation of the provision of sub
section (a),lin which event such finding shall 
not become effective. No finding of a failure 
to comply substantially with the provision, 
In State law specified in paragraph (6) of 
subsection (a) shall be based on an applica
tioni or Interpretation of State law With re. 
spect to which further administrative or 
judicial review is provided for under theof the State." 

(b) Section 303 (b) of the Social Security 
Act is amended by inserting before the pe.e 
n~od at the end thereof the following: 
'¶: Provided, That there shall be no findiigs 

Ing question is on agreeing to th mn-Darby Jenner Tydings
ment offered by the Senator from Penn-
sylvania [Mr. MYERS] to the amendment 
of the Senator from Georgia [Mr. 
GEORGE]I, to increase the basic wage from 
$3,600 to $4,200. 

Those in favor of the amendment of 
the Senator from Pennsylvania to the 
amendment of the Senator from Georgia 
will vote "Yea," when their names are 
called; those opposed will vote "nay." 

The yeas, and nays have been ordered, 
and the clerk will call the roll. 

The legislative clerk called the roll,
Mr. MYERS. I announce that the 

Donnell
Dworshak 
Eastland 
Ecton 

Johnson, Colo.
Kern 
Kerr 
Knowland 

Watkins
Wherry
Wiley
Williams 

NOT VOTING-15 
Chavez Langer Taylor 
Downey Morse Thomas, Okla. 
Graham Mundt Tobey 
Holland Murray Vandenberg 
Johnston, S. C. O'Conor Young 

So Mr. MYERS' amendment to Mr. 
GEORGE'S amendment was rejected. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The question 
recurs on agreeing to the amendment of. 
fered by the Senator from Georgia.

Senaor [M.romCAVE]ew exio [Pttig te qustin.]law", 
isneensatrifomNe Mbexiot Mr.CAVZ] theG qusto.][Pttn Prsdnat 

is ncesaril abent Mr.LON. M. Prsidnt-finding
The Senator from California [Mr. 

DOwNEY] is absent because of illness, 
The Senator from North Carolina [Mr. 

GRAHAM] is absent on public business. 
The Senator from Florida [Mr. HOL-

LAND], the Senator from South Carolina
[Mr. JOHNSTON], the Senator from Idaho 
[Mr. TAYLOR], and the Senator from 
Oklahoma [Mr. THOMAS] are absent by 
leave of the Senate. 

The senator from Montana [Mr. MuR-
RAY] is detained on official business, and 
ifpesn would vteif "yea."resntooelaws

The Senator from Maryland [Mr. 
O'CONOR I is absent by leave of the Senate 
on official business, attending the sessions 
of the international Labor organization 

The VICE PRESIDENT. For what 
purpose does the Senator rise? 

Mr. LONG. A parliamentary inquiry. 
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator 

will state it. 
Mr. LONG. What amendment are we

voting on? Is it the committee sub-
stitute? 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The arnend.~ 
ment now being voted on is the amend. 
ment offered by the Senator from Geor. 
gia, raising the base from $3,000 to $3,600.
It is open to amendment. If there be 
amendment, the question is on agreeing 
to the amendment offered by the Sena-
tor from Georgia. 

'The amendment was agreed to. 
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u~nder clause (1) until the question of en-
titlement shall have been decided by the 
highest judicial authority given jurisdiction
under such State law: Provided further, 

'That any costs may be paid with respect to 
any claimant by a State and included as 
costs of administration of its law." 

The 'VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator 

from' California is recognized for 5 

minutes. 


Mr NWAD r.PeietICOLUMBIA, Mr.naNoWLANLLIMr.PPresident,,
first want to call the attention of every 

Senator in the Chamber to page 8783 

of yesterday's CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, 

where there will be found messages from 

States north, east, south, and west, and 

their official agencies, asking for the 

support of this amendment. I speak as 

one of the Representatives of a far-


wetrnSathihha el heab-westrnflt tat rbias he whch 
trary power of the executive branch of 

the Government infringing on States' 

rights. I hope that those Senators who 

in the past have expressed a great inter-

est in the matter of States' rights will 

particularly view with favor this amend-

mient. 

Mr. President, I wish at this time to 
as t hv fpinedcrtinteeras
asktohae cetan elgrmsofrite 

support received from the official agen-

cies of the States of Arizona, Utah, South 

Carolina, North Carolina, Tennessee. 


Secretary of Labor from holding States out 
of confirmity ufftil State courts have passed 
on disputed items. Favorable consideration 
of this amendment will be appreciated. Un-
derstand this amendment is to be voted oLa 
Tuesday, June 20." 

J. 3H.ROBERTSON, 

Commissioner, Employment Security De. 
partment, State of Washington. 

S. C., June 1,1950. 
Senator W fIIA B.uNOLAng: 
The South Carolina employment security 

commission strongly supports the George
loan-fund provision underwriting the Sol-
vency of States unemployment compensa
tion funds as contained in H. R. 6000 and 
especially your amendment thereto designed 
to protect the States from Federal Interfer-
ence In administrative and judicial pro-edues.endorsement 
cdrs B. M. GIBSON5, 

Chairman. 

RALEIGH, N. C., June 19, 1950. 
Hion. WILLIAM F. KNOWLAND, 

Senate Office Building: 
Approve your amendment, H. R. 6000, 

Urge passage for State protection. 
EMPLOYMENT SECURITY COMI'S~SION~,
HENRY E. KENDALL, Chairman 

NAHILTN. ue1,15. 
Seatr S.HVICKLLARTEN, Jue1,15. 

portance to States that they have ample op. 
portunity to correct any controversial Items 
before being held out of conformity. 

ROLAND M. SHELTON, 
Arkansas Employment Security Di

vision. 

BISMARCK, N. DANC., June 20, 1950.

Senator KNOWLAND,


Senate Office Building,
WCashinsgton, D. C.:North Dakota agency supports your pro

posed amendment to HI.Ri. 6000.

NORTH DAKOTA WORKMEN'S COMPEN


sATION BUREAU,

B. M.RYAN, Chairmanpro ternpore. 

STATEMENT BY SENATOR CAIN 
The amendment offered by the Senator 

from California Involves a very Important 
matter and It should have the unanimousof the Senate. The State of 
Washington along with the State of Cali
fornia has a very special interest in this 
problem. 

Last November the Federal Department of 
Labor Informed the commissioner of unem
ployment security of the State of Washing
ton that certain decisions of the Washington 
State Unemployment Security Agency were 
Inconsistent with requirements of the Fed.eral laws relating to unemployment security.
A similar case arose at the same time involv
ing the State of California, and both officials 
of the State of Washington and the State of 

were called to Washington, D. C., 
by the Department of Labor to show cause 
why their laws should not be held out of 
conformity with the Federal Unemployment 
Compensation Act. These officials of the 
States of Washington and California were 
then In effect told to administer the laws of 
their States according to the desire of the 
United States Department of Labor-or all
the employers subject to unemployment com
pensation laws in the State of Washington
and Calif ornia would be penalized by having 
to pay a doubl.e tax on their 1049 payrolls,

am not going to trespass on the time of 
teSnebygignothrafctos
teSnt ygigit h aiiain 
of the particular cases, although I think it 
w7ould be enlightening to do so. I think the
Important point is that the Secretary of 
Labor held that an interpretation of the 
Washington State statute constituted a 
Change in the Washington statute so as to 
take it out of conformity with the Federal 
law. This Was not a final Interpretation by 
the highest court of the State but a casual 
interpretation by the State appeals tribunal 
which under the law of the State is required 
to be Impartial. 

Strangely enough the hearings held at the 
of Labor lest December covered 

only the law but went into the detailed
facts of the particular cases and in effect gave 
a complete review de novo. Labor Depart

mnent and labor-union attorneys argued
against the facts as found by the impartial 
appeals tribunals. They claimed that the
rulings In these cases had construed the 
State of Washington, law in such a manner 
as, In effect, to change the law so that it 
was out Of conformity and should be de
certified. They argued that the unemploy
meat compensation statute of t-he State of 
Washington should not be interpreted by the 
State of Washington In accordance with its 
constitution, its other laws, and Its own Judi
cial precedents. No, they said, the State of 
Washington must bow to superior Intelligence 
and accept whatever Interpretation some 
Federal bureaucrat tells the State to accept.

They go even further than this. They say 
that before making an interpretation in these 
border-line cases the impartial appeals tri
bunal of the State, the State director of em
ployment security, the legislature of the 
State, yes, and even the supreme court of the 

Wisconsin, Arkansas, and NrhDkt, 
which are in addition to the others, to-
gether with a statement by the Senator 
from Washington [Mr. CAIN]. 

There being no objection, the tele-
grams and statement were ordered to be 
printed in the RECORD, as follows: 

HEI, Jueout 
WILLIAMXF.ARIz., Jue20, 1950,
WT1AP.KNOWLAND, 

United States Senator, 

Admnitatio thfise ageldncyuga: ie 

NorthrDakotaLARCalifornia K
United States Senate, 


Washington,D. C.: 

We request your careful consideration and 

If possible your support of Senator W. F. 
ICNOWLAND'S, of California, amendment to 
E. R. 6000, providing In effect that Secretary 
of 	Labor is restricted from holding States 

of.conformity Until State courts have
passed on disputed Items, 

E. K. WILEY, 
Commissioner, Department of Em-

ployment Security, 

BRUCE: PARKINSON, 
Employment Security Commission. 

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, June 20, 1950. 
Senator KNOWLAND. 

United States Senator, 

Senate Office Building: 


Following wire sent to Utah Senators: 
'Urge you to support Knowland amendment 
to H. R. 6000, providing that Secretary of 
Labor cannot decertify State unemployment
compensation law, prior to time courts have 
passed on disputed items relative to pay-

mentof bnefts.mendentnot 
clentfof benefitds.neePrpstedgtamendment
clarifiese landadds neevded. steght ht 

OTTO A. WrEsLEY, 
Commissioner, Industrial Commission of 

Utah. 

WASNINCTON, D. C., June 20, 1950. 
Senator WILLIAM F. KNOWLAND, 

Senate Office Building: 
Your amendment to H. R. 6000 represents 

the views of South Dakota Employment 
Security Department. 

ALAN WILLIAMSON, 
Commissioner. 

OLYMPIA, WASH., June 19, 1950. 
Senator W. P. KNOWLAND, 

Senate Office Building, 
Washington, D. C.:' 

Original to Senators CAIN and MAGNUSON: 
"Urge that you give Immediate attention to 
Senator KNOWLAND'S amendment to House 
Resolution 6000. This amendment restricts 

AdmiistrtionqulifidlyI thi agncy 
approves your amendment, H. R. 6000, alsoNAHILTN.Jue1,15.
George loan fund as originally enacted,.AHILTN. 	 ue1,15.

Senator ESTER KEFAUVER, 
United States Senate,

Washington, D. C..: 
We request your careful consideration and 

If possible your support of Senator W. P. 
XNOWLAND'S, of California, amendment to 
H1.R. 6000, providing In effect that Secretary 
of Labor is restricted from holding States 
out of conformity until State courts have 
passed on disputed Items, 

E. K, WILEY, 
Commissioner, Department of Em-
ployment Security. 

-Department

ropoed 
MADISol, Wis., June 20, 1950. 

Senator WILLIAM F. KNowLAND, 

Senate Office Building, 
Washington, D. C.: 

We 	 strongly favor your amendment to
H1.R. 6000 designed to assure due process
before any Federal official can hold a State
unemployment-compensation law out of 
conformity with Federal requirements, 
Urge your continuing efforts to secure pas-
sage. 

VOYTA WRABETZ, 
Chairman,IndustrialCommission of 

Wisconsin. 

LrrrLs ROCK, ARK., June 20, 1950. 
Hon. W. P. KNOWLAND, 

United States Senator, 

Washington,D. C.: 


We concur wholeheartedly in your amend-
ment to H. R. 6000 to provide that Secretary
of Labor be restricted from holding States 
out of conformity until State courts have 
passed on disputed items. It Is of grave imi 
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State, hould telephone the regional repre- 200000wihwudnthv besentatieve Of Federal and wayale havethe bureaucracy otherwi0e due oric o SeetaryIIA
ask what they should do.otewsduorpybeThSceayCOPNAIN

Let me read you a brief excerpt from the of Labor, under existing law, can make 
transcript of the hearings held last December the same kind of decision with respect to 
in the Department of Labor, any of the 48 States. He alone-not a 

Mr. Millard, assistant attorney general of three-member independent board as un-
the State of Washington, stated: der the original act-can impose a Fed-

"We do not want your answer now, but eral unemployment tax on the taxpayers
where could you later establish for us a line of every State in the Union equal to 
of demarcation, and where do we stop with exactly 10 times the amount of tax now 
reference to finding those facts?" 

Mr. Donahue, Assistant Solicitor of the De- paid. And he can base this penal action 
partment of Labor, replied: on mere unappealed benefit determina-

"We can establish a line of demarcation tions made by a claims examiner or clerk 
the minute the situation appears to arise." in the employ of a State unemployment

Mr. Millard then stated: compensation agency, or he can do so 
"The trouble is that under our statute, it on an appeals board decision. In De-

might arise too late. There is a limitation cember the States of California and 
on appeals and the matter might be closed." Washington, in complete absence of op-

Mr. Donahue then replied: portunity for their courts to pass on 
"You can get in touch with our regional temtrswih heSctayof


representative, Mr. Brockway, within an hour.'temteswihteSceayI 

He is situated In California. It would take Labor seized upon as basis for his ac-

no more than 24 hours to get in touch with tion, were threatened with this potent


U,1penalty action. 
Mr. Ernst, an employers' attorney then Fortunately for California taxpayers

asked: and for Washington taxpayers, but un-
"What if the Supreme Court does not fortunately for the rights of the States, 

want to call up Mr. Brockway?" the State administrators were able to 
Mr. Donahue made this amazing reply: capitulate to the Secretary of Labor
"If the Supreme Court does not want to call an saifhireurmnsoSte 

up Mr. Brockway, that presents not an un- an saifhireurmnsoSte 
usual Impasse that arises in this type of Sys conformity in the California and Wash-
tem. The legislature might not want to call ington cases before December 31 of last 
up Mr. Brockway, but fortunately, very often year. December 31 is the last day on 
we are able to give our advice to the legis- which State laws may be certified to 
lature, as well as, in many instances, to the Treasury for tax credit for any year.
courts, with respect to those questions, if The Secretary certified these States on 
ther. Aecdeieouadieothsma- the basis of negotiation and promises by 

In the face of the penalty Involved, the the two State administrators. The State 
State of Washington was compelled to sur- administrators had no choice. They
render. That particular case is now dis. could not be parties to the imposition of 
posed of. The important question now is a $200,0C0,000 Federal tax penalty upon
whether we may expect from this time for- citizens of their own States. 
ward that the bureaucrats in the Department All of this was done on the basis of 
of Labor are going to control in every detail reviewable administrative interpreta-
the administration of the State unemploy- tions of State laws. The courts of the 
ment-compensation laws in all of the States. States were never afforded an oppor-
If our courts insist on maintaining their j-tnt oitrrttesaue nter
dicial integrity and refuse to bow to th uiytentrrttesattso hi 
Federal bureaucrats in interpreting the laws own statute books. 
of the state, will the Federal bureaucrats This amendment does one principal
hold that the State law is out of conformity thing and one only. It says to the Sec-
with the requirements of the Federal statute? retary of Labor that he must base his 
Will they penalize the employers of the State costly-in every sense of the Word-
to the extent of millions of dollars in double decision of nonconformity with Federal 

thxesaedetofteSntormCl statutory requirements only upon inter-
forniamwillego farttoardacorretn this sait: pretations of State law which are made 

ufornia ailthuhl go o hs aoadcretnsi itde farnt goas a 
ar, 

by the courts of the States involved.uatin, lthoghs ia t dos 
thinkc itshould. Itdoes not provide for ap- tells the Secretary of Labor that he can- 
peal from the decisions of the Secretary of not, as he did with California and Wash. 
Labor in certification cases. There should ington, seize upon an appealable bene-
be such an appeal. However, the amend- fit decision perhaps made by State per-
ment of the Senator from California will sonnel of the lowest rn-npeld
make it much more difficult for the Secre- noreiwdbSte rank-unitappeled 
tary of Labor and his assistants to act in an State courts-as a basis for saying to a 
arbitrary manner and It should be adopted. State, at the eleventh hour, that it is 

Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, this out of conformity, that it is for every
amendment is one requested by the In- practical purpose out of business. It 
terstate Conference of Unemployment confirms the rights of States to follow 
Compensation Administrators as nec- their own orderly review procedures and 
essary legislation. permits their State courts to inte~pret

In December of last year the Secre- their own State laws. It simply post-
tary of Labor, through an employee of pones action by the Secretary of Labor 
the Department of Labor, made highly until the State Judiciary has spoken; it 
important administrative decisions, does not deprive him of any power he 

These administrative decisions hit the now has, but merely restricts its prema-
States of California and Washington, ture exercise. 
and in the case of the latter State re- The only other provisions of the 
sulted in a formal finding. They were amendment are a clarifying change and 
decisions which might have resulted in a provision granting a 90-day period for 
unemployment-tax taxpayers in Call- a State declared out of conformity to 
fornia and Washington having to pay amend its law and escape the penalties
Into the Federal Treasury more than which would otherwise be Imposed. 

UIILRVE NUEPOMN

COMPEW
NSATINMPOE 

The argument that individual hard
ships may result from delays incidental 
to judicial, review is in fact an attack 
upon our whole system of justice.

Section 303 (a) of the Federal Social 
Security Act requires that every State 
unemployment compensation law shall 
provide "opportunity for a fair hearing, 

before an impartial tribunal, for all in
dividuals whose claims for unemploy
ment compensation are denied." 

In the official Social Security Board 
publication, "Social Security in America," 
on page 127, the following guidance was 
given to States who were then establish
ing unemployment compensation sys
tes 
tenis uepomn omesto c 

t nmlyetcmesto c 
eahttewlnedodrfpovsnsc
sistent with its judicial structure and pro
cedure to specify (a) the type of legal action 
to be used for judicial review of contested 
cases; (b) the court or courts to be used; 
(c) transmission by the administrative

agency of the record in the case; (d) assess

ment of court costs, etc.


EvySaelwhsschjdilr-
EvySaelwhsschjdilr

view provisions. These are essential. 
For benefits are payable as a matter of 
statutory right and it is of fundamental 
Importance that the State courts shall 
have jurisdiction to interpret and apply
thsaueinnorrlmnerote 
various situations arising under the State 
law. 

Only a small fraction of claims cases 
Involve any dispute as to the law. But 
where a question of law is involved Judi-,
cial review is essential. For only in this 
way can precedents be established and' 
certainty and uniform application of the 
law be achieved. 

Ovosysm adhpaddlyi 
Ovosysm adhpaddlyI

encountered by any claimant who must 
go through this review procedure in es
tablishing his claim, whether his claim 
befrumpo en cmesai,
old-age andesrviorsmensuracmesawork
men'sg copndsatvionors besubased wonrsom 
tort'o compntract.onIn bevrbsuho soe, 
totrcnra.Ineryshcs,

provision is made for court review, thus

affording the claimant "opportunity forfair hearing." In old-age and survi
vors' insurance-the appeal from the high
s diitaietrbnl ne eto 
s diitaietrbnl ne eto 

205 (g) of the Social Security Act, is to 
the Federal district court, and the judg
ment of that court, to quote the Federal 
prvso,"hl e subject to review in 
the same manner as a judgment. In other 
civil actions." Some of these cases have 
been before the Supreme Court of the 
United States. 

The argument that judicial review 
works a hardship on the claimant and 
accordingly should be short-circuited in 
some way, or abandoned, is in fact an 
argument against our whole system of 
law. It assumes that rights can and will 
be determined and precedents estab
lished In some other way. 

Any argument that the Secretary of 
Labor should be permitted to step in at 
some stage of a State claims procedure
and relieve the claimant from further 
need to seek to establish his rights under 
State procedure, could be just as validly 
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urged If he were attempting to estab-
lish old-age insurance or other Federal 
benefits. For the whole idea of such

intevenionis aseontheassmptonintevenionte s bsedonasumtion 
that because of some individual hard-
ship in establishing a claim, the system 
of court review is wrong and should be 
scrapped. If this Is in fact the case, we 
must revise all our concepts of orderly
procedure, and amend all our laws gov-
erning the determination of disputed 
claims. We must thus choose between 
preserving judicial review in State uni-
employment-compensation systems and 
permitting intervention by the Secretary
of Labor in the State claims procedure, 

The fact that the claims procedure of 
the State must be complied with was 
consistently recognized throughout the 
administration of the Federal provisions 
for more than a decade by the Secretary 
of Labor's predecessors in functions, 
They did not once intervene in such pro-
cedure. The pending amendment merely 
requires the Secretary to continue this 
long-established principle. 

Mr. President, I ask support for this 
amendment. I think it is a practical 
demonstration of States' rights. 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I yield 
2%/ minutes to the Senator from Okla-
homa [Mr. KERR].

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Sena-
tor from Oklahoma is recognized for 21/a 
minutes. 

Mr. KERR. Mr. President, I hope this 
amendment will not be adopted. It is 
not an amendment to amend the old-age
and survivors' insurance program; it is 
not an amendment to Improve or to 
amend the old-age assistance program;
-in reality, it is not an amendment to 
Improve or amend House bill 6000. It is 
an attempt to amend and, in fact, to re-
peal certain provisions of the unemploy-
ment insurance legislation, 

As I understand, it would not seek to 
create a national program of unemploy-
ment insurance, but would establish 51 
different programs of unemployment in-
surance. It would destroy the Federal 
minimum requirements In the program

whcaencetdb eea ei-
lainadwhichbe is operated by Federallgs
leilation. Itd ouldw impeairbStaterand 

legilaton.Itwuldimpir Sateand 
Federal cooperation with reference to 
the unemployment insurance program,
In fact, it would open the door for the 
creation of 51 unemployment Insurance 
programs by the States, which would 
thereby become the controlling factor 

wih tefrncheFeerlGoer-
andh ovr-rfenoet otherwie.ea 

ment, an o tews.eenacted 
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, will the 

Senator yield?
Mr. KERR. I yield to the Senator 

from Ohio. 
Mr. TAFT. Is the Senator aware that 

there are now 51 separate systems and 
thtFdrlcnrlrltsol o
tht cntoedra rlaesony o 
taeclear 

Mr. KERR. I am aware of the fact 
that we have the opportunity for 51 
variations of one program; but this 
amendment would require the Federal 

Goenetnt ob at fteoe-

alGpogeramn but to meeapatotheaitoner 


theprequremenbtstofme the vaiaprogras, 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I yield
2 Y2minutes to the Senator from Colo-
rado [Mr. MILLIKINI.

M. MLLIIN.I yelda mnut toMr.MILIKIN I iel a mnut to 
the Senator from Ohio. 

Mr. TAFr. Mr. President, this amend-
mnent would improve the present situa-
tion in which the Federal Government 
can step in at any time and tell the 
States how to administer the law. 

Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, will. 
the Senator from Colorado yield?

Mr. MILLIKIN. I yield, 
Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, I 

want to underscore what the Senator 
from Ohio has said. Power is still left 
lIn the Secretary of Labor. If, after nor-
mal procedures have been gone through,
he wants to declare a State out of corn-
pliance, he can do so. Ninety days' time 
is provided within which the legislature 
can meet and get into compliance. It 
seems to me that of all cases, it is a case 
in which a State should be able to fol-
low through with its own procedures. 
It is an arbitrary use of Federal power 
to try to invoke that power as was done 
in the California and Washington cases, 

Mr. LEHMAN subsequently said: Mr. 
President, I ask unanimous consent that 
the following statement may be printed 
In the RECORD immediately preceding the 
vote on this amendment. 

There being no objection, the state-
ment was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

STATEMENT 13 SENAToR LEHMANf 
Mr. President, the distinguished Senator 

from California [Mr. KNOWLAND] has sub-
mitted an amendment to the bill we are now 
considering which would, In my judgment,
have far-reaching effects upon uniform and 
effective administration of our unemploy. 
ment-compensation system, 

As I understand the amendment, it would 
make certain procedural changes In connec-
tion with the consideration and determina-tion of questions of conformity of State laws
with the Federal Social Security Act by the 
Secretary of Labor. It would also provide
that the only type of change In a State law 
which the Secretary could consider would be 
an, amendment of the law by act of the State 
legislature.

I am not, and I venture to think that few 
of us are, able to assess the full meaning and 
Import of the procedural changes in the law 
that would be made by the Knowland 
amendment. But, surely, none of us are so-
naive as not to realize that in large measure 
a law iswhat administration makes that law 
to be. We have heard the argument ad-
vanced many times on the floor of this body
that various administrative agencies of the
Government have, in administering laws

by the Congress, changed the intent 
of Congress when It enacted that law. States 
are no more Immune from this tendency, I 
submit, than are the agencies of the Federal 
Government. Under the a~mendment of the 
Senator from California, the unemployment-
compensation authorities of a State could 
interpret their unemployment-compensation
law in a manner wholly at variance from the 

intent of the language of the law, and 
the Secretary of Labor would be powerless to 
raise any question of whether that law con-
tinues to conform with the requirements
laid down by the Congress. This would re-
suit, Mr. President, in a virtual abandonment 
by the Congress of any effort to asur 
uniformity afid consistency of adiita 

The other point that I want to make, Mr. 
President, Is that it certainly does not sceen 
to me as one Senator that an amendment of
such a far-reaching character should first receive consideration on the floor of this body
without our having the benefit of prior hear
ings and careful study by the committee 
headed by the very able and distinguished 
senior Senator from Georgia. I understand 
that an effort was made to bring this matter 
before the Committee on Finance during its 
deliberations on H. R. 6000. The committee,however, refused to take action on this
amendment. It Is my firm belief, Mr. Presi
dent, that the Senate should refuse to 
approve this amendment. 

ThVIEPEDN.Altieo 
Theam CEnmt haESIDExpre.Altieo 
theaedethseprd 
The question is on agreeing to the 

amendment offered by the Senator from 
California [Mr. KNOWLAND]. 

Mr. WHERRY and other Senators re
quested the yeas and nays. 

The yeas and nays were ordered, and 
the legislative clerk called the roll. 

Mr. MYERS. I announce that the 
Senator from New Mexico [Mr. CHAVEZ]
is necessarily absent, and if present 
would vote "nay." The Senator from 
California [Mr. DOWNEY] is absent be
cause of illness. 

The Senator from North Carolina [Mr. 
GRAHAM I is absent on public business. 

The Senator from Florida [Mr. HOL
LAND], the Senator from South Carolina 
[Mr. JOHNSTON], the Senator from Idaho 
[Mr. TAYLOR], and the -Senator from 
Oklahoma [Mr. THOMASs] are absent by 
leave of the Senate. 

The Senator from Maryland [Mr.
O'CoxoR] is absent by leave of the Senate 
on offcial business, attending the ses
sions of the International Labor Organ-
Ization at Geneva, Switzerland, as a dele
gate representing the United States. 

On this vote the Senator from South 
Carolina [Mr. JOHNSTON] is paired with 
teSntrfo dh M.TYO]M.TYO]teSntrfo dh
If present and voting, the Senator from 
South Carolina would vote "yea," and the 
Senator from Idaho would vote "nay." 

Mr. SALTONSTALL. I announce that 
tesno eao rmNrhDkt 
tesno eao rmNrhDkt

[Mr. LANGER], the Senator from Oregon

[Mr. MORSE], the Senator from NeW

Hampshire [Mr. ToBEY], the Senator

from Michigan [Mr. VANDENBERG], and

the junior Senator from North Dakota

[r ON]aeasn ylaeo h

[Mrat.YIfG aresn absndvtiby leae ofethe

Sea.IfpsntndvigthSn

tor from North Dakota [Mr. LANGER)

and the Senator from Oregon [Mr.

MORSE] would each vote "nay."


TeSntrfo ot aoa[r
TeSntrfo ot aoa[r 

MUNrDT] Is unavoidably detained. 
The. -result was announced-yeas 45, 

nays 37, as follows:
~ES4 

Brewster
Bricker 
Bulr 

Frear
Pulbright 
Hedikon 

Martin
Millikin 
Rusl 

Byrd Hickenlooiper Satonstall 
vain 
Capehart
Chapman
Cordonx 
Darby
Donnefl 

Dwruitaha
Eatand 
Fectuon 

Hoey 
Ives 
Jenner 
Johnson, Tex. 
Rem 
xnowland 
Modrte
M~cClellan 
Mcaloela 

Schoeppel 
Smith, N. J. 
Stennis 
Taft 
Thye
Watkins 
Wilery
Wileyam
Williars 

in he eqireento th 51prgras.tion of the Social security Act through the
The VICE PRESIDENT. The time of States insofar as unemployment insurance is 

the Senator has expired. concerned. 
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NAYS-37 

Aiken Hunt Magnuson
Andersonl Johnson. Colo. Maybank
Benton Kefauverhe Murrayim

Conly Keravr Myersy 
Duls Kilgore Neely

Ejiender Leahy O'Mahoney
Flanders Lehman, Pepper 
George L~ong Smith, Maine 
Gillette Lucas Sparkman 
Hayden Mcarland Tydinas Uth 
Hill McKellar 
Hlumphrey McMahon 

NOT VOTING-14 
Chavez Langer Thomas, Okla. 
Downey Morse Tobey 
HGlandm Mundt Voundneg 
Johnston, S. C. Taylor 

S Mr NWADSaedetB
wSo agree tNo, LN' mnmn

was gred t. 
Mr. LUCAS. Mr. President, I offer my 

amendment lettered "I," which I ask to 
have stated. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secre-
tary will state the amendment. 

The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. It is pro-
posed on page 378, line 4, after "provide" 
to insert a comma and "effective July 
1, 1951"; 

On page 378, line 7, to strike out "and"; 
Onpg 78 osrkeotteie1, 

period and insert in lieu thereof a semi-
colon and the following: "and s(11) pro-
vide that no aid will be furnished any in-
dividuaI under the plan with respect to 
any period with respect to which he is 
receiving old-age assistance under, the 
State plan approved under section 2 of 
this act." 

On page 378, strike out lines 18 and 19 
and insert In lieu thereof: 

(d) The amendment made by subsection 
(a) shall take effect July 1, 1951; the amend-
ments made by subsection (b) shall take ef-
fect October 1, 1950. 

On page 378, beginning with line 20, 
strike out all down to and including line 
2 on page 379 and insert in lieu thereof 
the following: 

COPTTOEEA PRIN~OnO 
DEPENDENT CHILDREN 

SEC. 322. (a) Section 403 (a) of the Social 
Security Act is amended to read as follows: 

"'SEC. 403. (a) From the sums appro-
priated therefor the Secretary of the Treass-
ury shall pay to each State which has an 
approved plan for aid to dependent children, 
f or each quarter, beginning with the quar-
ter commencing October 1, 1950, (1) an 
amount, which shall be used exclusively as 
aid to dependent children, equal to the sum 
of the following proportions of the total 
amounts expended during such quarter as 
aid to dependent children under the State 
plan, not counting so much of such expendi-

turwih espctto any dependent child 
ture wnymothrespexct es$0rfteei 
fmore tanymonth asexeneds c30.lo if ther isam 

moe, tan oexdependen0wtchil insecthe same 

such dependent child and $20 with respect 
to each of the other dependent children, and 
not counting E0 much of such expenditure 
f or any month with respect to a relative with 
whom any dependent child is living as ax-
ceeds $30--

"(A) three-fourths of such expenditures, 
with respetin to anyhmonthea exceedsture
wihresduct t12mulipie bynthe tota num-ed

prodct f $2 mltilie bythetotl nm. 
bar, of dependent children and other indi. 
viduals with respect to whom aid to de. 
pendant children is paid for such month, 
plus 

"(B) one-half of the amount by which 
such expenditures exceed the maximum 
which may be counted under clause (A); 

and (2) an amount equal to one-half of the 
ttloth susepnddrigsuch 
quarter as found necessary by the Adminis-
trator for the proper and efficient adminis
tration of the State plan, which hmount shall 
be used for paying the costs of administer-
Ing the State plan or for aid to dependent 
children, or both, and for no other purpose." 

(b) The amendment made by subsection 
(a) 	 shall take effect October 1, 1950. 

On page 379, line 10, after the word 
",children", insert a comma and the fol-
lowing: "and includes money payments, 
or medical care or any type of remedial 
care recognized under State law for any
month to meet the needs of the relative 
wth wom ny epedentchid i liing 
with whome livngpanymdpnentsaeb chidei 
ifrmoney ptaymentsa have besentmad sun-

e h tt lnwt epc osc 
child for such month; 

"c The term 'relativewithwhom any 
dependent child is living' means the in-
dividual who is one of the relatives spec-
ified in subsection (a) and with whom 
such a child Is living (within the mnean-
Ing of such subsection) in a place of 
residence maintained by such individual 
(himself or together with any one or 
more of the other relatives so specified) 
as his (or their) own home." 

On page 381, between lines 14 and 15, 
Insert the following: 

(b) Clause (7) of such subsection Is 
amended to read asafollows:

"(7) provide that no aid will be furnished 
any Individual under the plan with respect 
to any period wIth respect to which he 1s 
receiving old-age assistance under the State 
plan approved under section 2 of this act or 
aid to dependent children under the State 
plan approved under section 402 of this 
act." 

On page 381, line 15, strike out "(b) " 
and insert in lieu thereof "(c).

On page 382, line 4, strike out "Cc)" 
and insert in lieu thereof "C(d)."1 

page 382, line 25, strike out "C(d)" 

pendent children. I have very ,serlous 
doubt, not so; much about the program,
btaottewso tti ieo 

isom o
what amounts to appropriating money, 
because the Committee on Appropriations
has no further ability to withhold this 

amount. I think it is an unwise course 
to follow. However, since the commit
tee has approved the amendment, I shall 
not object to it. 

Mr. GEORGE. The Senator from 
Ohio is absolutely correct. The amend
mient does, Increase the appropriations
for the State assistance program. How
ever, the majority of the committee has 
agreed to accept the amendment. 

The VICE PRESIDENT, The question
is on agreeing to the amendment offered 
by the Senator from Illinois [:Mr. LuCASJ. 

'The amendment was agreed to. 
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I call up 

my amendment 6-19-50-D. 
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secre

tary will state the amendment. Does 
the Senator wish the amendment to be 
read in full? 

Mr. LONG. Do I understand that if 
the amendment is read in full the time 
consumed In reading it will be charged
against my time? 

The VICE PRESIDENT. No; It will 
not be charged to the Senator's time, 

Mr. LONG. If it is not to be charged 
to my time, I ask that the amendment 
be read. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secre
tary will read the amendment.

The legislative clerk proceeded to 
read the amendment. 

Mr. LONG., Mr. President, I ask unan

imous consent that further reading of 
the amendment be dispensed with. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob-
Jection, it is so ordered. 

Mr. LONG's amendment entire is as 
follows: 

On page 385, line 6, to strike out "Part 5-
Miscellaneous Amendments" and insert in 
lieu thereof the following: 

On page 382, line 25, strike out "sub-
section Cc) " and insert in lieu thereof 
"subsections Cb) and Cd) ." 

Mr. LUCAS. The chairman of the 
Committee on Finance and the members 
of the committee this morning agreed to 
acette'mnmn.Sntepatte 
acp h mnmn.I h atte 
program has provided aid to dependent
children, but it has made no provision for 
parents or persons with whom such chil-
dren are staying. This did not seem to 
be right and proper, and that Is why
the amendment is offered. It has been 
accepted by the Committee on Finance, 

Mr. GEORGE. The Committee on 
Finance has no objection to the amend-
mn. The same provision is in the 
House bill, 

Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, if the Sen-
ator will yield for a statement, let me 
say that I shall not oppose the amend-
ment. However, if we were to adopt this 
amendment, $75,000,000 would be added 
to the expenses of the Federal Govern-
metadtotehugteeiitfrnxt
mnt nd o te bdge deici fo ne 
year. It represents an Increase in Fed-
eral aid out of general taxes, and giving
the money to States In order to enable 
them to do a better job In aiding de-

and insert In lieu thereof "(e).""AT5ADTOTEDSBE
11SEc. 351. The Social Security Act Is fur

ther amended by adding after title XIII 
thereof the following new title: 
" 'TTLE XIV....-GRANTS TO STATES FOR AID TO 

THE DISABLED 
'PRPITO 

"Sc 41 o h ups fealn 
e ChState tofrnishe purnancial asisablncega 
ec tt ofrihfnnilassaca 
far as practicable under the conditions in 
such State, to needy disabled individuals 
who are unable to engage in any substantially 
gainful activity by reason of medically de
monstrable physical or mental impairment, 
there Is hereby authorized to be appropriated
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1951, the 
sum of sso,coo,ooo. and there Is hereby au
thorized to be appropriated for each fiscal 
year thereafter a sum sufficient to carry out 

the purposes of this title. The sums made 
available under this section shall be used for 
making payments to States which have sub
mitted, Sand hladsapproved by the Admin-bed 
itaoSaepasfradt h iald 

"'STATE PLANS FOR AID TO THE DISABLED 
"'S~rc. 1402. (a) A State plan for aid to the 

disabled must (1) provide that it shall be in
effect In all political subdivisions of the
State, and, If administered by them, be man
datory upon them; (2) provide for financial 
participation by the State; (3) either pro
vide for the establishment or designation of 
a single State agency to-administer the plan, 
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or provide for the establishment or designa-
tion of a single State agency to supervise the 
administration of the plan; (4) provide for 
granting an opportunity for a fair bearing
before the State agency to any Individual 
whose claim for aid to the disabled is denied 
or is not acted upon with reasonable prompt-
ness; (5) provide that in cases where doubt 
exists as to the disability, State plans shall 
require that a panel of three doctors certified 
by the State agency must examine the appli-
cant and agree unanimously upon the eligi-
bility of the applicant; (6) provide such 
methods of administration as are found by
the Administrator to be necessary for the 
proper and efficient operation of the plan,
Including methods relating to the establish-
ment and maintenance of personnel stand-
ards on a merit basis, except that the Admin-
istrator shall exercise no authority with re-
spect to the selection, tenure of office, and 
compensation of any individual employed In 
accordance with such methods; (7) provide
that the State agency will make such reports,
in such form and containing such informs-
tion, as the Administrator may from time to 
time require, and comply with such provi-
sions as the Administrator may from time to 
time find necessary to assure the correctness 
and verification of such reports: (8) provide
that no aid will be furnished any individual 
under the plan with respect to any period
with respect to which he is receiving old-age 
assistance under the State plan approved
under section 2 of this act, aid to dependent
children under the State plan approved under 
section 402 of this act, or aid to the blind 
under the State plan approved under section 
10.02 of this act; (9) provide that the State 
agency shall, in determining need, take Into 
consideration any other Income and resources 
of an Individual claiming aid to the dis-
abled; (10) provide safeguards which restrict 
the use or disclosure of Information con-
cerning applicants and recipients to purposes
directly connected with the administration 
of aid to the disabled; (11) provide that all 
individuals wishing to make application for 
aid to the disabled shall have opportunity 
to do so, and that aid to the disabled shall 
be furnished with reasonable promptness to 
all eligible individuals; and (12) effective 
July 1, 1953, provide, it the plan Includes 
assistance to individuals In private or public 
Institutions, for the establishment or desig-
nation of a State authority or authorities 
which shall be responsible for establishing
and maintaining standards for such Institu-
tions. 

" . (b) The Administrator shall approve any
plan which fulfills the conditions specified 
In subsection (a), except that he shall not 
approve any plan which Imposes, as a con-
dition of eligibility for aid to the disabled 
under the plan-

" '(1) Any residence requirement which ex-
cludes any resident of the State who has 
resided therein continuously for 1 year im-
mediately preceding the application for aid;: 

"'(2) Any citizenship requirement which 
excludes any citizen of the United States, 

"'PAYMENT TO STATES 
"'SEC. 1403. (a) From the sums appropri-

ated theref or, the Secretary of the 'Treasury
shall pay to each State which has an approved
plan for aid to the disabled, for each quarter,
beginning with the quarter commencing Oc-
tober 1, 1950, (1) an amount, Which shall 
be used exclusively as aid to the disabled, 
equal to the sum of the following proportions
of the total amounts expended during such 
quarter as aid to the disabled under the 
State plan, not counting so much of such 
expenditure with respect to any individual 
for any month as exceeds $SO 

"'(A) three-fourths of such expenditures, 
not counting so much of any expenditure 
with respect to any month as exceeds the 
product of $20 multiplied by the total num-
ber of such individuals who received old-age 
assistance for such nlonth, plus 

"'(B) one-half of the amount by which 
such expenditures exceed the maximum 
which may be counted under clause (A); 
and (2 ) an amount equal to one-half of the 
total of the sums expended during such 
quarter as found necessary by the Adminis-
trator for the proper and efficient administra-
tion of the State plan, which amount shall 
be used for paying the costs of administering
the State plan or for aid to the disabled, or 
both, and for no other purpose. 

"'(b) The method of computing and pay- 
Ing such amounts shall be as follows: 

" '(1) The Administrator shall, prior to the 
beginning of each quarter, estimate the 
amount to be paid to the State for such 
quarter under the provisions 'of subsection 
(a), such estimate to be based on (A) a re-
port filed by the State containing its esti-
mate of the total sum to be expended in such 
quarter In accordance with the provisions of 
such subsection and stating the amount ap-
propriated or made available by the State and 
Its political subdivisions for such expendi-
tures in such quarter, and if such amount Is 
less than the State's proportionate share of 
the total sum of such estimated expenditures.
the source or sources from which the dif-
ference Is expected to be derived, (B) record; 
showing the number of disabled individuals 
In the State, and (C) such other Investiga-
tion as the Administrator may find neces-
sary. 

''(2) The Administrator shall then certify 
to the Secretary of the Treasury the amount 
so estimated by the Administrator, (A) re-
duced or Increased, as the case may be, by any 
sum by which he finds that his estimate for 
any prior quarter was greater or less than 
the amount which should have been paid to 
the State under subsection (a) for such 
quarter, and (B) reduced by a sum equivalent 
to the pro rats, share to which the United 
States is equitably entitled, as determined by
the Administrator, of the net amount re-
covered during a prior quarter by the State 
or any political subdivision thereof with re-
spect to aid to the disabled furnished under 
the State plan; except that such Increases 
or reductions shall not be made to the ex-
tent that such sums have been applied to 
make the amount certified for any prior 
quarter greeter or less than the amount esti-
mated by the Administrator for such prior 
quarter: Provided, That any part of the 
amount recovered from the estate of a de-
ceased recipient which Is not in excess of the 
amount expended by the State or any politi
cal subdivision thereof for the funeral ex-
penses of the deceased shall not be considered 
as a basis for reduction under clause (B) of 
this paragraph.

"'(3) The Secretary of the Treasury shall 
thereupon through the fiscal service of the 
Treasury Department, and prior to audit or 
settlement by the General Accounting Offce. 
pay to the State, at the time or times fAxed 
by the Administrator, the amount so certified. 

"'orERATION OF STATE PLANS 
"' Sxc. 1404. In the case of any State plan,

for aid to the disabled which has been ap-
proved by the Administrator, if the Adminis-
trator after reasonable notice and opportu-
nity for hearing to the State agency adminis-
tering or supervising the administration of 
such plan, finds-

"'(1) that the plan has been so changed 
as to impose any residence or citizenship re
quiremnent prohibited by section. 1402 (b), or 
that In the administration of the plan any
such prohibited requirement is imposed, with 
the knowledge of such State agency, In a 
substantial number of cases; or 

"'(2) that In the administration of the 
plan there Is a failure to comply subctantially
with any provision required by section 1402 
(a) to be included In the plan; 
the Administrator shall notify such State 
agency that further payments will not be 
made to the State until he is satisfied that 
such prohlbited requirement is no longer so 

Imposed, and that there Is no longer any
such failure to comply. Until he Is so satis
fled he shall malks no further certification to 
the Secretary of the Treasury with respect to 
such State. 

" 'DEFINITioN 
"'SEC. 1405. For purposes of this title, the 

term "aid to the disabled" means money pay
ments to, or medical care In behalf of or any 
type of remedial care recognised under State 
law In behalf of, needy individuals who are 
disabled, but does not Include money pay
ments to or medical care in behalf of any 
individual who is an inmate of a public
institution (except as a patient in a medical 
Institution) and does not Include money 
payments to or medical care in behalf of any
Individual (a) who is a patient In an Insti
tution for tuberculosis or mental diseases, or 
(b) who has been diagnosed as having tuber
culosis or psychosis and Is a patient in a 
medical institution as a result thereof. 

PAT6MCEANOSA ND NS' 
"PR -MSELNOSAEDET" 
On page 385, line 7, strike out "351" and 

Insert in lieu thereof "361". 
M.LN.Isol iet xli 
M.LN.Isollietexan 

that this amendment is phrased sub
stantially in the language of the provision
which the House committee approved
and the House of Representatives passed.
It provides for the Federal Government 
to aid Indigent persons. This is not an 
Inracpogm.IwsSetrso
beaurtatnfct inomind. Undsherathispro
bertafctimnd Udrthspo 
gram the Federal Government would 
match the States In providing for dis
abled persons who are indigent. Rather 
than using such terms as "total and 
permanent disability," or "totally and 

permanently disabled," I have used the 
description "who are unable to engage
In any substantially gainful activity by 
reason of medically demonstrable phys-
Ical or mental Impairment." I think that 
language is much better than the other 
language. 

Furthermore, this amendment provides
that before those who are disabled may
be aided by a State-Federal program for 
the needy disabled, a panel of three 
doctors must examine and unanimously 
approve any disabled applicant who may 

apply for aid,
Mr. President, based on my study of 

this program, in my humble opinion one 
of the greatest shortcomings of Our pres
ent system is that no Federal aid what
ever is provided for those who are totally 

disabled from earning a living. I have 
the great honor to represent in part the 
State of Louisiana, a State of two and a 
half million people. I should like Sena
tors to listen to the kind of ailments 
which are included In total disability. 
Persons who suffer from these ailments 
but who have not reached the mature age
of 65 years cannot be aided by the Federal 
Government. In the State of Louisiana 
17,900 needy persons suffer from heart 
disease, such as coronary thrombosis, 01' 

high blood pressure. Doctors have ad
vised many of them that if they should 
attempt to work they would die as a re
sult of straining themselves, I know that 
the committee feels It would like to see
people rehabilitated rather than to be 
cared for Under an aid-to-disabled pro

gram, however, two-thirds of the People
In my State who are being aided, are 
suffering from heart diseases, such as 
coronary thrombosis, and other similar 
ailments which would kIll many of them 
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If they should try to work. I notice that 
In my State about two and a half percent
of the Persons in this category, or 813. 
have cancer. Certainly they would not 
be able to take care of themselves. There 
are 6,000 cases of arthritis and rheuma-
tism, and 4,000 cases of mental and ner-
Vous disorders, by reason of which they 
are not able to earn any type of living, 

Today we have no way of helping these 
People. Many States are unable even to 
aid their aged persons substantially. For 
example, When one looks at page 54 of the 
Committee report he will see that many of 
the poorer States-and some of them are 
among the Southern States-are able to 
put up only a small amount of money to 
match funds of the Federal Government 
In looking after their aged and blind 
where there is a Federal matching pro-
gram. By failure to have any matching 
or any Provision whatsoever f or these dis-
abled persons, those States are not able 
to set up any kind of a program for the 
aged and indigent, 

Mr. President, this Is not a social-se-
curity insurance program; this is a 
matching provision which would have In 
mind the Federal and the State govern-
ments working together to match funds 
to make it possible to help deserving dis-
abled persons. 

In my State 3 percent of those who are 
disabled are bedridden, unable to get up 

outofed bydotors rdes.Eleven
outceof bredb doctor'sy ordeatrs. no 
able to get around to any considerable 
extent.'~I think that anyone who made 
a study of this matter would find that 
the cases of crying need going without 
assistance are cases of those who are dis-
abled. In most cases, I would say in 
almost 90 percent of the cases, the dis-
ability is a result of cancer, heart disease, 
arthritis, rheumatism, or similar mala-
dies. 

So far as we are able to determine, the 
program would require about $50,000,000 
to match the amounts being afforded by 
the States. I presume States which 
have a program for their aged would di-
vert some of their funds to help the cases 
of crying need, which the Federal Gov 
ermient cannot help today. It would 
then be possible for those States who to-

diablcantdous antheirfnds torthel tothery
diabe t fnd o thruethi el

people. 
Mr. President, I yield the remainder 

omytmtothe junior Senator from 
Wyoming [Mr. HUNT]. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The time of 
the Senator from Louisiana has expired. 

Mr. HUNT. Nevertheless, Mr. Presi-
dent, I thank the Senator from Louisiana. 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I 
merely wish to say that the committee 
has given great consideration to the 

polmraised by the amendment. ItpolmByrdhas been one which has given the com-
mittee great concern. The particular 
provision referred to will be in confer- 
ence. It is in the bill as it passed the 
House, and we will have full opportunity 
to consider it inconference. It was that 
reason, among others, which the com-
mittee bore in mind in recommending 
against this particular amendment.

I ildtefmytmetilh rmidroloradC eaidr[imr.
the Senator from Cooao [r 
MILLIKIN], 

Mr. MILLIKIN. Mr. President, as the 
Senator from Georgia has stated, the 
subject will be in conference. I should 
like to invite attention also to the fact 
that one of the specified studies to be 
undertaken by the Study Committee is 
the relation of the social-security pro-
gram to care, income maintenance, and 
rehabilitation of disabled workers. I be-
lieve that the committee could easily, 
under its general authority, continue the 
study of this subject if nothing should 
come out of the conference committee, 

Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, will the 

ference as the bill stands now, because 
the provision is not in the Senate comn
mittee bill, but it is in the bill as it 
passed the House. Thus the matter is 
ready for consideration by the confer
ence. 

Mr. LONG. I ask for the yeas and 
nays. 

The yeas and nays were ordered, and 
the legislative clerk called the roll. 

Mr. MYERS. I announce that the 
Senator from New Mexico [Mr. CHAVEZ] 
is necessarily absent. 

The Senator from California [Mr.
Senator from Colorado yield?DON]isaenbcueoflns. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. I yield to the Senator 
from Ohio. 

Mr. TAFT. I wish to call attention to 
the issue we really have before us. It is,
how far shall we increase Federal aid to 
the States out of general funds? The 
whole appeal made by the distinguished 
Senator from Louisiana is based on the 
fact that the States hava no money with 
which to pay cash benefits. Most of the 
dIisabled are taken care of in institutions, 
in one way or another, but what we are 
askedztoiconsidernnow, swcashrbenefits t 
the disabled, and the Senator says the 
States have no money with which to pay 
such benefits. 

The Federal Government has no 
money with which to do it. There is a 
deficit at the present time, regardless of 
the merits of the amendment, of $5,000,-
000,000. To say that we must come to 
the aid of the States, who are able to pay 
their own way, who are balancing their 
budgets at the present time, seems to be 
a wholly fallacious argument, regardless
of the merits of the proposal, 

In Louisiana today, of persons over 65 
years of age, 791 out of every thousand 
are on the public payroll, paid with Fed-
eral funds-791 out of 1,000. In the 
State of Ohio there are less than 200 out 
of 1,000. In many States, such as the 
State of New Jersey-

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, will theSenator yield?Mr. TAFT. I have no time to yield. 
In New Jersey 67 out of 1,000 are on the 
public payroll. The question of whether 
cahbnftshlbeetnehepy 
mntcash bextendedbnfts shallobe theypay-

hyarhard up, is a serious one. We have to 
consider the whole problem of poverty,
of all the people who are unable to make 
a living, who today are supported by the 
States. In general, of course, the States 
have the primary obligation to take care 
of those who are unable to pay their own 
wa.Ta sterolgto.Hwfr 
shall the Federal Government relieve 
them of it?NAS4 

I admit that the Federal Government 
should step in when the need Is clearly 
shown, when we have the money and the 
States have not the money. At the pres-
ent time the States have the money and 
the Federal Government has not the 
money. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The question 
Is on agreeing to the amendment offered 
by the Senator from Louisiana [Mr. 
LONG]. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. Has the time been 
exhausted? 

The VICE PRESIDENT. There is
aot af int lf.DowneyMr.ouMal mLIinut loudf eelt.k 

MrMIIKN Iwolmelyik 
to say that the question Will, be In cono 

DTheY]iSeabsentro becaus CaofinessM. 
TRHeMiSeatorefro NortpulcarolinaesM. 

GRhAM iSenabsen pulrica business.fon 
LN] h eao rmSuhCrln 
LN] h eao rmSuhCrln 
[Mr. TAYORNTO],an the Senator fromIdh 
Oklhom [MYLR, are byoTHOAS Seabsen 
OleavhofatheSeat.THMSarabety 

Tevohe Senatorfoe Mrlnd[r 
The~]iSeabsen byoleryaveofth [er

ateonO oficialbusinesslattendin theSn 
stessons offithe buinternatio OrndnalLao 

gaitontGevSwzrldsa

delegate representing the United States.


I announce further that if present and 
voting, the Senator from New Mexico 
[Mr. CHAVEZ], and the Senator from 
Idaho [Mr. TAYLOR] would vote "yea." 

Mr. SALTONSTALL. I announce that
the senior Senator from North Dakota 
[Mr. LANGER], the Senator from Oregon 
[Mr. MORSE], the Senator from New 
Hampshire [Mr. TOBEY], the Senator 
from Michigan [Mr. VANDENBERG], and 
the junior Senator from North Dakota 
[Mr. YOUNG] are absent by leave of the 
Senate. 

The Senator from fqorth Dakota [Mr. 
LANGER] is paired with the Senator from 
Oregon [Mr. MORSE]. If present and 
voting the Senator from North Dakota 
would vote "yea" and the Senator from 
Oregon would vote "nay." 

The result was announced-yeas 41, 
nays 42, as follows: 

YA-4 
Adron eaur Mnt 
Benderon KerMunray 
ChtoacspomesnabcueKilrrr MyersaetnDhapmas KLgore Neers 
Eastland Lehman O'Mahoney
Ecton Long Pepper,
Ellender Lucas Russell 
Grear McCarran Sprmat.N. 7 
Greden Mc~arthyd Sparkman 
Hill McKellar Thomas, Utah 
Humphrey McMahon Tydings 
JhusnTe. Magbnusn Wihr 

Aiken Flnders M-4 el 
Brewster Fuibright Maione 
Bricker George Martin 
Bridges Gillette Millikin 
Butler Gurney Robertson-

Hendrickson Saltonstall
cain Hickenlooper Schoeppel 
Capehart Hoey Smith, Maine 
Connally Ives Taft
Cordon Jenner Thye
Darby Johnson, Colo. Watkinu 
Donnei Hemn Wherry 
P~worshak Hnowland Wiley 
iPergusoii Lodge Williams 

NOT VOTING-13 
Chavez Langer Tobey

Morse Vandenberg
Graham O'Conor Young
Holland Taylor 
4ohnston. S.c. Thomas. okia. 
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So Mr. LONG'S amendment was 

rejected. 
Mr. NEELY. Mr. President, for the 

distinguished senior Senator from West 
Virginia [Mr. KILOREs] and myself, I 
offer an amendment. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secre-
tary will state the amendment. 

The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 278, 
line 19, it is proposed to strike out "sixty-
five" and insert in lieu thereof "sixty." 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The junior 
Senator from West Virginia is recognized 
for 5 minutes. 

Mr. NEELY. Mr. President. the 
amendment, if adopted, would reduce the 
retirement age for both men and women 
from 65 to 60 years. The present law 
provides old-age benefits for the retired 
worker and his wife, for the widow with-
out children, and for the dependent 
parent of a deceased worker only after 
the attainment of the age of 65. The 
committee amendment leaves the present 
law unaltered. 

In the case of women the reasons 
which warrant a reduction in the retire-
mient age are obvious and persuasive, 
Such action was urged by the Federal 
Security Agency and Is supported by, 
every profound student of the Social-
security system. The essential fact Js 
that under peacetime conditions rela-
tively few women over 60 work for 
wages. The most recently available 
census data show that more than four 
out of five women in the 60-to-64 age 
group do not hold paying positions, 
whereas only one out of five men in the 
same age group is not in the labor force, 
The exact figures are that while only 
21 percent of the male population aged 
Go to 64 is not in the labor force, the car-
responding figure for women is nearly 
85 percent. 

A reduction In the qualifying age for 
women would be of enormous assistance 
to aged couples. Wives are customarily 
a few years younger than their husbands, 
so that today, when a man reaches the 
age of 65, the only benefit available 
for the couple is likely to be the hus- 
band's benefit. At the present time only 
about one-fifth of the wives are eligible 
for benefits when the husband attains 
the age of 65. If the wives' benefits 
arc payable at 60. the proportion is raised 
to about three-fifths, 

There is another point of great signifi-
cance. A woman widowed at the age of 
60, who has not previously been em-
ployed, finds it far more difficult than a 
younger woman to locate paid employ-
ment. At present only about one widow 
in four is eligible for widow's benefits 
immediately upon the death of her hus-
band. With an age requirement of 
60, about 40 percent of such widows 
would be eligible immediately. The 
same considerations are applicable in the 
case of a mother who survives a son or 
daughter on whom she had been de-
pendent. 

If the eligibility age for wives, widows, 
and dependent mothers is lowered to 
60, the retirement age for women pri-
mary beneficiaries should also be low-
ered. Although many women who have 
been working regularly will doubtless 
prefer to continue working after the 
age of 60, working women who become 

unemployed at the age of 60 should not 
be required to wait until 65 for benefits 
If other women receive dependents' or 
survivor benefits at the lowered age, 

The considerations which support a 
reduction in the retirement age for men 
are different but equally compelling, 
Increased mechanization and improved 
labor processes have brought about an 
increase in productivity which during 
recent years has averaged 21/2 percent 
or more annually. The benefits of this 
increased productivity are reflected in 
rising living standards, and it is alto-
gether equitable that a higher standard 
of living be achieved by way of an earlier 
retirement age no less than in an In-
creased consumption of automobiles. re-
frigerators, and other similar goods. 

More i~mportant is the fact that in this 
age of new and high-speed technology 
men, no less than machines, wear out 
at an earlier age. In a simple handi-
craft economy, age was a far lesser hand-
lcap. Today in many industries, comn-
plicated, high-speed machines demand 
younger men for their servicing. In 
other industries, such as mining, the na-
ture of the work takes a heavier toll in 
the early years. The need for an earlier 
retirement age is not universal through-
out the economy, but it is Suffciently 
widespread to require action now. The 
essential purpose in reducing the retire-
ment age for men from 65 to 60 Is to per-
mit those who labor in extra-hazardous 
occupations or in industries where they 
have been displaced by younger men to 
obtain benefits at the age of 60 for their 
support. Not every worker will accept 
the invitation to retire-today the aver-
age retirement age is 68 or 69-but the 
possibility will exist for those who have 
no other alternative. 

The total cost of reducing the retire-
ment age from 65 to 60 in the case of 
both men and women in approximately 
2 percent of the Nation's payroll. So-
cial-security experts have estimated that 
this total of 2 percent is approximately
equally divided between men and women, 
Both parties have pledged an extension 
of the social-security program to pro-
vide additional protection against the 
hazards of old age, disability, disease, 
and death. A reduction in the eligibil-
Ity age from 65 to 60 years is a step In the 
right direction. It is my sincere hope 
that the Senators present will provide 
the opportunity to take that step, and 
take It now. 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, the 
amendment, of course, In the case of 
women workers, makes a very strong ap-
peal. I, myself, felt that the retirement 
age should be reduced from 65 to 60 
years. But in looking into the matter, 
I found that, according to the statistics, 
women outlive men and that men are 
now living about 12 years beyond the 
retirement age of 65. In other words, 
each year longevity is Increasing. 

Mr. President, this particular amend-
ment would cost the system or would add 
to the tax burdens about 21/2 percent on 
all payrolls, or not far from an addition 
of $3,000,000,000 annually on a level-pre-
mium basis. Already this bill, to which 
your committee has given many, long 
weeks of labor and study, will on a level- 
premium base, cost the general economy 

which means the workers and their em-
players, more than 6 percent of the comn
bined payroll, within a comparatively 
short period of time. This amendment, 
if adopted, would increase that cost to 
9 percent or very close to 9 percent of 
the total payroll. If Senators wish to 
break down the system, they can do s0 
by putting upon it a burden which it 
cannot carry. 

Mr. ROBERTSON. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. GEORGE. I yield. 
Mr. ROBERTSON. Is it not a fact 

that during the past 10 years, before any 
increase in the benefits, as provided in 
House bill 6000, every reputable econ
omist who testified on this subject be
fore the Ways and Means Committee of 
the House and before the Senate Finance 
Committee stated that we already had a 
6-percent programn-3 percent on the 
employer and 3 percent on the em
ployee-before we add the new benefits 
carried in this bill? 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, In ad
dition to what I have already said, when 
Dr. Altmeyer, of the Federal Security 
Agency, himself came before the corn
mittee on the first or second day of the 
hearings, as I recall, I asked him the spe
cific question whether we could lower the 
retirement age limit for women workers 
to 60 years of age. He said he had been 
forced to abandon the idea because of 
the very heavy cost it would add to the 
system. 

Therefore, Mr. President, I ask that 
the Senate reject the amendment. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The question 
Is on agreeing to the amendment offered 
by the Senator from West Virginia [Mr. 
NEELY] for himself and his colleague 
[Mr. KILGORE]. [Putting the question.] 

Mr. BREWSTER. Mr. President-
The VICE PRESIDENT. The "noes" 

seem to have it, and the amendment is 
rejected. 

Mr. BREWSTER. Mr. President, has 
all time on the amendment expired? 

The VICE PRESIDENT. For what 
purpose does the Senator from Maine 
address the Chair? 

Mr. BREWSTER. I rise to Inquire 
whether any time is left for discussion 
of the amendment. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator 
from Georgia had several minutes left, 
but he was not yielding to any other Sen
ator at that time. 

Mr. BREWSTER. I was addressing 
the Chair, to inquire whether the Sen
ator would yield. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the 
Senator from Georgia yield to the Sen
ator from Maine? 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President. the 
amendment has already been rejected. 
Like the lawyer who appeared before the 
Supreme Court of Georgia, I would not 
want to lose the case [laughter] in 
this instance, by listening to an eloquent 
appeal by my distinguished friend and 
member of the committee. However, I 
gladly yield to the Senator from Maine 
whatever time I have left. 

Mr. BREWSTER. Mr. President, I 
shall conduct myself with the utmost 
circumspection.

I wish to join with the Senator from 
Georgia In expressing the hope that the 
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amendment will be rejected, and at the 
same time I wish to express my regret 
that I was not present when the so-called 
George-Millikin resolution was con-
sidered by the Senate. At that time I 
was called to the telephone. 

I wish to associate myself with the 
Senator fromt Florida [Mr. PEPPER] in 
his expression of interest in the study 
which is to be made of the so-called 
Townsend plan, as one who h~as long 
believed in the wisdom of the funda-
mental principles upon which that plan, 
Is based. I wish to have it made clear 
that I was associating myself in the 
earnest hope that the study which will 
be made during the recess will lead to 
a far more serious consideration of that 
program than, in my judgment, it has 
thus far received, 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Sen-
ator's time has expired. 

The Chair will put the question again: 
The question is on agreeing to the 
-amendment offered by the Senator from 
West Virginia [Mr. NEELY] for himself 
and his colleague [Mr. KILGORE]. 

The amendment was rejected. 
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I call 

up my amendment marked "5-22-50-
A," being the amendment to include 
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands along 
with the States which are to receive 
assistance. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The amend-
ment will be stated. 

The LEGISLATIVE: CLERK. On page 387. 
beginning with line 13, it is proposed to 
strike out all down to and including line 
21, and to insert in lieu thereof the 
following: 

Sac. 403. (a) (1) Paragraph (1) of section 
1101 (a) of the Social Security Act is 
amended to read as follows: 

1(1) The term 'State'. includes Alaska, 
Hawaii, and the District of Columbia, and 
when used in titles I, IV, V, and X includes 
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands." 

(2) Paragraph (6) of section 1101 (a) 
of the Social Security Act is amended to read 
as follows: 

1(6) The term 'Administrator' except when 
the context otherwise requires, means the 
Federal Security Administrator." 

(3) The amendment made by pragraphs 
(1) of this subsection shall take effect 
October 1, 1950. and the amendment made 
by paragraph (2) of this subsection, insofar 
as it repeals the definition of "employee", 
shall be effective only with respect to serv-
ices performed after 1950. 

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, no 
geog-raphic area in the United States 
more urgently needs the public assist-
ance provisions of House bill 6000 than 
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. 

My amendment is a very simple one, 
In that it includes Puerto Rico and the 
Virgin Islands in the definition of 
States. I believe that all the titles of 
the Social Security Act should be appli-
cable to Puerto Rico and the Virgin 
Islands on the same basis on which they 
are applicable to the States. 

All these titles nare already applicable 
to Alaska and Hawaii. It is eminently 
unfair to exclude Puerto Rico and the 
Virgin Islands. In Puerto Rico, out of a 
labor force of 700,000, an average of 
100,000 are usually unemployed. I say 
say "usually" because 'of the seasonal 
nature of employment in both Puerto 
Rico and the Virgin Islands. 

It is true that Puerto Rico and the 
Virgin Islands do not pay taxes into the 
United States Treasury on the same 
basis as the States of the Union. But 
this is not a failure on their part. It 
is a waiver on the part of the Federal 
Government in recognition of the Pe-
culiar economic conditions pertaining in 
those islands. 

The cost-of the application of the 
public assistance titles to Puerto Rico 
and the Virgin Islands would be slightly 
more than $9,000,000. Of this, $8,213,000 
would be for Puerto Rico and $165,000 
would'be for the Virgin Islands. 

We dare not forfeit our obligations 
to these American citizens. 

Mr. TYDINGS. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield to permit me to make 
a simple observation? 

Mr. LEHMAN. I yield. 
Mr. TYDINGS. There is a great deal 

of merit in what the 'Senator from New 
York says; but I wonder whether he 
has in mind that Puerto Rico already is 
permitted to keep in its island treasury 
its income taxes, taxes wh~ch all the 
States of the United States pay into the 
Federal Treasury and, in addition, that 
Puerto Rico is permitted to keep in its 
island treasury the liquor taxes, tobacco 
taxes, and so forth. So we already are 
giving to Puerto Rico more than 
$50,000,000 of revenue a year coming 
from taxes which the States are re-
quired to pay into the Federal Treasury., 

Mr. LEHMAN. I realize that; but 
those taxes are retained in Puerto Rico 
for the support of the government there; 
they are not used for old-age pensions 
or public assistance. 

Mr. President, as I just said, we dare 
not for~feit our obligations to these 
American citizens. They are American 
ctzn uta uha r h iies 
ciiesjs-smc saetectzn 
of San Diego, Chicago. or New York. 
In fact, when Puerto Ricans or Virgin
Islanders come to New York, they are 
automatically eligible for public-assist-
ance payments. There is no reason for 
considering them less eligible when they 
are in Puerto Rico or the Virgin Islands. 

The House Ways and Means Commit-
tee studied very exhaustively this special
problem of Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands. A subcommittee went to Puerto 
Rico and the Virgin Islands and studied 
the conditions there and conferred with 
the officials of those islands concerning 
their needs and desires. As a result of 
those conferences, the local governments 
of these two Territories made all legis-
lative arrangements required in order 
for them to receive and to match the 
Federal grants. 

The House approved the inclusion of 
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands in 
the public-assistance provisions, al-
though ,the formula was somewhat less 
generous than that which I propose in 
my amendment. 

I believe that the 'Senate committee 
acted unwisely and without giving due 
consideration to the international impli-
cations of excluding Puerto Rico and the 
Virgin Islands. . These two Territories 
are our dependent Territories. The 
manner in which we treat the peoples of 
these two Territories will be, if we dis-
criminate against them, used in propa- 
ganda against us. 

I urge with all the conviction at MY 
command that we approve the pending 
amendment and that we make these is
lands eligible for public-assistance 
grants on the same basis as any other 
part of the United States is eligible. 

Mr. O'MAHONEY. Mr. President, 
will the Senator yield? 

Mr. LEHMAN. I yield the remainder 
of my time to the Senator from Wyo
ming. 

Mr. O'MAHONEY. Mr. President, if 
the Senator from New York had not him
self offered this amendment, I am sure 
that I should have done so. 

The Committee -on Interior and In
sular Affairs has immediate concern over 
the peoples and the government of 
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. 
Both these areas were brought into the 
United States by the action of our Gov
ermient, not primarily by the action of 
the people of those islands. The Virgin 
Islands were purchased by the Govern
ment of the United States. Puerto Rico 
was taken over by the United States as 
a result of the Spanish-American War. 

I think the Government and the peo
ple of the United States owe an absolute 
obligation to the peoples of those islands 
to treat them in the way that the 
amendment proposed by the Senator 
from New York provides. I certainly 
hope that this amendment will be adopt
ed, so that the Government of the United 
States may carry out its full responsibil
ity toward the peoples of these islands. 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I de
sire to make pnly a brief statement. 
This matter was given full and due 
consideration by the committee. The. 
truth is that all the taxes paid in the 
Virgin Islands are returned to the islands 
with a greatly increased sum. The truth 
as s stedsigihdSntrfo 
as s stedsigihdSntrfo

has pointed out, that Puerto-Maryland

Rico retains all of its internal taxes and 
retains all the income taxes. This is 
the amendment to increase the assist
ance to States. Puerto Rico and the 
Virgin Islands are brought under. the 
old-age and survivors insurance title of 
this act, and with very greatly improved
eligibility requirements in the pending
bill; and. in view of a special provision
which we inserted largely to take care 
of the situation in Puerto Rico, the people
of those islands will receive great bene
fit under 'the bill. But since they keep 
all their taxes and even more than their 
taxes, the view of the committee was 
against bringing them in under the State 
assistance program or the grants. 

I yield whatever time I havo- to the 
Senator from..Colorado or to anyone else 
whom he may wish to yield ft to. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. Since this matter is 
in the House bill, not in the Senate corn
mittee bill, I suggest st can be handled 
in conference, and that the amendment 
be rejected. 

Mr. TAFT. Mr. 'President, wvill the 
Senator yield? 

Mr. MILLIKIN4. I yield. 
. Mr. TAFT. I amf opposed'to the in

clusion of Puerto Rico, but I personally 
should want to see the Virgin Islands 
included. The reason for that is. as 
was said by the distinguished -Senator 
from Georgia, that we permit Puerto 
Rico to keep all the excise taxes, for 
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Instance, which are levied on the rum The LEcisLATIVE CLERK. On page 312, coverage benefits they should not be enacted. 
which they make, which taxes are in between lines 13 and 14, it is proposed to However, retroactive benefits have been ac
fact paid by the people of the United Insert the following: corded in the past (1946 U. S. C. Cong. Serv. 
States. It is just as if we let North EV5 ORcORAVsPIRTO95 948). In an amendment, enacted by theSERVCESFORCOO;ERTIVS951 Seventy-ninth veterans of WorldPIORTO Congress,
Carolina take all the tobacco taxes which SEC. 110. In any case in which- War 3U were accorded retroactive coverage 
come into the United States Treasury, (1) an individual has been employed at benefits for the time served in the armed 
for the State of North Carolina. We any time prior to 1951 by organization enu- services. Furthermore, these retroactive 
give the Puerto Ricans about $10,000,000 merated in the first sentence of section 101 benefits were accorded even though no con-
off on their income taxes, which they (12) of the Internal Revenue Code, tributions to the fund were made by the vet-
retain. We do not get the income taxes (2) the service performed by such Indi- erans or by any employers. It was simply a 
from Puerto Rico, which amount to vidual during the time he was so employed gratuitous offering on the part of the Gov

$2,0000mr. otht ear n constituted agricultural labor as defined in ermient.$2.,00,00mre Sotha w ar I section 209 (i) of the Social Security act and If the Azevedo case Is carried to its logical
effect making a cash credit to Puerto section 1426 (h) of the Internal Revenue conclusion, employers of farmer cooperatives
Rico of $30,000,000, far more than would Code, as in effect prior to the enactment of may not receive refunds of taxes paid, ex-
be the additional aid given in this bill, this act, and such service would, but for the capt for the last 4 years of the contributing

I have every sympathy for measures provisions of such sections, have constituted period. Unfortunate as that may be, it Is 
designed to aid Puerto Rico, and I have employment for the purposes of title II of the not as unfortunate as the fact that their 
always supported them, but it seems to Social security act and subchapter A of chap- employees suddenly learn that they have not 
me, while they have such an over-all ter 9 of such Code, durning whchvr conriutoymns have beeny meade. 
grant from the United States, there is (3) the taxes imposed by sections 1400 and duing hc otiuin aebe ae 
no reason to include Puerto Rico under 1410 of the Internal Revenue Code have been n other words, the amendment does not

pai wih rspet an pat o th reun- request for class employeest coverage a of 
various State-aid programs. This is padwt epc oaypr ftermn who have made no payments to the social

nl hy o eration paid to fund, withabutte hig o gt such individual by such or- security as was, the case World seeono rheaonlfo then amendmenot. Thet ganization for such service and the payment War II veterans; the amendment provides
I se frnoreaon aendmnt.The of such taxes by such organization has been only for a of an inequity where. 

Virgin Islands pay their taxes, and so, made in good faith upon the assumption that both employers and employees have made 
so far as I am concerned, if the question such service did not constitute agricultural the necessary contributions to obtain such 
should be in conference and I were on labor as so defined, and coverage and desire to obtain that coverage. 
the committee I should be In favor of (4) no refund of such taxes has been ob-
the proposal for the Virgin Islands. tained, the amount of such remuneration The VICE PRESIDENT. The question 

I may say also, as has been suggested, with respect to which such taxes have been is on agreeing to the amendment offered 
tht icldde av uetoRio n paid Shall be deemed to constitute remuner- by the Senator from Utah [Mr. WATKINS].

thatwehvencl ins uerance They ation for employment as defined in section The amendment was agreed to. 

te correction 

old-age and'survIvorsinuac.Te 209 (b) of the Social Security act as in effect Mr. MYERS. Mr. President, I call
pay the taxes like anyone else, and they prior to the enactment of this act (but It up my amendment "I." 
will get the benefits. shall not constitute wages for purposes of The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secre-

Mr. LEHMAN. Mvr. President, will the deductions under section 203 of such act for tr ilsaeteaedet 
Senator yield? months for which benefits under title II of Thry wEIL sATIE thERamendmnt.g 35 

Mr. TAPiT. I yield. such act have been certified and paid prior ThLESATECER.O pae35M.LHA.IItntaactht to the enactment of this act). it is proposed to strike out lines 3 to 5,nota fct shatInclusive, 
there are now certain States of the The VICE PRESIDENT. The Sena- following: 
Union which, while taxes are collected tor from Utah is recognized for 5 minutes. (b) The provisions of subsection (a) shall 
within their borders, receive more from Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, will the be effective only for the period beginning
the Federal Government In the form of Senator from Utah yield to me for a half October 1, 1950. 
grants of various kinds and relief and minute? M.MES r rsdnti 
old-age assistance and public assistance Mr. WATKINS. I yield. mr.dmYR.M.Peientcretarte thcuisr 
than the amount which the Federal Gov- Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I desire aedetcret ahrpcla
ermient receives from them in the form to say that the Senate Finance Commit- situation which has arisen in Pennsyl-

Mr. EHMN. I and insert in lieu thereof th? 

reeutee has considered this amendment, and vania, and, I understand, also In Mis
of rvne has unanimously approved it. Earlier, souri. I further understand that this 

Mr. TAFT. It is impossible to tell what In the consideration of the bill-that is, amendment had the sanction of the Fi
the Federal Government gets from them, at least after the committee went into nance Committee this morning. 
but I think probably that is so. But executive session-I had conversations Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, If the 
there is no State in the Union which is with both the distinguished senior Sen- Senator will yield to me, I may say that 
permitted, as Puerto Rico Is, to keep ator and junior Senator from Utah about the committee considered this amend-
the income taxes paid to the Federal this matter. Both have been interested ment, and the committee has approved it. 
Government. The Puerto Rican income in the subject matter. The committee Mr. MYERS. Mr. President, if the 
tax Is entirely retained by Puerto Rico. unanimously recommends that the committee accepts it, I merely ask to have 
The revenue taxes paid on rum made amendment be adopted. printed In the RECORD at this point a 
there and sold to the people of the United Mr. WATKINS. Mr. President, I ask brief statement which I had prepared
States at $9 a gallon are retained by unanimous consent to have inserted at explaining the amendment. 
Puerto Rico. I say it is exactly as though this point in the RECORD a statement There being no objection, the state-
North Carolina kept the tobacco tax. with respect to this amendment. ment was ordered to be printed in the 
There is no State in the entire United There being no objection, the state- RECORD, as follows: 
States that is in that situation. ment was ordered to be printed in the STATEMENT N3TSENATOR MYERS 

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, will the RECORD, as follows: This -amendment, Mr. President, has the 
Senator yield? STATEMENT BY SENATOR WATKINS sanction of the committee majority. It cor-

Mr. TAFT. Now, I think I am This amendment provides retroactive bene- recta a rather pecuiliar situation which has 
thogfits for employees of farmer cooperatives arisen in Pennsylvania and, as I understand 

ther ICoREIDN.ghetmeo whose status under the existing social-se- It, in Missouri.
TheVIC of curity law is doubtful because of the recent For 1.5 has oper-PRSIDNT.Thetim years now, Pennsylvania

the Senator has expired. All time has case of Henry RI. Azevedo, claimant, social ated what many regard as the most en-
expired. The' question is on agreeing to security account No. 545-12-8f715. The lightened program of assistance to the blind 
the amendment offered by the Senator emendment provides that employees of that exists anywhere. Since 1938 Pennsyl

frm [re YrLHAN.farmer cooperatives, who together with their vania has been forced to pay dearly for its
fro [r.Ne Yok EHMN].employers have contributed to the social- liberal program, for, since that time, it has

The amendment was rejected, security fund In the past in the belief that not received a single penny in Federal assist-
Mr. WATKINS. 'Mr. President, I call they were covered by the law, would be ance for its blind pension. The reason, Mr. 

up the amendment which I have already accorded credits to which such payments President, boils down to this: 
sent to the desk, and ask that It be read entitle them, provided no refunds have been Under existing law, the Federal Security

ThaIEdRSDET.heSce paid. Agency has felt that it did not have the
The ICEPRESDEN.Th Sere- There has been some suggestion that be- power to approve funds for any State pro

tary will state the amendment, cause these amendments accord retroactive gram which did not conform to the rigid 
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standards set forth in the law. This pro-
vision, Wihich was Intended primarily to pro-
mote mninimlum standards among the State 
'prograras for the blind, has had the effect of 
precluding development of State programs 
more liberal tban provided for under exist-
Ing Federal legislation, 

Had Pennsylvania been willing to cut back 
Its program for the blind-knocking out the 
additional liberal provisions of its own pro-
grami-Federal funds would have gone to the 
State. However, the State has chosen, in-
stead, to maintain its program, with the re-
suit that it has been forced to pay for it 
exclusively out of State funds, 

The Senate Committee, In reporting H. R. 
6000, sought to correct this situation tem-
porarily by permitting. the Social Security 
Administrator to approve Federal grants to 
Pefinsylvania and Missouri for the period 
of the next 3 years. 'These funds would be 
available to the State only for that fraction 
of the blind population whose incomes met 
the rigid needs test specified in the Federal 
law. But, on the other hand, the State would 
be free to operate out of its own funds its 
pension program for the other blind persons 
whose incomes were in excess of the Fed-
eral mnaximum, 

All my'amendment does, Mr. President, is 
to make permanent this temporary provision, 
And this is accomplished by striking from 
the bill the date of July 1, 1953. 
. I want to repeat one thought, although I 
have mentioned It briefly in my preceding 
remarks. The amendment simply means that 
Pennsylvania and Missouri will be permitted 
to continue their present enlightened pro-
grams hnld will only receive such Federal 
arsistance as they would receive were they 
to cut back to the less liberal standards of 
the Federal requirement. Insofar as assist-
ance to other blind persons is concerned, that 
phase of the State program will continue, as 
it has in the past, to be supported entirely 
by State funds. 

So, Mr. President. I urge that my amend-
ment be adopted.

Th IC ue-REIEN.Th 
The VIC PRESIENT. Th ques-

tion is on agreeing to the amendment, 
offered by the Senator from Pennsyl- 
vania [Mr. MYESns. 

The amendment was agreed to, 
Mr. KILGORE and other Senators ad-

dressed the Chair. 
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Chair 

will recognize all Senators when he gets 
to them, but he can only recognize one 
at a time. The Senator from West Vir-
ginia. 

Mr. KILGORE. Mr. President, I1 de-
sire to call up my amendment P. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the 
Senator want the amendment read in 

ulvoters,fleligible
Mr. KILGORE. No, 
The amendment offered by Mr. KIL-

CORE is as follows: . 

On parge 290. line 5, change the period to 
a semicolon and add the following: "and the 
term 'State-Wide retirement system' means 
a retirement system established by a State 
which covers any class or classes of its em-
ployees and any class or classes of emrployees 
of one or more political subdivisions of the 
State or covers any class or classes of em-
ployees of two or more political subdivisions 
of the State." 

On page 290, delete lines 6 through 15 
and insert In lieu thereof the following: 

"(5) The terma'Coverage group' means (A) 
employees of the State. other than those In 
positions covered by a State-wide retirement 
system and those engaged in performing 
service in connection with a proprietary 
function; (B3) employees of a political sub-

division of a State other than those In posi-
tions covered, -by a State-Wide retirement 
syatem and those engaged In performing 
service in connection with a proprietary 
function; (C) employees of the State and 
employees of its political subdivisions who 
are in positions covered by a State-wide re-
tirement system; (D) employees of a State 
engaged in performing service in connection 
with a single proprietary function; or (E) 
employees of a political subdivision of a 
State engaged in performing service In con-
n~ction with a single proprietary function." 

On page 292, delete lines 12 through 17 
and insert in lieu thereof the following: 

"(O) (1) It is hereby declared to be the 
policy of the Congress that (A) the total 
benefit rights and protection afforded in-
dlividuals employed, ai the time of the refer-
endum referred to in paragraph .(2) of this 
subsection, in positions covered under a re-
tirement system in effect on the date the 
agreement is entered into, or receiving peri-
odic benefits under such retirement system 
at the time of such referendum, will not be 
reduced or impaired as a result of such agree-
enent or legislative enactment in anticipa-
tion thereof, and (B) the total benefit rights 
aind protection afforded Individuals thlere-. 
after employed in positions which at the 
time of such referendum were covered by 
such retirement system will not be less, as a 
result of such agreement or legislative en-
actment In anticipation thereof, than those 
previously provided under such retirement 
system.

"(2) No agreement with any State may 
Include services performed in positions Coy-
ered by a retirement system in effcct on the 
date the agreement is entered into unless 
the State requests such inclusion and the 
Governor of the State certifies to the Ad-
mninistrator that the following conditions 
have been met: 

"(A) A written referendum, on the ques-
tion whether services In positions covered 
by such retirement system should he ex-
cluded from or included under the agree-
ment, was requested in a petition signed 
by at least one-third of the employees-who 
were in such positions on the date of the 
petition. 

" Such referendum Was held by secret1(B)
ballot within the period prescribed in para-
graph (4) of this subsection, 

"(C) An opportunity to Vote in such 
referendum was given (and was limited) to 
the employees who were in such positions at 

time the oic hl.ingthe ) as referendu-af c 
(d)wa dayslntceo rmloeferenNivnety such 

"E Such referendum was conducted un-
der the supervision of the Governor, or of 
an appropriate offcial of the State or of the 
retirement system designated by him, 

"(F) Not less than three-fourths of the 
and two-thirds of the individualsto vote, in such referendum voted 

In favor of including services in such peal-
tions under the agreement. 
This subsection shall not be construed to 
require that the Governor of any State ini-
tiate or conduct such referendum, nor, if 
such referendum is conducted and the re. 
suit Is In accordance with the conditions 
specified In subparagraph (F), that services 
In positions covered by such retirement sys-
tem be included in the agreement; and the 
Governor may, If he deems it appropriate, re-
quire a larger majority than that specified 
In subparagraph (F). 

"1(3) No modification of an agreement
with any State may provide for the inclusion 
of services performed in positions covered 
by a retirement system in effect on the date 
the modification is agreed to unless the State 
requests such inclusion and the Governor 
of the State makes a certification* which 
mneets the requirements of paragraph (1). 

"1(4) The period within which a referen
dum must be held for the purposes of this 
subsection shall be the period beginning I 
year before the effective date of the agree
ment and ending on the date such agree
ment is entered into, except that In the Case 
of a modification of an agreement such 
period shall begin I year before the effective 
date of the modification and end on the 
date such modification is agreed to." 

MrKLGR.Idietomk a 
MrKIGR.Idsetomka 

brief explanation of the amendment, in 
lieu of having it read in full. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator 
is recognized for 5 minutes. 

Mr. KILGORE. Mr. President, my 
amendment "F" to the Senate commit
tesvrino .R 00wudadt 

ousead 
tebl~rvsoso h os eso 
concerning coverage of State and local 

tee' bilerovsion ofs .0H.th veson 

governnient employees who are covered 
by retirement systems, with the follow-
Ing changes: 

First. A declaration of congressional 
policy is included to indicate that it is 
not the intent of the Congress that ex

isting retirement systems be impaired. 
Second. A referendum cencerning cov

erage could be held Only at the written 
request ot one-third of the members of' 
the retirement ~system, and would have 
to be conducted and supervised by the 
governor or by an appropriate official 
designated by him. 

Third. Ninety days' advance notice of 

the referendum would have to be given. 
Fourth. The referendum would have 

tc be by secret ballot. 
Fifth. Two-thirds of those eligible to 

vote, and '75 percent of those actually 
voting, would have to vote in favor of. 
coverage.

Sixth. Language is included to make 
I la htn cina l edb 
Itaclen toaconduc areferndum orltoe coe 
tknt odc eeedmo ocv 
er retirement systems under the agree
ment, if the State does not wish to do so. 

Mr. President, I have been trying for 
R number of years to Protect State and 
subordinate group employees. A great 
number of them are covered by vastly in
ferior retirement systems at the pres
ent time. In most States, under exist-

Federal law, it is Utterly impossible.
This would provide a Federal policy 
which would permit each State to deter
mine what it is going to do, leaving it up 
to the employees, who, by a two-thirds 
vote of 75 percent of the entire group, 
could decide in favor of utilizing the Fed
eral retirement system.M.MGUO.M.Peiet 
offr. MAGsUbStitute. amendm enttfo th 
amendmentbstoftethe edSenator hesfrm 
Vrii.I sm E.teSntoamendment rmWs

VignaItsmymed ntE


The, VICE -PRESIDENT. The clerk 
will state the amendment offered by the 
Senator from Washington to the amend
ment of the Senator from West Virginia.

The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. It is proposed, 
on Page 292, line 17, befoi'e the Period, 
to insert a comma and the following:
"unless such agreement contains such 
prvsosa h diitao a e 
prisosathAd nsrtrmyde
termine to be appropriate to assure, so 
far as it is practicable and feasible to 
do so, that such retirement system will 
not be abolished or made inapplicable to 
members of such coverage group or that 
the benefits provided under such retire
ment System will not be reduced." 
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Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, I do 

not offer this amendment as a substitute 
for the amendment of the Senator from 
West Virginia, because I am opposed to 

thinhis amendment, but Ithn myaed
ment is a much better solution of the 
problem which the Senator from West 
Virginia and other Senators, including 
myself, desire to solve, 

There are approximately 1,400,000 per-
sons in the United States under munici- 

pladlclsubdivisions of governmentpal nd lcalating
having pension systems, and they would 
not want to come under a Federal pen-
sion system if that system would im-
pair their present local system. In many 
cases, as the Senator from West Virginia 
has pointed out, the Federal system 

wol ayother casesebtebti woulanywithbe ette,
it would not be as good. The House bill 
provides that by a two-thirds vote they 
may come under the Federal system-

Mr. KILGORE. If 75 percent of them 
vote in favor of it. 

Mr. MAGNUSON. Yes. The Senate 
version has no provision whatsoever for 
employees under municipal pension sys-

Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, I 
am sure it can be worked out, because 
the House bill now provides for a two-
thirds vote. The persons whom I have 
myamed- whorepeset mnicpalem-ontcte

cotcewhrerstmuiplem
Ployees seem to think that if this flex-
ibility is placed in the hands of the Ad-
ministrator, where pension systems of 
municipal and State employees are such 
that they would like to come under the 
Federal system, they can work out a sat-
isfactory agreement, 

I hope my amendment will be adopted.
Mr. MAGNUSON subsequently said: 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent 
to have placed in the RECORD following 
my remarks on my amendment a letter 
and a telegram pertaining to this sub-
ject.bu In

There being no objection, the letter 
and telegram were ordered to be printed 
in the RECORD, as follows: 

WASHINGTON FEDERATION OV 
STATE EMPLOYEES,

Olymnpia, Wash., May 19, 1950. 
Hon. WARREN 0. MAGNUSON, 

which unions are vitally concerned with local 
retirement systems. 

For your information, there is probably no 
State in the Union whose public employees 
are now more thoroughly covered by existing
local retirement plans. The Washington
State Employees Retirement System is the 
seventh largeet local retirement syatenm In 
the Nation. This includes as of this date, 
all State employees except those covered by 
other systems such as teachers and State 
patrol; the employees of 37 out of 39 coun
ties in this State, about half of the oper-

PUD's, moat of the port districts, 80 
percent of the noncertificated employees of 
school districts, and many other political 
subdivisions--altogether about 24,000 main
bers. Then there is the large teacher's re
tirement system, the firemen't, pension sys
tem, the city-wide system with about a dozen 
municipalities and eight of the larger citiestheir own retirement plans.

All of us who have worked through em
ployee unions for these retirement plans 
realize that the benefits are wholly mnade
quate, but must be limited by available local 
tax revenue, so that our only chance of ever 
securing an adequate retirement program 
ber thropughlan eventualssupplementationiof 

Senate Offlce Building,betruhaevnalspemttino
tescoig nerte teWashington, Di. C. our plans with Federal Social Security. Ourrviinso 

temscomng nde theproisins f te DER SNATR MGNUON: n pevius or-legislature In 1936 made provision for social 
bil. M rovdesthaamndmnt if 

the Administrator can work out a satis-
factory agreement with the local gov-
ermnent or the local units of govern-
ment, employees may be permitted to 
come under the Federal system. I think 
that is a sensible way to approach the 

prbe.excluded
probem.of

I have been in contact with most of 
the units of municipal and State em-
ployees in my State, and they are prett 
much in agreement with MY amend-
ment. I think it is. a good amendment, 
I hope the Senator from Georgia [Mr. 
GEORGE] will take it to conference, be-
cause the House bill provides for some-
thing which is somewhat similar to that 
which is provided by the amendment 
offered by the Senator from West Vir- 
ginia. It gives 2,400,000 employees no 
greater privileges than are now given to 
those who have private pension systems

In industry. 
hop mnuty.aedetwl eare 

I amedmethoe m wll b ageed 
to and will be taken to conference. 

Mr. KILGORE. Mr. President, wrnl 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. MAGNUSON. I yield. 
Mr. KILGORE. I merely want to say 

to the Senator that I think we are both 
driving in the same direction. If the 

Sento fomWahigtn ansa tat
Senaor fom hatashigtoncansay

his amendment will give as complete sat-
isfaction to employees as would the 
amendment which I have offered, I would 
have no opposition to it whatever. My 
amendment would simply put the ques-
tion up to the employees themselves, 
The amendment offered by the Senator 

frm asintowud utituptoa
fromWasingonoul pu itup o a

State-official in charge of the work in the 
State. Both amendments aim at the 
same objective. I happen to believe in 
the democratic way of leaving it to the 
employees. The Senator from Washing-
ton has apparently received word that 
the other system would be better. in 
case his amendment is adopted, if he will

abslveme iththoe pr-romblme
absole mefrom hoseper-lamewsth 

sons who favor my program, I certainly
shall absolve the Senator from blame as 
to his groups. 

respondence with you, you are acquainted 
with the position of our organization with 
regard to extension of the survivors' insur. 
ance plan of social security to public em-
ployees. We were unalterably opposed to the 
provision in H. R. 2893, passed by the House 
In the Eightieth Congress. that completely 

public employees already in an 
xisinglocl reireentsysem.Larely

rexisting l folretiremeurntesystem.nargelye 
current social security measure as ithea 
psebyteHue(. .60)cnaeda 
provision (sec. 218 (d) ) which would require 
a referendum vote among members of anl 
existing retirement system, and a two-thirds 
favorable vote in such a referendum before 
such members could be accepted into socialsecurity. Our organization highly favored
this provision.Rset~yyus 

However, considerable opposition de-
veloped from other States, and from groups 
that are not truly representative of public 
employees to this provision, with the result 
that the Senate Finance Committee elimi-
~~~~~natedthe provision and substituted the same
obnoxious provision of total exclusion con
tained in H. IR. 2893. Our international was 
In session in Its biennial convention at 
Omaha, Nebr., at the time, and called for a 
public hearing of all State delegations from 
States that have existing retirement systems. 
From this hearing came a new proposed 
amendment, that completely satisfied the 
entire membership of our International and 
was adopted unanimously by the convention.
Our proposed amendment Is: That as a sub-
stitute for the House proposal In section 
218 (b) and the Senate Finance Committee's 
provision, that section 218 (b) be amended 
to read substantially as follows: 

"Public'employees who now have pension 
and/or retirement plans shall be excluded 
except in cases where the governing bodies 
will agree to supplement such plans withH. Rl.6000 benefits with no reduction In the
benefits already existing In such pension 
and/or retirement systems." 

This will have to come as a Senate amend-
ment and our organization Is very anxious 
that you not only support such an amend. 
ment, but in fact if possible Introduce It 
which would be the official stand of the 
largest puiblic employee International union
In the American Federation of Labor and
the AFL stand on this question. We are sup- 
ported by the American Federation of Teach-
ers and the International Association of 
Technical Engineers In this State, both of 

security coverage whenever available, so at 
all times we have looked forward to combin-
Ing our systems with social security. The 
amendment placed on H. R. 6000 by the Sen
ate Finance Committee sounds the death-
knell to all hopes of ever securing adequate 
retirement benefits for public employees of 
this State. Therefore I personally urge you
to give this matter your most careful con
sideration, as I am sure every public em
ployee In this State will be grateful to you. 
Our proposed amendment so completely pro
opctseistiongt rthiraendmetsytm that anlycm
foppstothos this ameopoendmet canonyicomeas 
In retirement benefits for our public serv
ans 
ants. ids esna ihs mWihknespetfulpe ursonlwsesm 

Chairman01 Retirement Committee, 
Washington Federation of State 
Employees, also Assistant Execu
tive Secretary, Washington State 
EpoesRtrmn ytm 
EpoesRtrmn ytm 

SEATTLE, WASH., June 15, 1950. 
Senator WARREN G. MAGNUSOse, 

Senate Office Building,

Washington, D. C.:


Re H. R. 6000. We urge you actively op
pose Senator KNOWrLANn's amendment. We 
further urge you continue your fine work-
Ing support of this bill as passed by the 
House. We believe provisions for protection
against permanent and total disability 
should be restored. In addition to broad
ening of coverage and liberalization of bene
fits we support your efforts to secure en
abling amendment for voluntary coverage of 
State, county, an&y other public employees. 
PUJD's for example already covered by en-
other retirement system. We also authorize 
you to state that Senator CAix does not speak
for the Federation and that he did not write 
us a letter asking our opinion even though 
we represent the largest group of organized 
labor in the State of Washington. 

E, M. WESTON. 
President, Washington Sitate Federation


of Labor.

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, It Is with 

getrge htIrs oops h 
gratmegrment thatre Iy ris toopps thien 
amn etofrdby ygodrid
from West Virginia. It is rarely that I 
find myself on a side different from that 
supported by the distiliguishcd senior 
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senator from West Virginia, especially 
on social questions. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. Under the 
unanimlous..consent agreement, the Chair 
must recognize the proponent of the 
amendment and then the chairman of 
the committee, in opposition. The Chair 
cannot recognize Senators in their own 
right In opposition to amendments, 

Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, I 
yield the remainder of my time to the 
Senator from New York. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator 
has 1 minute remaining, 

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, on this 
question, however, I have evidence that 
it is the unanimous desire of the public
employees in my State, who are covered 
by retirement systems, to be excluded 
from coverage. They are opposed to 'ref-
erendum proposals of any kind for rea-
sons which are sound but too technical 
to go into in the limited time available 
to me. 

Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield at that point?

Mr. LEHMAN. I yield. 
Mr. MAGNUSON. That is true of most 

of-"the municipal employees who have 
pension systems. But the amendment 
now before the Senate would not hurt 
them at all. 

Mr. LEHMAN. I shall bring that out, 
The VICE PRESIDENT. The time of 

the Senator has expired, 

contention it was this very question.
The committee was unanimously of the 
opinion that State police officers, fire-
men, and school teachers in the several 
States and municipalities ought not to 
be forced under the Federal social-secu-
rity system. That was the unanimous 
verdict of the Finance Committee after 
listening to testimony day after day from 
persons who had come from all parts
of the country, from Maine to Cali-
fornia. All they had to say to us was 
this: "Do not make it possible for pres-
sure groups and bureaus to propagandize 
us and force us to give up systems which 
we now wish to keep, and put. us under 
a Federal old-age and survivors insur-
ance system."

Mr. President, I think it would be a, 
great mistake and tragedy if we under-
took to take into the Federal system
people who are already under retirement 
systems, who are already on the whole 
receiving great benefits, and in many
instances greater benefits than they
would receive under the Social Security
Act. I therefore ask that the amend-
ment offered by the Senator from Wash-
ington to the amendment of thxe Senator 
from West Virginia be defeated, and that 
the amendment offered by the distin-
guished Senator from West Virginia be 
also defeated, 

Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield for a question, if time 

The amendment to the amendment 
was rejected. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
question recurs on agreeing -.to the 
amendment offered by the Senator from 
West Virginia. 

'The amendment was rejected. 
Mr. BUTLER. Mr. President, it had 

been my intention to offer an amend
ment in the nature of a substitute, on 
a stopgap basis. HoweVer, after con
versation which has been held this after
noon with reference to one or two other 
proposals which are in the planning 

-stage, I am inclined not to offer my
amendment, with the understanding, 
however, that the distinguished leader
ship of the Committee on Finance will 
make the plan contemplated by it one of 
their special studies during the next 
2-year period. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. Mr. President, I be
lieve the substance of the Senator's pro
posed amendment will receive close scru
tiny by the committee, and for that rea
son I suggest that he would be making 
an appropriate decision if he were not to 
press his amendment. 

Mr. BUTLER. With that understand-
Ing, Mr. President, I shall not offer my
amendment. 

Mr. WILEY. Mr. President, I call up 
my amendment 6-19-50-I. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
clrwilsaetemnd n. 

LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 292,
line 17, before the period, it is proposed 
to insert a comma and the following:
'unless the State or political subdivision 
by which such retirement system was 
established had in effect on January 1, 
1950, a statute, ordinance, or other legis
lativ act providingfo making sc re
ieetsse supelmfor aysuc h 

tinsremen system esupplementaryt thes 
til" 
titl."WLY r rsdn, etr 

M.WLY r rsdn, etrday, June 19, I offered an amendment
for printing under which permission 
would be given for the integration of 
the Wisconsin Retirement Fund, with 
the Federal Social Security System. The 
text of my statement may be found on 
Page 8796 of the June 19 RECORD. 
THIRTY TIHO0USANDPEOPLE'S WELFARE AT STAKE 

Ishudlktopitutvrbiey 

tacetinu or rhejdectsiongo this amendmeint 
acetnorejtighsam det 
will depend the fate of some 30,000 indi
viduals, their survivors, and dependents.
If any of my colleagues has any question
about the desirability of this amend
ment, let me simply ask 4iiffn this 
question: 

Should one State of the Union which has 
been farsighted enough to write into its 
basic law a provision for ultimate integra
tion between the State retirement set-up and 
the Federal system-should that one State 
be penalized by having its 30,000 covered individuals denied the right of supplementary
Federal coverage? 

WHY PENALIZE WISCONSIN FORESIGHT? 
Mk omsaeaotignlmn
Mk omsaeaotignlmn

if this Wisconsin amendment is defeated, 
the United States Senate will have put 66 
penalty upon a State for being far-' 
sighted. This is contrary to the action 

Senator from New York. 
Mr. LEHMAN. If the Senator from 

West Virginia will offer an amendment 
to include any specific group of public
employees who have indicated their de-
sire to be covered, I will support such an 
amendment. But to make a general pro-
vision directly counter to the wishes of 
the public employees involved is un-
necessary and, in my judgment, unwise. 
I hope the amendment proposed by the 

seirSntrfo etVirginia willseir eaorIimetthe
be defeated. 

The retirement systems In New York 
State provide much more generous bene-
fits than those in the Federal old-age
and survivors insurance program. The 
public employees covered by retirement 
systems in my State are fearful lest their 
systems be abolished or their benefits 
diminished in favor of the Federal old-
age and survivors insurance program. 

I shall support-have supported-any
amendment to grant Federal old-age and 
survivors Insurance coverage to em-
ployees, even though they are covered 
by retirement systems, who so desire it. 
But the amendment offered by the Sena-
tor from West Virginia is a blanket 
amendment. I hope it will be defeated, 

Mr. GEORGE..- Mr. President, do I 
have 5 minutes on the amendments 
which have been offered? 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator 
has 4 minutes left. 

Mr. GEORGE. On both amendments? 
The VICE PRESIDENT. On the 

Magnuson amendment. 
Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I 

merely want to say that if there is any 
one question which was presented to 
the senate Finance Committee with al-
most unanimity of view, sentiment, and 

a inue tothe Mr. EORE. Iyiedpermts2The
Mr. GEORGE. I yield for a question, 
Mr. MAGNUSON. I should like to ask 

the Senator if he understands that the 
amendment which I have offered in the 
nature of a substitute would merely allow 
municipal pension systems and pension 
systems of subdivisions of local govern-
ments to negotiate with the Administra-
tor if they so desire? 

MrGER .Iunesadtt 
perfectly, and I say to the Senator that 
once this amendment is written into lawbureaus. in Washington would prop-
agandize every State retirement system 
in the entire country, and the retirement 
systems would be helpless to resist the 
pressure, with the result that the whole 
of it would be federalized. Literally
thousands of teachers have either Writ-
ten telegraphed, or come here in person.
Aretn officers, police officers, and fire-
men in all States are opposed to it. 
There is no need to break down a salutary 
principle of the social-security system
by opening the way in this fashion. If 
a State system or a local system is in-
adequate those in it may abandon the 
system. When they have no system
they are mandatorily covered. If they 
wish to give up their system, they may
do s0. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. Mr. President, I 
merely wish to say that the committee 
was unanimous in its opposition to this 
type of amendment. I agree whole-
heartedly with everything that the 
senior Senator from Georgia has stated. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. HOEY 
in the chair). The question is on agree-
ing to the amendment offered by the 
Senator from Washington [Mr. MAGNU. 
soN) to the amendment offered by the 
Senator from West Virginia [Mr. Km.. 
GORE]. 
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which we have taken in providing that,
for example, the employees of the Ford 
Motor Co. should receive supplementary 
coverage-their private pensions plus a 
Federal pension. The employees of the 
Gene'ral Motors Co., of Chrysler, and Of 
other major American corporations re-
ceive both private pensions and Federal 
pensions, Why, then, should we deny
the Wisconsin retirement fund covering
individuals in 76 Wisconsin cities, 15 vil-
lages, 37 counties, and 33 other local gov-
ernments, merely because they happen 
to have been covered at the time the 
Federal-State agreement for integration
will have been made? 

WHAT COMMITTEE PROVIDED 
Note that point, gentlemen. WhlatsiysuveonI.Olbyxpdd

th eaeFnacomteei fetcoverage can they hope to make ends 
says ienat Fitsapresn versione isthaetth meet. I urge my colleagues, accordingly,
Feeals anditprsetat Gvernmentis chanh to approve this amendment in the Inter-

has enough foresight to provide for ulti-
mate integration--shall this one State 
and its 30,000 covered employees be left 
out in the cold merely because they were 
wise enough 7 years ago to foresee that 
the modest State pensions would be 
wholly inadequate to meet the needs of 
retired Individuals, their survivors and 
dpnet?.Assumption: 

dep endentslatl ta to u 


Letthme pintoutlastlyw thatre two oth 
oftreldlul o oee yte
Wisconsin retirement funds and now 
past the age of 65 still have not retired. 
Why? Because, as I stated yesterday,
these individuals receive so pitifully
small a pension that they cannot pos-
sbysrieoitOnyyexadd 

TYPIcAL. RETIREMENT ANNUITIES UNDER THE 
WISCONSIN RETIREMENT FUND ONLY AS 
COMPARED WITH THE COMSINED ANNUITIESIF THE WISCONSIN RETIREMENT FUND IS
INTEGRATED WITH SOCIAL SECURITY


(suealf noeo 270fra n

(Assudeallih inom fornangin
ife ifs2,0 

dvdulWtawiehsong) 
EXAMPLE I 

In private employment prior 
to 1936. Receives credits under Wisconsin 
Retirement Fund from January 1, 1936: 
A. Benefits per month under Wiscon

sin retirement fund only for retire
ment Dec. 31, 1955, at age 65---- $59.29 

The widow would receive no annu
ity in case of his death. 
B. Benefits if tbe Wisconsin retire

ment fund Is integrated with so
cial security as provided by amend

ment proposed by Senators WILEY

and MCCARTHY:


Annuity from Wisconsin retire
ment fund------------------ $55. 72 Worker's annuity from social security --------------------- 68. 75 

Wife's annuity from social se
curity --------------------- 3$4.38 

Combined income ---------158.85 
Upon death of annuitant, widow 

would receive $51.56 per month from 
social security. 

EXAMPLE II 
Assumption: Credits under Wisconsin retirement fund from January 1, 1921, to re

tirement on December 31. 1955, at age 65: 
A.BnftudeWicsnrtr

ment fund only --------------- $112.50 

make agreements for integration between 
their specific retirement systems, pro-
vided that the agreement does not in-
clude employees covered by a retiremient 
system at the time the agreement is 
made applicable to the coverage group,

I am reading that from page 6 of a 
summary prepared by the Senate Fi-
nance Committee itself. 

Mr. KILGORE. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield for a question?

Mr. WILEY. I should like to carry 
on with my statement. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Seao elnst ilthat 

Mr. WILEY. In other words, what we 
are asking for is an arrangement for 
coverage of individuals now covered, 
rather than simply coverage of individ-

ualswhomayinutue b byualswhon thhe fuure coere byay e cvere 
a State retirement system and con-
sequently. by the Federal social-security 
system. 

NO OPPOSITION IN WISCONSIN 
I have indicated that I have received 

no single message of opposition from 
anywhere in Wisconsin to my proposals.
No teacher, no policeman, no fireman 
opposes the integration of the Wisconsin 
retirement fund, with the Federal social-
security system. There is no reason for 
any such opposition because the teach-
ers, for example, have a completely sep 
arate retirement system, wholly separate
from the Wisconsin retirement fund, 

NO OPPOSITION OUTSIDE WISCONSIN 

In the same manner, this integration
which I am proposing and which my Co,_ 
league, the junior Senator [Mr. Mc-

CATY]ipoosn de ntadesey
affect any techropoicgdemanoradvrseman 

afnc anyo thea oheer, 47liStatesorfithema 
inte ny thef 47Sttesof he 

Union. The Social Security Adininistra-
tion has no objection to it. The organ-
ized labor unions have no objection to 
it. We have received support for this 

amnmnrrosfrawya h 
amenmen a asthefrm farawa 

great Empire State of New York. I am 
glad to acknowledge the gracious ap-
proval of the junior Senator [Mr. LEHi-
MAN], 

W1E MUST NOT PENALIZ FORESIGHT 

In summary, Mr. President, I repeat-
shall the one State in the Union which 

est of 30,000 humble employees of my
Sae 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-
sent to have inserted in the RECORD at 
this point questions and answers on my
amendment to H. R. 6000, which I have 
prepared, together with data with respect
to typical retirement annuities. 

There being no objection, the questions 
and answers and the data were ordered 
to be printed in the RECORD, as follows: 
QUESTIONS AND AN'SIERS oz 

AMENDMENT TO 
H. R. 6000 STYSENATOR WILEY 

1. Question. Do I understand correctly
this amendment will not fin any way 

affect the individuals under this system In____ 
my State who are vigorously objecting to 
Integrating this system with social security? 

Answer, Yes; that Is entirely correct. I
have been informed by a representative ofthe Commissioner for Social Security that 
the Wisconsin retirement fund is apparently
the only system which could qualify under 
this amendment. The provision for in-
tegrating the Wisconsin retirement fund with 
social security has been in the Wisconsin law 
since the system was first established by the 
1943 Wisconsin Legislature. There is corn-
plete agreement In Wisconsin on this amend
ment on the part of-

(a) The State legislature. 
(b) The city councul, county boards, vil-

lage boards, etc.. Included under the system, 
(c) The employees who will benefit from 

such Integration.
2. 	 Question. Are we to understand, then,

that under the Wisconsin law that the exist-
Ing system will not be abandoned? . 

Answer. Yes; this Wisconsin law provides 
for automatically transforming the existing 
system Into a supplementary system, just as 
has been done In the case of many retire-
ment systems In business and Industry. 

3. Question. The National Education Asso-
ciation has indicated strenuous objection to 
integration. How will this amendment affect 
that situation? 

Answer. The Wisconsin Education Associa-
tion has taken no position on Hf.R. 6000, and 
the last Issue of their official journal car-

ed articles pro and con on this matter.
However, this amendment in no way affects
the teachers' retirement system nor does It 
affect any other retirement system, such as 
those for policemen, firemen, Milwaukee city 
and county employees, etc. Instead, It af-
fects only the 30,000 persons under the Wis-
eonIn retirement fund who desire th~is In-
tnegrtion and for which provision has been 
made ever since the system was just created, 

The widow would receive no an
nuity In case of his death. 
B.enftIfWsoinriemt
B.eneftsfun Wiscontingraet irementmn udi nertdwt o 

cial security: 
Annuity from Wisconsin retire. 

ment fund ----------------- 112.50o 
Worker's annuity, from social 

security-------------------- 68. 75 
Wife's annuity from social se

curity---------------------- 84.38 

Combined Income -------- 215. 63 
Upon death of annuitant, widow 

would receive $51.58 per month from 
social security. 

EXAMPLE II 

Assumption: Credits under Wisconsin retirement fund from January 1, 1951, to re
tirement on December 31, 1985, at age 65: 
A. 	Benefits under Wisconsin retire

ment fund only---------------- $112. 50 

The widow would receive no an
nuity In case of his death. 
B. 	 Benefits if Wisconsin retirement 

fund Is Integrated with social se
cUrIty:

Annuity from Wisconsin retire
ment fund--- 7-------------- 68. 49 

Worker's annuity from social 
security------------------- 68. 75 

Wife's annuity from social se
curIty---------------------- 34.38 

Combined Income--------- 171. 62 
Upon death of annuitant, widow would 

receive $51.56 per month from social Se
curity. 

MrWIE. r.PeintthSae
MrWIE. r.PeintthSae

of Wisconsin, by act of its legislature,
approved by the Governor, wrote into its 
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basic retirement law in 1943-and Wis-
consin was the only state to do so-that 
the Wisconsin retirement fund was de-
signed to serve as a supplement to the 
Federal social-security system whenever 
the Federal Government decided to 
broaden coverage to include State and 
local workers, 

Undeths satue,0,00 Iniviual 
ar dernothssauer00eniiul 

aenwcovered by the Wisconsin r-
tirement fund. 

However, the Senate Finance Coin-
mittee version of H. R. 6000 provides that 
any Fedieral-State agieement for cover-
age of State and local workers shall not 

bealwdt fwr-icueaygru 
ers covered by a State or local retire-
ment system at the time the Federal-
State agreement is made. 

Th RSDN FIE. Te 
time of the Senator from Wisconsin has 
expired, 

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield?

Mr. WILEY. Just a moment; we are 
running against time, 

Let me summarize. The State of Wis-
consin, by the act of its legislature, ap-
proved by its governor, wrote into its 
basic retirement law in 1943-and it was 
the only State that did so-that the Wis-
consin retirement fund was to serve as a 
supplement to the Federal social-security 
system whenever the Federal Govern-
ment decided to broaden coverage to in-
clude State and local workers, 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Sena-
tor's time has expired. 

Mr. GEORGE obtained the floor, 
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, will the 

Senator yield that I may ask unanimous 
consent to insert a statement in the 
RECORD. 

Mr. GEORGE. I yield, 
Mr. LEHMAN. I ask unanimous con-

sent to insert in the RECORD a brief state-
ment in support of the amendment, 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there 
objection? 

There being no objection, the state-
ment was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

STATEMENT BY SENATOR LEHMAN 

I support the amendment proposed by my
Colleague from Wisconsin. I have joined 
with him in sponsoring this amendment de 
spite they fac thatp thi ampoendesnth con-e 
cerWisconlyagopi fepoyennth.tt 

I support this amendment because of my 
belief that all those who wish to be covered 
should certainly be covered. 

I supported and advocated and continue 
to advocate the provision in the Senate com.-
mittee bill excluding public employees al-
ready covered by retirement systems, because 
the employees involved indicated an almost 
unanimous desire to be so excluded. It is 
certainly true of policemen, firemen, teach-
ers, and others in my State and in other 
States of the Union. I would oppose any 
amendment restoring coverage to these peo 
ple, since they believe it would threaten their. 
retirement systems.

However, If there Is any group, like that 
In Wisconsin. which desires to be covered 
by Federal social security, I would support
the proposal to grant coverage to that group.
I hope the pending amendment Is adopted. 

Mr. KILGORE. Mr. President, will 
the Senator from Georgia yield that I 

may ask a question of the Senator from 
Wisconsin, which he has so far refused 
to answer? 

Mr. GEORGE. The Senator from 
Wisconsin? 

Mr. KILGORE. I merely wish to ask 
the Senator from Wisconsin a question 
in the time of the Senator from Georgia.

Mr GERGE I hve ut itte tme;
r.GOG.Ihv btltl ie 

but Iyield. Om 
Mr. KILGORE?. Will the Senator fro 

Wisconsin please explain, but not too 
fast, as he has been talking in the past, 
racing against time, as It were, whether 
the Senator from Wisconsin desires to 
add the retirement pay to the total 
amount paid by the Federal Government, 
whether it is augmentation or integra-
tion the Senator is seeking? 

Mr. WILEY. If the Senator from 
Georgia will yield, I placed the figures In 
the RECORD, and I do not have them at 
hand at present. 

Seven years ago the State of Wiscon-
sin passed its law, having in mind that 
eventually under the Federal system we 
would have the right to integrate the two 
systems. The bill as it Is before the 
Senate now fails to cover existing State 
retirement systems. It is therefore un-
fair to those people under Wisconsin law, 
which showed foresight and vision. 

The States which make agreements in 
the future can come into it. We ask that 
the law be made retroactive, so that this 
group of 30,'000 citizens, will not be prej-
udiced. 

Mr. KILGORE. Mr. President, will 
the Senator from Georgia yield further? 

Mr. GEORGE. I cannot yield. I have 
but 2 minutes left in which to make a 
statement, 

The Wisconsin case is no different 
from any other case, except that prior 
to the consideration of the pending bill 
the State of Wisconsin had taken some 
legislative action. But if we are to per-
mit the States now to integrate their 
retirement systems with the Federal sys-
tem and all the States do that, the 
burden will be thrown onto the Federal 
Government. Do Senators want to do 
that? Are not the American States In 
better shape than the Federal Govern-
ment to carry this burden? The major-. 
ity of those under retirement systems 
in all the States are satisfied, and do not 
want to have their systems brought un-
der the control of a bureau in Washing-
ton. 

Mr. KILGORE. Wil the Senator 
yield?

Mr. GEORGE. I have not any time 
letsofraIknw IhoeteSne
let.ofra nw oeteSnt 
will reject~the amendment. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
question is on agreeing to the amnend-
ment offered by the Senator from Wis-
consin [Mr. WILEY). 

The amendment was rejected. 
r YR.M.Peiet alu 

MrMYR.M.PeietIcalu 
my amendment B. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
clerk will state the amendment., 

The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 267. 
line 3, after the word "be"l, It is proposed 
to insert "the sum of the following: 
(A).," 

On page 267, line 5, to strike out the 
period and insert in lieu thereof a corn-
ma and the following: 

(B) an amount equal to I percent of the 
amount computed under clause (A) multi
plied by the number of years prior to 1951 
In which $200 or more of wages were paid to 
such individual, and (C) an amount equal 
to one-half of 1 percent of the amount comn
puted under clause (A) multiplied by the 
number of years after 1950 in whiich the sum 
of the wages paid to and the self-employment 
income derived by such individual was $200 
or more. I 

On page 273, beginning with line 10, 
tosrkoualdwnoadicuig 
line 13 and insert in lieu thereof the 
following: 

()Wt epc oclna er fe 
950 Wthe prviedr1esperct adtiolnda afoeri 

section 209 (e) (2) of this act as in effect 
prior to the enactment of this section shall 
be one-half of 1 percent and shall be made 
with respect to any such year in which the 
sum of the wages paid to and the self-em
ployment income derived by the individual 
was $200 or more. 

Mr. MYERS. Mr. President, this Is 
the amendment known as the increment 
amendment. I offered it on behalf of 
myself and 12 other Senators. The 
junior Senator from Illinois [Mr. DouG-
LAS] also sponsored the amendment, and 
I therefore yield to him at this time. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, I hope 
it will not seem ungracious if we offer 
this amendment. For, before I speak on 
it, I wish to say that we all are very.much
indebted to the Committee on Finance 
for the hard work they have done and for 
the bill they have brought in. In gen
eral, it is a very excellent bill, but we 
do believe that it can be improved, par
ticularly in the matter of the so-called 
increment, for length of contributions. 

The present law provides that benefits 
shall be increased by 1 percent for each 
year of contributions and coverage. The 
bill which the House passed reduced that 
to one-half of 1 percent. The draft of 
the Senate committee completely abol
ishes this increment. 

The proposal of the distinguished 
senior Senator from Pennsylvania is that 
for the years which have elapsed up
through 1950 the present provision shall 
apply, namely, a 1-percent addition for 
each year of coverage, thus continuing
the present law up to this date, but that 
for the years after 1950 the House provi
sion, of an increment of one-half of 1 
percent for each year of coverage, shall 
apply.

Mr. President, the bill reported by the 
cmitevrulyabihsan o
omte ital blse ay cn 

nection between -the total amounts con
tributed by the insured persohs and the 
total benefits paid to those insured per
sons. All connection between those two 
is virtually eliminated. 

Let me give an illustration. Suppose 
hr r w nue esnoeA 

thrartw inudprssoeA
the other B. A has contributed or 
will contribute for 40 years at an aver
age wage of $200 a month, while B ac
quires eligibility in six quarters, at the 
same average of $200 a month. 

Their average wage during the period 
of coverage is indeed-the same. But one 
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is a young man who pays contributions 
for 40 years while the second is a man 63 
years old who gets in under the system
in six quarters and pays contributions 
for only that time. 

The first man over the course of his 
working life will have paid contributions 
on total wages of $96,000-that is, $2,400
times 40-'at an average rate, let us say,
of 2 percent. He will himself have paid
$1,920 in contributions, and his employer
will have added an equal amount. The 
total cash contributions for that man 
over his insured life will have been $3,840. 

The total contributions for B in six 
quarters, at average wage of $200 a 
month, will have been only $72, and with 
the $72 of contributions his employer
will make, a combined total of only $144. 
This is only one-twenty-seventh of the 
contributions the 40-year man will have 
made and had made for him. Yet the 
two men under the committee proposal
would receive absolutely the same 
monthly benefit, namely, $65 a month, 

Mr. President, a system of social se-
curity of necessity should introduce con-
siderations of need which a private sys-. 
tem of insurance cannot, but it should 
not be entirely based on need. We should 
make some provision so that those con-
tributing for a longer period of time and 
contributing more shall receive a higher
benefit. Otherwise we are throwing over 
completely the principle of insurance,
and Making the basis purely need and 
Purely assistance,

Mr. President, I hope that the Myers
amendment may be agreed to. 

Mr. MYERS. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield?

Mr. DOUGLAS. I am glad to yield 
to the Senator from Pennsylvania.

Mr. MYERS. I understand that the 
increment feature which has been in 
the law ever since the inception of the 
program, of 1 percent, has been reduced 
on the House side to one-half of 1 per-
cent, 

Mr. DOUGLAS. That is correct. 
Mr. MYERS. And the Senate com-

mittee repealed the increment feature 
entirely. 

Mr.atDOUGLAS.eeThatriciscorrectth 

We have been generous in this matter. 
It is true that because we are giving a 
new start so as to enable old people to 
come Into this system by working a com-
paratively few quarters, and qualifying
for benefits, that is held up as an argu-
ment why this increment should be con-
tinued in the act. We are doing more 
than the House bill does. We did more 
than the House bill did for the next few 
years, even on the wage base of $3,000, as 
against $3,600 In the House bill. The 
House will never take the benefit formula 
we are trying to give to the old people
and also add this Increment provision,
They were trying to bring their benefit 
payments up to some reasonable level,
We will not obtain both. You can have 
your increment if you want it, because 
there are people who are demanding it,
but you can give the aged people real 
benefits by holding to the benefit formula 
which we have inserted in the bill. As 
a practical matter you will not obtain 
both. You cannot expect to obtain both,
Here is a pi ovision for $80 per month for 
all persons who become fully insured,
whether they come in under the new 
start program or they start from an early 
age in life under this system. It is an 
adequate provision. 

Moreover, Mr. President, this one 
single amendment will add 1 percent to 
the total payroll tax of the country; in 
other words, more than $1,000,000,000 
a year added to the cost and weight Of 
the system. Do not break it down. 
Whatever may be the fine motive and 
purpose of my distinguished friend from 
Illinois and my distinguished friend from 
Pennsylvania-and I do not question the 
motive and purpose of either Senator-
I appeal to them and say, do not break 
the system down. It Is worth more to 
the people of the United States than the 
little increment provision. I hope the 
Senate will reject the amendment. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, do we 
have any more time left on our side? 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The pro-
ponents have 1 minute left. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, the 
Sntcomtediprcslwhthe 

In the 28-Years since then, money wages
have nearly doubled again. Interestingly
enough the increase in real wages over 
long periods of time such as a half cen
tury tends to be equal to the increase in 
real wages. 

On the whole, therefore, it would seem 
that we may expect a further doubling in 
money wages over the next 30 years or an 
Increase of 2 percent per year com
pounded. If this happens, then since 
the benefits on the upper increments of 
income are less than on the lower and 
are less than the contribution paid on 
them, we may expect a further saving,
The $200 a month or $2,400 a year man 
under the Senate formula gets $35 a 
month and the $300 a month man gets
$80. In other words, increasing Incomes 
and contributions by 50 percent only in
creases benefits by 23 percent.

It Is quite possible, therefore, that the 
addition of the increment factor pro
posed in the Myers amendment will not 
cost any more money. If it should, how
ever, we are willing to have the Joint 
contributions increased, but do not see 
how this would be more than by one-
fourth of a percent on each party. In 
view of these estimates of increasing re
ceipts, therefore. I hope the Senate will 
adopt the Myers increment amendment. 

Mr. GEORGE. Have I any time re
maining, Mr. President? 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Yes; 2 
minutes. 

M.GOG.Itiki sbs ocl 
an . GEcOnmis asin t tals a witnbess, sicanl 
aneconomist appeason wthesothe sidce. an 
ecallnones othearsthn Dr. oether, ofdHar
cl oeohrta r lctr fHr 
yard, one of the most eminent econo
mists of the country. When this very
question was before the Senate Finance 
Committee, in answer to a question from 
me-

Would you care to comment on that now? 
if so, we would be glad to hear you-

He made the following reply: 
Dr. SLICHTER. see no reason why I should 

not. The view in the Council was that it 
would be preferable to pay more adequate
pensions now rather than to get up to some 
standard of adequacy 20 or 80 years fronifow by the method of an increment. If you
put an increment into the formula and you 
say this formuia, inciuding the Increment,
will give an adequate pension, you are really
saying-are you not?-that adequate pen
sions according to your standards, whatever 
the standard may be, wili not be attained 
until 30 or 40 years from now, untii the aver
age person drawing a pension has had the'benefit of the increment over a lifetime of
employment In industry? If we assume that 
a lifetime of employmenfr in Industry is In 
the neighborhood of 40 years, that wouldean that adequate pensions by whatever
tandard you accept will not be attained 

Ountil 40 years hence. 

So. Mr. President, we think we are on 
sound ground, and we ask for rejection
of the amendment. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
question is on the amendment lettered 
"B" offered by the Senator from Pennsyl
vania [Mr. MYERS] for himself and 
other Senators, on page 267, line 3. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, I ask 
for the yeas and nays.

The yeas and nays were not ordered. 
The amendment was rejected. 

Mr. DOUGeffecthit is aoretSenator from Georgia said, namely, itMr. MYERS. And, inefctitsa diminished the amount the long-time
retroactive action on the part of the 'contributors would receive and increased
committee. the benefits of short-time contributors,

Mr. DOUGLAS. That is correct, and And itUi true that the amendment would
the Myers amendment retains the I cost about nine-tenths of 1 percent.
percent for the years up through 1950, Th eao rmGoga oee,
but continues it subsequently to 1950 at Tgoe he feato that weorhave already,

one-alfof 1perent.Ignresthe ac tha wehavealradonehalGOfGE1 percn. Prsdni sa increased the wage base to $3,600, whichMr.tioGoRGE Mr.inPre'sidaeant, iatisna will save one-sixth of 1 percent, and 
it, too. If we are going to break down that furthermore, money wages In the
the whole social-scrt ytm b past have increased at the rate of 2 per-c canlodigspn eturdnwich iyte cnayerwhesteatuilbss

hichit aburen centa yarwherasloadng ponit an- hectuaialbass 
not support, we will have lost it all, 

What is the situation? The Senate 
Committee on Flinance changed the 
benefit formula by taking 50 percent of 
the first $100 and 15 percent of all over 
and above that. Whet does that mean? 
It means that with respect to all pen-
sions and benefit payments hereafter, 
under the old-age and survivors Insur-
ance title of the law, those who qualify
will receive $80 a month. Under the 
House bill, with the increment provi-
sion included, an individual will receive 
less by about $18 per mionth. 

followed by the committee in estimating
receipts under this provision is a con
stant base of $2,400. 

We may expect on the basis of the past 
a further 2 percent a year in covered 
earnings and in contributions Per worker. 
This will increase the revenue by more 
than the added costs so that in all prob-
ability this extra cost of the Increment 
can be financed out of these other 
savings. 

Thus In the century between 1822 and 
1922, average wages increased from about 
$0 a week to about $26, or over four times. 
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Mr. IVES. Mr. President, I send to the 

desk an amendment, which I ask to have 
stated. 

The RESDINGOFFCER TheThe RESDINGOFFCER The 
amendment will be stated. 

The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 374, 
between lines 3 and 4, it is proposed to 
insert the following: 
INCOME-TAX EXEMPTION WITH RESPECT TO $3,000 

OF GOVERNMENTAL PENSIONS, RETIRED PAY, OB 
AZ4NUITIES 
SEc. 210. (a) Section 22 (b) (2) of the In-

ternal Revenue Code (relating to annuities, 
and so forth) Is amended by Inserting at the 
end thereof a new subparagraph to read as 
follows: 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under 
the unanimous-consent agreement-

Mr. IVES. Mr. President, will the 
Char rle o th pont o orerimatelyChar rle o th pont o orerloss 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Chair was about to rule. 

Under the unanimous-consent agree-
ment, that amendments not germane 
shall not be considered, a point of order 
can be raised against such amendments, 
When such a point of order is raised, it 
is submitted to the Senate to decide 
whether the amendment Is germane. 
That Is done without debate. If the 
Senator wishes the question whether his 
aedeti emn ob umte 

and annuities.-In the case of amounts re 
ceived from the United Staes. any State or 
political subdivision thereof, or any agency 
or Instrumentality of any of the foregoing, as 
a pension, retired or retirement pay, or as a 
retirement annuity, so much of such pen-
sion, pay, or annuity received during the tax-
able year as does not exceed $3,000 shall be 
excluded from gross Income. For the pur-
poses of this subparagraph the term 'State' 
Includes a Territory, a possession of the 
United States, and the District of Columbia. 
For the purposes of the second sentence of 
subparagraph (A) of this paragraph the 
amounts received as an annuity which are ex-
cluded from gross income under this sub-
paragraph shall not be considered in comput- 
Ing the amount 'received as an annuity', or 
the 'amount received In the taxable year', 
or the 'aggregate amount excluded from gross
Income under this chapter'. Nothing In this 
subparagraph shall be deemed to require the 
inclusion in gross income of any amounts 
received during the taxable year which are 
excludable from gross income under other 
provisions of law." 

(b) The amendment made by this section 
shall be applicable only with respect to tax-
able years beginning after December 31, 1950. 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President. while I 
dislike to do so, I must raise a Point Of 
order against the amendment. The 
point of order is that it is not germane to 
the social-security bill. 

Mr. IVES. Mr. President, will the Sen-
ator withhold his point of order for a 
moment? 

Mr. GEORGE. I withhold It for the 
moment. 

Mr. IVES. In that connection, the 
SeaormNe okWudlike to 

pointothatorfo the amendmniaYr 
poin ou amndmet i antha th 

amendment to the committee amend-
ment of section 1631 of the Internal Rev-
enue Code, as indicated on page 372 of 
the bill. Otherwise the Senator from 
New York would not have offered it. 

Mr. GEORGE. The language toywhich
th Snaorreer nt ea aoe al 
theSentorrefrs oesnotdea atall 

with old-age and survivors insurance nor 
with the Social Security Act. The 
amendment is not germane to the bill. 
When the unanimotus-consent agreement 
was entered Into It was agreed that no 
amendment not germane to the bill would 

bprse.It
beMr.esVed. Mr rsdn.Ircgie

Mr. VES.Mr.Presdent I ecogize 
that the question of germaneness exists. 
but I still think it is debatable. The 
Senator from New York would still point 
out that this Is an amendment to the In-

traReeu Coewhc Limen-
teoned invethebil Altoughith isnta-

tioedbll.Altougn te itIs ot p-has
plicable perhaps to social security, It is 
applicable generally to pensions, with 
which social security itself deals, 

`(C) Pensions, retired or retirement pamotendmenateis gemanehatobe submitted. 
toteSnth a aei umte. 

Mr. IVES. Mr. President, in view of 
the fact that the Senator from New York 
feels that the amendment is a rather im
portant one, and in view of the fact also 
that the Senator from New York feels 
that the amendment is germane to the 
oe-l ujcteSntrfo e 
oe-l ujcteSntrfo e 
York would like to have the question 
submitted. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
question submitted to the Senate is. 
Is the amendment offered by the Senator 
from New York germane? [Putting 
teqeto. h ne"hv t n 
the question.] Tsheld"not~havbe it. and
theemendentis hld ot t beCer-
mane. 

Mr. IVES. Mr. President, I ask unani-
mous consent to have incorporated in 
the body of the RECORD at this point a, 
statement I have prepared in support
of the amendment which was just now 

declared to be not germane. 
There being no objection, the state-

ment was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

STATEMENT BY SENATOR IVES ON4INCOME TAX 
EXEMPTION FOR RETIREMENT PENSIONS, UiP 
To $2,000 PER ANNuM, RECEIVED UNDER FXD-
ERAL, STATE, OR MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT 
SYSTEMS 
The purpose of this amendment Is to grant 

an income tax exemption for retirement pen-
sions-up to $2,000 per annum-received by 
members of Federal, State, or municipal pen-
sion systems. 

At the present time, a similar-privilege of 
tax-exclusion has been widely extended, 
Statutory exemptions exclude both benefits 
paid under the Railroad Retirement Act and 
the pay of Armed Forces officers retired for 
medical reasons. Further, a Treasury ruling 
makes benefits paid under old-age and Sur-
vivors insurance nontaxable income. The 
proposed amendment would remedy this ex-
isting Inequity which exempts these benefits 
while pensions paid under Government re-
tirement plans are included as taxable in-
come. Such obviously unfair treatment 
should not be permitted to continue. 

Data submitted to me by the Civil Service 
Employee's Association of New' York State 
and the New York City Employee's Retire-
ment System show clearly the hapless posi. 
tidn of many Government pension recipients.

is this small fixed-income group that hassuffered most severely from the inflationary, 
squeeze. As prices have risen, their meager 
fixed incomes have been able to purchase 
fewer and fewer of the necessities of daily 
living. Their plight must not remain Ig-
nored. 

This amendment would both remedy an 
existing unfairness and help a group which

been particularly hard-hit by recent 
price rises. An estimate made by the staff of 
the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue 
Taxation Indicates that-were the tax ex-

emption to be complete, and not limited to 
Income below $2,000-the total revenue loss 
to the Federal Government would be approx

$7,750,000. This comparatively smallIn revenue is more than offset by the 
remedial effect of the proposal on a presently 
Inequitable situation. The larger benefits 
to be achieved should not be precluded by 
such small cost. 

Mr. SCHOEPPEL. Mr. President, I 
call up the amendment which I sent to 
the desk earlier in the day and ask that 
It be stated. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
amn etwilbsaed 
amn etwilbsaed 

The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 261, 
In line 21. after the word "director", It 
Is proposed to insert: "or other account
ant registered or licensed as an account
ant under States or municipal law." 

,On page 360. In line 12. after the word 
"director", It Is proposed to insert "or 
other accountant registered or licensed 
as an accountant under State or mu

nicipal law." 
Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, let me 

say that the Finance Committee was 
canvassed on this amendment this morn-
Ing, and considered it, and decided that 
the amendment Is a meritorious one; and 

emk h eomnainta tb 
epmkethed rcmedtonta.tb

acceted 

question is on agreeing to the amend
ment offered by the Senator from Kansas 
[Mr. SCHOEPP'ELJ. 

The amendment was agreed to. 
Mr. CAIN. Mr. President, I call u 

Senate Joint Resolution 187. which I in
troduced yesterday; and I now off er It as 
an amendment, at the proper place, to 
the committee amendment. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
amendment will be stated.

The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. At the proper
place in the bill, It is proposed to insert 
the following: 

That service or employment of any person 
to assist the Senate Committee on Finance, 
or Its duly authorized subcommittee, In the 
Investigation ordered by S. Res. 300, agreed 
to June 20, 1950. shall not be considered as 
service or employment bringing such person 
within the provisions of section 281, 283, or 
284 of title 18 of the United States Code, or 
any other Federal law imposing restrictions,
requirements, or penalties In relation to the 
employment of persons, the performance of 
services, or the payment or receipt of com
pensation with any claim, proceeding, or 
matter involving the United States. 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, let me 
say to the distinguished Senator from 
Washington that the committee is will. 

Ing to accept the amendment and take it 
tocnene.O curtheiso 
similar provision In the House version of 
the bill. 

Mr. CAIN. I understand.

Mr. GEORGE. But Inasmuch as the
aed ntwudpoblrsltid

aedetwudpoal eutI 
rect aid and assistance to the committee 
which we have already voted to establish,' 
the House probably would not object. At 
any rate we would be glad to take it td 
conference, if that Is agreeable.

Mr. CAIN. Let me say that the only 
p~urpose In offering the amendment Is to 
be of some constructive help to the com
mittee in the performance of Its work 

i 
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ofthe Seao rmWsigo.
the amendment was agreed to. 
Mr. MYERS. Mr. President, I Call Up 

my amendment D, submitted on June 16. 
It is the so-called total and permanent 
disability amendment, 

Th REIIN FFCR. TeThe RESIINGMCER The
amendment is a very long one. Does the 
Senator from Pennsylvania desire to 
have it read in full? 

Mr. MYERS. No, Mr. President. I 
ask that the reading of the amendment 
be dispensed with, 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, that willl be done, 

The amendment submitted by Mr. 
MYERS, for himself, Mr. GREEN, Mr. 
HUMPHREY, Mr. 3KILGORE, Mr. LEHMAN, 
Mr. MURRAY, Mr. MORSE, Mr. NEELY, Mr. 
PEPPER, and Mr. THOASo~ of Utah, is as 
f ollows: 

On page 209. line 14. after the word "1bene-
fits" and before the comma insert "or was 
entitled to disability Insurance benefits for 
the month preceding the month In which 
he attained retirement age."

On page 254, line 19. strike out "219" and 
insert In lieu thereof "1221."1 

On page 255. lines 1 and 9. strike out "1219" 
and Insert In lieu thereof "221." 

On page 259, line 8, strike out "219"1 and 
nsrinlethro"21"putation

On page 260. lines 12 and 19, strike out 
"219' and Insert in lieu thereof "221."1 

On page 263, between lines 23 and 24, In-
sert the following:

"(ii) no quarter any part of which is In-
cluded in a period of disability (as defined 
In section 219 (1))' other than the Initial 
or last quarter, shall be a quarter of cover-
age." 

On page 263, line 24, strike out "(ii)"1 and 
Insert In lieu there of "(iii)."

On page 264, line 1, strike out "clause (i)"
and insert in lieu thereof "clauses (I) and 

(i)"the
On page 264, line S. strike out "1(iii)"1 and 

Insert In lieu thereof ".(IV)."suhqatr
On page 264. line 7, after "shall", insert 

"(subject to clause i)"
On page 264, line 8, strike out "(iv)" and 

Insert in lieu thereof "1(v).*1
On page 266, line 7. strike out "or."-
On page 266, strike out line 8. and Insert 

In lieu thereof: 
"(B) twenty quarters of coverage within 

the 40-quarter period ending with the 
quarter In which he attained retirement age 
or with any subsequent calendar quarter or 
ending with the quarter in which he died; or 

"(0) forty quarters of coverage; 
not counting as an elapsed quarter for pur-. 
poses of subparagraph (A), end not count. 
Ing as part of the 40-quarter period referred 
to in subparagraph (B), any quarter any
part of which is Included in a period of 
disability (as defined in sec. 219 (1)) unless 
such quarter is a quarter of coverage.",

On page 266, line 10. strike out "or (2)
(A)" and Insert In lieu thereof "or in clause 
(A) 	 or (B) of paragraph (2) ." 

On page 266. between lines 11 and 12,
Insert the following: 

"(4) If an Individual upon attainment of 
retirement age is not, under paragraph (2) * 

a fully insured Individual but (were it not 
for his attainment of retirement age) would 
have been entitled to a disability insurance 
benefit for the month In which he attained 
retirement age or for any subsequent month,
lie shall be a fully insured Individual be-
ginning with the first month for which he 
would have been so entitled to disability 

under Senate Resolution 300. which was insurance benefits. For the purpose of de-
agreed to by the Senate this afternoon. termining whether an Individual would have

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The been so entitled to disability insurance bene-
quston i teamnmet fits, his application for old-age insurancegeengt

queseinatsoragromn Wt hashington.benefits shall be considered as an application
for disability insurance benefits." 

On page 266, line 19, strike out the period
and Insert in lieu thereof ", excluding from 
such 13-quarter period any quarter any part
of which is Included in a period of disability 
unless such quarter is a quarter of coverage."

On page 268. line 11, strike out the periodand Insert "and any month In any quarter 
any part of which is Included In a period
of disability (as defined In see. 219 (i)) un-
less such quarter is a quarter of coverage,
and excluding from such total of wages and 
self-employment income any wages paid In 
or self-employment income credited to any 
quarter any part of which Is included In 
a period of disability unless such quarter Isa quarter of coverage."

On page 268, line 17. after the words "shall 
be" insert the words "(i) for the purposes of 
benefits under section 202." 

On page 268. line 20. strike out the period
and insert ". and (ii) for purposes of dis-
ability insurance benefits (under sec. 219)shall be the first day of the quarter in which
his disability determination date occurred." 

On page 268, line 23. after the word 
"under", insert "Clause (i) of." 

On page 268, line 24, after the words 
"closing date", insert "for the purposes. of 
benefits under section 202." 

On page 269, line 7, after "(B) " insert "for 
th!s purposes of benefits under section 202." 

On page 269. line 16. strike out the period
and lInsert In lieu thereof "or, If the comn-

Is being made for an Individual 
who is entitled to disability insurance bene-
fits with respect to a disability, In or after 
the month In which occurs his disability
determination date for such disability."

On page 273, line 7, after the word "bene-. 
fits", insert "or his disability determination 
date." 

On page 273, between lines 15 and 16, Insert 
the following: 

"1(E) For the purposes of this paragraph
the term 'primary Insurance benefit' includes 
disability insurance benefit." 

On page 297. between lines 5 and 6, insert 
following: 

`DSBLT INUAC BENEFITS 

"SEC. 107. Title II of the Social Security, 

tion of the sixth calendar month following 
such month. 

" '(3) An individual who would have been 
entitled to a disability insurance benefit for any month had he filed application theref or
prior tc the end of such month shall be en
titled to such benefit for such month If he 
files application therefor prior to the end 
of the sixth month succeeding such month; 
except that the provisions of this paragraph 
shall not apply for purposes of determining 
a period of disability (as defined in subsection (i)), or when a disability determination 
date occurred. 

"'(4) No application for disability Insur
ance benefits filed prior to 7 months before 
the first month for Which the applicant be
comes entitled to receive such benefits shall 
be accepted as an application for purposes
of this section. 

"'ermntoofisedtau'eemnto fIsrdsau 
. (b) An individual is insured for pur

poses of disability insurance benefits if he 
had not less than

"'(1) six quarters of coverage (as deter
mined under section 213 (a) (2)) during the 
thirteen-quarter period which ends with thequarter in which his disability determina
tion date occurred; and 

"'(2) twenty quarters of coverage during
the forty-quarter period which ends with the 
quarter in which his disability determine
tion date occurred. 
In case such Individual was previously en
titled to disability Insurance benefits, there 
shall be excluded from the count of the 
quarters in each period specified in para
gah 1 n 2 n ure n ato 
which was Included in a period of disability
unless such quarter Is a quarter of coverage. 

"'Disability determination date 
"'(c) An individual's disability determina.. 

tion date shall be whichever of the following
days is the latest: 

"'(1) The day the disability began;
"'(2) June 30, 1951;
"'(3) The first day of the thirteenth 

month prior to the month In which he filed 
such application; or 

" '(4) The first day of the first quarter in 
which he would be insured for disability In
surance benefits with respect to such dis
ability If he had filed application theref or In 

suchquater. iaino dsblt 

(added by section 106 of this act) the 
following: 
"PERMAIIN'r AND TOTAL DISABILITY INSURAN'CE 

BENEVITS 
"'Conditions of entitlement 

"'SEc. 219. (a) (1) Every permanently and 
totally disabled individual (as defined In 
subsection (h) ) who-

"'(A) has not attained retirement age;,
"'(B) has filed application for disability

Insurance benefits; 
"'(C) is Insured for disability Insurance 

benefits; and 
"'(D) has been under a disability through-

out his waiting period, shall be entitled to 
a disability Insurance benefit for each month,
beginning with the first month after his 
waiting period in which he becomes so en-
titled to such insurance benefits and ending
with the month preceding the first month 
In which any of the following occurs: he 
ceases to be a permanently and totally dis-
abled Individual, dies, or attains retirement 
age. Such individual's disability Insurance 
benefit for any month shall be equal to his 
primary insurance amount (as defined In 
section 215 (a) ) for such month. 

"'(2) The term "waiting period" means. 
with respect to the disability of any Indi-
vidual, the period beginning with the cal-
endar month In which occurred his disability,
determination date (as determined under 
subsection (c) ) and ending at the expira-

Act is amended by adding after section 218"Dermnto ofdailt 
"'(d) The Administrator shall make ade. 

quate provision for determination of dis
ability and redeterminations thereof at nec
essary intervals; he shall provide for suchexamination of Individuals as is necessary forpurposes of determining or redetermining 
disability end entitlement to benefits by rea
son thereof. An individual shall not be 
deemed a permanently and totally disabled 
Individual unless he furnishes such proof
of his disability as may be required by regu
lation; and unless the evidence In the case 
affirmatively establishes. his disability. lte
examinations for redetermining the disability
of an individual shall be made at periodic in
tervals except that the Administrator may
dispense with such reexaminations of en 
individual after he has been entitled to dis
ability benefits for 2 years upon finding that 
such examinations serve no further purpose,
Official medical examinations may be per
formed In existing medical facilities of the 
Federal Government If services are readily
available, and by Impartial private physicians,
clinics, hospitals, or other medical facilities 
designated for conducting such examina
tions. In the case of any individual submit
ting to an examination to determine hais 
disability there may be paid (1) the neces-
Bary travel expenses (including subsistence 
expenses Incidental thereto), either on a flat 
rate or a commuted basis, of such individual 
In connection with such examination, and 
(2) if the examination is made by an In
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dividual who is not an employee of the 
United States, there may be paid, either 
directly or through appropriate Federal or 
state departments, agencies, or commissions, 
the necessary fees, costs of tests, and neces-
sary travel expenses, either on a flat rate or 
a commuted basis, for such examination. 
There is hereby authorized to be appropriated
for each fiscal year from the Trust Fund 
such amount as may be necessary for the 
purpose of this subsection, 

"'Reduction of benefit 
61()(1) Where a benefit is payable to 

aniy individual under this section and a work-
men's compensation benefit or benefits have 
been or are paid to such individual on ac-
count of the same disability for the sam's 
month, such individual's benefit under this 
section for such month shall, prior to any de. 
ductions under section 220, be reduced by 
one-half, or by an amount equal to o'se-
halt of such workmen's compensation bene-
fit or benefits, whichever is the smaller. 

"'(2) In case the benefit of any individual 
under this section is not reduced as pro-
vided in paragraph (1) because such benefit 
is paid prior to the payment of the work-
men's compensation benefit, the reduction 
shall be made by deductions, at such time or 
times and in such amounts as the Admin-
istrator may determine, from any other pay-
ments under this title payable on the basis 
of the wages and self-employment income 
of such individual, 

"'(3) If the workmen's compensation 
benefit is payable on other than a monthly
basis (excluding a benefit payable In a lump 
sum unless it is a commutation of, or a 
substitute for, periodic payments), reduction 
of the benefits under this subsection shall 

be adein heuchamontsas dmiista-be ad i suh Adinsta-montsasth 
ticables thel apreduction prscneribe in parac-
grcaphe (1). dcin rsrie n aa 

"'ph(4).I re oasr htteproe 
ofths ubecio utwllbecarid teof tis sbsecioneill cariedoutthe 

Administrator may, as a condition to cer-
tification for payment of any disability in-
surance benefit payable to an Individual 
under this section (if it appears to him that 
there is a likelihood that such Individual 

mybe eligible for a workmen's compensa-
tion benefit which would give rise to a re-
duction under this subsection), require ade-
quate assurance of reimbursement to the 
trust fund in case workmen's compensation 
benefits, with respect to which such a re-
ductlon should be made, become payable to 
such individual and such reduction is not 
made. 

"' (5) For purposes of this subsection, the 
term "workmen's compensation benefit" 
means a cash benefit, allowance, or compen-
sation payable under any workmen's com-
pensation law or plan of the United States 
or of any State. 

"'Termination of entitlement to benefits 
by Administrator 

"'(f) In any case in which an individual 
has refused to submit himself for examina-
tion or reexamination In accordance with 
regulations of the Administrator, or has 
without good cause refused to take all steps 
necessary to obtain and to accept rehabilita-
tion services available to him under a State 
plan approved under the Vocational Rehabil-
itation Act (29 U. S. C., ch. 4) after being 
directed by the Administrator to do so, the 
Administrator may find, solely because of 
such refusal, that such individual is not a 
permanently and totally disabled individual 
or that his disability (previously determined 
to exist) has ceased. The Administrator 
may find that an individual Is not a per-
manently and totally disabled Individual or 
that his disability (previously determined to 
exist) has ceased, if such Individual Is out-
side the United States and the Administra-
tor finds that adequate arrangements have 

not been made for determining or redeter-
mining such individual's disability. 

"'Cooperation with agencies easd groups 

"'(g) The Administrator is authorized to 
secure the cooperation of appropriate agen-
cies of the United States, of States, or of 
the political subdivisions of States and the 
cooperation of private medical, dental, hoe-
pital, nursing, health, educational, social, 
and welfare groups or organizations, and 
where necessary to enter Into voluntary
working agreements with any of such public 
or private agencies, organizations, or groups
In order that their advice and services may 
be utilized in the efficient administration of 
this section. 
"Dfntoso diaiiy n pra
"Dfntosf"dably"ndpem. 

nently and totally disabled individual" 
"'(h) For the purposes of this title-
"'(1) the term "disability" means (A) in-

ability to engage in any substantially gain-
ful activity by reason of any medically de- 
monstrable physical or mental impairment 
which is permanent, or (B) blindness; and 
the term "permanently and totally disabled 
Individual" means an individual who has 
such a disability; and 

"'(2) the term "blindness" means central 
visual acuity of 5/200 or less in the better eye 
v.ith correcting lenses. An eye in which the 
visual field is reduced to five degrees or less 
concentric contraction shall be considered for 
the purposes of this paragraph as having a 
central visual actuity of 5/200 or less. 

"'Definition of "period of disability"
"()A sdi hsttetetr pro

()A sdi hsttetetr pro 
of disability" means, with respect to any 
Individual, a period of one or more con-
secutive calendar months for each of whichsuch individual was entitled to a disability 
insurance benefit and the six calendar 
months, preceding the first month of such 
period of one or more consecutive calendar 
months, except that if such individual ceacesto be'entitled to disability insurance benefits 
with respect to a disability because he dies 
or attains retirement age, the month in which 
such individual died or attained such age, 

as the caermay dshablltbe, also beseicluded 
inutheeido esettdisability.wt 

"'Rehabilitation 
"'J There Is hereby authorized to be 

appropriated for each fiscal year from the 
trust fund such amount as mnay be neces-
sary to provide rehabilitation services for the 
rehabilitation of disabled Individuals who 
are entitled to disability insurance benefits 
or serving a waiting period for such benefits, 
where it appears that such services may aid 
in enabling such disabled individuals to re- 
turn to gainful work. Insofar as practicable, 
such services shall be provided through util-
ization of the services and facilities of State
agencies (or corresponding agencies in the 
case of Territories or possessions) cooperat-
Ing with the Federal Government In carry-
ing out the purposes of the Vocational Re-
habilitation Act, as amended (29 U. S. C., 
ch. 4). Agencies providing such services 
shall be reimbursed for the cost thereof, 
,1, DEUTIN FRO DIA~r NUA 

BEESsuch 
SNEfsployment. 

"'Events for which deductions are made 
"'SEC. 220. (a) Deductions, in such 

amounts and at such time or times as the 
Administrator shall determine, shall be 
made from any payment or payments under 
this title to which an Individual is entitled, 
until the total of such deductions equals 
such Individual's benefit under section 219 
for any month-

"' (1) In which such Individual rendered 
services as an employee (whether or not 
such services constitute employment as de-
fined in section 210) for remuneration of 
more than $50; or 

"'1(2) for which such Individual is charg ed. 
pursuant to the provisions of subsection (c) 
of this section, with net earnings from self
epomn a eemndprun osb 
section (d)) of more than $50; or 

" '(3) in which such individual fails to 
submit himself for examination in accord

newtrguaisofheAmitao;
anewtoeultosorh Amnsrtr 

'4 nwihschidvda eue 
"()i hc uhidvda eue 

without good cause to accept rehabilitation 
services available to him under a State plan 
aprvdu erteVciolRhblt
tion Act after direction by the Administrator 
to do, so; or 

"'(5) in which such Individual is outside 
the United States if the Administrator finds 
that adequate arrangements have not been 
made for determining or redetermining the 
existence of the disability of such individual. 
The Administrator may, If in his judgment
It will aid in the process of rehabilitation of 
any individual, suspend or modify the ap
plication of paragraphs (1) and (2) of this 
subsection for any month during which such 
Individual is receiving rehabilitation serv
ices under a State plan approved under the 
Vocational Rehabilitation Act; except that 
the Administrator may not so suspend or 
modify the application of such paragraphs 
for any month after the eleventh month fol
lowing the first month for which such sus
pension or modification was applicable. 

"'Occurrence of more than one event 
" '(b) If more than one event occurs in 

any 1 month which would occasion deduc
in qa oabnftfrsc otol 
i qa oabnftfrsc otol 

an amount equal to such benefit shall be 
deducted. The charging of net earnings from 
self-employment to any month shall betreated as an event occurring in the month 
to which such net earnings are charged. 
"'Months to which net earnings from self-

employment are charged 
' ') For the purposes of subsection (a)()o hsscin 
"(2)of thi scion-iiulsntannsfo 
"'(1)empIfyantindiiduals ntaxbearnings fro 

self-mpoymtanten pout yearforhistaxbl are 
nottmoreathanatheeproduct ofs$50etimesuthe 
number of months in such year, no month 
in such year shall be charged with more 
ta 5 fnterig rmsl-mly 
ment. 

" '(2) If an individual's net earnings from 
self-employment for his taxable year are 
more than the product of $50 times the 
number of months in such year, each month 
Of Such year shall be charged with $50 of 
net earnings from self-employment, and the 
amount of such net earnings In excess of 
such product shall be further charged to 
months as follows: The first $50 of such ex
cess shall be charged to the last month of 
such taxable year, and the balance, If any, of 
such excess shall be charged at the rate of
$50 per month to each preceding month In 
such year until all of such balance has been 
applied, except that no part of such excess 
shall be charged to any month (A) for which 
such individual was not entitled to a benefit 
under this title, (B) In which an event de
scribed in paragraph (1), (3), (4), or (5) of 
subsection (a) occurred, or (C) in which 

Individual did not engage in self-em

" '(3) As used in paragraph (2), the term 
"last month of such taxable year" means the 
latest month in such year to which the 
charging Of the excess described in such 
paragraph is not prohibited by the aPPlica
tion of clauses (A), (B), and (C) thereof, 

"'(4) For the purposes of clause (C) of 
paragraph (2). an individual will be pre
sumned, with respect to any month, to have 
been engaged In self-employment in such 
month until It Is shown to the satisfaction 
of the Administrator that such individual 
rendered no substantial services In suchl 
month with respect to any trade or business 
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the net Income or loss of which to Includi-
ble for the purposes of this subsection In 
computing his net earnings from self-em-
ployment for any taxable year. The Admln-
Istrator shall by regulations prescribe the 
methods and criteria for determining 
whether or not an Individual has rendered 
substantial services with respect to any trade 
or business. 
"'Special rule for computation of net earn-

ings from self-employment"'d orteprpsso ti etin n 
"'(d Fo th ofthissecionpurose an 

Individual's net earnIngs from self-employ-
ment. for any taxable year shall be computed 
as provided in section 211 with the follow-
Ing adjustments: 

'I(1) Such computation shall be made 
without regard to the provisions of subsec-
tions (a) (2), (c) (1), (c) (4), and (c) (5) 
of section 211; and 

'(2) Such computation shall be made 
without regard to the provisions of sections 
116, 212, 213, 261, and 252 of the Internal 
Revenue Code. 
"'Penalty for failureto reportcertain events 

'1I(e)Any individual In receipt (on behalf 
of himself or another Individual) of bene-
fits subject to deduction under subsection 
(a) because of the occurrence of an event 
specified therein (other than an event de-
scribed In paragraph (2) thereof) shall re-
port such occurrence to the Administrator 
prior to the receipt and acceptance of a dis-
ability Insurance benefit for the second 
month following the month In which such 
event occurred. if such individual know-
Ingly fails to report any such occurrence, an 
additional deduction equal to that Imposed 
under such subsection shall be Imposed, ex-
cept that the first additional deduction Im-
posed by this subsection In the Case Of any 
Individual shall not exceed an amount equal 
to 1 month's benefit even though the fall-
ure to report Is with respect to more than 
I month. 

"'Report 	 to Administrator of net earnings 
from self-employment 

'"(f) (1) If an Individual Is entitled to 
any disability Insurance benefit during any 
taxable year In which he has net earnings 
from self-employment In excess of $50 times 
the number of months In such year, such 
Individual (or the individual in receipt of 
such benefit on his behalf) shall make a res-
port to the Administrator of his net earnings 
from self-employment for such taxable year.
Such report shall be made on or before the
fifteenth day of the third month following
the close of such year, and shall contain such 
information and be made in such manner an 
the Administrator may by regulations pre.
scribe. If 	 the Individual fails within the 
time prescribed above to make such report
of his net earnings from self-employment
for any taxable year and any deduction to
Imposed under subsection (a) (2) of this
section by reason of such net earnings-

"'I(A) such individual shall suffer one ad-
ditional deduction In an amount equal to 
his benefit for the last month in such taxable 
year for which he was entitled to a disability
Insurance benefit; and 

'1I(B)if the failure to make such report
continues after the close of the fourth cal
endar month following the close of such 
taxable year, such Individual shall suffer an 
additional deduction In the same amount for 
each month during all or any part of which 
such failure continues after such fourth 
month; 

except that the number of the additional de-

ductions required by this paragraph shall 
not exceed the number of months in such 
taxable year for which such Individual re-
ceived and accepted disability insurance 
benefits and for which deductions are Im. 
posed under subsection (a) (2) by reasonL 
of such net earnings from self-employment.
If more than one additional deduction would 
be imposed under this paragraph with re-

spect to a failure by an Individual to file a The house of delegates of the Ameri
report required by this paragraph and such can Medical Association has taken no 
failure io the first for which any additional oteofialsndathuhice14 
deduction Is lm~osed under this paragraph,oteofialsndathuhice14 
only one additional deduction shall be im-
posed with respect to such first failure. 

"'1(2) If the Administrator determines, on 
the basis of Information obtained by or sub-
mnitted to him, that It may reasonably be 
expected that an Individual entitled to dis-
ability Insurance benefits for any taxable year will suffer deductions Imposed under 
subsection (a) (2) of this section by reason 
qf his net earnings from self-employment for 
such year, the Administrator may, before the 
close of such taxable year, suspend the pay-
ment for each month In such year (or for 
only such months as the Administrator may
specify) of such benefits payable to him; and 
such suepension shall remain in effect with 
respect to the benefits for any month until 
the Administrator has determined whether 
or not any deduction Is Imposed for such 
month under subsection (a). The Adminis-
trator Is authorized, before the close of the 
taxable year of any Individual entitled to 
benefits during such year. to request of such 
Individual that he make, at such time or 
times as the Administrator may specify, a 
declaration of his estimated net earnings 
from self-employment for the taxable year
and that he furnish to the Administrator 
such other information with respect to such 
net earnings as the Administrator may 
specify. A failure by such Individual to 
comply with any such request shall In itself 
constitute justification for a determination 
under this paragraph that It may reasonably
be expected that the individual wiUl suffer 
deductions Imposed under subsection (a) (2) 
of this section by reason of his net earnings 
from self-employment for such year.'"1 

On page 297, line 7, strike out "107" and 
Insert In lieu thereof "1105."1 

On page 297, line 8, strike out "218" and 
"106" and 	 Insert in lieu thereof "220"1 and
,,10'7' respectively.

On page 297, line 11, strike out "1219" and 
Insert In lieu thereof "1221."1 

On page 297, line 21, ,1O5"81strike out and 
Insert in lieu thereof "109." 

On page 307, line 12, strike out "109" and 
Insert In lieu thereof "1110."1 

Mr. MYERS. Mr. President, I sub-
mitted the amendment on behalf of my-
self and nine other Senators. The 
amendment is referred to as the total-
and-permanent disability amendment on 

the insurance side of this program,
This amendment proposes to restore 

the disability insurance feature substan- 
tiaily as it was recommended by the 
House Ways and Means Committee and 
as adopted by the House itself. This 
amendment, although it lacked the sup-
port of a majority of the Finance Coin-
mittee, nonetheless received strong sup-
port from other committee members,

The Advisory Council on Social Se. 
curity appointed by the Finance Coin-
nmittee In the Eightieth Congress, recoin-
mended-through 15 of its 17 members--

that the social-security program be 
broadened to insure against income losm 
resulting from permanent and total dis-
ability prior to the retirement age of 65. 

I might add that the American Medi-
cal Association--after long recognition 
that compensation for wage loss durin 
disability had a beneficial influence upon
ultimate recovery--said, through a reso-
ltonoithosofdlgtsiOco
luinoithosofdlgtsiOco
ber 1947: 

Social-security measures to maintain In. 
come such as disability Insurance, old-age
insurance, and public assistance. are like. 
wise of vital Importance, 

some members of the AMA's board of 
trustees now oppose Federal disability
Insurance. However,, it Was brought 
out at the hearings before the Finance 
Committee that this opposition was not 
the official position of the AMA. 

mihad tatheolpyscnwho gh thet Advsevddo Senae hyisory
wh sevdo teSnaeA ior 
council joined in recommending dis
ability insurance. 

In submitting the disability Insurance 
amendment last week, for myself and 
nine other Senators, we proposed two 
changes in the provisions of the House 

version of the bill. First, we clarified the 
duty of the applicant to submit proof of 
disability, placing upon him squarely the 
full burden of proof. As matters now 
stand, the applicant must be totally and 
permanently disabled, making it impos
sible for him to participate in any gain
ful employment. This disability must be 
demonstrable by clear medical evidence; 

a mere allegation of an aching back or 
Some other ailment 'will not qualify him. 

Moreover, after the disabled appli
cant's personal physician has submitted 
a diagnosis showing by medical evidence 
that the disability is total and perma
nent. the applicanisterquedo 

n ste eurdt 
go to an independent group of private 
physicians, specialists, who also make a 
diagnosis. The cost of this independent 
diagnosis Is met -out of program funds, 
In a fashion comparable to that adopted
In many State and Federal programs.

Aseodcagwihweavin
corporatd Ishdesgned toexpand Statein 
croae sdsge oepn tt 
rehabilitation facilities. We contem
plate earmarking part of the insurance 
trust-fund money for grants to States 
in order that they may further develop
their existing facilities for rehabilitat-
Ing disabled workers, and making it 

possible for them to engage once more 
In useful employment. But I wish to 
Make it clear that we intend to have this 
rehabilitation work to be done exclu
sively by State and local governments 

by means of programs worked out to 
meet their individual needs. 

The principle of 'disability Insurance 
Is completely consonant with the prin
ciple of insuring against wage loss re-
suiting from retirement upon reaching 
a particular age. Disability, is simply a 
compulsory retirement brought about by
aging more rapidly as a consequence of 
accident or disease. The problehis faced 
through income loss upon retirement are 
comparable, whether the cause is old ag~e 
or disability. At any one time, some 
2,000,000 people in America between the 

ages of 14 and 65 are permanently and 
totally disabled. This amendment would 
be of but little help to those presently
disabled, but in the future perhaps as 
many as 1,000,000 disabled persons would 
become eligible for disability Insurance 
Payments under the present coverage of 
social security.

When we consider that 9 out of 10 ac
detwihladottladpnm 	 

cdeswihladottladprm 
ent disability are not work-connected, it 
Is readily evident that workmen's com.
pensation laws and Private industrial. 
accident insurance are scarcely adequate. 
to meet the needs of our disabled. Worse 
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still, the disabled person and his family
faced with complete income loss are 
forced upon the local relief rolls, be-
cause Public charges, and their needs are 
but scantily met. Extension of the self-
supporting contributory insurance prin-
ciple to guarantee workers against wage
loss is a far preferable solution, 

I urge the Senate to adopt the amend-
ment. It will amount to a level pre-
mnium rate of six-tenths of 1 percent of 
pay roll-a small cost indeed in terms of 
the good it will accomplish. 

Mr. LUCAS. Mr. President, will tile 
Senator yield? 

Mr. MYERS. I am happy to yil 
the distinguished majority leader. 

Mr. LUCAS. Does the Senator agree
with me that the amendment does not 
provide any medical service under the 
total and permanent disability sections? 

Mr. MYERS. That Is quite true, 
Mr. LUCAS. DethSeaoalo

ageDhtteoney time aSdoctor willsb 
connected with this program will be 
when he is called in to prove the fact of 
total and permanent disability? 

Mr. MYERS. That is correct. 
Mr. LUCAS. Does the Senator see 

that any socialized medicine is involved 
ifl this particular amendment, as is 
claimed by certain doctors? 

Mr. MYERS. Of course, there can-
not be, when the house of delegates of 
the American Medical Association itself 
went on record in favor of such a pro-
vision, and did so as recently as 1947. 

Mr. LUCAS. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield further? 

Mr. MYERS. Yes; I am happy to 
yield. 

Mr. LUCAS. In connection with the 
last statement made, I should like to 
read into the RECORD the recommenda-
tions, in 1947, under a joint statemet,

fr croialy 
American Hospital Association, the 

plnnn h elythe 

American Public Welfare Association, 

for himself and other Senators, the fol-
lowing amendment is proposed: 

On page 6, line 23, before the period, Insert 
a colon and the following: "Provided, how 
ever, That no individual shall receive a dis-
ability Insurance benefit If the disability-

"(A) was Incurred, contracted, or suffered 
while such Individual was willfully and ille-
gaily engaged In. or resulted from his having 
willfully and Illegally engaged In any felo-nous criminal action; orcoeaecranrsswihIblvea"(B) was incurred, contracted, or suffered 
while such individual was under the Influ-
ence of intoxicants, drugs, or narcotics, un-
leas administered upon the prescription of a 
person duly licensed by law to practice medi-
clne; or 

"(C)t wasocscasionedivbya owillfuth nue n 
himenlon ofruhidvda oijr rkl 

"(D) was occasioned by the service of such 
Individual In the Armed Forces of the United 
States or her allies, provided he receives a 
military disability benefit; or 

"(E) was Incurred as a result of a venereal
disease." 

disability benefit system with rehabilita
tion in every case where there is any pos
sibility of returning the individual to 
gainful employment. This is vital. 

The two amendments which I have 
proposed would introduce additional 
safeguards against the possibility of 
abuse by claimants of permanent and 
total disability, and would exclude from 
coeaeerinisswchIblven 
individual should not seek to have in
sured by a disability plan.

The first amendment which I have 
proposed would exclude individuals who 
incur their disability, first, in the com
mission of a felony; second, under the 
influence of intoxicants, drugs, or nar
cotics, unless prescribed by a doctor;
third, by willful self-infliction; fourth,
in the armed services, provided they re
ceive a military disability benefit; and 
fifth, as a result of venereal disease. All 
these are excluded.

The second amendment makes man-
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, willdaryteueoGvrn ntrpiae

the clerk read also the second amend-
ment, on page 9. line 11? 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the 
Senator from Illinois wish the two 
amendments considered en bloc? 

Mr. DOUGLAS. I should prefer to 
have that, done. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, the two amendments will be 
so considered. The clerk will state the 
second amendment. 

The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. on page 9, 
lIne 11, It is proposed to strike out the 
word "may" and insert in lieu thereof 
the word "shall." 

On page 9, line 15, after the period, in-
sert the following: 

The Administrator shall,, In consultation 
with recognized private and governmental
medical authorities, establish such medical 
standards, schedules, or guides for the de-
ablterminationof pemncossent andhtotal des-
abiliyaornot.cnitn wthsec 

medical facilities in the determination of 
disability and directs the administrator 
tnonesutablish s itandardsor guidshorithes
doesterminhsatindofrdisabilgity. frh 

Idhaermntdnoisc ssed litheeprpslswt
theaSenatorufrom Pheennsylv sanlaandtI 
bhelievetato Iram authoriedlbynim, tod 
state that, so far as he is concerned, he 
is willing to accept them as improving
amendments to his amendment. 

Mr. MYERS. I think the amend
ments offered by the Senator from Illi
nois do improve my amendment. They
tighten it up. They will help prevent 
malingering. Therefore I willingly ac
cept those amendments and incorporate 
them in my own amendment. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, I hope
that these improving amendments may,
be accepted and then, that the entire 
amendment as proposed by the Senator 
from Pennsylvania and his colleagues
may also be agreed to by the Senate.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does 
the Senator from Pennsylvania modify
his amendment to include these? 

Mr. MYERS. I modify my amend
etoicuetemnmnsjs 

teAeiaPulcHatAsoi tion,
adthe AmericanPublicHalt Association, Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, I want 
andther Americans MedichableAssonciation to congratulate the Senator from Penn-
Othersost eabl chrominicallye sylvania and those who joined with him,measuresdwhic 

Illpersonsd tousbegcaredfrviat home dincluden ycolauteseirSn
Iomesomedichousing, suervised bcrardiongl
hndomemdcualtsoncialtservice, revcrational 
reandioccuation.Scal-thecrapyn vocationalt 
reabilitation.in omscialsecuitymabiiyisures to 
maintaninoe, disbility asinsur-odaeIsurach, asd 
ance, are likewise of vital importance, 

Those recommendations are taken 
from the Journal of the American Medi-
cal Association of October 11, 1947. 

Mr. MYERS. I thank the Senator. 
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, to h 

amnmeto theSeaofrm en-
sylamndma, Ioalf weSeaorut armendents 
which now lie at the desk, and which I 
ask to have stated. 

The RESDIN WichOFICE.
hePR 

onaeddoesthe Seao eiet ae 
saefisby 

Th oe SIDnGtOFFiCeR.o Which 

Mr. DOUGLAS. That offered on page
6, in line 23. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
amendment to the amendment will be 
stated, 

The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. To the 
amendment proposed by Mr. MYERS, 

XCVI-S--61 

frmy Seincldin colleague,o the smenioda-ment tofincludethe ato rmendmentis.js
ator he vllinos,from onfteraen.Itdments 
which theyo thae just offered Itobdeals 
wtha one ofate mosth severe problems, 
naey thawehav bemin theoUnited Sare 
permanently and totally disabled, but 
who are not cared for under workmen's 
compensation laws, 

I believe the total number of these per-
sons will run into the hundreds of thou-
sands. They are at present uncared for-,
and I think it highly important that we 
adapt our system of social security so 
that we may take care of them, 

I also want to congratulate the Senator
from Pennsylvania and his colleagues for
Including two safeguards which were 
not originally In the bill as it was passed

the House. I believe his additions 
were aimed at tightening up the section 
on the determination of disability in 
order to require clear proof and to put 
the burden of proof upon the claimant 
and to expand the requirements for ex-
aminations. Also, his amendment gives 
greater emphasis to the'linking of the 

offred byORthe Seatr. fromIidnois.o 
mr.h GieORE Mr.emaidntsho 

muhtiePREmaDINs? FIER e 
mntes,.h RSDNG OFCR e 

Mr. GEORGE. I will take but a min
ute or a minute and a half, and will leave 
the remainder of the time at the disposal 
of the distinguished Senator from Col
orado. 

Mr. President, the Senate Finance 
Committee opposes this amendment. 
First, the matter will be in conference 
anyway. It can be considered fully in 
conference, and there is little practical
advantage in tying the hands of the
Senate conferees on all the important 
provisions in this bill and leaving us at 
the mercy of the House conferees, al
though presumably they will have good
provisions which they will wish us to 
take. Yet we are representing this body 
when It is in conference. 

In the second place, this Is a Very
sharply disputed question. It is one on 
which the Finance Committee took a, 
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great deal of testimony. It has been in 
sharp conflict all the time among the 
experts who are familiar with this 
problem. 

In the third place, It adds from one-
half to three-fourths of a, percent to the 
deductions from the entire payrolls of 
the country. In other words, it greatly 
Increases the total burden on our econ-
omy and brings us back again to the 
point which I have tried to stress over 
and over and over, that we have brought 
forth a bill which is a good bill, which 
has merit in it; we have given all that 
our economy can really with assurance 
shoulder. Yet here are these efforts, by 
way of amendments which are offered 
and insisted upon, that would add and 
add and add to the total cost of this bill, 

Mr. President, the insurance corn-
panies themselves tried this question of 
disability insurance. They have practi.-
cally abandoned it. Why? Because 
there is no way to insure against dis-
ability without opening up the whole 
system to all sorts of questions. It is 
possible to insure against premature

deat, itis ossile o inureagainstdeath, t posibleIs t insureduring
arrival at a time when people ought to 
retire. But when we insure against diS-
ability and put the Federal Government 
into that field, then it is opening up an 
avenue for the expenditure of vast sums 
of money, which will certainly embarrass 
us, particularly when we are here offer-
Ing the most ambitious social-security 
program which has ever been offered to 
the country. 

Mr. President, there are 35.000,000 peo-
ple now under social security, and we are 
multiplying the advantages of the pres-

en ytmb 0rcial ecn.entb ystmpraticlly100 ercntthe 
for the past and for the future. We are 
bringing in 10,000,000 more people. 
There are 1,600,000 persons under the 
Railroad Retirement Act. There are 
about 1,200,000 under the Federal Em-
ployees Retirement Act. There are from 
2,400,000 to 2,600,000 under the State 
and municipal system. So that when 
this bill. passes we shall have given a 
maximum insurance against the real, 
absolute certainties against which it is 
possible to take appropriate safeguards, 
namely, arrival at retirement age, or 
premature death, to more than 51,000,-
000 people in the United States. 

When we subtract from the total popu-
lation the men and women in the Armed 
Forces who do not enter into the labor 
pool, it is possible to see that about the 
only people omitted from this system are 
the farmer, the migrant farm worker, 
and the occasional domestic servant, to-
gether with a few professionals, 400,000 
of them, perhaps, who do not want to 
come under the system. 

We want the system to carry itself. 
We want a system which will be sound. 
We do not want the Senate to vote it 
down and change it to the extent that 
the economy cannot support it. The 
only way we can support a social-security 
system is to have an economy that will 
do it. It will become as worthless as a 
scrap of paper if we break down the 
economy. We cannot take" from $10.-
000,000,000 to $12,000,000,000 a year frorm 
our economy without passing it immedi-
ately back into the economy, without 
hurt. Therefore, I hope that this 

amendment, as amended, will be re-
jected. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER, The 
question is on agreeing to the amend-
-ment, as modified, offered by the Sena-
tor from Pennsylvania [Mr. MYEas] for 
himself and other Senators, 

The amendment was rejected. 
Mr.. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I wish 

to call up the amendment proposed by 
myself, the Senator from.Montana, [Mr. 
MURRAY), and the ~Senator from Minne-
sota [M-r. HumPHREYI, with regard to in-
cluding tips and gratuities. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
clerk will state the amendment offered 
by the Senator from New York. 

The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 239, 
line 21, and on page 319, after line 14, it 
is proposed to insert the following: 

Tip~s and other cash remuneration cug-
tomarily received by an employee in the 
course of his employment from persons other 
than the person employing him shall, for the 
purposes of this title, be considered as. re-
muneration paid to him by his employer: 
Provided, however, That in the case of tips 
only so much of the amount thereof received any calendar quarter as the employee.,
before the expiration of 10 days after the 
close of such quarter, reports in writing to 
his employer as having been received by him 
In such quarter, shall be considered as re-
muneration paid by his employer: And pro-
vided further, That such amount shall not 
be considered as such remuneration unlessthere is In the possession of the employer 
wages of the employee from which the tax 
required under section 1400 of the Internal 
Revenue Code can be withheld, or unless the 
employee remits to the employer with his 
report an amount equal to the tax required 
to be withheld with respect to such wages.
The amount so reported by the employee toemployer shall be considered as having
been paid to the employee by the employer 
on the date on which such report is made, 

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, the 
purpose of this amendment is to include 
tips as wages for the purpose of com-
puting contributions and benefits under 
the old-age and survivors insurance pro-
gram. I urge the approval of this 
amendment. 

Unless tips are included the whole 
purpose of the program for the workers 
affected is' defeated. In the case 'of 
waiters, bellhops, club employees, and 
many others, tips are a major part, if 
not the greatest part of earnings, 

Unless this amendment is approved, 
'a great number of workers will be denied 
benefits based upon their total earnings, 
which Is the principle of the entire in-
surance program, 

The advisory council recommended 
the inclusion of tips in wages. The 
House Ways and Means Committee rec-
ommended it and the House approved it. 

The Senate Finance Committee ex-
cluded tips with the comment. "To re-
port tips would greatly add to the book-
keeping." 

In my amendment the responsibility 
is placed squarely upon the employee to 
report his tips. The employer pays his 
contribution, just as the employee does, 
only upon the amount of tips reported,
In this sense it is a voluntary system. 

This amendment also contains a pro-
vision designed to meet the objection 
that the employer would be liable for the 
employee's contribution in cases in 

which the employer had no opportunity 
to deduct the employee contribution 
from his wages. This would be true in 
the case of waiters and others who work 
on special~assignmnent only. 

This objection has been met In my 
amendment by a provision that the tips 
could not be counted as wages unless the 
employer had in his possession wages for 
the employee from which the employer 
could deduct the amount of the tax, or 
unless the employee transmitted with 
his report of tips a sum of money equal 
to the employee tax. This should meet 
all the objections based on so-called ad
ministrative difficulties. 

Of course I do not consider this ob
jection very sound in the first place. 
The Bureau of Internal Revenue requires 
that employers furnish records on the 
estimated tips earned by their em
ployees., Moreover, in computing work
men's compensation benefits, the injured 
worker receives a percentage of all his 
earnings, including tips. Thus, very lit
tle additional bookkeeping is required in 
any event. 

I st ebrei idta mti ob onei idta m
ployees who report their tips for social-
security purposes would presumably also 
be reporting their tips for income-tax 
purposes. It is a, compelling circum
stance that the employees themselves 
are demanding this amendment. The 
Hotel and Restaurant Employees Inter
national Union and the American Fed
eration of Labor are urgently supporting 
this proposal. 

This amendment affects several mil
lion workers. There are 3,000,000 wait
esadwirse ln.T eetti 
esadwirse ln.T eettiamendment would be to provide these 
millions of workers with a protection 
which would be virtually meaningless.

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I yield 
time to the Senator from Colorado [Mr. 
MILLIKIN] if he wishes to use any time. 

Mr. LUCAS. Mr. President, will the 
Senator from Georgia yield 1 minute so 
that I may propound a question to him? 

Mr. GEORGE. I yield. 
Mr. LUCAS. Mr. President, I desire 

to return to the amendment offered by 
the Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. 
MYERS] to provide for total permanent 
disability benefits, and ask the able 
chairman of the Finance Committee this 
question: Is there anything in the 
amendment which deals directly with 
what we refer to as socialized medicine? 

Mr. GEORGE. I do not think so. I 
do not think that is a. ~ialid objection to 
the amendment. I think the validity of 
the objection to it rests upon the 
grounds which I undertook to express-
the difficulty of administration and the 
added cost to the system, which we must 
always keep in mind. 

Mr. LUCAS. I thoroughly understood 
the argument made by the Senator from 
Georgia, and the only reason I pro
pounded the inquiry to him was because 
on my desk there are many letters from 
doctors in my State who contend that 
this particular amendment, providing 
for total permanent disability benefits,~ 
Is a part of the socialized-medicine the
ory. That is something which I could 
not understand. 

Mr. GEORGE. I do not think that 
is a valid objection, any more 4thal I 
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think it Is a valid objection to the orig-
Inal bill that it is a movement toward 
socialism. 

Mr. LUCAS. I thank the Senator 
from Georgia. 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, with 
reference to the amendment offered by 
the. Senator from New York, the Finance 
CommMittee rejected the provision for 
tips as part of compensation, but we 
have lowered the earnings per quarter 
in such way as not to injure persons 
who might supplement their earnings by 
tips. I therefore hope the Senate will 
reject the amendment. 

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield? 

Mr. GEORGE. I yield. 
Mr. LEHMAN. The Senator from 

New York is not quite clear how the 
lowering of the number of quarters of 
employment affects the matter Of tips 
which are a very large part of the in- 
come of a great many persons, hun~-
dreds of thousands, if not millions of 
persons.

Mr. GEORGE. I mean that we low-
ered the requirement that there must 
be $100 earned in a quarter. They come 
In with slightly lower than the $25 min-
imum fixed in the bill. If they earn less 
than $34 a month they would qualify, 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
question is on agreeing to the amend-
ment offered by the junior Senator from 
New York [Mr. LEHMAN], 

The amendment was rejected. 
Mr. BRIDGES. Mr. President, I offer 

the amendment which I send to the desk 
and ask to have stated. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
clerk will state the amendment. 

The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. At the proper 
place In the bill it is proposed to insert 
the following: 

That, effective with respect to service per-
formed atter the calendar quarter inl which 
this act Is enacted, section 1426 (b) of the 
Internal Revenue Code (relating to the defi
nition of employment) is amended (1) by 
striking out "or" at the end of paragraph
(15), (2) by striking out the period at the 
end of paragraph (16) and inserting in ieix 
thereof ":or"s, and (8) by adding the fol1-
lowing new paragraph: 

"(17) Service performed by an Individual 
who has attained the age of sixty-five." 

Mr. BRIDGES. Mr. President, this 
amendment is a very simple one. The 
social-security law is based upon the fact 
that when a person is 65 years of age 
and has contributed under the provisions 
of the law, then, if he retires, he Is en-
titled to draw certain benefits for the 
rest of his life. All the amendment pro-
vides for Is that if a person 65 years of 
age and eligible to retire decides, instead 
of retiring and drawing benefits from the 
Government to help to support him, to 
continue to work beyond 65 years of age, 
thereby foregoing benefits from the Gov-
ermient during that period, he shall not 
pay social-security taxes from the time 
he becomes 65 years of age so long as he 
continues to work. It is a money-saving 
proposition. If he retires, he draws ben-
efits from the Government. If he con-
tinues to work, the Government does not 
have to pay benefits for the years In 
which he continues to work. Therefore, 
It should not be collecting social-security 
taxes from him, It is one way of making 

a very definite gesture to the elderly per-
sons who have the desire and ambition 
to work after theybecome 65 years of age, 
It Is a simple amendment. It costs no 
money. Actually, it provides a saving 
to the Government. and I think it is 
Bound procedure. 

Mr. GEORGE. I do not wish to have 
adopted an amendment under which em-
ployees would have to go to an employer 
and tell him their age, especially so far 
as women who happen to be at work are 
concerned. I can see no point to it. We 
have liberalized provisions in the bill to 
the extent that an employee may con-
tinue to work after 65, and he may ac-
tually earn as much as $50 a month In 
covered employment. He is not obliged 
to quit. If he does quit he draws his so-
cial-security benefits, and he pays no 
other tax. It would seem that he should 
be taxed, if for any reason he prefers 
to work. This amendment has not been 
studied by the committee. It amounts 
to a remission of all social-security taxes 
after a person becomes 65 years of age, 
I say that we should not be asked to ac-
cept an amendment of this kind without 
having hid an opportunity to study it. 

Mr. BRIDGES. The amendment was 
Introduced and referred to the Commit-
tee on Finance. It has been before the 
committee for several months. if it has 
not been studied, it is certainly not the 
fault of the Senator from New Hamp-
shire, 

Mr. GEORGE. I have never heard 
of the amendment. If it was offered, It 
escaped my attention. Has it been 
printed?

Mr. BRIDGES. It is printed. It was 
Introduced on March 7, legislative day 
of February 22. It has been before the 
committee for 3 months. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Chair will state that the Senator from 
New Hampshire originally introduced 
the measure as a bill. Therefore It was 
not considered as an amendment to the 
pending measure. It was introduced as 
a bill,

Mr. GEORGE. As a tax measure the 
Committee on Finance would have no 
original jurisdiction over the bill. 

'rhe PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
question is on agreeing to the amend-
ment offered by the Senator from New 
Hampshire [Mr. BRIDGES]. 

The amendment was rejected, 
Mr. MURRAY. Mr. President, I call 

up amendment G offered on behalf 
of the Senator from Florida [Mr. PEP-
PER], the Senator from New York [Mr. 
LEHMAN], and myself, 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
clerk will state the amendment. 

The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 241, 
lines 1 and 2, It is proposed to strike 
out "on each of some 60 days during 
such quarter" and insert in lieu thereof 
the following: "on each of some 40 days 
during such quarter." 

On page 322, line 24, It is proposed to 
strike out "on each of some 60 days dur-
Ing such quarter" and insert in lieu 
thereof the following: "on each of some 
40 days during such quarter." 

Mr. MURRAY. Mr. President, this 
amendment would provide old-age and 
survivors Insurance coverage for a much 
greater number of agricultural workers 

than is provided by the bill as reported 
to the Senate. H. R. 6000 as reported 
covers all agricultural workers earning 
$50 or more in cash in a calendar quar
ter who are "regularly" employed in that 
calendar quarter. The bill defines an 
agricultural worker as regularly em
ployed In a calendar quarter if he work$ 
for his employer on 60 different days in 
that quarter or in the preceding quarter. 
Tinder the amendment we propose, a 
regularly employed agricultural worker 
would be one who worked for a single 
employer on 40 different days during a 
calendar quarter. This amendment 
would, in an average week, result in the 
coverage of approximately 775,000 agri
cultural workers. 

We are concerned because H. R. 6000 
excludes so many persons who are by 
no means casual or irregular workers. 
For example, the bill would exclude all 
the workers who work right through the 
cotton-chopping season for the same em
ployer because the season does not last 
more than 45 days at the most. When 
the same folks return to their employers 
during the cotton-picking season, they 
would again be excluded because the 8 
weeks of the cotton-picking season do 
not all fall in the same calendar quarter. 
Normally, part of the picking Is done in 
the July-September quarter; the bal
*ance in the October-December quarter. 

Can we justify denying these people 
insurance protection on the ground that 
they are not steady or regular employ
ees? We think not. These workers and 
many others like them work in agricul
ture at one job or another in the same 
general locality, during 6months or more 
of the year. 

The 775,000 additional workers in ag
riculture who would be covered under 
our amendment would be persons with 
sufficient agricultural employment to 
benefit from such coverage. Moreover,
since they would be employed by the 
same farmer over a period of several 
weeks, their farm employers would have 
little difficulty in reporting their wages
and social-security contributions. We, 
therefore, hope that the Senate will act 
favorably on the amendment we propose
and make the benefits of the insurance 
program possible for these additional 
agricultural workers. 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I do 
not care to argue this matter. We have 
provided coverage for regularly employed 
farm workers if they are employed for 
60 days within a 90-day period. One of 
our great difficulties in applying social 
security to farm workers and domestic 
workers is the problem of administration. 
Administrative difficulties are very great. 
The committee went as far as it could 
In taking care of workers regularly em
ployed on farms, as well as regularly 
employed domestic servants. I think it 
would do no good to undertake to reduce 
the requirements by 20 days. Therefore, 
I hope the Senate will reject the amend
ment. 

-Mr. MURRAY. It seems to me that 
the people in this category are more en
titled to this kind of Insurance protec
tion than any other group of workers, 
because they are poor and have no other 
means of income except what they get 
from this work. It seems to me to be 
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very cruel to prevent their getting Coy-
erage under this bill. 

Mr. President, I ask for the yeas and 
nays. 

The yeas and nays were not ordered. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 

question is on agreeing to the amend-
ment offered by the Senator from M1.on-
tana [Mr. MURtAY]- on behalf of himself 
and other Senators.Onpg38,srkoulie4 

The menmen,ws rjeced.6,
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I offer 

my amendment C. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 

clerk will state the amendment. 
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 375, 

line 17, after "assistance" it is proposed 
to insert the following: "in the form Of 
money payments." 

On page. 376. line 12, it is proposed to 
Insert after "acid" the following: "(2) 
an amount, which shall be used exclu-

siel a od-geasitaceoterthn nsivly sasisanc haninod-ae oter 
the form of money payments, equal to 
one-half of the total amounts expended 
during such quarter as old-age assistance 
other than in the form of money pay-
ments under the State plan, not count-
ing so much of such expenditures with 
respect to any month in such form as 
exceed the product of $6 multiplied by 
the total number of individuals who re-

ceveol-ae ude taessstnc te 

plan fordsuch mosstnth. udrteSae 


Oln page 376, linet2,cane.()"t

76,lin (2)On pge 12,chage to 

"(3)." 
On page 378, line 20 through line 2, 

page 379, strike out section 322 and insert 
In lieu thereof the following: 

SEc. 322. (a) Effective October 1, 1950,
section 403 (a) of the Social Security Act 
Is amended to read as follows: 

"COPUTTI'quarter
"OPTTON OF FEDERAL PORTION OF AID TO 

DEPENDENT CHILDREN 
"SEC. 403. (a) From the sums appropriated

therefor, the Secretary of the Treasury shall 
pay to each State which has an approved 

pln orai oreaht epndntchlre,
quarter, beginning with the quarter com-
mencing October 1, 1950, (1) an amount,
which shall be used exclusively as aid to 
dependent children equal to the sum of tha 
following proportions of the total amounts 
expended during such quarter as aid to 
dependent children in the form of money
payments under such plan, not counting s 
much of such expenditures with respect too 
any dependent child for any month as ex-
ceeds $30, or If there is more than one de-
pendent child in the same house, as exceeds 
$30 with respect to one such dependent child 
and $20 with respect to each of the other 
dependent children-

"(A) three-fourths of such expenditures, 
not counting so much of any expenditures
with respect to any month as exceeds the 
product of $12 multiplied by the total num-
ber of dependent children with respect 1.o 
whom aid to dependent children is paid for 
such month, plus 

"(B3) one-half of the amount by which 
such expenditures excced the maximum 
which may be counted under clause (A), 
and (2) an amount, which shall be used ex. 
clusively as aid to dependent children other 
than in the form of money payments, equal 
to one-half of the total amounts expended 
during such quarter as aid to dependent
Children other than in the form of money
payments under the State plan, not counting 
SO much of such expenditures with respect to 
any month In such form as exceed the prod-
luct of $3 multiplied by the total number of 
dependent children with respect to whom aid 
to dependent children is paid for any month 
under the State plan; and (3) an amount 

equal to one-half of the total of sums ex- viduals as long as these costs do not ex
pended during such quarter as found neces- ceed the total represented by $6 per 
sary by the Administrator for the proper and autad$ e hl o l niiulefficient administration of the State planautnd3pechlfoalidvdas
which amount shall be used for paying the 
costs of administering the State plan or for 
aid to dependent children, or both, and for 
no other purposes." 

(b) The amendment made by subsection 
(a) shall take effect October 1, 1950. 

5ad 
and insert in lieu theleof the follow-

Ig 
in:medical 

Section 1003 (a) of the Social Sacurity Act 
Is amended to read as follows, 

On page 383, line 14, after the word 
--blind" insert the following: "in the form 
of money payments." 

On page 383, strike out lines 17 and 
18, and insert in lieu thereof the follow-
ing: 

the-orh fmediacrefeslssrouilnss
(A) the-orh fsuch expenditures,not countirng so much of any expenditures

with respect to any month as exceeds the 
product of $20 multiplied by the total num.-
ber of such lrndivlduals who receive aid to 
the blind for such month, plus 

(B) one-half of the amount by which such 
expenditures exceed the maximum which may 
be counted under clause (A); 
and (2) an amount, which shall be used ex-
clusively as aid to the blind other than in
the form of money payments equal to one-
half of the total amounts expended during 
such quarter as aid to the blind other than
in the form of money payments under the 
State plan, not counting so much of such 
expenditures In any month in such form as 
exceed the product of $6 multiplied by the 
total number of Individuals who receive aid 
totebidudrteState plan for such
month; and (3) an amount equal to one-half 
of the total of the sums expended during such 

as found necessary by the Adminis'.trator for the proper and efficient adminis. 
tration of the State plan, which amount shall 
be used for paying the costs of administering
the State plan or for aid to the blind and for 
no other purposes.Th 

(b) The amendment made by subsection
(a) shall become effective October 1, 1950. 

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, this 
amendment would authorize Federal 
grants to States for the cost of medical, 
hospital, and other health care for the 
needy, the blind, dependent children, 
and other recipients of State aid, 

This amendment carries out the rec-

ommendations of the Senate's Advisory

Council on Social Security, This amend-

ment is supported by all the great pro-

fesoa halh rgnztn-he

fesoa elh ognztoste

American Dental Society, the American 
Hospital Association, the American 
Medical Association, the American Nurs-
Ing Association, the American Public 
Health Association, and the American 
Public Welfare Association,

ndrtetmsomythe 
Udrtetmsomyamendment,

the Federal Government would provide 
grants to the States for medical care 
based on the number of individuals re-
ceiving Public assistance, in all its forms, 
in these States. 'the 

Each State could receive up to $6 
monthly per person for each adult and 
$3 monthly for each child on the public-
assac ol.TeFdrlGvr-
assac ol.TeFdrlGvr-
mont would provide up to 50 percent of 
the expenditures of each State for medi-
cal care for these individuals. The 
States moreover could apply these grants 
to the cost of medical care for all indi.. 

on the assistance rolls of the State con
cerned. 

Both the House and Senate versions 
of the pending bill authorize the use of 
Federal public-assistance grants to pay
for the cost of medical care for the 
needy. The hitch is in the fact that 
the maximum limit of $50 per month per
individual for public assistance and 

care combined is retained. 
This amount is obviously inadequate 

to meet the cost of any serious illness. It 
also puts medical care in competition
with relief payments. 

I believe that the cost of medical care 
should be considered apart from the cost 
of normal subsistence. In the long run,
this is an economy, since preventive 

wicah care foresal seriiouas cllncesseswihmk h niiul ocre 
long-term occupants of the relief rolls. 
These grants would be administered, 
under the terms of my amendment, by
the public health departments of the 
various States, 

All of us are greatly concerned over 
the over-all problem of medical care, 
Here is one field in which there Is no 
cnrvryadn poiinfo h
mdcalrves and notehealsthoassoiations 
Ontedia contraryn hat soitos 
Othcoraythis amendment is vigorously supported by them. It should be 
adopted, 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I have 
only to Say that we are making a real 
effort to reduce the expenditures under 
thasianepormadtoncae
theasitnepormadtoncae
tebenefits under the old-age and Sur
vivors insurance, and this amendmentwould add some $70,000,000 a year to 
the cost of the Federal Government in 
matching with the States, I think the 
amendment ought to be rejected.

VIEP SDN.Tequ
tion is on agreeing to the amendment of
frdb h eao rmNwYr 
frdb h eao rmNwYr 
[Mr, LEHMAN], 

The amendment was rejected.
Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, I call up 

my amendment lettered "A." 
The VICE PRESIDENT. The amend

ment will be stated. 
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 387,

beginning in line 13, it is proposed to 
strike out all down to and including line 
21, and insert in lieu thereof the follow
ng

Ig 
SEC. 403. (a) (1) Paragraph (1) of section 

1101 (a) of the Social Security Act is 
afnended to read as'!follows: 

"(1). The term 'State' includes Alaska, 
Hawaii, and the District of Columbia, and 
when used in titles I, IV, V. and X includes 

Virgin Islands." 
(2) Paragraph (6) of section 1101 (a) of 

the Social Security Act is amended to read 
as follows: 

"(6) The term 'Administrator,' except 
when the context oth~erwise requires, means 

Federal Security Adlm inistrator." 
(3) The amendment made by paragraph(l) of this subsection shall take effect Octo-her 1, 1959, and the amendment made by

paragraph (2) of this subsection, insofar as
i eel h eiiino epoe, hl 
I eel h eiiino epoe, hl 
be effective only with respect to services per
fomd after 1950. 

Mr. LEAHY., Mr. President, a, short 
time ago the Senate rejected an amend
ment which would have extended to the 
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Virgin islands and to Puerto Rico the 
provisions of the pending bill relative 
to Public assistance. The purpose of my
amendment is to extend the provisions 
of the bill to the Virgin Islands. 

The distinguished senior Senator from 
Ohio [Mr. TAFT] a short time ago pointed 
out that there was it substantial differ-
ence between the economy of the Virgin 
Islands and the economy of Puerto Rico. 

Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield? 

Mr. LEAHY. I yield. 
Mr. TAFT. It seems to me this mat-

ter will be in conference, and I suggest 
to the Senator, and perhaps to the chair- 
man of the Committee on Finance, that 
I am certain that the conferees will give 
serious consideration to the subject of 
the Senator's amendment, which is now 
covered in the bill as it passed the House. 

Isuggest that perhaps the Senator, 
rather than have a vote on the amend-
ment at this time, worl~d be willing to 
withdraw the amendment, for he can 
be su!-e it will be considered, 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I was 
about to suggest to the distinguished 
Senator from Rhode Island that the sub-
ject will be in conference, and I am quite 
sure that there will be on the part of 
the Senate conferees much sympathy for 
the amendment. The situation is dif-
ferent in the Virgin Islands, and if the 
Senator would be content to allow the 
matter to rest where it is, I think I can 
assure him that it will have very full 
consideration by the conferees, 

Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, with that 
assurance, I shall not press for a vote at 
this time, 

The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the 
Senator withdraw his amendment? 

Mr. LEAHY. I withdraw the amend-
ment. 

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I call 
up my amendment, dated June 14, 1950, 
lettered "D." 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The amend-
ment will be stated. 

The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 255. 
line 20, it is proposed to strike out all 
down to and including line'22 and insert 
in lieu thereof: 

(A) as an agent-driver or commission 
driver engaged in distributing to whole-
saiers, retailers, or consumers, food prod-
uicts, beverages, laundry or dry cleaning serv-
ices, oaray oerproducts) or. sries(te

thndarrout);o.language 
On page 336, beginning with line 18, 

strike out all down to and including line 
20 and insert in lieu thereof: 

(A) as an agent-driver 'or commission 
driver engaged in distributing to whole-
salers, retailers, or consumers, food -prod-
ucts, beverages, laundry or dry cleaning serv-
ices, or any other products or services (other
than dairy products); or. 

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, the 
purpose of this amendment is to Include 
in the definition of "employee" certain, 
agent-drivers who are not now Included 
in the Senate committee bill. The Sen-
ate committee bill already includes as 
employees such agent-drivers as meat 
drivers, bakery drivers, and laundry 
drivers, 

I see no reason why other agent-
drivers, such as those who distribute 

beverages, fuel and ice, and ice-cream 
drivers, should not similarly be included. 

Altogether, those who would be coy-
ered as employees under my amendment 
would be about 48.000. The committee 
bill already extends this coverage to 
approximately 75,000 persons.

My amendment does not, I repeat, 
"not" cover agent or commission drivers 
who distribute dairy products. The rea- 
son for this exclusion is to avoid the diffi-
culty involved in the peculiar relation-
ship between some of these drivers and 
individual farmers 'and farm co-ops. 

Other than this group, all agent-
drivers would be classified as employees, 
There would be no administrative diffi-
culties involved in this arrangement, 
Drivers distributing beverages are no 
more self-employed than laundry drivers. 
The Senate committee bill defines the 
latter as employees. Those covered in 
my amendment should also be so con-
sidered. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. LEHMAN. I yield to the Senator 
from fllinois. 

Mr. DOUGLAS. Is It the purpose of 
the amendment of the distinguished 
Senator from New York to cover sales-
man of such products as clothing. alumi-
num ware, brushes-salesmen who sell 
from house to house on commission? 

Mr.- LEHMAN. No; they would not 
be included. The intent of the amend-
ment is perfectly clear. It applies only 
to agent drivers and commission drivers, 
These are persons driving cars either 
owned by or under contract or direct 
control of the producer or main distribu. 
tor, cars which are specially equipped or 
adapted to such distribution. Those who 
merely use cars as transportation inci-
dental to their house-to-house selling 
are not included within the terms agent 
driver or commission driver, but are in-
stead salesmen who would be covered 
only if a new subsection C were to apply 
to them. And all proposed amendments 
to add a section C exclude such house-
to-house retail salesmen, 

Mr. DOUGLAS. I thank the Senator 
from New York for his very clear ex-
planation. -benefits. 

Mr. GEORGEi. Mr. President, I shall 
not make a point of order', but I think 
the ar.endment offered is subject to a 
point of order, because the particular 

to which the amendment is di-
rected has already today been amended 
in the Senate. The Senate has included 
certain agent drivers. The House bill 
contains a broader provision. The whole 
matter will be directly in conference, and 
since it is so difficult to define who am 
employee is in a particular line of busi-
ness, and since adoption of the amend-
ment would very often result in bringing 
in someone who was truly a self-em-
ployed person, an Independent operator, 
who did not want to be classed as an em-
ployee, but who would be brought under 
the scial-security program neverthe-
less, the committee was most reluctant 
to undertake to define literally thousands 
and hundreds of thousands of employees 
by undertaking specifically to indicate 
when a person was employed or when 
he was a self-employed person. 

For the reasons stated, Mr, President, 
I ask that the amendment be rejected. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The question 
Is on agreeing to the amendment offered 
by the Senator from New York. 

The amendment was rejected. 
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I call 

up my amendment dated June 14, 1950, 
lettered "C." 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk 
will state, the amendment. 

The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. It is proposed. 
on page 255, line 22, following the semi
colon, to strike out "or." 

On page 255. line 23. following the 
semicolon, to insert "or." 

On page 255, between lines 23 and 24. 
to insert the following: 

(C) as a home worker. 

On page 336. line 20. following the 
semicolon, to strike out "or." 

On page 336. line 21. following the 
semicolon, to insert "or." 

On page 336. between lines 21 and 22. 
to insert the following: 

(C) as a home worker. 
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President. this 

amendment would extend coverage un
der the old-age and survivors insurance 
program to approximately 40,000 persons 
who work in their own homes on a piece
work basis. 

Most of the work they do is -needle
work. They make artificial flowers, em
broidery, gloves, and lingerie. 

Certainly these home workers should 
be given coverage. They need old-age
insurance protection as much as any
other group in our population. 

Here again is a group of workers who, 
despite the contractual relationship and 
the common-law definition of what con
stitutes an employee, are truly employ
ees in the social definition of the word. 

In many other cohnections these 
home workers are considered employees. 
The Fair Labor Standards Act treats 
these people as employees and the courts 
have' upheld that application. In sy-.v 
eral States of the Union, home workers 
are eligible for unemployment compen
sation. They should certainly be eligi
ble for old-age and survivors insurance 

-

In many jurisdictions home workers are 
regulated by law. In my own State these 
regulations are very detailed and place 
absolute and specific obligations upon
the employer. The home workers in my 
State are covered by workmen's comhpen
sation insurance. I am advised that the 
same is true in a number of other States. 

There is certainly no logical basis for 
excluding these home workers from coy
erage or for excluding them from defini
tion as employees under the meaning of 
the act. Employers in my State, where 
a large proportion of these home worliers 
are located, are required to keep detailed 
records on home workers. This amend
ment, placing them under old-age and 
survivors insurance, would require no 
special increase in bookkeeping. Nor 
would It present any other administra
tive difficulties. 

I hope the Senate will approve the 
amendment. 

Mr. GEORGE, Mr. President, I do 
not have anything to say with respect to 
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the amendment except that the commit-
tee has carefully considered it and re-
jected it. The committee felt It had 
gone as far as It could in prescribing spe-
cific definitions to fit employees, rather 
than to let them stand under the general
rule which is written into the bill. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The ques-
tion is on agreeing to the amendment 
offered by the Senator from New York 
[Mr. LEHMAN]. 

The amendment, was rejected.
Mr. MALONE. Mr. President, I now 

move that the Senate reconsider the vote 
by which the amendment offered by the 
Senator from Louisiana [Mr. LONG],* for 
himself and the Senator from Wyoming
[Mr. HUNT), on page 385, line 6, the sub-
Ject matter being the grants in aid to 
persons who are disabled. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator 
from Nevada, who voted against the 
amendment, and therefore is qualified to 
move to reconsider, has moved to recon- 
sider the vote by which the amendment 
was rejected, 

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I ask for 
the yeas and nays.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The yeas 
and nays are requested.

Mr. MILLIKIN. Mr. President, a par-
liamentary inquiry,

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator 
willstat it.was 

willstae it
Mr. MILLJKIN. May we be advised 

what Is now proposed to be done? 
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator 

from Nevada [Mr. MALONE] has moved 
tha tlerconsidrtevtSnat y

which the Long amendment was re-
jete erlerivein.sote 

JMr. LONG. Mr. President, one of the 
sponsors of the amendment, the dis-
tinguished Senator from Wyoming [Mr. 
plaNT] hisnposition unnsuppotalof tex 
pamendmentpoitinn the Snthe
shouldmrecnside 

seems porme 
SntheIthseem votmebythic

shold ecosidrvte y wichthete 
amendment was rejected, in order that 
the Senator from Wyoming may have 

anoporuitt epai hs eso fr
supporting the amendment, especially in 
view of the fact that the amendment was 

deeteny ny ot.Itsem o 
me that in justice to the Senator from 

Wymnesol eafforded an op-esolWymn ewere
portunity to explain his reason for sup-

potn hmnmnhad 
Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I re-

gret very much that we are faced by a 
motion to reconsider the vote on the 

amedmet,th adfte amndmnt
been thoroughly submitted to the Sen-

at.Sm av okfu ena 
steadily on this bill since 10:30 this 
morning, in -committee and from the 
committee directly to the Senate floor,

Mr. President, I desire to ask the ma-
joiyo edr on e rpse o 

keep the Senate in session tonight?
Mr. LUCAS. I was hoping we could 

finish the bill. I thought the Senate was 
about through with the amendments. 

Mr. GEORGE. Obviously we are not 
near the end of the consideration of the 
bill if there is to be reconsideration of 
amendments. 

Mr UA.I hrei ob eo-
isideration of any of the amendments, 
and we are to have yea-and-nay votes 

and debate upon them, of course it will 
take some time. I sincerely hope we may 
pass the bill before the night is over. 
If we cannot do so, and some Senator 
wishes to move that the Senate take a 
recess, of course he can do so. 

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, the 
amendment offered by me and the Sen-
ator from Wyoming [Mr. HUNT] was de-
feated by only one vote. I am sure many
Senators did not have a chance to un-
derstand the amendment fully. We had 
only 5 minutes to debate the amend-
ment on our side. I hope the Senate will 
reconsider the vote by which the amend-
ment was defeated, since it was defeated 
by only one vote, 

Mr. LUCAS. Mr. President, a parlia-
mentary inquiry. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Sena-
tor will state it. 

Mr. LUCAS. Under the unanimous-
consent agreement, am I correct in my
understanding that we are compelled to 
remain here until we complete action on 
the bill, or can we take a recess before 
that is done? 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Chair 
does not interpret the unanimous-con-
sent agreement to compel the Senate to 
remain in session until action on the bill 
Is completed, Of course, teeis a spe-
cial order for a vote theoreo.Ta 

nterd byun tomorrow.s That 
wa entredby uanious onsnt,

Mr. CONNALLY. Tomorrow will be 
the same legislative day as today, if we 
take a recess? 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The unani-
Ioscnsit agreement provides for
action on the calendar day of June 20, 

that the legislative day does not have 
anything to do with it. 

The Chair also would hold that under 
the unanimous-consent agreement the 
motion to reconsider comes under the 
5-minute rule; 5 minutes to be allotted
to those in favor and 5 minutes to those
who are against the motion, if Senators 
desire to debate the motion, 

and Insert In lieu thereof the words "six 
days during such quarter, each day being
In a different calendar week." 

On page 323, in lines 22 and 23, It is 
proposed to delete "twenty-four days
during such quarter" and insert in lieu 
thereof the words "six days during such 
quarter, each day being in a different cal
endar week." 

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, this 
amendment would extend coverage un
der the old-age and survivors insurance 
program to approximately 1,000,000 do
mestics. The domestics who would be 
covered under this amendment are those 
who need this coverage most. They are 
domestics who perform day work 1 day a 
week for each employer.

These domestics are regularly em
ployed although by different employers.
It Is unfair and unwise to include do
mestics who work as much as 2 days for 
a single employer and then to exclude 
those who work I day a week. 

My amendment errs on the conserva
tive side. My amendment provides that 
the domestic must receive a minimum of 
$50 in a calendar quarter from the same 
employer, as well as work 6 days in that 
quarter.

At the prevailing wage rates of $5 per
day in the North and eastern parts of
the country, this would mean that the
domestic would actually be required to
work for 10 days in the calendar quarter.
In the South and other areas of lower 
wage levels, the period required to be 
worked to be, considered regularly em
poydwulbevnlngr 

Yet I think this amendment goes a
ln a ntergtdrcin h 
committee bill provides coverage for do
mestics who are employed as many as 
24 days in a calendar quarter. I have 
adopted the same wage minimum as that 
provided in the committee bill. This 
will cover domestics who work 1 day a
week in my State. 

If other Senators from other States 
would like, to decrease the minimum 

The Chair was putting the question aswaerqimntIwolbepasdo 
to whether the yeas and nays should be accept such a modification.
ordered. 

In any event, I urge the approval of
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I ask for this amendment. I consider it a highly 

Theyeas and IDNT important one for the purpose of extendnaynans.
Th IEPEIET lvnhns Ing old-age and survivors insurance pro-raised. That is not a sufficient tection to those who need it most.number according to the vote that was ThVIEP SDN.Tequ

on the amendment. tion is on agreeing to the amendment of
The question is on the motion to re. the Senator from New York [Mr. LEH-

consider the vote by which the so-cale A]

Long amendment was rejected. aheamnedntwa reeced


The motion to reconsider was not
agreed to. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill is 
open to further amendment. If there 
be no further amendment, the question
is on the committee amendment, as 
amended.asunimucoettohv 

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President; I call 
up amendment lettered "G" dated June 
14, which I offer on behalf of myself,
the Senator from Montana [Mr. MUR-. 
RAY], the Senator from Minnesota [Mr. 
HUMPHREY], and the Senator from Il. 
linois [Mr. DOUGLAS].STEMT 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secre-
tary will state the amendment. 

The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On Page 242,
lines 1 and 2, It is proposed to delete 
",twenty-four days during such quarter" 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill Is 
oe ofrhraedet fteeb 
no further amendment', the question is 
on agreeing to the committee amend
ment, as amended. 

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, 
rtd 

at this point in the RECORD a statement 
I have prepared, dealing with House bill 
6000. 

There being no objection, the state
ment was ordered to be printed In the 
RECORD, as follows: 

YENORHMRE 
H.TATE6000 is an impORtt HUilPhichaY 
Hectever one0 theimportantbilis whirchaf 

people. It is a measure which is lontg over
due. But, while the bill contains many im
portant Improvements in our social-security 

I 
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program, It does not, In my opinion, go far 
enough in meeting the needs of our people. 

The bill does not cover all the people under 
the insurance plan; the insurance benefits 
are not adequate enough, there Is no pro-
vision for disability Insurance benefits; and 
the assistance provisions are grossly Inade-
quate. 

The Senate Finance Committee made a 
number of changes In the House-approved 
,bill, and I want to give credit first for the 
Improvements which the committee made. 
There are eight major improvements. These 
are: 

1. Increase In the second step In the 
benefit formula from 10 percent to 15 per-
cent, including an upward adjustment of 
benefits for current beneficiaries, 

2. Liberalization of the eligibility provi-
sion so as to make it easier for persons to 
become insured for benefits during the naxt 
decade, 

3. Liberalization of the method of corn-
puting the "average monthly wage', for bene-
fit purposes, 

4. Inclusion of regularly employed agri-
cultural labor, 

5. Inclusion of publishers as self-employed 
persons. 

6. Payment of benefits to dependent hus-
bands and widowers of Insured women work-
ers and liberalization of survivors imlursptce 
benefits with respect to deaths of Insured 
married women, 

7. Increasing the maximum payments for 
aid to dependent children In which the Fed-
eral Government would share from $27 to 

$30a mnthfo th fistchildadfo 
$18 to $20 for each additional cid 

8. Increase In Federal grants for maternal 
and child health from $11,000,000 to $20,000,-
000 annually; for crippled children from 
$7,500,000 to $18,000,000; and for child wel-
fare services, fronm $7,000,000 In the House 
bill to $12,000,000. 

But after making the 8 improvements 
which I have just listed, the Finance Coin-
mittee mnade 12 major crippling changes 
which deliberalize the House bill. These are 
as follows: 

1, Reduction of the maximum wage based 
from $3,600 to $3,000 a year,

2. Elimination of the provision for perma. 
nent and total disability Insurance, 

3. Elimination of the increment for years 
of contributions to the insurance program.

4. Exclusion of tips from covered wages. 
5. Exclusion of salesmen and certain other 

groups, such as driver-lessees of taxicabs and 
home workers, from coverage as employees. 

6. Exclusion of naturopaths. archittects, 
accountants, and all professional engineers 
from coverage as self-employed persons.

7. Elimination of the provision which 
would have Increased assistance payments
by providing a higher percentage of Federal 
funds under a formula weighted In favor of 
States with low payments, 

S. Elimination of the provision for includ-
Ing an adult relative to aid-to-dependent-
children families as a recipient for Federal 
matching purposes. drl 

9. Elimination of the provision for Fedea 
grants to the States for the needy perma-
nently and totally disabled.ThjuirSntrfo 

10. Elimination of the provision extend-
igFederal grants for public assistance toingrt RioadteVri sad.to 
11. Reducing Federal matching on Stats 

supplementary old-age assistance payments 
to a 50-80 basis in cases where a person be-
comes an insurance beneficiary after the 
effective date of thei bill. 

12. Restoring the 3-year residence require-
mnent for the blind instead of the 1-year re-
quirement in the House bill. 

So. in summary, the Finance Committee 
made S major improvements and 12 major 
dellberalizations. I shall support amend-
ments to correct these deliberaltzations, and I 
hope that the Senate Will vote to reverse 
them. 

I am strongly In favor of the amendments 
which have been Introduced to increase the 
maximum wage base. I favor Increasing the 
wage bsse to $4,800 a year, which would 
make It possible to pay an Insurance benefit 
of $95 a month instead of the $72.50 a month 
provided under the $3,000 wage base reported 
out by the Finance Committee. I believe 
that $72.50 a month is not sufficient to main-
tain an individual at a decent level, 

I also favor the amendments proposed to 
restore an "Increment," which would give 
the contributor an Increased benefit based 
upon the years that he contributed to the 
Insurance system. If the full 1-percent In-
crement were restored to the bill, it would 
enable a benefit of $100 a month to be paid 
to persons retiring at the present time and 
about $114 a month to persons who had con-
tributed for 20 years. These amounts seem 
to me to be more in keeping with what Is 
required for an American standard of living. 

I also favor the restoration of provisions 
for the payment of permanent and total dis. 
ability Insurance. Under the provisions of 
H. R. 6000 as passed by the House of Rtepre-
sentatives, thousands of permanent disabled 
individuals would have been provided bene-
fit during the period of their disability. I 
feel that the elimination of this protection 
from the bill Is undesirable. When an in-
dividual has suffered a heart attack and Is no 
longer able to work, when he Is suffering 
from tuberculosis or cancer and is unable 
to perform hise regular job responsibilities, 
he rapidly uses up his savings under the 
double straln of loss of income from his 
job Itnd the necessity for paying for doctors 
and hospital bills, medical supplies and 

nurses' services. We now provide disability 
Insurance protection to governmental em-
ployees under the Civil Service Retirement 
Act and under all of the other retirement acts 
passed by the Congress. We have by Federal 
legislation provided disability insurance pro-
tection to over 2,000,000 men -and women 
under the Ramiroad Retirement Aot. The ad-
ministrative experience under the Railroad 
Act and'under the Civil Service Retirement 
Act has been eminently successful. There 
are 5,000.000 persons covered under these 
two laws. Between two and three million 
employees of State and local governments 
are covered under State and local retire-
ment systems which also provide disability
Insurance protection. With this wealth of 
administrative experience, I see no reason 
why we should not now extend this same 
type of protection to the workers In Industry 
and commerce who need It so badly. 

I believe that we should take immediate 
steps to extend the Insurance program to 
cover as many persons as possible, I am a 
cosponsor, along with Senators LEHmAN, 
DOUGLAS, and MURRAY, of an amendment 
to extend coverage to an additional 1,000.000 
persons, in domestic service. I hope that 
other Senators will join us In voting for 
this amendment. 

The senior Senator from Montana has of-
fered an amendment to extend coverage to 
an additional 1,000,000 farm laborers. Farm 
workers need social-security protection. 

NeYokhs 
ThferejuniorenSmeato from NsuewYrorkcthas 

ofeeanaedettasuepoetosome 40.000 home workers under the In-
surance provisions of the bill. This is a 
very desirable amendment. 

While I believe that all of these amend- 
ments are sound, and I shall vote for them, 
I believe that we must make a still more 
far-reaching revision of our social-security 
program. I believe that a sound social-secur-
ity program should embody the following 
fundamental principles: 

1. Universal coverage of all persons who 
work for a living.

2. P'roteetion under the Insurance system 
of 0l aged persons, irrespective of the length 
Of time that they have contributed to the 

Insurance system or whether they have re
tired prior to contributing to the Insurance 
system. 

3. A substantial increase in the amount of 
the benefit In order that Individuals may 
retire with security, dignity, and reasonable 
comfort. 

4. Payment of insurance benefits to Indi
viduals during periods of disability so that 
Individuals who are sick or disabled may also 
have security as well As some Income, which 
will make It possible for them to avoid asking 
for charity and enable them to pay their 
doctor's and hospital bills from their Insur
ance benefits. 

5. Federal grants to the States for publio 
assistance to needy persons for whom the 
insurance program cannot meet all their 
needs, 

We have made a good start in overhauling 
our social-security system. But we cannot 
be content with, what we have done so far. 
We must not wait for another 11 years to 
make the necessary changes which will bring 
our social-security system up to date. 

Our economy is expanding. Wages have 
been increasing and in my opinion will con
tinue to Increase because of the increasing 
productivity of our American economic sys
tem. Under these circumstances I believe 
we can provide a more generous, a more ade
quate, a more comprehensive social-security 
system which will really bring security to the 
American people. There are some who are 
afraid of improving our social-security sys
tem because they say it will cost too much. 
In my opinion these people do not have faith 
In the future of America. They do not have 
faith In our economic system. They do not 

have faith in our political system. 
I believe we must go forward In making 

bold and progressive changes in our social-
security system if we are going to meet the 
needs of our people In a dynamic and chang-
Ing economy. 

Until we have such a comprehensive and 
progressive social-seturity system I believe 
we must improve the existing program. I 
favor the amendments being offered to In
crease the coverage of the insurance pro
gram, liberalize the amount of the benefits 
and permanent-disability Insurance, and in
crease Federal grants for public assistance. 

MrMAOEsbeunlsadM. 
MrMAOEsbeunlsad M. 

President, I ask unanimous consent to 
have printed at this point in the RECORD, 
as a part of my remarks, a statement I 
have prepared.

There being no objection, the state
nment was ordered to be printed in the 

RECoRD, as follows: 
THE SOCIAL SEcu=IY LEGISLATION 

The junior Senator from Nevada Is for the 
maximum of social security that the eco
nomic structure of the Nation can support 
without danger to employment and Invest
ments. 

The legislation, however, as at present con
stituted is neither insurance nor pensions, 
It Is neither fish nor fowl; it Is a hybrid 
thing. No definite permanent policy has yet 
beremeddbyhec mte. 
bhee recomended bybohthe ommittee.an 

Thpym tsbbthhemlyeadthe employer, starting with a total of 3 per
cent, within a few years will approximate 7 
percent.

The legislation will apparently absorb the 
greater part of the pensions paid by business, 
The steel companies are a good example. 

The legislation will probably absorb most 
of the State pension systems within a reason
able time. 

It Is not a well-thought-out piece of leg
islation. 

The George-Millikin resolution provides
for a thorough study of the whole subject-to 
determine what trend the payments should 
take, how much social security the economy 
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can absorb, and how much can the pro. 
gram be substantially broadened without 
danger to the economic system. It Is esti-

mae taapoxmtey8,0,00people
pastd t5halntapprovimately 8,000gisl000 n o ecvre 
It Is obvious that there should be greater 
coverage. 

So, for these end other reasons, the junior 
Senator from Nevada believes that the re-
eults of the proposed study should have 
been made known before the passage of 

th eilto.Ives 

pat6 il yteleilto. 

th eilto.Jenner 
The VICE PRESIDENT. The ques-

tion is on agreeing to the committee 
amendment, as amended. 

The amendment, as amended, was 
agreed to. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The question
is on the engrossment of the amend-
mient, and the third reading of the bill. 

The amendment was ordered to be en-
grossed and the bill to'be read a third 
time,. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The qlues-
tion is, Shall the bill pass?

Mr. GEORGE and other Senators 
asked for the yeas and nays.

The yeas and nays were ordered, and 
the legislative clerk called the roll. 

Mr. MYERS. I announce that the 
Senator from New Mexico [Mr. CHAVEZ] 
is necessarily absent, 

The Senator from California [Mr. 
DOWNEY] is absent because of illness. 

The Senator from North Carolina [Mr. 
GRAHAM] is absent on public business, 

The Senator from Florida [Mr. HOL-
LAND], the Senator from South Carolina 
[Mr. JOHNSTON], the Senator from Idaho 
[Mr. TAYLOR], and the Senator from 

Oklhom[M. TOMA] ae asen by 
leave of the Senate.Jeto 

The Senator from Maryland [Mr.
O'CONOR] is absent by leave of the Sen
ate on official business, attending the 
sessions of the International Labor Or
ganization at Geneva, Switzerland, as a 
delegate representing the United States. 

I announce further that if present and 
voting, the Senator from New Mexico 
[Mr. CHAVEZ], the Senator from North 
Carolina [Mr. GRAHAM], the Senator 
from Florida [Mr. HOLLAND], the Senator 
from 'South Carolina [Mr. JOHNSTON], 
the Senator from Maryland [Mr. O'CON
OR], the Senator from Idaho [Mr. TAY
LOR], and the Senator from Oklahoma 
[Mr. THOMAS] would each vote "yea."

Mr. SALTONSTALL. I announce 
that the senior Senator from North Da
kota [Mr. LANGER], the Senator from 
Oregon [Mr. MORSE], the Senator from 
New Hampshire [Mr. ToBEY], the Sena
tor from Michigan [Mr. VANDENBERG],
and the junior Senator from North Da
kota [Mr. YOUNG] are absent by leave 
of the Senate. If present and voting,
the senior Senator from North Dakota 
[Mr. LANCER], the Senator from Oregon
[Mr. MORSE], the Senator from New 
Hampshire [Mr. ToBEY], and the junior
Senator from North Dakota [Mr. YOUNG]
would each vote "yea.,, 

The result was announced-yeas 81, 
nays 2, as follows: 

YEAS-81 
Aiken Capehart Dworshak 
Anderson Chapman Eastland 
Benton Connally Ecton 
Brewster Cordon Ellender 
Bricker Darby Ferguson
Bridges Donnell Ianders 
Byrd Douglas Frear 

F'ulbright Knowland Neely 
George Leahy O'Mahoney 
Gillette Lehman Pepper 
Green Lodge Robertson
Gurney Long RussellHayden Lucas Saltonstall 
Hendrickson McCarran Schoeppel
Hickenlooper McCarthy Smith, Maine 
Hill McClellan Smith, N. J. 
Hosy McFarland Sparkman 
Humphrey McKellar Stennis 
Hunft McMahon Taft 

Magnuson Thomas, UtahMalone Thye 
Johnson, Colo. Martin TvdingsJohnson, Tex. Maybank Watkins
Kefauver Mtilikin Wherry 
Kemn Mundt Wiley
Kerr Murray Williams 
Kilgore Myers Withers 

NAYS-2 
Butler Cain 

NOT VOTING-13 
Chavez Langer Tobey 
Downey Morse Vandenberg 
Graham O'Conor Young 
Johnston, S.C. Thomas, Okla. 

So the bill (H. R. 6000) was passed.
Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I move 

that the Senate insist upon its amend
ment, request a conference thereon with 
the House of Representatives, and that 
the Chair appoint the conferees on the 
part of the Senate. 

The motion was agreed to; and the 
Vice President appointed Mr. GEORGE, 
Mr. CONNALLY, Mr. BYRD, Mr. MILLIKIN, 
and Mr. TAFT conferees on the part of 
the Senate. 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that the bill be 
printed showing the Senate amendment. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob
i.iQ nrde. 
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AN ACT

To 	 extend and improve the Federal Old-Age and Survivors 

Insurance System, to amend the public assistance and child 

welfare provisions of the Social Security Act, and for other 
purposes. 

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 

:3 ~Ph* thi A-e*, with the fellewin~tAbe of eente*nts mery be 

4 eite ae the "Seeie Seetiriity Aet Armendets of i94091 
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OLD AG2~~eE AN SUVVR 

SE~e, 404-. I-(- Seeteft N2Q 

amfended to fef*d as f-elews-: 

T C~ff 

of the Seeial geem4F.-t Aet is 

7 

8 

9 

i"Okd ign4sufaiee B~en*efit 

"~SEe. N20% -(a)T- zE-1--y iindividta who

"i(4.1 is a ftlly iflsthed iiidividua4 d(aefiaed iff 

11 £{)-hats attained metir-eme*ia age -(as defined ifi 

13 has file4 applieatieft foi old-ae maieie 

14 

15 

16 

beefiets of was eititle4 to 

fA.S fef the mnefithpeei 

attained r-etir-eaief age-, 

ds~iiyHsf*e befie

th-e Mefa is whieh he 

17 "hlhe eftitled to esi old age ins~uarnfee befte44t Lef eaeh 



S


1 month, beginning with the firsat moenth after 4Q)4 in whiebi 

2 sti-h idii&4dual beeomfes so entitled to stielih iftsurafnee benefits 

3 and enidilig with the month preeeding the monith int whieh 

4 hRe. dies Snob iidi*4dati's- old4-age insuranfee benlefit for anfy 

5 mointh shell be eq+1w4 to his Primfar!y insfaranee amonnttt -(-a 

6 defined ini seetion 24-& -(a)--) for suob monfth. 

7 £iWie's lasumnee Beniefits 

S "-b) hew ifesd dfined in seetieft24t6-(4H+ of 

9 an itdlitidual entitled to old-age neiatebenefits, if snob 

10 -wie

11 (A-+ bee filed appileation for -wifsin'stae 

12 benefits

13 !-(B)- has attained r-etir-ement age or has in her ear-e 

14 -(individually or jointly with her husband-)- at the time 

15 of filinig snob applieationi at e414 entitiled to a ehilds 

16 strnebeniefit On the basis6 of the wages or segf

17 employment ineomfe of her huasban&d 

18 2-(C*) was living with seale individtal at the timfe 

19 stteh appieation wats filed- and 

20 li-(P~)is noet entitled to old-age instiranee benie

21 fits- or its entitled to old-age insur-atnee benefits eaeh 

22 of whieh isle-ss thatn ofle-hlft of anf old-ageinuae 

23 benefit. of her huisbaiid, 

24 shl h3e entitled to at wife's isreebenefit for eash 

25 mjonth, begiffning with the first mionth after- 4-949 in whieh 
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1 she beeemles so etitied etosteh iftseiwat*ee benefise a*d efd

2 i-fg wit4 &he menth pr-eeedifng t4e fir mfiefh iff whieh 

3 a~y of the following eeears-: she 4ie-s- hef hasbaa4 dies,- they 

4 air-e diverm e4 ft -vieaet4 maiffiefnii no44ehlof he* Wts1ban4 

5 is entitled to a eh4*44s instf-aneee beefite ftfd she has no 

6 attained Fetiremeti age-, or she beeemaes entded te et eMk

7 age ifisRapaee benefit eqtwl to er weedeing oehaehlf e fo 

8 old-age Hiftsfa-nee befiei of hef hiasband. 

9 SL()..wife'se iiisa*afee 13eftefi if efte monthshl 

10 be equl tooeeehfal of the 44-~age insw~aftee benefi ef he* 

11 hiusbaa4 fffee ~eih 

12 "Gild' instmanee Beaefis 

13 14 {1} Evf ehild -(as defaed ini se4etio 246 e) 

14 of aft individiua entited to 44- age insufan e befiefits, er 

15 of an kiiidiidal who 4We a fully of euffeiidy insw~e4 iadi

16 vidiae -(as defined ift seetien' 24) afte* 1939, i sichehi4414 

17 I.L(A* has filed atppieation ife ehil4!s islae 

19 I.-1~4B a4 the fim*e seek appliefttie was fikled w"as i

20 a*R~4ad had e4 attained te atge of eighteen, a*i4 

21 wavFs dependent~apefi eueh indiv44ua1 at the 

22 tim~e siueh e-pplieatieoi was fied, e*- if stiek individiiatl 

23 hats died-, wats depe~defft upeff sree iftdiv4idal eA t~he 

24 4ifte 4f steek indivi4dia1 death, 

25 shal4 he ei~ided to at ehild!e itssian-tfee benefi fop eaeh mae4h, 
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I begifffii-Hg With the fifT4 MEOflth Mteif VI94 ii Whieh Slieh 

2 ebild beeeffles se etitile4 te sii-eh ifsur-&-nee hbeieftt a114 

3 endftg w"t the m~ent4 preee ifig the finat mfefith in w-hie-h 

4 fa-y of the feiiewing oeeeus eteh ehil dies- mafries, is 

5 fop eef f dpifby a teppafen. Fa tda-ef

6 ~au, of un4e sitbseqept to the oefte4 ieh ftilly of' 

7 eti-rently isiear-ed f4vidua44Il)- of atttaills the atge 4eigfe 

8 Sueh ehild's in-suffeaee befteft fe eaeh ffeiit 

9 shel-,if the inthdivdip otthesbfsis ofwhenwages efself

10 effplyffeft itieeme the ehil is eintitled to stieh befiefi has 

11 fitdied p effftothe eftdeesh e-fith, eeu4 ooe-ha 

12 ofthe eld-age ki~sfffeee benefit e4 'steh inddivide f-ef suieh 

13 mnh44.. Saieh AM'4~s ifier-a-nee ben*eft feir ea-eh Rionth shal4

14 if siieh iMf44u{ hfts died ill eif pfief to&sieh ffiefth, be 

15 eqtWa to thfe furthe 4 the prifit- iftsuffffiee affle1H4 of 

16 stieh individuAa efeep~thatt- if there is mae-re thfaft ofte ehild 

117 enite tobfef f th -b of st ijjdivi aswagers 

18 ofsl mpe~ei inee ea stieh ehil~d's ksifa 

19 beieeit fe sueh Faenth sAAl he eqtWa to the suffi 4o-4) 

20 eae-hal4 of the pfhaaay instimaaee affieaft of stieh iandividial. 

21 &Rd -(-B.) ofe fe4uifh 4 stieh iimeyitsu~ntee amenoia 

22 divided by the nufftei of sash ehi4di-eia

23 i±-(*-&-A ehMl shll, he deefiaed d~epeident tipe* his 

24 fiather- of~adeptiieg afhtei at the tiiee speeiied ift pafagr-ftph 

25 *14* -(-# tiiiess, at seeh thfee, sas-h indiviAda-l wats fiot 



1 livAin with or' eentiibutiing te the eiupper- of siueh shiM 

2 and

3 "±(-A). atteh ehil is neithe~the legitimate off 

4 adepted ehiki of atteh iftdividial ef 

5 LL(B+ otteh ehiki ha4 beeni adepted by seone othei! 

6 iadi-vJu~l o 

7 "%g) saeh ehim was livin with and was" eei~ 

8 mor thfm ene-hJW o his suppee-t k-omn his stepfathein 

9 E~.4).. -Aehild shal be deefled dependent fpeft his se

11 ofteh timie- the ehi4d was vi~ng with of wa -*ee-eivtfg at 

12 keeas oea-ha1 of his supper-t f4on saseh stepfather

13 LW A ehild shAl be deem~ed depefident upeft his natu

15 tinie-,she was 4eth a 44ly aftd a effFently insured ifidivinal 

16 -A ehMl shal also be deand depeitdent ufepe his natural of~ 

17 adepting meother-, eip upon his stepmther- at the time speei

18fed mf -(4)-~ iif-, ma stieh tiffic- +A+ 

19 sh wa iv~ing with of~eentibtiing ta the suppet of 

20 sette ehikld and -(B+) eithe *-() sach shiM was- neither

21 liv4in with+nof Yeeseivig eont~ibatients 4om his fathef of 

22 adeptin fahe- oiF .{ii saseh ehiM was i-eeeivkig att leas 

23 on a fhs ~e-ko her-. 

25 ±±a 4 4+±~ e widow -(-as dfieied in seetion -24-6 -(-e)-)
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1 4 aft indiv,4dtw who died a Wily ittstr-ed ittdiv4dttal aftef 

2 4-939 if seek widow

3 "(A) has not r-emam~e4,

4 i±{B) has attained r-etieffient age-, 

5 66)-ha applisatio widow'sinuaefiled for 

6 benefits or wvas entitled, affter attainiment 4f retir-efneft 

7 agto wife~s insuranee benefits- onf th~e basis 4f the 

8 wages or efefpeie ti*eome of steek individual

9 for the mointh pr-eeeding the mointh int which he died;, 

10 '~(D* was aing with seek inidividiai at the timfe 

11 of his deathandtp 

.12 'L(E* is noet entitled, to old-age insur-ance befiefits, 

13 or is entitled to old-age intsurance b~enefits eaceh of which 

14 is less thani three-four-ths of the primatr-y insuranffee 

15 amount of her deceafsed huishand, 

16 shal hbe entitded to a widews insurancfe benefit ifo each 

17 monith, beginning with the first mointh afterf 4949 ini whieh 

18 she becomes so entitled to such insrancle benefits anfd 

19 ending with the month -pr-eceding the first month inH whic 

20 afly of the following oeeur-s- she reare4ies- or becomies 

21 entitled to ant old-atge insiiranee benefit equtal to er exeeed

22 intg the fettrths of the -primary insur-anee fiamouttft 4 her 

23 deceased hesbandr 

24 L{2} eek widow's insurancfie beniefit for each moenth 



1shall be eqita1 to Owe ioaw-hse4ofhe pri4*fiafy fsm e 

2, aime*H4 of he* deeeased hu~sband4 

3 "Meth~eF4in.s uii0*fee0 Befiits 

4 iL4e) -(--) T14he widew &ndl evey feme* wife diver-eed 

5 -*a defined ift seetieft 2-4- -(4)-) of aft iftdi~ida4 who died 

6 a fulyo eia**entA 'iesaed ini~ividu~al a4ke- 4989, if saee 

7 widow of fe*ffe* wife d~ivereed~ 

.9 !L(-1+) is fiat etitiled to f widow's insam-nee be~iefit, 

10 L++isf4eitttido o ldge insuiTe ee benaefiAs 

11 of*is eni~tled te old-&ge ifisar-effee beoefis eaeh of whieh 

12 isl-s hf theef~eaA6h of the p~imay isaie 

13 affeaitof~ suee isidividuaa1 

14 -(.)- has fi4ed applieattioin fop mot13er's e*ne 

15 benefits-, 

16 ahE* iiftA ppiai hasifth imeo g sieh 

17 hff eafe a ehid of saeh iinividtia4 entitled to a,AM'ds 

18 ifsme eeiffi 

19 iL+4} -() in tke eatse of a widow, was li-ving 

20 w-Msuehitidivdfta 4t tmeof Iisdeatih.eof( ift 

21 the ease e4 a- feme* wise diivereed4 was eeiig 

22 fromi sueh 4ividttd1al (p**sti~as to agr-eemfent of eetH4 

23 e0dr *-atkstoe e-spo ttetm fhish!o 

24 deth a-Rd the ehil r-efeffed to ifl elause -(E+) is he*f 
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1 soe-, daughter, or legally adepted ehild ead the beneflte 

3 siieh indii4dt&I' wages or-sef emeeyee-

A sh&1A be entid~ed t.o a~ %ethei'e insti*Ieffee beiaeft for ee~eh 

6 she beeeffies so entide4 to eiueh insofaaee befiefts and endin


7 wit the lefth -preeedh& the, f*st flienh ini whieh


8 fif of the fe1Aewi~ eeetis.* if AMil of stieh deeeftsed


9 ifidividiua is entiled to a ehd'd.nsuae beneft, siueh widew


10 of~fiomei' wife, div~eieed bee~ee en4tited to an old-age


11I enefit eqiwl to oif e.*eeedi4 treega~ of the 

12 primmay ina afte&e~tf of ea-eh deeesed ifi&kkalshek 

13 beeemes entitled to at widew's iasffee befift she re.

15 eB4d- in the ease of at ieimej wife, divereed, with the menth 

17 dehughter-, of legely adepted ehild of siwe feoeie wfe, 

18 diveeed is entitled to at ebild's ifst*iranee beftefi on the bftsis 

19 of the wag ofse lf eiiiee~ eeme of sieh deeeased 

21 9 See ffither i.B eff e~ebfif fei efteh ment 

22 sh"l be equf4 to thiree 4euiithe of the prifflaf~i~smy ~ 

23 ftfflietint of sitek deeeased i~4iadii1-l 

24 "Paenet's sitisfanee Benefit 

25 -4-- Every paeist -{a defffed in this -subseetion)
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1of en if~-A who died at folly instffe4 individuit ahffe 

2 4939, if sash ifidivi4aal 444 fete ka-w a widow whio meets 

3 th eiiin nsbe~e * ++-D fd-+o 

4 aft uhmafre4 ehild mafei ~he age of eighteen deemied 

5 depeffdent oft eteh ifidividua tiffdei sseetioft -(4*-(3-, 

6 -(4)7of b-, afd if sueh pafentt 

7 (A) fs attained reke age-, 

8 "-(B*) was r-eeei*ftg ea Least oae-half of his suppert 

9 fre-af sush ifidi-i~dta at the time of sueh iindivi4aa4'e 

10 dat~h sad4 fiked pifoof of saeh Supper4 withint two yea"S of 

11 saeh date of death, 

12 Hf%)has Hot fnari4ed oinee seke indirA4iaas death, 

13 ±-(P~)- is not entitled to old-age insuafanee benefts, 

14 of is entitled to old-age insuafanee benefits ea-ek of whiek 

15 iq less thanf thIree feufths of the priffaify insafanee 

16 amoant of sateh deeeased iidividual, anfd 

17 !!-(~) hats fiked appijeation fef pafent's*sae 

18 benefits-, 

19 hAll he entitled to a paf-ef4!'s instir-anee beneflt fof eaeh 

20 month, beginning with the fii-At month A4-ef 4-949 int whieh 

21 stieh pamfeft beeomfes so entiled to sueh par-ent' inmne 

22 benefits ftid e-nding wit the faonth pr-eeeding the &A~s 

23 month int whieh atny of the following oeeinsei saeh parent 

24 diefs, ma~nes, of beeemes entitled to anf old-ageinane 



66 el-, he " -pqe 

ei16 ft -eipf 

19 Of wa 

21 te:r o___1-

22o v s At.e 
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1 Offi beha44 ef afty otteh pef!sfia -(whedie* ff ne legarily eem

2 peteit) p-ife* to the e~pmim ~eft we yea*s efte* tke dfee 

g of death ef s*edinsei4viid**Ah 

4 Applhee,*eiR Ie Mlefihly Insi*aaee Befnefits 

5 k)+1* Ai iI4vi~diar who weu44 hftve beeft entited 

6 to beei and sab*eti +b*T-,* *4), *d)-, 0*f 

9 siieh benefit ie* ~eae meliah i4 he files 1appiief therefe* 

10pift teef f h it fait if~daev-eeeed4ing 

11 eueh menth. 4t a enth pr-ie* to the menth iflA-ay benef iff 

12 whieh apetien ofid shalbe reue d, to eye ~eat 

13 thaM nRy be neeeseary, so that it wiI4 fee i*ende* epr-eneetie 

14 ftny bene14d whieh- ee- h iigo ak&piain h 

15 Amfit-tfht etfefffo ahp-f aah 

16 N-o2"eftplieateiofe* afiy benefi ande* "h aseetien. 

17 iff any montnh afte* 149 whiek io filed pr-ie* to thre monthis 

18 befefe the firs4 menth fe* wlhiek the atppliefftf beeemes ea

19 tid1ed to oteh benefi sheAl be aeeeeted a a"leto f 

20 the papposes of this see~tien; a-nd any applieatieff filed wti 

21 siteh three months' period sha4 be deem~ed to have been 

22 g4e4 inetteb fir-A nienth. 

23 "ith eosEntkleiaeft +to-eanefits 

24 +-1)(4) AnRy individual who is entitled 40* afty naenfth 

IL R. 6000-2 
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1 t mer-e thaf ene ififitefay ~iftswfee beaefi~(eh t4*at a& 

2 eM-lage ifisuea~ee benefit)- tifide this 4it1e ebo6l be entited 

3 to ei 4y ofte siteh i eittkly benefit fe* sueh ffienh, siteh, beti-

4 e& to@ be the kexges ofhhe met**~~ befieie4s tkehvAeh 

5 -(-biA Iffi dki paragiaph)- wettld other-wise be eatit.ed if 

6 oateh mealth 

7 l-(-*) If aft iadivi1 is e~i~ed to au eM-age iis

8 stt*aee befteli feji afty mi~hezRfad to atiy othf ei3~~~ 

9 inu- ae bene&4 ife otteh ffefith ettel othffi iftsumainee bent

10 efit fff sueh ffiefit hS+ be r-eduee4 (-aftef an~y f-eduaetn 

11der- seetien 266 -(a)+)by an anmetnn eque4 te sueh eM

12 ageisfne eift 

14 eiemftAe 

15 iL~(4) -MIanly per-sen weu4d be efitied, upeft fiiftg ap 

1 6 eatien therefoei, t an aifflui undei seetief 6 of the Rail

17 iFea4 Retienmen Ae~ofe4 1.7, of~t& a lamp-sufni payniaefi 

18 tt~5e sbeetief -() -(4-) of s,&eh seetion, with fespeet +to 

19 the death of an employee -(as dnedfi in sash Aet), nie 

20 himp-sufa deat payiin~t-. and nf ie ae~ beitef foj! the 

21 men-t int whieb sash ewpleyee~died: of fef any mentb there

22 aftei-, shall be paid unfdef this seetieft to any per-seo eft the 

23 basisftee wages o elfeilofl iieome of teh eif

2 4 pey~ee 

25 -b 4 xet"poie npwgp h 
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1 afliimff fade by subseetieni )-( of this seeetiof shal 

2 take effeet Jafffiay 4-, 4-950. 

3 -(-24 Seetin N5 -iff)- of the Seeial Seeffity Aet is f -(

4 ipealel efleetivte wita fespeet to mniithly beftefits widef 

5 seetien 24 of the Seeial. Seeufity A-et- as amended by ti 

6 A-eti fe* menths af-tem 4-949. 

7 434- Seetien 2O0 -(h- -f24-Y of the Seeial Seea-ity A-et- as 

8 ainended by thi A~et- shall take effeet Oetebe* 4-, -049. 

9 *(e4+ Ay idividue etitld to p rineulaf 

10 benefits of wido-w.s eumrent iftsu-a-n e benefits undef seetien 

11 Q-Qof the Seeia Seeuit Ae4ta i+eet pfiofto 4 

12 efedeftby thi Aet who would, but fem' the eflftetmnef

13 of tsiAet, be entitl'ed to stieh benefits for Janua~ 4#W5 

14 shal be deemed to be entitled to old age ifnsuiiEffee hefte

15 fAts of fflethef-s insur-afte benefits afs the ease ffa-y he)

16 a~d sei 202 of the Soegal Seeafity A4et as amended 

17 by this A~et-, as though stuek indi-vidual beemnie entitled to 

18 samek benefits ini J uatia 1050, the -Pff-fflial nsmfainee munt 

19 onf whieh suteh benefits axe based to be 4etemmi~ned as ppe

20 videdin seetienl444ofthisAet 

21 A4-Ay individ4a~efttitled to afi-W othef mflnthly in-a 

22 sthmaee bentefits undef seetion M0 of the Seeial Seeumrty 

23 et as int effeet pmfomf to its atmendifetit by thi A-et who 

24 woul4d but for the enaetffenit of hi A-et- be entitled to such 

25 befiefits fef Januaff 4-9)O shall be fleeme to be entit~led 
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to sueh, bene4its unde* seetien 202) ofIdie Seeia Seemfily A-et

"aefmended by- this A-eIt ao thengh sueli ifidiv4i*4a beeanie 

eiit4ed to si~eh benefi4s in TAnuaffy 19.50 the -m~ 

+sH aneen in ent wihieh stwh beftefi afe hasedl to be 

detefffiked as jpr-oi~ded in seetiont 41- of this A~et

(-a) Anay indiN4dual who files a~ppieatien after 1-949 

fef mefitly benefits uiidei an-y stibseetin of seetienl "O 

of the Seeio Seeuiity A~et who wetild, bet fo&r the eiiet-t 

fontn of thi Aet, be entiled to benef-ts tindei s,&eh sseetien 

-(-s in efeet prioe to stie enaetmient.)- feir any menth ~~i 

to 4-9.5 shall be deemed entitled to siueh benefits fff sueh 

molnt pfief to 4-9.5 to the seme eftent and in the same 

ftfel as theugh thi et heAd not been enaeted. 

-(A-)Inte ea of any pafen of af nilivdufl whe 

-(4-) died afteif Ju~ne 14-47k bi# pi~ei to .950, 

-(2-- a Rot ab fitly insth-ed iftditvddal mtide* the 

po4eosof seetiefi 209 4(g9- of the Seeiel Seettr-ty 

A.- sineff64 a te tfe e death,and 

-(-a) wh~o is insam-ed tindei the Pr-eiasiens of seetien 

-2-44-(a+ -efsueh Aet,aeeded bythsA-et

%sueh-pafeft shl+P be deemed to havze meft the epfm t 

in seetion " -() 4(--) 49~) of sueh A-et ae so amended, 

of filing pfoef of snppe4t withinf twa&yeffs of the date of 

stieh ind4vidttal's deatth if sneb pee4 is fiWe pfifo to 4-962 

(4IUtnip suff death payments shal be mfade in the 
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2 Aet had Rot beeft e~aeted;.emeept that in the ease of any 

3 findiiduffi whoe died ejatside the ferity-eight Sta~eA ae the 

4 1*stfiet ef 96humi afife* Peeemb1ef 67, 4-41, affd io 

to AiasIOtet 167446, the lmAs seatenee of seetie 2M -(g+

6 ofte geie eeaiy Ae t haU not-be alib if apli

7 meot~e fe* a Bl simp death peyffet is filed pfieia to -962. 

9 S~e-.402-. -fa-e+g eh o eetioR26 cfthe Seeia 

Seeui~ty Aet so pr-eeedes subseetie-f -(4) is ofled to iFe&4 

11 as fe~lewa-* 

13 DSBHFBNFT 

14 "affit eift 

1"S~e. 248, -(e Whenevef the total of moethly benefits 

16 ta whieh indii4diiel& afe eetitled made* seetoi 20 for~a 

17 menh onthe basis ofthe wageofsel flpoiea 

18 of an 4idividiie eieeeds $460, of emeeeds 80 pe* eenttim 

19 of his average menthly wage -(as def~ed ifl oeetion -24 

4fe-)- stieh toWa of benefits sh&4,- ftef afty dedlietie~as 

21 tifidef th seetief, -be jiedtteed to $450 of to 80 pe* eentu 

22 of hisl eaveage fflofttbly wage, whieheve* is the lesser

23 hefteier a feditetio~ is maide tinde thi sibseetion, eaeh 

24 benefit, exeept the old-age ifisffanee befteflt, shAl be pro

por-tionately deer-eased." 
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- Tb-1he amendm~ent. made by su4~seetieft -(-e) of ti 

2 seetiefl shell be applieb4le with i-espee~to benefits Ifei Faenhs 

3 afte*44949. 

4 VS PRO 

6 -0+)of seetiea 208 of the Seeia Seetit-y Aet afe. ffinefded 

7 to fea-dae iellews-: 

8 4)ed*uetioffs eirr Aeeotm4 of Wefk of' Failarie to IHaw Q9hd 

10 i!(bRediuetiefns, ifi siwh ametemis &nd at stieh tia~e eff 
11 tiffes as the Adiisjaef shalld rie hl emd 

12 frem ftny paymffent of paymeats aiideiti title to whieh ani 

13 i*d~ividua1 is entitled, umtil the tota of sifeh ded**etiefls eqfi~as 

14 siieh id44diaal's beaefi~t of beefleits iande* seetiofi 2OW feir 

15 emy meeth afte* 1949

16 "L4 ift whieh sue-k indi-id~af is ande* the age 

17 of sevzenty five afi4 in~ whiek he i-efider-ed sepviees fef 

18 watges 4-s deteimifie-d uffdei seetioR 2-W withea~iregard 

19 to stfbsee ioa -(a) ther-eef)- of mer-e thae *WOj of 

20 L*2} iR whikh seek iindiv4dia is iiR*dei the age of 

21 sventy4fie 4 foet w4ib me4J h-P i- eheigM.ud-HAei 

22 th preiieffs4 f sbeetieii -(4)of thi seetionfi with flet 

23 eanasfrom slemlyeiof mfofe thaa of 

24 ~ in2}j whiek sifek iafiidi-igu-- if a wife uftde*r iF-,

25 tiremet aWe entitled to a wife's iflsmfafee :beefiet, 4i4 
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1 not have ifthfeaf~~veMA o jitl ~t 

2 huba)ekiid of heir hiuibb.a3 entifled to a ehuid4e 

3 bniaeeeefit-j or 

4 .if4) j whiela si&eh ifM4idal, 44 a,widow entitde 

5 to a mether' infafie beefi~et did Fo ~ei f a

7 iiaeebenefitj e, 

8 jtin) whie suieh ini~didiial 44fft feimei wife 

9 dike~ee4 entided to ft mether-' insur-ianiee benefit, did 

10 Bet hav'e in her eare at ehihld of heif deeeeasedl foem 

11 husbai~d- who -(4) is her~soni, da-aghter-, eif legally, 

12 adepte4 ehR4 emA -(--) is entitled to at ehil4's inenuanee 

13 benefit with i'espeet to th~e wages oselfe*ege 

14 i~of e4 e deeeased ienne huband. 

15 "Pedaetieio F-em P~efendeints! Beiiefts ~Beeattse of Wer-k 

16 by 0144Age 1-nistaneee Benefleiefy. 

17 PLe-]eduetiens shal be made k-em afty wife's of ehi4d'as 

18 nsiiameee be-nf to wiuieh a wife of ehi4d is eiiitledl, uftul 

19 the, tota of saeh deduetiens equals otteh wif~e' ef ehild's i-n

20 stieane~e benaef of benefits iinde* seetien 2O4 fe* may month 

21 stp 1949

22 qi4) ift whieh the iiadivi~dual, on the basis of whose 

23 wages ofsl mpo-e ineeme sueh benefit was pay.

24 abke, is andei the age of sev~entyfie and in w-hieh he 
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209 w*ebot r-egai4 te siubseetiei a)4+tef-eef)- of meo-e 

3 ±(2*in whieh tbo 4ifti4W1 reeffe~1 to ifi p~a

4 gah-(--is afide*r tke age of sevefiy-fie effd fe* 

5 whieh maeft he is ehafged, Iam4ef the p~~eeeo 

6 sbseetiofi -(,e) of tis seetien, with fee eea'offgs fpfo*l 

7 se-mlyfe e of etei 

8 "'Oeeeffeetee of Mor+ T4+m O~e Eivei 

9 1*4)mfoe than ofte ev'en speeified in siubseetieiis 

10 44h#) aff4 -fe)- eeeuf i*t an~y fffe meoRth whie wou~d eaii 

11 4ed4i~enis equfd to a benefi feip suieh menth, e*y aftaea 

12 eq+W to siueh benefi sh&U be dediieted. T1he ehargn of 

13 ne eeamisgs from sefeily~e o aliy menth shell be 

14 treat~e as aff eizen eeeuqin'~t ift the miioth to whieh euieh 

15te4ear &e ehexged. 

16 "Menths to Wb~ie Ne4 Ea~i~g Are Oharged 

17 ±L4e)- o* the puirpeses of siubseeges -(h) &ad-(e)-

19 epo effe*f his taaeble yeaf' afe fiet *more thain 

20 the piroduet of W4m9~ies the numbei of menths ift sieh 

2.1 year-, nio menth iff siih yeff shell be ehffge4 ~wit mree 

22 thn$ ff, afii -msl mlyfet 

24 epegeft if his tamehibe ye&f exe mere them the pr*od 

25 inet of W~fimes the n*f+bei of months in sueh year-, eaeh 
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2 eam~ift keffr elfepefift e teafeu fs 

4 fffther- ehffged to mefths ats fe14ewe- The fiA 

5 of w~ eieebOsig sheA be ehapged to the Imt month 

6 ef ea&e taa&ble yea-,&f Rd th eemei 

7 sueb emeess shell be eheaged eA the n'Me e4 $WO 

8 pef mfeftth to eaeh pf-eee44iig ifteih in~ow~h yeff. iitil 

10 pfft of s,&ek emees~sbaJ be ehapged to ewly ffe-ah -(-A:

11 fe* whieb sti-eh in*divi4&iu wms n entitle to a :belie 

14 eoeuffed 40) in whieh sieeh ifidiviidi~ad was age seventy

15 fief ever-, oif -(D ift whieh eiieh indi-vidued did nBet 

16 engage in efenH 

17 14(.)-+A* Ae eae4 i* f g-h+2- k 

184at m~onth of siueh taxabke year- ineeafs the latest ffefith 

19 in stteh yeaif to whieh the eha~giftg of the effeess de

20 seribed ini steeh p~afgmaph is feet -prehibited-by the appli

21 eati(3ftof ela-uses +(A+-, -f)}, 4G-)-, ftiA (-4)- thef-e4. 

22 i!~~~*tepfee felpaise +(44)of fgT 

23 42}*,aft 4Kii~udiid4 wi~l be piesui*ed, with i-es-peet to ftTay 

2)4 month. to ha-,,e heea efigaged in ei efey ift 

sffeh fflefht~taif4 isj shewii to the satisfatetio of the 
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I Adfninistmt th&t stieh iA4~i& a r-ne~r-ed~ no ub 

2 stafitWa seerees ift siieh menth with r-espee~ toeit 

4 in4elu4ble ift eefiaii~ig his ne eamifisg froffi self

6 shagl by r-eoatiefis pr-esei4be 4,he flietheds eaid eifitei-i 

9 of business. 

11 l+A-Hy ind~idtWa ift *eeeipt of benefis subjee~to 

12 deti~etien afide* sbeetiein +-(f) e 4-(e) 4(oi whe is in 

13 r-eeeip~of ow~h benefis on behalf ef eaiether- kiidi~i4al)-l 

14 beeatise of the eeeiffaeee of eff eveii speeified ther-eiii -ethef

15 than far eveiit deseiibed ifsubeeetio -(-b*)-(2) ef -*e)- (2+)

16 oh"l Fiepef ttseh oeefefeiee to tke Adwiiistm~aff p~iie 

17 to the rteeeipt afd aeeeptafiee of a* ins~iamae beniefit feiF 

18 the seeeai4 mentk iellewiiig the mointh ift whiek suceh ev~en~ 

19 oee~eafe -An siie individua4 hewing knewledge thereef, 

20 whio faels to izepei4 an-y s*eeh oeeuffrencc-, shal suife* an 

21 additieonal dediaefien eqnal to that imposed tifder- sdseetien 

22 44oF -fe)- e*eept thatt the fifst additional deduetieni im

23 posfed by this subseetion ina the ease of anly individtial shal 

24 noet emeeed at amfentm eqnal to onfe ffienth's befiefi eiveH 
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1 theih the -failiee to mepei4 is with i*espeet to mieie than 

2 eemEefth. 

3 "Reepfft te diitt fN~Emn 

6 sumftee beaefit iade~seetien W* 4&t~4n ey tomab! yetw' ia 

7 whieh he has Bet em~mgs fpemi sef mpeyessi 

8 oftepdee 0tmsth ab fm~siiec 

9 yeetr-, seh kid~iviadi* 4ope the indiyi44al who is in i'eeeipt ef 

10 suhbfeie i ee)e& f -p eteA4 

11 miistfftei' ef his met eamings frem e mlyeffi sw~h 

12 toaable Tea&- Sfteh *epe~' shal be nwade en er befere the 

13 fifeenth 4a-y ef the thif4 menth fellewing the elese of eiieh 

14 year-end sha4eentainsnee4i* ema an emfAde in sueh 

15 mrinef~sthe daiiiis m aeffy by meo~ations presfi~be. 

16 Stiek I-epei need not be mad4e if eqsay ta-mable yeffbgini 

17 with of~afteif the month ini w-hieh snh indi4dnal attained the 

18 age of seveffty &vee. 

19 [f an indiidua4 fais to make a irepeft i-equipied 

20 efidei2 -(-1g-)-hwithin the timfe pf-esefilbed therein. 

21 of his net eaf'niiigs from slemlyetfe* emny ta~able 

22 yeaif and anfy deduetien is imtpesed under stibseetion -fb-) -(-

23 by r'easen of s**eh net4 inns 

24 (A)- sneb isdi4dual shall sffe* onte additiona 
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1 4edie~iei ifi a ametlet equ*ad to his befiefi ei b3enefits 

2 feif the last ffiewih ia suek tax~4le y-eff fo whie he 

3 was eatiled to a benefi tradef seetioe 202 j, aRd 

4 i-(B+ i4"the iaIite to matke eii-eh irepert eeatiffaes 

5 aftef the eose of the foet eakqlAff mefth fellews the 

6 e1eee of siieh tamable y-efw-, iieh ift&,4i~d hAi&U siaffer 

.8 mieeth ef Imretie*n ther-ee# da**in wkih sieh faihw~e 

9 eeldflues after oth fo'wjth menth-. 

10 em eep thett the Riimbef of the aite 4ediaetiens requied 

11 by 44 pfapa shalee e-eeteRmeo n~hi 

12 eaieh table y-eff fei wbi.eh siaeh i~4ia 11 eeize4 aed --

13 aeee+e4jpeejifiuantee benefits iuede seetift -2O4 and fo whie 

14 ded"etieis a1fe iwieseee iaede sab~eegeie -(b-f. by 

16 Hie~e thanf ofte a~ddtietia deduetiei wouild ~be ifflpesed tmde 

17 this pfga with respee to afailtfe by afndi4 

18 to f1e a, fepei required bypf-(4)- 1 aftd sa-oh faikive 

19 is the fir-t &f*fwhie anly ad4itian&t deduetiee is impose4 

20 uadei th aais e feadiif eaeinea 

21 :be imposed with respeet to stieh first ioa4ffie. 

22 i4 14 he Adinis"Ae etemi~fesy en the basis of 

23 inefmation. ebtffined by of swbinitted to him- thatt it fmay 

24 ifeaseofably be ey~peeted thftt a-H ki~di-fid entitled toe befte

25 fits fimder- seetiee -92O2 f ~eiany taxable yeaif will sii&e* dedue
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1 iefts imposed ufd~e s~bseetien -(b) -(2.) by: iFesein of hie 

2 Be slf siffoeh yeei2 - themmngsk-efipapoyfief 

3 Aminstate mi*y 7, b efffe she elese of sueh taaable 

4 yeex-, suispefid the pay:Beat if eaeh ffent in saeh yea* 

5 if iffonl sue moths e t~ Adflinst maffBty speeify)

6 of iebenefits pyl ntebsso uhidvda' 

7 wages aftd sl mlyetiem;mds 

8 shagl r-effaif ift effeet wvith r-speet te the benefits fff any 

10 any 4eduaetieR is impesed feif seji menth tmdei siibseetien 

11 -(-), The Adwiinistr-ate* is autherioied, befer-e the elese of the 

12 taaable yefiF of aft individua4 efttided ta benefits during stwh 

13 year- to f-eqlest e sueh iadiv4idupA that he ma~ke, attsehe 

14 time ei times ae the Adfftinsti-atef may speeify, a deelowatien 

15 of his estimated net eamnings fiomelf emle*o the 

17 ethe*f ififefmatieft with i-espeet to saeh niet emmnngs as the 

18dmiistatf fmay speeify. A faiture by supoh individuael 

19 to oemply wvith any suob i-eqiuest shall int itself eonsiitte 

20 ~tstfietiof ad afamphthat itff adtem~atift tis 

21 imw resn blhe enpeeted +hatthe iadivdnap will saffer

22 dled~etiens impose w4~ subseetien 4.) -4-by r~easontd 

23 his ne&t eanmings from sefepo nf of saob yffzah 

24 "eduetiotis With IRespeet to Gertain Lufflp Sam Paymaents 

25 iL-44) 1eduetions shalg 4%s be mlAde firom any eM-age 
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1 ne~aebefiefi te whiehli an in~didio4 -is efititled-,o fe m 

2 any ethe* iftsiffafee benefi payftbk oft the basis of sue1 

3 itdi.~dividualle wages oi- self efinpleymfieft iaeeente iiHt4 sueh 

4 deduetiefts te'tall the amotHt* of a"y ktmp su.-A paid to stas-h 

5 itidividual. nrdef seetiefi 2-04 e4 the Seeial Seetnfity Aet ift 

6 fer-ee pfie* to the dt of enaetfeat of the SeeWa Seefi~ty 

7 A-et A edeiso 99 

8 "A4atffeft of -AgeSeveiiy fie 

9 F-(i) fe te fupnpees of this seeetieft ean mnift4id&*s 

10 sh3a1 be ee15ieisied- as severty fiv~e yeafsfof4 age d4ffing the 

11 eftite menth if whieh he attaiins sek aeh 

12 -b) The a meiimtts made b-y thi seetice shal4 talie 

14 DE jN1MOS 

15 S~je- 1404 -(a) iT44e 144o the Seeale Seeiai'ity A.et is 

16 &nended by stt-kiing eat seetien NO. ftid itiser-tin iti liena 

17 theree the fellewifig

18 LD NTR OF W*G 8 

19 "Se. 2490w Fef the purposes of th tide- the te~m 

20 'wages' Hieans r-efmfle-ai paid pfieif to I9QO whieh was 

21 wages f"i the fpffpeses of this title tmde the law applieabe 

22 to the payeft of otteh rmuftneration-, and emerainpaid 

23 aftef, -14W ff empleymePt; inekidiiig the eash iva~ of all 

24 reife-to paid ift any mediu ethf than eash-, e-Reept 
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1tha-~yin the easeofre maeef adate 99 fw e


2 shl ~ti~ 

3 ~ThBA Pfft e4 the r-fme~~e whieh, Affe 

4 zL1 .2-'oPefl -(etkhei thain 1De..'LeF~ie iref~ef to ifi the 

5 sueedfgsbseetie. of this seetien) eqmla to $8,6O0 

6 wit rspet to efpl&yfefi he~ be pi ftoa n 

7 vizii by an employe i4g &try eikde year- is 

8 padto ffimh i dii4i4 by oa~e employe dafiii sueh 

9 ealefda year-. 14 an employei daiini~ ay ea~en4 

ii tmdae eiF buisiness ef aaethe per-se~(heeiaedtepriefeffed 

14 &Wie the ftequisitie efflpeys in his tmAde e* usiness ea 

16 empleye4 ift the tmad e* biusinesso ote~h jpredeeesser* 

18 empleyef hfts paid *-emaefatieft 4oeli thaft *emeae~e 

19 toet r-efeifed te ift the sueeeediing sabseetiefis ef thi 

20 seetioe- v4th r-espeet to e4poyefit eq+Wa to $8,60O 

21 to ffueh 4 dw~dla Yeaf- at*y *s~avi dufiing sufeh edeknda 

22 efateft vAith *-espeet to emfploymeftt paid -e* eensided 

23 fimde* this sabseetio*+ as hatving beei+ paid) to sateh indi 

24 vidiaai by saseh pfedeeesse*- dvi*f4 sash edeenda year 
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1 aa,4 piof to siue1 &equigi4eft sheAl be eeaisider-ed as 

2 lagbeee p~aid by ffieh ewrpeye1?; 

4 behe f-, ft~a emploeyee ti~fid a pla o system sa~ 

5 lished by eft effifoyef wh" iah*es Pr-o-aslen fff his 

6 eni*pleyees genemll1y or afe, ehss oj? elasses of bis 

7 enmployees -(inebadin~g afty ametm patid by aft efflpleyef 

8 for i4is41aiwee of mauitiies, of itea fH& et pirri~de 

9 fff maiy suceh jpayiiie1), off "eeoiaf of -(1.)r-egfeme6n6 

10 Of -(-) siekftees of aeeident 4isebi~ity or -(-&)- Redial 

11 of expensee if eenneetie wivh siekffess 

12 of aeeideia 4isabilty, ff -(4)- death; 

13 ±'-f* Aiiy pay~aen m*ad to eaa emplyee -(iff4*d

14 i"tg any; amoitn4 paid by aai e*mployef ife illslifme of 

15 anf~i~iies- of i4Roe a fiRA-d to pro4de fef wyf su*eh pa-y

16 ment). Oft aeeeau14 of feftieme4j 

17 .'()-Any Vaymeia off eeeeufi of siekffess of 

19 pe~asea i eenneetioia wivh siekfiess of aeeideat disability, 

20 ffiadebyaaef mpoyefto-ofoft beha1of-,aeemployee 

21 a~ft * he expifatioii of si* ea1.eftde ineii s follewin~ 

22 the last eakeada ftioft~h if w-hieh the eflpleyeo werkod 

23 iffi stleh eam1.eyei-; 

24 Aiypyetfitet-,o f ea fP 
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1 emplo1yee (44- frem of to a tnaiit exempt frem taIR 

2 uade* seetioit 4I6 -(-a+ of the ifitenied Reveitie Gode 

3 at the timle of s*eeh paymeit th4less siueh payieeat is 

4 made to an empleyee of the tm4s as r-emneract~ie ife 

5 se* -eesiedered as otteh employee antd net as a bene

6 iei oyf the trasty of -)-eade or to eta-aflity plan 

7 whieh,. at the time of ea-eh paymfent, meets the *~ie 

8 meitsofeein4 j++ -,-4, &- at 

9 of sneheede-, 

10 ±L(* The payqient by an effploye* +without de

l1 daetiefi k-om the r.-e .:.ineratie ol the employee)- -(--) 

12 of the toaR imposed upnpeffia employee tffide* seetion 

13 4400 of the Internl Revzefe Code, of -(-.) of aay 

14 paymffeBt *equred from an effileyee umde* a State 

15 emlyetc pestn a

16 £LU+Rmneaiftpi fteyind-irt 

17 eashto anemployee fopservieenoit in theewse of 

18 the, employe*r trade o* biisifess -(iaeluding domestie 

19 seiwfe ab pf~ate homeQ~ of the empleycer). 0*o 

20 A.-(l)PAy paymFent -(-the* than ivaeation or sie 

21 pay)- made to anf employee after- the mofith ift whiek 

22 he attains *etiremeii age -(as defuned ia seetioni 24-6 

23 (fa)-), if he did not werk fof* te effpleye* int the period 

24 fo* whieh seeh pa-yment is made. 

II. R. 6000-3 
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T~p &Rd eflef eash e~l uner-a eastemJ'ft i recive~ bry 

afn em-ple-yee ini the eetir-se of his effpleym~efft fem pefsens 

ethe* t~han diie pe5fseii em~pleyi*g himf sAft~y Lef the pttfpeses 

of ttke e e ansiderfedal as ,e,,':fifatefipakho hiffby 

his efnployer-; ei~eejp thfaq int the ease of tips, enl so nmeh 

of the affettti there4f eeeiv~e4 dtti~i4 ii any eakende jiuar-eif 

as the efflpleyee, b~efie the expif-ation of lent days 4tfer- the 

elese of sffesh qut-epra- irepors i-f writing to his effipleyeF 

as having beenf r-eeeived by hiff inf sueh qttar-te shal be 

eefnsid-eied as reritnenratie* paid by his enmpkyer-, an4 t~e 

aflottitf f-epefted s4Ahale eensider-ed ats having been paid4o 

tohm hsepoe f h ft f he te ee

is ffid13 to the empleyer

''DEBFINITI10O F1 

"S~e 204, -ei~the pth-pses of this title

"B~YMf 

l-(f+ Pie te~m 'empleymefit mfea-ns anty sef-viee pee

fe,%ed atfef 4-94% and4 piief to 4-95 w-hieb was empley~

faefit fef t6h ptifpose 4f tbis 4tle tifdef the kaw applie&bl 

te the peiied in whiek sueh sefviee wa pe fkenne,- and anfy 

senviee f4 whateve fntufttte pepferff*d atfef 41-49 eithe* 44-+ 

by an, effployee fef the persen effpleo, 4ng hiff- iffespeetive 

4f the eitizenship of f-esidenee4 ofiher- 4)-withint he 

Utnited States-,oe4 -(-ii) enof int eenfteefiien with an Ajflean 

v,,esse of A~me~ea aiferaftundef a eelty-ae 4f serviee whieh 
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1 is eItefed it~o withift 4the 'Ufitited $u4es or- du:ifi~g the pef

2 foefiflaflee of whiek the vessel Of~ air-e1-fft to~tehes ft at peA i+t 

3 the Thited States~ if the efi*pleyee is eff ployed off ftit4 if+ eeit

4 ttee4ion* wit stteh vessel of itirefft-f wheui offtfide the, l-T+4ted 

5 Staes, of-(44)-ouidete4jfi6s taeby4Ii et uft he!4 

6 IU1ited Stats as ahf etitployee foF aft Auife-i~eatt empjjdyetf 

7 -(-s defined iff subseetieft -(e-)- emeept 4ha-t- i* the ettse of 

8 sefvi(e petionited atftef 14-944 saeek teni sh"~ iiet4i+*thi4-, 

9 "-) Ag 4ealtafft4 hth -(-as defiiied iin stoeee

.10 ttf W 

11 !"-+ -4)- Ser-vee ftot ift the eotwtie of thie ent

12 ployefls tade of busifness -(itieludi*+g doittestie sefi,*iee iff 

13 ft twivate 1*oin of the efinpleye4- peffeiffledofet krft 

1-4 eperated fff Pre44t; 

15 ai(1W) Demesine e seric4e peifeiffne4 i fia eeal eellege 

16 euhtb- or loetealiftuptef of at eellege ifatenti ep seefriy, 

17 by a stuAeft4 who is etiffolk4 a-t4 is f-egldftily atteitdiieg 

18 elasses at tb seho4-l eollege, oF tiftief-sity

19 L-(4 * Ser-vee tiet int 4ie e(oarse of 4the eiftployer

20 tfft& Of bulsiness twwfofffted inl a**~y eahotAef qtuaifef- by 

21I ~ - (qi4ly-e(-2 tinlessAh eash rcietwmenrtli"i pai4 fof steek 

22 ~ew-ie is $-224 of ittofe a*4 s**s se*wiee is peffeife4 

23 tt~ ini'Aiindt who is f~egitaif4y e*o-k y b '4 e


24 (eHpbyef t* peffovift stteh seuwiee. F-*o th-e pinfposes of


25 th+is pft'upf-ph-, "t ifidividtitt 4u41 he 4eefioed to he
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1 ieoafAy effplyed by~an employ," duri*g a ealefte& 

2 quiaffer- o*A if -(-A+ suteh ioii44i& pel4emism for fflR 

3 enipleyef ser-iee not in the eoufse of the employeA' 

4 tfa&o ef bttsiftess dtt±fin cirfe Of~ertift of eA k4ezat twent

5 Si* daYS dffiifg eufh qftafef, Of -(B)- if S~ieh ifidP4EIRa 

6 was9 i-egii~a*y emnp1eyed -(fib deteniiine4 iifdef elm~se 

7 (A)) Iysteh ema lye ift the -pei~eni~anee of aa-eh 

8 seriic4e dwifl ti~ge pfeeediing ealendaj "after, As tised 

9 in afgtah hetm seve otiiteeofs 

10 of the effployer-' "A~e of butsintess' inek*des deffestie 

11 serwiee ift a~p4i~ate b-ome of the emfployer-; 

12 "'() Sevi~4e p~effeffed b6y an ii~idi~dti in t~he 

13 efflp1ey of his sony- dftugkter-, of spoiese, an4 etd e 

14 peffefmfed by a ehMd ander the age of twefiy one ift 

15 th ~flyo i aleo ehf 

16 4-(&) Serwiee pei4&rnfed by~eff iftdividua, on or 

17 jin eonneegen with a~vessel neet af Arnetiea vessel 

18 oF oft Of it eenfleetion with ean aireraft Hot fm Am-efieaa 

19 airemka- if the ifidivdttal is emnployed on and int eoriiee

20 tion with stteh vessel of air-eraf~when eutsid~e the Unlited 

21 States; 

22 ~ ~ (6-Sefviee pei4 ofnmed in the eimploy of any ifn

2r i~hyo teUited States--if sueh fsi etaly 

24 is exenpt from the tax imposed by seetion 44410 of the 

25 wiffeifnel Rev~enue (Coie by -,F4-te of aniy pfweision of 
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1 kfw whie4 speeifieedly ef~eis to otte1h seetion in gfantin~ 

2 stiek exeniptieft 

3 iL-7-) gefi4ee pei4oimied ift the epley of the 

4 IT 4eSaeo feift theemly of any iittet 

5 of t~he TJ-ited Satege whie1h is pfftl ff wholly &%e4 

7 ewver-ed by a f-etir-ffene system, established by a IffW 

8 of the Unite4 St~es, for employees of the Uni4ted States 

10 peffefmed

11 "()by the P*esident or~Viee Presidei of 

12 the United States op by a Memb1er- PeekgoAe, of 

13 Resident emiiife 4of ~otohe Ce*ngress; 

14 £(B) it th legislebtive br-aeh; 

15 l-(% in the field sefiee of the IPost Offee 

16 P et)af meR--j 

17 !i(P) ifof Under the &'af of the Censies 

19 pleyees employed feif the taking of m~y eefim-; 

20 a4E-by anyemployee whois exeladedby 

21 Etmeffitiie efdep 4e the eper-atien of the Qvil4 

22 Sefwi~ee Retirement A-et of4I90 beetause he ie paid 

23 on*f eentme of fee basis;i 

24 " *by &Fyemployee meeegff nomninal eenm

25 peusation of $ of less pe-F afttfmui 
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2 4f the 'Uoited States by a~patiei4 of kf~fltet4 hefeef; 

3 " ±(4) by fti-y effq~yee who ise~eliaded by 

4 Fi~eouti-e of4ef ffff the oer-attton of ~1e i6 

5 Seiwi4ee Reti-eiff4n Ae-4of4Q-93 beeeause he is se 

6 iftg utdff a temperOfftf appeintffeftt peidkig fawft 

7 4eteiin*atiofi~ of eligib~ii fff per1manen4 of iw-H 

8 4efi4ie atpeintment,

9 ' by an*y eeiisttkt* agei+A appointed unzde* 

10 author4ty 4f seetien 6I of the Fofeigft Sefviee A-et 

12 iL(W.) by ftpy em~ployee iiie4aded m.dei- seetioii 

13 -2o ~ e fAgd - 4- reai oerti 

14 inteffoel studef 4 f~iafses, a*4 o4thef studen4 emploeyeesi 

15 of hospitals of the F~edera4 Govemfnneff; A UJ-. C-., 

16 see.7 2 

17 £ (K)- iin the emaploy 4f the qetnaessee Val~ley 

18 Atithefity in a positiont whieh is eeivefed by a fetie

19 mient system established by suaek Authority; 

20 1L41+ by anly emplOyee sefvin} off a tempo

21 rfftf batsis in ease of fife;, stef-mn ea-fthqumakej flood;

22 of ethef emefgeney.i of 

23 (Al b-y ay emnployee who is employed etnde 

24 a F~eder-a fe1ie pfegfaiw to felieve hiHn k-am *H

25 emnploffiieit -
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1A+ Sewiwee (ohef then serviee 4wded 

2 tindef an*ftgeeffleii4 tundef- seetioii 24-8 ad ot' tha 

3 seriwceetowhielfspnoh-h+ oef "haisap 

4 ims appeble) pe)-pefefmedi 4Ieefey ofaState, o 

5 any pogtiea1 siubd~i*eo thereef, o* aft ny t&nnt~ 

6 of afy ofeooffaere of te fgoring whiekis w1 elly 

7 owned by on~e of m~oie States op politie1 s~4divisiens7, 

8 !L(~-E- Serwice -(othef thanf sefviee kield~ed "nde 

9 f agFeenien tifndef seetion 2-4-8) pei4enned in the em

10 ploy of anfiy politieal suhdiv'isioii of at State int eonfteetion 

11 with the eper-tion of any pu4le tmnpeftation system 

12 tifless sueh sefiwiee is pe*4ffffed by an emnpleyee who

13 i().beeft-ne an eitloyee of sueh politie a"n-. 

14 dionset fienieetiaw itd adae t te fof its 

15 fteqyisition aftef 49#6 of suieh tifa-fsportatienf system 

16 of any paftA thereof-; and 

17 ~(n) pfief to stteh aeqnisitie reodef-ed ewe 

18 *n employineft -(as an emp~leyee of a per-son oteif 

19 than onedesift supaagap -(-A+-ofthis 

20 pafagiratph) if eeonnieetion with the oper-atien of 

21 sa-oh tfainspof-tation system ef paft therefe 

22 Inf the ease f an employee desefihed in elauses -( and 

23 -(i) who beeame suieb an emaployee int eonnfeetie-n wit-h 

24 ean aeqtiisitien made pfiff to 4-9.0 this anwt 

25 shall net be applieal" with fespeet to sneh emplo~yee 
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I if the pelitiea4 subdivision em-ploying hima files with 

2 the Coe issiener o4 the Iffteiina IRevenne pfiff to 

3 J-affaa~y 4-, I950 a statemfent thait it does Enot favff 

4 the ineliasien ande this spFgVof may indivi~da 

5 who beeanie anf employee in eenfieetioni with sub eqh i 

6 sitiefls matde pifOf to I950. Fof the pm~oses of this 

8 an iitaetlyo fee oepltclEbiiin 

9 efa State;~ 

10 "-( Ser-vee pei4ei-med by e dnlj efdained, eofa 

11 nm4ssiefned- Of lieefised minister-4 a ehan-eh in the emeI?

13 ia the e-ereise of daties f-eqf fed by stih er-der; 

14 i"-(4-)- Ser-vee pei~fermed by; ant ifidtia1 as an 

15 employee of effployee mpeesentat~ive as defied ini see

16 to 4&Wo the Ifitempna Re-,ennie Code;~ 

17 "-(1)4*~() Sef--,,ee per-fedgm in any ealenda 

18 quetrter- ift the effploy of anfy orfganizlfeiie exempt ffem 

19 eoeta*. tinde~seetio-H 4-01 of the kntefinal Reientie 

20 Qede, if the rmfiuner-tien fof sueh sern4ee is less thanf 

21 $1002; 

22 g'()en4ee perfrmied int the employ of a sehool, 

23eellege-, of nnivefsit if su-eh setsviee is pem~efmed b6y at 

24 stieAw- is en-ol and is r-eguarly attending elasses 

25 at siih seol eollege, of Itnversit 
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1 (!42) kSeffee pei4ofmed ift the employ of a 40*4g 

2 goenffe*iien -(4Beliifig sefviee fts ft eensu4ai ef t* 

4 " ( Se*8 4ee pei4o~mie hif the eii1ey ef aft instmu 

5 menitaly whell ev,%ed by at fer-eip~ geveme~niet-

6 "() te ee*ieeeisofaehfete touii 

7 thatpdeffemgied irefigeotm13 sy empleyee of 

8 the :United States GOvemme fiienof of aftiusrfe 

9 taliy theree4f aei4 

10 "(+B) 14 the Seer-etapy of State sAAl ee~tify to 

11 the Seer-etaff ef the T12*easur-y tha~t the feireigB goi

13 emploeyes theree4 ememption is eleimed, gpm~ts &ai 

14 equivialen exemption with *-espeet to simil0 ewe 

15 per-femied hif the foreigB eoiitm by emiployeesofe 

17 ties th'efeef 

18 "(I4)- gerviee pei4o*iied as a stuide-B iwse hif the 

19 eployofahoptal of a nfses' trahgsehool by a 

20 j~indivdw jh is enj-efle &n4 is *-egol~~ etteadhig 

21 el-Asseg inft n~arses' traifing seheol e-ha-ter-ed of appreved 

22 pusaAto Stote 1.awj fffi4 sefviee pe~ofnmej ftsfa 

23 hinteme hi- the employ of at hospital by e.,q hid&4"ial who 

24 haos ee leted a fou-, yea*s' eoi**se in at medieal seheel 

25 ehartered of approvzed pu*r sut to State haww-,
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-(Ira) er-veeipei~menwby -fm.ifi~diviuft -(~of 

2 asftn efoieeof embe- f l~e re fae ssell wh 

3 setae n teethfg a~ahtvsi 4 

4 ivating- of fnilgof a&*y kifd 4of ish- shellfish, ents

5 +fteeft' Spon~ges, sweed&O f othef ftquetie feffi of 

6 fti-Ha4 vegeot~bl life (ineklfding serviee perorfed 

7 byffysthi~v~a sfnodn nie ofp 

8 sffeh fteti'viy)- eyreep~ (4) sefviee peirfmied ift een

9 ineetieff w"Jh he eatehiig of takinig of safienoi f halibtit4 

10, fof eemm~cereiftl pai¶Oses, . a*d -B*sefi4ee perfeirmed 

11 onoFi ftr eeftmfeetieft with t vessel of mfore thfffi tenfhet 

12 tons -(deter-fiined inf the maaine~ provided fOf deter

13 mffiinin the xfegistel! toana-ge of nerehatiA vressels ande* 

14 the laws, of the :United Stetes}

15 LL-4--}Serviee -peiformed by anf indivi44Lu 

16 tuider- the age of eighteen in the deliver-y of distributiett 

17 of n wspapers Of sho~pping -hews, neet itht4itig delivefy 

18 of jitrbitiB to afiy tpeifft fef en qetdeliv~ey of 

19 distributio#; 

20 i4B*) Sevi4ee performed by ant iftdivklt%4 inf- and 

21 at the time of the eaee Hewspapft ofROF gsme to 

22 tutiffate eoftsuffir-s atidef an ar-fanigemeftt iiiidef whieh 

23 the iewsptefs of a a fesae to be sold by him at 

24 -afied pfee-,his eeinpensfttient being based enl the fetem

25 tieft of the e**eess of sueh pfiee -eov* the afem4ant t 
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1 whiek the inewspftpef~s of maganes ffe ehfafged to hiffi

2 wlethef ef ftot he is giaafteed ft * ininmum affloufa of 

3 eonpensatioft fe* stieh sefviee, or is eititled to be 

4 efedited with the unsold iiewspfjpaefs of mgz~ 

5 ffe ak

6 " 17 Sefi4ee pe*4formed ini the effploy of an ner 

7 nfttaeofip ofgaiiatief entitled to eujoy p4vileges., ex-

8 efapieos-, ftd imfflunties "e aff itefufttione ofgftfiza

9 tio*n mifde* the ittfnae tioff4 Or-foflizstiofie ifafouf ies 

10 A-t4 -(6 gtab~ 669)- or 

11 " (I8* Sef~viee peffor-Red by an indivd~a in the 

12 Waeeof distibutof goods of ee~foiisfff &nothei 

13 person-, off the pfeynises of atteh pesoo, tuiide fbORf

1.4 rafigefiaeiit whefeby s**eh individtiea feeeiv~es his entife 

15 refffieaii -(othef the,* pfizes)- fe&F suh sevi4ee 

16 difeetbW fkeom the tpmtehasefes of sette good of~eofmodi

17 fie&sif sfeh per-sef maktles iue prov4sien -(ethe* thfff by 

18 eoe~epondeuee)- with fespeet to the tffaining of stieh 

19 ifidividta4 for- the peffofenmieee of stteh sefwiee and 

20 es~55nio fequirefuent upon siieh individual with f e

21 speet to (4)-the fWne~s of swxh iindividuial to peffeffa 

22 sw4she55fiee, -(B-) the geogmphieOal fea int wlieh suehl 

23 seieis to 4e peffomifedT -44) the voltiffe of goods 

24 of eoffiffldities to be sold of disk4buted, of 4-.)- the 

25 seleetiffft or-s*44eitftti"~of eutsemees,. 
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1 4"n~eluded &*4Emek~ded Sep-Aee 

2 "-fl) 1f the sefi4ees eieed dn:ing -one-h of meire 

3 of af pary eiiedby anemployee fofte fene emol 

4 him eoastinote efipleyffeft, all ~e se*#iees of wn~eh employee 

6 . he se4espiFemed dufina nieie thfffi -one-bl of aff suek 

7pay, periode by a** empiloyee feif the per-soe efnpleyig him de 

8 no eoenstitiate opeqaite eeo h eveso a 

.9 empleyeeffeoh per'iodshlbe deeme tobeefleyef. 

10 As u~sed ift " ~seieeh temi 11, peried' en 

11 peiied -Wotf f er-e them thirty one days)- fefn een~seetiie 

12 whieh a paiyment of efiieatoi rdngyfft oth 

13 employee by the per-son employing, himr. This siiseetien 

14 shall nfee be applieable with irespeet. ta, sevi'iees. peffeime4 in: 

15 abpay periodbyean employee ffteipef-seienipe: i

16 v-ef-e an~yofeh ser-iee is exeepted.by pfg -(4+0)-of 

17 Sub tio 

18 Amefiean Vesel 

20 douetdof nuffiered andne the laws of the United 

21 States; & is, neithand inel'ades any. vessel whie detie2o 

22 ef wibee u~de th k of th :Ujite Stts 

23 .deietdtn he hwo of ay foreign eeutry, fiths 

24 er- is empleyed solely by on~e of mot-e eitien~s of fesiden~ts 
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1 o4 the UnitedStates o ei e~isegp~etd h 

2 1esf the -it~eStatesof ofany State. 

3 "Affeiieaft Air-ei-aft 

"44- The t~e~m 4AmeFie~a akie~afW nieans an~aifemit 

5 registefe4 under-the lftws of the Uitie4 States. 

6 "Ameriemf Effipeye* 

7 iL.(e*) The t~e~mf 'Aferi~ee enteyeiz! means &fi em

8 ploertei whiek is -(4.) the :United States of~afty iiutrmeta1-l 

9 ityteeof,- )a Stateo a eelii sudvsi h on ere4f 

10 eialy*intaf t 4tofany oe ofEamefe ofhe fefegoeiig 

11 +3)- M* Hidi-ridufd whe is a iresidenit of the United States, 

12 -(4)a paftnei-shipy if two-4hir-ds of fmer-e of the pai4,Refs a~e 

13 resient se e UntdStae. ~-K+a tmi#,stif all of he 

14 tirstees afe residenits of the U-ited States7 of 4)-a, eef-peim 

15 4ieB oianized uflde*- the laws of the Uaked States of of ally 

16 State. 

17 "A0gHIetkI-a~l L~abei 

19 pei4 e~med

21 eenfieetieii wit etil zatifig the soil-, of ii eeoineetion 

22 with *aisiii of haivesting apy agpitieiltiait-al si her-ioiil
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tifiF~-t-g. 1ifatt~ngeffielit of 1iesA**k 

2 p*t14tytai fff-~ef**iig &flihmts wA ild 4IOik

3 "(2-)4Ift the emple~y of t~he e-wimw Of teff+l+-Of o4her 

4 *itff*4fa fatrn, iff eoffeeti~e4 4 weiU 4we otK-fftioii 

5 ~ ofti~en~f'8e 

1 cftge# Mi4 he 

e~m~* wtlaifte


6 ittee *4fit" ffal! a*+ its toeeb ftf4 eq4fieft, Of iff


7 844 tiffhi-bef or ek-a~i 1atnA *4 b~tusl ffi+ othef


8 4es1fb a huft4ea if tke ajopff*4 sfeh


9 f* vee ks pefA~wied Oft a ffar*H


10 1-H eeftftefi w4h 4the V oduetioi ofhffc 

11 4t, Mafy Jeeffi~ffltd defiw4te ttt oii 

12 mo&1 4 y i*} secif 4- 40}- 4th-e A-gfietiuthw MItt.1ketilit 

13 Aet, t4 fftie eifof ewnneetieff wAt the gwiittwg *4 

15 i(4 (4 nteeniphe4- of the( *ttU* * 

17 ~ infe~ fitgTg intfig,4oftgw f*w deliiI-v*-ff t*+ stonge 

18 Ofto f a eaififef fE*f oftato fiit4 e~ttke-,wtmk-et of~te itwip 

1!) if i4 uniriauuufixtl uretfd tI'y~g~i-I ftdo~fthevft4

20 e~l~~n4 w td *el Oetwiy-iatf±*- ff-bdff*A

21 4mv tite-hl4A vitw÷di-res*peettti+ of the w 4i+ 

22 wiliehl ,*u 4Hefyee iperffiA 

28)LW j4i t4,he e~ii±$*y *4 tt gw4i~ (4 opfto- *4 

25 pdW~rH~tuie of H-T"e- d+-,er4"1 in W~amp -4
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1 btA onl if suveh operatojzs pr-odieed all of the eowiffo44~y 

2 w*ith fespeel to whine sue-h ser-vie is per-femi~e4. F-of 

3 the pstesesof " subaarpat 

4 gr-otip of oper-~eter- shel b-e deemed a eooper~ative ofga-fi

5 mection if the nuanbef of ftigperaftorsS enp ah greap 

6 is iftefe than twenty a4 anly tifie daufig the eatlemdaf 

7 qua-fter int whieh stieh ser-.viee is jper-em4eed. 

8 "% The of stibpefagrof -(4) and 

9 -fRy she imtbe deenmed tobe applea-W withfespeet to 

10 ser-viee pemfefmed inl eofmietioif with eenwmereiel en 

11 niiifg of eowrmer-eiffd feeshig of in eeonneetiet wit-h any 

12 gmetialof her-tiediltara4 eonminedity eftef its delivefy 

13 to fb tefnmfil nmamket fef distm-ibtitionfl fef epmo 

14 O 

15 T-g- tefla ineltides dairy,1he 4afmf steek, poi.4tfy, 

16f u itfaf-heam-ng aniimfal, and4 tffek faffins, plantatiensF 

17 f-aftehes, Rfitrsef-es, r-afges, gr-eenhoatses of othe* sifflile, 

18 strdetur-es need pfifflafily £er the raisini of ftgfelulti-fa Of 

19 haftieealtuafal eowmmo Wtes- eand orfehafds. 

20 "State 

21 T}he terin 'State' i-nehides Alnskab, Hawaii- the 

22 4)istfiet of Celuffibift~andt the Vir-ginH lsla:ds- and ont and 

23 af~ef the effeetive datte speeified in+seetion 2-2-1 sueh tem~fl 

24 ineliades Pthmem-o Rheoe 
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hei.)i when 

3 gfahieeeftz1~ise meens. the States, Alasha- Ra~waii., the Pis

4 t~iet of Cehifbifi, eid tohe Virgif I4*a~soj a4 oft ead after 

5 the egfeetive date speeified iii seetio 2-21 atieh teiM ifteklaes 

6 Ptei4o Niee, 

7 "Gitimeft of Piierte Bie 

8 A-ft.-A whe0 Of NieftO Riee 

2 ±f !l'he i ed States' used in ft geo

iftdi~44dIftl iS e ekitieft 

9 fbt a of the LT-it4e4 States)- eidntothrw ekitei 

11 eofle4der-ed #er the pu~peses of this. seetion, as a eiief 

12 of the :Unit Stte p~iof to the effcive4 speeified 

13 in sedi 224 

14 Eee 

15 !L(-k} The tefif 'effpl1yee' means

16 afyefe faefeain;o 

17 affiftdivi4dW whet- adef the wsual eemineft 

18 -kw uFu~es applieable in eemftn h epoe 

19 empleyee r~elatiefship- has the status of aaf employee. 

21 aoe ofteefasmembeof4a group)peffofms sei veifef 

22 fany prs a ~t eentaEwodhef 5Sftmiie f fteia expressl 

23 r-eeitifig tW~suee per-se~Shall hiv-e eeffplete eentel 

24 eve the pe*e4faa f fh servee anilthasueh in

__lee25 sa _iiil suhidiviual iwit iesjpeet 
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2 Bet ia wi~~ting, be deeaed ea* empIeyee of eiieh per-fien 

3 -(or-,if oehperson iianagentofemplyee vvM espeet 

4 to the exeeatien ef stieh eeffet, the employee of the 

5 ef employe of siueh per-soft) ; er 

6 an(3.-ey iindivi44a& -(ohe tan ea ifdividii4 who& 

'7 ieaemployee "de pmmhi+o 4 e 

8 aibseeetieo)- wbe per4efms seeyiees feif reRnume*&eft 

9 fe* -my p~ere-son 

10 M(cae& ei*tsde sol~esffft~ t~he ftmamlae, 

11 tiifgo w-hoekle t*a4e; 

12 eeys a ft114 ife Ige inseffie~e eesn ; 

13 q% e &r e~ fatmeb

14 " P)e*a homfe weke* off ffaerials of geeds 

15 whieh are f~imished by the per-seo ff whem the 

16 seFviees ffe pei4oredii eind whieh ame *eqtiied to be 

17 *eta~ee to sueh -per-son of to a,pefse-f 4esignaed 

18 ~ by himl 

19 aB saenmtlge

20 14 sa lessee er liseesee of spacee withi 

21 a mine wheft swbAstfiftially Ail of the predue~of stteh 

22 sefviees isequiedtobe el4 o tffeeize* oethe 

23 1essff or ieefisef; fw 

24 " 9 sahuet o se esme" if "mde 

H. RI. 6000
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.1 thieeon eofs e-veorinftaetstteh indi~vidia1

.2 is required to meet a. miniffluff salees que-ta, fr +(ii) 

3 is empr-es*l of ifftplied4y r-equired to fuiaish tke 

4 sefifiees with respeet to designated or regular- eus

5 teiner-s or eteisoer~s along ab preseribed f-oute, of 

6 -(iii is pr-ohibited from furnishing, the saffe -or 

7 simnilar-ser-viees for an~y ether per-sen

8 if the eontraet of ser-lvee eLOotemlat~es thaot stabsotanitially 

9 all of stueh ser-2vees -(other thanf the serviee deseribed 

10 ifnsVrarfp 4IF)-) are to b6e performed personally 

11 by snobh indviduial eyceept th-at aft indi-vidual shfal not 

12 be ineladed in the term 'emiployee' ander the proevi

13 so of this prgahif sueb inidividualt hats a sabstan-i 

14 tial ifiestmeent -(-other thatn the invetmen by a- sales

15 ma int faeilities ifortasefto~ int the faeilities of 

16 the trade, eeeupatioii business or pr-ofession with 

17 r-espeet to wh-ieh the ser-vees are performed, or if the 

18 serviees ar-e int the nature of a single tr-anRsaetion Rot 

19 part of a eentintuing reatoshp ih the per-son for 

20. w-homf the serviees ae~e per-formfe-d,- or 

21 HL4 4 anfy individu~al who is Rot anfi employeq 

22 under paragraph (4*,+(29)-, or -(3d- of thi subseetion 

23 utA who,- int the per-ffferanee of serviee for anfy per-

24 son fior r-emttnefat has,-witrespee to stie-hsern. 

25 lee;, the status of an empqloyee; aes determined by the 
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10 
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13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

eefftbi1ned effeet of-() eeoitr-l Ov the -individtta4, 

-(pr) pefflafteiey of the r-elationship-, -(cG)- egal-tat 

anfd ff~eqteiey of peireiowmanee of the seiwiee, \-(14) e 

gfaftio of the in~da~swe&4i in the businiess to whiek 

he reiiders sef~vee, -(E) lack of skill feqnhred of the 

individu-l -(-)+ lac of inv~estnment hy the individual mn 

faeilities feif work, and -(4)- la of oppoi-t 4ities of the 

individ+H4 fof profit or loas-. 

"SBELF EMPLOYMENT 

"S~e. 	 9244-: Ffoi thme par-poses of this title

!Wet Eaanin4~ flfomf Self Effiployffeii 

T-~(a)-Whteirm 4ne ea*fniags ffme lfempefet 

nieans the gi~oss ineofie, as eoncputed himdef ehaptef I 

of the inteifna 1eveniae Code, de-i4ed by anf di-t 

~vidttal ffenm anty tfaador busintess ear-4ed en by sueh indi 

vkidtPA less the deduetions allowed ander snieh e-ha-ptei wl~e 

afe attributa~ble to sueh tifade of basiness, phi-B his d4istj4lwh 

shafe +(whethef oir not distribhted)- of the niet ineonie of loes 

ats eomjtpited andef suceh ehapter-, fronm any tm&d oF busi-

Ress ean-edeoffby a paftnefsiip of whieh he is bmentber

&eeeptthwa int eo pntfngt sffeh gT-ess inemnfe an~d deductions 

andl such di-Aist~4-tv-e sAftre of paftnefh net ineonie of 

loss-

T{~)hefe sAll be eacluded r-feittls ffoift feed 

estatte -(nld+gper-somal tpfoper~y leased with the foal 
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1 ee~te)-and eduetiens a 4hTiual~e thefetoj- unless sueh 

2 r-entals are r-eeeived ini the eetirse o a- trade or business 

3 fsa eaeftlestate dealer-; 

4. i(2+ Thefe shal be eyceluded iineeflie deive4 feni 

5 ay taeof bushinesiw ", f te trbii or5H sies 

6 wereeafiedofe-eltsielyb h lyeesthen 

7 per-tiefn of the se*-viees wetid eenistitute a~giieututtial 

8 laeir ats "n44h inf seetien 240 -()ian dere sAll be 

9 exehided all deduetiens att4ibuttbke te sueli iene 

10 !L-(*3) There shal be exeluded dividends on any 

11 shaife of sfteek; and inaeeest eft a-ny befd-, debentufe, R-&te 

12 of~ eeifleaue, of ethef evidentee al indebtedniess, issued 

.13 with in~tefest eeupens of in Fegister-ed fefm by any 

14 e--eaif..(ineltidingfie issuedbyaftgovrnfei~enof 

15 politieal sshdwvisien ther~eof) unless suebh dividends 

16 atnd iftterest afe feeei--,,ed int the eeurse of ab t~ade ef busi

17 niess as adeplerin steeis orseeut~ites; 

18 ~ ±(4)-There shal be e~eltded any gaina of less 

19 +(A)-whieb is eensideired undei ehapter-I ef the Thter-nal 

20 R~evenue "eeas gatin Of) less fr-fei thes sale or eiiehtn~ge 

21 off a~4fset,++f~fiteeti fdsoflo 

22 tiinbef if seetioi 44-(-)* f stueb eede is applieable 

23 to sueh gafin Of less-, of -(-l fromf the sale;, ey~ehange, 

24 ifivelantafy ovrsoe othe*f &ipos~ionef jpfepe-ty 
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2 rpfepmty of a kimfd whie would propei~y be iniehtdible 

3 int inweitory if ont hand a thOe close 4f the tanEable yeaif

4 Feif -(i+)pfoperty hedW ir4 il fof sale to ettstemers in 

5 the om-dinafy eottfse 4 th-e t~fadeoOfttsin-ess-; 

6 iL( The dedttetion foF net ope-fatinig losses pfuo

7 i4ede int seetiot -2-33(a)4,yo such4 code shal not be allowed;i 

8 L*~-(4)-I1any ineo-fthofte emderived ffifftm 

9. tfade Of bffsintes -(-ethef 4than a tfade of busiftess eair

10 Aed off by a paftnef-shipf- is eommtninity ine-eme ffflilef 

11cn~fl~iftty popeiy Jw-s applieatble to sffch ineoiae, 

12 all 4f the gross ifteoi-ae end4 dedffetiofs atttfibutatble, to 

13 suchl 4ti~ae of business shall be, tr-eaed as the gifoss ini

14 coffie a-nd deductionts of the husband uness the wif 

15 eeeses sustae-tially Al of the nfmangement andi eon

16 tirol 4f stuh tfade of bffsiness-, int whic ease al of steh 

17 gfess iineoffne and+ ildtedtions shall be tfeatted ats the g-ross 

18 inoeafd dedaetions of the wife-; 

19 "-p i4Iany peoftion of at paftnef-s diqtf4*u~tt~ he~ffe 

20 of the net infeow&i of loss ffoffi a tfade of business ean-ied 

21 on by a afmtnieFshipi'5 eofflffwnity income of loss utn~ler 

22 th~e eoffwftunit-y pfopefty l-w-s atpplicatble to such shafty-e al 

23of such distf~bitii-ve shaffe shial be, inludled in+conifpfftwg 

24 thei~t eff+" --fisl efilyft o4 stch Pftf4ni-, 
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1, effd ft pf4, of effeh shffe shel he tAkenR iftto aeeounit 

2 in eompi*4+in the ffft effmftgos f~i-eff self-eiTpoymi~ of 

3 the puse of sffehpaf teei 

4 J*-7)-T of fitfy 'Yeiuthe eftse te--mile 

5 on or' aftef~the effet~ie dete .qp~ef44Cd, ift seetionf 7M-24 

7 in seetion --Lr of the lfitefnel Pev'eni Gode sh1Al net 

8 ineti4e P-ttefto Rieo, fHnd -(-1,) a eitiizeff or- re~4eft of 

9 1Puefto Rieo shell eoenipute his net ea*ffifigs frein self

10 empeyent ina the sanfie m*nfne~ "' f e~izien of the

11 Unit4 States, and wikto4etiW-etr-4 to the pewvteion o 

12 seetion QW of sueh eo'Je-1, 

13 Thefe~shftll be eieh+i4e4 ifie-miie 4fl+etixe fro:4~ 

14 at tfa4e of~business of pffhlis4tig- t* ffapmi otef 

15 piibliea-tio-n ha-ving a p f4id*.Fewiitoi+n, togberhe With the 

16 dinee from other- atekwivili eofdneted inf eol-i-v4e*d 

18 ene4tde4 Al 4eflie~tf** Pst41+414*-ble to suthineo 

19 j4 of ft PIHtnef ji 4ff-+ ffo thet of the'thett-f4)e ye" 14 

pfttnf~i-,t~ &4ibffi-v shae w~jl~ie he i~s feqf!H4Pe to 

21 j~hd inf eof*ufting hiwt effftlwogefro ,elf-efflfpbyffen 

22 - 6g , bte ffilt'h et inemwt h s, of th atnh~ 

23 fef an tft:,Ehlje yearo h irh- -(even thou-,gh begin 

24 ror t 49-np) v4thin o -.4t4 his te~td" year~ 
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1 £~d~~plyeift4 Itheornie 

2 -(b-The teifm ~s~eiilyinefi iieome' nieansi the net4 

3 eamin~gs firoff self-eifep!y-mfkte &fine4 by eaniiivd 

4 (othe~ thanf a t fe~etl~alef it±4'44af4) dtnrnig anfy 

5 tatxble yeeif beginning a-ftef I94.9 e:,,eept tha~t stueh tenim 

6 Okh eelnt inelude

7 LL(4± That pairt of the n~et eaitnings 4ienm self

8 emcpleymneft whieh is ini exieess of-P -()-A $3,60 nin 

9 -(B)- the afnetifit of the, wages patid to s**eh iftdi4duel 

10 dn*4ng the tftxable year-; of 

11 "2 Te -Heteanfth3gs frenm self-empleymfen~t if 

12 stteh niet eamnipigs for the taxAl~e ye"s axe kess thanf 

13 $400. 

14 'In the ease of anpy taxable yeff beginntifg pfi~e to the 

15 effeetive dat speeifled int seetioni a294-I an indsidtia4 who is 

16 a eitizen of lVuer-o R4ieo -(.but not other-wise al eitisen of the 

17 T:Tflted States)- anRd wh+o is not -a *-esideft of the 14-nited 

18 'States 4uring ateh taxable y-eff shall be eenisider-ed, fe* the 

19 pi**poses of this subseetioi# as -ano-svntain indidual 

20 AnH ifidividual who is noat a, eitieiie of the United States but 

21 who is a *-esiden-t of the Vir-gin isands e* -aktef th-e efhectivze 

22 datte speeified in seetien 2.24-) a fesident of Puerto Ilieo 

23 shal negtT fe* the -ptfpeses of thi suhseetieii, be eefsider-ed 

24 ta be a neiiresidenit atlient indi-vidiAb 
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-2 '-e-Tbe te~ig 't4de of busitess wheft ased vith 

3 fdefer-eee to slemeyfntineenie of uet eaming fro&m 

5 woed it seetion 29 of the lthefm4 R~eveiwe Code, exeep4 

6 that oue1h tefmf shA4 ffe4 ineteide

7 -(}The peffeffaa-ee 4 the ftifetions of a jpable 

8 effee; 

9 Ia-2.) The Ve~fe~maiee of sefviee by aft 4iulvd~ueA 

10 as aft effpleyee -(4ehef thai serwiee dese~ihed- ift see


11 tied 24- -(a*- -(4* *B+ of seetieft 24-0 -(a-e 41-8


12 pei~efffed by effi individiaO who hi" attained the age of


13 ehee*


14 iL(-*) T2he peffe~ffaflee of serviee by au in&Fi4do


15 as eta employee of employee r-fe esentati-ze abs defined 

16 ji, seio~442 of the Inerna Re-ventie Code; 

17 " 4e~mineo by dulThe seiwiee a fil-

20fe4gious- efdef ift the e~er-eise of doties -equifed bhy 

21 sA-re-f 

22~ L5)The pei4omitmaee of sepviee by ae i*jadjj-uEl 

213 in he emer-eisie of his prf~essio itfs a phy4eiaft-, Iawyer-, 

24 dentist,, osteopath-, veterinariftn- ehpfefaee-,- or optome

25 tie-of ff a Cbistia Seieftee p -atitioeftr- of ae 
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1 aerefatttiea4-, ehem~iet4, eii~'W eleet4ea4, ffeehea-ieal4, 

2 meA giee4,! of fflini efgigneer-; eF the per-effflafee 

3 of sat4 seiw-iee by a p~esi 

4 "Paftfier-ship ai+d ~Pa14nef 

5 11 4-W !The teiq+ 'pftftership! aft4 th+e teram fp~artfei! 

6 shftl haive the samfe Piefinig as wheff wsed in sapplemef4t 

LTF o ehajtef I- *4 the, intema1 1Revemie Co~de. 

8 "rTw~mbie Yeaf 

9 !L~(o) T~he term .4p,*ftble yeaff shAl hawe the same 

10 meafing ats when need ift ehapte I 4-*4the- TteRmnl Re-iefiu 

11 Code; and the termable yeaf of a-Hy iffdiidtial shft4 be a 

12 eftiendaf- yeafl unless h~e lifs ft differei4 tw~able yeaf fef the 

13 pufpesesg*ehaptei I1of sush eade., in whieli eatse his tat*Able 

14 yeaelf te p ttpeses ofthis tkleshalbe the samfe " his 

15 tP.Rable ivea~und effsah ehftttef 4-. 

16 cc eREDITRm OP SHEF MPEEWMEN l~eEMiB TO 6AERENDA

17 :ER 

18 " e.24-2- Ff the ptfpeses of deteimnining the awreage 

19 anthl~y wage- q arters ef eoverage, and years of coeeieage., 

20 th mtfto sel efnpleymef ineome de4ved dur~ing aey 

21 tfteAle yea* shAl be erfedited to ealedfi yeams as fo1lews-: 

22 ±Li" I} the eeeof*4 f tftxft14e yefr whieh is at 

23 eandaf year- of whielh begins atnd ends in the same 

24 ea4endae yeah-, the s4effeiploymief ineeme of sush tan-x 

25 abe ea shal be ef-edited to saesh ealeft af yeaf= 
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1 2 Thtie easeofa taxaley-eff whieh begins 

2- in offe eftkqtdaf y-eai anfd ends&if anothe* eakendAlf 

3 y4ith eftlefdaf, y-eff it wlneh stteh taxable y-ea* 

4 egan shall be efedited with the saife pfoepmtion A 

5 the selfe-emplifeymet 4ieoHie der-ived dtiring the taxable 

6 yeai as the nuambe of menths in sueh.-ealenidaf y-eai 

7 whielt tr-e jiieluded in sweh ta*able year is of the nam

8 bef ofmnths ifthe tez.able yeeand the bla ee o 

9 sueh self-eilyetitoe shaLl be er-edited to the 

10 ealender y-ear in whieh sueh taxaeble year ended. F-of 

11 the pfifpeees 4f this patrafgraph a froetiena4 part of a 

12 monith shal b-e eensi&ered as a moneth. 

13 it *RpET-R AN~D * TART42BR OFP ~19hE4A 

14 !Defliten 

15 Se-7 24-3-. -(a) For-the purposes of this title

.16 ±~L4) Th+e term 'qttfrter-' and the termff 'eakndar qfa-r

17 ter!., mfeains -a period of three epAendar moniths endingo on 

18 lafeh &I4-Jitne 80- geptefihber -3 of IDeeenthef &-54 

19 N4(2~) -(4) The term ±quiarte 4f eoverage' mfeaus, int the 

20 ease of any quarter eeeurfing prior to 44950, a quar-ter in 

21 h nizda a en ad~Oo eei ae~ITRe 

22, the ease of. anfy indtvdag wh hft bfcn p4- int a al 

23 y-eff prior to0 V4,0- $3-00 erp mere int watges ea-eh quarter 

24 4 sueh year follow-ingo his fir~st qiiarter of ee~verage shAl be 

25 deemed a quatrter of eoenirg-e- ex-eepig any qttarter in sueh 
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1y-ear i whieh sueh ifdt~dii-i died of heeamfe entitled to ab 

2 pr~miy iiwaaeme hefeefit fff4 ftfly ¶atef siueeeediig such 

3qnatr-twh ehhe died of beftesoetitled. 

4 L tee o eoefg' if , iif the eese±B+The -qt~tafte 

,5 of ft quiftlef eeecuy-rin atftef 4l-949- a. qfia-er- i* which the 

6 mdin&d+*fd has been paid $100 of more ift wages of fof wi~ieh 

7 he hats beffi efedite4 -(-a dete~mine-d undef subseet~ion -(-1+-) 

8 v~th $2200 of niope of selfemloyment ineefme, exeept 

9 that

10 Ni~io *qiiartef aftef the q iafter in whieh sueh 

11 individwal died 4hal he a (Iiaftr-eof*4eoefftge

12 L-(n)-uaqwief a-Hypftf ofwhiehis ieklde if 

13 a period of disability -(fts define in~ seetion 24-9 -(4)-)

14 othc*r thftn the initial! of last quafte1-, shl%4 he at quaftef

15 of eover-nge;~ 

16 cc (iii)- if the sit* of the wages -paid to atn individuaf 

17 ini f ealefidt yeaif and4 his self-employment i-neom+e 

18 ef-edi"e to sucwh yeff -(-as detenniiffed andef seetieni "2-2

19 is eqip-al to of- exeedes $00 eaceh *juarte f4 seh yeff 

20 shal -(su-bjee to elau-tses -() an~d -(ii)) he -a qfftief of 

21 eo~ag-~nd 

22 "Li.v)n sAll he eoin~ted quietft offfuate asa 

23 eoizefftge pfifo to the begwiftifaig of stuch qttfrter. 
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"Crediingof elfEwpeyinei1theeiie ta Quaftei-s in a 

3 L Fb} te~4he pafposes of sabseetiei (-a)-

4 !iL(4) 14 ea individ+e's self emplyme~i nee 

5 efedited toaftealeida yi -(-a deterfiniied undei see

6 tion "2-2) is $800 of ireie one-foeunth of suee self

7. efinployeiet ifteofie -shea b-e er-edited to enek quafte 

8 in suebyear

10 indiidffal=s slemoyfetineomte eredked to the 

11 eaedendaf yeari is less than $800, the fifst $2OO tlhefeof 

12, shfll be efedited to th-e last qffa~eIofcsaewh y-ear whieh 

13 is nf aquftfef ofeoeeb y reason of wages paitto 

14 him in stish yeair- aftd the bahffinee of sti-h self-enploy

15 men ineome, if! - hl b rdtda~t aeo 

16 $2-0 to ea-eh preeeding eqafief int the ealendni" yeft 

17 whiish is not ft quasstef of eover-age by reason of wages 

18 so paid anOt al of sufeh hbalaee hats been er-edited

19 If the in~vi~dtiOt died diiring sti-h year, the quafte ift 

20 whie hed4iedshA4be eosier-ed to be tehm ttqafer

21 isshealendaf yeer-. 

22 If(3)a4 individudal'is io 

23 *er-eitedto the ea~endimt y-ear is less than $8W end -(-A+

c24 sue iniiw atte-jinert nfii t ae in OF prior to 

25 sueh evendar year, or +B1') sueh ifi ldiedna's disabiit 

26 dteri~nato e -(-as deterfiined andef seetiont 
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1 2-49 -(,)+ eeetirs iii stwh ealeiide year- the first 

2 $200 of Saeh ieieshall be 

3 er-edited to the fir-t quiaftei of sash year whie is 

4 nlat 5b quaate of eoeireage by m~asot of wages 

5 p~d tohim-, int snel year-, and the balanfee theree4, 

6 if wa,- eAe ereditevA the f4e of20Ot eeAe 

7 stieeeed~ig iuafei ift the eaknefdM yea* whieh is net ab 

8 qu-eof eeege by reaeofwgss o Pai ut 

9 ~A othbWainee hasbeen ei-edited. 

10 "Cr-editiftg of Wages F+id ini 4-9# 

11 LLe..With f-espeet to wages paid to anf indiv4ida4 ina 

12 the side ionet per-iods eennnig eithef J~anaa'y 4-, 4I937, 

13 ep *Jay w e4n,13;+Afwtes f 4ess than 400were 

14 paid ini any saeh per-iod, one-halof4 the teWtalameit thiereef 

15 shall he deenied to hav~e been patid iin ea-eh of the eatletdaff 

16 qliaitefs int stteh perioed; a-fd +(%) if wftges of less than $-0 

17 were paid ini aniy saeb period, the toWtalamount tber-ee hl 

18 be deemed to hfave beent pafid ini the kt~te qiiai-ei -of saeb 

19 period, exeept thatt if int any sueh pi~e the individna 

20 attained age sixty fie, all of the wages patid int sebt period 

21 sAAl be deemed to ha-ve 'beeft paid befer-e stneh age was 

22 attained. 

23 igINSURE STATUSa F( PURPOES OF (ED AGE M* 

24 SUwVVW 4ia NSUiANGHBEE il{yi 

25 "SEe. 244, Fff the parposes of this title
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1 "Fu.lly insured h~4i~ 

2 ±Lfa -(4-) e tefif 4 udly itstired iafiidi-idal'- means a-BY 

3 imdwidua who hftd not k-ess than

4 "L(4) oae quaitef ofeiei4e- detemifted 

5 undei seetien 2443 -(-a) -(2-)) fief eaeh two of the 

6qua-r-teirs ela-psing aft-ef 4-9.3.6 or' after the quartef ifi 

'7 w-hieh he attained the age of twenty-eneie whiehew~i 

8 quaetef is later-, and ffp to&bfft eyzeliding the quarte* int 

9 whbieh he attainied r-etifenmefi age-, of died-, whieheiwei 

10 fifst oeeer-fed, and in no ease kless than si- quartef-s of 

11 eo'fgjof 

12 iJ()-tweity quarters of eo~ve-efage withint the fofty;

13 quarter period ending with the qnaiftef in whieh he 

14 SkttainfIed rei*ement agge of with eany siubsequetit qua-Ftef 

15 of efldiftgwiththequaxte inwhiehhedliedjof 

16 "-(G) "ot quar~ters of eoverage; 

17 Hot eetmting as ant elapsed qnaftei for ptnuposes of sub1

19 pefrid refe*ffed to in sn1paragraphl -(b)- any quar-te anly 

20 prat of whieh is iniehided in a peirod f disability -(-as defined 

21 int seetien 24-9 -(4)-)- wless sueh qiiarte* is a "*aftef of 

22 eoverage. Wheo the ntfibere of elapsed qnartef s speeifled 

23 int sulbparagfaph -()-+ is a* odd numbei-, for~the punrposes of 

24 sueh sahpafftgfaph otteh numb1ef shal~l be f-edieed by ofle. 
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1 £%2}1I anH itdii,4du ufpon attainmen of retiremenit 

2 age is Rot-, under- par-agr-ap~h -(43- a fuly insuired 4idiv,4dus 

3 but -(were it not for his attaintment of r-etir-ement age-(+ 

4 woulgd bait- beeni entitled to a disability insurfanee benefit 

5 for the month in whiehi he attaind retir-ement age or for 

6 anty subsequent monfth, he shall be a fally insured individul 

7 beginning with the first mionth for whtieh he would hav,,e 

8 beent so enititled to disability insranee beniefits-. For the 

9 purpose of determiining whether anf inidividutal would hav-,e 

10 been so entitled to disability mfsuan~tee befthsappliee

11 tionf for old-age isaeebeniefits shAl be eonsider-e 

12 as ant applieation for disab iityisuraiiee benefi-ts. 

13 Lf5 'Grently insured individual 

14 -(-+4 The termff 'eturrently inisured intdi-vidual means 

15 anBy it itdiidial who had ntot less thanf six- quar ters of eover-age 

16 dai h hfei a-te~ period ending wit the quar-ter- ini 

17 wbiek he died- exeluding fromf sueb period any quaerter anfy 

18 part of whieh is ineluded int a period of disaility unless suec4+ 

19 quarter- is a qua-rter of eover-age. 

20 "COMP:UT-ATION OF PRIUM~A*Y !Nis4I*A~NEB A40-MmJN-T A*D 

21 D{SA-B IMT- IN&HM+ANt+- BENEFIT 

22 L-SE- 24-fR For 4the -purpose-s of this titl-

23 1+Ifimf iwoufeAmountif atnd PisubilityInuae 

24 

25 P+-A~n individual-t s 'primar-y inisuratnee atmoutit' an~d 
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3 iL(4+his bas affltfft ffii4iplied by his eentifi-a 

4 fbtion faeter- ami 

5 "a-(* offe-hI of . pe* eefiltaft of his base affioutt 

6 mlthiplied by the nambe 4f his yeffs of eoere-atge. 

7 !Whefi the pki~iif*y ifisarffiee afaeuwt of' disability nsi~ae 

8 beftefi theer eefnpwted is less 4thaf $2.5- it shall be iner-eesed 

9 to $22& +-(4 f speeWa Fakes applieable, im eer-tain eases, fei. 

10 the eempatatioa of the pfi*mafy ifstufatiee amoee+it of aa 

11l iftdividual Who died pfier-to 4-915-0 of who was paid a pfi1f 

12 ai aaebeitefit pfief to 4-954, see seetion 444-4 of the Seeia, 

13 SeettH4y A-et Affaidmaeffts of 4-949.~) 

14 "Batse Affloufit 

15 A-lr- )a-se meaffs a-a aa-meaatAa ifidividu~a'so affoun-t' 

16 eq"f to 50 pe* eentua of the fir-at $1O0 of his avefage 

17 Menthly wage phis 410 pef~ eenttum of the iPext $200 of sueh 

18 wage. 

19 "A-,e-a-ge Mlefthly Wage 

20 (e-(-I+± AR ifidii4dttals 'etveage iaoaiA.y wago' 

21 means the qaotieit obtaifted by dividing -(4) the tota of 

22 his wages anfd sefepenetineone duri~n Al his years 

23 of eoiege aftff his star-ting date-, by -(B+ the -pr-eduet of 

24 tw4l-ze tiffes the nunbef of his yeOrs ef eever-age aftef ffaeh 

25 staftkig dftte-, eN~eept that if int affy ease the pr-eduet deter
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1 uinie 4 tmdeif elaiise -(B+) is leso thain sb~y it sh"l he 

2 ine~ese to Sixty. FeT the puIfpeses of this egpha 

3 iidivi~ial~s 'stafini~ dftate shall be 1036, 4-49, o* Alhe y-eff 

4 in heh he attains the a~geeo wenty oe whiehevei resuhst 

5 in the highest aver-age meinhl wage. 

63 H±{4) 1[ aft Ab4divaal's average monthly wage esm

7 pa"e ufde* -paifgfaph -(4) is less thaH 4$ , his a tepage 

8 maefthly wage shal be iner-eased to $60O 

9 £L.3. ei the ptffpE~ses of this siiseetiea

1.0 -(4) in eempuitiiga~ei difidiao~s average Riofthly 

1-1 wage the-re sha llRt be eeoiited, ifi the ease of apy 

12 elefidaif yeaf aft"f 4049, the exeess oieve $8,600 of 

13 -() the wages paid to him ift siieh yea, pans -(ii) the 

114 sefepefin.ineeme ef-edited to sueh year -(a 

1-5 detefiii~ed iffidej setieft 242)--; 

16 !L43 if the tota of an if~iividial~s wages e.Rd self

1-7 effployment ineomfe fe* anfy eaeindai yeai' is not a 

1.8 mI~TpLeu of $4-, suehb tota shl be i-eduee4 to the nei~t 

19 lowerfmititiple -of $lj; aRd 

20 iL(-G) if anH ifidividttnls aevveage monathly wage oeam 

21 pttted tmder- jp g -(- 1-) of this stihseetion is neot 

22 a fitkipeof $4shait &eAe edu o the ne*t lewe* 

23 mialti* (of$4-. 

H. R. 6000-5 
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.2 IL If(~t the ease of any - ll~who dies ff atttiiss 

3 *e-efir-eme age befere IQ of dies befere the yea*~ in whieh 

5 sheAl be ene.7 e easesteeeoontate fetof aa 

16 iadiiEd~ie shall be the *oetien obtaiie4 by dividiag -(1+ 

7 the nuitbe* of his years of eeiverage aftef his star-ifig d~te

8 of h ubr6,wihvf s-tegetrh h 

9 Ruffibe* of his eeaithfaaion faeto* years; exceep~that if s**eh 

10 qutioefi is"g~eat7er thftn ofe k shall :e r-edueed toe oae. f 

11 the pii*.poses of thisj subseetieii a-a iisdiitidued' stff~ig dftte 

12 shal W Q f44,wibv eut f h ih e 

-13 tiiidf faete*, 4His eentifitiatioe faeto* yeffs oha" be the 

14. ealeftda years elapsiftgaftfer his sta*4dii~ 4a7e -(*aftef she 

15 yea*w in whih he attaifted the age of twenty o-eae if later

16. eand ff4ff to the yea-r ift whiekhbe atetsied *-etifemiea age7, 

17- Of fled- whieheve* fiA oeeuffed4 or- if theemptie 

18 mader shis sabseetieft is betiig made fe*, an individtual who is 

19 efit4ed to disabilit inistffffee beftefi~ts witM respe to~a 

.20 disabilit.;- pgie* to the yeal ift whieh eeetb-s his disabiliy 

21 deeafaif 4a-te -(-as dete~mAised thade*- seetiea 24-9 (~) 

22 fof. sueh disa*bity; ht aoRsttsh ealenda* yeair-7 any part ef 

23 whieh w~s ifteided itt a period of disability +(-s deffed ift 
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1seetien 249)- -(i)-, sAA1 be a eentiniitatien feter-yeaii unless 

2 ofthe eeaefdda ye&f was a yeaf of eei tenige. 

3 "Yeaf of Cevefage 

4 !()~ indivduafyeaIofeovrage'fwflay meats

6 abye ofte d o nitwieh thews wage tdt iii sueh 

7 yea was *220 of fmer-e;a-Rd 

8 l-(-* ifi the eatse 4f aniy ea~edai yeff afteff 14-94 

9 a ye" nwh4ieh the s of +.A+the wages paid tohim 

10 in seieh yeaitad -(n. his self-einpleymnefi ifieemfe efe4

.1 ited to suael yetff -(as detemned tfnder- aeetieft 2-14) 

12 was $400 o fer-e.e 

13 "T eatffient 4 Wages anRd Sefemlyfi n eeome ini Yeai 

14 o optte 

15 Ff(f- th~e pa~peses of this seetien -(ethef thanf subei 

16 seetien -(g)-)

17 "-~in eempating an if dividued's aefeage ffe thly 

is wage and his years of eoeiteiage with f-espeet to anf apli

19 eatieft fff old-atge of disability ifisur-anee benefis, thefe 

4Sueh iftdiv-da IO 

22 to the dfAe eft whiek he filed stieh a~ppiettiE~n~and4 theft 

23 sAAl he eetmted only the watges paid to him pfio* to 

21. ofem £ef ta-xable years ending 



1 the ~ ~a w4heb he filed stueh applieateio n e, th 

2 puffpeses of this pagT-aph af hdidiA4wh'4ws ell

3i4ded to disab~itiy ifiasF-fee beftefits ife the month pe-e

4 eei~ing the ffteiith i-a whie he a4tahied Yetirem~e~ age 

5 shal h-e deetaed to ha-,Te filed aft applieatieft fef old-age 

6 ifisafefnee befte-fis t~he dftte he attaine4 fetir-effent 

7 age-,afd 

$ ffi(-2..mpwing the aoverage ifein4hly wage anRttein 

.9 the years of eoeirefge of arn ifdividuel who died-, thefe 

10 sheal nee he eettfted wages -(ethef t~h-a* efpesn 

II deseflbed in seetion 2(-5)-)-+paid ift of aftiff the eitaf~e* 

12 iiiwhiehhedied-. 

13 "eofaaoto eift 

14 MLgt--1)an imkar-y i ae4ef ifidi4dued's 

15 amm4io hfbs beent deteffliined uiidef this seetief -(-Of auder

16 soeeieR 444 of the Soeia Seeuir4ty A~et Afnendfinents of I949, 

17 if ap lieable) -i thfe shall he iie reepttmo uhi 

18 dividu&Vs primefy insu-ainee amfoean eeep~as previded in 

19 this sitbseetion or-,ifi the ease of a, Woi~d Waf II vetersan who 

20 dies afte+ 4-949 antd ppioe to Jely W- 49b4, as pforw44e in 

21 seetion 2-1-7~ (3- An ifidividae7Vs disability inenfanee baef-, 

22 &i shall net be -eeemplited exeept as preevdedifin~ g~ 

23 of8bis siubseetion.e4 

24 i(. Upon atplieatioft by ana individiua4 entitled to 

25 ohl-age ifistfaaee benefits, 4te Admiitistratei shal *-eeem
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1 pute his Priffifty 41siafaee alftotff*it if the appieaftien thefefef 

2 is fed aftef the twelfth ffonfth fof w-hieh dediuetions "de* 

seetion 2-N -( -(4} and4 + hftie beeni imposed (within 

4 at pefied of thirty-si months-) with f-espeet to stteh benefit, 

3 nat taking intto ateeomn tany m~onth pfiew to 9-950 of ifO 

6 to ~the epA4iest mont fof~ whieh the last p-e~viois eempa

7 tationt of his pfimaiy 4istir-mee afi&nemt wats effeetive. -A 

8 feeeomlutation afffdef this pftffigf-tiph s~f41 take iftot- feeotm*i 

9 onl~y -(4) wages paid to selh ifidiv4aal pt4oif to the yeff 

10 ifl whisk etth ftp-plipAtion is file andt -(B+)his self-employ

11 ifenit ineomae fff ta.xAble years eniding priof to the datte of 

12 sti-h, applietie*i Sas-h, feeomputaatin shal be effeetive 

13 feif and4 atef the maonth ini whiik sffsh applieationf is flled=. 

14 -E~-W 1 uof fof old-age fff ppliaftion by anf iftdividiia4 

15 of~disability iffstfffanes benefits sash ifinviitf4d ha less than 

16 fi-ve years of eover-age, the M ttiistifatof shAl -eeonpiptte 

17 his frmniffffy insufanee amfoidfi of his disability iniiae 

18 beftefit ae the ease mfay be- by taking infto aeeoent only 

19 44)+ the wtges a-Rd self-em-ploymfent inteoine whis wef e 

20 ineladed in the o-i~gifal eomputtationt of his awerage monthly 

21 wjage and .{B} his sleipoyeftineoine fof the ta-xabe 

22 yeff in wvhisk he 4Wfildppkistice fef the old-age of dis-

23aii inu-ie benef44s. Stieh feeomitptationf shall be 

24 efeetive fof and aftftef th+e fipnt month fellowing he elose of 

25 otth tanxable year, 
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1. Ui4~Tpent the deft~h aftef 1-94 of an iftvdii-Adnl en

2 titled to old age iftstffaee lbefie44ts- if aniy -peirsnis entitled4 

3 to moiithlly be~tefits, eF to a ltw4)-swnn dea-th paymfeflt-, en 

4the batsis of th-e wagers et! self e jpeyffeft inteem~e of, steh 

5 jnd¾4djial the Admfiffistae gif4shal te~ th~edeeet

6 -pi~nniy iffsffff-e atonnt~ -( as pfo-r4We inf amffbat fet 

7gntpll + only if-

8 (iA).th deeedeni weoki hmwe beent entitled to at 

9 fe'eppenunef pftn-tgm-fpl 4(2)- if he had4 filed 

10 appicantio ther-efof- ini the monteh in whielt he 4ied-; -of 

11 .q Ythe &eenentt lni~ftg- his lifetimfe wats paid 

12 eeofipensatient whiek is tpeated-, und-er seetiont 2-0 

13 as stion for ment.

14 If the r-eofe putfAit~f is ireqairo by~sttbparagrap~ -(A)-, the 

15 reeoffpititgo "ht tafkf infto ateeomwt ony the fellowinig

16 -Pite self-employment ineom~e of the leeent for Al-I abhle 

17 years ethef then his las tafable year-, the wage,-s -father thn 

18 eempenisftioni deseribe,4 in seetiont 20U -(p--) patid to him 

39~ prior to the yearf int whic h-e die, andl the eompenstttioni 

20 -(dese-ihed ina seeti*+n 20 -(-p}- patid to himf prier to his 

21 death. 14 th ereeffipntiten is net penmitted mwler sub

22 -(-A btA is requit-ed by y,- the+Bpaarah 

23 r-eeemnputtation shal bAke into .+eeottnt only the Wol~wing-: 

24!lhefwges and4 seff-em~pioym+ett ifteoffe whieh were per
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1 n~ted to be tatke in~to ffeeeni4 i* the lost pei~effos eomjputa

2 tief't of th primnffly iwamfce afnount of etteh ini---dtal 

3-(inebadittg aniy eefp~ tio etaifed by pafag~faph (3 

4 a-nd the eefpest df4esefilbed int seetion -205 -(p}) patid 

5 to hifipfief to hisdeath. 

6 ~ L~-* Any reeoenpatation uide" thi subseetion sfhall 

7 be effeetive onl if saceh reee pttation f-estiks int a highe* 

8 pfrfmftf insurfftfee amffouy of disfbiit-y insum-anee befiefi4. 

9 No sueh f-eeeompute~tient shotl4- feif the parposes of seetien 

10 -2908 -()- lwej the atver-age ffietthiy wage. 

11 "~R~flf~ifi g Of Benfefit-S 

12 M(4The a-meifi4 of any pr-i+fty insufanee Paneffl 

13 and of anfy disatbility insufianee benefit antd the fffoiiwt of 

14 anfy monthly benefit eeinptited dnde* seetient 2fGO whiehi, 

15 aft-ef f-edAuetiefn andef seetion 9203 -(a)- of~seetiont 24-4 *{0-3 

16 is not e amltiple of 04-0shal he eised to thefey~t higghef 

17 mtgtiple of $0410. 

18 CCTIFER DEFINITIONNB 

19 "SEe., 244-67 Fof the ptifposes of thi title

20 "Retir-emefft Age 

21 i() Th-e tenn 4etifefinent atge~ means atgesit--w 

22 "~Wife 

23 £-b. The temn 'wife' meants the wife of an iffdit'khffI4 

24 b4 onIly if she (+1+is the mthe of his soft of dought~er- of 
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1 +42+Wastflaie+*o hftfap~of Pfif R4 kesi 4har thfee 

2 y-etu itfiffiedifttel-y ifweeedift gite dft-y "i whie heif atpolea

3 tiontis filed. 

4 "'Widow 

5 iL-(-e} The ter-i 'i4jow ' -- ep wh~e+ fffed iii seetioff 

6 2{0-2 -(-g)-) means heswi+gwi-fe o fO itfii-4 dwtff- P4it offly 

7 if she (4-)-is the iffo~tef (-4 his s"ofe 4ffl*ghtef- {2-)- legt 4ly 

8 atdopted his sont of dff+gltef whtile she wfts +utiwtne4 to him 

9 anfd while %,soi4 s of dalNgtefws imslei the wg-e of eight

10 eeft7 +{3-) was miaf4ed to himf *4the tinme hoth+of themi legally 

11 adeptd-a 00eo Of WatsiWdftfei440 egiten -4-) H-iff

12 e4edto him fof atpeiod* 4 flt kess t'ftn one 3yeoffifinedi

13 fttelyiB o theday-ORwhieh hed-ied

14 ."4oemef Wife Pi~vomeed 

15 T--d) 4offmef wife divof-e&4~ a womattIhe tefff means 

16 di-vof-eed tfrom an indivi4t a4-, hiA only if she -(4-) is thie 

17 ffithei of hi-s soft of dmightef, -(-2) legealy adopte his soft," 

18 daughte* while she was manffed to himf antd while suteh soft 

19 of daufgh-tef w"as ifdef the age of eigheei of -(--) was 

20 ffaffied to himf aft the tim~e both of them legally adopted a 

22 

23 -- (. T4+e tefffm 'ehild' mteanis -(4-) the ehik of anf if

24 41~ an~d JfD2) ift the eatse, of a hivng htfiv-diial at ste#

25 ehil~d of adopted ehil w~ho hats beent steh s~tepehild of 



1adepehqbid fo Pet less tharn thfee yeoftn imffediffely 

2 preee&Ang th~e day oft whih apjdieation e* ehilds benefits is 

3 frled- andt -(3.) ini the ease of a deeeased iwlvdual., -(A-4)an 

4 adep4ted ehik1T of 4(4B.) a, sep~iid who has beeni siueh otepehil 

5 fe& not lesis thaft onte ye"s iffiiediately -fed-tg he dlay 

6 ont whih stieh indi-44tie1 diedh 1-n deteif~.n---i3ngr-w~hethef at* 

7adopted ehil has mlet the length 4f time nimf4t r 

S elauee +(2+-)- timfe, spentt 4+ the f-elatiofnelp 4f stepehild shagl 

9 be eetifted as timfe spenit it the f-elationship of adopted ehikld 

10 "Deternikiatin 4f Fa~y Status 

11 £L4)() If deefinigweh af pplieant is the 

12 wife-, wi~dew, ehil4-, oF pffent of at ffly insufed or ettPentl 

13 intfe ip~4a f purpoes o thi til- h dfiita 

14 shall apply sti-h law as wou~ld b-e applied in detefmiftifg the 

15 devol tien of intestate peffsonal proper4y by the eeom-s of the 

16 $,at whic fisr- defliilif jftimeh iniitli at the time 

:17 sueh applieanft fiies ft ieatienT or-, i4 stieh inseme individual4 

18 is dead-, by the eenets 4f the State int whiek he was deonieiled 

19 at he timeofhisdeaths of ifeh insufedrndfvidthseffwas 

20 not so defmieiled int anfy State-, by the eour-ts 4f the Pistiiet 4f 

21 AJ~j~Appliean-fts whoe aeee dilng to sueh law would hftve 

23 aB a,N4ifey widow, ehld-, of~paftent shal be deemfed sneh-. 

24 ."(2} -Awife shal be deemed to be living with hef has

25 band if they &Fe both me4efs~ of the same household, of s~he 
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1 is ifeeeiving F~eg~f eeetibtioiie frem hi toward her sup

21 po;efh~ehs em der-e by any eo oeenibu tetohef 

3 9"per-t aBd a wi4dewsh be deemed to have beefti'4 

4 with hehuband athe tim~e ofi"deathiftey werebeth 

dmembeffs of the soffie heoisehoM on the dat of his death, of 

6she wfts .eeiii.rego-oei eentikitiefts fbefn hita tew-ard hei 

7 mpeo uh&eo ehdbe-todrdb lyeutt 

8 eo-fttiibiut to hef sappe-t. 

9)-0 !The amnm nt. ae by oubseetieo ~ shl 

10 take effeet 4a~iuary -4T I950 emeept that

li A4± Seetiet -244 of the Seeial Seewity A-et s13e1 

12 be &pplie"l4 +(4) in the ease of apia~n fe 

13 af, gSeptm 04-94 fff MOBhi benefit fef months 

14 afte* 1949, fed +Bs) in the ease of eipplieatioes for limp

15 stim death peay~meiits with respeet tra deaths after 49)49. 

16 (2)-Seetief 246 of the Soeial Seetir-y Aet shA~ 

17 he ppiefbl in th ease of ppJ i~ filed aft"r 

1s Sepembfi! 149 fef menthily beifts fop Eafths after 

19 40 

20 +3 fteo eton4--o hsAe 

21 ar-aple-linept ay beaReflt fop months aft-ei 

22 4-949- seetien 2-14 of the Soeeal Seeifft-y Aet shal Rnot 

23 be applieable with r-espeet to siaeh benefits unless and4 

24 _ _ sae rd bseetionR eeisiereeptd 

25 -(g of s:ueF seetion 24.&
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1 WORTID WAR H4* ETE 

2 SE-e- 105, ite I]1 of the Soeial Seeuiifty Aet is 

3amended by stiiking out seetion 24-0 and by adding aftef 

4 seetioni 24-6 -(added by seetion 4-04 -(4*of this Aet) the 

5 follwwing 1 

6 cc"NE~rim fN eASE OF WOIED NVAR~H VETERA:NS 

.7 i"S~e. 9-(-) f purp~oses of detennining entitle47 ~o 

8 ment to and the amount of anfiy nonthly benefit foir anty 

9 month atfeiff 49491 of ef4itifme t to an~d the afnount of any 

10 ltump sumn deatth payment in ease of ft deat-h afteir 4949, 

11 payeble unde* this title ont the batsis of the wages of self

12 ef loymffefft ineome of any WeA4 Wat 1 weter-any sueh 

13 izeteiran shall he deemed to ha-Ne beent paid wages -(-in addi 

14 tiffito the wages,iftty-, teidtalyhfim)-o lof $4-W in 

15 efae month ditn-ig an~y paA4O whieh he served in the aetive 

16 Failitafy of naival ser-viee of the United States duinig Wofid 

17 Waf TH- This subseetiont shall not be applieenbie in the ease 

18 of any mointhly benefit of lump-suim deah paymient if a. 

19 leti-gef benief4 of patymient, ats the ease mafy bie- would be 

20 payable without its applieattioni 

21 L%(-) -(-1 1n the ea,§e of anfy Wefld Wae 1 vete-fan 

22 wh-o dies dafing the pefiod of thir-ee years immaediately fol

23 lowingj his sepaftation 4from the aetive militafy or nawdt 

24 sepviee of the Unte States anid who (4)-de pi4ef to 4-950 

25 and ont the basis of whose wages no monthly benefit fff anty 
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1 Riont Pf of to -19 was paid anAde 1.amp-fivsi deatth 

2 paymen+t was made, of -{i.) died after 44)49, stiie vetefaa 

3 shAl be deemed t* have died a killy ifisare4 iiedivAduol with 

4 an a-verage meanthly wage of $4160 aiid,- for the pur~poses of 

6 eaeh ealenid, yeaif ifi whieh he had thii ty da-ys of me-eof 

7 aetive Rigihtft oF fla-v senviee afe Spteffihe 449- 1940.

8 anfd pi~of to J*~2-7-, 1961. This snbseetieft shall Fiot be 

9 applieabke in the ease of afty monthy benefi ff lump-sm 

10 death payient ii

11 ±(A). a largef stieh beinef of paymeit. as the ease 

12 mnay be-, weal4 be payable withoiut its applieatioinj 

13 &i.B or epnaini eefieay peiision 

14 by the Veraffs' A finistmfaioni to he payatble by it onf 

15 th aso ~ et, fs6 eeail 

16 q£P4). the death of the ~vetemfa oeeuff ed whil he 

17 was ift the ftetive Hilitaify of na'vfa serviee of the 

19 .f(D)- stiel iNeteI-an has been diseha1fged-oF released, 

20 k-&m the aetiive military oir lav-Al serYiee of the United 

21 State sahesenset to &4iy 24Gy, 4-9kb 

23death paymen OR thebhasig of the wage o* efemlye 

24 n eoftf a"y -Weil War f[ veteran- the Federf4 Seeaity 

25 Adminiotratff shll*make a deeision w4thott fegaf 4 to pam
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1 g~apI~ -(4 {B- fthis sub1seetief *mi3ess he has keen Retifie4 

4 istifatiefi by m~aseia of the 4eath of sieh ivete~aft The 

6 4eeisief to the 3Veteimas 14iisrtintfhe Veteffffis 

8 of treafete* makes fff &a4ieatie~that ally pefisien of 

10 it-, it shall iitify the Feder-al Seei4ty df4itr&e- aR4 the 

11 dwits-aesheAl eerifiy no ft:ithe* benefts fef pa~Ffmeatj 

12 of sheAl reeempute the aftfnetfto e ai-y ft-hthe* befleft pay

13 abkeasmffay -efeq+Iiredby t-(4g-t +1 oetisbseetien. 

14 Any paymfefits thereteofoe eer-tified by the Federal $eeuiity 

16 seetion to any kidividue~l, ne&t exeeedifg the wanetint of any 

17 aeeiied pension f ee* es~t-~al obmb h 

18 Vetemans' Admfinistr-ationi, shallfetihtaRi the Pi'e

20 afflnded+3 J-(. S, Q$7see. 4b64a7 )- ) e deemed to have been 

22 aeepaed pentsiona o*eme sgei oot p-mne~ 

24 eertified by himf fef any month pfio* to the. fist monith ife 

25 whie any peniaon eapnme i e*b heVtras 
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2 te hav'e beefl aft ef*feieet*9 payniefi. 

4 hae died prfif to 4#50,O pfee4 of supipe fequifed tid*e-r 

iheee 

8 !L-d) Tjhejre w hereby aiatheio4e4 te be appj-opAate4 

9 aptftal+fll to the !12u4~ Fun4 stteh stmis* as fiay be Reees

10 sayt e teadto eest,, *-estin~fr-omf ths iseet~iE+f 

11 of the benefit -(ineludkig Ittmp- si death pa-yffeijtsY pfty-

12 able tinde~ thtide, 

13 ±%e-ofe the puipeses 4 thi seetien

14 Ti(4 'Werld War' lP mieans the peii(e4 b(-, 

7 the date of the 4ea-th of stie4 vet~eran s tite latei

he tefif 

15 gifnfiln with Septembe* 4-6-, 4.94O, afd endiig at the dele 

16 of ATly, 24- 4.947.7 

17 T~{.)teirm Waff vetef-an' anyhe 'Weifd 14 meazns 

18 ifi4jidua wh seiwed int the aetive militaf er Pnaa4 eie 

19 of the United State an&y time dafing WeA~ W-ff II and 

21 Of r!eleased tifdef eenditiens ethef than dishefterable afte* 

23 abiliy of , iefeof apOgffa-vated in seriwie in linte of 

24 dey;bu a W~a hal ee inelad any ia~jalt 8 who 

25 4We while in the aetiive military or navel seri?4e of the 
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2 eneffy of the Unite4 Stat~es)- as 1awn paiishfaeftt #6I a 

3 milktary op Rawe4 ofense." 

4 eeVE~RAGiE OF STATE AN 3)A EPO

5 S~e- 106, Thit 14 of the Seeial geeiuii'y-AA~ io a-mende 

6 by addgta4 terseetien ft (ddedbyseet0iet4 o f this 

7 A,-+te fellewing-: 

8 *VOL1JNTYARFl -ARHEN O eeiBRAe3 OF STT AND 

9 _______ 

10 ±"Puese of Agr-eeffeft 

11 "S~ee 24-8, -(a)- -(* T!he Ardii~iaist*ate* sbal- " the 

12 *eqnest 4f any State, efier- ife aft &gfeemea with snel 

13 State fe* the fmin~ese of e*tenAidig the insif*anee syste 

15 as emlym ntader-this tile) peffefmed -byiBdividuial as 

16 eft~1eyees 4f sneh State op anly pelitiea w-division ther-ee4 

17 Eraeh suo geelii shall eentaia siueh pnis eflit ineeei

18 sistefit with the pr-evisiefis of thi seetieia as the State may 

19 *eqnest.. 

20 LI4(w2-tai seetie~2-IA) -(a)- kw the Vu*~eses 

22 1abe*-, deffestie ser-,,iee, of oe~iee pei~er-fed by a saet 

23 in~elude4 umde & an feaf efitered iffte tffide thi seetiefi 

24 4entes 

25 £L1F-ofe the pnrpeses of this seetioni 
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1 IiI~The tefm 'Sae doee no iiielude the P4iste~ 

2 o ouba 

3 £.) The term Lpol4i~eal sttbd4visiot inekd*es aft 

6 **iere (4 its politiefl sidivsiefi~s 

7 44Pi efffi eym e inekt~es ateffieei of 

S a Stae of politiefd stidivisieft

9 £L4} The~J te2B 4eiefi ytff'me 

10 sief- nitiiamty, feiefi t of siffi4a~fuffd e system estb

11 lished by a State oF by a pelitieal effbdi~visian thie*re4 7 

12 afd t~he t~ef 'State-wide Fetiremeft systeffi fleans ft 

13 f-ei-efnen sys~tetf established by a S.&fte whieli eoeHe~ 

14 &ffelas ofe~sses fisemp~eesa~ d ie eass or 

15 olasses 4f empleyees of eae of meiore politiea sudivisiefis 

16 of the $ta4te or eeOFers ainy 4lass of elses of efflployees 

17 of -,weo f WIffOr peli&9e4 sAbdvisins of the State. 

18 ±-(-4)- Tl~e teffni ~e&~~ge grenp' neans -(-A)

19 ployees of the State eahef than these in pos~itins eove-ed 

20 by a State wide m efefifeiin system, J)-B empleyees 4 a 

21 pe .ee s"&di4sien 4 at S4ate O~efl~r than these in ps* 

22 tiefs eover-ed by -aState wide Y-tieme-Rt system, of-(

23 employees 4f the State aftd employee of its -politeal 

24 subdivisiens whe aife ift positions eeivefed by -aState wide 

25 feiement sys~Otei+ 



1 t1Serviees C4o-vered 

2 Ite) (4) A~n agr-eement unider this seetien shal be 

3 applieable with r-espeet to any onte or more eover-age groups 

4 designate by the State. 

5 L- Inf the ease f4 eaeh eover-age group to whiek the 

6 agreement a~pplies, the agr-eemnent must iniehtde allsrie 

'7 -(other- thant serviees exeluded by or pur-suant to subseetion 

8 -(-4- or -(-3=)- or -(=+) 4f this suhseetion=)- per

9 formed by individuals as memfber-s of sueh groeup. 

10 iL(H4 Suteh agr-eemfenit sl if the State requests it

11 e~elude -(-in the ease of oan-y eov~er-age group)- any srie 

12 of an etnergentey niature or a1M serviees int any ekes9 or elasses 

13 of eleetive positions part-time pesitionts or positions the 

14 efieste foprwhieh is oftafee basis7. 

15 ±L(4A+ The Amnsrtrshall, at the r-equest 4f any 

16 State- mfodify the agreement. wit sueh State so as to -+A+) 

17 ineluide anpy eoverage group to wh~ieh the agr-eemenft did 

18 noet previously a~ppy, or -(-B*) inelde, in the ease of anfy 

19 everage group to w-hieh the agr eemeit. appliessrie 

20 previously exeluded -from the agreementj but the agreement 

21 as so modffied mfay noet :be ineonsistent with the poiin 

22 of this seetion applieable in th~e ease of an original agreement 

23 -withaState. 

24 iiq* gue agreemfent shaW- if the State requests 4t, 

II. IR.6000-6 
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e~eittde -(-ff the ease of aany eev-ei~g gfap-)- eay ftgr4euimifal. 

k4oei, domfestie serviee, of ser-viee pe~efmfefl by a tdf, 

designated y the State. This pfffag~ath shal atppl-y eel 

wih r-es toeseriwieewhiek, if pei4onfeift te effple-y 

of ft iftividu4ah weuld he exelu ed ffem efftployineet by 

seetioft 24-0 -(a) 

"q Sueh afgfeeffefft4+shal e~elude sei-wiees pegoei~ed 

by aat iid4dal whe, if, eumpbyed te ifelieve hiff freff ulem

pleyffefit affd sAA eielude sefvees perfermed hif a hespoited, 

hoea. of ethef ifistitwtieft by at patiefit (w inmiate theireef 

"P.4efer-fidthn af ease of Betir-eniefit. Systema 

!44d) -(--+ N atg eaefief wit aafy State *ay inlude 

sewi4ees per4fenned hif pesitieas ewerefed by ab fetirefaent 

system mf efeet oft the datte the ag~eemeiit is eatered ifte 

uimkss the State ireq~uests stteh hieltsioft eafd the Gowei~f 

of the State eer-tifies to the Admiftisti-atef theat -(4-+ a, writtea 

refer-endien was held -(withhif the pe~riod preseribed hif pafa

greph -(a) 4f this subseetiei+)- on the questiea whether

ser-vees hif pesitiens ee-vef-ed by stteh fetif-emewt system 

shei+14 he e-xeluded 4~m of itiekided ttde* the agi-eemeiit, 

-(B.) eai ope eteniy to vete hi stts-h i-efer-endam. was ie 

-(-aufd wats limited)- te the emaployees who were iii stteh e

tieaes at the timte the ir4efef-endtm was hel aftd to the hidi

viduals who off stte datte were twenty-eaie yers (4 ag of~ 

eoei" oad were f-eeeivifa periedie paymefits tffdei sueh 
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I f-etiPefleii systeffl and -ff9 Rot k-ss than two* thifs e4 

2 ieters ia sttel i-fer-efidwim veted int favf *4 iflehtidiig seer-k 

3 iees in sehtc pesitients an~def the agreeffefic. 

4 i~p e medifefttion *4 an ftgoeesnent with ay State 

5 mfay pfE-vid e f the inehisiefn *4 ser-viees pe4o-fedme int 

6 positions eoerefed by a -eti-efientt systeff iin efk*4 ofn the 

7 dftte the ftodifeatioi+ is agreed to unless the Stafte ireqpests 

8 suieh itteltision and4 the Gwerene*- of the State mpakes ab eeft

9 fieattien whieh meets the izqifmns *4 elftises +(A*,.-f~~ 

10 fd--+o fff 

11 !'-(43) TIhe period within whieh at 4-feefidendu must be 

1 2 held the pttfposes of this sabseetion sh"l he, the pe*io4 

13 begininiftg on~e year b~efoe th~e effeetive dat-e of th~e agree

14 ment and endifg ent the datte snob agreeffnent is entered 

15 inte,;exeep thfit iftheease ofa Boieiftf *aagfeefaent 

16 siieh period shAl begint one yeaif b4efofe the effeetve datte of 

17 the mhodifteatioten and end ent the date stiob medifieatient is 

18 afee to. 

19 "Payffnefts a-nd Repoests by States 

20 i Oh agreemeiit toide- seetion shall pre-4deEfe) thi 

21 "L4 that the State wil4 pafy to the- Soeefetafr of 

22 tl~ Treaury, ft sush timfe of~times as dhe Adfflnis

23 tfatoe maiy by Y-egttlation jpfesef-ibe, atmotnts equiitalent 

24 to he sam ofthe taes w1 ie wetil*b-e imiposedby 

25 seetie~s I400J and, 44-10 *4 the Interiina Reeiiiene Ged~e 
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1 if the gefviees of empleyees eoveied b~y ~e &gree

2 mient eofts4ite4 ef*nploymfe~t as 4effe4 ift see4eio 4426 

3 of st~lehe~de

4 "+2* ta the State will eemnly withk swh *'egila

5 tieoe r-elatft~ii to p&qflf a-H4 r~epert es the Admini 

6 ittffifiay -piesefib1e to eary out~the pI*Fpsee of thie 

7 see&iE~. 

9 l ~~Any agipeemeft or ffi~edfieaif of an a-greemen 

10 tid thi seetiei shf4l b3e effee4ie wikh *-espee~to~ew 

11 peffeimed a4ffi PR efective "~ speeiged ift sw~h agfeem&ent 

13 ift Re ewse -(oePe thei ii the ease offfiWeefto 

15 the fi-a day of the ealefidM y-eai ift whielh afth Wgee~aefi 

18 "Tminte of Agr-eemen*e 

19 +g1-4) Upe-f gMig a 1east -Iwo yeffs adva~ee 

20 notiee kif wfkilg tot~ Adffini~stmta-eta 4ae wiay~tefiflate, 

21 efetv at th ndo a ealendar- qua~tef speeiied kinh 

22 noie t g-efeti6Ath e Adffliftistef eikher 

23 I(A)- in its efttife~y, but*e*I if the Wgeeffei+t hfts 

24 been iii effeet k-o its effeetive dt if fiat le-ss thaft 

25 fie yeasprife tethe reeeipt4 stwh notice; oF 
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1 ~!.-(~B). wth r-espeet +e &-ty eoer-iage greoip desig

2 nated by the State, bfft oply if the g-eefiiefi hes beee 

3 ift effeet with r-espeet to stiel eovefage giroup fef ftot 

4 less theff fie yeae pfief1 te-lereeeipt of saeli noiee. 

5 i-*2 -M the Admiflistfater-I afef i-easoflable netiee afi4 

6opporla4fiy ff- heafifg to a State with whon he hats entered 

7 hnta an etgfeeffieii pur-sita4 to 4i seetieii fifde tha7t the 

8 Statehas 4ed of is He lnelegally able taeoffply su

9 st6aHit 41y with any pf-ovision4o sufeh agT-eemaefi of of "h 

10 seetiont he sheal notify stieh State that the engfeefnent will he 

11 tefff+fated in i~ts efttiretyj 0! with fsespee t fteay onte of o~ 

12 eoveage gfoups designated by him-, at ffneh tkinie, not ateff 

13 than twa yealrs k-ff the date of sueh fet~iee, as he deemns 

14 app-pri~ate aftless pr4o* to sueh time he fift& that there no 

15 lenger- is any etteh faihfe of thiat the eeaase Ofo sueh legal 

16 kiabili~ty has beeni femiowtd

17 " 4 anty agreeffent entered ifito under- th seetiont 

18 is teimninate4 inf its entirety, the Adffinistf-atof aRd the State 

19 ffay ntet again ente* iffto ant agr-eefient punulain to thi 

20 seetioii. 14 anly stieh agr-eeient is tenninated with *-espeet 

21 to anly eoverage gfoup-. the Adifistmater aftd the St-ate 

22 may fnet thereafter- modify sueh agreemeiet so as toagi 

23 mtake the agf-eement a-pplieable with 1!espeet to otteh eoere

24 aeg~ti~p
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"Pepesit in*T~ff4 Fand Adjastameits 

"-(4*+)-(1-) A41 afenwo s *eeeived by the Seefetaify Of 

the T4r-easttfy thnde*- anf Pgieemfeitt made pusan~t te th-is 

seetien shall be deposit~ed int the Tm~st Fthnd. 

i-{4) 14 inore of less thanf the eoaFreet &mefloht4ade andef 

wi ag-eemeflit matde pamnsaii to this seetien is paid with fe

speet to anii payffenit of rcmffuner-ationt, prepef adjutments 

with r~espeet tt* the amefaltis dtte ande*- steh agr-eeffent shatH 

be made, witheat ifiteifest, int sieh fnnfne~and ea sueh times 

as maify he pfeseribhed by fegfltkiefs ef the 4dniistr-atei 

!H*3). If4a effwefpayfnieft eatnnot be adjusted fmder- pam-P 

gf-aph -(2)+-; the omeunt ther-e fand the time of times it is 

to be paid shlf -be eertified b-y the Adfinifstenteof te th~e 

Mlanaging Thi-stee atnd the Managin T1nustee, thfeagh the 

Fiseft! Sen24ee of the T-eeasttry Depaftment and4 pfi8* te aniy 

aetieni ther-een by~the Genefal Aeeeuntiagw Offlee shal make 

payffeena ini aeeor-ddanee with sueh eertifeatie* The Man-ft 

agin~g T1?nstee shall neet hbe held pei-soenally liable fef any; 

pay-teat of paymnents made int aeeer-da-nee withfa eer-tifiea

tien byt the Adfniiisty-atEw. 

~enain 

iLei-gttliftjns of the Aflias* te*t efffy eAt the 

24 fmefats imposed an States puirsat te ti eeinth a 

25 so faf pr-aieieableF as these imfpesed ent employees ptf-
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L slf O thin ie ftl+a48" h*lf AeOfehifte 'th 

2 latem~al Reveie Code. 

3 Il2 ailw-e T& MAUe Paymen~ts 

4 Iftjease ftiy tate does 4fotflkea~tthe time f 

5 timies ditce the paymenits pfeovided fef tifide* efiegrem 

(3 pffsiiaa to this seetion, thefe sAlA be added7 as pfft of 

7 the amioaats d&e-, ioteirest at the fate of 4; per- eefitum pef 

8 atam from the da 4tee until paid7 OfAR the Adw~iseti-atef 

9 may- ift his diseiretiean. dedaet siteh amfotins phis interest 

10 from a&fiy eaemots eei4ified to the Seeretanf of the T-feasury 

11 fof patyment to stieh State uf~def say othef pr-e-Asie of 

12 this&Aret,~ Ameunts so dedtieted shall be deemed to haize 

13 beeft paid to the State tnde~swih Othief pfsovsief* of this 

14 Aet. Amounts efpial to the affounts dedueted andefti 

15 subseetioR afe hereby ap pf-piated to the T*fast timd. 

16 "Instnh-,antpAities. of T-wo of Mofe~States 

17 !.-(k The Aain*i~stf!atof mafy;, at the f-eqest of safy 

18 intftmentftlity of -two of ffor-e States eftef ifft aft agfee

19 ment with sueh ifistf*mefitfflky f Of the puimpose of extend

20 iftg the ieeasua-ee system estatblished by. this title to siie 

21 pe*4ofned by itidivitidaas ats emfployees of sttek insteumee 

22 telity. Sa-eh ag eemfefi, to the e~tent prfaetieable sAll 

23 be goiefined by the pf4simo this seetioo applieable i* 

24 theese ofana fgieeffefttw" thaState. 
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1 ~"eleg&ie* of uimetiefis 

2 T-( e AdwtiMistmatef is eateiized, ptffmiaa4 to 

3 agi-efeentei wi.~ th heftd of a"y Federe4 fgetey, t d4ek

4 gete eay e4 his fafetios hade~this seetion to ftffl effiee* of 

5 employee of saeh ageiey an4 etherwi4se to ai~izie the se~iz 

6 iees afid faeilities of stx4eb geftey ift eaffiying ei*a sieek WBe-, 

7 goiee an4 pa~ynefi ter2ei± A%4l be iii &&d*&Bee or~by wfty 

8 of r-eifibufeffeft, "e nHey be pi-evided ini eieh ageement.t" 

9 DISAB Tig 1 ,S, c, .B,...: * S 

10 &Be-. -07-7, Ti&e 1 of the Seeied Seat A-et is amende4 

11 by a~ddg aftei seeetien 2478 -(add~ed by seeein4e W10ef ~ 

12 A h eoig 

14 BN is 

15 "Ceiaditief-s of Eintidement 

16 "Si.29 f}-4-Evefy pmeffi~fify aHd telly 

17 disabled indiv4i ae4 -(-as defffed ifi subseetioni -(Wk-) ~who 

18 £.I4hats mi4 attainee fetieffe age

19 ~ '(-hfs f4dapieatow~i 4is~bl~yi~iae 

20 hefle~s 

21 E4--0) is ifleufed feif disehih i~is~*e enefi 

.22 ea.d 

23 hfsbef mfte-P -a dis44jky ghfeaoet his 

24 wii eid 
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shal be eftt+4e4 to a disability isae bene for 

eaeh month~ beginig it the fliA Rimonth efthef his waiting 

period ini wlieh he beeemes so efttitled to stieh inae 

benefits aftd ending with tbae ffofith preeeding the fir-et ment 

iftw ehialyeothe followng oeeeus he eeases to beoa 

peimamieftly eatd totaly disAbleifdivd ,des-, of attains 

fetiement ig-e-7 

"4 The teaaf 'waiting peIried' Hieans, with f-espeet to 

the disabilit 4f any iadividueAl, the period beginnfing with 

the ealenda menth int whiek oeeemfee his disability de

tefminatieft date -(sdeterniined unde* snlbseetion -(e)- anid 

ending at the enpimation 4f the siKnth ealendar mont febI 

lowing Steh month. 

L'-E~ An individuial who, weadd have been entiled 

to a disability insuranee benefit &F any Rioenth hatd he filed 

a-pplieatien therefef prioeI to the enid 4f etel i onh sheAi 

be entitled to sueh benefit ife sueli month if he Mies appliea

tien therefef prioe to the end of the third4 month sueeeeding 

sueh meieth; eaeept that the pi e tisof 4 hi ptamgr fahshal 

neet apply iff ptirpeses of deteiminiaig a period of disability 

-(fts defffed in sitseetieni -(O)+ of when a disability detef

fpfiien da-te oeeeiffed, 

!iL(4 No applieatieft feif disability insufanlee benft 

filed: pri~o to seven moenths befofre the flfsat montth for whieb 
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1 ke applieeii beeeffes etitle4 to m~eeive sueh benefits shOI 

2 be aeeepted as P, applieeatien fff pu*peoses of this seetieft 

3 "Determinattien of Thsi*1ed Statos 

4 £ Au indiv4idtAl is insured fo* pttfposes e4 disability 

5 ifk5tif-a-Re benfites if he ha4 R-ot kess theff 

6 -(}s4k "a-ers of eoer-iage 4afs detenfikied thndei 

7 .e~et24-s42)- ihe thren" t pe4efa 4ri 

8 whiek effds w"s the qtft~te~ 19 whieh his disability 

10 !L~-* ~wefiy qttffers of eevemage 4ttfiifg the feftYL

11 quafife5f perid w-hieh en&d with the qttffee ia w-hieh 

13 ~I ease sateh iidivi~dia4 was pr-eviett~ ent4itled to disai4liy 

14 inajfftlee beefits, hei~ef s19A1 he eyceliuded 4of 4he eean 

15 of the quaiter-s iin eateh pefied s-peeified iftpa-gnh (4} 

16 oad -24-safy quaaitef esay psi4 of w-hieli was ifielided i* at 

17 peried of disability aaless sash quar-ter is a quafteof 

18 ee~ver-age. 

19 iisblt e inaieui si 

20 Ffif the paspeses of this title 

21 "L~1) the disability detei iiinatieft date e4 afy iadi

22 vidiusl who fies applieatiei* ef disability insufftnee 

23 benel4ts ppieaf te 195 sheAl b whiehezef e4 the fol

24 lewitng datys is the Wsest-: (4)-The da-y the disability 

25 begaaF *B-) JAfe 949-, 4-95, of -(-0) the fifst daty ef the 
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1 fiT-Rt quer-teiftr whieli he weidd be insured fef disftbility 

2 i~e~ ebeneits wi4h i-espee~t siieh disabiliy if he 

3 6Ad f1d &ppliem~ioi they-efor- ii suAe qufftwefj eEA 

4 ~ L*2 the disebilkty d~ete-infttieft date of any in

5 di-dutj4jf vwh files atpilieatieft fop disftbiliy isaie 

6 beftefi~s aftef I95 shall be whieheve* of the follow

7 itng -s is the latest: -(A+ he d~ythedisability 

8 begatfi 44Th the fir-A day. of th~e teftth monath pi4 ef to 

9 the mfR13-th ift whieh he fiWe sifeh ff~eaii4* 

10 the risT4 day of the first qiiarte iii whieh he would 

11 be iiismued fef disability; in&&m~ffee beaefits with r-espeet 

-12 to sueh disftbility if h~e had4 filed applieatioR therefor

13 iftsiehqft~er,. 

14 "Ptfmfintition of Disetbility 

15 ~ i-fdT+he Aflti**4 Shal ffwke py-ovi ieft foi3 d~eter

16 miinaions of disAbility and r-edete -finakions4 thefeof att neeee

17 sft~i iftteo ,and he sh4 by Yegidlatieflpfoi~ez fof s+4 

18 eia-mkimietios as deefos feeesiaiw fof pftrof ift4iv4aa teh-e 

19 poses of deteri~nifiing for i-edetefwmfin~ig disability andf entitle

20 fneftt to benefits ho- i-eason thiefeof, In the ease of aaiy 

21 iftvdua'T~4 stbmi-tting to sueh ffn e-itaimattioni- the A-hainis-, 

22~ao~~ay pay~- mf fteeor~dane-e with f~egulations pfes- ibed 

23 kko hih+n- -(1± the neeesa tiftve expenses (ife~flldifg, Sab

24 sistenee e~penses nifeident thernet)- of stteh iffdividus4 ift eof

25 neetiont wi4ths eb cxminattion-, ead 42-)- if the examfinaten 
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T 

Staes, the neeeffsT.-i; e~pefises -(iineldiii fb fee)- ff stti-h 

examiaiefkt, There is heireby "theiized to he piep4 

&"e f ef e" fiseal.1 ea froff the Thias~ F**nA s"e ametff 

as f~ftay be iieeess&F fe the Pupsese of tbis sabseeetio 

."Poeduetief ef Befiefi 

±-(e) (4-4 where a belief is payable toea~y in~idiaduo 

nde~ t3is seeteiei ead e, wefkmeii's efleiaotbfe 

of beniefits haize been i~of fe paid te oueli individual ce 

aeee~ttf of the sanie disabilit kwi the same peizied of tkiate 

sue 4idividual's benefit ttnder- this seetion if sotte fiefith 

eha4-, pFieif to any deduaetiens ffndef seetien 24- be i-eduee4 

by ei ean eqff4 eie h weh 

isfaadby aphysieifrf wboisfe~ aft em~ployeeofte2 Unit~e 

alf-, o*p hy affe"i to of n 

werki~n'&s e~piste etf fbnftWhe ei 

the sffialler, 

Inease the benefit of any indiv4dual "idei this 

sefi is no redueed -as pr-evided in prg -(4-)-+1be-. 

eats s&e benefit is paid pr-if to the pa-yment ef the work-

i~nsemeste eift h -~tetseh fa 

by deduetions, at sueb tiffte of thimes and int s"o amounts 

as the AministifateF fmay detefffiine, from a-Hy et'bei payL

mfents ander- this title pa-yable en the basis of the wages of 

seiepeian'non fwl iftdividuA1

14~ the wfmen's eeompensatien benefit is pe-yable, 

OR ethl thfff a monithly basis (exreludiig ab beniefit payable. 
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1 f ia himp s uffles it iB a eemmutatio of- of a sestitae 

2 f~- pe-ioedie pa-3Fents) F *eduetin of the benkefits und-i' 

3 this subseetion shagl be m~ade in seihe amnntis as tbe 44

4 FnistmA~er- f*tds will apprximat, as neay as p-ae4eoabey 

5 the F-eduetien jprese-i~be inpagrh+ . 

6 " nedFt sueta teproe fti tb 

7 seetion will be eami~ed otA- the 44 iistmtfa~ wnAy; as fb 

8 een~itien to ee*-ifeeatieft fef pa-ymeii of afw disabiity isf 

9 anee benefi payable t effi individual tinRde~ this seetien 

10 44 i apears tohinithat hereai likeliod thfttsiek 

11 kidividua ffkay be eligible ff ab werkefkm 's emeiai 

12 benefi whieh woul~d gik;e riee te a F-edijetien timde* this sub

13 seetion4 F-equi-e adeqluate assun-aiiee of i-eiinhise~ieii to 

14 the T-n~st Fm*4 ift ease wefkfnceia's emes~f eei 

15 with F-espeet te whieh sii*eh a F-edtietieft shet4d be mnade 

16 beee~ie paya-ble to suteh indiixidua4 and sette fedlietiei is 

17 neet maiede. 

18 Fib-*r Vtwpeses 4f this siubseetien; the tefif 'wefk
03 

19 ffen'see esoinefei'eefsae-hbnft ewee 

20 opempistofPybeed al o~eiseivnaif 

21- kwof plan4 the fUited Stfteso f ai tate. 

22 of.iqiieEftitleffieRt. te Benefits 

23 by Adnmitist-Fater 

24 ]L4 atny ease ina whiebh an iinditziduff hats feefasedn 

25 te fe e~anhin-atieiio r-exa-m ifi t int asstbffit hinmseI p 
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I eefdaffee with fegulatiof* of the d*4imo of has with

2 ott good ea~se irefised to aeeeep4 fehabi~itatieft s~~e 

3 av~ailable to hiff tnde* a~Wat7 e plflfH approive wii~de the 

4 oee~iefia4 Reaiie eft -et 2-9 --USeh-l4)& fef 

5 beiftg &ieetedby the 4diistatef to do so-, the Adffis-l 

6 trOter H~tay fidT solely beee**se of stteh fefiised t4ftt sieeh 

7 individiial is R4o a pef~meme4y and teoMally diseabed hinAd-v 

8 tW of thbat hisl disability ~(.pievioiisly &4efwt*ifed ito exi4t) 

9 hots eeftsed T-he Administr-at-of mfty fH~d d~-tefai~idvi4doo1 

10 is Ho a peimaaaenty afd teta~ll dis"Ied iindividuia4 ef ht 

11 his disatbility -(p-evioiusly determined to exist)- hfbs eeased, 

12 if sueh ifi~dividal isi oiitside the United Stames a11d the 

13 A 1is-atof fi4s thftt dequate a-faeetshaive Rot 

14 beefi flide fof dennigof r-eetemaiimfg su4e inividual's 

15 disability 

16 iCOO-pefft&H with Age-eie ftfd Groaps 

18 eeepe*fatioft of appfepfiate agelieies of the Uiiited States, 

19 of Sta4esT or of the politiea subdivisiopis ef States effd the 

20 eeoper-atjft of pfitza~t medieeI, deifta4 hospitaliisig 

21 healh, edeatiei4e seeial, aod we4fapre groiips of ~oia 

22 tiefts- aRd whefe fteeessfffy to eftef ff40 voitm~afy woeeiieg 

23 agr-eem*efts wi-h ftBy Of 51+eh puble of pfivftte fge~s 

24 gtoe of gfoujps in OfdElf th-at theh2 advzee aiil sew-v 
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ieee mfa-y be ntilized in t~e effieiefit &afi4sie-*Aiof of4 

2 seeeien. 

!'PAefifitions of Disability' and emiaffetitly and Tendly 

4 Disabled lt4d~iiaal~ 

5 F1+-of the puipeese of "tit 4le

6 E(4± ~he te**n idieabWh34 mneanfs -(-4) ifiabhily to 

8 of anty medieally deeis1ibepysiea or me~a ~ 

9 aime whieh is pennmeatFn 0* +B+ blidneee; and 

10th te penfientl eand totally disabled infi4divia1 

11 means ant id~n a4 who~ hats saneh a disabgitiy; and 

12 t--2he tem 'blind~3ess' meeans eentI visual 

13 maeity of ra/2~00 ofee-s ia the bete* eye wit~h eeffeeting 

14 1enseee; An eye in whieh the -visaa field is *-edieed toe 

15 fi-,;e degrees or leesi eeneenti4e eeoitfaetion shal be eon

16 sider lfe*the pufpse of" ffgrap as haina 

17 eentftal -v4stid aettity of 6/12000of lees+ 

18 "Pefifief of 4Teiied of Pisabgity 

19 ~ -- i-As insed ift th i4de the te~m 'pei~e of disability' 

20 ifeanis, with *-espee~to aniy iBdividnl a petie of ense 0* 

21 ffer-e eenseeeuive ealenda 'menths for eaeh of whie suek 

22 iftdividual was entited te a diahiit ineii-oanee befief nd

23 "-4) ini the ease of a disahility with *espee~to 

24 whieh ftpplieatieit fop disa~bilkty instmmaee benefts was 
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1 filed prifo toe !953-the aii* or~moer ealenda menths 

2 whieh -(*)preeede the fie menk of siueh perio4 of 

3 o~e of ifore0 eenseeative eaen1d mont~hs, add +(B) oeei 

4 after the mentA in wieh simh in~i~doial' AisbiliN 

5 deeifai A a deemedtdewbeto 

6 4~eerieaffed o 

8 w-hieh applieatio-f for disability insufa-iee benefis was 

9 filed afte* -952--the oix- eaenedaif Faefhs pr-eeediftg 

.10 thae firsA monh of etieh per4ed of ofte of more eosseeti

11 ti-z,- eoefetde menths. 

12 "DEDUOTIONS3 FRIOM DIAILT FN *R:e EM 

13 "Evefit for *Aie Peuti-- -AeMalde 

14 "S6 2.2O- -(4 Deduetionsy ift siieh aiffetiis and at sijeh 

15 imeif fifis a tk An4,,4tF~ffshall deterff~e, shag be 

16 maile fromemay pa~ymeii of pgay~ents aide~thie title to 

17 w-hieh fff kidiidiual iis efiided, utlg the tetal of siieh dedue

18 &Res eqwAls sueh io i4dua1' benefit tiadei seetieo 24-9 fof 

19 anY mef*tith 

20 ±L4} ift whieh sueh indii~dtial f-enderedef4e 

21 a an employee -(whethe* of not suceh serviees eenstitut-e 

22 ewlynftas defifei int seetiona 240* fo effierie 

23- oeha 6;-o 

24 !~.-* for whieb swel indviiduofl is ehoarged, ptirsuant 

25 to th r~set of suseto -4 of thi seetion, wit 
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ntet earwii*gs front self-empleymfent -(as, determinaed pur

2 sta t, usei -(=d}} of more thanf $60- or 

3 at(4iwlmeh suchi individual fails to submit him

4 self for ecEaminttitiont inf accordance with r-egulAttions of the 

5 Admfimfstr-atorj or 

6 LH~4 int whicht sutch individual refuses without 

7 -oo csise to accept rehabilitationf services available to 

s hiff under a State plan ap~prowved under the Voeational 

9 Rehabilitation Act after dir-ection by the difst-eF 

10 to dosojtOf 

II H-s)- int which such individual is outside the United 

Iq States if the Adininiistr-ator finds that adequate areatige

13 meats havTe not beent feade fo-r deter-mining or r-edeter

14 minin the e~Estecncc of the disatbility of such kinividuab. 

is Inf aeeordanee with sucht r-egulations as the Administrattorf 

16 mfay prescribe, the Adfiinistra&tor mfay5, if in his judgment it 

17 will aid int the process of rehabilitationf of aniy in4ivid~uah, 

is sutspend or modif the applicationi of ptg hs44-) and 

19 -(2+ of this sabseetion for an~y mouth during which sueh 

20 ukdidua is r-eceiving rehailtitation sef-ices unqder a State 

22 e~eept that the Adffinistr-atior may noet so suspend- or modif 

23 the applicationf of such ffgffth for an~y month after the 

II. Rt. 6000-4 
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1 eleeiaetk EaefIt felloiw4~ the fiiot ReoAk for wh~i eh atieise

2 p-fsio mdiietiftwe appicble. 

3 "~Oeetwreftee ftf Mlore -Piof Ofte Ez 

4 'a-(-b*-14 nmere thfieie eveft oee uF~ift aay one et 

5 whie4h weald eeeasien dediaetiefte ufl ta a beitef ife sneb 

6 aefith, otgy aft aenetif eqi*m4 to oneb befiefi shag4 be 

7 dedtieted ~The ehaifgiig of fi,4 earnitgs f4eff self-effploy

9 th methe wiehsue Be eaifis fe ehafge4. 

10 -L~efnl 0o Whe lt ~~f A*e Ckarge4 

11 !+* )- eo*the pu'peses of tbseete~in -(-a) -(2-) of this 

12 seeio 

13 Lf4 aft j4dviJZ 0 ' net eamiaigs k- self

14 emlyqfeftif his toznabl yeff afe Hot miere thfff the 

15 p-edttet of $50 rifkles thle nauibe* of fflenth ift sno yeeaP 

16 ne ififith~ ifi sueh yeaif sheall e ehexged with mor~e thenr 

17 o50neH,eaffings keff emeplymit 

18 !L2-* If an ifidiiido's fiee earnings 4ffoi self

19 emlyii fe his teablAe yean are ffloi-e than the pired 

20. ue of $6 tiine the ftuinbe~of fmonths if sneh yea,-, eaeh 

21 metionh of stteb yefuf shall be ehfffged with $6 of ne4 

22 eanings kfeffl self eiftlymfei4 and the amean~of snobt 

23 net efffifings in &eeesso4fsnob produet shell be iffther 

24 eba~ged to mnefihs as follows:k T~e fir-ff $6 of sttob emeess 

25 shal be ehaiftged to the htast nient-h ofacsnob able year-, 
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1 flfd 4he Wakiee, if any- of stteh e*eees shal be ehai~ged 

2 th fae of$W Pe aelngiiAht ahp-ednm in 

3 sffeb yeff mutl Al of suthc balamee hats beent applied,~ 

4 exeept +thftn~o pfft of siuch e~eese sAA be ehafged to a-iy 

5 ffieffth +(4) 1e* whieli sfteh iindividtia wats nfio eiitled to 

(3 a beiifi tede th6 ids,-4- +inwh iehanfteven e

7 ser-bed int parftgr-ftph -(-t)- -(-&)-, -()-i of -*) of subsee

8 4oin -ta-e eeetffre4, of~-(-G) ift whieh suceh ifidivi~dta~ 

9 did net engagge int self-einjleyfliet. 

10 i(g.-As ftsed ift paa-egraph 42~-) the terffin 4l9t 

11 fflfffttl of sueh tft~ale yea*r ffeans the l~atet month int 

12 suieh yea1f to whiek the ehafgi g of the eyzeess desri~bed 

13 int suieh paifag-aph is net peehibited by the appliea

14 tion of elaffes +(A)-, -(B~-, and -(G) ther-e4 7 

15 ±l(4 FeiT the pufposes 4f elatise -(G) of4 aa 

16 -(2)~an indiv4idual will be pfesumfed, with Fespeet to may 

17 inonthi- to hast-,e beeni eftgfged int self-effpleyment inf sueh 

18 mointh un~til it is sh-wn to the sfttisfaetiono4 the Adnmiiis

19 tfertof that suteh indivi4diaa r-iien4&ed nie substanftial sef-F 

20 iees in suieh motith with frespeel to any tende of buisinefss 

21 0the net4 inieom of lest of whieh is inteludible fo*- the pur-

22 Poses of this subseetiein in eeinputing his net enig 

23 1i-om self -effpleyment Ioi- anfy twnable year, T4he 

24 Adtfinfistfatef- shall by feggulations pr-eseiibe the methods 

25 an~d er4te~ia Iof deterff~ingX-= whethe o Pi~et tan kidiidual 
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1 has i-ende-e4 substanti~ ser-viees with irespeet te a*i~y 

2 tra fadee siness. 

3 "Speeiall Rt.-e fe* Compiutatieft of Net E~affiigs h~ffe 

5 Ff the ptffpeses of this seetieR, aftin 

6 vidiials Bet eaffifisgs freff sl efipoyen fo y taiia31e 

,7 sha1-ea e eeffpated as pr-&ided in seetien 2-14 with the 

8 ellowing a-djstmae-ts

9 &&+ eempiitatife be Hiade witheutieh shal4 

10 IregaFd to the ~siiofs 4 sieetioiens--) (2

12 an 

13 i ieh eempiutetieft shall be madet&(-} with fft fe

14 -ff to the of~,se~seethios 44-6- 2442- 24-8-, 2=4 1-7

15 e~d 2" 4f the kftefn4 IReveffe Cede. 

16 "enalty ife Faila*-e to Reper- Certain Evzeiits 

17 i-(-e) Any ifldivid al iin i-eeeipt -(ea behalf of hifasd4 

18 eif "~et-he individu~al)- 4f be-tefts sabj4ee to deduetiein ande 

1L9 surbseetien -H beeause of the eeeuffeniee of ea eivet3 speeified 

20 thefeeif -(ethei' thaft ae eivent deseribed in pfa~'gmah -(-* 

22 p4eif to the reeeipt and eeeepteffee e4 a disabhilityisIMe 

23 be~eeft ei'f the seeeftd ffen'Ah fellewig the mointh ie whieh 

24 seiek eveiat eeeae2*ed. 14 siueh i~divid*ual knowing! fails to 
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1 tepor{ any sffeh ocurrenc, a-n atdd4ienaf4 4ednietiont efuA4 

2 to thi-t iffposed a-n-de*- onteh s ~eetioft shllft he iffposed-, 

3e.-eeIt that the Ifstaddionafl ded'atioft ied hy thi4s 

4 pttfft-gwfaph iii the e**s-e of aniy f*ipVii-Wtil shall not exieee4 an 

5 t**otmt efftifl to on~e mfonth4 beniefit even thoagh the Wfaiue 

6 tfO npH44 is with fespef4 to fflife thatn onte Ef& 

'Ttepewft to A-viit iLK"tf of N(4 Efti41ingS Ffoen 

8S Self-employmeiit 

9 ~ -4)--() If an+iftii~4ttal is en+titled to anfy disahilt 

10 insufttanee betie&i during aniy titxafble y-ear in whieh hie hats 

Iint t+iigfnnef-w1-yni n exkees of $WO timles 

12 the numifbef of n**i*ths i-u suH4 y-etw, stidh intli'vidta4 -(-of the 

13 jj4t&-44 1 4 jj* feeeit Of stuch heheel onf his behalf) sAlA matke 

14a tfepont to the -Adfiinisftatof of his nfet eaftffngs ffom self

15 emfpl-oyfinefft f+tw suceh taxable y-ee-r Sueh feport shal be, 

1( ii made ont oir befe the fifteenth daty of the thiFd monafth 

IT7 foiow~ing the close, of such yeaI!, a-nA shall eonitain sueh 

I S ii4ofmfition and he mife in uH" inamne as the A-dmfif-

I!9 ,14+fat4ofi-may 4:,, fegffh-tions pisfihcne- 14f the, 6indi&ia faifl 

20 withint the timfe twesefibed a-hove to mffke sueh reor of his 

21 et eafte+iiigs fvom self-e4*ploynieft fe* an-fy tftxabl y-eai and 

22) aniy dedwfetwei is ituposed ffndvi- subseetion -(-a)- +-(-) of ti 

2:3 sectiont by feitsofi of such4 netenms 

2)4 ~ (A-sc miin4sals~foeadtoa 
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1 deditetifa Iff "ft-inof fmi efpifd to 4is heiiefrt few the Iffft 

2 montht i* sffeh taRa-14e -e- fof " l-Weh he -wflOeiAts 

3 to a 4ohis"44y ffoiftioee bene4-,- ffffd 

4 ~ ~ {B if th~e failhwe to makle f~ffh fepeAt eoontinueft 

5 afteif the elose of the foumth eftlei}{ltf fflowth follewif *gte 

6 eloseof iet" tal,,e tyeah sweb ift4i,,;f+Iafl s*4i suff-ef 

7 aft additional deditetiof in~the saioe fiaoomtw fof eateh 

8 ffenth of fr-aetioi+ tlier-eof dti~fi whieh stteh ffailte, 

9 eoni+mi~es aft-ef suleh femrth mofith-; 

10 e~eept that the nuffbe of the a444fkloAl deduetiofs f-equifed 

11 bythis pftffgi-ft~p shalU l oe e.,eee4 th-e ii-mhef of fRoft4hs m-l 

12 stieh tw-rable yearf f**- whieli swe ind4ividual fceeite,4 a+*4 

13 eteeepted di*441-ity iiastfieme beftelits fffd ffew whieb do

.14 dttetiofts *Ye impo~sed ttftder- sffbseetioe± -(--) -p-- by f-easoit 

15 of sieh Ifeet eftmn~igs hemff self effployment. 14 Hiofe tha&+ 

16 ofte additiot,,R dediteti-oft wottld he imposed ttnade this pf~tff

1 7 gfmph with f-espeet to at Wfaiwe by, fi-f imlidi4ihttil to P41p t+ 

I 9 fej*Wt fe,-piifod ky this', fff+eaht4 sweb f44h+fe i- the 

19 fiis 4 whieh atty *a4idWiita dodotioff is, iffposed ffp4eif this4 

20 pjbagwph, o4 mote f~lt4i44"4 dltediieoff shall he imposedP 

21 wit IFes~ee to soeh 4r4 ffailw-e. 

22 i 1--2I th Admi+oisfotof 44ev-wmoes o* the basis of 

23 hffofifabmtie ohtftjfed, 4y of 5*4Fft4+4*t hifl-, that fitma 

24 f-easonably he expeete thatft+I i+*h-it eW+4ite od 

25 A&bY instwattee benefit~fof 4+i-ry taxftbl yftf Will sfffef 
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dedtietieote im~posed ffpef stitseetiein -() -2) "4ti see

44on y efeasom *4 his net4 effii+Ftgg frfeff self emploeymef4 

fo* snteh yeat-, the Admipistfftkof ffify-, h*efefe the elose 

of stieh tatxable yeai, '4ngpeftd the& patyrfefi fof effeh 

month ift sueh yeff -(e fr o4 y s**eh moiiths a~s th~e Ad

mmioT-ater-f my speeify-+ of sffeh hefiefits pa ayfble to him-; 

a*d sffeh+ snpninsall f-eBmai Hi+ effeet wit-h respeet to 

the benefi-ts fa any moith atil4 the Adf~istr-tare 

hifs detemnined of ftot f-edfletion imwhethe m aniy is 

posed Lof swsh ffiefth ffftejf sttseetieni 4() ~The Adminin 

istmatoi is attdtoi4edF b*efoe the elose of the taxatble yeff 

of an iiiiidttdnl entitled to benefPas ditritg stieh yeaw- to 

req est of s~Ah indiid~ad tha~t h~e m**ake, at stieh time Of 

fifaes as the Adffiftist-fater may speeify-, a deelfffttien c4 

his estimated net ear'nings ffomi self effployineft fe* the 

taxftble year andi thatt he fttnish to the Administfateff stwh 

othe*± i*4effffteien wih fese"t to saseh fet eatmings ats the 

Admiffistateo fmay speei~- -A fi1+iife :by sash iBdividtial 

to eeffply with a-ny sash "fefpes shal i* itself eenistitiae 

jtistifieatioft fof a 4eter-ff4*atioff mfdef thiis pafafgfaph thftt it 

mfay i-effsefiably he expeete that the id'dulwil sffffef 

hdedtedii imposed tifdef stibseetion-at 44- (2-) of this seetion 

by reasen of his net4 efifmnigs frmfeii .lfit suAh,LL-= 

2 4 yer 
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1 3PU±R-E) Rfee 

2 gSte- 440w Thite II of the SEoei Seetifty Aet -isamaended 

3 by addiig ftftef seetioft 2-2-0 -(atdded b-y' see*4ioft 407 of hi 

4 Aet the Wowing-: 

5 "EFFEECTIVE DATE -i- CASE OF -PUETOREBZ~ ) { 

6 "~S~e. 2241, If the Goieneefoff4Per-to Itieo ceertifies to 

7 the Ph-esiden of the 4Pfited States thftt the legislatiure 4f 

8 Faier-o R4ief* hels by eenieufrent f~esehaioneiesled th-t it 

9 desir-es the extensien to Pu~erto 1Riee of the isien~of 

10 this title- the eff~eetve dat 1eferf*ed to ini seetions 24f0 -(1*)-, 

11 -240 -(4) 24-0 -(-j) 244I -(*) -(-7-) aad 2-44 -(-b) shall be 

12 Ja-uafy 1 4 the fifst e~kAleaa y-eff wh"e begins mor~e thaft 

13 Hiiiety- days afteif the " oten whie the Pfesident eete 

14 sueb eer-tifea~tioof. 

16 SFGe. 409-(a) Subseetieft -44--of seetiea 206 of the 

17 Soeia Seetifity Aet is affaeid by: inser-tig "~foer-e wf 

18 diixereed,"~ffftef "widow,".~ 

19 -(*) SH1bseetio~i-(-e o seetion 2406 of the Soeial Seeafity 

20 At4is&amended t et4 fsfollows:~ 

21 +±()(1-) Fff the ptffposes of thssseetiee

22 .- (A)- T2he tefHi 'aeeomtfitii peri~od' fneefs a 

23 egefdff f~fuufftief= wh-ef iwsed with f-espeet to wftges, &a4 

24 A tax-" yeffi -(as defified ii+ seetion -2-4 -(e)± whefl 

25 used with *fespeetto selfoy etiea
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1 ±L(B ~Tle term 4iffe lifitatieft' vAleft used with 

2 -esjpeet te wafges mfea-fs ab pefied of feuf years a-Rd oeu 

3 mefith, aad w-heft fs-ed -withu-espee t selefiexfie 

4 uieefne mfeafts a pef-ied of foi* years, two months, and 

5 iteea as 

6 iL'~(f} Tl~e tenn ~strivorr mfeafis af n~iiu~ 

7 speuse-, fo-eine wifei4efeed, ehild- of paifent, whoe 

9 i-(2- O~n the batsis of infoffmsaienB. ebtaedfi b ofe* ub

it) ffitted te the Admi -i-tutoeu a*d ftfteu sfAh wf4ifieatiefi 

I thei~eef as hie d-efems ieeessaf~y, the A u+staefshl estab

-12 IiA af4 mffjitj r-ed 4f t4e amujjt of wages -paid to-, 

18and the amotunts of self e mpeate ineome de-rit~ed by-, 

14eaeh ifidividua and of the aeeo~untiiag- pef aods int whish stieh 

15 watges were patid a*d sueh inteeme was der-ved and, u~pen 

16J fequest- shal iifefofm an-+y iftdividual of his smifvive of the 

17 amounits of wages anfd self-emfpleymefi4 ineemfe 4f sueh 

18 iftdivi4du*4 and the feeomtniag pef-iods dtiviig whiek snteh 

.19 watges woes patid aiid suieh iineeme wats der4ved, as shown 

20 by sash reeefds fft the time of saeh ireqiesh

21 k-( h reeef-ds shall -be ei4defiee fef4)~-Admfliiithr-ator-'s 

22 the ptinpose of p-eseeedings befoef the Admiinistratef or 

23 any eotfft of the atmotifts of wages paid te-, and self-employ

24 mient inieomie de~ves bhy aft indivi tal and4ofthe ateeounting 

25 peio4os i* whieh su-eb watges were paid aind sueh ineemei 
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1wet deti4ed. T heasne e tefn i sh-eee-ds as 

3 nent ineoiiie falegefl to hftwe been 4ef-ived by~, ant inEliitdoA 

4 fin antY ftee~fffttlg Pe4nOA shAl he e~v4dee thatt HO saeh 

5 flleged watges were pfd to-, Of that Re saeb alleg~e ifeeine 

6 was der~ied 4by, %aeh nA4~a dfn~n sneh aeeennting 

7 per-io 

8 "-4)VP~io to the eapifation of the gine liiitatief* 

9 foliowing anty aeeoutt4n peried the Adaiinistlratop f ify, 

10 if itis brought tohis Attenion thftta-fy etfy ofwages of 

11 self-einployfflen ineemae ift his feeofd-s fff sette per-ie is 

12 efresneous of theA any itei of watges ofsefetpyfen 

13 ineeine feif siieh pe2ioed hafs beent omit4ed ffonl sffeh feeofds., 

14. eefeet stieh eftitf of inelade sttsh omitted item ift his 

15 F-eeof-ds, ats th~e ease maify be- zA4ieT the eapi fatfin of 

16 the tim~e -limitation following atny aee anting period

17 f(-A)- the Adrninistrattoir', Peeefd -(-with eha-nges, 

18 if fftftmad pifSiat" to parfftgfazph -(-54-) of the amoonifts 

19 of watges p4d to-, ftf4 seif empleyfaefl iiheome de4-~ed 

20 hy ninflvidtidu inf snob aeeo-nnting period shal be 

21 eoiiltsitze fef the pus-poses of this titlej 

22 iL(T 4- fthbsepee of ant efftf- int the, Mdii tfatofs 

23 feeo 4ato the wfges Alege-4to ha-Fe befipati4 by 

24 anf employer to anf individua1 int sttsh azeeeantktig pefiod 

25 bJe pr-esomffptie evideiiee fef the pasposes of ti 
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1 title theA nie steh alleged watges were patid to siueh indi

2 vidif4 iin fieh aeowfgpefid-; eand 

3 ±L(4( the Rbsenee of ftn efftfy ift the Administ-a

4 tei4 feeefds ats to th~e self-employmenti ineoffe a~leeged4 

5 to hfas'e been de4ived by ant indi4viduvl in stwh fteeeonntH 

6 jpei4Eod sh-Al be eonehtsive fof th+e pufpeses o thi title, 

7 tha iino steh alleged self em~ployeynt~iiieeme was de

8 fi-ede by stteh indivzidtial ini sueh peri~od miless it is 

9 shown. that hie filed a ta* r-etumn of his selfem-e~plo-ym~ent 

10 me*iie fe stiek aeeotifitifng pefiod befeire the expimtien 

11 of the tiffie lim~itation followinm sffeh pef-iod, inf whiek 

12 ease, the A ministf-atof sAAl ineliide int his f-eeor-s the 

13 self emlo ent ine-offi of stie inj~4ividtt fofsu 

14 aeomfn -prod

15 ±45)- Aftei- the expirfation of the tiffe lifflitfttion -follow

1-6 ifg ~ ftetitngpefiEd in whieh wages were paid4 

17 of alileged to 1swve been paid te*, fo- sel4-employmffent ieoe 

I8 wfig deiied of alleged to hafie beent der-ved4 4-i- R* in4

19 Vidif4d the -Adm*ifligti-fatof nffty eAnftge, Of delete 0+1* estfy 

20 with fepee~t to wftges fw self -emiploy sent ifleonie in his 

21 r-eod of we aeontn per-iodI for- qffelh idividhiffl of 

22 iiiehide int his Y-eeao4 5 of -,eH floeowiting period fof siash 

23 indiv4idtfl any omitted itefi of watges of se4f mpoyffent 

24 inem W fl 

25 menapliienfermefibsn ofe*eo 
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1 a lihmp-sw death pftyiiient wfts file withiin the time 

2 limitatieoi fellewiag stteh ateeounting pmerid- e~eept that 

no~steh ehFR4-o,:e. 4eleteioii o iebaso t be mft 

4 puf-siuaft to this subjpatffg-yao aftef a flnAa deeisiea ffpon 

the eapplieatieft fori felofthly be-nefis ew himp-sumi death 

(5 w.eP

7 iL(B~if within the time limitationi f-lewiag s'&eh 

aeeeutiRag per-id a-f ifidividuial of his swifveiv fnakes 

9 aFteques fof ft e-hafieof4eletoff fofeft ielllsiof 

10 of an omitted itein-. ai~d alleges ift wfftiag that the Ad-

Ii fffirte#5*eeordEs of the wages pfti to-, of the self

112 empleymeint iteefine defived by- stieh iftdividual ift swih 

110, aeeetfimAilg pefied afe ft efte or maee Fespeets erraeeus

14 exeept that iie sueh ehange, deletien.-, of iieliusiei may 

15 be made PtffSiatff- to this Swbpar-fagfaph ffft-ef ft if 

16 deeisieft upoff suekfe]Ist WI-itefft uetiee of the A-d 

17 mifLstf-ater-s deeisio-f e+* anty sueh feiq*est shal be gvf 

18 te the individtWa w-ho mfde the request-; 

19 ~ -'(%)te eoffeet effers appatfent on the #see cf stieh 

20 f-eeerfdsj; 

21 gi (P) ta t u-*sfe* items to feeefds of the Raikread 

22 ifetiree Beaf4 if sasth items were efedited umdef this 

23 tite whent they sheuld have beea eredited tudei- the 

24 Beikeoad Retif-ement A~et-, of to entef items ti-aftsferreg 

25 b~y the Rftilhoad Retif-ememt Beaf4 whie hav-Ye beeft 
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1 credited ttiider- the Railro~ad Retir-emfent A-ct when ~the-y 

2 shouald hav-,e beent credited unider this title-j 

3 L+}E) to delete or reduee the amfouttf of aniy entry 

4 whie~h is errnoeus as a resultof fraud-j 

5 -()-to conhformf his records to tax r-eturns or por-

6 tionfs thereof (inckdm-ing informlation r-eturns and other 

7 writtent statemfenits)- filed with the Uontinfissioerle of 

8 !internal -Revenueuntder title 'Vill of the Socia Securfity 

9 A71uiersubehmapter-A-ofrF of hapte r9 of the I

1-0 terna Revenude Code, Or wi~der regultion mlade un~der

1.3 authority of suceh title or sukhiaper tand to informationt 

1-2 r-etumlfs file by a State -pur-suanft to ant agreement 

-13 under section 24-8 orP regulations of the AdministrFator

14 thefthdef; eocer that no amffonti of self-employment 

15 inoeof an- individufal for anty taxable year -(4f such 

16 return or statemfenit was file after the eEpiration of the 

17 timfe limitationt following th taxable year) shal be 

18 ineladed ift the Adfininis ftrsos r~er-ds pursuant to thi 

19 su~bpaarp in excesis of t~he aionetft which hasi beent 
20 dIeted Ursuant to thi subparagraph as patymfents 

21 erroneously inelude4 int such records as wages paid to 

22 such ifduals int such taxable y-ear-j 

23 £i(O to inelude wages paid ini such accounting 

24 p idto ant ndividnlby an eiployer ifthere is an 

2)5 absence of any enttr-y inl the Admi~nistrator'2 records of 
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Iwages havifg beeft pfiid by siueh employei to stteh mi-+ 

2 vidufilif sueh pefiad; or 

3 "f(H1)~te eiiter iteefas whieh eoinstittite r-eiatiiehcxio 

4 fm4 yffiefft andef sa-beetion t**1efi sueh eii4wes 

5 be iii aeeeizda-nee with eertified reporls of feeefds ifade 

6 by the 1atihkad Reiremetit BE~aid pufstant te see~tief 

7 ra -(k)-4 the Thilkead Retiifeffe4 Aet4ofof3.- 93-7 

8 I.L{4.) 414tbeft ntiee 4f aay deduetieft of r-eduetieft an 

9 Paragr-aph (4)-Of -(.+)shall be giv-FeR te the mfdiv4~4di whose 

10 reseod is involved er to his sayiwiver-, e~ee-p th-at (A--ii+ 

11 the ease of a deletieft of reduetion w"t r-espeet to aofy efftry 

12 of wages~ sue151+1i8 shall behO i% to siueh *fo~vtdfflO11 

13 if he ha~s previeosly been notifed by the Adfiinistr-ator- o4 the 

14 entn 4 his wages forf the aeeemtinifg period invol~ed, 

15 and -(44) stteh notiee shal be gi:-~ef to sash4 sorvive onl~y if 

16 he or the ifidividtil whose feeofd is inv4ked hats previously 

17 bee-n fietified by the Adraiifistr-ator of the amoaft of sud* 

18 ijidivdoueli wages anid self-empoynmeft ifieomfe for the 

19 aeeeantiing period 4welved. 

20 ±"--7+) fUpof retuest if+ wr4 ifigg -(within sud+ period-, 

21 aft-er anfy ehaffge or r-efisal 4f a r-equest for at ehatige 4 

22 his r-eeords pur-sta-nt to this subseetei+ ats thie Administr-ater

23 ffe pfesefibe.+ opportuntity for hearfing with Fespeet to) 

24 stw eliange ofr efu~sal shfll 4e afer-ded to afty inidividual 

25 or his suri~vor-. 14 a- heafins is held ptfrsttant to this paf&
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2 deeision batsed upon the ei4denee addiieed e4~sueh hear4iig 

3 and shal inelade any offlited itemns, of ehafige odelet 

4 aay eitrt, ft hisieeefdsas Hfay be requied by teh fin4

5 kags and deeision.~ 

7 seetien shal be -esv4ewable by em i .enngab eivil aetieft if+ 

8 the United States distri4t eemt as pei~ovded i* subsep 

9 tien-(g) -2 

10 -(4c Seetien 205 of the Seeial SeeuT4ty Ae,- is anmeidedl 

11 by addinig eA the entd the-eef the foewievvig suseetiois-

12 ±LAdjiistmeftt of Wages ffeofi Geftedin NentpFo&= 

13 

14 £!-(a)- Netwi.s. dki+f anfy o4th~f revi&siel of ~3 ie 

15 int the ease of wages paid t~o anf iftdiv4 dn dfifing any eal

16 enda quatef by ant emfployer eiinided -(mder-seetietn 4-442 

17 of the h34ena4 Reveiaue Coed4 to anf exefflptien from gie 

18 te imposed by seetiefn 14*4- of sash eede-, only onie-hal 

19 of the effieumt of sa-eh wages paid dafing sath eatlenda 

20 quaxter to stteh iid~daal shall be eenisidered ais paid to him 

21 kwr the purfpese of detemi~niffg the intsur-ed satetus of sueh 

22 indliv4dn eand for tlhe perpose of deter-fiiinfgm the amenoin 

23 of anfy iftsuranee beflef4 or paymefit- btA 4his paragraph 

24 shagl int appl if a waiver of sa-eh e*em-pton of the employer 

25 was int effee for sueh eakendof quafter. 
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1 ~~~o 4 @efl fsatin TUfidef the Railhead etemn 

2 Ae 4 

4 app-eattent therforei t-E* aft atnfity ufmdef seetin . of 'the 

5 Raik-ead Reti+-emenftt Aet4of19437- ef tf) a- lainip-stffl pay

6 wien4 tfde* siibseetion -() -(4-) 4 stish seetiefn- with 

7 r-espeet to the death of ant ewnjey-ee -(-as d-fined int sueh 

8 A~et) theft- netwithstanftrig seetion 924J- -(-a) -(14) of this 

9 A-et-, epfst& (sdfndiilhRtleRtrefei 

10 A-et, bttt exeluding eoncpensatienf attribultable as having beent 

11 paid daring any monefth en aeee~ of ffliit~ftrysiwe 

12 er~editable tnd~ei seetieon 44o steb Aet if wages are deemed 

13 to ha-ie been paid to sneh efliplyee during sweh moenth 

II ttndef seetien -24-7 -(a.) of this Aet-4ofs**e emploeyee 

I3 shal eenistitute i-effmaner-atien fff employment ifo ptff

I1G poses of deteimiining -(-A)- enitiflemien to anfd the amfentm 

17 o f,an htwnp se death paymFent tindef this title ont 

IS the basis of sush empleyee~s wages of efepeflea 

19 inieeme and -(-B)- enititlenie~nt to and the atmotift 4f any 

20 nlonthly bene tandef- this title- for the miofth in whieh 

21 su-sh emfployee die-d ff fef- anty menth theretfte*-, en the 

22 basis of stish wages Ofwslemeyef ineome. For saseh 

23 puopsesemeste-(asodfed a i aen 

24 yeaif shf]t4 ift the absene 4f ev4dene to the eentmpy, be 
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1 pf~ftme4to a~,e b etia4 mf eqotAl pr-opo*4tions wth 

2 r-e ywettA ienhs nthe e m pyeffifwihtefipee 

3 r-eidei-ed ser-wiees fff stceh eempeiisfttiofl This paragfaph 

4 sehl fiet be appleable a th eatse of a-fy fffafthly beniefit 

5 of htffp suf deat~h payfftewt if a la+-ge* suceh beale& ftt 

6 payffeint, a the eatse matfy be-, wou-i be patyble without 

7 its aplieatioem 

8 !"Speeittl -I-tesiff Ca-se of Fedef-a4 Ser-viee 

9 ~ 'H- -(1-)- W"t fespeet to sem-viee ineluded as employ

10 mfeatuuei seetieot 21-(Li)'tielt is per4ofti+ed~ iin the emfploy 

11 of the T~fiited Stptes of if thie emaploy of anty ifistiamfleitalty 

12 which is wholly owftel by the Uthited Sottes3. the Adniit*

13 jst~ftto shAl Piot mfAke d-eter-miinatofts as to whethei- ant 

14 ind~iN-idmdf has~ peroffotied sueh setwitee-, the pefiods of suc&h 

15 sefviee3 . the amfounts of r-emfuncftieftn faf such setwiee which 

16 contstitute wagwes iutder the pr-ovisietts o (4seton a-W of the 

17 pefiods iff whieh of fef which suchl wages were paid3. but 

18 shol eeeept the deeninatiotts with fespeet thef-eto of the 

19 head of the Ppt~EpfopieAe Thendef ageney of istfientalty, 

20 aind of stwh aigents as sRch h-ead maty designate3 . as eviAefeed 

21 -by f-etttwns 4iled4 ii+ aeeoe-doee with the pfovisions of seetioft 

22 44-420 -(-e) of the ltiteifna Revonu C,&&l and eer-tifieatioens 

28 mfade peifsuatif to this subseetioft Stuch dete itiatients shall 

24 be 4ftmdn-n c*eolfusip,* 

II. R. 6000-8 
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1 -Lf},2hhead of anfy snebk fgeftey Of i enatyis 

2 au*thei4ed an dif-eeted, upof w4itten r-e(Iest of the Adfnin

3 istrfttEmr to mfiae etirfento him with r-espeet to an-fy 

4 Riotei detefminABble fof the Adffitst-tfby stteh head of 

5 his, agefits under- this eubseetioft, whieh the distae 

6 fi-ds neeessaey in +*sefn this tte 

7 TL8}he pesii of pai-fagfaphs -(--) and -(-2+) 

8 s64hale applieeable ift the eftse of sefviee jperfoianed by a 

9 eivilian emnployee, noet eoinpeiisated foiift ffunds a&pi~reptifted 

10 by the Coegfess-, iff the Artny anfd Air Feree 4F*ehang.,e 

11 gen4ee, Affmy and Aii- Foee Mlotieon Viettte Seffiee, Navy 

12 Ship'!s Sefi±~ee Stofes, MAlfifte Coe-ps Pest E~ehflffgesF Of 

13 othe* aetivities, eondtieted by an i ne+atyOf the 

14 TUflited StpAes sul~jeet to thie juni~sdietion of the Seeretafty of 

15 D)efense, at itallatienis of the Nation-al Milita y Establish

16 mentw fe* the eenofot, pleasttfe, eententinefA- and meietatl 

17 and physiee4 enien of per-sonfel of suieh Establish

18 ffient; an~d fef pnrposes of patragfaphis -(4-) and 42} the 

19 Seer-etafy of Defense shAl be deenied to be the head of snoe 

21 ~ MTC ETR TA *JU AMNMET 

22 &ie-.140 + he beoftdno4elio f theS eeia 

23 Seeuinty Aet is affienided to featd as follows 
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1"TITLEb II FEDERAL- OLD A& SUVVO& A-ND 

2 DISABIbJ!TY INS41RANCE BEEFI4TS 

3 -(-)-..44* T4he firs4 sefitenee of seetiefi 2044.-(a) of the 

4 Seeia~l Seetffty Aet is aenitided by strihing tat £"edeml 

5 Old-Age anfd Sufvivers insufanee Tust Fuffd2 and insept

6 iftg inf liet thiereef "Federed Old-Age, Sar-viefs, anfd D~im

7 bility Thstira-nee Tfust Ftthd".

8 2-)- The seeeond sententee of seetien #G4. -(ea) of the 

9 Soeia Seetifty A-et iki amfenfded by stfihifig ean "~steh amfiitms 

10 ats ffay h-e atpprepri~ated to the Tfast Aind"- and inser-ting 

11 in, lien thefef ~~sueh an-toionts ats mfay he appretwiated toy 

12 of~deposited in-, the Tftast Funn4. 

13 +43 Tfe thif4 sntenee of seetiont 2O41 4(a) of snfeh Aet 

14 is amaended by st-i~kiig otit the weeds i41+e Fedefa liisu-a-ee 

15 Coentfibutiotis Aret!-Z and inseifting inf lief ther-eof the iollewing:

16 L"sabehaptef-s A- anfd F of ehaptei P of the ~inteffie Revennue 

17 Goe" 

18 -4)- Seetient 204. -(a)- of the Soei4 Seett*4,ty A~et is 

19 amaefde4 by sti4 4 4 ouft th fol1owing: "TWhere is also athof

21 stums as maty be required to fita-n e the benefits an*d paymnefts 

22 pfovide unndei thi title." 
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I -(-5*)Seetieft 2-01 of1*-si"e Ae- is aftetided by stikinfg 

2 eta 1 Chaiifflaf (4 the Seeial Seetifity Boaf~d" anid insei-ting 

3 iff liet tier-e4 "Feder-a Seetnfity Adfpinistfatef". 

4 4-(-+) Seetieft 201 -(b) 4 sffel Aet is a-mended by adding 

5 af4,ef the seeeid sefitefee 4*ef-ee the fellowing new seittenee-: 

6 ±qTi.e Cofffiissieffff feif Seeia Seettrty shal seiwe as Seefe

7 tafy o4 the Beaftd 4f Tfustees" 

8 +(7-) Pffgfah -(-) e4 seetien 2014 -(-h) (4 stek A4re is 

9 amfeftded by st~4kiii g Leat~ the fist da-y 4f ee f~egalar 

10 sessien (4 the Cogf~ess" and itter-tinog inf liet th~efe L-'ne 

11 Waef ithan the fir-t day 4 [A~fek 4f eaeh ,ye ff 

12 -(-&)- Seetion 2014 -() of suee Aet is mamended by stedikifg 

13 nut the jpm4ed at the enfd 4f jpxarp-(-3 and insei-ting 

14 in lfie thefe4 andL-, eff4by dii hfolw ne 

1 5 paft 

I (, 

17 pelieies designied te effeettnate t+e pfEepe~eneerdiiationt 

1 8 f4 th soei ifisufaaes" 

19 -(--) Seetien 201 -(4) 4f stnek Ant is atmended by adding 

20 vA the entd thefee the fellewing : "Sue i-ejpEfrt shfal be6 

21 pfieted as a Rease doetenet of the session 4f the (Cengf-ess 

22 tn wheh the r-epor'tis made. 
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* s 

2 f*41**ws 

3 ~-('* -(4-) The Manftgifitg Tfttstee is difee"e 4ta pay 

4 kofi~e -he Thi&4 Fitffd iffto the Tieftui4a d+e fttoom est-i 

5 f tifte4 by hiffi ea,44th e Feder-al SFeeriy AditstFt 

(3 wkiek will be e~peiide 4udifg a thy-ee motit+h periia by 

7 ~he Feder-a kSeeff~ity Agefley a&Rd the pa~the-t4 

1 +14seeto-(4 -ehs~ehA-et *ffetea4fft4 

Deeey 

8 foe he adafit-teffoftd'es IItf43 -4 ofhie Ae & 

9 sitbehapters A7 effd F of ehapti of4 h-e biitea4 Revenute 

10 Qede- Sueh payqients sheAl be eevered iffte the Teasti*ry

11 a" mpay~eftts to the aeeottot fof~r-ifbuseneii f4 expeeses 

12 iiiettfred ift eoJfiietii Wv4t- the adf iistraioft 4 4441es 44 

14 f4 t*e ithefnal Re-veua Code. 

15 The MAlf*agifig Tfustee is difeeted to pay ffofft 

16 the Tfu Fa~d ii4e tle !I~easury the ai&mi estifi~ated by 

417 hifft whieh will be e~pended drifig efteh thfee-mefth pefied 

IS a~ef 949Q by 4he Tfeasffy Department fl Y4iwad 4 ta*es 

19 (ifeluding ift~erest peiiahie~aa adflltieffis *a the ta*eq 

20 ffH&ef &ik1 -M Of the S~ekie Seeuld A-et ftid suea-pefs 

22 intef-ee off such i-efttuis ae p*O-,44 by law- 8w~h payments 
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1shall be eevefed ifto the Tr-easitey fso i~epa-yfflents to the 

2 eteeetift fef f-eP&Hding intcrnial r-evcnue eelleetions. 

iL-W-) Repayfnent-s ffeade fnnei pafagr-aph -(4)- of -(4) 

4 shall neet be ft-ailable fOf e~Ependit i-es bet shall be eearied 

5 to the snifpIts ftffd of the Treasiiry. 14 it subseef~ieiidy 

6 appeai thatt the estim~ates undei eithe-f stneh paftfg-faph in 

7 an~y peftyietilaf three-mefnth pefied w-ei-(- too high of toe low-, 

8 etppr-oprftte aditinteets shall be nmade by the Affnfgiftg4

9 Tfustee in fi~ttmae paynments. 

10 -(-e)- (44) Seetions 2-04-, 2f)G -(ether-thanf swbseetions -- ) 

11 and -E1)-)- and 2.06 of sash Aet aTe affenided by stfikling oiA 

12 "Beafd whefe~ve± apjpeafiftg ther-ein tand insee-tfti inf lien+ 

13 therfeef "Admninistfettor"; by stliking oat "Beard's" whe-eiwe 

14 apengtherein a-nd inser-ting in lien ther-eef "Adninis

15 trftter-s"; atnd by stfiking oat -(whefe they fefef to the Soeial 

16 Seetinty Beoad)- 14t2 an~d 441its ad inseeigig int lien thef-eef 

17 4'hel) "hinm", of'i a the eenlte.-i fmay 

118 +(29 )-Seetion 20~(of sueh Aet is affendedto feftdas

19 fellows-: 

20 24-)- T1he Administf-atef is authef4z d to delegate to anfy 

21 memb~er- #feei- of employee of the Fedefal Seettrity Agene 



de1 ae by him myof te power-eefffeffedlupon him by 

2 this seetioe.aA is authriz~ed to he ftepr-esened by his emi% 

3 etoreys i**aniy eotH4 iii &ny ease of preeeedifg afisin~uidei 

4 4*e pr-evisiefis of subseetiefone

5 (4)- See4tion' 208 of sttwh -Ae is ftfei*4e by stikieg 

6 eo*~the weids 4he Feder-a! insu~aiee Gentibuiefis Aetn 

7 ftidie-~ertininthr-eethefo~witg: sab~ptr-A: 

8 ofFo hpe04teiitrn4RvneCd" 

9 lNOeFAS~ OF1 EXISTING BEN7EFITSeOM;9ATOSI 

10 e*SR OF1 ENTiTLEMEYVT OR DEATH P*IOiR TO ± 9-5 & 

11 &,e-. 4-1-h -()4i 3, " subseetien -(a.) ef see

12 tien 24-5 of the Seeial Seetinity A-et as: amiended by this 

13 -Ae~ the piRinaify iftfeffiaee ftmeu*t -(p-pie te any feeemnpaI 

14 tatien umder- subseetien -(-g) of suel+ 9"ofien of an~y din 

15 vziduas whe die-d pr4iff te 4.9.5 of whe was entitled to a 

16 pfiffiay insttuafnee benefi fef eny menth* pfiff to 4-9.0 

17 ska11-, to the ex4ent pFe-,4de4 in tke following subseetiensF 

18 -bedetenf*ifed by tuse of the follewing table:~ 



age e4l 
1Peimay. ifteol wage e 

-h~mary insupanfie beaefi beefoe 40" aeee fbeeM ~ *putpoe 4f 
e~te 14'94 eefoeuing 

benefit 

----- - --- -- - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 40 . ( 
---- -------- -------- ---- ---- -- 5.20( 

---- --- ---- ---- -- -- -- - -- 24 . 4.6 
---- - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - -- 428.4 80&49 

-- - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - --. 908 
64- - ----- -- -- --- - 2 0. 60-- --- --- -- -- 6 . 40 
&M - --- --- --- 6 . g 6--- ------ ---- --- -- 99 

624 ------ ----- ------ --- --- --- -- 4 -.40 880 00 

*- - 4mew a mdwi(43. (4)------------------------- e0 9 

2 ift ------------------------------------ Wft 8( 4 W6.ftf ( 

3 meh-------- ------------------(4h4ine dipfef0 19.iO) 
4 2be------------ ----------- --- ------- *bee6ie - (f))4 -(i 4eb. 
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2 kinsti*nee a (benefit -(-as deteffmifea tindei sus~eenet 

3 42) The Priffifffy isaeeametnn of ftn indivdufd 

4 whe was entiled to p-iffiffy insal-anee befteies pfief te 

5 4-95 hitA whe wets net paid a pfmaFy insuamnee befiefi fe* 

6 a" mollefift 95 o 0 shag-(i he did fet die pfiffto 

7 41950)- he deteffimined andef seetien 24-5 of the Seeia Seeapky 

8 Aet as amfefded by this Aet. 

9 44-(-)T the ease of aft indivi44ua whe 4ied ppiep to 

10 1950 and

11 -+.4) to whom a pfifnaiy insupenee benefi was 

12 paid fof -Bnnthp4ff ta 1) 50, OF 

13-(-B.)- on the baMslis e~woewages a monthly beiefit 

14 fe aiiy mionh pi~ef to 4-952 was paid of blnmp-su~m 

15 death paygment was made

16 the piimafy kinsuanee amount of siieh individual io* Jainuafy 

17 4-95 antd fop ea-eh month ther-efefe shall be the amoun in 

18 eolwnn14 of the t" heb isofthheNn-e offwhe in 

19 eohann ] appears his pfimalt insumianee benefit. Sueh pi4

20 tmafy insmiaftee benefi shall he deteismkied unde ftite 14 

21 -of the Soeiel Seetffty Aet as int effeet pfiff~to the efiaet

22 ment ofthsA-et;- exeep that iintheease ofany eAd Waf 

23 44 vzetepan the pr-evsione of seetion 24-v -4) of the Soeei 
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1 e -t 4" mtddb At94,i kreflsi 

2 entifemefft te ft highe* pfimFyf siiisranee bene&-, be appli

3 e" ifieietto seion 40 f tsieeg-miieet fief te 

4 the emeetmefit of thi 4et 

5 44 tte ease ofa*indiidalwhd oied priffte495O, 

6 to whoe~ t prima~fy insar-aftfee beftefit was noet pai&, a-ad on 

7 the bAsis e4 whese wages fie mn~ethy beineft fef a-By montiih 

8 pfie*p te 4Ob2 was paid affd f* !i&mp sit death payment was 

9 made, the pfimay instiranee afnentff e4 siieh iadivid~al shAl 

10 be deteirmiied itndfl& seetiel 24-1- of the Seeiad Seetir-ty Aet 

11 as amended by thi A-et. 

12 4(c)- Thje prftf intrate eei of anfy indivdal 

13 to who~subseetion -4b) -(1+ is eusaeeble sAAl -(fff -pnipeses 

14 of eeltima I of the tatble)- be whliehezei4o the iellewittg 

15 is the la--geii -(4) the primainiy instff'aee befte& 4pi to 

143 ow~h iftiii~duait4ffi the leas nent-h p~4of to I-M~O feif which 

17 he was paid saehbefiefitof (B* if the pa-i~insfa 

18 benefit is feeeampiated by the Admifislr-ate~ pufsuiia to the 

19 fe44e-wing p-eev4siens of thi subseetion, the primai~yia sm 

20 befieft as so reeem-pated- F-o* the puiiipses of the pf-eeediig 

21 sentenee the Admninistmatof shal r-eeenmpate, wietht appli

22 eation ther-eier- the ipnam instffenee beneft fef ])eeember

23 494-9 of anly individian to wheam siubseetien -(% -(4) is 

24 appisable if ow~h indi-vidual ina sueh mse-it I-ender-ed seif

25 iesfpwte f$- rfire fi u4id,4tai 
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8 
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10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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We~44 Wff 14 ivetefan; sfeh r-eee ntit4ef to be ffiade in 

the satffe mfianne* ats if sueh individual had diled applieatien 

-fr- a*d wa entitled te-, ft r-eeomputatieft lfe Peeenibe* 

1949 tinfde* seetion 209 -()-of the Seeial Seeeu-ity Aet 

pfie o itsa-enetbyt A-ee4- eeep thettin ffakift 

stteh i-eeewptttatien seetion 9214- -(-a)- of the Seeia Seear-ity 

A-et as amnended by this A-et hAAl he applieAble if steh 

ind4ivdilisaWord W" 4eefai.~ 

-(4)-MI the piifinai-y insu*-anee aineant of ant individual 

is deter-ffife-d 4oem the table-, the avzer-fge nmenthly wage of 

stieh individtal shatHl fof the purposes of seetien 92-q8 -(4) 

of the Seeial! Seemtty-i Aet ats amoended by thi Aet? be the 

ameeotnt whiek appeai-s in eolunnn II of the table ont the line 

ont whieh appeai-s in eohtffin II the amount of hispifay 

insu a ffeetanit. Sideh aveenage fnonthly, wage shall Rot-, 

feo' the punfposes of stieh seetion 9-Os-W-a-) he f-edieed as the 

fesiut of any reeonmpatatio of the Pr-fflft inmae 

amount unde* seetien 22-4-b-- of the Soeie &eea4ty A~et 

as afefided bythsA~et

-(e) In the ease of anty individua-l to whom peilagfapho 

-(4-) o* 443 of subseetien -(4#)is atpplieeable and4 the &mountj 

of whose pfiffaify iftsufanee befiefi falls between the 

amounts on any two eoftseeutiize lines int eel~umn -of the 

table- his ftmone an4 his awze-a~geprinmaf anufft-

fenthly wag fef the PUP~oses of seetion "O -(a) of the 
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1 Seeiel Seetti*~ Aet as affended by thi A-et-, shag1 be deter

3 designed te ebtaift results eensiteft with these ebtainee ptf

4 slaeftt sbseeion-4 a)-Rd44


5 TITLE~II AMENDMENTS TO !TRA


6 REVENE CODE


-7 RATE eP TPAX ONWAE 

8 Srte- 2047--a.- ~Ia+lases -(-. a-ad -(-) of seetieft 4400 of 

9 the lthtefft Reenieue Gede aire &menided to ifead as fel1ew-s. 

10 l-4 2 With Y-espoet te wages r-eeeive d 4iing the 

11 ea4end"* year 4950, the fate shAl ~be-44~ pff eentiin+. 

12 i~ -With r-espeet te wages r-eeeiilved dti-iftig the 

13 eadendai y-ear 4-95 te 4-969, beth ifteh*site- the Fate 

14 AAha1 e 2 per eefitum.3 

15 "L4 With respeet to wages reeeived dupfHn the 

16 eatlefidaif yeae 4-960 to 4-964, beth inelasive, the fa~te 

17 ohft4 he 2+pe*- eentiim. 

18 ±L(y Wit-h respeet to wages jreeeiived durii4g the 

19 ealend"i yeai~ 4&6~te 4969, beth ineieksive, the f~et 

20 shelA be -9 pe" eentu*m-. 

21 aL(- Wit f-espeet to wages feeei~ed after*Peeem

22 be 4-~1969 the fete shell be 8+~ pff eeiatum." 

123 Clauses1 -(4)- atfd -(-.) 4 seetie 4440 of the Th

24 temnl Revene CIede ape amended to i'eeA as fe~ews-' 
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] .!.L(2+ Wih i-espe*4 to wages paid d~ar-iig the ea~eti

2 d4ai yeaif 4950 th*e ieA~e sha4l be 4-i per-ee*tittim 

3 l- W4th r-espeet te wages patid d~iing the ea~en~ 

4 de" yea1fs 4-914 toe 4-9.69. b4ot in4tisiv-e, thefare sheA1 

5 be 2 per-eentttmuf. 

6 !.-(4) With r-espee~to wages paid dariti4 g t~he eaken

7 diw years 4960 toe 4964, bet~h ieaesiw .th~e zatie sheA 

8 b2per-eefituff.~ 

9 !--* WM~irespeet toe wages paid dai*4fg the eal

10 efitd* yeai~ 4W966 to 4-960, ot~h inethsive, tihe fate shal 

11 be 3 pefeentuiii+ 7 

12 ±L-*6) WMt fespet ti wages patid afte* Deeetiabef 

13 .34; 419,693. the f~ate shall be&3-fpef eefttuiim+ 

14 EXEPTION:OF NONPRFIT O(tANiZATIONS 

15 Sr-e-. 20%- -(a) Seetiet 44-440 ef the laenal IRevente 

16 Qode is afiaended by stiAking ejtA '%C i44M RATE OF~TAX:E1 

17 apd inser-itg iff lien thereeP 

18 "SC 1410; IMPOSITION mE~AX 

19 9{a) RxAq? ep T~AR. 

20 aftd by addkig at the enfd of saeh seetief the ioelowing

21 L-(b) EXEMPTION-4 eif exrenie of eei-tain tieiipfefi 

23 seet~ioe 4412. 

24 -(b) ~Paw 14 of sa1ehapte -A, of ehaptie .9 of the 
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.1 hit~er-nal Revenitte Gode is *ameffded by addifg f~ the eft 

2 the-eef the iollowin new seetion.

3 '~EC 141-. EXEMPTION OF CERTAIN NONPROFIT ORGAN

4 ZATiONJ& 

5 i--44 ExEmPT-ioN. Any empleye* whieh is ft eer

6 peatien, eeomffitity ehest f, 4 of feidtooganized 

7 aftd operated exe1his*vey ffe**eeigiotis, eharitable, seiefitifie, 

8 litersfy, of edueatienal payposes, of fff the pr-eventien of 

9 emaelty .o ehi4Afeft of anR~im&s, noe paA4 othe fiet eamfifigs 

10 of whieh ifnifes to the benefi- of anmy pr-i-vae shareholdef 

11 of indwividad anfd nos surbstanite1 pfft of +4he aetiviies of 

-13 t~a infteaiee legisla4ieii shallbe emeffit4 k-ei the ta* imposed 

14 by seetien 14-44 bi*~ swe exeffptioi shell fetO be applieable 

15 wkh *-espee to wages paidl by stteh efftploye* daing the 

16 per-iod ifo whieh a waivzer, filed by suneh emiploye* par-suaii 

17 tosisein 40 oftiedeii, isiteffeet. 

18 l-*1 WkiERo E xf mP Ne*An employe* de

19 sei4bed ift subseetien 4(s may waiv~e its exiempipon bern 

20 the tan imposed by seetienf 444-0 by f~iing at waive* ther-eo 

21 in sttel fofm anfd ffaniie*- ftnd wi-t sfih offieial as mfay be 

22 presedibed by *-egulettions mfade tinde* this IDhehpte 

23 Sueh wai-ve sh-Al be effeetive for the period begn 

24 ning wi-th the firAt dfty followinjgr the el~ose of the ef4

25 end qa rtte* in+whieb stiob vaivef is filed-, bft int no ease 
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1 shall sti-eh -peried begift pi~ei to jaeaii y 4-, 19W. ~The 

2 pe*4ed ee-,ered by stash waivef may be temfina~t4ed by the 

3 en*jploye*-, effeetive at the efd of a ealendff qua-ftef- IRPen 

4 givifig two year-s' ad*a-fee netiee iff wi4ting but onl if 

5 the waivei has bee-n in effeet fef R4a le-Ss than five yea*rs 

6 pfief to the r-eeeipt 4f saek notieee Sueh fietiee 4f tefi~iieza 

'7 tienmffay be fe-Yoked by the effq~aye* by giving, pfiff to 

8 the elo&se 4f the eptleidaf quaftef speeified in the fietiee of 

9 tefnnftflotifn-e wfti~ttef Hotiee of saeh feveeton Notiee of 

10 te~npiienef 4f eofevetioft 44ef~eo shal be file int sieh 

11 fofm ftnd ffaffiief, anfd w"t stieh offieia as ffay be p-e.

12 se*4bed by f-egul4atiens made tifidef thi sbeha-pter* 

14 sioER.n44 the 0efnwnissiefnef finds that anty effaployef 

15 whieh fil ed waivef pnfsttat to thsseetien ha~s faile to 

16 eeffpy sabsta-ntia~ly with the eifemn=s of this sab

17 ehaptef of is no loneffg able to eomply thefewith-, the Geom

18 'isee shall give siAe 4yI empleyer- not less thant si*t day 

19 advanee fietiee in wfiting thatt the peried eovef-ed by sueh 

20 waivef will teminflate at the entd of the ealefidai- quar-tej 

21 speeifled in stieh notiee.~ Sie4 notiee of terimninatin mfa~y 

22 be feveked by the Go~ifftissionef by giving-, pi~ff to the 

23 elose of the ealendaf quaftef speeified int the notiee of tee

24 miinatien, wfittent notiee of stneh fev-oesio to the enp!E~yer-. 

25 No notiee of teffninatieft of of fev-oea4 ther-e4 shall be 
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1 givefi th~der- 44s b~seetioi+ to fti-t emploeye witihei* dhe prief 

3 ~ -* N -Rti-WT OF W ~rit 1 htte ev'ef the 

4 per-e4 eovef-ed by ft, wftivef fie paui-stipai to thi seetion is 

5 tefffn&***" by *le effploye*-, n*e Waive~may agfti1n be made 

6 by stteh employei ufsttafito teHa seetieft. 

7 -(4 The afiaen~neftts mftde by this seetief sliAi be 

8 ftpp4ie"tl eo+y With r-espee~to refftaftex '>.itft paid afteip 4949. 

9 FEDERALf SERV*eR 

10 S~-43.4 & 1o tieatf- fefpe. 

11 of the fitefna4 Reivem~ie Go&e is affietided by atddifng aitfer 

12 seetiet 14-42 -(-ade4 by seetieft 2OW of this A-eqt~)he follow

13 ing n*ew seetion: 

14 "S~EC. UV4&iNSTRUMENT-ALITIES OF TH UNI9PED STATPES 

15 "=NotwithstfHndifig aiiy othe* pro-visinof4 w -(whethe* 

16 enaeteed before of Mt~e the efifetffete*4 of thi seetiew)- whiek 

17 gr-ants to anly ilisrafielitalty of the Uiiited States fff exenw

18 tieft fromf taxatieft, stek ifisttumentality sh~ag fnt be e~emapt 

19 from the tanE imposed by~seetiofn 4A44- unless suee ethe* pi~e

20 vision. of kw gi-aftts a speeife eikempto..fl by feferenee to 

21 eetiont 4410, k-om the tan impesed by steek seetion." 

22 -(h) Seetion 44240 of the Inteomal Re-yeente Go&d is 

23 amended by addinig at the enfd th-eree the fel4o-wing new 

24 sbseetion-: 

25 q4 F+AMH+A*+ SERi R+-1mn the ease of the tewes 4ii
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-e by thi snbehapter- with respeet te serwiee pefer-med 

int the emplIOY 44 the IUnited States of~ift the efinPl~ey of 

anty iftstr+Hmeittlit-y whieh is whelW, own-,ed by; thie Uflited 

States, the deteri~nifatieft whethes anf ifdi~4na has pee

foffied seviwie wN-hieh eenstitates efiploffeftet as dein~ed 

in seetion 1426, the deteffminatient of the amaount of r-eRnu

nferatieni fof seeh sefviee whieh eefistittes wages as defited 

in sttel seetioi+, anfd the fetarft antd paymenit of the taeoi urn
posied byhissbehftteFs e fade b-Nthe hea4 ofthe 

F-edeeAl a~gefey or ifistamnentAlty has'ing the eott*fol of saeh 

seiwviee, (wby sueh agents as safeh head4 mfay designate.-The 

per~son mailking sttek fetlun ffwy- foil covnen of adffinis

ty-etien, Hiake paymefits 44 the ta* imposed tfidef seetien 

444-0 with f-espeet to saeli senwiee without f-egaird to the 

$3-64W lifoitatien int seetieft 44-2-6 -(-a)- -(4-)-, and4 he shall niet 

be ifeqtifed to obtainl a f-edffld of the ta--, patid tundef seetion 

444-0 onf thaft p oft4 the r-feianieratient net iinelded int wages 

by Y-eason 44f seetion 14426 -(-.) -(-4+, The thisOfo4ies4 

sttbseetioni shal be a-pplieetble ini the ease of sey-viee per

fernned by a eit lanemly-ee- net eopnstd rm ud 

appropriated by the Coingr-ess, in the AFRmy anRd Aiif F-oree 

Exehange Semwiee- Army and Aif Feree Motion Viettffe 

Semiee, Nla~ Ships Sefviee Stores, -Mafifie Coefps Post Ek

ehanHges, of othef aetii-ties,. eoftdueted by efiittmaenat 

]EL IR.6000-9 
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1 e4 the :United Sta~tes s4Ibjeet to the ofs~eii~ethe Seere

2 tftrji ef D~efense, aft ifsa~llftiois ef the Natieffm4 il~ta-y 

3 -Estftbis1hfneftt fef the eemfeifor pleasu+-e, eefitcntient-, afffd 

4 ffeittal anA pl-ysiea4 imp emi2 e peifsewA e4of seh 

5 Estab ishiewtA- aftdt f"i pttrpases of this sabseetien the 

6 Seer-eta~ of ]}efe Eie shall he deemed to be the hefad of 

7 sueh ifistr-ttent4itY2-1 

8 -(4 Seetien IA41 of the Tnternal 1Revemiie God is 

9 amendfed b-y eddiftg eA the eftd there4f the followiig new 

10 setiee: £iFO* the pufposes of this seetion, in the ease of 

12 ownie iistftuienfta4ty thereef dmr-ng anfiy ealeendaf yeaft 

13 ft-e tite ealefidat y-ear f949 eateh h-ead of a Feder-d ageney 

:14 ofifmstf ienaywho matkes a, Yetu-fia pt-afsuan to seetieii 

15 1420 44-c anfd eaceh atgeftt designafted by the head of a 

16 Feder-aI agency of mstametality, who makthes a fetnen 

17 pff~sna-n+ to sffch section shall be deemfed a separate 

18 employer." 

19 -(4) T~ie affeondmenits ffa&e by this sectiont shall he 

20 ftpk, only with r-espeet to fcmefi atiftrftif patid aftef 

21 199 

22 REFNTO O ~GT 

23 S 2c-04-. -(- Se4etit 1424 44+ of the liiteffta4 

24 Reeizenue node is amenided to fead4 as follows:* 

25 £%a.)s. -4he tefm 'wages means al femueffira
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1 tion for emfploymient;, ineltdking the ea-sh *al;e~ of al remti

2 ier-atieni paid int anfy miedium oth-er thant eash-; exeept thati 

3 sutel term shall noft intelude

4 5144} fhat part of the r-emuntferationt whieb,- aft-er 

5 r-emuniferation -(-ether ithan reueain referred to int 

6 the sueeeeding parafgr-aphs of thi suibseetion)- -qfi to 

7 $3r6O0 with respeet to effploymfentt hats beent patid to 

aneindiwidtlfd! by~an~ emnployer dtr-ing anfy ealendar-year 

9 isa paid to stieh individnnlA by sueh4 emfployer duirinig stneh 

10 eaendar year- 1 f an employer during anfy eatlenidar 

11 y-ear aequires substanftially, al the proper-ty used in a 

12 trade or busintess of Panother per~son -(her-einafer- r-efer-red 

13 to "asapr-edeeesso+)-ofsedintasepar-meuntofi64a trade 

14 or buisiness of at predeeessor- and+imtmediately afte the 

15 ausiinemploys int his trade&or business an individaal 

16 who immffediately prior to the a-equisition was emfployed 

17 inf the trade or business of sufeh pr-edeeessor- thet- for 

18 the purfpose of determiining whether sueh emfployer has 

19 p~aid .:fitnffto -(other than ±2e±± 11cnr-t ieft referred 

20 to inf the sueeeedingiaayfjh of thi subseetiont)- with 

21 r-es-peet.to eilyefteqna to $3,6O0to sueh indi 

22 viduAl durfing suieh eeaendar y-eary any fo.eihoerf.t 

23 with respeet to emjploy-ment paid -(fo eonsider-ed under 

24 thi paragraph as having been paid) to sfuth ind~ividual 

25 by suteh predeeessor- during suieh ealendar year anRd rio 
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1. e stewh aeqttisi ia s~hal be eottsi~efM as having beent 

2 p4~ uhepoe

3 "-(2 The f~fietftf4ftfty pfty-:ft*efaffladet0-8*Of O 

4 behnl4 4, an effplo-yee unnef et planf op syslom estal+

5 lished by ant emfploy* whieh matkies pr-evisie fe* 14k 

6 emfploye&es geneal- of fef at elass of elasses of his em-a 

7 pleyees -(intektding anfy aniotHnt paid by an emfployer

8 fof mtstifanfee of annn4*ites., ff ifit a Iu+*4, to prev4de 10* 

9 any stieli paymefit), off ateeotti4 of -(-A+- eti-emnenfit o* 

10 -(-B-) sielfness of ateeideo4 disablit of -(-G) Rediea of 

11 optlzteteeiesi oteeifwihsefsso 

12 aeeident diabilty0*-j- o P} death~ 

13 L4*~AnPy paymenit made&toefa emfpleyee -(ifelad

14 img any afflounft pa-d by atn efpkoye* I o* insumanee of 

15 anflitieso H0* entofaHd7 to pfo'-4de fo* anfy sueh paty

16 mfeiit)- an eeweotii of r-etir-emfen-t

17 iL(4) Anty payment on ateeount of siekness 0ofei 

18 dentt 4isability-, of mfedieal or hesoop-it--ai-etie enpenses 

19 if eoiineetieft wit siekness of aeeidenit disability, made 

20 by an*effploye te, 0* off behat 4, an emfployee Ater

21 the e~pirationi of six eakenda* months followifig the las 

22 ealenda mfonth int wlieh the emfployee werked fo* stueb 

23 empleye*-; 

24 iL(4~Anfy payment mlade tBo,- ofan behalf of ean 

25 employee -(-A+- ffom of to a least eK-emp k-m tax 
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1 ftff}4ef seeten 4(5 -(a)- a the tiiie of saeh payffleft 

2 mdles~ss eh pfyieiii f&te a *empbyeeofthe 

13 tras ae atieft~fo sefviees feftder-ed as svAe 

4 en~lyee a4i et as a beftefiteitnofthe fu~-(Bof)4 

5 tfider-ef to afHanafity pafiawhieh A the twfeeOf tehl 

6 pa-ymefi~t m~eets the iiq e -itso4 seetieft 4-65 (

8 The payeRt by aal efflpleye (wit-hetdo

9 4±ietion ir-e* the rmunctr-atieeno4 the effiploeyee)- -(-A-Y 

10 of the tft~ 4imposed ffpeo a-f enitpisee iiidef seetiein 

11 1400, -(B)- ofafy pffyiineat m~q~ilied firof a* effipIeyee 

12 wiea State aneftpbyffen~ eeffpensfttieft law-; 

13 '%-7} Reftnraif pi4 in any niediuff othe*- thant 

14 otsh toafniemployee fei sefvee R itinthe eofe ofethe 

15 effipleyeris trade of~bwA-ines 4(iftehidig doffieqtieseie 

16 ift a pfivftte homie of the efflployer-)- e*o 

17 lq8} A-Hy -payffiewt (other- tha-f veaeation of sie 

18 pfiy} miiae to ant eimployee after the moenth ift whie he 

19 attaiiitheageofsii-t iveif e4iiet eekoAfofthe 

2.0 einploei--i ift the -periedfeof whieh steh -payffiefit is mnade. 

21 Tips ftnd otheif eas-h rc'caiont eisonateily~ reeei-ed by 

22 anf emploee inf the eotffse of his enipleyniefft ffem per-sens 

23 ethe* thftn the person eniploying hinfi shftR- fo the pnirpeses 

24 of thi stibeaptet- be ewAensd ,&~4 as -emanaef-atien paid to 

25 him by his employer- e~eep* th-At, int the ease 4f tips-, onl 
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1 so fflileh of the fmtoem4 ther-e* r-eeeitved dttring atit, ealeiidM 

2 qufttef as the effployee-, before the e~pifatien *e4 lent days 

3 after the dlose of snob qnafter-, reports int w-i~tino to his 

4 efinpkyer as having beet reeeiv~ed by hiff in sueh quartef 

5 sa.&A be eonsider-ed as r-effufer-atieft paid by his eftpleyef, 

6 and the affoaat so r-epor-ted shttll be eonsidefed as haiing 

7 been paid to him by~his emfployer ofn the da-te oft whieh 

8 sueb rejport is lade to the effipeyer-. 

9 g{yo mush of seetion I40I -(4) -(4) of the Internal 

10 Revefitte Cede as pr-eeedes the seeend seiitentee thereo is 

11 amiended to read as foll~ows

13 ±is--fby r-eason of an effployee feeeiving wages 

14 fromf mfere than one en~leye daring the ealenidar year 

15 . 194 7 . I4P48- or 4-949, the wages r-eee~e by himf d&if

16 ing sti-e year e:Reeed $3-OOO0- the emplo~yee shall be 

17 eentited to a r-efend of anfy amouefnt of tax-, with r-esjpeet 

18 to swel wages, imfposed by seetien 4400 and dediaeted 

19 fromff the efpftlfe~ wftges - eeror fiot paid to the 

20 eolleeto~r) whieh ei~eeeds the t&R with r-espeet to the 

21 frot $81O(O ofmaek watges feeeived#, 

22 (e-Seetion 4-44f -(-) of the Intefftl kevt'enue C!Od 

23 is atmenided by adding at the end thereof the folloingne 

24 
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I LL+a) WAGES fEeH!Ai-) AFTE~R ±f~fb ea-

2 soft of atf employee feeei.ifflg watges fromf moife than 

3 offe employef dawling aoy eatlenht* yeaf afite+' the eftle21c4ftr 

4 y-eai 1-949, the wa-ges m~eeive4 by him dttfiig stteh year 

5 eyreee4 $3G600, the employee shall4 be entitled to ab efelnd 

6 of aoyt~ amotift of taeex- wit Y-espeet to steh wages, 4h

7 posed by seetion 1400 amnd dedtieted firoff the employee's 

8 wages -(whethef of piot pfti4 to the eo~lleeee)-j whie 

9 exeeeds the tatx w"t Fespeet to th~e fifiat $3.,000 of sneh 

1.0 wages Feeeiied. Refuffd tiidef this seetion mat. be 

11 made int aeeor-fdnee with the pT-oy4siens of kaw atpplieatble 

12 i*the ease of e-oneoons of illegafl eolleehion of thfeta

130 e.-eept tht ii- ste refud shall -bemafde uniless -(A) the 

14 employee mfa-kes at elaia+ establishing his tigh thereto., 

15 aftftef the ealemnde yeff inf whieh the watges were Ye-, 

16 eeitved with f-espeet to which fefundl o ta*m is elatiffed, 

17 and +(B*)stteh elatiff is madet within twio -years aftk-e 

18 the eale-ndo yea" in whieh stteh wages were feeeiwed4 

19 Noe inttefest shall be allowed of patid with IFespeet to 

20 anfy stash refafmd. 

22 A4ND STATE RATPEOYERS.

23 L(-44 FeereEt4 Effiployees-4n th of fe4e ease 

24 ffine-tien feeeii~e4 fromf the Uniited Stattes of at 
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1 wholly owned iiistrumeitality they-ee d*4ifg aIly 

2 ealeiidff yeaif after the ealeiide, year 4-940, eaeh 

3 head (4 a Fedefal ageiiey ofifitimfentality who 

4 ffiakes a r-ettini pusuant to seetio 144N -(-) and 

5 ea-eh agent, designated by the head 4 a Fedefal 

6 ageney ofntemi~a who ifakies a iretnrn puf

7 sua-H to s"e seetion shatl4- fo* the ptiiposes 4f 

8 subseetiefn -(-4 and pafag-ftph -4 f4 this su-bsee

9 tioft, be deemfed a sepafatie efinpleyer-; and the teneil 

10 'wa~ges' ifteludee fef the purposes of p~ftagra-p -(*.) 

11 of4 thsubseetiefl- the amnon~t, Rot to eaeeed $9,60O, 

12 deteniiined by eaeh saeh h-ead f aogen as eonsti

13 tuting wages paid to an emnployee. 

14 14(B*) State Effiplyees. F4ef the -uposes of 

15 paftgfatph1A -(3*)of this seetiof~i-,inthe ease of 

16 r-B anfai~ rxeeeiize4 d~urn-g anHy ealendai year 

17 aft~er the ea4endf yeai~f949 the tefm 'wages' 

18 inteldes femufieratioR fe* sevwiee ewver-ed by an 

19 agreeffient made pfffsffna- to seetion a24& of the 

20 Seeial Seetffty A-et-; the tefffm .employef! inel*des 

21 at State of any politieatl sabdi-zisien thereof, of an~y 

22 insti nentalityof anly onie of Rier-e of the feofegoingj 

23 the teffm ftn!. of itax imposed ~by seetien 14WO 

24 inehtdes-, ini the ease of seniees eo-~'ef~e by an 

25 agFeement. made ptffsunant to seetion M9 of the 
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Seeiad Seeffit4 A-et- ant aineun equivia4eft to the 

2 ta*- whieh wetld be in*~esed by seetief 144OO, if 

3 suek sefiziees eefistituted enipleyfnent as defined in 

4 seetieft 4426; andi the pir-evisieis e4 paffagraph 4-( 

5 e4 "1 sAbseetief sha44 apply whetie~ ~ef notan 

6 affieunt dedtteted hmen th~e eni-pleyee's Y-efn eraetin 

7 as a estnt ofaft gfeement nd pursuait tosee-

S tien 24g- of the Seeia Seeffniti Ae4 has beent paid 

9 to he geefetaiFof the Treasufy." 

10 -(4-Jbme afiiendmenef4 made by subseetien -(a)- 4of i 

11 seetien shall be appliefrble enly wit f-espeet to . ar-eftneru iaLi 

.12 pai fide,-f 41949. In the ease 4f remfinmen-ttef paid pfief to 

13 190 t~he deterfmiinatien un~d-e seetien 4-42 -(a)- -(4- of the 

14 Ifttefnft Goened -(prie te its affendentei by ti 

15 Ae4)of whethei of net suee reffaii:-aief eenstitwtedwae 

16 shall be made as if subseetien -(a)- of thi seetien had net 

17 been enlaeted and withu4 infefenees drawn hfen the faet 

18 thftt the ameindient. mfiad by su-bseetien -(-a) is net made 

~19 applieable te pefieds pfeif te 4-950. 

20 DEIN4TIO OF EMPEOYMENT 

21 S 'e12-O-(-) Effeetitve jainjjar 4-, 49%0, seto 442

22 -(444o the Ifftefnal Rev-enue Gede is affended to fesad as 

23 els

24 a-(b*) EMPEO*MENT. The tenff 'emjpleynient meanis 

25 any sefviee pefeie'ned aftef 44)3 and pfie* te 4#W~ 
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1 wbieh was efftloymeft forf the pftrposes of this sub

2 ehapter mtider the law atpplieable to, the period iin whieh 

3 sffeh serv-,iee waes per-formfed, an-fd fUft sefree- of whatever

4 fif4tre, performfed afterf 14-9 either +-(4+ by an-f employee 

5 for th+e person emfployin 4imf# iffespeetkve of the ei4izefl

6 ship or residenee of either-, -() wi-thin the Ui4nted Stfttes, or 

L7 -(-ii- on or imeonneetion wivth anf Afnefiean -vessel or Amfer

8 ieaf ezir-eraft under a eointrafet of serviee whieh is enitered ifto 

9 w~i-thi the U4ft~ed Stfttes or d~i-Rig the perofomunee of 

10 whieh the :vessel or aireraftf tottehes at at port int the Uniited 

11 Stfttes, if the emiployee is emiployed enl andt in+eonneetion 

12 with+stteh vessel or tirerfdt whent oat4de the :United Stectes, 

13 or -(B+)ou-tside the Unit-ed States by a eitizeni of the Untited 

14 Stattes as anf emfployee for ean A-merieanf employer -(as defined 

15 i* sffbseetion -4-) oftis seetioii) ; e~Eeept 4thatt ini the ease of 

16 serviee perofrmed atferf 4-949, snobh term shal not iftelude

17 ~ ---4) Agwrieul-Vra hkbof -(-as defined in isubseetion 

18 -(1+) of this seetieii) ; 

19 9--2 -(-A)- Sei-viee not4 inf the eoturse of the ema 

20 ployer~ trade or businiess -(ieludking domiestie s~we 
21 in a priwate h-eme of the emfployer)pefr donaam 

22 operated for profl-; 

23 %B)-Ioiestieserv4ee peirformed int a loeal4 eol~ge 

24 ehtb-, of) koeal eliftpter of a eollege frafteitflty or s-ororty
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I by f tu~d~eft wh*o is enfoelle aitd is 1regulafly at~teft4ing 

2 elatsses flt a sdehe4 eellege, off Avfi 

£L4Ser-viee neet ift the eoufse of the e~ipleyef's 

4 tmad of lbnsiiess pei4ofme4 in ftny ee4enda qnftAef by 

5 ant employee, wmAess the VeAh X paid fef siueh 

6 sef!4ee is $924 of ffefe and saeh ser-,Fie is pef4eizmed 

7 by anf kidiv4dnatl who is f-egiu4ftdy effqleyed by sueh 

8 einpleye~ to peffefifn siaeh seiwviee. For the pufjpe~s of 

9 thi pf~amgivph, an inidividua shall be deeaed to be 

10 iregtiaAay efipeyed by atn effqloyef dafingft eaeeefid 

11 quayftef onl if -(4) saeh iffdividtw4 peffemi~ fef sueh 

12 empleyei sefviee noet int the eoarse of the enkjployer-'s 

13. m of buifess dtfifig sonie pei-tiott of at lea-st twenty

14 si* da-ys &ffifn sash quafte*, of -(-.) if ai~h ifidividaa 

15 was fegularl effpleyed -(-as deteffliked- unde elaitse 

16 -(4)-)- by stieh efflploye hin the of~omaesuel 

17 ser-iee doin~n th~e pf-eeedin ealendai qua~f As used 

18 ifi this pafftgfatph the teffni L's~ie not int the eoinfse 

19 of the employer's trfade of business2 inelade doniestie 

20 se wiee in+f private honie of the effployef*7 

21 iL4) Ser-viee peoffefted by an iftdii~dual inf the 

22 enipley of his seiny demg-hter- of spouse, andf e*ie 

23 perfemined by at ehlld tindei the age of twenty-on-e in 

24 the efi-pleyof his ftte-of ther-, 
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Sefvieeecepeffetzmed by anf in&;44i~ ont of itt 

2eontneetion with at vessel niet an Ainefieafi vessel, ff 

3 oftof inteonneetion Nft-hftii irer-fftftn et a*Afeeftian 

4 aiFemfatif the indliiidunl is emnployed ofn anRd int eonnee

5 tienf with &ane vessel (a etir-ere whien oatside the Upited 

6 States;i 

7 L-E* Sem2viee peffonimed int the emnfloy of any ii+

8 stfifanetftlty- of the United Stfttes, if stieh instfuiffie


9 tality is exenmpt fren*l the ta*- inposed by seetion 4440


10 by viiifte of any pfeovisiolf 4f kw whieh speeifieally


11 refeff to su-eh seetien int g-faiting sueh e~emiptiont 

12 ±i4)-7 Sefviee jpel4efmed in the effiploy of thec 

13 Ufite S~taes, of fthe employ of ai~n stuetf 

14 of the United Sta~tes w-hieh is partly Of wholly owned by 

15 the Vfnited States, be onl if -(). steb eef-wiee is eover-ed 

16 by a mtiifemeft systen+, established by~a la-w 4f the 

17 :United SteAes, fef employees of the United States of of 

18 ovehinstnnnentalityL -(s-atth sei-,iee is pe'fefomedof i~ 

19 "L(A) by the Presi4ent of 3.Ziee President of 

20 the Uni~ted States ff by a 4embier- D~elegaee of 

21Resident co 4issionr, of of~to the congfess-; 

22 £-B).inf the legislati~ve by-afeh; 

Oll -in the geld sefi-ziee of the Post 4fee 

24i 
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1 -(D)+i-no tfder-te Bte a-a f tee eiisaef 

2 the PepaftffefAi of Ceomifer-ee by teflterar-y em

3 ployees effiployed fef the takin* of an-y eesiasus; 

4 !L(*by ey eRiplyee whoia exeltde by 

5 Fk~eeutwe oefd* filom the ope-atimeni of the Civil 

6 Se~viee Rtiefi~enett Aet of 4-93 beeaiise he is paid 

7 oft a eenitr-aet of fee basis; 

8 i~~L(-I+ by afy effpleyee feeei-vf fteifaI eeo

9 pefnsatioii of $4-2 o e-ss peff ftui;m 

10 ILEGkhift b'espitatl. hofe, Ofotb.ehis issti~tae~ 

11 of the U~iiited States by ft patient of inffate ther-eei; 

12 ±(41} by aiiy employee who is e*elnded by 

13 *eeexie "YA"e ffomf the epe-a-tien o the Qi-Nil 

14 Sefviee R~etifement. Aet of I930 beeause he iis 

15 srviganer-a tmporafyappentmfttpending 

18 !L4 byr anty eonsnleF agentt appoinited ander 

19 anthority of seetieft &,) of the Fofeign Seffiee Aet 

20 o ff4-ee4 - -. -. ee 51 

21 iL(J~) by anHy emfployee i-Reinded uffdei~ seetion 

22 -QoftheA-et of A egat-a4-4ingeltin eer-aiD 

23 intenisn student niffses oand othe* stiadent employees 

-24 of hospitals of the Feder-Gvnmm-al ,4

25 seer 0 ); 
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1 ~ '(K)- in the effploy of the Tennessee V-aley 

2 Atihor-iy ifa peniioweeh ffeefeed byaretife

3 mnent systemf established by stieh Authofity; 

4 ±{I~ by-affyeffloy~ee eginofftateffpofy 

5 besis ifteese of fiffe-ster-m, f~q e,flood-,of 

6 othe* emer-geney-. of 

7 '~(M)-by anty em+Ployee who is employed 

8 1:Hder a Fedelr-elief4 progr-amf to relieve him from 

9 efij et 

10 'a48} -(-A) Sey-i~ee (-other thant serviee to whieh 

11 qfbffg-a(h4B) of this pffragrap is atpplieable)

12 jper-formed in the enmploy of fa State, or any politieal 

13 subdiizisien thereof, fPiyistfleiatorany (m 

14 or more 4f the foregeing w-hieh is wholly owned by-oei 

15 O fofEa0 States of politiea4 stibdivisiosj, 

16 !-f B) Ser-viee perforimed in the employ of any pe

17 lkieal suhdivisifon 4a Stat in eonnfeetion with the opera

18 tioftofsoany punie sseau~s te 

19 serviee is pefformed by anf effployee whose sefviee is not 

20 inteinded *nder anf agr~eement enitefed infto parsuont to the 

21 prerisions of seetiont 2-4g of the Seeial Seeffity Aet and 

22 W-ho

23 ~ '-(i)beeamne an employee of etteh poli&4ea sub

24 Jiisiontifteonneetionwi~ athanat the time ofits 
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1aequiitef &ft-ef 49#4 of sue-h system 

2 of any pftft thereof-; adi 

3 £l(4* pi~e* to newh aequisitioi efi~ader-ed see*

4 ieewhieh eeoftiff& e effploynfieff Rf eoftfeetion 

5 with the opei-atieft of sanehut"-,sn eainSystems of 

7 Inthe easeof afteflapyee desri~bed inel~ases * efan 

8 -(i) who beeanme stteh ant enmployee in eennfeetieft v4th 

9 anaeqution map4 fofto-950 " stthifgf-p 

10 SheA ftot -be ftpp~eab~k with Fes"e to fineh employee 

11 if the politiea4 s bdivision enmploying hiff files with the 

12 Gommisioefe pfiof to Jafitay 4-, 4950, a stateffient 

13 that if does Rot ffavoif the ifteiisleon i~lde* this sttbpfta

14 gfaph of any ifdividual9 who beeaffe an em+pleyee in 

15 eonnieetieft with stte-h aeqnisitions HwAde pfieo to 4I5O. 

16 Fof the pu poses of this sbaffphthe tefif p%iia 

17 sbdsiN ~ineinde an sffifiaiyo ft fHe 

18 politiesl sdiiosofa &ftatL" 

19 ±~(9-Ser-viee per-feried by a fkdly of-daifted, eofn

20 ofsondeensed of aj ehuifeh int th,oi~ ffiinistef 

21 eeeeof his nffiiity of byaPmembe of ft ehgions 

22 efdff ini the exereise of duties requife4 by stneh or-der-=j 

23 .- (O Serviee pel4oimaed by ant individia~ ft an& 
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emiployee or emiployee Frepfeseiitatti±e as d-e~ iin 

seetio-H I632; 

3 ±L(41}) -(-A) Seiwiee per4ofmed int afty ealeada*

4 quafftef in the employ of any or-gamftzateft e~.effpt from 

5 meeme ta* amde* seetien 44+- if the frfel mem tion fo* 

6 suehf semwiee Ila Less thanf $.too

7 ±LB+Sefwiee pe rmed in te efoy of asehool, 

8 eollege, Or iftiver-sity if stteh serwiee is peffefffed by 

9 at stndemnt who is eiirolled- and4 is f-egulafly ftttending 

1() eletsses flt sueh sehoel, eollege, of onmivenity

11 £±(~12} Ser--,4ee pem4efme ifi the employ of a fofeip~ 

12 gavemnment -(iniekiding semwiee as a eonstla* of othe* 

13 offiee* of employee o*fta fdplm&epf-esentative) ; 

14 " (-13) Ser-v4ee peffomnied ift the employ of an int

15 stfumemntality whoolly ownled- by a for-eig govefnment-

16 "(A) 14 te efieofehi faelffaetef siffilaf 

17 to, that peffefmed int fereign eeoanitres by employees 

18 of the U-nited States Govefftmeft of of an instru

19 mentality theeeof; and 

20 !LB-P+-MI the Seefetar-y of State shall eeftify ip 

21 the Seefeta~ of the Treastffy thatt the fer-eign gay-

22 efftmemftt with *-espeet to whose instr-innefttality a-Rd 

23 employees thefeof exemaption is elaiffed gfeanits anf 

24 eqttivaleft e:,emption with *-esjpeet to, siintla* ewe 

25 peifenned ifn the foreign eountm by employees of 
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1 ~ e Vffiie4 States Govenifnieft anfd of instigien

2 talities thiei-eef 

3 "(414) Seiwviee jpe4e~med as a studeii fiffse in the 

4 empey efa hspitQ of P,Rfses' tainiftsehoo by a

5 kidiv4dwad w4+ is efire14ed antd is i-eguie*4y kteiiding 

6 elasses int a mffses' tfaifig seheel e-hafer-ei er appreved 

7 pF~tftfsa-t to~ F8ate +a-w- ftft s~Wer-veepe-ofie " fi 

8 ifiefne ifthe efiley of ahespita4 by;aftifdi-,idud awbe

9 has eenipleted e a tei,years' eeiirse n a ffedieal seheel 

10 ehafter-ed of~atpr-wed punfsffain to State law-; 

11 I±(415} Seizviee perfeffed by ant inidividta4 in -fe*f 

12 ft fiofe o eieo h re o avsewi 

13 it is engaged i4) the eatehifg, takifig, ha-estiing, eul

14 tivatifg, of faffenng 4 afy kind4of -h- s+e41ish, erais

15 t~aeea, Sponges, sea-weeds,. of etheir aqtltie feirni of 

16 a-Himale anfd vtege~b~ 14 (inektding senviee pei4e~med 

17 by any suieli inidividi4 as ain or-diaa~y ineideiit te a-Hy 

18 stieh aetivi4+y) eieept A) sevi~ee jpei-feffed in een

19 Reetieft with the efttehing of ta-king of sa-Iffen of halibut, 

20 feif eoemifiefei-a4 puifpeses, andi -(-i) se*-viee pel-fefmed 

21 ffn of int eofnneetiein with ab iesse of nmeie Otant len ne,4 

22 tans -(detefmfinfed ini the mfannfef Prei~ded fff detef

23 mianin the fegistef teiffa-ge of mei-ehanit vessels andei 

24 the laws of thre IUited States)

H1. R. 6000-10 
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1 -(A Serviee peroffefmed by anf iadividta4 

2 tifdei t~he age of eiglieent in the d~elivefy of distibutieft 

3 of ?aewspapers of shopping niews, ft4 ineliidifg delivefy 

.4 of distibution. to any poinrt fff fflbeefpRent deijiey of 

.5 ditibuietin-± 

6 "(B) Sefviee per-feffed by an iftdiv44±t in-, and 

7 4 he tifie oe saleof Newspapefsof ng nto 

8 ultiimafe e~isu~ienrs, tndef aft a~frafgeffeft4 nder whieb 

9 the fiespapeps of ag~i aie to be feid by 14n*i 

10 at afied pi~ee, hiseoipnaif efgbte f h 

11 retention of the e~Eeess of stieh pfiee oeye the anfleaft 

12 at whaiela the -newspapers Of mgBfterae ehaifged to 

13 hifft, whethet of niot he is guaraneteed a.nnnu 

14 ftfflou~t oef pfsaif fe sueh sreof isenfitied 

15 to be eredited wi-th the tffmseld iiewspa-perof~ MOfga4; 

16 tamned haekj; 

17 " (47) Sefviee per4effied int the employ of an 

19 "L(48+ Sefi24e peirffnied by an mfdiwidtwl ia the 

20 sale ff distibiatieff of goo& weomfidte frffe 

21 persen of hpf emisense o siieh person, tffier a-n afainge

22 ifent whereb~y su~eIA ifiiidu*I feeeives his eati-e fe

23 fffnefetio *othe* thanf p*ize4)fef sueh see*vee direetly 

24 f*fo the ptehasers of sueh goods of cmoiisi te 

25 per-son makes Ho pireiision -(-othef than by eerrespeid
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1 e33ee.) wit *-espee~to t1e traiftiog of sueh iindividti~ fe* 

3 ffien IIOft sfeh individtii& w ~r-esjpee~te +A)- the fit, 

4 ftess of sa-eh iadividta~to jpei4e saseh senviee, 4-B+)the 

6 femd (+tevlm fgoso emdte to be 

7 sodof ditiueo P h eeteio eetteno 

9 +H- eeti~ve jeffitt 4-, 4950- seetion 442-6 -(e*)of the 

10 litemaa Re-veaae Gode is aie~ide4 to FeeA asi folIows-: 

13 t6 Pistr-e~of Cohtffibia) afid the Vifg isafids;s saf4 on 

14 ead aftfef ~he effeeti-e "~ speeified ift seetiof* 16 see 

15 tenn iftelades PAier-t Riee, 

16 L{4} U~T* i ST gps.-The tenm 'U-Hited Sates' 

17 weltfe f bgowhe4sefise iniehides the Vi4*giii 

18 ihslefds; said oft sad afteir the effeetive dat speeified int 

19 seetien 4-63 saseh tefm inelades Paer-to gRieoe. 

20 ~ 4 CI*I{tN-Aft iidividtia4 who is a eitizei of 

21 ~ Puefe R4,eo -(bat noft other-wse a eitizen of the Uflited 

22 States)- sad who& is no&t a -esideft of the Uniited 

23 States shallfnat be eontsidefed-, fof the punpeses of this 

24 seetion, as a eitizent of the Uftited States pfiff to the 

25 effeeti-ve date speeifled int seetieni 4-63." 
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1 -(.+)Seetief 4426 () 4 th~e ifiten-ft ~Revefme Goet 

2 is afi+efided by sri~kiii g ei4 0() Afferien Vessel-. " ad 

3 iftseiring ini fie 4ieuree £L-g) Aniefieaft Vesse4 a~ud A4f

4 erat." and by stfiking ei t4,e pefid a~t thie en~d of suael 

5 subsee4oen aftd iniser-tiuf nf liea iier-e4 the foliewifig-: aftd 

6 tke t~eum 'Anfier4eaft air-er-af ffiea-n ant fka4~~f uegist~erse 

Y ttndeiaelas4deUidSaes 

8 -(4) Seetien 444 (126-~4 of te !titernel ~Revefie Gode 

9 is affiefded ta uPetu as fellows

10 -() AGRICULTURAL LABOR--The termf Cagfieulttird 

11 labor-' inclutdes Al sey-vices peffefmed

12 " Rf &fi2itteemly4ayprsn f 

13 eenfeetion wj'j eultivating the se4J, of~in eentneetien 

14 widu raisifig of liauwestif anly agr4eu]4ureel or hefteticA 

15 tufal eeffiiodityF incluiding tue Faising, shueafiftg, feediing, 

16 eafing fer-, t-Ffiflng, and ffa-igeffief 4f livesteek-, bees-, 

17 peultfy, anfd fuf-beft4li a-nimafls anid wildlife. 

18 i~42} 1H the eunpicy 4 tue ewfiei of tenant ff ofliee 

19 opeiratei of a farmf-, int cenneetioin wit the opeu'a,6ien, 

20 ifofagtlt eonsrv-atiot,- flkflure-,,,enePA-t, or maifinte

21 flance of sffh fa~m and its teal anid eq~fipient, ef int 

22 salagifig tiffiber e*f eceafiiig laftid 4 bfttsh antd otheuf 

23 debisefi by ahuncanRi the mafjof pff ofsueh 

24 se*4vee ispeffeffmed on ft fnuu 7 

25 q4-3) In ee fletion with the pfedtietieii of h-ap
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1 vewtri of aniiy eoeniaedity defihted as anH Wg4eultval

2 eommoedit-y ini seetion 45 -(.) 4f the Agrieultffa4 Mfar

3 ketiftg Ae-t as amfended, or in eonnfeetienl with the 

4 ginig eotton 

5 " emly of~he operatro4 a fartm+)-(A+)-4nthe 

7 reesn;freezing, gr-ading, storiing, or deliver-ing to 

S. storafge or to market of to a earier for tranispor-tationl to 

9 mfarket, int its aftm1. 1r'1J~yecistate any agr-iedtutffa of 

10 herte~ulsa4 eo nnliodityt b-it only if suleh operator pro&

11 dueed mor~e thant one-hal 4 the eoffinmodity with r-espeet 

12 to whis stush servriee is per-er-ffed. 

1.3 1t4B} Int thie emfploy 4 ab grFoup 4f operator-s 4f 

14 farmis -(other than -a eooperaetiv-e or-ganiiration4- in, the 

115 per-formffanee of serv-iees desen-ihed ini+A

16 hut onl if saseh operators jprodtteed all- of -theeom

-17 moidity with resjpeet to whiskh sutek ser-vie~is per-foefffhd 

I1Is For the jpurzposes 4f this sbp~trahal 

19 por-ated groeup e4 operattors shall he deemed -a eoopera

20 tive or-ganiiZation+ if the numfber- 4 oper-ators 

21 sash groutp is moree than twenty at anpy timfe during 

22 the ealenida quarter ini whisk saseh serieie is performed. 

23 L{*The prvsos4 A anfd-(4)-~g-a6 

24 -(B shAl not he deemed to be appliseble with respeet 

25 to serviee -per-formfed in eonnieetion with eife-iwl 
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2 aely ftgrie4~altf1 of her-tie-AU.-- eeomfedi~t aft~e its 

3 4elivzer- to e, tefffiina mrli~et fof distribu~tiefl fff 

5 As ffsed ift 4io seetion, the teim 'farm' iielu~des steek, 

6 deofy pou~tfy, k~4 fff-beafg utiffia afd tffek faftms, 

7 jplmtaftoieis *fHd0esT Ef~ffseies, rfffges, greei1+eaises of tf 

8 sii stmetur-es ese4 pfimflfiy ffo* 4e raisig of aftieub 

9 tar-a1 of hoietilt4ufft4 ee~ffiediies-, fffd er-ehftfds. 

10 -(4+Seetion~144M of the lftO*OO1a Reivefte Cnode is 

11 aft*finde by stflikio out suseetieois -() a~4 -() a*i inisert

12 iftg ift liett thereof the fellmv4ing

13 ±L-i) Am~memie ThmrLoYBR The te*** 'Aferi~eatf 

14 emfployer- ~ffea1s a" effployer- whieh is -(4-) the IThited 

15 Stattes of a*~y ifstrumienttftty thefeef 2)-,an idividuft4 

16 whof is at resld~f4 of th lgiJe4 St~tes, 42. P~ fer-ship

17 if twe hirds of mfore of the p4ftners afe *esideiits of the 

18 Unt Stfttes, (44- ft tfwsot 4if A of th+e tr2ustees areO *esideit,4s 

19 of the gfiitd States, ef ~4 fb e*eL!p tift0f orgftfHzed thi~def 

20 the I~sff"f the Uffite Staesofef anyState." 

21 4f-Seetiei 44246 -(4c of the knte*ne1 Reiveine Cod~e is 

22 amended by strikifg out "peragraph W(9~ atfd 4isepting Hft 

23 lieut ther-eof £rea-gfaph -!(402. 7 

24 Th4e mafdet ff~ by stibseetiofts -(oh, -(-d+ 
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I -fe)- afld *() of this seetioii sAA be appijeable*ol vwit 

2 rrespee45 to -ser-4ees per-fomed aftef 1949. 

3 DEFfi~lioeN, OF EMPE(YE 

4 S&e- 20&-4(a) Seetion 1426 -(4) of the kftemqn Rewe 

,5 nnfe Gofl is hefeby amfentded to fead as follows:* 

6 E±4)pE~royiE. The teem 'eiftployee' means

7 L(4±anyoiee ofbaeof-poratio;f., of 

H-2)-any inidividial who7, undef the usnal eofi

9 mon kaw rules applieatble in deteneminifig the ewfpley-er

10 employee Y-elatienehip-, hats the stfts 'of ant employee. 

11 For ptirposes of this parageaph, if fff hindvdna -(eite* 

:12 alonte or as a membei of a gfeup)- perofoims seri4ee for~ 

13 an thef pefson wi&ef ab wfitten eofttraet e~pfessly 

11 -eeitiii that sueh person shall hav'e eoffplete eontfol 

15 oer.e the perfornanee of sueh seric4e andH tha4t ffieh ift

16 &ii~dual is anf employee, stieh iftPdividu& with f-espeet 

17 to sueh seri4ee shftll f-egaydless of anpy ffidifieatien 

18 noet in wfiting, be deeffed anf employee, of siueh person 

19 -(eT-,if sueh person isfa aggentof employee with re

20 speet to the e~eeatioft ef sueh eontfaet, the empl~oyee 

21 of the prineipa of empl~oye of e'teh persoft)-i of 

22 *--3)any individua -(othef thant an ipndi4duft 

23 who is ant employee inder-pafetgT-fph -()-l of -(-2 of this 

24 sabseetion)- who perffofms se-"viees f -emanefiHfation 

25 fope any Per~son~



()as eeottside s~eftfefft~ifi the ffaief4ae

2 eaino whoe~e~e trade; 

ftm a kill tiine lIge ifi~fa-ftee Sftleemamdi

4 ft bdie-lsseo eiA 

(P) a heofie wefkher- off m~eeia4as of geed 

rI whiel+ afe ffumished by th+e per-soft fef whom the 

7 seni~iees are pegefmed ftfd whieh afe feqtired to 4e

8 i-ettirfed ta sueh per-soi eF te a per-soft desig~ieted 

9 by himl 

10 " +"aenmtlge-

Ii1 LU salse fleise4saewti 

1 2 ft mi-fe when suabstaaisly al of the produe 4f suel 

1 3 sefvieesis eui-dto be soWdof tufed eiter to the 

14 k-erffof lietf;o 

15 as%"a hease-teo-heise Woesfi~a- if iifder 

16 t4 eif fsrieo ift e sae inj4vid- -() 

17 is fequired to mieet a ffminiffm sses queta, elf -(i) 

18 is expi'essly of implied!y r-eqired to ffflsh the 

19 seiwviees with respeet to desig-iafted orfetia eti~s 

20 teinefs of etttofner ftkoftg a preseribed rfiue-, of 

21 -(iii is prohibit kedrm fuanishift the saffe or 

22 siiia senwiees for a-By ethe persoia 

23 ifthe eentmet of sef~vie eoftefplates that s4bstaintially 

24 al of siieh serfrjees -(ethe thain the serviees deseriied 

25 ilsia r-t F4+) af to he pe4oried persoindly 
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1by sush iftdividuad e-xeept that aft iiadividu shall ne4at 

2 he inieltded ifi the ter* '~employee' lffR&f the e4 

3 sieno of this pa-fag~faph if stteh iedivdual has a stn 

4 tial investffieat -(4eha theaf the ifivestmcef4 by it sales,;

5 ma-f ift fateilities for tr-a-speitatief+) in the ffaeilities of 

6 the tirade, eeettetieat, busittess, or pfefessiefi with 

7 irespeet. to whieh the sefviees ffe per-formed, of if the 

8 sewesafe if the natufme of at siftgle tr-aasaettioff ft( 

9 pait 4 f a eentiuiitig relatieftship with the pensea fef 

10 whefm the sen~'ees af-e pef-fefmfed; of~ 

it £E14) any iftdividiaffl w-ho is net fff emfpleyee 

12 t4d amfp -4g} ()- of-(*e hs usee 

113 4fft who-, iff the perfefmfaiee of ser-vee fff anfy per-son 

14 feif r-emunctratien-, has-, with F~espeet to s*+h et"ee 

:15 the states of eai effployee, as determiaed by the 

16 eefabe4 efee of -(A) eefiteel oeei the i~iul 

17 -(B)- pefffa-etesy of the eatioashijp- -(% -C-iegulafity 

18 aftd f4equ-ea of per-feffmateee o the serviee, -(-B) ifte-

19 gr-tioft of the ktdi-4ap' we4iftjljj the biasiniess to whieh 

20 he feftders seiwiee, -(-)- ee of skill iequiried of the 

21 .-Efi44+al -(-IF) laeek of iwstnieii by the 4idi-vidua if 

22 faeilies feif week- a-Rd -(-G+) le of oppor-ttfiites of the 

23 iftdiviued fof pefi&ef less" 

24 414 Th~e amfeindmeiA m~ade by this seetieat shal he ap-1 

25 pliea-ble o*l with i-espeet to ser-wiees pefofeented atftef 1-949. 
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1 BEEF eOMB
ENIMLY 

2 Se 7--(a+)Che1 .9 of the lntemfa1 Rei-efite COde 

3 is mniended by adding at the efA the-ee 'the feIewiing niew 

4 sabehapter-e 

5 "SUBCHAPTER F--TAX ON SELFEMPLOYMENT 

6 INCOM~E 

7 #8EG. V640. RATE 4)FTA 

8 LT* e ese there sbftl be le~red eeladditien to oe f tbei~ 

9 leeted, ftA paid fff efteh t~xbje y-eff beginni aftei 1)e

10 eembe*- 94- 1-49, upeff the sefepofien eeffle of ever-w 

11 in4jyjdja4.. a te- fts follows:~ 

12 '~-(-1-) ta e ease of ftfy taxable yeaif begikmiA~ 

14 th e amu 4f the self employmfeaiteemae fef sueh


15 ta~ible yefff.


16 "i2} -ta the eatse 4f aafy tazx-ble y-effbgi~


17 aftef Peeefibe~ 84-, 4#695~ a*d befeire Jafaaa 4-y 4P6O


18 th ht eeu o- efeftno h ntt


19 of th efefpe-flftiem for sieh ta~etble yea*-.


20 Ta the ease of ai~y tea~able yeff beg~nifng


21 af-rPefie-4,469&An bef aaeaAn" 4-P 19~6


23 of the seffipefietieeme fo sueh ta*atbe yea-r


24 I(4)tahe ease ofaay~,ta~xbl-e y-effbeiff


25 aftff Peeeambei 84-, 1964- 'aid befere Ja-naafy 4- 4%70Y
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I the t&K-shft e eq4to4 ef ee o te meti~n 

2 of the slemlyen temeee fef suieh taxable yeai~ 

S "4(5) Ift the ease of ftf* taxa~ble Oeff hegi~nfign 

4 atfff &1-1969 e be ef1eeefnbe h ta--sha41 14 to 

5 pef eentuff of the afflotnlit of th+e self emcploymfen+ ~ef~ 

6 fef stteh taxable yeah 

7 #SECG 1644. DEFINITIONS. 

8 4fthe pi*fpoiaes of this siehtapter

9 Nlr(ta)1E R~~ - s R MSELP EMrrEOY.;NT. The 

10 term 4i4et eam~ings ffeom selfeffilpoyfflent' Ffleaas th~e gross 

11 ifteome, as eemfpated undef ebaptei 4-, de4eed b~k a-H ifA 

12 -,;dfa4 ffom aiiy hrade of business eeft-ied off by stieh mi-f 
13 -vdu4 kess the dedu*etions aliloweA midef stteh cAfpter wh~ich 

14 are attributtable to stteh trade of buisiness, plus his distrib- 4-:-e 

15 sharfe -(whiether of not distribute4)-of the uJet ineomle or less-, 

16 ffq eonmptted under suc-h ehapter-, from* 1T trade or htsi-

17 iiess eanied off by ab pfft-nership of whichi he is atnebi
18 emeept thAt in eoffqputhpg such trs ino-e 4 e Reiu 

19 an schdit tiz sAre, of *urtifeiship iil*4 ifleoffie or 

20 es 

21 TL4)here sAAl be enehded r-entals ftromf real estatte 

22 -(ineluding personal'propert, leased with the retd estate+ 

23 anfd dedtuctions atttr-ibwtatble th-ereto uftless 4saeh rents-Is 

24 a-er-eeeized in the eeoufse fa ,tfpdeofbfsine-ssa 

25 mga estae dealer-j, 
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1 i~{2} Thef e shall be e~e4ided ifteoffle 4e~e frem 

2 Pytm& of biasiiess aif wheh, if the tfade of~basiness 

Ol wefe eaf-i~e4 on eyielusisely by empleyeet, tlhe mje 

4 po1~ftiR 4f the seffiees weuld eeutitate flusaxtiu"aL Labe 

5 deie f etei4-- tt hr h ee

6 eluded all defitie tu4ibutabe to saehieme 

7 L'+-) Th4er~e shal be eyiekided divideuds oft any 

8 shifte 4f stoeek, ai+d ifiterest oft atiy beai4-j dehefituf e, faete

9 or eef4ifteate-j of etheir evidefiee 4 iiudebtediiess-, issued 

10 w4th in+erest eoupefts of mi fegistered feri by any eer

11 peration -(ifteludiig ense issued b-y a geveminneiit of~ pe

12 litieal sub~division theref)- unless sae-h &lvidleiids a-Rd 

13 ilntefest ffe feeeived ini the seouse oa.a tffe eof biasiness 

14 adaee~i steekof seeiirties; 

15 ~ '(-) Thefe shal he e&inde amy gatin or less 

16 +-(-+)whieh is eefisider-ed aftdef ehaptef I as gatin of lofss 

17 frem the sale of~eAehange 4f -a eapita asset- (4B*)Yoem 

18 the entingofeispesalof tfibeif seetieft 447--(j)is 

19 applieabl to sueh gatin of less-, of -EG front the We-, 

20 exehang-e 4iwelamtafy eoftiersion, eof otheir dispesitien 

21 f4 pfeper4y if sueh prepeity is 3&eit-he * () steek in 

22 ti~ade of other-pireper4y ofa liid whis woald proeper4y 

23 he ifeladed iniente~yif on hftfd mthe elase ofthe 

24 tatyable yeaftf. Hof -(i) pileperty he pfimfarily Ofosale 
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1 to eastofmers int the ordinary eourse 4f the trad or 

2 basinieSS4 

3 -45) The deduetiona for net4 oper-atinig losses pro-a 

4 -,4edinseetiona2-3.(*sAllnot be llowed; 

5 ~ -(-6)A--(4)fany of the ineemfe derived froema 

6 trade or businiess -(other thanf at trad~e of business ear

ried ont by a parftnership)- is eomffunktiy inieofne tiider 

9 all of the gross ineeme antd ded~uetiens attributabile to 

10 sueh trade or business shall be treated as the gross ini

11 eeffe anfd deduetions 4f the h-usbanid unle-ss the wife 

12 is sabstanitially all of the aifagfindfi eon

13 tr-olof uh tmadeorbusiness- intwhieheaseall of sueh 

JA gross infeomfe anid deditetionis shal be treated as the 

15 gross inieomfe atnd deduetients 4f the wifej; 

16 "B+) 14 any portion 4o a partniers distfihu-tive share 

17 of the net inteome or loss -from a trade or busintess earned 

18 oftby-a paftner-ship-is efita ityineeffeorlo fssunder 

19 the eon~inunaity prpet las plieabl-e to suieh shff e, all 

20 of stieh distr-ibutiveshae s~hallt be intehude in emu 

21 the net earninigs -from sefe4tlyfeto sueh partnery, 

22 eartd osueo -hsh &-e &hAb e tftkentinto aeeesftin 

23 eoinputing the niet earnlings &from sef4fpo-feto the 

24 spous-e of stiel partfier



1 Ta) the eaetof any a~ableyea&'egf~ii 

2 off o afte* the effeetiie d4ffe speeified ift seetie~ 4-683. 

3 -(4- the te~m 'pessessie~of "h U~ftied States' as useed 

4 fia seetieft 2-rA shal Rot inkel Vderrt~~ Rie&o a-Rd {B)

5 a eitizea Of residefi of ~Puerto Riee sheAl eempiate his 

6 fie eaimRin~gs ferom el eftlyei ia "h some mariei 

7as ab eitizea of "h :Ufi4te States aftd witliei* i-egafd 

8 to the preo4sieft of seetiof BiP52j 

9 iLE* Thef e shall be e~ekaded kieomfe deri*ed from 

10 a trad or' busiftes of puiblishifig a ie~wsipape~ of othef 

11 p"Rebtie&if haoeg a paid eir-etlation, tegethef with &he 

12 iao e eiv~ed froM othef aeti4Fiies eoadi~eted ift eeo

13 neetioe vith sueh tmad of bwinsess; affd thef e shal be 

14 exeladed PAl dedtiteofis ft~i~butable t suneh ii~ee 

15 14 the ta~Eble Oeff o4 a par4ne~i~s difTfer-ft froem tha4 

16 of the pffftaer-ship~ 4he distrib*tivte share whieh he is 

17 f-eqiked to ineltide in eempating his "e eafgiigs 4from self

18 epo eftshA he6se upft tedi* ethineeeofless of 

19 the pftfnef-ship LfeT any teanable yeff of the par-tfer-shif 

21 iiag withit of with his ta*able yeaT-. 

22 SELF(!r EMEOMNTlN0E.T~ efm iseff

23 bfl the Ret eam~nifgs selfieeme~means from 

42~4 e4poyetde~by cffkiRk (Othe thema-non

25 fresidekt a~f ijdi4dttaJ) 4d - a-By taK-able y-efwbgknn 



1 4te* Deeembei2 ~41 4-949j ex+ee~tha stte1h tem* A101 ROt 

2 iftelide

3 Tif)fA2Japfft of the Re 'eafflings ffo~ self

4 emlyaftwhie4h is ift eyceess 4*--(4)-y $36OOi0iu 

5 4(s) the amotift of the wages Paid to stch iiidi4Wd+W~ 

6 darnti~iihe taa~ble yeafi,oF 

±Lf2-* The Reteamifigs ffa efpeyffe if 

8 sech net~ eamiangs feif the tax~able year aire Less dwa 

9 

10 Feif the papposes of ela-use -(1+ the teiaf 'wages' iBekdes 

11 .-enitiftr-etief paid to an effpleyee if sueh emferta 

13 ptupsuaff te the pevsosof seetieii 24- of the Soeea 

14 Seetait~ Aet -(*eloisg toa eoive~age of Stftte epleyees). 

15 In~ the ease of auny tw~able yeaf eri rift h 

16 e~eetiie dste speeiied ift seetioa 4633, &*~nifi~dui wile is 

17 fb eidioef of Paer-t Riee -(but ne etIheizwise ab ekitiei of the 

18 Unit~ed Staes)- aind who isa ft a iresideni of the Wsiaied 

19 Staes of of the Vir-&giesleffds dwins sueh ta*"be year-sheAl 

20 :30 eo~asider-e4 ffw the purposes of this sub3seetie-H as a -if 

21 resideni alien indivii4ual -AfindividkWa wvho is tkot a eitizen 

22 of the UfiieStates bft w~ isaresideia of the Vir4gin 

23 Islaeds of~ (ftef the effeetie date spec4ifie j seetieet 1688) 

24 a *esidenit of Ater-to P." sha4g feat foF the pu-peses of 
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1 4ihis si~seetieft be eeftside-ed te be ft ftenr-esidefitt -alef 

2 ~ifidivdti-a 

3 ±L(e) TR~i eR B Ns~se.The tei ' rade of bti4e

4 Reeg-, wheft ased wiM ureferiene to el efllyfi nt]eeiffe 

5 e# net ea*uings fi~melfepeiint hi av h 0 

6 meeaftif us wheft used ift seetie~23. eyzeept tha sueb tei~ff 

7 skae net iffekide

8 "(4~The pe~mfeeuo te Piitefis of apublie 

9 eflee; 

10 L (ei-emimee fservee by af idi4idi~dff 

11 aft employee (ethe* thftu senxiee desri~bed ift see

12 tieft 4426 -(J# -(46*4){B*) of seetieti 4426~-(-b4 -(48*) 

13 peff-efmed by aft kidi-iduad who haeg 9ait&ied the age of 

14 eigkteen.)

15 T~&-1he eiila eefset-,4ee by ofi fdivi~da 

16 usaf effployee of empfeyee iepresefitative se defited 

17 iii seetie~I68 2 ; 

18 The4)e.enmmee Of seftvie by a d*&1 e*-

20 iff the emer-eise ofis*yea ffeembe of 'aof bis by 

21 *-eligie**s offdef ini the e~efeise of duties feequir-ed b 

22 sueh order-; o 

23 4 stiebyeie~efeeoyatidividti 

24 in the e~er-eise of his pr-efssoief asftphysieia-H, lawyer

25 septetiaifieie er-ofetfe 



1 trist, of as a Uhiistietn Seienee pr-aetiieiier- of as an aere

3 hiFgiea4,ofmn~iing engieer-; of he efiga-ele fse 

4 seniee by apaitaer-sbip

5 !i(4) EmHpeEo* AND WAGEs. T-4e tefmn tenmpleyee' 

6 and the term .'wages' shal -ha-'e flhe saffie iffeafdfg as when 

7 ase4 ift uehpe A of "ea-pter

8 T~AE ~i-Y n.The temin 'tarxable yearl' shAl 

9 hwe~ flue sam~e nleafng *s whent used iin eha-pte 4-j antd 

10 the tanable year of any iffdiv4dna shAl be a etd~endaf y-eai 

11 uuikss he hats a diffefen t axable yeaif fef flue pufpeses of 

12 ehaptef 4-, in whieh ease hi tax-able y~eff fef thue ptwpeses 

13 of this subehapef sAll b-e gie saffe as his taaable y-ea* uudeff 

14 e-ha-tei 4-. 

.15 #SC 1642, NONDEDUCTIBILITY "! TjA4 

416 Lf~ thue ptepeses 4f the ineonue tfax imposed by ehaptef 

17 I of by anfy A~et 4 Ueuugr-ess int siabstitutfle they-efof- the 

18 tftx inupose 4by seetien 41640 shall niet be allowed as a. dedue

19 tion to flhe taxpftyef- in eoflpuAiing his net4 ifeene iff anfy 

20 taaable yetw, 

21 #sc.gc wom- coLbEc~ioN AND4 PA~ENT! oF!T-AxI 

22 iL-} ~ o - 2 eta*: ifqesed by this suib

23 ehftptf- sAll beel y fle Thffeaa of iitena4 Reveniue4oe 

24 ode* flue difeetien 4 the Seeretafy and shal be paid intoe 

III. R. 6000-11 
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1 the T~easuf-y ef the :Uaiiied States as iiftefflf r-eseftue eellee

2 4ieiis

3 I.(J) ADII~EO TO TX IN CASE OFDLIQENY 

414the txdi to aid we~i4i--esha41b~e added, pfts 

5 of4, fx, neeta h at f6pfen-fipfaffu 

6 k-off the dte te taii beea~ae die,ufftt4 pae4d. 

7 £~).~i~~ PAYmENT. Sueh

8 tf~x shal be eelleeted aftd paid ifi suek minannei2, at-saeh tiffies, 

9 aiA taides sash eoffditio# netootieonasisteit with this 5143,

10 eAfp~ter, as maify be piresri~bed by the Gofiiamisiefefoe wvith 

11 the appr-eYAi of the Seer-etafy. 

12 !L(* FR eTIO*A RARTS OF -A CE-NT the ffty

13 menit of anly tatx alldei this subehapter- a ffaetiella! pfft of 

14 a eefft shall be disfegftr- ed uiiless fit oafites to one-halfen 

15 of nmere- inH whieh ease it shftll be inefeased to one eef-.~ 

16 "SEC. 16144 OVERP-AYMENTS AND UNDERPAYMENTS. 

17 LUiftere of~less thanf the eo~eet amfoufttof taxe iniposed 

18by section I4O"is paid with respee tta&y taxatble yeear, the 

19 efiuiit of the oeverpayfineftt shall he irefunded, ad th~e 

20 anioutit of the undefpaynaeit shAl b-e eelleeted, in suash man

21 ftff and at saeht~imes -fsubjeet to the applieable statate of 

22 lifi tations prei4ded ini seeteon 33 of =3-3}3 a-s may be 

23 pfesei~he by regg lations made tinde~ths suehapte*-, 

24 1-6J44& RUL~ES AND REGULATIONS. 

25 !L41*+e Cmissioner, wvith the atppr-ov 4ofthe Seeretafy, 
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shall make ae*d pulish sueh ifue sa-d r-egua~etieis as mfa-y be 

neeessa y f the eefere-e~ 4f this sbh~e 

ESEC. 1646 OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE. 

iM~l pr-evsiefis 4f law- (feltiding penalties andt statates 

of 1inmitatiens)- pplieabk- with r-espeet te the taa iffpesed 

by seetien 2.7.0 shfa4-, ifisefa fs fqpplieftble antd not ien 

sistefit with the pfev4siefis of this subehapte&- be a~iaA 

with *esjpeet te the tazR imposed by this saehapter

"SEC. 1M47 TITLE OF SUBCHAPTER. 

"T~his sabehapter- maffy b-e eited asthe 'SlEmeyfeit 

celitributiefif Aet'. 

-(h)- Subeha-ptef E 4f ekaptef -94o the Thfiteina4 Revenue~ 

Gode is a-menided by adding ft the end thefee the followin 

niew seetieiis: 

'~SEC. 46a. EFFCTIVE DATE! IN CASE OIP PUERTO RIC(. 

44 the Goeflei 4f Paefto 1Riee eer-"fes to the ~Pfesi

dent 4 the Un~ited States that the legislatufe of 12iefte Niee 

heas- by eeftei*fent reeiinies4lved that it desifes the 

ex-tefsin 4f Paerte Riee of the pree~Asieis of title 114ofthe 

Seeia Seemtyr- A-e-t- the effeetie dat ieferred to int see

tienfs 442t -(-e) 4-44 -(-a.- -(7-)-, and4 4-"44 .- b)- shal be 

Jainuaff -14o the first eakiid" yeaf whieh begints Diem~thant 

n4iney days aftef the dote ofn whish the Pr-esidefiteei'e 

stash e-f4ieati4
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I "SEC. 463 COLLECTION OF TAXE~ IN V4W-GN ISLAN-DS 

2 AND~PUERTO~RCO. 

3 " whsftfA~iiw, a-Hy etheir pirovisii hw Fespeeting 

4 t~xftiefi~ ift the Vifgift slsha~e ei~1aei-to R4ee, all taxes 

6 eelleeted by the -Buea of inteffta Rei~efte ttftdeI the 

7 d-iieetiei of the Seef-etaf2y &.ftd shall be paid intoa the TreaswIy 

8 4 the UThite4 States as kA-ei~al r-evefae eekletiefis" 

9 (-)-Seetiefi 80 of4 the lfitei~faa1 1Revenie Gede is 

10 a-me-fded by add~in at the efi4 ther-ee the foliewifig new 

11 siubseetiefti 

13 o4 this seetion shal Hiat be eenstfhtied to apply ta any t&R 

14 imposed by ehaptef 9-.

15 r iOfeLAN BOUSwn~ AM1Ea ,W lrr C 

16 SEe- 208- -(a) -(4) Seetie:H 4-W -(444f the iiiteffta 

17 R~eiefitte Gode is &ueen&ed ta feed as £ellows-* 

18 -1) Wages. The ter 'wages ffeans all ene

19 tieit for empleymeiA-, iffehtdiig the ea-Rh -vale 4f Al i-enmi

20 ner-atieo pa-id if a"y mfedi ether thea eaehj ex-eept that 

21 sueh teffm shall aet iftekid~e 

22 ±(1- ThAt part 4 the Y-effpiner-atieat whieh, dter 

23 f-emuera~ea -(ether thea rmcfe 44': iir r-efredf te jat 

24 the s'aeeeedifffag 4i7o sthiseetiefi). equal ta 

25 $O,00 with r-es-peet te empley-ifen4 has beefi paid to 
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1 aa individu~al by affi empleye* duiilig any Waende year

2 is paid to suteh indii4dea4 by stteh enmployer- dffi~n saeh 

3 ealendM year- If aft efnipleye* dwi~n anqy ealefida 

4 yftR aetenes sabsta*ntial44yftz -]thepfopefty nsed int a 

5 tfade Of business of fffithe* person -(her-eifakeF r-eferred 

6 to "asapr-edeeesso+,of wsedii a sejpaizate ui+4of a 

7 trade or biisifiess of a predeeesser, atnd immediattely 

8 Aefe the aequisitieti effploys in his trade of business 

9 an iftdlwidIffl who itafieditttelyf1ft the ftequnsitieon 

10 wats employed iin the trade or busiftess of suiek prede

12 stwh einployef has paid remtmer-etiof -(other thffn 

13 remfer-an ia r-efeffe to if the sieseeedingprgah 

14 of this subseetion). with r-espeet to emlyeteqtal 

15 to $8,00O to saseh iftii-~duaa diuing steic ealenda year-, 

16 anty r-fimrke w"t f-espeet to enm1ploymFA1i paid -for 

17 eosdee nder this jpar-agr-aph as havzifg been paid4 

18 to satth ifdt~dadal by sasht predeeessor daiing saseh sal

19 eftda year and prior to saseh ae~sq~iiion shall be eon

20 sidered as haring been paid by saeh sempleyer-; 

21 . i TLheameanit ofanty payfientmale to,-or on 

22 behal of-, an employee tinder- a plan or system estab

23 lished by. an enmployer whih makes previsiefi for his 

24 employees getierally or for a elass or elasses of his em

25 ployees -(inehiding aniy amoutm patid by an employer
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1 f iosnamne e areffiiiies, of iifo a fmi4nd to -prei~de fe* 

2 any steh p~yent)- enof aeeothat of -()-+ mtkeowi~ ,mef~0 

3 -(B* sjiekneless0 aeeideit~ disability, o* f 0-(Cme&ia of 

4 kespita~a eeeenses int eenneetion with siekness or 

5 aeeident disabi~ity-, of +)- death; 

6 Aypntiy ayentean m4eyt nepoee (inelad

7 ing any- amounmt paid by aft emfoloye* fe* insffanee of 

8 aimaties, of iftoe a fun&, to pfevide fe* any ffiue pay~

9 mnat)- on aeeeutm of mtiement; 

10 !i4-* Ay,p ea~ot oft aeentm ef sieknes e m*aei

11 4ntds"~, ofmedeed f hepitdizaionenpenses inl 

12 eoeeinwt ekeso eiea saitfl& 

13 by aftemploye t.&-of off beh of-,a*empleyee aftff 

14 the enpir-atien of sEi elenedar-menthe follewing the lest 

15 ealena* month in whiek the employee weiked ife swne 

16 employer-; 

17 £ b)Aaypayment tmae to,-ef f eh of-,a*~a 

18 emfployee (4) from of to a tn~et exempt k-om ta* unade* 

19 seetien 146 -(-a) at the timne ef stieh payment unless etiie 

20 pwyent ismade toanefie loyee of he t~u t~affe-

21. ietetfpspie -~dre thepoe F 

22 fiates a benefiiay. ofthe tst.o-(,-e4*imde of.to a 

23 annnity plan whiehi, at the time of otteh payment, meets 

24 the t fsei~ 15-a 

25 an 
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1 qq(6 The pay~ment by an empleyef -(withent de

2 duetien k-om the r-emunef-atien of the emlployee) (4-) 

3 4f the taR imfpesed upfpen af effplayee ttndef seetien 44(-04

4 of -() of any payment feqmfred fr-omf an emfployee andef 

5 a St-ate ueily efiemfpefisatiea lawv-; 

6 I1-('7 Remniner-atienf paid in any meditm othef than 

'7 eashto anemplyee fefseiwiee ot in the eifse ofthe 

8 empleyei!s tfAde of busiiness; of 

9 g~AnBy payment -(other- than- ~Vfeation Of sie 

10 pay)- made to anf effployee aftef the month int whieh he 

11 atttins the ageof si*tyie fhe did net wofkfefthe 

12 emfiloyef int the pef-iod fof whieh su,-h payment is made. 

13 T2ips aftd ethef eash f-ehintiefatien eustemeAiy r-eeeitzed b 

14 an employee in the eeourse 4f his employmient 4from per~sons 

15 ethef than the persen emiployini-g himf shft4, fef the pur-poses 

16 of this subehatpter- be eeonsidefed as r-fftfintietpaid to 

17 hiinby his effpleyer-;exep t-hinthe efse oftips-,-6, 

18 so muieh of the amBettmt therfeo r-eeeived dtifing any efflendaf 

19 qufftef as the employee, befer-e the enpiatie 4f ten days 

20 aft-ff the elos~e of sueh quaaier- reper-ts inf wr4ting to his 

21 employef as ha-ving beent feseived by himf in sueh qaa*etrt 

22 shagl be senisidef-ed as -feinunerfationt patid by his employe~ 

23 an-d the amountl so r-eper-ed sheal he eensidef-ed as having 

24 beenf paid to him by his empleyef On the date ofn whisk 

25 saeh fepeft is made to the emplyey&s 
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-(2-)- Whe amieandeeat mftde by- pefagwfaph -(4) sheAl be 

appliefabie ealy with fespeet to f-m iterationi paid afteir 4949. 

1-ft the ease of r effic-atioft padi pri~e to 4-95O, the deter'

minatien ttmdef seetieft 44G %() -(4-) of the lntema4 

ReiFente Gede f-(Tif to its afmeafhrient by thsAet of 

whether of! nit siiel+ 1001 efatilou.- eefistitaed wages shae1 be 

nmade as if pa*-aggftph -(4-) of this sthbseefion had Piet beefl 

enaeted fnd wiflhott iafereaees di-awn firoi the fa-et that 

the aififd-nieftt ffide by pfffg~tph -4)- is fnet wfde appli

eable to peieods peio1! to 41-9%0

-(-H -(4 -)- tieft 4-6OW -(-e) -(a) of the lntema4 R~ei-eflue 

G~oe is amended to rea0d as fe~llws

!{.-~ Seiwiie ntot i* the eoth-se of the efnplayer-' 

trade of basintess pereffo1!ed int any eftlendaif quai-ter by 

aneffipeyee, tnless the eas~h l-effiane1!atief paid fe* sueh 

sw40is $"- or mefe antd etteh senviee i-s peffefmed 

by ant kidiv dnal who is mgegutAy effployed by sueh 

empleye* to pei461! 01 stnel sefiiee,- F-o the puiposes of 

thsparagfaph, han iftdi*4dut shal be deemed to be 

r-egulafly employed by anr employe1! dtfng at eedenda 

qua*4te1 onlAy if4-(A)- stth iftdividna PeIroemis feF ORA01 

empleyff ser-,iee not int the eoa*-se of the eflpleyer-s 

t1!ade of btusiness dtffng some pefftion of at least twenty

sim- da-ys dusing 5*1011 q~laftel! of! -(B) if siieh itdivi~dnaa 

wa~s r-egfAla#[y effployed -(as detefmiined audeit elause 
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I 44)-) by sueli eipapoyer- in the peffemiauee of siteh 

2 siiedtfing the py-eeediw~g ealedade qiiatIefj".. 

2+4Seetion 40~O7 4IO)--(AY )-4(iof the itefna 

4 Rezeiu~e Go&e is ane-fided by st*4kin~g eta 14loes foet &eoee4 

5 $4,64 safd kiseititg iii liea thefeof 4's less thftf $OO0" 

6 ~ -4 Seetion 4-607 -fe)- {IO- -E) of the intemfa 

7 Revenue Cede is emeeuded by st4kihig e,&t 4n anpy d 

8 quaftef" afitd by stfiking otit £) an~d the r-emunei-atieft fef 

9 stteh sef-i-ee does no-t e~eeed $4- -(exelusive of Feem, bear-d, 

11 -44- ~The amnefdments made by paragfaphs 44),-(g) , 

12 eftA 4O- shall be applieable oinly with fespeet to siie 

13 per-femed oftft I49. 

14 -(.e)- -(1-) Seetioni 16-943 -(-a)- -4)- of the inteirial Re'e

15 pite Code is tamended to read ats follows:i 

16 iL(4) feif ser-viee net int the eoaffse of the employef's 

17 timad of business peoffefmed ifi anfy ealnda* quaftef by 

18 fan employee, "nless the eash . fune-ti~ L paid feis suel 

19 I is $a-& of~more anid sash se*iwiee is jp*m4e~med 

20 by an indi-vidual who is f-eog~ly employed by sash 

21 em~ployef to pe-ffeif sash seiw-Aee. F-of the pmapeses of 

22 this peftrtagmph, aft ifdiidua shal be dleemed to he 

23 mgtegarily emfployed by afn emfployef- dtifing ftealenEd 

24 qtaartef ontly if -(4) saseh iua performs for ss ----

25 employef serfviee not int the eetffse of the emjptoyer-'s 
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1 trde o bwifles dui",soft' petoi~io of at leas twefity
2 3i~days 4ufifg siieh quefter f~ 7oi if sue-h indiizifka1 

3 wif reguafay empleyed -(-as deterfmined iuadef elatise 

4 -(A)-) by stieh employe~ ift the perffor-maaee of sueh 

5 sf4edff4flg the pf-eeed~iig ealeiada quaarter-;2? 

6 -2)-Seetien 4424 -(a) of the inteifla Reienae nd 

7 is aenefded by striking oat payaggra~ph -(9.ther-ee ftdd 

8 inse-i~ing int liena thereof the fellwyi'4ng

9 ff evie eofffidbyd by aof rdainie4 

10 e sioed, of ijeeised Hiniiisteilof aehiieh int the 

11 ei eofhsnf~tity ofy a efofieb f aigieas 

12 eFdeF in the eyzefeise of daties r-equif-ed by saseh or-der-; or 

13 " (-10+ -()-A fof seev4ees per-fefmed by ant mi
14 i4datil tifder the age of eiggh~eeii if the dehiz fyO iff 

15 tiibition of iiewspetper-s of shopping news, net inteluding 

16 d~eli-,efy Of distr4butieft to anf-, point feffsbean 

17 delivefy of dist-r-butio+1eo-~ F 

18 " (~B) fff sefiwiees peoffa~ed by an, iftdi~4du4 aal 

19 aA at the 4ite of-,the sale of iewspape-s of 

20 to ultmniate eoR-smcr, u-ndef- an afaienfttdef

21 whieb. the Rewspapersf5 f fagfnsaeto he sold by 

22 hiff at a, fi*e4 priee-, his eppfste eigbsdo 

23 the r-teintioi of the exeess of sash p~iee ofe~the 

24 amouftt at wlieh the newspape-s, of mginsftf 0 

25 ehaifge4 to him-, whethef of not he is guarafi~teed a 
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1 mnim aenat of eofiensatioft fer su-eh ser-v-iee of 

2 is entited to b6e ered-ited wih 4the neiseld newspapees 

3 of ffiaftzki tamed batek

4 Tips a-ad ethef eash r-emuineratiffn enistofflafly f-eeeived by 

5 an employee inH the eenr-se of his employinent fi~off per-seis 

6 ethef thanf the per-se emfiploying him, shftl+fff the ptifpeses 

7 of this saheha-pter- be eo4ensief eds r-emfuner-ationt paid to 

8 him by his employer*; e-,eept thftt- in the ease of tips-, onl 

9 so mneh of the amen-at theseof f-eeeived duofig anay el a 

10 qaarftefas the employee, b~efofe the efa-pirtton of tewn days 

11 aftef the elemse of sneb ftfaif-e-r- iepefts in w-i~ting to his 

12 enmpl~ye fas having beent feeeived by him~ in snob qalffef 

13 shal be, eonsidefed as remunerfatioe patid by his employerF; 

14 a-nd the atmoumt so i-e-pered shal be eonisidef-ed as ha-vin 

15 been paid to him by his employef en the dat ont whieb 

16 seb-e fepof-t is mad-s to the emloyer, 

17 +(-3) Tfhe a-mendffeiats maifde by paerfagfaphs -(.) a-nd 

18 -(2-)- shal be ftpplieafbe onl~y with Fespeet to ..ecne-aioR~ 

19 jpai atftef 4-949. 

20 -4)- E~ffeetive Jannfafy 4-, 19.50, seetion 4-4O3 -(-H of 

21 the intema Revenue Clode is amenided by striking ont !ef 

22 nort more thanf $&.- an~d kisefting in lien thefeo the follow

23 ing-* ~W $&. Snbh -penalty shal be assessed andi eolleeted 

24 in -the satme matnner as the, tan imposed by seetion 441072 
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1L 4TITE NI MPA WI4 - WO PUBLIC ASSIST

2 AN A-ND c4i1p WEL A4R PI(ViSl4NS 

3 O~F T4I9E SOCIAL1 SECUITYJ A4CT 

4 IPAfq 4 OED Ae&4s*s 

5REUIEMNT OF STrg mED-Ae ASf3ISTA~eD EANTS 

6 ee-. 904-. -(-e+ ~ises J44)lau &R4 -(54 of siibseetien -(&)

7 of seetion -2of the Seeia Seetfity A-et are a-men4d eto mad

8 44Peoieffegrahtfg a-ft epe-tffttyff aie ftfg 

9 befef~e the State Pgeniey to ftfiy ind~ii-dne whose elain fef 

10 old-age atssistaniee is denied oif is ntet noted utief within at 

11 Ireasonftble tkhnej -(-* p-ovi~de stteh maetheds of admninistr-a

12 4on -as afe founad by the Adfi4nistenatef to be neeessaify feif 

13 the pfopeje an~d effeient eperention of the plai# ineluding 

14 -(-A) fnethods f-elft4ag- to the t-tebs4Fpliehint iand Hiintenanfee, 

15 of pei-softnel4af~tadi--ds ofn a ffer~ba~sis exeept that th-e 

16 Adiiinistr-ato* shall exe*feise noe authefity with fespeet to 

17 the seleetion, tena-e 64ofefftee7, and eoffiensetion of aniw in

18 dividnaf employed in aeeordatnee with suek mfetheds, anRd 

19 +(B- ty-aining pi-egf-ai fef the personnel Reeessat~y to&the 

20 fis- i-.tieftio of the planj; 

21 -(14 Sffeh subseetien is far-hei amende by sty-Piing oet 

22 "mand" hekfeie elaufse -(8) ther±eof, anRd by stifking ot the 

23 pei4ed att the entd of sueh subseetie and inse~g in, lie 

24 ther-ee ft semieolen an~d the followin new elaiises-: 

25 !L-9} pr~ovide that all idii~dal wishing to make a-ppliea
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tieft for old-age assistattee slha4 hawve eppomafit4y to do so, 

atd th+at old-age assista-tee shall he fitr-ished pr-offptly to eal 

eligible inidividiilst~ta+ -(40)- effeetiie Jul 4-, 41983 pro

if4j the plaft iteflud~es peayieiits to ifidivid~aal ift pri4ate 

of pitblie institutiofis fe* th~e establislHfei f4ed esigpatieii of 

-a State wathofity of aiathe-ities whiel shall be f-espefisiblAe 

fe* establishiing eftd iffaialtamflkg stftldaftds fe* -subeli 

istiatiots. 

44 Tle aeiidmneits Hi&e by subseetiefis 44 aft4 

-(h-saltaiee4eet X* ly,4 49M5 1 

eOMPTAqTIeN OF fPRTOFEER OFi OEf-AGE 

-ASISTANCe 

&-- -30144 Seetioii Z'3-(-- of the Seeia Seeu~it-y 4Aet 

is amefided to Feftd as fellows-i 

'"SEe. -3- -()-e Foffem the stims *app~epfiated ther-efe* the 

Seer-etafy of the Tfeasur-y shal pafy to eaeh Stftte w-hieh has 

fff apprevte plaft fe*oid--i44ge, ftseie -jee qua~tevfof eaeh 

begipiaifig with the quaftet- em{eeg (eobew * 4-, 1949 

-(4)- in the ease of ftny Stafte othe* than Pthefte 1Rieo antd 

the Azir-gin esan which- shalftaamfeuiA b-e used exehi

si-tFel as old-agwe assistR-aee- eqttal to the sm of the feolowing 

proportions of th~e total4 amioffrts ejpenfded daiintg stich 

qu&Atef as ol4-age assisftance ufndef the State pla-R- net 

counting so mucih of such exp*Aten ". with respeet to any 

individua fef aniy ffoiith as eN~eeedo $50
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1 -(A) fa- fei*ths of sueh eiipefidi4tfes=-, aet eeatm~g 

2 so Bueh of the eipefi~itufes with fespe~e to any mefth 

3 as eyreeeds the o-duet of fftaltip ied by the os 

4 ftuinbe- e4 sueh individttads who r-eei4Ned old-age assist

5 anee fff stieit nmefth, phts 

6 " (')- one-haM1 of the &meantt by; whiek sach eK-

7 penditun-es emeeed the preduet ebtakied widner ela-use 

8 +A), Bnot eeiftfing so Hifteh e4 the e~tenditar-es with 

9 izespeet to anfiy menth as eyceeeds. the piroduet of $3

10 m~altiplid by the tote iattmbei- of saee indvi4dna- who 

11 ~ ee~dolda-ge ftssistanfee fe* sa-eh month~phis 

12 i-(-) efie thir~of the affoeuit by whieh sueh eK-

13 pendita-ies onee&ed the su of the pfedumets obtained uftdef 

14 elai ise -(-A) -andI -(B )-; 

15 antd -(2-) in the ease 4 Thmefto ]-ieo a-Rd the Vir-gift islaffid 

16 anl anmontfft whieh shnd be wsed exehmsitely a-s old-a-ge assist

17 a-Bee, equal to ene-hl of the tota of the samns expended 

l8 dumiftgsueh qua-fte as el4-ge assistanpee afid-e the State 

19 flan -esspeetnt eeuntiag so muh of sash eycpaditui~e with 

2C' to a-ny idi~4vdjiia fef a-ny m-ent as exesed 8-349O anfd -(-) in 

21 the ease ofanySta-te, an aiouftequ-4to om e 64f the tota 

22 of the suffs eNpeiided dar-ing stteh qa-amtemf as found4 neeessa~ 

23 b3y the Adininistr-a-tef fomr the pfopem- anRd effieient a-dmitis
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1tr-atien of the State plan- whieh affennft shal be wed fe* 

2 Payin th ot of aditstr~ th stt Pfftof fef old

3 atge assistance, of bo&h anRd fo-fno othef pffpase.

4 -(-h) The aei enmade by subseetin -(a) shaM takse 

5 effeet Oetebef 4-, 949. 

6 DEFINITION OFeOLDAG~E AS&{TA:Ne 

7 &,-O803 -(a) Seetion 6 of the Seeia Seeutyri A-et is 

8 aiffended to Fea-d as fel~ews-: 

9 ccDEFIENITION 

10 "SEe. 6, F-o puffeses of this tkythe teaft 'eld age 

11 assistanfee' meants moneyi paymentts to of medijeal ear-e ini 

12 behal of needy individuals who are si~ty fivze y-eftfs of atge or 

13 oldef- bnir does not ifteltie moneiey paymients to of mfedieai 

14 eafte intbehll of aiiny dwivdtialwho is etinmtte of a pablie 

15 inistittntion -(emeept ats ab patient in -aEaedieed institationi)- And 

16 effeetive J-uly 4-, 4-9M does ntot inelude monley patymments to 

17 of ndiealeare intbeha of aniy iwividna 4-(awho is-a 

18 patient in anH ifstitation fef tuber-etlosis or mental diseases, 

19 of -0b) who hats beeni diatgnosed as ha-v~ taberetdosis of 

20 phmyehosis and is a pfttienit int a mfediea institution as a Fesidt 

21 therefe4 2 

22 -(b) Th4e aedei.made by stuhseetion -(-) shall tatke 

23 effeet Oetebef 4- 1M949 
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1 ~~ ~ 2-Am~ TOIEP~fENDEN FHBiET 

2 Of~ h F STATE PEANS FO AED Toe DEED 

4 gSoe. 924 J4- Ckases -(4) efd 4 of5~e stbseete4a J-(a4 

5 of seeeion 402 of the Seei~ Seetuity Ae4 axe afemeided to 

6 -eajd as follows:* "-4 pfoevi4e feif gF~nfaig an eppoe-afly 

7 ifo a faiA* heaFia4g befoire the SeA~e age-fey to &By iad4i44~1 

9 fee ae"e itpeft wi"hi a~reatsonbeftime-A,ej -(-53- ie sue4h 

11 tof to be fieeessafy fff the pr-fepe* aR4 effeiefit epeiratie~ 

12 of th pkl- ineluifg +(4) methods r-elatin+ to the estab

13 lishkent oed miteafe of -persomiel steffdaifds oft a meift 

14 baesis- e~eept tha~t the Adniainistmakei- shall e:Rereise n~o uhr 

15 ity with respeet to the sekeetioii- teiiux-e of ofecee, and4 oem

16 pensation of anly indi'dia94 employed int aeeor-da-nee with 

17 stteh method~s, and +B+3 a tr-eiftifgt~ om fff the per-son

18 Rdefieeessafy tothe adfiisranof the plwa-.2 

19 -(43 Sneh su+bseetieft is fafthei emetided by- sfikiftg 

20 out cand" befere elanse -(-* thereof, and by st~~gout 

21 the pefied at the eind of snteh siabseetioni and ii er-ting in

22 leie ther-eo a semieolenR and the following -new elanises-: 

23 ±L(-* pr-evide that al ifti4dal wishiftg to make appli

24 eation fe* aid to depenfdent e i~iref shal havv-e opiit 

25 to do so- an-d that aid to&dependen ehildfef shall he 
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1 famnished prefmpy to all eligible ifidividualist -(1%) pfe

2 vide fff P'rewP t netee to uw-p-eptafe law eneirceement 

4 iFespeeo t eae4whohfs been desertedfe* ftofe by-a 

5 pafent; aftd -(44) i+~ 4 that Re aid wi4l be fuinished any 

6 in~dividno uffde the plan with r-espeet to aniy peried with 

7 r-espee tewehhe is reeeizing old-age assistainee tifde* 

8 the State plan appr-oe tieddei seetien hsA 

9 -(-e* The mfif~lftfade by 9n eetieiis -(a)- a 

10 -(b) shal take effeet J*l 4-, 49M

12 eRI]DE 

13 SEP- &2-(-a)-4 Seetien 404 -(a 4f the Soeea Seetnir-y 

14 AAesa-mefide tead fs ioleows: 

15 "'S~e. 443-w -(-a)F-ien the suffs apprepri~a" therefori, 

16 the Seer-etaiFy of the Treasunpy shel pay to eae State whie 

17 habs an appeeved plan fo aid to depeiident. ehildr-fen feif 

19 4-, I949), -(4-) int the ease 4 any State otheif thant 1uer-to 

20 Riee an~d the Vif-ginslands, ant aminut, whieflsall be 

21 used- e-elusively as aid ta depenident ehildren, eqttal te the 

22 su of the follewifg prepertiens 64 the tetal anmewuts eK-

23 pend~ed dur-iig 6tteh quar-te as aid te dependent ehildhien 

24 ttndef the State planp, net eeuinting so Hiueh of saseh expendi-

H.L R. 6000-12 
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1tuift with r-espeet to any dependent ehl4d ter- an~y monith 

2 as eyceeeds $2-7-j or if there is moere thanf one- depenidenit ei414 

3 ki the same hefae, as eeeeds $27- with respeet to onie sueh 

4 depenidentt ehild anfd $4-g with Fespeet to ea-eh of the other 

5 dependentt ehi~df-eii, anfd not eonntmng so fntek of sefk 

6 &Epentditure for any monith with r-esjpeet to a relatiive with 

7 whomE any denntehimd is livi~n as exeeeds $2-7

8 -(-A)- four-fifths of suteh expefiditnr-es-, not eetunting 

9 so Hme-h of the e~pefiditufes with respeet to aniy mointh 

10 as eyzeeeds the produet of $4- multiplied by the tota 

11 number of depenident ehildr-e anfd other kidividuals 

12 with r-espeet to whom aid to dependent ehildr-en is paid 

13 for s**eh ME~onthl Phis 

14 "B(~ one-ha of the affetun by whiek sneli e*

15 penditires eneeed th~e proediet obtained ttnde ela-use 

16 +(-+), not eounfting so ffieh of the enpendittfres with 

17 rrespeet to anyf month as eneeeds the proediet of $2-1 

18 ffultiplied by the total number of dependent. ehildren 

19 anid other iftii~dual with r-espeet to whom aid to 

20 dependent ehidi--en isi paid for siueh menth, phis 

21 IL(G one-third of the ametimt by whieh siueh 

22 enpenditures exeeed the stim of the pr-oduets obtained 

23 wader elanuses -4) anfd -(BB-j 

24 antd ~)- in the ease of 1Aner-to Rise and the VTrgin islafids, 

25 anR affmijt, whieh sheAl be fteed exelasiive yasaid to do
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1 pefident eh"df-en equiai ta one hal of the total of the stuioa 

2 ex-pended d-afing seeh quafte as aid te depefideen ehldi'en 

3 t~adei the State plea-, not eetffiing so mueh of stieh expendi

4 #fe wMh mspee~to ay depeiidefi eh4M fef a~ny Faoeh as 

5 emeeedo $18-8 or if thefe is aer-e dwaB ofe depefidea eh4d 

7 depeadean eI4d ftfd $4I wMt r-esiee~to eaeh of the etke* 

8 dependen~ehiRdreii atnd -(3 in the eas elo any Stae, em 

9 aaoitm eqtial to efie-ha of the tetal of the sums empended 

11 fefthe prepe andefeiefi diiitaif ofthe State pla~n 

12 whieh ameuimt shall be used fff fpayiflg the easts of admis

13 istering the State plean of for aid to dependen , ehildr-fen of 

14 both-, a-ad fef iia oflief pfpose." 

15 ..(0) The ainmetfade by seabseetion -fe) shell take 

16 effeet Oetebei 4-, 4949. 

17 DErN49IO OF A-E TO DLEPEDN E)IIEDE 

18 &~.&-(a-4 Seetief 406 of the Soeie Seeiiry Aet 

19 is amnended by stfik-ifg ent sabseetief -(-13) aftd ifiser-tn int 

20 4eu th3er-e the iollowifig

21 q4 {b+ -W e 16A~t~4o depeftdent ehildr-en-4 mfeanfs moniey 

22 payffents wi~a respeet to of ffmedieal Oae ift behal of a 

23 depefiden~ ebil oF dependeii ebhr-iie a-ad -(e~xeejp~ whenf 

24 usged in elatise -(-.) of seetien 4O03 -(44) kineldes money 

25 paymBents or medien4 eare fop any menth to meet the needs 
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1 of the *elative wi-th whom &ny depei+4en~ 4414 is liiis 

2 if fiefiy pa-fetYits haw been fimade ande* tke St~te pIan 

3 with i-espeet to siiel ehid for sueh mnh 

4 il4e+ The tejimi 'relati~ve with whomf any depefnd~ei 

5 44i4 is living' means the ifidividtmal whe is onfe of the 

6 -eliete sjpeeiied in suibseetion -(e-a anfd with whom stieh 

7 4114d is Rvifn -(withi the meahinig of stieh subseetiet)- i 

9 or-, tegethei with aniy onte or mere of the othe* felativ~es so 

10 speeified+- as his -(-or theii~)- ownf home." 

11 Tb- afifiaft ide by si~seetion -()-e1he shei 

12 take effeet Oetebei 4-, I949. 

13 P':q 3 CHEILD WITELF*n SER*Ie~ 

14 S&e- SS4-. -(a) Seetien &2-1 -a) of th~e Seeial Seemuty 

15 Aet is a-mended by, strikiing oa "$850,OW"and insef-tifg 

17 inseri~in in lieu thereof ~44O0,000", and by st~iking oat the 

18 thif 4d senteiiee ther-eo ftad inser-ting in ie,- of sash senitenee 

19 the fello-wifig- L4he amoantff so dllotted sAll he extended for 

20 pa-ymfent of pfft of the eost of distiiet, eeafttyF, of oflher loeo 

21 ehil4dwelfaef serwiees fin aireas -e eftyffl o 

22 devzeloping State ser-viees I-of the ti assistandtraeet 

23 a-nee of adeeqnate mfethods of enmaniwt~y eid-welfafe of

24 ganfization int areas pe-edofi~inantly Yffan4 anfd other areas of 

25 speeia Reed-, anfd fef payin the eost of f-etuffling any 
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1 ptafawa-y ehi44 whea hats fi attaiie4 the age ef siateem to 

2 his own eoffffftttny ift a-Rothei SoAte in eases int whiek siteh 

3 rtffeis tthe inter-es oftkeechid &n the ees her-ee 

.4 eanfnet ethefwise be ifet. 

5 % The amnddet fi&by sibseetion-(++-sh*H be 

6 e4eetiive with respeet to fiseal yea" einit fsfJm 

7 go-, 15o. 
.8 P'ATI~ AM4f116 Z2HE BEIE 

9 REQIRE ENTO STATE PLN O 4 TO TH EF 

10 S~e. 944, -(a) C1ases -() antd 4) f4 su*bseetien -(a) 

11 of seetion 4OW 4f the goeia Seeur-iy A-et are amfended 

12 to ftd as e4lows: !±{4 p-&ovdeff granftiffg af pp 

.13 tni~ty fo a fair-hea-inin b~efre the Sta-te ageney to eany iR

14 dividuaf whose elaim fo 44 ta the liffd is denied of is not 

15 aete ffpen ~within at easeniable tiine- -(+)pro-vde suek 

17 to be neeessafy fef the *proe~and effeient opef-atief o the 

19 and4 maifitenanee 4f per-enfnel standofded on a Rielit baalsis 

20 eyeept that the Adwiistfatel shall exefeise noe aathity 

21 wish -epeet to the seleetieii teniiHe 4f offiee and eemnpen

22 sati onf any in~d+id1a4 employed int aeeof-dainee with stieh 

23 mhegds, and4 -(B*)a, tffaiin prego fff the per-sone 

24 -neeessa~to the mistfeno 

25 Clai-4se -(7± of stieh subseetiont is amended to Fend 
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1 fts follows: Lf-(7 pr*i~de that Reo a-id wigl he fu'mi~he anly 

2 diftAliiajf uiide the ple with f-espeet to any pefie 4wth 

3 *-espee to whieh he is feeeiving old-age atssistanee undei- the 

4 Staeplan apduiednrde seetien -ethisA~etefadto 

5 dependent ehildr-enf wider- the State plan approv~ed tndeif 

6 seetion 4O4 of thi Aet;

8 1-949, anfd endin J-ite 40-,9M-, elaiase #48- of sueh 

9 siubseetion is afenided to ifead fts fellows-: i-(g pi-oiAde theA 

10 the State agenecy 4malT- ifi deei nieed- take into eon

11 sideratieni a"y othef- iineeme and *-esoiwees of ean ivi 

12 elaimiii aid to the blind; exeejp that the State ageney may 

13 -yffi making~sneh detfin atio4)disf-egai sueh &menn of 

14 eaftned ifteeme noat to enEeeed $W5pe* month, as the State 

15 agefiey, adiistef~igg that par~tof the tte Oaneof eee, 

16 tiofw4 feha-bilitettiont ~(appfovze tmdef the VoeeatienI Reha

17 bil~at Aet US. ek- whieh ton +(2ff1J t-.49 4)-+ Irelates 

18 ~oain4fehabilitatof of the blind, eer-tifies wil ser*e to 

19 effeourage of~assist the blind to jref~afe for- engage in-, 

20 of~eentinae to engage int -fe itner-atitze emfployment to the 

22 (-+Effeetive Jul 4-, 19M-, sueh elause 48-) is amended 

23 to fead fM follows-i H-(8. prvi~de thabt the State agene shaRll 

24 iff detekining nteed3 take into eensider-atiffi the speeia 

25 exf)e arising from blindness, and afw othef ineeme and 
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r-ieseur-ees of the ifd~4aa elaimaiRfgti-d t- the b4-d;eieept 

2 tha-t- it de~te imi~ifg *eed, the S~t-e ftgeney -(-A*) slall fi-et 

3 eenide~e aa-y ifteofe ef f-eseuI-ees whieh ftre aeet py-edieta3e 

4 e* afe feet ftet~afty &~vitilble P4 the iael4i4iduAf*a1 +B*(- ff-Hay 

eeeed 

6 pef ment s-4e tgH e4kt-, tht-tii~ti4~ tt~4 pa o 

7 the. StP4te pbmt4o -viovi*-.i-o-~ nfl~f 

5 disregftrd siiei ftfiemH4 of4 - et+HTi iH*+lttot *to4 tl-* $W 

etfiett tftd 

8 the Veea4tio+ 4I~hf4tab4tqmi" 4+4 +4 -V- (k 4)-) 

9 whl~el i*4b4ee 4 ~o itot±*Hatl +!4t+W~ttio++ -4 the~ 4H45+d 

v~~e eifg~o 

11f-~ e w w-ti-e -if-i E w- -e P o*tfeit-W~ft-e i-u F+4+Hiwrativ 

i 0 eerti-es, wi4sl-1 t-e4 tei-+4 fif- i-i4A 4* pi-epafte 

12 eiiiploii-e-et P4 4w H *u ,*.edeut+JPak 

13 -(4) ;4 s+Aleeft4 P, ftt~h,-f aftiended by stpling Offt 

14 "ttiid Jlt4*-ei vl"-we -v)- thefe4f a*3f4 by strilkin~ e4*dle 

15 piwiotd si-t th eiid of sf4. sttbseetieln fnd iinseering ift liett 

16 thteieof tt seuuieok**+ tu+f4 die follewin~g new elauoes-~LL(0)

17 pi-ovie th4, it-t detefnini+nia whfede a-f indiviedia is blind, 

18 th-eie i4htd be ft* exauHmiti+if b~y a physieiant skilled ja 

19 dis(etwes of the ey-e oi- by fff eptomehtr-s; -(44+ 4efecive 

20J*4y~4,95I,4)- pfovide th4 t al iffivi~4ud wishing P4 fak 

21 a-ppliefttien f-ef awl4 P4 the blind shall hfa-e oppei-ttm4ty to 

22 do so-, a-nd tha tai to the blmind shall be flifiished pfemptly 

23 P4 eli eligible yrivdid'anhjS- anld +I42+ etieJt-a4y 1 43 

24 ped if the plan ineludes payments- to indi~vidnals in 

25 pr-ivae of pablie intitaiensi fef the establishnient of desig
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1 fftOfie o ft Se authefi~t whieh s1h&lt hea~ of aithefii~es 

3 seihb 

4 -fe)The amnmnt ae by si~ eeetien (4)-ohfll 

5 take efeet Oetobele 4-, l-9 4 9 j elR the amnfiet we 

6 by sibseetetis -(.*)fftid -fb) sh4fI take e4eet Jt4y 4.7 4.9M-. 

8 S 8e42,Spaa T -(4eof seetien IOW 4b)-of 

9 the Seeia Seetff A~et is amended to feat4 asb folekw-s: 

10 '()-Any r-esidenee fetii e whieh exelud~es 

11 tn-y -esiden of the Stae who hfts fesided thei'ei en

12 tiinitewusy fef onie y-eaff meitl redn h p 

13 eation if aid-, e~eef)t hat the Sta~te mayimee 

14 effeetivze umtil Juily 4-, 4-951 an~y fesidenee eqeet 

15 w-hiekb is neot ift e~eess of the fe~eet of iresidence 

16 eontakined oft J*I-y 4-, -949~ift its State plan approve4 

17 tffde tis titleoff*4ofple osuehd4ate-,of2 

19 ISw-e 948, J4a) Seetion 4-00 -(a)- of the Seeial Seetffit 

20 A4otis sen4ed tofeadas fo1Iws-: 

21 "SEe, 4-OO. -* F)-on the sffms pe eiaedte-f 

22 the Seer-ety of the Ty-eason sha~l pay to eaeh State whieh 

23 has an appmoied pla-n 5faaid to the blifid if ea-eh qunrer4e 

25 -(4-) in the ease of any State othef than Pueite Ncee end 
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1 the V4i-gin Isands, aa aimoutift whiek sh&4 be used ex-

2 eluisiv'elas Atedt the blind, eqaito the s of thefa4

3 lowifl two-pofieioi of the t&Wtafleaouts e*~efded dwifg 

4 swek q"ai4e* as aid to the bliR4 tifde~the State plan-, Bot 

5 oeafitifg so Hmeh of sueh expenditff-e with respeet to any 

6 ind4jgdal fopftany ffiefih as e*eee45 $&0

8 so mufeh of the exzpefiditllrfes with f-espeet to aniy *nonh 

9 as exeeeds the pioduet of $2M mlthiplied by the total 

10 fitm~ber- of suek individu~als who meeeived aid to the 

11 blintd fe* suceh ffefith, phus 

12 "B(* one-half of the amount by w-hieh sete eK-

14- -(4)- not eeounting so ffleh of the e~pendituf es with 

15 *-espeet to anvy mefnth as 00ee4d the pr-edket of $M 

16 maltiplied by the tota niumbe* of sttel individiaa4s who 

17 0eledaid to the bliftd fef sueh monRth3. phis 

18 one thhrd of the ametmt by w-hiet sefth eK

19 enditff-es eyzeeed the sum of the podiaets obtained 

20 widef eleauses +(4)- anfd -(B)-, 

21 aftd 42} in the ease of Ptier-o R4eo antd the A~IfginI~ns 

22 an afut, w-hieh shall :be Used e*eksltvely as 4 to the 

23 blifid eqnai to one-hal of the tota of the sum~s &x-pended 

24 dau43a stteh quafte asai to the blfd t~e theStae phffi

25 not eetnting so ntmeh of su~eh extenditur-e with i-espeet to 
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fsi as&fl kidiv4idWiff ftft iefI ekeeeds $40O, aRd -(3) in~ 

tees fa~ tte*aeneiflt -eh o h 

teta ef t~he suffis e~pended duai4ig siieh quarte*- as fetii 

*ieeessafy by the Adtftifistra~ta fe* the pfef~e affid effeie-ft 

diis-Wnf e te kf- he etns b 

iRsed fe p~a-Yin the eests of adfinistef-iFg the State plea 

ofefffeid tothe blind" or betl+h aeid fef no ether piil~ese.!g 

-fb+ T~he aeiident.me4*Ade by stibeetion -(-a)- shaJ4 take 

effec4 Oetober 4- 1949

PERT40 OF AID3 TO T99BMN 

gSo. 84-4- 4(a) Seetion 1OOW of the Seeial Seea*-4ty A-et 

is affefnded to read as feIHaws-

"DfINTION 

"SEe7 1OO6. Fof ptffpese~ e this tile,he te !i a4d 

to the blindl means meiiey payeients to Of ffedief4 eafe int 

beha of blind ifidividuals who afe needy, bet does net inelude 

mfontey pa-yments to of fedieal eare int be-ha!4 of an'y kindivdu 

who is an inimate of a publie institution -(eneept as a patiefnt 

iRab *edieal inistit**tien.)- raunrdr effleetive Jy4-1 19M-, doe-s not 

iinelade monley payments to of medieal ear-e int behal of any 

individuel -(-a) whio is at patient int an institation fof tube-en

losisg of menital diseeases, of -43.) whio has beent diagnosed as 

haviiig tubef-eildsis o-f psyehosis and is a pattienit inf a mediefti 

institation as thereof.ca F~esfilt 
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.1 44The aed ntmade by siAseetien 4(a) shall take 

2 4eet&4 4etebef 4.- 1049. 

3 APRV-I e~p OE STATE PTANf 

4 S~e-. .4&-(a)-YI*the easeeofany State-.as defined in 

5 the Soeil Seefflit A~et- ht emehiding ~Per-to NRee and the 

6 V~i&ginslands)- whie did not hai'e en jamnuafy 14-,949, 

7 astate plan fei' aid to the b~lind appoe~e ufere titl X 

8 of tho Soeeal Seeaif~y A-et-, the Adfnffistm~te shall appiroie 

9 a lneoftn h Stateeifaid to the bind fefeeeeee~so eh 

10 tite X- even theing it does the ofnot meet toI~~me~ 

11 eleiuse 48)- of seetien 4OOW -(a)- of the Seeia Seearity A-et, 

12 if itmeets ll othe e se of sae tl X effan o-1 

13 provzed plan ff aid to the blind; but pay-ments undeif seetien 

14 4-0O" of the Seeift! Seeainity -Aetshall he made, in the ease 

15 of aify suhplan- only with Fespeet to expendittwes thefe

16 tundef whieh would be ineliuded as enpendittffes fff fmr-peses 

17 of sfeh seetienaundei a plfff a-pprwe~ under steh title X 

18 witheut r-egkf to the poisens eAthis= seetien. 

19 -(1 1he pfevisiens of suhseetien -(a)- shall be e~eetive 

20 only fff the pefied beginning Oetobe~4-, 4949, and ending 

21 Jane go,193 
22 ~P-A3T -AFPT H *ND TEP)fTAE

24 ST ~ i~e Soeial Seeum-ty Aet is far-thef amended 

25 by addin afte," &tl XTR ther-ee the following -new title-
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iq42ngIA XIV GRANTS TO STAES FHOR AID TO 

2 WRE PERMAN-ENTLY AND TOAL PIS

3 A-BLE4 

4 49APPRnOPRIATION 

5 "S~e; 140G4 Fe* the ~pepse of eniabling eeeh State to 

6 fufnish fifianeif, assistaiiee, as faf as pr-aetiea-bl ude~the 

7 eefid44enji ift suieh S~tate, to fleedy in~ividiials whoa e pee

18 mnaientl &ai4tetall disabled, thefe is hefeby au~thorized 

9 te he appr-opfiated fff the fisea4 -ye~efiding Jftfe 80O 4.9.6 

10 the s of $60, OO,00O aftd there is here13y aetheo4ied to 

12 eient to ee*sy eAt the pu poses of this title-. The suffis made 

13 wa~abe aftdef this seetiof shal be ttsed fef wl~king pay.

14 ffen to States whie hatNe suib iitted, ftffd had atpfrOVOEI 

15 by the Adffiini ater,- State plafts for aid to the efi enl 

16 ai4 tt4ly disabled. 

17 ccg~T PEN8 p AED 41 THE ANDI~~f 

18 TEP1-N ISDR 

19 "~SEe- 1402- 4 -(a-AState plant fop 'ai to the pefmna

20 ne a*d totaly disabled must -(4 p-)-vide that it shal 

22 admnifistr- by them, be mandatey ffpofi them; -* ppe

23 Nide for fifianeial pa~tieipatioft by- th~-e State; +?+~ eithe* pro-

vi~efor stabish of a sinigle Statehe eff -T Idesignation 
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1 ageiiey to aflnsetepaio rvd h sals 

2 ment Of desgnaftt fi~ of a siftgle State a~gen*ey tos~e~~s 

4 opotfley ffafair- eafi befoefethe sftat eftgeey tee&y 

5 iftdi-i44 whese elaim fe*f ai4 te the peffinafefity ead 

6 tetaJly disa~ble is deftied of is n fet eed tpee withif a, 

8 tati asffefoud o ehefleeessay te Afai~tfto y 

9 for the prepe~ aftd effiekie oer-atie of the plea- iftehuding 

11 of per-sfift s~toidf 4 s of1ft -affieFi hatsis, eyceept 4 }t the 

13 seleetieft teintfe of offee, sa-R oneiaif n 

14. vidiiu emnploye inft eeef4anee with 6iieh mnethods, endt 

15 44y a) faifliii pwogram fef the pefssofeeft iieeessa~ to the 

16 dfnitai of the pl~af- -(6) pr-oi~de thftt the State ageney 

17 will Rake sueh feports, in ffuek fomi and eenitainting sneh 

18 infifemtioie, as the Administiratef miay &-em timfe to time 

19 requiie, anid eemnply wit stieh pe4sn as the Admin

20 ist-fatef may 4ffei timfe to timte fifd nReeesseiy toa assiffe 

21 the ee~ieefness and veeifieatien of steeh repoefts; -(7

22 prov4de thiat nio aid will be fainnshed anmy ifldii4dual widef 

23 the plan with f-espeet to any pefiod with fespeet to 

24 w-hieh he is ~e~ old age assistanee Iinder- the 
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1 Stae plan atpproe e fidef seetief - ofhi Aet-, 4 to 

2 i4epefidefii ehild-enft n~e~ the State plaft appfeied tumler 

4 pla ft ppfoediiede* seetiefl 10W of "hi Aet-; *y jpr-ovde 

6 eensideratin y other ineeme aftd i-esetffees of an individtto4 

7 e4 aid te he y ,4 to~11 disabled; 4A 

8 previde safegIaafds wi'Aek i-esri~e~the time op disekesufe of 

9 ifleffflateft eee aig pp14eants e.-4 *-eeipiefts to ues 

11 pegafiftya~d totally disabled; -(40) previde that Al 

12 ifi~dividud wi4shin~to fi~ake applieatiei+ 8foaid to the peir

-13 Rianendl and totally disabled shall have epperituniy to do so&, 

14 end tbaTm aid to the peiaeitly d totally disabled shall 

15 be afui~ished ~epmitply to oAl eligible iftdiidtialsj and -4) 

16 effeetivze J4ly 4-I068, pr-wvidej if the plan ifiekides payfniefts 

17 to ifidiv4i~uals ift jp~ate oF ptiblie ins~titttiefisF fff the estah

18 lishfent of dsgaino-a State a&uthei~y of aultherities 

19 whieh shall be fesjponsiJe fffestbihn ffmititn 

20 stamdffde foir stieh isiai 

22 fulW]i the eenditioii speeiied in siubseetien -(ca)- e~eept 

23 that he shAl Hot appr-ove any plan whieh inposes, as a 

24 eendition of eligibility fe* aid to the em eflyand totally 

25 disabled tandef the plan
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1 (4 -BAy f-esidenee Feu~netwhi exeltudes 

2 aniy e-esident of the State who has resided therein eon

3 tintiiesly fo* eiie y-efwiffieitl hefi'i 

4 eatie~ ff aid.. eyceept that the State iftay fIpo 

5 efleetiize tuARi July 4-l- 19M71 any f-esideftee eqA~e~e 

6 wluieh is neet ift emeess ef the fe*~net of uiesidenee 

7 eefttaiedenffi Aly ly949, inits State planfoft aid te 

8 th~e fd appfezed ande* title Xenefi prietosueh date-j 

9 Ay eitizefnehip ien~netw1hieh emelndes 

10 anly eitizen of the :Uiited States. 

11 46PAMN TO STTE 

12 "S6 4344O4 r-em- the sams ajrEfi-t-- hree~ 

13 the Seer-eta~ of the Tr-etasuy shall pay to eaeh State wiieh 

14 h-as aftapeied plan ff aid tothe pendteetallyft 

15 disabled, fff eaeh quafterbgffin ihtequre-ef 

16 meiieiig Oetbel~u 4.-- 1949, -(-1 in the ease f4 any State ethief 

17 than ~Piei-to IieE and the V~ifg inslands, aft amewttft whiek 

18 shAl he u-se4 emehusitzely as aid te the pemnnyaid 

19 totally disabled, eqtta1 te the sumR of the £elgewing proere~

20 tions of the total amfentsfi ex-peided dtiring owe quaftef

21 as aid te the em eflyand totallydisabled ander-the 

22 State plan.-, net eetimting so m;&eh (4 sueh enpefidittue wit 

23 i-esjpeet te any indiv4i"a fef any ifefth as eiaeeeds $5O

24 "L(A) fetff ffiths of stueh ey~peftdittufes, net eenet

25 ing so nmueh of the empefidittffes with i-espeet te any 
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1 nontli as e~eeeds the pf~edet of $2- ninl4ilied by the 

2 t&Wtaluiimbe* of snel+ indi~viduals whe ireeeived aid to 

3 the perfifianently anfd totally disabled for~sueh ffenith, 

4 Phts 

5 iL(-B+) one-hal f4 the anmeian by whiel stteh ex-

6 jpeftditttes exeeed the piweduet ebtainled iund~e elaiase 

7 -(A+-)- not eeuti~ifig so niieh of the etpefidittffes, with 

8 fespeet to anfiy faieeth ats exeeeds the pfeoduet f4 $" 

9 fHultlie4 by the total ftuffbe of siuel ifi~divdieos who 

10 eeiedaid to the pe*nianendy and totally disatbled 

11 fff sueh nienth, plus 

12 4-%(~ efie-third of the ffifeean by whieh sueh ex-

13 peniditares exeeed the sa of the pfeduets obtatined 

14 landef elauses 4(A) anfd +B)-; 

15 aund -(2) in the ease of Pueito Rieo and the V4~in 1slands, 

16 a* mfteifuit, w-hieh shall he used oeinelsivey as aid to the 

17 pefifianently anfd totally disabled, eqial to ene-hai of the 

18 tota of the suffs enpentded dwip~n stieh qiua-Fe1 as aid to the 

19 perfifianeiily andi totally disatbled afider the ftat-e plan oft-,R 

20 eoffftiftg so mufteh of suieh enpe-ndittir-e with r-espeet to any 

21 ind44da fef fany monfth as eneeeds $3- anfd -(--) in the 

22 ease of anfy State, anf ainieti~ eqtwl twofoehal of the tota 

23 f4 the sums e-penided duti~n sueh quaifter-as foind fieeessa~ 

24 by the Admuii~rpAtof f-of the twepe~and4 e~ffeieet adninils

25 kvb& oft the State ipla,, whiel amoutnt shall be used fof 
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1 payiBg the eests of admiffisteriing the $tate plaft of for aid 

2 te the pe-faetyUM1 oal dsbeo oat o i 

3 ether pufipese. 

4 £L(4 T1he met~hod4ofeemputig eaii jpayifg si&eh 

7 nifg of eae" quarte*- estimfate the meinuoft to be patid 

8 to the State fe* stieh, uafte* mhder the ofisi~ 

9 stbsetief stehestffaet-iIfo jtsi 4 thea 
10 *-eport ified by the State ee~iinisestiffate o h 

11 tetel suie to be expefided ift sieh qttfftef iii feeerdaflee 

12 wth, the preizisiefts 4f stieh si~bseetieii aRd stating the 

13 affiouiA a-pprepriated of maide wvtiable by the State afid 

14 its politiea4 sub zivisiR fo* ti~eh ei-pefdt~uese ift saeh' 

15 quaete*- aiid if 6ueh afneffmt is less thaft the State's 

16 pepetiofateshafe, 4f the total si*m 4 steh, estimated 

17 fitetiresp the seth-ee of sourees from whieh the 

18 differefee is exteeted to be derived, -(*) *eeerds show

19 ing the fitifber 4f pemafeft d totally disabled Ludi

20 ~ v~4dis in the Stat-te sad -% saeh other Liewstigatieft as 

21th Adwfiisratomay fiftd neeessary. 

22 qi(2} 4~he Administrate* shal4 theft certify to the 

23 Seeretary 4f the Tr-eamy the ameaouf so estimated by 

25 eaeffie -,ysby ambysu b iehhe fids that his 

HI. R. 6000-13 
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estififfe fe*f ai:y pfie* quai-e* was gfefae*- ff less db&n 

teaffitouff whieh shei44 ha-,e beeft p44i to the Staee 

ufl~eT- subseetio1 -(a-e fe* sueh q A~e*- a-Rd -(B+ -edfteed 

by a~suift eq~ivaleiitot~ he pre mata shaf*e to whie1 the 

Ui~ted Sta~tes is eui~tably eetitled', as detefmifted by the 

Admiiistrate*TI o the B~et amiiiouf feefese~e duiinig f 

pe*qiuarte* by the State of afly peliteal subivih~sien 

thereef with *-espeet to ai4 to the pem anefitly atfd 

totally disabled 4mishe4 wtde* the State pbffi-; e~eept 

that siueh iftereases 0f *-edaetios shAl itat be made to 

the exteitt that stieh sums hftie heeft applied to vake the 

amom4i eefifiied if&a-Hy pfief quafter gr-eftte* of kess thsaf 

the amlettfft estimated by the Admainistr*ate for sttel pfief 

qtaAte*-r-. Pfevi4ded Thftt ft7y pa*A of the amewiat e-, 

e~er-eed 4from the estate of a deeeased *eeipiefit whiek is 

fet in e~eess of theamfotinte~peiided by the Stateeof 

a-fy politieal sabdivisien thereof fe* the fuafer-a e~Epenses 

of the deeeased sall fet be eeftsider-ed as a basaisfe* 

*-eduetion wide* elause -(B)- of this par-ag~aph. 

i5L(48 The Seer-etary of the Treastwy shAl there

upon, threagh the Fisea Seri4ee of the Tr-easm~ Ie

pafmef3tt said pfief to &aud of settleffient by the Gem.

efal Aeeo~mting Offiee, pa~y to the State, at the time of 

tiffes fied by the Admninistr-ato-r-, the affloint so eertified. 

CiOHRmATiolq Of ST*TEB PLN 

"S~e. 404. -the ease of anyState Plsaiforaid b 
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1 payfient~s to o eaife ja behaleiftediear fefasy ini4divia4 who 

3mediea ifis~tit-iei# ftaa4- effeeti-e Ji4y 4- 4194M-, 4ees fiee ifi

4 e4ide nefiey pa-yi efls tao f ffedieal ear-e ifi behalf of ally 

5 indiid~aa -(a) who is e, patief ift a-H inst*4itutie fef t4ber

6 eu4esis of mef4tW diseases, of -(4)who has beenl diagllesed 

7 aS havifg Wbef-eitlesis oF psyehosgs aad is a patiefi ift a 

8 mfedie4 ifistittie as at fes~t .thefeof." 

9 12ART 6 ICLAEn fEfP 

10 S&e- 864-(a)- Seetiea 4 of the Seeia Seeufity Ae4 is 

11 amefided by si4liing eat "Seeia Seeumty BoaF4 established 

12 by T44e Vq44 -(hefein~aftef- *tf~ o as the *Boafd2.)- f14 

13 ifiser-tifg ift Rea fheilee LF4erfla Seeufity filsae 

14 -(4efeiflafef I-efefed to as the 'Admfistfater#)2 

15 -(-+) Seeiea 1001 of thie Soeea Seeait~y Ae4 is amended 

16 by sttikifig eta i"Seeial Seeui~ty Beaifd2 aind inserting ift 

17 leie ter-eef "Admipdstrater-". 

18 -e)- The fehlowing previsions of the Seeia Seeafi4 y Aet 

19 are ea ehamefided by stiikifig otA "Boafd"- ezfd iftser"n int 

22 -(a) 40-)- 1002 +* -(othef- thfn sup~g - (4) 

23 thefeof) ; 4-003 (-b) anRd 1004. 

24 -(4) ~The following pf-ovisiofi of the Soeia Seeiffity A~et 

25 eae eae a-mended by s4tflking out -(whent 4iey Ifefei2 to the 

26 goia Seeuiiuty Bea4)- l-tg of L4t~-" antd ifiser-ting in lieu 
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1 the pefmanenty aR4 tetaly disa~ble whiek has bee-a at-p 

3 i-easeinablk fnotiee aiAepe'iiid fei heaisg to the State 

4 agetie aflnseyf fteaflfit-teto 

5 otleh pl.an- fifts 

6 "-4) O~ the pis* has beeff &a ekea~ged as t 

7 11sea-Hy "denieee of ei.tizRseh14ip e 3i*pre

8 hbilited by seetien 14-4- -(b-, orthat, in the amiit

9 tied of the plan afty stieh pr-ehibited i~q~*A~ is 

10 iedwith the k**ewled~ge of sueh Stae ageney, ift a 

11 stibstefftial iaw~ibei of eases; of 

12 N, tha in the a jfiflst-e of the pla~ ther~e 

13 isa faihafe to eeofply substania4lly Vth a--y forovi4sie --

14 eqie4by seetiefn 44O2* -(a) to be inahded ift the 

15 pai 

16 he dfi44traorshall Hoti sueh State &gefiey that fliithef 

17 pafift wi aeot -4e made to the State ~ti4 he is satisfied 

18 tht sueh plaibited fteit is He 1ongei1so ipapesed

19 aod tbat there is nlofigefsysh aketempy Iti 

20 ee-ed oh 

21 Seer-eta~of the T12 eeasuf with i-espeet to stiek State. 

22 itDEFINITION 

23 "Se 1406. -of pmrpeses of this gtk-the- t~ 4H4 t 

24 th emaeil atd tally disabed4e4 measos feaen pa-yments 

25 to o edieO eaTe ift beh~i of need iRi44duals wirho ffe 

26 pemae*and totally disabled- bat doees Hot inelude moniey 
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1 her-ee i4 eLL of~~"hi~s"" he eonite*R m~a-y ie~


4 4004. 

5 Ee* -e -Vofte Seeia Seeufiy A~et is amefnded by 

6 st4kif.g eiit "hldiefi's Bth-eaa"- "-Cbie of the Child-ea's 

,7 Btfeaa*,-"Ser-tyo L~abor-" ai~d -(4if seet4efis &W

8 fi4 &14g -(-j) "Beafd." an4 inseti ifi leu ther-ee 

9 

10 TPITL4 I MISCELLANEOUS PRVSIN 

12 5EC 404-. -(e Seto -709 4f th Seeia Seewit4y Aet 

13 ig affeii4ed to iea4--

14 ccOFG F6MISF)E FRSEWIE SH* UR 

15 "Se 7-041 Thr- shal4 be in the Fedeifa4 Seetifi4y 

16 Ageyfi gCeffEisiftefr for goji Seetffiy, a~ppoified by 

17 th A ifAp5tf -b Al+A1 pei4eo su~e1 fthietieis f-elatit 

18 to soe setft " th dfiitaesht sint i 

19 -(+) Seetion 908 of t~he Seeial Seetify A-et Ainefd

20 Rients o443I9~is irepeoAed 

21 RPRSTO e30GRSS 

22 S(-{4-26 # Suseto 44o stei ,f 44of he 

23 seeisil Seeui~ty Aei iq -e~pea~ed. 

24 -4+)- eetioii 7-04 of stteh Ae4-t is amepded to imed-* 

25 i EOT 
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1 te Qongwes, ft4 the hegHineipg ef ea eh fega se,"ion-, of the 

2 of~s~aine with h~e is ehatfged4the fuftetiens whieh 

3 tffide this Aet, T-nadtdition tethe miie ofeepies ofsnteh 

4 f-eper4 aitthei4z-e by othei- aw-to he pr4ifted, there is heireby 

5 cather-ized to he Viinted neot meife than fi've thensandA 

6 eepies of sueh ifepoA feir ttse by the A nlnistr-ettef fef die

7 t4a*tioen to Memnber-s of Gongiress and4 to SteAe and ethef 

8 pwblie af pi4-vate ageneies (w ergfganiztienes pft-tepftng ii 

9 of eofeneemed with the seeeal seewfit pf-ogfftm.

10 Am~D~p ToL~~2 H~ f ee~ B{f G 

11 &-e-. 40O3 -(--) -(4-) Paitgfaph -(1-) of seetion 4404

12 -(o) of the Soeea Seetir-y Aet isk amentded to fend as follows:~


13 i-(4 The teem .'-tate' ineludes A4fskaq Raiwaii, and


14 the Pistr-iet of Goluniafbt andt wv~Hensed fin tites I[- IP.Z,


15 -V, - and Xf=V ineludes Puer-te Rieo and the V~irgift


16 !siftafds;"


17 4+2+-Pa-affgmph -(4) of seetien 4-44 -(-a.)- of the Soeiatl


IS Seetifty A4 is ie~newed to fead as follows:~


19 f-(.4~The ter- 'Admfif~tistmtoi', e.-,eept when the


20 eeitx otevvs ree res, ffleans the Fedeffi Seuir-ty


21


22 -- }Th+e amnendment mad b fprafgratph -(-1 of this


23 subsetieft sj4~take egee~,t Oetebef 4-, I 949, andA the amend


24 ment made bgy partgfph -(-2)- of thi subseetien, insofa as


25 it r-epeft th-e d-e~~4ti of "±empboye" sAAl he effeetive only;


26 with r-esee to seen4ees per-formfed after 1949
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(--Seetiot 140f of the SeeeAl Seeum-ty Aet is amended 

by stfiking oat "SeeWa Seeoufity Beafd" a*ndisei-tiag in lieu 

thoere "Feder-al Seettiity diitac" 

- e)- Seetiefn 4406 4f the Seeia SeeufiVt Aet is a-mended 

to fea4as follows: 

BIBhCLOSTJIE OF lNUFORM-ATION fN POSSES3ION OF AGN) 

"SRe 4106 Nlo diselosare of aniy f-etaff of per-te el 

a&fetinin fiUeldifg iifo-ff atioft retttffs ead other written 

statementts.) fiAed with the Ceffifissionep of kftemfd R~efnue 

andef title V-MI 4f the Soeiej Seetifity A-et of uftde* stibehap

te Ao feape- fth ne-t RvneCdo 

undei *-eguistiefis mfade tinde1 authefity, the-efe4 whiek hfis 

beenf tfftlffmitted to the A ffiftistr-tof by the CEomifiSSiOefW 

4f h4Ofit al Revenie, of f4 fay f4le- reeEwd, f-epEoft, of other 

paper-, of any i4 t e, btained fft atny timfe by the 

AdmifistI-&tof ff by atny ffilee f f employee 4f the Federa4 

Seetiity -Ageney int the eeirs of dsb-ifgthe daties of 

th Adnnsraf onlef this Aet- andt no~ diselesur-e 4 an-y 

stieb fiAe- meeofd, feperto othei" paper- of i,-Aefmfatiei, 013

tatifed aft anty timie b-y anty per-eeo from the Adfflinistfaof of 

4frf± anfy o4feee of emfployee 4f the Federf4 Seeaui~ty Agentey, 

shall he madet e~Eeept as the Adaiiniiist-fat-of may by regual 

&tiospfseribe- Any persmo who h~all vioate an fot4i 

4f this seetiont shal be deemfed gilt of -a fmsdemfeaimff and=L 

upont eemivietien thereof, sheaHllbe ptuinihed by e, ffle o 
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2 year-,ofbeth." 

3 (4-Seetieft 144-4 -(a- 4f the Seeial Seeuit#y- A-et is 

4 *weRAed by strikiftg etit !4h Feder-. insuafaaee Ce~tfibtt

5 tifsA~ rteFde-IUlftlyfe TamAet," ad 

6 inse~tfg in&- tere theieleiag:"sabehapter A- y~ 

8 -(e)- Seetief 44Q7~ -(-) of the goeej Seeufity -Aet is 

9 a-meiided b-y striking eii4t "Beaf4 aftd inseeting in lieu 

10 thepe4 dia e2 and 4y str4kift eu "wifeparent, 

11 of ehild", whef-ewe appearifig thri,&4inerting iftieu 

12 thepeo "v4fe, wi4oiN- forifer-wife di-,Eefed4 ehiWd, efpfen 

13 -() Ti=~e Xl of the Seeial Seeafit-y A~et is amended by 

14 addiftg at the eftd theire4 the fE* 4owisg iie sw in 

15 itFURfN4SHIINGO F WAGE fREeORD1 AND eOFfEf RizFOM*~IF 

16 LS&e7. 440S7 -(ea) -(4- The A niitfatei is au~theo

17 kTed- at the feqffest ofafy ftgeliey ehafg-ed with the adffii-t 

18 isyation 4f et State emlyeieofenaa aw(i 

19 r-esfee~te whieh oteh S~tat~e is eti~tied to paymief uitrde~ 

20 seetioit 84Q4 -(-a-4 this Aet) affd te the e~tent eeaEsistent 

21 with the effieien4 adminisitatiein 4ohi A-et, te ffamish to 

22 suieh ftge~ey fff affe by it ift the adist] a-fbl of suichlw 

23 of a State teffipefaIy disabilit ineuaae kw adw~uiistered 

2 4 by it-, infeouiatie k-e-m of peftakiting te feeeFds imeluding 

25 feeoat Ruber-s, maifftained by the Adtfiftstr-atff ift ae

26 eerdiiee t14 scieft 2~06 -(-)- 4f thi Aetm 
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1 £..2} -Atthe f-eftest of anfy a-geney, persoft or Organ~ 

4 to sueh eead~itions of hii katienis ats be deemis neeessaff, to 

fur~iiah speeia fepfflts oft the wage and4 empyetree

-6 ofds of ifidividmde~ a-Rd to eo-Rdiiet speeia statistiee swudes 

7 of- and eeffpile speeial data, with fespeet to- way ifiitef-s 

8 f-elated to the pi-egrffims aithri~zed by tbi Aet 

9 !L~b Requ~ests unde~subseetien -4 shAl b~e eempiled 

-,"o~ fthe aenepefn~efio ~a3&i a h 

11 reques~ agrees to make&paymfent feF the wefk of ieemlatien 

12 r-qested ift steh amEioutw if any -(R-ot e~eeediggthe eest of 

13 pegofmiin the wefk Of fufnishing the infEi'mltien}, as may 

14 be deteflmifed by the Admmniistf-ato, -A State ageney may 

make the pa3-menits fef ifo~~ation fam~ished pufsuaftnt to 

16 pafgmp +- of subseetien -(-a) by authefizing deduetiefis 

17 fiem aiftotnts eeiri"ed by the Adusftf nadef seetien 

18 -3O2 -(e+4ofti Aet fof payment to stteh State. Paymeiits 

19 foir woTk pei4efmfed oi itiofmefflief fumnished pufsnant to thi 

seetieft, mnidie deduetiotis fftherized to he mlade ffem 

21 ameht ce.tifed u~def seetioii ~3W~--7 sh-al be made&ifn 

22 advan~ee ef by way of r-eimbufrsemcentj as mfay be feqiessted 

23 by the Adiasrae n4 shal be d-eosited in the tTheastify 

24 as ab speeial deposit to be u-sed to feimbtirse theapfe

tioiis -(iosldi"g a-Hthefizatioens. to mke expefnditut'es from 
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1 the Fe4efa Old1Age, sali'v4efs- apid 1isab~itiy ingff ee 

2 T~tst Ftmid) feif the w&i e* iifiits of tie Fe4ei-a4 Seeufit 

3 Ageniey whie pei4eme4 the wei4 eor f~mished the inie* 

4 Eaattien. 

5 L* N WerH 4ieift sha4 he fffniihed pffsufff te this 

6 seetieft ift vi~okitieft of seetimn 4406 or' egu4afiefts prese~4ed 

7 ther-etmder-

8 That this-Act, with the following table of contents, may be 

9 cited as the "Social Security Act Amendments of 1950". 
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1 TITLE I-AMENDMENTS TO TITLE II OF THE


2 SOCIAL SECURITY ACT


3 OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE BENEFITS


4 SEC. 1,01. (a) Section 202 of the Social Security Act is


5 amended to read as follows:


6 "OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE BENEFIT PAYMENTS'


7 "Old-Age Insurance Benefits


8 "4SEc. 202. (a) Every individual who


9 "(1) is a fully insured individual (as defined in


10 section 214 (a)),


11 "t(2) has attained retirement age (as defined in,


12 section 216 (a)), and


13 "(3) has filed application for old-age insurance


14 benefits,


15 shall be entitled to an old-age insurance benefit for each

16 month, beginning with the first month after the effective date 

17 in which such individual becomes so entitled to such insur

18ance benefits and ending with the month preceding the month 

1L9 in which he dies. Such individual's old-age insurance bene

20 fit for any month shall be equal to his primary insurance 

21amount (as defined in section 215 (a)) for such month. 
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1 "Wife's InsuranceBenefits 

2 "(b) (1) The wife (as defined in section 216 (b)) of 

3 an individual entitled to old-age insurance benefits, if such 

4 wife

5 "(A) has filed application for wife's insurance 

6 benefits, 

7 "(B) has attained retirement age, 

8 "(C) was living with such individual at the time 

9 such application was filed, and 

10 "(D) is not entitled to old-age insurance bene

11 fits, or is entitled to old-age insurance benefits each 

12 of which is less than one-half of an old-age insurance 

13 benefit of her husband, 

14 shall be entitled to a wife' s insurance benefit for each 

15 month, beginning with the first month after the effective date 

16 in which she becomes so entitled to such insurance benefits 

17 and ending with the month preceding the first month in which 

18 any of the following occurs: she dies, her husband dies, they 

19 are divorced a vinculo matrimonii, or she becomes entitled to 

20 an old-age insurance benefit equal to or exceeding one-half 

21 of an old-age insurance benefit of her husband. 

HI. R. 6000-1 4
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" (2) Such wife's insurance benefit for each month shall 

2 be equal to one-half of the old-age insurance benefit of her 

3 husband for such month. 

4 "Husband's Insurance Benefits 

5 "(c) (1) The husband (as defined in section 216 (f)) 

6 of a currently insured individual (as defined in section 214 

7 (b)) entitled to old-age insurance benefits, if such husband

8 "(A) has filed application for husband's insurance 

9 benefits, 

10 "(B) has attained retirement age, 

11 "(C) was living with such individual at the time 

12 such application was filed, 

13 "(D) was receiving at least one-half of his support, 

14 as determined in accordance with regulations prescribed 

15 by the Administrator, from such individual at the time she 

16 became entitled to old-age insurance benefits and filed 

:17 proof of such support within two years after the month 

18 in which she became so entitled, 

19 "(E) is not entitled to old-age insurance benefits, or 

20 is entitled to old-age insurance benefits each of which is 

21 less than one-half of an old-age insurance benefit of his 

22 wife, 
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shall be entitled to a husband's insuqrance benefit for each 

month, beginning with the first month after the effective date 

in which he becomes entitled to such insurance benefit's and 

ending with the month preceding the month in which any of 

the following occurs: he dies, his wife dies, they are divorced 

a vinculo, matrimonii, or he becomes entitled to an old-age 

insurance benefit equal to or exceeding one-half of an old-

age insurance benefit of his wife. 

"(2) Such husband's insurance benefit for each month 

shall be equal to one-half of the old-age insurance benefit 

of his wife for such month. 

"Child's Insurance Benefits 

"(d) (1) Every child (as defined in section 216 

(e)) of an individual entitled to old-age insurance benefits, 

or of an individual who died a fully or currently insured 

individual after 1939, if such child

"(A) has filed application for child's insurance 

benefits, 

"(B) at the time such applicationwas filed was un

married and had not attained the age of eighteen, and 

"(C) was dependent upon such individual at the 

time such application was filed, or, if such individual 
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I has died, was dependent upon such individual,at the 

2 time of such individual'sdeath, 

3 shall be entitled to a child's insurance benefit for each month, 

4 beginning with the first month after the effective date in 

5 which such child becomes so entitled to such insurance bene

6 fits and ending with the month preceding the first month in 

7 which any of the following occurs: such child dies, marries, is 

8 adopted (except for adoption by a stepparent, grandparent, 

9 aunt, or uncle subsequent to the death of such fully or 

10 currently insured individual), or attains the age of eighteen. 

11 "(2) Such child's insurance benefit for each month 

12 shall, if the individual on the basis of whose wages and self

13 employment income the child is entitled to such benefit has 

14 not died prior to the end of such month, be equal to one-half 

15 of the old-age insurance benefit of such individual for such 

16 month. Such child's insurance benefit for each month shall, 

17 if such individual has died in or prior to such month, be 

18 equal to three-fourths of the primary insurance amount of 

19 such individual, except that, if there is more than one child 

20 entitled to benefits on the basis of such individual's wages 

21 and self-employment income, each such child's insurance 

22 benefit for such month shall be equal to the sum of (A) 

23 one-half of the primary insurance amount of such individual, 
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1 and (B) one-fourth of such primary insurance amount 

2 divided by the number of such children. 

3 "(3) A child shall be deemed dependent upon his 

4 father or adopting father at the time specified in paragraph 

5 (1) (C) unless, at such time, such individual was not 

6 living with or contributing to the support of such child 

7 and

8 "(A) such child is neither the legitimate nor 

9 adopted child of such individual, or 

10 "(B) such child had been adopted by some other 

11 individual,or 

12 "(C) such child was living with and was receiving 

13 more than one-half of his suport from his stepfather. 

14 "(4) A child shall be deemed dependent upon his step

115 father at the time specified in paragraph (1) (C) if, at 

16 such time, the child was living with or was receiving at 

17 least one-half of his support from such stepfather. 

18 "(~5) A child shall be deemed dependent upon his natu

19 ral or adopting mother at the time specified in paragraph(1) 

20 (C) if such mother or adopting mother was a currently 

21 insured individual. A child shall also be deemed dependent 

22 upon his naturalor adopting mother, or upon his stepmother, 

23 at-the time specified in paragraph (1) (C) if, at such time, 
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(A) she was living with or contributing to the support of 

such child, and (B) either (i) such child was neither 

living with nor receiving contributions from his father-or. 

adopting father, or (ii) such child was receiving at least 

one-half of his support from~her. 

"Widow's insurance Benefits 

"(e) (1) The widow (as defined in section 216 (c)) 

of an individual who died a fully insured individual after 

1939, if such widow

"(A) has not remarried,


"(B) has attained retirement age,


"(C) has filed application for widow's insurance


benefits or was entitled to wife's insurance benefits, on 

the basis of the wages and self-employment income of such 

individual, for the month preceding the month in which 

he died, 

1"(D) was living with such individual at the time 

of his death, and 

"(E) is not entitled to old-age insurance benefits, 

or is entitled to old-age insurance benefits each of which 

is less than three-fourths of the primary insurance 

amount of her deceased husband, 

shall be entitled to a widow's insurance benefit for each 

2.4 month, beginning with the first month after the effective date 

25 in which she becomes so entitled to such insurance bene
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1fits and ending with the month preceding the first month in 

2 which any of the following occurs: she remarries, dies, or 

3 becomes entitled to an old-age insurance benefit equal to or 

4 exceeding three-fourths of the primary insurance amount of 

5 her deceased husband. 

6 "(2) Such widow' s insurance benefit for each month 

7 shall be equal to three-fourths of the primary -insurance 

8 amount of her deceased husband. 

9 "Widower's Insurance Benefits 

10 "(f) (1) The widower (as defined in section 216 (g)) 

11 of an individual who died a fully and currently insured 

12 individual after the effective date, if such widower

13 "(A) has not remarried; 

14 "(B) has attainedretirementage; 

15 "(C) hcvw filed application for widower's insurance 

16 benefits or was entitled to husband's insurance benefits, 

17 on the basis of the wages and self-employment income 

18 of such individual, for the month preceding the month 

19 in which she died; 

20 "(D) was living with such individual at the time 

21, of her death; 

22 "(E) (i) was receiving at least one-half of his 

23 support, as determined in accordance with regulations 

24 prescribed by the Administrator, from such individual 

25 at the time of her death and filed proof of such support 
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within two years of such date of death, or (ii). was 

receiving at least one-half of his support, as determined 

in accordancewith regulations prescribed by the Admin

istrator, from such individual, and she was a currently 

insured individual, at the time she became entitled to 

old-age insurance benefits and filed proof of such sup

port within two years after ~the month in which she 

became so entitled; and 

"(F) is not entitled to old-age insurance benefits&, 

or is entitled to old-age insurance benefits each of which 

is less than three-fourths of the -primary insurance 

amount of his deceased wife, 

shall be entitled to a widower's insurance benefit for each 

month, beginning with the first month after the effective date 

in which he becomes so entitled to such insurance benefits 

and ending with the month preceding the first month in 

which any of the following occurs: he remnarries, dies, or 

becomes entitled to an old-age insurance benefit equal to or 

ex~ceeding three-fourths of the primary insurance amount 

of his deceased wife. 

"(2) Such widower's insurance benefit for each month 

shall be equal to three-fourths of the primary insurance 

amount of his deceased wife. 
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"Mother's Insurance Benefits 

"(g (1) The widow and every former wife divorced 

(as defined in section 216 (d)) of an individual who died 

a fully or currently insured individual after 1939, if such 

widow or former wife divorced

"(A) has not remarried,


"9(B) is not entitled to a widow's insurance benefit,


"(C) is not entitled to old-age insurance benefits,


or.its entitled to old-age insurance benefits each of which 

is less than three-fourths of the primary insurance 

amount of such individual, 

"(D) has filed application for mother's insurance, 

benefits, 

"(E) at the time of filing such application has in 

her care a child of such individual entitled to a child's 

insurance benefit, and 

" (F) (i) in the case of a widow, was living with 

such individual at the time of his death, or (ii) in 

the case of a former wife divorced, was receiving from 

such individual (pursuant to agreement or court order), 

at least one-half of her support at the time of his death, 

and the child referred to in clause (E) is her son, 

daughter, or legally adopted child and the benefits 
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referred to in such clause are payable on the basis of 

such individual's wages or self-employment income, 

shall be entitled to a mother's insurance benefit for, each 

month, beginning with the first month after the effective 

date in which she becomes so entitled to such insurance bene

fits and ending with the month preceding the first month in 

which any of the following occurs: no child of such deceased 

individualis entitled to a child's insurancebenefit, such widow 

-or former wife divorced becomes entitled to an old-age 

insurance benefit equal to or exceeding three-fourths of the 

primary insurance amount of such deceased individual, she 

becomes entitled to a widow's insurance benefit, she remar

ries, or she dies. Entitlement to such benefits shall also 

end, in the case of a former wife divorced, with the month 

immediately preceding the first month in which no son, 

daughter, or legally adopted child of such former wife 

divorced is entitled to a child's insurance benefit on the basis 

of the wages and self-employment income of such deceased 

individual. 

"(2) Such mother's insurance benefit for each month. 

shall be equal to three-fourths of the primary insurance 

amount of such deceased individual. 

"Parent'sInsurance Benefits 

"(h) (1) Every parent (as defined in this subsection) 

of an individual who died a fully insured individual after 
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1939, if such individual did not leave a widow who meets 

the conditions in subsection (e) (1) (D) and (E) or an 

unmarried child under the age of eighteen deemed dependent 

-on such individual under subsection (d) (3), (4), or (5), 

and if such parent

"(A) has attained retirement age, 

"(B) was receiving at least one-half of his support 

from such individual at the time of such individual's 

death and filed proof of such support within two years of 

such date of death, 

"(C) has not marriedsince such individual'sdeath, 

"(D) is not entitled to old-age insurance benefits, 

or is entitled to old-age insurance benefits each of which 

is less than one-half of the primary insurance amount of 

such deceased individual, and 

"(E) has filed application for parent's insurance 

benefits, 

shall be entitled to a parent's insurance benefit for each 

month, beginning with the first month after the effective date 

in which such parent becomes so entitled to such parent's 

insurance benefits and ending with the month preceding the 

first month in which any of the following occurs: such parent 

dies, marries, or becomes entitled to an old-age insurance 

benefit equal to or exceeding one-half of the primary insur

ance amount of such deceased individual. 
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1 "(29) Suck parent's insurance benefit for each month 

2 shall be, equal to one-half of the primary insurance amount of 

3'such deceasedindividual. 

4 "(3) As used in this subsection, the term 'parent' 

5 means the mother or father of an individual, a stepparent of 

6 an individual by a marriagecontracted before such individual 

7 attained the age of sixteen, or an adopting parent by whom 

8 an individual was adopted before he attained the age of 

9 sixteen. 

10 "Lump-Sum Death Payments 

11 "(i) (1) In any case in which a fully or currently in

12 sured individual died after the effective date leaving no sur

13 viving child, widow, widower, or parent who would, on fl~ing 

14 application in the month in which such insured individual 

15 died, be entitled to a benefit on the basis of the wages and 

16 self-employment income of such insured individual, for such 

17 month under subsection (d), (e), (f), (g), or (h) of this 

18 section, an amount equal to three times such individual's 

19 primary insurance amount shall be paid in a lump sum to 

20 the person, if any, determined by the Administrator to be 

21 the widow or widower of the deceased and to have been -living 

22 uwith the deceased at the time of death. If there is no such 

23 person, or if such person dies before receiving payment, then 

24 such amount shall be paid to any person or persons) equitably 

25 entitled thereto, to the extent and in the proportions that he 
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or they shall have paid the expenses of burial of such insured 

individual. 

"(2) In any case in which (A) a fully or currently in

sured individualdied after the effective date leaving a surviv

'ing child, widow, widower, or parentwho would, on fl~ing ap'

plication in the month in which such insured individual died, 

be entitled to a benefit, on the basis of the wages and self-

employment income of such insured individual, for such 

month under subsection (d), (e), (f), (g), or (h) of this 

section, and (B) the total of benefits, if any, paid for the 

month in which such insured individualdied and for the suc

ceeding eleven months is less than three times his primary in

surance amount, an amount equal to the difference between 

such total and three times such primary insurance amount 

shall be paid in a lump sum to the person, if any, determined 

by the Administrator to be the widow or widower of the de

ceased and to have been living with the deceased at the time of 

death. If there is no such person, or if such person dies 

before receiving payment, then such amount shall be paid 

to any person or persons, equitably entitled thereto, to the 

extent and in the proportions that he or they shall have paid 

the expenses of burial of such insured individual. 

"(3) No payment shall be made to any person under 

this subsection on the basis of the wages and self-employment 

income of an insured individual unless application therefor 
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shall have been filed, by or on behalf of any such person 

(whether or not legally competent), prior to the expirationof 

two years after the date of death of such insured individual. 

"Application for Monthly InsuranceBenefits 

"9(j) (1) An individual who would have been 

entitled to a benefit under subsection (a), (b), (c), (d), 

(e), (f), (g), or (h) for any month after the effec

tive date had he filed application therefor prior to the 

end of such month shall be entitled to such benefit for 

such month if he files application therefor prior to the 

end of the sixth month immediately succeeding such 

month. Any benefit for a month prior to the month in 

which application is filed shall be reduced, to any extent 

that may be necessary, so that it will not render erroneous 

any benefit which, before the filing of such application, the. 

Administratorhas certified for payment for such prior month. 

"(2) No application for any benefit under this section 

for any month after the effective date which is filed prior 

to three months before the first month for which the applicant 

becomes entitled to such benefit shall be accepted as an 

applicationfor the purposes of this section; and any applica

tion filed within such three months' period shall be deemed 

to have been filed in such first month. 
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"Simultaneous Entitlement to Benefits 

"(k) (1) A child, entitled to child's insurance benefits 

on the basis of the wages and self-employment income of an 

insured individual, who would be entitled, on filing applica

tion, to child's insurance benefits on the basis of the wages 

and self-employment income of some other insured individual, 

shall be deemed entitled, subject to the provisions of para

graph (2) hereof, to child's insurance benefits on the basis 

of the wages and self-employment income of such other 

individual if an application for child's insurance benefits on 

the basis of the wages and self-employment income of such 

other individual has been filed by any other child who would, 

on filing application, be entitled to child's insurance benefits 

on the basis of the wages and self-employment income of 

both such insured individuals. 

"(2) (A') Any child who under the preceding provisions 

of this section is entitled for any month to more than one 

child's insurancebenefit shall, notwithstandingsuch provisions, 

be entitled to only one of such child's inwurance benefits for 

such month, such benefit to be the one based on the wages and 

self-employment income of the insured individual who ha~q 

the greatest primary insurance amount. 

"(B) Any individual who under the preceding provi
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1 sions of this section is entitled for any month to more than-one 

2 monthly insurance benefit (other than an old-age insurance 

3 benefit) under this title shall be entitled to only one such 

4 monthly benefit for such month, such benefit to be the largest 

5 of the monthly benefits to which he (but for this paragraph) 

6 would otherwise be entitled for such month. 

7 "(3) If an individual is entitled to an old-age insurance 

8 benefit for any month and to an~y other monthly insur

9 ance benefit for such month, such other insurance benefit 

110 for such month shall be reduced (after any reduction under 

11 section 203 (a)) by an amount equal 'to such old-age insur

12 ance benefit. 

13 "Entitlement to Survivor Benefits Under Railroad 

14 Retirement Act 

15 "(1) If any person would be entitled, upon filing appli

16 cation therefor, to an annuity under section 5 of the Railroad 

17 Retirement Act of 1937, or to a lump-sum payment under 

18 subsection (f) (1) of such section, with respect to the death 

19 of an employee (as defined in such Act), no lump-sum death 

20 payment, and no monthly benefit for the month in which 

21 such employee died or for any month thereafter, shall be paid 

22 under this section to any person on the basis of the wages and 

23 self-employment income of such employee." 

24 (b) (1) Except as provided in paragraph (3), the 

25 amendment made by subsection (a) of this section shall take 
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1 effect on the first day of the second calendar month following 

2 the month in which this Act is enacted; and as used in this 

3 section and in section 202 of the Social Security Act, as 

4 amended by this Act, the term "effective date" means the 

5 day precedingsuch first day. 

6 (2) Section 205 (in) of the Social Security Act is re

7 pealed effective with respect to monthly benefits under sec

8 tion 202 of the Social Security Act, as amended by this 

9 Act, for months after the effective date. 

10 (3) Section 202 (j) (2) of the Social Security Act, as 

11 amended by this Act, shall take effect on the date of enact

.12 ment of this Act. 

13 (c) (1) Any individual entitled to primary insurance 

14 benefits or widow's current insurance benefits under section 

15 202 of the Social Security Act as in effect prior to its amend

16 ment by this Act who would, but for the enactment of this 

17 Act, be entitled to such benefits for the month following the 

18 effective date shall be deemed to be entitled to old-age insur

19 ance benefits or mother's insurance benefits (as the case may 

20 be) under section 202 of the Social Security Act, as amended 

21 by this Act, as though such individual became entitled to 

22 such benefits in such month. 

23 (2) Any individual entitled to any other monthly in

24 surance benefits under section 202 of the Social Security 

IT,R. 6000-15 
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1 Act as in effect prior to its amendment by this Act who would, 

2 but for the enactment of this Act, be entitled to such benefits 

3 for the month following the effective date shall be deemed to 

4 be entitled to such benefits under section 202 of the Social 

5 Security Act, as amended by this Act, as though such indi

6 vidual became entitled to such benefits in such month. 

'7 (3) Any individual who files application after the effec

8 tive date for monthly benefits under any subsection of section 

9 202 of the Social Security Act who would, but for the enact

10 ment of, this Act, be entitled to benefits under such subsection 

11 (as in effect prior to such enactment) for the month in which 

12 such date occurs or any month prior thereto shall be deemed 

13 entitled to such benefits for such month to the same extent and 

14 in the same amounts as though this Act had not been enacted. 

15 (d) Lump-sum death payments shall be made in the case 

16 of individuals who died on or prior to the effective'date as 

17 though this Act had not been enacted; except that in the case 

18 of any individual who died outside the forty-eight States and 

19 the District of Columbia after December 6, 1941, and prior 

20 to August 10, 1946, the last sentence of section 202 (g) of 

21 the Social Security Act as in effect prior to the enactment of 

22 this Act shall not be applicable if applicationfor a lump-sum 

23 death payment is filed within two years after the effective date. 
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MAXIMUM BENEFITS 

SEC. 102. (a) So much of section 203 of the Social 

Security Act as precedes subsection (d) is amended to read 

as follows: 

"iREDUCTION OF INSURANCE BENEFITS 

"Maximum Benefits 

"SEic. 203. (a) Whenever the total of monthly benefits 

to which individuals are entitled under section 202 for a 

month on the 'basis of the wages and self-employment income 

of an insured individual exceeds $150, or is more than $40 

and exceeds 80 per centum of his average monthly wage (as 

determined under section 215), such total of benefits shall, after 

any deductions under this section, be reduced to $150 or to 

80 per centum of his average monthly wage, whichever is 

the lesser, but in no case to less than $40, except that when 

any of such individuals so entitled would (but for the pro

visions of section 202 (k) (2) (A)) be entitled to child's 

insurance benefits on the basis of the wages and self-employ

ment income of one or more other insured individuals, such 

total of benefits shall, after any deductions under this section, 

be reduced to $150 or to 80 per centum of the sum of the 

average monthly wages of all such insured individuals, 

whichever is the lesser, but in no case to less than $40. 
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1 Whenever a reduction is made under this subsection, each 

2 benefit, except the old-age insurance benefit, shall be pro

3 portionatel~y decreased." 

4 (b) The amendment made by subsection (a) of this 

5 section shall be applicable with respect to benefits for months 

6 after the first calendar month following the month in which 

'7 this Act is enacted. 

8 DEDUCTIONS FROM BENEFITS 

9 SEC. 103. (a) Subsections (d), (e), (f), (g), and 

10 (h) of section 203 of the Social Security Act are amended 

11 to read as follows: 

12 "Deductions on Account of Work or Failureto Have Child 

13 in Care 

14 "(b) Deductions, in such amounts and at such time or 

15 times as the Administrator shall determine, shall be made 

16 from any payment or payments under this title to which an 

1'7 individual is entitled, until the total of such deductions equals 

18 such individual's benefit or benefits under section 202 for 

19any month 

20 "(1) in which such individual is under the age 

21 of seventy-five and in which he rendered services for 

22 wages (as determined under section 209 without regard 

23 to subsection (a) thereof) of more than $50; or 

24 "(2) in which such individual is under the age of 
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1 seventy-five and for which month he is charged, under 

2 the provisions of subsection (e) of this section, with net 

3 earnings from self-employment of more than $50; or 

4 "(3) in which such individual, if a widow entitled 

5 to a mother's insurance benefit, did not have in her care 

6 a child of her deceased husband entitled to a child's 

7 insurance benefit; or 

8 "(4) in which such individual, if a former wife 

9 divorced entitled to a mother's insurance benefit, did 

10 not have in her care, a child, of her deceased former 

11 husband, who (A) is her son, daughter, or legally 

12. adopted child and (B) is entitled to a child's insurance 

13 benefit on the basis of the wages and self-employment 

14 income of her deceased former husband. 

15 "Deductions From Dependents' Benefits Because of Work 

16 by Old-Age Insurance Beneficiary 

17 "(c) Deductions shall be made from any wife's, hus

18 band's, or child's insurance benefit to which a wife, husband, 

19 or child is entitled, until the total of such deductions equals 

20 such' wife's, husband's, or child's insurance benefit or bene

21 fits under section 202 for any month

22 "(1) in which the individual, on the basis of whose 

23 wages and self-employment income such benefit was pay

24 able, is under the age of se'centy-flve and in which he 
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1 rendered services for wages (as determined under sec

2 tion 209 without regard to subsection (a) thereof) of 

3 more than $50; or 

4 "(2) in which the individual referred to in para

5 graph (1) is under the age, of seventy-five and for 

6 which month he is charged, under the provisions of 

7 subsection (e) of this section, with net earnings from 

8 self-employment of more than $50. 

9 "Occurrence of More Than One Event 

10 "(d) If more than one of the events specified in sub

11 3ections (b) and (c) occurs in aony one month whitch would 

12 occasion deductions equal to a benefit for such month, -only an 

13 amount equal to such benefit shall be deducted. The charging 

14 of net earnings from self-employment to any month shall be 

-15 treated as an event occurring in the month to which such 

16 net earnings are charged. 

17 "Months to Which Net Earningsfrom Self-Employment 

18 Are Charged 

19 "(e) For the purposes of subsections (b) and (c)

20 "(1) If an individual's net earnings from self

21 employment for his taxable year are not more than 

22 the product of $50 times the number of months in such 

23 year, no month in such year shall be charged with more 

24 than $50 of net earnings from self-employment. 

25 "i(2) If an individual's net earnings from self
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employment for his taxable year' are more than the prod

uct of $50 times the number of months in; such year, each 

month of such year shall be charged with $50 of net 

earnings from self-employment, and the amount of such 

net earnings in excess of such product shall be 

further charged to months as follows-: The first $50 of 

such excess shall be charged to the last month of such 

taxable year, and the balance, if any, of such excess 

shall be charged at the rate of $50 per month to each 

preceding month in such year until all of such balance 

has been applied, except that no part of such excess shall 

be charged to any month (A) for which such individual 

was not entitled to a benefit under this title, (B) in 

which an event described in paragraph (1), (3), or 

(4) of subsection (b) occurred, (C) in which such 

individual was age seventy-five or over, or (D) in 

which such individual did not engage in self-employment. 

"(3) (A) As used in paragraph (2), the term 

'last month of such taxable year' means the latest month 

in such year to which the charging of the excess de

scribed in such paragraphis not prohibited by the appli

cation of clauses (A), (B), (C), and (D) thereof. 

"(B) For the purposes of clause (D) of paragraph 

.24 (2), an individual will be presumed, with respect to any 

25 month, to have been engaged in self-employment in 
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1 such month until it is shown to the satisfaction of the 

2 Administrator that such individual rendered no sub

3 stantial services in such month with respect to any 

4 trade or business the net income or loss of which is 

5 includible in computing his net earnings from self

6 employment for any taxable year. The Administrator 

7 shall by regulations prescribe the methods and criteria 

8 for determining whether or not an individual has 

9 rendered substantial -services with respect to any trade 

10 or business. 

11 "Penalty for Failure To Report Certain Events 

12 "(f) Any individual in receipt of benefits subject to 

13 deduction under subsection (b) or (c) (or who is in 

:14 receipt of such benefits on behalf of another individual), 

15 because of the occurrence of an event specified therein (other 

16 than an event described in subsection (b) (2) or (c) (2)), 

17 shall report such occurrence to the Administrator prior 

18 to the receipt and acceptance of an insurance benefit for 

19 the second month following the month in which such event 

20 occurred. Any such individual having knowledge thereof, 

21 who fails to report any such occurrence, shall suffer an 

22 additional deduction equal to that imposed under subsection 

23 (b) or (c), except that the first additional deduction im

24 posed by this subsection in the case of any individual shall 

25 not exceed an amount equal to one month's benefit even 
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though the failure to report is with respect to more than 

one month. 

"Report to Administrator of Net Earnings From 

Self-Employment 

"(g) (1) If an individual is entitled to any monthly in

surance benefit under section 202 during any taxable year in 

which he has net earnings from self-employment in excess 

of the product of .$50 times the number of months in such 

year, such individual (or the individual who is in receipt of 

such benefit on his behalf) shall make a report to the Ad

ministratorof his net earningsfrom self-employment for such 

taxable year. Such report shall be made on or before the 

fifteenth day of the third month following the close of such 

year, and shall contain such information and be made in 

such manner as the Administrator may by regulations pre

scribe. Such report need not be made for any taxable year 

beginning with or after the month in which such individual 

attained the age of seventy-five. 

"(2) If an individual fails to make a report required 

under paragraph (1), within the time prescribed therein, 

of his net earnings from self-employment for any taxable 

year and any deduction is imposed under subsection (b) (2) 

by reason of such net earnings

"(A) such individual shall suffer one additional 

deduction in an amount equal to his benefit or benefits 
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1 for the last month in such taxable year for which he 

2 was entitled to a benefit under section 202; and 

3 "(B) if the failure to make such report continues 

4 after the close of the fourth calendar month following the 

5 clo~se of such taxable year, such individual shall suffer 

6 an additional deduction in the same amount for each 

7 month during all or any part of which such failure 

8 continues after such fourth month; 

9 except that the number of the additional deductions required 

1-0 by this paragraphshall not exceed the number of months in 

11 such taxable year for which such individual received and 

12 accepted insurance benefits under section 202 and for which 

13 deductions are imposed under subsection (b) (2) by reason 

14 of such net earnings from self-employment. If more than 

15 one additionaldeduction would be imposed under this para

16 graph with respect to a failure by an individual to file a 

17 report required by paragraph (1) and such failure is the 

18 first for which any additional deduction is imposed under 

19 this paragraph, only one additional deduction shall be 

20 imposed with respect to such first failure. 

21 " (3) If the A dministrator determines, on the basis of 

22 information obtained by or submitted to him, that it may 

23 reasonably be expected that an individual entitled to bene

24 fits under section 202 for any taxable year will suffer deduc

25 tions imposed under subsection (b) (2) by reason of his 
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1 net earnings from self-employment for such year, the 

2 Administrator may, before the close of such taxable 

3 year, 8uspend the payment for each month in such year 

4 (or for only such months as the Administratormay specify) 

5 of the benefits payable on the basis of such individual's 

6 wages and self-employment income; and such suspension 

7 shall remain in effect with respect to the benefits for any 

8 month until the Administrator has determined whether or not 

9 any deduction i8 imposed for such month under subsection 

10 (b). The Administratoris authorized, before the close of the 

11 taxable year of an individual entitled to benefits during such 

12 year, Ito request of such individual that he make, at such 

13 time or times as the Administratormay specify, a declaration 

14 of his estimated net earnings from self-employment for the 

15 taxable year and that he furnish to the Administrator such 

16 other information with respect to such net earnings as the 

1'7 Administrator may specify. A failure by such individual 

18 to comply with any such request shall in itself constitute 

19 justification for a determination under this paragraphthat it 

20may reasonably be expected that the individual will suffer 

21 deductions imposed under subsection (b) (2) by reason of 

22 his net earnings from self-employment for such year. 

23 "Circumstances Under Which Deductivns Not Required 

24 "(h) Deductions by reason of subsection (b), (f), or 

25 (g) shall, notwithstanding the provisions of such subsection, 
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be made from the benefits to which an individual is entitled 

only to the extent that they reduce' the total amount which 

would otherwise be paid, on the basis of the same wages and 

self-employment income, to him and the other individuals 

living in the same household. 

"Deductions With Respect to Certain Lump Sum Payments 

"(i) Deductions shall also be made from any old-age 

insurance benefit to which an individual is entitled, or from 

any other insurance benefit payable on the basis of such 

individual's wages and self-employment income, until such 

deductions total the amount of any lump sum paid to such 

individual under section 204 of the Social Security Act in 

force prior to the date of enactment of the Social Security 

Act Amendments of 1939. 

"Attainment of Age Seventy-five 

"()For the purposes of this section, an individualshall 

be considered as seventy-five years of age during the entire 

month in which he attainssuch age." 

(b) The amendments made by this section shall take 

effect on the first day of the second calendar month following 

the month in which this Act is enacted, except that the pro

visions of subsections (d) and (e) of section 203 of the 

Social Security Act as in effect prior to the enactment of this 

Act shall be applicable for months prior to such first day. 
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DEFINITIONS 

SEc. 104. (a) Title II of the Social Security Act is 

amended by striking out section 209 and inserting in lieu 

thereof the following: 

"DEFINITION OF WAGES 

"SEc. 209. For the purposes of this title, the term 

'wages' means remuneration paid prior to 1951 which 

was wages for the purposes of this title under the law 

applicable to the payment of such remuneration, and re

muneration paid after 1950 for employment, including 

the cash value of all remuneration paid in any medium, other 

than cash; except that, in the case of remuneration paid 

after 1950, such term shall not include

"(a) That part of the remuneration which, after 

remuneration (other than remuneration referred to in the 

succeeding subsections of this section) equal to $3,600 

with respect to employment has been paid to an individ

ual during any calendaryear, is'paid to such individual 

during such calendar year; 

"(b) The amount of any payment (including -any 

amount paid byatn employer for insuranceor annuities, 

or into a fund, to provide for any such payment) made 

to, or on behalf of, an employee or any of his dependents 

under a plan or system established by an employer which 
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1 makes provision for his employees generally (or for hi's 

2 employees generally and their dependents) or for a class 

3 or classes of his employees (or for a class or classes of his 

4 employees and their dependents), on account of (1) re

5 tirement, or (2) sickness or accident disability, or (3) 

6 medical or hospitalization expenses in connection with 

7 sickness or accident disability, or (4) death; 

8 "(c) Any payment made to an employee (includ

9 ing any amount paid by an employer for insurance or 

10 annuities, or into a fund, to provide for any such pay

11 ment) on account of retirement; 

12 "(d) Any payment on account of sickness or 

13 accident disability, or medical or hospitalization ex

:14 penses in connection with sickness or accident disability, 

15 made by an employer to, or on behalf of, an employee 

16 after the expiration of six calendar months following 

17 the last calendar month in which the employee worked 

18 for such employer; 

19 "(e) Any payment made to, or on behalf of, an 

20 employee or his beneficiary (1) from or to a trust 

21 exempt from tax under section 165 (a) of the Internal 

22 Revenue Code at the time of such payment unless such 

23payment is made to an employee of the trust as remu

24 neration for services rendered as such employee and not 

25 as a beneficiary of the trust, or (2) under or to an 
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1 annuity plan which, at the time of -such payment, meets 

2 the requirements of section 165 (a) (3), (4), (5), 

3 and (6) of such code; 

4 "(f) The payment by an employer (without de

5 duction from the remuneration of the employee) (1) 

6 of the tax imposed upon an employee under section 

7 1400 of the Internal Revenue Code, or (2) of any 

~8 payment required from an employee under a State 

9 unemployment compensation law; 

10 "(g) Remuneration paid in any medium other than 

11 cash to an employee for service not in the course of 

12 the employer's trade or business or for domestic service 

13 in a private home of the employer; 

14 "(h) Remuneration paid in any medium other than 

15 cash for agriculturallabor;or 

16 "(i) Any payment (other than vacation or sick 

17 pay) made to an employee after the month in which 

18 he attains retireme;nt age (as defined in section 216 

19 (a)), if he did not work for the employer in the period 

20 for which such payment is made. 

21 "For purposes of this title, in, the case of service not in 

22 the course of the employer's trade or business within the 

23 meaning of section 210 (a) (3), if such service is per

24 formed by an employee who is regularly employed during 

25 the calendar quarter within the meaning of such section, any 
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1L payment of cash remuneration which is more or less than a 

2 whole-dollar amount shall, under such conditions and to such 

3 extent as may be prescribed by regulation made under this 

4 title,. be computed to the nearest dollar. For the purpose of 

5 the computation to the nearest dollar, the payment of a frac

6 ,tional part of a dollar shall be disregardedunless it amounts 

7 to one-half dollar or more, in which case it shall be increased 

8 to $1. The amount of any payment of cash remuneration 

9 so computed to the nearest dollar shall, in lieu of the amount 

10 actually paid, be deemed to constitute

11 "(1) the amount of remuneration for purposes of 

12 section 210 (a) (3), and 

13 "(2) the amount of wages for purposes of this 

14 title, if such payment constitutes remuneration for em

15 ployment, but only to the extent not excepted by any of 

16 the -other paragraphsof this section." 

17 For the purposes of this title, in the case of service not 

18 in the course of the employer's' trade or business within 

19 the meaning of section 210 (a) (3), if such service is per

20 formed by an employee who is regularly employed during the 

21 calendar quarter within the meaning of such section, any 

22 payment of cash remuneration which is more or less than a 

23 whole-dollar amount shall,-under such conditions and -to such 

24 extent as may be prescribed by regulation made under this 

25 title, be computed to the nearest dollar. For the purpose of 
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I the computation to the nearest dollar, the payment of a 

2 fractional part of a dollar shall be disregarded unless it 

3 amounts to one-half dollar or more, in which case it shall be 

4 'increasedto one dollar. The amount of any payment of cash 

5 remuneration so -computed to the nearest dollar shall, in lieu 

6 of the amount actually paid, be deemed to constitute

7 (1) the amount of remuneration for purposes of sec

8 tion 210 (a) (3), and 

9 (2) the amount of wages for purposes of this title, 

10 if such payment constitutes remunerationfor employment, 

11 but only to the extent-not excepted by any of the other 

12 paragraphsof this section. 

13 "DEFINITION OF EMPLOYMENT 

14 "SEc. 210. For the purposes of this title

15 "Employment 

16 "(a) The term 'employment' means any service per

17 formed after 1936 and prior to 1951 which was employment 

18 for the purposes of this title under the law applicable to -the 

19 period in which such service was performed, and any service, 

20 of whatever nature, performed after 1950 either (A) by an 

21 employee for the person employing him, irrespective of the 

22 citizens/ip or residence of either, (i) within the United States, 

23 or (ii) on or in connection with an American vessel or 

24 American aircraft under a contract of service which islentered 

II. R. 6000-1 6 
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1 into within the United States or during the performance of 

2 which and while the employee is employed on the vessel or 

3 aircraft it touches at a port in the United States, if the 

4 employee is employed on and in connection with such vessel 

5 or aircraft when outside the United States, or (B) outside 

6 the United States by a citizen of the United States as an 

7 employee for an American employer (as defined in subsection 

8 (e)); except that, in the case of service performed after 

9 1950, such term shall not include

10 "(1) (A) Agricultural labor (as defined in sub

11 section (f) of this section) performed in any calendar 

12 quarter by an employee, unless the cash remuneration 

13 paid for such labor is $50 or more and such labor is 

14 performed for an employer by an individual who is 

15 regularly employed by such employer to perform such 

1.6 agricultural labor. For the purposes of this subpara

17 graph, an individual shall be deemed to be regularly 

18 employed by an employer during a calendarquarteronly 

19 if (i) on each of some sixty days during such quarter 

20 such individual performs agricultural labor. for such 

21 employer for some portion of the day, or (ii) such indi

22 vidual was regularly employed (as determined under 

23 clause (i)) by such employer in the performance of such 

24 labor during the preceding calendar quarter; 
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1 "(B) Service performed in connection with the pro

2 duction or harvesting of any commodity defined as an 

3 agricultural commodity ift section 15 (g) of the Agri

4 cultural Marketing Act, as amended, or in connection 

5 with the ginning of cotton; 

6 "(2) Domestic service performed in a local college 

7 club, or local chapter of a college fraternity or sorority, 

8 by a student who is enrolled and is regularly attending 

9 classes at a school, college, or university; 

10 "(3) Service not in the course of the employer's 

11 trade or business performed in any calendar quarter by 

12 an employee, unless the cash remuneration paid for such 

13 service is $50 or more and such service is performed 

14 by an individual who is regularly employed by such 

15 employer to perform such service. For the purposes of 

16 this paragraph, an individual shall be deemed to be 

1-7 regularly employed by an employer during a calendar 

18 quarter only if (A) on each of some twenty-four days 

19 during such quarter such individual performs for such 

20 employer for some portion of the day service not in the 

21 course of the employer's trade or business, or (B) such 

22 individual was regularly employed (as determined under 

23 clause (A)) by such employer in the performance of 

24 such service during the preceding calendar quarter. As 
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used in this paragraph,the term 'service not in the course 

of the employer's trade or business' includes domestic 

service in a private home of the employer; 

"(4) Service performed by an individual in the 

employ of his son, daughter, or spouse, and service per

formed by a child under the age of twenty-one in the 

employ of his father or mother; 

"(5) Service performed by an individual on or in 

connection with a vessel not an American vessel, or on or 

in connection with an aircraftnot an American aircraft, 

if the individual is employed on and in connection with 

such vessel or aircraft when outside the United States; 

"(6) Service performed in the employ of any in

strumentality of the United States, if such instrumen

tality is exempt from the tax imposed by section 1410 of 

the Internal Revenue Code by virtue of any provision of 

law which specifically refers to such section in granting 

-,-uch exemption; 

"(7) (A) Service performed in the employ of the 

United Staties, if such set-vice is covered by a retirement 

system established by a law of the United States or by. 

the agency for which such service is performed; 

"(B) Service performedin the employ of any instru

mentality of the United States, if such service is covered 
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1by a retirementsystem established by a law of the United 

2States; 

3 "(C) Service performed in the employ of an instru

4 mentality of the United States which is either wholly 

5 owned by the United States or which, but for the pro

6 visions of section 1412 of the Internal Revenue Code, 

'7 would be exempt from the tax imposed by section 1410 

8 of such code and was exempt from the tax imposed by 

9 section 1410 of such code on December 31, 1950, except 

10 that the provisions of this subparagraph shall not be 

11 applicable to

12 "(i) service performed in the employ of a na

13 tional farm loan association, a production credit 

14 association, a State, county, or community committee 

15 under the Productionand Marketing Administration, 

16 a Federal credit union, the Bonneville Power Ad

17 ministrator,or the United States Maritime Commis

18 sion; or 

19 "(ii) service performed in the employ of the 

20 Tennessee Valley Authority unless such service is 

21 covered by a retirement system established by such 

22 authority; or 

23 "l(iii) service performed by a civilian em

24 ployee, not compensated from funds appropriated 
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1 by the Congress, in the Army and Air Force Ex

2 change Service, Army and Air Force Motion Pic

3 ture Service, Navy Ship's Service Stores, Marine 

4 Corps Post Exchanges, or other activities, conducted 

5 by an instrumentality of the United States subject 

6 ~to the jurisdiction of the Secretary of Defense, at 

7 installations of the National Military Establishment 

8 for the comfort, pleasure, contentment, and mental 

9 and physical improvement of personnel of such 

10 Establishment,

11 "(D) Service performed in the employ of the 

12 United States or in the employ of 'anyinstrumentality 

13 of the United States, if such service is performed

14 "(i) as the President or Vice President of the 

15 United States or as a Member, Delegate, or Resi

16 dent Commissioner, of or to the Congress; 

17 "(ii) in the legislative branch; 

18 "(iii) in the field service of the Post Office 

19 Department-unless performed by any individual as 

20 an employee who is excluded by Executive order 

21 from the operation of the Civil Service Retirement 

22 Act of 1930 because he is serving under a tempo

23 'rary 'appointment pending final determination of 

24 eligibility for permanent or indefinite appointment; 
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"(iv) in or under the Bureau of the Census 

of the Department of Commerce by temporary em

ployees employed for the taking of any census; 

"(v) by any individual as an employee who, 

is excluded by Executive order from the operation 

of the Civil Service Retirement Act of 1930 because 

he is paidon a contract or fee basis; 

" (vi) by any individual as an employee re

ceiving nominal compensation of $12 or less per 

annum; 

"(vii) in a hospital, home, or other institution 

of the United States by a patient or inmate thereof; 

"(viii) by any individual as a consular agent 

appointed under authority of section 551 of the 

Foreign Service Act of 1946 (22 U. S. C., sec. 

951); 

" (ix) by any individual as an employee in

cluded under section 2 of the Act of August 4, 1947 

(relating to certain interns, student nurses, and other 

student employees of hospitals of the Federal Gov

ermient; 5 U. S. C., sec. 1052); 

"(x) by any individual as an employee serving. 

on a temporary basis in case of fire, storm, earth

quake, flood, or other emergency; 24 
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1 "(xi) by any individual as an employee who is 

2 employed under a Federarlrelief program to relieve 

3 him from unemployment; or 

4 "(xii) as a member of a State, county, or com

5 munity committee under the Productionand Market

6 ing Administration or of any other board, council, 

7 committee, or other similar body, unless such board, 

8 council, committee, or other body is composed ex

9 clusively of individuals otherwise in the full-time 

10 employ of the United States; 

11 "(8) (A) Service performed in the employ of a 

12 State, or any political subdivision thereof, or any instru

13 mentality of any one or more of the foregoing which is 

14 wholly owned by one or more States or political sub

15 divisions (other than. service included under an agree

1L6 ment under section 218 and other than service per

17 formed in the employ of a State, political subdivision, 

18 or instrumentality in connection with the operation of 

19 any public-transportationsystem the whole or any part 

-20 of which was acquired after 1936); 

21 "(B) Service performed in the employ of any in

22 strumentality of one or more States or political sub

23 divisions to the extent that the instrumentality is, with 

24 respect to such service, immune under the Constitution 
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1 of the United States from the tax imposed by section 

2 1410 of the Internal Revenue 'Code (other than service 

3 included under an agreement under section 218); 

4 "(9) (A) Service performed by a duly ordained, 

5 commissioned, or licensed minister of a church in 'the 

6 exercise of his ministry or by a member of a religious 

7 order in the exercise of duties required by such order; 

8 "(B) Service in the employ of

9 "(i)a corporation, fund, or foundation which 

10 is exempt from income tax under section 101 (6) 

11 of the Internal Revenue Code and is organized and 

12 operated primarily for religious purposes; or 

13 "(ii) a corporation, fund, or foundation which 

14 is exempt from income tax under section 101 (6) 

15 of the Internal Revenue Code and is owned and 

16 operated by one or more corporations, funds, or 

17 foundations included under clause (i) hereof; 

18 unless such service is performed on or after the first day 

19 of the calendar quarterfollowing the calendar quarterin 

20 which such corporation,fund, or foundation files (whether 

21 filed on, before, or after January 1, 1951) with the 

22 Commissioner of Internal Revenue a statement that it 

23 desires to have the insurance system established by this 

24 title extended to services performed by its employees; 
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I "(10) Service performed by an individual as an 

2 employee or employee representative as defined in sec

3 tion 1532 of the InternalRevenue Code; 

4 "'(11) (A) Service performed in any calendar 

5 quarter in the employ of any organization exempt from 

6 income tax under section 101 of the Internal Revenue 

7 Code, if the remuneration for such service is less than 

8 $50; 

9 "(B) Service performed in the employ of a school, 

10 college, or university if such service is performed by a 

11 student who is enrolled and is regularly attending classes 

12 at such school, college, or university; 

13 "(12) Service performed in the employ of a foreign 

14 government (including service as a consular or other 

15 officer or employee or a nondiplomatic representative); 

16 "(13) Service performed in the employ of an instru.

17 mentality wholly owned by a foreign government

18 "(A) If the service is of a charactersimilar to 

19 that performed in foreign countries by employees of 

20 the United States Government or of an instrumen

21 tality thereof; and 

22 "(B) If the Secretary of State shall certify to 

23 the Secretary of the Treasury that the foreign gov

24 ermient, with respect to whose instrumentality and 
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1 employees thereof exemption is claimed, grants an 

2 equivalent exemption with respect to similar service 

3 performed in the foreign country by employees of 

4 the United States Government and of instrumentali

5 ties thereof; 

6 " (14) Service performed as a student nurse in the 

7 employ of a hospital or a nurses' training school by an 

8 individual who is enrolled and is regularly attending 

9 classes in a nurses' trainingschool charteredor approved 

10 pursuant to State law; and service performed as an 

11 interne in the employ of a hospital by an individual who 

1 2 has completed a four years' course in a medical school 

13 chartered or approved pursuant to State law; 

14 "(15) Service performed by an individual in (or 

15 as an officer or member of the crew of a vessel while 

16 it is engaged in) the catching, taking, harvesting, cul

17 tivating, or farming of any kind of fish, shellfish, crus

18 tacea, sponges, seaweeds, or other aquatic forms of 

19 animal and vegetable life (including service performed 

20 by any such individual as an ordinary incident to any 

21 such activity), except (A) service performed in con

22 necti6n with the catching or taking of salmon or halibut, 

23 for commercial purposes, and (B) service performed 

24 on or in connection with a vessel of more thani ten net 
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tons (determined in the manner provided for deter

mining the register tonnage of merchant vessels under 

the laws of the United States); 

"(16) (A) Service performed by an individual 

under the age of eighteen in the delivery or distribution 

of newspapers or shopping news, not including delivery 

or distribution to any point for subsequent delivery or 

distribution; 

"(B) Service performed by an individual in, and 

at the time of, the sale of newspapers or magazines to 

ultimate consumers, under an arrangement under which 

the newspapers or magazines are to be sold by him at 

a fixed price, his compensation being based on the reten

tion of the excess of such price over the amount at 

which the newspapers or magazines are charged to him, 

whether or not he is guaranteed a minimum amount of 

compensation for such service, or is entitled to be 

credited with the unsold newspapers or magazines turned 

back; or 

"(17) Service performed in the employ of an inter

national organization entitled to enjoy privileges, ex

emptions, and immunities as an internationalorganiza

tion under the International Organizations Immunities 

Act (5~9 Stat. 669). 
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1. "Included and Excluded Service 

2 "(b) If the services performed during one-half or more 

3 of any pay period by an employee for the person employing 

4 him constitute employment, all the services of such employee 

5 for such period shall be deemed to be employment; but if 

6 the services performed during more than one-half of any such 

7 pay period by an employee for the person employing him do 

8 not constitute employment, then none of the services of such 

9 employee for such period shall be deemed to be employment. 

10 As used in this subsection, the term 'pay period' means a 

11 Period (of not more than thirty-one consecutive -days) for 

12 which a payment of remuneration is ordinarily made to the 

13 employee by the person employing him. This subsection 

14 shall not be applicable with respect to services performed in 

15 a pay period by an employee for the person employing him, 

16 where any of such service is excepted by paragraph (10) of 

17 subsection (a). 

18 "American Vessel 

19 "(c) The term 'American vessel' means any vessel 

20 documented or numbered under the laws of the United 

21 States; and includes any vessel which is neither documented 

22 or numbered under the laws of the United States nor 

23 documented under the laws of any foreign country, if its 

24 crew is employed solely by one or more citizens or residents 
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1 of the United States or corporations organized under the 

2 laws of the United States or of any State. 

3 "American Aircraft 

4 "(d) The term 'American aircraft' means an aircraft 

5 registeredunder the laws of the United States. 

6 "American Employer 

7 "(e) The term 'American employer' means an em

8 ployer which is (1) the United Stateas or any instrumental

9 ity thereof, (2) a State or any political subdivision thereof, 

10 or any instrumentality of any one or more of the foregoing, 

-11 (3) an individual who is a resident of the United States, 

12 (4) a partnership, if two-thirds or more of the partners are 

1-3 residents of the United States, (5) a trust, if all of the 

14 trustees are residents of the United States, or (6) a corpora

15 tion organized under the laws of the United States or of any 

16 State. 

17 "Agricultural Labor 

18 "()The term 'agricultural labor' includes all service 

19 performed

20 " (1) On a farm, in the employ of any person, in 

21 connection with cultivating the soil, or in connection 

22 with the raising or harvesting any agriculturalor horti

23 cultural commodity, including the raising,shearing, feed

24 ing, caring for, training, and management of livestock, 

25 bees, poultry, and fur-bearing animals and wildlife. 
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"(2) In the employ of the owner or tenant or other 

operator of a farm, in connection with the operation, 

management, conservation, improvement, or main'te

nance of such farm and its tools and equipment, or in 

salvaging timber or clearing land of brush and other 

debris left by a hurricane, if the major part of such 

service is performed on a farm. 

"(3) In connection with the production or harvest

ing of any commodity defined as an agricultural corn

modity in section 15 (g) of the Agricultural Marketing 

Act, as amended, or in connection with the ginning of 

cotton, or in connection with the operation or mainte

nance of ditches, canals, reservoirs, or waterways, 

not owned or operated for profit, used exclusively for 

supplying and storing water for farming purposes. 

"(4) (A) In the employ of the operator of a farm 

in handling, planting, drying, packing, packaging, proc

essing, freezing, grading, storing, or delivering to storage 

or to market or to a carrierfor transportationto market, 

in its unmanufactured state, any agriculturalor horti

cultural commodity; but only if such operator produced 

more than one-half of the commodity with respect to 

which such service is performed. 

" (B) In the employ of a group of operators of 

farms (other than a cooperative organization) in the 
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1 performance of service described in subparagraph(A), 

2 but only if such operatorsproduced all of the commodity 

3 with respect to which such service is performed. For 

4 the purposes of this subparagraph, any unincorpo

5 rated group of operators shall be deemed a cooperative 

6 organizationif the number of operators comprising such 

7 group is more than twenty at any time during the cal

8 endar quarter in which such service is performed. 

9 "(5) On a farm operated for profit if such service 

10 is not in the course of the employer's trade or business 

11 or is domestic service in a private home of the employer. 

12 The provisions of subparagraphs (A) and (B) of para

13 graph (4) shall not be deemed to be applicable with respect 

14 to service performed in connection with commercial canning 

1-5 or commercial freezing or'in connection with any agricultural 

16 or horticulturalcommodity after its delivery to a terminal 

17 market for distributionfor consumption. 

18 "Farm 

19 "(g) The term 'farm' includes stock, dairy, poultry, 

20 fruit, fur-bearing animal, and truck farms, plantations, 

21 ranches, nurseries, ranges, greenhouses or other similar 

22 structures used primarily for the raising of agriculturalor 

23 horticulturalcommodities, and orchards. 
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1 "State 

2 "(h) The term 'State' includes Alaska, Hawaii, the 

3 District of Columbia, and the Virgin Islands; and on and 

4 after the effective date specified in section 219 such term 

5 includes Puerto Rico. 

6 "United States 

7 "(i) The term 'United States' when used in a geo

8 graphicalsense means the States, Alaska, Hawaii, the Dis

9 trict of Columbia, and the Virgin Islands; and on and after 

10 the effective date specified in section 219 such term includes 

11 Puerto Rico. 

12 "Citizen of Puerto Rico 

13 "()An individual who is a citizen of Puerto Rico 

14 (but not otherwise a citizen of the United States) and 

15 who is not a resident of the United States shall not be 

16 considered, for the purposes of this section, as a citizen 

.17 of the United States prior to the effective date specified 

18 in section 219. 

19 "Employee 

20 "(k) The term 'employee' means

21 "(1) any officer of a corporation;or 

22 "(2) any individual. who, under the usual common 

HL R. 6000-17 
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1 law rules. applicable in determining the employer

2 employee relationship, has the status of an employee; or 

3 "(3) any individual (other than an individual,-who 

4: is an employee under paragraph (1) or (2) of this 

5 subsection) who performs services for remuneration for 

~6 any person

7 "(A) as an agent-driver or commission-driver 

8 engaged in distributing meat products, bakery prod

9 ucts,, or laundry or dry-cleaning services for his 

10 principal; 

11 " (B) as a full-time life insurance salesman; or 

12 "(C) as a traveling or city salesman engaged 

13 upon a full-time basis in the solicitationon behalf of, 

14 and the transmission to, his principal (excep't for 

15 side-live sales activities on behalf of some other 

16 person) of , (i) orders from retail merchants for 

17, merchandise to be delivered subsequently to such 

18 merchants for retail sale to their customers, or (ii) 

19 orders from hotels, restaurants, and other similar 

20 establishments for supplies to be delivered subse

21 quently to such establishments and to be consumed 

22 in the operation thereof; 

23 if the contract of service contemplates that substantially 

24 all of such services are to be performed personally by 

25 such individual; except that an individual shall not be 
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included in the term 'employee'.. under the provisions 

of this paragraphif such individual has a substantial 

investment in facilities used in connection with the per

formance of such services (other than in facilities 'for 

transportation), or if the services are in the nature of 

a single transactionnot part of a continuing relationship 

with the person for whom the services are performed. 

"tSELF-EMPLOYMENT 

"Si~x. 211. For the purposes of this title

"Net Earnings From Self-Employment 

"(a) The term 'net earnings from self-employment' 

means the gross income, as computed under chapter 1 

of the Internal Revenue Code, derived by an individual 

from any trade or businiess carried on by such individual, 

less the deductions allowed under such chapter which a-re 

attributable to- such trade or business, plus his distributive 

share (whether or not distributed) of the ordinary net income 

or loss, as computed under section 183 of such code, from 

any trade or business carriedon by a partnership of which 

he is a member; except that in computing such gross income 

and deductions and such distributive share of partnership 

ordinary net income or loss

"(1) There shall be excluded rentals from real 

estate (including personal property leased with the real 

2~5 estate) and deductions attributable thereto, unless such 
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rentals are received in the course of a trade or business 

as a real estate dealer; 

"(2) There shall be excluded income derived from 

any trade or business in which, if the trade or business 

were carried on exclusively by employees, the major 

portion of the services would constitute agricultural 

labor as defined in section 21.0 (f); and there shall be 

excluded all deductions attributable to such income; 

"(3) There shall be excluded dividends on any 

share of stock, and interest on any bond, debenture, note', 

or certificate, or other evidence of indebtedness, issued 

with interest coupons or in registered form by~any 

corporation (including one issued by a government or 

political subdivision thereof), unless such dividends 

and interest (other than interest described in section 

25 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code) are received in 

the course of a trade or business as a dealer in stocks 

or securities; 

"(4) There shall be excluded any gain or loss 

(A) which is considered under chapter 1 of the Internal 

Revenue Code as gain or loss from the sale or exchange 

of a capital asset, (B) from the cutting or disposal of 

timber if section 117 (j) of such code is applicable 

to such gain or loss, or (C) from the sale, exchange, 

involuntary conversion, or other disposition of property 
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1 if such property is neither (i) stock in trade or other 

2 property of- a kind which would properly be includible 

3 in inventory if on hand at the close of the taxable year, 

4 nor (ii) property held primarilyfor sale to customers in 

5 the ordinary course of the trade or business; 

6 "(5) The deduction for net operating losses pro

7 vided in section 23 (s) of such code shall not be allowed; 

8 "(6) (A) If any of the income derived from a 

9 trade or business (other than a trade or business car

10 ried on by a partnership) is community income under 

11 community property laws applicable to such 'income, 

12 -all of the gross income and deductions attributable to 

13 such trade or business shall be treated as the gross in

14 come and deductions of the husband unless the wife 

15 exercises substantially all of the management and con

16 trol of such trade or business, in which case all of such 

17 gross income and deductions shall be treated as the gross 

18 income and deductions of the wife; 

19 "(B) If any portion of a partner'sdistributive share 

20 of the ordinary net income or loss from a trade or busi

21 ness carriedon by a partnershipis community income or 

22 loss under the community property laws applicable to 

.23 such share, all of such distributiveshare shall be included 

24 in computing the net earnings from self-employment of 

25 such partner, and no part of such share shall be taken 
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1 into account in computing the net earnings from self

2 employment of the spouse of such partner; 

3 _"(7) In the case of any taxable year beginning 

4 on or after the effective date specified in section 219, 

5 (A) the term 'possession of the United States' as used 

6 in section 251 of the Internal Revenue Code shall not 

7 include Puerto Rico, and (B) a citizen or resident-of 

8. Puerto Rico shall compute his net earnings from self

9 employment in the same manner. as a citizen of the 

10, United States and without regard to the provisions of 

11 section 252 of such code. 

12 If the taxable year of a partner is different from that of the 

13 partnership, the distributive share which he is required to 

14 include in computing his net earnings from self-employment 

15- shall be based upon the ordinary net income or loss of the 

16 partnership for any taxable year of the partnership (even' 

17 though beginning prior to 1951) ending within or with his 

18 taxable year. 

19 "Self-Employment Income 

20 "(b) The term 'self-employment income' means the net 

21 earnings from self-employment derived by an individual 

22 (other than a nonresident alien individual) during any tax

23 able year beginning after 1950; except that such term shall 

24 not include

25 "(1) That part of the net earnings from self
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1 employment which is in excess of (A) $3,600, minus 

2 (B) the amount of the wages paid to such individual 

3 -duringthe taxable year; or 

4 "(2) The net earnings from self-employment, if 

5 such net earnings for the taxable year are less than 

6 $400. 

7 In the case of any taxable year beginning prior to, the 

8 effeictive date specified in section 219, an individual who is 

9 a citizen of Puerto Rico (but not otherwise a citizen of the 

10 United States) and who is not a resident of the United

1-1 States during such taxable year shall be considered, for the 

12 purposes of this subsection, as a nonresident alien individual. 

13 An individual who is not a citizen of the United States but 

14 who is a resident of the Virgin Islands or (after the effective 

15' date specified in section 219) a resident of Puerto Rico shall 

16 not, for the purposes of this subsection', be considered to be a 

17 nonresident-alienindividual. 

18 "Trade or Business 

19 "(c) The term 'trade or business,' when used with ref

20 erence to self-employment income or net earnings from self

21 employment, shall have the same meaning as when used in 

22 section 23 of the Internal Revenue Code, except that such 

23 term shall not include

24 "(1) The performance of the functions of a public 

25 office; 
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1 "(2) The performance of service by an individual 

2 as an employee (other than service described in section 

3 210 (a) (16) (B) per-formed by an individual who has 

.4 attained the age of eighteen); 

5 "(3) The performance of service by an individual 

6 as an employee or employee representative as defined in 

7 section 1532 of the InternalRevenue Code; 

8 "(4) The performance of service by a duly or-, 

9 dained, commissioned, or licensed minister of a church 

10 in the exercise of his ministry or by a member of a 

11 religious order in the exercise of duties required by 

12 such order;or 

13 "(5) The performance of service by an individual 

14 in the exercise of his profession as a physician, lawyer, 

15 dentist, osteopath, veterinarian,chiropractor,naturopath, 

16 optometrist, ChristianScience practitioner,architect, cer

17 tifled public accountant or other accountantregistered or 

18 licensed as an accountant under State or municipal law~, 

19funeral director, or professional engineer; or the per

20 formance of such service by a partnership. 

21 ."Partnershipand Partner 

22 "(d) The term 'partnership' and the term 'Partner' 

23 shall have the same meaning as when used in supplement 

24 F of chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code. 
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"Taxable Year 

"(e) The term 'taxable year' shall have the same 

meaning as when used in chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue 

Code; and the taxable year of any individual shall be a 

calendar year unless he has a different taxable year for the 

purposes of chapter 1 of such code, in which case his taxable 

year for the purposes of this title shall be the same as his 

taxable year under such chapter 1. 

"tCREDITING OF SELF-EMPLOYMENT INCOME TO CALENDAR 

QUARTERS 

"SEC. 212. For the purposes of determining aver

age monthly wage and quarters of coverage the amount of 

self-employment income derived during any taxable year 

shall be credited to calendar quarters as follows: 

"(a) In the case of a taxable year which is a calen

dar year the self-employment income of such taxable year 

shall be credited equally to each quarter of such calendar 

year. 

"(b) In the case of any other taxable year the self-

employment income shall be credited equally to the 

calendarquarter in which such taxable year ends and to 

each of the next three or fewer preceding quarters any 

part of which is in such taxable year. 
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1 "QUARTER AND QUARTER OF COVERAGE 

2 "Definitions 

3 "SEC. 213. (a) For the purposes of this title

4 "(1) The term 'quarter', and the term 'calendar quar

'5 ter', mean a period of three calendar months ending on 

6 March 31, June 30, September 30, or December 31. 

7 "(2) (A) The term 'quarter of coverage' means, in the 

8 case of any quarter occurring prior to 1951, a quarter in 

9 which the individual has been paid $50 or more in wages. 

10 In the case of any individual who has been paid, in a calen

11 dar year prior to 1951, $3,000 or more in wages each 

12 quarter of such year following his first quarter of coverage 

13 shall be deemed a quarter of coverage, excepting any quarter 

14 in such year in which such individualdied or became entitled 

15 to a primary insurance benefit and any quarter succeeding 

iG such quarter in which he died or became so entitled. 

17 " (B) The term 'quarter of coverage' means, in the case 

18 of a quarter occurring after 1950, a quarter in which the 

19 individual has been paid $50 or more in wages or for which 

20 he has been credited (as determined under section 212) with 

21 $100 or more of self-employment income, except that

22 ."(i) no quarter after the quarter in which such 

23 individual died shall be a -quarterof coverage; 
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1 "(ii) if the wages paid to any individual in a 

2 calendar year equal or exceed $3,600, each quarter oQf 

3 such year shall (subject to clause (i)) be a quarter of 

4 coverage; 

5. "(iii) if an individual has self-employment income 

6 for a taxable year, and if the sum of such income and 

7 the wages paid to him during such taxable year equals 

8 $3,600, each quarter any part of which falls in such 

9 year shall be a quarter of coverage; and 

10 "(iv) no quarter shall be counted as a quarter of 

11 coverage prior to the beginning of such quarter. 

12 "Creditingof Wages Paidin 1937 

13 "(b) With respect to wages paid to an individual in 

14 the six-'month periods commencing either January 1, 1937, 

15or July 1, 1937; (A) if wages of not less than $100 were 

16 paid in any such period, one-half of the total amount thereof 

17 shall be deemed to have been paid in each of the calendar 

18 quartersin such period; and (B) if wages of less than $100 

19 were paid in any such period, the total amount thereof shall 

20 be deemed to have been paid in the latter quarter of such 

21 period, except that if in any such period, the individual 

22 attained age sixty-five, all of the wages paid in such period 

23 shall be deemed to have been paid before such age was 

24 attained. 
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"INSURED STATUS FOR PURPOSES OF OLD-AGE AND 

SURVIVORS INSURANCE BENEFITS 

"SEC. 214. Forthe purposesof this title

"Fully Insured Individual: 

"(a) (1) In the case of any individual who died prior 

to the first day of the second calendar month following the 

month in which this section was enacted, the term 'fully 

insured individual' means any individual who had not less 

than one quarter of coverage (whenever acquired) for each 

two of the quarterselapsing after 1936, or after the quarter 

in which he attained the age of twenty-one, whichever is 

later, and up to but excluding the quarter in which he at

tained retirement age, or died, whichever first occurred, 

except that in no case shall an individual be a fully insured 

individual unless he has at least six quarters of cover-age, 

"(2) In the case of any individual who did not die 

priori to the first day of the -second calendar month following 

the month in which this section was enacted, the term 'fully 

insured individual' means any individual who had not less 

than

"(A) one quarter of coverage (whether acquired 

before or after such day) for each two of the quarters 

elapsing after 1950, or after the quarter in which he 
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attained the age -of twenty-one, whichever is later, and 

up to but excluding the quarter in which he attained 

retirement age, or died, whichever first occurred, except 

that in no case shall an individual be a fully insured 

individual unless he has at least six quarters of 

coverage; or 

"(B) forty quarters'of coverage. 

"(3) When the number of elapsed quarters specified 

in paragraph (1) or (2) (A) is an odd number, for pur

poses of such paragraphsuch number shall be reduced by one. 

"CurrentlyInsured Individual 

"(b) The term 'currently insured individual' means 

any individual who had not less than six quartersof coverage 

during the thirteen-quarterperiod ending with (1) the quar

ter in which he died, (2) the quarter in which he became 

entitled to old-age insurance benefits, or (3) the quarter in 

which he became entitled to primary insurance benefits under 

this title as in effect prior to the enactment of this section. 

"tCOMPUTATION OF PRIMARY INSURANCE AMOUNT 

"SEc. 215. For the purposes of this title

"PrimaryInsurance Amount 

"(a) (1) The primary insurance amount of an indi

vidtual who attained age twenty-two after 1950 and with 
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respect to whom not less than six of the quarters elapsing 

after 1950 are quarters of coverage shall be 50 per centumt 

of the first $100 of his average monthly wage plus 15 per 

centum of the ne~xt $200 of such wage. When the pri

mary insuranceamount thus computed is less than $25 it-shall 

be increased to $25 except in the case of an individual whose 

average monthly wage is less than $34, in which case his 

primary insurance amount thus computed shall be increased 

to $20. 

"(2) The primary insurance amount of an :individual 

who attained age twenty-two prior to 1951 and with re

spect to whom not less than six of the quarters elapsing 

after 1950 are quarters of coverage shall be whichever of 

the following is the larger

"(A) the amount computed as provided in para

graph (1) of this subsection; or 

"(B) the amount determined for him by use of the 

conversion table under subsection (c). 

"(3) The primary insurance amount of any other in

dividual shall be the amount~determined.for him by use of 

the conversion table under subsection (c). 

"Average Monthly Wage 

"(b) (1) An individual's 'average monthly wage' (for 
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1 purposes of subsection (a)) means the quotient obtained -by 

2 dividing the total of his wages and self-employment ihcome 

3 after his starting date (determined under paragraph (2)) 

4 and prior to his closing date (determined under paragraph 

5 (3)), by the number of months elapsing after such starting 

6 date and prior to such closing date excluding from such 

7 elapsed months any month in any quarter prior to the 

8 quarter in which he attained the age of twenty-two which 

9 was not a quarter of coverage. 

10 "(2) Arn individual's 'starting date' shall be December 

11 31, 1950, or, if later, the day preceding the quarter in which 

12 he attained the age of twenty-two, whichever results in the 

1-3 higher average monthly wage. 

14 "(3) (A) Except to the extent provided in paragraphs 

15 (B) and (C), an individual's 'closing date' shall be the first 

16 day of the second quarter preceding the quarter in which 

17 he died or became entitled to old-age insurance benefits, 

18 whichever first occurred. 

19 "(B) If the number of months elapsing after an indi

20 vidual's starting date and prior to his closing date, as deter

21 mined under subparagraph (A), is less than eighteen, his 

22 closing date shall be the first day of the quarter in which he 

23 died or became entitled to old-age insurance benefits, which

24 ever flrst occurred. 
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1 "(C) In the case of an individual who died or became 

2 entitled to old-age insurance benefits after the first quarter 

3 in which he both was fully insured and had attained retire

4 ment age, the determination of his closing date under sub

5 paragraphs(A) and (B) shall be made as though he became 

6 entitled to old-age insurance benefits in such first quarter,'but 

'7 only if it would result in a higher average monthly wage for 

8 such individual. 

9 "(4) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this 

10 subsection, in computing an individual's average monthly 

11 wage, there shall not be taken into account any self-employ

12 ment income of such individual for taxable years ending 

13 in or after the month in which he became entitled to old-age 

14 insurancebenefits or died, whichever first occurred. 

15 "DeterminationsMade by Use of the Conversion Table 

16 "9(c) (1) The amount referred to in paragraph (3) 

17 and clause (B) of paragraph (2) of -subsection (a) for an 

18 individual shall be the amount appearing in column II of 

19 the following table on the line on which in column I appears 

20 his primary insurance benefit (determined as provided in 

21 subsection (d)); and his average monthly wage shall, for 

22 purposes of section 203 (a), be the amount appearing on 

23 such line in column III. 
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"1I I 

Assumed average 
Primary insurance benefit (as determined under Primary insurance murontsaeofcor

subsection (d)) amount purpoeno cm-xmu 
benefits 

$10--------------------------------- $20.00 $60.00 
$11---------------------------------- 22.00 62.00 
$12---------------------------------- 24. 00 64.00 
$13---------------------------------- 28.00 66.00 
$14 ---------------------------------- 29.650 69.00 
$16----------7------------------------ 31.00 62.00 
$16---------------------------------- 32.50 65. 00 
$17---------------------------------- 384.00 68.00 
$18---------------------------------- 36.00 70.00 
$19---------------------------------- 386.00 72.00 
$20----------------------------------3; 7.00 74.00 
$21------------------ ---------------- 388.60 77.00 
$22---------------------------------- 40.650 81.00 
$23---------------------------------- 43.00 86. 00 
$24---------------------------------- 46.00 92.00 
$26---------------------------------- 48. 50 97.00 
$26---------------------------------- 650.90 106. 00 
$27---------------------------------- 652.40 116. 00 
$28---------------------------------- 63. 80 125. 00 
$29---------------------------------- 665.00 133.00 
$30---------------------------------- 656.20 141. 00 
$31--------------------------------- -67.7-40 149.00 
$32---------------------------------- 58.60 167. 00 
$33---------------------------------- 659.80 166.00 
$34---------------------------------- 61.00 173.00 
$36---------------------------------- 62.20 181. 00 
$36---------------------------------- 63.40 189. 00 
$37---------------------------------- 64.40 196.00 
$38---------------------------------- 65.50 203.00 
$39---------------------------------- 66.60 210.00 
$40---------------------------------- 67.60 217. 00 
$41---------------------------------- 68.60 224.00 
$42---------------------------------- 69.70 231.00 
$43---------------------------------- 70.70 238.00 
$44------------------------------ 71. 60 244.00 
$46---------------------------------- 72.60 260.00 
$46-------- -------------------------- 72.650 260.0.0 

HR.6000-18
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1"(2) In case the primary insurance benefit of an in

2 dividual (determined as provided in subsection (d)) falls 

3 between the amounts on any two consecutive lines in column 

4 I of the table, the amount referred to in paragraph(3) and 

5 clause (B) of paragraph(2) of subsection (a) for such indi

6 vidual, and his average monthly wage for purposes of section 

7 203 (a), shall be determined in accordance with regulations 

8 of the Administrator designed to obtain results consistent 

9 with those obtained for individuals whose primary insurance 

10 benefits are shown in column I of the table. 

11 "Primary Insurance Benefit for Purposes of Conversion 

12 Table 

13 "(d) For the purposes. of subsection (c), the primary 

14 insurance benefits of individuals shall be determined as 

15 follows: 

16 "(1) In the case of any individual who w~as entitled to 

17 a primary insurance benefit for the first month following the 

18 month in which this section was enacted, his primary insur

19 ance benefit shall, except as provided in paragraph (2), 

20 be the primary insurance benefit to which he was so entitled. 

21 "(2.) In the case of any individual to whom paragraph 

22 (1) is applicable and who is a World War II veteran or 

23 in the first month following the month in which this section 

24 was enacted rendered services for wages of $15 or more, 

25 his primary insurance benefit shall be whichever of the fol
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lowing is larger: (A) the primary insurance benefit to 

which he was entitled for such first month following the month 

in which this section was enacted, or (B) his primary insur

ance benefit for such month recomputed, under section 20.9 

(q) of the Social Security Act as in effect prior to the enact

ment of this section, in the same manner as if such individual 

had filed application for and was entitled to a recomputation 

for such month, except that in making such recompuitation 

section 217 (a) shall be applicable if such individual is a 

World War II veteran. 

"(3) In the case of any individual who died prior to 

the second calendar month following the month in which 

this section was enacted, his primary insurance benefit shall 

be determined as provided,in this title as in effect prior to 

the enactment of this section, except 'that section 217 (a) 

shall be applicable, in lieu of section 210 of this Act as 

in effect prior to the enactment of this section, but only if 

it results in a larger primary insurance benefit. 

"(4) In the case of any other individual, his primary 

insurance benefit shall be determined as provided in, this 

title as in effect prior to the enactment of this section, except 

that

"(A) The computation of such benefit shall be based 

on the total of his wages and self-employment incomes 

after 1936 and prior to his closing date (as defined in 
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I. subsection (b) ), and the provisions of Paragraph (4) 

2 of subsection (b) shall also be applicable to such 

3 computation. 

4 "(B) For purposes of such comptation, the date he 

5 became entitled to old-age insurance benefits shall be 

6 deemed to be the date he became entitled to primary 

7 insurance benefits. 

8 "(C) The 1 per centurn addition provided for in 

9 section 209 (e) (2) of this Act as in effect prior to the 

10 enactment of this section shall be applicable only with 

11 respect to calendar years prior to 1951. 

12 "(D) The provisions of subsection (e) shall be 

13 applicable to such computation. 

14 "Certain -Wages and Self-Employment Income Not To Be' 

15 Counted 

16 "(e) For the purposes of subsections (b) and (d) (4)

17 "(1) in computing an individual'saverage monthly 

18 wage there shall not be counted, in the case of any 

19~ calendar year after 1950, the excess over $3,600 of 

20 (A) the wages paid to him in such year, plus (B) the 

21 self-employment income credited to such year (as de

22 termined under section 212); and 

23 "(2.) if an individual's average monthly wage 

24 computed under subsection (b) or for the purposes of 
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I subsection (d) (4) is not a multiple of $1, it shall be 

2 reduced to the next lower multiple of $1. 

3 "Average Monthly Wage for Computing Maximum Benefits 

4 "(f) For the purposes of section 203 (a) the average 

5 monthly wage of any individual whose primary insurance 

6 a-mount is computed under subsection (a) (2) shall be 

7 whichever of the following is the larger: 

8 "(1) The average monthly wage computed in ac

9 cordance with subsection (b); or 

10 "(2) The average monthly wage as derived from 

11 column III of the table in subsection (c). 

12 "Recom~putiztion of Benefits 

13 "(g) (1) After an individual's primary insurance 

14 amount has been determined under this section, there shall 

15 be no recomputation of such individual's primary insurance 

16 amount except as provided in this subsection or, in the case 

217 of a World War II veteran who dies after the calendar 

18 month following the month in which this section w-as enacted 

19 and prior to July 27, 1954, as provided in section 217 (b). 

20 "(2) Upon applicationby an individual entitled to old

21 age insurance benefits, the Administrator shall recompute his 

22 primary insurance amount if application therefor is filed 

23 after the twelfth month for which deductions under para

24 graph (1) or (2) of section 203 (b) have been imposed 
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I (within a period of thirty-six months) with respect to such 

2 benefit, not taking into account any month prior to the sec

3 ond month following the month in which this section was 

4 enacted or prior to the earliest month for which the last 

5 previous computation of his primary insurance amount was 

6 effective, and if not less than six of the quarters elapsing after 

7 1950 and prior to the quarter in which he filed such applica

8 tion are quarters of coverage. A recomputation under this 

9 paragraph shall be made only as provided in subsection 

10 (a) (1) and shall take into account only such wages and 

11 self-employment income as would be taken into account under 

12 subsection (b) if the month in which application for recoin

13 putation is filed were deemed to be the month in which the 

14 individual became entitled to old-age insurance benefits. 

15 Such recomputation shall be effective for and after the month 

16 in which such applicationfor recomputation is filed. 

17 "(3) (A) Upon application by an individual entitled 

18 to old-age insurance benefits, filed at least six months after 

19 the month in which he became so entitled, the Administrator 

20 shall recompute his primary insuranceamount. Such recoin

21 putation shall be made in the manner provided in the pre

22 ceding subsections of this section for computation of such 

23 amount except that his closing date for purposes of subsection 

24 (b) shall be deemed to be the first day of the quarter in which 

25 he became entitled to old-age insurance benefits. Such re
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1 computation shall be effective for and after the first month 

2 in which he became entitled to old-age insurance benefits. 

3 "(B) Upon application by a person entitled to monthly 

4 benefits on the basis of the wages and self-employment income 

5 of an individual who died after the first calendar month fol

(3 lowing the month in which this section was enacted, the 

7 Administrator shall recompute such individual's primary 

8 insurance amount, if such application is filed at least six 

9 months after the month in which such individual died or 

10 became entitled to old-age insurance benefits, whichever first 

11 occurred. Such recomputation shall be made in the manner 

12 provided in the preceding subsections of this section for 

13 computation of such amount except that his closing date for 

14 purposes of subsection (b) shall be deemed to be the first day 

15 of the quarter in which he died or became entitled to old-age 

16 insurance benefits, whichever first occurred. Such recoin

17 putation shall be effective [or and after the month in which 

18 such person who filed the application for recomputation be

19 came entitled to such monthly benefits. No recomnputa

20 tion under this paragraphshall affect the amount of the lump

21 sum death payment under subsection (i) of section 2,02 and 

22 no such recomputation shall render erroneous any such 

23 payment certified by the Administrator prior to the effective 

24 date of the recoinputation. 

25 "(4) Upon the death after tbe flrst cal4endar month fol
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lowing the month in which this section was enacted of an 

individual entitled to old-age insurancebenefits, if any person 

is entitled to monthly benefits, or to a lump-sum death pay

ment, on the basis of the wages and self-employment income 

of such individual, -the Administrator shall recompute the 

decedent's primary insurance amount, but (except as pro

vided in paragraph(3) (B)) only if

"(A) the decedent would have been entitled to a 

recomputation under paragraph (2) if he had filed 

application therefor in the month in which he died; or 

"(B) the decedent during his lifetime was paid com

pensation which is treated, under section 205 (o), as 

remunerationfor employment. 

If the recomputation is permitted by subparagraph (A), 

the recomputation shall be made (if at all) as though he 

had filed application for a recomputation under paragraph 

(2) in the month in which he died, except that such recoin-

putation shall include any compensation (described in sec

tion 205 (o) ) paid to him prior to the closing date which 

would have been applicable under such paragraph. If 

~recomputation 	is permitted by subparagraph (B), the 

recomnputation shall take into account only the wages and 

self-employment income which were taken into account in the 

last previous computation of his primary insurance amount 

and the compensation (described in section 205 (o)) paid 
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1 to him prior to the closing date applicable to such cornputa

2 tion. If both of the preceding sentences are applicable to 

3an individual, only the recomputation tvhich results in the 

4 larger primary insurance amount shall be made. 

"(5) Any recomputation under this subsection shall be 

6 effective only if such recomputationresults in a higher primary 

7 insurance amount. No such recomputation shall, for the 

8 purposes of section 203 (a), lower the average monthly wage. 

9 "Rounding of Benefits 

10 "(h) The amount of any primary insurance amount 

11 and the amount of any monthly benefit computed under sec

12 tion 202 which, after reduction under section 203 (a), is 

13 not a multiple of $0.10 shall be raised to the next higher 

14 multiple of $0.10. 

15 "tOTHER DEFINITIONS 

116 "Sec. 216. For the purposes of this title

17 "Retirement Age 

1s "(a) The term 'retirement age' means age sixty-five. 

19 "Wife 

20 "(b) The term 'wife' means the wife of an individual, 

21 but only if she (1) is the mother of his son or daughter, or 

22 (2) was married to him for a period of not less than three 

23 years immediately preceding the day on which her applica

24 tion is filed. 
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"Widow 

"(c) The term 'widow' (except when used 'in section 

.202 (i)) means the surviving wife of an individual, but 

only if she (1) is the mother of his son or daughter, 

(2) legally adopted his son or daughter while she was 

married to him and while such son or daughter was under 

the age of eighteen, (3) was married to him at the time 

both of them legally adopted a child under the age of 

eighteen, or (4) was married to him for a period of not less 

than one year immediately prior to the day on which he died. 

"Former Wife Divorced 

"(d) The term 'former wife divorced' means a woman 

divorced from an individual, but only if she (1) is the 

mother of his son or daughter, (2) legally adopted his son or 

daughter while she was married to him and while such son 

or daughter was under the age of eighteen, or (3) was 

married to him at the time both of them legally adopted a 

child under the age of eighteen. 

"Child 

"(e) The term 'child' means (1) the child. of an in

(lividual, and (2) in the case of a living individual, a step

child or adopted child who has been such stepchild or 

adopted child for not less than three years immediately 

preceding the day on which applicationfor child's benefits is 

filed, and (3) in the case of a deceased individual, (A) an 
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1 adopted child, or (B) a stepchild who has been such stepchild 

2 for not less than one year immediately preceding the day 

3 on which such individual died. In determining whether an 

4 adopted child has met the length of time requirement in 

a clause (2), time spent in the relationship of stepchild shall 

6 be counted as time spent in the relationship of adopted child. 

7 "Husband 

8 "(f) The term 'husband' means the husband of an indi

9 vidual, but only if he (1) is the father of her son or daughter, 

10 or (2) was married to her for a period of not less than three 

11 years immediately preceding the day on which his applica

12 tion is filed. 

13 "Widower 

14 "(g) The term 'widower' (except when used in sec

15 tion 202 (i)) means the surviving husband of an individual, 

16 but only if he (1) is the father of her son or daughter, (2) 

17 legally adopted her son or daughter while he was married 

18 to her and while such son or daughter was under the age 

19 of eighteen, (3) was married to her at the time both of them 

20 legally adopted a child under the age of eighteen, or (4) 

21 was married to her for a period of not less than.one year 

22 immediately prior to the day on which she died. 

23 "Determination of Family Status 

24 "(h) (1) In determining. whether an applicant is the 

25 wife, husband, widow, widower, child, or parent of a fully 
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1 insured or currently insured individual for- purposes of 

2 this title, the Administrator shall apply such law as would 

3 be applied in determining the devolution of intestate personal 

4 property by the courts of the State in which such insured 

5 individual is domiciled at the time such applicant files appli

6 cation, or, if such insured individual is dead, by the courts 

7 of the State in which he was domiciled at the time of his death, 

S or if such insured individual is or was not so domiciled in 

9 any State, by the courts of the District of Columbia. Appli

10 cants who according to such law would have the same status 

11 relative to taking intestate personal property as a wife, hus

12 band, widow, widower, child, or parent shall be deemed such. 

13 "(2) A wife shall be deemed to be living with her hus

14 band if they are both members of the same household, or she 

15 is receiving regular contributions from him toward her sup

16 port, or he has been ordered by any court to contribute to her 

17 support; and a widow shall be deemed to have been living 

18 with her husband at the time of his death if they were both 

19 members of the same household on the date of his death, or 

20 she was receiving regular contributions from him toward her 

21 support on such date, or he had been ordered by any court to 

22 contribute to her support. 

23 "(3) A husband shall be deemed to be living with his 

24 wife if they are both minmbers of the same household, or 

25he is receiving regular contributions from her toward his 
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support, or she has been ordered by any court to contribute 

to his support; and a widower shall be deemed to have 

been living with his wife at the time of her death if they 

were both members of the same household on the date of her 

death, or he was receiving regular contributions from her 

toward his support on such date, or she had been ordered 

by any court to contribute to his support." 

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall take 

effect January 1, 19-51, except that sections 214, 215, and 

216 of the Social Security Act shall be applicable (1) in the 

case of applications filed after the date of enactment of this 

Act for monthly benefits for months after the first calendar 

month following the month in which such date occurred, and 

(2) in the case of applicationsfor lump-sum death payments 

with respect to deaths after such first calendar month follow

ing the month in which this Act was enacted. 

WORLD WAR II VETERANS 

SEC. 105. Title II of the Social Security Act is 

amended by striking out section 210 and by adding after 

section 216 (added by section 104 (a) of this Act) the 

following: 

"6BENEFITS IN CASE OF WORLD WAR II VETERANS 

"SEC. 217. (a) (1) For purposes of determining en

titlement to and the amount of any monthly benefit for any 

month after the first month following the month in which 
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this section was enacted, or entitlement to and the amount 

of any lump-sum death payment in case of a death after 

such first month, payable under this title on the basis 

of the wages or self-employment income of any World War 

II veteran, such veteran shall be deemed to have been paid 

wages (in addition to the wages, if any, actually paid to 

him) of $160 in each month during any part of which he 

served in the active military or naval service of the United 

States during World War IL. This subsection shall not be 

applicable in the case of any monthly benefit or lump-sum 

death payment if

"(A) a larger such benefit or payment, as the case 

may be, would be payable without its application; 

"(B) a benefit (other than a benefit payable in a 

lump sum unless it is a commutation of, or a substitute 

for, periodic payments) which is based, in whole or in 

part, upon the active military or naval service of such 

veteran during World War II is determined by any 

agency or wholly owned instrumentality of the United 

States (other than the Veterans' Administration) to be 

payable by it under any other law of the United 

States or under a system established by such agency 

or instrumentality. 

"(2) Upon applicationfor benefits or a lump-sum death 

payment on the basis of the wages and self-employment income 
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of any World War II veteran, the FederalSecurity Admin

istratorshall ma/ce a decision without regard to clause (B) 

of paragraph (1) of this subsection unless he has been noti

fled by the Civil Service Commission that, on the basis of the 

military or naval service of such veteran during World War 

II, a ben-efit described in clause (B) of paragraph(1) has 

been determined to be payable by some other agency or wholly 

owned instrumentality of the United States. The Federal 

Security Administrator shall thereupon report such decision 

to the Civil Service Commission. The Commission shall then 

ascertain whether in such case some other agency or wholly 

owned instrumentality of the United States.has decided that 

a benefit described in clause (B) of paragraph~(1) is pay

able by it. If in any such case such a decision has been made 

or is thereafter made, the Commission shall so notify the Fed

eral Security Administrator, and the Administrator shall 

certify no further benefits for payment or shall recompute the 

amount of any further benefits payable, as may be required 

by paragraph (1) of this subsection. Any payments there

tofore certified-by, the FederalSecurity Administrator on the 

basis of paragraph (1) of this subsection to any individual, 

not exceeding the amount of the accrued benefits payable with 

respect to him by such agency or wholly owned instrumen

tality of the United States, shall (notwithstanding any other 

provision of law) be deemed to have been paid with respect 
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to him by such agency or instrumentality on account of such 

accrued benefits. No such payment certified by the Federal 

Security Administrator and no payment certified by him for 

any month prior to the first month for which any such benefit 

is paid by such other agency or instrumentality shall be 

d(-emed by reason of this subsection to have been an erroneous 

payment. 

"(3) Any agency or wholly owned instrumentality of the 

United States which is authorized by any law of the United 

States to pay benefits, or has a system of benefits which 

are based, in whole or in part, on military or naval serv

ice during World War II shall, at the request of the 

Civil Service Commission, certify to it, with respect to any 

veteran, such information as the Commission deems necessary 

to carry out its functions under paragraph (2) of this sub

section. 

"(b) (1) In the case of any World War II veteran 

who dies during the period of three years immediately fol

lowing his separation from the active military or naval 

service of the United States, such veteran shall be deemed to 

have died a fully insured individual, but his primary insur

ance amount shall be computed only as provided in section 

215 (a) (3) and, for the purposes of such computation, he 

shall be deemed to have an average monthly wage of $160 

and to have been paid $200 in wages, for the purposes of 
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I. section 209 (e) (2) of this Act as in effect prior to the eqnact

2 ment of this section, in each calendar year in which he had 

3 thirty days or more of active military or naval service after 

4 September 16, 1940, and prior to January 1, 1951. This 

5 subsection shall not be applicable in the case of any- monthly 

6 benefit or lump-sum death payment if

7 "(A) a larger such benefit or payment, as the case 

8 may be, would be payable without its application; 

9 "(B) any pension or compensation is determined 

10 by the Veterans' Administration to be payable bV it on 

1i the basis of the death of such veteran; 

12 "(C) the death of the veteran occurred while he 

13 was in the active military or naval service of the 

14 United States; or 

15 "(D) such veteran has been discharged or released 

16 from the active military or naval service of the United 

17 States subsequent to July 26, 1951. 

18 "(2) Upon an application for benefits or a lump-sum 

19 death payment on the basis of the wages and self-employ

20 ment income of any World War 11 veteran, the Federal 

21 Security Administrator shall make a decision without regard 

22 to paragraph (1) (B) of this subsection unless he has,been 

23 notified by the Veterans' Administration that pension or corn

24 pensation is determined to be payable by the Veterans' Ad-

HF. R. 6000-19 
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1 ministration by reason of the death of such veteran. The 

2 Federal Security Administrator shall thereupon report such 

3 decision to, the Veterans' Administration. If the Veterans' 

4 Administration in any such case has made -an adjudication. 

5or thereafter makes an adjudication that any pension or 

6 compensation is payable under any law administered by 

7 it, it shall notify the FederalSecurity Administrator, and the 

8 Administratorshall certify no further benefits for payment, 

9 or shall recompute the amount of any further benefits pay

10, able, as may be required by paragraph(1) of this subsection. 

11 Any payments theretofore certified by the Federal Security 

12 Administrator on the basis of paragraph (1) of this sub-. 

.13 section to any individual, not exceeding the amount of any 

:14 accrued' pension or compensation payable to him by the 

15 Veterans' Administration, shall (notwithstanding the pro

16 visions of section 3 of the Act of. August 12, 1935, as 

17 amended (38 U. S. C., sec. 454a)) be deemed to have been 

18 paid to him by such Administration on account of such 

19 accrued pension or compensation., No such payment certi

20 fled by the FederalSecurity Administrator, and no payment 

21 certified by him for any month prior to the first month for 

22 which any pension -orcompensation is paid by the Veterans' 

23 Administration shall be deemed by reason of this subsection 

24 to have been an erroneous payment. 

25 "(c) In the case of any World War II veteran'to whom 
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1 subsection (a) is applicable, proof of support require~d under 

2 section 202 (h) may be filed by a parent at any time prior 

3. to July 1951 or pr~ior to the-expiration of two years after 

4. 	 the date of the death of such veteran,. whichever is the later. 

"(d) For the purposes of this section

6 "(1) The term 'World War II' means the period be

7ginning with September 16, 1940, and ending at the close 

8 of July 24, 1947. 

9 "(2) The term 'World War II veteran' means any 

10 individual who served in the active military or naval service 

11 of the United States at any time during IWorld War II and 

12 who, if discharged or released therefrom, was so discharged 

13 or released under conditions other than dishonorable after 

14active service of ninety days or more or by reason of a dis

15ability or injury incurred or aggravated in service in line of 

16 duty; but such term shall not include any individual who 

17 died while in the active military or naval service of the 

18United States if his death was inflicted (other than by an 

19enemzy of the United States) as lawful punishment for a 

20military or naval offense." 

21 
COVERAGE OF STATE AND LOCAL EMPLOYEES


22 SEC. 106. Title II of the Social Security Act is amended 

23by adding after section 217 (added by eection 105 of this 
24 

Act) the following: 
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.it "VOLUNTARY AGREEMENTS FOR COVERAGE OF STATE AND 

2 LOCAL EMPLOYEES 

3 "Purpose of Agreement 

4 "SEC. 218. (a) (1) The Administrator shall, at the 

5 request of any State, enter into an agreement, with such 

6 State for the purpose of extending the insurance system 

7 established by this title to services (not otherwise included 

8 as employment under this title) performed by individuals as 

9 employees of such State or any political subdivision thereof. 

10 Each such agreement shall contain such provisions, not incon

111 sistent with the provisions of this section, as the State may 

12 request. 

13 "(2) Notwithstanding section 210 (a), for the purposes 

14 of this title the term 'employment' includes any agricultural 

15 labor, domestic service, or service performed by a student, 

16 included under an agreement entered into under this section. 

17 "Definitions 

18 "t(b) For the purposes of this section

19 "(1) The term 'State' does not include the District 

20 of Columbia. 

21 "(2) The term 'political subdivision' includes an 

22 instrumentality of (A) a State, (B) one or more po

23 litical subdivisions of a State, or (C) a State and one or 

24 more of its political subdivisions. 
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1 "(3) The term 'employee' includes an officer of a 

2 State or political subdivision. 

8 "(4) The term 'retirement system' means a pen

41 sion, annuity, retirement, or similar fund or system estab-

S lished by a State or by a political subdivision thereof. 

6 "(5) The term 'coverage group' means (A) em

7 ployees of the State other than those engaged in per

8 forming service in connection with a proprietary func

9 tion; (B) employees of a political subdivision of a State 

10 other than those engaged in performing service in con

11 nection with. a proprietaryfunction; (C) employees of a 

12 State engaged in performing service in connection with 

13 a single pro prietary- function; or (D) employees of a 

14 political subdivision of a State engaged in performing 

15 service in connection with a single proprietaryfunction. 

16 If under the preceding sentence an employee would be 

17 included in more than one coverage group by reason of 

18 the fact that he performs service in connection with two 

19 or more proprietaryfunctions or in connection with both 

20 a proprietary function and a nonproprietary function, 

21 he shall be included in only one such coverage group. 

22 The determination of which coverage group such em

23 ployee shall be included in shall be made in such manner 

24 as may be specifierd in the agreement. 
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"Services Covered 

"(c) (1) An agreement under this section shall be 

applicable to any one or m,ore coverage groups designated 

by the State. 

"(2) In the case of each coverage group to which the 

agreement applies, the agreement must include all services 

(other than services excluded by or pursuant to subsection 

(d)' or paragraph(3) or (5) of this subsection) performed 

by individualsas members of such group. 

"(3) Such agreement shall, if the State requests it, 

exclude (in the case of any coverage group) any services 

of an emergency nature or all services in any class or classes 

of elective positions, part-time positions, or positions the 

compensation for which is on a fee basis. 

"(4) The Administrator shall, at the request of any 

State, modify the agreement with such State so as to (A) 

include any coverage group to which the agreement did 

not previously apply, or (B) include, in the case of any 

coverage group to which the agreement applies, services 

previously excluded from the agreement; but the agreement 

as so modified may not be inconsistent with the provisions 

of this section,applicable in the case of a-VI originalagreement 

with a State. 

"(5) Such agreement shall, if the State requests it 

exclude (in the case of any coverage group) any agricultural 
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labor, domestic service, or service performed by a student, 

designated by the State. This paragraphshall apply only 

with respect to service which, if performed in the employ 

of an individual, would be excluded from employment by 

section 210 (a). 

".(6) Such agreement shalt exclude services performed 

by an individual who is employed to relieve him from unem

ployment and shall exclude services performed in a hospital, 

home, or other institution by a patient or inmate thereof. 

"Exclusion of Positions Covered by Retirement Systems 

"(d) No agreement with any State may be made appli

cable (either in the originalagreement-or by any modification 

thereof) to any service performed by employees as members 

of any coverage group in positions covered by a retirement 

system on the date such agreement is made applicable to such 

coverage group. 

"Payments and Reports by States 

"(e) Each agreement under this section shall provide

"1(1) that -the State will pay to the Secretary of 

the Treasury, at such time or times. as the Admrnis

trator may by regulation prescribe, amounts equivalent 

to the sum of the taxes~which would be imposed by sec

tions 1400 and 1410 of the InternalRevenue Code if the 

services of employees covered by the agreement consti

tuted employment as defined in section 1426 of such code; 
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1 "(2) that the State will comply with such regula

2 tions relating to payments, and reports as the Admin

3 istratormay prescribe to carry out the purposes of this 

4 section. 

5 "Effective Date of Agreement 

6 "(f) Any agreement or modification of an agreement 

7 under this section shall be effective with respect to services 

8 performed after an effective date specified in such agreement 

9 or modification, but in no case prior to. January 1, 1961, 

10 and in no case (other than in the case of an agreement or 

11 modification agreed to prior to January 1, 1953) prior to 

12 the first day of the calendar year in which such agreement 

13 or modification, as the case may be, is agreed to by the 

14 Administrator and the State. 

15 "Termination of Agreement 

16 "(g) (1) Upon giving at least two years' advance 

1-7 notice in writing to the Administrator, a State may terminate, 

18 effective at the end' of a calendar quarter specified in 'the 

:19 notice, its asgreementwith the Administratoreither

20 "(A) in its entirety, but only if the agreement has 

21 beex, in effect from its effective date for not less than 

22 five years prior to the receipt of such notice; or 

23 "(B) with respect to any coverage group desig

24 nated by the State, but only if the agreement -hasbeen 

25 in effect with respect to such coverage group for not 
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1 less than five years prior to the receipt of such notice. 

2 "(2) If the Administrator, after reasonable notice and 

3 opportunity for hearing to a State with whom he has entered 

4 into an agreement pursuant to this section, finds that the 

5 State has failed or is no longer legally able to comply sub

6 stantially with any provision of such agreement or of this 

7 section, he shall notify such State that the agreement will be 

8 terminated in its entirety, or with respect to any one or more 

9 coverage groups designated by him, at such time, not later 

10 than two years from the date of such notice, as he deems 

II appropriate,unless prior to such time he finds that there no 

12 longer is any such failure or that the cause for such legal 

1-3 inability has been removed. 

14 " (3) If any agreement entered into under this section 

15 is terminated in its entirety, the Administrator and the State 

16 may not again enter into an agreement pursuant to this 

17 section. If any such agreement is terminated with respect 

18 to any coverage group, the Administrator and the State 

19 may not thereafter modify such agreement so as to again, 

20 make the agreement applicable with respect to such cover

21 age group. 

22 "Deposits in Trust Fund; Adjustments 

23 "(h) (1) All amounts received by the Secretary of 

24 the Treasury under an agreement made pursuant to this 

25 section shall be deposited in the Trust Fund. 
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1 "(2) If more or less than the correct amount due under 

2 an agreement made pursuant to this section is paid with re

3 spect to -any payment of, remuneration, proper adjustment's 

4 with respect to the amounts due under such agreement shall 

.5 be made, without interest, in such manner and at such times 

6 as may be prescribed by regulations of the Administrator. 

7 "(3) If an overpayment cannot be adjusted under para

8 graph (2), the amount thereof and the time or times it 

9 is to be paid shall be certified by the Administrator to the 

10 Managing Trustee., and the Managing Trustee, through the 

11 FiscalService of the Treasury Department and prior to any 

12 action thereon by the General Accounting Office, shall make 

13 payment in accordance with such certification. The Man

14 aging Trustee shall not be held personally liable for any 

15 payment or payments made in accordance with a certifica

16 tion by the Administrator. 

17 "Regulations 

18 "(i) Regulations of the Administrator to carry out the 

19 purposes of this section shall be designed to make the require

20 ments imposed on States pursuant to this section the same, 

21 so far as practicable, as those imposed on employers pur'

22 suant to this title and subchapters A and E of chapter 9 

23 of the Internal Revenue Code. 
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"Failure To Make Payments 

"()In case any State does not make, at the time or 

times due, the payments provided for under an agreemen~t 

pursuant to this section, there shall be added, as part of 

the amounts due, interest at the rate of 6 per centum per 

annum from the date due until paid, and the Administrator 

may, in his discretion, deduct such amounts plus interest 

from any amounts certified by him to the Secretary of the 

Treasury for payment to such State under any other provision 

of this Act. Amounts so deducted shall be deemed to have 

been paid to the State under such other provision of this 

Act. Amounts equal to the amounts deducted under this 

subsection are hereby appropriated to the Trust Fund. 

"Instrumentalities of Two or More States 

"(k) The Administrator may, at the request of any 

instrumentality of two or more States, enter into an agree

ment with such instrumentality for the purposes of extend

ing the insurance system established by this title to services 

performed by individuals as employees of such instrumen

tality. Such agreement, to the extent practicable, shall be 

21governed by the provisions of this section applicable in the 

22 (case of an agreement with'a State. 
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1 "Delegation of Functions 

2 "(1) The Administrator is authorized, pursuant to 

3 agreement with the head of any Federal agency, to dele

4. gate any of his functions under this section to any officer or 

5 employee of such agency and otherwise to utilize the services 

6 and facilities of such agency in carrying out such functions, 

7 and payment therefor shall be in advance or by way of 

8 reimbursement, as may be provided in such agreement." 

9 PUERTO RICO 

10 SEC. 107. Title ii of the Social Security Act is amended 

11 by adding after section 218 (added by section 106 of this 

12 Act) the following: 

13 "EFFECTIVE DATE IN CASE OF PUERTO RICO 

14 "SEC. 219. If the Governor of Puerto Rico certifies to 

15 the President of the United States that the Legislature of 

16 Puerto Rico has, by concurrent resolution, resolved that it 

17 desires the extension to Puerto Rico of the provision's of 

18 this title, the effective date referred to in sections 210 (h), 

19 210 (i), 210 (j), 211 (a) (7), and 211 (b) shall be 

20 January1 of the first calendar year which begins more than 

21 ninety days after the date on which the President receives 

22 such certification." 
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1 RECORDS OF WAGES AND SELF-EMPLQYMENT INCOME 

2 SEC. 108. (a) Subsection (b) of section 205 of the 

3 Social Security Act is amended by inserting "former wife 

4 divorced, husband, widower," after "widow,". 

5 (b) Subsection (c) of section 205 of the Social 

6 Security Act is amended to read as follows: 

7 "(c) (1) For the purposes of this subsection

8 "(A) The term 'year' means a calendar year when 

9 used with respect to wages and a taxable year (as defined 

1-0 in section 211 (e)) when used with respect to self-em

11 ployment income. 

12 "(B) The term 'time limitation' means a period of 

13 three years, two months, and fifteen days. 

14 "(C) The term 'survivor' means an individual's 

15 spouse, former wife divorced, child, or parent, who 

16 survives such individual. 

17 "(2) On the basis of information obtained by or sub

18 mitted to the Administrator, and after such verification 

:19 thereof as he deems necessary, the Administrator shall estab

20 lish and maintain records of the amounts of wages paid to, 

21 and the amounts of self-employment income derived by, 

22 each individual and of the periods in which such wages were 
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1 paid and such income was derived and, upon request, shall 

2 inform any individual or his survivor, or any agent desig

3 nated by suck individual in writing of the amounts of wages 

I and self-employment income of such individual, and the 

5 periods during which such wages were paid and such income 

6 was derived, as shown by such records at the time of such 

7 request. 

8 "(3) The Administrator's records shall be evidence for 

9 the purpose of proceedings before the Administrator or 

10 any court of the amounts of wages paid to, and self-employ

11 ment income derived by, an individual and of the periods 

12 in which such wages were paid and such income was derived. 

13 The absence of an entry in such records as to wages alleged 

14 to have been paid to, or as to self-employment income alleged 

15 to have been,derived by, an individual in any period shall be 

16 evidence that no such alleged wages were paid to, or that 

17 no such alleged income was derived by, such individual 

18 during such period. 

19 "(4) Prior to the expiration of the time limitation. 

20 following any year the Administrator may, if it is brought 

21 to his attention that any entry of wages or self-employment 

22 income in his records for such year is erroneous or that any 

23 item of wages or self-employment income for such year has 

24 been omitted from such records, correct such entry or include 
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1 such omitted item in his records, as the case may be. After 

2 the expiration of the time limitation following any year

3 "(A) the Administrator's records (with changes, 

4 if any, made pursuant to paragraph(5)) of the amounts 

5 of wages paid to, and self-employment income derived 

6 by, an individual during any period in such year shall 

7 be conclusive for the purposes of this title; 

8 "(B) the absence of an entry in the Administrator's 

9 records as to the wages alleged to have been paid by 

10 an employer to an individual during any period in such 

11 year shall be presumptive evidence for the purposes of 

12 this title that no such alleged wages were paid to such 

13 individual in such period; and 

14 "(C) the absence of an entry in the Administra

15 tor's records as to the self-employment income alleged 

16 to have been derived by an individual in such year shall 

17 be conclusive for the purposes of this title that no such 

18 alleged self-employment income was derived by such in

19 dividual in such year unless it is shown that he filed a 

20 tax return of his self-employment income for such year 

21 before the expiration of the time limitation following such 

22 year,; in which case the Administratorshall include in his 

23 records the self-employment income of.such individualfor 

24 such year. 
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1 "(5) After the expiration of the time limitation follow

2 ing any year in which wages were paid or alleged to have 

3 been paid to, or self-employment income was derived or 

4 alleged to have been derived by, an individual, the Adminis

5 tratormay change or delete any entry with respect to wages 

6 or self-employment income in his records of such year for 

7 such individual or include in his records of such year for such 

8 -individual any omitted item of wages or self-employment 

9- income but only

10 "(A) if an application for monthly benefits or for 

11 a lump-sum death payment was filed within the time 

12 limitation following such year; except that, no such 

13 change, deletion, or inclusion may be made pursuant to 

14 this subparagraphafter a final decision upon the appli

115 cation for monthly benefits or lump-sum death payment; 

16 "'(B) if within the time limitation following such 

.17 year an individual or his survivor makes a request for 

18 a change or deletion, or for an inclusion of an omitted 

19 item, and alleges in writing that the Administrator's 

20 records of the wages paid to, or the self-employment 

21 income derived by, such individual in such year are in 

22 one or more respects erroneous; except that no such 

23 change, deletion, or inclusion may be made pursuant to 

24 this subparagraphafter a final decision upon such re

25 quest. Written notice of the Administrator'sdecision on 
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any such request shall be given to the individual who 

made the request; 

"(C) to correct errors apparent on the face of such 

records; 

"(D) to transfer items to records of the Railroad 

Retirement Board if such items were credited under this 

title when they should have been credited under the 

Railroad Retirement Act, or to enter items transferred 

by the Railroad Retirement Board which have been 

credited under the Railroad Retirement Act when they 

should have been credited under this title; 

"(E) to delete or reduce the amount of any entry 

which is erroneous as a result of fraud; 

" (F) to conform his records to tax returns or por

tions thereof (including information returns and other 

written statements) filed with the Commissioner of 

InternalRevenue under title VIII of the Social Security 

Act, under subchapter E of chapter 1 or subchapter A 

or E of chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue Code, or 

under regulations made under authority of such title or 

subchapter, and to information returns filed by a State 

pursuant to an agreement under section 218 or regula

tions of the Administrator thereunder; except that no 

amount of self-employment income of an individual for 
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any taxable year (if such return or statement was filed 

after the expiration of the time limitation following the 

taxable year) shall be included in the Administrator's 

records pursuant to this subparagraphin excess of the 

amount which has been deleted pursuant to this sub

paragraph as payments erroneously included in such 

records as wages paid to such individual in such taxable 

year; 

"(G) to correct errors made in the allocation, to 

individuals or periods, of wages or self-employment 

income entered in the records of the Administrator; 

"(H) to include wages paid during any period in 

such year to an individual by an employer if there is an 

absence of any entry in the Administrator's records of 

wages having been paid by such employer to such indi

vidual in such period; or 

"(I) to enter items which constitute remuneration 

for employment under subsection (o), such entries to 

be in accordance with certified reports of records made 

by the Railroad Retirement Board pursuant to sect'ion 

5 (k) (3) of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937. 

"(6) Written notice of any deletion or reduction under 
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1 paragraph-(4) or (5) shall be given to the individual whose 

2. record is involved or to his survivor, except that (A) in 

3 the case of a deletion or reduction with respect to any entry 

4 of wages such notice shall be given to such individual only if 

5 he has previously been notified by the Administrator of the 

6 amount of his wages for the period involved, and (B) such 

7 notice shall be given to such survivor only if he or the indi

8 vidual whose record is involved has previously been notified 

9 by the Administrator of the amount of such individual's 

10 wages and self-employment income for the period involved. 

11 "(7) Upon request in writing (within such period, after 

12 any change or refusal of a request for a change of his rec

13 ords pursuant to this subsection, as the Administrator may 

14 prescribe), opportunity for hearing with respect to such 

15 change or refusal shall be afforded to any individual or his 

16 survivor. If a hearingis held pursuant to this paragraphthe 

17 Administrator shall make findings of fact and a decision 

18 based upon the evidence adduced at such hearing and shall 

19 include any omitted items, or change or delete any entry, in 

20 his records as may be required by such findings and decision. 

21 "(8) Decisions of the Administrator under this subsec

22 tion shall be reviewable by commencing a civil action in the 

23 United States district court as provided in subsection (g)." 
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1 (c) Section 205 of the Social Security Act is amended 

2 by adding at the end thereof the following subsections: 

3 "Crediting of Compensation Under the Railroad Retirement 

4 Act 

5 "(o) If there is no person who would be entitled, upon 

6 application therefor, to an annuity under section 5 of -the 

7 Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, or to a lump-sum pay

8 ment under subsection (f) (1) of such section, with 

9 respect to the death of an employee (as defined in such 

10. Act), then, notwithstanding section 210 (a) (10) of this 

11 Act, compensation (as defined in such Railroad Retirement 

12 Act, but excluding comnpensation attributable as having been 

13 paid during any month on account of military service 

14 creditable under section 4 of such Act if wages are deemed 

15 to have been paid to such employee during such month under 

16 section 217 (a) of this Act) of such employee shall con

17 stitute remuneration for employment for purposes of deter

18 mining (A) entitlement to and the amount of any lump-sum 

19 death payment under this title on the basis of such employee's 

20 wages or self-employment income and (B) entitlement to and 

21 the amount of any monthly benefit under this title, for the 

22 month in which such employee died or for afly month there

23 after, on the basis of such wages or self-employment income. 

24 For such purposes, compensation (as so defined) paid in a 
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1 calendaryear shall, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, 

2 be presumed to have been paid in equal proportions with 

3 respect to all months in the year in which the employee 

4 rendered services for such compensation. 

5 "Special Rules in Case of FederalService 

6 "(p) (1) 11With respect to service included as employ

7 ment under section 210 which is performed in the employ 

8 of the United States or in the employ of any instrumentality 

9 which is wholly owned by the United States, the Admin

10 istrator shall not make determinations as to whether an 

11 individual has performed such service, the periods of such 

12 service, the amounts of remuneration for such service which 

13 constitute wages under the provisions of section 209, or the 

14 periods in which or for which such wages were paid, but 

15 shall accept the determinations with respect thereto of the 

16 head of the appropriateFederal agency or instrumentality, 

17 and of such agents as such head may designate, as evidenced 

18 by returns filed in accordance with the provisions of section 

19 1420 (e) of the Internal Revenue Code and certificationis 

20 made pursuant to this subsection. Such determinations shall 

21 be final and conclusive. 

22 "(2) The head of any such agency or instrumentalityis 

23 authorized and directed, upon written request of the Admin

24 istrator, to make certification to him with respect to any 
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matter determinable for the Administrator by such head or 

his agents under this subsection, which the Administrator 

finds necessary in administeringthis title. 

"(3) The provisions of paragraphs (1) and (2) 

shall be applicable in the case of service performed by a 

civilian employee, not compensated from funds appropriated 

by the Congress, in the Army and Air Force Exchange 

Service, Army and Air Force Motion Picture Service, Navy 

Ship's Service Stores, Marine Corps Post Exchanges, or 

other activities, conducted *by an instrumentality of the 

United States subject to the jurisdiction of the Secretary of 

Defense, at installations of the National Military Establish

ment for the comfort, pleasure, contentment, and mental 

and physical improvement of personnel of such Establish

ment; and for purposes of paragraphs (1) and (2) the 

Secretary of Defense shall be deemed to be the head of such 

instrumentality." 

(d) The amendments made by subsections (a) and (c) 

of this section shall take effect on the first day of the second 

calendar month following the month in which this Act is 

enacted. The amendment made by subsection (b) of this 

section shall take effect January 1, 1951, except that, 

effective on the first day of the second calendar month follow-~ 

ing the month in which this Act is enacted, the husband or 

former wife divorced of an individual shall be treated the 
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:1 same as a parent of such individual for purposes of section 

2 205 (c) of the Social Security Act as in effect prior to 

3 the enactment of this Act. 

4 MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS 

5 SEC. 10,9. (a) (1) The second sentence of section 201 (a) 

6 of the Social Security Act is amended by striking out "such 

7 amounts as may be appropriated to the Trust Fund" and 

8 inserting in lieu thereof "such amounts as may be appropri

9 ated to, or deposited in, the Trust Fund". 

10 (2) Section 201 (a) of the Social Security Act is 

11 amended by striking out the third sentence and by inserting 

12 in lieu thereof the following: "There is hereby appropriated 

13 to the Trust Fund for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1941, 

14 and for each fiscal year thereafter, out of any moneys in the 

'15 Treasury not otherwise appropriated, amounts equivalent 

16 to 100 per centum of

17 "(1) the taxes (including interest, penalties, and 

18 additions to the taxes) received under subchapter A of 

19 chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue Code (and covered 

20, into the Treasury) which are deposited into the Treasury 

21 by collectors of internal revenue before January 1, 

22 1951; and 

23 "()the taxes certified each month by the Coin

24 missioner of Internal Revenue as taxes received under 

25 subchapter A of chapter 9 of such code which are de
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1 posited into the Treasury by collectors of internal reve

2 nue aftcr December 31, 1950, and before January 1, 

3 1953, with respect to assessments of such taxes made 

4 before January1, 1951; and 

5 "(3) the taxes imposed by subchapter A of chapter 

6 9 of such code with respect to wages (as defined in section 

7 1426 of such code) reported to the Commissioner of 

8 Internal Revenue pursuant to section 1420 (c) of such 

9 code after December 31, 1950, as determined by the 

10 Secretary of the Treasury by applying the applicable 

11 rates of tax under such subchapter to such wages, which 

12 wages shall be certified by the FederalSecurity Admin

13 istrator on the basis of the records of wages established 

14 and maintained by such Administrator in accordance 

15 with such reports; and 

16 "(4) the taxes imposed by subchapier E of chapter 

1'7 1 bf such code with respect to self-employment income 

18 (as defined in section 481 of such code) reported to 

19 the Commissioner of Internal Revenue on tax returns 

20 under such subchapter, as determined by the Secretary of 

21 the Treasury by applying the applicablerate of tax under 

22 such subchapter to such self-employment income, which 

23 self-employment income shall be certified by the Federal 

24 Security Administrator on the basis of the records of 
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1 self-employment income established and maintained by 

2 the Administrator in accordance with such returns. 

3 The amounts appropriatedby clauses (3) and (4) shall be 

4 transferredfrom time to time from the general fund in the 

5 Treamury to the Trust Fund on the basis of estimates by the 

6 Secretary of the Treasury of the taxes, referred to in clauses 

.7 (3) and (4), paid to or deposited into the Treasury; and 

8 proper adjustments shall be made in amounts subsequently 

9 transferred to the extent prior estimates were in excess of or 

10 were less than the amounts of the taxes referred,to in such 

11 clauses." 

12 (3) Section 201 (a) of the Social Security Act is 

1-3 amended by striking out the following: "There is also author

14 ized to be appropriatedto the Trust Fund such additional 

15 sums as may be required to finance the benefits and payments 

16 provided under this title." 

17 (4) Section 201 (b) of such Act is amended by 

18 striking out "Chairman of the Social Security Board" and 

19 insertimg in lieu thereof "Federal Security Administrator" 
20 (5) Section 201 (b) of such Act is amended by adding 

21, after the second sentence thereof the following new sentence:


22 "The Commissioner for Social Security shall serve as Secre


23 tary of the Board of Trustees.".


24 (6) Paragraph (2) of section 201 (b) of such Act
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1is amended by striking out "on the first day of each regular 

2session of the Congress" and inserting in lieu thereof "not 

3 later than the first day of March of each year" 

PY Cy /- A e
4 () Section 2U01 (b) Of such Atis-amended by striking 

5 out the period at the end of paragraph (3) and inserting 

6 in lieu thereof "; and", and by adding the following new 

'7 paragraph: 

8 "(4) Recommend improvements in administrative 

9 procedures and policies." 

10 (8) Section 201 (b) of such Act is amended by adding 

11 at the end thereof the following: "Such report shall be 

12 printed as a House document of the session of the Congress 

13 to which the-report is made." 

14 (9) Section 201 (f) of such Act is amended to read as 

15 follows: 

16 "(f) (1) The Managing Trustee is directed to pay 

17 from the Trust Fund into the Treasury the amount esti

18 mated by him and the Federal Security Administrator 

19 which will be expended during a three-month period by the 

20 Federal Security Agency and the Treasury Department for 

21' the administration of titles II and VIII of this Act and 

22 subchapter E of chapter 1 and subchapter A of chapter 9 

23 of the Internal Revenue Code. Such payments shall be cov-~ 

24 ered into the Treasury as repayments to the account for re-

25 imbursement of expenses incurred in connection with the 
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administrationof titles II and VIII of this Act and sub

chapter E of chapter1 and subchapter A of chapter 9 of the 

Internal Revenue Code. 

",(2) Repayments made under paragraph (1) shall not 

be available for expenditures but shall be carried to the 

surplus fund of the Treasury. If it subsequently appears 

that the estimates under such paragraph in any particular 

three-month period were too high or too low, appropriate 

adjustments shall be made by the Managing Trustee in 

future payments." 

(b) (1) Sections 204, 205 (other than subsections 

(c) and (1)), and 206 of such Act are amended by strik

ing out "Board" wherever appearing therein and inserting 

in lieu thereof "Administrator";by striking out "Board's" 

wherever appearing therein and insertinq in lieu thereof 

"Administrator's"; and by striking out (where they refer to 

the Social Security Board) "it" and "its" and inserting in 

lieu thereof "he", "him", or "his", as the context may 

require. 

(2) Section 205 (1) of such Act. is amended to read as 

follows: 

"(1) The Administrator is authorized to delegate to any 

member, officer, or employee of the FederalSecurity Agency 

designated by him any of the powers conferred upon him by 

this section, and is authorized to be represented by. his own 
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1 attorneys in any court in any case or proceeding arising 

2 under the provisions of subsection (e) ." 

3 (c) Section 208 of such Act is amended by striking out 

4 the words "the Federal insurance Contributions Act" and 

5 inserting in lieu thereof the following: "subchapter E of 

6 chapter 1 or subchapter A or E of chapter 9 of the Internal 

7 Revenue Code". 

8 SERVICES FOR COOPERATIVES PRIOR TO 1961 

9 SEC. 110. In any case in which

10 (1) an individual has been employed at any time 

ILI prior to 1.951 by organizations enumerated in the first 

12 sentence of section 101 (12) of the Internal Revenue 

13 Code, 

14 (2) the service performed by such individualduring 

15 the time he was so employed constituted agricultural 

16 labor as defined in section 20.9 (1) of the Social Security 

17 Act and section 1426 (h) of the InternalRevenue Code, 

18, as in effect prior to the enactment of this Act, and 

19 such service would, but for the provisions of such sections 

20 have constituted employment for-the purposes of title rli 

21 of the Social Security Act and subchapter A of chapter 

22 9 of such Code, 

23 (3) the taxes imposed by section 1400 and 1410 

24 of the Internal Revenue Code have been paid with re

215 spect to any part of the remuneration paid to such 
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1 individual by such organization -for such service and 

2 the payment of such taxes by such organizationhas been 

3 made in good faith upon the assumption that such service 

4 did not constitute agriculturallabor as so defined, and 

5 (4) no refund of such taxes has been obtained, 

6 the amount of such remuneration with respect to which such 

7 taxes have been paid shall be deemed to constitute remunera-

S tion for employment as defined in section 209 (b) of the 

9 Social Security Act as in effect prior to the enactment of 

10 this Act (but, it shall not constitute wages for purposes of 

11 deductions under section 203 of such Act for months for 

12 which benefits under title II of such Act have been certified 

13 and paid prior to the enactment of this Act). 

14 TITLE II-AMENDMENTS TO INTERNAL 

15 REVENUE CODE 

16 RATE OF TAX ON WAGES 

17 SEC. 201. (a) Clauses (2) and (3) of section 1400 of 

18 the Internal Revenue Code are amended to read as follows: 

19 "(2) With respect to wages received during the 

20 calendar years 1950 to 1955, both inclusive, the rate 

21 shall be l11 per centum. 

22 "(3) With respect to wages received during the 

23 calendar years 1956 to 1959, both inclusive, the rate 

24 shall be 2 per centum. 

25 "(4) With respect to wages received during the 
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1calendar years 1960 to 1964, both inclusive, the rate 

2shall be 2f2 per centum. 

3 "(5) With respect to wages received during the 

4 calendar years 196.5 -to 199 both inclusive, the rate 

5 shall be 3 per centum. 

6 "(6) With respect to wages received after D ecem

7 ber 31, 1969, the rate shall be 3,1 per centum." 

8 (b) Clauses (2) and (3) of section 1410 of the Inter

9 nal R~evenue Code are amended to read as follows: 

10 "(2) With respect to wages paid during the calen

11 dar years 1950 to 1955, both inclusive, the rate shall be 

12 lj per centum. 

13 "(3) With respect to wages paid during the calen

14 dar years 1956 to 1959, both inclusive, the rate shall be 2 

15 per centum. 

16 "(4) With respect to wages paid during the ca'len

17 dar years 1960 to 1964, both inclusive, the rate shall 

18 be 21-per centum. 

19 "(5) With respect to wages paid during the calen

20 dar years 1965 to 1969, both inclusive, the rate shall be 

21 3 per centum. 

22 "(6) With respect to wages paid after December 

23, 31, 1969, the rate shall be 31 per centum." 
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1 FEDERAL SERVICE 

2 SEC. 202. (a) Part II of subchapter A of chapter 9 

3 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by adding after 

4 section 1411 the following new section: 

5 "SEC. 1412. INSTRUMENTALITIES OF THE UNITED STATES. 

6 "Notwithstanding any other provision of law (whether 

7 enacted before or after the enactment of this section) which 

8 grants to any instrumentality of the United States an exemp

9 tion from taxation, such instrumentality shall not be exempt 

10 from the tax imposed by section 1410 unless such other pro

11vision of law grants a specific exemption;' by reference to 

12 section 1410, from-the tax imposed by such section." 

13 (b) Section 1420 of the Internal Revenue Code is 

14 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new 

is subsection: 

16 "(e) FEDERAL SERVICE.--In the case of the taxes im

17 Posed by this subchapter with respect to service performed 

is in the employ of the United States or in the employ of any 

19 instrumentality which is wholly owned by the United States, 

20 the determination whether an individual has performed serv

21 ice which constitutes employment as defined in section 1426, 

22 the determination of the amount of remuneration for such 

23 service which constitutes wages as defined, in such section, and 
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I the return and payment of the taxes imposed by this sub

2 chapter, shall be made by the head of the Federal agency or 

3 instrumentalityhaving the control of such service, or by such 

aagents-as such head may designate. The person making such 

5 return may, for convenience of administration, make pay

6 ments of the tax imposed under section 1410 with respect to 

7 such service without regard to the $3,600 limitation in section 

8 1426 (a) (1), and he shall not be required to obtain a 

9 refund of the tax paid under section 1410 on that part of the 

10 remuneration not included in wages by reason- of section 

11 1426 (a) (1). The provisions of this subsection shall be 

12 applicable in the case of service performed by a civilian em

13 ployee, not compensated from funds appropriated by the 

14 Congress, in the Army and Air Force Exchange Service, 

15 Army and Air Force Motion Picture Service, Navy Ship's 

16 Service Stores, Marine Corps Post Exchanges, or other activ

17 ities, conducted by an instrumentality of the United States 

18 subject to the jurisdiction of the Secretary of Defense, at 

19 installations of the National Military Establishment for the 

20 comfort, pleasure, contentment, and mental and physical im

21 provement of personnel of such Establishment; and for pur

22 poses of this subsection the Secretary of Defense shall be 

23 deemed to be the head of such instrumentality." 

24 (c) Section 1411 of the Internal Revenue Code is 

25 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new 
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1 sentence: "For the purposes of this section, in the case of 

2 remuneration received from the United States or a wholly 

3 owned instrumentality thereof during any calendar year 

4 after the calendaryear 1950, each head of a Federal agency 

5 or instrumentality who makes a return pursuant to section 

6 1420 (e) and each agent, designatedby the head of a Federal 

7 agency or instrumentality, who makes a return pursuant 

s to such section shall be deemed a separate employer.". 

9 (d) The amendments made by this section shall be 

10 applicable only with respect to remunerationpaid after 1950. 

11 DEFINITION OF WAGES 

12 SEc. 203. (a) Section 1426 (a) of the InternalRevenue 

13 Code is amended to read as follows: 

14 "(a) WAGES.-The term 'wages' means all remunera

15 tion for employment, including the cash value of all remu

16 neration paid in any medium other than cash; except that 

17 such term shall not include

18 "(1) That part of the remuneration which, after 

19 remuneration (other than remuneration referred to in 

20 the succeeding paragraphs of this subsection) equal to 

21 $3,600 with respect to employment has been paid to an 

22 individual by an employer during any calendar year, 

23 is paid to such individual by such employer duringsuch 

24 calendar year. If an employer (hereinafter referred to 

H. R. 6000-21 
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as successor employer) during any calendar year ac

quires substantially all the property used in a trade or 

business of another employer (hereinafter referred to as 

a PrdI~esr) or used in naseeparate unit of a. trade,or 

business of a predecessor, and immediately after the 

acquisitionemploys in his trade or business an individual 

who immediately prior to the acquisition was employed 

in the trade or business of such predecessor, then, for the 

purpose of determining whether the successor employer 

has paid remuneration(other than remunerationreferred 

to in the succeeding paragraphsof this subsection) with 

respect to employment equal to ~$3,600 to such individual 

during such calendar year, any remuneration (other 

than remuneration referred to in the succeeding para

graphs of this subsection) with respect to employment 

paid (or considered under this paragraph as having 

been paid) to such individual by such predecessor dur

ing such calendar year and prior to such acquisition 

shall be considered as having been paid by such successor 

employer; 

"(2) The amount of an~y payment (including any 

amount paid by an employer for insurance or annuities, 

or into a fund, to provide for any such payment) made 

to, or on behalf of, an employee or any of his depend-, 

ents under a plan or system established by an employer 
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1which makes provision for his employees generally (or 

2 for his employees generally and their dependents) or 

3 for a class or classes of his employees (or for a class 

4 or classes of his employees and their dependents), on 

5 account of (A) retirement, or (B) sickness or accident 

6 disability, or (C) medical or hospitalizationexpenses in 

7 connection with sickness or accident disability, or (D) 

8 death; 

9 "(3) Any payment made to an employee (includ. 

10 ing any amount paid by an employer for insurance or 

11 annuities, or into a fund, to provide for any such pay

12 ment) on account of retirement; 

13 "(4) Any payment on account of sickness or acci

14 dent disability, or medical or hospitalization expenses 

15 in connection with sickness or accident disability, made 

16 by an employer to, or on behalf of, an employee after 

17 the expiration of six calendar months following the last 

18 calendar month in -which the employee worked for such 

19 employer; 

20 "(5) Any payment made to, or on. behalf of, an 

21 employee or his beneficiary (A) from or to a trust 

22 exempt from -tax under section 165 (a) at the time of 

23 such payment unless such payment is made to an 

24 employee of the trust as remuneration for services ren

25 dered as such employee and not as a beneficiary of the 
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1 trust, or (B) under or to -an annuity plan which, at the 

2 time of such payment, meets the requirements of section 

3 1665 (a) (3), (4), (6'), and (6) ; 

A itIR Ip '1~ ~ .~#e 

pa by an eployer (without deduebnn 

5 tion from the remuneration of the employee) (A) -of 

6 the tax imposed upon an employee under section 1400, 

7 or (B) of any payment required from an employee 

8 under a State unemployment compensation law; 

9 "(7) Remuneration paid in any medium other than 

10 cash to an employee for service not in the course of the 

1.1 employer's trade or business or for domestic service in 

12 a private home of the employer; 

13 "(8) Remuneration paid in any medium other than 

14 cash for agriculturallabor; or 

15 "(9) Any payment (other than vacation or sick 

16 pay) made to an employee after the month in which 

17 he attains the age of sixty-five, if he did not work for 

18 the employer in the period for which such payment 

19 is made." 

20 (b) So much of section 1401 (d) (2) of the Internal 

21 Revenue Code as precedes the second sentence thereof is 

22 am nded to read as follows: 

23. "(2) WAGES RECEIVED DURING 1947, -1948, 1949, 

24 	 AND 195o.-If by reason of an employee receiving wages 

25 from more than one employer during the calendar year 
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1 ~1947, 1948, 1949, or lIWO the wvages received by him 

2 during such year exceed $3,000, the employee shall be, 

3 entitled to a refund of any amount of tax, with respect to 

4 such wages, imposed by section 1400 and deducted from 

5 the employee's wages (whether or not paid to the collec

6 tor), which exceeds the tax with respect to the first $3,000 

7 of such wages received." 

8 (c) Section 1401 (d) of the Internal Revenue Code is 

9 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new 

10 paragraphs: 

11. "(3) WAGES RECEIVED AFTER 19~5o.-If by rea

12 son of an employee receiving wages from more than 

13 one employer during any calendar year after the calen

14 dar year 1950 the wages received by him during such, 

15 year exceed $3,600, the employee shall be entitled to a 

16 refund of any amount of tax, with respect to such wages, 

17 imposed by section 1400 and deducted from the em-

is ployee's wages (whether or not paid to the collector), 

19 hich exceeds the tax with respect to the first $3,600 

20 of such wages received. Refund under this section may 

211. he made in accordance with the provisions of law appli

22 cable in the case of erroneous or illegal collection of the 

23 tax; -except that no such refund shall be made unless (A) 

24 the employee makes a claim, establishing his right thereto, 

25 after the calendaryear in which the wages were received 
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1 with respect to which refund of tax is claimed, and 

-2 (B) such claim is made within two years after the 

3 calendar year. in which such wages were received. No 

5 refund. 

6 "i(4) SPECIAL RULES IN TffE CASE OF FEDERAL' 

7 AND STATE EMPLOYEES.

8 "(A) Federal Employees.-In the case of re

9 muneration received from the United States or a 

10 wholly owned instrumentality thereof during any 

11 calendar year after the calendar year 1950, each 

12 head of a Federal agency or instrumentality who 

13 makes a return pursuant to section 1420 (e) and 

14 each agent, designated by the head of a Federal 

15 agency or instrumentality, who makes a return pur

16 suant to such section shall, for the purposes of 

17 subsection (c) and paragraph(2) of this subsection, 

18 be deemed a -separateemployer; and the term 'wages' 

19 includes, for the purposes of paragraph (2) of this 

20 subsection, the amount, not to exceed $53,600, deter

21 mined by each such head or agent as constituting 

22 wages paid to an employee. 

23 "(B) State Employees.-For the purposes of 

24 paragraph (2) of this subsection, in the. case of 

25 remuneration received during any calendar year 
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1 after the calendar year 1950, the term 'wages' in

2 cludes remuneration for services covered by an 

3 agreement made pursuant to section 218 of the 

4 Social Security Act; the term 'employer' includes 

5 a State or any political subdivision thereof, or any 

6 instrumentality of any one or more of the foregoing; 

7 the term 'tax' or 'tax imposed by section 1400' 

8 includes, in the case of services covered by an 

9 agreement made pursuant to section 218 of the 

10 Social Security Act, an amount equivalent to the 

11 tax which would be imposed by section 1400 (a), 

12 if such services constituted employment as defined 

13 'in section 1426; and the provisions of paragraph 

14 (2) of this subsection shall apply whether or not 

15 any amount deducted from the employee's remuner

16 ation as a result of an agreement made pursuant to 

17 section 218 of the Social Security Act has been paid 

18 to the Secretary of the Treasury." 

19 (c) The amendment made by subsection (a) of this 

20 section shall be applicable only with respect to remuneration 

21 paid after 1950. In the case of remunerationpaid prior to 

22 1951, the determination under section 14.26 (a) (1) of the 

23 Internal Revenue Code (prior to its amendment by this Act) 

24 of whether or not such remuneration constituted wages shall 

25 be made as if subsection (a) of this section had not been 
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I enacted and without inferences drawn from the fact that the 

2 amendment made by subsection (a) is not made applicable 

3 to periods prior to 1951.. 

4 DEF.INITION OF EMPLOYMENT 

5 SEC. 204. (a) Effective January1, 1951, section 1426 

6 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended to read as 

7 follows: 

8 "(b) EmPLOYMENT.-The term 'employment' means any 

9 service performed after 1936 and prior to 1951 which was 

10 employment for the putrposes of this subchapter under the 

11 law applicable to the period in which such service was per

12 formed, and any service, of whatever nature, performed after 

13 195-0 either (A) by an employee for the person employing 

14 him, irrespective of the citizenship or residence of either, (i) 

15 within the United States, or (ii) on or in connection with an 

16 American vessel or American aircraft under a contract of 

17 service which is entered into within the United States or dur

18 ingq the performance of which and while the employee is em

19 ployed on the vessel or aircraft it touches at a port in the 

20 Uinited 'States, if the employee i.s employed on and in connec

2-1 tion. with such vessel or aircraft when outside the United 

22 States, or (B) outside the United States by a citizen of the 

23 United States as an employee for an American employer (as 

24 defined in subsection (i) of this section); except that, in the 
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1case of service performed after 1950, such term shall not 

2 include

3 "(1) (A) Agricultural labor (as defined in sub

4 section (h) of this section) performed in any calendar 

5 quarter -by an employee, unless the cash remuneration 

6 paid for such labor is $50 or more and such labor is 

7 performed for an employer by an individual who is 

8 regularly employed by such employer to perform such 

9 agricultural labor. For the purposes of this sub para

10 graph, an individual shall be deemed to be regularly em

11 ployged by an employer during a calendar quarteronly if 

12 (i) on each of some sixty days during such quartersuch 

13 individual performs agriculturallabor for such employer 

14 for some portion of the day, or (ii) such individual was 

15 regularly employed (as determined under clause (i)) by 

16 such employer in the performance of such labor during 

17 the preceding calendar quarter; 

18 "(B) Service performed in connection with the pro

19 duction or harvestingq of any commodity defined as an 

20 agriculturalcommodity in section 15 (g) of the Agri

21 cultural Marketing Act, as amended, or in connection 

22 with the ginning of cotton; 

23 "(2) Domestic service Performed in a local college 

24 club, or local chapter of a college fraternity or sorority, 
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by a student who is enrolled and is regularly attending 

classes at a school, college, or university,; 

"(3) Service not in the course of the employer's 

trade or bumnLess performed in. any calendar quarter by 

an employee, unless the cash remuneration paid for such 

service is $50 or more and such service is performed by 

an individual who is regularlyemployed by such employer 

to perform such service. For the purposes of this para

graph, an individual shall be deemed to be regularly 

employed by an employer during a calendarquarter only 

if (A) on each of some twenty-four days during such 

quarter such individual Performs for such employer for 

some portion of the day service not in the course of the 

employer's trade or business, or (B) such individual was 

regularly employed (as determined under clause (A)) 

by such employer in the performance of such service 

during the preceding calendar quarter. As used in this 

paragraph, the term 'service not in the course of the 

employer's trade or business' includes domestic service 

in a private home of the employer; 

"(4) Service performed by an individual in the 

employ of his son, daughter, or spouse, and service 

performed by a child under the age of twenty-one in 

the employ of his father or mother; 

"(5) Service Performed by an individual on or in 
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connection with a vessel not an American vessel, or 

on or in connection with an aircraft not an American 

aircraft, if the individual is employed on and in connec

tion with such vessel or aircraftwhen outside the United 

States; 

"(6) Service performed in the employ of any in

strumentality of the United States, if such instrumen

tality is exempt from the tax imposed by section. 1410 

by virtue of any provision of law which specifically 

refers to such section in granting such exemption; 

"(7) (A) Service performed in the employ of the 

United States, if .such service is covered by a retirement 

system established by a law of the United States or by 

the agency for which such service is performed; 

"(B) Service performed in the employ of any instru

mentality of the United States, if such service is covered 

by a retirement system established by a law of the United 

States; 

"(C) Service performed in the employ of an instru

mentality of the United States which is either wholly 

owned or whic~h, but for the provisions of section 1412, 

would be exempt from the tax imposed by section 1410 

and was exempt from the tax imposed by section 1410 

on December -31, 1950, except that the provisions of 

this subparagraphshall not be applicable to
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1 "(i) service performed in the employ of a na

2 tional farm loan association, a production credit 

3 association, a,State, county, or community committee 

-4 under the Productionand Marketing Administration, 

5 a Federal credit union, the Bonneville 'Power Ad

(5 ministrator,or the- United States Maritime Commis

7 sion; or 

8 "i(ii) service performed in the employ of the 

9 Tennessee Valley Authority unless such service is 

10 covered by a retirement system established by such. 

1.1 authority; or 

12 "(iii) service performed by a civilian em-, 

13 ployee, not compensated from funds appropriated 

14 by the Congress, in the Army and Air Force Ex

15 change Service, Army and Air Force Motion Pio

16 ture Service, Navy Ship's Service Stores, Marine 

17 Corps Post Exchanges, or other activities, conducted 

18 by an instrumentality of the United States subject 

19 to the jurisdiction of the Secretary of Defense, at 

20 installations of the National Military Establishment 

21 for the comfort, pleasure, contentment, and mental 

22 and physical improvement of personnel of such 

23 Establishment; 

24 "(D) Service performed in the employ of the 
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1 United States or in the employ of any instrumentality 

2 of the United States, if such service is performed

3 "N as the President or Vice President of the 

4 United States or as a Member, Delegate, or Resi

5 dent Commissioner, of or to the Congress; 

6 "(ii) in the legislative branch; 

7 "(iii) in the field service of the Post Office 

8 Department unless performed by any individual as 

9 an employee who is excluded by Executive order 

10 from the operation 'of the Civil Service Retirement 

.11 Act of 1930 because he is serving under a tempo

12 rary appointment pending final determination of 

13 eligibility for permanent or indefinite appointment; 

14 "(iv) in or under the Bureau of the Census 

15 of the Department of Commerce by temporary em

:16 ployees employed for the taking of any census; 

17 "(v) by any individual as an employee who 

18 is excluded by Executive order from the operation 

19 of the Civil Service Retirement Act of 1930 because 

20 he is paid on a contractor fee basis; 

21 "(vi) by any individual as an employee re

22 ceiving nominal compensation of $12 or less per 

23 annum; 
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1 "(vii) in a, hospital, home, or other ;institution 

2 of the United States by a patient or inmate thereof; 

3 "(viii) by any individual as a consular agent 

4 appointed under authority of section 551 of the 

5 Foreign Service Act of 1946 (22 U. S. C., sec. 

6 951); 

7 "(ixi) by any individual as an employee in

8 cluded under section 2 of the Act of August 4, 1947 

9 (relating'tocertaininterns, student nurses, and other 

10 student employees of hospitals of the Federal Gov

11 ermient; 5 U. S. C., see. 1052); 

12 "(x) by any individual as an employee serving 

13 on a temporary basis in case of fire, storm, -earth

14 quake, flood, or other emergency; 

15 "(xi) by any individual as an employee who is 

16 employed under a Federal relief program to relieve 

17 him from unemployment; or 

18 "(xii) as a member of a State, county, or coin

19 munity committee under the Production and Market

20 ing Administration or of any other board, council, 

21 committee, or other similar body, unless such board, 

22 council, committee, or other body is composed exz

23 clusively of individuals otherwise in the full-time 

24 employ of the United States; 

25 "(8) (A) Service performed in the employ of a 
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1 State, or any political subdivision thereof, or any instru

2 mentality of any one or more of the foregoing which is 

3 wholly owned by one or more States or political sub

4 divisions (other than service performed in the employ of 

5 a State, political,subdivision, or instrumentality in con

-.6 nection with the operation of any public transportation 

7 system the whole or any part of which was acquired after 

8 1936); 

9 "(B) Service performed in the employ of any 

10 instrumentality of one or more States or political sub

11 divisions to the extent that the' instrumentality is, with 

12 respect to such service, immune under the Constitution 

13' of the United States from the tax imposed by section 

141410; 

15"(9) (A) Service performed by a duly ordained, 

16 commissioned, or licensed minister of a church in the 

17 exercise of his ministry or by a member~of a religious 

18order in the exercise of duties required by such order; 

19 "(B) Service in the employ of

20 "(i) a corporation, fund, or foundation which 

21 is exempt from income tax under section 101 (6) 

22, and is organized and operated primarily for re

23 ligious purposes; or 

24. "(ii) a corporation,fund, or foundation which 

25 is exempt from income tax under 8ection 101 (6) 
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1 and is owned and operated.by one or more corpora

2 tions, funds, or foundations included,under clause 

3 (i) of this subparagraph; 

4 unless such service is performed on or after the first day 

5 of the calendarquarterfollowing the calendar quarterin 

6 which such corporation, fund, or foundation files 

7 (whether filed on, before, or after January 1, 1951) 

S with the Commissioner a statement that it desires to have 

9 the insurance system established by title II of the Social 

10 Security Act extended to servic~es performed by its 

11 employees; 

12 "(10) Service performed by an individual as an 

13 employee or employee representative as defined in 

1.4 section 1532;


15 "(11), (A) Service performed in any calendar


1.6 quarter in the employ of any organizationexempt from


117 income tax under,section 101, if the remuneration for


18 such service is less than $50;


19 "(B) Service Performed in the employ of a school,


20 college, or university if such service is performed by


21 a student who is enrolled and is regularly attending


22 classes at such school, college, or university;


23 "(12) Service performed in the employ of a for


24 eign government (including service as a consular or other


25 officer or employee or a nondiplom'atic representative);
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1 "(13) $ervice performed in the empioy of an in

2 strumentality wholly owned by a foreign government

3 "(A) If the service is of a character similar 

4 to that performed in foreign countries by employees 

5 of the United States Government or of an instru

6 mentality thereof; and 

7 "(B) If the Secretary of State shall certify to 

8 the Secretary of the Treasury that the foreign gov

9 ermient, with respect to whose instrumentality and 

10 employees thereof exemption is claimed, grants an 

11 equivalent exemption with respect to similar service 

12 performed in the foreign country by employees of 

13 the United States Government and of instrumen

14 talities thereof; 

15 "[14) Service performed as a student nurse in the 

16 employ of a hospital or a nurses' training school by an 

17 individual who is enrolled and is regularly attending 

.18 classes in a nurses' trainingschool chartered-orapproved 

19 pursuant to State law; and service performed as an 

20 interne in the employ of a hospital by an individual who 

21 has completed a four years' course in a medical school 

22 charteredor approved pursuant to State law; 

23 "(15) Service performed by an individual in (or 

24 as an officer or member of the crew of a vessel while 

H.L R. 6000-22 
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1 it is engaged in) the catching, taking, harvesting, cul

2 tivating, or farming of 'any kind of fish, shellfish, crus

3 tacea, sponges, seaweeds, or other aquatic forms of 

A animal and vegetable life (including service performed 

5 by any such individual as- an ordinary incident to any 

6 such activity), except (A) service performed in con

7 nection with the catching Qr taking of salmon or halibut., 

8 for commercial purposes, and (B) service performed 

9 on or in connection with a vessel of more than ten net 

10 tons (determined in the manner provided for deter

11 mining the register tonnage of merchant vessels under 

12 the laws of the United States);* 

13 "(16) (A) Service performed by an individual 

14 under the age of eighteen in the delivery or distribution 

15 of newspapers or shopping news, not including delivery 

16 or distribution to any point for subsequent delivery or 

17 distribution; 

18 "(B) Service performed by an individual in, and 

19 at the time of, the sale of newspapers or magazines to 

20 ultimate consumers, under an arrangement under which 

21 the newspapers or magazines are to be sold by him 

2 2 at a fixed price, his compensation being based on the 

23 retention of the excess of such price over the amount 

24 at uwhich the newspapers or magazines are charged to 

25 him, whether or not he is guaranteed a minimum 
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1 amount of compensation for such service, or is entitled 

2 to be credited with the unsold newspapers or magazines 

3 turned back; or 

4 "(17) Service performed in the employ of an 

5 international organization." 

6 (b) Effective January 1, 1951, section 1426 (e) of 

'7 the Internal Revenue Code is amended to read as follows.: 

8 "(e) STATE, ETC.

9 ~"(1) The term 'State' includes Alaska, Hazwaii

10 the Districtof Columbia, and the Virgin Islands;and on 

11 :and after the effective date specified in section 3810 

12 such term includes Puerto Rico. 

13 "(2) UNITED STATEs.-T1he term 'United States' 

14 when used in a geographical sense includes the Virgin 

'15 Islands; and on and after the effective date specified in 

16 section 3810 such term includes Puerto-Rico. 

17 "(3) CiTizEN.-An individual who is a citizen of 

18 Puerto Rico (but not otherwise a citizen of the United 

19 States) and who is not a resident of the United States 

20 shall not be considered, for the purposes of this section, 

21 as a citizen of the United States prior to the effective 

22- date specified in section 3810."y 

23 (c) Section 1426 (g) of the Internal Revenue Code 

24 is amended by striking out "(g). American Vessel.-" and 

25 inserting in lieu thereof' "(g)' American Vessel and Air
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1 craft.-", and by striking out the period at the end of such 

2 subsection and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "; and 

3 the term 'American aircraft' means an aircraft registered 

4 under the laws of' the United Sta s. 

5 (d) Section 1426 (h) of the Internal Revenue Code 

6 is amended to read as follows: 

7 "(h) AGRICULTURAL LABOR.-The term 'agricultural 

8 labor' includes all service performed

9 "(1) On a farm, in the employ of any person, in 

10 connection with cultivating the soil, or in connection 

11 with raising or harvesting any agriculturalor horticul

12 tural commodity, including the raising, shearing,feeding, 

13 caring for, training, and management of livestock, bees, 

14 poultry, and fur-bearing animals and wildlife. 

15 "(2) In the employ of the owner or tenant or other 

16 operator of a farm, in connection with the operation, 

17 management, conservation, improvement, or mainte

lB nance of such farm and its tools and equipment, or in 

19 salvaging timber or clearing land of brush and other 

20 debris left by a hurricane, if the major part of such 

21 service is performed on a farm. 

22 "(3) In connection with the production or harvest

23 ing of any commodity defined as an agricultural com

24 modity in section 15- (g) of. the Agricultural Marketing 

25 Act, as amended, or in connection with the ginning of 
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cotton, or in connection with the operation or mainte

nance of ditches, canals, reservoirs, or waterways, not 

owned or operatedfor profit, used exclusively for supply

ing and storing water for farming purposes. 

"(4) (A) In the employ of the operator of a farm 

in handling, planting, drying, packing, packaging, 

processing, freezing, grading; storing, or delivering to 

storage or to market or to a carrier for transportation 

to market, in its unmanufactured state, any agricultural 

or horticultural commodity; but only if such operator 

produced more than one-half of the commodity with 

respect to which such service is performed. 

"I(B) In the employ of a group of operators of 

farms (other than a cooperative organization) in the 

performance of service described in subparagraph(A), 

but only if such operators produced all of the com

modity with respect to which such service is performed. 

For the purposes of this subparagraph, any unincor

porated group of operators shall be deemed a coopera

tive organization if the number of operator.s comprising 

such group is more than twenty at any time during' 

the calendar quarter in which such service iZs performed. 

"(C) The provisions of subparagraphs (A) and 

(B) shall not be deemed to be applicable with respect 

to service performed in connection with commercial 
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1 canning or commercial freezing or in connection with 

2 any agricultural or horticultural commodity after its 

3 delivery to a terminal market for distribution for 

4k consumption. 

5 "(5) On a farm operated for profit if such service 

6 is not in the course of the employer's trade or business 

7 or is domestic service in a private home of ~the employer. 

8 "As used in this section, the term 'farm' includes stock, 

9 dairy, poultry, fruit, fur-bearing animal, and truck farms, 

10 plantations, ranches, nurseries, ranges, greenhouses or other 

11 similar structures used primarily for the raising of agri

12 cultural or horticulturalcommodities, and orchards." 

1131 (e) Section 1426 of the Internal Revenue -Code is 

14 amended by striking out subsections (i) and (j) and insert

15 ing in lieu thereof the following: 

16 "(i) AMERICAN EmpLoYER .- T he term 'American 

17 employer' means an employer which is (1) the United 

18 States or any instrumentality thereof, (2) an individual 

19 who is a resident of the United States, (3) a partnership, 

20 if two-thirds or more of the partners are residents of the 

21 United States, (4) a trust, if all of the trustees are residents 

22 of the United States, or (5) a corporation organized under 

23 the laws of the United States or of any State. 

24 ."(j) COMPUTATION OF WAGES IN CERTAIN CASES.

25 For purposes of this subchapter, in the case of service not 
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1 in the course of the employer's trade or business within 

2 the meaning of subsection (b) (3), if such service is per

3 formed by an employee who is regularly employed during 

4 the calendar quarter within the' meaning of such subsection, 

5 any payment of cash remuneration which. is more or less 

6 than a whole-dollar amount shall, under such conditions 

'7 and to such extent as may be prescribed by regulations made 

8 under this subchapter, be computed to the nearest dollar. 

.9 For the purpose of the computation to the nearest dollar, 

10 the payment of a fractional part of a dollar shall be disre

11 gardedunless it amounts to one-half dollar or more, in which, 

12 case it shall be increased to $1. The amount of any payment 

13 of cash remuneration so computed to the nearest dollar shall, 

14 in lieu of the amount actually paid, be deemed to constitute

~15 "(1) the amount of remuneration for purposes of 

16 subsection (b) (3), and 

17 "(2) the amount of wages for purposes of this 

18 subchapter, if such payment constitutes remuneration 

19 for employment, but only to the extent not excepted by 

2.0 any of the numbered paragraphs of subsection (a)." 

21 (f) Sections 1426 (c) and 11428 of the InternalRevenue 

22 Code are each amended by striking out "paragraph (9)" 

23 and inserting in lieu thereof "paragraph (10)"., 

24 (g) The amendments made by subsections (c), (d), 
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1 (e), and (f) of this section shall be applicable only with 

2respect to services performed after 1950. 

3 DEFINITION OF EMPLOYEE 

4 Si~c. 205. (a) Sectilon 1426 (d) of the Internal B eve

5 nue Code is hereby, amended to read as follows: 

6 "(d) EMfPLoYEE.-The term 'employee' means

7 " (1 ) any officer of a corporation;or 

8 "(2) any individual who, under the usual common 

9 law rules applicable in determining the employer

10, employee relationship, has the status of an employee; or 

11 "(3) any individual (other than an individual who 

12 is an. employee under paragraph (1) or (2) of this 

13 subsection) who performs services for remuneration for 

1.4 any person

15 "(A) as an agent-driv~er or commission-driver 

16 engaged in distributing meat products, bakery prod

1-7 ucts, or laundry or dry-cleaning services for his 

18 principal; 

19 "(B) as a full-time life insurance salesman; or 

20 "(0) as a traveling or city salesman engaged 

21 upon a full-time basis in the solicitation on behalf 

22 of, and the transmission to, his principal (except for 
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1 side-line sgales activities on behalf of some other 

2 person) of (i) orders from retail merchants, for 

3 merchandise to be delivered subsequently to such mer

4 chants for retail sale to their customers, or (ii) 

5 orders from hotels, restaurants, and other similar 

6 establishments for supplies to be delivered subse

7 quently to such establishments and to be consumed 

8 in the operation thereof; 

9 if the contract of service contemplates that substantially 

10 all of such services are to be performed personally by 

11 such individual; exrcept that an individual shall not be 

'12 included in the term 'employee' under the provisions 

13 of this paragraphif such individual has a substantial 

-14 investment in facilities used in connection with the per

15 formance of such services (other than in facilities for 

16 transportation), or if the services are in the nature of 

17 a single transactionnot part of a continuing relationship 

18 with the person for whom the services are performed." 

19 (b) The amendment made by this section shall be ap

20 plicable only with respect to services -performed after 

21 1950. 
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I COMBINE D WITHHOLDING OF INCO ME AND EMPLOYEE 

2 SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES 

3 SEC. 206. .(a) Section 1400 of the Internal Revenue 

4 Code is amended by inserting before "In addition. to other 

5 taxes" the following: 

6 - " (a) IN GENERAL.-" 

7 and by. adding at the end of such section the following new 

8 subsection: 

9 "(b) WAGES SUBJECT TO COMBINED WITHHOLDING 

10 OF INCOME AND EMPLOYEEy SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES.

11 If wages as defined in section 1633 (relating to combined 

12 withholding of income and employee social security taxes) 

13 are received by an individual, there shall be levied; collected, 

14 and paid upon the income of such individual, in lieu of the 

15 tax determined under subsection (a) with respect to such

16 wages, the tax which under section 1633 (d) (1) is con

17 sidered as imposed by this subsection." 

18 (b) Section 1401 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code 

19 is amended to read as follows: 

20 "(a) REQ UIREMENT.-The tax imposed by section 1400 

21 (a) shall be collected by the employer of the taxpayer, by 

22 deducting the amount of the tax from the wages as and when 

23 paid. The tax imposed by section 1400 (b) shall be col

24 lected by the employer of the taxpayer in the manner pre
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I scribed by section 1633 (relating to combined withholding of 

2 income and employee social security taxes) ." 

3 (c) Section 1622 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code 

4 is amended to read as follows: 

5 "(a) REQUIREMENT OF WITHHOLDING.

6 "(1) IN GENERAL.-Every employer making pay

7 ment of wages shall deduct and withhold upon such wages 

8 a tax equal to 15 per centum, of the amount by which 

9 the wages exceed the number of withholding exemptions 

10 claimed multiplied by the amount of one such exemption. 

11 as shown in subsection (b) (1). 

12 "(2) WAGES SUBJECT TO COMBINED WITHHOLD

13 ING OF INCOME AND EMPLOYEE SOCIAL SECURITY 

14 TAxEs.-The provisions of paragraph (1) of this sub

15 section and of subsection (c) (1) of this section shall not 

1.6 apply with respect to any payment of wages as defined 

17 in section 1633 (relating to combined withholding of 

18 income and employee social security taxes). Every em

19 ployer making payment of such wages shall deduct and 

20 withhold upon such wages, in the manner prescribed by 

21 section 1633, the tax which under section 1633 (d) (1) 

22 is considered as imposed by this paragraph." 

23 (d) Subchapter E of chapter 9 of the InternalRevenue 
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1'Code is amended by adding at the end thereof the following 

2 new sections: 

3 "SEC. 1633. COMBINED WITHHOLDING OF INCOME, AND EM

4 PLOYIEE SOCIAL SECUIRITY TAXES. 

5 "(a) DEFINITION OF WAGES SUBJECT TO COMBINED 

6 WITHHOLDING.-As used in this section, the term 'wages' 

7 means a payment of remuneration by a person to an indi

8 vidual if the person making such payment~is the employer 

9 of -suchindividual within the meaning of subchaptersA and 

10 D of this chapter or is authorized under section 1632 to de

ll duct and withhold the tax under this section with respect to 

12 such payment, and if all of such payment is both

13 "(1) wages as defined in section 1621 (a) (relat

14 ing to wages subject to income tax withholding), and 

15, "2) wages as defined in section 1426 (a) (relat

16 ing to wages subject to employee social security tax), 

17 determined without regard to paragraph (1) of section 

18 '1426 (a) (relating to the $3,600 limitationon remunera

19 tion) and without regard to paragraph (2) (B), (C), 

20 and (D) and paragraph (4) of section 1426 (a) (relat

21 ing to sickness, accident disability, medical and hospital

22 ization, and death payments). 

23 "(b) PERCENTAGE WITHHOLDING.-Every employer, 

24 making a payment of wages to an employee shall deduct and 
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1 withhold from such wages a tax equal to the sum of the 

2 following: 

3 "(1). 1z per centum of the wage.s; and 

4 "(2) 15 per centum of the wages in excess of an 

5 amount equal to one withholding exemption as deter

6 mined under section 1622 (b) multiplied by the number 

7 of withholding exemptions claimed (as defined in section 

8 1621 (e)). 

9 "(c) WAGE BRACKET WITIIHOLDING.-At the elec

10 tion-of the employer with respect to any payment of wages 

11 to. an employee, the employer shall deduct and withhold from 

12 the wages paid to such employee a tax determined in accord

13. ance with tables prescribed by the Commissioner pursuant 

14 to section 1634, which shall be in lieu of the tax required 

15 to be deducted and withheld under subsection (b) of this 

16 section. 

17 "(d) APPORTIONMENT OF TAx.

18 "(1) TAx REQUIRED TO BE DEDUCTED AND 

19 WVITHIIELD.-The tax required to be deducted and with

20 held under this section during any calendar year shall 

21 be considered the tax required to be deducted and with

22 held under section 1622 (a) (2) to the extent such tax 

23 under this section exceeds 1+ per centum, of the wages 

24 paid by the employer to the employee during such calen
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1. dar year. The balance of suck tax under this section 

2 shall be considered the tax imposed by section 1400 (b). 

3 For the purposes of this subsection in determining 1-4 

.4 per centum, of the wages, the term 'wages' shalt'not include 

5 any amount which is not wages as defined in section 

6 14.6 (a).

7 " (2) TAX ACTUALLY DEDUCTED AND WITH

8 HELD.-The amount deducted and withheld as tax under 

9 this section shall be apportioned,in the manner provided 

10 in paragraph (1) (relating to the tax required to be de

ll ducted and withheld under this section), on the basis of the 

12 facts and circumstances known at the close of the period 

13 during which such amount was deducted and withheld, 

:14 and, to the extent determined by such apportionment, 

:15 shall be deemed an amount deducted and withheld as 

16 tax under section 1622' and an amount deducted and 

17 withheld as tax under section 1401, respectively. 

18 "(e) CHANGE OF RATE UNDER SECTION 1400.-If 

19 for any calendar year the applicable rate prescribed by 

2.0 section 1400 (a) is not 1.4 per centum, then there shall be 

21. substituted for the rate of 1-4 per centum, wherever specified 

22 in this section the rate prescribed by section 1400 (a) for 

23 such calendar year. 

24 "'(f) OTHER LAWS APP'LICABLE.-All provisions of 

25 law, including penalties, applicable with respect to the -tax 
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required to be deducted and withheld under section 1622 

shall, insofar as applicable and not inconsistent with the 

provisions of this section, be applicable with respect to the 

tax under this section. 

"SEC. 1634. WAGE BRACKET WITHHOLDING TABLES. 

"The Commissioner shall prescribe the wage bracket 

withholding tables referred to in section 1633 (c). Such 

tables shall be identical with the tables prescribed by section 

1622 (c), except that the tax to be withheld under such tables 

shall differ from the tax to be withheld under the tables pre

scribed by section 16229 (c) only in the following respects: 

"(a) Wherever the tables prescribed by section 

16,22 (c) show a specific amount (including a showing 

of $0) of tax to be withheld with respect to a wage 

bracket, except where such amount is shown for the 

highest wage bracket in the table, such specific amount 

shall be increased by an amount equal to the applicable 

tax rate prescribed by section 1400 (a) applied to the 

amount at the midpoint of the wage bracket. 

"(b) In the case of the highest wage bracket shown 

in a table, the specific amount of tax to be withheld 

shown in the corresponding table prescribed by section 

1622 (c) shall be increased by an amount equal to the 

applicable tax rate prescribed by section 1400 (a) 
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applied to the amount at the lower limit of such highest 

wage bracket. 

"(c) Wherever the tables prescribedby section 1622 

(c) show a specifi percentage, such percentage shall be 

increasedby the applicable tax rate prescribedby section 

1400 (a). 

"SEC. 1635. TAX PAID BY RECIPIENT. 

"If the employer, in violation of the provisions of section 

1633, fails to deduct and withhold the tax under such section, 

if by reason of section 1633 (d) a portion of such tax is con

sidered tax required to be deducted and withheld under section 

1622, and if thereafter the tax against which such portion 

may be credited is paid, such portion of the tax required to 

be deducted and withheld under section 1633 (determined in. 

accordancewith section 1633 (d)) shall not be collected from 

the employer; but this section shall in no case relieve the 

employer from liability for any penalties or additions to the 

tax otherwise applicable in respect of such failure to deduct 

and withhold. 

"SEC. 1636. RECEIPTS FOR EMPLOYEES. 

"(a) REQUIREMENT.-E very person required to de

duct and withhold from an employee a tax under section 

1400, 1622, or 1633, or who would have been required to 

deduct and withhold a tax under section 1622 if the employee 

had claimed no more than one withholding exemption, shall 
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furnish to each such employee in respect of the remuneration 

paid by such person to such employee during the calendaryear, 

on or before January31 of the succeeding year, or, if his em-~ 

ployment is terminatedbefore the close of such calendar year, 

on the day on which the last payment of remunerationis made, 

a written statement showing the following: (1) the name of 

such person, (2) the name of the employee (and his social 

security account number if wages as defined in section 1426 

(a) have been paid), (3) the total amount of wages as 

defined in section 1621 (a), (4) the total amount deducted 

and withheld as tax under section 1622, (5) the total amount 

of wages as defined in section 14296 (a), and (6) the total, 

amount deducteti and withheld as tax under section 1400. 

For the determination of the portion of the amount deducted 

and withheld as tax under section 1633 which is deemed an 

amount deducted and withheld as tax under section 1622 

and the portion which is. deemed an amount deducted and 

withheld as tax under section 1400, see section 1633 (d) (2). 

"(b) STATEMENTS TO CONSTITUTE INFORMATION 

RETuRNs.-The statements required to be furnished by this 

section in respect of any remuneration shall be furnished at 

such other times, shall contain 'such other information, and 

shall be in such form -asthe Commissioner, with the approval 

of the Secretary, may by regulations prescribe. A duplicate 

HI. R. 6000-23 
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1of any such statement if made and filed in accordance with 

2regulations prescribedby the Commissioner with the approval 

3 of the Secretary shall constitute the return required to be 

4 made in respect of such remunerationunder section 147. If 

5 such statement is requiredfor a period other than a calendar 

6 year, the apportionmentfor such other period shall be made 

7 in a manner similar to that provided in section 1633 (d). 

8 "(c) ExTENSION OF TimE.-The Commissioner, under 

9 such regulations as he may prescribe with the approval of 

10 the Secretary, may grant to any person a reasonable exten

11 sion of time (not in excess of thirty days) with respect to the 

12 statements required to be furnished under this section. 

13 "SEC. 1637. PENALTIES. 

14 "(a) PENALTIES FOR FRAUDULENT STATEMENT OR 

15 FAILURE To FURNISH STATBMENT.-In lieu of any other 

:16 penalty provided by law (except the penalty provided by Sub

17 section (b) of this section), any person required under the 

18 ~provisionsof section 1636 to furnish a statement who willfully 

19 furnishes a false or fraudulent statement, or who willfully 

20 fails to furnish a statement in the manner, at the time, and 

21 'ahowing the information required under section 1636, or 

22 regulations prescribed thereunder, shall for each such fail

23 ure, upon conviction thereof, be fined not more than $1,000, 

24 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both. 

25 "(b) ADDITIONAL PENALTY.--In addition to the 
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:1 penalty provided by subsection (a) of this section, any per

2 son required under the provisions of section 1636 to furnish 

3 a statement who willfully -furnishes a false or fraudulent 

4 statement, or who willfully fails to furnish a statement in 

5 the manner, at the time, and showing the information re

6 quired under section 1636, or regulations prescribed there

7 under, shall for each such failure be subject to a civil penalty 

8 of $50. Such penalty shall be assessed and collected in the 

9 same manner as the tax imposed by section 1410." 

10 , (e) (1) Section 322 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code 

1i is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new 

12 paragraph: 

13 "(4) CREDIT FOR 'SPECIAL REFUNDS' OF EM

14 PLO YEE SOCIAL SECURITY TAX.-The Commissioner 

15 is authorized to prescribe, with the approval of the 

16 Secretary, regulations providing for the crediting 

17 against the tax imposed by this chapter for any taxable 

18 year of the amount determined by the taxpayer or the 

19 Commissioner to be allowable under section 1401 (d) as 

20 a special refund of tax imposed on wages received dur

21 ing the calendar year in which such taxable year begins. 

22 If more than one taxable year begins in such calendar 

23 year, such amount shall not be allowed under this sec

24 tion as a credit against the tax for any taxable year 

25 other than the last taxable year so beginning. The 



I amount allowed as a credit under such regulations 

2 shall, for the purposes of this chapter, be considered an 

3 amount deducted and withheld at the source as tax 

4 Under subchapter D of chapter 9."7. 

5 (2) Section 1403 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code 

6 is amended by striking out the first -sentence and inserting 

7 in lieu thereof the following: "Every employer shall fur

8 nish to each of his employees a written statement or state

9 ments, in a form suitable for retention by the employee, 

10 showing the wages paid by him to the employee before 

11 January 1, 1951. (For corresponding provisions with 

12 respect to wages paid after December 31, 1950, see section 

13 1636.)" 

14 (3) Section 1625 of the Internal Revenue Code is 

15 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new 

16 su~bsection:

17 "(d) APPLicATION OF SEcTioN.-T his section shall 

18 apply only with respect to wages paid before January 1, 

19 1951. For corresponding provisions with respect to wages 

20 paid after December 31, 1950, see section 1636." 

21 (f) The amendments made by this section shall be appli

22 cable only with respect to wages paid after December 31, 

23 1950, except that the amendment made by subsection (e) 

24 .(1) of this section shall be applicable only with respect to 

25 taxable years beginning after December 31, 1950, and only 
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1 with respect to "special refunds" in the case of wages paid 

2 after December 31, 1950. 

3 PERIODS OF LIMITATION ON ASSESSMENT AND REFUND OF 

4 CERTAIN EMPLOYMENT TAXES 

5 SEC. 207. (a) Subchapter E of chapter 9 of the Inter

6 nal Revenue Code is amended by inserting at the end thereof 

'7 the following new sections: 

8 "SEC. 1638. PERIOD OF LIMITATION UPON ASSESSMENT AND 

9 COLLECTION OF CERTAIN EMPLOYMENT TAXES. 

tO "(a) GENERAL RuLE.-The amount of any tax imposed 

11 by subchapter A of this chapter, subchapter D of this chap

12 ter, or this subchapter, shall (except as otherwise provided 

13 in the following subsections of this section) be assessed within 

14 three years after the return was filed, and no proceeding in 

15 court without assessment for the collection of such tax shall 

16 be begun after the expiration of such period. 

17 "(b) FALSE 1?ETURN OR No RETURN.-In the case 

18 of a false or fraudulent return with intent to evade tax or 

19 of a failure to file a return, the tax may be assessed, or a pro

20 ceeding in court for the collection of such tax may be begun 

21 without assessment, at any time. 

22 "(c) WILLFUL ATTEMPT To EVADE TAX.-In case of 

23 a willful attempt in any manner to defeat or evade tax, the 

24 tax may be assessed, or a proceeding in court for the collec
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1 tion of such tax may be begun without assessment, at, any 

2 time. 

3 ."(d) CoLLEcTioN AFTER ASSESSMENT.-Where the 

4 assessment of any -taximposed by asubchapterA of this chapter, 

5 subchapter D of this chapter, or this subchapter, has been 

6 made within the period of limitation properly applicable 

7 thereto, such tax may be collected by distraintor by a proceed

8 ing in court, but only if begun (1) within six years after 

9 the assessment of the tax, or (2) prior to the expiration of 

10 any period for collection agreed upon in writing by the Corn

11 missioner and the taxpayer. 

12 "(e) DATE OF FILiNG OF RETuRN.-For the purposes 

13 of this section, if a returnfor any period ending with or within 

14 a calendar year is filed before March 15 of the succeeding 

.15 calendaryear, such return shall be considered filed on March 

16 15 of such succeeding calendaryear. 

17 "(f) APPLICATION OF SECTION.-The provisions of 

18 this section shall apply only to those taxes imposed by sub

19 chapter A of this chapter, subchapter D of this chapter, or 

20 this subchapter, which are required to be collected and paid 

21 by making and filing returns. 

22 "(g) EFFECTIVEDATE.-The provisions of this section 

~3 shall not apply to any tax imposed with respect to remunera

2.4 tion paid during anyj calendar year before 1951. 
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"SEC. 1639. PERIOD OF LIMITATION UPON REFUNDS AND CRED

ITS OF CERTAIN EMPLOYMENT TAXES. 

"(a) GENERAL RULE.-ln the case of any tax imposed 

by subchapter A of this chapter, subchapterD of this chapter, 

or this subchapter

"(1) PERIOD OF LIMITATION.-Unlless a claim for 

credit or refund is filed by the taxpayer within three 

years from the time the return was filed or within two 

years from the time the tax was paid, no credit or refund 

shall be allowed or made after the expiration of which

ever of such periods expires the later. If no return is 

filed, then no credit or refund shall be allowed or made 

after two years from the time the tax was paid, unless 

before the expiration of such period a claim therefor is 

filed by the taxpayer. 

"(2) LIMIT ON AMOUNT OF CREDIT OR REFUND.

The amount of the credit or refund shall not exceed 

the portion of the tax paid

"(A) If a return was filed, and the claim, was 

filed within three years from the time the return 

was filed, during the three years immediately pre

ceding the filing of the claim. 

" (B) If a claim was filed, and (i) no return 

was filed, or (ii) if the, claim was not filed within 
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1 three years from the time the returnwas filed, during 

2 the two years immediately preceding the filing of the 

3 claim. 

4 "4(C) If no claim was filed and the allowance 

5 of credit or refund is made within three years from 

6 the time the return was filed, during the three years 

7 immediately preceding the allowance of the credit or 

8 refund. 

9 "(D) If no claim was filed, and (i) no return 

10 was filed or (ii) the allowance of the credit or 

11 refund is not. made within three years from -the 

12 time the return was filed, during the two years Zin

13 mediately preceding the allowance of the credit or 

14 refund. 

15 "(b) PENALTiEs, ETC.-The provisions of subsection 

16 (a) of this section shall apply to any penalty or sum assessed 

17 or collected with respect to the tax imposed by subchapter A 

18 of this chapter, subchapter D of this chapter, or this sub-. 

:19 chapter. 

20 "(c) DATE OF FILING RETURN AND DATE OF PAY

21 MENT oF TAx.-For the purposes of this section

22 "(1) If a return for any period ending with or 

23 within a calendar year is filed before March 15 of the 

24 succeeding calendar year, suck return shall be eon
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sidered filed on March 15 of such succeeding calendar 

year; and 

"(2) If a tax with respect to remuneration paid 

during any period ending with or within a calendar 

year.is paid before March 15 of the succeeding calendar 

year, such tax shall be considered paid on March 15 

of such succeeding calendar y~ar. 

"(d) APPLICATION OF SEcTioN.-The provisions of 

this section shall apply only to those taxes imposed by subk

chapter A of this chapter, subchapter D of this chapter, or 

this subchapter, which are required to be collected and, paid 

by making and filing returns. 

"(e) EFFECTIVE DAT.E.-The provisions of this section 

shall not apply to any tax paid or collected with respect to 

remuneration paid during any calendar year before 1951 

or to any penalty or sum paid or collected with, respect to 

such tax." 

(b) (1) Section 3312 of the Internal Revenue Code is 

amended by insertingimmediately after the words "gift taxes" 

(which words immediately precede subsection (a) thereof) 

a comma and the following: "and except a,$ otherwise pro

vided in section 1638 with respect to employment taxes under 

subchapters A, D, and E of chapter 9". 
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I (2) Section 3313 of -the Internal Revenue. Code is 

2 amended as follows: 

3 (A) By inserting immediately after the words "and 

4 gift taxes,", where those words first appear in the section, 

5 the following: "and except as otherwise provided by law 

6 in the case of employment taxes under subehaptersA, D, 

7 and E of chapter 9"; and 

8 (B) By inserting immediately after the, words "and 

9 gift taxes", where those words appear in the parenthetical 

10 phrase, a comma and the following: "and other than such 

11 employment taxes" 

12 (3) Section 3645 of the Internal Revenue Code is 

13 am-ended by striking out "Employment taxes, section 3312." 

14 and inserting-in lieu thereof the following: "Employment 

15 taxes, sections 1638 and 3312." 

16 (4) Section 3772 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code is 

17 amended by inserting at the end thereof the following: 

18 "Employment taxes, see sections 1639 and 3313." 

19 SELF-EMPLOYMENT INCOME 

20 SEC. 208. (a) Chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue 

21 Code is amended by adding at the end thereof the following 

22 new subchapter: 
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"SUBCHAPTER E-TAX ON SELF-EMPLOYMENT INCOME 

"SEC. 480. RATE OF TAX. 

"In addition to other taxes, there shall be levied,. col

lected, and paid for each taxable year beginning after 

December 31, 1950, upon the self-employment income of 

every individual, a tax as follows: 

"(1) In the case of any taxable year beginning 

after December 31, 1950, and before January1, 1956, 

the tax shall be equal to 2-4 per centum of the amount 

of the self-employment income for such taxable year. 

"(2) In the case of any taxable year beginning 

after December 31, 1955, and before January1, 1960, 

the tax shall be equal to 3 per centum, of the amount 

of the self-employment income for such taxable year. 

'"(3) In the case of any taxable year beginning 

after December 31, 1959, and before January1, 1965, 

the tax shall be equal to 31 per centum of the amount 

of the self-employment income for such taxable year. 

"(4) In the case of any taxable year beginning 

after December 31, 1964, and before January 1, 1970, 

the tax shall be equal to 4+.per centum of the amount 

of the self-employment income for such taxtable year. 
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1 "(5) In the case of any taxable year. beginning 

2 after December 31, 1969, the tax shall be equal to 4j 

3 per centum of the amount of the self-employment income 

4 for such taxable year. 

5 "SEC. 481. DEFINITIONS. 

6 "For the purposes of this subchapter

7 "(a) NET EARNINGs FRom SELF-EmpLoYMENT.

S The term 'net earnings from'self-employment' means the 

9 gross income derived by an individual from any trade or 

10 business carried on by such individual, less the deductions 

11 allowed by this chapter which are attributable to such trade 

12 or business, plus his distributive share (whether or not 

13 distributed) of the ordinary net income or loss, as com

14 puted under section 183, from any trade or business carried 

15on by a partnership of which he is a member; except that 

16 in computing such gross income and deductions and such 

17 distributive share of partnership. ordinary net income or 

18 loss

19 "(1) There shall be excluded rentals from real 

20 estate (including personal property leased with the real 

21 estate) and deductions attributable thereto, unless such 

22 rentals are received in the course of a trade or business 

23 as a real estate dealer; 

24 "(2) There shall be excluded income derived from 

25 any trade or business in which, if the trade or businesa 
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were carried on exclusively by employees, the major 

portion of the services would constitute agriculturallabor 

as defined in section 1426 (h); and there shall be ex

cluded all deductions attributable to such income; 

"9(3) There shall be excluded dividends on any 

share of stock, and interest on any bond, debenture, 

note, or certificate, or other evidence of indebtedness, 

issued with interest coupons or in registered form by 

any corporation (including one issued by a govern

ment or political -subdivision thereof), unless such divi

dends and interest (other than interest described in 

section 25 (a)) are received in the course of a trade or 

business as a dealer in stocks or securities; 

"(4) There shall be excluded any gain or loss 

(A) which is considered as gain or loss from the sale or 

exchange of a capital asset, (B) from the cutting or 

disposal of timber if section 117 (j is applicable to 

such gain or loss, or (C) from the sale, exchange, in

voluntary conversion, or other disposition of property if 

such property is neither (i) stock in trade or other 

property of a kind which would properly be includible 

in inventory if on hand at the close of the taxable year, 

nor (ii) property held primarily for sale to customers in 

the ordinary course of the trade or business; 
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"( 5) The deduction for net operating losses pro

vided in section 23 (s) shall not be allowed; 

" (6) (A) If any of the income derived from a 

trade or business (oilher than a trade or business car

ried on by a partnership) is community income under 

community property laws applicable to such income, 

all of the gross income and deductions attributable to 

such trade or business shall be treated as the gross in

come and deductions of the husband unless the wife 

exercises substantially all of the management and con

trol of such trade or business, in which case all of such 

gross income and deductions shall be treated as th~e 

gross income and deductions of the wife; 

"(B) If -any portion of a partner's distributive 

share of the ordinary net income or loss from a trade or 

business carried on by a partnership is community in

come or loss under the community property laws ap

plicable to such share, all of such distributive share shall 

be included in computing the net earnings from self-

employment of such partner, and no part of such share 

shall be taken into account in computing the net earnings 

from self-employment of the spouse of such partner; 

"(7) In the case of any taxable year beginning 

on or after the effective date specified in section 3810, 

25, (A) the term 'possession of the United States' as used 
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1 in section 251 shall not include Puerto Rico, and (B) 

2 a citizen or resident of Puerto Rico shall compute his 

3 net earnings from self-employment in the same manner 

4 as a citizen of the United States and without regard 

5 to the provisions of section 252. 

6 If the taxable year of a partner is different from that of the 

7 partnership, the distributive share which he is required 

8 to include in computing his net earnings from self-employ

9 ment shall be based upon the ordinary net income or loss 

10 of the partnership for any taxable year of the partnership 

11 (even though beginning prior to January 1, 1951) ending 

12 within or with his taxable year. 

13. "(b) SELF-EMPLOYMENT INCOME.-The term 'self

14 employment income' means the net earnings from self

15 employment derived by an individual (other than a non

16 resident alien individual) during any taxable year beginning 

17 after December 31, 1950; except that such term shall not 

18 include

19 "(1) That part of the net earnings from self

20 employment which is in excess of: (A) $3,600, minu's 

21 (B) the amount of the wages paid to such individual 

22 during the -taxableyear; or 

23 "(2) The net earnings from self-employment, if 

24 such net earning for the taxable year are less than 

25 $400. 
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For the purposes of clause (1) the term 'wages' includes 

remuneration paid to an employee if such remuneration 

is for services included under an agreement entered into 

pursuant to the provisions of section 218 of the Social 

Security Act (relating to coverage of State employees). 

In the case of any taxable year beginning prior to the 

effective date specified in section 3810, an individual who 

is a citizen of Puerto Rico (but not otherwise a citizen of 

the United States) and who is not a resident of the United 

States or of the Virgin Islands duringsuch taxable year shall 

be considered, for the purposes of this subchapter, as a non

resident alien individual. An individual who is not a citi

zen of the United States but who is a resident of the Virgin 

Islands or (after the effective date specified in section 3810) 

a resident of Puerto Rico shall not, for the purposes of this 

subchapter, be considered to be, a nonresident alien individual. 

"(c) TRADE oR BusiNEss.-The term 'trade or busi

ness', when used with reference to self-employment income 

or net earnings from self-employment, shall have the same 

meaning as when used in section 23, except that such term 

shall not include

"(1) The performance of the functions of a public 

office; 

"(2) The performance of service by an individual 

as an employee (other than service described in section 
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1 1426 (b) (16) (B) performed by an individual who 

2 has attained the .age of eighteen); 

3 "(3) The performance of service by an individual 

4 as an employee or employee representative as defined 

5 in section 1532; 

6 " (4) The performance of service by a duly ordained, 

7 commissioned, or licensed minister of a church in the 

S exercise of his ministry or by a member of a religious 

9 order in the exercise of duties required by such order; or 

10 "(5) The performance of service by an individual 

11 in the exercise of his profession as a physician, lawyer, 

12 dentist, osteopath, veterinarian,chiropractor,naturopath, 

13 or optometrist, or as a Christian Science practitioner,' 

14 or as an architect, certified public accountant or other 

15 accountants registeredor licensed as an accountantunder 

16 State or municipal law, funeral director, or professional 

17 engineer; or the performance of such service by a 

is partnership. 

19 "(d) EMPLOYEE AND WVAGEs.-The term 'employee' 

20 and the term 'wages' shall have the same meaning as when 

21 used in subchapter A of chapter 9. 

22 -SEC. 482. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS. 

23 '(a) RETuRNs .- Every individual (other than a non

24 resident alien individual) having net earnings from self-

H. R. 6000-24 
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employment of $400 or more for the taxable year shall make 

a return containing such information for the purpose of 

carrying out the provisions of this subchapter as the Corn-

missioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may b~y 

regulations prescribe. Such return shall be considered a 

return required under section. 51 (a). In the case of a 

husband and wife flling a joint return under section 51 

(b), the tax imposed by this subchapter shall not be computed 

on the aggregate income but shall be the sum of the taxes 

computed under this subchapter on the separate self-employ

ment income of each spouse. 

"(b) TITLE OF SUBCHAPT.ER.-This subchapter may 

be cited as the 'Self-Employment Contributions Act'. 

"(c) EFFECTIVE DATE IN CASE OF PUERTO Rico.

For effective date in case of Puerto Rico, see section 3810. 

"(d) COLLECTION OF TAXES IN VIRGIN ISLANDS 

AND PUERTO Rico .- For provisions relating to collection of 

taxes in Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico, see section 3811." 

(b) Chapter 38 of the Internal Revenue Code is 

amended by adding at the end thereof the following new 

8ections: 

"SEC. 3810. EFFECTIVE DATE IN CASE OF PUERTO RICO. 

"If the Governor of Puerto Rico certifies to the Presi

.24 dent of the United States that the legislature of Puerto Rico 

25 has, by concurrent resolution, resolved that it desires the 
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I extension to Puerto Rico of the provisions of title II of the 

2 Social Security Act, the effective date referred to in sec

3 tions 1426 (e), 481 (a) (7), and 481 (b) shall be 

4 January 1 of the first calendar year which begins more 

5 than ninety days after the date on which the President 

6 receives such certification. 

7 "SEC. 3811. COLLECTION OF TAXES IN VIRGIN ISLANDS AND 

8 PUERTO RICO. 

9 "Notwithstanding any other provision of law respecting 

10 taxation in the Virgin Islands or Puerto Rico, all taxes 

11 imposed by subchapter E of chapter 1 and by subchapter A 

12 of chapter 9 shall be collected by the Bureau of Internal 

13 Revenue under the direction of the Secretary and shall be 

14 paid into the Treasury of the United States as internal 

15 revenue collections. 

16 "SEC. 3812. MITIGATION OF EFFECT OF STATUTE OF LIMITA

17 TIONS AND OTHER PROVISIONS IN CASE OF RE. 

18 LATED TAXES UNDER DIFFERENT CHAPTERS. 

19 "(a) SELF-EmPLOYMENT TAX AND TAX ON WAGES.

20 In the case of the tax imposed by subchapter E of chapter .1 

21 (relating to tax on self-employment income) and the tax 

22 imposed by section 1400 of subchapter A of chapter 9 (re

23 lating to tax on employees under the Federal Insurance 

24 ContributionsAct)
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1 "(1) (i) if an amount is erroneously treated as 

2 self-employment income, or 

3 "(ii) if an amount is erroneously treated as wages, 

and 

5 "(2) if the correction of the error would require 

6 an assessment of one such tax and the refund or credit 

7 of the other tax, and 

8 "(3) if at any time the correction of the error is 

9 authorized as to one such tax but is prevented as to the 

10 other tax by any law or rule of law (other than section 

11 3761, relating to compromises), 

12then if the -correctionauthorized is made, the amount of the 

13 assessment, or the amount of the credit or refund, as the 

14' case may -be, authorized as to the one tax shall be reduced 

15by the amount of the credit or refund, or the amount of the 

16, assessment, as the case may be, which would be requiredwith 

17 respect to such. other tax for the correction of the error if 

18 such credit or refund, or such assessment, of such other tax 

19' were not prevented by any law or rule of law (other than 

20section 3761, relating to compromises). 

21 "(b) DEFiNiTioNs.-For the purposes of subsection 

22 (a) -of this section, the terms 'self-employment income' and 

23wages' shall have the same meaning as when used in section 

24481 (b)."~ 

25 (c) Section 3801 of the Internal Revenue Code is 
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amended by adding at the end thereof the following new 

subsection: 

"(g) TAXES IMPOSED BY CHAPTER 9.-The provi

sions of this section shall not be construed to apply to any 

tax imposed by chapter 9." 

(d) (1) Section 3 of the Internal Revenue Code is 

amended by inserting at the end thereof the following: 

"Subchapter E-Tax on Self-Employment Income (the 

Self-Employment ContributionsAct), divided into sections." 

(2) Section 12 (g) of the, Internal Revenue Code is 

amended by inserting at the end thereof the following: 

"(6) Tax on Self-Employment Income.-For tax 

on self-employment income, see subchapter E." 

(3) Section 31 of the InternalRevenue Code is amended 

by inserting immediately after the words "the tax" the fol

lowing: "(other than the tax imposed by subchapter E, relat

ing to tax on self-employment income)"; and section 131 (a) 

of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by inserting imme~

diately after the words "except the tax imposed under section 

102" the following: "and except the tax imposed under sub

chapter E". 

(4) Section 58 (b) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code 

is amended by inserting immediately after the words "with

held at source" the following: "and without regard to the tax 

imposed by subchapter E on self-employment income". 
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-(5) Section- 107 of -the Internal Revenue. Code is 

2 amended by inserting at the end thereof the following new 

-3- subsection:-

4 "(e TAXI ON S EL MPLOYOMENT INZCOME.-This 

5 section shall be applied without regard to, and shall not 

-6 affect,,the tax imposed by subchapter E, relating to tax on 

7 self-employment income." 

-8 (6) Section 120 of the InternalRevenue Code is amend

9 ed -by inserting-immediately after the words ",amountof in

10 come" the following:-."(determined without regard to sub

11 chapter E,' relating to tax on -self-employment income)". 

12 (7), Section 161 -(a) of the Internal Revenue Code is 

13 amended by. inserting immediately after the words "The 

14' taxes imposed by this chapter" the following: "(other than 

:15 the- tax imposed by subchapter E, relating to tax. on self

16 employment -income)". 

IT (8) Section 294 (d) of the Internal Revenue Code

18- is amended by inserting at the end thereof the following new 

19- paragraphs: '- 

20 - "(3) -TAx ON'SELF-EMPLOYMENT INcomE.-This. 

21 iubsection shall be applied without regard to the tax im

22 posed by subchapter E, relatingq to: tax on self-employment 

23 - - - income.s 
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I. MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS 

2 SEc. 209. (a) (1) Section 1607 (b) of the -Internal 

3 Revenue Code is amended to read as follows: 

4 "(b) WAGEs .- The term 'wages' means all remunera

5 tion for em~ployment, including the cash value of all remu

6 neration paid in any medium other than cash; except that 

7 such term shall not include-

8 "(1) That part of the remuneration which, after 

9 remuneration (other than remuneration referred to in 

10 the succeeding paragraphsof this subsection) equal to 

11 $3,000 with respect to employment has been paid to 

12 an individual by an employer duringatnycalendaryear, 

1.3 is paid to such individual by such employer during such 

14 calendar year. If an employer (hereinafter referred-to 

15 as successor employer) during any calendar year acquires 

16 substantially all the property used in a trade or business 

17 of another employer (hereinafter referred to as a pred

18 ecessor), or used in a separate unit of a trade or 

19 business of a predecessor, and immediately after the 

20 acquisitionemploys in his tradeor business an individual 

21 who immediately prior to the acquisition was employed 

22 in the trade or business of such predecessor, then, for 

23 the purpose of determiningwhether the successor employer 
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I has paid remuneration (other than remunerationreferred 

2- to in the succeeding paragraphsof this subsection) with 

3 respect to employment equal to $3,090 to such individual 

4 during such calendar yenar, any remuneration. (other.. 

5. than remuneration referred to in the succeeding para

6 graphs of this . subsection) with respect to employment 

7 paid (or considered, under this, paragraph as -having 

8 been paid) to -suchindividual by such predecessor during 

9 such calendaryear and prior to such, acquisition shall be 

10 considered as, having been paid by such successor 

.11 employer; 

12 (2) The amount of. any, payment (including any. 

13 amount paid, by an employer for, insurance or annui

14 teor into a fund, to, provide for any such payet 

15 made-to, or on behalf of, an employee or qny of his de

16 under a plan or system established by an em,pendents 

17 ployer which makes. provision .for his employees gen

18 erally (or for his employees generally..and their de

19 pendents) or for a class or classes of his employees (or 

20 -for.a class or classes of his employees and their depend

21 . ents),, on account of (A) retirement, or (B) sickness 

22 or accident disability, or (C) medical or hospitalization 

23 ~expenses izn connection with,sicknsoracdtdiblty 

24 or (D) death; 

25 "(3) Any payment made to an employee (includ
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1 ing any amount paid by an employer for insurance or 

2 annuities, or into a fund, to provide for any such pay

3 ment) on account of retirement; 

4 "(4) Any payment on account of sickness or acci

5 dent disability, or medical or hospitalizationexpenses in 

6 connection with sickness or accident disability, made 

7 by an employer to, or on behalf of, an employee after 

8 the expiration of six calendar months following the last 

9 calendar month in which the employee worked for such 

10 employer; 

11 "5) Any payment made to, or on behalf of, an 

12 employee or his beneficiary (A) from or to a trust 

13 exempt from tax under section 165 (a) at the time of 

14 such payment unless such payment is made to an 

15 employee of the trust as remuneration for services rein

16 dered as such employee and not ais a beneficiary of the 

17 trust, or (B) under or to an annuity plan which, at the 

18 time of such payment, meets the requirements of section 

19 165 (a)(3), (4), (5), and (6); 

20 "(6) The payment by an employer (without de

21. duction from the remuneration of the employee) (A) 

22 of the tax imposed upon an employee under section 1400, 

23 or (B) of any payment requiredfrom an employee under 

24 a State unemployment compensation law; 

25 "(7) Any payment (other than vacation or sic 
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1 pay') 'made to' an employee after the. month in which 

2 -. he "attains the age of. six~ty-five,' if -he did not work for 

3 the employer in 'the-~per'iod for' which such payment 'is 

-4 ' made; 

5: , ' (8) Dism~issal pa'yments which' the employer is not 

6legally required to make."


7 2 he aendme'nt made by paragraph (1), shall be


8'applicable ,onily`with 'respect, to remuneration paid after 

-9 1950;- In' the case of remuneration paid. prior to 1951, 

10 the determinationunder section 1607 (b) (1) of the Internal 

11 Reven'ue'"Code: (prior"to its, amendment, by this Act) of 

12 whether 'or not such remuneration constituted wages shall be 

13 made as if -paragraph(1) of this :subsection.had not been 

14 enact d- and -without inferences drawn fom the~ fact that 

15 the-amendment -made 'by paragraph-(1) is not made appli-d 

16-cable to periodsprior to'1951. 

17 (3) 'Effective, with respect to remuneration paid after 

18- Decemb-er;31, 1951, section 1'607- (b) of theiInternalReV-_ 

19 enue Code is amended by changing the sem'oolon at the end 

20, of -paragraph(7) to a period and'by striking, out paragraph 

21 ()~eef 

22 (b (1) Section 10 c (0 A (i) of the' 

23~;- ItraReenue Code is -amene by 8triking out "does 

not exceed $45" and,'isetng Inle thereof "s'esta 
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1 (2) Section 1607 (c) (10) (E) of the InternalRevenue 

2 Code is amended by striking out "in any -calendarquarter" 

3 and by striking out ", and the remuneration for such service 

4 does not exceed $45 (exclusive of room, board, and tuition)". 

5 (3) The amendments made by paragraphs(1) and (2) 

6 -shall be applicableonly with respect to service performed after 

7 1950. 

8 (c) (1) Paragraphs(3) and (4) of section 1621 (a)


9 of the Internal Revenue Code are amended to read as follows:


10 -"(3) (A) for domestic service in a private home, or


11 "(B) for domestic service performed in a local 

12 college club, or local chapter of a college fraternity or 

13 sorority, by a student who is enrolled and is regularly 

14 attending classes at a school, college, or university, or 

15 "(4) for service not in the course of the employer's 

16 trade or business performed in -any calendar quarter by 

17 an employee, unless the cash remruneration paid for such 

18 service is $50 or more and such service is performed 

19 by an individual who is regularly employed by such 

20 employer to perform such service. For the purposes of 

21 this- paragraph, an individual shall be deemed to be. 

22i regularly employed by an employer during a -calendar 

23 quarter only if (A) on each 'of some, twenty-four days 

24 during such quarter such individual performs for such 

25 employer for some portion of the day service not in the 
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1 courseof the employers-t'rade or -business,.or (B) such 

2 ~ individuial was regularly-employed (as-determinedunder 

3 clause (A)) by such employer in the performance of 

4 such ser'vie auring the preceding calendar quarter, or"-

5 -(2) Section 16291 (a) of the Internal Rei~enue Code 

6 is amended by. striking out paragraph (9) thereof and 

7 inserting in lieu thereof the following:' 

8 (9) for. services performed by a duly ordained, -

9 - commissioned, or licensed minister of a church in the 

10 exercise of his ministry or 'by a member of a religious 

11 ~-orderin the exercise of duties requiredby such order, or 

12 "(10) (A) for services performed -by an indi

13 under the age of eighteen in the delivery or dis-vidual 

14 tribution of newspapers or shopping news, not including 

15 -delivery or distribution to any point for subsequent 

16 delivery,or distribution, or 

17 "(B) for services performed by an individual in, 

18 and at the time of, the sale of newspapers or magazines 

19. to ultimate consumers, under an arrangement under 

20 -which- the newspapers or magazines are to be sold by 

21- him at a fiaied price, his compensation being based on 

22 the retention of the. excess -of such price over the. 

23 amount at. which the newspapers or magazines are 

24 ~ charged_to him, whether, or.*not he, is guaranteed a 

25- minimum amount of compensation for ,such service, or. 
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1 is entitled to be credited with the unsold newspapers 

2 or magazines turned back, or 

3 "(11) for services not in the course of the em

4 ployer's trade or business, if paid in any medium other 

5 than cash, or 

6 "(12) to, or on behalf of, an employee -orhis bene

7 ficiary (A) from or to a trust exempt from tax under 

8 section 165 (a) at the time of such payment unless such 

9 payment is made to an employee of the trust as remunera

10 tion for services rendered as such employee and not as a 

11 beneficiary of the trust, or (B) under or to an annuity 

12 plan which, at the time of such payment, meets the re

13 quirements of. section 1,65 (a) (3), (4), (5), and (6) ." 

14 (3) The amendments made by paragraphs (1) and 

15 (2) shall be applicable only with respect to remuneration 

16 paid after 1950. 

17, (d) (1) Section 1631 of the Internal Revenue Code is 

18 amended to read as follows: 

19 "SEC. 1631. FAILURE OF EMPLOYER TO FILE RETURN. 

20 "In case of a failure to make and file any return re

21 quired under this chapter within the time prescribed by law 

22 or prescribed by the Commissioner in pursuance of law, 

23 unless it is shown that such failure is due to reasonable 

24 cause and not to willful neglect, the additionz to the tax or 
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1,taxes required to be shown on such return 'Shall not be less 

2 than $5." 

3 (2) The amendment made by paragraph (1) shall be 

41 applicble only- with respect t"O returns required to be filed 

5 after the date of enactment of this Act'. 

6. 	 (e) If a corporation (hereinafter referred to as a prede

. ,cessor). incorporated under the laws of one State is suc

8 ceeded after 19-45 and before 1951 by another corporation 

9 (hereinafter referred to as a successor) incorporatedunder 

10 the laws of another State, and'if immediately upon the suc

11 cession the business of the successor is identical with that 

12 of the predecessor and, except for qualifying shares, the 

13 proportionateinterest of each shareholderin the successor is 

14 identical with his proportionateinterest in the predecessor, 

15, and if in connection with the succession the predecessor is 

16 dissolved or merged into the successor, and if the predecessor 

17and the successor are employers under the FederalInsurance 

18 Contributions Act and the Federal Unemployment Tax Act 

19 in the calendar year in which the succession takes place, then

20 (1) the predecessor and successor corporations, 

21 for purposes only of the application of the $3,000 

22 limitation in the definition of wages under such Acts, 

23 shall be considered as one employer for such calendar 

24 year, and 

25 (2) the successor shall, subject to the applicable 
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1 statutes of limitations, be entitled to a credit or refund, 

2 without interest, of any tax under section 1410 of the 

3 Federal Insurance Contributions Act or section 1600 

4 of the Federal Unemployment Tax Act (together with 

5 any interest or penalty thereon) paid with respect to 

6. remunerationpaid by the successor during such calendar 

'7 year which would not have been subject to tax under 

8 such Acts if the remuneration had been paid by the 

9 predecessor. 

10, TITLE III-AMENDMENTS TO PUBLIC ASSIST

11 ANCE AND MATERNAL AND CHILD WEL

12 FARE PROVISIONS OF THE SOCIAL SECU

13 RITY ACT 

14 PART 1-OLD-AGE ASSISTANCE 

15 REQUIREMENTS OF STATE OLD-AGE ASSISTANCE PLANS 

16 SEC. 301. (a) Clause (4) of subsection (a) of section 2 

17 of the Social Security Act is amended to read: "(4) pro

18 vide for granting an opportunity for a fair hearing befre 

19 the State agency to any individual whose claim for old-age 

20 assistance is denied or is not acted upon with reasonable 

21 promptness;" 

22 (b) Such subsection is further amended bV striking out 

23 "and" before clause (8) thereof, and by striking out the 

24 period at the end of such subsection and inserting in lieu 

25 thereof a semicolon and the following new clauses: 
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1"(9) rovide that all individuals wishing to make applica

2 tion for old-age assistance shall have opportunity to do so, 

3~and that old-age assistance. shall be furnished with rea

4 sonable prompiness to all eligible individuals; and ( 10)1 

5 effective July 1, 1953, provide, if the plan includes pay

6' ments to individuals in private or public institutions, for the 

7 establishment or designation of a State authority or author 

8 ities which shall be responsible for establishing and maiv

9 taining standardsfor such institutions." 

10' (c) The amendments made by subsections (a) and 

11 (b) shall take effect July 1, 1951. 

12 COMPUTATION OF FEDERAL PORTION OF OLD-AGE 

13 ASSISTANCE 

14 SEC. 302. (a) Section 3 (a) of the Social Security Act 

15 is amended to read as follows: 

.16 "SEC. 3. (a) From the sums appropriatedtherefor, the 

17 Secretary of the Treasury shall pay to each State which has 

18 an approved plan for old-age assistance, for each quarter, 

19 beginning with the quarter commencing October 1, 1950, 

20' (1) -anamount, which shall be used exclusively as old-age 

21 assistance, equal to the sum of the following proportions of 

22' the total amounts expended during such quarter as old-age 

23 assistanceunder the State plan, not counting so much of such 

24 expenditure with respect to any individual for any month 

25 as exceeds $,50



I. "(A) three-fourths of such expenditures, not count

2 ing so much of any expenditure with respect to any 

3 month as exceeds the product of $20 multiplied by the 

4 total number of such individuals (other than those in

5 cluded in clause (C)) who received old-age assistance 

6 for such month; plus 

7. "(B) one-half of the amount by which such expendi

8 tures (other than,expenditures with respect to individuals 

9 included in clause (C)) exceed the maximum which may 

10 be counted under clause (A); plus 

1.1 "(C) one-half of such expenditures with respect to 

12, individuals who become entitled to old-age insurance 

13 benefits under section 202 (a) after the first month 

1.4 following the month in which the Social Security Act 

15 Amendments of 1950 were enacted and who were not en

1.6 titled to primary insurance benefits under such section 

17 as in effect prior to the enactment of such amendments; 

18 and (2) an amount equal to one-half of the total of the 

19, sums expended during such quarter as found necessary by 

20 the Administrator for the proper and efficient administration 

21 of the State plan, which amount shall be used for paying the 

22 costs of administeringthe State plan or for old-age assistance, 

23 or both, and for no other purpose." 

H. R. 6000-25 
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1(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall take 

2 effect October 1, 1950. 

3 DEFINITION OF OLD-AGE ASSISTANCE 

4 SEc. 303. (a) Section 6 of the Social Security Act is 

5 amended to read as follows: 

6 "DEFINITION 

.7 "S~~c. 6. For the purposes of this title, the term 'old-age 

8 assistance' -means money payments to, or medical care in 

9 behalf of or any type of remedial care recognized under 

10 State law in behalf of, needy individuals who are 8icty-five 

11 years of age or older, but does not include any such,payments, 

12 to or care in behalf of any individual who is an inmate of 

13 a public institution (except as a patient in a medical institu

14 tion) or any individual (a) who is a patient in an institution 

15 for tuberculosis or mental diseases, or (b) who has been 

16 diagnosedas having tuberculosis or psychosis and is a patient 

17 in a me'dical institution as a result thereof." 

18 (b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall taker 

19 effect~October 1, 1950, except that the exclusion of money 

.20 payments to needy individuals described in clause (a) or 

21 (b) -of section 6 of the Social Security Act as so amended 

22 shall, in the case of any of such individuals who are not 

23 patients in a public institution, be effective July 1, 1952. 
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PART 2-AID To DEPENDENT CIIILDREN 

REQUIREMENTS OF STATE PLANS FOR AID TO DEPENDENT


CHILDREN 

SEC. 321. -(a) Clause (4) of subsection (a) of section 

402 of the Social Security Act is amended to read as fol

lows: "(4) provide for granting an opportunity for a fair 

hearing before the State agency to any individual whose 

claim for aid to dependent children is denied or is not acted 

upon with reasonable promptness;". 

(b) Such subsection is further amended by strikcing out 

"and" before clause (8) thereof, and by striking -out the 

period at the end of such subsection and inserting in lieu 

thereof a semicolon and the following new clauses: "(9) 

provide, effective July 1, 1951, that all individuals wishing 

to make applicationfor aid to dependent children shall-~have 

opportunity to do so, and that aid to dependent children shall 

be furnished with reasonable promptness to all 'eligible in

dividuals; (10) effective July 1, 1952, provide for prompt 

notice to ap~propriatelaw-enforcement officials of the furnish

ing of aid to dependent children in respect of a child who has 

been deserted or abandoned by a parent; and (11) provide 

that. no aid will be furnished any' individual under the plan 

with respect to any period with respect to which he is re
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1 ceiving old-age assistance under the State plan approved 

2 under section 2 of this Act." 

3 (c) Efffective July 1, 1952, clause (2) of subsection 

A I) of sectilon 402-, ozteSca Security A ,, 2. amndt 
IV of Soia 

5 read as follows: "(2) who was born within one year 

6 immediately preceding the application, if the parent or 

7 other relative with whom the child is living has resided in the 

8 State for one year immediately preceding the birth". 

9 (d) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall take 

10 effect July 1, 1951; the amendments made by subsection (b) 

11 shall take effect October 1, 1950. 

12 COMPUTATION OF FEDERAL PORTION OF AID TO 

13 DEPENDENT CHILDREN 

14 SEC. 322. (a) Section 403 (a) of the Social Security 

15 Act is amended to read as follows: 

16 "SEC. 403. (a) From the sums appropriated therefor, 

17 the Secretary of the Treasury sh~all pay to each State which 

18 has an approved plan for aid -to dependent children, for 

19 each quarter, beginning with the quarter commencing Octo

20 ber 1, 1950, (1) an amount, which shall be used exclusively 

2-1 as aid to dependent children, equal to the sum of the follow

22 ing proportions of the total amounts expended during such 

23 quarter as aid to dependent children under the State plan, 

24 not counting so much of such expenditure with respect to 

25 any dependent child for any. month as exceeds $30, or if 
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1 there' is more than one dependent child in the same home, 

2 as exceeds $30 with respect to one such dependent child 

3 and $20 with respect to each of the other dependent chl

4 dren, and not counting so much of such expenditure for any 

5 month with respect to a relative with whom any dependent 

6 child is living as exceeds $30

7 "(A) three-fourths of such expenditures, not count

8 ing so much of the expenditures with respect to any 

9month as exceeds the product of $12 multiplied by the 

10 total number of dependent children and other individuals 

11 with respect to whom aid to dependent children is Paidfor 

12. such month, plus 

13 "(B) one-half of the amount by which such ex

14 penditures exceed the maximum which may be counted 

15 under clause (A); 

16 and (2) an amount equal to one-half of the total of the 

17 sums expended during such quarter as found necessary by 

18 the Administrator for the proper and efficient administration 

19 of the State plan, which amount shall be used for paying 

20 the costs of administering the State plan or for aid to de

21 'pendent children, or both, and for no~other purpose." 

22 (b) The amendment made 'by subsection (a) shall take 

23 effect October 1, 1950. 
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I DEFINITION OF AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN 

2 SEC. 323. (a) Section 406 of the Social Security Act 

3 -is amended by striking out subsection (b) and inserting in 

4 lieu thereof the following: 

5 "(b) The term 'aid to dependent children' means money 

6 payments with respect to, or medical care in behalf of or any, 

I1 type of remedial care recognized under State law in behalf 

8 of, a -dependent child or dcpendent children, and includes 

9 money payments, or medical care or any type of remedial 

10 care recognized under State, law for any month to meet the 

11 needs_ of the relative with whom any dependent child is living 

12 if 'money payments have been made under the State plan

13 with respect to such child for such month; 

14 "(c) The term 'relative with,whom any dependent child 

15 is living' means the individual who is one of the relatives 

16 specified in subsection (a) and with whom such a child is 

17 living (within the meaning of such subsection) in a place 

18 of residence maintained by such individual (himself or 

19 together with any one or more of the other relatives so 

20 specified), as his (or their) own home." 

21 (b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall take, 

22effect October 1, 1950. 
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1 PART 3-MATERNAL AND CHILD WELFARE 

2 SEc. 331. (a) Section. 501 of the Social Security Act 

3 is amended by striking out "$11,000,000" and inserting in 

4 lieu thereof "$20,000,000". 

5 (b) Section 502 of the Social Security Act is amended 

6 by striking out "$5,500,000" wherever it appears and in'

'7 serting in lieu thereof "$10,000,000" and by striking out 

8 "$36,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "$60,000". 

9 (c) Section 511 of the Social Security Act is amended 

1-0 by striking out "$7,500,000" and inserting in lieu thereof 

11"$15,000,000". 

12 (d) Section 512 of the Social Security Act ts amended 

13 by striking out "$3,750,000" wherever it appears and in

14 serting in lieu thereof "$7,600,000" and by striking out 

15 "t$30,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "$60,000". 

16 (e) Section 521 (a) of the Social Security Act 'is 

17 amended by striking out "$3,500,000" and inserting in. lieu 

18 thereof "$12,000,000", by striking out "$20,000" and 

19 inserting in lieu thereof "$40,000", by striking out in the 

20 second sentence "as the rural population of such State bears 

21 to the total ruralpopulationof the United States!e' and inseit

22 ing in lieu thereof "as the rural population of such State 
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1 under the age of eighteen bears to the total ruralpopulation 

2 of the United States under such age", and by striking out 

3 the thirdsentence thereof and insertingin lieu of such sentence 

41the folwn:"The amoun~t so allotted shall be ex~pended for 

5 payment of part of the cost of district, county, or other local 

6 child-welfare services in areas predominantly rural, for 

7 developing State services for the encouragement and assist

8 ance of adequate methods of community child-welfare organ

9 ization in areas predominantly rural and other areas of 

1.0 special need, a'nd for paying the cost of returning any run

11away child who has not attained the age of sixteen to his 

12 own community in another State in cases in which such 

13 return is in the interest of the child and the cost thereof 

14 cannot otherwise be met: Provided, That in developing such 

15services for children the facilities and experience of voluntary 

16agencies shall be utilized in accordance with child-care pro

17grams and arrangements in the States and local communities 

isas may be authorized by the State." 

19 (f) The amendments made by the preceding subsections 

20 of this section shall be effective with respect to fiscal years 

21 beginning after June 30, 1950. 

22 PART 4--AID TO THE BLIND 

23 
REQUIREMENTS OF STATE PLANS FOR AID TO THE BLIND 

24 SI~c. 341. (a) Clause (4) of subsection (a) of section 

25 1002 of the Social Security Act is amended to read as 
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I follows: "(4) provide for granting an opportunity for a fair 

2 hearing before the State agency to any individual whose claim 

3 for,aid to the blind is denied or is not acted upon with reason

4 able promptness;". 

5 (b) Clause (7) of such subsection is amended to read 

6 as follows: 

7 "(7) provide that no aid will be furnished any 

8 individual under the plan with respect to any period 

9 with respect to which he is receiving old-age assistance 

10 utnder the State plan approved under section 2 of this Act 

11 or aid to dependent children under the State plan ap

12 proved under section 402 of this Act;". 

13 (c) (1) Effective for the period beginning October 

14 1, 1950, and ending June 30, 1952, clause (8) of such sub

15 section is amended to read as follows: "(8) provide that the 

16 State agency -shall,in determining need, take into considera

17 tion any other income and resources of an individual claim

18 ing aid to the blind; except that the State agency may, 

19 in making such determination, disregard not to exceed $50 

20 per month of earned income;". 

21 (2) Effective July 1, 1952, such clause (8) is amended 

22 to read as follows: "(8) provide that the State agency shall, 

23 in determining need, take into considerationany other income 

24 and resources of the individual claiming aid to the blind; 
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except that, in making such determination, the State agency 

shall disregard the first $50 per month of earned income;," 

(d) Such subsection is further amended by striking 

out "and" before clause (9/) thereof, and by striking out the 

period at the end of such subsection and inserting in lieu 

thereof a semicolon and the following new clauses: "(10) 

provide that, in determining whether an individual is blind, 

there shall be an examination by a physician skilled in 

diseases of -the eye and, effective July 1, 1951, provide 

that the services of optometrists within the scope of the 

practice of optometry as prescribed by the laws of the 

State shall be made available to the recipients thereof as well 

as to the recipients of any grant-in-aidprogram for improve

ment or conservation of vision; (11) effective July 1, 1951, 

provide that all individuals wishing to make application for 

aid to the blind shall have opportunity to do so, and that did 

to the blind shall be furnished with reasonable promptness 

to all eligible individuals; and (12) effective July 1, 1953, 

provide, if the plan includes payments to individuals in 

private or public institutions, for the establishment or 

designation of a State authority or authorities which shall 

be responsiblefor establishingand maintainingstandards for 

such. institutions." 

(e) The amendments made by subsections (b) and (d) 
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shall take effect October 1, 1950; and the amendment made 

by subsection (a) shall take effect July 1, 1951. 

COMPUTATION OF FEDERAL PORTION OF AID TO THE BLIND 

SEC. 342. (a) So much of section 1003 (a) of the 

Social Security Act as precedes clause (1) (A) thereof is 

amended to read as follows: 

"Si~c. 1003. (a) From the sums appropriatedtherefor, 

the Secretary of the Treasury shall pay to each State which 

has an approved plan for aid to the blind, for each quarter, 

beginning with the quarter commencing October 1, 1950, 

(1) an amount, which shall be used exclusively as aid to the 

blind, equal to the sum of the following proportions of the 

total amounts expended during such quarter as aid to the 

blind under the State plan, not counting so much of such 

expenditure with respect to any individual for any month as 

exceeds $50-,' 

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall take 

effect October 1, 1950. 

DEFINITION OF AID TO THE BLIND 

SEC. 343. (a) Section 1006 of the Social Security Act 

is amended to read as follows: 

"tDEFINITION 

."SEC. 1006. For the purposes of this title, the term 'aid 

to the blind' means money payments to, or medical care in 
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1 behalf of or any type of remedial care recognized under 

2 State law in behalf of, blind individuals who are needy, but 

3 does not include any such payments to or care in behalf of 

4 any 'individualwho is an inmate of a public institution 

5 (except as a patient in a medical institution) or any individ

6 ual (a) who is a patient in an institution for tuberculosis 

7 or mental diseases, or (b) who has been diagnosed as having 

8 tuberculosis or psychosis and is a patient in a medical 

9 institution as a result thereof." 

10~ (b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall take 

11 effect October 1, 1960, except that the exclusion of money 

12 payments to needy individuals described in clause (a) or 

13 (b) of section 1006 of the Social Security Act so amended 

14 shall, in the case of any of such individuals who are. not 

15 patients in a public institution, be effective July 1, 1952. 

16 APPROVAL OF CERTAIN STATE PLANS 

17 SEC. 344. (a) In the case of any State (as defined 

18 in the Social Security Act) which did not have on January 

19 1, 1949, a State plan for aid to the blind approved under 

20 title X of the Social Security Act, the Administrator shall 

21 approve a plan of such State for aid to the blind for the 

22 purposes of such title X, even though it does not meet the 

23 requirements of clause (8) of section 1002 (a) of the So

24 cial Security Act, if it meets all other requirements of such 

25 title X for an approved plan for aid to the blind; but paya
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ments under section 1003 of the Social Security Act shall be 

made, in the case of any such plan, only with respect to ex

penditures thereunder which would be included as expendi

tures for the purposes of such section under a plan approved 

under such title X without regard to the provisions of this 

section. 

(b) The provisions of subsection (a) shall be effective 

only for the period beginning October 1, 1950. 

PART 5-MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS 

SEc. 351. (a) Section 1 of the Social Security Act 

is amended by striking out "Social Security Board established 

by Title TVII (hereinafter referred to as the 'Board')" and 

inserting in lieu thereof "Federal Security Administrator 

(hereinafter referred to as the 'Administrator')" 

(b) Section 1001 of the Social Security Act is amended 

by striking out "Social Security Board" and inserting in 

lieu thereof "Administrator". 

(c) The following provisions of the Social Security Act 

are each amended by striking out "Board" and inserting in 

lieu thereof "Administrator": Sections 2 (a) (5); 2 (a) 

(6) ; 2 (b) ; 3 (b) ; 4; 402 (a) (5); 402 (a) (6); 

402 (b); 403 (b); 404; 702; 703; 1002 (a) (5); 1002 

(a) (6); 1002 (b) (other than subparagraph(1) thereof); 

241003 (b); and 1004. 

(d) The following provisio'ns of the Social Security Act 25 
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1are each amended by striking out (when they refer to the 

2 Social Security Board) "it" or "its" and inserting in lieu 

3 thereof "he", "him", or "his", as the context may require: 

Q - n- a~l 97 /71 .fl)Il*)9/7 /71.,f). 'I9. 

4f O~c~t'z lid fLJ,' ( U/- , C/402(,I 403' lb, I;4 I V 

5 703, 1002 (b); 1003 (b); and 1004. 

6 (e) Title V of the Social Security Act is amended by 

7 striking out "Children's Bureau", "Chief of the Children's 

8 Bureau", "Secretary of Labor", and (in sections 503 (a) 

9 and 513 (a)) "Board" and inserting in lieu thereof 

10 "Administrator". 

11 (f) The heading of title VII of the Social.Security Act 

12 is amended to read "ADMINISTRATION". 

13 TITLE IV-MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 

14 OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER FOR SOCIAL SECURITY 

15 SEC. 401. (a) Section 701 of the Social Security Act 

16 is amended to read: 

17 "tOFFICE OF COMMISSIONER FOR SOCIAL SECURITY 

18 "SEC. 701. There shall be in the Federal Security 

19 Agency a Commissioner for Social Security, appointed by 

20 the Administrator, who shall perform such functions relating 

21 to social security as the Administrator shall assign to him." 

22 (b) Section 908 of the Social Security Act Amend

23 ments of 1939 is repealed. 
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1 REPORTS TO CONGRESS 

2 SEC. 402. (a) Subsection (c) of section .541 of the 

3 Social Security Act is repealed. 

4 (b) Section 704 of such Act is amended to read: 

5 "REPORTS 

6 "SEC. 704. The Administrator shall make a full report 

7 to Congress, at the beginning of each regular session, of the 

8 administration of the functions with which he is charged 

9 under this Act. In addition to the number of copies of such 

10 report authorized by other law to -be printed, there is hereby 

11 authorized to be printed not more than five thousand 

12 copies of such report for use by the Administrator for dis

13 tribution to Members of Congress and to State and other 

14 public or -privateagencies or organizations-participatingin 

15 or concerned with the social security program." 

16 AMENDMENTS TO TITLE XI OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT 

17 SEC. 403. (a) (1) Paragraph (6) of section 1101 

18 (a) of the Social Security Act is amended to read as follows: 

19 "(6) The term 'Administrator', except when the 

20 context otherwise requires, means the Federal Security 

21 Administrator." 

22 (2) The amendment made by paragraph (1) of this 

23 subsection, insofar as it repeals the definition of "employee", 
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1 shall be effective only with respect to services performed after 

2 1950. 

3 (b) Effective October 1, 1950, section 1101 (a) of 

A 71r~i1 J A yaIt e Sootal Secuarhy Ait is amended bi adding attheen 

5 thereof the following new paragraph: 

6 "(7) The terms 'physician' and 'medical care' and 

7 'hospitalization' include osteopath ic practitioners or the 

8 services of osteopathic practitioners and hospitals within 

9 the scope of their practice as defined by State law." 

10 (c) Section 1102 of the Social Security Act is amended 

11 by striking out "Social Security Board" and inserting in 

12 lieu thereof "FederalSecurity Administrator". 

13 (d) Section 1106 of the Social Security Act is amended 

1.4 to read as follows: 

15 "iDISCLOSURE OF INFOIIMATION IN POSSESSION OF AGENCY 

16 "SEC. 1106. Ex~cept as provided in section 205 (c~), 

17 no disclosure of any return or portion of a return (including 

18 information returns and other written statements) filed with 

19 the Commissioner of Internal Revenue under title VIII of 

20 the Social Security Act or under subchapter E of chapter 1 

21 or subchapter A or E of chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue 

22 Code, or under regulations made under authority thereof, 

23 which has been transmitted to the Administrator by the 

24 Commissioner of Internal Revenue, or of any file, record, 

25 report, or other paper, or any information, obtained at any 
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1 time by the Administrator or by any officer or employee of 

2 the FederalSecurity Agency in the course of dischargingthe 

3 duties of the Administrator under this Act, and no disclosure 

4 of any such file, record, report, or other paper, or in~forma

5 Wtin, obtained at any time by any person from the Adminia

6' tratoror from any officer or employee of the FederalSecurity 

7 Agency, shall be made except as authorized by section 1108 

8 and then only in accordance with such regulations as the 

9 Administrator may prescribe. Any person who shaUl violate 

10anyprovisi'on of this section shall be deemed guilty of a 

11 misdemeanor and, upon conviction thereof, shall be punished 

12 by a fine not exceeding $1,000, or by imprisonment not 

13 exceeding one year, or both." 

14 (e) Section 1107 (a) of the Social Security Act is 

15 amended by striking out "the Federal Insurance CJontribu

16 tions Act, or the Federal Unemployment Tax Act," and 

1'7 inserting in lieu thereof the following:-"subchapter E of 

18 chapter 1 or subchapter A, C, or E of chapter 9 of the 

19 InternalRevenue Code,". 

20 (f) Section 1107 (b) of the, Social Security Act is 

.21 amended by striking out "Board" and inserting in lieu 

22 thereof "Administrator", and by striking out "wife, parent, 

23 or child", wherever appearing therein, and inserting in lieu 

24 thereof "wife, husband, widow, widower, former, wife did

25 vorced, child, or parent". 

EL.R. 6000-26 
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1 (g) Title XI of the Social Security Act is amended 

2 by adding at the end thereof the following new section: 

3 "tFURNISHINGOF WAGE RECORD AND OTHER INFORMATION 

4 6EC 11VC. (a!)( The~ i.dLmn?&isrator is author

5 ized, at the request of any agency charged with the admin

6 istration of a State unemployment compensation law ~(with 

7 respect to which such State is entitled to payments under 

8 section 302 (a) of this Act) and to the extent consistent 

9 with the efficient administration of this Act, to furnish to 

10 such agency, for use by it in the administrationof such law 

:11 or a State temporary disability insurance law administered 

12 by it, information from or pertaining to 'records, including 

:13 account numbers, maintained by the Administrator in ac

14 cordance with section 205 (c) of this Act. 

15 "(2) At the request of any agency, person, or organ

16 ization, the Administrator is authorized, to the extent con

17 sistent with efficient administration of this Act and subject 

18 to such conditions or limitations as he deems necessary, to 

19 conduct special statisticalstudies of, and compile special data 

20 with respect to, any matters related to the programs author

21 ized by this Act and to furnish information resulting there

22 from to any such agency, person, or organization. 

23 "(b) Requests under subsection (a) shall be complied 

24 with only if the agency, person, or organization making the 

25 request agrees to make payment for the work or information 
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1 requested in such amount, if any (not exceeding the cost of 

2 performing the work or furnishing the information), as may 

3 be- determined by the Administrator. Payments for work 

4 performed or information furnished pursuant -to this section 

5 shall be made in advance or by way of reimbursement, 'as 

6 may be requested by the Administrator, and shall be deposited 

7 in the Treasury as a special deposit to be used to reimburse 

8 the appropriations(including authorizationsto make expendi

9 tures from the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance 

10 Trust Fund) for the unit or units of the Federal Security 

11 Agency which performed the work or furnished the infor

12. mation. 

13 "(c) No information shall be furnished pursuant to this 

14 section in violation of section 1106 or regulations prescribed 

15 thereunder." 

16 ADVANCES TO STATE UNEMPLOYMENT FUNDS 

17 SEC. 404. (a) Section 1201 (a) of the Social Security 

18 Act is amended by striking out "January 1, 1950" and

19 inserting in lieu thereof "January1, 1952". 

20 (b) (1) Clause (2) of the second sentence of section 904 

21 (h) of the Social Security Act is amended to read: "(2) the 

22 excess of the taxes collected in each fiscal year beginning 

23 after June 30, 19-46, and ending prior to July 1, 1951, 

24 under the Federal Unemployment Tax Act, over the un

25 employment administrative expenditures made in such year, 
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1 and the excess of such taxes collected during the period 

2 beginning on July 1, 1951, and ending on December 31, 

3 1951, over the unemployment administrative expenditures 

A ~j
7IeUILL 

27- tung slucj~It perwlvd." 

5 (2) The third sentence of section 904 (h) of the 

6 Social Security Act is amended by striking out "April 1, 

7 1950" and inserting in lieu thereof "April 1, 1952". 

8 (c) The amendment made by subsections (a) and (b) 

9 of this section shall be effective as of January1, 1950. 

10 PROVISIONS OF STATE UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION 

11 LAWS 

12 SEc. 405. (a) Section 1603 (c) of the Internal 

13 Revenue Code is amended (1) by striking out the phrase 

114 "changed its law" and inserting in lieu thereof "amended 

15 its law", and (2) by adding before the period at the end 

16 thereof the following: "and such finding has become effec

-17 tive. Such finding shall become effective on the ninetieth 

18 day after the Governor of the State has been notified thereof 

19 unless the State has before such ninetieth day so amended 

20 its law that it will comply substantially with the Secretary's 

21 interpretation of the provision of subsection (a), in which 

22 event such finding shall not become effective. No finding 
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I of a failure to comply substantially with the provision in 

2 State law specified in paragraph (5) of subsection (,a) shall 

3 be based on an application or interpretation of State law 

4 with respect to which further administrative or judicial 

5 review is provided for under the laws of the -State". 

6 (b) Section 303 (b) of the Social Security Act is 

7 amended by inserting before the period at the end thereof 

8 the following: ": Provided, That there shall be no finding 

9 under clause (1) until the question of entitlement shall have 

10 been decided by. the highest judicial authority given juris

11 diction under such State law: Provided further, That any 

12 costs may be-paid with respect to any claimant by a State 

13 and included as costs of administration of its law". 

14 SUSPENDING APPLICATION OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF 

15 CRIMINAL CODE TO CERTAIN PERSONS 

16 SEC. 406. Service or employment of any person to assist 

17 -the Senate Committee on Finance,or its duly authorized sub

18 committee, in the investigationordered by S. R~es. 300, agreed 

19 to June 20, 195~0, shall not be considered as service or em

20 ployment bringingsuch person within the provisions of section 

21 281, 283, or 284 of title 18 of the United States Code, or 

22 any other Federal law imposing restrictions, requirements, 
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1 or penalties in relation to the employment of persons, the 

2 performance of services, or the payment or receipt of cornpen

3 sation in connection with any claim, proceeding, or matter 

42 involving the United States. 

Passed the HEouse of Representatives October 5, 1949. 

Attest: RALPH R. ROBERTS, 

Clerk. 

Passed the Senate with an amendment June 20 (legis

lative day, June 7), 1950. 

Attest: LESLIE L. BIFFLE, 

Secretary. 
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1950 June 21 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD-HOUSE 9001 

MElSSAGE FROM THE SENATE 

The message also announced that the 
Senate had passed, with an amendment 
in which the concurrence of the House 
is requested, a bill of the House of the 
following title: 

H.R. 6000. An act to extend and improve 
the Federal old-age and survivors insurance 
system, to amend the public-assistance and 
child-welfare provisions of the Social Se
-curity Act, and for other purposes. 

The message also announced that the 
Senate insists upon its amendment to 
the foregoing bill, requests a conference 
wlhh the House on the disagreeing votes 
of the two Houses thereon, and appoints 
Mr. GEORGE, Mr. CONNALLY, Mr. BYRD, 
MIvr.MILLIXIN, and Mr. TAFT to be the 
conferees on the part of the Senate. 
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The SPEAKER. Is there objection to 

the request of the gentleman from North 
Carolina? 

Mr. MARTIN of Massachusetts. Mr. 
Speaker, reserving the right to object, 
I find in. the bill as passed by the other 
body a resolution to Investigate other 
methods of pensions, including the pay-
as-you-go plan, which is the Townsend 
plan. That calls only for an investi
gation by the Senate. May I inquire of 
the gentleman from North Carolina if 
he has given any consideration to the 
Idea of making the investigation Include 
both branches? 

Mr. DOUGHTON. As far as I know 
that matter has not been considered by 
our committee. 

Mr. MARTIN of Massachusetts. Does 
the gentleman think it would be ad
visable to have only a Senate investiga
tion? If there is to be an investigation,
I personally believe the House should 
bave some part In It, too. We are all In
terested in pensions for the aged and 
the House must retain its leadership. 

Mr. DOUGHTON. If there is to be a 
general Investigation, I can see no rea
son why the House should not take part
In It. I like to discuss important mat
ters with my committee before express
ing myself definitely. 

Mr. MARTIN of Massachusetts. I ap
preciate the position of the gentleman, 
and I am not trying to press him for a 
premature decision, but I repeat, the 
House should, in my opinion, participate
'in the Inquiry even if the inquiries should 
be separate. 

Mr. DOUGHT04f. As far as I am con
cerned, I am in accord with what the 
gentleman says, but I always defer to the 
members of my committee on impor
tant matters. 

Mr. MARTIN of Massachusetts. Mr. 
Speaker, I withdraw my reservation of 
objection. 

Mr. MARCANTON1O. Mr. Speaker, 
.reserving the right to object, I under
stand the Senate has taken out the pro
vision which the House inserted with 
reference to Puerto Rico. I hope the 
House will insist on the position of hav
ing Puerto Rico included in our social-
security system. Not to do so will only 
mean an intensification of the discrim
ination that exists against Puerto Rico 
under the Present colonial system.

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to 
the request of the gentleman from North 
Carolina? (After a pause.] The Chair 
hears none, and appoints the following 
conferees: Messrs. DouGHTON, MILLS, 
CAmp, LyNcH, REED of New York, WOOD
BUFF, and JzNKINS. 

SOCIAL SECURITY ACT OF 1950 
Mr. DOUGHTON. Mr. Speaker, I ask 

unanimous consent to take, from the 
Speaker's desk the bill (H. R. 6000) to 
extend and improve the Federal old-age 
and survivors insurance system, to 
amend the Public assistance and child 
welfare provisions of the Social Secu
rity Act, and for other purposes, with 
Senate amendments thereto, disagree to 
the Senate amendments and ask for a 
conference with the Senate. 
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MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE 

The message also announced that the 
House had disagreed to the amendment 
of the Senate to the bill (Hi. R. 8000) to 
extend and Improve the Federal Old-
Age and Survivors Insurance System, to 
amend the public assistance and child 
welfare provisions of the Social Security
Act, and for other purposes; agreed to 
the conference asked by the Senate on 
the disagreeing votes of the two Houses 
thereon, and that Mr. DotUGaTON, Mr. 
M1LLS, Mr. CAMP, Mr. LyiqcH, Mr. RE=s 
of New York, Mr. WOODRUFFP, and Mr. 
Juzncns of Ohio were appointed man
agers on the part of the House at the 
conference. 
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COMPARISON OF PRINCIPAL CHANGES IN THE OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE SYSTEM

MADE BY H. R. 6000 

(NOTE.-All changes effective on January 1, 1950, under bill as passed by House, and on January 1, 1951, for 
coverage changes and for second month following month of enactment for benefit changes under bill as passed 
by Senate, unless otherwise noted) 

(1) OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS BENEFITS PAYABLE TO

EXISTING LAW 

(a) Insured worker, age 65 or 
over. 

(b) Wife, age 65 or over, cf in-
sured worker. 

(c) Widow, age 65 or over, of in-
sured worker. 

(d) Children (under 18) of retired 
worker, and children of deceased 
worker and their mother regard] ess 
of her age. 

(e) Dependent parents, age 65 or 
over, of deceased worker if no sur
viving %widow or child who could 
have received benefits. 

(_J)Lump-sum death payment 
where no monthly benefits immedi-
ately payable. 

(a) Based on "quarters of cover-
age," namely, calendar quarters with 
$50 or more of wages. 

(b) Fully insured (eligible for all 
benefits) requires one quarter of 
coverage for each two quarters after 
1936 and before age 65 (or death if 
earlier)' In no case more than 40 
quarters of coverage required. 

(c) Currently insured (eligible only 
for child, widowed mother, and lump-
sum survivor benefits) requires 6 
quarters of coverage out of 13 quar
ters preceding death. 

CHANGES IN H. R. 6000 AS PASSED BY 

HOUSE 

No change. 

No change in age requirement 
other than that no age requirement 
if children under 18 are present. 

No change. 

Certain dependency and relation- 
ship requirements liberalized, espe-
cially in regard to dependency on 
married insured women. 

No change. 

Lump-suim for all insured deaths. 

(2) INSURED STATUS 

After effective date, $100 of wages 
and $200 of self-employment income 
required for quarter of coverage.
Special pro vision for converting 
annual self-employment income into 
quarters of coverage. 

Alternative requirement provided; 
namely, 20 quarters of coverage out 
of 40 quarters preceding death, or age 
65 or any later date. 

No change. 

CHANGES IN H. R. 6000 AS PASSED BY 

SENATE 

iNo change. 

No change from existing law, ex
cept benefits provided for dependent 
husbands, age 65 or over. 

No change, except benefits pro
vided for dependent widowers, age 
65 or over. 

Same as House bill, except pro
visions as to dependency on married 
women further liberalized. 

No change. 

Same as existing law, except special 
provision where monthly benefits 
paid in first year are less than lump-
SUM. 

Same as House bill, except only $50 
of wages and $100 of self-employ
ment income required for quarter of 
coverage. 

Same as present law, except "new 
start" provides that such quar~ters 
of coverage (acquired after 1936) 
must at least equal half the quarters 
after 1950. Thus all now age 62 or 
over need have only six quarters of 
coverage. Not applicable for deaths 
prior to effective date. 

No change. 



2 SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL CHANGES IN THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT 

(3) WoRKER'S MONTHLY OLD-AGE BENEFIT (CALLED "PRIMARY AMOUNT") 

EXISTING LAW CHANGES IN H. R. 6000 AS PASSED BY CHANGES IN H. R. 6000 AS PASSED BY 
HOUSE SENATE 

(a) Average monthly wage based 
on period from 1937 to age 65 (or 
death if earlier) regardless of whether 
in covered employment in all such 
years. A year of coverage is a calen-
dar year in which $200 is credited, 

(b) Monthly amount is 40 percent 
of first $50 of average wage plus 10 
percent of next $200, all increased by 
1 percent for each year of coverage. 

Presentprimary insurance benefit 
$10 

15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
45 

(c) Minimum primary benefit, $10. 

(d) Maximum family benefit, $85 
or 80 percent of average wage or 
twice the primary benefit, whichever 
is less. 

Average monthly wage based on 
average over years of coverage (after 
either 1936 or 1949, whichever is 
higher). A year of coverage is a 
calendar year in -which $400 is cred-
ited ($200 prior to 1950). 

Monthly amount is 50 percent of 
first $100 of average wage plus 10 
percent of next $200, increased by 
11percent for each year of coverage, 
and unless in covered employment in 
entire period reduced by percentage 
of time out of covered employment 
since 1936 or 1949, whichever gives 
smaller reduction. Benefits of present 
beneficiaries increased by conversion 
table which gives effect to new bene-
fit formula and new average wage 
concept; on the average, benefits will 
be increased by 70 percent, with 
somewhat greater relative increases 
for those receiving smallest amounts, 
as indicated by following table, for 
certain illustrative cases: 

New primary insuranceamount 
$25 

31 
36 
44 
51 
55 
60 

64 


$25. 


$150, or 80 percent of average 
wage if less. 

Same as existing law, except "new 
start" average beginning after 1950 
may be used for those with 6 quarters 
of coverage after 1950. For those 
with "new start" average wage, 
monthly amount is 50 percent of first 
$100 of average wage plus 15 per
cent of next $200. For all others 
(including present beneficiaries, and 
for those with "new start" if it pro
duces a larger benefit) the benefit is 
computed under existing law (but 
with no 1 percent increase for years 
after 1950) and then increased by 
conversion table; benefits will be in
creased on the average by 85-90 per
cent, as indicated by follo wing table 
for certain illustrative cases: 

New primary insurance amount 
$20 

31 
37 
48 
56 
62 
68 
72 

$25, unless average monthly wage 
is less than $34-then $20. 

Same as House bill. 

(e) Illustrative primary benefits for 10 years of coverage, no period of noncoverage: 

Level monthly wage Present law House bill Senate bill 

$100-------------------------------------------------------------------------
$150--------------------------------------------------------------------------
$200--------------------------------------------------------------------------
$250--------------------------------------------------------------------------
$300--------------------------------------------------------------------------

$27. 50 $52. 50 $50. 00 
33.00 57. 80 57.50 
3& 50 63. 00 65.00 
44 00 68.30 72. 50 
44. 00 73. 50 80. 00 
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()Illustrative primary benefits for 40 years of coverage, no periods of noncoverage. 

Level monthly wage Present law House bill Senate bill 

$100------------------------------------------------------------------------- $35. 00 $60. 00 $50. 00 
$150------------------------------------------------------------------------- 42. 00 66. 00 57. 50 
$200------------------------------------------------------------------------- 49. 00 72. 00 65. 00 
$250------------------------------------------------------------------------- 56. 00 78. 00 72. 50 
$300-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 56. 00 84. 00 80. 00 

(g) Illustrative primary benefits for 5 years of coverage, 5 years of noncoverage, all after 1950: 

Level monthly wage while working Present law House bill Senate bill 

$100------------------------------------------------------------------------- $21. 00 $26. 30 $25. 00 
$150------------------------------------------------------------------------- 23. 63 28. 90 37. 50 
$200------------------------------------------------------------------------- 26. 25 31.50 50.00 
$250------------------------------------------------------------------------- 28 88 34. 20 53. 50 
$300------------------------------------------------------------------------- 31. 50 36. 80 57.50 

(h) Illustrative primary benefits for 20 years of coverage, 20 years of noncoverage all after 1950: 

Level monthly wage while working Present law House bill Senate bill 

$100------------------------------------------------------------------------- $24. 00 $30. 00 $25. 00 
$150------------------------------------------------------------------------- 27. 00 33.00 37. 50 
$200------------------------------------------------------------------------- 30. 00 36.00 50. 00 
$250------------------------------------------------------------------------- 33. 00 39.00 53.80 
$300------------------------------------------------------------------------- 33. 00 42. 00 57.50 

(i) Illustrative primary benefits for 10 years of coverage, 30 years of noncoverage, all after 1950: 

Level monthly wage while working Present law House bill Senate bill 

$100------------------------------------------------------------------------- $11. 00 $25. 00 $20. 00 
$150------------------------------------------------------------------------- 16. 50 25. 00 25. 00 
$200------------------------------------------------------------------------- 22. 00 25. 00 25.00 
$250-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 23. 38 25.00 31. 30 
$300------------------------------------------------------------------------- 23. 38 25. 00 37. 50 
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(4) BENEFIT AMOUNTS OF DEPENDENTS AND SURVlVORS RELATIVE TO WORKER'S MONTHLY PRIMARY BENEFIT 

EXISTING LAW CHANGES IN H. R. 6000 AS PASSED BY CHANGES IN H. R. 6000 AS PASSED By 
HOUSE SENATE 

(a) Wife, one-half of primary. No change. 	 No change.
(b) Widow, three-quarters of pri- No change. No change. 

mary. 
(c)Child, one-half of primary. No change, except for deceased Same as House bill. 

worker family, first child gets three-
quarters of primary.

(d) Parent, one-half of primary. Three-quarters of primary. Same as existing law. 
(e) Lump sum at death, six times Three times primary benefit. Same as House bill. 

primary benefit. 
()Illustrative 	monthly benefits for retired workers:


[All figurcs rounded to nearest dollar]


Present law House bill Senate bill 
Average monthly wageII 

Single Married I Single Married' Singlef 	 fMarried 
Insured worker covered for 5 years 

$50--------------------------------- $21 $32 $26 $38 $25 $38
$100 -------------------------------- 26 39 51 77 50 75
$150-------------------------------- 32 47 56 85 58 86
$200 -------------------------------- 37 55 62 92 65 98
$250 -------------------------------- 42 63 67 100 72 109
$300 -------------------------------- 42 63 72 108 80 120 

Insured worker covered for 40 years 

$50 --------------------------------- $28 $40 $30 $40 $25 $38
S100 -------------------------------- 35 52 60 80 50 75.
$150 -------------------------------- 42 63 66 99 58 86
$200 -------------------------------- 49 74 72 108 65 98
$250-------------------------------- 56 84 78 117 72 109
8300--------------------------------- 56 84 84 126 80 120 

With wife 6.5 or over. 
NoTF.-"Average wage" is computed :differently unider the three plans (see text). These figures are based on the assumption

that the insured worker was in covered employment steadily each year after 1950. 
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(g) Ilustrative monthly benefits for survivors of insured workers: 

[AUl figures rounded to nearest dollar] 

Aveagemotl Present law House bill Senate bill Present law House bill Senate bill Present law House bill: Senate bill 

Insured worker covered for 5 years 

Widow and 1 child Widow and 2 children Widow and 3 children 

$50 ---------------- $26 $38 $38 $37 $40 $40 $40 $40 $40

$100--------------- 33 77 75 46 80 80 52 80 80

$150--------------- 39 85 86 55 113 115 63 120 120

$200--------------- 46 92 98 64 123 130 74 150 150

$250--------------- 52 100 109 74 133 145 84 150 150

$300--------------- 52 108 120 74, 144 150 84 150 150


1child alone 2 children alone Aged widow' 

$50---------------- $10 $19 $19 $21 $32 $31 $16 $19 $19

$100 --------------- 13 38 38 26 64 62 20 38 38

$150--------------- 16 42 43 32 70 72 24 42 43

$200--------------- 18 46 49 37 77 81 28 46 49

$250--------------- 21 50 54 42 83 91 32 50 .54

$300--------------- 21 54 60 42 90 100 32 54 60


Insured worker covered for 40 years 

Widow and 1 child Widow and 2 children Widow and 3 children 

$50 ---------------- $35 $40 $38 $40 $40 $40 $40 $40 $40 
$100 --------------- 44 80 75 61 80 80 70 80 80 
$150 --------------- 52 99 86 74 120 115 84 120 120 
$200 --------------- 61 108 98 85 144 130 85 150 150 
$250 --------------- 70 117 109 85 150 145 85 150 150 
$300 --------------- 70 126 120 85 150 150 8.5 150 150 

1 child alone 2 children alone Aged widow'I 

$50---------------- $14 $22 $19 $28 $38 $31 $21 $22 $19 
$100 --------------- 18 45 38 35 75 62 26 45 38 
$150--------------- 21 50 43 42 83 72 32 50 43 
$200--------------- 24 54 49 49 90 81 37 54 4 
$250--------------- 28 58 5456 98 91 42 58 54 
$300--------------- 28 63 60 56 105 100 42 63 60 

'Age 65 or over. 

NOTE.-" Average wage" is computed differently under the three plans (see text). These figures are based on the assumption that 
the insured worker was in covered employment steadily each year after 1950. 
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(5) AMOUNT OF EMPLOYMENT PERMITTED BENEFICIARY FOR BENEFIT RECEIPT (WORK CLAUSE) 

EXISTING LAW 

No benefits paid for month in 
which $15 or more earned in covered 
employment, 

All except self-employment and 
employment in Federal and State 
Governments, railroads, nonprofit 
(charitable, educational, and reli-
gious), agriculture, and domestic 
service. Employment covered only 
in the 48 States, District of Columbia, 
Alaska, and Hawaii, and on American 
ships outside the United States. 

CHANGES IN H. R. 6000 AS PASSED BY 
HOUSE 

Same except $15 limit is increased 
to $50 and no limitation at all after 
age 75. 

(6) COVERED EMPLOYMENT 

All except employment on rail-
roads, farms (including self-employ- 
ment), casual domestic work, nilli-
tary or naval service, certain pro-
fessional self-employed, and in 
Federal civilian service where covered 
by retirement system or in very 
temporary or casual employment, 
State employment included on elec-
tive basis by the State, except where 
retirement system exists, employees 
and beneficiaries must elect by 
two-thirds majority in referendum 
to be covered. Employment in 
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands 
included, and also all employment 
of Americans outside the United 
States by an American employer, 
Coverage extended to salesmen, and 
certain other employees, who were 
deprived of coverage as employees 
by Public Law 642, Eightieth Con-
gress. 

CHANGES IN H. R. 6000 AS PASSED By 
SENATE 

Same as House bill. 

Same as House bill except: 
(a) Regularly employed farm 

workers covered; 
(b) Exemption from coverage as 

professional self-employed, extended 
to architects, naturopaths, certified 
and registered public accountants, 
funeral directors, and all professional 
engineers (instead of certain named 
ones), while publishers are covered; 

(c) Coverage to regularly employed 
domestic servants based on 24 days 
of work during a quarter (instead of 
26 days as in House bill);

(d) Coverage of nonprofit em
ployees on compulsory basis for 
nonreligious organizations and on 
completely voluntary basis for reli
gious organizations (rather than corn
pulsory on all employees and volun
tary for all employers as in the House 
bill); 

(e) Coverage of Federal civilian 
employees not covered by a retire
ment system clarified;

(J) UOVerage not permitted for 
State and loca employees covered 
by an existing retirement plan, and 
compulsory coverage for certain 
transit workers in public systems on 
broader basis than in House bill; 

(g) Definition of "employee" re
stricted to strict common law basis 
except for following named occu
pational groups covered as "em
ployees": full-time life insurance 
salesmen; agent-drivers distributing 
meat products, bakery products or 
laundry or dry cleaning services; and 
full-time wholesale salesmen; 

(h) Tips not included as wages as 
in existing law, although included as 
wages in House bill in certain cases. 

(7) PERMANENT AND TOTAL DISABILITY BENEFITS 

None. For worker both currently insured None: 
and having 20 quarters of coverage 
out, of last 10 years. Amount of 
primary benefit determined as for 
retired worker. No benefit for de
pendents of disabled worker. Bene
fits begin in January 1951. 
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(8) WAGE CREDITS FOR WORLD WAR II SERVICE 

EXISTING LAW 

None. 

(9) MAXIMUM ANNUAL WAGE 

$3,000. 

One percent on employer and 1per-
cent on employee, through 1949, 1% 
percent for 1950-51, and 2 percent 
thereafter. 

CHANGES IN H. R. 6000 AS PASSED BY 
HOUSE 

World War II veterans (including 
those who died in service) given wage 
credits of $160 for each month of 
military service in World War II. 

AND SELF-EMPLOYMENT INCOME FOR 

$3,600 after 1949. 

(10) TAX (OR CONTRIBUTION) RATES 

One and one-half percent on em-
ployer and 1%2 percent on employee 
for 1950, 2 percent for 1951-59, 23% 
percent for 1960-64, 3 percent for 
1965-69, and 3% percent thereafter, 
except-

(a) For self-employed, one and 
one-half times rates for employees. 
Self-employment income would be, 
in general, income from trade or 
business; 

(b) For nonprofit employment, no 
tax is imposed on employer who can 
pay it volun~tarily. If employer does 
not pay tax, employee receives credit 
for only 50 percent of his taxed 
wages. 

CHANGES IN H. R. 6000 AS PASSED BY 
SENATE 

Same as House bill except that 
credit not given if service is used for 

.any other Federal retirement system 
and except that additional cost is to 
be borne by trust fund (instead of by 
general Treasury as in House bill). 

TAX AND BENEFIT PURPOSES, 

$3,600 after 1950. 

Same as House bill, except that 
increase to 2 percent is in 1956 in
stead of 1951 and except that non
profit employment when covered is 
on same basis as all other employ
ment. 

(11) APPROPRIATIONS FROM GENERAL REVENUES 

Appropriations authorized for such Provision in existing law repealed. Same as House bill. 
sums as may be required to finance 
the program. 

(12) COMBINED WITHHOLDING OF INCOME AND EMPLOYEE SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES 

No provision. No provision. Single combined withholding of 
income tax and employee social 
security tax applicable generally in 
those cases in which wages paid to 
the employee are subject to with
holding for both classes of taxes. 
If the employee's wages are not sub
ject to withholding for income tax 
purposes-such as in the case of 
wages paid for domestic services in a 
private home-combined withhold
ing will not apply. 

68682-50---2 



COMPARISON OF PRINCIPAL CHANGES IN STATE-FEDERAL PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AND CHILDl 
HEALTH AND WELFARE SERVICE PROGRAMS MADE BY H. R. 6000


(NOTE.-All changes effective October 1, 1949, under bill as passed by House, and on October 1, 1950, under bill as 
passed by Senate, unless otherwise noted) 

EXISTING LAW 

Three categori-es defined for assist-
ance purposes as needy persons-
(1) 65 years of age and over, (2) blind, 
and (3) children under 16 years of age 
and children 16 to 18 years of age, if 
they are regularly attending school. 

I. GROUPS ELIGIBLE FOR AID 

CHANGES IN H. R. 6000 AS PASSED 

BY HOUSE 

Fourth category provided for per-
manently and totally disabled 'in-
dividuals who are in need. For aid 
to dependent children the mother or 
other relative with whom a depend
ent child is living is included as a 
recipient for Federal matching pur
poses. 

CHANGES IN HI. R. 6000 AS PASSED 

BY SENATE 

Same as House bill except fourth 
category (aid to disabled) not pro
vided for. 

II. FEDERAL SHARE OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE EXPENDITURES 

Federal share for old-age assistance 
and Pid to blind is three-fourths of 
first $20 of a State's average mon01thly 
payment plus one-half of the remain-
der within individual maximums of 
$50; for aid to dependent children, 
three-fourths of the first $12 of the 
average monthly payment per child, 
plus one-half the remainder within 
individual maximums of $27 for the 
first child and $18 for each additional 
child in a family. Administrative 
costs shared 50 percent by Federal 
Government and 50 percent by 
States. 

Federal share for old-age assist-
ance, aid to the blipid, and aid to the 
permanently and totally disabled is 
four-fifthis of the fixst $25 of a State's 
average monthly payment, plus one-
half of the next $10, plus one-third of 
the remainder within individual 
maximums of $50; for aid to depend-
ent children, four-fifths of the first 
$15 of the average monthly payment 
per recipient, plus one-half of the 
next $6, plus one-third of the next 
$6 within individual maximums of 
$27 for the relative with whom the 
children are living, $27 for the first 
child, and $18 for each additional 
child in a family. (See tables below 
for illustrations of the effect of these 
changes.) Administrative costs 
shared 50 percent by Federal Gov
ernmient and 50 percent by States for 
all categories. 

Same as existing law, except that 
individual maximums for aid to de
pendent children are raised from $27 
to $30 for the relative with whom 
the children are living and for the 
first child and from $18 to $20 for all 
other children and except that for 
old-age assistance payments supple
menting old-age insurance benefits 
for those first becoming entitled to 
such benefits in or after the second 
month after enactment, Federal share 
is on a 50-50 basis. 

Old-age assistance and aid to the blind. Amount and percent of Federalfunds in average monthly payments of specified 
size under present law and under H. R. 6000 

Average monthly payment1 

Present law and Senate bill 

Federal funds Percent of total 

_____________ 

House bill 

Federal funds Percent of total 

$20------------------------------------------------------------
$25------------------------------------------------------------
$30------------------------------------------------------------
$35------------------------------------------------------------
$40------------------------------------------------------------
$45------------------------------------------------------------
$50-----------------------------------------------------------_30. 
$60------------------------------------------------------------
$70------------------------------------------------------------

$15.00 
17. 50 
20. 00 
22.50 
25. 00 
27. 50 

00 
30. 00 
30. 00 

75 $16. 00 80 
70 20. 00 80 
67 22. 50 75 
64 25. 00 71 
62 26.67 67 
61 28.33 63 
60 30. 00 60 
50 30. 00 50 
43 30. 00 43 

IAverage for Federal matching purposes includes all payments of $50 or less, and in the case of larger payments only the first $50. 

2 Also applies to permanently and totally disabled. 
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0ld2-age assistance and aid to the blind: Amount to which average monthly payments of specified size under present

provisions could be increased under H. R. 6000, assuming the same average expenditure per recipient from State 
and localfunds 

Present law and Senate bill 	 House bill I 

Average monthly payments-2 Federal funds State and local Averly age Fdra ud State and local Increase in
fns mnhypy 2funds Fefunds unds Federal funds 

$20 ------- ------------------------ $15. 00 $5. 00 $25. 00 $20. 00 $5. 00 $5. 00 
$25 -------------------------------- 17.50 7.50 30. 00 22. 50 7. 50 5. 00 
$30-------------------------------- 20. 00 10. 00 35. 00 25. 00 10. 00 5. 00 
$35-------------------------------- 22. 50 12.50 38.75 26. 25 12.50 3.75
$40 -------------------------------- 25. 00 15. 00 42. 50 27. 50 15. 00 2. 50 
$45------- 7------------------------27. 50 17. 50 46. 25 28.75 17.50 1.25
$50-------------------------------- 30. 00 20. 00 50. 00 30. 00 20. 00 ------
$60-------------------------------- 30. 00 30. 00 60. 00 30. 00 30. 00 ------
$70------- ------------------------ 30. 00 40. 00' 70. 00 30.00 40. 00 -------

IAlso applies to permanently and totally disabled. 
2 Average for Federal matching purposes includes all payments of $50 or less, and in the case of larger payments only the first $50. 

Aid to dependent children: Amount 	and percent of Federalfunds in average monthly payments to families of specified 
size, under present law and under H. R1. 6000 

Present law House bill 	 Senate bill 

Avrgotl amns Federal funds Percent of Federal funds Percent of Federal funds Percent of 
total total total 

1-child family 

$25 ------------------------------- $15. 50 62 $20.00 80 $1& 50 74 
$35 -------------------------------- 16. 50 47 26. 50 76 23. 50 67 
$45 -------------------------------- 16. 50 37 31. 00 69 2&. 50 63 
$55 -------------------------------- 16. 50 30 .34. 00 62 33. 50 61 
$75 -------------------------------- 16. 50 22 34. 00 45 36. 00 48 
$90 -------------------------------- 16. 50 18 34. 00 38 36. 00 40 

3-child family 

$25------------------------------- $18. 75 75 $20. 00 80 $18. 75 75 
$35 -------------------------------- 26.25 75 28. 00 80 26. 25 75 
$45 -------------------------------- 31. 50 70 36. 00 80 33. 75 75 
$55 -------------------------------- 36. 50 66 44. 00 80 39. 50 72 
$75 -------------------------------- 40.50 54 55. 50 74 49. 50 66 
$90-------------------------------- 40.50 45 62.00 69 57. 00 63 
$110 ------------------------------- 40. 50 37 62. 00 56 62. 00 56 

1 Average for Federal matching purposes includes all payments within the maximums for families of specified size, and in the case 
of larger payments, the amounts of such maximums. 
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Aid to dependent children: Amount to which average monthly payments to families of specified size underpresentprovisions 

could be increasedunder H. R. 6000 assuming the same average expenditure perfamily from State and localfunds 

Present law House bill Senate bill 

Average monthly 
pamns tt ad mvreIncrease o Federal Increase inFdea in Averageerl Federal 

funds local funds mothly I funds Fundsra pyets I funds Fendera 
payments 1ud amet ud 

1-child family 

$25------------------ $15.50 $9.50 $37. 00 $27. 50 $12. 00 $31. 00 $21.50 $6. 00 
$35 ------------------ 16.50 18. 50 51. 75 33. 25 16. 75 49. 00 30.50 14. 00 
$45------------------ 16.50 28.50 62. 50 .34.00 17. 50 64. 50 36. 00 19.50 
$55 ------------------ 16.50 38.50 72. 50 34. 00 17.50 74. 50 36.00 19.50 
$75 ------------------ 16. 50 58.50 92. 50 34. 00 17. 50 94.50 36. 00 19..50 
$90 ------------------ 16. 50 73. 50 107. 50 34. 00 17. 50 109.50 36. 00 19.150 

3-child family 

$25------------------ $18.75 $6. 25 $31.25 $25. 00 $6. 25 $25. 00 $18. 75 -----
$35 ------------------ 26.25 8.75 43. 75 35. 00 8.75 35. 00 26. 25 -----
$45 ------------------ 31. 50 13.50 63. 00 49. 50 18.00 51. 00 37. 50 $6. 00 
$55 ------------------ 36. 50 18.50 73. 00 54. 50 18.00 61. 00 42. 50 6. 00 
$75------------------ 40.50 34. 50 96. 50 62. 00 21. 50 93. 00 58. 50 17. 50 
$90------------------ 40. 50 49.50 111.50 62. 00 21. 50 111. 50 62. 00 21.50 
$110 ----------------- 40. 50 69. 50 131. 50 62. 00 21. 50 1.50 62. 00 21. 50 

1 Average for Federal matching purposes includes all payments within the maximums for families of specified size, and in the ease 
of large payments, the amounts of such maximums. 

III. MEDICAL CARE 

EXISTING LAW CHANGES IN H. Rt. 6000 AS PASSED BY CHANGES IN H. It. 6000 AS PASSED BY 
HOUSE SENATE 

Federal sharing in costs of medical Federal Government will share in Same as House bill, except no 
care limited to amounts paid to re- cost of payments made directly to plan for aid to disabled provided. 
cipients that .can be included within medical practitioners and other sup-
the monthly maximums on individ- pliers of medical services, which when 
ual payments of $50 for aged and added to any money paid to the in-
blind, and $27 for first child and $18 dividual, does not exceed the monthly 
for each additional child in an aid- maximutms specified in item II above. 
to-dependent-children family. No Federal Government shares in the cost 
State-Federal assistance provided of payments to recipients of old-age 
persons in public institutions unless assistance, aid to the blind, and aid 
they are receiving temporary medical to the permanently and totally dis
are in such institutions. abled living in public medical insti

tutions other than' those for mental 
disease and tuberculosis. 
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IV. CHANGES IN REQUIREMENTS FOR STATE PUBLIC-ASSISTANCE PLANS 

EXISTING LAW 

For old-age assistance and aid to 
the blind, a State may not require, 
as a condition of eligibility, residence 
in a State for more than 5 of the '9 
years immediately preceding appli-
cation and one continuous year be-
fore filing the application. For aid 
to dependent children, the maximum 
requirement for the child is 1 year 
of residence immediately preceding 
application, or if the child is less 
than a year old, birth in the State 
and continuous residence by the 
mother in the State for 1 year pre-
ceding the birth, 

For the three categories a State 
must, in determining need, take into 
consideration the income and re-
sources of an individual claiming 
assistance. 

A. RESIDENCE 

CHANGES IN H. H. 6000 AS PASSED BY 
HOUSE 

No change 'inrequirements for old-
age assistance and aid to dependent 
children. For aid to the blind, effec
tive July 1, 1951, a State may not 
require, as a condition of eligibility, 
residence in the State of more than 
one continuous year prior to filing 
of the application for aid. For aid 
to the permanently and totally dis
abled no State may impose a resi
dence requirement more restrictive 
than that in its plan for aid to the 
blind on July 1, 1949, and beginning 
July 1, 1951, the maximum residence 
requirement is 1 year immediately 
preceding the application for aid. 
(All other requirements for aid to the 
permanently and totally disabled are 
the same as for old-age assistance.) 

B. INCOME AND RESOURCES 

Provision in existing law is made 
applicable to aid to the permanently 
and totally disabled. For aid to the 
blind, effective October 1, 1949, a 
State may disregard such amount of 
earned income, up to $50 per month, 
as the State vocational rehabilitation 
agency for the blind certifies will 
serve to encourage or assist the blind 
to prepare for, or engage in remuner-
ative employment; effective July 1, 
1951, a State must, in determining
the need of any blind individual, dis
regard any income or resources 
which are not predictable or actually 
not available to the individual and 
take into consideration the special 
expenses arising from blindness. 

C. TEMPORARY APPROVAL OF STATE PLANS FOR AID 

No provision. For the period October 1, 1949, to 
June 30, 1953, any State which did 
not have an approved plan for aid to 
the blind on January 1, 1949, shall 
have its plan approved even though 
it does not meet the requirements of 
clause (8) of section 1002 (a) of the 
Social Security Act (relating to con
sideration of income and resources 
in determining need). The Federal 
grant for such State, however, shall 
be based only upon expenditures 
made in accordance with the afore
mentioned income and resources re
quirement of the act. 

CHANGES IN H. R. 6000 AS PAbbED BY

SENATE


Same as existing law. 

Effective. July 1, 1952, a State 
must disregard earned income, up to 
$50 per month, of an individual 
claiming aid to the blind; prior to 
July 1, 1952, the exemption of earned 
income, up to $50 per month is dis
cretionary with each State. Same 
income and resources provisions as 
in existing law for the other cate
gories. 

TO THE BLIND 

Same as House bill except that 
provision applies after October 1, 
1950, and with no termination date. 
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D. EXAMINATION TO DETERMINE BLINDNESS 

EXISTING LAW 

No provision. 

E. 

No specific provision relating to 
opportunity to apply for assistance 
promptly. . 

Fair hearing must be provided in-
dividual whose claim for assistance 
is denied. No specific provision for 
individual whose claim is not acted 
upon within a reasonable time. 

No provision. 

No specific provision. 

CHANGES IN H. R. 6000 AS PASSED BY 
HOUSE 

A State aid-to-the-blind plan must 
provide that, in determining blind-
ness, there shall be an examination by 
a physician skilled in diseases of the 
eye or by an optometrist, 

CHANGES IN H. R. 6000 AS PASSED By

SENATE


A State aid-to-the-blind plan must 
provide that, in determining blind
ness, there shall be an examination by 
a physician skilled in diseases of the 
eye. Alo the plan must provide
that the services of optometrists 
within the scope of thei practice as 
prescribed by State law, shall be 
available to individuals already de
termined to be eligible for aid to the 
blind (if desired and needed by them), 
as well as to recipients of any grant-
in-aid program for improvement or 
conservation of vision. 

ASSISTANCE TO BE FURNISHED PROMPTLY 

Opportunity must be afforded all 
individuals to apply for assistance, 
and assistance must be furnished 
promptly to all eligible individuals. 

F. FAIR HEARING 

Fair hearing must be provided by 
State agency to individual whose 
claim for assistance is denied or not 
acted upon within reasonable time. 

G. STANDARDS FOR INSTITUTIONS 

If a State Plan for old-age assist-
ance, aid to the blind or aid to the 
permanently and totally disabled 
provides for payments to individuals 
in private or public institutions, the 
State must have a State authority to 
establish and. maintain standards for 
such institutions. (Effective July 1, 
195i3.) 

H. TRAINING PROGRAM FORl PERSONNEL 

States must provide a training pro-
gram for the personnel necessary to 
the administration of the plan. 

Same as House bill but clarified. 

Same as House bill but clarified. 

Same as House bill. 

No specific provision. 

I. NOTIFICATION TO LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS 

No provision. In aid to dependent children the Same as House bill. 
States must provide for prompt no
tice to appropriate law-enforcement 
officials in any case in which aid'is 
furnished to a child who has been 
deserted or abandoned by a parent. 



SUMMARY OF 

EXISTING LAW 

Federal funds for public assistance 
are not available to Puerto Rico and 
the Virgin Islands. 

Authorizes an annual appropria-
tion of $3,500,000 for grants to the 
States for child welfare services in 
rural areas and areas of special need. 
Funds allotted to States with ap-
proved plans as follows: $20,000 to 
each State and remainder on basis of 
rural population of the respective 
States, 

VII. 

Authorizes an annual appropria-
tion of $11,000,000. One-half of this 
amount is distributed among the 
States as follows: $35,000 to each 
State, and the remainder of the one-
half on the basis of the relative num-
her of live births in the State. The 
second one-half is distributed among 
the States on the basis of the finan-
cial need of each State after consider
ation of the number of live births in 
the State. 
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V. PUERTO RICO AND VIRGIN ISLANDS 

CHANGES IN H. R. 6000 AS PASSED BY CHANGES IN H. R. 6000 AS PASSED BY 
HOUSE SENATE 

The four categories of assistance Same as existing law.

are extended to Puerto Rico and the

Virgin Islands. The Federal share,

for old-age assistance, aid to the

blind, and aid to the permanently

and totally disabled is limited to

one-half of the total sums expended

under an approved plan up to a

maximum payment for any indi

vidual of $30 per month. For aid

to dependent children the Federal

share is limited to one-half of the

expenditures under an approved plan

up to individual maximums of $27

for the first child and $18 for each

additional child in a family. Ad

ministrative costs are matched by

the Federal Government on a 50-50

basis.


VI. CHILD WELFARE SERVICES 

Authorization for annual appro- Same as House bill except that 
priation increased to $7,000,000 and annual authorization is increased to 
the $20,000 now allotted to each $12,000,000 and except that allot-
State is increased to $40,000 with ment is on basis of rural population
the remainder to be allotted on the under age 18. (Effective for fiscal 
basis of rural population of the re- years beginning after June 30, 1950.)
spective States. Specific provision is Also provision added that in devel
made for the payment of the cost of oping tha3 various services under 
returning any runaway child under the State plans, the States would 
age 16 to his own community in be free, but not compelled, to utilize 
another State if such.'return is in the facilities and experience of volun
the interest of the child and the cost tary agencies for the care of children 
cannot otherwise be met. (Effective in accordance with State and corn-
for fiscal years beginning after June munity programs and arrangements. 
30, 1950.) 

MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH SERVICES 

Same as existing law. Authorization for annual appropri
ation increased to $20,000,000 and 
the $35,000 uniform allotment to 
each State is increased to $60,000. 
Otherwise, the provisions of present 
law relating to the apportionment of 
funds are unchanged. (Effective for 
fiscal years beginning after June 30, 
1950.) 
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VIII. SERVICES FOR CRIPPLED CHILDREN 

EXISTING LAW CHANGES IN H. R. 6000 AS PASSED BY CHANGES IN H. R. 6000 AS PASSED By 
HOUSE SENATE 

Authorizes an annual appropria-. Same as existing law. Authorization for annual appropri
tion of $7,500,000. One-half of this ation increased to $15,000,000 and 
amount is distributed among the the $30,000r annual allotment to each 
States as follows: $30,000 to each State is increased to $60,000. Other-
State, and the remainder of the one- wise, the provisions of present law 
half on the basis of need after consid- relating to0 the apportionment of 
eration of the number of crippled funds are unchanged. (Effective for 
children in the State needing services fiscal years beginning after June 30, 
and the cost of such services. 'The 1950.) 
second one-half is distributed on the 
same basis of need. 

COMPARISON OF PRINCIPAL CHANGES IN THE UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE SYSTEM MADE BY 
H. R. 6000 

The bill passed by the House made no changes io this program. The bill passed by the Senate made the, follow
ing changes in existing law: 

(1) Title X11 of the act, allowing advances to the accounts of States in the unemployment trast fund, expired

January 1, 1950; the bill would make this title operative through December 31, 1951.


(2) The bill removes the Secretary of Labor's authority to find a State law out of conformity with Federal re
quirements specified in section 1603 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code unless the State law has been amended by 
the legislature. The bill also postpones the effect of the Secretary's finding of a State's unemployment insurance 
law out of conformity for 90 days after the Governor of the State has been notified of the finding of nonconformity. 
Moreover, the Secretary can make no finding that a State is failing to comply substantially with provisions in its 
law required by section 1603 (a) (5), if further administrative or judicial review of the interpretation of the State 
law is provided under the laws of the State. Also if after notice and opportunity for hearing of the State agency, 
the Secretary finds that there is denial of unemployment compensation benefits and a substantial number of cases 
to individuals entitled thereto under the law of the State, he may not withhold Federal funds for administration of 
the State unemployment insurance law until the question of entitlement to benefits has been decided by the highest 
judicial authority given jurisdiction under State law. 
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ACTUARIAL COST ESTIMATES FOR THE OLD-AGE AND SUR
VIVORS INSURANCE SYSTEM AS MODIFIED BY H. R. 6000 
AS PASSED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES AND 
BY THE SENATE 

A. INTRODUCTION 

This actuarial study presents long-range cost estimates for two 
versions of H. R. 6000, namely, as passed by the House of Repre
sentatives on October 5, 1949, and as passed by the Senate on June 20, 
1950. 

From an actuarial cost standpoint the main features of this bill as 
passed by the House are as follows (a complete analysis is contained 
in H. Rept. 1300, 81st Cong., 1st sess.): 

(1) Extension of coverage to all gainful employment except
railroad, casual domestic service, agriculture (including the self-
employed, i. e., the farmers), certain professional self-employed 
persons, service in the armed forces, and Federal civilian servi e 
covered by a retirement system. In this connection the eost 
estimates assume that over the long range about one-half of all 
State and local government employment will be covered as a 
result of election to be covered. Further it is assumed that for 
nonprofit employment the employer in virtually all cuses pays 
the optional contribution. The net effect is to increasethe number 
of covered jobs by about 30 percent.

(2) Maximum annual wage base of $3,600. Requirement for 
quarter of coverage raised to $100 for wages and $200 for self-
employment income. Requirement for ye'ar of coverage raised 
to $400 of wages or self-employment income. 

(3) Average monthly wage determined over all years of cover
age (increment years), with the option of a "new start"7 after 1949. 

(4) Monthly primar benefit based on. 50 percent of the first 
$100 of average motl aeplus 10 percent of the next $200, 
with a %4percent nrmn o each year of coverage and with a 
continuation factor to apl inte future to reduce tbe amount of 
the benefit by taking into account years of noncoverage. Mini
1mu1m monthly primary benefit of $25 and maximum family benfe
fit of $150 or 80 percent of wage. Beneficiaries on the roll are to 
be given an increase averaging about 70 percent by means of a 
special conversion table. 

(5) Lump-sum death payment to be three times the monthly 
primary benefit and payable for all insured deaths. 

(6) Present fully insured status requirements retained, but, 
with new alternative requirement of 20 quarters of covei age out 
of the last 40 quarters added. 

(7) Benefits for parents and lirst survivor child. to, be increased 
from 50 to 75 percent of the primary benefit. 
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(8) Work clause of $50 per month on an "all-or-none" basis for 
wages and on a "reduction" basis for self-employment income in 
excess of $600 per year. Work clause not applicable after age 75. 

(9) Requirement for permanent and total disability benefits to 
be both curre-ntly insured status and 20 niiart.ers of coverage out 
,of the last 40 quarters and with a waiting period of 7 full calendar 
months before first monthly payment is made. No supplemen-. 
tary benefits payable to wife or dependent children. 

(10) More liberal provisions for paying child survivor benefits 
in respect to women workers in that existence of both fully and 
currently insured status automatically presumes dependency. 

(11) Wage credits of $160 for each month of military service 
given to World War TI veterans (including those who died in 
service). Cost thereof to be met by appropriations from General 
Treasury.

(12) Extension of coverage as of January 1, 1950. First disa
bility benefits to be payable January 1951. Liberalizations in 
benefits effective January 1950. 

(13) Contribution rate on employer and employee increased 
to 1% percent each in 1950, 2 percent in 1951-59, 2% percent in 
1960-64, 3 percent in 1965-69, and 3Y4 percent thereafter. Con
tribution rate for self-employed is 1%times employee rate. 

The bill as passed by the Senate differs from the above as follows: 
(1) Coverage extended to regularly employed farn workers 

and coverage not permitted to be elected for, and by, State and 
local.government employees under an existing retirement system. 

(2) Requirement for quarter of coverage of $50 for wages and 
$100 for self-employment income. 

(3) Average monthly wage determined over all years after 1936 
or after 1950 (if having six quarters of coverage since then) 
whichever yields the larger benefit. 

(4) Monthly primary benefit based on 50 percent of the first 
$100 of average monthly, wage (determined from wages after 
1950) plus 15 percent of the next $200, with no increment to 
increase for years of coverage or continuation factor to reduce 
for years of noncoverage. Minimum monthly primary benefit 
of $25, unless average wage is less than $34-then $20 mini
mum. Beneficiaries on the roll are to be given an increase aver
aging about 85 to 90 percent by means of a conversion table 
(which is also applicable for those retiring in the future, on the 
basis of average wage after 1936, if more favorable). 

(5) Lump-sum death payment available only where no survi
vors eligible for immediate monthly benefits. 

(6) "New start" provisiou introduced for -insured status, 
permitting many more to be eligible immediately. 

(7) Benefits for parents remain at 50 percent of primary benefit. 
(8) No change in work clause. 
(9) No permanent and total disability benefits. 
(10) Child survivor benefits in respect to women workers 

further liberalized. Dependent husband's and widower's benefits 
added. 

(11) Cost of veterans' wage credits to be met from trust fund. 
(12) Extension of coverage as of January 1, 1951. Liberaliza

tions in benefits effective for second month following month of 
enactment. 
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(13) Same contribution rates except 1%3percent rate retained 
through 1955.


Estimates of the future costs of the old-age and survivors insurance

program are affected by many factors that are difficult to determine. 
Accordingly, the assumptions used in the actuarial cost estimates may 
differ widely and yet be reasonable. Because of numerous factors, 
such as the aging of the population of the country and the inherent 
slow but steady growth of the benefit roll in any retirement-insurance 
program, benefit payments may be expected to increase continuously 
for at least the next 50 years. 

The cost estimates for the House bill were contained in House Re
port 1300, Eighty-first Congress, first session and in more detail in a, 
commnittee print, Actuarial Cost Estimates for Expanded Coverage 
and Liberalized Benefits Proposed for the Old-Age and Survivors 
Insurance System by H. R. 6000, October 3, 1949. These figures-
are slightly modified in the presentation here, so as to be exactly comn
parable with those for the Senate bill, by assuming that the effective 
date for coverage changes and for disability benefits is advanced 1 
year over the dates in the bill as passed by the House and that the 
effective date for benefit changes is the same as in the Senate bill. The 
cost estimates for the Senate bill are presented for the first time here 
(S. Rept. 1669, 81st Cong., 2d sess. gave estimates for the bill re
ported by the Senate Committee on Finance, which was modified by 
the Senate, principally by raising the wage base from $3,000 to 
$3,600). 

The cost estimates are presented here first on a range basis so as to 
indicate the plausible variation in future costs depending upon the 
actual trend developing for the various cost factors in the future. Both 
the low-cost and high-cost estimates are based on "hig~h" economic as
sumptions, which are intended to represent close to ful employment, 
with average annual wages at.about the level prevailing in 1947, which 
is somewhat below current experience. Following the presentation 
of the cost estimates on a range basis, intermediate estimates' de
veloped directly from the low-cost and high-cost estimates (by aver
aging them) are shown so as to indicate the basis for the financing pro
visions of the bills. 

I~n general, the costs are, shown as a percentage of covered payroll. 
it is believed that this is the best measure of the financial cost of the 
program. Dollar figures taken alone are misleading, because, for ex
ample, extension of coverage will increase not only the outgo but also, 
and to a greater extent, the income of the system so that the cost 
relative to payroll will decrease. 

Both the House and the Senate very carefully considered the prob
lems of cost in determining the benefit provisions recommended and 
were of the belief that the old-age and survivors insurance program 
should be on a completely self-supporting basis. Accordingly, both 
versions of the bill eliminate the provision added in 1943 authorizing 
appropriations to the program from general revenues. At the same 
time, both versions contain a tax schedule which it is believed will 
make the system self-supporting as nearly as can be foreseen under 
present circumstances. Future experience may be expected to differ 
from the conditions assumed in the estimates so that this tax sched
ule, at least in the distant future, may have to be modified slightly. 
This may readily be determined by future Congresses after the re
vised program has been in operation for a decade or two. 
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B. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS FOR ACTUARIAL COST ESTIMATES 

The estimates have been prepared on the basis of high-employment
assumptions somewhat below conditions now prevailing. The esti
mates are based on level-wage assumptions (somewhat below the 
present level). If in +the future the wa-c loel should be considerably 
above that which now prevails, and if t-ie be'nefits for those on the roZ 
are at some time adjusted upward on this account, the increased outgo 
resulting will, in the same fashion, be offset. This is an important 
reason for considering costs relative to payroll rather than in dollars. 

The cost estimates, however, have not taken into account the possi
bility of a rise in wage levels, as has consistently occurred over the past
history of this country. If such an assumption were used in the cost 
estimates, along with the unlikely assumption that the benefits 
nevertheless would not be changed, the cost relative to payroll would, 
of course, be lower. 

The low-cost and high-cost assumptions relate to the cost as a per
cent of payroll in the aggregate and not to the dollar costs. The two 
cost assumptions are based on possible variations in fertility rates, 
mortality rates, retirement rates, remarriage rates, etc. 

In general, the cost estimates have been prepared according to the 
same assumptions and techniques as those contained in Actuarial 
Studies Nos. 23, 27, and 28 of the Social Security Administration, and 
also the same as in the estimates prepared for the Advisory Council 
on Social Security of the Senate Committee on Finance (S. Doc. 208, 
80th Cong., 2d sess.). It may be mentioned here that in all those 
estimaates-as well as the present ones-there are the following im
portant elements: 

(1) In later years mnany women will be potentially eligible for 
both old-age benefits and either wife's or widow's benefits. In 
such instances, these individuals have been assumed to receive 
full old-age benefits and any residual amount from the wife's or 
widow's benefits, if larger than the old-age benefit. The numbers 
-of such individuals receiving residual wife's or widow's benefits 
and the average sizes of such benefits are not,shown, but the total 
amount of such benefits is included in the tables giving the 
amounts of benefits in dollars and as percentages of payroll. 

(2) The effect of the maximum-benefit provisions will be con
siderable. It has been assumed that the number who would re
ceive benefits in a particular case would include only those who 
would receive benefits at the full rate plus one individual who 
would receive partial benefits completing the maximum, and with 
all other potentially: eligible beneficiaries being disregarded. 

The assumptions as to the major elements, population, employment, 
and wages, may be summarized as follows: 

(1) Population.- The low-cost estimates assume United States 
1939-41 mortality rates constant by age and sex throughout all years.
The high-cost estimates are based on improving mortality similar to 
the National Resources Planning Board low-mortality bases, with an 
assumed further improvement with time for ages over 65 to allow for 
possible gains due to geriatric medical research. 

The low-cost estimates assume birth rates which in the aggregate 
are about the same as those for the United States 1940-45 experience, 
which was relatively high. The high-cost estimates assume a decreas
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ing birth rate in the future similar to the National Resources Planning 
Board's medium estimate. 

For both the low-cost and high-cost estimates no net immigration 
is assumed. 

Table 1 summarizes these population projections. In the year
2000, the total population of 199 million under the low-cost assump
tions is higher than the 173 million under the high-cost assumptions 
due to the higher birth-rate assumption under the former. The corre.4 
sponding figures for the aged group (65 and over) are 19 million and 
28% million, respectively; the high-cost figure here is higher due to the 
lower mortality assumption. Also shown in this table are the latest 
estimates for 1950. It will be observed that these are somewhat higher 
than either of the two projections, especially as to the total population.
These two projections were prepared several years ago and have been 
used as the base for a number of cost estimates, including those of the 
Advisory Council, so as to maintain consistency in such estimates. 
The actual population in 1950 is higher than in either of the two esti
mates, principally because of the very high birth rates which have 
occurred since the war. The long-range cost estimates attempt to 
portray a trend without considering cyclical fluctuations, and so it 
is not inconsistent that the actual population at the moment is some
what higher than in either of the projections. 

TAIBLE .- Estimated United States populationin future years 

[In millions] 

Age 2D-64 Age65 and over AU ages 
Calendar yearI fMen IWomeni Total Men Womeni Total Men lWomeni Total 

Latest estimates for 1950 

1950-------------------------- 4I 44 88 5.4~ 6.1~ ii. J 75~ 76f 151 

Projection for low-cost assumptions 

1950 -------------------------- 43 44 87 5.3 5.9 11.2 73 74 147 
1955 -------- ----------------- 43 44 87 6.0 6.7 12.7 76 77 153 
1960-------------------------- 44 45 89 6.5 7.5 14.0 79 80 159 
1970-------------------------- 47 48 95 7.1, 8. 8 15.9 83 85 168 
1980-------------------------- 50 50 100 7.8 10.1 17.9 89 90 179 
1990-------------------------- 52 52 104 8.4 11.1 19.5 94 95 189 
2000-------------------------- 57 56 113 8.3 10.7 19.0 99 150 199 

Projection for high-cost assumptions 

1950-------------------------- 43 44 87 5.4 6.0 11.4 73 73 146 
1955-------------------------- 44 45 89 6.2 6.9 13.1 75 76 151 
1960-------------------------- 45 46 91 7.0 7.9 14.9 77 78 155 
1970 -------------------------- 49 49 98 8.5 10.0 18.5 81 82 163 
1980-------------------------- 50 50 100 10.4 12.4 22.8 85 85 170 
1990 -------------------------- 51 50 101 12.4 14.7 27.1 86 86 172 
2000-------------------------- 52 50 102 13.3 15.2 28.5 87 86 173 

Novc.-5ee text for description of bases of population projections. 

(2) Employment.-Both the low-cost and high-cost estimates 
assume close to full employment, although somewhat below the level 
prevailing at the end of 1949. The previous estimates were, in general,
based on conditions in 1944-46. A change made in these estimates to 
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allow partially for the higher employment since then has been to 
assume that all coverage figures (and thus resulting beneficiary 
figures) are about 5 percent higher. Civilian employment averaged. 
about 53,000,000 in 1944-46, but in 1948 averaged 59,400,000, while. 
in 1949 the average was 58,700,000, both increases of over 10 percent..

(3) Wages.-Both the low-cost and high-cost estimates are~based. 
on wage levels of 1947, which are slightly below existing ones. For a 
$3,000 maximum taxable wage, an average annual wage of $2,400 
has been used for men working in covered employment in all four 
quarters of the year, and $1,625 for women. For a $3,600 wage 

base, the figure for men is increased to $2,550, while that for women 
is not changed. These same assumptions have been used in all 
previous estimates of the last 2 years.

The actual recorded wages (under the $3,000 maximum wage base 
of present law) for four-quiarter workers may be compared with those 
used in the cost estimates, as follows: 

men Women 

U~sed in cost estima~tes for $3,600 wage base------------------------------------- $2,5650 $1, 625,. 
Usedin cost estimnates for$3,000 wage base------------------------------------- 2,400 1,625 

Actual 1944 ---------------------------------------------------------------- 2,300, 1,402 
Actual 1946 ---------------------------------------------------------------- 2,293 1,384 
Actuail1946 ---------------------------------------------------------------- 2,269 1,481, 
Actuail1947 ---------------------------------------------------------------- 2,407 1,620
Actual 1948 (preliminary)---------------------------------------------------- 2,480 1,680 
Actual 1949 (preliminary)---------------------------------------------------- 2,600 1,750 

As to the bases for the disability estimates for the House bill, the. 
following assumptions are used: 

(a) Low-cost estimate.-Incidence rates for men are about 45 percent 
of class 3 (experience of life-insurance companies under disability-
income policies for the early 1920's, modified for a 6-month waiting
period). Incidence rates for women are 50 percent higher.. Termi
nation rates are German social-insurance experience for 1924-27, 
-which is the best available experience as to relatively low disability 
termination rates. 

(b) High-~ost estimate.-Incidence rates for men are 90 percent of 
the so-called 165-percent modification of class 3 (which includes in
creasingly higher percentages for ages above 45); this modification 
corresponds roughly to insurance-company experience during the de
pression years of the early 1930's. Incidence rates for women are 
100 percent higher. Termination rates are class 3. The incidence 
rates used for both estimates are 10 percent lower than those used in 
Actuarial Study No. 28 (which related to H. R. 2893) because in H. R. 
6000, unlike H. R. 2893 and the insurance-company policies, disability
is not presumed to be permanent and total after 6 month's duration 
but rather must be so proven then. 

It will be noted that the low-cost estimate includes low incidence 
rates (which taken by themselves produce low costs) and also low 
termination rates (which taken by themselves produce higher costs, 
but which are felt to be necessary because with low incidence rates
meaningonly severely disabled beneficiaries-there would tend to be 
low trination. rates because there would be few recoveries). On 
the other hand, the high-cost estimate contains high incidence rates 
which are somewhat offset. by high termination rates, which it seems 
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reasonable to assume would result under such circumnstances since the 
high incidence rates imply many cases where recovery and rehabilita
tion will occur. 

It is conceivable that if there were not strict administrative prac
tices, there could be low termination rates combined with high inci
dence rates, which would produce appreciably higher costs than 
shown here. Also in a period of severe depression if there were not 
adequate unemployment insurance and assistance or work projects,
there would tend to be higher disability costs than shown here-
especially if the scale of disability benefits were relatively high as 
compared with other available benefits or assistance. On the other 
hand, extremely low costs would develop if low incidence rates were 
combined with high termination rates, but this hardly seems a possible
combination under any circumstances. 

The table below compares the estimated proportion of the popula
tion age 65 and over who are fully insured under the present limited 
coverage and under the expanded coverage recommended in the two 
versions of the bill: 

Present coverage House bill Senate, bill 
Calendar year- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Men Women Men Women Men Women 

Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
1951 -------------------------- 34-38 4-5 37-42 5- 43-50 7-9 
1955------------------- 39-44 6-7 47-53 7-10 51-68 8-11 
1960-------------------------- 44-49 7-10 55-63 10-13 57-64 '10-13 
1970-------------------------- 54-62 10-14 65-74 13-19 66-75 13-19 
1980 ------------------------- 64-73 16-22 73-82 20-27 73-83 20-27 
1990-------------------------- 72-81 27-34 78-87, 30-37 78-87 30-37 
2" --------------------------- 74-84 35-43 81-90 .39-7 81-90 39-7 

It will be noted that the above figures for women include only those 
insured by their own employment and not those eligible -through their 
husband's earnings. If the latter group had also been included, the 
resulting figures would have been somewhat larger than those shown 
for men. 

As in previous cost estimates, no accoun~t is takezi of the 1947 
amendment to the Railroad Retirement Act, which provides for co
ordination of old-age and survivors insurance and railroad wages in 
determining survivor benefits. 

Under the Senate bill voluntary coverage is p ermnitted for two 
groups, namely, State and local government employees who are not 
under an existing retirement system and employees of religious
denominations and organizations owned and operated by religiou
denominations. For the purpose of these cost estimates it has ben 
assumed that over the long range virtually all of these groups will be. 
covered as a result of voluntary action on the part of the employers 
involved. 

C. RESULTS OF COST ESTIMATES ON RANGE B3ASIS 

Table 2 gives the estimated taxable payrolls for the coverage pro
vided under the two versions of the bill. As indicated in the previous
section, the assumptions made as to wage rates are on the low side 
(in order to be conservative) so that the total pay-rolls resulting here 
are also somewhat on the low side. 
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TAB3LE 2.-Bstimated taxable payrolls under H. R. 6000 
[In billions] 

House bill Senate bill 

Calendar year I ____ 

Low-cost High-cost Low-cost High-cost 
estimate'1 estimate I estimate I estimate'I 

1951 ---------------------------------------------------- $106 $104 $105 $107 
1955--------- -------------------------------------------- 109 109 11l 110 
1060------------ ---------------------------------------- 113 114 115 115 
1970----------------------------------------------------- 124 124 126 126 
1980----------------------------------------------------- 132 129 134 131 
1990----------------------------------------------------- 141 132 142 133 
2000----------------------------------------------------- 1 10 1 132 1 152 134 

1 Based on high employment assumptions. 

Since both the low-cost and the high-cost estimates assume a high
future level of economic activity, the payrolls are substantially the 
same under the two estimates in the early years. In later years the 
estimated payrolls increase in accordance with the population assump
tions (see table 1), and a spread develops between the low-cost and 
high-cost estimates. The assumptions which affect benefits, however, 
have widely different effects even in the early years of the program.
The range of error in the estimates, nevertheless, may be fully as great
for contributions as it is for benefits. 

The taxable payrolls under the Senate bill are slightly higher than 
under the House bill because of the greater coverage in the Senate bill. 

Tables 3a and 3b show the estimated -number of monthly bene
ficiaries in current payment status under the two versions of the bill. 
Because of the "new start" provision for determining insured status 
the number of beneficiaries under the Senate bill in the early years of 
operation is materially higher than under the House bill. Thus in 
1951 this increase is about 700,000 persons (including 150,000 depend
ents and survivors as well as about 550,000 retired workers). In 
subsequent years this difference decreases but even eventually it is 
still present, though very small, chiefly due to the somewhat larger
compulsory coverage under the Senate bill. 
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TABLE 3a.-Eslimated numbers of monthly beneficiaries I under House bill 

[I[n thousands] 

Old-age beneficlaries 2 Survivor beneficiaries Disability 
Calendar yea bene

4
Primary Wife's Child's Widow's 4jParent's 4~Mother's jChild's fiPries,' 

Low-cost estimate & 

1951----------------- 1,487 448 43 844 19 197 689 ----
1955 ---------------- 1,881 564 49 610 28 252 92 190 
1960----------------- 2,624 750 61. 1,040 37 298 1,113 380 
1970----------------- 4,056 1,055 88 .1,968 42 347 1,309 624 
1980----------------- 5,654 1,240 115 2,673 42 383 1,438 769 
1990----------------- 7,713 1,257 114 3,910 39 415 1,568 817 
2000 ------ ---------- 8,887 1,184 129 3,000 34 452 1,705 903 

High-cost estimate'6 

1951----------------- 1,800 503 58 357 31 238 677 ----
1955----------------- 2,634 718 73 623 48 292 851 - 594 
1960----------------- 4,265 1,133 99 1,057 69 '313 883 1,188 
1970----------------- 6,899 1,653 119 2,009 00 300 804 1,706 
1980 ---------------- 10,292 2,149 130 2,751 97 279 715 2,001 
1990 ---------------- 14,527 2,470 121 3,119 94 264 650 2,089 
2000 ---------------- 17,428 2,595 86 3,076 90 254 600 2,226 

I As of middle of year.
I. e., for benefits paid in respect to retired workers. 

S Does not include those who are eligible for old-age benefits by reason of having attained the minimum 
retirement age.


4'Does not include beneficiaries who are also eligible for primary benefits.

' Based on high-employment assumptions.


TABLE 3b.-Estimated numbers of monthly beneficiariesI under Senate bill 

1In thousands] 

Old-age beneficiaries'2 Survtvor beneficiaries 
Calendar yearI 

Primary Wife's 
3 Child's Widows'3j Parent's 3 Mother's IChild's 

Low-cost estimate 4 

1951--------------- 2,033 59 57 348 19 200 700 
1955--------------- 2,203 66 60 640 28 262 95 
1960--------- ------ 2, 727 793 68 3,101 37 304 1,135 
1970--------------- 4,089 1,063 88 2,031 42 349 1,317 
1980--------------- 5,685 1,243 115 2,709 42 385 1,446
13900--------------- 7, 750 1,260 130 3,029 39 417 1,576
2000--------------- 8,910 1,187 129 3,008 34 454 1,714 

High-cost estimate'4 

1981--------------- 2,34 652 75 363 31 242 688 
1955--------- ------ 3,000 830 83 669 48 303 871 
1960--------- ------ 4,404 1,190 101 1,133 69 320 901 
1970--------- ------ 6,943 1,681 119 2,074 90 302 808 
1980 -------------- 10, 332 2,153 130 2,768 97 280 715 
1990 -------------- 14, 539 2,474 121 3,141 94 265 653 

20-------- 17, 450 2, 599 86 3,083 90 255 602 

I As of middle of year. 
2 1. e., for benefits p aid in respect to retired workers. 
aDoesnot include beneficiaries who are also eligible for primary benefits. For wieles and widow's benefits, 

includes husband's and widower's benefits, respectively. 
4 Based on high-employment assumptions. 
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Tables 4a and 4b show the estimated average benefits under the two 
bills. These are given, only for the calendar years 1951, 1960, and 
2000, since in general there is a smooth trend in the intervening 
periods.

it will be noted that, for old-age beneficiaries separate figures are 
given for men and women, since the results differ greatly and since a 
combination would obscure the trend. For men the average old-age
benefit will remain relatively constant after 1960; from 1951 to 1960 
under the Senate bill there will be some increase due to the effect 
of the "new start" average wage and in addition under the House 
fill due to the fact that the conversion table produces somewhat 
lower results than under the Senate bill. On the other hand, for 
women the average old-age benefit shows a decrease over the long-
range future because there will ultimately be a large number of 
women receiving such benefits who did not engage in covered employ
ment for their entire adult lifetime after 1950. 

TABLE 4a.-Estimatedaverage monthly benefit payments and average lump-sum death 
payments under House bill 

Category 1911 1900 2000 

Old-age primary------------------------------------------- $46-$47 $49-$51 $45-$47 
Male-------------------------------------------------- 47- 48 50- 52 53- 56
Female------------------------------------------------ 40- 41 46- 47 33- 35 

Wife'-s'I---------------------------------------------------- 23- 24 26- 26 27- 28
Widow's'I------------------------------------------------- 34- 34 38- 38 40- 43 
Parent's'2------------------------------------------------- 40- 42 41- 43 39- 41 
Child's 3-........ ........... .......... ........... .......... 31- 33 34- 35 33- 34 
Mother's ---------------------- --------------------------- 37- 38 41- 42 41- 43 
Disability primary 

4-
..... 52- 56 46-150 

Male ------------------------------------------------ -------------- 66- 59 35- 58 
Femalemi~-~------------------------------------------- -------------- 49 353

Lupsmdah- ------------------------------------ 153-i55 149-154 139-146 

I Does not include those eligihle for primary benefits. 
'Does not include those eligible for primary or widow's benefits. 
'Includes both child's benefits for both children of old-age beneficiaries and child survivor beneficiaries. 
4Does not include those who are eligible for old-age primary benefits by reason of having attam*ned-the 

minimum retirement age.
Average amount per death. 

.NOTB-Lower figure of range shown is for high-cost estimate, while higher figure is for low-cost estimate 

TABLE 4b.-Estimated average monthly benefit payments and average lump-sum 
death payments under Senate bill 

Category 1951 1960 2000 

Old-age -primary------------------------------------------- $48-$48 $51-$51 $49-$50 
Male -------------------------------------------------- 50- 50 54- 54 57- 58 
Female ---------- ------------------------------------- 40- 40 39- 39 36- 38 

Wife's'I-------------- ------------------ ------------------ 26- 26 28- 28 29- 30 
Widow's'I------------ ------------------------------------- 37- 37 39- 40 44- 45 
Parent's'2------------------------------------------------- 30- 30 291-29 2,- 291 
Child's'3-------------------------------------------------- 34- 34 36- 37 36- 37 
Mother's-------------------------------------------------- 42- 42 44- 44 45- 46 
Lump-sum death 4----------------------------- 150-150 112-154 143-151 

1 Does not include those eligible for primary benefits. Includes husband's and widower's beniefits.

'Does not include those eligible for primary, widow's or widower's benefits.

3Includes child's benefits for both children of old-age beneficiaries and child survivor beneficiaries.


4Average amount per death.


NOTF.-Lower figure of range shown is for high-cost estimate, while higher figure is for low-cost estimate. 
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Tables 5a and 5b present costs as a percentage of payroll for each 
of the various types of benefits. As used here, "level-premium cost" 

may e th on, whichdfind a cotriution rate charged from 1951 
togeherwitineret w uldmeet all benefit payments after 1950 

(incudigbeefitpay on the roll prior to 1951 andth ents to those 
theinceass w ichthe rceive through the conversion table). This 

level-premium rate would produce a very considerable amount of 
excess income lin the early years which, invested at interest, would 
help considerably in meeting the higher benefit outgo ultimately. The 
level-premium cost shown for both versions of the bill is roughly 4% to. 
7% percent of payroll, or about the same as for the plan of the Advisory 
Council. These level-premium costs are somewhat higher than those 
for the original Social Security Act of 1935-namely, 5 to 7 percent-
because of two factors not specified in the plans themselves: first, a 
lower interest rate is used here-namely, 2 percent as against 3 per
cent-and, second, the program proposed is nearer maturity since the 
benefit roll is now quite sizable; in other words, some of the period of 
low cost has been passed through. 

TABLE 5a.-Estimated relative costs in percentage of payroll for House bill,- b#, type 
of benefit 

[Percent] 

Calendar year Old-age Wife's' Widow's'I Parent's mother's Child's'2 Disa- Lump-Toability sum ta 

Low-cost esttmate I 

1951---------------- 0.78 0.12 0.13 0.01 0.09 0. 27 ------- 0.06 1.46 
19.5---------1.03 .16 .24 .01 .11 .37 .12 .08 2.11 
1960---------------- 1.42 .21 .42 .02 .13 .44 .22 .09 2.05 
1970--------------- 2.01 .27 .77 .02 .14 .47 .32 .11 4. 16 
1980---------2.66 .31 1.02 .02 .15 .49 .35 .13 B.12 
1990---------------- 3. 26 .31 1.14 .01 .15 .50 .35 .14 5.85 
2000---------------- 3.32 .28 1.10 .01 .15 .50 .36 .14 5.86 

Level premium '__ 2.65 .26 .90 .01 .14 .47 .31 .12 4.87 

Highbcest estimate 3 

1951---------------- 0.97 0.14 0.14 0.02 0.10 0.26 ------- 0.06 1.60 
1955--------1.45 .20 .25 .02 .13 34 034 .07 2.:80 
1960---------------- 2.23 .31 .43 .03 .14 .35 .66 .08 4.21 
1970-------------3.30 .41 .78 .03 .32 .29 .82 . 0a 5 is 
1980---------------- 4.68 .53 1.06 .03 .31 .25 .88 .11 7.66 
1990-------------6.22 .62 1. 23 .03 .10 .23 ..88 .14 945 
2000---------------- 7.09 .67 3.27 .03 .10 .20 .93 .15 10.45 

Levelpremiumk 5. 04 .52 .99 .03 .11 .25 .81 .12 t.86 

' Included are excesses of wife's and widow's benefits over primary benefits for female primary benefieiaries 
also eigible for wife's or widow's benefits. 

'Includes child's benefits for both children of old-age beneficiaries and child survivor beneficiaries. 
' Based on high-employment assumptions.
'Level-premium contribution rate (based on 2-percent interest) for benefit payments. after 1950 and into 

perpetuity not taking into account the accumulated funds at the end of 1.950 or adiitrative expenses.
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TABLE 5b.-Estimated relative costs in percentage of payiroll for Senate bill, by ty'pe 
of benefit 

[Percent] 

,Calendar Year I Old-age IWife's I lWidow's 11Parent's IMother's Child' s2Lum. Total 
I I Ideath 

Low-cost estimate3 

1951-- --------------- 1.06 0.16 0.14 0.01 0.09 0.30 0.05 1.82 
1955 ----------------- 1. 19 .19 .26 .01 .12 .40 .06 2.23 
1960 ----------------- 1.47 .23 .46 .01 .14 .47 .07 2.84 
1970----------------- 2.08 .30 .83 .01 .15 .50 .08 3.95 
1980----------------- 2.07 .33 1.09 .01 .16 .52 .10 4.87 
1990----------------- 3.31 .32 1.19 .01 .16 .53 .11 5.64 
2(000---- ------------- 3.49 .29 1.14 .01 .16 .54 .11 5.74 

Level premium'I.---- 2.76 .28 .94 .01 .15 .51 .10 4.75 

High-cost estimate3 

1951------- ---------- 1.25 0.19 0.15 0.01 0.11 0.30 0.05 2.06 
1055----------------- 1.61 .24 .28 .02 .14 .37 .06 2.71 
1960 ----------------- 2.34 .35 .48 .02 .11 .38 .06 3.76 
1970 ----------------- 3.41 .46 .85 .02 .13 .32 .07 5.27 
1980 ----------------- 4.82 .59 1.16 .03 .12 .28 .09 7.07 
1990-- --------------- 6.48 .68 1.33 .02 .11 .25 .10 8.97 
2000 ----------------- 7.58 .73 1.36 .02 .10 .22 .12 10.13 

Level premium I.-- 5.30 .57 1.05 .02 .12 .27 .09 7.48 

1Included are excesses of wife's and widow's henefits over primary benefits for female primary heneficiaries 
also eligible for wife's or widow's benefits. Also includes husband's and widower's benefits, respectively.

2Includes child's benefits for both children of old-age beneficiaries and child-survivor beneficiaries. 
3Based on high-employment assumptions. 
4 Level-premium contribution rate (based on 2-percent interest) for benefit payments after 1950 and into 

perpetuity, not taking into account the accumulated funds at the end of 1950 or administrative expenses. 

Chart 1 compares the year-by-year cost of the bills with the latest 
cost estimates for the present law. As would be anticipated, the 
Senate bill has a higher cost throughout all years than the present 
atct, since benefits are liberalized considerably. Similarly, the Senate 
bill has a higher cost than the House bill in the early years and a 
somewhat lower cost later. This results for the early years because of 
the much more liberal eligibility and benefit conditions, while for the 
middle and later years these factors are offset by the elimination of 
the increment and the permanent and total-disability provisions. In 
the ultimate condition (year 2000) the cost under the Senate bill ap
proaches more closely the cost under the House bill since, under the 
latter, benefits for insured persons who are out of covered employment 
for a substantial period of time (e. g., married women) will be sharply 
reduced by the effect of the continuation factor (not incorporated in 
the Senate bill). 
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Tables 6a and 6b give the dollar figures for various future years for 
each of the different types of benefits. 

Tables 7a and 7b present the estimated operations of the trust fund 
under the expanded program. The trust fund at the end of 1950 is 
estimated to be about $13Y2 billion. The figures for 1950 reflect the 
operation of the present act for the entire year as to contribution re
ceipts, but as to benefit disbursements the figure includes payments 
made under the present act for the first 8 months of the year and under 
the bill for the remainder of the year; the assumption is made here that 
the enactment date will be some time in June so that the liberalized 
benefit conditions will be effective in August, with the first paymnents 
coming out of the trust- fund in September (some such assump tio 
maust necessarily be made in developing cost estimates althoug the 
enactment date might be somewhat later). 

The future progress of the trust fund has been developed here on the 
basis of a 2-percent interest rate; subsequently, some consideration will 
be given as to the effect of a higher interest rate. Throughout, there 
is the assumption that no Government contribution to the system is 
made, since both versions of the bill strike out the provision of present 
law which would permit this. 

TABLE 6a.-Estimated absolute c08ts in dollarsfor House bill, by type of benefit 

[In millions] 

Calndryar Old-age Wife's 1 Wid- Par- Mother's Child's!I Dsabil- sum TotalcaedrYI prsimary ow's' en'sit Lump 

Low-cost estimate 8 

1$61---------------- $828 $125 $141 $10 $91 $286---------- $67 $1,548 
1955 --------------- 1,122 170 263 15 125 402 $127 87 2,311 
1960 --------------- 1,601 231 478 19 152 497 254 103 3,339 
1970 --------------- 2,543 336 961 21 180 587 401 139 5, 168 
1980 --------------- 3,522 409 1,356 21 198 644 467 166 6,783 
1990---------------- 4,586 431 1,598 19 214 701 490 194 8,233 
2000 --------------- 4, 993 415 1,649 17 233 766 541 214 8,818 

High-cost estimate ' 

1951--------------- $1,017 $145 $149 $16 $107 $279---------- $66 $1,779 
1955--------------- 1,575 219 271 24 140 365 $372 80 3, 04a 
1960--------------- 2,529 349 400 34 154 396 744 90 4,786, 
1970--------------- 4,104 506 973 42 149 365 1,015 119 7,273 
1980--------------- 6,049 680 1,374 45 139 328 1,140 145 9, 900, 
1990--------------- 8, 199 816 1,617 44 131 300 1, 158 178 12, 443 
2000 --------------- 9,391 887 1,5686 42 126 264 1,233 203 13,836 

' Included are excesses of wife's and widow's benefits over primary benefits for female primary benefici
aries also eligible for wife's or widow's benefits. 

2'Includes child's benefits for both children of old-age beneficiaries and child survivor beneficiaries.

3'Based on high-employment assumptions.
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TABLE 6b.-BaEsimated absolute cost in dollars for Senate bill, by type of benefit 
[In millions] 

Calendar year Ol-g ies io''Prn' MohrsChl' 5 sum Total 
death 

Low-cost estimate'I 

1951----------------- $1,147 $178 $154 $7 $101 $319 $54 $1,960
1955----------------- 1,8315 209 291 10 187 442 64 2,4681960---------1,680 265 525 13 162 535 77 3257 
1970------------- 2,0 7 ,4 15 19 62 106 4,9621980----------------- 3,575 445 1,457 15 211 695 130 6,526
1990----------------- 4,716 4650 1,694 14 228 760 152 8,024
2000 ---------------- 5,313 437 1,7130 12 249 819 172 8,732 

High-cost estimate'3 

1951----------------- $1,632 $202 $154 $11 $122 $317 $54 $2,2021955-----------------1A,779 266 308 17 154 404 63 2,991
1960----------------- 2,659 398 548 24 167 432 70 4, 328 
1970----------------- 4,296 632 1,075 31 161 399 93 6,637
1980----------------- 6,304 768 1,517 33 151 362 113 9,1248
1990----------------- 8,645 901 1,774 32 143. 330 139 11,964
2000 ---------------- 10,159 972 1,829 31 138 295 160 13,584 

' Included are excesses of wife's and widow's benefits over primary benefits for female primary beneficiaries
also eligible for wife's or widow's benefits. Also includes husband's and widower's benefits, respectively.

2Includes child's benefits for both children of old-age beneficiaries and child survivor benefits. 
Based on high-employment assumptions. 

TABLE 7a.-Estimatedprogress of trustfund for House bill 
[In millions] 

ClnayerContrlbu- Bnft Adminis- InersClnay ros pamns trative Fund at 

expenses onfn' endro 

Low-cost estimate3 

1950 4------------------------------------ $2,575 $983 $o5 $268 $13,610
19855------------------------------------- 4,202 2,311 68 494 26,157
1960 ------------------------------------- 65,344 3,339 85 705 36,928
1970 ------------------------------------- 7,777 5,165 117 1,301 67,621
1980------------------------------------- 8,396 6,783 143 2,035 104,529
1990 ------------------------------------- 8,923 8,233 170 2,694 137,652
2000------------------------------------- 9,536 8,818 181 3,381 172, 707 

High-cost estimate I 

1904--------------------- $2,575 $983 $65 $268 $1, 019 - --------------- ----- 4,241 3,046 100 445 28,2231960 ------------------------------------- 5,365 4,786 135 533 27,402
1970 ------------------------------------- 7,787 7,27:3 165 710 $5,398
1980--------------------------------------8,194 9,900 *236 716 35,550
1990---------------------------- ----- 8,349 12,443 285 187 7,334
26000------------------------------------- 8,395 13,8&36 312 (5) (a) 

' Combined employer, employee, and self-employed contributions. The combined employer-employee
rate is 3 percent for 1950, 4 percent for 1951-19, 5 percent for 1960-64, 6 percent for 16-9 and 6341percent
for 1970 and after. The self-employed pay 54 of these rates.

' Interest is figured at 2 percent on average balance in fund during year.
' Based onihigh employment assumptions.
4See text for description of assumptions made as to 1950.

' Fund exhausted in 1992.
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TABLE 7b.-Eatimated pro gress of trust fund for Senate bill 
[In millionsi 

Calendar year Contribu- Benefit Administra- IInterest on Funidat end
tosI Payments tive expenses I fund I fyear 

Low-cost estimate 

19601)---------------------------- $2,575 $1, 118 $65 $268 $13,475 
1955----------------------------- 3,230 2,468 71 373 19,156
1960----------------------------- 5,392 3,257 84 556 29,388 
19707---------------------------- 7,842 4;W~2 114 1,168 60,972

W198---------------------------- 8,468 6, 528 141 1,940) 99,864
1990----------------------------- 8,999 8,024 167 2,651 135,627 
2000------------------------------- 9,615 8,732 180 3,379 172,658 

High-cost estimates 

1954)'--------------------------- $2,575 $1,118 $68 $268 $13, 475 
1955----------------------------- 3,215 2,991 100 335 17,153 
19608---------------------------- 5,415 4,328 126 428 22,330
1970 ------------------- --------- 7,855 6,637 173 721 37,304
1980----------------------------- 8, 270 9, 248 224 892 44,890
1990----------------------------- 8, 428 11,964 277 551 26,195
2000----------------------------- 8,474 13,584 308 (5) (5) 

I Combined employer, employee, and self-employed contributions. The combined employer-employee 
rate is 3percent for 1950-55, 4 percent for 1956-59, 5percent for 1960-64, 6 percent for 1965-69, and 6~i percent
for 1970 and after. The self-employed pay 9/4of these rates. 

2Interest is figured at 2 percent on average balance in fund during year.
Based on bigh-employment assumptions. 

4 See text for description of assumptions made as to 1930. 
Fund exhausted in 1997. 

Under the low-cost estimate, for both bills the trust fund builds 
up quite rapidly and even some 50 years hence it is growing at a rate 
of $4 billion per year and at that time is about $175 billion in magni
tude; in fact, under this estimate benefit disbursements never exceed 
contribution income and even in the year 2000 are almost 10 percent
smaller. 

On the other hand, under the high-cost estimate the trust fund 
builds up to a maximum (of about $40 billion in 1975 for the House 
bill and about $45 billion in 1980 for the Senate bill), but decreases 
thereafter until it is exhausted (shortly after 1990 for the House bill 
*and 1995 for the Senate bill). For the,House bill, in each of the years 
prior to the scheduled tax increases (namely, 1959, 1964, and 1969) 
benefit disbursements are slightly higher (by 2 or 3 percent) than con
tribution income; for the Senate bill, for the same years benefits are 
over 10 percent lower than contributions. Benefit disbursements 
exceed contribution income after 1973 for the House bill and 1976 
for the Senate bill. 

These results are consistent and reasonable, since the system on an 
intermediate-cost estimate basis is intended to be approximately self-
supporting, as will be indicated hereafter. Accordingly, a low-cost 
estimate should shiow that the system is more than self-supporting, 
whereas a high-cost estimate should show that a deficiency would 
arise later on. In actual practice under the philosophy in the bill 
and set forth in the committee reports, the tax schedule would be 
adjusted in future years so that neither of the developments of the 
trust fund shown in table 7 would ever eventuate. Thus, if experi
ence followed the low-cost estimate, the contribution rates would 
probably be adjusted downward or perhaps would not be increased in 
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future years according to schedule. On the other hand, if the experi
ence followed the high-cost estimate, the contribution rates would 
have to be raised above those scheduled in the bill. At any rate, the 
high-cost estimate does indicate that under the tax schedule adopted
there would be ample funds for several decades even under relatively 
unfavorable experience.

The effects of the new eligibility conditions and the new concept of 
computing the average monthly wage, when combined with the large
number of new persons brought into coverage, are particularly difficult 
to estimate during the early years of. operation. The number of per
sons who will qualify and retire to get benefits is more uncertain on 
the new basis than it is under present law because the qualifying
period is relatively short. While an attempt has been made to allow 
for the very important factor of lag, in the filing of claims, the benefit 
estimates used for the early years in developing the trust-fund pro
gression may be overstatements to some extent, and this might extend 
to the figures shown for 1960. 

D. INTERMEDIATE-COST ESTIMATES 

In this section there will be iven intermediate-cost estimates, de
veloped from the low-cost andhigh -cost estimates of this report.
These intermediate costs are bsed on an average of the low-cost 
and high-cost estimates (using the dollar estimates and developing
therefrom the corresponding estimates relative to payroll). It should 
be recognized that these intermediate-cost estimates do not represent
the "most probable" estimates, since it is impossible to develop any
such figures. Rather, they have been set down as a convenient and 
readily available single set of figures to use for comparative purposes.

Also, a single figure is necessary in the development of a tax schedule 
which will make the system self-supporting, according to the best 
possible estimate. Any specific schedule will be different from what 
will actually be required to obtain exact balance between contributions 
and benefits. However, this procedure does make the intention 
specific, even though in actual practice future changes in the tax 
schedule might be necessary. Likewise, exact self-support cannot be 
obtained from a specific set of integral or rounded fractional rates,
but rather this principle of self-support should be aimed at as closely 
as possible.

The tax schedule containe d in the House bill is as follows: 

CenryerEmployee Employer employed 

Percent Percent ! Pereat 
1950 -- ----------------------------------------------------- 1m 5'X 
1951-59 ----------------------------------------------------- 2 2 3 
1960--64--------------------- -------------------------------------- 24 2% 31 
1965-69---------------------------3 3 41 
1970 andafdte-r-------------------------------------------------- 3%j 1 41 

The above schedule differs from that in the Senate bill only in that 
under the latter the first increase from the present rates would occur 
in 1956 instead of in 1951 (and, of course, the self-wemployed are not 
covered in 1950). These tax schedules were determined on the basis 
of the following actuarial cost analysis. 
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Table 8 giwes an estimate of the Jevel-premiumn costs of the tw6 
versions of the bill, tracing through the increase in cost over the present 
program according to the major types of changes proposed. 

TABLE 8.-Estimated level-premium costs as percentage of payroll by type of change 

House bill Senate bill 

Percenst Percent 
Cost of benefits of present law --------------------------------------------- 4.50 4.50 
Effect of proposed changes:

Benefit formula------------------------------------------------------ +1.30 +1. 00 
(a) New benefit percentages'I-------------------------------------- (+3.00) (+3:75)
(6 New average wage basis 2-------------------------- (-.60) (+. 05)
(c) Reduction in increment----------------------- ---------------- (-.090) (-2.00)
(d) Increase in wage L 3e------------------------------------------ (-.20) (-.20)

Liberalized eligibility send ions --------------------------------------- +. 05 +. 10 
Liberalized work clause ----------------------------------------------- +. Il +. 15 
Revised lump-sum death payment ------------------------------------- -. 05 -. 10 
Additional survivor benefits'---------------------------------------.... +. 10 +. 15 
Extension of coverage ------------------------------------------------- -. 30 -. 35 
Disability benefits---------------------------------------------------- +55 () 

Cost of benefits under bill------------------------------------------------- 6. 30 0.05 
Administrative costs----------------------------------------------------- +15 +. 15 
Interest en trust fund at end of 1910 --------------------------- ------------ -. 20 -. 20 
Net level-premium costof bill --------------------------------------------- 6.21 0.00 

1Including minimum and maximum benefit provisions. 
2 For House bill, including so-called continuation factor. 
3 Not in Senate bill. 
4Including higher rate for first survivor child, more liberal eligibility conditions for determining child 

dependency on married women workers, higher rate for parents (House bill only), wife's benefits for wives 
under 65 with children (House bill only), and husband's and widower's benefits (Senate bill only). 

NOTE.-Figures relate only to benefit payments after 1950. Figures in parenthesis are subtotal figures.
These figures represent an intermediate estimate which is subject to a significant range because of the pos
sible variation in the cost factors involved in the future. The computations are based on a compound
interest rate of 2 percent per aunum. The order in which these various changes are considered in this 
table affects how mueh of the increase in cost is attributed to a specific element. 

It should be emphasized that neither committee recommended 
that the system be financed by a high, level tax rate from 1951 on, 
but rather recommended an increasing schedule, which-of 
necessity-will ultimately have to rise higher than the level-premium 
rate. Nonetheless, this graded tax schedule will produce a consider
able excess of income over outgo for many years so that a sizable 
trust fund will arise; this fund w~ill be invested in Government securi
ties (just as is much of the reserves of life insurance companies and 
banks, and as is also the case for the trust funds of the civil service 
retirement, railroad retirement, national service life insurance, and 
United States Government life insurance systems), and the resulting 
interest income will help to bear part of the increased benefit costs of 
the future. For comparing the costs of various possible alternative 
plans and provisions, the use of level-premium rates is helpful as a 
convenient yardstick. 

It should be emphasized that the order in which the various changes 
in table 8 are considered determines in many instances how much of 
the increase in cost is attributed to a specific recommendation. For 
example, for the House bill the increased cost arising from the revised 
lump-sum death payment is shown as a negative figure or, in other 
words, as a savings in cost. Under the House bill there are three 
important cost factors in respect to the lump-sum death payment, 
namely, (1) the higher general benefit level due to the change in the 
benefit formula; (2) the reduction in the relation that such payment 
bears to the primary insurance amount (from 6 times such amount 
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under present law to 3 times); and (3) the granting of such payment
for all insured deaths, rather than only for deaths where no imunediate 
monthly benefit is available. If the combined effect of all three 
factors is considered, there would be an increase in cost of 0.05 percent
of payroll, but since the first of these factors had previously been 
considered in table 8, the net effect of the other two factors is the 
indicated reduction in cost of 0.05 percent of payroll. On the other 
hand, under the Senate bill, the third factor is not included, so that the 
-neteffect in reality is virtually no change in costs, but a reduction of 
0.10 percent is listed in the table since an increase of about 0. 10 percent 
-was included for the lump-sum death payment in the increased cost 
due to the revised benefit formula shown above. 

From table 8 it may be noted that the net level-premium cost of 
the benefits in the Senate bill is about 0.25 percent of payroll lower 
than the House bill. (It should be noted that the lower tax rate 
provided in the Senate bill for 1951-55 is, in effect, an increase 
in the cost of the system.) There are a number of changes in the 
:Senate bill from the House bill which increase benefit costs, while 
there are somewhat greater offsetting changes in the opposite direction. 
-Increases in benefit costs (taken as a whole, rather than considered 
in any particular order) as a percentage of payroll are approximately 
as,folows: 

Increase 
Itemn: (perce~nt)

New benefit formula giving 15 percent of average wage beyond $100 
instead of 10 percent --------------------------------------- 0. 5 

More liberal basis for determining average wage, not using the so-called 
continuation factor----------------------------------------- . 6 

More liberal survivor benefits for married women ------------------ .05 
More liberal immediate eligibility conditions ---------------------- .05 

Total----------------------------------------------------1i.2 

Correspondingly, decreases in cost as a percentage of payroll for 
the Senate bill as compared with the H-ouse bill are approximately as 
follows: 

Decrease 
Item: (lPercent)

Elimination of disability benefits ------------------------------- 0. 5 
Elimination of increment -------------------------------------- . 9 
Retention of present basis of eligibility for lump-sum death payment- . 05 
Greater extension of coverage ---------------------------------- .05 

Total---------------------------------------------------- 1.5 

As will be seen from table 8, the level-premium cost of the present
law-taking into account 2 percent interest-is about 4% percent of 
payroll; this is considerably lower than the cost was estimated to be 
-when the program was revised in 1939, largely because of the rise in. 
the wage level which has occurred in the past decade (higher wages
result in lower cost as a percentage of payroll because of the weighted 
.nature -of the benefit formula).

Under the Senate bill the level-premium cost of the benefits is 
'increased to almost 6 percent of payroll, while for the House bill it is 
about 634 percent. However, this figure must be adjusted slightly for 
two factors, namely, the administrative costs, which are charged
directly to the trust fund, and the interest earnigson the present 
trust fund, which will be about $1334 billion at the end of 1950. Con
sidering all of these elements the net level-premium cost of the Senate 
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bill is shown to be about 6.00 percent of payroll as compared with 
about 6.25 percent for the House bill. 

As an indication of the effect of 'various factors on the estimated 
actuarial costs, it may be pointed out that if an interest rate of 2% 
percent were used rather than 2' percent, the net level-premium cost 
of the Senate bill would be reduced to about 5.6 percent. (The interest 
rate which determines the yield of new investments for the trust fund 
is now 2.20 percent, but until it rises to 2.25 percent, such investments 
continue to be made at 2%percent.) 

Table 9 and chart 2 compare the year-by-year cost of the benefit 
payments according to the intermediate-cost estimate, not only for the 
House bill and Senate bill but also for the present act. These figures 
are based on a level-wage trend in the future and do not consider 
cyclical business trends (booms and depressions) which over a long 
period of years will tend to average out. The dollar amount of the 
increased cost in 1951 of the Senate bill over the present act is sub
stantial (about $1Y4billion), but the cost as a percentage of payroll does 
not rise greatly. This results from the increase of the total covered 
payol due to the newly covered categories. In contrast with the 
Hzoue bill, the benefit disbursements under the Senate' bill in 1951 
will be about $400 million higher, principally due to the more liberal 
eligibility conditions which will bring onto the rolls many now ineli
gible and also in part due to the somewhat more liberal treatment 
accorded the existing beneficiaries now on the roll. 

TABLE 9.-Estimated cost of benefit payments under present act, House bill, and 
Senate bill, intermediate-cost estimate 

Amount (in millions) in percent of payroll 

Calendar year 
Present House Senate Present House Senate 

act billI bill act bill I bill 

Percent Percent Percent 
1951---------------------- ---- $865 $1,664 82,082 1.02 1.57 1.94 
1911 --------------------- ---- 1,264 2,679 2, 730 1.59 2.46 2:47' 
1960 -------------------------- 1,766 4,061 3, 792 2.10 3.58 3. 30 
19709-------------------------- 2,932 6,221 6,800o 3.11 6.01 4.61 
1980 -------------------------- 4,112 8,342 7,888 4.24 6.37 8. 96 
1990---------------------- ---- 15,817 10,338 9, 994 6.41 7.59 7. 25 
2000 --------------------- ---- 6,768 11, 328 11,168 6.03 8.01 7.80 
Level-premiumn:

At 2perdent interest----------------- ------------ ------------ 4.10 6.32 6.07 
At 2Y4percent interest --------------- ------------ ------------ 4. 40 6.IS 6.900 
At 2~.4percent interest--------------- ------------ ------------ 4.25 6.99 5.74 

I Includes cost of permanent and total disability benefits, which are not included in Senate bill. These 
amount to about $280 million in 1966, $100 million in 1960, and $800 to $900 million in 1980 and after. 

NOTE .- These figures represent an intermediate estimate wbich is subject to a significant range because 
of the possible variation in the cost factors involv~edin thefuture. For definition of "level-premium," tee 
text. 
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Benefit costs expressed as a percentage of payroll, according to the 
intermediate estimate, do not exceed the employer-employee combined 
tax rate until about 1985 for the Senate bill as against 1981 for the 
House bill. In other words, according to this estimate, for approxi
mately the next three decades income to the system will exceed outgo;
subsequently there will be discussed the possible effects over the next 
few years of unfavorable economic conditions. 

Table 10 presents estimates of the numbers of beneficiaries and is 
,comparable with tables 3a and 3b of the previous section. 

TABLEI 10.-Estimated numbers of monthly beneficiaries I under H. R. 6000, inter
mediate-cost estimate2 

Old-age beneficiaries ' Survivor beneficiaries Disabil-
Calendar year I ity bene-

Primay I C Id's Widow's I(lParent'ss IMother's IChild's ficierieS'4 

House bill 

1951----------------- 1,644 471 so 350 25 218 683---
1955----------------- 2, 258 641 61 616 38 272 887 - 2 
1960----------------- 3,444 942 80 1,048 53 306 998 784 
1970----------------- 5,473 1,314 104 1,988 66 324 1,056 1,165
1980----------------- 7,973 1,694 122 2, 712 70 331 1,076 1,380
1990----------------- 11,130 1,864 128 3,064 66 340 1,109 1,413
2000---------z------- 13,158 1,880 108 3,038 62 353 1,152 1,566 

Senate bill 

1951----------------- 2,186 625 66 356 25 221 694 ----
1955----------------- 2, 602 749 72 654 38 282 914 ----
1960--------3,566 992 83 1,117 53 312 1,018 ----

17--------5, 516 1,362 104 2,052 66 326 2,062 ----
1980------------ ---- 8,008 1,688 122 2,748 70 332 1,082 ----
1990 ---------------- -11,144 1,867 126 3,085 66 341 1,114 --------
2000----------------- 13,183 1,893 106 3,046 62 385 1,158 ----

As of middle of year.
' Based on high-employment assumptions. These intermediate figures are based on an average of the 

low-cost and high-cost estimates. 
1.e., for benefits paid in respect to retired workers. 

4Does not include those who are eligible for old-age benefits by reason of having attained the minimum 
retireiaent age. 

5 Does not include beneficiaries who are also eligible for primary benefits. For Senate bill, husband's 
and widower's benefits are included under wife's and widow's benefits, respectively. 
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Table 11 presents costs of benefits under the bill as a percent of 
payroll for each of the various types of benefits and is comparable 
with tables 5a and 5b of the previous section. 

TAB3LE 11.-Estimated relative costs in percentage of payroll for H. R. 6000, by 
type of benefit, intermediate-cost estimate 

[Percent] 

Caledaryea Ol-ag Wie's2 Widow's 2 Parent's Mother's child's'l Mis- Lump-Tta 

biiy death 

House bill 

1951---------------- 0.87 0.13 0.14 0.01 0.09 0. 27--------- 0.00 1.57 
1955--------1.24 .18 .24 .02 .12 .35 0.2.3 .08 2.46 
1960---------------- 1.82 .26 .43 .02 .14 .39 .44 .08 3.58 
1970------------------ 2.87 .34 .78 .03 .13 .38 .17 .10 S.01 
1980------------------ 3.68 .42 1.04 .03 .13 .37 .81 .12 6.37 
1990----------------- 4.69 .46 1.18 .02 .13 . 37 .60 .14 7.59 
2000------------------ 5.08 .46 1.18 .02 .13 .36 .83 .15 8.01 

Level premium 4.. 3.78 .38 .92 .02 .13 .36 .54 .12 6.24 

Senate bill 

1951---------------- 1.18 0.18 0.15 0.01 0.10 0.30--------- 0.05 1.94 
1955---------------- 1.40 , 22 .27 .01 .13 .38---------- 06 2.47 
1960--------------- 1.96 .29 .47 .02 .14 .42---------- 06 3.30 
1970----------- --- 2.74 .38 .84 .02 .14 .41----------08s 4.61 
1980---------------- 3. 73 .46 1.12 .02 .14 .40---------- 09 5.96 
1990---------------- 4.81 .49 1.26 .02 .13 .39---------- 11 7.21 
2000---------------- 5.41 .49 1.24 .02 .14 .39---------- 12 7.80 

Level premium 4... 4.02 .42 .99 .02 .14 .39 ----------- 10 6.07 

I Based on high-employment assumptions. These intermediate costs are based en an average of the dollar 
costs under the low-cost and high-cost estimates. 

2 Included are excesses of wife's and widow's benefits over primary benefits for female primary beneficiaries 
also eligible for wife's or widow's benefits. Also includes husband's and widower's henefits, respectively.

3 Includes child's benefits for both children of old-age beneficiaries and child survivor beneficiaries, 
4 Level-premium contribution rate (based on 2-percent interest) for benefit payments after 1950 and into 

perpetuity, not taking into account the accumulated funds at the end of 1950 or administrative expenses. 
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Table 12 gives the dollar figures for various future years for each of 
the different types of benefits for the intermediate-cost estimate and 
is comparable to tables Ga and 6b of the previous section. Total bane-
fit payments are shown to rise from about $2 billion in 1951 to $11 
billion 50 years hence. 

TABLE 12.-Estimated absolute costs in dollars for H. R. 6000 by type of benefit, 
intermediate-costestimate 

[In millions] 

Calendar year Old age Wife's aen' ohrs hl' abo'~Dility su%-mi Total 
bi death 

House bill 

1951---------------- $922 $135 $145 $14 $99 $283 ------- $66 $1,664
1955-----------1,348 194 267 20 132 384 $210 84 2,679 
1960---------,061 292 484 26 113 446 499 96 4,061 
1970 --------------- 3,324 421 967 32 164 476 708 129 6,221 
1980 --------------- 4, 786 544 1, 361 33 168 486 804 156 8,342 
1990--------------- 6,392 624 1,608 32 172 100 824 186 10, 338 
2000 --------------- 7,192 651 1,668 30 180 112 887 208 11,328 

Senate bill 

1951 --------------- $1,240 $190 $159 $9 $112 $318---------- $14 $2,002 
19555--------------- 1, 547 238 300 14 146 423 ---- 63 2, 730 
1960 --------------- 2,184 332 536 18 164 484 ---- 73 3,792 
1970 --------------- 3, 411 477 1,018 23 176 514---------- 100 5,-890 
1980 --------------- 4, 939 606 1,487 24 181 528---------- 121 7,888 
1990 --------------- 6, 681 680 1,734 23 186 544---------- 146 9,994 
20900--------------- 7, 736 704 1,780 22 194 558---------- 166 11,158 

t Based on high-employment assumptions. These intermediate costs are based on an average of the 
dollar costs under the low-cost and high-cost estimates. 

2 Included are excesses of wife's and widow's benefits over primary benefits for female primary beneficiaries 
also eligible for wife's or widow's benefits. Also includes husband's and widower's benefits, respectively.

3Includes child's benefits for both children of old-age beneficiaries and child survivor beneficiaries. 

Table 13 presents the estimated operation of the trust fund according 
to the intermediate estimate (using a 2 percent interest rate) and is 
comparable to tables 7a and 7b of the previous section except that 
figures are shown for the Senate bill for single calendar years from 
1950 to 1955. The estimated contribution receipts for 1951 are not 
greatly in excess of those for 1950, because for the vast majority of 
self-employment covered by the bill the tax return will be made on 
an annual basis and thus in the following calendar year (before 
March 15, 1952). 
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TABLE 13.-Estimated progress of 	trust fund for Hr. R. 6000, intermediate-cost 
estimate I 

[In milhionsi 

CaenaryerContribu- eei pay 	 Administra- Interest on Fund at end
Cteda ions'2 ments 	 live expenses fund 3 of year 

House bill 

1950 ---------------------------- $2, 575 $983 $65 $160 $13, 610 
1955----------------------------- 4,251 2,6719 84 470 24, 689 
1960 ----------------------------- 5,355 4, 061 110 619 32,169 
1970----------------------------- 7,782 6,221 151 1,006 52,025 
1980------------------------------ 8, 295 8, 342 190 1,376 70, 071 
1990 ----------------------------- 8, 636 10, 338 228 1,441 72,518 
2000---------------------------- 8, 966 11, 328 246 1,240 61,936 

Senate bill 

1910'4 --------------------------- $2, 575 $1,118 $65 $268 $13,475
1951 ----------------------------- 2,839 2,081 69 276 14,440 
-1952----------------------------- 3, 154 2, 238 73 297 15,580 
1953 ----------------------------- 3,177 2, 490 78 319 16,598
1954 ----------------------------- 3,200 2, 562 82 338 17,492
1955----------------------------- 3, 223 2, 730 86 354 18,253 

1960----------------------------- 5,404 3, 792 105 492 25,856 
1970 ----------------------------- 7,848 5,800 144 945 49,136
1989 ----------------------------- 8,369 7, 888 182 1,416 72.372 
1990----------------------------- 8, 714 9, 994 222 1,601 80,907 
'2000----------------------------- 9,044 11, 158 244 1,509 75, 769 

I Based on high-employment assumptions. These intermediate costs*are based on an average of the 
dollar costs under the low-cost and high-cost estimates. 

2 Combined employer-employee contribution schedule is as follows: for the House bill, 3 percent for 1950, 
4 percent for 1951-59, 5 percent for 1960-64, 6 percent for 1965-69, and 6~i percent for 1970 and after, while for 
'the Senate bill the same except that increase to 4 percent is in 1956 instead of 1951. The self-employed pay
34 of these rates. 

3Interest is figured at 2 percent on average balance in fund during year.
4See text for description of assumptions made as to 1950. 

Under the Senate bill the trust fund grows steadily reaching a 
maximum of about $81 billion in 1990, and then declines slowly there
after; under the House bill the peak is about $73 billion shortly be
fore 1990. Under the House bill the trust fund grows somewhat more 
rapidly at first, in part because the first tax increase over present 
rates is instituted in 1951 instead of 1956 as in the Senate bill, and 
'in part because benefit disbursements in the early years are lower than 
under the Senate bill. Thus under the House bill, according to the 
intermediate estimate, the trust fund increases to $25 billion by the 
end of 1955 as compared with $18 billion at the same date for the 
Senate bill; this difference slowly decreases, until after 1976 the trust 
fund under the Senate bill is larger. 

The fact that the trust fund declines slowly after 1990 indicates, 
that under the bills, the proposed tax schedules are not quite self-
supporting but are sufficiently close for all practical purposes consid
ering the uncertainties and variations possible in the cost estimates. 
Thus in regard to the ultimate 6% percent employer-employee rate, 
the House Ways and Means Committee stated as follows: 

If a 7-percent ultimate employer-employee rate had been chosen, the cost esti
mates developed would have indicated that the system would be slightly over-
financed. Y'our committee believes that it is not necessary in such a long-range 
matter to attempt to be unduly conservative and provide an intentional over-
change-especially when it is considered that it will be many, many years before 
any deficit or excess in the ultimate rate will be determined and even at that time 
it will probably be of only a small amount. 
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The Senate Committee on Finance concurred in this statement and 
acted accordingly in its bill. 

Detailed calculations have also been made for the intermediate-cost, 
estimates to show the effect of using a different interest rate than 2: 
percent, and the results as to the size of the fund are shown- in the-
following table: 

[In billions] 

House bill Senate bill 

As of Dec. 31 
2 percent 2~4 percent 2~j percent 2 percent 2Y4percent 236 percent-
interest interest interest interest interest interest 

1910 -------------------------- $13.6 $13.6 $13.6 $13.5 $13.5 $13.5 
1960--------------------------- 32.2 32.8 33.5 25.9 26.4 26.9 
1970----------------------------- 52.0 54.0 16.0 49.1 50.8 52.5 
1980 -------------------------- 70.1 74.2 78.46 702.4 76.1 80.0 
1990 -------------------------- 72.5 79.6 87. 80.8 87.7 95.0 
2000--------------------------- 61.9 72.7 84.8 75.8 81.4 98.3: 

If the interest rate is taken as 2% percent, the trust fund would 
reach a peak of over $85 billion under the House bill some 40 years 
hence and would decline very slightly thereafter. In fact, the tax 
schedule in the Senate-bill would, under the assumptions used under 
the intermediate-cost estimate, place the system on a self-supporting,
basis if the interest rate on the trust fund is. as high as 2%}percent.

Detailed computations have also been made as to the estimated 
progress of the trust fund under the Senate bill up through 1955
under unfavorable economic conditions. (See table 14.) It is as
sumed that the benefit disbursements would follow those in the high-
cost estimates previously presented except that further increases have 
been arbitrarily assumed,, amounting to 20 percent relatively for 1955, 
and proportionately smaller relative increases in the preceding years..
At the same time it has been assumed that contribution income would 
be decreased by 10 percent in 1951 and by 25 percent in each, of the~ 
following years (it should be mentioned again that based on current 
conditions, it would appear that the estimates of contribution income. 
used previously were conservative in that they tend to be somewhat on 
the low side so that these arbitrary reductions here represent even 
greater actual reductions from present conditions). 

TABLE 14.-Estimated progress of trust fund for Senate bill under unfavorable 
economic assumptions' 

[In millions] 

Contribu- Benefit Admuinis- Interest Fund at 
calendar year tions 2 payments trative on fund 3 end at 

expenses year 

1850------------------------------------- $2,575 $1,318 $65 $268 $13,475
1951------------------------------------ 2,543, 2, 200 85 271 13,914_ 
1952 ------------------------------------- 2,356 2,586 90 275 13,869'
1953 ------------------------------------- 2,371 2,902 97 271 13,516
1954 ------------------------------------- 2,393 3,235 103 261 12,832
1955 ------------------------------------- 92.411 3,589 110 244 11,788. 

ISee text for assumptions and bases. 
ICombined employer-employee contribution rate is 3 percent for all years shown. The self-employed

pay 134 percent.
Interest is figured at 2 percent on average balance in fund during year. 
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Under these unfavorable economic assumptions, the benefit pay
ments excbed the contributions for each year after .1951, with the 
difference in 1955 amounting to over $1 billion. As a result, the trust 
fund reaches a peak of $13.9 billion at the end of 1951 and declines 
slowly thereafter, but remaining above $13 billion until after 1953. 
At the end of 1955, the balance in the trust fund is $11.8 billion, or 
the same as the balance at the end of 1949. Accordingly, even with 
unfavorable economic conditions in the next 5 years, the trust fund 
along with the tax income, will still be ample to meet the benefit 
,obligations of those years. Similar estimates made for the House 
bill would show that the trust fund would increase steadily throughout 
the period, largely because of the higher tax rate in 1951-55 than 
under the Senate bill. 

E. COST OF VETERANS' BENEFITS 

The preceding cost estimates for the Senate bill take into account 
the special benefits provided for veterans, since the additional costs 
tberefor are met from the trust fund from- time to time as they arise; 
under the present law and under the House bill such additional costs 
are met from the General Treasury as they arise, and the cost esti
mates therefore do not include the cost of these benefits. 

The benefits contained in present law (namely, survivor benefits 
for veterans who die within 3 years after discharge) are continued. 
Further, it is proposed to give wage credits of $160 for each month of 
military service, not only to living veterans but also in respect to 
those who died in service. 

It is estimated. that the total cost of these veterans' benefits wil~l 
amount to about $300 million under the Senate bill and $1314 billion 
under the House bill spread over the next 50 years. There will be 
a very considerable outgo over the next 10 years in respect to .the 

children and widows of men who died in service. For this group, 
under both bills, the increased outgo from the trust fund will be about 
$20 million in 1951 and will average about $15 million a year over the 
next decade. However, since by 1960 virtually all of these children 
will have attained age 18, the disbursements for this group will fall 
off quite sharply and will not thereafter be of an sgificant size 
until. about 35 years from now, when the widow wlbereaching 
retirement age. The remainder of the cost of these veteras benefits 
is in regard to veterans who did not die in service; the bulk of such 
cost will arise some 40 to 50 years hence. 

Under the Eo~use bill, the cost for these veterans' benefits would 
be about $1%billion, all of which would be met, over the years, out 
of the General Treasury. Under the Senate bill, this benefit cost 
would be reduced by 80 percent (and none would be met by the 
General Treasury), principally because of the "new start" provisions 
as to average wage and insured status and because of the elimination 
of the increment. 

F. SUMMARY OF COSTS OF HOUSE AND SENATE BILLS 

According to the preceding actuarial estimates, the cost of the bene
fits Drovided in the House bill are about Y4percent of payroll higher 
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on a level-premium basis than those of the Senate bill. From a. 
relative-cost standpoint, this is offset to a certain extent (but by no, 
means completely) because under the Senate bill the increase, in the 
combined employer-employee' tax rate from the present 3 percent to 
4 percent is not scheduled until 1956 as contrasted with 1951 under 
the House bill. 

For the next few years benefit disbursements under the Senate bill 
will exceed those under the Blouse bill although thereafter the benefit 
disbursements under the House bill will be slightly hwigher. Accord
ingly, with the lower tax income for 1951-55 under the ~Senate bill, the 
trust fund does not grow as rapidly as it does under the House bill 
However, eventually because of the factor mentioned previously, 
namely, the lower level-premium cost of the benefits, the trust fund 
under the Senate bill becomes larger than that under the House bill. 

Based on a 2-percent interest rate, the system is not quite self-
supporting under either bill although it is closer to being self-supporting 
under the Senate bill because the lower level-premium cost of the 
benefits more than Offsets the lower tax income in the next 5 years. 
It may be noted that although the ultimate employer-employee tax 
rate of 6% percent is higher than the level premium cost of either bill, 
the excess is not sufficient to offset the tax schedule being graded lower 
in the early years; in addition there is the factor that the self-employed 
pay only three-fourth's of this amount, or namely4%percent ultimately,
which is well below the aggregate level premium cost. However, as 
indicated previously, for both bills according to the intermediate 
estimiate, the system may be considered to be self-supporting sinco 
there is very close to an exact balance--especially considering the 
factors that a range of error is necessarily present in long-range, 
actuarial cost estimates and that rounded tax rates are necessary so 
that an exact balance would not be possible even if the exact future 
conditions were known. 

0 
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SOCIAL SECURITY ACT AMENDME NTS OF 1950 

AUGUST 1,1i950-Ordered to be printed 

Mr. DOUGHTON, from the committee of conference, submitted the 
following-

CONFERENCE REPORT 

[To accompany H. R. 6000] 

The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two 
Houses on the amendment of the Senate to the bill (H. R. 6000) to 
extend and improve the Federal -Old-Age and Survivors Insurance 
System, to amend the public assistance and child welfare provisions 
of the Social Security Act, and for other purposes, having met, after 
full and free conference, have agreed to recommend and do recommend 
to their respective Houses as follows: 

That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of 
the Senate and agree to the same with an amendment as follows: 

In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: Thait this Act, with the Jollowing table oj 
contents, may be cited as the "Social Security Act Amendments oJ 1950". 
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TITLE I-AMENDMENTS TO TITLE II OF TUE SOCIAL 
SECURITY ACT 

OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE BENEFITS 

SEc. 101. (a) Section 202 of the Social Security Act is amended to 

read asjollows: 
"tOLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE BENEFIT PAYMENTS 

"Old-Age Jnsurance Benefits 

"SEc. 202. (a) Every individual who
" (1) is afully insured individual (as defined in section 214. (a)), 
" (2) has attainedretirementage (as defined in section 216 (a)), and 
" (3) has filed applicationfor old-age insurancebenefits, 

shall be entitled to an old-age insurance benefit.for each month, beginning 
'unth the first month after August 1950 in which such individual becomes 
so entitled to such insurance benefits and endqng with the month preceding 
the month in which he dies. Such individual's old-age insurancebenefit 
for any month shall be equal to his primary insuranceamount (as defined 
in section 215 (a)) for such month. 

"Wife's Insurance Benefits 

"(b) (1) The wife (as defined in section 216 (b)) of an individual 
entitled to old-age insurance benefits, if such wife

"(A) has filed applicationfor wife's insurance benefits, 
" (B) has attained retirement age or has in her care (individually 

or jointly with her husband) at the time of filing such applicationa 
child entitled to a child's insurance benefit on the, basis of the wages 
and 8elf-employment income of her husband, 
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"(C) was living with such individual at the time such applica-. 
tion was filed, and 

"(D) is not entitled to old-age insurance benefits, or is entitled to 
old-age insurance benefits each of which is less than one-hayf of an 
old-age insurance benefit of her husband,

shall be entitled to a wife's insurance benefit for each month, beginning
with the first month after August 1950 in which she becomes so entitled 
to such insurance benefits and ending with the month preceding the first 
month in which any of the following occurs: she dies, her husband dies,
they are divorced a vinculo matrimonii, no child of her husband is en
titled to a child's insurance benefit and she has not attained retirement 
age, or she becomes entitled to an old-age insurance benefit equal to or 
exceeding one-half of an old-age insurance benefit of her husband. 

"(2) Such wi~fe's insuromice benefit for each month shall be equal to 
one-half of the old-age insurnc beet of her husbandfor such month. 

"HlusbanS's Insurance Benefits 

"(c) (1) The husband (as defined in section 216'(J)) of a currently
insured individual (as defined in section 214 (b)) entitled to old-age
insurance benefits, if such hus band

"(A) hasfiled applicationfor husband's insurance benefits,
"(B) has attainedretirement age,
"(C) was living with such individual at the time such application 

wasfiled, 
"(D) was receiving at least one-half of his support, as determined 

in accordance with regulationsprescribed by the Administrator,from 
such individual at the time she became entitled to old-age insurance 
bene-fits andfiled proof of such support within two years after the 
month in which she became so entitled, and 

"(A') is not entitled to old-age insurance benefits, or is entitled to 
old-age insurance bene-fits each of which is less than on'e-hal] of an 
old-age insurancebenefit oj hiswife,

shall be entitled to a husband'sinsurance benefitfor each month, beginningq
with the first month after August 1950 in which he becomes so entitled to 
such insurancebenefits and ending with the month preceding the month in 
,which any of thefollowing occurs: he dies, his wife dies, they are divorced 
a vinculo matrimonii, or he becomes entitled to an old-age insurance 
benefit equal to or exceeding one-halfof an old-age insurance benefit of his 
unfe. 

"(2) Such husband's insurance benefit for each month shall be equal 
to one-half of the old-age insurancebenefit of hzis wife for such month. 

"Child's Insurance Benefits 

"(d) (1) Every child (as defined in section 216 (e)) of an individual 
entitled to old-age insurance benefits, or of an individual'who died afully 
or currentlyy insured individual after 1939, if such child

":(A) hasfiled applicationfor child's' insurancebenefits,
"(B) at the time such application was filed was unmarried and 

had not attainedthe age of eighteen, and 
"(C) was dependent upon such individual at the time such appli

cation wasfiled, or, if such individual has died, was dependent upon
such individualat the time of such individual'sdeath, 
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shall be entitled to a child's insurance benefit for each month, beginning 
with the first month after August 1950 in which such child becomes so 
lentitled to such insurance benefits and ending with the month preceding 
the first month in which any of the following occurs: such child dies, 
marries, is adopted (exc~pt for adoption by a steppatrent, gra'ndparent, 
aunt, or uncle subsequent to the death of such fully or currently insured 
inidividual), or attains the age of eighteen. 

" (2) Such child's insurance benefit for each month shall, if the in
dividual on the basis of whose wages and self-employment income the 
child is entitled to such benefit has not died priorto the end of such month, 
be equal to one-half of the old-age insurancebenefit of such individualfor 
such month. Such child's insurance benefit for each month shall, if 
such individual has died in or prior to such month, be equal to three-
fourths of the primary insuranceamount of such individual, except that, 
if there is more than one child entitled to benefits on the basis of such 
individual's wages and self-employment income, each such child's in
surance benefit for such month shall be equal to the sum of (A) one-half 
of the primary insurance amount of such individual, and (B) one-fourth 
of such primary insaranceamount divided by the number of such children. 

" (3) A child shall be deemed dependent upon his father or adopting 
father at the time specified in paragraph (1) (0) unless, at such time, 
such individual was not living with or contributing to the support of 
such child and

"(A) such child is neither the legitimate nor adopted child of such 
individual, or 

"(B) such child had been adopted by some other individual, or 
" (0) such child was living w~ith and was receiving more than one-

half of his supportfrom his stepfather. 
"(4) A child shall be deemed dependent upon his stepfather at the 

time specified in paragraph(1) (C) if, at such time, the child was living 
with or was receiving at least one-half of his supportfrom such step ather. 

"(6) A child shall be deemed dependent upon his natural or adolpting 
mother at the time specified in paragraph (1) (C) if such mother or 
adopting mother was a currently insured individual. A child shall also 
be deemed dependent upon his natural or adopting mother, or upon his 
stepmother, at the time specified in paragraph (1) (C) if, at such time, 
(A) she was living wirth or contributingto the support of such child, and 
(B) either (i) such child was neither living with nor receiving contribu
tions from his father or adoptingfather, or (ii) such child was receiv
ing at least one-half of his supportfrom her. 

"Widow's Insurance Benefits 

"(e) (1) The widow (as defined in section 216 (c)) of an individualwho 
died a fully insured individual after 1939, if such widow

"(A) has not remarried, 
"(B) has attainedretirement age, 
"(C) has filed applicationfor widow's insurance benefits or was 

entitled, after attainment of retirement age, to wife's insurance 
benefits, on the basis of the wages and self-employment income of 
such individual, for the month preceding the month in which he 
died, 

"(D) was living with such individual azt the time of his death, 
and 
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"f(E) is not entitled to old-age insurance benefits, or is entitled 
to old-age insurance benefits each of which is less than three-fourths 
of the primary insuranceamount of her deceased husband, 

shall be entitled to a widow's insurance benefit for each month, beginning
with the first month after August 1950 in which she becomes so entitled 
to such insRrancep bene,,fits and ending with. the rnonth preceding the first 
month in which any of the following occurs: she remarries, dies, or be
comes entitled to an old-age insurance benefit equal to or exceeding three-
fourths of the primary insurance amount of her deceased husband. 

"(2) Such widow's insurance benefit for each month shall be equal to 
three-fourths of the primary insurance amount of her deceased husband. 

"W~idower's Insurance Benefits 

"()(1) The widower (as defined in section 216 (g)) of an individual 
who died ajfully and currently insured individual after August 1950, if 
such widower

"(A) has not remarried,

"(B) has attainedretirement age,

"(C) has filed application for widower's insurance benefits or


was entitled to husband's insurance benefits, on the basis of the 
wages and self-employment income of such individual, for the 
-monthpreceding the month in which she died,

"(D) was living with such individual at the time of her death,
"(E) (i was receiving at least one-half of hi upra e 

termined in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Admin
istrator, from such individual at the time of her death and filed 
proof of such support within two years of such date of death, or (ii)
u'as receiving at least one-hayf of his 'support, as determined i12 
accordance with regulations prescribed by the Administrator, from 
such individual, and she 'was a currently insured individudal, at 
the time she became entitled to old-age insurance benefits and filed 
proof of such support within two years after the mo'nth in which 
she became so entitled, and 

"1(FI) is not entitled to old-age insurance benefits, or is entitled to~ 
old-age insurance benefits each of which is less than three-fourths of 
the primary iurneamount of his deceased uife,

shall be entitled to a widower's insurancebenefit for each month, beginning
with the first month after August 1950 in which he becomes so entitled to 
such insurance benefits and ending with the month preceding the first 
month in which any of the following occurs: he remarries, dies, or be
comes entitled to anold-age insurance benefit equal to or exceeding three-
fourths of the primary insurance amount of his deceased wife. 

"(2) Such widower's insurance benefit for each month shall be equal to 
three-fourths of the primary insurance amount of his deceased wife. 

"Mother's Insurance Benefits 

"(g) (1) The widow -and every former uife divorced (as defined in
section 216 (d)) of an individual who died a flly or currently insured 
individual after 1939, if such widow or former unje divorced

"(A) has not remarried, 
"(B) is not entitled to a widow's insurance benefit, 
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"(C) is not entitled to old-age insurance benefits, or is entitled to 
old-age insurance benefits each of which is less than three-fourths of 
the primary insurance amount of such individual, 

"(D) hasfiled applicationfor mother's insurance benefits, 
" (E) at the time offiling such applicationhas in her care a child 

of such individualentitled to a child's insurance benefit, and 
"(F) (i) in the case of a widow, was living with such individual 

at the time of his death, or (ii) in the case of a former wife divorced, 
was receiving from such individual (pursuant to agreement or court 
order) at least one-half of her support at the time of his death, and 
the child referred to in clause (E) is her son, daughter, or legally 
adopted child and the benefits referred to in such clause are payable 
on the basis of such individual's wages and self-employment income, 

shall be entitled to a mother's insurance benefit for each month, beginning 
with the first month after August 1950 in which she becomes so entitled 
to such insurance benefits and ending with the month preceding the first 
month in which any of the following occurs: no child of such deceased 
individual is entitled to a child's insurance benefit, such widow orformer 
w'ife divorced becomes entitled to an old-age. insurance benefit equal to 
or exceeding three-fourths of the primary insurance amount of such 
deceased individual, she becomes entitled to a widow's insurance benefit, 
she remarries, or she dies. Entitlement to such benefits shall also end, 
in the case of aformer wife divorced, with the month immediately preceding 
the first month in which no son, daughter, or legally adopted child of 
such former wife divorced is entitled to a child's insurance benefit on the 
basis c'f the wages and self-employment income of such deceased 
individual. 

"(2) Such mother's insurance benefit for each month, shall be equal to 
three-fourthsof the primaryinsuranceamount of such deceasedindividual. 

"Parent's Insurance Benefits 

"(h) (1) Every parent (as defined in this subsection) of an individual 
who died afully insured individual after 1939, if such individual did not 
leave a widow who meets the conditions in subsection (e) (1) (D) and (E), 
a widower who meets the conditions in subsection (f) (1) (D), (E), and 
(F), or an unmarried child under the age of eighteen deemed dependent 
on such individual under subsection (d) (3), (4), or (5), and if such 
parent

" (A) has attained retirement age, 
"(B) was receiving at least one-half of his supportfrom such in

dividual at the time of such individual's death and filed proof of 
such support within two years of such date of death, 

"(C) has not married since such individual's death, 
" (D) is not entitled to old-age insurance benefits, or is entitled 

to old-age insurance benefits each of which is less than three-fourths 
of the primary insurance amount of such deceased individual, and 

" (E) has filed applicationfor parent's insurance benefits. 
shall be entitled to a parent's insurance benefit for each month beginning 
with the first month after August 1950 in which such parent becomes so 
entitled to such parent's insurance benefits and ending with the month 
preceding the first month in which any of the following occurs: such 
parent dies, marrites, or becomes entitled to an old-age insurance benefit 
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equal to or exceedinti three-fourths of the primary insurance amount of 
such deceased individual. 

"1(2) Such parent's insurance benefit for each month shall be equal to 
three-fourths of the primary?insuranceamount of such deceased individual. 

"(3) As used in this subsection, the term 'parent' means the mother or 
-fatherof an individual, a.stepparent of an individual by a mar con
tracted before such individual attained the age of sixteen, or an adopting 
parent by whom an individual was adopted before he attained the age of' 
sixteen. 

"Lump-Sum Death Payments 

"(i) Upon' the death, after August 1950, of an individual who died a 
fully or currently insured individual, an amount equal to three times such 
individual'sprimary isrneamountshall be paid in a lump sum to the 
person, if any, determined by the Administratorto be the widow or widower 
of the deceased and to have been living with the deceased at the time of 
death. If there is no such person, or if such person dies before receiving 
payment, then such amount shall be paid to any person or persons, equip
tably entitled thereto, to the extent and in the proportions that he or they 
shall have paid the expenses of burial of such insured individual. No 
payment shall be made to any person under this subsection unless applica
tion therefor shall have been filed, by or on behalf of any such person 
(whether or not legally competent), prior to the expiration of two years 
after the date of death of such insured individual. 

"Applicationfor-Monthly Insurance Benefits 

"()(1) An individual who would have been entitled to a benefit under 
subsection (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (f), (g), or (h) for any month after 
August 1950 had he filed application therefor prior to the end of such 
month shall be entitled to such benefitfor such month if he files application 
therefor prior to the end of the sixth month immediately succeeding suich 
month. Any benefit for a month prior to the month in which application 
is filed shall be reduced, to any extent that.may be necessary, so that. it 
'will nit render erroneous any benefit which, before the filing of such 
application, the Administrator has certified for payment for such prior 
month. 

"(2~) No applicationfor any benefit under this section for any month 
after August 1950 which is filed prior to three months before the first 
month for which the applicant becomes entitled to such benefit shall, be 
accepted as an applicationfor the purposes of this section; and any 
applicationfiled within suchatree months',period shall b deemed to 
have been filed in such first month. 

"(SimultaneousEntitlement'to Benefits 

"(k) (1) A child, entitled to child's insurance benefits on the basis 
of the wages and self-employment income of an insured individual, who 
would be entitled, on filing application, to child's insurance benefits on 
the basis of the wages and self-employment income of some other insured 
individual, shall be deemed entitled, subject to the provisions of para
graph (2) hereof, to child's insurance benefits on the basis of the wages 
and self-employment income of such other individual if an application 
for child's insurance benefits onate basis of the wages and slemploy
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ment income of such other individual has been filed by any other child 
who would, on filing application, be entitled to child's insurance benefits 
on the basis of the wages and self-employment income of both such 
insured individuals. 

"(2) (A) Any child who under the preceding provisions of this section 
is entitledfor any month to more than one child's insurance benefit shall, 
notwithstanding such provisions, be entitled to only one of such child's 
insurance benefits for such month, such benefit to be the one based on the 
wages and self-employment income of the insured individual who has 
the greatest primary insurance amount. 

" (B) Any individualwho under the precedingprovisionsof this section 
is entitled for any month to more than one monthly insurance benefit 
(other than an old-age insurancebenefit) under this title shall be entitled 
to only one such monthly benefit for such month, such benefit to be the 
largest of the monthly benefits to which he (butfor this subparagraph(B)) 
would otherwise be entitled for such month. 

"(3) If an individualis entitled to an old-age insurancebenefit for any 
month and to any other monthly insurance benefit for such month, such 
other insurancebenefit for such month shall be reduced (after any reduction 
under section 203 (a)) by an amount equal to such old-age insurance 
benefit. 

"Entitlement to Survivor Benefits Under RailroadRetirement Act 

"(1) If any per.Ron would be entitled, upon fll'ng application therefor, 
to an annuity under section 5 of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1.987, or 
to a lump-sum payment under subsection (f) (1) of such section, with 
respect to the death of an employee (as defined in such Act), no lump-sum 
death payment, and no monthly benefit jor -the month in which such 
employee died or for any month thereafter, shall be paid under this 
section to any person on the basis of the wages and self-employment 
income of such employee."

(b) (1) Except as provided in paragraph (3), the amendment made 
by subsection.(a) of this section shall ta/ce effect September 1, 1950. 

(2) Section 205 (in) of the Social Security Act is repealed effective 
with respect to monthl~j benefits under section 202 of the Social Security 
Act, as amended by this Act, for months after August 1950. 

(3) Section 202 (j) (2) of the Social Security Act, as amended by this 
Act, shall take effect on the date of enactment of this Act. 

(c) (1) Any individual entitled to primary insurance benefits or 
widow's currentinsurance benefits undersection 202 of the Social,Security 
Act as in effect prior toits amendment by this Act who would, but for the 
enactment of this Act, be entitled to such benefits for September 1950 
shall be deemed to be entitled to old-age insurance benefits or mother's 
insurance benefits (as the case may be) under section 202 of the Social 
Security Act, as amended by this Act, as though such individual became 
entitled to such benefits in such month. 

(2) Any individual entitled to any other monthly insurance benefits 
under section 202 of the SocialSecurity Act as in effect priorto its amend
ment by this Act who would, but for the enactment of this Act, be entitled 
to such benefits for September 1950 shall be deemed to be entitled to such 
benefits under section 202 of the Social Security Act, as amended by this 
Act, as though such individual became entitled to such benefits in such 
month. 
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(3) Any individual who files application after August 1950 for 
monthly benefits under any subsection of section 202 of the Social Security 
Act who would, but for the enactment of this Act, be entitled to benefits 
under such subsection (as in effect priorto such enactment)for any month 
prior to September 1950 shall be deemed entitled to such benefits for such 
month prior to September 1950 to the same extent and in the same amounts 
as though this Act had not been enacted. 

(d) Lump-sum death payments shall be made in the case of individuals 
who died priorto September 1950 as though this Act had not been enacted; 
except that in the case of any individual who died outside the forty-eight 
States and the District of Columbia'afterDecember 6, 1941, and prior to 
August 10, 1946, the last sentence of section 202 (g) of the Social Security 
Act as in effect prior to the enactment of this Act shall not be applicable 
if applicationfor a lump-sum death payment isfiled prior to September 
1952. 

MAXIMUM BENEFITS 

SEc. 102. (a) So much of section 203 of the Social Security Act as 
precedes subsection (d) is amended to read as follows: 

"tREDUCTION OF INSURANCE BENEFITS 

"Maximum Benefits 

"SEC. 203. (a) Whenever the total of monthly benefits to which indi
v'iduals are entitled.under section 202 for a month ondte basis of the 
wages and self-employment income of an insured individual exceeds 
$150, or is more than $40 and exceeds 80 per centum, of his average 
monthly wage (as determined under subsection (b) or (c) of section 215, 
whichever is applicable), such total of benefits shall, after any deductions 
under this section, be reduced to $150 or to 80 per centum of his average 
monthly wage, whichever is the lesser, but in no case to less than $40, 
except that when any of such individuals so entitled would (but for the 
provisions of section 202 (k) (2) (A)) be entitled to child's insurance 

benefits on the basis of the wages and self-employment income of one or 
more other insured individuals, such total of benefits. shall, alter any 
deductions under this section, be reduced to $150 or to 80 per centum of 
the sum of the average monthly wages of all such insured individuals, 
whichever is the lesser, but in no case to less than $40. Whenever a 
reduction is made under this subsection, each benefit, except the old-age 
insurancebenefit, shall be proportionatelydecreased." 

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) of this section shall be 
applicablewith respect to benefits for months after August 1950. 

DEDUCTIONS FROM BENEFITS 

SEC. 103. (a) Subsections (d), (e), (J), (g), and (h) of section 203 of 
the Social Security Act are amended to read asjfollows: 

"Deductions on Account of Work or Failure To Have Child in Care 

"(b) Deductions, in such amounts and at such time or times as the 
Administrator shall determine, shall be made from any payment or 
payments under this tqtle to which 'an individual is entitled, until the 
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total of such deductions equals such individual's benefit or benefits under 
section 202 for any month

" (1) in which such individual is under the age of seventy-five
and in which he rendered se7vices for wages (as determined under 
section 209 without regard to subsection (a) thereof) of more than 
$50; or 

"(2) in which such individual is under the age of seventy-five 
and for which month he is charged, under the provisions of subsec
tion (e) of this section, with net earningsfrom self-employmept of 
more than $50; or 

" (3) in which such individual, if a wife under retirement age 
entitled to a wife's insurance benefit, did not have in her care (indivi
dually or jointly'with her husband) a child of her husband entitled 
to a child's insurance benefit; or 

"(4) in which such individual, if a widow entitled to a mother's 
insurance benefit, did not have in her care a child of her deceased 
husband entitled to a child's insurance benefit; or 

"(5) in which such individual, if a former unfe divorced entitled 
to a mother's insurance benefit, did not have in her care a child, of her 
deceasedformer husband, who (A) is her son, daughter, or legally 
adopted child and (B) is entitled to a child's insurance benefit on 
the basis of the wages and self-employment income of her deceased 
formner husband. 

"Deductions From Dependents' Benefits Because of Work by Old-Age 
Insurance Beneficiary 

"(c) Deductions shall be made from any wije's, husband's, or child's 
insurance benefit to which a unfe, husband, or child is entitled, until 
the total of such deductions equals such unfe's, husband's, or child's 
insurancebenefit or benefits under section 202jfor any month

"(1) in which the individual, on the basis of whose wages and 
self-employment income such benefit was payable, is under the 
age of seventy-five and in which he rendered services for wages (as 
determined under section 209 without regard to subsection (a) 
thereof) of more than $50; or 

"(2) in which the individualreferred to in paragraph(1) is under 
the age of seventy-five andfor which month he is charged, under the 
provisions of subsection (e) of this section, with net earningsfrom 
self-employment of more than $50. 

"Occurrence of More Than One Event 

"(d) If more than one of the events specified in subsections (b) and (c) 
occurs in any one month which would occasion deductions equal to a 
benefit for such month, only an amount equal to such benefit shall be de
ducted. The chargingof net earningsfrom self-employment to any month 
shall be treated as an event occurring in the month to which such net 
earnings are charged. 

"Months to Which Net Earnings From Self-Employment Are Charged 

"(e) For the purposes of subsections (b) and (c)

"(1) If an individual's net 4
earningp from self-employment for 

his taxable year are not more than the product of $50 times the number 
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of months in such year, no month in such year shall be charged with 
more than $50 of net earningsfrom self-employment.

"(2) If an individual'snet earningsfrom self-employment for his 
taxable year are more thanate product of $50 times the number of 
months in such year, each month of such ?year shall be charged with 
$50 of net earningsfrom self-employment, and the amount of such 
net earnings in excess of such product shall be further charged to 
months as follows: The first $50 of such excess shall be charged to 
the last month o~f such taxable year, and the balance, if any, of such 
excess shall be charged at the rate of $50 per month to each preceding 
month in such year Until all of such balance has been applied, except 
that no part of such excess shall be charged to any month (A) for 
which such individual was not entitled to a benefit under this title, 
(B) in which an event described in paragraph (1), (3), (4), or (5) of 
subsection (b) occurred, (C') in which such individual was age 
seventy-five or over, or (D) in which such individual did not engage 
in self-employment. 

"'(3) (A) As used in paragraph(2), the term 'last month of such 
taxable year' means the latest month in such year to which the charging 
of the excess described in such paragraphis not prohibited by the 
applicationof clauses (A), (B), (C'), and (D) thereof. 

"(B) For the purposes of clause (D) of paragraph (2), an in
dividual will be presumed, with respect to any month, to have been 
engaged in self-employment in such month until it is shown to the 
satisfaction of the Administrator that such individual rendered no 
substantialservices insuch month with respect to any tradeor busines& 
the net income or loss of which is includible in computing his net 
earnings from self-employment for any taxable year. The Ad
ministrator shall by regulations prescribe the methods and criteria 
for determining whether or not an individual has rendered sub
stantial services with respect to any trade or business. 

'Penalty for Failure to Report Certain Events 

"(f) Any individual in receipt of benefits subject to deduction under 
subsection (b) or (c) (or who is in receipt of such benefits on behalf of 
another individual), because of the occurrence of an event specified therein 
(other than an event described in subsection (b) (2) or (c) (2) ), shall 
report such occurrence to the Administrator prior to the receipt and ac
ceptance of an insurancebenefit for the second month following the month 
in which such event occurred. Any such individual having knowledge 
thereof, who fails to reportany such occurrence, shall suffer an additional 
deduction equal to that imposed under subsection (b) or (c), except that 
the first additionaldeduction imposed by this subsection in the case of any 
individual shall not exceed an amount equal to one month's benefit even 
though the failure to report is with respect to more than one month. 

"Report to Administrator of Net Earnings From Self-Employment 

"(g) (1) If an individual is entitled to any monthly insurance benefit 
under section 202 during any taxable year in which he has net earnings 
from self-employment in excess of the product of $50 times the number of 
months in such year, such individual (or the individualwho is in receipt 
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of such benefit on his behalf) shall make a report to the Administrator of 
his net earningsfrom self-employment for such taxable year. Such report
shall be made on or before thefJifteenth day of the third month following the. 
close of such year, and shall containsuch information and be made in such 
manner as the Administratormay by regulationsprescribe. Such report 
need not be madefor any taxable year beginning with or after the month in 
which such individual attained the age of seventy-five.

"4(2) If an individualfails to make a report required under paragraph
(1), within the time prescribed therein, of his net earnings from self-
employment for any taxable year and any deduction is imposed under 
subsection' (b) (2) by reason of such net earnings

"(A) such indi?, dual shall suffer one additional deduction 'in an. 
amount equal to his benefit or benefits for the last month in such 
taxable year for which he was entitled to a benefit under section 202; 
and 

"(B) if thefailure to make such report continues after the close of 
the fourth calendar month following, the close of such taxable year, 
such individual shall suffer an additional deduction in the same 
amountfor each month during all or any part of which suchfailure 
continues after such fourth month; 

except that the number of the additionaldeductions requiredby this para
graph shall not exceed the number of months in such taxable yearfor which 
such individualreceived and accepted insurancebenefits under section 202 
and for which deductions are imposed under subsection (b) (2) by reason 
of such net earningsfrom self-employment. If more than one additionat 
deduction would be imposed under thisparagraph with respect to afailure 
by an individ'ial to file a reportrequired by paragraph(1) and suchfailure 
is the first for which any additionaldeduction is imposed under this para
graph, only one additionaldeduction shall be imposed with respect to such 
first failure. 

"(3) If the Administrator determines, on the basis of information 
obtained by or submitted to him, that it may reasonably be expected that 
an individual entitled to benefits under section 202 for any taxable year 
will suffer deductions imposed under subsection (b) (2) by reason of his-
net earningsfrom self-employment for such year, the Administrator may,
before the close of such taxable year, suspend the paymentfor each month 
in such year (orfor only such months as the Administratormay specify)~
of the benefits payable on the basis of such individual's wages and self-
employment income; and such -suspension shall remain in effect with 
respect to the benefits for any month until the Administrator has deter
mined whether or not any deduction is imposed for such month under 
subsection (b). The Administratoris authorized, before the close of the, 
taxable year of an individual entitled to benefits during such year, to, 
request of such individual that he make, at such time or times as the 
Administrator may specify, a declaration of his estimated net earnings'
from self-employment for the taxable year and that he furnish to the Ad
ministratorsuch other information with respect to such net earnings as the 
Adm'in'istrator may specify. A failure by such individual to comply
with any such requestshall in itself constitutejustificationfor a determ'ina
tion under this paragraph that it may reasonably be expected that the 
individual will suffer deductions imposed under subsection (b) (2) by, 
reason of his net earningsfrom self-employment for such year. 

70685-50----2 
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"Circumstances Under Which Deductions Not Required 

"(h) Deductions by reason of subsection (b), (f), or (g) shall, notwith
standing the provisions of such subsection, be made from the benefits to 
which an individual is entitled only to the extent that they reduce the total 
amount which would othenniM,s be paid, on the basis,of the same wages 
and self-employment income, to him and the other individuals liing in 
the same household. 

"Deductions With Respect to CertainLump Sum Payments 

"(i) Deductions shall also be made from any old-age insurance benefit 
to which an individual is entitled, or from any other insurance benefit 
payable on the basis of such individual's wages and self-employment in
come, 'Until such deductions total the amount of any lump sum paid to 
such individual under section 204 of the Social. Security Act in force 
prior to the date of enactrient of the Social Security Act Amendments of 
1939. 

"Attainmentof Age Seventy-five 

"(j) For the purposes of this section, an individualshall be considered 
as seventy-five years of age during the entire month in which he attains 
such age." 

(b) The amendments made by this section shall take effect September 1, 
1950, except that the provisions of subsections (d), (e), and (f) of sectiwn 
9203 of the Social Security Act as in e~ffect prior to the enactment of this 
Adt shall be applicablefor months prior to September 1950.. 

DEFINITIONS 

-SEC. 104. (a) Title HI of the Social Security Act is amended by 
etriking out section 209 and insertingin lieu thereof the fcllowing: 

"iDEFINITION OF WAGES 

"SEc. 209. For the purposes of this title, the term 'wages' means 
remuneration paid prior to 1.951 which was wages for the purposes of 
this title under the law applicable to the payment of such remuneration, 
and remuneration paid after 1950 for employment, including the cash 
value of all remuneration paid in any medium other than cash; except 
that, in the case of remuneration paid after 1950, such term shall not 
include

* "(a) That part of the remuneration which, after remuneration 
(other than remuneration referred to in the succeeding subsections 
of this section) equal to $3,600 with respect to employment has been 
paid to an individual during any calendar year, is paid to such 
individual during such calendaryear; 

"(b) The amount of any payment (including any amount paid 
by an employer for insuranceor annuities, or into a fund, to provide 
for any such payment) made to, or on behalf of,.an employee or any 
of his dependents under a plan or system established by an employer 
which makes provisionfor his employees generally (or for his em
ployees generally and their dependents) or for a class or classes of 
his employees (or -for a class or classes of his -employees and. their 
dependents), on account of (1) retirement, or (2) sickness or accident 
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disability, or (3) medical or hospitalization expenses in connection 
with sickness or accident disability, or (4) death; 

" (c) Any payment made to an employee (including any amount 
paid by an employer for insurance or annuiftes, or into ajfund, to 
providefor any such payment) on account of retirement; 

"(d) Any payment on account of sickness or accident disability, 
or medlical or hospitalization expenses in connection with sickness 
or accident disability, made by an employer to, or on behalf of, an 
employee after the expiration of six calendar months following the 
last calendarmonth in which the employee workedfor such employer; 

" (e) Any payment made to, or on behalf of, an employee or his 
beneficiary (1) from cr to a trust exempt from tax under section 
165 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code at the time of such payment 
unless such payment is made to an employee of the trust as remu
nerationfor services rendered as such employee and net as a bene-. 
ficiary of the trust, or (2) under or to an annuity.plan which, at the 
time of such payment, meets the requirements cf section 165 (a) (3),
(4t), (5), and (6) of such code; 

" (J) The payment by an employer (without deduction from the 
remuneration of the employee) (1) of the tax imposed upon an 
employee under section L1400 of the Internal Revenue C'ode, cr (2) of 
any payment reqjuiredjfroman employee under a State unemployment 
compensation law; 

" (g) (1) Remunerationpaid in any medium other than cash to an, 
employee for service not in the course of the employer's trade or 
business or for domestic service in a private home of the employer; 

" (2) Cash remuneration paid by an employer in any calendar 
quarterto an, employee for domestic service in a private home of the 
employer, if the cask remuneration paid in the quarter for such 
service is less than $50 or the employee is not regularly employed by 
the employer in such quarter of payment. For the purposes of this 
paragraph,an employee shall be deemed to be regularly employed by 
an employer during a calendar quarter only if (A) on each of some 
twenty-four days during the quarter the employee performs for the 
employer for some portion of the day domestic service in a private 
home of the employer, or (B) the employee was regularly employed 
(as determined under clause (A)) by the employer in the performance 
of such service during the preceding calendar quarter. As used in 
this paragraph, the term 'domestic service in a private home of the 
employer' does not include service described in section 210 (f) (5); 

"(h) Remuneration paid in any medium other than cash for 
agricultural labor; 

"(i) Any payment (other than vacation or sicik pay) made to an 
employee after the month in which he attains retirement age (as 
defined in section 216 (a)), if he dlid not work for the employer in 
the period for which such payment is 'made; or 

"(J) Rfemuneration paid by an employer in any quarter to an 
employee for service described in section 21 0 (k) (3) (C) (relating to 
home workers), if the cash remunerationpaid in such qutarter by the 
employer to the employee for such service is less than $50. 

"For purposes of this title, in the case of domestic service described in 
'subsection (g) (2), any payment of cash remunerationfor such service 
which is more or less than a whole-dollar amount shall, under such con
ditions and to such extent as may be prescribedby regulationsmade under 
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this title, be computed to the nearest dollar. For-the purpose of the com
putation to the nearest dollar, the payment of a fractionalpart of a dollar-
shall!be disregardedunless it amounts to one-half dollar or more, in which 
case it shall be increased to $1. The amount of any payment of cash 
remunerationso computed to the nearestdollar shal~l, in lieu of the amount' 
actually paid, be deemed to constitute the amount of cash remuneration 
for purposes of subsection (g) (2). 

"DEFINITION OF EMPLOYMENT 

"SEc. P210. Forthe purposes of this title

"Employmernt 

"(a) The term 'employment' means any service performed after 1936' 
and prior to 1951 which was employment for the purposes of this title 
under the law applicableto the period in which such service was performed, 
and any service, of whatever nature, performed after 1950 either (A) by' 
an employee for the person employing him, irrespective oj the citizenship 
or residence of either, (i) within the United States, or (ii) on or in con
nection with an American vessel or American aircraft under a contract 
of service which is entered into within the United States or during the 
performance of which and while the employee is employed on the vessel 
or aircraft it touches at a port in the United States, if the employee is 
employed on and in connection with such vessel or aircraftwhen outside 
the United States, or (B) "outdide the United States by a citizen of the' 
United States as an employee for an American employer .(as defined in 
subsection (e)); except that, in the case of service performed after 1950,. 
such termn shall not include

"(1) (A) Agricultural labor (as defined in subsection (f) of this 
section) performed in any calendar quarter by an employee, unless 
the cash remunerationpaid for such labor (other than service de
seribed in subparagraph (B) ) is $50 or more and such labor is per

'formedfor an employer by an individual who is regularly employed' 
by such employer to perform such agriculturallabor. For the pur
poses of this subparagraph, an individual shall be deemed to be 
regularly employed by an employer during a calendar quarteronly 
if

"t(i) such individual performs agriculturallabor (other than, 
service described in subparagraph (B) ) for such employer on 
a full-time basis on sizly days during such quarter, and 

" (ii) the quarter was immediately preceded by a qualifying' 
quarter. 

For the purposes of the preceding sentence, the term 'qualifying, 
quarter' means (1) any quarter during all of which such individual 
was continuously employed by such employer, or (II) 'any subse
quent quarter which meets the test of clause (i if, after the last 
quarter during all of which such individual was continuousiy em
ployed by such employer, each intervening quarter met the test of' 
clause -(i). Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this sub
paragraph,an individual shall also be deemed to be regularly em
ployed by an employer during a calendarquarterif such individual 
was regularly employed (upon application of clauses (i) and (ii)) 
by such employer during the preceding calendarquarter. 
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"(B) Service performed in connection with the production or har
vesting of any commodity de~fined as an agriculturalcommodity in 
section 15 (g) of the Agricultural M'arketing Act, as amended, or 
in connection with the ginning of cotton; 

"(2) Domestic service performed in a local college club, or local 
~chapter of a college fraternity or sorority, by a student who is en
rolled and is regularly attending classes at a school, college, or 
university; 

"(3) Service not in the course of the employer's trade or business 
performed in any calendar quarter by an employee, unless the cash 
remuneration paidfor such service is $50 or more and such service 
i.s performed by an individual who is regularly employed by such 
employer to perform such service, Tor the purposes of this para
graph, an individual shall be deemed to be regularly employed by 
an employer during a calendar quarter only if (A) on each of some 

.twenty-f our days during such quarter such individual performs for 
such employer for some portion of the day service not in the course 
of the employer's trade or business, or (B) such individual was 
regularly employed (as determined under clause (A)) by such em
ployer in the performance of such service during the preceding 
calendar quarter. As used in this paragraph,the term 'service not 
in the course of the employer's trade or business' does not include, 
domestic service in a private home of the employer and does not 
include service described in subsection (f) (5);

"(4) Service performed by an individual in the employ of his son, 
daughter, or spouse, and service performed by a child under the age 
of twenty-one in the employ of his father or mother; 

"(5) Service performed by an individual on or in connection with 
a vessel not an American vessel, or on or in connection with an ai~r
craft, not an American aircraft, i~f the individual is employed on 
and in connection with such vessel or aircraft when outside the 
United States; 

"(6) Service performed in the employ o~f any instrumentality oj 
the United States, if such instrumentality is exempt from the tax 
imposed by section 1410 of the Internal Revenue Code by virtue 
of any provision of law which speci~fically refers to such section in 
grantingsuch exemption; 

"(7) (A) Service performed in the employ of the United States or 
in the employ of any instrumentality of the United States, if such 
service is covered by a retirement system established by a law of the 
United States; 

"(B) Service performed in the employ of an instrumentality of 
the United States if such an instrumentality was exempt from the 
tax imposed by section 1410 of the InternalRevenue Code on Decem
ber 31, 1950, except that the provisions of this subparagraphshall 
not be applicable to

"(i) service performed in the employ of a corporationwhich 
is wholly owned by the United States; 

"(ii) service performed in the employ of a nationalfarmloan 
association,a production credit association,a Federal Reserve 
Bank-, or a Federal Credit Union; 

"(iii) service performed in the employ of a State, county, or 
community committee under the Production and Marketing 
Administration;or 
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"1(iv) service performed by a civilian employee, not compen-' 
satedfromfunds appropriatedby the Congress, in the Army and' 
Air Force Exchange Serrvice, Army and Air Force Motion Pic
ture Service, Navy Exchanges, Marine Corps Exchanges, or 
other activities, conducted by an instrumentality of the United' 
States subject to the jurisdictionof th'e Secretary of Defense,,at in
stallationsof the Departmentof Defense for the comfort, pleasure, 
contentment, and mental and physical improvement of personnel 
of such Department; 

"(C) Service performed in the employ of the United States or i~n 
the employ of any instrumentality of the United States, if su~h 
service is performed

" (i) as the President or Vice Presidentof the United States' 
or as a Member, Delegate, or Resident Commissioner, of or to 
the Congress; 

" (ii) in the legislative branch; 
"(iii) in the field service of the Post Office Departmentunless 

performed by any individual as an employee who is excluded by 
Executive orderfrom the operation of the Civil Service Retire
ment Act of 1930 because he is serving under a temporary-
appointment pending final determination of eligibility for 
permanent or indefinite appointment; 

"(iv) in or under the Bureau of the Census of the Department 
of Commerce by temporary employees employed for the taking of 
any census; 

"(v) by any individual as an employee who is excluded by-
Executive orderfrom the operation of the Civil Service Retire
ment Act of 1930 because he is paid on a contract orfee basis; 

"(vi) by any individual as an employee receiving nominal 
compensation of $12 or less per annum; 

"(vii) in a hospital, home, or other institution of the United 
States by a patient or inmate thereof 

"(viii) by any individual as a consular agent appointed 
under authorityof section 551 of h FrinSrieAto 96 
(22 U. S. C., sec. 951); fthFoegSrvcAtof14 

" (ix) by any individual as an employee included under sec
tion 2 of Ihe Act of August 4, 1947 (relating to certain interns, 
student nurses, and other student employees of hospitals of the 
FederalGovernment; 5 U. S. C., sec. 1052); 

" (x) by any individualas an employee servingon a temporary 
basis in case of fire, storm, earthquake, flood, or other similar 
emergency; 

" (xi) by any individual as an employee who is employed 
under a Federal relief program to relieve him from unemploy
ment; 

" (xii) as a member of a State, county, or community com
mittee under the Productionand Marketiug Administration or 
of any other board, council, committee, or other similar body, 
unless such board, council, committee, or other body is composed 
exclusively of individuals otherw~ise in the full-time employ of 
the linited States; or 

"(xiii) by an individual to whom the Civil Service Retirement 
Act of 1930 does not apply because such individual is subjed to 
another retirementsystem;: 
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"(8) Service (other than service included under an agreement 
under section 218 andl other than service which, under subsection (I), 
constitutes covered transportationservice) performed in the employ 
of a State, or any political subdivision thereof, or any instrumentality 
of any one or more of the foegoing which is wholly owned by one or 
more States or political su~bdivisions; 

"g(9) (A) Service performed by a duly ordained, commissioned, 
or licensed minister of a church in the exercise of his ministry or 
by a member of a religious order in the exercise of duties required 
by such order; 

"(B) Service performed in the employ of a religious, charitable, 
educational, or other organization exempt from income tax under 
section 101 (6) of the Internal Revenue Code, but this subparagraph 
shall not apply to service performed during the periodfor which a 
certificate,filed pursuant to section 1426 (1) of the Internal Revenue 
Code, is in effct if such service is performed by an employee (i) 
whose signature appears on the list -filed by such organizationunder 
such section 1426 (1), or (ii) who became an employee of such organi
zation after the calendarquarterin which the certificate was filed; 

"(10) Service performed by an individual as an employee or 
employee representative as defined in section 1532 of the Internal 
Revenue Code; 

"(11) (A) Service performed in any calendar quarter in the 
employ of any organization exempt from income tax under section 
101 of the.Internal Revenue Code, if the remunerdtion for such 
service is less than $50; 

"(B) Service performed in the employ of a school, college, or 
university if such service is performed by a student who is enrolled 
and is regularlyattending classes at such school, college, or university; 

" (12) Service performed in the employ of a foreign government 
(including service as a~consular or other officer or employee or a 
nondiplomatic representative); 

" (13) Service performed in the employ of an instrumentality 
wholly owned by a foreign government-

in"(A) If the service is of a charactersimilar to that performed 
inforeign countries by employees of the United States Govern

ment or of an instrumentality thereof; and 
" (B) If the Secretary of State shall certify to the Secretary-

of the Treasury that the foreign government, with respect to 
whose instrumentality and employees thereof exemption is 
claimed, grants an equivalent exemption with respect to similar 
service performed in the foreign country by employees of- the 
United States Government and of instrumentalitiesthereof; 

"(14) Service performed as a student nurse in the employ of a 
hospitalor a nurses' trainingschool by an individualwho is enrolled 
and is regularly attending classes in a nurses' training school 
chartered or approved pursuant to State law; and service performed 
as an interne in the employ of a hospital by an individual who has 
completed a four years' course in a medical school chartered or 
approved pursuantto State law; 

"(15) Service performed by an individual in (or as an officer or 
member of the crew of a vessel while it is engaged in) the catching, 
taking, harvesting, cultivating', orfarming of any kind of fish, shell
fish, crustacea, sponges, seaweeds, or other aquaticforms of animal 
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and vegetable lif (includingservice performed by any such individual 
as an ordinaryincident to any such activity), except (A) service per
formed in connection with the catchingor taking of salmon or halibut, 
for commercialpurposes, and (B) sermice performed on or in connec
tion with a vessel of more than ten net tons (determinedin the manner 
provided for determining the register tonnage of merchant vessels 
under the laws of the United States); 

"(16) (A) Service performed by an individual under the age of 
eighteen in the delivery or distribution of newspapers or shopping 
news, not including delivery or distributioni to any point for subse
quent delivery or distribution; 

"t(B) Service,performed by an individual in, and at the time of, 
the sale of newspapers or magazines to 'ultimate consumers, under 
an arrangementunder which the newspapers or magazines are to be 
sold by him at a fixed price, his compensation being based on the. 
retention of the excess of such price over the amount at which the, 
newspapers or magazines are charged to him, whether or not he is 
guaranteed a minimum amount of compensation for such service, 
or is entitled to be credited with the unsold newspapers or magazines 
turned back; or 

"(17) Service performed in the employ of an, internationalorgan
ization entitled to enjoy privileges, exemptions, and immunities as 
an internationalorganizationunder the InternationalOrgqanizations 
Immunities Act (59 Stat. 669). 

"Included and Excluded Service 

"(b) If the services performed duringone-half or more of any payperiod 
by an employee for the person employing him constitute employment, all the 
,servicesof such employee for such period shall be deemed to be employment; 
but if the services performed during more than one-half of any such 
pay periodby an employee for the person employing him do not constitute. 
-employment, then none of the services of such employee for such period 
shall be deemed to be employment. As used in this subsection, the term 
'pay period' means a period (of not more than thirty-one consecutive days) 
for which a payment of remunerationis ordinarilymade to the employee 
by the person employing him. This subsection shall not be applicable, 
with respect to services performed in a pay period by an employee for the 
person employing him, where any of such service is excepted by paragraph 
(10) 	of subsection (a). 

"American Vessel 

"(c) The term 'American vessel' means any vessel documented or' 
numbered under the laws of the United States; and includes any vessel 
which is neither documented or numbered undei the laws of the United 
States nor documented under the laws of any foreign, country, if its crew 
is employed solely by one or more citizens or residents'of the United 
States or corporationsorganized under the laws of the United States or 
of any State. 

"American Aircraft 

"(d) The term 'American aircraft' means an aircraftregistered under 
the laws of the United States. 
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"American Employer 

"(e) The term 'American employer' means an employer which is (1) 
the United States or any instrumentality thereof, (2) a State or any 
pdlitical subdivision thereof, or any instrumentality of any one or more 

ofthe foregoing, (3) an individual who is a resident of the United States,
(4 a partnershi~p, if two-thirds or more of the partners are residents Of 
the United States, (5) a trust, if all of the trustees are residents of the 
United States, or (6') a corporation organized under the laws of the 
United States or of any State. 

"Agricultural Labor 

"(f) The term 'agriculturallabor' includes all service performed
"(1) On a farm, in the employ of any person, in connection with 

cultivating the soil, or in connection with raising or harvesting any 
agricultural or horticultural commodity, including the raising, 
shearing,feeding, caring for, training, and management of livestock, 
bees, poultrly, andfur-bearing animals and wildlife. 

"(2) In the employ of the owner or tenant or other operatorof a 
farm, in connection with the operation, management, conservation, 
improvement, or maintenance of such farm and its tools and equip
ment, or in salvagin~g timber or clearing land of brush and other 
debris left by a hurrncane, if the major part of such service is per
formed on a farm. 

"(3) In connection with the production or harvesting of any com
modity defined as an agriculturalcommodity in section 15 (g) of the 
AgriculturalMarketing Act, as amended, or in connection with the 
ginningof cotton, or in connection with the operationor maintenance 
of ditches, canals, reservoirs, or waterways, not owned or operated 
for profit, used exclusively for supplying and storing waterfor farm
ing purposes.

"(4) (A) In the employ of the operator of a farm, in handling, 
planting, drying, ~packing, packaging, processing,freezing, grading, 
storing, or delivering to storage or to market or to a carrierfor trans
portationto market, in its unmanufacturedstate, any agriculturalor 

horticultural commodity; but only if such operator produced more 
than one-half of the commodity with respect to which such service is 
performed. 

"(B) In the employ of a group of operators offarms (other than 
acooperative organization) in the performance of service described 

in subparagraph(A), but only if such operators produced all of the 
commodity with respect to which such service is performed. For 
the purposes of this subparagraph,any unincorporated group of 
operators shall be deemed a cooperative organization if the number' 
of operators comprising such group is more than twenty at any 
time during the calendarquarterin which such service is performed. 

"(5) On a farm operated for profit if such service is not in the 
course of the employer's trade or business or is domestic service in 
a private home of the employer. 

The provisions of subparagraphs (A) and (B) of paragraph (4) shall 
not be deemed to be applicable w~ith respect to service performed in con
nection with commercial canning or commercialfreezing or in,connection 
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w~ith any agriculturalor horticultural commodity after its delivery to a 
terminal market for distributionfor consumption. 

"Farm 

"(g) The term 'farm' includes stock, dairy, poultry, fruit, fur-bearing 
animal, and truck farms, plantations, ranches, nurseries, ranges, 
greenhouses or other similar structures used primarilyfor the raising of 
agriculturalor horticultural commodities, and orchards. 

"State 

"(h) The term 'Stats' includesAlaska, Hawaii,the Districtof Columbia, 
and the Virgin Islands; and on and after the effctive date specified in 
section 219 such term includes Puerto Rico. 

" United States 

"(i) The term 'United States' when used in a geographical sense 
means the States, Alaska, Hawaii, the District of Columbia, and the 
Virgin Islands;and on and after the effective date specified in section 219 
such term includes Puerto Rico. 

" Citizen of Puerto Rico 

"(i) An individual who is a citizen of Puerto Rico (but not otherwise 
a citizen of the United States) and who is not a resident of the United 
States shall not be considered,for the purposes of this section, as a citizen 
of the United States prior to the effective date specified in section 219. 

"Employee 

"(k) The term 'employee' means
"(1) any officer of a corporation; or 
"(2) any individual who, under the usual common law rules 

applicable in determining the employer-employee relationship, has 
the status of an employee; or 

"(3) any individual (other than an individual who is an employee 
under paragraph (1) or (2) of this subsection) who performs services 
for remunerationfor any person

"(A) as an agent-driver or commission-driver engaged in 
distributing meat products, vegetable products, fruit products,
bakery products, beverages (other than milk), or laundry or 
dry-cleaning services, for his principal; 

"(B) as afull-time life insurance salesman; 
"(C) as a home worker performing work, according to speci

fications fun nished by the person for whom, the services are per
formed., on materials or goods furnished by such person which 
are requiredto be, 7eturned to such person or a person designated 
by him, if the pe?formance of such services is subject to licensing 
requirements under the laws of the State in which such services 
are performed; or 

"()as a traveling or city salesman, other than as an agent-
driver oi commission-driver, engaged upon a full-time basis in 
the solicitation on behalf of, and the transmission to, his prin
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cipal (except for side-line sales activities on behalf of some other 
person) o'f orders from wholesalers, retailers, contractors, or 
operators of hotels, restaurants,or other similar establishments 
fot merchandisefor resale or suppliesfor use in thei? business 
operations; 

if the contract of service contemplates that substantially all of such 
services are to be performed personally by such individual; except 
Ihat an individual shall not be included in the term 'employee' under 
the provisions of this paragraphif such individual has a substantial 

invstmntin facilities used in connection with the performance of 
-suchservices (other than in facilities for transportation),-or if the 
services are in the natu. e of a single transactionnot part of a con-. 
-tinuingrelationship with the person for whom the services are per
formed. 

"Covered TransportationService 

"(1) (1) Except as provided in paragraph(2), all service performed in 
the employ of a State or political subdivision in connection with its opera
tion of a public transportationsystem shall constitute covered transporta
tion service if any part of the transportationsystem was acquired from 
private ownership after 1936 and prior to 1951. 

"(2) Service performed in the employ of a State or political subdivision 
in connection with the operation of its public transportationsystem shall 
not constitute covered transportationservice if

"(A) any part of the transportation system was acquired from 
private ownership after 1936 and prior to 1951, and substantially 
all service in connection with the operation of the transportation 
system is, on December 31, 1950, covered under a general retirement 
system providing benefits which, by reason of a provision of the State 
*constitutiondealing specifically with rdtirement systems of the State 
or political subdivisions thereof cannot be diminished or impaired;or 

"(B) no part of the transportationsystem operated by the State 
-orpolitical subdivision on December 31, 1950, was acquiredfrom 
private ownership after 1936 and prior to 1951; 

except that if such State or political subdivision makes an acquisition 
after 1950 from private ownership of any part of its transportation 
system, then, in the case of any employee who

" (C) became an employee of such State or political subdivision in 
connection with and at the time of its acquisition after 1950 of such 
part, and 

"(D) prior to such acquisition rendered service in employment 
in connection with the operation of such part of the transportation 
system acquired by the State or political subdivision, 

the service of such employee in connection with the operation of the 
transportation system shall constitute covered transportation service, 
commencing with the first day of the third calendar quarterfollowing the 
calendar quarter in which the acquisition of such part took place, unless 
on such first day such service of such employee is covered by a general
retirement system which does not, with respect to such employee, contain 
special provisions applicable only to employees described in subpara
graph (C). 

" (3) All service perfo?med in the employ of a State or political sub
division thereof in connection with its operation of a public transportation 
system shall constitute covered transportationservice if the transportation 
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system was not operatedby the State or politicalSubdivision priorto 1951 
and, at the time of itsfirst acquisition (after 1950) from private ownershiSp
of any part of its transportation system, the State or political subdivision 
did not have a general retirementsystem covering substantiallyall service 
performed in connection with the operation ofte transportationsystem.

"(4) For the purposes3 of this subsection
"(A) The term 'general retirement system' means any pension, 

annuity, retirement, or similarfund or system established by a State 
or by a political subdivision thereof for employees of the State, 
political subdivision, or both; but such term shall not include such a 
fund or system which covers only service performed in positions con
nected with the operation of its public transportationsystem.

" (B) A transportation system or a part thereof shall be con
sidered to have been acquired by a State or political subdivision 
from private ownership {f prior to the acquisition service performed 

by eploees n cnnecionwith the operation of the system or part
therof cquied onsitutd eplomentundrtis title, and some of 
suc emloyes ecae eploeesof he tat orpoliticalsubdivision 

inconctonwthan t ofscaquiion.hetm 
"(C) The term 'political subdivisin' icludes an instrumen

tality of (i) a State, (ii) one or more political subdivisions of a 
State, or (iii) a State and one or more of its political subdivisions. 

iSELF-EMPLOYMENT 

"SEc. 211. Forthe purposesofthis title

"Net Earnings From Self-Employment 

"(a) The term 'net earnings from self-employment' means the gross
income, as computed under chapter 1 of the Iiiternal Revenue Code, 
derived by an individualfrom any trade or business carried on by such 
individual, less the deductions allowed under such chapter which are 
attributableto such trade or business, plus his distributive share (whether 
or not distributed) of the ordinarynet income or loss, as computed under 
section 183 of such code, from any trade or business carried on by a 
partnershipof which he is a member; except that in computing such gross 
income and deductions and such distributive share of partnership ordi
nary net income orloss

" (1) There shall be excluded rentals from realI estate (including 
personalproperty leased with the real estate) and deductions attribu
table thereto, unless such rentals are received in the course of'a trade 
or business as a real estate dealer; 

" (2) There shall be excluded income derived from any trade or 
business in which, if the trade or business were carriedon exclusively 
by employees, the major portion of the services would constitute agri
cultural laboras defined in section 210 (f}-; and there shall be excluded 
all deductions attributable to such income; 

" (3) There shall be excluded dividends on any share of stock, and 
interest on any bond, debenture, not,, or certificate, or other evidence 
of indebtedness, issued with interest coupons or in registeredform by 
any corporation (including one issued by a government or political 
subdivision thereof), unless suck dividends and interest (other than 
interest described in section, 25 (a) of the InternalRevenue Code) are 
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received in the course of a trade or business as a dealer in stocks or 
securities;

"(4) There shall be excluded any gain or loss (A) which is con
sidered under chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code as gain or loss 
from the sale or exchange of a capital asset, (B) from the cutting or 
disposal of timber if section 117 (j) of such code is applicable to 
such gain or loss, or (C) from the sale, exchange, involuntary con
version, or other disposition of property if such property is neither 
(i) stock in trade or other property of a kind which would properly 
be includible in inventory if on hand at the close of the taxable year, 
nor (ii) propertyheld primarilyfor sale to customers in the ordinary 
course of the trade or business; 

"(5) The deduction for net operating losses provided in section 
23 (s) of such code shall not be allowed; 

"(6) (A) If any of the income derived from a trade or business 
(other than a trade or business carried on by a partnership) is com
munity income under community property laws applicable to such 
income, all of the gross income and deductions attributable to such 
trade or business shall be treated as the gross income and deductions 
of the husband unless the wife exercises substantially all of the man
agement and control of such trade or business, in which case all of 
such gross income and deductions shall be treated as the gross 
income and deductions of the w'ife; 

"(B) If any portion of a partner'sdistributive share of the ordi
niary net income or loss from a trade or business carried on by a 
partnership is community income or loss under the community 
property laws applicableto such share;-all of such distributive share 
shall be included in computing the net earningsfrom self-employ
ment of such partner, and no part of such share shall be taken into 
account in computing the net earningsfrom self-employment of the 
spouse of such partner; 

"(7) In the case of any taxable year beginning on or after the 
effective date specified in section 219, (A) the term 'possession of 
the United States' as used in section 251 of the Internal Revenue 
Code shall not include Puerto Rico, and (B) a citizen or resident 
(,f Puerto Rico shall compute his net earningsfrom self-employment 

in the same manner as a citizen of the United States and without 
regard to the provisions of section 252 of such code. 

If the taxable year of a partner is different from that of the partnership, 
the distributive share which he is required to include in computing his 
net earningsfrom self-employment shall be -basedupon the ordinary net 
income or loss of the partnershipfor any taxable year of the partnership 
(even though beginning prior to 1951) -ending within or with his taxable 
year. 

"Self-Employment Income 

"(b) The term 'self-employment income' means the net earningsfrom 
self-employment derived by an individual (other than a nonresident alien 
individual) during any taxable year beginning after 1950; except that 
~such term shall not include

"(1) That part of the net earningsfrom self-employment -which is 
in excess of: (A) $3,600, minus (B) the amount of the wages paid 
to such individual during the taxable year; or 
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"(2) The net earningsfrom self-employment, if such net earnings 
for the taxable year are less than $400. 

An the case of any taxable year beginningpriorto the effective date specified 
in section 219, an individual who is a citizen of Puerto Rico (but not 
otherwise a citizen of the United States) and who is not a resident of the 
United States during such taxable year shall be considered, for the pur
poses of this subsection, as a nonresident alienindividual. An indtvidual 
who is not a citi!~en of the United States but who is a resident of the Virgin 
Islands or (after the effective date specified in section 219) a resident of 
Puerto Rico shall not, for the purposes of this subsection, be considered to. 
be a nonresident alien individual. 

" Trade or Business 

"(c) The term 'trade or business', when used with reference to self-
employment income or net earningsfrom self-employment, shall have the 
same meaning as when used in section 23 of the Internal Revenue Code, 
except that such term shall not include

" (1) The performance of the functions of a public office; 
" (2) The performance of service by an individualas an employee 

(other than service described in section 210 (a) (16') (B) performed 
by an individual who has attained the age of eighteen); 

"(3) The performance of service by an individual as an employee 
or employee representative as defined in section 1532 of the Internal 
Revenue Code; 

"(4) The performance of service by aduly ordained,commissioned, 
or licensed minister of a church in the exercise of his ministry or by 
a member of a religious order in the exercise of- duties required by 
such order; or 

"(5) The performance of seirvice by an individual in the exercise 
of his profession as a physician, lawyer, dentist, osteopath, veter
inarian, chiropractor, naturopath, optometrist, Christian Science 
practitioner, architect, certified public accountant, accountant 
registeredor licensed as an accountantunder State or municipal law, 
full-time practicing public accountant, funeral director, or profes
sional engineer;or the performance of such service by a partnership. 

"Partnershipand Partner 

"(d) The term 'Partnership'and the term 'partner'shall have the same 
meaning as when used in supplement F of chapter 1 of the Internal 
Revenue Code. 

"Taxable Year 

"(e) The term 'taxable year' shall have the same meaning as when 
used in chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code; and the taxable year o 
any individual shall be a calendar year unless he has a different taxabte 
year for the purposes of chapter 1 of such code, in which case his taxable 
year for the purposes of this title shall be the same as his taxable year 
under such chapter 1. 
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"cCREDITING OF SELF-EMPLOYMENT INCOME TOCALENDARQ UARTERS 

"SEc. 212. For the purposes of determining average monthly wage and 
quartersof coverage the amount of self-employment income derived during 
any taxable year shall be credited to calendarquarters asfollows: 

" (a) In the case of a taxable year which is a calendar year the 
self-employment income of such taxable year shall be credited equally 
to each quarter of such calendar year. 

" (b) In the case of any other taxable year the self-employment 
income shall be credited equally to the calendarquarterin which such 
taxable year ends and to each of the next three or fewer preceding 
quartersany partof which is in such taxable year. 

"QUARTER AND QUARTER OF COVERAGE 

"Definitions 

"SEC. 213. (a) For the purposes of this title
" (1) The term 'quarter', and the term 'calendar quarter',mean a period 

of three calendarmonths ending on March 31, June 30, September 30, or 
December 31. 

"(2) (A) The term 'quarter of coverage' means, in the case of any 
quarteroccurring priorto 1951, a quarterin which,the individual has been 
paid $50 or more in wages. In the case of any individual who has been 
paid, in a calendar year prior to 1951, $3,000 or more in wages each 
quarterof such yearfollowing his first quarter of coverage shall be deemed 
a quarter of coverage, excepting any quarter in such year in which such. 
individual died or became entitled to a primaryinsurance benefit and any 
quarter succeeding such quarter in which he died or became so entitled. 

"(B) The term 'quarter of coverage' means, in the case of a quarter 
occurring after 1950, a quarterin which the individualhas been paid $50 
or more in wages or for which he has been credited (as determined under 
section 212) with $100 or more of self-employment income, except that

"()no quarter after the quarter in which such individual died 
shall be a quarter of coverage; 

"(ii) if the wages paid to any individual in a calendar year 
equal or exceed $3,600, each quarter of such year shall (subject to 
clause (i)) be a quarter.of coverage; 

" (iii) if an individual has self-employment income for a taxable 
year, and if the sum of such income and the wages paid to him 
during such taxable year equals $3,600, each quarter any part of 
which falls in such year shall be a quarter of coverage; and 

"(iv) no quarter shall be counted as a quarter of coverage prior 
to the beginning of such quarter. 

"Crediting of Wages Paid in 1937 

"(b) With respect to wages paid to an individual in the six-month 
periods commencing either January 1, 1937, or July 1, 1937; (A) if 
wages of not less than $100 were paid in any such period, one-half of the 
total amount thereof shall be deemed to have been paid in each of the 
calendar quarters in such period; and (B) if wages of less than $100 
were paid in any such period, the total amount thereof shall be deemed to 
have been paid in the latter quarter of such period, except that if in any 
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such period, the individual attained age sixty-five, all of the wages paid 
in such period shall be deemed to have been paid before such age was 
attained. 

"(INSURED STATUS FOR PURPOSES OF OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS 
INSURANCE BENEFITS 

"SEC. 214.;Forthe purposes of this title

"Fully Insured Individual 

"(a) (1) In the case qf any individual who died prior to September 1, 
1950, the term 'jully insured individual' means any individual who had 
not less than one quarter of coverage (whenever acquired)jor each two of 
the quartersela~psing after 1936, or after the quarter in which he attained 
the age of twenty-one, whichever is later, and up to but excluding the 
quarter in which he attained retirement age, or died, whichever first 
occurred, except that in no case shall an individual be a fully insured 
individual unfless he has at least six quarters of coverage. 

"(2) In the case of any individual who did not die prior to September 
1, 1950, the term 'fully insured individual' means any individual who 
had not less than

"(A) one quarter of coverage (whether acquired before or after 
such day) for each two of the quarters elapsing after 1950, or after 
the quarter in which he attained the age of twenty-one, whichever is 
later, and up to but excluding 'the quarter in which he attained 
retitrement age, or died, whichever first occurred, except that in no 
case shall an individual be a fully insured individual unless he 
has at least six quarters of coverage; or 

"(B) forty quarters of coverage. 
"(3) When the number of elapsed quarters specified in paragraph

(1) or (2) (A) is an odd number, for purposes of such paragraphsuch 
number shall be reduced by one. 

"Currently Insured Individual 

"(b) The term 'currently insured individual' means any individual 
'who had not less than six quartersof coverage during the thirteen-guarter 
period ending with (1) the quarter in which he died, (2) the quarter in 
which he became entitled to old-age insurance benefits, or (3) the quarter 
in which he became entitled to primary insurance benefits under this 
title as in effect prior to the enactment of this section. 

"iCOMPUTATION OF PRIMARY INSURANCE AMOUNT 

"SEC. 215. For the purposes of this title

"PrimaryInsurance Amount 

"(a) (1) The primary insurance amount of an individual who 
attainedage twenty-two after 1950 and with respect to whom not less than 
six of the quarterselapsing after 1950 are quarters of coverage shall be 50 
per centum of the first $100 of his average monthly wage plus 15 per 
centum of the next $200 of such wage; except that if his average monthly 
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wage is less than $50, his primary insurance amount shall be the amount 
appearing in column II of the following table on the line on which in 
column I appears his average monthly wage. 

Average Monthly Wage Primary Insurance Amount 

$30 or less $20 
$31 $21 
$32 $22 
$33 $23 
$34 $24 
$35 to $49 $25 

"(2) The primary insurance amount of an individual who atta~ined 
age twenty-two prior to 1951 and-with respect to wh~om not less than six 
of the quarters elapsing after 1950 are quarters of coverage shall be 
whichever of the following is the larger

" (A) the amount computed as provided in paragraph (1) of 
this subsection; or 

" (B) the amount determined under subsection (c). 
"(3) The primary insurance amount of any other individual shall be 

the amount determined under subsection (c. 

"Average Monthly Wage 

"(b) (1) An individual's-,averagemonthly wage' shall be the quotient 
obtainedby dividing the total o-f

"(A) his wages after his starting date (determined under para
graph (2)) and prir to his wage closing date (determined under 
paragraph(3)), and~ 

"(B) his self-employment income after such starting date and 
prior to his self-employment income closing date (determined under 
paragraph(3)) 

by the number of months elapsing after such starting date and prior to 
his divisor closing date (determinedunder paragraph(3)) excluding from 
such elapsed months any month in any quarter prior to the quarter in 
which he attained the age of twenty-two which was not a quarter of 
coverage, except that when the number of such elapsed months thus com
puted is less than eighteen, it shall be increasedto eighteen. 

"(2) An individual's 'starting date' shall be December 31, 1950, or,
if later, the day preceding the quarter in which he attained the age of 
twenty-two, whichever results in the higher average monthly wage. 

"(3) (A) Except to the extent provided in paragraph (D), an individ
ual's 'wage closing date' -shallbe the first day of the second quarterpre
ceding the quarter in which he died or became entitled to old-age insurance 
benefits, whichever first occurred. 

"(B) Except to the extent provided in paragraph (D), an individual's 
',self-employment income closing date' shall be the dayjfollowing the quarter 
in which ends his last taxable year (i) which ended before the month in 
which he died or became entitled to old-age insurance benefits, whichever 
first occurred, and (ii) during which he derived self-employment income. 

" (C) Except to the extent provided in paragraph (D), an individual's 
'divisor closing date' shall be the later of his wage closing date and his 
self-employment income closing date. 

70685-50 3 
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"(D) In the case of an individualwho died or became entitled to old-age 
insurance benefits after the first quarterin which,he both wasjfully insured 
and had attained retirement age, the determination of his closing dates 
shall be made as though he became entitled to old-age insurance benefits 
in such first quarter,but only if it would result in a higher average monthly
wagejfor such individual. 

"(4 Nowthstanding the preceding provisions of this subsection, in 
computing an individual's average monthly wage, there shall not be 
taken into account any selj-employ~ment income of such individual for 
taxable years ending in or after the month in which he died or became 
entitled to old-age insurance benefits, whichever first occurred.' 

"Determinations Made by Use of the Conversion Table 

"(c) (1) The amount referred to i~n paragraph (3) and clause (B) 
of paragraph (2) of subsection (a) for an individual shall be the amount 
appearing in column II of the following table on the line on which in 
column I appears his primary insurance benefit (determined as provided 
in subsection (d)); and his average monthly wage shall, for purpose&of 
.seetion203 (a), be the a'mount appearingon such line in column Ill. 
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And the average 
If 

detheprimined 
heprmaynsracebeeft 

nderns bsenefin 
as 

(d)as: 
The primary

insurance amount 
monthly wage for 
purpose of corn

detrmnedunersubecio (d) s: shall be: puting maxi~mum 

$10--------------------------------
$11--------------------------------
$12--------------------------------
$13--------------------------------
$14------------------------------. 
$15--------------------------------
$16--------------------------------
$17--------------------------------
$18--------------------------------
$19--------------------------------
$20--------------------------------
$21--------------------------------
$22 -------------------------------
$23 -------------------------------
$24--------------------------------
$25--------------------------------
$26--------------------------------
$27--------------------------------
$28---------------------------------
$29--------------------------------
$30--------------------------------
$31--------------------------------
$32 ----------- --------------------
$33--------------------------------
$34--------------------------------

$20.00 
22.,00 
24.00 
26.00 
28.00 

380.00 
381.70 
33.20 
34.50 
385. 70' 
37.00 
38.50 
40.20 
42.20 
44.50 
46.50 
48.30 
50.00 
51.50 
52.80 
54.00 
55.10 
56.20 
57.20 
58.20 

benefits shall be: 

$40.00 
44.00 
48.00 
52.00 
56.00 
60.00 
63.40 
66.40 
69.00 
71.40 
74.00 
77.00 
80.40 
84.40 
89.00 
93.00 
96.60 

100.00 
110.00 
118.60 
126.60 
134.00 
141.30 
148.00 
154.60 

$35----_~----------------------------59.20 161.30

$36--------------------------------
$37---------------------------------
$38--------------------------------
$39--------------------------------
$40--------------------------------
$41--------------------------------
$42--------------------------------

60.20 168.00 
61.20 174.60 
62.20 181.30 
63.10 187.30 
64.00 195.00 
64.90 210.00 
65.80 220.00 

$43---------------------7-----------66.70 230.00 
$44---------------------------- 67.60 240.00 
$45-------------------------------- 68.50 250.00 
$46-------------------------------- 68.50 250.00 
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"(2) In case the primarymisurancebenefit of an individual (determined 
as provided in subsection (d)) falls between the amounts on any two con
secutive lines in column I of the table, the amount referredto in paragraph 
(3) and clause (B) of paragraph(2) of subsection (a) for such individual, 
and his average monthly wage for purposes of section 203 (a), shallt be 
determined in accordance with regulations of the Administrator designed 
to obtain results consistent with those obtained for individuals whose 
primary ?insurance benefits are shown in column I of the table. 

" (3) For the purpose of facilitating the use of the conversion table in 
,computingany insurance benefit under section 202, the Administrator is 
authorized to assume that the primary insurance benefit from which such 
benefit under section 202 is determined is one cent or two cents more or 
less than its actual amount. 

"PrimaryInsurance Benefit for Purposes of Conversion Table 

"(d) For the purposes of subsection (c), the primary insurancebenefits 
of individuals shall be determined as follows: 

" (1) In the case of any individual who was entitled to a primary 
insurance benefit for August 1950, his primary insurance benefit shall, 
except as provided in paragraph (2), be the primary insurance benefit to 
which he was so entitled. 

" (2) In the case of any individual to whom paragraph(1).is applicable 
and who is a World War II1 veteran or in August 1950 rendered services 
'forwages of $15 or more, his primaryinsurance benefit shall be whichever 
of the following is larger: (A) the primary insurance benefit to which he 
was entitled for August 1950, or (B) his primary insurance benefit for 
August 1950 recomputed, under section 209 (q) of the Social Security Act 
as in effect priof"to~the enactment of this section, in the same manner as 
if such individual had filed applicationfor and was entitled to a recoin
putation for August 1950, except that in making such recomputation 
section 217 (a) shall be applicable if such individual is a World WarII 
veteran. 

"(3) In the case of any individual who died prior to September 1950, 
his primary insurance benefit shall be determined as provided in this title 
as in effect prior to the enactment of this section, except that section 217 
(a) shall be applicable, in lieu of section 210 of this Act as in effect prior 
to the enactment of this section, but only if it results in a larger primary 
'insurancebenefit. 

"(4) -In the case o~f any other individual, his primary insurance benefit 
shall be computed as provided in this title as in effect prior to the enact
ment of this section, except that

"(A) In the computation of such benefit, such individual's 
averagemonthly wage shall (in lieu of being determined under section 
209 (f) of such title as in effect prior to the enactment of this section) 
be determined as provided in subsection (b) of this section, except 
that his starting date shall be December 31, 1936. 

"(B) For purposes of such computation, the date he 'became en
titled to old-age insurance benefits shall be deemed to be the date The 
became entitled to primary insurance benefits. 

"(C) The I per centum, additionprovidedfor in section 209 (e) (2) 
Of this Act as in effect prior to the enactment of this section shall be 
applicable only with respect to calendaryears prior to 1.9/1. 

"(D) The provisions of subsection (e) shall be applicable to such 
computat'ion. 
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"Certain Wages and Self-Employment Income Not To Be Counted 

"(e) For the purposes of subsections (b) and (d) (4)
"(1) in computing an individual's average monthly wage there 

shall not be counted, in the case of any calendar year after 1950, 
the excess over $3,600 of (A) the wages paid to him in such year, plus 
(B) the self-employment income credited to such year (as determined 
under section 212); and 

"'(2) if an individual's average monthly wage computed under 
subsection (b) or for the purposes of subsection (d) (4) is not a mul
tiple of $1, it shall be reduced to the next lower multiple of $1. 

"Recomputation of Benefits 

"(f) (1) After an individual'g primary insurance amount has been 
determined under this section, there shall be no recomputation of such 
individual's primary insurance amount except as provided in this sub
section or, in the case of a World War II veteran who died prior to July 
27, 1954, as provided ir section 217 (b). 

"(2) Upon application by an individual entitled to cld-age insurance 
benefits, the Administratorshall recompute his primary insuranceamount 
if applicationtherefor is filed after the twelfth month for which deductions 
under paragraph(1) or (2) of section 203 (b) have been imposed (within 
a period of thirty-six months) with, respect to such benefit, not taking into 
account any month priortc September 1950 or priorto the earliest month 
for which the last previous computation of his primaryinsurance amount 
was effective, and if not less than six of the quarters elapsing after 1950 
and prior to the quarter in which he filed such applicationare quarters of 
,coverage. A recomputationunder this paragraphshall be made only as 
provided in subsection (a) (1) and shall take into account only such wages 
and self-employment income as would be taken into account under sub
section (b) if the month in which applicationfor recomputation is filed 
were deemed to be the month in which the individual became entitled to 
old-age insurance bene~fits. Such recomputation shall be effective for and 
after the month in which such applicationfor recomputationis filed. 

."(3) (A) Upon application by an individual entitled to old-age in
surance benefits, filed at least six months after the month in which he 
became so entitled, the Administrator shall recompute his primary in
surance amount. Such recomputation shall be made in the manner 
provided in the preceding subsections of this section for computation of 
such amount except that his closing dates for purposes of subsection (b) 
shall be deemed to be the first day of the quarter in which he became 
entitled to old-age insurancebenefits. Such recomputation shall be e~f ec 
tive for and after the first month in which he became entitled to old-age 
insurance benefits. 

"(B) Upon application by a person entitled to monthly benefits on the 
basis of the wages and self-employment income of an individual who died 
after August 1950, the Administrator shall recoripute such individual's 
primary insurance amount if such applicationisfiled at least six months 
after the month in which such individual died or became entitled to old-age 
insurance benefits, whichever first occurred. Such recomputation shall 
be made in the manner provided in the preceding subsections of this 
section for computation of such amount except that his closing dates for 
purposes of subsection (b) shall be deemed to be the first day of the quarter 
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in which he died or became entitled to old-age. insurance benefits, which
ever first occurred. Such recomputation shall be effective for and after 
the month in which such person who filed the applicationfor recomputa
tion became entitled to such monthly benefits. No recomputation under 
this paragraphshall affect the amount of the lump-sum death payment 
under subsection (i) of section 202 and no such recomputationshall render 
erroneous any such payment certified by the Administrator prior to the. 
effective date of the recomputations

"(4) Upon the death after August 1950 of an individual entitled to old-
age insurance benefits, if any person is entitled to monthly benefits, or to a 
lump-sum death payment, on the basis of the wages and self mployment 
income of such individual, the Administrator shall recompute the de
cedent's primary insurance amount, but (except as provided in paragraph 
(3) (B)) only if

"(A) the decedent would have been entitled to a recomputationunder 
paragraph (2) if he had filed application therefor in the month in 
which he died; or 

"(B) the decedent during his lifetime was paid compensation 
which is treated, under section 205 (o), as remunerationfor employ
ment. 

If the recomputationis permitted by subparagraph(A), the recomputation 
shall be made (if at all) as though he hadfiled applicationfor a recomputa
tion under paragraph(2) in the month in which he died, except that such 
recomputation shall include any compensation (described in section 205 
(o)) paid to him prior to the divisor closing date which would have been 
applicable under such paragraph. If recomputatio'n is permitted by 
subparagraph (B), the recomputation shall take into account only the 
wages and self-employment income which were taken into account in 
the last previous computation of his primary insurance amount and the 
compensation (described in section 205 (o)) paid to him prior to the 
divisor closing date applicable to such computation. If both of the 
preceding sentences are, applicable to an individual, only the recompu
tation which results in the larger primary insurance amount shall be 
made. 

"(5) Any recomputation under this subsection shall be effective only 
if such recomputation results in a higher primary insurance amount. 

"Rounding of Benefits 

"(g) The amount of any primary insurance amount and the amount 
of any monthly benefit computed under section 202 which (after reduc
tion under section 203 (a)) is not a multiple of $0.10 shall be raised to 
the next higher multiple of $0.10. 

"OTHER DEFINITIONS 

"SEC. 216. For the purposes of this title

"Retirement Age 

"(a) The term 'retirementage' means age sixty-five. 
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"Wife 

"(b) The term 'w'ije' means the wife of an individual, but only if she 
(1) is the mother of his son or daughter, or (2) was marriedto him for a 
period of not less than three years immediately. preceding the day on which 
her applicationis filed. 

"Widow 

"(c) The term 'widow' (except when used in section 202 (i)) means 
the surviving wife of an individual, but only if she (1) is the mother of 
his son or daughter, (2) legally adopted his son or daughter while she was 
married to him and while such son or daughter was under the age of 
eighteen, (3) was marriedto him at the time both of them legally adopted a 
child under the age of eighteen, or (4) was marriedto him for a period of 
not less than one year immediately priorto the day on which he died. 

"Former Wife Divorced 

"(d) The term 'former wife divorced' means a woman divorced from 
an individual, but only if she (1) is the mother of his son or daughter,
(2) legally adopted his son or daughter while she was marriedto him and 
while such son or daughter was under the age of eighteen, or (3) was 
married to him at the time both of them legally adopted a child under the 
age of eighteen. "hl 

"(e) The term 'child' means (1) the child of an individual, and (2)
in the case of a living individual,a stepchild or adopted child who has been 
such stepchild or adopted child for not less than three years immediately
preceding the day on which applicationfor child's benefits is filed, and 
(3) in the case of a deceased individual, (A) an adopted child, or (B) a 
stepchild who has been such stepchildfor not less than one year immedi
ately preceding the day on which such individual died. In determining
whether an adopted child has met the length of time requirement in clause
(s);, time spent in the relationship of stepchild shall be counted as time 
spent in the relationshipof adopted child. 

"Husband 

"(f) The term 'husband' means the husband of anindividual,but only
if he (1) is the father of her son or daughter,or (2), was marriedto herfor 
a period of not less than three years immediately preceding the day on 
which his application ~sfiled. 

"Widower 

"(g) The term 'widower' (except when used in section 202 (i)) means 
the surviving husband of an individual, but only if he (1) is thefather of 
her son or daughter, (2) legally adopted her son or daughter while he was 
married to her and while such son or daughter was under the age of 
eighteen, (3) was married to her at the time both of them legally adopted 
a child under the age of eighteen, or (4) was married to her for a period
o~f not less than one year immediately prior to the day on whi~ch she died. 
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"Determination oJ Family Status 

"(h) (1) In determining whether an applicant is the wife, husband; 
widow, widower, child, or parent of a fully insured or currently insured 
individualfor purposes of this title, the Administrator shall apply such 
law as would be apphea 'i determining the devolution of intestate personal 
property by the courts of the State in which such insured'individualis 
domiciled at the time such applwcantfiles application,or, if such insured 
individual is dead, by the courts of the State in which he was domiciled 
at the time of his death, or ij such insured individual is or was not so 
domiciled in any State, by the courts of the Districtof Columbia. Appli
cants who according to such law' would have the same status relative to 
taking intestate personal property as a wife, husband, widow, widower, 
child, or parent shall be deemed such. 

" (2) A wife shall be deemed to be living with her husband if they are 
both members of the same household, or she is receiving regular contribu
tions -from him toward her support, or he has been ordered by any court 
to contribute to her support; and a widow shall be 'deemed to have been 
living with her husband at the time of his death if they were both members 
of the same household on the date of his death, or she was receiving regular
contributionsfrom, him toward her support on such date, or he had been 
ordered by any court to contribute to her support. 

"(3) A husband shall be deemed to be living with his wife if they are 
both members of the same household, or he is receiving regular contribu
tions from her toward his support, or she has been ordered by any court 
to contribute to his support; and a widower shall be deemed to have been 
living with his wife at the time of her death ij they were both members of 
the same household on the date of her death, or he was receiving regular
contributionsfrom, her toward his support on such date, or she had been 
ordered by any court to contribute to his support." 

(b) The amendment made by subsection. (a) shall take effect January
1, 1951, except that sectidns 214, 215, and 216 of the Social Security Act 
shall be applicable (1) in the case of monthly benefits for months after 
August 1950, and (2) in the case of lump-sum'~death payments with 
respect to deaths after August 1950. 

WORLD WAR II VETERANS 

SEC. 105. Effective September 1, 1950, title II of the Social Security
Act is amended by striking out section 210 and by addingafter section 216 
(added by section 104 (a) oj this Act) the followin~i: 

"BENEFITS IN CASE OF WORLD WAR II VETERANS 

"SEC. 217. (a) (1) For purposes of determining entitlement to and 
the amount of any monthly benefit for any month after August 1950, 
or entitlement to and the amount of any lump-sum death payment sn 
case of a -death after such month, payable under this title on the basis of 
the wage's and self-employment income of any World War II veteran, such 
veteran shall be deemed to have been paid wages (in addition to the wages,
if any, actually paid to him) of $160 in each month during any part of 
which he served in the active military or naval service of the United States 
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during World War II. This subsection shall not be applicable in the 
case of any monthly benefit or lump-sum death payment if

"(A) a larger such benefit or payment, as the case may be, would 
be payable without its application;or 

"(B) a benefit (other than a benefit payable in a lump sum unless 
it is a commutation of, or a substitutefor, periodic payments) which 
is based, in whole or in part, upon the active military or naval service 
of such veteran during World War II1 is determined by any agency 
or wholly owned instrumentality of the United States (other than the 
Veterans' Administration) to be payable by it under any other law 
of the United States or under a system established by such agency 
or instrumentality. 

"(2) Upon applicationfor benefits or a lump-sum death payment on 
the basis of the wages and self-employment income of any World War Ii 
veteran, the Federal Security Administrator shall make a decision without 
regardto clause (B) of paragraph(1) of this subsection unless he has been 
notified by some other agency or instrumentality o~f the United States that, 
on the basis of the military or naval service of such veteran during World 
War 11, a benefit described in clause (B) of paragraph(1) has been deter
mined by such agency or instrumentality to be payable by it. If he has 
not been so notified, the Federal Security Administrator shall then ascer
tain whether some other agency or wholly owned instrumentality of the 
United States has decided that a benefit described in clause (B) of para
graph (1) is payable by it. If any such agency or instrumentality has 
decided, or thereafter decides, that such a benefit is payable by it, it shall 
so notif the FederalSecurity Administrator,and the Administratorshall 
certify no jurther benefits for payment or shall recompute the amount of 
any further benefits payable, as may be required by paragraph(1) of this 
subsection. 

" (3) Any agency or wholly owned instrumentalityof the United States 
which is authorized by any law of the United States to pay benefits, or 
has a system of benefits which are based, in whole or in part, on military 
or naval service during World War II shall, at the request of the Federal 
Security Administrator, certify to him, with respect to any veteran, such 
information as the Administrator deems necessary to carry out hisfunc
tions under paragraph (2) of this subsection. 

" (b) (1) Any World War 1I veteran who died during the period of 
three years immediately following his separationfrom the active military 
or naval service of the United States shall be deemed to have died a fully 
insured individual whose primary insurance amount is the amount de
termined under section 215 (c). Notwithstanding section 215 (d), the 
primary insurancebenefit (for purposes of section 215 (c)) of such veteran 
shall be determined as provided in this title as in effect prior to the enact
ment of this section, except that the 1 per centum additionprovided for in 
section 209 (e) (2) of this Act as in effect prior to the enactment of this 
section shall be applicable only with respect to calendaryears priorto 1951. 
This subsection shall not be applicable in the case of any monthly benefit 
or lump-sum death payment if

"(A) a largqer such benefit or payment, as the case way be, would 
be payable wvithovt its application.; 

"(B) any pension or compensation i~s determined by the Veterans' 
Administration to be payable by it on the basis of the death of such 
veteran; 
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"(C) the death of the veteran occurred while he was in the active 
military or naval service of the United States; or 

"(D) such veteran has been discharged or released from the active 
military or naval service of the United States subsequent to July 26, 
1951. 

"(2) Upon an applicti;on -f b tso a lupsm death payment 
on the basis othe wages and self-employment income of any World 
War II veteran, the Federal Security Administrator shall make a deci
sion without regard to paragraph(1) (B) of this subsection unless he has 
been notified by the Veterans' Administration that pension or compen
sation is determined to be payable by the Veterans' Administration by 
reason of the death of such veteran. The FederalSecurity Administrator 
shall thereupon report such decision to the Veterans' Administration. 
If the Veterans' Administration in any such case has made an adjudica
tion or thereafter makes an adjudication that any pension or cornpensa
tion is payable under any law administered by it, it shall notify the 
Federal Security Administrator, and the Administrator shall certify no 
further benefits for payment, or shall recompute the amount of anyfurther 
benefits payable, as may be required by paragraph(1) of this subsection. 
Any payments theretofore certified by the Federal Security Administrator 
on the basis of paragraph (1) of this subsection to any individual, not 
exceeding the amount of any accrued pension or compensation payable 
to him by the Veterans' Administration, shall (notwithstanding the pro
visions of section 3 of the Act of August 12, 1935, as amended (38 
U. S. C., sec. 454a)) be deemed to have been paid to him by such Ad
ministration on account Of such accrued pension or compensation. 
No such payment certified by the Federal Security Administrator, and 
no payment certified by him for any month prior to the first month for 
which any pension or compensation is paid by the Veterans' Adminis
tration shall be deemed by reason of this subsection to have been an erron
eous payment. 

"(c) In the case of any World War II veteran to whom subsection (a)
is applicable, proof of support required under section 202 (h) may be 
filed by a parentat any time prior to July 1951 or prior to the expiration 
of two years after the date of the death of such veteran, whichever is the 
later. 

"(d) For the purposes of this section
"(1) The term 'World War IIP means the period beginning with 

September 16, 1940, and ending at the close of July 24, 1947; 
"(2) The term 'World War II veteran' means any individual who 

served in the active military or naval service of the United States at any 
time during World War II and who, if dischargjed or released therefrom, 
was so discharged or released under conditions other than dishonorable 
after active service of ninety days or more or by reason of a disability or 
injury incurred or aggravated in service in line of duty; but such term 
shall not include any individual who died while in the active military or 
naval service of the United States if his death was inflicted (other than by 
an enemy of the United States) as lawful punishment for a military or 
naval offense." 
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COVERAGE OF STATE AND LOCAL EMPLOYEES 

SEC. 106. Title II oj the Social Security Act is amended by adding 
after section 217 (addea by sectilon 105 of this Act) the following: 

"tVOLUNTARY AGREEMENTS FOR COVERAGE OF STATE AND LOCAL 

EMPLOYEES 

"Purpose of Agreement 

"SEC. 218. (a) (1) The Administratorshall, at the request of any State, 
enter into an agreement with such State for the purpose of extending the 
insurance system established b?i this title to services performed by individu
als as employees of such State or any political subdivision thereof. Each 
such agreement shall contain such provisions, not inconsistent with the 
provisions of this section, as the State may request. 

"(2) Notwithstanding section 210 (a), for the purposes of this title the 
term 'employment' includes any service included under an agreement
enteredinto under this section. 

"Definitions 

"(b) For the purposes of this section
"(1) The term 'State' does not include the District of Columbia. 
"(2) The term 'politicalsubdivision' includes an instrumentality 

of (A) a State, (B) one or more political subdivisions of a State, or 
(C) 	a State and one or more of its political subdivisions. 

" (3) The term 'employee' includes an officer of a State or political 
subdivision. 

"(4) The term 'retirement system' means a pension, annuity, 
retirement, or similarfund or system established by a State or by a 
political subdivision thereof. 

"(5) The term 'coverage group' means (A) employees of the State 
*other than those engaged in performing service in connection with 
a proprietaryfunction; (B) employees of a political subdivision of 
a State other than those engaged in performing service in connection 
with a proprietaryfunction; (C) employees of a State engaged in 
performing service in connection with a single proprietaryfunction; 
or (D) employees of a political subdivision of a State engaged in 
performing service in connection with a single propiietaryfunction. 
If under the preceding sentence an employee would be included in 
more than one coverage group by reason of the fact that he performs 
service in connection with two or more proprietaryfunctions or in 
connection with both a proprietaryfunction and a nonproprietary 
function, he shall be included in only one such coverage group. 
The determination of the coverage group in which such employee 
shall be included shall be made in such manner as may be specified 
in the agreement. 

"Services Covered 

"(c) (1) An agreement under this section shall be applicable to any 
one or more coverage groups designated by the State. 

"(2) In the case of each coverage group to which the agreement applies,
the agreement must include all services (other than services excluded by or 
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pursuantto subsection (d) or paragraph(3), (5), or (6) of this subsection) 
performed by individuals as members of such group. 

"(3) Such agreement shall, if the State requests it, exclude (in the case 
of any coverage group) any services of an emergency nature or all servnces 
,inany class or classes of elective positions, part-time positions, or posi
tions the cmestofor which is on afJee baste. 

"(4) The Administratorshall, at the request of any State, modify the 
agreement with such State so as to (A) include any coverage group to 
which the agreement did not previously apply, or (B) include, in the case 
of any coverage group to which the agreement applies, services previously 
excludedfrom the agreement; but the agreement as so modified may not be 
inconsistent with the provisions of this section applicable in the case of 
an originalagreement with a State. 

"(5) Such agreement shall, if the State requests it, exclude (in the 
case of any coverage group) any agriculturallabor, or service performed by 
a student, designatedby the State. This paragraphshall apply only with 
respect to service which is excluded from employment by any provision of 
section 210 (a) other than paragraph(8) of such section. 

"(6) Such agreement shall exclude
"(A) service performed by an individual who is employed to 

relieve him from unemployment, 
"(B) service performed in a hospital, home, or other institution 

by a patient or inmate thereof, 
"'(C) covered transportationservice (as determined under section 

210 (1)), and 
" (D) service (other than agriculturallabor or service performed by 

a student) which is excluded from employment by any provision of 
section 210 (a) other than paragraph(8) of such section. 

"Exclusion of PositionsCovered by Retir'ement Systems 

"(d) No agreement with any State may be made applicable (either in 
the original agreement or by any modification thereof) to any service 
performed by employees as members of any coverage group in positions 
covered by a retirement system on the date such agreement is made appli
cable to such coverage group. 

"Payments and Reports by States 

"(e) Each agreement under this section shall provide
"(1) that the State w'ill pay to the Secretary of the Treasury, at 

such time or times as the~Administratormay by regulationsprescribe, 
amounts equivalent to the sum of the taxes which would be imposed 
by sections 1400 and 1410 of the' Internal Revenue Code if the 
services of employees covered by the agreement constituted employ
ment as defined in section 1426 of such code; and 

"(2) that the State will comply with such regulations relating to 
payments and reports as the Administrator may prescribe to carry 
out the purposes of this section. 

"Effective Date of Agreement 

"U) Any agreement or modification of an agreement under this sec
tion shall be effective with respect to services performed after an efective 
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date specified in such agreement or modification, but in no case prior to 
January 1, 1951, and in no case (other than in the case of an agreement 
or modification agreed to prior to January 1, 1953) prior to thefirst day 
of the calendar year in which such agreement or modification, as the 
case may be, is agreed to by the Administrator and the State. 

"Termination of Agreement 

"(g) (1) Upon giving at least two years' advance notice in writing to 
the Administrator, a State may terminate, effective at the end of a calen
dar quarter speci~fied in the notice, iLts agreement with the Administrator 
either

",(A) in its entirety, but only if the agreement has been in effect 
from its effective date for not less than five years prior to the receipt 
of such notice; or 

"(B) with respect to any coverage group designated by the State, 
but only if the agreement has been in effect with respect to such cover
age group for not less than five years prior to the receipt of such 
notice. 

"(2) -If the Administrator,alter reasonablenotice and opportunityfor 
hearingto a State with whom he has entered into an agreement pursuant 
to this section, _finds that the State has failed or is no longer legally able 
to comply substantially with any provision of such agreement or of this 
section, he shall notify such State that the agreement will be terminated 
in its entirety, or with respect to any one or more coverage groups desig
nated by him, at such time, not later than two years from the date of such 
notice, as he deems appropriate, unless prior to such time he _finds that 
there no longer is any suchfailure or that the causefor such legal inability 
has been removed. 

" (3) IJ any agreement entered into under this section is terminated in 
its entirety, the Administrator and the State may not again enter into an 
agreement pursuant to this section. If any such agreement is terminated 
with respect to any coverage group, the Administratorand the State may 
not thereafter modif such agreement so as to again make the agreement 
applicable with respect to such coverage group. 

"Deposits in Trust Fund; Adjustments 

"(h) (1) All amounts rec~eived by the Secretary of the Treasury under 
an agreement made pursuantto this section shall be deposited in the Trust 
Fund. 

" (2) If more or less than the correct amount due under an agreement 
made pursuant to this section is paid with respect to any payment of 
remuneration, proper adjustments w?,th respect to the amounts due under 
such agreement shall be made, without interest, in such manner and at 
such times as may be prescribedby regulationsof the Administrator. 

"(3) If an2 overp~ayment cannot be adjusted under paragraph(2), the 
amount thereof and the time or times it is to be paid shall be certified by the 
Administrator to the Managing Trustee, and the Managing Trustee, 
through the Fiscal Service of the Treasury Department and prior to any 
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action thereon by the General Accounting Office, shall make payment in 
accordance with such certification. The Managing Trustee shall not be 
held personally liable for any payment or payments made in accordance 
with a certification by the Administrator. 

"Regulations 

"(i) Regulations of the Administratorto carry out the purposes of this 
section shall be designed to make the requirements imposed on States 
pursuantto this section the same, so far as practicable, as those imposed 
on employers pursuant to this title and subchapter A or E of chapter .9 
of the Internal Revenue Code. 

"Failure To Make Payments 

`(j) In case any State does not make, at the time or times due, the pay
ments provided for under an agreement pursuant to this section, there 
shall be added, as part of the amounts due, interest at the rate of 6 per 
centum.per annum from the date due until paid, and the Administrator 
may, in his discretion, deduct such amounts plus interest from any 
amounts certified by him to the Secretary of the Treasuryfor payment to 
such State under any other provision of this Act. Amounts so deducted 
shall be deemed to have been paid to the State under such other provision of 
this Act. Amounts equal to the amounts deducted under this subsection 
are hereby appropriatedto the Trust Fund. 

"Instrumentalities of Two or More States 

"(k) The Administratormay, at the request of any instrumentality of 
two or more States, enter into an agreement with such instrumentalityfor 
the purpose of extending the insurance system established by this 
title to services performed by individuals as employees of such instru
mentality. Such agreement, to the extent practicable, shall be governed 
by the provisions of this section applicable in the case of an agreement 
with a State. 

"Delegation of Functions 

"(1) The Administratoris authorized, pursuant to agreement with the 
head of any Federal agency, to delegate any of his functions under this 
,section to any officer or employee of such agency and otherwise to utilize 
the services andfacilities of such agency in carrying out such functions, 
and payment therefor shall be' in advance or by way of reimbursement, as 
may be provided in such agreement." 

PUERTO RICO 

SEC. 107. Title II of the Social Security Act is amended by adding 
after section 218 (added by section 106 of this Act) thefollowing: 

itEFFEJTIVE DATE IN CASE OF PUERTO RICO 

"SEC. 219. If the Governor of PuertoRico certifies to the President of 
the United States that the legislature of Puerto Rico has, by concurrent 
resolution, resolved that it desires the extension to Puerto Rico of the pro
visions of this title, the e~ffective date referred to in sections 210 (h), 210 (i), 
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210 (j), 211 (a) (7), and 211 (b) shall be January1 of the first calendar 
year which begins more than ninety days after the date on which the Presi
dent receives such certification." 

RECORDS OF WAGES AND SELF-EMPLOYMENT INCOME 

SEc. 108. (a) Subsection (b) of section 205 of the Social Security Act 
is amended by inserting "former wife divorced, husband, widower," after 
"widow" 

(b) Subsection (c) of section 205 of the Social Security Act is amended 
to read asfollows: 

"(c) (1) For the purposes of this subsection
"(A) The term 'year' means a calendar year when used with 

respect to wages and a taxable year (as defined in section 211 (e)) 
when used with respect to self-employment income. 

"(B) The term 'time limitation' means a period of three years, 
two months, andfifteen days. 

"(0) The term 'survivor' means an individual's spouse, former 
wife divorced, child, or parent, who survives such individual. 

(2) On the basis of information obtained by or submitted to the Ad
mninistrator, and after suck verification thereof as he deems necessary, the 
Administrator shall establish and maintain records of the amounts of 
wages paid to, and the amounts of self-employment income derived by, 
each individual and of the periods in which such wages were paid and 
such in~ome was derived and, upon request, shall inform any individual 
or his survivor, or the legal representativeof such individualor his estate, of 
the amounts of wages and self-employment income of such individual and 
the periods during which such wages were paid and such income was 
derived, as shown by such records at the time of such, request. 

"(3) The Administrator's records shall be evidence for the purpose of 
proceedings before the Administratoror any court of the amounts of wages 
paid to, and self-employment income derived by, an individual and of the 
periods in which such wages were paid and such income was derived. 
The absence of an entry in such records as to wages alleged to have been 
paid to, or as to self-employment income alleged to have been derived by, 
an individual in any period shall be evidence that no such alleged wages 
were paid to, or thatno such alleged income was derived by, such individual 
during such period.

"(4) Priorto the expiration of the time limitationfollowing any year 
the Administratormay, if it is brought to his attention that any entry of 
wages or self-employment income in his recordsfor such year is erroneous 
or that any item of wages or self-employment income for such year has 
been omitted from such records, correct such entry or include such omitted 
item in his records, as the case may be. After the expiration of the time 
limitationfollowing any year

"(A) the Administrator's records (with changes, if any, made 
pursuant to paragraph (5)) of the amounts of wages paid to, and 
self-employment income derived by, an individualduring any period 
in such year shall be conclusive for the purposes of this title; 

"(B) the absence of an entry in the Administrator'srecords as to 
the wages alleged to have been paid by an employer to an individual 
during any period in such year shall be presumptive evidence for 
the purposes of this title that no such alleged wages were paid to such 
individual in such period; and 
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"'(C) the absence of an entry in the Administrator's records as to 
the self-employment income alleged to have been derived by an in
dividual in such year shall be conclusive for the purposes of this 
title that no such alleged self-employment ?income was derived by such 
individual in such year unless it is shown that he filed a tax return 
of his self'-employment income for such year before the expiration 
of the time limitationfollowing such year, in which case the Admin
istrator shall include in his records the self-employment income of 
such individualforsuch year. 

"(5) After the expiration of the time limitationfollowi'ng any year in 
which wages were paid or alleged to have been paid to, or self-employment 
income was derived or alleged to have been derived by, an individual, the 
Administrator may change or delete any entry with respect to wages or 
self-employment income in his records of such yearfor such individual or 
include in his records of such year for such individual any omitted item 
of wages or self-employment income but only

"(A) if an applicationfor monthly benefits or for a lump-sum 
death payment was filed within the time limitationfollowing such 
year; except that no such change, deletion, or inclusion may be made 
pursuant to this subparagraph after a final decision upon the 
applicationfor monthly benefits or lump-sum death payment;

"(B) if within the time limitationfollowing such yearan individual 
or his survivor makes a request for a change or deletion, or for an 
inclusion of an omitted item, and alleges in writing that the Admin-
istrator'srecords of the wages paidto, or the se~f-employment income 
derived by, such individual in such year are in one or more respects 
erroneous; except that no such change, deletion, or inclusion may 
be made pursuant to this subparagraphafter a final decision upon 
such request. Written notice of the Administrator's decision on 
any such request shall be given to the individual who made the 
request; 

"(C) to correct errors apparenton the face of such records; 
"(D) to transfer items to records of the Railroad Retirement 

Board if such items were credited under this title when they should 
have been credited under the Railroad Retirement Act, or to enter 
items transferredby the RailroadRetirement Board which have been 
credited under the Railroad Retirement Act when they should have 
been credited under this title; 

" (E) to delete or reduce the amount of any entry which is erroneous 
as a result of fraud;

"(F) to conform his records to tax returns or portions thereof 
(including information returns and other written statements) filed 
with the Commissioner of Internal Revenue under title VIII of the 
Social Security Act, under subchapterE of chapter 1 or subchapterA 
of chapter9 of the Internal Revenue Code, or under regulations made 
under authority of such title or subchapter, and to information re
turns filed by a State pursuant to an agreement under section 218 
or regulationsof the Administratorthereunder;except that no amount 
of self-employment income of an individualfor any taxable year (s, 
such return or statement was filed after the expiration of the time 
limitationfollowing the taxab~le year) shall be included in the, Ad
ministrator'srecords pursuantto this subparagraphin excess of the 
amount which has been deleted pursuant to this subparagraphas 
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payments erroneously included in such records as wages paid to 
such individual in such taxable year; 

"(0) to correct errors made ire the allocation, to individuals or 
periods, of wages or self-employment income entered in the records 
of the Administrator; 

" (H) to include wages paid during any period in such year to an 
individual by an employer 'if there is an absence of an entry in the 
Administrator'srecords of wages having been paid by such employer 
to such individual in such period; or 

"(I) to enter items which constitute remunerationfor employment 
under subsection (o), such entries to be in accordance with certified 
reports of records made by the RailroadRetirement Boardpursuant 
to section 5 (Ik) (8) of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937. 

"(6) Written notice of any deletion or reduction under paragraph (4) 
or (5) shall be given to the individual whose record is involved or to his 
survivor, except that (A) in the case of a deletion or reduction with respect 
to any entry of wages such notice shall be given to such individual only
if he has previously been notified by the Administrator of the amount of 
his wages for the period involved, and (B) such notice shal! be given to such 
survivor only if he or the individualwhose record is involved has previously 
been notified by the Administrator of the amount of such individual's 
wages and self-employment income for the period involved. 

"(7) Upon request in writing (within such period, after any change 
or refusal of a request for a change of his records pursuant to this sub
section, as the Administrator may prescribe), opportunity for hearing 
with respect to such change or refusal shall be afforded to any individual 
or his survivor. If a hearing is held pursuant to this paragraph the 
Administrator shall ma/ce findings of fact and a decision based upon the 
evidence adduced at such hearing and shall include any omitted items, or 
change or delete any entry, in his records as may be required by such 
findings and decision. 

"(8) Decisions of the Administrator under this subsection shall be 
reviewable by commencing a civil action in the United States district 
court as provided in subsection (g)." 

(c) Section 205 of the Social Security Act is amended by adding at the 
end thereof the following subsections: 

"Crediting of Compensation Under the Railroad Retirement Act 

"(o) _If there is no person who would be entitled, upon application 
therefor, to an annuity under section 5 of the Railroad Retirement Act 
of 1987, or to a lump-sum payment under subsection (f) (1) of such 
,section,with respect to the death of an employee (as defined in such Act), 
then, notwithstanding section 210 (a) (10) of this Act, compensation (as 
defined in such Railroad Retirement Act, but excluding compensation 
attributableas having been paid during any month on account of military 
service creditableunder section 4 of such Act if wages are deemed to have 
been paid to such employee during such month under section 217 (a) of 
this Act) of such employee shall constitute remunerationfor employment 
for purposes of determining (A) entitlement to and the amount of any 
lump-sum death payment under this title on the basis of such employee's 
wages and self-employment income and (B) entitlement to and the amount 
of any monthly benefit under this title, for the month in which such 

70685-50--
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employee died or for any month thereafter, on the basis of such wages and 
self-employment income. For such purposes, compensation (as so 
defined) paid in a calendaryear shall, in the absence of evidence to the 
contrary, be presumed to have been paid in equal proportionswith respect 
to all months in the year in which the employee rendered services for 
such compensation. 

"Special R'ules in Case of FederalService 

"(p) (1) With respect to service included as employment under section 
210 which is performed in the employ of the United States or in the employ
of any instrumentality which is wholly owned by the United States, the 
Administrator shall not make determinations as to whether an individual 
has performed such service, the periods of such service, the amounts of 
remuneratonfor such service which constitute wages under the provisions
of section 209, or the periods in which or for which such wages were paid,
but shall accept the determinations with respect thereto of the head of the 
appropriateFederalagency or instrumentality,and of such agents as such 
head may designate, as evidenced by returns filed in accordance with the 
provisions of section 1420 (e) of the InternalRevenue Code and certifica
tions made pursuant to this subsection. Such determinations shall be 
final and conclusive. 

"(2) The head of any such'agency or instrumentalityis authorized and 
directed, upon written request of the Administrator, to make certification 
to him with respect-to any matter determinable for the Administrator by
such head or his agents under this subsection, which the Administrator 
finds necessary in administeringthis title. 

"(3) The provisions of paragraphs(1) and (2) shall be applicable in 
the case' of service performed by a civilian employee, not compensated
from funds appropriatedby the Congress, in the Army and Air Force 
Exchange Service, Army and Air Force Motion Picture Service, Navy
Exchanges, Marine Corps Exchanges, or other activities, conducted by 
an instrumentality of the United States subject to the jurisdictionof the 
Secretary of Defense, at installations of the Department of Defense for 
the com~fort, pleasure, contentment, and mental and physical improvement
of personnel of such Department; and for purposes of paragraphs (1)
and (2) the Secretary of Defense shall be deemed to be the head of such 
instrumentality." 

(d) The amendments made by subsections (a) and (c)of this section shall 
take effect on September 1, 1950. The amendment made by subsection 
(b) of this section shall ta/ke effect January1, 1951, except that, effective 
on September 1, 1950, the husbandorformer'u fe divorced of nidvda 
shall be treated the same as a parent of such individual, and the legal
representative of an individual or his. estate shall be treated the same as 
the individual,for purposes of section 205 (c) of the Social Security Act 
as in effect prior to the enactment of this Act. 

MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS 

SEC. 109. (a) (1) The second sentence of secItion 201. (a) of the Social 
Security Act is amended by striking out "such amounts as may be 
appropriated to the Trust Fund" and inserting in lieu thereof "such 
amounts as may be appropriatedto, or deposited in, the Trust Fund". 
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(2) Section 201 (a) of the Social Security Act is amended by striking 
out th~e third sentence and by inserting in.-lieu thereof the following: 
"There is hereby appropriatedto the Trust Fundfor the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1941, andfor each fiscal year thereafter, out of any moneys in 
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,amounts equivalent to 100 per 
centum Of

"(1) the taxes (including interest, penalties, and additions to the 
taxes) received under subchapterA of chapter 9 of the Internal Reve
nue Code (and covered into the Treasury) which are deposited into 
the Treasury by collectors of internal revenue before January 1, 
1951; and 

"(2) the taxes certified each month by the Commissionerof Internal 
Revenue as taxes received under subchapter A of chapter 9 of such 
code which are deposited into the Treasury by collectors of internal 
revenue after December 31, 1950, and before January1, 1953, with 
respect to assessments of such taxes made before January 1, 1951; 
and 

"(3) the taxes imposed by subchapter A of chapter 9 of such code 
with respect to wages (as defined in section 1426 of such code) 
reported to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue pursuant to 
section 1420 (c) of such code after December 31, 1950, as determined 
by the Secretary of the Treasury by applying the applicable rates 
of tax under such subchapter to such wages, which wages shall be 
certified by the Federal Security Administrator on the basis of the 
records of wages established and maintained by such Administrator 
in accordance with such reports; and 

"'(4) the taxes imposed by subchapter E of chapter 1 of such code 
with respect to self-employment income (as defined in section 481 of 
such code) reported to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue on tax 
returns under such subchapter, as determined by the Secretary of 
the Treasury by applying the applicable rate of tax under such 
subchapter to such self-employment income, which self-employment 
income shall be certified by the Federal Security Administrator on 
the basis of the records of self-employment income established and 
maintained by the Administratorin accordancewith such returns. 

The amounts appropriatedby clauses (3) and (4) shall be transferred 
from time to time from the general fund in the Treasury to the Trust 
Fund on the basis of estimates by the Secretary of the Treasury of the taxes, 
referred to in clauses (3) and (4), paid to or deposited into the Treasury; 
andproper adjustments shall be made in amounts subsequently transferred 
to the extent prior estimates were in excess of or were less than the amounts 
of the taxes referred to in such clauses." 

(3) Section 201 (a) of the Social Security Act is amended by striking 
out the following: " There is also authorized to be appropriatedto the 
Trust Fund such additional sums as may be required to finance the 
benefits and payments provided under this title." 

(4) Section 201 (b) of such Act is amended by striking out "Chairman 
of the Social Security Board" and inserting in lieu thereof "Federal 
Security Administrator". 

(5) Section 201 (b) of such Act is amended by adding after the second 
sentence thereof the following new sentence: " The Commissionerfor Social 
Security shall serve as Secretary of the Board of Trustees." 
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(6) Paragraph(2) of section 9201. (b)of such Act is amended by .striking 
out "on thefirst day of each regular session of the Congress" and inserting,
in lieu thereof "not later than thefJirst day of March of each year". 

(7) Section 201 (b) of such Act is amended by striking out the period 
at the end of paragraph(3) and inserting in lieu thereof "; and", and by
adding the followitng new paragraph:

" (4) Recommend improvements in administrativeprocedures and 
policies designed to effectuate the proper coordination of the old-age 
and surrivors insurance and Federal-Stateunemployment compen-. 
sation programs."

(8) Section 201 (b) of such Act is amended by adding at the end thereof 
the following: "Such report shall be printed as a House document of the 
session of the Congress to which the report is made." 

(9) Section 201 (f)of such Act is amended to read as follows: 
i"o(f) (1) The Managing Trustee is directedto payfrom the Trust Fund 

inothe Treasury the amount estimated by him and the Federal Security
Administratorwhich will be expended during a three-month period by the 
Federal Security Agency and the Treasury Departmentfor the adminis
tration of titles II and VIII of this Act and subchapterE of chapter I and 
subchapterA of chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue Code. Such payment&
shall be covered into the Treasury as repayments to the account for reim
bursement of expenses incurred in connection with the administrationof 
titles II and VIII of this Act. and subchapter E of chapter 1 and sub
chapter A of chapter9 of the InternalRevenue Code. 

"(2) The Managing Trustee is directed to pay from time to time from 
the Trust Fund into the Treasury the amount estimated by him as taxes 
which are subject to refund under section 1401 (d) of the Internal Revenue 
Code with respect to wages (as defined in section 1426 of such code) paid 
after December 31, 1950. Such taxes shall be determined on the basis of 
the records of wages established and maintainedby the Federal Security
Administratorin accordancewith the wages reported to the Commissioner 
of Internal Revenue pursuant to section 1420 (c) of such code, and the 
Administratorshall furnish the Managing Trustee such information as 
may be requiredby the Trustee for such purpose. The payments by the 
Managing Trustee shall be covered into the Treasury as repayments to 
the accountfor refunding internal revenue collections. 

"(3) Repayments made under paragraph(1) or (92) shall not be avail
able 'for expenditures but shall be carried to the surplus fund of the 
Treasury. If it subsequently appears that the estimates-under either 
such paragraphin any particularperiodwere too high or too low, appro
priate adjustments shall be made by the Managing Trustee in future 
payments." 

(b) (1) Sections 204, 205 (other than subsections (c) and (1)), and 
206 of such Act are amended by striking out "Board" wherever appearing
therein and inserting in lieu thereof "Administrator"; by striking out 
"Board's" wherever appearing therein and inserting in lieu thereof
"Administrator's"; and by striking out (where they refer to the Social 
Security Board) "it" and "its" and inserting in lieu thereof "he", 
"him", or "his", as the context may require.

(2) Section 205 (1)of such Act is amended to read as follows: 
"(IY) The Administrator is authorized to delegate to any member,. 

officer, or employee 'of the Federal SecurityIAgency designated by him 
any of the powers, conferred upon him by this section, and is authorizedi 
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to be represented by his own attorneys in any court in any case or pro
ceeding arising under the provisions of subsection (e)." 

(c) Section 208 of such Act is amended by striking out the words "the, 
Federal Insurance Contributions Act" and inserting in lieu thereof the 
following: "subchapter E of chapter 1 or subchapter A or E of chapter9 
of the Internal Revenue Code". 

SERVICES FOR COOPERATIVES PRIOR TO 1951 

SEC. 110. In any case in which
(1) an individu'tlhas been employed at any time prior to 1951 by 

organizations enumerated in the first sentence of section 101 (12) of 
the Internal Revenue Code, 

(2) the service performed by -suchindividualduringthe time he was 
so employed constituted agriculturallabor as defined in section 209 
(I) of the Social Security Act and section 1426 (h) of the Internal 
Revenue Code, as in effect prior to the enactment of this Act, and such 
service would, but for the provisions of such sections, have constituted 
employment for the purposes of title 1.1 of the Social Security Act and 
subchapterA of chapter 9 of such Code, 

(3) the taxes imposed by sections 1400 and 1410 of the Internal 
Revenue Code have been paid with respect to any part of the remuner
ation paid to such individual by such organizationfor such service 
and the payment of such taxes by such organizationhas been made in 
good faith upon the assumption that such service did not constitute 
agriculturallabor as so defined, and 

(4) no refund of such taxes has been obtained, 
the amount of such remunerationwith respect to which such taxes have been 
paid shall be deemed to constitute remunerationfor employment as defined 
in section 209 (b) of the Social Security Act as in effect priorto the enact
ment of this Act (but it shallnot constitute wagesfor purposes ol deductions 
under section 203 of such Act for months for which benefits under title II 
of such Act have been certi-fied andpaid priorto the enactment of this Act).* 

TITLE II-AMENDMENTS TO INTERNAL REVENUE CODE 

RATE OF TAX ON WAGES 

SEC. 201. (a) Clauses (2) and (3) of section 1400 of the Internal 
Revenue Code are amended to read as follows: 

"(2) With respect to wages received during the calendar years 
1950 to 1953, both inclusive, the rate shall be 1% per centum. 

"(3) With respect to wages received during the calendar years 
1954 to 1959, both inclusive, the rate shall be 2 per centum. 

"(4) With respect to wages received during the calendar years 
1960 to 1964, both inclusive, the rate shall be 21%per centum. 

' (5) With respect to wages recei~ved duping the calendar years 
196.5 to 1969, both inclusive, the'rate shall be 3 per centum. 

'(6) With respect to wages received after December 31, 1969, the 
rate shall be 3% per centum." 

(b) Clauses (2) and (3) of section 1410 of the Internal Revenue Code 
are amended to read as follows: 

"(2) With respect to wages paid during the calendaryears 1950 
to 1953, both inclusive, the rate shalt be 1 1/ per centum. 
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"(3) With respect to wages paid during the calendar years 1964 
to 1959, both inclusive, the rate shall be 2 per centum. 

"(4) With respect to wages paid during the calendaryears 1960 
to 1964, both inclusive, the rate shall be 2y2 per centum. 

"(6) With respect to wages paid during the calendar years 1965 
to 1969, both inclusive, the rate shall be 3 'percentum. 

"(6) With respect to wages paid alter December 31, 1969, the rate 
shall be 3Y% per centum." 

FEDERAL SERVICE 

SEc. 202. (a) Part II of subchapter A of chapter 9 of the Internal 
Revenue Code is amended by adding after sectifon 1411 the following new 
section: 

"SEC. 1412. INSTRUMENTALITIES OF THE UNITED STATES. 

"Notwithstandingany other provision of law (whether enacted before or 
after the enactment of this section) which grants to any instrumentality of 
the United States an exemption from taxation, such instrumentalityshall 
not be exempt from the tax imposed by section 1410 unless such other 
provision of law grants a specific exemption, by reference to section 1410, 
from the tax imposed by such section." 

(b) Section 1420 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by adding 
at the end thereof the following new subsection: 

" (e) FEDERAL SERVICE.-In the case of the taxes imposed by this sub
chapter with respect to service performed in the employ of the United 
States or in the employ of any instrumentality which is wholly owned by 
the United States, the determination whether an individual has performed 
service which constitutes employment as de-fined in section 1426, the 
determinationof the amount of remuneration,fr'such service which con

stiute s dfined in such section, and the return andpayment of thewaes 
taxes imposed by this subchapter, shall be made by the head of the Federal 
agency or instrumentality having the control of such service, or by such 
agents as such head may designate. The person making such return may,
for convenience of administration, makce payments of the tax imposed' 
under section 1410 with respect to such service without regardto the $3,600 
limitationin section 1426 (a) (1), and he shall not be requiredto obtain a 
refund of the tax paid undersection 1410 on thatpart of the remuneration 
not inclded in wages by reasonof section 1426 (a) (1). The provisionsof 
this subsection shall be applicable in the case of service performed by a 
civilian employee, not compensated from funds appropriated by the 
Congress, in the Army and Air Force Exchange Service, Army and Air 
Force Motion Picture Service, Navy Exchanges, MarineCorpsExchanges, 
or other activities, conducted by an instrumentality of the United States 
subject to the jurisdictionof the Secretary of Defense, at,installations of 
the Department of Defense for the comfort, pleasure, contentment, and 
mental and physical improvement of personnel of such Department; and 
for Purposes of this subsection the Secretary of Defense shall be deemed 
to be the head of such instrumentality." f 

(c) Section 1411 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by adding 
at the end thereof the following new sentence: "For the purposes of this 
section, in the case of remunerationreceived from the United States or a 
wholly owned instrumentality thereof during any calendar year after the 
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calendar year 19.50, each head of a Federal agency or instrumentality 
who makes a return pursuant to section 1420 (e) and each agent, desig
nated by the head of a Federal agency or instrumentality, who makes a 
return pursuant to such section shall be deemed a separate employer."2 . 

(d) The amendments made by this section shall be applical only with 
respect to remunerationpaid after 1950. 

DEFINITION OF WAGES 

SEC. 203. (a) Section 1426 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code is 
amended to read as follows: 

"(a) WAGES .- The term 'wages' means all remuneration for employ
ment, including the cash value of all remunerationpaid in any medium 
other than cash; except that such term shall not include

" (1) That part of the remuneration which, after remuneration 
(other than remunerationreferred to in the succeeding paragraphsof 
this subsection) equal to $3,600 with respect to employment has been 
.Paidto an individual by an employer during any calendaryear, is 
paid to such individual by such employer during such calendaryear. 
If an employer (hereina~fterreferred to as successor employer) during 
any calendar year acquires substantially all the property used in a 
trade or business of another employer (hereinafter referred to as a 
predecessor), or used in a separate unit of a trade or business of a 
predecessor, and immediately after the acquisition employs in his 
trade or business an individual who immediately prior to the acquisi
tion was employed in the trade or business of such-predecessor, then, 
for the purpose of determining whether the successor employer has 
paid. remuneration (other than remuneration referred to in the 
succeeding paragraphs of this subsection) with respect to employ
ment equal to $3,600 to such individual during such calendaryear, 
any remuneration (other than remuneration referred to in thk 
succeeding paragraphs of this subsection) with respect to employ
ment paid (or considered under this paragraphas having been paid) 
to such individual by such predecessor during such calendar year 
and priorto such acquisition shall be consideredas having been paid 
by such successor employer; 

" (2) The amount of any payment (including any amount paid 
by an employer for insuranceor annuities, or into afund, to provide 
for any such payment) made to, or on behalf of, an employee or any 
of his dependents under a plan or system established by an employer 
which makes provision for his employees generally (or for his em
ployees generally and their dependents) or for a class or classes of 
his employees (or for a class or classes of his employees and their 
dependents), on account of (A) retirement, or (B) sickness or acci
dent disability, or (C) medical or hospitalization expenses in con
nection with sickness or accident disability, or (D) death; 

" (3) Any payment made to an employee (including any amount 
paid by an employer for insurance or annuities, or into a fund, to 
providefor any such payment) on account of retirement; 

"(4) Any payment on account of sickness or accident disability, 
or medical or hospitalization expenses in connection with sickness 
or accident disability, made by an employer to, or on behalf of, an 
employee after the expiration of six calendar months following the 
last calendarmonth in which the employee worked for such employer; 
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"(5) Any payment made to, or on behalf of, an employee or his 
beneficiary (A) from or to a trust exempt from tax under section 165 
(a) at the time of such payment unless such payment is made to an 
employee of the trust as remunerationfor services,rendered as such 
employee and not as a beneficiary of the trust, or (B) under or to an 
annuity plan which, at the time of such payment, meets the require
ments of section 165 (a) (3), (4), (5), and (6);

"(6) The payment by an employer ('without deduction from the 
remuneration of the employee) (A) of the tax imposed upon an 
employee under section 1400, or (B) of any payment requiredfrom 
an employee under a State unemployment compensation law;

"(7) (A) Remuneration paid in any medium other than cash to 
an employee for service not in the course of the employer's trade or. 
business or for domestic service in a pri~vate home of .the employer;

"(B) Cash remuneration paid by an employer in any calendar 
quarter to an employee for domestic servi'ce in a private home of the 
employer, if the cash remunerationpaid in,the quarterfor such service 
is less than $50 or the employee is not regularly employed by the 
employer in such quarter of payment. For the purposes of'this 
subparagraph,an employee shall be deemed to be reg'ularly employed
by an employer during a calendarquarter only if (i) on each of some 
twenty-four days during the quarter the~employee performs for the 
employer for some portion of the day domestic service in a private
home of the employer, or (ii) the employee was regularly employed
(as determined under clause (i)) by the employer in' the performance
of such serviece during the preceding calendar,quarter. As used in 
this subparagraph,the term 'domestic service in a Private home Of 
the employer' does not include service described in subsection (h) (5);

"(8) Remuneration paid in any medium other than cash for 
agricultural labor; 

"(9) Any payment (other than vacation or sick pay) made to an 
employee after the month in which he attains the age of sixty-five,
if he did not work for the employer in the period for which such 
payment is made; or 

"(10) Remunerationpaid by an employer in any calendarquarter 
to an employee for service described in subsection (d) (3) (C) (relating 
to home workers), if the cash remunerationpaid in such quarter by
the employer to the'employee for such service is less than $50." 

(b) So much of section 1401 (d) (2) of the Internal Revenue Code as 
precedes the second sentence thereof is amended to read asfollows: 

"(2) WAGES RECEIVED DURING 1947, 1948, 1949, AND 195o.-If by 
reason of an employee receiving wages from more than one employer 
during the calendar year 1947, 1948, 1949, or 1950, the wages
received by him during such. year exceed $3,000, the employee
shall be entitled to a refund of any amount of tax, 'with respect to 
such wages, imposed by section 1400 and deducted from the em
ployee's wages (whether or not paid to the collector), which exceeds 
the tax with respect to the first $3,000 of such wages received."I 

(c) Section 1401 (d) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new paragraphs:

"(3) WAGES RECEIVED AFTER 1950.-If by reasonof an employee
receiving 'wages from' more than one employer during any calendar 
year after the calendaryear 1950, the. wages received by him during
such year exceed $3,600, the employee shall be entitled to a refund 
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of any amount of tax, with respect to such wages, imposed by section 
1400 and deducted-from the employee's wages (whether or not paid 
to the collector), which exceeds the tax with respect to thefirst $3,600 
of such wages received. Refund under this section may be made in 
accordance with the provisions of law applicable in the case of er
roneous or illegal collection of the tax; except that no such refund 
shall be made unless (A) the employee makes a claim, establishing 
his right thereto, after the calendar year in which the wages were 
received with respect to which refund of tax is claimed, and (B) such 
claim is made within two years after the calendar year in which 
such wages were received. No interest shall be allowed or paid with 

repe 1 to any such refund.

"1(4) SPECIAL RULES IN THE CASE OF FEDERAL AND STATE


EMPLOYEES.

"(A) Federal Employees .- In th~e case of remuneration 
received from the bvnited States or a wholly owned instrumen
tality thereof duringq any calendaryear after the calendar year 
1950, each head of a Federal agency or instrumentality who 
makes a return pursuant to section 1420 (e) and each agent, 
designated by the head of a Federal agency or instrumentality, 
who makes a return pursuant to such section shall, for the pur
poses of subsection (c) and paragraph(3) of this subsection, be 
deemed a separate employer; and the term 'wages' includes, for 
the purposes of paragraph(3) of this subsection, the amount, not 
to exceed $3,600, determined by each such head or agent as 
constitutingwages paid to an employee. 

"(B) State Employees.-For the purposes of paragraph (3) 
of this subsection, in the ease of remuneration received during 
any calendaryear after the calendaryear 1950, the term 'wages' 
includes such remunerationfor services covered by an agree
ment made pursuant to section 218 of the Social Security Act 
as would be wages i~f such services constituted employment; the 
term 'employer' includes a State or any political subdivision 
thereof, or any instrumentality of any one or more of the fore
going; the term 'tax' or 'tax imposed by section 1400' includes, 
in the ~case of services covered by an agreement made pursuant 
to section 218 of the Social Security Act, an amount equivalent 
to the tax which would be imposed by section 14,00, if such 
services constituted employment as defined in section 1426; 
and the provisions of paragraph (3) of this subsection shall 
apply whether or not any amount deducted from the employee's 
remuneration as a result of an agreement made pursuant to 
section 218 of the Social Security Act has been paid to the 
Secretary of the Treasury." 

(d) The amendment made by subsection (a) of this section shall be 
applicable only with respect to remuneration paid after 1950. In the 
case of remuneration paidprior to 1951, the determinationunder section 
1426 (a) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code (prior to its amendment by 
this Act) of whether or not such remunerationconstituted wages shall be 
made as if subsection (a) of this section had not been enacted and without 
inferences drawn from the fact that the amendment made by subsection 
(a) is not made applicableto periods prior to 1951. 
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DJEFINITION 02F EMPLOYMENT 

SEC. p204. (a) Effective January1, 1951, section 14f26 (b)of the Internal 
Revenue Code is amended to read as follows: 

" (b) EMPLOYMENT. - The term 'employment' means any service per
formed after 1936 and prior to 1951 which was employment for the pur
poses of this subchapter under the law applicable to the period in which 
such service was performed, and any service, of whatever nature, per
formed after 1950 either (A) by an employee for the person employing
him, irrespective of the citizenship or residence of either, (i) within the 
United States, or (ii) on or in connection with an American vessel or 
American aircraftunder a contractof service which is entered into within 
the United States or during the performance of which and while the em
ployee is employed on the vessel or aircraftit touches at aport in the United 
States, if the employee is employed on and in connection with such vessel 
or aircraft when outside the United States, or (B)* outside the United 
States by a citizen of the United States as an employee for an American 
employer (as de~fined in subsection (i) of this section); except that, in the 
case of service performed after 1950, such term shall not include

"(1) (A) Agricultural labor (as defined in subsection (h) of this 
section) performed in any calendar quarter by. an employee, unless 
the cash remunerationpaidjforsuch labor (other than service described 
in subparagraph (B)) is $50 or more and such labor is performed
for an employer by an individual who is regularly employed by such 
employer to perform such agricultural labor. For the purposes of 
this subparagraph,an individual shall be deemed to be regularly
employed by an employer during a calendar quarter only if

" (i) such individual performs agriculturallabor (other than 
service described in subparagraph(B)) for such employer on a 
full-time basis on sixty days during such quarter,and 

"(ii) the quarter was immediately preceded by a qualifying 
quarter.

For the purposes of the preceding sentence, the term 'qualifying quar
ter' means (I) any quarter during all of which such individual was 
continuously employed by such employer, or (II) any subsequent 
quarter which meets the test of clause (i) if, after the last quarter
during all of which such individual was continuously employed by
such employer, each intervening quarter met the test of clause (i).
Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this subparagraph,an 
individual shall also be deemed to be regularly employed by an em
ployer during a calendar quarter if such individual was regularly
employed (upon applicationof clauses (i)and (ii)) by such employer
during the preceding calendar quarter. 

"(B) Service Performed in connection with the production or 
harvesting of any commodity defined as an agriculturalcommodity in 
section 15 (g) of the Agricultural Marketing Act, as amended, or 
in connection with the ginning of cotton;

" (2) Domestic service performed in a local college club, or local 
chapter cf a collegefraternity or sorority, by a student who is enrolled 
and is regularly attending classes at a school, college, or university;

"()Service not in'the course of the employer's trade or business 
performed in any calendar quarter by an employee, unless the cash 
remunerationpaidjorsuch service is $50 or more and such service is 
performed by an individualwho is regularly employed by such em
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ployer to perform such service. For the purposes of this paragraph, 
an individual shall be deemed to be regularly employed by an em
ployer during a calendarquarter only if (A) on each of some twenty-
Jour days during such quarter such individual performs for such 
employer for some portion of the day service not in the course of the 
employer's trade or business, or (B) such individual was regularly 
employed (as determined under clause (A)) by such employer in the 
performance of such service during the preceding calendar quarter. 
As used in this paragraph,the term 'service not in the course of the 
employer's trade or business' does not include domestic service in a 
private home of the employer and does not include service described 
in subsection (h) (5);

"(4) Service performed by an individual in the employ of his 
,son, daughter, or spouse, and service performed by a child under the 
age of twenty-one in the employ of hisfather or mother; 

"(5) Service performed by an individual on or in connection 
with a vessel not an American vessel, or on or in connection with an 
aircraft not an American aircraft, if the individual is employed 
on and in connection with such vessel or aircraftwhen outside the 
United States; 

"(6) Service performed in the employ of any instrumentality 
of the United States, if such instrumentalityis exempt from the tax 
imposed by section 1410 by virtue of any provision of law which 
specifically refers to such section in granting such exemption; 

"(7) (A) Service performed in the employ of the United States 
or in the employ of any instrumentality of the United States, if such 
service is covered by a retirement system established by a law of the 
United States; 

"(B) Service performed in the employ of an instrumentality of 
the United States if such an instrumentality was exempt from the 
tax imposed by section 1410 on December 31, 1950, except that the 
provisions of this subparagraphshall not be applicable to

"(i) service performed in the employ of a corporationwhich 
is wholly owned by the United States; 

"(ii) service performed in the employ of a nationalfarm loan 
association, a production credit association, a Federal Reserve 
Bank, or a Federal Credit Union;.

"(iii) service performed in the employ of a State, county, or 
community committee under the Production and Marketing 
Administration;or 

"(iv.) service performed by a civilian employee, not com
pensated from funds appropriated by the Congress, in the 
Army and Air Force Exchange Service, Army and Air Force 
Motion Picture Service, Navy Exchange's, Marine Corps 
Exchanges, or other activities, conducted by an instrumentality 
of the United States subject to the jurisdiction of the Secretary 
of Defense, at installations of the Department of Defense for 
the comfort, pleasure, contentment, and mental and physical 
improvement of personnel of such Department; 

"(C) Service performed in the employ of the United States or in 
the employ of any instrumentality of the United States, if such 
service is performed

"()as the President or V'ice President of the United States 
or as a Member, Delegate, or Resident Commissioner, of or to 
the Congress; 
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" (ii) in, the legislative branch; 
" (iii) in the field service of the Post Office Department unless 

performed by any individualas an employee who is excuded by 
Executive orderfrom the operation of the Civil Service Retire
ment Act of 1980 because he is serving under a temporary ap
pointment pendirng final determination of el'igibilityfor perma
ment or indefinite appointment; 

" (iv) in or under the Bureau of the Census of the Depart
ment of Commerce by temporary employees employed for the 
taking of any census; 

"(v) by any individual as an employee who is excluded by 
Executive order from the operation of the Civil Service Retire-' 
ment Act of 1930 because he is paid on a contract or fee basis; 
" (vi) by any individual as an employee receiving nominal 

compensation of $12 or less per annum; 
" (vii) in a hospital, home, or other institution of the United 

States by a patient or inmate thereof; 
" (viii) by any individual as a consularagent appointedunder 

authority of section 561 of the ForeignService Act of 1946 (22 
U. S. C., sec. 951);

" (ix) by any individual as an employee included under sec
tion 2 of the Act of August 4, 1947 (relating to certalin interns, 
student nurses, and other student employees of hospitals of the 
FederalGovernment; 5 U. S. C., sec. 1052); 

" (x) by any individualas~anemployee serving on a temporary 
basis in case of fire, storm, earthquake, flood, or other similar 
emergency;

" (xi) by any individual as an employee who is employed 
under a Federal relief program to relieve him from unemploy
ment; 

"(xii) as a member of a State, county, or community commit
tee under the Productionand Marketing Administration or of 
any other board, council, committee, or other similarbody, unless 
such bourrd, council, committee, or other body is composed ex
clusively otef individuals otherwise in the full-time employ of the 
U'mitd States; or 

"(xiii) by an individual to whom the Civil Service Retire
ment Act of 1930 does not apply because such individual is 
subject to another retirement system; 

"((8) Service (other than service which, under subsection (k), con
stitutes covered transportationservice) performed in the employ of 
a State, or any political subdivision thereof, or any instrumentality 
of any one or more of the foregoing which is wholly owned by one or 
more States or political subdivisions; 

"(9) (A) Service performed by a duly ordained, commissioned, 
or licensed minister of a church in the exercise of his ministry or 
by a member of a religious order in the exercise of duties required 
by such order; 

"'(B) Service performed in the employ of a religious, charitable, 
educatioanal, or other organization exempt from income tax under 
section 101 (6), but this subparagraphshall not apply to service 
performed during the period for which a certificate, filed pursuant 
to subsection (I), is in effect if such service is performed by an 
employee (i) whose signature appears on the list filed by such organ
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ization under subsection (1), or (ii) who became an employee of 
such organizationalter the calendar quarter in which the certificate 
was filed; 

"(10) Service performed by an individual as an employee 0? 
employee representative as defined in section 1532; 

" (11) (A) Service performed in any calendar quarter in the 
employ of any organization exempt from income tax under section 
101, if the remunerationfor such service is less than $50; 

" (B) Service performed in the employ of a school, college, or 
university if such service is performed by a student who is enrolled 
and is regularlyattendingclasses at such school, college, or university; 

" (12) Service performed in the employ 'of a foreign government 
(including service as a consular or other officer or employee or a 
nondiplomatic representative); 

" (13) Service performed in the employ of an instrumentality 
wholly owned by a foreign government

" (A) If the service is of a charactersimilar to that performed 
in foreign countries by employees of the United States Govern
ment or of an instrumentality thereof; and 

" (B) If the Secretary of State shall certify to the Secretary 
of the Treasury that the foreign government, with respect to 
whose instrumentality and employees thereof exemption is 
claimed, grants an equivalent exemption with respect to similar 
service performed in the foreign country by employees of the 
United States Government and oj instrumentalitiesthereof; 

"(14) Service performed as a student nurse in the employ of a 
hospital or a nurses' trainingschool by an individual who is enrolled 
and is regularly attending classes in a nurses' trainingschool char
tered or approved pursuant to State law; and service performed as an 
interne in the employ of a hospital by an individual who has com
pleted a jour years' course in a medical school charteredor approved 
pursuant to Slate law; 

"(15) Service performed by an individual in (or as an officer or 
member of the crew of a vessel while it is engaged in) the catching, 
taking, harvesting, cultivating, or farming of any kind of fish, 
shellfish, crustacea, sponges, seaweeds, or other aquatic forms of 
animal and vegetable life (including service performed by any such 
individual as an ordinary incident to any such activity), except 
(A) service performed in connection with the catching or taking of 
salmon or halibut, for commercial purposes, and (B) service per
formed on or in connection with a vessel of more than ten net tons 
(determined in the manner provided for determining the register 
tonnage of merchant vessels under the laws of the United States); 

"(16) (A) Service performed by an individual under the age of 
eighteen in the delivery or distribution of newspapers or shopping 
news, not including delivery or distribution to any pointfor subse
quent delivery or distribution; 

"(B) Service performed by an individual in, and at the time of, 
the sale 'of newspapers or magazines to ultimate consumers, under 
an arrangementunder which the newspapers or magazines are to be 
sold by him at a fixed price, his compensation being based on the 
retention of the excess of such price over the amount at which the 
newspapers or magazines are charged to him, whether or not he is 
guaranteeda minimum amount of compensationfor such service, or 
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is entitled to be credited with the unsold newspapers or magazine8 
turned back; or 

"(17) Service performed in the employ of an internationalorgan
izati~on." 

(b)EfectveJanuary1, 1951, section .1426 (e) of the Internal Revenue 
Code is amended to readas follows: 

* "(e) STATE, ETC.
"(1) The term 'State' includes Alaska, Hawaii, the District of 

* Columbia, and the Virgin Islands; and on and after the efetv 
date specified in section 3810 such term includes Puerto Rico.' 

"(2) UNITED STATES.-The term 'United States' when used in a 
geographical sense includes the Virgin Islands; and on and after 
the effective date specified in section 3810 such term includes Puerto 
Rico. 

" (3) CITIZEN.-An individual who is a citizen of Puerto Rico 
(but not otherwise a citizen of the United States) and who is not a 
resident of the United States shall not be considered, for the purposes 
of this section, as a citizen of the United States prior to the effective 
da te specified in section 3810." 

(e) Section 1426 (g) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by
striking out "(g) AMERICAN VESSEL.-" and inserting in lieu thereof 
"1(g) A-mERICAN VESSEL AND AIRCRAFT.-", and by striking out the 
period at the end of such subsection and inserting in lieu thereof the 
following: "1; and the term 'American aircraft' means an aircraft 
registeredunder the laws of the United States." 

(d) Section 1426 (h) of ~the InternalRevenue Code is amended to read 
as follows: 

"(h) AGRICULTURAL LABOR.-The term 'agricultural labor' includes 
all service performed

" (1) On a farm, in the employ oJ any person, in connection 
with cultivating the soil, or in connection with raisingor harvesting 
any agriculturalor horticulturalcommodity, including the raising, 

sheaing feding maageentof livestock,caingfortranin, an 

debri left by a hriae, if the major part of such service is per-
forme on afarm. 

"()in connection with the production or harvesting of any 
commodity de-fined as an agriculturalcommodity in section 15 (g) 
of~the Agricultural Marketing Act, as amended, or in connection 
with the ginning of cotton, or in, connection with the operation 
or maintenance of ditches, canals, reservoirs, or waterways,. not 
owned or operated for profit, used exclusively for supplying and 
storing water for farming purposes.

"(4) (A) in the employ of the operator. of a farm in handling, 
planting, drying, 'packing, packaging, processing,freezing, grading, 
storing, or deliver'tng to storage or to market or to a carrierfor trans
portationto market, in its unmanufactured state, any agriculturalor. 
horticultural commodity; but only if such operator produced more 
than one-half of the commodity with respect to which such service is 
performed. 
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"(B) In the employ of a group of operatorsof farms (other than a 
cooperative organization) in the performance of service described in 
subparagraph (A), but only if such operators produced all of the 
commodity with respect to which such service is performed. For the 
purposes of this subparagraph,any unincorporatedgroup of operators 
shall be deemed a cooperative organization if the number of operators 
comprising such group is more than twenty at any time during the 
calendar quarter in which such service is performed. 

"(C) The provisions of subparagraphs (A) and (B) shall not be 
deemed to be applicablewith respect to service performed in connection 
with commercial canning or commercial freezing or in connection 
with any agriculturalor horticulturalcommodity after its delivery to 
a terminal mark-et for distributionfor consumption. 

"(5) On a farm operated for profit if such service is not in the 
course of the employer's trade or business or is domestic service in a 
private home of the employer. 

"As used in this section, the term 'farm' includes stock, dairy, poultry, 
fruit, fur-bearing animal, and truck farms, plantations, ranches, 
nurseries, ranges, greenhouses or other similar structures used primarily 
for the raisingof agriculturalor horticulturalcommodities, and orchards." 

(e) Section 1426 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by striking 
out subsections (i) and (j) and insertingin lieu-thereof the following: 

" (i) AMERICAN EMPLOYERC-.The term 'American employer' means 
an employer which is (1) the United States or any instrumentality 
thereof, (2) an individual who is a resident of the United States, (3) a 
partnership, if two-thirds or more of the partners are residents of the 
United States, (4) a trust, if all of the trustees are residents of the United 
States, or (5) a corporation organizedunder the laws of the United States 
or of any State. 

" (3) C;OMPUTATION OF WAGES IN CERTAIN CASES.-For purposes of 
this subchapter, in the case of domestic service described in subsection 
(a) (7) (B), any payment of cash remunerationfor such service which 
i5 more or less than a whole-dollar amount shall, under -such conditions 
and to such.extent as may be prescribed by regulations made under this 
subchapter, be computed to the nearest dollar. For the purpose of the 
computation to the nearest dollar, the payment of a fractional part of a 
dollar shall be disregarded unless it amounts to one-half dollar or more, 
in which case it shall be increased to $1. The amount of any payment 
of cash remuneration so computed to the nearest dollar shall, in lieu of 
the amount actually paid, be deemed to constitute the amount of cash 
remunerationfor purposes of subsection (a) (7) (B). 

"(k) COVERED TRANSPORTATION SERVICE.
"1(1) Existing transportation systems-General rule.-Except 

as provided in paragraph (2), all service performed in the employ 
of a State or politicalsubdivision in connection with its operation 
of a public transportationsystem shall constitute covered transporta
tion service if any part of the transportationsystem was acquired 
from privateownership after 1936 andpriorto 1951. 

"1(2) Existing transportationsystems-Cases in which no trans
portation employees, or only certain employees, are covered.
Service performed in the employ of a State or political subdivision in 
connection with the operation of its public transportation system 
shall not constitute covered transportationservice if

"(A) any part of the transportation system was a~cquired 
from private ownership after 1936 and prior to 1951, a 8ub
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stantially all service in connection with the operation of the 
transportationsystem is, on December 31, 1950, covered under 
a general retirement system providing benefits which, by reason 
of a provision of the State constitution dealing speci~fically with 
.retirementsystems of the State or political subdivisions the),eof 
cannot be diminished or impaired;or f 

"(B) no part of the transportationsystem operated by the 
State or politicalsubdivision on December31, 194i0, was acquired 
from private ownership after 1936 and priorto 1951; 

except that i~such State or political subdivisionmakes an acquisition 
after 1950 from private ownership of any part of its transportation
system, then, in the ease of any employee who

"'(C) became an employee of such State orpoliticalsubdivision 
in connection with and at the time of its acquisition after 1950 
of such part, and 

"(D) prior to such acquisition rendered service in employ
ment (including as employment service covered by an agreement 
under section 218 of the Social Security Act) in connection with 
the operationof such part of the transportationsystem acquired
by the State or political subdivision, 

the service of such employee in connection with the operation of the 
transportationsystem shall constitute covered transportationsermce, 
commencing with the first day of the third calendarquarterfollow~ing
the calendarquarterin which the acquisition of such part took place,
unless on such first day such service of such employee is covered 
by a general retirement system which does not, with respect to such 
employee, contain special provisions applicable only to employees
described in subparagraph(C).

"(3) Transportation systems acquired after 1950.-All service 
performed in,the employ of a State or political subdivision thereof in 
connection with its operation of a public transportationsystem shall 
constitute covered transportationservice if the transportationsystem 
was not operated by the State or political subdivision prior to 1951 
and,at the time of itsfirst acquisition (after 1950)from privateowner
ship of any part of its transportationsystem, the State or political
subdivision did not have a general retirement system covering Isub
stantially all service performed in connection with the operation of 
the transportationsystem.

"(4) Definitions.- For the purposes of this subsection
"(A) The term 'general retirement system' means any

pension, annuity, retirement, or similarfund or system estab
lished by a State or by a political subdivision thereof for em
ployees of the State, politicalsubdivision, or both; but such term 
shall not include such ajfund or system which covers only service 
performed 'inpositions connected with the operation of its public 
transportationsystem.

"(B) A transportion system or a part thereof shall be con
sidered to have been acquired by a State or political subdivision 
from private ownership if prior to the acquisition service per
formed by employees in connection with the operation of the 
system or part thereof acquired constituted employment under 
this subchapter or was covered by an agreement made pursuant 
to section 218 of the Social Security Act and some of such em
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ployees became employees of the State or political subdivision in 
connection with and at the time of such acquisition. 

"((C) The term 'politicalsubdivision' includes an instrumen
tality of (i) a State, (ii) one or more political subdivisions of a 
State, or (iii) a State and one or more of its political sub
divisions. 

"(1) EXEMPTION OF RELIGIOUS, CHARITABLE, ETC., ORGANIZA
TIONS.

" (1) WAIVER OF EXEMPTION BY ORGANIZATION.-An organiza
tion exempt from income tax under section 101 (6) may file a certifi
cate (in such form and manner, and with such official, as may be 
prescribed by regulations made under this subchapter) certifying 
that it desires to have the insurance system established by title II 
of the Social Security Act extended to service performed by its 
employees and that at least two-thirds of its employees concur in 
the filing of the certificate. Such certificate may be filed only ii it is 
accompanied by a list containing the signature, address, and social 
security account number (if any) of each employee who concurs 
in the filing of the certificate. Such list may be amended, at any 
time prior to the expiration of the first month following the first 
calendar quarterfor which the certificate is in effect, by filing with 
such official a supplemental list or lists containing the signature, 
address, and social security account number (if any) of each addi
tional employee who concurs in the filing of the certificate. The 
list and any supplemental list shall be filed in suchform and manner 
as may be prescribed by regulations made under this subchapter.
The certificate shall be in effect (for the purposes of subsection (b) 
(9) (B) andfor the purposes of section 210 (a) (9) (B) of the Social 
Security Act) for the period beginning with the first day following 
the close of the calendar quarter in which such certificate is filed, 
but in no case shall such period begin prior to January 1, 1951. 
The period for which the certificate is effective may be terminated 
by the organization,effective at the end of a calendar quarter, upon 
giving two years' advance notice in writing, but only if, at the time 
of the receipt of such notice, the certificate has been in effect for a 
period of not less than eight years. The notice of termination 
may be revoked by the organizationby giving, prior to the close of 
the calendarquarter spec'ified in the notice of termination, a 'Written 
notice of such* revocation. Notice of termination or rezvcation 
thereof shall be filed in such form and manner, and with such ificial, 
as may be prescribed by regulationsmade under this subehaph i. 

"(2) TERMINATION OP WAIVER PERIOD BY COMMISSIONER.-If 
the Commissionerfinds that any organizationwhich filed a certificate 
pursuant to this subsection has failed to comply substantially with 
the requirements of this subchapter or is no longer able to comply 
therewith, the Commissioner shall give such organization not less 
than sixty days' advance notice in writing that the period covered by 
such certificate swill terminate at the end of the calendar quarter 
specified in such notice. Such notice of terminationmay be revoked 
by the Commissioner by giving, prior to the close of the calendar 
quarter specified in the notice of termination, written notice of such 
revocation to the organization. No notice of termination or of 
revocation thereof shall be given under this paragraphto an organ
ization without the priorconcurrence of the FederalSecurity Admin
istrator. 

70685-50----5 
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"(3) NO RENEWAL OF .WAIVE.R.-In the event the periodcovered by 
a. certificate filed pursuant to this subsection is terminated by the 
organization, no certificate may again be filed by such organization, 
pursuant to this subsection." 

(f) Sections 1426 (c) and 1428 of the Internal Revenue Code are each 
amended by striking out "paragraph (9)", and inserting in lieu thereof 
"paragraph (10)".

(g) The amendments made by subsections (c), (d), (e), and (f) of this 
.section shall be applicable only with respect to services performed after 
1950. 

DEFINITION OF EMPLOYEE 

SEC. 205. (a) Section 1426 (d) of the InternalRevenue Code is amended 
to read as follows: 

"(d) Emp.LOYEE.- The term 'employee' means
"(1) any officer of a corporation;or 
"(2). any individual who, under the usual common law rules 

applicable in determining the employer-employee relationship, has 
the status of an employee; or 

"(3) any individual (other than an individualwho is an employee 
under paragraph (1) or (2) of this subsection) who performs services 
for remunerationfor any person-I

"(A) as an agent-driver or commission-driver engaged in dis
tributing meat products, vegetable products, fruit products, 
bakery products, beverages (other than milk), or laundry or 
dry-cleaning services, for his principal;

"(B) as afull-time life insurance salesman; 
"(C) as a home worker performing work, according to speci

fications furnished by the personfor whom the services are per
formed, on materials or goods furnished by such person which 
are requiredto be returned to such person or a person designated 
by him, if the performance of such services is subject to licensing 
requirements under the laws of the State in which such services 
are performed; or 

. ()asa traveling or city salesman, other than as an agent-
driver or commission-driver, engaged upon a full-time. basis in 
the solicitationon behalf of, and the transmissionto, his prin
cipal (except for side-line sales activities on behalf of some other 
person) of orders from wholesalers, retailers, contractors, or 
operators of hotels, restaurants,or other similar establishments 
for.merchandisefor resale or suppliesfor use in their business 
operations; 

if the contract of service contemplates,that substantially all of suck 
sermices are to be performed personally by such individual; except 
that an individual shall not be included in the term 'employee' under 
the provisions of this paragraphif such individual'has.a substantial 
investment in facilities used in connection with the performance of 
such services (other than in facilities for transportation),or if the 
services are in the nature of a single transaction not part of a con
tinuing relationship with the person for whom the services .are 
performed." 

(b) The amendment made by this section shall be applicableonly with 
respect to services performed after 1950. 
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RECEIPTS POR EMPLOYEES; SPECIAL REFUNDS 

SEc. 206. (a) Subchapter E of chapter 9 of the InternalRevenue Code 
is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new sections: 
"SEC. 1633. RECEIPTS FOR EMPLOYEES. 

" (a) REQUIREMENT.-Every person required to deduct and withhold 
from an employee a tax under section 1400 or 1622, or who would have 
been required to deduct and withhold a tax under section 1622 if the em
ployee had claimed no more than one withholding exemption, shallfurnish 
to each such employee in respect of the remunerationpaid by such person 
to such employee during the calendar year, on or before January 31 
of the succeeding year, or, if his employment is terminatedbefore the close 
of such calendaryear, on the day on which the last payment of remunera
tion is made, a written statement showing the following: (1) the name of 
such person, (2) the name of the employee (and his social security 
account number if wages as defined in section 1426 (a) have been paid), 
(3) the total amount of wages as defined in section 1621 (a), (4) the total 
amount deducted and withheld as tax under section 1622, (5) the total 
amount of wages as defined in section 1426 (a), and (6) the total amount 
deducted and withheld as tax under section 1400. 

"(b) STATEMENTS TO CONSTITUTE INFORMATION RETURNS.-The 
statements required to be furnished by this section in respect of any r~e
muneration shall be furnished W~such other times, shall contain such 
other information, and shall be in such form as the Commissioner, with 
the approval of the Secretary, may by regulationsprescribe. A duplicate

of ay sch adeandfiled in accordance with regulationstateentif 
presribdb theCom issoner with the approval of the Secretary shall 
contittetheretrnreqirdto be made in respect of such remuneration 

"(c) EXTENSION OF TiME.-The Commissioner, under such regula
tions as he may prescribe with the approval of the Secretary, may grant 
to any person a reasonableextension of time (not in excess of thirty days) 
with respect to the statements required to be furnished under this section. 
"SEC. 1634. PENALTIES. 

" (a) PENALTIES FOR FRAUDULENT STATEMENT OR FAILURE TO 
FURNISH STATEMENT.-In lieu of any other penalty provided by law 
(except the penalty provided by subsection (b) of this section), any person 
requiredunder the provisions of section 1633 to furnish a statement who 
willully furnishes afalse or fraudulent statement, or who willfully fails 
to furnish a statement in the manner, at the time, and showing the infor
mation requiredunder section 1633, or regulationsprescribed thereunder, 
shallfor each such failure, upon conviction thereof, be fined not more than 
$1,000, or imprisonedfor not more than one year, or both. 

" (b) ADDITIONAL PENALTY.-In addition to the penalty provided by 
subsection (a) of this section, any person required under the provisions 
Of section 1633 to furnish a statement who willfully furnishes afalse or 
fraudulent statement, or who willfully fails to furnish a statement in the 
manner, at the time, and showing the information required under section 
1633, or regulations prescribed thereunder, shall for each such failure 
be subject to a civil penalty of $50. Such penalty shall be assessed and 
collected in the same manner as the tax imposed by section 1410." 
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(b) (1) Section 322 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by 
adding at the end, thereof the following new paragraph: 

"(4) CREDIT FOR 'SPECIAL REFUNDS' OF EMPLOYEE SOCIAL 

SECURITY 	 TAx.-The Commissioner is authorized to prescribe, with 
the pprvalof ecrtar, rgultiospoviingforthecreditinghe 

agaist he ax chpte foranytaxbleyear of theiposd b thi 
amout dterine ommssinerto be allowbythetaxpyeror he 
abl uner ecton spcia reundof aximposed on401(d)as 
wage reeivd th calnda yer i uchtaxable yeardrin whch 

nebegis.hanf mreaxale ear egis i suh clendaryear, 
such amount'shall not be allowed under thi section as a creditagainst 
the tax for any taxable year other than the last taxable year so .begin
ning. The amount allowed as a credit under such regulations shall, 
for the purposes of this chapter, be considered an amount deducted 
and withheld at the source as tax under subchapterD of chapter9." 

(2) Section 1.403 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by 
striking out the first sentence and in~erting in lieu thereof the following: 
"Every employer shallfurnishto each of his employees a written statement 
or statements, in a form suitablefor retention by the employee, showing 
the wages paid by him to the employee before January 1, 1961. (For 
corresponding provisions with respect to wages paid after December 31, 
1950, see section 1633.)". 

(3) Section 1625 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by adding 
at the end thereof the following new subsection: 

"(d) APPLICATION OF SECTION.-This section shall apply only with' 
respect to wages paid before January 1, 1951. For corresponding pro
visions with respect to wages paid after December 31, 1950, see section 
1633."y 

(c) The amendments made by this section shall be applicable only 
with respect to wages paid after December 31, 1950, except that the amend
mnent made by subsection (b) (1) of this section shall be applicable only 
with respect to taxable years beginning after December' 31, 1950, and 
only with respect to "special refunds" in the case qf wages paid after 
December 31, 1950. 

PERIODS OF LIMITATION ON ASSESSMENT' AND REFUND OF CERTAIN 

EMPLOYMENT TAXES 

SEC. 207. (a) Subchapter E of chapter 9 of the InternalRevenue Code 
is amended by inserting at the end thereof the following new sections: 
4'SEC. 1635. PERIOD OF LIMITATION UPON ASSESSMENT AND COL

LECTION OF CERTAIN EMPLOYMENT TAXES. 
"(a) GENERAL RULE.-The amount of any tax imposed by subchapter' 

A of this chapter or subchapterD of this chapter shall (except as otherwise 
.provided in the following subsections of this section) be assessed within 
three years after the return was filed, and no proceeding in court without 
assessmentfor the collection oj such tax shall be begun after the expiration 
of -suchperiod. 

" (b) FALSE RETURN OR No RETURN. .in the case of afalse orfraudu
lent returnwith intent to evade tax or of a failure to file a return, the tax 
may be assessed, or a proceeding in courtfor the collection of such tax may. 
'be begun without assessment, at any time. 

I" (C) WILLFUL ATTEMPT To EVADE TAx.-In case Of a willful attempt 
in any manner to defeat or erode' tax, the tax may be assessed, or a pro
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ceeding in courtfor the collection of such tax may be begun without assess
ment, at any time. 

" (d) COLLECTION AFTER ASSESSMENTP.-Where the assessment of any 
tax imposed by subchapterA of this chapter or subchapter D of this chap
ter has been made within the period of limitation properly applicable 
thereto, such tax may be collected by distraintor by a proceedingin court, 
but only if begun (1) withbin six years after the assessment of the tax, or 
(2) prior to the expiration of any period for collection agreed upon in 
writing by the Commissionerand the taxpayer. 

" (e) DATE OF FILING OF RETURN .- For the purposes of this section., if 
a return for any period ending with or within a calendar year is filed 
before March 15 of the succeeding calendar year, such return shall be 
consideredfiled on March 15 of such succeeding calendar year.

" (f) APPLICATION OF SECTION.- The provisions of this section shall 
apply only to those taxes imposed by subchapter A of this chapter, or 
subchapter D of this chapter, which are required to be collected and paid 
by making andfiling returns. 

" (g) EFFECTIVE DATE.- The provisions of this section shall not apply 
to any tax imposed with respect to remuneration paid during any 
calendar year before 1951. 
"SEC. 1636. PERIOD OF LIMITATION UPON REFUNDS AND CREDITS 

OF CERTAIN EMPLOYMENT TAXES. 
"(a) GENERAL RuLE.-In the case of any tax imposed by subchapter A 

of this chapter or subchapter D of this chapter
"(1) PERIOD OF LIMITATION.- Unless aclaimfor credit or refund 

is filed by the taxpayer within three years from the time the return 
was filed or within two years from the time the tax was paid, no 
credit or refund shall be allowed or made after the expiration of 
whichever of such periods expires the later. If no return is filed, 
then no credit or refund shall be allowed or made after two years 
from the time the tax was paid, unless before the expiration of such 
period a claim therefor is filed by the taxpayer. 

" (2) LIMIT ON AMOUNT OF CREDIT OR REFUND.-The amount of 
the credit or refund shall not exceed the portion of the tax paid

"(A) If a return was filed, and the claim was filed within 
three yearsfrom the time the return was filed, during the three 
years immediately precedingthe filing of the claim. 

"(B) If a claim was filed, and (i) no return was filed, or 
(ii) if the claim was not filed within three years from the, time 
the return wasfiled, during the two years immediately preceding 
the filing of the claim. 

" (C) If no claim was filed and the allowance of credit or 
refund is made within three years from the time the return was 
-filed, during the three years immediately preceding the allow
ance of the credit or refund. 

"(D) If no claim was filed, and (i).-no return was filed or 
(ii) the allowance of the credit or refund is not made within 
three years from the time the return was filed, during the two 
years immediately precedingthe allowance of the credit or refund. 

"(b) PENALTIES, ETc.-The provisions of subsection (a) of this sec
tion shall apply to any penalty or sum assessed or collected with respect 
to the tax imposed by subchapter A of this chapter or subchapter D of 
this chapter. 
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"1(c) DATE OF FiLIny RETUBN AND DATE9 OF PAYMENT op TAx.
For the purposes of this section

"(1) If a returnfor any period ending with or within a calendar 
year is filed before March 15 of the succeeding calendaryear, such 
return shall be considered filed on March 15 of such succeeding 
calendar year; and 

"(2) If a tax with respect to remuneration paid during any 
period ending with or within a calendar year is paid before March 
15 of the succeeding calendar year, such tax shall be considered paid 
on March 15 of such succeeding calendar year. 

"(d) APPLICATION OF SECTION.-The provisions of this section shall 
apply only to those taxes imposed by subchapter A of this chapter, or 
subchapter D of this chapter, which are required to be collected and paid 
by making and filing returns. 

"(e) EPFECTIvEDATE. -The provisions of this section shall not apply 
to any tax paid or collected with respect to remunerationpaid during -any 
calendaryear'before 1951'or to anpeatorsmaiorclcedwh 
respect to such tax." n eat rsmpi rcletdwt 

(b)(1)Setio 332 f the Internal Revenue Code is 'amended by
inserti~ng immediately after the words "gift taxes" kwhich words imme
diately precede subsection (a) thereof) a comma and the following: "a~nd 
except as otherwise provided in section 1635 with respect to employment 
taxes under subchapters A and D of chapter 9". 

(2) Section 3313 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended as follows: 
(A) By inserting immediately after the words ".and gift taxes,", 

where those words first appear in the section, the following:, "and 
except as otherwise provided by law in the case of employment taxes 
under subchapters A and D of chapter 9,";-and" 

(B) By inserting immediately after the wo~ds "and gift taxes", 
where those words appear in the parentheticalphrase, a comma and 
the follounng. "and other than such employment taxes" 

(3) Section 3645 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by striking 
out "Employment taxes, section 3312." and inserting in lieu thereof the 
,following:"Employment taxes, sections 1635 and 3312." 

(4) Section 3714 (a) of the InternalRevenue Code is amended by insert-. 
ing at the end thereof the following: 

"Employment taxes, see sections 1635 (d) and 3312 (d)." 
(5) Section 3770 (a) (6) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by 

inserting at the end thereof the following:
"Employment taxes, see sections 1636 and 3313." 
(6) Section 3772 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by 

inserting at the end thereof the following:
"Employment taxes, see sections 1636~and 3313S." 
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SELF-EMPLOYMENT INCOME 

SEc. 208. (a) Chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue, Code is amended by 
addingat the end thereof the following new subchapter: 

"SUBCHAPTER E-TAX ON SELF-EMPLOYMENT INCOME 

"SEC. 480. RATE OF YAX. 
"In addition to other taxes, there shall be levied, collected, and paidfor 

each taxable year beginning after December 31, 1950, upon the self-
employment income of every individual,a tax as follows: 

"c(1) In the case of any taxable year beginning after December 31, 
1950, and before January 1, 1954, the tax shall be equal to 2Y4 per 
centum of the amount of the self-employment income for such taxable 
year. 

" (2) In the case of any taxable year beginning after December 31, 
1953, and before January 1, 1960, the tax shall be equal to 3 per 
centurn of the amount of the self-employment income for such taxable 
year.

"(3) In the case of any taxable year beginning after December 
31, 1959, and before January 1, 1965, the tax shall be equal to 3% 
per centum, of the amount of the self-employment income for such 
taxable year.

"(4) In the case of any taxable year beginning after December 31, 
1964, and before January1, 1970, the tax shall be equal to 4% per 
centum of the amount of the self-employment income for such taxable 
year. 

"(5) In the case of any taxableyear beginning after December 31,
1969, the tax shall be equal to 4%.per centum of the amount of the 
self-employment income for such taxable year. 

"SEC. 481. DEFINITIONS. 

"For the purposes of this subchapter
"(a) NET EARNINGs FROM SELF-EMPLOYMENT.---The term 'net 

earningsfrom self-employment' means the gross income derived by an 
individual from any trade or business carried on by such individual, less 
the deductions allowed by this chapter which are attributableto such trade 
or business, plus his distributive share (whether or not distributed) of the 
ordinary net income or loss, as computed under section 183, from any 
trade or business carried on by a partnership of which he is a member; 
except that in computing such gross income and deductions and such 
distributive share of partnership ordinarynet income or loss

" (1) There shall be excluded rentals from real estate (including 
personalpropertyleased with the real estate) and deductions attribut
able thereto, unless such rentals are received in the course of a trade 
or business as a real estate dealer; 

"(92) There shall be excluded income derived from any trade or 
business in which, if the trade or -business were carried on exclu
sively by employees, the major portion of the services would constitute 
agriculturallabor as defined in section 14926 (h); and there shall be 
excluded all deductions attributable to such income; 

" (3) There shall be excluded dividends on any share of stock, and 
interest on any bond, debenture, note, or certificate, or other evidence 
of indebtedness, issued with interest coupons or in registeredform by 
any corporation (including one issued by a government or political 
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subdivision thereof), unless such dividends and interest (other than' 
interest described in section 25 (a)) are received in the course of a 
trade or business as a dealer in stocks or securities;

"(4) There shall be excluded any gain or loss- (A) which is con
sidered as gain or loss from the sale or exchange of a capital asset, 
(B) from the cutting or disposal of timber if section 117' (j) is 
applicable to such gain or loss, or (C) from the sale, exchange, 
involuntary conversion, or other disposition of property if such 
property is neither (i) stock in trade or other property of a kind 
which would properly be includible in inventory if on hand at the 
close of the taxable year, nor (ii) property held primarilyfor sale 
to customers in the ordinarycourse of the trade or business; 

"(5) The deduction' or net operating losses provided in section 
23 (s) shall not be allowed; 

"(6) (A) If any of the income derived from a trade,or business 
(other than a trade or business carried on by~a partnership) is 
community income. under community property laws applicable to 
such income, all of the gross income and deductions attributableto 
such trade or business shall be treatedas the gross income and deduc
tions of the husband unless the wife exercises substantially all of 
the management and control of such trade or business, in which 
case all of such gross income and deductions shall be treated as the 
gross income and deductions of the wife; 

"(B) If any portion of a partner's distributive share of the 
ordinary net income or loss from a trade or business carriedon by 
a partnership is community income or loss under the community 
property laws applicable to such share, all of such distributive 
share shall be included in computing the net earningsfrom self-
employment of such partner, and no part .of such share shall be 
taken into account in computing the net earningsfrom self-employ
ment of the spouse of such partner; 

" (7) In the case of any taxable year beginning on or after the 
effective date specified in section 3810, (A) the term 'possession of 
the United States' as used in section 251 shall not include Puerto', 
Rico, and (B) a citizen or resident of Puerto Rico shall compute 
his net earnings from self-employment in the -same manner as a 
citizen of the United States and without regard to the provisions of 
section 252. 

If the taxable year of a partner is different from that of the partnership, 
the distributive share which he is required to include'in computing his 
net earningsfrom self-employment shall be based upon the ordinary net 
income or loss of the partnershipfor any taxable year of the partnership'
(even though, beginning prior to January1, 1951) ending within or with 
his taxable year. 

" (b) SELF-EMPLOYMENT I~coME.-The term 'self-employment in
come' means the net earningsfrom self-employment derived by an indi
vidual (other than a nonresidentalien individual) duringany taxable year 
beginnintnq after December 31, 1950; except that such term shall not 
include

"(1) That part of the net earningsfrom self-employment which is 
in excess of: (A) $3,600, minus (B) the amount 'of the wages paid to 
such individualduring the taxable year; or 
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"(2) The net earningsfrom self-employment, if such net earnings 
for the taxable year are less than $400. 

For,wthe purposes of clause (1) the term 'wages' includes such remuneration 
paid to an employee for services ?included under an agreement entered into 
pursuant to the provisions of section 218 of the Social Security Act 
(relatingto coverage of State employees) as would be wages under section 
1426 (a) if such services constituted employment under section 1426 (b). 
In the case of any taxable year beginningprior to the effective date speci
fied in section 3810, an individual who is a citizen of Puerto Rico (but 
not otherwise a citizen of the United States) and who is not a residen~t of 
the United State's or of the Virgin Islands during such taxable year shall 
be considered,for the purposes of this subchapter, as a nonresidentalien 
individual. An individual who is not a citizen of the United States but 
who is a resident of the Virgin Islands or (after the effective date specified 
in section 3810) a residentof Puerto Rico shall not,for the purposesof this 
subchapter, be considered to be a nonresident alien individual. 
" (c) TRADE OR BUSINESS.-The term 'trade or business', when used 

with reference to self-employment income or net earnings from self-
employment, shall have the ~same meaning as when used in section 23, 
except that such term shall not include

" (1) The performance of the functions of a public office; 
"(2) The performance of service by an individual as an em

ployee (other than service described in section 1426 (b) (16) (B) 
performed by an individual who has attained the age of eighteen); 

"(3) The performance of service by an individual as an employee 
or employee representativeas defined in section 1532; 

"(4) The performance of service by a duly ordained, commis
sioned, or licensed minister of a church in the exercise of his ministry 
or by a member of a religious order in the exercise of duties required 
by such order; or 

"(5) The performance of service by an individual in the exercise 
of his profession as a physician, lawyer, dentist, osteopath, veteri
narian, chiropractor, naturopath, optometrist, Christian Science 
practitioner,architect, certified public accountant, accountant regis
tered or licensed as an accountant under State or municipal law, 
full-time practicing public accountant, funeral director, or pro

fesswonal engi~neer; or the performance of such service by a partner
ship. 

"(d) EMPLOYEE AND WAGERS.- The term 'employee' and the term 
'wages' shall have the same meaning as when used in -subchapterA of 
chapter 9. 
"SEC. 482. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS. 

" (a) RET URNS.-Every individual (other than a nonresident alien 
individual) having net earnings from self-employment of $400 or more 
for the taxable year shall make a return containing such informationfor 
the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this subchapter as the Com
missioner, 'with the approvalof the Secretary, may by regulationsprescribe. 
Such return shall be considered a return required under section 51 (a). 
In the case of a husband and wi~fe filing a joint return under section 51 
(b), the tax imposed by this subchapter shall not be computed on the aggre
gate income but shall be the sum of the taxes computed under this sub
chapter on the separate self-employment income of each spouse. 
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' (b) TITLE OF SUEBCHAPTER.-This subchapter may be cited as the 
'Self-Employment Contributions Act'. 

" (C) EFFECTIVE DATE IN CASE OF PuEBTo Rico.-For effective 
date in case of Puerto Rico, see section 3810. 

"(d) COLLECTION OF TAXES IN VIRGIN ISLANDS AND PUERTO 
Rico.-FOr provisionbls relating to collection. qf taxes in Virgin islands 
and Puerto Rico, see section 3811.")

(b) Chapter 38 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by adding at 
the end thereof the following new sections: 
"SEC. 3810. EFFECTIVE DATE IN CASE OF PUERTO RICO. 

"I1f the Governor of Puerto Rico certifies to the Presidentof the United 
States that the legislature of Puerto Rico has, by concurrent resolution,
resolved that it desires the extension to Puerto Rico of the provisions of 
title II of the Social Security Act, the effective date referred to in sections 
1426 (e), 481 (a) (7), and 481 (b) shalt be January 1 of the first calendar 
year which begins more than ninety days after the date on which the 
President receives such certification. 
"SEC. 3811. COLLECTION OF TAXES IN VIRGIN ISLANDS AND PUER

TO RICO. 
"Notwithstanding any other provision of law respecting taxation in 

the Virgin Islands or Puerto Rico, all taxes imposed by subchapter E 
of chapter 1 and by subchapter A of chapter 9 shall-be collected by the 
Bureau of Internal Revenue under the direction of the Secretary and 
shall be paid into the Treasury of the United States as internal revenue 
collections. All provisions of the internal revenue laws of the United 
States relating to the administrationand enforcement of the tax imposed
by subchapter E of chapter 1 (including the provisions relating to The 
Tax Court of the United States), and of any tax imposed by subchapter
A of chapter 9, shall, in respect of such tax, extend to and be applicable
in the Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico in the same manner and to the 
same extent as if the Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico were each a State, 
and as if the term "United States" when used in a geographical sense 
included the Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico. 
"SEC. 3812. MITIGA TION OF EFFECT OF STA TUTE OF LIMITA TIONS 

AND OTHER PROVISIONS IN CASE OF RELATED 
TAXES UNDER DIFFERENT CHAPTERS. 

"(a) SELF-EMPLOYMENT TAX AND TAX ON WAGES.-In the case of 
the tax imposed by subchapter E~of chapter 1 (relating to tax on self-
employment income) and the tax imposed by section 1400 of subchapterA 
of chapter 9 (relating to tax on employees under the Federal Insurance 
ContributionsAct)

"(1) (i) if an amount is erroneously treated as self-employment
'income, or 

" (ii) if an amount is erroneously treated as wages, and 
"(2) if the correctionof the error would require an assessment of 

one such tax-and the refund or credit of the other tax, and 
" (3) if at any time the correction of the error is authorized as to 

one such tax but is prevented as to the other tax by any law or rule oj
law (otherthansection 3761, relatingto compromises), 
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then, if the correctionauthorized is made, the amount of the assessment, or 
the amount of the credit or refund, as the case may be, authorized as to the 
one tax shall be reduced by the amount of the creditor refund, or the amount. 
of the assessment, as the case may be, which would be required with respect 
to such other tax for the correctionof the errorif such credit or refund, 6r 
such assessment, of such other tax were not prevented by any law or rule 
of 71aw (other than section 3761, relating to compromises).

" (b) DEFFINITIONS.-Forthe purposesof subsection (a) of this section, 
the terms 'self-employment income' and 'wages' shall have the same 
meaning as when used in section .481 (b)." 

(c) Section 3801 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by adding 
at the end thereojf the following9 new subsection: 

" (g) TAXES IMPOSED BY CIHAPTER 9.-The provisions of this section 
shall not be construed to apply to any tax imposed by chapter 9." 

(d) (1) Section 3 of the InternalRevenue Code is amended by inserting 
at the end thereof the following: 

"Subchapter E-Tax on Self-Employment Income (the Self-Employ
ment ContributionsAct), divided into sections." 

(2) Section 12 (g) of the InternalRevenue Code is amended by inserting 
at the end thereof the following: 

" (6) Tax on Self -Employment Income.-Fortax on self-employ
ment income, see subchapter E." 

(3) Section 31 of the Internail Revenue Code is amended by inserting 
immediately after the words "the tax" the follow~ing: "(other than the 
tax imposed by subchapterE, relatingto tax on self-employment income)"; 
and section 131 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by inserting 
immediately after the words "except the tax imposed under section 102" 
the following: "and except the tax imposed under subchapter E". 

(4) Section 58 (b) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by 
inserting immediately after the words "withheld at source" the following: 
"and without regard to the tax imposed by subchapterE on self-employ
ment income". 

(5) Section 107 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by inserting 
at the end thereof the following new subsection: 

" (e) TAx ON SELF-EMPLOYMENT I1'comE.-This section shall be 
applied without regard to, and shall not affect, the tax imposed by sub
chapterE, relating to tax on self-employment income." 

(6) Section 120 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by inserting 
immediately after the words "amount of income" the following: "(deter
mined without regardto subchapter E, relating to tax on self-employment 
income)". 

(7) Section 161 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by insert
ing immediately after the words "The taxes imposed by this chapter" the 
following: "(other than the tax imposed by subchapter E, relatingto tax on 
self-employment income)". 

(8) Section 294 (d) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by in
sgerting at the end thereof the following new paragraph: 

" (3) TAx ON SELF-EMPLOYMENT INCOME.-This subsection shall 
be applied without regard to the- tax imposed by subchapter E, 
relating to tax on self-employment income." 
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MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS 

SEC. 209. (a) (1) Section 1607 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code is 
amended to read as follows: 

" (6) WAGES.-The term 'wages' means all remuneration for employ
ment, includin~g the cash. value ni nil rem'unera~tion paid in.any medium 
other than cash; except that such term shall not include

"I(1) That part of the remuneration which, after remuneration 
(other than remuneration referred to in the succeeding paragraphs 
of this subsection) equal to $3,000 'with respect to employment has 
been paid to an individual by an employer during any calendar 
year, is paid to such individual by such employer during such 
calendar year. If an employer (hereinafter referred to as successor 
employer) during any calendar year acquires substantially all the 
property used in a trade or business of another employer (hereinafter 
referred to as a predecessor), or used in a separate unit of a trade or 
business of a predecessor, and immediately after the acquisition 
employs in his trade or business an individual who immediately 
prior to the acquisition was employed in the trade or business of 
such predecessor, then, for the purpose of determining whether the 
successor employer has paid remuneration (other than remuneration 
referred to in the succeeding paragraphs of this subsection) with 
respect to employment equal to $3,000 to such individual during 
such calendar year, any remuneration (other thazn remuneration 
referred to in the succeeding paragraphs of this subsection) with 

rsetto employment paid (or considered under this paragraphas 
havingct been paid) to such individual by such predecessor during 
such calendar year and prior to such acquisitionshall be considered 
as having been paid by such successor employer;-.

"(2) The amount of any payment (including any amount paid 
by an employer for insuranceor annuities, or into ajfund, to p01rovide 
for any such payment) made to, or on behalf of, an emp oyee or 
any of his dependents under a plan or system established by an 
employqer which makes provision for his employees generally (or 
for his employees generally and their dependents) or for a class or 
classes of his employees (or for a class or classes of his employees 
and their dependents), on account of (A) retirement, or (B) sickness 
or accident disability, or (C) medical or hospitalizationexpenses in 
connection with sickness or accident disability, or (D) death; 

"(3) Any payment made to an employee (including any amount 
paid by an employer for insurance or annuities, or into a fund, to 
provide for any such payment) on account of retirement;

"(4) Any payment on account of sickness or accident disability, 
or medical or hospitalization expenses in connection with sickness 
or accident disability, made by an employer to, or on behalf of, ar 
employee after the expiration of six calendar months following the 
last calendar month in which the employee worked for such em

"(5)er Any payment made to, or on behalf of, an employee or his 
beneficiary (A) from or to a trust exempt from tax under section 165 
(a) at the time of such payment unless such payment is made to an 
employee of the trust as remunerationfor services rendered as such 
employee and not as a bene~ficiary of the trust, or (B) under or to an 
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annuity plan which, at the time of such payment, meets the require
ments of section 165 (a) (3), (4), (5), and (6); 

"(6) The payment by an employer (without deduction from the 
remuneration of the employee) (A) of the tax imposed upon an 
employee under section 1400, or (B) of any payment required from 
an employee under a State unemployment compensation law; 

'(7 Remuneration paid in any medium other than cash to an 
employee for service not in the course of the employer's trade or. 
business; 

"(8) Any payment (other than vacation or sick pay) made to, 
an employee after the month in which he attains the age of sixty-
five, if he did not work for the employer in the periodfor whi1ch such, 
payment is made; 

"(9) Dismissal payments which the employer is not legally
required to make." 

(2) The amendment made by paragraph (1) shall be applicable only 
with respect to remunerationpaidafter 1950. In the case of remuneration 
paid prior to 1951, the determination under section 1607 (b) (1) of the 
Internal Revenue Code (prior to its amendment by this Act) of whether 
or not such remunerationconstituted wages shall be made as if paragraph 
(1) of this subsection had not been enacted and without inferences drawn 
from the fact that the amendment made by paragraph (1) is not made 
applicable to periods priorto 1951'. 

(3) Effective with respect to remuneration paid after December 31, 
1951,'section 1607 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by
changing the aemicolon at the end of paragraph (8) to a period and by 
striking out paragraph(9) thereof. 

(b) (1) Section 1607 (c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended 
to read as follows: 

"(3) Service not in the course of the employer's trade or business 
performed in any calendar quatrter by an employee, unless the cash 
remunerationpaid for such service is $50 or more and such service 
is performed by an individual who is regularly employed by -such 
employer to perform such service. For the purposes of this para
graph, an individual shall be deemed to be regularly employed by an 
employer during a calendar quarter only if (A) on each of some 
twenty-four days during such quarter such individual perfor'ms for 
such employer for some portion of the day service not in the course 
of the employer's trade or business, or (B) such individual was 
regularty employed (as determined under clause (A)) by such em
ployer in the performance of such service during the preceding 
calendar quarter;". 

(2) Section 1607 (c) (10) (A) (i) of the Internal Revenue Code is 
amended by striking out "does not exceed -$45" and inserting in lieu 
thereof "is less than $50". 

(3) Section 1607 (c) (10) (E) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended 
by striking out "in any calendar quarter" and by striking out ", and the 
remunerationfor such service does not exceed $45 (exclusive of room, 
board, and tuition)".

(4) The anmendments made by paragraphs (1), (2), and (3) shall be 
applicable only with respect to service performed after 1950. 
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(c) (1) Section 1621 (a) (4) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended 
to read as follows: 

" (4) for service not in. the course of the employer's trade or busi
ness performed in any calendar quarter by an employee, 'unless the 
cash remuneration paid for such service is $50 or more and such 
service is performed by an individual-who is regularly employed by 
such employer to perform such service. For the purposes of this 
paragraph,an individual shall be deemed to be regularly employed 
by an employer during a calendar quarter only if (A) on each of 
some twenty-jour days during such quartersuch individualperforms
for such employerfor some portion of the day service not in the course 
of the employer's trade or business, or (B) such individual was 
regularly employed (as determined under clause (A)) by such em
ployer in the performance of such service during the preceding 
calendar quarter, or". 

(2) Section 1621 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by 
striking out paragraph (9) thereof and inserting in lieu thereof the fol
lowuinig:

"(9) for services performed by a duly ordained, commissioned, or 
licensed minister of a church in the exercise of his ministry or by a 
member of a religiousorder in the exercise of duties required by such 
order, or 

"(10) (A) for services performed by an individual under the age 
of eighteen in the delivery or distributionof newspapers or shopping 
,news, not including delivery or distribution to any point for sub
sequent delivery or distribution, or 

"(B) for services performed by an individual in, and at the time 
of, the sale of newspapers or magazines to ultimate consumers, 
under an arrangement under which the newspapers or'magzines are 
to be sold by him at a fixed price, his compensation being based on 
the retention of. the excess of such price over the amount at which 
the newspapers or magazines are charged to him, whether or not he 
is guaranteeda minimum amount of compensationfor such service, 
or is entitled to be credited with the unsold newspapers or magazines 
turned back, or 

"(11) for services not in the course of the employer's trade or 
business, to the extent paid in any medium other than cash, or 

"(12) to, or on behalf of, an employee or his beneficiary (A) from 
or to a trust exempt from tax under section 165 (a) at the time of 
such payment unless such payment is made to an employee of the 
trust as remunerationfor services rendered as suck employee and 
not as a beneficiary of the trust, or (B) under or to an annuity plan 
which, at the time of such payment, meets the requirementsof section 
165 (a) (3), (4), (5), and (6)."

(3) The amendments made by paragraphs(1) and (2) shall be applica
ble only with respect to remunerationpaid after 1950. 

(d) (1) Section 1631 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended to read 
as follows: 
'SEC. 1631. FAILURE OF EMPLOYER TO FILE RETURN. 

"In case of a failure to make and file any return requiredunder this 
chapter within the time prescribed by law or prescribed by the Commis
sioner in pursuance of law, unless it is shown that such failure is due to 
reasonable cause and not to willful neglect, the addition to the tax or 
taxe required to be shown on such returnshall not be less than $5." 
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(2) The amendment made by paragraph (1) shall be applicable only 
with respect to returns filed after December 31, 1950. 

(e) If a corporation (hereinafterreferred to as a predecessor) incorpo
rated under the laws of one State is succeeded after 1945 and before 1951 
by another corporation (hereinafter referred to as a successor) incor
porated under the laws of another State, and if immediately upon the 
succession the business of the successor is identical with that of the 
predecessor and, except for qualifying shares, the proportionate interest 
of each shareholder in the successor is identical with his proportionate 
interest in the predecessor, and if in connection with the succession the 
predecessor is dissolved or merged into the successor, and if the predecessor 
and the successor are employers under the Federal Insurance Contribu-. 
tions Act and the Federal Unemployment Tax Act in the calendar year 
in which the succession takes place, then

(1) the predecessor and successor corporations,for purposes only
of the application of the $3,000 limitation in the defiiino ae 
under such Acts, shall be considered as one employer for such 
calendaryear, and 

(2) the successor shall, subject to the applicable statutes of limita
tions, be entitled to a credit or- refund, without interest, of any tax 
under section 1410 of the Federal Insurance Contributions Act or 
section 1600 of the Federal Unemployment Tax Act (together with 
any interest or penalty thereon) paid with respect to remuneration 
paid by the successor during such calendar year which would not 
have been subject to tax under such Acts if the remunerationhad been 
paid by the predecessor. 

TITLE I1l-AMENDMENTS' TO PUBLICASSISTANCE AND 
MATERNAL AND CHILD WELFARE PROVISIONS OF THE 
SOCIAL SECURITY ACT 

PART 1-OLD-AGE ASSISTANCE 

REQUIREMENTS OF STATE OLD-AGE ASSISTANCE PLANS 

SEC. 301. (a) Clause (4) of subsection (a) of section 2 of the Social 
Security Act is amended to read: " (4) provide for grantingan opportunity 
for a fair hearing before the State agency to any individual whose claim 
for old-age assistance is. denied or is not acted upon with reasonable 
promptness. 

(b) Such subsection is further amended by striking out "and" before 
clause (8) thereof, and by striking out the period at the end of such sub
section and inserting in lieu thereof a semicolon and the following new 
clauses: "(9) provide that all individuals wishing to make application 
for old-age assistance shall have opportunity to do so, and that old-age 
assistance shall be furnished with reasonable promptness to all eligible 
individuals;and (10) effective July 1, 1953, provide, if the plan includes 
payments to individuals in private or public institutions,for the estab
lishment or designationof a State authority or authorities which shall be 
responsible for establishing and maintaining standards for such insti
tutions." 

(c) The amendments made by subsections (a) and (b) shall take effect 
July 1, 1951. 
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COMPUTATION OF FEDERAL PORTION OF OLD-AGE ASSISTANCE 

SEC. 302. (a) Section 3 (a) of the Social Security Act is amended to 
read asfollows: 

"SEc. 3. (a) From the sums appropriatedtherefor, the Secretary of 
,the Treasury shall pay to each State which has-aw appro'ved planfor old-
age assistance,for each quarter, beginning with the quarter commencing 
October 1, 1950, (1) in the case of any State other than Puerto Rico and 
the Virgin Islands, an amount, which shall be used exclusively as old-
age assistance, equal to the sum of the following proportions of the total 
amounts expended during such quarter as old-age assistance under the 
State plan, not counti~ng so much of such expenditure with respect to any 
individualfor any month as exceeds $50

"(A) three-fourths of such expenditures, not counting so much 
of any expenditure with respect to any month as exceeds the product 
of $20 multiplied by the total number of such individuals who 
received old-age assistancefor such month; plus 

"(B) one-half of the amount by which such expenditures exceed 
the maximum which may be counted under clause (A); 

and (2) in the case of Puerto Rico ai~d the V irgin Islands, an amount, 
which shall be used exclusively as old-age assistance, equal to one-half 
of the total of the sums expended during such quarter as old-age assistance 
under the State plan, not counting so much of such expenditure with 
respect to any individualfor any month as exceeds $30, and (3) inate 
case of any State, an amount equal to one-half of the total of the sums 
expended during such quarter as found necessary by the Administrator 
for the proper and e fcient administrationof the State plan, which amount 
shall be used for paying the costs of administering the State plan or for 
old-age assistance, or both, and for no other purpose." 

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall take effect October 1, 
1950. 

DEFINITION OF OLD-AGE ASSISTANCE 

SEC. 303. (a) Section 6 of the Social Security Act is amended to 
read as follows: 

"1DEFINITION 

"SEC. 6. For the purposes of this title, the term 'old-age assistance' 
means money payments to, or medical care in. behalf of or any type of 
remedial care recognized under State law in behalf of, needy individuals 
who are sixty-Jive years of age or older, but does not include any such 
payments to or care in behalf of any individual who is an inmate of a 
public institution (except as a patient in a medical institution) or any 
individual (a) who is a patient in an institution for tuberculosis or 
mental diseases, or (b) who has been diagnosed as having tuberculosis or 
psychosis and is a patient in a medical institutionas a result thereof." 

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall take effect October 1, 
1950, except that the exclusion of money payments to needy individuals 
described in clause (a) or (b) of section 6 of the Social Security Act as so 
amended shall, in the case of any of such individuals who are not patients 
in a public institution, be efective July 1, 1952. 
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PART !2-ArD To DEPENDENT CHILDREN 

REQUIREMENTS OF STATE PLANS FOR AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN 

SEC. 321. (a) Effective July 1, 1951, clause (4) of subsection (a) of 
section 402 of the Social Security Act is amended to read as follows: 
"(4) provide for granting an opportunity for a fair hearing before the 
State agency to any individual whose claimfor aid to dependent children 
is denied or is not acted upon 'with reasonable promptness;". 

(b) Such subsection is further amended by striking out "and" before 
clause (8) thereof, and by striking out the period at the end of such sub
section and irnserting in lieu thereof a semicolon and the followingq new 
clauses: "(9) provide, effective July 1, 1961, that all individualswishing 
to make applicationfor aid to dependent children shall have opportunity 
to do so, and that aid to dependent children shall be furnished with reason
able promptness to all eligible individuals; (10) effective July 1, 1952, 
provide for prompt notice to appropriate law-enforcement officials of the 
furnishing of aid to dependent children in respect of a child who has been 
deserted or abandoned by a parent; and (11) provide, effective October 1, 
1950, that no aid will be furnished any individual under the plan with 
respect to any period with respect to which he is receiving old-age assist
ance under the State plan approved under section 2 of this Act." 

(c) Effective July 1, 1952, clause (2) of subsection (b) of section 402 
qf the Social Security-Act is amended to read as follows: "(2) who was 
born within one year immediately preceding the application, if the parent 
or other relative with whom the child is living has resided in the State for 
one year immediately preceding the birth". 

COMPUTATION OF FEDERAL PORTION OF AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN 

SEC. 322. (a) Section 403 (a) of the Social Security Act is amended to 
read as follows: 

"SEC. 403. (a) From the sums appropriated therefor, the Secretary 
of the Treasury shall pay to each State which has an approvedplan for 
aid to dependent children, for each quarter, beginning with the quarter 
commencing' October 1, 1960, (1) in the case of any State other than Puerto 
Rico and the Virgin Islands, an amount, which shall be used exclusively 
as aid to dependent children, equal to the sum of the following proportions 
of the total amounts expended during such quarter as aid to dependent 
children under the State plan, not counting so much of such expenditure 
with respect to any dependent child for any month as exceeds $27, or if 
there is more than one dependent child in the same home, as exceeds $27 
with respect to one such dependent child and $18 with respect to each of the 
other dependent children, and not counting so much of such expenditure 
for any month with respect to a relative with whom any dependent child is 
living as exceeds $27

"(A) three-fourths of such expenditures, not counting so much of 
the expenditures with respect to any month as exceeds the product of 
$12 multiplied by the total number of dependent children and other 
individuals with respect to whom aid to dependent children is paid 
for such month, plus 

"(B) one-half of the amount by which such expenditures exceed 
the,maximum which may be counted under clause (A); 

70685-50---6 
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and (2) in the case of Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands, an amount, 
which shall be used exclusively as-aid to dependent children, equal to one-
half of the total of the sums expended during such quarter as aid to de
pendent children under the State plan, not counting so much of such 
expenditure with respect to any dependent child for any month as exceeds 
$18, or if there is more than one dependent child in the same home, as 
exceeds $18 with respect to one such dependent child and $12 with respect 
to each of the other dependent children;and (3) in the case of any State, an 
amount equal to one-half of the total of the sums expended during such 
quarter as found necessary by the Administrator for the proper and 
efficient administrationof the State plan, which amount shall be used for 
paying the costs of administeringthe State plan or for aid to dependent 
children, or both, andfor no otherpurpose." 

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall take effect October 1, 
1950. 

DEFINITION OF AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN 

SEC. 323. (a) Section 406 of the Social Security Act is amended by 
striking out subsection (b) and inserting in lieu thereof the following: 

"(b) The term 'aid to dependent children' means money payments 
with respect to, or medical care in behalf of or any type of remedial care 
recognized under State law in behalf of, a dependent child or dependent 
childrena,and (except when used in clause (2) of section 403 (a)) includqs 
money payments or medical care or any type of remedial care recognized 
under State lawfor any month to meet the needs of the relative with whom 
any dependent child is living if money payments have been made under 
the State plan with respect to such child for such month; 

"(c) The term 'relative with wh~omany dependent child is living' means 
the individual who is one of the relatives specified in subsection (a) and 
with whom such child is living (within the meaning of such subsection) in 
a place of residence maintained by such individual (himself or together 
with any one or more of the other relatives so specified) as his (or their) 
own home." 

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall take e~ffect October 1,, 
1950. 

PART 3-MATERNAL AND CHILD WELFARE 

SEC. 331. (a) Section 501 of the Social Security Act is amended by 
striking out "there is hereby authorized to be appropriatedfor each-fiscal 
year, beginning with the fiscal year ending June 30, 1936, the sum of 
$11,000,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "there is hereby authorized to 
be appropriatedfor the fiscal year ending June 30, 1951, the sum of 
$15,000,000, and for each fiscal year beginning after June 30, 1951, 
the sum of $16,500,000". 

(b) So much of section 502 of the Social Security Act as precedes sub
section (c) is amended to read as follows: 

"cALLOTMENTS TO STATES 

"SEc. 502. (a) (1) Out of the sums appropriatedpursuant to section 
50.1 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1951, .the Federal Security Ad
ministratorshall allot $7,500,000 as follows: lie shall allot to each State 
$60,000 and shall allot each State such part of the remiainder of the 
$7,500,000 as he finds that the number of live births in such State bore 
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to the total number of live births in the United States, in the lalestcalendar 
year for which the Administratorhas av3ailable statistics. 

"(2) Out of the sums appropriatedpursuant to -section501 for each 
fiscal year beginning after June 30, 1951, the Federal Security Admin
istrator shall allot $8,250,000 as follows: He shall allot to each State 
$60,000 and shall allot each State such part of the remainder of the 
$8,250,000 as he finds that the number of live births in such State bore 
to the total number of live births in the United States, in the latest calendar 
yearfor which the Administratorhas available statistics. 

"(b) Out of the sums appropriatedpursuant to section 501 the Admin
istratorshall allot to the States (in addition to the allotments made under 
subsection (a)) for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1951, the sum of 
$7,500,000, and for eachfiscal year beginning after June 30, 1951, the 
sum Gf $8,250,000. Such sums shall be allotted accordingto the financial 
need of each State for assistance in carrying out its State plan, as deter
mined by the Administrator after taking into consideration the number 
of live births in such State." 

(c) Section 511 of the Social Security-Act is amended by striking out 
"there is hereby authorized to be appropriatedfor eachfiscal year, begin
ning with the fiscal year ending June 30, 1936, the sum of $7,500,000" 
and insertingin lieu thereof "there is hereby authorizedto be appropriated 
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1951, the sum of $12,000,000, and 
for eachfiscal year beginningafterJune 30, 1951, the sum of $15,000,000". 

(d) So much of section 512 of the Social Security Act as precedes 
subsection (c) is amended to read asfollows: 

"(ALLOTMENTS TO STATES 

"SEC. 512. (a) (1) Out of the sums appropriatedpursuant to section 
511 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1951, the Federal Security Ad
ministrator shall allot $6,000,000 as follows: He shall allot to each State 
$60,000, and shall allot the remainder of the $6,000,000 to the States 
according to the need of each State as determined by him after taking into 
consideration the number of crippled children in such State in need of 
the services referred to in section 511 and the cost of furnishing such 
services to them. 

"(2) Out of the sums appropriatedpursuant to section 511 for each 
fiscal year beginning after June 30j 1951, the Federal Security Adminis
tratorshall allot $7,500,000 as follows: he shall allot to each State $60,000, 
and shall allot the remainder of the $7,500,000 to the States accordingto 
the need of each State as'determinedby him after taking into consideration 
the number of crippled children in such State in need of the services re
ferred to in section 511 and the cost of furnishing such services to them. 

"(b) Out of the sums appropriatedpursuantto section 511the Adminis
trator shall allot to the States (in addition to the allotments made under 
subsection (a)) for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1951, the sum of 
$6,000,000, and for each fiscal year beginning after June 30, 1951, the 
sum of $7,500,000. Such sums shall be allotted according to the 
financial need of each State for assistance in carryingout its State plan, 
as determined by the Administrator after taking into consideration the 
number of crippled children in each State in 'need of the seroices referred 
to in section 511 and the cost of furnishingsuch. services to them." 

(e) Section 521 (a) of the Social Security Act is amended by striking 
out "$3,500,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "$10,000,000", by striking 
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out "$20,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "$40,000", by striking out in 
the second sentence "as -the rural population of such State bears to the 
total rural population of the United States" and inserting in lieu thereof 
"as the rural population of such State under the age of eighteen bears to 
the total rural population of the United States under such age", and by
striking out the third sentence thereof and inverting in lieu of such sen
tence the following: "The amount so allotted shall be expended for pay
ment of part of the cost of district, covinty, or other local child-welfare' 
services in areaspredominantly rural,for developing State services for the 
encouragement and assistance of adequate methods of community .child
welfare organization in areas predominantly rural and other areas of 
special need, andfor paying the cost of returningany runaway child who 
has not attained the age of sixteen to his own community in another State 
in cases in which such return is in the interest of the child and the cost 
thereof cannot otherwise be met: Provided, That in developing suck services 
for children the facilities and experience of voluntary, agencies shall be 
utilized in accordance with child-care programs and arrangements in the 
States and local communities as may be authorized by the State." 

(f) The amendments made by the preceding subsections of this section 
shall be effective with respect tofiscal years beginningafter June 30, 1950. 

PART 4-AID TO TlE BLIND 

REQUIREMENTS OF STATE PLANS FOR AID TO THE BLIND 

SEC. 341. (a) Clause (4) of subsection (a) of section 1002 of the Social' 
Security Act is amended to read as follows9: "(4) provide for granting 
an opportunityfor afair hearing before the State agency to any individual 
whose claim'for aid to the blind is denied or is not acted upon with, 
reasonablepromptness;". 

(b) Clause (7) qf such subsection is amended to read as follows: " (7)
provide that no aid will be furnished any individual under the plan with 
respect to any periodwith respect to which he is receiving old-age assistance 
under the State plan approved under section 2 of this Act or aid to 
dependent children under the State plan approved under section 402 of' 
this Act;". 

(c) (1) Effectivejfor the period beginning October 1, 1950, and ending
June 30, 1952, clause (8) of such subsection is amended to read as 
follows: "(g) provide that the State agency shall, in determining need, 
take into consideratwon any other income and resources of an individual' 
claiming aid to the blind; except that the State agency may, in making
such determination, disregard not to exceed $50 per month of earned 
i~ncome;" 

(2) Effective July 1, 1952, such clause '(8) is amended to read as' 
follows: "(8) provide that the State agency shall, in determining need, 
take into considerationany other income and resources 'of the individual 
claiming aid to the blind; except that, in making such determination, the 
State agency shall disregardthe first $50 per month of earned income;,, 

(d Such subsection isjfurther amended by striking out "and" before 
clause (9) thereof, and by striking out the period at the end of such sub
section and inserting in lieu thereof a semicolon and the following new' 
clauses: "(10) provide that, in determining whether an individual is 
blind, there shall be an ex~amination by a physician skilled in diseases of-
the eye or by an optometrist; (11) effective July 1, 1951, provide that all. 
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individuals wishing to ma/ke appliactionfor aid to the blind shall have 
opportunity to do so, and that aid to the blind shall be furnished 'with 
reasonable promptness to all eligible individuals; and (12) effective 
.July 1, 1953, provide, if the plan includes payments to individuals in 
private or public institutions, for the establishment or designation of a 
State authority or authorities which shall be responsiblefor establishing
,andmaintainingstandardsfor such institutions." 

(e) Effective July 1, 1952, clause (10) of such subsection is amended 
,to readasjfollows: "(10) provide that, in determiningwhether an individual 
is blind, there shall be an examination by a physician skilled in diseases 
of the eye or by an optometrist, whichever the individual may select;".

(f) The amendments made by subsections (b) and (d) shall take effect 
.October 1, 1950; and the amendment made by subsection (a) shall ta/ce 
effect July 1, 1951. 

COMPUTATION OF FEDERAL PORTION OF AID TO THE BLIND 

SEC. 342. (a) Section 1003 (a) of the Social Security Act is amended 
to read as follows: 

"SEC. 1003. (a) From the sums appropriated therefor, the Secretary 
of the Treasury shall pay to each State which has an approved plan for 
*aidto the blind,for each quarter, beginning with the quarter commencing 
October 1, 1950, (1) in the case of any State other than Puerto Rico and 
.the Virgin Islands, an amount, which shall be used exclusively as aid to 
the blind, equal to the sum of the following proportionsof the total amounts 
.expendedduring such quarteras aid to the blind under the State plan, not 
counting so much of such expenditure with respect to any individualfor 
-any month as exceeds $50

"(A) three-fourths of such expenditures, not counting so much 
of any expenditure with respect to any month as exceeds the product 
of $20 multiplied by the total number of such individuals who 
received aid to the blind for such month, plus 

"(B) one-half of the amount by which such expenditures exceed 
the maximum which may be counted under clause (A); 

ad(2) in the case of Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands, an amount, 
which shall be used exclusively as aid to the blind, equal to one-half of 
~the, total of the sums- expended during such quarter as aid to the blind 
under the State plan, not counting so much of such expenditure with 
respect to any individualfor any month as exceeds $30; and (3) in the 
ease of any State, an amount equal to one-half of the total of the sums 
expended during such quarter as found necessary by the Administrator 
for the proper and efficient administrationof the State plan, which amount 
shall be used for paying the costs of administering the State plan or for 
aid to the. blind, or both, andfor no other purpose." 

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall take effect October 
1, 1950. 

DEFINITION OF AID TO THE BLIND 

SEC. 343. (a) Section 1006 of. the Social Security Act is amended to 
read asfollows: 

"iDEFINITION 

"SEC. 1006. For the purposes of this title, the term 'aid to the blind' 
means money payments to, or medical care in behalf of or any,type of 
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remedial care recognized under State law in behalf of, blind individuals 
who are needy, but does not include any such payments to or care in -behalf 
of any individual who is an inmate of a public institution (except as a 
patient in a medical institution) or any individual (a) who is a patientin 
an institution for tuberculosis or mental diseases, or (b) who -has been 
diagnosed as having tuberculosis or psychosis and is'apatientin a medical 
institution as a result thereoj."

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall take effect October 1,
1950, except that the exclusion of money payments to needy individuals 
described-in clause (a) or (b) of section 1006 of the Social Security Act as 
so amended shall, in the case of any of such individuals who are not 
patients in a public institution, be effective July 1, 195A2. 

APPROVAL OF CERTAIN STATE PLANS 

S.Ec. 344. (a) In the case of any State (as defined in the Social Security
Act, but e~xcluding Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands) which did not 
have on January 1, 1949, a State plan for aid to the blind approved
under title X of the Social Security Act, the Administrator.shall approve 
a plan of such State for aid to the blindfor the purposes of such title X, 
even though it does not meet the requirementsof clause (8) of section 1002 
(a) of the Social Security Act,. if it meets all other requirements of such 
title X for an approved plan for aid to the blind; but payments under 
section 1003 of the Social Security Act shall be made, in the case of any
such plan, only with respect to expenditures thereunder which would be 
included as expenditures for the purposes of such section under a plan
approvedunder such title X without regardto the provisions of this 'section. 

(b) The provisions of subsection (a) shall be effective only for the 
period beginning October 1, 1950, and ending June 30, 1955. 

PART 5-AID TO THE PERM'ANENTLY AND TOTALLY DISABLED 

SEC. 351. he Social Security Act is further amended by adding after 
title XIII thereof the following new title: 

"TITLE XIV-GRANTS TO STATES FOR AID TO THE 
PERMANENTLY AND TOTALLY DISABLED 

"iAPPROPRIATION 

"SEC. 1401. Forthe purpose of enabling each State to furnishfinancial 
assistance, as far as practicable under the conditions in such State, to 
needy individuals eighteen years of age or older who are permanently and 
totally disabled, there is hereby authorizedto be appropriatedfor the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 1951, the sum of $50,000,000, and there is hereby
authorized to be appropriatedjoreach fiscal year thereafter a sum sujji
cient to carry out the purposes of this title. The sums made available 
under this section shall be used for making payments to States which 
have submitted, and had approved by tke Adrninistrator,State plans for 
aid to the permanently and totally disabled. 

"9STATE PLANS FOR AID TO THE PERMANENTLY AND TOTALLY DISABLED, 

"SEC. 1402. (a) A State plan for aid to the permanently and totally.
disabled must (1) provide that it shall -be in effect in all political sub7 
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divisions of the State, and, if administered by them, be mandatory upon 
them; (2) providefor financialparticipationby the State; (3) either pro
vide for the establishment or designation of a single State agency to 
administer the plan, or providefor the establishment or designation of a 
single State agency to supervise the administration of the plan; (4) 
provide for granting an opportunity for a fair hearing before the State 
agency to any individual whose claim for aid to the permanently and 
totally disabledis denied or is not acted upon with reasonablepromptness; 
(5) provide such methods of administration (including methods relating 
to the establishment and maintenance of personnel standards on a merit 
basis, except that the Administrator shall exercise no authority with 
respect to the selection, tenure of office, and compensation of any indi
vidual employed in accordance with such methods) as are'found by the 
Administrator to be necessaryfor the proper and efficient operation of 
the plan; (6) provide that the State agency will make such reports, in 
such form and containing such. information, as the Administrator may 
from time to time require, and comply with such provisions as the Admin
istrator may from time to time find necessary to assure the correctness 
and verification of such reports; (7) provide that no aid 'will be furnished 
any individual under the plan with respect to any period with respect to 
which he is receiving old-age assistance under the State plan approved 
under section 2 of this Act, aid to dependent children under the State 
plan approved under section 402 of this Act, or aid to the blind under the 
State plan approved under section 1002 of this Act; (8) provide that the 
State agency shall, in determining need, take into consideration'any 
other income and resources of an individual claiming aid to the per
manently and totally disabled; (9) provide safeguards which restrict the 
use or disclosure of information concerning applicants and recipients to 
purposes directly connected with the administration of aid to the per
manently and totally disabled; (10) provide that all individuals wishing 
to make applicationfor aid to the permanently and totally disabled shall 
have opportunity to do so, and that aid to the permanently and totally 
disabled shall be furnished with reasonable promptness to all eligible 
individuals;and (11) effective July 1, 1953, provide, if the plan includes 
payments to individuals in private or public institutions,for the estab
lishment or designation of a State authorityor authoritieswhich shall be 
responsible for establishing and maintaining standards for such insti
tutions. 

" (b) The Administrator shall approve any plan which fulfills the 
conditions specified in subsection (a), except that he shall not approve 
any plan which imposes, as a condition of eligibilityfor aid to the perma
nently and totally disabled under the plan

" (1) Any residence requirement which excludes any resident of 
the State who has resided therein five years during the nine years 
immediately preceding the applicationfor aid to the permanently 
and totally disabledand has residedtherein continuouslyfor one year 
?immediatelyprecedingthe application; 

"(2) Any citizenship requirement which excludes any citizen of 
the United States. 

"PAYMENT TO STATES 

"SEc. 1403. (a) From the sums appropriatedtherefor, the Secretary of 
the Treasury shall pay to each State which has an approved planfor aid 
to the permanently and totally disabled,for each quarter, beginning with 
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the quartercommencing October 1, 1950., (1) in the case of any State other 
than Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands, an amount, which shall be used 
exclusively as aid to the permanently and totally disabled, equal to the 
sum of the following proportions of the total amounts expended during 
such quarter as aid to the permanently and totally disabled under the 
State plan, not counting so much of such expenditure with respect to any 
individualfor any month as exceeds $50

"(A) three-fourths of such expenditures, not counting so much of 
any expenditure with respect to any month as exceeds the product of 
$20 multiplied by the total number o~f such individuals who received 
aid to the permanently and totally disabled for such month, plus 

" (B) one-half of the amount by which such expenditures exceed 
the maximum which may be counted under clause '(A); 

and (2) in the case of Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands, an amount, 
which shall be used exclusively as aid to the permanently and totally dis
abled, eoual to one half of the total of the sums expended during such 
quarter as aid to the permanently and totally disabled under the State 
plan, not counting so much of such expenditure with respect to any indi
vidualfor any month as exceeds $30; and (3) in the case of any State, an 
amount eoual to one-half of the total of the sums expended during such 
quarter as found necessary by the Administratorfor the proper and effi
cient administrationof the State' plan, which amount shall be used for 
paying the costs of administering the State plan or for aid to the per
manently and totally disal, ed, or both, andjfor no other purpose. 

"(b) The method of computing and paying such amount~s shall be as 
-follows: 

"(1) The Administrator shall, prior to the beginning of each 
quarter, estimate the amount to be paid to the State for such quarter 
under the provisions of subsection (a), such estimate to be based on 
'(A) a report filed by the State containing its estimate of the total 
sum to be expended in such quarter in accordancewith the provisions 
of such subsection, 'and stating the amount appropriated or made 
available by the State and its political subdivisions for such expendi
tures in such quarter, and if such amount is less than the State's 
proportionateshare of the total sum of such estimated expenditures, 
the source or sources from 'which the difference is expected to be 
derived, '(B) records showing the number o~f permanently and totally 
disabled individuals in the State, and (C) such other investigationas 
the Administrator may find necessary. 

"(2) The Administrator shall then certify to the Secretary of the 
Treasury the amount so estimated by the Administrator, (A) reduced 
or increased, as the case may be, by any sum by which he finds that 
his estimate for any pri6orquarter was greater or less than the amount 
which should have been paid to the State under subsection (a) for such 
quarter, and (B) reduced by a sum equivalent to the pro rata share to 
which the United States is equitably entitled, as determined by the 
Administrator,of the net amount recovered during a prior quarterby 
the State or any political subdiviion thereo~f with respect to aid to the 
permanently and totally disabled furnished under the State plan; 
except that such increases or reductions shall not be made to the extent 
that such sums have been applied to make the amount certifiedfor any 
priorquarter greateror less than the amount estimated by the Admin
istrator for such prior quarter: Provided, That any part of the 
amount recovered from the estate.of a deceased recipient which is not 
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in excess of the amount expended by the State or any political sub
division thereoffor the funeral expenses of the deceased shall not be 
consideredas a basisfor reduction underclause (B) of this paragraph. 

"(3) The Secretary of the Treasury shall thereupon, through the 
Fiscal Service of the Treasury Department, and prior to audit or 
settlement by the General Accounting Office, pay to the State, at the 
time or times fixed by the Administrator, the amount so certified. 

"COPERATION OF STATE PLANS 

"SEC. 1404t. In the case of any State planfor aid to the permanently 
and totally disabled which has been approved by the Administrator, if the 
Administrator after reasonable notice and opportunity for hearing to the 
State agency administering or supervising the administration of such 
plan, finds

" (1) that the plan has been so changed as to impose any residence 
or citizenship requirement prohibited by section 1402 (b), or that in 
the administrationof the plan any such prohibited requirement is 
imposed, with the knowledge of such State agency, in a substantial 
number of cases; or 

"(2) that in the administration of the plan there is a failure to 
cornply substantiallywith any provision required by section 1402 (a) 
to be included in the plan; 

the Administrator shall notify such State agency that further payments 
will not be made to the State until he is sat ijied that such prohibited 
requirement is no longer so imposed, and that there is no longer any 
such failure to comply. Until he is so satisfied he shall make no further 
certification to the Secretary of the Treasury with respect to such State. 

"iDEFINITION 

"SEc. 1405. For the purposes of this title, the term 'aid to the per
manently and totally disabled' means money payments to, or medical 
care in behalf of, or any type of remedialcare recoqnized under State law 
in behalf of, needy individuals eighteen years of age or older who are 
permanently and totally disabled, but does not include any such pay
ments to or care in behalf cf any individualwho is an inmate of a public 
institution (except as a patient in a medical institution) or any individual 
(a) who is a patient in an institutionfor tuberculosisor mental diseases, 
or (b) who has been diagnosed as having tuberculosis or psychosis and is 
a patient in a medical institution as a result thereof" 

PART 6-MISCELLANEOUS AAIENDMENTS 

SEC. 361. (a) Section 1 of the Social Security Act is amended by 
striking out "Social Security Board established by Title VII (herein
after referred to as the 'Board')" and inserting in lieu thereof "Federal 
Security Administrator (hereinafter referred to as the 'Administrator')". 

(b) Section 1001 of the Social Security Act is amended by striking 
out "Social Security Board" and inserting in lieu thereof "Admin
istrator". 

(c) The following provisions of the Social Security Act are each 
amended by striking out "Board" and inserting in lieu thereof "Admin
istrator": Sections 2 (a) (5); 2 (a) (6); 2 (b); 3 (b); 4; 402 (a) (5); 
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402 (a) (6); 402 (b); 403 (b); 404; 702; 703; 1002 (a) (5); 1002 (a) (6);
1002 (b); 1003 (b); and 1004. 

(d) The following provisions of the Social Security Act are each 
amended by striking out (when they refer to the Social Security Board) 
"it"tl or "its" and inserting in lieu thereof. "he", "him", or "his", as the 
context may ~uie.Scon2();3- (b); 4,; 4102 (b); 403 1(b); 404~; 702;. 
703; 1002 (b); 1003 (b); and 1004. 

(e) Title V of the Social Security Act is amended by striking out 
"Children's Bureau", "Chief of the Children's Bureau", "Secretary of 
Labor", and (in sections 503 (a) and 513 (a)) "Board" and insertingin 
lieu thereof "Administrator". 

(f) The heading of title VII of the Social Security Act is amended [to 
read "ADMINISTRATION". 

(g) Title XI of the Social Security Act is amended by adding at the 
end thereof the following new section: 

"LIMITATION ON PAYMENTS TO PUERTO RICO AND THE VIRGIN ISLANDS 

"SEc. 1108. The total amount certified by the Administrator under 
titles I, IV, X, and XIV, for payment to PuertoRico with respect to any
fiscal year shall not exceed $4,250,000; and the total amount certified by 
the Administrator under such titles for payment to the 'Virgin Islands 
with respect to anyfiscal year shall not exceed $160,000." 

TI TLE 1IV-MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 

"tOFFICE OF COMMISSIONER FOR SOCIAL SECURITY 

SEC. 401. (a) Section 701 of the Social Security Act is amended to 
read: 

"tOFFICE OF COMMISSIONER FOR SOCIAL SECURITY 

"S~c. 701. There shall be in the Federal Security Agency a Com
missioner for Social Security, appointed by the Administrator, 'Who shall 
,perform such junctions relating to social security as the Administrator 
shall assign to him." 

(b) Section 908 of the Social Security Act Amendments of 1939 is 
repealed. 

REPORTS TO CONGRESS 

SEC. 402. (a) Subsection (c) of section 541 of the Social Security Act 
is repealed. 

(b) Section 704 of such Act is amended to read: 

"REPORTS 

"SEC. 704. The Administrator shall make a full report to Congress, 
at the beginning of each regular session, of the administrationof the 
functions with which he is charged under this Act. In addition to the 
number of copies of such report authorized by other law to be printed, 
there is hereby authorized to be printed not more than five thousand copies 
of such reportfor use by the Administrator for distribution to Members 
of Congress and to State and other public or private agencies or or-gani
zations participatingin or concaned with the social security program." 
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AMENDMENTS TO TITLE XI O1 THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT' 

SEC. 403. (a) (1) Paragraph (1) of section 1101 (a) of the Social 
Security Act is amended to read as follows: 

"(1) The term 'State' includes Alaska, Hawaii, aml the District 
of Columbia, and when used in titles I, 'IV, V, X, and XIV includes 
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands." 

(2) Paragraph(6) of section 1101 (a) of the Social Security Act is 
amended to readas follows: 

"c(6) The term 'Administrator', except when the context otherwise 
reouires, means the Federal Security Administrator." 

(3) The amendment made by paragraph (1) of, this subsection shall 
take effect October 1, 1.950, and the amendment made by paragraph(2) of 
this subsection, insofar as it repeals the definition of "employee", shall be 
eftective only with respect to sermnces performed after 1950. 

(b) Effective October 1, 1950, secfton 1101 (a) of the Social Security 
Act is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph: 

"(7) The terms 'physician' and 'medical care' and 'hospitaliza
tion' include osteopathic practitionersor the services of osteopathic 
practitioners and hospitals within the scope of their practice as 
defined by State law." 

(c) Section 1102 oj the Social Security Act is amended by striking out 
'Social Security Board" and inserting in lieu thereof "Federal Security 

Administrator". 
(d) Section 1106 of the Social Security Act is amended to read as 

follows: 

"DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION IN POSSESSION OF AGENCY 

"SEC. 1106. (a) No disclosure of any return or portion of a return 
(including information returns and other written statements) -filed with 
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue under title VIII of the Social 
Security Act or under subchapterE of chapter 1 or subchapterA of chapter
.9of the InternalRevenue Code, or under regulationsmade under authority 
thereof, which has been transmitted to the Administratorby the Commis
sioner-of Internal Revenue, or of anyfile, record, report, or other paper, or 
any information, obtained at any time by the Administrator or by any 
officer, or employee of the Federal Security Agency in the course of dis
chargingthe duties of the AdministratorunderatisAct, and no disclosure 
of any suchfile, record, report, or other paper, or information, obtained 
at any time by any personfrom the Administratoror from any officer or 
employee of the Federal Security Agency, shall be made except as the 
Administrator may by regulations prescribe. Any person who shall 
violate any provision of this section shall be deemed guilty of a misde
meanor and, upon conviction thereof, shall be punished by a fine not 
exceeding $1,000, or by imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both. 

"(b) Requests for information, disclosure of which is authorized by 
regulations prescribedpursuant to subsection (a) of this section, may be 
complied with if the agency, person, or organization making the request 
agrees to pay for the information requested in such amount, if any (not 
exceeding the cost of furnishing the information), as may be determined 
by the Administrator. Payments for information furnished pursuant 
to this section shall be made in advance or by way of reimbursement, as 
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may be. requested by the Administrator, and shall be deposited in the 
Treasury as a special deposit to be used to reimburse the appropriations 
(includirtg authorizationsto make expendituresfrom the Federal Old-Age 
and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund)for the unit or units of the Federal 
Security. Agency which prepared,or furnished the information." 

(e) Section 1107 (a) of th Social Securi1ty Ap is amended by striking 
out "the FederalInsurance Contributions,A-ct', or the Federal Unemploy
ment Tax Act," and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "subchapter E 
of chapter 1 or subchapterA, C, or E' of (chapter9 of the Internal Revenue 
Code,".

(f) Section 1107 (b) .of the Social Security Act -isamended by striking 
out "Board" and inser~ting in lieu thereof "Administrator", and by 
striking out "wife, parent, or child", wherever appearing therein, and 
inserting in lieu thereof " *fe, husband, widow, widower, former wife 
divorced, child, or parent". 

ADVANCES TO STATE UNEMPLOYMENT FUNDS 

SEC. 404. (a) Section 1201 (a) of the Social Security Act is amended 
by Striking out "January1, 1950" and insertingin lieu thereof "Januoty 
1, 1952". 

(b) (1) Clause (2) of the second sentence of section 904 (h) of the Social 
Security Act is amended to read: "(2) the excess of the taxes collected in 
each fiscal year beginning a~fter June 30, 1946, and ending prior to July 1, 
1951, under the Federal Unemployment Tax Act, over the unemployment 
administrativeexpenditures made in such year, and the excess of such taxes 
collected during the period beginning on July 1, 1951, and ending on 
December 31, 1951, over the, unemployment administrative expenditures 
made cduiing such period." 

(2) The third sentence of section 904 (h) of the Social Security Act is 
amended by striking out "April 1, 1950" and inserting in lieu thereof 
"April 1, 1952". 

(c) . The amendments made by subsections (a) and (b) of this section shall 
be effective as of January 1, 1950. 

PROVISIONS OF STATE UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION LAWS 

SEC. 4i05. (a) Section 1603 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code is 
amended (1) by striking out the phrase "changed its law" and inserting 
in lieu thereof "amended its law", and (2) by adding before the period at 
the end thereof the following: "and such finding has become effective. 
Such finding shall become effective on the 'ninetieth day after the Governor 
of the State has been notified thereof unless the State has before such nine
tieth day so amended its law that it will comply substantially with the 
Secretary of Labor's interpretationof the provision of subsection (a), in 
which event such finding shall not become effective. ' No finding of a 
-failureto comply substantially with the provision in State law specified 
in paragraph (5) of subsection (a) shall be based on an application or 
interpretationof State law with respect to which further administrative or 
judicial review is provided for under the laws of h tt" 

(b) Section 303 (b) of the Social Security Act is amended by inserting 
before the period at the end thereof the following:."1: Provided, That there 
shall be nofinding under clause (1) until the question of entitlement shall 
have been decided by the highest judicial authority given jurisdiction 
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under such State law: Providedfurther, That any costs may be paid with 
respect to any claimant by a State and included as costs of administration 
of its law" 

SUSPENDING APPLICATION OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF CRIMINAL CODE 
TO CERTAIN PERSONS 

SEC. 406. Service or employment of any person to assist the Senate 
Committee on Finance, or its duly authorized subcommittee, in the 
investigation ordered by S. Res. 300, agreed to June 20, 1960, shall not 
be considered as service or employment bringing such person within the 
provisions of section 281, 283, or 284 of title 18 of the United St atecs 
Code, or any other Federal law imposing restrictions, requirements, 
or penalties in relation to the employment of persons, the performance of 
services, or the payment or receipt of compensation in connection with 
any claim, proceeding, or matter involving the United States. 

REORGANIZATION PLAN NO. 26 OF 1950 

SEC. 407. For the purposes of section 1 (a) of Reorganization Plan 
No. 26 of 1950, this Act shall be deemed to have been enacted prior to the 
effective date of such plan. 

And the Senate agree to the same. 
R. L. Doughton,
W. D. Mills, 
A. Sidney Camp, 
Daniel A. Reed, 
Roy 0. Woodruff, 
Thomas A. Jenkins, 

Managerson the Partof the House. 

Walter F. George, 
Tom Connally, 
Harry F. Byrd, 
E. D. Millikin, 
Robert A. Taft, 

Managers on the Part of the Senate. 



STATEMENT OF THE MANAGERS ON THE PART OF THE HOUSE 

The managers on the part of the House at -the. conference on the 
disagreeing votes of the two houses on the amendment of the Senate 
to the bill (H. R. 6000) to extend and improve the Federal Old-Age 
and Survivors Insurance System, to amend the public assistance and 
child welfare provisions of the Social Security Act, and for other pur
poses, submit the following statement in explanation of the effect of 
the action agreed upon by the conferees and recommended in the 
accompanying conference report.

The Senate amendment struck out all of the House bill after the 
enacting clause and inserted a substitute'amendment. The conference 
agreement is a substitute for both the House bill and the Senate 
,amendment. Except for clarifying, clerical, technical, and necessary 
conforming changes, the following statement explains the differences 
between the House bill, the Senate amendment, and the substitute 
agreed to in conference: 

OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE 

COVERAGE 

DEFINiTiON OF EMPLOYMENT 

Agricultural labor 
The House bill continued the exclusion under existing law of 

agricultural labor from the definition of "employment," although
the House bill narrowed the definition of "agricultural labor." The 
Senate amendment excluded from the definition of "employment"
agricultural labor performed in any calendar quarter by an employee, 
but only if the cash remuneration paid for such service is less than 
$50 or the service is performed by an individual who is not regularly 
employed by the employer to perform such service. The Senate 
amendment further provided that for this purpose an individual is 
deemed to be regularly employed by an employer during a calendar 
quarter only if (i) on each of some 60 days during the calendar quarter
such individual performs agricultural labor for such employer for some 
portion of the day, or (ii) such individual was regularly employed
(determined in accordance with the test in the preceding clause) by
such employer in the performance of service of the prescribed character 
during the preceding calendar quarter. The amendment provided 
that remuneration paid for such service in any medium other than 
cash would not constitute wages. 

The Senate amendment, however, did not apply in the case of 
service performed in 'connection with the production or harvesting 
of any commodity defined as an agricultural commodity in section 15 
(g) of the Agricultural Marketing Act, as amended, or in connection 
with the ginning of cotton. Such service is specifically excepted 
from employment under the Senate amendment, regardless of the 
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amount of the remuneration paid for, or the regularity of the per
formance of, such service. This specific exclusion from employment 
under the Senate amendment of service performed in connection with 
the production or harvesting of any commodity defined as an agri
cultural commodity in section 15 (g) of the Agricultural Marketing 
Act, as amended, applies only to service performed in connection with 
the production or harvesting of crude gum (oleoresin) from a li's ing 
tree or the processing of such crude gum into gum spirits of turpentine 
and gum resin, provided such processing is carried on by the original 
producer of such crude gum. 

The conference agreement adopts the Senate provision with a change 
in the test of when an individual is deemed to be regularly employed 
in performing agricultural labor for an employer. Under the con
ference agreement, an individual is deemed to be regularly employed 
by an employer during a calendar quarter (including the first quarter 
of 1951) only if (i) such individual performs agricultural labor (other 
than services in connection with the production or harvesting of any 
commodity defined as an agricultural commodity in section 15 (g) of 
the Agricultural Marketing Act, as amended, or in connection with 
the ginning of cotton) for such employer on a full-time basis on 60 
days (whether or not consecutive) during 'the quarter, and (ii) the 
quarter was immediately preceded by a qualifying quarter. A 
qualifying quarter is defined as (I) any quarter during all of which the 
individual was continuously employed by the employer, or (II) any 
subsequient quarter meeting the test of clause (i) above if, after the 
last quarter during all of -which the individual was continuously 
employed by the employer, each intervening quarter met the test of 
clause (i). An individual is also deemed to be regularly employed by 
an employer during a calendar quarter if he was regularly employed 
(upon application of clauses (i) and (ii)) by the employer during the 
preceding calendar quarter.' Under the conference agreement remu
neration for services in connection with the production or harvesting 
of any commodity defined as an agricultural commodity in section 
15 (g) of the Agricultural Marketing Act, as amended, or in connection 
with the ginning of cotton, is not counted for purposes of the $50 cash 
wage test. 

The Senate amendment adopted the definition contained in the 
House bill of the term "agricultural labor" except that the Senate 
amendment adds to the list of service constituting agricultural labor 
the following: Service performed in connection with the operation or 
maintenance of ditches, canals, reservoirs, or waterways, not owned 
or operated for profit, used exclusively for supplying and storing water 
for farming purposes; and service not in the course of the employer's 
trade or business or domestic service in a private home of the em
ployer, if such service is performed on a farm operated for profit. The 
conference agreement adopts the House provision with the additions 
made by the Senate amendment. 
Domestic workers 

The House bill excluded from employment service not in the course 
of the employer's trade or business (including domestic service in a 
private home of the employer) performed in any calendar quarter by 
an employee, but only if the cash remuneration paid to an individual 
for such service is less than $25, or such service is performed by an 
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individual who is not regularly employed by the employer to perform 
such service. For the purposes of the exception, an individual is 
deemed to be regularly employed by an employer during a calendar 
quarter only if (i) such individual performs for such employer service 
of the prescribed character during some portion of at least 26 days 
during the calendar quarter, or (ii) such indiv.idual is regularly 
employed (determined in accordance with clause (i)) by such employer 
in the performance of service of the prescribed character during the 
preceding calendar quarter, The Senate amendment modified the 
House bill by requiring $50 of cash wages instead of $25 of cash wages 
earned in the quarter; and providing that the test of regularity be 
based upon performance of services on each of some 24 days during a 
quarter rather than 26'days. 

The conference agreement adopts the Senate amendment 'as to 
service not in the course of the employer's trade or business. The 
agreement also conforms with the policy of the Senate amendment 
with respect to domestic service, but the cash test of $50 is changed 
from a remuneration earned in the quarter basis to a remuneration 
paid in the quarter basis. Under the conference agreement, cash 
remuneration received by an employee in a calendar quarter for do
mestic service in a private home of the employer does not constitute 
wages unless the cash remuneration for such service received by the 
employee from the employer in such quarter is $50 or more , and the 
employee is regularly employed by the employer in such quarter of 
p~ayment in the performance of such service. 

The House bill excepted from employment service not in the course 
of the employer's trade or bushiess (includhig domestic service inl a 
private home of the employer) performed on a farm operated for 
profit. The Senate amendment omitted this provision because of its 
amendment (adopted under the conference agreement) including such. 
service within the definition of agricultural labor. 'The conference 
agreement conforms with the Senate action. 
Federal employees 

The House bill excluded from employment service performned in 
the employ of the United States Government or in the employ of any 
instrumentality of the United States Government which is partly or 
wholly owned by the United States but only if (1) such service is 
covered by a retirement system established by a law of the United 
States for employees of the United States or of such instrumentality, 
or (2) the service is of the character described in any one of a list of 
13 special classes of excepted services. The Senate amendment 
adopted the general policies of the House bill except for one area of 
Federal employment. The large group covered under the Senate 
amendment and not under the House bill consists of employees serv
ing under a temporary appointment pending final determination of 
eligibility for permanent or indefinite appointment; and the confer
ence agreement extends coverage to this group. 

The conference agreement. contains three separate subpara graphs. 
Subparagraph (A) excepts from employment service performed in the 
employ of the United States or of any instrumentality of the United 
States, if such service is covered by a retirement system established 
by a law of the United States. Determinations as,.to whether the 
particular service is covered by a retirement system of the requisite 
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character are to be made on the basis of whether such service is 
covered under a law enacted by the Congress of the United States 
which specifically provides for the establishment of such retfremen't 
system. Subparagraph (B) excepts from employment service performedt 
in the employ of an instrumentality of the United States if such an 
instrumentality was exempt from the tax imposed by section 1410 of 
the Internal Revenue Code on December 31, 1950. This provision 
can apply in the case of an instrumentality created after 1950 if such 
instrumentality, bad it been in existence on December 31, 1950, would 
have been exempt from such tax by reason of a provision of law in 
effect on that date. The exception from employment under subpara
graph (B) does not apply to (i) service performed in the employ of a 
corporation which is wholly owned by the United States (but such 
service, of course, is not included as employment if the service is 
excluded upon application of the rules contained in subparagraph (A) 
0 r (C)); (ii) service performed in the employ of a national farm loan 
association, a production credit association, a Federal Reserve bank, or 

Federal credit union; (iii) service performed in the employ of a State, 
ounty, or community committee under the Production and Marketing 

Administration; (iv) service performed by a civilian employee, who is 
not compensated from funds appropriated by the Congress, in the Army 
and Air Force Exchange Service, Army and Air Force motion picture 
service, Navy exchanges, Marine Corps exchanges, or other activities, 
conducted by an instrumentality of the United States subject to the 
jurisdiction of the Secretary of Defense, at installations of the De
partment of Defense for the comfort, pleasure, contentment, and 
mental and physical improvement of personnel of such Department. 
Subparagraph (C) excepts from employment service performed in 
the employ of the United States or in the employ of any instrumen
tality of the United States if the service is of the character described 
in any one of a list of 13 special classes of excepted services. These 13 
special classes of excepted services include the 12 special classes of 
excepted services listed in the Senate amendment and, in addition, 
serVice performed by an individual to whom the Civil Service Retire
ment Act of 1930 does not apply because such individual is subject to 
another retirement system (either established by a law of the United 
States or by the agency or instrumentality for which the service is 
performed). 

Employees of transportation systems operated by a State or political
subdivision 

The Hlouse bill included as employment service performed in the 
employ of a political subdivision of a State (including an instrumen
tality of one or more subdivisions) in connection with the operation 
of a public transportation system if such service is performed by an. 
employee who (i) became an employee of the political subdivision 
in connection with and at the time of its acquisition after 1936 of the 
transportation system or any part thereof, and (ii) prior to the acqui
sition rendered services which constituted employment (for social-
security-coverage purposes) in connection with the operation of the 
transportation system or part thereof acquired by the political sub
division. Under the House provision if a city acquired a transporta
tion system in 1930, and in 1940 acquired from private ownership a 
bus line which became part of the city transportation system, only the 
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employees taken over from the privately owned bus line would be 
covered for social-security purposes. Other employees working for 
the city in connection With~the operation of its transportation system, 
including employees hired after the acquisition of the bus line, would 
not have been covered under the House provision. 

However, in the case of employees taken over by a political sub
division in connection with an acquisition made prior to the eftective 
date of the provisions in the House bill amending the definition of 
employment, the House bill provided that if the political subdivision 
ifiled with the Commissioner of Internal Revenue prior to such eff ective 
date a statement that it did not favor the coverage of any employee 
who became an employee in connection with acquisitions made before 
such effective date, then the services of such employees would not 
constitute employment. 

The Senate amendment provided for the inclusion as employment 
of all service performed in the employ of a State or political sub
division (or instrumentality) in connection with the operation of any 
public-transportation system the whole or any part of which was ac
quired after 1936. The Senate amendment did not limit coverage to 
those employees taken over from private employers at the time of such 
acquisition. 

The conference agreement adopts the provision of the Senate 
amendment as the general rule to be applied, but the agreement sets 
forth certain conditions and circumstances under which none, or 
only some, of the employees will be covered. 

Under the conference agreement, if the State or political subdivi
sion acquires a transportation system, or any part thereof, from 
private ownership after 1936 and before 1951, all employees (with 
respect to services rendered after 1950 in connection with the opera
tion of the transportation system) will be covered unless-' 

(i) The State or political subdivision on December 31, 1950, 
has a general retirement system (a defined term) in eff'ect, cover
ing substantially all services performed in connection with the 
operation of the transportation system; and 

(ii) Such general retirement system provides benefits which 
are protected from diminution or impairment under the State 
constitution by reason of an express provision, dealing specific
ally with retirement systems established by the State or sub
divisions of the State, which forbids such diminution or impair
ment. 

A constitutional provision permitting diminution or impairment by 
a.ction of the legislature would not qualify, under the conference 
agreement, as a constitutional provision described in clause (ii). 

If the State or political subdivision made an acquisition described 
in the preceding paragraph and the employees are not covered under 
a general retirement system described in clause (ii) above, all service 
in connection with the transportation system will constitute employ
muent, including the service of all employees hired after 1950 and 
including the service of employees who did not work for the private 
employer from whom the State or political subdivision acquired its 
transportation system. 

If the State or political subdivision which acquired part of its 
transportation system after 1936 and before 1951 had on December 31, 
1950, a general retirement system covering the services of its transpor
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tation employees, and the tests of clause (i) and (ii) are both satisfied, 
none of the employees (subject to a limited exception set forth in the 
following paragraph) would be covered. -This exclusion from employ
ment will apply even in the case of employees who worked for the pri
vate employer from whom the State or political subdivision acquired 
the transportation system (or part thereof) and who became employees 
of the State or political subdivision in connection with the acquisition. 

The conference agreement provides, however, in the case o? a trans
portation system in which service is not employment by reason of 
rules set forth in the preceding paragraphs, that if the State or political 
subdivision makes a new acquisition from private ownership after 1950 
of an addition to its transportation system, then in the case of any 
employee who

(A) Became an employee of the State or political subdivision 
in connection with and at the time of its acquisition (after 1950) 
of the addition to its transportation system, and 

(B) Prior to such acquisition rendered service which constituted 
employment (for social-security-coverage purposes) in connection 
with the operation of the addition- to the transportation system 
acquired by the State or political subdivision, 

the service of such employee (in connection with any part of the 
transportation system) shall constitute employment, commencing with 
the first day of the third calendar quarter following the calendar 
quarter in which the acquisition of the new addition took place, unless 
on such first day the service of the employee is covered by a general 
retirement system which does not contain special provisions applicable 
only to employees taken over by the State or political subdivision 
in connection with such acquisition. 

The rule of the immediately preceding paragraph is, under the con
ference agreement, applicable in one other situation. If a State or 
political subdivision is operating a public transportation system on 

-December 31, 1950, but no part of the system was acquired after 1936 
and before 1951, none of the service of the employees will constitute 
employment unless the State or political subdivision makes an acquisi
tion on or after January 1, 1951, from private ownership of an addition 
to its existing system. In the case of such an acquisition of a part of 
its transportation system, the employees taken over by a State or 
political subdivision at the time and in connection with such acquisi
tion will be covered, or not covered, upon application of the rule set 
forth in the preceding paragraph. Employees of the public transpor
tation system not taken over from private ownership at the time of 
such acquisition would not be affected at all-their service would 
remain excluded from employment. 

In the case of a State or political subdivision which does not operate 
on December 31, 1950, a transportation system, but acquires a trans
portation system after such date, the conference agreement provides 
that all service performed in connection with the operation of the 
acquired transportation system will constitute employment, unless 
at the time the first part of such transportation system is acquired by it 
from private ownership' the State or political subdivision has a general 
retirement system covering substantially all the service performed in 
thie operation of the transportation system. 

The term "general retirement system" is defined to mean any pen
sion, annuity, retirement, or similar fund or system established by a 
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State or political subdivision for employees of the State, political 
subdivision, or both, but does not include a fund or system which 
covers only service performed in positions connected with the opera
tion of its public transportation system. 

A transportation system or part thereof is considered to have been 
acquired by a State or political subdivision fromn private ownership if 
prior to the acquisition service performed by employees in connection 
with the operation of the system or the acquired part constituted 
employment (for social-security-coverage purposes) and some of such 
employees became employees of the State or political subdivision in 
connection with and at the time of such acquisition. 

The term "political subdivision" is defined to include an instru
mentality of a State, of one or more State political subdivisions, or of a 
State and one or more of its political subdivisions. 
Coverage of State and local employees under compacts 

The House bill provided for the extension of old-age and survivors 
insurance coverage to employees of State and local governments 
under agreements negotiated between the States and the Federal 
Security Administrator. The House bill also permitted the employees 
of State and local governments, covered by State or local govermnent 
retirement systems, to be included in such agreements if two-thirds 
of the employees consented to be covered under the program. The 
Senate amendment modified the House provisions. It excluded 
from the purview of such agreements employees of States and local 
governments covered by State and local government retirement 
systems. The Senate amendment further provided for the estab
lishment of separate coverage groups of employees engaged in the 
performance of single proprietary functions. - The conference agree
ment adopts the Senate provisions. 
Employees of religious, charitable, and certain other nonprofit organiza

tions 
Under the House bill, employees of religious, charitable, educational, 

and other organizations exempt from income tax under section 101 (6) 
of the Internal Revenue Code were covered on a compulsory basis. 
The House bill, however, granted an exemption to such organizations 
from the tax imposed on the employer 'under section 1410 of such 
code. Provision was made for waiver by the organization of such 
exemption. If the exemption from taxation was not waived, the 
employees of the organization would, for the purpose of computing 
insured status and average monthly wage, receive wage credits for 
only one-half of the wages paid. An organization waiving its exemp
tion from tax was permitted, under the House bill, to regain its tax-
exempt status by giving a 2years' notice. Such notice of termination 
could not be given prior to the expiration of 5 years following the 
effective date of the waiver period. 

The Senate amendment provided for compulsory coverage of 
organizations which are not organized and operated primarily for 
religious purposes or which are not owned and operated by one or more 
organizations operating primarily for religious purposes. The organ
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izations whose employees were covered under the compulsory basis 
were, under the Senate amendment, subject, on a compulsory basis, to 
the employers' tax imposed under section 1410 of the Internal. Revenue 
Code. The employees of such organizations were also subject, on a 
compulsory basis, to the employees' tax imposed under section 1400 
of the code. In the case of religious organizations, or organizations 
owned and operated by religious organizations, provision was made 
under the Senate amendment for coverage of employees upon filing 
a statement with the Commissioner of Internal Revenue that the 
organization desired to have the old-age and survivors insurance sys
tem extended to its employees. If such a statement was once filed, 
it could not thereafter be revoked by the organization. 

The conference agreement differs from both the House bill and the 
Senate amendment. Under the conference agreement service per
formed in the employ of an organization exempt from income tax 
under section 101 (6) is excluded from employment unless the organi
zation files a certificate that it desires to have the old-age and sur
vivors insurance system extended to its employees. If it does not 
file such a certificate, neither the organization nor its employees are 
subject to the social-security taxes imposed by the Federal Insurance 
Contributions Act. If it does file such a certificate, both the employer 
and the employee are, for the period during which the certificate is in 
effect, subject to such taxes in the same manner as a private employer 
and his employees. The certificate filed by the organization must 
certify that at least two-thirds of its employees concur in the filing of 
the certificate, and the certificate must be accompanied by a list con
taining the signature, address, and social-security account number (if 
any) of each employee who concurs in the filing of the certificate. 
Such list may be amended, at any time prior to the expiration of the 
first month following the first calendar quarter for which the certifi
cate is effective, by filing a supplemental list or lists containing the 
signature, address, and social-security number of each additional em
ployee who concurs in the filing of the certificate. Commencing with 
the first day following the close of the calendar quarter in which the 
certificate is filed, the employees who have concurred in the filing of 
such certificate will be covered for social-security purposes. Any em
ployee who is hired on or after such first day will be covered on a 
compulsory basis. If an individual, who on such first day was in the 
employ of the organization, should leave his position and there
after reenter the employ of such organization, such employee will be 
covered on and after the date of such reentry, whether or not he con
curred in the filing of the certificate when he was previously in the 
employ of the organization. 

The conference agreement further provides that the period for 
which the certificate is effective may be terminated by the organiza
tion upon giving 2 years' advance notice in writing of its desire to 
terminate the effect of the certificate at the 6nd of a calendar quarter; 
but only if the certificate has been in effect for a period of not less 
than 8 years at the time of the receipt, of the notice of termination. 
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The organization may revoke its notice of termination by giving a 
written notice of such revocation prior to the close of the calendar 
quarter specified in the notice of termination. The certificate (and 
any notice of termination or revocation of such notice) must be filed 
in such form and maniner and with such official as may be prescribed
by regulations. 

Provision is also made, under the conference agreement, for termina
tion of the waiver period upon the initiative of the Commissioner of 
Internal Revenue. If the Commissioner finds that an. organization
which filed a certificate has failed to comply substantially with the 
provisions of the Federal Insurance Contributions Act, or is no longer 
able to comply with such provisions, the Commissioner can give such 
organization a 60 days' advance notice in writing that the period cover
ed by the certificate will terminate at the end of the calendar quarter
specified in the notice. Such notice by the Commissioner may be 
revoked by him by giving, prior to the close of the calendar quarter
specified in his notice of termination, written notice of the revocation. 
The Commissioner cannot give notice of termination or revocation 
thereof without prior concurrence of the Federal Security Admin
istrator. 

If the period covered by the certificate is terminated by the organi
zation itself, it may not thereafter file a certificate waiving the exclu
sion from employment of its employees. 

Service performed by a duly ordained, commissioned, or licensed 
minister of a church in the exercise of his ministry or by a member of 
a religious order in the exercise of duties required by such order would 
not constitute employment under the House bill, the Senate amend
ment, or the conference agreemient. 
Effective date 

The provisions of the conference agreement amending the definition 
of employment apply only with respect to service performed after 
December 31, 1950. 

DEFINITION OF "WAGES" 

The House bill continued the provisions of existing law which ex
clude from wages payments made to or on behalf of an employee
under a plan or system providing for payments on account of (1)
retirement, (2) sickness or accident disability, (3) medical or hospitali
zation expenses, or (4) death but provided that such payments made 
for death benefits should be excluded from wages regardless of whether 
the employee has certain options or rights, such as the option to re
ceive, instead of the provision for such death benefit, any part of such 
payment made by the employer, or the right to assign the death 

beniefit or to receive a cash consideration in lieu thereof. The Senate 
amendment adopted the House provision, but in addition excluded 
from wages any such payment made to or on behalf of any depend
ents of an employee under a plan or system providing for the employee
and his dependents. The conference agreement -adopts the Senate 
provision.

The House bill excluded from wages certain payments made to, or 
on behalf of, an employee from or to a trust exempt from tax under 
section 165 (a) of the code or under or to an annuity plan which meets 
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the requirements of section 165 (a) (3), (4), (5), and (6). The Senate 
amendment made a clarifying change in the House provision to assure 
the exclusion from wages of a payment of the prescribed character 
made to, or onbehalf of, abeneficiary of anemployee. The conference 
agreement adopts the Senate provision. 

The Senate amendment added a new provision excluding from wages 
remuneration for agricultural labor paid in any medium other than 
cash. The Senate provision was necessary because under the Senate 
amendment agricultural labor may be covered under certain condi
tions. The House bill contained no comparable provision. The 
conference agreement adopts the Senate provision 

The House bill contained an express provision relating to tips and 
other cash remuneration customarily received by an employee in the 
course of his employment from persons other than the person employ
ing him. The Senate amendment eliminated this provision of the 
House bill. The conference agreement conforms to the Senate 
amendment. 

The Senate amendment contained a provision designed to make 
easier the computation of wages for service not in the course of the 
employer's trade or business, particularly with respect to wages for 
domestic service. The House bill contained no comparable provision. 
The conference agreement adopts the Senate provision, but limits its 
application to remuneration for domestic service in a private home of 
the employer. The agreement authorizes the issuance of regula
tions in appropriate cases for the rounding of remuneration payments 
for such service to the nearest whole dollar. For example, if a house
hold employee receives a cash remuneration payment of $9.50, or 
$10.49, or any amount in between, the payment could, if the regula
tions so provide, be considered to be $10. The rounding of cash 
wage payments to the nearest whole dollar will ease the householder's 
part in the social security program for purposes of applying the tax 
rate to the wage payment, for purposes of any required record keeping, 
and for purposes of determining whether $50 or more has been paid 
to the employee in any calendar quarter. 

Under the House bill, remuneration paid to certain homeworkers 
would constitute wages, but the definition of "employee" contained 
in the Senate amendment resulted in the exclusion of such remunera
tion from wages. Under the conference agreement, which includes 
homeworkers as employees, remuneration paid by an employer in 
any calendar quarter to a homeworker (if such homeworker is an 
employee under the definition of "employee") will constitute wages, 
but only if cash remuneration of $50 or more is paid during the calendar 
quarter by the employer to such homeworker. If $50 or more of 
cash remuneration is paid by the employer to such homeworker during 
the calendar quarter, it is immaterial whether the $50 is in payment 
of services rendered the employer during the quarter of payment or 
during a previous quarter. 

The conference agreement also makes certain amendments in the 
definition of "wages" for purposes of the Federal Unemployment Tax 
Act and income-tax withholding to conform such definitions in certain 
respects with the definition of "wages" under the Federal Insurance 
Contributions Act. 
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Effective date 
The provisions of the conference agreement amending the definition 

of wages apply only with respect to remuneration paid after December 
31, 1950. 

DEFINITION OF "EMPLOYEE" 

The definition of the term "employee" in the House bill required 
that the usual common-law rules be used to determine whether an 
individual is an employee. The Senate accepted this provision with
out change but struck out the second sentence of the paragraph in 
the House bill which was designed to change the effect of the United 
States Supreme Court's holding in the case of z7artels v. B~irmingham 
(332 U. S. 126 (1947)). The conference agreement accepts the Senate 
amendment. With regard to the meaning of the phrase "the usual 
common law rules applicable in determining the employer-employee 
relationship," this opportunity is taken to reiterate and endorse the 
statement made in the Report of the Committee on Ways and Means 
in connection with the Social Security Act Amendments of 1939: 

A restricted view of the emnployer-employee relationship should not be taken 
in the administration of the Federal old-age and survivors insurance system in 
making coverage determinations. The tests for determining the relationship laid 
down in cases relating to tort liability and to the common-law concept of master 
and servant should not be narrowly applied (p. 76). 

This statement made in 1939 is equally applicable to the phrase in 
the bill as agreed upon in the conference agreement, which contem
plates a realistic interpretation of the common law rules. 

Provisions in both the House bill and the Senate amendment added 
individuals in certain specified occupational groups who are not 
necessarily employees under the usual common law rules. However, 
the Senate amendment made substantial revisions in the additions 
which were provided in the House bill. 

The Senate amendment eliminated entirely the House additions 
with respect to driver-lessees of taxicabs, contract loggers, mine 
lessees, and house-to-house salesmen. The conference agreement 
adopts these Senate amendments. 

The Senate amendment struck out the House provision which added 
outside salesmen in the manufacturing or wholesale trade, substituting 
a-more detailed provision which added city and traveling salesmen 
performing services under certain specified conditions. Under the 
conference agreement, city and traveling salesmen are included (sub
ject to the general limitations which appeared in both the House bill 
and Senate amendment and which are applicable to all of the categories 
listed in par. (3)) if they are engaged upon a full-time basis in the 
solicitation on behalf of, and the transmission to, their principals 
(except for side-line sales activities on behalf of other persons) of 
orders from wholesalers, retailers, contractors, or operators of hotels, 
restaurants, or other similar establishments for merchandise for resale 
or supplies for use in their business operations. Cit~y and traveling 
salesmen who sell to retailers or to the others specified, operate off 
the companies' premises, and are generally compensated on a com
mission basis, are included within this occupational group. Such 
salesmen are generally not controlled as to the details of their service 
or the means by which they cover their territories, but in the ordinary 
case they are expected to call on regular customers with a fair degree 
of regularity. The conference agreement requires with respect to a 
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tity or traveling salesman that, in order for him to be included within 
the term " employee," his entire or principal business activity must be 
devoted to the solicitation of orders for one principal. Thus, the 
multiple-line salesman generally will not be within the scope of this 
subparagraph of the definition. However, the conference agreement 
specifies that, if the salesman solicits orders primarily for one principal, 
he shall not be excluded solely because of side-line sales activities on 
Ibehalf of one or more other persons. In such a case, the salesman 
would be the employee under paragraph (3) of the definition only of 
the person for whom he primarily solicits orders and not of such other 
persons. 

The conference agreement specifically excludes agent-drivers and 
commission-drivers from the scope of this, subparagraph of the 
-definition. 

The following examples illustrate the application of the paragraph 
-asit relates to city and traveling salesmen: 

1. Salesman A's principal business activity is the solicitation of 
orders from retail pharmacies on behalf of the X wholesale drug 
*company. A also occasionally solicits orders for drugs on behalf of 
the Y and Z companies. Within the meaning of subparagraph (3) (D), 
A is the employee of the X company but not of the Y and Z companies. 

2. Salesman B's principal business activity is the solicitation of 
,orders from retail hardware stores on behalf of the R tool company 
-and the S cooking utensil company. B regularly solicits orders on 
behalf of both companies. Within the meaning of subparagraph 
(3) (D), B is not the employee of either the R or S company. 

3. Salesman C's principal business activity is the house-to-house 
solicitation of orders on behalf of the T brush company. C occa
sionally solicits such orders from retail stores and restaurants. Within 
the meaning of subparagraph (3) (D), C is not the employee of the 
T company. 

The Senate amendment added certain agent-drivers and commission-
drivers to paragraph (3) of the definition as it appeared in the House 
bill. Under paragraph (3) (A) as it appears in the conference agree
ment, the definition of "employee" includes agent-drivers or com
mission-drivers who are engaged in distributing meat products, vege
table products, fruit products, bakery products, beverages (other than 
milk), or laundry or dry-cleaning services, for their principals. This 
category includes an individual who operates his own truck or the truck 
of the company for which he performs services, serves customers desig
nated by the company as well as those solicited on his own, and whose 
compensation is a commission on his sales or the difference between the 
price he charges his customers and the price he pays to the company 
for the product or service. 

The Senate amendment struck out the House provision which added 
home workers to the definition of "employee." Under paragraph 
(3) (C) of the definition agreed to by the conferees, a home worker is 
included in the term if he performs work, according to specifications 
furnished by the person for whom the services are performed, on ma
terials or goods furnished -by such person which are required to be 
returned to such person or a person designated by him, if the per
formance of such services is-subject to licensing requirements under the 
laws of the State in which such services are performed. However, as 
provided in the definition of "wages"~adopted by the conference 
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agreement, a home worker -who meets the requirements of this defini-g 
tion of "employee" still will not be covered unless he is paid remunera
tion in cash of $50 or more in any calendar quarter by the person for 
whom the services are performed. It is niot required that such remu
neration must be paid in the quarter in which the services are per
formed. 

With respect to the requirement that the performance of services 
by a home worker must be subject to licensing laws in the State in 
which the work is performed as a prerequisite to the inclusion of such 
individual in the definition of "employee," the conference agreement 
intends that this requirement will be met either in the case where the 
State requires a home-work license on the part -of the person for whom 
the services are performed or in the case where the State requires a 
home-work certificate on the part of the individual who performs the 
services. 

The House bill contained a paragraph (4) of the definition of 
"employee" which would have included within the meaning of the 
term any individual who had the status of an employee as determined 
by the combined effect of seven enumerated factors. The Senate 
amendment struck out this pa~ragraph, and the conference agreement 
follows the Senate amendmitent with respect to this matter. 

SELF-EMPLOYED 

In providing coverage for the self-employed, the House bill excluded 
from tax (and from benefit coverage) income derived from the per
formance of service by an individual (or partnership) in the exercise of 
his profession as a physician, lawyer, dentist, osteopath, veterinarian, 
chiropractor, Christian Science practitioner, or as an aeronautical, 
chemical, civil, electrical, mechanical, metallurgical, or mining engineer. 
The Senate amendment added to the list of exclusions the following: 
naturopaths, architects, certified public accountants, and accountants 
registered or licensed as accountants under State or municipal law, 
and funeral directors; and substituted "professional engineers" in lieu 
of the specific engineers listed in the House bill. The conference 
agreement adopts the Senate provision, with an addition (to the group 
excluded) of full-time practicing public accountants. 

The House bill also excluded income derived from a trade or busi
ness of publishing a newspaper or other publication having a paid cir
culation. The Senate amendment deleted such exclusion. The con
ference agreement conforms with the Senate action in extending cover
age in this area. 

BENEFITS 
INDIVIDUALs ENTITLED To BENEFITS 

Wife's insurance benefits 
The House bill provided for payment of wife's insurance benefits 

to a wife under age 65 if she has in her care a child entitled to benefits 
on the basis of the wages and self-employnient income of her husband. 
The Senate amendment contained no such provision. The conference 
agreement is the same as the House bill.I 
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Husban~d'sinsurance benefits 
The House bill contained no provision for payment of benefits to. 

aged husbands of insured women. The Senate amendment provided
for payment of benefits at age 65 to the husband of a woman who 
was currently insured when she became entitled to old-age insurance 
benefits if he had received at least one-half his support from her and 
filed proof thereof within 2 years after she became entitled to old-age 
insurance benefits (or prior to September 1952 in respect to women 
now receiving primary insurance benefits who under the conference 
agreement became entitled to old-age insurance benefits for September
1950). The amount of benefits payable is one-half the primary insur
ance benefit, as in the case of wife's benefits based on the husband's 
wage record. The conference agreement adopts the provision of the 
Senate amendment. 
Child's insurance benefits 

The House bill would deem a child dependent upon a natural or 
adopting mother if she was both fully and currently insured at the 
time of her death. The Senate amendment would permit a finding
of such dependency if the mother was currently insured at her death 
or entitlement to old-age insurance benefits. Under the Senate amend
ment children of women possessing such qualifications who died or 
became entitled to primary insurance benefits prior to September
1950 could becomneentitled to child's benefits inaSeptember1950. The 
conference agreement adopts the Senate provision. 
WidIower's insurance benefits 

The House bill provided for no benefits to the aged widowers of 
insured women. The Senate amendment included a provision parallel 
to that for aged husbands, permitting payment of benefits at age 65 
to the widower of a woman who died after August 1950 and who was 
both fully and currently insured at her death or entitlement to old-age 
insurance benefits, if he had been receiving at least one-half his support
from her and filed appropriate proof within 2 years either of her death 
or Entitlement to old-age insurance benefits. The widower's benefit, 
like that for a widow, is three-fourths of the primary insurance amount. 
The conference agreement is the same as the Senate amendment. 
Lump-sum death payments 

The, House bill provided that a lump-Isum death payment should be 
payable on the death of every insured worker. The Senate amend
ment would -have retained existing law with respect to the circum
stances under which a lump-sum death payment would be payable, 
and in addition provided for a residual lump-sum death payment in 
certain cases. The conference agreement adopts the provisions of the 
House bill so that survivors' benefits need not be diverted for payment 
of burial expenses of an insured wo'rker. 

COMPUTATION OF BENEFITS PAYABLE 

Comnputation of primary insuranceamount 
The House bill defined an individual's "primary insurance amount" 

as the sum of (1) his base amount multiplied by his continuation 
factor, and (2) one-half of 1 percent of his base amount multiplied 
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by the number of his years of coverage. The "base amount" would 
have been defined as an amount equal to 50 percent of Che first $100 
of his average monthly wage plus 10 percent of the next $200 of such 
wage. The Senate amendment eliminated the continuation factor 
and the "increment" for years of coverage, and provided a primary
insurance amount equal to 50 percent of the first $100 of average 
monthly wage plus 15 percent of the next $200 of such wage. Under 
the House bill, the benefit formula stated above would be applicable 
to any individual who had not received an insurance benefit for a 
month prior to 1950, or who had not died prior to 1950, and other 
persons would have had~their benefits raised by a con-version table. 
The Senate amendment would permit any individual who had six or 
more quarters of coverage after 1950 to have his primary insurance 
amount computed either by means of the new benefit formula or by 
means of the formula in the present law (but without "increment" 
for years after 1950) with the resulting amount raised by the conver
sion table (discussed hereafter), whichever results in the larger benefit 
(except that such an individual who attained age 22 after 1950 would 
always be given the benefit derived under the new formula). The 
conference agreement adopts the Senate amendment. 
Minimum primary insurance amount 

Under the House bill, the minimum primary insurance amount 
wVas $25. The Senate amendment provided for a minimum primary
insurance amount of $25 in those cases in which the average monthly 
wage was $34 or more, and of $20 where the average monthly wage 
was less than $34. The conference agreement provides for a minimum 
primary insurance amount as follows: 

If the average monthly wage is: The primary insurance amount will be, 
$30 or less $20 
$31 $21 
$32 $22 
$33 $23 
$34 $24 
$35 to $49 $25 

Average monthly wage 
Under the House bill, an individual's "averg monDthly wage"

would have been computed by dividi~ng the toa of his wages and 
self-employment income during "years of coverage" after a specified
starting date by twelve times the number of such years of coverage.
The Senate amendment provides that the average monthly wage 
should be the total of wages and self-employment income, after a start
ing date and prior to a closing date, divided by the total number of 
months in that elapsed period. The conference agreement follows 
the Senate amendment, thus retaining the method of computation in 
the present Social Security Act, modified to provide. for new starting 
and closing dates. The conference agreenient provides that the 
average monthly wage may be computed as of the first quarter in 
which an iadividual both was fully insured and had attained retire
ment age if this produces a more favorable result. In the case of 
individuals age 65 and over on September 1, 1950, who become fully
insured under the new insured status provisions and who on such date 
would not have been fully insured under provisions of present law, 
the third quarter of 1950 will be considered as such first quarter 
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rather than any earlier quarter in which they both had obtained six 
quarters of coverage and had attained retirement age. 

Conversion table 
The House bill provided for increasing existing benefits according 

to a conversion table which showed, for each dollar amount of existing 
primary insurance benefit, a new primary insurance amount and an 
assumed average monthly wage for the purpose of computing maxi
mum benefits. The increase in the average benefit under this table 
would have been 70 percent. Under the Senate amendment the 
increase in the average benefit would have been 85 percent and the 
conversion table would have been used for the computation of the 
benefits of some persons who first become entitled to benefits after 
the date of enactment of the Act. The conference agreement follows 
the Senate amendment except that it provides a schedule of increases 
about midway between the increases provided by the House bill and 
the Senate amendment. 
Parent'sinsurancebenefits 

The House bill raised the amount of a parent's benefit from one-half 
the primary insurance amount to three-fourths. The Senate amend
ment would have retained existing law under which the parent's bene
fit is one-half the primary insurance amount. The conference agree
ment adopts the House provision. 

INSURED STATUS 

Definition of "quarterof coverage" 
The House bill provided that after 1950 a quarter of coverage for 

purposes of insured status would be a calendar quarter in which an 
individual had been paid $100 in wages or had been credited with 
$200 of self-employment income. The Senate amendment provided 
that, for calendar quarters after 1950, wages of $50 or self-employment 
income of $100 would result in a quarter of coverage. The conference 
agreement follows the Senate amendment. 

Fully insured individual 
The House bill provided that an individual would be fully insured 

if he either met the requirements of the present Social Security Act 
or had at least 20 quarters of coverage out of the 40-quarter period 
ending with the quarter in which he attained retirement age or with 
any subsequent quarter, or ending with the quarter in which he died. 
.The Senate amendment provided that the individual (if living on 
September 1, 1950) would be fully insured if he had at least 1 quarter 
of coverage (no matter when acquired) for each 2 quarters elapsing 
after 1950, or later attainment of age 21, and up to but excluding the 
quarter in which he attained retirement age or died, whichever first 
occurred, but in no case less than 6 quarters of coverage or more 
than 40 quarters of coverage. The conference agreement adopts the 
Senate language. 

PERMANENT AND TOTAL DISABILITY INSURANCE 

The House bill provided insurance benefits for totally and per
mnanently disabled insured individuals. The Senate amendment con
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tained no comparable provision. The conference agreement does not 
provide for permanent and total disability insurance benefits. 

WORLD WAR II MILITARY SERVICE 

The House bill provided wage credits for World War II military 
service regardless of whether benefits based in whole or in part upon 
such service became payable under another Federal benefit system,
the cost of such credits to be borne by the Federal Treasury. The 
Senate amendment provided the same wage credits but only if a 
benefit based in whole or in part upon the veteran's military service 
during World War II were not payable under another Federal benefit 
system, and provided that the costs should be borne by the trust fund. 
The Senate amendment also provided that the Federal Security Ad-. 
ministrator should ascertain from the Civil Service Commission 
whether benefits were payable by other Federal agencies based in 
whole or in part upon military service. The conference agreement 
follows the Senate amendment except that it requires the Federal 
Security Administrator to ascertain the facts with respect to other 
Federal benefit payments directly from the agency involved rather 
than through the Civil Service Commission. 

EFFECTIVE DATES 

The House bill provided that the effective date for the new benefit 
provisions would be January 1, 1950. The Senate amendment 
provided that the new benefit provisions would be effective with 
respect to months beginning with the second calendar month after 
the date of enactment of the bill. Under the conference agreement
the new benefit provisions will be applicable for months after August 
1950. 

FINANCING AND ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS 

TAX RATES 
Rate of tax on wages 

The House bill increased the rate of the employees' tax and of the 
employers' tax under the Federal Insurance Contributions Act from 
1Y2 to 2 percent on January 1, 1951. The Senate amendment post
poned the increase in rates until January 1, 1956. The conference 
agreement increases the rate of each tax to 2 percent on January 1, 
1954. Otherwise the rates under the House bill, the Senate amend
ment, and the conference agreement are the same. Under the agree
ment the rates of each tax are as follows: 

Percen 
For the calendar years 1950 to 1953, inclusive ------------------------- 1 
For the calendar years 1954 to 1959, inclusive --------------------------- 2 
'Forthe calendar years 1960 to 1964, inclusive ------------------------- 2 
For the calendar years 1965 to 1969, inclusive--------------------------- 3 
For the calendar year 1970 and subsequent calendar years-------------- 3, 

Rate of tax on self-employment income 
Under the House bill, the Senate amendment, and the conference 

agreement, the rates of tax on self-employment income are one and 
one-half times the rates of the employees' tax under the Federal 
'Insurance Contributions Act. 
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The rates of the tax on such income for the respective taxable 
years under the conference agreement are as follows: 
IFor taxable years- Perenfi 

Beginning after Dec. 31, 1950, and before Jan. 1, 1954 -------------- 2%4 
Beginin atr Dec. 31, 1953, and before Jan. 1, 1960 --------------- 3 
Beginning after Dec. 31, 1959, and before Jan. 1, 1965--------------- 3% 
Begining after Dec. 31, 1964, and before Jan. 1, 1970 -------------- 4% 
Begining after Dec. 31, 1969--------------------------------- 4 

APPROPRIATIONS TO THE TRUST FUND 

The Senate amendment changed that portion of section 201 (a) of 
the Social Security Act which appropriates to the trust fund amounts 
,equivalent to 100 percent of the taxes received under the Federal 
Insurance Contributions Act and covered into the Treasury. Under 
the amendment amounts appropriated would be determined by 
reference to the taxes on the total taxable wages and self-employment 
income reported for tax purposes, rather than by reference to the 
sum of the collections of such taxes. However, with respect to taxes 
deposited into the Treasury by collectors of internal revenue before 
January 1, 1951, the amount appropriated will be determined in the 
same manner, as under the present method. After that date and for 
an additional period of 2 years ending with the close of 1952, collectors 
of internal revenue would be required to continue to account separately 
for' collections of such taxes which had been assessed but not collected 
before January 1, 1951. The. House bill contained no comparable 
provision. The conference agreement adopts the Senate amendment. 

The House bill continued the provisions of existing law which 
appropriate to the trust fund, in addition to the taxes, any interest, 
penalties, or additions to the taxes collected under the old-age and 
survivors insurance program. The Senate amendment did not 
appropriate to the trust fund any such interest, penalties, or additions 
to the taxes. Nor does the conference agreement appropriate to the 
trust fund any interest, penalties, or additions to the taxes. It is 
believed, however, that the fact that no interest, penalties, or additions 
to the taxes are appropriated to the trust fund should be given con
sideration in determining the estimated amounts of administrative 
expenses charged to the trust fund by the Treasury Department for 
the performance of its duties in collecting the taxes under the old-age 
and survivors insurance program, although it is recognized that no 
fixed amount can be assigned to this factor. 

PAYMENTS OF SPECIAL REFUNDS FROM TRUST FUND 

The House bill changed section 201 (f) of the Social Security Act to 
require that refunds of the taxes collected for the old-age and survivors 
insurance program be made from the trust fund beginning January 1, 
1950. The Senate amendment continued the provisions of existing 
law which appropriate to the trust fund amounts equivalent to 100 
percent of the taxes collected for the old-age and survivors insurance 
program, except that such amounts would be determined by reference 
to the taxes on the total taxable wages and self-employment income 
reported for tax purposes, rather than by reference to the sum of the 
collections of such taxes. The Senate amendment did not expressly 
authorize refunds of such taxes to be made from the trust fund. An 
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adjustment for erroneous payments of employer and employee taxes 
would automatically have been made in the trust fund by means of 
the new appropriation procedure provided under the Senate amend
ment. 
r-The conference agreement requires the managing trustee to pay

fro the tust fund into the Treasury the amount estimated by him 
as taxes which are subject to refund under section 1401 (d) of the. 
Internal Revenue Code with respect to wages paid after December 
31, 1950. Such taxes are to be determined on the basis of the records 
of wages established and maintained by the Federal Security Admin
istrator in accordance with the wages reported to the Commissioner 
of Internal Revenue pursuant to section 1420 (c) of the Internal 
Revenue Code. The Federal Security Administrator is required to 
furnish the managing trustee such information as may be required
by the trustee for making such estimates. The payments by the 
managing trustee are required to be covered into the Treasury as 
repayments to the account for refunding internal revenue collections. 

RETURN OF SELF-EMPLOYMENT TAX 

Under the House bill the provisions imposing the tax on self-
employment income were included in the Internal Revenue Code as 
subchapter F of chapter 9, so that such tax was levied as one of the 
employment taxes subject to the administrative. provisions relating 
to miscellaneous taxes. The Senate amendment included the pro
visions imposing the self-employment tax as subchapter E of chapter 
1 of the code, relating to the income tax. Under the Senate amend
ment the self-employment tax -would be levied, assessed, and collected 
as part of the income tax imposed by chapter 1 of such code, except
that it would not be taken into account for purposes of the estimated 
tax. In view of the close connection between the self-employment tax 
and the present income tax, and in the interests of simplicity for tax
payers and economy in administration, your conferees believe that it is. 
preferable to have the tax on self-employment income handled in all 
particulars as an integral part of the income tax. The conference 
agreement therefore adopts the provisions of the Senate amendment 
with respect to the integration of the self-employment tax with the in
come tax under chapter 1. Thus, except as otherwise expressly pro
vided, the self-employment tax will be included with the normal tax 
and surtax under chapter 1in computing any overpayment or deficiency
in tax under such chapter and in computing the interest and any addi
tions to such overpayment, deficiency, or tax. The self-employment 
tax will be subject to the jurisdiction of The Tax Court to the same 
extent and the same manner as other taxes under chapter 1. 

Subsection (a) of section 482 of the code, as added by the Senate 
amendment, would require every individual (other than a nonresident 
alien) having net earnings from self-employment of $400 or more for 
the taxable year to file a return containing such information for the 
purpose of carrying out the provisions of the subchapter imposing the 
tax on self-employment income as the Commissioner of Internal 
Revenue, with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury shall 
by regulations prescribe. Such a, return would be considered a 
return required under section 51 (a), and the provisions applicable 
to returns under section 51 (a) would be applicable to such return., 
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However, the tax on self-employment income, in the case of a joint 
return of husband and wife, is the sum of the taxes computed on the 
separate self-employment income of each spouse. With respect to 
the tax on self-employment income, the requirement of section 51 
(b)-that in the case of a joint return the tax is computed on the 
aggregate income of the spouses is not applicable. The conference 
agreement adopts the Senate provision. 

RECEIPTS FOR EMPLOYEES 

The Senate amendment contained a provision relating to receipts 
for employees, which I's siniilar to the existing section 1625 of the 
code, relating to receipts for income tax withheld (the Form W-2 
furnished to employees). The provision would supersede section 
1625, and section 1403 (relating to employee receipts for social-
security tax withheld), of the code with respect to wages paid after 
December 31, 1950, and would provide for one receipt which would 
give the employee full information (1) as to his wages subject to 
employee social-security tax, and the amount deducted and with
held from him as such tax, and (2) as to his wages subject to income-
tax withholding and the amount deducted and withheld as such tax. 
The House bill contained no comparable provision. The conference 
agreement, by adding a new section 1633 to the code, adopts the pro
visions of the Senate amendment, relat-ing to receipts, with con1form
ing amendments to reflect the elimination of the Senate provisions 
relating to combined withholding. 

The Senate amendment contained a provision, relating to penalties, 
which corresponds to the existing section 1626 (a) and (b) of the code. 
The, amendment provided penalties applicable in the case of a fraudu
lent statement and in the case of a failure to file a statement required 
under the provision discussed in the preceding paragraph. The pro
vision was applicable with respect to wages paid after December 31, 
1950. The House bill contained no provision with respect to this 
matter. The conference substitute, by adding a new section 1634 to 
the code, adopts the provision of the Senate amendment. 

SPECIAL REFUNDS CREDITABLE AGAINST INcomE TAX 

The Senate amendment authorized the Commissioner of Internal 
Revenue under regulations to permit "special refunds" to be taken by 
the taxpayer as a credit against his income tax. The Senate amend
ment amended section 322 (a) of the code by authorizing the Commis-
sioner of Internal Revenue, with the approval of the Secretary of the 
Treasury, to prescribe regulations which would permit the employee-
taxpayer to claim credit against his income-tax liability under chapter 
1 of the code for employee social-security tax withheld on his wages in) 
excess of $3,600 received during the calendar year by reason of his 
employment by two or more employers. "Special refunds" so credited 
would be treated for all purposes in the same manner as amounts with
held as tax under subchapter D of chapter 9 of the code. This pro
vision of the Senate amendment is only applicable with respect to 
"special refunds" of employee social-security tax on wages paid after 
December 31, 1950. Nor may "special refunds" be claimed as a 
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credit against the tax for any taxable year beginning before January 
1, 1951. 

The House bill contained no comnparable provision. The conference 
agreement adopts the language of the Senate provision. 

PERIODS OF LIMTITATION ON ASSESSMENTS AND REFUNDS 

Under existing law, the periods of limitations on the taxes imposed
by chapter 9 are prescribed in section 3312 of the. Internal Revenue 
Code, relating to assessments and collections, and section 3313, re
lating to refunds and credits. In general, those sections provide a 
4-year period of limitation on both assessments and refunds, and a 5
year period for bringing a proceeding in court for collection without 
assessment. On the other hand, the general rule of the income tax 
is that assessment must be made and refund must be claimed in the 
3-year period after the return is filed, except that if no return is filed 
refund must be claimed withiin 2 yeurF, aifter the tix is paid, and in 
any event refund may be claimed within such 2-year period. The 
Senate amendment provided speciel periods of limitation similar to 
those provided for income tax in the case of those taxes under the 
Federal 'Insurance Contributions Act, the income-tax-withholding
provisions, and the combined withholding provisions, which are 
collected and paid under a return system. The House bill contained 
no provision with respect to this matter. The conference agreement 
adopts the provisions of the Senate amendment, with conforming
amendments to reflect the elimination of the provisions relating to 
combined withholding. 

The conference agreement provides, by inserting new sections 16 '5 
and 1636 in chapter 9 of the code, special periods of limitation which 
are applicable to such of the taxes under the Federal Insurance 
Contributions Act, and the income-tax-withholding -provisions, as are 
collected and paid under a return system. These provisions are inl 
lieu of the provisions of sections 3312 and 3313 with respect to those 
taxes. However, the provisions of sections 3312- and :3313 will be 
applicable to any taxes imposed by the Federal Insurance Contribui
tions Act and subchapter D of chapter 9 of the code (relating to 
income--tax withholding) which the Commissioner of Internal Revenue 
may require to be collected and paid, not by making and filing returns, 
but by stamp or by other authorized methods. The periods of limita
tion prescribed by sections 1635 and 1636 are measured from the date 
the return is filed, which date is subject to the conclusive presumption 
described~in the next sentence. Returns for any period in a calendar 
year, such as quarterly returns, which are filed before March 15 of the 
succeeding calendar y-ear, are deemed filed (and tax paid at the time 
of filing such retu~rns is deemned paid) on 'March 15 of such succeeding
calendar year, so that the period of limitations with respect to th~e 
ta~x for any part of a calendar year will run uniformly from a dat~e in 
the succeeding year which corresponds to the filing date for income-
tax returns 

The periods of limitation prescribed by sections 1635 and 1636,
will be applicable, only to taxes imposed with respect to remuneration 
paid during calendar years after 1950. The taxes under chapter 9 
imposed with respect to remuneration paid during any calendar year
before 1951 will continue to be subject to sections 3312 and 3313. 
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MITIGATION OF EFFECT OF STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS, ETC. 

The Senate. amendment would add to the code a new section (sec. 
3812), not included in the House bill, relating to the mitigation of the 
effect of the statute of limitations and other provisions in case of related 
taxes under different chapters. This section is made necessary by the 
fact that adjustments to the wages under the Federal Insurarnce 
Contributions Act may, by reason of the effect of such wages on the 
$3,600 limitation applicable in determining self-employment income, 
affect the tax under the Self-Employment Contributions Act, and by 
reason of the fact that an item of income~may be erroneously reported 
as taxable under one act when it should have been taxable under the 
other act. If adjustment under only one of the two acts is prevented 
by the statute of limitations or any other law or rule of law (other than 
sec. 3761 of the code, relating to compromises), then the adjustment 
(that is, the assessment or the credit or refund) otherwise authorized 
under the one act will reflect the adjustment which would have been 
made under the other act but for such law or rule of law. The con
ference agreement adopts the language of the Senate amendment. 

COLLECTION OF TAXES IN VIRGIN ISLANDS AND PUERTO RICO 

The House bill and Senate amendment both provided that, not
withstanding any other provision of law respecting taxa~tion in the 
Virgin Islands or Puerto Rico, all taxes imposed by the Self-Employ
ment Contributions Act and the Federal Insurance Contributions Act 
shall be collected by the Bureau of Internal Revenue under the direc
tion of the Secretary of the Treasury and shall be paid into the 
Treasury of the United States as internal-revenue collections. This 
provision is retained in the conference agreement. In addition, the 
conference agreement provides that all provisions of the internal-
revenue laws of the United States relating to the administration and 
enforcement (such as the provisions relating to the ascertainment, 
return, determination, redetermination, assessment, collection, re
mission, credit, and refund) of the tax imposed by the Self-Employ
ment Contributions Act, including the provisions relating to The Tax 
Court of the United States, and of any tax imposed by the Federal 
Insurance Contributions Act shall, in respect of such tax, extend to 
and be applicable in the Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico in the same 
manner and to the same extent as if the Virgin Islands and Puerto 
Rico were each a State, and as if the term "United States" when 
used in a geographical sense included the Virgin Islands and Puerto 
Rico. 

COMBINED WITHHOLDING OF INCOME AND EMPLOYEE SOCIAL SECURITY 

TAXES 

The Senate amendment provided under certain conditions for the 
combined withholding of the income tax at source on wages under 
subchapter D of chapter 9 of the code and of the employees' tax under 
the Federal Insurance Contributions Act. The House bill contained 
no provision with respect to combined withholding. The conference 
agreement contains no such provision. 
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PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AND MATERNAL AND CHILD 
HEALTH AND CHILD WELFARE PROGRAMS 

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE 

REQUIREMENTS FOR STATE PLANS 

OpportunityJor afair hearing 
The House bill provided with respect to all categories of public 

assistance for granting an opportunity for a fair hearing before the 
State agency to any individual whose claim for assistance is denied 
or is not acted upon within a reasonable time. The Senate amend
ment provided for granting an opportunity for a fair hearing before 
the State agency to any individual whose claim for assistance is 
denied or is not acted upon with reasonable promptness. The con
ference agreement follows the Senate amendment. 
Trainingprogramfor personnel( 

The House bill provided with respect to all categories of public 
assistance for a training program for the personnel necessary to the 
administration of each plan. The Senate amendment contained no 
such provision. ~Most public assistance agencies have developed 
training programs which are being used to advantage in the efficient 
expenditure of public funds. The further establishment and expan
sion of such programs should be encouraged, but this is left as a matter 
for State initiative. The conference agreement, therefore,-contains no 
such provision. 
Opportunity to apply for and to receive assistance promptly 

The House bill provided with respect to all categories of public 
asitance that all individuals wishing to make application for assist

ance shall have opportunity to do so and that assistance shall be 
furnished promptly to all eligible individuals. The Senate am end
ment provided that all individuals wishing to make application for 
old-age assistance shall have opportunity to do so and that old-age
assistance shall be furnished with reasonable promptness to all 
eligible individuals. The conference agreement follows the Senate 
amendment. 

The requirement to furnish assistance "with reasonable prompt
ness" will still permit the Slat~es sufficiefit time to make adequate in1
vestigations but will not, permit them to establish waiting lists for 
individuals eligible for assistance. 

Residence provisions 
The Senate amendment added a provision to the present residence, 

requirement with respect. to a~id to dependent children which would 
prevent the States from denying assistance with respect to any child 
who was born within 1 year immediately preceding the application 
for assistance if the parent, or other relative with whom the child is 
living has resided in the State for I year immediately preceding the 
birth. The House bill contained no such provision. The conference 
agreement follows the Senate amendment. 

For aid to the blind, the House bill provided that the State could 
not, as a condition of eligibility, require residence in the State of more 
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than 1 year immediately prior to filing the application for aid. The 
Senate amendment did not contain any such provision. The COn 
ference agreement does Dot contain any such provision. 

Special requirementsfor aid to the blind 
The House bill provided that a State might disregard such amount of 

earned income up to $50 per month as the State vocational rehabilita
tion agency for the blind certifies will encourage and assist the blind 
to prepare for or engage in remunerative employment. It also pro
vided that the State must take into consideration the special expenses 
-arising from blindness and must disregard income or resources not 
predictable or actually available. The Senate amendment provided 
that prior to July 1, 1952, a State might disregard earned income up 
to $50 per month in the discretion of each State. After July 1, 1952, 
the State would be required to disregard earned income up to $50 
per month. The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment. 

The House bill provided that any State which did not have an 
approved plan for aid to the blind on January 1, 1949, could have its 
plan approved even though it did not meet the requirements of clause 
(8) of section 1002 (a) of the Social Security Act relating to the consid
eration of income and resources in determining-need. It was specified, 
however, that the Federal participation wvould be limited to payments 
made to individuals whose income and resources had been taken into 
consideration in the manner required by such clause 1002 (a) (8). 
Under the House bill these provisions would have been effective for 
the period beginning October 1, 1949, and ending June 300, 1953. 
Under the Senate amendment they would have been permanent. The 
conference agreement provides that they shall be effective for the 
period beginning October 1, 1950, and ending June 30, 1955. 

The House bill provided that in determining blindness there must 
be an examination by a physician skilled in diseases of the eye or by 
an optometrist. The Senate amnendmient provided t~hat in determining 
blindness there must be an examination by a physician skilled in 
dliseases of the eye. It fur-ther provided tha-tthe services of anoptome
trist within the scope of the practice of optometry, as prescribed by 
the laws of the State, shall be made available to recipients of aid to 
the blind as well as to recipients of any grant-in-aid program for 
improvement or conservation of vision. The conference agreement 
follows the House provision with an amendnment providing that after 
June 30, 1952, an applicant for aid to the blind may select eitber a 
physician skilled in diseases of the eye or an optometrist to make the 
examination. 

FEDERAL SHARE orF EXPENDITURES 

The House bill provided with respect t~o old-age assistance and aid 
to the blind for Federal participation to the extent of four-fifths of 
the first $25 of the State's average monthly payment per recipient, 
plus one-half of the next $10 of the average, plus one-third of the. 
remnainder of the averag-e within the individual maximums of $50. 
The Senate amendment retained the formulai in the present law with 
the exception of a special provision in the olid-age-assistance title 
reducing the Federal percentage contributed toward assistance 
payments to certain ii)dividuals who were also primary insurance 
beneficiaries under the old-age and survivors insurance program. 
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Under existing law the Federal share is three-fourths of the first $20 
of the State's average monthly payment plus one-half of the remainder 
within individual maximums of $50. The conference agreement 
follows existing law. 

With respect to aid to dependent children the House bill provided 
for Federal participation to the extent of four-fifths of the first $15 
of the State's average monthly payment per recipient, plus one-half 
of the next $6 of the average payment, plus one-third of the remainder 
of the average payment within the individual maximums of $27 for 
the relative with whom the children are living, $27 for the fli st child, 
and $18 for each additional child. The Senate amendment retained 
the present formula for determining the Federal percentage contrib
uted toward assistance payments but increased the maximum with 
respect to individual payments to $30 for the relative with whom the 
children are living, $30 for the first child and $20 for each additional 
child. Under existing law the Federal share is three-fourths of the 
first $12 of the average monthly payment per child, plus one-half of 
the remainder within individual maximums of $27 for the first child 
and $18 for each additional child in a family. The conference agiee
ment retains existing law with respect to the maximums for children 
and the formula and provides a maximum of $27 with respect to the 
relative with whom the children are living. 

MEDICAL CARE 

The House bill provided with respect to all categories of public 
assistance that the term "assistance" might include money payments 
to, or medical care in behalf of, needy individuals. The Senate 
amendments provided for the inclusion of money payments to, or 
medical care in behalf of, or any type of remedial care recognized under 
State law in behalf of, needy individuals. The conference agreement 
follows the Senate amendment. The addition of remedial care was 
to make it clear that assistance includes the services of Christian 
Science practitioners. 

ESTABLISHMENT OF A NEW PROGRAM OF AID TO THE PERMANENTLY 
AND TOTALLY DISABLED 

The House bill provided for a new title XIV of the Social Security 
Act making Federal grants-in-aid available to needy permnanently and 
totally disabled individuals. The Senate amendment contained no 
such provision. 

The conference agreement providrs for a new title XIV under which 
aid would be provided to needy permanently and totally disabled 
individuals 18 years of age and older. The maximum residence 
requirement that a State might impose is established at 5 out of the 
last 9 years and 1 year immediately preceding the application. The 
plan requirements and provision for mnedical care are identical with 
those established by the conference agreemen~t for old-age assistance. 
Likewise the Federal share of expenditures will be three-fourths of the 
first $20 of the State's average monthly payment plus one-half of the 
remainder within an individual maxim'um of $50, as in the case of 
old-age assistance. 
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Although assistance would be confined to those who are permanently 
and totally disabled, it is recognized that with proper training, some 
of the individuals aided possibly could be returned to a condition of 
self-support. With the authorizations for an assistance program to 
cover this group it is believed that the State public assistance agencies 
will work even more closely than before with State rehabilitation 
agencies in developing policies which will assure that every individual 
for whom vocational rehabilitation is feasible will have an opportunity 
to be rehabilitated. To the extent that such efforts are successful the 
assistance rolls will be lowered. 

PUERTo Rico AND THE VIRGIN ISLANDS 

The House bill provided that all categories of public assistance be 
extended to Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. The Federal share 
of expenditures was limited to 50 percent. The maximums on indi
vidual payments with respect to old-age assistance, aid to the blind, 
and aid to the permanently and totally disabled, were $30 per month. 
For aid to dependent children the maxinums were $18 with respect 
to the first child and $12 with respect to each of the other dependent 
children in the same home. The Senate amendment contained no 
such provision. The conference agreement follows the House bill, but 
limits the total amount authorized to be certified by the Federal 
Security Administrator in all four categories with respect to any fiscal 
year to $4,250,000 for Puerto Rico and $160,000 for the Virgin Islands. 

MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH AND CHILD WELFARE 

MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH 

The Senate amendment provided for increasing the authorization 
for annual appropriations for maternal and chil health from $1 1,
000,000 to $20,000,000, with the $35,000 uniform allotment to each 
State increased to $60,000. The House bill contained no such pro
vision. The conference agreement provides for the fiscal year begin
ning July 1, 1950. an authorization of $15,000,000 and for each fiscal 
year thereafter $16,500,000, and in each case the uniform allotment 
to each State is to be $60,000. 

CRIPPLED CHILDREN 

The Senate amendment provided for an increase in the amount 
authorized to be appropriated annually with respect to crippled 
children to $15,000,000 with the annual uniform allotment to each 
State to be increased to $60,000. The House bill contained no such 
provision. The conference agreement provides for the fiscal year 
beginning July 1, 1950, for an authorization of $12,000,000 and for 
each year thereafter $15,000,000. In each case the uniform allotment 
is to be $60,000. 

CHILD WELFARE SERVICES 

The House bill provided for an authorization for annual appropria
tion for child welfare services of $7,000,000, with the $20,000 uniform 
allotment to each State increased to $40,000. A specific provision 
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was made authorizing expenditures for returning any run-away child 
under age 16 from one State to his own community in another State 
if such return is in the interest of the child and the cost cannot other
wise be met. The Senate amendment provided for increasing the 
amount authorized to be appropriated annually to $12,000,000, with 
the, allotments to the States to be on the basis of rural population 
under the age of 18. It also provided that in developing the various 
services under the State plans, the States would be free, but not 
compelled, to utilize the facilities and experience of voluntary agencies 
for the care of children in accordance with State and community 
programs and arrangements. The Senate amendment retained the 
increased $40,000 allotment and the provision relating to run-away 
children that were in the House bill. The conference agreement 
follows the Senate amendment, except that the amount authorized to 
be appropriated annually is $10,000,000. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

DEFINITIONS 

The Senate amendment contained a provision, not in the House 
bill, defining for the purposes of the Social Security Act the terms 
"physician", "medical care", and "hospitalization" to include osteo
pathic practitioners or the services of osteopathic practitioners 'and 
hospitals within the scope of their practice as defined by State law. 
The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment. 

DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION 

The House bill retained existing law with respect to disclosure of 
information and in addition specifically authorized the Federal 
Security Administrator to release, upon request, and to charge fees 
for, (1) wage-record information for State unemploymnent-compensa
tion agencies, (2) special reports on inidividual wage records, and (3) 
special statistical studies and compilations of data relating to social-
security programs. 

The Senate amendment authorized the Administrator to release, 
upon request, and to charge fees for (1) wage-record information to 
State agencies administering unemployment-compensation laws, and 
(2) special statistical studies and compilations of data relating to 
social-security programs. The Senate amendment required the Ad
ministrator to furnish wage-record information to a wage earner or 
his agent designated in writing (or, after death, his wife, child, or 
parent). The Senate amendment did not authorize any other dis
closures. 

The conference agreement retains existing law respectiiig the au
thority for disclosure of information and authorizes the Administra
tor to charge fees for the information furnished. In addition, it 
requires the Administrator to furnish wage-record information to 
the legal representative of an individual or to the legal representative 
of the estate of a deceased individual. 
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ADVANCES TO STATE UNEMPLOYMENT FUNDS 

The Senate amendment contained a provision, not in the House 
bill, making operative until December 31, 195 1, title XII of the Social 
Security Act providing for advances to the accounts of States in the 
Unemployment Trust Fund. The conference agreement adopts the 
Senate provision. 

SERVICES FOR COOPERATIVES PRIOR TO 1951 

The Senate amendment provided that wages paid to an individua, 
for services performed prior to 1951 in the employ of a farmers 
cooperative should be deemed to constitute remuneration for em
ployment for benefit purposes if (1) the employer was a farmer co
operative within the meaning of section 101 (12) of the Internal 
Revenue Code; (2) the services constituted agricultural labor within 
the meaning of section 209 (1) of existing law and the corresponding
section of the Internal Revenue Code and, except for such sections, 
would have constituted employment under existing law; (3) the 
employer paid the taxes imposed by sections 1400 and 1410 of the 
Internal Revenue Code with respect to the remuneration paid for the 
services upon the assumption that the services did not constitute 
agricultural labor; and (4) no refund of such taxes had been obtained. 
The House bill contained no comparable provision. The conference 
agreement adopts the Senate amendment. 

CERTAIN REINCORPORATIONS PRIOR TO 1951 

The Senate amendment provided certain limited relief from the 
taxes under subchapters A and C of chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue 
Code, where a corporation incorporated under the laws of one State 
is succeeded by another corporation incorporated under the laws of 
another State. There was no corresponding provision in the House 
bill. The conference agreement adopts the provisions of the Senate 
amendment. The relief is applicable only in the case of successions 
taking place at some time during the period from January 1, 1946, to 
December 31, 1950, both dates inclusive. If all of the conditions 
specified in the provision are met, the successor may count toward the 
$3,000 limitation in the definition of wages under such subehapters,
before applying such limitation to remuneration paid by the successor 
to its employees inthe calendar year in which the succession takes 
place, the amount of the taxable wages paid by the predecessor in such 
calendar year to the same employees, as though such wages paid by
the predecessor ha~d been paid by the successor; and, subject to the 
applicable statutes of limitation, the successor may be entitled under 
the provision to a credit or refund, without interest, of certain taxes 
(together with any interest or penalty thereon) paid by it with respect 
to certain remuneration which it paid during such calendar year.
The credit or refund is limited to employer tax under section 1410 of 
subchapter A and employer tax under section 1600 of subchapter C. 
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PROVISIONS OF STATE UNEMPLOYMENT

COMPENSATION LAWS


The Senate added to the House bill a new section 405 relating to, 
findings under section 1603 of the Internal Revenue Code and under 
section 303 (b) (1) of the Social Security Act. The conference agree
mnent adopts the Senate aw~endrn.ent in this respect. The present
authority of the Secretary of Labor under section 1603 of the Internal 
Revenue Code and section 303 (b) of the Social Security Act is not 
changed but would merely be delayed in operation by providing: 

(1) That no finding shall be made under section 160.3 (c) of 
the Internal Revenue Code that a State law no longer contains 
the provisions specified in subsection 1603 (a) unless the State 
has amended its law; 

(2) That a finding under section 1603 (c) of the Internal Rev
enue Code shall become effective on the ninetieth day after the 
Governor of a State is -notified thereof unless the State law is 
sooner am~ended to comply substantially -with the Secretary's
interpretation of the applicable provision of section 1603 (a), thus, 
where circumstances require, giving retroactive effect to the find
ing so as to invalidate any intervening temporary certification to 
the Secretary of the Treasury and at the same time enabling the 
State to act in the interim to amend its law; 

(3) That no finding that the State is failing to comply sub
stantially with the requirements of section 1603 (a) (5) of the 
Internal Revenue Code shall be based on an application or inter
pretation of State law with respect to which further administra
tive or judicial review is provided for under the laws of the State, 
thereby ensuring that no finding may be made unless further 
appeal or review is impossible in the particular case; 

(4) That there shall be no finding under section 303 (b) (1) of 
the Social Security Act until the question of entitlement to bene
fits is decided by the highest judicial authority given jurisdiction 
under State law. 

The amendment also permits any costs of litigation to State benefit 
claimants, if paid by the, State, to be included as part of the cost of 
administration to be paid for from granted funds. 

The conference agreement is intended as a temporary measure of a. 
stop gap nature pending reexamination by the appropriate committees 
during the next session of Congress of the whole field of unemployment 
insurance legislation to ascertain the desirability of appropriate 
permanent legislation. 

SUSPENDING APPLICATION OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF 
CRIMINAL CODE TO CERTAIN PERSONS 

The Senate amendment provided that service or employment of any 
person to assist the Senate Committee on Finance, or its duly author
ized subcommittee, in the investigation of the Social Security Act 
program ordered by Senate Resolution 300 shall not be considered as 
service or employment bringing such person within certain provisions 
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of law relating to t~he employment of persons, the performance of 
services, or the payment or receipt of compensation in connection wvith 
any claim, proceeding, or matter involving the United States. The 
House bill contained no such provision. The conference agreement. 
adopts the Senate amendment. 

R. L. IDOUGHTON, 
W. D. MNILLS, 
A. SIDNEY CAMP, 
DANIEL A. REED, 
Roy 0. WOODRUFF, 
THOMAS A. JENKINS, 

Managers on the Partof the House-. 

0 
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SOCIAL SECURITY ACT OF 1950 
Mr. DOUGHTON. Mr. Speaker, I call 

UP the conference report on the bill 
(H. R. 6000) to extend and iMprove the 
Federal old-age and survivors insurance 
system, to amend the Public assistance 
and child welfare provisions of the So
cial Security Act, and for other pur
poses, and ask unanimous consent that 
the statement of the managers on the 
part of the House be read in lieu of the 
report. 

The Clerk read the title of the bill. 
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to

the request of the gentleman from North 
Carolina? 

There was no objection. 
The Clerk read the statement. 
The conference report and statement 

are 	as follows: 
CONFERENCE REPORT (H. REPT. No. 2771) 
The committee of conference on the dis

agreeing votes of the two Houses on the 
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amendment of the Senate to the bill (H. R. 'Table of contents--Continued -Table of contents-Continued 
6000) to extend and improve the Federal - -- -____ 

Old-Age and Survivors Insurance System, to Section of Sctiorn of 
amend the public assIstance and child wel. Section of amended HaigScino mne
fare provisions of the Social Security Act, this Act Social Se-	 Acftedigis(o 'ScamendHedid 
and for other purposes, having met, after curity Act curity Act 
full and free conference, have agreed to_____ 
recommend and do recomend to their respec- 104 (a)----------------- DEFINITIONS. 106 -..... 218 (hs)--- Deposits in Trust Fund 
tive Houses as follows: 2 .....- D EFIN ITION 0 F Adjustments.

WAGES. 	 218 (i) ----- Reulations.
That the House recede from its disagree- 210-.....DEFINITION OF EM- 218 (j)------- Failure To Make Pay

ment to the amendment of the Senate and PLOYMENT. ments. 
agree to the same With an amendment as 210 (a)--- Employment. 218 (It)--- Instrumentalities of Two 

folw:210 (b) --- Included and Excluded or More Stales.folw:Service. 218 (1).... Delcegation of Functions. 
In lieu of the matter proposed to be in- 210o(c) --- American Vessel. 107------219------EFFECTIVE DATE IN 

serted by the Senate amendment Insert the 210 (d)--- American Aircraft. CASE OF PUERTO 
210 (e) ---- American Employer. 	 RICO.

following: 210 (f) ... Agricultural Labor. 108------201------RECORDS OF WAOFSR 
"That this Act, with the following table 210 (g)--- Farm. AND) SELF-EMIPLOY

of contents, may be cited as the 'Social Be- 210 (is).- State. MENT INCOME. 
210 Ci)--- United States. 108(a)_..205 (is)--- Addition of Interested

curity Act Amendments 	 of lD50'. 210(j) ---- Citizen of Puerto Rimo. Parties. 
"Tbeo (k) Employee. 108 (is)-...205 (c) ---- Wages and Sgelf-Emiployrotns210 	 ---
"Tbeo otns210 (1) ---- Covered Transportation ment Income Records. 

Service. 108 (C)-....205 (o)--- Crediting of Compensa
211------SELF-EMPLOYMENT. 	 tion Under thse Rail-Section of 211 (a)--- Net Earnings From Self- road Retirement Act. 

tsisctnf Socamene Heading Employment. 205 (p) --- Special Rules in Case of
ActctritSca e 	 211 (is)... Self-Employment In- Federal Service.

cuiyAtcome. lo08(d) ----- ------------- Effective Date of Amend
211 Cc) ... Trade or Business. Mentq. 

Til ------- E D E O211 (d) --- Partnership andPartner. 109 -------------------- MISCELLANEOUSA TTil ----------E E O211 ---	 AMENDMENTS.A D T 	 (e) Taxable Year.
TITLE II OF THE SO-	 104 (a)--- 212------CREDITING OF SELF- 109 (a)-...201------Amendments Relating To
CIAL SECURITY ACT. EMPLOYMENT IN- Trust Fund. 

101 (a)----202------OLD-AGE AND SURVI- COME TO CALENDAR log (b)----204-206----Substitution of Federol Sects-
VORS INSURANCE QUARTERS. rity Administrator for 
BENEFIT PAYMENTS. 2131------QUARTER AND QUAR- Social Security Board. 

202 (a)--- Old-Age Insurance Bene- TER OF COVERAGE. logCc)-....208------Change in Reference From 
fits. 213 (a)--- Definitions. Ferleral Insurance, Con

202 (is).. Wife's Insurance Bene- 213 (b).-- Crediting of Wages Paid tributions Act to Internal 
hils, in 1937. Revenue Cede. 

202 Cc)--- Husband's Insurance 214------INSURED STATUS FOR 110-----------------....SERVICES FOR COOP-
Benefits. PURPOSES OF OLD- ERATIVES PRIOR TO 

202 (d)-.- Child's Insurance Bene- AGE AND SURVIVORS 1951. 
fits. INSURANCE BENE- Section of 

202 ce)--- Widow's Insurance Ben- FITS, amended

cots. 214 (a)--- Fully Insured Individ- Internal


202 If)--- Widower's Insurance usl. Revenue 
Beniefits. 214 (is)--- currently Insured Indi- Code 

202 (g).-- Mother's Insurance Ben- vidual. 
efits. 215------COMPUTATION OF Title II---------------- AMENDMENTS TO IN

202 (is)--- Parent's Insurance Benio PRIMARY INSUR. TERNAL REVENUE

fits. ANCE AMOUNT. CODE.


202 (i):--- Lumnp-Sum Death Pay- 211 (a)--- Primary Insurance 201 -------------------- RATE OF TAX ON

ments. 	 Amount. WAGES. 

202 (J)---- Application for Monthly 211 (is)--- Average Monthly Wage. 201(a).---1400---------- Tax on Employee.
Insurance Benefits. 215 Cc) ... Determinations Made 201 Ib)----1410---------- Tax on Employer.

202 (kt)--- Simultaneous Entitle- by Use of the Con- 202-------------------- FEDERAL SER VICE. 
mnent to Benefits. version Table. 202 (a)----1412--------- Instrumentalities of the 

202 (1) ---- Entitlement to Survivor 215 (d) --- Primary Insurancellene. United Stateg.
Benefits Under Rail-	 fit for Purposes of 202(b)-__1420 (a)... Special flules in Case of 
road Retirement Act. Convers ion Table. Federal Service. 

101(is)----- ------------- EffectiveDateof Amend- 215 Ce)--- Certain Wages and Self- 202(e)-....1411---------- Adjustment of Tax. 
ment Made by Sub-	 Employment Income 202 (d)----- ------------- Effective Date. 
section (a). 	 Not To Be Counted. 203 Ca)----1426 (s).. DEFINITION OF WAGES. 

101 Cc)----- ------------- Protection of Individ- 211 Cf)--- Recomputation of Bone- 203 (is)----1401 Id) (2). Refunds With Respect
uals Now Receiving fits. to Wages Received 
Benefits. 215 (g) ---- Rounding of Benefits. During 1947, 1948, 1949, 

101 Cd)----- ------------- Lump-Sum Death Pay- 216------OTHER DEFINITIONS, and 1910. 
ments in Case of 216 (a)--- Retirement Age. 203 (e)-....1401 (d) ---- Refunds With Respect 

- Death Prior to Sep- 216 (is)--- Wife. 	 to Wages Received 
tember 19501. 210 Cc)---- Widow. After 1910. 

102 (a) ------------------ MAXIMUM BENEFITS. 216 (d)--- Former Wife Divorced. 203 Cd)----- ------------- Effective Date of Sub
203------REDUCTION OFINSUR- 216 (e) ---- Child 	 section (a).

ANCE BENEFITS. 216 (f) --- Husband. 204-------------------- DEFINITION OF EM
203 (a) --- Maximum Benefits. 2106e Widower. PLOYMENT. 

102 (is)----- ------------- Effective Dateof Amend- 216 (is)--- Determination ofFamily 204 (a)----1420 (is) -- Employment.
mont Made By Sub -Status. 204(is)-.- 1426 (e) --- State, etc. 
section Ca). 104(bl) ----- ------------- Effective Date of Amend- 204 (c) ---- 14260(g)--- American Vessel and 

103 (a)----------------- DEDUCTIONS FROM nmont Made by Subset- Aircraft.
BENEFITS. tion (a) . 204 (d)----1426 (h)..---- Agricultural Labor. 

203 (is) --- Deductions on Account 105-.....217------BENEFITS IN CASE OF 204 (e) ---- 14260(i) --- American Employer.
of Work or Failure to WORLD) WAR II VET- 1420 Cj)--- Computation of Wages
Have Child in Care.. ERANS. in Cuertain Cases. 

103 Cc)--- Deductions From De. 217 (a)--- Wage Credits for World 1420 Ck) .. Covered Transportation
pendents' Benefits Be- War II Service. Service..

rouse of Work by Old- 217 (is).. Insured Status of Vet- 1426 Cl)--- Exemption of Religious,

Age Insurance Boeue eran Dying Within 3 Charitable, Etc., Or
ficiary. Years After Dischacge. ganizationS.

203 Cd)... occurrence ofAore Than 217 Cc)--- Time for Parent of Vet- 204 If)---- 1426 (c)--- Technical Amendment. 
One Event. eran to File Proof of 204 (g)----- ------------- Effective Date. 

203 Ce)--- Months to Which Not Sstpport. 201(a)----1426 (d) -- DEFINITION OF EM-
Earnings From Self- 217 (d)--- Definitions of World PLOYEE. 
Employment Are War 11andWorld War 205 (b)----- ------------- Effective Date. 
Cisarged. 	 11 Vete-ass. 206_ ------------------ RECEIPTS FOR EM. 

203 Ct)---- Pensalty forFailureoto Re- 106-.....218------VOLUNTARY AGREE-	 PILOYEES; SPECIAL 
port Certain Events. MENTS FOR COVER. REFUNDS. 

203(g Report to Administrator AGE OF STATE AND 206(a)----1633 ----- RECEIPTS FOR EM-
of Net Earnings From LOCAL EMPLOYEES. PLOYEES. 
Self-Employment. 218 (a)--- Purpose of Agreement. 1033 (a)_- Requirement.

203 (h)--- Circumstances Under 218 (is)--- Definitions. 1r631(b) ...... Statements to Constitute
Which Deductions Not 218 Cc)___ Services Covered. Infornsation Returns. 
Required. 218 (d)--- Exclusion of Positions 1633 Cc)--- Extension of Time. 

203 Ci.... Deductions With Re- Covered by Retire- 1834----- PENALTIES. 
spect to Certain Lump-	 ment Systemo. 1634 (a) - Penalties for Fraudulent 
Sum Payments. 218 (e) --- Payments and Reports Statement or Failure 

203 (1)--- Attainment of Age by States, to Furnish Statement. 
Seventy-five. 218 (f) ---- Effective Date of Agree- 1634 (is)..--. Additional Penalty.

103 (b)----- ------------- Effective Dateof Amend- mont. 1 206 (b) (1).. 322 (a) (4X.- Crcdit for "Special Rement Made by Sub- 218 (g)___ Termination of Agree. fims'nrs"of Employee
section (a). ment. Sotial Scurity T1ax. 
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"Table of contcnts-Continued "Table of constents-Con~tinuted "1'(3) has filied application for old-age8 

- insurance benefits, 

Section of Section of shall be entitled to an old-age insurance 
amended Eietioni of amended Raigbenefit for each month, beginning with the 

Section of Interisal Heading this Act Social Se- ilaigfirst month after August 1950 In which such

this Act Revenue curitly Act individual becomes so entitled to such in-


Code surance benefits and ending with the month 

02 ----- 3(a)-----COMPUTATION OF preceding the month in which he dies. 
200 (h) (2)_ 1403 laY.... Receipts for Employees FEDERAL PORTION such individual's old-age Insurance benefit 

Prior to 1951. OF OLD-AGE ASSIST- for any month shall be equal to his primary 
1206(h)(3).. 1025 (d)_. Application of Section. ANCE. nuac mut(sdfndi eto 
206 (c)----- ------------- Effective Dates of 1~03----- 6---------- DEFINITION. OF' OLD- Inuacamnt(sdfediscio

Amendments. AGE ASSISTANCE. 215 (a) ) for such month. 
207 ------- ------------- PERIODS OF LIMITA- Part 2----Title IV .... AIlD TO DEPENDENT"'iesnsrcebefs 

TION ON ASSESS- CHIL1)REN."'iesnsrcebeft 
NIENT AND REFUND 1.21- 402--(a)-REQUIREMENTS OF "' I(b) (1) The wife (as defined in section 
OF CERTAIN EM- STATE PLANS FOR 21 b ofainvduletldtold 
PLOYMENT TAXES. All) TO DEPENDENT 21g() ofa ual enitedinduaceeivsid ood 

207 (a) - 10-35----- PERIOD OF LIMITA- CHILDREN. aginuacbeftsifuhwfe
TIONT UPON ASSESS- --- --------- 403(a)-___COMPUTATION OF "'(A) has ifiled application for wife's in-
MlENT ANT) COLLEC- FEI)ERAL PORTION surance benefits, 
TION OF CERTAIN OF AID TO DEPEND)- "'(B) has attained retirement age or has 
EIMPLOYMENT ENT CHILDREN. 
TAXES. 323------406 (hI, (c)- DEFINITION OF AID in her care (individually or jointly with her 

1035 (a)--- Genepral Rule. TO- -DEPENDENT husband) at the time of filing such appli
1033 (bi)._ False Return or No Re- CH ILD)REFN-. cation a child entitled to a child's insurance 

turn. Partl3----Title V_ MATERNAk AND benefit on the basis of the wages and self
10-5 (c)---- Willful Attempt to CHILI) WELFARE. pomnFnoe fhrhsad 

Evade Tax. Part 4----Title X--- AID TO THE BLIND, emplyeticm fhrhaad 
1635 (d).. Collection After Assess- 341------1002 (a).... REQUIRE MENTS OF "'(C) was living with such individual at 

cmen. STATE PLANS FOR the time such application was filed, and 
I03 (e) --- Date of Filing of Return. AID) TO THE BLIND. *1I(D) is not entitled to old-age insuranC3 
1035 (1). Appllcation ofSoctiop. 242.-----1003 (a) ---- COMPUTATION OF 
1035 (g).--- Effective lDate. FEDERAL PORTION benefits, cr is entitled to old~age insurance 
1630.-----PERIOD OF LIMITA. OF AID TO THE benefits each of which is less than one-half of 

TION UPON RE- BLTINDI. a l-g nuac eei fhrhsad 
FUNDS AN-D CREDITS 343 ----- t1003-----DEFINITION-OFAIDTO sall bedentitledutonaewife'slinsuraerehbenefit 
95' CERTAIN EM- THE BIIND. hl eette oawf' nuac eei 
PLOYMENT TAXES. 344-------------------- APPROVAL OF CER- for each month, beginning with, the first 

0636 (a) --- - General Rule. TAIN STATE PLANS, month after' August 1950 in which she be
-1030 fbI-. . Penalties, Etc. Part 3----Title XlV__ AID TO THE PERMA- comes so entitled to such insurance benefit's 
1036 (C)---- Date of Filing Return NREN T L : AN D 

and Date of Payment TALYDSBE, and ending with the month preceding the 
of Tax. Part 0----Titles I, SUBSTITUTION OF first month In which Any of the following 

j636 (d).... Application of Section. "1AIM IN ISTRATOR"` occurs; she dies, her husband dies, they sre 
1030 e Effective Date. IV, V FOR "SOCIAL SECU- divorce icl utioin hl te 

207 (b)------ ------------- Technical Amendments, and X. RITY BOARD" ANI) - cdavnuorstrmni ocido e 
208-------------------- SEL'F-EMPLOYMENT "1CHILDRENS' BU- husband is entitled to. a child's -insuranca 

INCOME. REAU." -benefit and she. has not attained -retirement

208 (a) --- 461------RATE OF TAX. Title IV-------------....MISCELLANEOUS PRO- age, or she becomes entitled -to an old-age in.


481------DEFINITIONS. -VISIONS. - - 


481 (a) ---- Net Earnings From Self- 401------701 ----- OFFICE OF COMMIS- surance benefit equal to- or, exceeding one
- Employment. SIONER FOR SOCIAL half of an old-age Insurance benefit of her 

481 (b)--.- Self-Employment -SECURITY, husband, 
41-- Income. 402------704------REPORTS TO CON- "(2) Such Wife's insurance benefit for 

41(c) ---- Tradg or Business. GRE.SS. 
481 (d)...._ Employee and Wages. 40---------MN NTSTo each month shall be equal to one-half of the 

4V-ISCELLNEOU. POTITLE XI OF THE old-age insurance benefit of her husband for 
VIS--FFCIONS DT INSOCIAL SECURITY such month.20 ()----310 208 FFETIVEDATb)- 810- INACT. 
THE CASE OF PUER- 403 (a)-_.1101 a)..Definition, of "State" and "'Hwsband's insurance benefits 
TO RICO. "Administrator". "'(c) (1) The husband (as defined In sec

3811----- C 0IL E CTPIO0N OF 403 (b)----1101 (a).... Definition of 'physician", 
TSAXES INDVIERGI- "medical care," and "hos- tion 216 (f)) Of a currently insured Indi. 
ITLADSR NDC URR Pitlication".' vidual (as defined in section 214. (b)) en

3812----- MTORTICO. OFE.403 (c)---- 1102 ----- Suhstitution of Federal So- titled to old-age insurance benefits, if such 
MICTIGTONSTOFUEF eurity Administrsto for hsad 
OFC OFIMSTATUTES Social Security Board. hsbnd

OF0LIMITATIONS1003(d)-3300- Disclosure of Information in "'(A) has filed application for husband's 
AND OTHER PROVI. Possession of Agency, Insurance benefits,

SIONS IN CASE OF 403 Ce)-....1107 (a).---. Change in Reference to Fed. "'(B) has attained retirement age,

RELATED TAXES UN- oral Insurance Contribu. 'C a iigwihsc niiula

DER DIFFERENT tions Act. "()wslvn ihsc niiula

CHAP'TERS. 403 (f)---- 1107(b) -- Substitution or. Federal Se. the-time such application was filed,


3812 (s) - Sell-Employment Tax - curitly Administrator for -"()was receiving at least one-half of 
31b--- and Tax on Wages, Social Seeurity Board, hsspot sdtrie nacrac 

20Dc. 81 g aesImptonsed byCa-403 (g)--..11118------- Limitation on Payments to hsspot sdtrie nacrac 
08()---381W .. Taes Imoe b hp Puerto Rico and Virgin with regulations prescribed by the Adminis

108 Cd)----- ------------- Technical Amendments. Islandq. trator. from such Individual at the time she 
20:---------ICLAEU 404------1201 (a).---. ADVANCES TO STATE became entitled to old-age insurance benefits

MIS ELLNTSEOUEMLYMN2 ------ AMEND----- AMNDENF.UNDS.LYMEN and filed proof of such support within two 
10 a- 10 . Dfinton ofera"Waespoy 40 ------------------ PROVISIONS OF STATE years after the month in which she became 

fortFTeal UAct oy U NE-MPLOY ME NT so entitled, and ,

209 Ch)----1007 Cc) m-- Tax COMPENSATION - ' '(E) is not entitled to old-age insurance
efnitio "EAct. o

Dnefnition oF"emd a LAWS. 
Insurancemoto edrat Un- 406-------------------- SUSPENDING APPLI- benefits, or Is entitled to old-age 

29()---161().. Demployment TWagAct. benefits each of which is less than one-halfo CATION OF CERTAIN 
20 c- 01().. Dforniletion of "Wagmes PRO VISIONS O Of an old-age insurance benefit of his wife,.0F 

Taxratsoureton-owaom CRIMINAL CODE To 
)_11---- PERSONS. insurance 

20Ed1..13 - ALRET OFILRETURN. 407--------- ----------- RE ORGANIZATION benefit for each month, beginning with the 
2093(d) (2)-- ------------- EffetOvFILe.RT N.PLAN NO. 20 OF 1910. first month- after August- 1950, In which he8 

109 (e)------ ------------- Change in Domicile of becomes so entitled to such insurance bene-
ti~on. Cror- "TrrLE I-AUENDMENTS TO m1TL u1 OFT fits and ending with the month preceding 

S~cIL ScusTT month 'Which Of following 

d AxLRT0 at soreMPnLage. CERTAIN shall be entitled to a husband's 

AcTthe In any the 
Section of SOILSCRT AToccurs: he dies, his wife dies, they are di-

Scam enddcL-uE.Dsmios ~UAOC EE'~ vorced g vinculo matrimonii, or he becomes 
Soial Aecu "Szc. 101. (a) Section 202 of the Social entitled to an old-age insurance benefit equal 

ciyAtSecurity Act Is amended to read as follows: to or exceeding one-half of an old-age In-
Titl II "'OD-AE Asurance benefit of his wife. 

'ieII..Titlesl, IV, AMENDMENTS TO "'L-o ND SURVIVORS INSURANCE BENEFIT "'(2) Such husband's insurance benefit 
V,X,snd PUBLIC ASSISTANCE -PAYMENTS' for each month shall be equal to one-half of 
XIV. AND MATERNAL 

AND C HILDP WE L. "'Old-age insurancebenefits the old-age Insurance benefit, of his Wife for 
FARE PROVISIONS OF "'SEc. 202. (a) Every Individual who- such month. 
THE SOCIAL SECU_ '1 saflyisrdidvdal(u"Cidsisrnebnft
RITY ACT. 1 saflyisrdIdvda a Cidsisrnebnft 

Palt I__. Title!- OLD-AGE ASSISTANCE, defined In section 214 (a) ), -"'(d) (1) Every child (as defined in see
--- 2(%_.: OLD-AGIREENASSIST " '(2) has attained retirement age (as de. tion 2-16 (e) of an individual entitled to Old-

ANCE PLANS, fined In section 216 (a) )' and age insurance benefits, or of an individual 
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Who died a fully or currently insured Indi-
vidual after 1939, if such child-

" '(A) has filed application for child's in-
surance benefits, 

"'(B) at the time such application was 
filed was Unmarried and had not attained 

'(C)agwas depghende, pnsuhntd i
"'M as upo idi-epeden suh 

vidual at the time such application was filed, 
or, if such individual has died, was depend-
ent upon such individual at the time of such

Indiidua'sdathfitidvda'detmonth 
shall be entitled to a child's Insurance bane-
fit for each month, beginning with the first 
month after August 1950, in which such 
child becomes so entitled to such insurance 
benefits and ending with the month Preced-
Ing the first month in which any of the 
following occurs: such child dies, marries, Is 
adopted (except for adoption by a step-
parent, grandparent, aunt, or uncle subse-
qucnt to the death of such fully or currently
Insured idvda) or attains the age of

iihendiiua. 
ll(2) Such child's insurance benefit for 

each month shall, if the individual on the 
basis of whose wages and self-employment
Income the child is entitled to such benefit 
has not died prior to the end of such month, 
be equal to one-half of the old-age insurance 
benefit of such individual for such month. 
Such child's insurance benefit for each 
month shall, if such individual has died in or 
prior to such month, be equal to three-
fourths of the primary Insurance amount 
of such individual, except that, if there is 
more than one child entitled to benefits on 
the basis of such individual's wages and 
self-employment income, each such child's 
insurance benefit for such month shall be 
equal to the sum of (A) one-half of the pri-
mary insurance amount of such Individual, 
and (B) one-fourth of such primary insur-
ance amount divided by the number of such 
children. 

'(3) A child shall be deemed dependent 
upon- his father or adopting father at the 
time specified in paragraph (1) (C) unless, 
at such time, such individual was not living 
with or contributing to the support of such 
child and-

"' (A) such child is neither the legitimate 
nor the adopted child of such individual, or 

' (B) such child hsd been adopted by 
some other individual, or 

'- (C) such child was living with and Was 
receiving more than one-half of his support 
from his stepfather, 

" '(4) A child shall be deemed dependent 
upon his stepfather at -the time specified in 
paragraph (1) (C) if, at such time, the child 
was living with or was receiving at least one-
half of his sulpport from such stepfather. 

"'(5) A child shall be deemed dependent 
upon his natural or adopting mother at the 
time specified in paragraph (1) (C) if'such 
mother or adopting mother was a curren-tly 
insured individual. A child shall also be 
deemed Dependent upon his natural or adopt-
Ing mother, or upon -his stepmother, at the 
ti-le specified in paragraph (1) (C) if, at 
such time, (A) she was living with or con-
tributing to the support of such child, and 
(B) either (I) such child was neither living
with nor receiving contributions from his 
father or adopting father, or (ii) suchchl 
was receiving at least one-half of his support
from her. 

" 'Widow's insurance benefits 
"(e) (1) The widow (as defined in section 

2.-6 (c)) of an individual who died a fully 
Insured Individual after 1939, if such 
widow-

"'(A) has not remarried, 
' (B) has attained retirement age, 

.1"'(C) has filed application for widow's in-
surance benefits or was entitled, after attain-
ment of retirement age, to wife's Insurance 
benefits, on the basis of the wages and self-
employment income of such individual, for 

the month preceding the month in which 
he died,tinhsnhecaeahldosuhIiv

"' (D) was living with such Individual at 
the time of his death, and 

"'(E) Is not entitled to old age insurance 
benefits, or is entitled to old-age insurance 
banefits each of which is less than three-
fourths of the primary insurance amount of 
her deceased husband,
salb nieitoawd'snuacebe-
salb nie-toawd 'snurceee-

for eacis month, beginning with the firstafter August 1950 in which she be-
comes so entitled to such insurance benefits 
and ending with the month preceding the' 
first month in which any of the following 
occurs: she remarries, dies, or becomes en-
titled to an old-age insurance benefit equal 
to or exceeding three-fourths of the primary 
insurance amount of her deceased husband,' 

"'(2) Such widow's insurance benefit for 
each month shall be equal to three-fourths 
of the primary Insurance amount of her de-
ceased husband. 

"'Widower's insurancebenefits 
"'(f) (1) The widower (as defined in sec-

tion 216 (g) of an individual who died a 
fully and currently Insured individual after 
August 1950, if such widower-

"'(A) has not remarried, 
"' (B) has attained retirement age,
"'(C). has filed application for widower's 

insurance benefits or was entitled to hus-
band's -insurance benefits, on the.basis of- the 
wages and self-employment Income of such 
individual, -for the meonth preceding the 
month in which she died, 

"'(10) was living with such Individual at 
the time of her death, 
- '"'(E)' (I) was receiving at least one-half 
of his support, as determined in accordance 
with regulations prescribed by the Adminis-
trator, from such individual at the time of 
her death and filed-proof of such -support- 
within two years of sUch date of death, or 
(ii) was receiving a~ least one-half of his 
support, as determined In accordance with 
regulations prescribed by the Administrator, 
from such individual, and she was -a cur--
rently Insured individual, at the time she 
became entitled- to old-age- insurance bene-
fits and filed proof of such support within 
two years- after the month in which she be-
came so entitled, and 

"'(F) is not entitled to old-age insurance 
benefits, or is entitled to old-age insurance 
benefits each of which Is less thian three-
fourths of the primary insurance amount of 
his deceased wife, 
shall be entitled to a' widower's insurance 
benefit for each month, beginning with the 
first month after August 1950 in which he 
becomes so entitled to such insurance bene-
fits and ending with the month preceding 
the first month in which any of the follow-
ing occurs: he remarries, dies, or becomes 
entitled to an old-age insurance benefit 
equal to or exceeding three-fourths of the 
primary insurance amount of his deceased 
wife. 
- " '-(2) Such widower's insurance benefits 
for each month shall be equal to three-
fourths of. the primary insurance amount of 
his deceased wife,

"'Mother's insurance benefits 
childany

"'g (1) The widow and every former 
wife divorced (as defined in section 21.6 (d))
of an Individual who died a fully or cur-
rently insured individual after 1939, If such 
widow or former wife divorced-

"'(A) has not remarried, 
"' (B) is not entitled to a widow's insur-

ance benefit, 
"'(C) is not entitled to old-age insurance 

benefits, or Is entitled to old-age Insurance 
benefits each of which is less than three-
fourths of the primary insurance amount of 
such individual, 

"'(D) has filed application for mother's 
Insurance benefits, 

' '(E) at the time or filing such applics

tinuaseninther cara child' ofnsurach iendfitid 
ual ntildtd hl'isrnebnft 
and 1 nth aeo wdw a V 

'(Fwith inuthe casevidof ath wastidow liv 
death, or (ii) in the case of a former wife
divorced, was receiving from such Individual 
(pursuant to agreement or court order) at 
least one-half of her support at the time of 
his death, and the child referred to in clause 
(E) is her son, daughter, or legally adopted 
child and the benefits referred to In such 
ciulause warespaablnd thlfembasiseof suchomdi
vsdal's waes anttldselfaempoyments incomane, 
shlbentldtoamhr'isrnc 
benefit for each month, beginning with the 
first month after August 1950 In which she 
becomes so entitled to such insurance bene
fits and ending with the month preceding 
the first month in which any of the follow
ing occurs: no child of such deceased indi
vidual Is entitled to a child's insurance bene
fit, such widow or former wife divorced be
comes entitled to an old-age insurance bene
fit equal to or exceeding three-fourths of 
the primary Insurance amount of such de
ceased individual, she becomes entitled to a 
widow's insurance benefit, she remarries, or 
she dies. Entitlement to such benefits shall 
also end, In- the ease -of a former wife di
vorced, with the month immediately preced-
Ing the first month in which no son, daugh
ter. or legally adopted child- of such former 
wife divorced Is entitled- to a child's Insur
ance benefit on the basis of the wages and 
self-employment Income of such deceased 
Individual. 

"'(2) Such mother's insurance benefit for 
each month shall -be equal to three-fourths 
of the primary insurance amount of such 
deceased individual. 

"'Parent's insurance benefits 

"'(h) (1) Every parent (as defined in this 
subsection) of an individual who died a fully
insured individual after 1939, if such indi
vidual did nct leave a widow who meets the 
conditions in subsection (e) (1) (10) and 
(El, a widower who meets the conditions in 
subsection (f) (1) (D), (E), and (F), or an 
unmarried child under the age of eighteen 
deemed dependent on such individual under 
subsection- (d) (3)-, (4), or (5), and if such 
parent

"'(A) has attained retirement age, 
"'(B) was receiving at least one-half of 

his support from such individual at -the time 
of such individual's death end filed -proof of 
such support within two years of such date 
of death, 

" '(C) has not married since such - Indi
vidual's death, 
- "'(D) is not entitled to old-age insurance 
benefits, or Is entitled to old-age insurance 
benefits each of which is less than three
lourths of the primary Insurance amount of 
such deceased individual, and 

" '(E) has filed application for parent's 
-insurance benefits, 
shall be entitled to a parent's insurance 
benefit for each month beginning with the 
first month after August 1950 in which such 
parent becomes so entitled to such parent's 
insurance benefits and ending with the' 
month preceding the first month in which 

of the following occurs: such parent
dies, marries, or becomes entitled to an old-
age insurance benefit equal to or exceeding
three-fourths of the primary insurance 
amount of such deceased individual, 

"'(2) Such parent's insurance benefit for 
each month shall be equal to three-fourths 
of the primary insurance ameunt of such 
deceased individual. 

"'(3) As used in this subsection, the term 
"parent" means the mother or father Of an 
Individual, a stepparent of an individual by a 
marriage contracted before such Individual 
attained the age of sixteen, or an adopting 
parent by whom an individual was adopted
before he. attained the age of sixteen. 
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'Lump-sum death payments 

"(I) Upon the death, after August 1950, 
of an Individual who died a fully or cur-
refitly Insured Individual, an amount equal 
to three times such individual's primary In-
surance amount shall be paid in a lump sum 
to the person, if t.ny, determined by the 
Administ rator to be the widow or widower 
of the deceased and to have been living with 

thef dathecesedatIftheehe ime the deeasedat deth. i th timeof (1) f anypersother wouwhbechevered 
fs norrecheiving payment thnSuch amountiesbefiling application therefor, to an annuity 

"1'(3) If an Individual Is entitled to an old- 
age insurance benefit for any month and to 
any other monthly Insurance benefit for such 
month, such other insurance benefit for such 
month shall be reduced (after any reduction 
under section 203 (a)) by an amount equal 
to such old-age Insurance benefit. 
"'Entitlement to survivor benefits under 

Railroad Retirement Act 
"'1) f ay prso woud b enitld, pon 

forerecivigpymet, hensuc amunt 
shall be paid to any person or persons, 
equitably entitled thereto, to the extent and 
pIdthe epeoorinse ofa huia ofhe Suhal hasved 
indiidual.epese shrallobc madertoNofpymn 
anydpesonunder thi unessubsectional map-t 
pnyicetson thderfr shall havsecbeen fled, by-

plictio threfr ben fledsallhav by
or on behalf of any such person (whether or 
tin oftwoal yearsmaftentpir thedtheo deathraf 
suhionsurto edaidisdalrte aeodaho 
"sAplcatnurdiondforidnual. inuanebeeit

'Aplictiofo mothl inurace eneits 
"I()(1) An Individual who would have 

been entitled to a benefit under subsection 
(a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (f), (g), or (h) for 
any month after August 1950 had he filed 
application therefor prior to the end of such 
month shall be entitled to such benefit for 
such month if he files application theref or 
prior to the end of the sixth month iM-
mediately succeeding such month. Any 
benefit for a month prior to the month in 
which application is filed shall be reduced-, 
to any extent that may be necessary, so that 
It will not render erroneous any benefit 
which, before the filing of such application, 
the Administrator has certified for payment 
for such Drior month, 

"' (2) No application for. any benefit under 
this section for any month after August 
1950 which is filed prior to three months be-
fore the first month for which the applicant 
becomes entitled to such benefit shall be 
accepted as an application for the purposes 
of this section; and any application filed 
within such three months' period shall be 
deemed to have been filed In such first 

mot.202 
"'Simultaneous entitlements to benefits 
'(k) (I.) A child, entitled to child's insur- 

ance benefits on the basis of the wages and 
Self-employment income of an Insured In-
dividual, who would be entitled, on miing 
application, to child's Insurance benefits on 
the basis of the wages and self-employment 
Income of some other Insured Individual, 
shall be deemed entitled, subj'ect to the pro-
visions of paragraph (2) hereof, to child's 
Insurance benefits on the basis of the wages 
a1ld self-employment Income of such other 
individual If an application for child's in-
surance benefits on the basis of the wages 
and self-employment income of such other 
Individual has been filed by any other child 
who would, on filing application, be entitled 
to child's insurance benefits on the basis of 
the wages and self-employment Income of 
both such Insured Individuals. 

"'2 ()An nertehidwo r-

under section 5 of the Railroad Retirement 
Act of 1937, or to a lump-sum payment under 
subsection (f) (1) of such section, with re-
spect to the death of an employee (as de-
fined In such Act), no lump-sum death pay-
ment, and no monthly benefit for the month 
In which such employee died or for any
month thereafter, shall be paid under this
section to any person on the basis of the 
wages and self-employment Income of such 
employee.' 

(b) (1) Except as provided In Paragraph
(3), the amendment made by subsection (a) 
of this section shall take effect September 
1, 1950." 

"1(2) Section 205 (in) of the Social Security 
Act Is repealed effective with respect to 
monthly benefits under section 202 of the 
Social Security Act, as amended by this Act, 
for months after August 1950." 

"1(3) Section 202 (j) (2) of the Social Secu-
rity Act, as amended by this Act, shall take 
effect on the date of enactment of this Act." 

"1(c) (1) Any Individual entitled to pri-
mary insurance benefits or widow's current 
insurance benefits under section 202 of the 
Social Security Act as in effect prior to Its 
amendment by this Act who would, but for 
the enactment of this Act, be entitled to such 
benefits for September 1950 shall be deemed 
to be entitled to old-age insurance benefits 
or mother's insurance benefits (as the case 
may be) under section 202 of the Social Sec.-
urity Act, as amended by this Act, as though
such Individual became entitled to such 
benefits in such month." 

"1(2) Any individual entitled to any other 
monthly insurance benefits under section 

of the Social Security Act asi fet 
prior to its amendment by this Act who 
would, but for the enactment of this Act, be
entitled to such benefits for September 1950shall be deemed to be entitled to such bane.. 
fits under section 202 of the Social Security 
Act, as amended by this Act, as though such 
Individual became entitled to such benefits 
in such month." 

"1(3) Any individual who files application 
after August 1950 for monthly benefits under 
any subsection of section 202 of the Social 
Security Act who would, but for the enact-
ment of this Act, be entitled to benefits under 
such subsection (as In effect prior to such 
enactment) for any month prior to Septem-. 
bar. 1950 shall be deemed entitled to such 
benefits for such month prior to September 
1950 to the same extant and in the same 
amounts as though this Act had not been 
enacted. 

"(di) Lump-sum death payments shall be 
made in the case of individuals who died 

entitled under section 202 for a month on the 
basis of the wages and self-employment in
come of an Insured individual exceeds $150, 
or Is more than $40 and exceeds 80 per 
centumn of his average monthly wage (as de
termined under subsection (b) or (c) of 
section 215, whichever is applicable), such 
total of benefits shall, after any deductions 
under this section, be reduced to $150 or to 
80 per centurn of his average monthly wage,isotheiclesserthe butse inbu non casereto 
less. than $40, except that when any of such
Individuals so entitled would (but for the 
provisions of section 202 (k) (2) (A)) be 
entitled to child's insurance benefits on the 
basis of the wages and self-employment In
come of one or more other Insured individu
ala, such total of benefits shall, after any 
deductions under this section, be reduced to 
$150 or to 80 per centumn of the sum of the 
average. monthly wages of all such insured 
Individuals, whichever is the lesser, but In 
no case to less than $40. Whenever a reduc
tion Is made under this subsection, each
benefit, except the old-age insurance benefit, 
shall be proportionately decreased.' 

"(b) The amendment made by subsection 
(a) of this section shall be applicable with 
repc to benefits for months after August
195ct 

'DEDtU~r~ FROM SENEFITS 

"SEc. 103. (a) Subsections (d), (e), (f),
(g), and (h) of section 103 of the Social Se
curity Act are amended to read as follows: 
"'Deductions on account of work or failure 

to have child in care 
"'(b) Deductions, in such amounts and at 

such time or times as the Administrator shall 
determine, shall be made from any payment 
or payments under this title to which an 
Individual Is entitled, until the total of such 
deductions equals such individual's benefit 
or benefits under section 202 for any month

'I I(l) In which such Individual Is under 
the aeo eet-ieadi hc ern 

ager ofservientyfivwaes (andeinerminedren
dere services forwagouesgasddterminsedtion
(er sheton) 209 wirethout regar torsbeto 

(a2tero)of morehtuhaIndi$50; lIsore 
teage of seventy-five and for which month 
he is charged, under the provisions of sub
seto eofhiscinwhntean
Inetionme ftisefeplyetion, wirethane earnonsrosefmpyenoforthn$0 
o 

'(3) in which such individua!, if a wife 
under retirement age entitled to a wife's in
surance bzrneflt, did not have in her care (in
dividually or jointly with her husband) a 
child of her husband entitled to a child's 
insurance benefit; or 

"(4) in which such individual, if a widow 
entitled to a mother's insurance benefit, did 
not have In her care a child of her deceased 
husband entitled to a child's Insurance bene
fit' or 

" (5) In which such individual, if a former 
wife divorced entitled to a mother's Insur
achid oenfiher decasd formhaerI husb cand, ah 
cid fhrdcae omrhsad h 
(A) is her son, daughter, or legally adopted
child and (B) Is entitled to a child's insurbenefit on the basis of the wages and 
self-employment income of her deceased 
former husband. 

"'Deductions from dependents' benefits be. 
ceause of work byj old-age insurance bane
ficiary/ 
"'(c) Deductions shall be made from any 

wife's, husband's, or child's Insurance bane-
fit to which a wife, husband, or child Is en
titled, until the total of such deductions 
equals such wife's, husband's, or child's in
surance benefit or benefits under section 202 
for any month

' '(1) In which the Individual, on the 
basis of whose wages and self-employment 

such benefit was payable, is under 
the age of seventy-five and In which he ran-
dared services for wages (as determined 
under section 209 without regard to subsec
tionk (a) thereof) or more than $50; or 

ceding provisions of this section is entitled 
for any month to more than one child's In-
surance benefit shall, notwithstanding such'

proisinsbentiledto nlyoneof uch 
proidsIonsrabe bentledito neofonlr suchmnh 

chlds nsrnc orsuhbneit onh 
such benefit to be the one based on the 
wages and self-employment Income of the 
insured individual who has the greatest 
primary Insurance amount, 

"'(B3) Any individual who under the pre. 
ceding provisions of this section Is entitled 
fosr anyemonefth otomre than one monthl 

inuac l-age In-,bnft(ohrtana 
surance benefit) under this title shall be en-' 
titled to only one such monthly benefit for 
such month, such benefit to be the largest 
of the monthly benefits to which ha (but for 
this subparagraph (B) ) would otherwise be 
e:.titled for such month, 

"'(2 uder (Ahe re-ance chidAn wo 
prior to September 1950 as though this Act 
had not been enacted; except that In the case 
of any Individual who died outside the forty-
eight States and the District of Columbia 
after December 6, 1941, and prior to August 
10, 1946, the last sentence of section 202 (g) 
Of the Social Security Act as in effect prior 
to the enactment of this Act shall not be 
applicable if application for' a lump-sum 
death payment is filed prior .to September 
1952. 

"WAsXsseMa BENEPITS 
"SEc. 102. (a) So much of section 203 of 

the Social Security Act as precedes subsec-
tion (d) is amended to read as follows-

#-income 
EEDV2'IOI? OF INSSURANCE BENEFITS 

"'Maximum benefits 
"'Src. 203. (a) Whenever the total of 

monthly benefits to which Individuals are 
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'" (2) In which the Individual referred to 

in Paragraph (1) is under the age of 75 and 
for which month he is charged, under the 
Provisions of subsection (e) of this section, 
with net earnings from self-employnlent of 
More than $50. 

"'Occurrence of more than one event 
"'(d) If more than one of the events 

specified in subsections (b) and (c) occurs 
in any one month which would occasion de-
ductions equal to a benefit for such month, 
only ail amount equal to such benefits shall 
be deducted. The charging of net earn-
ings from self-employment to :any month 
shall be treated as an event Occurring In the 
month to which such net earnings are 
charged. 

'.Months to whichs net eernings irom sell-
employment are 'charged 

'(e) For the purposes of subsections (b) 
and (c)-

"'( 1) If an individual's net earnings from 
elf-employment tor his taxable year are not 

more than the product of $50 times the 
number of months in such year, no month 
in such year shall be charged with more than 
$30 of net earnings from self-employment, 

" ndiidul'sne'(2)If n eanins fom 
self-employment for his taxable year are 
more than the product of $50 times the num-
ber of months in such year, each month of 
such ycar shall be charged with $50 of net 
earnings from self-employment, and the 
amount of such net earnings In excess of 
such product shall be further charged to 
months as follows: The first $50 of such ex-
cess shall he charged to the last month of 
such taxable year, and the balance, if any, 
of such excess shall be charged at the rate 
of $50 per month to each preceding month 
in such year until all of such balance has 
been applied, except that no part of such 
excess shall be charged to any month (A) for 
which such individual was not entitled to a 
benefit under this title, (B) in which an 
event described in paragraph (1), (3', (4), 
or (5) of subsection (b) occurred, (C) in 
which such individual was age seventy-five 
or over, or (U) In which such individual did 
not engage in self-employment. 

"'(3) (A) As used in paragraph (2). the 
term "last month of Such taxable year" 
means the latest month in such year to 
which the charging of the excess described 
in such paragraph is not prohibited by the 
application of clauses (A), (B), (C), and 
(Dl thereof, 

" '(B) For the purposes of clause (D) of 
paragraph (2), an individual will be pre-
sumed, with respect to any month, to have 

benengaged in self-employment in such 
month until it is shown to the satisfaction 
of the Administrator that- such individual 
rendered no substantial services in such 
month with respect to any trade or business 
the net income or loss of which is includible 
in computing his net earnings from self-
employment for any taxable year. The Ad-
ministrator shall by regulations prescribe 
the methods and criteria for determining 
whether or not an individual has rendered 
substantial services with respect to any trade 
or business, 
"'Penaltyfor failure to report certain events 

" '(f) Any individual in receipt of bene-
fits subject to deduction under subsection 
(b) or (0) (or who is in receipt of such bene-
fits on behalf of another individual), be-
cause of the occurrence of an event specified 
therein (other than an event described in 
subsection (b) (2) or (c) (2) ), shall report 
such occurrence to the Administrator prior 
to the receipt and acceptance of an insurance 
benefit for the second month following the 
month in which such event occurred. Any 
such individual having knowledge thereof, 
who fails to report any such occurrence, shall 
suffer an additional deduction equal to that 
imposed under subsection (b) or (c). except 
that the first additional deduction imposed 
by this subsection in the care of any indi-

vidual shall not exceed an amount equal to 
one month's henefit even though the failure 
to report Is with respect to more than one 
month, 
* 'Report to Admininstrator of net earnings 

from sell-employment 

"' (g) (1) If an Individual is entitled to 
any monthly insurance benefit under section 
202 during any taxable year In which he has 
net earnings from self-employment In excess 
of the product of $50 times the number of 
months in such year, such individual (or 
the individual who is In receipt of such bene-
fit on his behalf) shall make a report to the 
Administrator of his net earnings frum self-
employment for Such taxable year. Such 
report shall be made on or before the f11-

teenth day of the third month following the 
close of such year. and shall contain such 
information and be made In such manner as 

comply with any such request shall in Itself 
constitute justification for a determination 
under this paragraph that It may reason
ably be expected that the individual will 
suffer deductions imposed under subsection 
eclfemplbymresnt ofo hisu yetear. ig fo 

(b)f(2)lbymreasnt fof-suis netear.ig fo 
" 'Circumsasancesunder w/sichs deductions not 

required 
( h) Deductions by reason of subsection 

(b), (f), or (g) shall, notwithstanding the 
provisions of such subsection, be made from 
the benefits to which an individual is en
titled only to the extent that they reduce the 
total amount which would otherwise be paid, 
on the basis of the same wages and self-
employment income, to him and the other 

individuals living, in the same household. 
"'Dedsictionis withs respect to certain luImp

smpyet
the Administrator may by regulation~s pre-smpyet 
scribe. Such report need not be made for 
any taxable year beginning with or after the 
month in which such individual attained the 
age of seventy-five. 

"'(2) If an individual fails to make a re-
port required under paragraph (1), within 
the time Prescribed therein, of his net earn-
Ings from self-employment for any taxable 
year and any deduction is imposed under 
subsectin()()b esno uhnt 

tariong ()()syrasno sc e 
erig-O 

"'(A) such individual shall suffer one ad-
ditional deduction in an amount equal to 
his benefit or benefits for the last month In 
such taxable year for which he was entitled 
to a befiunr section 202; and 

"'(B) if the failure to make such report 
continues after the close of the fourth calen-
dar month following the close of such tax-
able year, such individual shall suffer an 
additional deduction in the same amount for 
each month during all or any part of which 
such failure continues after such fourth 
month; 
except that the number of the additional 
deductions required by this paragraph shall 
not exceed the number of months In such 
taxable year for which such individual re-
ceived and accepted insurance benefits uader 
section 202 and for which deductions are 
imposed under subsection (b) (2) by reason 
of such net earnings from self-employment, 
If more than one additional deduction would 
be imposed under this paragraph with re-
spect to a failure by an individual to file a 
report required by paragraph (1) and such 
failure is the first for which any additional 
deduction is imposed urder this paragraph, 
only one additional deduction shall be im-
posed with respect to such first failure,. 

"'(3) If the Administrator determines, on 
tebsso nomto bandb rsb 
mitted to him, that it may reasonably be 
expected that an individual entitled to bene-
fits under section 202 for any taxable year 
will suffer deductions imposed under sub-
section (b) (2) by reason of his net earnings 
from self-employment for such year, the Ad-
ministrator may, before the close of such 
taxable year, suspend the payment for each 
month in such year (or fpr only such months 
as the Administrator may specify) of the 
benefits payable on the basis of such indi-
vidual's wages and self-employment Income; 
and such suspension shall remain in effect 
with respect to the benefits for any month 
until the Administrator has determined 
whether or not any deduction is imposed for 
such month under subsection (b). The Ad
ministrator is authorized, before the close 
of the taxable year of an individual entitled 
to benefits during such year, to request of 
such individual that he make, at such time 
or times as the Administrator may specify, 
a declaration of his estimated net earnings 
from self-employment for the taxable year 
and that he furnish to the Administrator 
such other information with respect to such 
net earnings as the Administrator may 
specify. A failure by such Individual to 

"'(i) Deductions shall also be made from 
any eld-age insurance benefit to which an 
invdulsetteorfmayotri
surance benefit payable on the basis of such 
individual's wages and self-employment in
come, until such deduc bone total the 
amount of any lump sum paid to such indi
vidual under section 204 of the Social Secu
rity Act in force prior to the date of enact
mn ZteSca euiyAtAedet 
men o1 teS9ilSeuiy9c medet 

99 
"'Attainment of age seventy-five 

"'J) For the purposes of this section, an 
individual shall be considered as seventy-five 
years of age during the entire month in 
which he attains such age.' 

"1(b) The amendments made by this sec
tion shall take effect September 1, 1930, ex
cept that the provisions of subsections (d), 
(e). and (f) of section 203 of the Social 
Security Act as in effect prior to the enact-
meat of this Act shall be applicable for 
months prior to September 1950. 

"EIIIN 
DSII5N 

"SEC. 104. (a) Title II of the Social Secu
rity Act is amended by striking out section 
209 and Inserting in lieu thereof the 
following: 

"'DEFINITION OF WAGES 
"'SZC. 209. For the purposes of this title, 

the term "-wages" means remuneration paid 
prior to 1951 which was wages for the pur
poses of this title under the law applicable 
to the payment of such remuneration, and 
remuneration paia after 1950 for employment, 
Including the cash value of all remuneration 
pi naymdu te hncs;ecp 
phaid in any maedmothrmuerathanrash; exfept 
ht ntecs freueainpi fe 

15,sc emsalnticue 
"'(a) That part of the remuneratien 

which, after remuneration (other than re
muneration referred to in the succeeding sub
sections of this section) equal to $3,600 with 
respect to employment has been paid to an 
individual during any calendar year, is paid 
to such individual during such calendar year; 

"'(b) The amount of any payment (in
eluding any amount paid by an employer 
for insurance or annuities, or into a fund, 
to provide for any such payment) made to, 
or on behalf of, an employee or any of his 
dependents under a plan or system estab
lished by an employer which makes provi
sion for his employees generally (or for his 
employees generally and their dependents) or 
for a class or classes of his employees (or for 

a class or classes of his employees and their 
dependents), on account or (1) retirement, 
or (2) sickness or accident disability, or (3) 
medical or hospitalization expenses in con
nection with sickness or accident disability, 
or (4) death; 

"'(C) Any payment made to an employee 
(including any amount paid by an employer 
for insurance or annuities, or into a fund, 
to provide for any such payment) on account 
of retirement; 
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(d) Any payment on account of sick-

ness or accident disability, or medical or hos-
pitalization expenses in connection with 
sickness or accident disability, made by an 
employer to. or on behalf of, an employee 
after the expiration of six calendar months 
following the last calendar month in which 
the employee worked for such employer; 

"'(e) Any payment made to, or on behalf 
oan employee or his beneficiary (1) from 

ofoatutexmtfo a .ne eto 

165 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code at the
timeof sch payenta~met ulesssuc 

suc sucht payrment 
isemadetioanfoemployeeso thnetrustas ruhemu-
plyeratindfor sevcs rendefiired as suhe em-st 
ore a2ndenortoas n abeneficiay ofatheitus, 

or (2t udee o anu p which,-

tismae tof epaoymenofthues 

tie of nnit lannmet 
atuthetment of suchio payment, meets the re-
qairement of schctond6e ()(),(),() 

an 6)ocd'Unitedsc 
'(f) The payment by an employer (with-

out deduction from the remuneration of the 
employee) (1) of the tax Imposed upon an 
employee under section 1400 of the internal 
Revenue Code, or (2) of any payment re-
quired from an employee under a State un-
employment compensation law; 

"'(g) (1) Remuneration paid in any me-
dium other than cash to an employee for 
services not in the course of the employer's 
trad orivtbusies or for dmpomestcsevc 
ina) priathehmueroftheneplod yer; em 
"'(2)i Cash raemnearato puaideby an em-

ployerinr anyestcalendrvquarer to an m 
plyefrdoetcsrvc naprivate 

home of the employer, if the cash remu-
neration paid in the quarter for such service 
Is less than $50 or the employee is not 
regularly employed by the employer In such 
quarter of payment. For the purposes of 
this paragraph, an employee shall be deemed 
to be regularly employed by an employer 
during a calendar quarter only if (A) on 
each of some twenty-four days during the 
quarter the employee performs for the em-

ploer or he ometicomeporionofay 
service in a private home of the employer, 
or (B) the employee was regularly employed
(as determined under clause (A)) by the 
employer In the performance of such serv-
Ice during the preceding calendar quarter. 
As used in this paragraph, the term 'domes-
tic service In a private home of the em-
ployer' does not include service described 
In section 210 (f) (5); 

"'(h) Remuneration paid in any medium 
other than cash for agricultural labor;

" '(I) Any payment (other than vacation 
or sick pay) made to an employee after the 
month In which he attains retirement age 
(as defined in section 216 (a)), If he did not 
work for the employer In the period for 
which such payment is made; or 

(j ) Remuneration paid by an employer
In any quarter to an employee for service 
described in section 210 (k) (3) (C) (relat-
Ing to home workers), If the cash remunera-
tion paid In such quarter by the employer 
to the employee for such service is less than 

$5.modity $50. 
"'For purposes of this title, In the case 

of domestic service described in subsection
(g)(2) an cah rmunratonpamen o 

for such service which is more or less than 
a whole-dollar amount shall, under such 
conditions and to such extent as may be pre. 
scribed by regulations made under this title, 
bups fte tocomputediothe nearestdolrFrth 
pullrposhe pyetof totenaretthefcmputtiona o 
dollar, thalepaymentaofea fractional paroutso

dola sal nlssitamunsb dsrgrdd 
to one-half dollar or more, In which case it 
shall be increased to $1. The amount of any 
payment of cash remuneration so computed 
to the nearest dollar shall, in lieu of the 
amount actually paid, be deemed to consti-
tute the amount of cash remuneration for 
purposes of subsection (g) (2), 

"'DEFISNITION OF EMPLOYMENT 
"'SEC. 210. For the purposes of this title-

"'Employment 

"'(a) The term "employment" means any 
service performed after 1936 and prior to 
1951 which was employment for the purposes 
of this title under the law applicable to the 
period in which such service was performed,
and' any service, of whatever nature, per-
formed after 1950 either (A) by an employee 

for the person employing him, irrespective
of the citizenship or residence of either, (1)
within the 'United States, or (ii) on or In 
connection with an American vessel or Amer-
ican aircraft under a contract of service 
which is entered Into within the United 
States or during the performance of which 
and while the employee is employed on the 
vessel or aircraft it touches at a port in the 

States, if the employee is employed 
on and In connection with such vessel or 
aircraft when outside the United States, or 
(B) outside the United States by a citizen 
of the United States as an employee for an 
American employer (as defined in subsection 
.(e) ); except that, in the case of service per-
'formed after 1950, such term shall not in-
dlude-

"'(1) (A) Agricultural labor (as defined 
in subsection (f) of this section) performed 
in any calendar quarter by an employee, un-
less the cash remuneration paid for such 
labor (other than service described in sub-
paragraph (B) Is $50 or more and such labor 
Is performed for an employer by an indi-
vidual who Is regularly employed by such em- 
ployer to perform such agricultural labor. 
For the purposes of this subparagraph, an 
individual shall be deemed to be regularly
emlydbanepoeduigaclna
emlydbanepoeduigaclna 
quarter only if-

"'(I) such individual performs agricultural
labor (other than service described In sub-
paragraph (B)) for such employer on a full-
ttme basis on sixty days during such quarter, 
adUie 

"'(ii) the quarter was Immediately pre-
ceded by a qualifying quarter. 
For the purposes of the preceding sentence, 
the term "qualifying quarter" means (I) any 
quarter during all of which such Individual 
was continuously employed by such employer, 
or (II) any subsequent quarter which meets 
tetsofcas()ifatrthlstqrer 
during all of which such individual was con-
tinuously employed by such employer, each 
Intervening quarter met the test of clause (1). 
Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of 
this subparagraph, an Individual shall also 
be deemed to be regularly employed by an 
employer during a calendar quarter If such 
Individual was regularly employed (upon 
application of clauses (i) and 1ii)) by such 
employer during the preceding calendar 
quarter. 

"'(B) Service performed In connection 
with the production or harvesting of any 
commodity defined as an agricultural com-

In section 15 (g) of the Agricultural 
Marketing Act, as amended, or in connection 
with the ginning ot cotton;sevcispromd

"'(2) Domestic service performed In a 
local college club, or local chapter of a college 
fraternity or sorority, by a student who is 
enrolled and Is regularly attending classes at 
a school, college, or university; 

"'(3) Service not In the course of the em-
ployer's trade or business performed in any 
calendar quarter by an employee, unless the 
cash remuneration paid for such service is 
$50 or more and such service is performed by 
an individual who Is regularly employed by 
such employer to perform such service, For 
the purposes of this paragraph, an Individual 
shall be deemed to be regularly employed by 
an employer during a calendar quarter only 
if (A) on each of some twenty-four days dur-

Ing such quarter such individual performs 
for such employer for some portion of the 
day service not In the course of the employ
er's trade or business, or (B) such individual 
was regularly employed (as determined under 
clause (A)) by such employer in the per
formance of such service during the preced
ing calendar quarter. As used in this para
graph, the term "service not in the course of 
the employer's trade or business" does not 
include domestic service In a private home of 

the employer and does not include service 
described In subsection (f) (5);

"'(4) Service performed by an Individual 
In the employ of his son, daughter, or spouse, 
and service performed by a child under -the 
age of twenty-one In the employ of his father 
or mother; 

" '(5) Service performed by an individual 
on or in connection with a vessel not an 
American vessel, or on or in connection with 
an aircraft not an American aircraft, if tbe 
individual is employed on and In connection 
with such vessel or aircraft when outside the 
United States; 

" '(6) Service performed In the employ of 
any instrumentality of the United States, if 
such Instrumentality is e::empt from the tax 
imposed by section 1410 of the Internal 
Revenue Code by virtue of any provision of 
law which specifically refers to such section 
In granting such exemption; 

" '(7) (A) Service performed in the employ 
of the United States or In the employ of any 
instrumentality of the United States, if such 
service is covered by a retirement system 
established by a law of the United States: 

"'(B) Service performed in the employ of 
an instrumentality of tho United States 
such an instrumentality was exempt from the 
taipsdbyeton10ofhenerl
txipsdbyeton10ofheIerl 
Revenue Code on December 31, 1950, except 
that the provisions of this subparagraph shall 
not be applicable to

" '(i) service performed in the employ of 
a corporation which is wholly owned by the 

tts 
" '(ii) service performed in ~he employ of 

of a national farm loan association, a produc
tion credit association, a Federal Reserve 
Bank, or a Federal Credit Union; 

" '(iii) service performed in the employ of 
a State, county, or community committee 
under the Production and marketing Admin
istration; or 

"(v evc efre yacvla m 
ployee, not compensated from funds appro
priated by the Congress, in the Army and Air 
Motion Picturge Service, NAvmy xcangesr Ma-c 
roione Pcrps Exchanges, aoevie Nvorohratiiis 
duneCtrsd by canginstrumethralityiofthesUonite 
Stated ya ntuetlt fteUie 
Stts subject to,,the jurisdiction of the Sec
retary of Defense, at Installations of the 
Department of Defense for the comfort, 

mpasrecovetentmnadetladphs 
ical Impoeetof personnel of such De-
pate; 
the(C Service perMOrmed in the employ of 
theUnited States or in the employ of any instuealyofheUidSaeIfuc 
strumcentaityprofrtedUieSaefsc 

"'(i) as the President or Vice President of 
oreRniesdenttesCommission emer, Dfootelegon
graRss; n omssoeo r oteCn 
gressn; h lgsltvebanh

"'(IIi) In the feieldasevie ofanthe;otf 
fice Department unless performed by any In
dividual as an employ'ee who is excluded by 
Executive order from the operation of the 
Civil Service Retirement Act of 1930 because 
he is serving under a temporary appointment 
pending final determination of eligibility for 
permanent or indefinite appointment; 

" '(iv) In or under the Bureau of the Cen
sus of the Department Of Commerce by tem
porary employees employed for the taking of 
any census; 
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"',(v) by any individual as an employee

who is excluded by Executive order from the 
operation Of the Civil Service Retirement Act 
Of 1930 because he is paid on a contract or 
fee basis; 

" '(vi) by any individual as an employee re-
ceiving nomninal compensation of $12 or less 
per annum; 

"(vii) in a hospital, home, or other in-
stit~ution Of the United States by a patient 
or Inmate thereof;

".'(viii) by any individual as a consular 
aent appointed under authority of section 

551 of the Foreign Service Act of 1946 (22 
U. S. C., sec. 951); 

"'(ix) by any individual as an employee 
Included under section 2 of the Act of Au- 
gust 4, 194'7 (relating to certain interns, 
student nurses, and other student employees 
of hospitals of the Federal Government; 5 
U. S. C., see. 1052);

"' (x) by any individual as an employee 
serving on a temporary basis in case of fire, 
storm, earthquake, flood, or other similar 
emergency; 

"'-(xi) by any individual as an employee 
who is employed under a Federal relief pro-. 
gram to relieve him from unemployment; 

"' I(xii) as a member of a State, county, or 
community committee under the Production 
and Marketing Administration or of any
other board, council, committee, or other 
similar body, unless such board, council, com-
mittee, or other body is composed exclusively 
of individuals otherwise in the full-time em-
ploy of the United States; or 

"' (xiii) by an individual to whom the Civil 
Service Retirement Act of 1930 does not ap. 
ply because such individual is subject to an-
other retirement systemn; 

"'(8) Service (other than service In-
cluded under an agreement under section 
218 and other than service which, under 
subsection (1), constitutes covered transpor-
tation service) performed in the employ of 
a State, or any political subdivision thereof, 
or any instrumentality of any one or more 
of the foregoing which is wholly owned by 
one or more States or political subdivisions; 

".'(9) (A) Service performed by a duly or-
dained, commissioned, or licensed minister 
of a church in the exercise of his ministry 
or by a member of a religious order in the 
exercise of duties required by such ore;

"'B Srieoefomdinte empoyo 
arligous charvitableforeduca tionamlor othe 

organizaion exemptafrom incomeio tal, undoter 
sec~ztion101(6)ofth IntroinaloRevenueCoder 
but this subparagraph shall not apply to 
service performed during the period for 
which a certificate, filed pursuant to sec-
tion 1'125 (1) of the Internal Revenue Code,

is ineffecuch srviceis prformd byif 

"1(13) Service performed In the employ of 
an Instrumentality wholly owned by a for. 
eign government-

"'(A) If the service is of a character simi-
lar to that performed in foreign countries by 
employees of the United States Government 
or of an instrumentality thereof; and 

"'(B) 1 the Secretary of State shall certify 
to the Secretary of the Treasury that the for-
eign government, with respect to whose in-
strumentality and employees thereof exemp-
tion Is claimed, grants an equivalent exemp-
tion with respect to similar service performed
In the foreign country by employees of the 
United States Government and of instrumen-
talities thereof; 

"'(14) Service performed as a student 
nurse in the employ of a hospital or a nurses' 
training cchool by an individual who is en-
rolled and is regularly attending classes in 
a nurses' training school chartered or ap
proved pursuant to State law; and service 
performed as an Interns in the employ of a 
hospital by an individual who has completed 
a four years' course in a medical school 
chartered or approved pursuant to State law, 

"'1(15) Service performed by an individual 
in (or as an officer or member of the crew 
of a vessel while It Is ongaged in) the catch-
Ing, taking, harvesting, cultivating, or farm-
Ing of any kind of fish, shellfish, crustacea, 
spbnges, seaweeds, or other aquatic forms of 
animal and vegetable life (including service 
performed by any such individual as an ordi-
nary incident to any such activity), except 
(A) service performed in connection with the 
catching or taking of salmon or halibut, for 
commercial purposes, and (B) service per-
formed on or in connection with a vessel of 
more than ten net tons (determined in the 
manner provided for determining the regis-
tsr tonnage of merchant vessels under the 
laws of the United States);

" (16) (A) Service performed by an Indi-
vidual under the age of eighteen In the deliv-
ery or distribution of newspapers or shopping 
news, not Including delivery or distribution 
to any point for subsequent delivery or dis-
tribution; 

" (B) Service performed by an Individual 
In, and at the time of, the sale of newspapers 
or magazines to ultimate consumers, under 
an arrangement under which the newspapers 
or magazines are to be sold by him at a 
fixed price, his compensation being based on 
th etention of the excess of such price over 
the amount at which the newspapers or 
magazines are charged to himo, whether or 
not he is guaranteed a minimum amount of 
compensation for such service, or Is entitled 
to be credited with the unsold newspapers 
or magazines turned back; or 

(17) Service performed in the employ of 

the person employing him, where any of 
such service is excepted by paragraph (10) 
of subeection (a). 

"1'American vessel 
I()Tetr "A riavselman 

anyc Thseltouerm"Aedricnumvessel" mnean 
anvesldcm tdorum rdudr 
the laws of the United States; and includes 
any vessel which is neither documented or 
numbered under the laws of the United 
States nor documented under the laws of 
any foreign country, if its crew is employed 
solel byUniedo mortectzn rrsdnso 
teUidSaes or corporations organ
izbd under the laws of the United States or 
of any State. 

"1 'American aircraft 
'(di) The term "American aircraft" means 

an aircraft registered under the laws of the 
United States. 

"'American employer 
"(e) The term "American employer" 

means an employer which Is (1) the United 
States or any instrumentality thereof, (2) 
a State or any political subdivision thereof, 
or any instrumentality of any one or more 
of the foregoing, (3) an individual who is a 
resident of the United States, (4) a partner
ship, if two-thirds or more of the partners 
are residents of the United States, (5) a 
trust, If all of the trustees are residents of 
the United States, or (6) a corporation or
ganized under the laws of the United States 
or of any State. 

"'Agricultural labor 
"'(f) The term "agricultural labor" in

cludes all service performed
"' (1) On a farm, in the employ of any 

person, In connection with cultivating the 
soil, or in connection with raising or harvest-
Ing any agricultural or horticultural com
modity, including the raising, shearing, feed-
Ing, caring for,. training, and management 
of livestock, bees, poultry, and fur-bearing 
animals and wildlife. 

" ' '(2) In the employ of the owner or ten
ant or other operator of a farm, in connection 
with the operation, management, conserva
tion, Improvement, or maintenance of such 
far-m and its tools and equipment, or in 
salvaging timber or clearing land of brush 
and other debris left by a hurricane, if the 
major part of such service Is performed on 
a 	farm. 

'"'(3) In connection with the production 
or harvesting of any commodity defined as 
an agricultural commodity in section 15 (g) 
of the Agricultural Marketing Act, as amend. 
ed, or In connection with the ginning of 
cotton, or in connection with the operation 
o aneac fdths aas eevis 
ormnnncofdthscalrervi,r 	waterways, not owned or operated for
profit, used exclusively for supplying and 
storing water for farming purposes. 

'4(AIntempoofheprar
of '(4 (a)m in thendlemployoftheg oprator, 
packing, packaging, processing, freezing, 
grading, storing, or delivering to storage or 
to market or to a carrier for transportation 
to market, in its unmianufactured state, any 
agricultural or horticultural commodity;, 
but only if such operator produced more 
than one-half of the commodity with respect 
to which such service is performed. 

'"'(B3) In the employ of a group of opera-
tore of farms (other than a cooperative or
ganization) in the performance of service de
scribed in subparagraph (A).*but only if 
such operators produced all of the com
raodity with respect to which such service 
Is performed. For the purposes of this sub
paragraph, any unincorporated group of 
operators shall be deemed a cooperative or
ganization if the number of operators com
prising such group is more than twenty at 
any time during the calenc~ar quarter in 
which such service is performed. 

I s efectif uchservceIs prfomedbyan employee (I) whose signature appears on 
the list filed by such organization under such 
section 1426 (1), or (ii) who became an 
employee of such organization after the cal-
endar quarter in which the certificate was 
filed; 

'1,(10) Service performed by an individual 
as an employee o~employee representative 
as defined in section 1532 of the Internal 
Revenue Code; 

',(11) (A) Service performed In any cal-
endar quarter in the employ of any organ-
ization extempt from income tax under eec-. 
tion ioi of the Internal Revenue Code, if 
the remuneration for such service, is less 
than $10; 

' (B) Service performed In the employ of 
a school, college, or university if such serv-
ice is performed by a student who is en-
rolled and is regularly attending classes at 

*such school, college, or university; 
'(12) Service performed In the employ

of a foreign government (including service 
as a consular or other officer or employee or 
a nondiplomatic representative); 

an international organization entitled to en-
joy privileges, exemptions, and immunities 
as an international organization under the 
International Organizations Immunities Act 
(59 Stat. 669). 

"1'Included and excluded service 
'(b) If the services performed during one-

half or more of any pay period by an em-
ployee for the person employing him consti-
tute employment, all the services of such 
employee for such period shall be deemed to 
be employment; but if the services per-
formed during more than one-half of any 
such pay period by an employee for the per-
son employing him do not constitute employ-. 
ment, then none of the services of such em-
ployee for such period shall be deemed to 
be employment. As used in this subsection, 
the term "pay period" means a period (of 
not more than thirty-one consecutive days) 
for which a payment of remuneration is or-
dinarily made to the employee by the person
employing him. This subsection shall not 
be applicable with respect to services per-
formed in a pay period by an employee for 
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"(5) On a farm operated for profit if such 
service is not in the course of the employer's 
trade or business or Is domestic service in 
a private home of the employer, 
The provisions of subparagraphsl (A) and 
(B) of paragraph (4) shall not be deemed to 
be applicable with respect to service per-

formd i conectonan-atithcornercalcmmrcalforedin onecionwih an 
ning or commercial freezing or in connection 
with any agricultural or horticultural com-
modity after its delivery to a, terminal mar-
ket for distribution for consumption. 

"'Farm 
"()The term "farm" includes stock, 

dairy, poultry, fruit, fur-bearing animal, and 
truck farms, plantations, ranches, nurseries. 
ranges, greenhouses or other similar struc-
tures used primarily for the raising of agri-
cultural or horticultural commodities, and 
orchards, 

" 'State 
"1'(h) 'The term "State" includes Alaska, 

Hawaii, the District of Columbia, and the 
Virgin Islands; and on and after the effective 
date specified in section 219 such term In-
cludes Puerto Rico. 

"'ntdttssystem
'UniedSatesof 

''(i) The term "United States" when used 
In a geographical sense means the States, 
Alaska, Hawaii, the District of Columbia, 
and the Virgin Islands; and on and after the 
effective date specified in section 219 such 
term includes Puerto Rico. 

"'Citioen of Puerto Rico 

"(J) An individual who is a citizen of 
Puerto Rico (but not otherwise a citizen Of 
the United States) and who is not a resident 
of the United States shall not be considered, 
for the purposes of this section, as a citizen 
of the United States prior to the effective 
date specified In section 219. 

"'mlyeand 
"'(k) The term "employee" means-

"(1) any officer of a corporation;, or 
'(Y) any individual who, under the usual 

comonlaruesaplicbl i deerinng 
the employer-employee relationship, has the 
status of an employee; or 

connection with the performance of such 
services (other than in facilities for transpor-
tation) , or if the services are in the nature of 
a single transaction not part of a continuing 
relationship with the person for whom the 
services are performed. 

"'Covered transportation service 

I"(1) (1) Except as provided in paragraph 
(2), all service performed in the employ of 
a State or political subdivision In connec-
tion with its operation of a public transpor-
tation system shall constitute covered trans-
portation service if any part of the transpor
tation system was acquired from private 
ownership after 1936 and prior to 1951. 

" '(2) Service performed in the employ of a 
State or political subdivision in connection 
with the operation of its public transports-
tion system shall not constitute covered 
transportation service if-

" '(A) any part of the transportation 
system was acquired from private ownership 
after 1936 and prior to 1951, and substantially 
all service in connection with the operation 
of the transportation system is, on December 
81, 1950, covered under a general retirement 

providing benefits which, by reason 
a provision of the State constitution deal-

Ing specifically with retirement systems of 
the State or political subdivisions thereof, 
cannot be diminished or impaired; or 

"'(B) no part of the transportation eye. 
tam operated by the State or political sub.-
division on December 31, 1950, was acquired 
from private ownership after 1936 and prior 
to 1951; 

except that If such State or political sub-
division makes an acquisition after 1950 from 
private ownership of any part of its trans. 
portation system, then, in the case of any 
employee who-thtrdorbsnsweecrid 

"'(C) became an employee of such State 
orpoiiclsudiiioonyonetinwih

at the time of its acquisition after 1950 
of such part, and 

"'(D) prior to such acquisition rendered 
service in employment in connection with the 
operation of such part of the transportation 
system acquired by the State or political 
subdivision, 

from private ownership if prior to the acqui
sition service performed by employees in con
nection with the operation of the system or 
part thereof acquired constituted employ
ment under this title, and some of such em
ployees became employees of the State or 
political subdivision in connection with and 

"'the(C)time of such acquisition.The term "political subdivision" in
cludes an Instrumentality of (i) a State, 
(it) one or more political subdivisions of a 
State, or (iii) a State and one or more of 
Its political subdivisions. 

1S~-MLTdN 
"'Sxc. 211. For the purposes of this title
"'Net earnings from self-employment 

"(a Thtem nterigsfo sl
()Tetr nt annsfo ef 

employment" means the gross income, as 
computed under chapter 1 of the Internal 
Revenue Code, derived by an individual 
from any trade or business carried on by such 
sniiullsuchddciosalwe ne 
suhchapter which are attributable to such

trade or business, plus his distributive share

(whether or not distributed) of the ordinary

net income or loss, as computed under sec

tion 183 of such code, from any trade or 
whsichnesiscaridome ber;ecpthartnesin com
whcheIammbrexpthtino
puting such gross income and deductions 
ardinr neth rnrsidincomutie ohreloss-
riayntinoeo os 
" (1) There shall be excluded rentals from 

Teal estate (including personal property
leased with the real estate) aiid deductions 
attributable thereto, unless such rentals are 
received In the course of a trade or business 
as a real estate dealer; 

"' (2) There shall be excluded Income de
rived from any trade or business In which, If 

nex 
cthietadobusemloyes, thre maorrportion exf 
the services would constitute agricultural
labor as defined in section 210 (f); anid there 
shall be excluded all deductions attributable 
to such income; 

"'3 hr hUb ecue iied 
on any share of stock, and interest on any 
bond, debenture, note, or certificate, or other 
eiec fidbensise ihitr 
eat coupons or in registered form by any 
corporation (including one Issued by a gov
ermient or political subdivision thereof), 
unless such dividends and interest (other 
than Interest described In section 25 (a) of 
the Internal Revenue Code) are received in 
the course of a trade or business as a dealer 
In stockcs or securities; 

"'(4) There shal eecue n ano 
loss (A) which is considered under chapter 
1 of the Internal Revenue Code as gain or 
loss from the sale or exchange of a capital 
asset, (B) from the cutting or disposal of 
timber if section 117 (j) of such code is 
applicable to such gain or loss, or (C) from 
the salp, exchange, involuntary conversion, 
or other disposition of property if such prop
erty Is neither (i) stock in trade or other 
property of a kind which would properly be 
includible in inventory Jr5 on hand at the 
close of the taxable year. nor (ii) property 
held primarily for sale to. customers in the 
ordinary course of the trade or business; 

" '(5) The deduction for net operating loss-
as provided in section 23 (a) of such code 
shall not be allowed; 

"'(6) (A) If any of the income derived 
from a trade or business (other than a trade 
or business carried on by a partnership) is 
community Income under community prop. 
arty laws applicable to such Income, aUl of 
the gross income and deductions attributable 
to such trade or business shall be treated as 
the gross income and deductions of the 
husband unless the wife exercises substan
tially all of the management and control of 
such trade or business, in which case all of 
such gross Income and deductions shall be 
treated as the gross income and deductions 
of the wife; 

an unde 
(1)ervie (2)of thismubsecation) whoanperforms 
vidual2wof tis bsemployee paragraph 

serics orremneatonforan prsn-
"'(A) as an agent-driver or commission-

driver engaged In distributing meat prod-
ucts, vegetable products, fruit products, bak-
ery products, beverages (other than milk), 
or laundry or dry-cleaning services, for his 

prnia;with 
'(B) as a full-time life insurance sales-

man;, 
"'(C) as a home worker performing work 

according to specifications furnished by the 
person for whom the services are Performed, 
on materials or goods furnished by suchi 
person which are required to be returned to 
such person or a person designated by him, 
If the performance of such services Is sub-
ject to licensing requirements under the laws 
of the State in which such services are par-
formd; s rctoravln aemnte 
thDa satrvlnnr iyslsmn te 

thnas an agent-driver Or commission-
driver, engaged upon a full-time basis in the 
solicitation on behalf of.' and the transinis-
sion. to, his principal (except for side-line 
sales activities on behalf of some other per-
son) of orders from wholesalers, retailers, 
contractors, or operators of hotels, restau. 
rants, or other similar establishments for. 
merchandise for resale or supplies for use in 
their business operations; 
If the contract of service contemplates that 
substantially all of such services are to be 
performed personally by such Individual; ax-
cept that an individual shall not be included 
In the term "employee" under the provisions 
of this paragraph if such individual has a 
substantial investment In facilities used in 

thanrangraih the service Of such employee In connection"()ayidvidual (hsanepotheuner
with tbe operation of the transportation 
system shall constitute covered transports-
tion service, commencing with the first day 
of the third calendar quarter following the 
calendar quarter in which the acquisition of 
such part took place, unless on such first day, 
such service of such employee is covered by 
a general retirement system which does not, 

respect to such employee, contain 
special provisions applicable only to em-
ployees described In subparagraph (C). 

"'(3) All service performed In the employ 
of a State or Political subdivision thereof 
in connection with Its operation of a public 
transportation system shall constitute coy-
ered transportation service if the transpor-
tation system was not operated by the Stkte 
or Political subdivision prior to 1951 and, 
at the time Of its first acquisition (after 
1950) from private ownership of any part 
of Its transportation system, the State or 
political subdivision did not have a general 
retirement system covering substantially all 
service performed in connection with the op. 
eration of the transportation system. 

" '(4) For the purposes of this subsection-
"'(A) The term "general retirement sys. 

tema" means any Pension, annuity, retire. 
ment, or similar fund or system established 
by a State or by a Political subdivi~sion, there-
of for employees of the State, Political subdi-
vision, or both; but such term shall not 
Include such a fund or system which covers 
only service performed In positions dOnnected 
With the operation of Its public transporta-
tion system. 

"'(B3) A transportation system or a part 
thereof shall be considered to have been 
acquired by a State or political subdivision 
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' If any portion of a partner's distrib-1I(B) 

Utive share of the ordinary net income or 
loss from a trade or business carried on by a 
partnership is community income or loss 
under the community property laws appli-
cable to such share, all of such distributive 
share shall be included in computing the net 
earnings from self-employment of such 
partner, and no part of such share shall be 
taken into account In computing the net 
earnings from self-employment of the spouse 
Of Such partner; 

" '(7) In the case of any taxable year be-
ginning on or after the effective date speci-
fied in section 219, (A) the term "possession 
of the United States" as used in section 251 
of the Internal Revenue Code shall not in-
clude Puerto Rico. and (B) a citizen or real-
dent of Puerto Rico shall compute his net 
earnings from self-employment In tbe same 
manner as a citizen of the United States and 
without regard to the provisioas of section 
252 of such code. 
If the taxable year of a partner is different 
from that of the partnership, the distribu-
tive share which he is required to include in 
computing his net earnings from self-em-
ployment shall be based upon the ordinary 
net income or loss of the partnership for 
any taxable year of the partnership (even 
though beginning prior to 1951) ending with-
In or with his taxable year. 

"'Self-employment income 
"'b The term "self-employment in-

come" means the net earnings from self-
employment derived by an Individual (other 
than a nonresident alien individual) during 
any taxable year be.ginning after 1950; ex-
cept that such term shall not Include-

"'I(1) That part of the net earnings from 
self-employment which is In excess of: (A) 
$3,600. minus (B) the amount of the wages
paid to such individual during the taxable 
year; or 

"'-(2) The net earnings from self-employ-
inent, if such net earnings for the taxable 
year are less than $400. 

Intecsfaytxbeya einning
pIortthecaefofecnytiveadae specified nsc 
tion 219, an individual who is a citizen of 
Puerto Rico (but not otherwise a citizen of 
the United States) and who Is not a resi-
dent of the United States during such taxable 
year shall be considered, for the purposes of 
this subsection, as a nonresident alien in-
dividual. An individual who is not a citizen 
of the United States but who Is a resident 
of the Virgin Islands or (after the effective 
date specified in section 219) a resident of 
Puerto Rico shall not, for the purposes of 

thssubsection, be considered to be a non-
thsisen ainidvul.Insurance 

raietainidvda.Ing
"'Trade or business 

' (c The term "trade or business', when 
used with reference to self-employment in-
come or net earnings from self-employment, 
shall have the same meaning as when used 
in section 23 of the Internal -3evenue Code, 
except that such term shall not Include-

"'(1) The performance of the functions of 
a public office; 

"' (2) The performance of service by an 
Individual as an employee (other than serv-
J :e described in section 210 (a) (16) (B) 
p--formed by an individual -.7ho has attained 
the age of eighteen);

'(3) '..:he-performance of service by an 
Individual as an employee or employee repre-
sentative as defined in section 1532 of the 
Internal Revenue Code; 

"' (4) The performance of service by a duly 
ordained, commissioned, or licensed minister 
of a church in the exercise of his ministry 
or by a member of a religious order in the
exercise of duties required by such order; or 

I 5 The performance ofsrieby anI-
dividual In the exercise of his profession as 

aphysician, lawyer, dentist, osteopath, veter-
inarian, chiropractor, naturopath, optome-
trist, Christian Science practitioner. archi-

tect, certified public accountant, accountant 
registered or licensed as an accountant un-
der State or municipal law, full-time practic-
Ing pub'ic accountant, funeral director, or 
professional engineer; or the performance of 
such service by a partnership. 

"'atesi n ate 
"'PdoTetem prtnershpP tarneand 

"'d h em''tesi"adte 
term "partner" shall have the same meaning 
as when used in supplement F of chapter 1 
of the Internal Revenue Code. 

"'Taxable year 
"'(a) The termn "taxable year" shall have 

the same mocaning as when used In chapter 
1 f£ the Internal Revenue Code; and the 
taxable year of any individual shall be a 
calendar year unless he has a different tax-
able year for the purposes of chapter 1 of 
a'- -h code, in which case his taxable year for 
the purposes of this title shall be the same 
na his taxable yer~r under such chapter 1. 
"'CREDITINpG3 OF' SELF-EMPLOYMENT INCOME TO 

CALENDAR QUAnTEAS 
"Ii-
"'Ec. 212. For the purposes of determin 

lag -average monthly wage and quarters 
of coverage the amount of self-employ-
ment income derived during any taxable yesr 
shall be credited to calendar quarters as 
follows:heastlatsiqurrsocvrg. 

"'I(a) In the case of a taxable year which 
Is a calendar year the self-employment in-
come of such taxable year shall be credite 

td 
equally to each quarter of such calendar 
year. 

" '(b) In the case of any other taxable year 
the self-employment Income shall be cred-
Ited equally to the calendar quarter in which 
such taxable year ends and to each of the 
next three or fewer preceding quarters any 
part of which is in such taxable year. 

"'QuArTE AND QUARTER Or COVERAGE 

1 Dfntossala 
"'Sec. 213. (a) For the purposes of this 

title-
"'(1) The term "quarter", and the term 

"calendar quarter", mean a period of three 
calendar months ending on March 31. June 
30, September 30, or December 31. 

"1'(2) (A) The term "quarter of coverage" 
means, In the case of any quarter occurring 
prior to 1951, a quarter In which the indi-
vidual has been paid $50 or more in wages. 
In the case of any individual who has bean 
paid, in a calendar year prior to 1951, $3,000 
or more In wages each quarter of such year 
following his first quarter of coverage shall 
be deemed a quarter of coverage. excepting 
any quarter in such year in which such indi-
vidual. died or became entitled to a primary

benefit and any qudirter succeed-
such quarter In which be died or became 

so entitled. 
"'(B3) The term "quarter of coversge"* 

means, in the case of a quarter occurring 
sitar 1950, a quarter in which the Individual 
has been paid $50 or more in wages or .for 
which he has been credited (as determined 
under section 212) with $100 or more of self-
employment Income, except that-

"'(i) no quarter after the quarter in which 
such Individual died shall be a quarter of 
coverage; 

"'(ii) if the wages paid to any Individual 
In a calendar year equal or exceed $3,600. each 
quarter of such year shall (subject to clause 
(1)) be a quarter of coverage; 

"I (iii) if an individual has self-employ-
nment income for a taxable year, and If the 
sum of such Income and the wages paid to 
him during such taxable year equals $3,600. 
each quarter any part of Which falls in such 
year shall be a quarter of coverage; and 

"'(iv) no quarter shall be counted as a 
quarter of coverage prior to the beginning of 

such quarter. 


"Ceiigo ae adi 97$2$22

Crdtn01wgsaiin

"(b) With respect to wages paid to an 

Individual in the six-month periods corn-


mencing either January 1. 1937. or July 1. 
1937; (A) if wages of not less; than $100 were 
paid in any such period, one-half of the total 
Amount thereof shall be deemed to have been 
paid In each of the calendar quarters In suchl 
period; and (B) If, wages Of less than $100 
were paid in any such period, the total 
amount thereof shall be deemed to have been 
paid in the latter quarter of such period. 
except that if in any such period, the Indi
vidual attained age sixty-five, all of the wages 
paid in such period shall be deemed to have 
been paid before such age was attained. 
"'INSUSED STATUS FOR PURPOSES OF OLD-AGE AND 

SURVIVCRS INSusMANCE BENEFITS 
"'SEC. 214. For the purposes of this title-" 

"1'Fullyinsured individuatl 
"(a) (1) In the case of any Individual 

who died prior to September 1, 1950. the term 
"fully insured Individual" means any indi
vidual who had not less than one quarter of 
coverage (whenever acquired) for each two 
of the quarters elapsing after 1936, or after 
the quarter in which he attained the age of. 
twenty-one, whichever is later, and up to but 
excluding the quarter in which he attained 
retirement age, or died, whichever first ce
curred, except that In no case shall an in
dividual be a fully insured individual unless 

he2has athleas csiqurerof coidveruage.h
'(2berth cseof nyindviua who

did not die prior to Septembr1 90 h 
term "fully insured individual" means any
Individual who had not less than

"'(A) one quarter of coverage (whether 
acquired before or after such day) for each 
two of the quarters elapsing after 1950. or 
after the quarter in which he attained the 
age of twenty-one, whichever Is later, and 
up to but excluding the quarter in which 
he attained retirement age, or died, which
ever first occurred, except that in no case 
shlanidvulbeaflynurd d

niiulb ul nue ni 
vidual unless he has at least six quarters of 
coverage;, or 

"I'(B) forty quarters of coverage. 
"'1(3) When the number of elapsed quar

tars specified in paragraph (1) or (2) (A) 
i nodnmefrproe fsc as 
graph such number shall be reduced by one. 

"'Currently insured individual 
"'1(b) The term "currently insured Indi

vidual" means any individual who had not 
less than six quarters of coverage during the 
thirteen-quarter period ending with (1) the 
quarter in which he died, (2) the quarter 
In which he became entitled to old-age in
surance benefits, or (3) the quarter In which, 
he became entitled to primary insurance 
benefits under this title as in effect prior to 
the enactment of this section. 

CMUAINO PRAR ISUAC 
"CMUAINO RMR NUAc 

AMOUNT 
"'SEc. 215. For the purposee of this title

"'Primary insurance amount 
'(a) (1) The primary Insurance. amount 

of an Individual who attained age twenty. 
two aftar 1950 and with respect to whom not 
less than six of the quarters elapsing alter 
1950 are quarters of coverage shall be 50 per 
centumn of the first $100 of his average 
monthly wage plus 15 per centum of the 
next $200 of such wage; except that if his 
average monthly wage Is less than $50. his 
primary insurance amount shall be the 
amount appearing in column II of the fol
lowing table on the line on which in column 
I appears his average monthly wage.' 

' 

Average Primary 
monthly insurance 

wage amount 
$30 or less $20 
$32 2 

$33 $23 
$34 $24 
$35 to $49 $25 
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1(2) The primary insurance amount of 
an Individual who attained age twenty-two 
prior to 1951 and with respect to whom not 
less than aix of the quarters elapsing after 
1950 are quarters of coverage shall be which-
ever of the following is the larger-

"'(A) the amount computed as provided 
in paragraph (1) of this subsection; or 

"'(B1) the amount determined under sub-
section (c).

'(3) The primary insurance amount of 
any other individual shall be the amount de-
termined under subsection (c).

"'Average monthly wage 

An individual's "average"'(1b) (1) 
be the quotient Ob-monthly wage" shall 

tamned by dividing the total of-
"'(A) his wages after his starting date 

(determined under paragraph (2) ) and 
prior to his wage closing date (determined 
under paragraph (3))' and 

"'(B) his self-employment income after 
such starting date and prior to his self-

emlyeticm lsn ae(ee-
mined under paragraph (3)) 
by the number of months elapsing after such 

starting date and prior to his divisor closing
date (determined under paragraph (3) ) ex-
cluding from such elapsed months any 
month in any quarter prior to the quarter
in which he attained the age of twenty-two 
which was not a quarter of coverage, except 
that when the number of such elapsed 
months thus computed is less than eighteen.

it shallbe to incresedeghteen.$37---------------
it2hal be increidased "satoighen.aehl"'2$niniiul'9satigdt"-hl 

be Dccember 31, 1950, or, if later, the day 
preceding the quarter in which he attained 

for purposes of section 203 (a), be the August 1950, except that In making such re-
amount appearing on such line In coluzfL~ Computation section 217 (a) shall be ap-
Mn. 

- - -veteran. 

'M II 

And the aver-
If the primary fusur- The primary ag-emfnentbly 

ance benefit (as de- insurance wage of por-
terinined under sub. amount shall puinma-
section (d) is: be: mmefls 

b: 

$in ----- $20. 00 $W.00 
$11-------------------- 22 00 44.00 
$12-------------------- 24. 00 48500 
$13----------------------- 28 00 52.00
$14-------------------- 28.0CO 560 
$15-------------------30s. 00 80.00 
$160------------------- 131.70 03.40 
$17-------------------- 133. 661.4020 
$18------------------- 34. 50 6900
$19------------------- 35. 710 71:40 

_ 37. 60 74.00 
$21-------------------- 38.00 77.00 
$22-------------------- 40. 20 s0.40 

$20-------------------

$23 -------------------- 42. 20
$24-------------------- 44. 30 89.00 
$25-------------------- 48.50 9.3.00 
$20 ------------------- 48.350 96.60 

----- -- 10.00-- 100.00 
g $25 ------------------- 51.so 110.

02700
$29-------------------- 052.80 118.00o 
V30----------------------- 054.00 126. 00 
$31-------------------- 155.10 134.00 
$32----------_--------- 150.20 141.30
8._3------------------ 157.20 148. 00 
Vi ------------------- 5S. 20 154.60 
$35----------------------- 59.20 101.30 
$24----------------------- Co.20 163108 

20 
$30 ------------------- 62. 20 181.30 

-------- 061. 174:60 

------------------- 63.10 187.30 
$40---------------- 64.CO 105.00 
$41------------------------- 64.~, 210.00 

plicable If such individual is a World War II 

-'(3) In the case of any Individual who 
died prior to September 1950, his primary in. 
surance benefit shall be determined as pro
vided In this title as in effect prior to the 
enactment of this sectidn, except that section 
217 (a) shall be applicable, In lieu of sec
tion 210 of this Act as In effect prior to 
the enactment of this section, but only if 
It results in a larger primary insurance 
benefit.

"'(4) In the case of any other individual, 
hspiayIsrnebnftsalb on 
hipimrInuacbeftsalbecputed as provided in this title as in effect 
prior to the enactment of this section. ex
cept that

"'AIntecmuainoschbef, 
(AIntecmuainoschbef,such individual's average monthly wage shall 

(in lieu of being determined under section 
209 (f) of such title as in effect prior to the 
encmtofhiscin)bdtrieda
encmnto4hs eto)4edtrmnda
provided in subsection (b) of this section, 
except that his starting date shall be De-

camber 31, 1936.


prpse
(B) For pupssof such computation,
the date he became entitled to old-age in
surance benefits shall be deemed to be the 
date he became entitled to primary insur
ance benefits. 

"'(C) The 1 per centumn addition provided 
for in section 209 (a) (2) of this Act as in 
fetpirt h ncmn fti eto 

efctpirothentmtofhsscin
shall be applicable only with respect to cal
endar years prior to 1951. 

"(D) The provisions of subsection (c

shall be applicable to such computation.

"''Certainwages and self-employment income 

not to be counted

"'(e) For the purposes of subsections (b)


(d) (4) 
"'(1) in computing an individual's aver

age monthly wage there shall not be counted, 
in the case of any calendar year after 1950, 
the excess over $3,600 of (A) the wages paid 
to him In such year, plus (B) the self-em
ployment income credited to such year (as 
determined under section 212); and 

" '(2) if an individual's average monthly 
wage computed unaler subsection (b) or for 
the purposes of subsection (d) (4) is not a 
multiple of $1, it shall be reduced to the next 
lower multiple of $1. 

"'Becomputation of benefits 

"1'(f) (1) After an individual's primary 
insurance amount has been determined 
under this section, there shall be no recoin
putation of such individual's primary in
surance amount except as provided in this 
subsection or, in the case of a World '11r II 
veteran who died prior to July 27, 1954, as 
provided in section 217 (b). 

"'(2) Upon application by an individual 
entitled to old-age insurance benefits, the 
Administrator shall recompute his primary 
insurance amount if application therefor Is 
filed after the twelfth month for which de
ductions under paragraph (1) or (2) of sec
tion 203 (b) have been imposed (within a 
period of thirty-six months) with respect to 
such benefit, not taking into account any 
month prior to September 1950 or prior to 
the earliest month for which the last pre-
Vious computation of his primary insurance 
amount was effective, and if not less than 
six of the quarters elapsing after 1950 and 
prior to the quarter In which he filed such 
application are quarters of coverage. A re
computation under this paragraph shall be 
made only as provided in subsection (a) (1) 
and shall take Into account only such wages 
and self-employment income as would be 
taken into account under subsection (b) If 
the month In which application for recompu
tation is filed were deemed to be the month 
In which the individual became entitled to 
old-age insurance benefits. Such recompu
tation shall be effective for and after the 

:-----the age of twenty-two, whichever results in-------------- ----- 65. SO 220:00 
ihraeaemnhywg.$43----------------------- 60. 7 230 00th thehiheravrag age $4 .............. 07. C0 240.00
mnthy 

"'(0) (A) Except to the extent provided 
in paragraph (D), an individual's "Wage 
closing date" shall be the first day of the 
second quarter preceding the quarter in 
which he died or became entitled to old-
age insurance benefits, whichever first oc-
curred. 

"'(B1) Except to the extent provided in. 
paragraph (D), an individual's "self-employ-
ment income closing date" shall be the day 
following the quarter in which ends his last 
taxable year (i) which ended before the 
month in which he died or became entitled 
to old-age insurance benefits, whichever 
first occurred, and (ii) during which he 
derived self-employment income. 

"'(C) Except to the extent provided in 
paragraph (23). an individual's "divisor 
closing date" shall be the later of his wage 
closing date and his self-employment in-
come closing date. 

"'(D) In case of an individual who died 
or became entitled to old-age insurance 
benefits after the first quarter in which he 
both was fully insured and had attained 
retirement age, the determination of his 
closing datss shall be made as though he 
became entitled to old-age Insurance hens-
fits In such first quarter, but only if It would 
result in a higher average monthly wage for 
such individual, 

"'(4) Notwithstanding the preceding pro-
visions of this subsection, In computing an 
individual's average monthly wage, there 
shall not be taken Into account any self-
employment income of such individual for 
taxable years ending in or after the month 
In which he died or became entitled to old-
age Insurance benefits, whichever first 
occurred, 

'etriaonmaeyusofte
c'eemntonvesiondtbl ue oh 

tbleever 
"(c) (1) The amount referred to in para-

graph (3) and clause (B) of paragraph (2) 
of Subsection (a) for an individual shall be 
the amount appearing In column II of the 
following table on the line on which in 
column I appears his primary insurance 
benefit (determined ns Provided in subsection 
(d)); and his average monthly wage shall, 

convrsin 

$45 ----------------------- 68.30 250. 00 
$46-----------------68.10 250. 00 

-and 

"(2) In case the primary insurance bane-
fit of an individual (determined as provided 
in subsection (d) falls between the amounts 
of any two consecutive lines in column I of 
the table, the amount referred to in pars-
graph (3) and clause (B) of paragraph (2) 
of subsection (a) for such Individual, and his 
average monthly wage for purposes of section 
203 (a), shall be determined in accordance 
with regulations of the Administrator de-
signed to obtain results consistent with those 
obtained for individuals whose primary in-
surance benefits are shown In column I of 
the table. 

" '(3) For the purpose of facilitating the 
use of the conversion table in computing 
any insurance benefit under section 202, the 
Administrator is authorized to sassume 'that 
the primary insurance benefit from which 
such benefit under section 202 is determined 
is one cent or two cents more or less than 
Its actual amount, 
"'rmr~isrnebnftfrpro~1
" Piayisrnebnftfrproe f 

conversion table 
"'(d) For the purposes Of subsection (c). 

the primary insurance benefits of individuals 
shall be determined as follows: 

"'(1) In the case of any individual who 
was entitled to a primary insurance benefit 
for August 1950, his primary insurance bene-
fit shall, except as provided in paragraph (2). 
be the primary insuxance benefit to which 
he was so entitled. . 

"'(2) In the case of any individual to 
whom paragraph (1) Is applicable and who 
Is a World War II veteran or in August 1950 
rendered services for wages Of $15 or more, 
his primary insurance benefit shall be which-

of the following Is larger: (A) the prI- 
mary Insurance benefit to which he was en-
titled for August 1950,- or (B) his primary 
Insurance benefit for August 1950 recoin-
puted, under section 209 (q) of the Social 
Security Act as in effect prior to the enact-
ment of this section, in the same manner as 
If such individual had filed application for, 
and was entitled to a recomputation for 
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deemed to be the first day of the quarter in 
which he became entitled to old-age insur-
ance benefits, Such recomputation shall be 
effective for and after the first month In 
which he became entitled to old-g Inur 

ancensr-ancebeneits.mother 
"(B3) Upon application by a person en-

titled to monthly benefits on the basis of 
the wages and self-employment incomne of 
an individual who died after August 1950,
the Administrator shall recompute such in-

diiulsprmrnurneaonti-uh 
applhcation is filed at least six months after 
the month In which such Individual died or 

bcmenildtol-age insurance bene-
fits, whichever first occurred, Such recoin-
putation shall be made in the manner pro-
vided in the preceding subsections of this 

secionforcomutaionofsucamuntex-
Secton or omptatonexf suh aounecpt that his closing dates for purposes of 

subsection (b)- shall be deemed to be the 
first day of the quarter In which he died or 
became entitled to old-age insurance hens-
fits, whichever first occurred. Such recoin-
putation shall be effective for and after the 
Month In which such person who filed the 
application, for recomputation became en-
titled to such monthly benefits. -No recoin-
putation under this- paragraph shall affect 
the amiount of the jump-sum death Pay-
ieent under subsection- (i) of section- 202 and 
no such recomputation shall render erroneous 
any such payment certified -by the Admninis-
trator prior to the effective date of the recoin-
putation. 

"'(4) Upon the death after August 1950 
of an individual entitled to old-age insur-
ance benefits, if any person is entitled to 
monthly benefits, or to a lump-sum death 
payment, on the basis of the wages and self-
employment income of such Individual, the 
Administrator shall recompute the decedent's 
pr,.mary insurance amount, but (except as 
provided in paragraph (3) (B3)) only if--

"'..(A) the decedent would have been en-
tited to a recomputation under paragraph

(2) if he had filed applicetion theref or In 
the month In which he died: or 

".'(B3) the decedent during his lifetime was 

paid compensation which Is treated, under 

section 205 (o), as remuneration for em-

ployment. 


Ifs te y sb-rcornutaionprmitedIf prmitedte y sb-s rcoinutaion
paragraph (A), the recomnputation shall be 

made (if at all) as though he had filed appli-

cation for a recomputation -under paragraph 

(2) in the month in which he died, except
that such recomputation -shall include any 
compensatioll (described in section 205 (a) )
paid to him prior to the divisor closing date 
which would have been applicable under 
such paragraph. If recomnputation is per-
mitted by subparagraph (B), the recomputa- 
tion shall take Into account only the wages
L-id self-employment income which were 
taken Into account in the last previous coin-
putation of his primary Insurance amount 
and the compensation (described in section 
205 (0) ) paid to him prior to the divisor 
closing date applicable to such computation. 
If both of the preceding sentences are appli-
cable to an individual, only the recoin 1 tay

pus 
tion which results in the larger pr mary
insurance amount shall be made. 

"'(5) Any recomnputation under this sub-
section shall he effective only if such recoin-
putatlon results In a higher primary insur-
ance amount, 

month in which such application for re- "'Rounding of benefits 
compuitation is filed. -(g) The amount of any primary Insur-

... (3) (A) Upon application by an indi- ance amount and the amount of any monthly
vidual entitled to old-age insurance benefits, benefit computed under section 222 which
filed at least six months after the month in (after reduction under section 203 (a)) is not 
Whichr Shelbecameuso hnisld thearA in- multiple of $0.10 shall be raised to the next

trtrsalrcmuehspiayinsurance higher multiple of $0.10.
amount. Such recomputation shall be madewhcheasdmildttetmeohs 
in the manner provided in the preceding "'OTHER DEFINITIONS 
subsections of this section for computation "'Sa:c. 216. For the purposes of this title-
ofo purpaosesno

f subsectththion closing dates "'Retirement agefor urpsessbsecion(b) ahall beacodntoshlwwudhveheam 
"'(a) The term "retirement age", means 

age sixtfie 
"'Wije 

(b temeashewfof 
aIdiidal butmonlye mean wIsetheshe(1 
a idbenefitsny f se 1)isthwithof his, son or daughter, or. (2) was
married to him for a period of not less than 
three years immediately preceding the day 
on which her application is filed, 

"'usb 
' (c) The term "widow" (except when 

used In section 202(i) means the surviving
wife of an individual, but only if she (1) is 
th ohro i o rduhe,()lgly 
adopted his son or daughter While she was 
married to him and while such son or daugh
ter was under the age of eighteen,(3wa
mariedtohimat he mebot 3otbeas
marie tohim t te tme othof hem
legally adopted a chlild tunder the 'Age of 
eighteen, or (4.) was inarrIed, to him .for a 
peido-o esta oe.year imme~diately
prior to the day on Which he died, 

" 'Formerwife divorced 
"'(d) The term "former wife divorced"-

means. a woman divorced from ,an individual, 
but only if she (1) is the Mothet of his son 
or daughter, (2) legally -adopted his son or 
daughter while she was married to him and 
while such son or daughter was under the 
age of eighteen, or (3) was, married to him 
at the time both of them legally adopted a 
child under the age of eighteen, 

"'hidAugust 
"'(e) The term "child" means (1) the 

child of an Individual, and (2) in the case 
of a living individual, a stepchild or adopted
child who has been such stepchild or adopted
child for not less than three.-years Imine-
diately preceding the day on which ap~plica-
tion for child's benefits ir. filed, and (3) In 
thcaeoadcasdiivul,()n 
adopted child, or. (B) a stepchild Who has 
been such, stepchild for not less than, one 
year immediately preceding the day on, which 
such individual died, In determining
whether an adopted child has met the length
of time requirement in clause (2), time spent
In the relationship' of stepchild shall be 
counted as time spent -in the relationship of 
adopted child. -

"Busandtitle"Husandemployment
"'(f) The term "husband" means the bUs-

band of *n individual, but only if he (1) is 
the father of her son or da,.:ghter, or' (2) 
was married to her for a period of not less 
than three years immediately preceding the 
day oii which his application is filed, 

"'~Widoe 
, h em"ioe"(xetwe
')Thtem"ioe"(xetwe

used in section 202 (1)) means the surviving
husband of an Individual, but only If he (1)
is the father of her son or daughter, (2)
legally adopted her son or Laughter while he 
was married to her and while such son or 
daughter was under the age of eighteen, (3) 
was married to her at the time both of them 
legally adopted a child under the age of 
eighteen, or (4) was marriediod of not less than one year to her for a pe-
prior immediatelyhihsede.rined 

t h a nwhc h id 
"'Determination of family status 

1-(h) (1) In determining whether an ap.
plicant is the wife, husband, widow, widower, 
child, or parent of a fully insured or currently
Insured individual for purposes of this title, 

the Administrator shall apply such law as 
would be applied in determlning the devolu
tion of intestate personal property by the 
courts of the State in which such Insured in
dividual i oiie ttetm uhapi 
cant files application, or, if such Insured in
divivdual is dead, by the courts of the State, In 

dhichohe wsuc doicilred at theuatIme of his 
deathsor insue Iseourtwsdoifcsueh anydStateab 
of the District of Columbia. Applicants who 
acodntoshlwwudhveheam 
status relative to taking Intestate personal 
property as a wife, husband, widow, widower, 
child, or parent shall be deemed such. 

"'(2) A wife shall be deemed to be living
her husband if they are both membersof the same household, or she is receiving

regular contributions from him toward her 
support, or he has been ordered by any courti 
to contribute to her support: and a widow 
salb emdt aebe iigwt e 
sand at theeetieof death wthewerehise lifin 
both neenbers of the same household on the 
date of his death, or she was receiving regu
lrcnrbtosfo i oadhrsp 
port on such date, or he had been ordered by 
any court to contribute tc her support. 

"'(3) A husband shall be deemed to be liv
ing with his wife if they ar" both members of
the same-household, or he Ir receiving regu-_
lar contributions from her- toward- his sup

oto h a en ree*b n or 
to contribute to his -support;, and a widower 
shall be deemed to have been living with his 
wife at the time of her death If they were 
both members of the same household on the 
date of her death, or he was receiving regular,
contributions from her toward his' support 
on such date, or she had been ordered by any 
court to contribute to his support.'

"(b) The amendment made by subsection 
(a) shall take effect January 1, 1951, except

that sections 214, 213, and.216 of -the Social

Security Act shall be applicable (1) In the

case of monthly benefits for months after


1950, and (2) in the case of lump-sum

death payments with respect to deaths after

August 1950.


~ws5 EEAS 
-EERN"WRL WR-

"Sr-C. 105, Effective September 1, 1950, title 
U1 of the Social Se-curity Act is amended by
striking out section 210 and~by, adding after 
section 216 (added by section 104 (it) of this 
Act), the following: 
"'BENEFITS IN CASE OF WORLD WAR U1VETERANS 

"'SEc. 21'7. (a) (1) For purposes of deter
mining entitlement to and the amount of any
monthly benefit for any-month after August
1950. or entitlement to and the amount of 
any lump-sum death payment in ccse of a 
death after -such month, payable under this 

on the basis of the wages and self-income of any World War II 
veteran, such veteran. shall be deemed to 
have been paid wages (in addition to the 
wages, If any, actually paid to him) of $160 
in each month during any part of which 
he served in the active military or naval 
service of the United States during World 
War II. This subsection shall not be ap
lcbeI h aeo n otl eei 

plcbentecaefaymnhybnft 
or lump-sum death payment if

"'(A) a larger such benefit or Payment, as 
the case may be, would be payable without 
its application: or 

"'(B1) a benefit (other than a benefit pay
able in a lump sum unless It Is a commuta
tion of, or a substitute for, periodic pay
ments) which is based, in whole or In part. 
upon the active military or naval service ofsuch veteran during World War II Is determotedyoby any agency or wholly owned In

strumentality of the United States (other
than the Veterans' Administration) to be 
payable by It under any other law of the 
United States or under a system established 
by such agency or instrumentality. 
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''1(2) Upon application for benefits or a 

lump-sum death payment on the basis of 
the wages and self-employment income of 
any World War II veteran, the Federal Secu-
rity Administrator shall make a decision 
without regard to clause (B) of paragraph 
(1) of this subsection unless he has been 
notified by some other agency or instrumen-
tality of the United States that, on the basis 
of the military or naval service of such vet-
eran during World War 3I1,a benefit described 
In clause (B) of paragraph (1) has been de-
termined by such agency or instrumentality 
to be payable by It. if he has not been so 
notified, the Federal Security Administrator 
shall then ascertain whether some other 
agency or wholly owned instrumentality Of 
the United States has decided that a benefit 
described in clause (B) of paragraph (1) is 
payable by it. If any such agency or in-
strumentality has decided, or thereaf(er de-
cides, that such a benefit is payable by it. It 
shall so notify the Federal Security Admin-
Istrator, and the Administrator shall certify 
no further benefits for payment or shall 
recompute the amount of any further bene-
fits payable, as may be required by para-
graph (1) of this subsection. 

"(3) Any agency or wholly owned ins~tru-
mentality of the United States which is au-
thorized by any law of the United States to 
pay benefits, or has a system of benefits 
which are based, in whole or in part, on 
military or naval service during World War 
II shall, at the request of the Federal Secu-
rity Administrator, certify to him, with re-
spect to any veteran, such Information as 
the Administrator deems neceasary to carry 
out his functions under paragraph (2) of 
this subsection, 

'-(b) (1) Any World War II veteran who 
died during the period of three years Imme-
diately following his separation from the 
active military or naval service of the United 
States shall be deemed to have died a fully 
Insured Individual whose primary. insurance 
amount is the amount determined under 
section 215 (c). Notwithstanding section 
215 (d) , the Primary Insurance benefit (for 
purposes of section 215 (c)) of such veteran 
shall be determined as provided In this title 
as In effect prior to the enactment of this 
section, except that the 1 per centum addi-
tion provided for In section 209 (e) (2) of 
this Act as In effect prior to the enactment 
of this section shall be applicable only with 
respect to calendar years prior to 1951. This 
subsection shall not be applicable in the 
case of any monthly benefit or lump-sum 

dahpyeti-" 
"'(A) a larger such benefit or payment, 

as the case may be, would be payable with-
out its application;

"(13) any pension or compensation Is de-
termined by the Veterans' Administration 
to be payable by it on the basis of the death 
of such veteran; 

" '(C) the death of the veterali occurred 
while he was in the active military or naval 
service of the United States; or 

"'(D) such veteran has been discharged 
or released from the active Military or naval 
service of the United States subsequent to 
July 28, 1951. 

"'(2) Upon an application for benefits or 
a lump-sum death payment on the basis of 
the -wages and self-employment income of 
any World War II veteran, the Federal Secu-
rity Administrator shall make a decision 
without regard to paragraph (1) (B) Of hs 
subsection unless he has been notified by the 
Veterans' Administration that pension or 
compensation Is determined to be payable 
by the Veterans' Administration by reason 
of the death of such veteran, The Federal 
Security Administrator shall thereupon re-
port such decision to the Veterans' Admin. 
istration. If the Veterans' Administration 
In any such case has made an adjudication 
or thereafter makes an adjudication that any 

pension or compensation Is payable under any 
law adminstered by It, it shall notify the 
Federal Security Administrator, and the Ad-
ministrator shall certify no further benefits 
for payment, or shall recompute the amount 
of any further benefits payable, as may be 
required by paragraph (1) of this subsection, 
Any payments theretofore certified by the 
Federal Security Administrator on the basis 
of paragraph (1) of this subsection to any 
individual, not exceeding the amount of any 
accrued pension or compensation payable 
to him by the Veterans' Administration, shall 
(notwithstanding the provisions of section 3 
of the Act of August 12, 1935, as amended 
(38 U. S. C., sec. 454a) ) be deemed to have 
been paid to him by such Administration onl 
account of such accrued pension or com-
pensation. No such payment certified by 
the Federal Security Administrator, and no 
payment certified by him for any month 
prior to the first month for which any pen-
sion or compensation is paid by the Veterans' 
Administration shall be deemed by reason 
of this subsection to have been an erroneous 
payment. 

"'(c) In the case of any World War II vet-
eran to whom subsection (a) is applicable, 
proof of support required under section 202 
(h) may be filed by a parent at any time 
prior to July 1951 or prior to the expiration 
of two years after the date of the death of 
such veteran, whichever is the later, 

"'(d) For the purposes of thi section-

"''(1) The term "World War II" means 
the period beginning with September 16, 1940, 
and ending at the close of July 24, 1947. 

"'(2) The term "World War It veteran" 
means any Individual who served in the ac-
tive military or naval service of the United 
States at any time during World War II and 
who, If discharged or released therefrom, was 
so discharged or released under conditions 
other than dishonorable after active service 
of ninety days or more or by reason of a dis-
ability or injury Incurred or aggravated in 
service In line of duty; but such term shall 
not include any individual who died while 
In the active military or naval service of the 
United States If his death was inflicted 
(other than by an enemy of the United 
States) as lawful punishment for a military 
or naval offense.' 

'COVERAGE OF STATE AND LOCAL EMPLOYEES 
"~.18 il fteSca euiyAt
"SC10.TteIofteSclSeuiyAt 

Is amended by adding after section 217 (added 
by section 105 of this Act) the following: 

'VOLVNTARY AGREEMENTS FOR COVERAGE OF 
STATE AND LOCAL EMPLOYEES 

"'Purpose of agreement 

"'Szc. 218. (a) (1) The Administrator shall, 
at the request of any State, enter Into an 
agreement with such State for the purpose of 
extending the insurance system established 
by this title to services performed by in-
dividuals as employees of such State or ay 
political subdivision thereof. Each such 
agreement shall contain such provisions, not 
Inconsistent with the provisions of this' sec-
tion, as the State may request.

"()Ntihtnigscon20 
for the purposes of this title the term"e 
ployment" Includes any service included un-
der an agreement entered into under this 
section, 

"' (4) The term "retirement system" means 
a pension, annuity, retirement, or similar 
fund or system established by a State or by 
a political subdivision thereof. 

"'(5) The term "coverage group" means 
(A) employees of the State other than those 
engaged in performing service in connection 
with a proprietary function; (B) employees 
off a political subdivision of a State other 
than those engaged in performing service In 
connection with a proprietary function; (C) 
employees of a State engaged In performing 
service in connection with a single proprie
tary function; or (D) employees of a political 
subdivision of a State engaged in performing 
service In connection with a single proprie
tary function. If under the preceding sen
tence an employee would he included in more 
than one coverage group by reason of the 
fact that he performs service in connection 
with two or more proprietary functions or in 
connection w~h both a proprietary function 
and a nonproprietary function, he shall be 
Included In only one such coverage group, 
The determination of the coverage group In 
which such employee shall be included shall 
be made In such manner as may be specified 
In the agreement. 

"'Services covered 

"'(c) (1) An sgreement under this section 
shall be applicable to any one or more cover
age groups designated by the State. 

"'(2) In the case of each coverage group 
to which the agreement applies, the agree
ment must include all services (other than 
services excluded by or pursuant to sub
section (d) or paragraph (3), )(5), or (8) of 
this subsection) performed by individuals as 
members of such group, 

"'(3) Such agreement shall, If the State 
requests It, exclude (in the case of any coy
erage group) any services of an emergency 
nature or all services In any class or classes of 
elective positions, part-time positions, or po
sltions the compensation for. which Is on a 
fee basis. 

"'(4) The Administrator shall, at the re
quest of any State, modify the agreement 
with such State so as to (A) include any coy
erage group to which the agreement did not 
previously apply, or (B) include, in the case 
of any coverage group to which the agree
ment applies, services previously excluded 
from the agreement; but the agreement as 
s oiidmyntb nossetwt 
omdfed ayntb cnstntwh 

the provisions of this section applicable In 
Sthcate. o noiia gemn iha 

"'(5) Such agreement shall, If the State 
requests It, exclude (in the case of any cover
age group) any agric ultural labor, or service 

performed by a student, designated by the 
State. This paragraph shall apply only with 
respect to service which is excluded from 
employment by any provision of section 210 
(a) 	other than paragraph (8) of such section. 

" 6 uhareetsalecue 
"'(A) service performed by an Individual 

who Is employed to relieve him from unem.i 
ployment,

"'(B1) service performed In a hospital,
home, or other Institution by a patient or 
imaethref 
detemie underetnsec (1)),rtaon21 ceand 

"'d)trieservier(otertion agriculturalnd 
bor or serviceperormed bya agrstudet)rawhic 
borfitonoI pefrormempomnby astdny) prchsexluded 

this s sectioncvisio ofrscton 210(a)othert thany para"()Frteprf thinio 
bFothpupssIftiseto-

"'(1) The term "Stat'e"I does not include 
the District of Columbia. 

"'(2) The term "political subdivision" in-
cludes an Instrumentality of (A) a State, 
(B) one or more political subdivisions of a 
State, or (C) a State and one or more of its 
political subdivisions, 

"'(3) The term "employee" includes an 
officer of a State or Political subdivision, 

vinofecon20()terhapra 
graph (8) of such section, 
"'Exclusion of positions covered by retire

ment systems 
"'(d) No agreement 'with any State may 

be made applicable (either in the original 
agreement or by any modification thereof) 
to any service performed by employees as 
Members of any coverage group in positions 
covered by a retirement system on the date 
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such agreement is made applicable to such 
coverage group. 

"'Payments and reports by St ates 
"'(e) Each agreement under this section 

shall provide-
"'1)thtthSat il py oth Scr-

taryof eat h Sate suchpattimeoerties 
trofteTreasury, asuhtmories 

as the Administrator may by regulations 
Prescribe, amounts equivalent to the sum 
of the taxes which would be imposed by sec-
tions 1400 and 1410 of the Internal RevenueInidul 

thereof and the time or times It Is to be paid 
shall be certified by the Administrator to the 
Managing Trustee, and the Managing Trustee, 
through the Fiscal Service of the -Treasury 
Department and prior to any action thereon 
by the General Accounting Office, shall make 
payment In accordance with such certifica-
tion. The Managing 'Trustee shall not be 
held' personally liable 'for any payment or 
payments made in accordance with a certifi-
cation by the Administrator, 

Code if the~services of employees covered 
by the agreement constituted employment 
as defined in section 1426 of such code; and 

" '(2) that the State will comply with such 
regulations relating to payments and re-
ports as the Administrator may prescribe to 
carry out the purposes of this section. 

"'Effective date of agreement 
'()Ayareetomoiiainoan

MAyagreement shdfiallo efecudrtiseion be 
tive with respect to-6ervices performed after 
an effective date specified In such agreement 
or modification, but in no -case prior to Jan-
uary 1. -1951, and in no case (other than in 
-the case of an agreement or modification 
agreed to prior to January 1, 1953) prior to 
the first day of the calendar year. in which 
such- agreement- or modification, as the case 
may be,- Is agreed to by the Administrator 
and the Senate. 

"'Termination of agreement
'(),Amounts

'()(1) Upon giving at least two years' 
advance notice in writing to the Administra-
tor, a State may terminate, effective at the 
end of a calendar quarter specified in the 
notice, its agreement with the Administrator 
either-

'1(A) In its entirety, but only if -the agree-
ment has been in effect from Its effective 
date for not less than five years prior to the 
receipt of such notice; or 

"' (B) with respect to any coverage group 
designated by the State, but only if the 
agreement has been In effect with respect 
to such coverage group for not less than five 
years prior to the receipt of such notice. 

"' (2) If the Administrator, after reason-
able notice and opportunity for hearing to 
a State with whbm he has entered Into an 
agreement pursuant to this section, finds 
that the State has failed or is no longer 
legally able to comply substantially with any 
provision of such agreement or of this see-
tion, he shall notify such State that the 
agreement will be terminated in its entire-
ty, or with respect to any one or more cover-
age, groups designated by him, at such time, 
not later than two years from the date of 
such notice, as he deems appropriate, unless 
prior to such time he finds that there no 
longer is any such failure or that the cause 
for such legal inability has been removed. 

"'(3) If any agreement entered into under 
this section is terminated In its entirety,

teAmnsrtradteSaemyni 
again enter Into an agreement pursuant to 

thssection. If any such agreement is 
terminated with respect to any coverage 
group, the Administrator and the State may 
not thereafter modify Such agreement so 
as to again make the agreement applicable 
with respect to such coverage group. 

,:-Depositsin Trust Fund; adjustments 
"'(h) (1) All amounts received by the 

Secretary of the Treasury under an agreement 
made pursuant to this section shall be de-
posited in the Trust Fund, 

"(2) If more or less than the correct 

"Regulationsinvdul 
"(iReuaonofteAmisroro 

carry out the purposes of this section shall 
be designed to make the requirements im-
posed on States pursuant to this section the 
same, so far as practicable, as those Imposed 
on employers pursuant to this title and sub-
chapter A or E of chapter 9 of the Internal 
Revenue Code, 

"'Failureto make payments 
"()In case any State does not make, at 

the time or times due, the payments -provided 
rot under an agreement -pursuant to this see-
tion, there -shall be -added, as part of the 
amounts due, Interest at the rate of 8 per 
centum per annum from the date due until 
paid, and the Administrator may, in his dis-
cretion, deduct such amounts plus interest 
from any amounts certified by him to -the 
Secretary of the Treasury for payment to such 
State under any other provision of this Act, 

so deducted shall be deemed to 
have been paid to the State under such other 
provision or this Act. Amounts equal to the 
amounts deducted under this subsection are 
hereby appropriated to the Trust Fund. 
"nsrm taiesotw oroeSaes 
1 ntrm taiisotw ormrSaes 

"'(is) The Administrator may, at the re-
quest of any instrumentality of two or more 
States, enter into an agreement with such 
Instrumentality for the purpose of extending 
the Insurance system established by this title 
to services performed by individuals as em-
ployees of such instrumentality. Such agree-
ment, to the extent practicable, shall be gov-
erned by the provisions of this section appli-
cable in the case of an agreement with a 
State. 

"1'Delegationof functions 
"'(1) The Administrator is authorized, 

pursuant to agreement with the head of 
any Federal agency, to delegate any of his 
functions under this section to any officer 
or employee of such agency and otherwise 
to utilize the services and facilities of such 
agency In carrying out such functions, and 
p~yment theref or shall be in advance or by 
way of reimbursement, as may be provided in 
such agreement.'-

.,UET RICO 

"SEc. 107. Title II of the Social Security 
Act is amended by adding after section 218 
(added by aection 108 of this Act) the 
following: 

"'EFFEcTIvE DATE IN CASE Or PUERTO aICO 
... S... 219. If the Governor of Puerto Rico 

certifies to the President of the United States 
that the legislature of Puerto Rico has, by 
ccncurrent resolution, resolved that It desires 
the extension to Puerto Rico of the provisions 
of this title, the effective date referred to 
in sections 210 (h), 210 (i), 210 (j), 211 
(a) (7), and 211 (b) shall be January 1 of 
the first calendar year which begins more 
than ninet.' days after the date on which 
the President receives such certification.' 

axECORSs OF WAGES AND SELF-EMPLOYMENT 
amount due under an agreement made pur-NOM 
suant to this section Is paid with respect to 
any payment of remuneration, proper ad-
justments with respect to the amounts due 
under such agreement shall be made, without 
interest, in such manner and at such times 
as may be prescribed by regulations of the 
Administrator, 

"'(3) if an overpayment cannot be ad-
justed under paragraph (2), the amount 

"SEC. 108. (a) Subsection (b) of section 205 
of the Social Security Act Is amended by 
Inserting 'former wife divorced, husband, 
widower,' after 'widow,.' 

"1(b) Subsection (c) of section 205 of the 
Social Security Act is amended to read as 
follows: 

"'(c) (1) For the purposes of this subsec-
tion-

".'(A) The term "year" means a calendar 
year when used with respect to wageak and 
a taxable year (as defined In section 211 (a)) 
when used with respect to self-employment 
Income. 

I"'(B) The term "time limitation" means 
a pe!riod of three years, two months, and 
fifteen days.

"(C) The term "survivor" means an In
dividual's spouse, former wife divorced. 
child, or parent, who survives such 

"'(2) On the basis of Information ob
tainedbytor submittediictionth Administra
tor adem theAmnsretofsaslaftessrysceifcto 
establish and maintain reccrdls of the 
amounts of wages paid to, and the amounts 
of self-employment inecrme derived by, each 
Individual and of the periods In which such 
wages were paic and such Income was derived 
and, upon request, shall Inform any individ
ual or his survivor, or the legal representa" 
tive -of such individual or his estate, of -the 
amounts of wages - and self-employment 
Income of such Individual and .the periods 
during which such wages were paid and such 
Income was derived, as shown by sitch records 
at the time of such request. 
I " '(3) The Administrator-' records shall be 
evidence for the purpose of -proceedings be
fore the Administrator or any- court of the 
amounts of wages paid to, and self-employ
ment income derived by, an Individual and of 
the periods In which such wages wete paid 
and such income was derived. The absence 
of an entry in such records as to wages al
leged to have been paid to, or as to eelf-em
ployment income alleged to have been derived 
by, an individual in any period shall be evi
dence that no such alleged wages, were paid 
to, or that no such alleged income was derived 
by. such individual during such period. 

" '(4) Prior to the expiration of the time 
limitation following any year the Adminis
trator may, if it Is brought to his attention 
that any entry of wages or self -emplcyment 
Income in his records for such year is er
roneous or that any item of wages or self-
employment income for such year has been 
omitted from such records, correct such 
entry or Include such omitted item In his 
records, as the case may be. After the ex
piration of the -'time limitation following 
any year

"'(A) the Ad~hlnistrator's records (with 
changes, if any, made pursuant to paragraph 
(5) ) of the amounts of wages paid to, and 
self-employment income derived by, an In
dividual during any period in such year shall 
be conclusive for the purposes of this title; 

" '(B) the absence of an entry in the 
Administrator's records as to the wages al

leged to have been paid by an employer to 
an individual during any period in such year 
shall be presumptive evidence for the pur
poses of this title that no such alleged wages 
weepiaonuhidviuliduc eid 
andC heasneofa nr i h d 
ministrator's records as to the self-employ
ment income alleged to have been derived by 
an Individual In such year shall be conclusive 
for the purposes of this title that no such 
alleged self-employment Income was derived 
by such individual in such year unless It Is 
s'hown that he filed a tax return of his self-
employment inccme for such year before the 
expiration of the time limitation following
such year, in which case the Administrator 
shall include in his records the self-employ
ment income of such Individual for such 
year.

"'(5) After the expiration of the time lirni
tation following any year in which wages wee, . 
paid or alleged to have been paid to, or self-
employment income was derived or alleged 
to have been derived by, an Individual, the 
Administrator may change or delete any entry 
with respect to wages or self-employment 
Income in his records of such year for such 
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Individual or Include in his records of such 
year for such individual any omitted item of 
wages or self-employment income but only-

..'I(A) If an application for monthly bene-
fits or for a lump-sum death payment was 
filed within the time limitation following
such year; except that no such change, de-
letion, or inclusion may be made pursuant 
to this subparagraph after a final decision 
upon the application for monthly benefits or 
lumnp-sum death payment; 

'(B) If within the time limitation follow-
ing such year an individual or his survivor 
makes a request for a change or deletion, or 
for an inclusion of an omitted Item, and al-
leges In writing that the Administrator's 
records of the wages paid to, or the self-
employment income derived by, such indi-
vidual in such year are in one or more re-
spects erroneous; except that no such change,
deletion, or inclusion may be made pursuant 
to this subparagraph after a final decision 
upon such request. Written notice of the 
Administrator's decision on any such request
shall be given to the individual who made 
the request; 

"'(C) to correct errors apparent on the 

faierofdsuchireords BadisuhIes" (D) to transfer items to records of the 

were credited under this title when they
should have been credited Under the Rail-
road Retirement Act, or to enter Items trans. 
ferred by the Railroad Retirement Board 
which have been credited under the Railroad 
Retirement Act when they should have been 
credited under this title; 

"'(E) to delete or reduce the amount of 
any entry which Is erroneous as a result of 
fraud; 

" (F) to conform his records to tax re-
turns or portions thereof (including infor-
mation returns and other written state-
ments) fliled with the Commissioner of in-
ternal Revenue under title VIII of the Social 
Security Act, under subchapter E of chapter
1 or subchapter A of chapter 9 of the In-
ternal Revenue Code, or under regulations
made under authority of such title or sub-
chapter, and to information returns filed by 
.a State pursuant to an agreement under sec-
tion 218 or regulations of the Administrator 
thereunder; except that no amount of self-
employment income of an Individual for any 
taxable year (if such return or statement 
was filed after the expiration of the time 
limitation following the taxable year) shall 
be included in the Administrator's records 
pursuant to this subparagraph in excesso 
the amount which has been deleted pursuant 
to this subparagraph as payments errone-
ously included in such records as wages paid 
to such Individual In such taxable year; 

"'() o orecteror nmde hesio-
cation, to Individuals or periods, of wages or 
self-employment Income entered In the rec-
ords of the Administrator; 

"'(H1) to include wages paid during any
period in such year to an individual by an 
employer if there Is an absence of an entry
In the Administrator's records of wages hay-
ing been paid by such employer to such 
Individual In such period; or 

"'(I) to enter items which constitute re-
muneration for employment under subsec-
tion (o), such entries to be in accordance 
with certified reports of records made by the 
Railroad Retirement Board pursuant to sec-
tion 5 (k) (3) of the Railroad Retirement 
Act of 1937. 

"'(6) Written notice of any deletion or 
reduction under paragraph (4) or (5) shall 
be given to the individual whose record Is 
involved or to his survivor, except that (A)
in the case of a deletion or reduction with 
respect to any entry of wages such notice 
shall be given to such Individual only if he 
has previously been notified by the Admin. 
istrator of the amount of his wages for the 
period involved, and (B) such notice shall 
be given to Such survivor only If he or the 

individual whose record is Involved has pre-
viously been notified by the Administrator of 
the amount of such individual's wages and 
self-employment income for the period 
Involved, 

"'(7) Upon request In writing (within
such period, after any change or refusal of 
a request for a change of his records pursu-
ant to this subsection, as the Administrator 
may prescribe), opportunity for bearing with 
respect to such change or refusal shall be 
afforded to any individual or his survivor. If 
a hearing Is held pursuant to this paragraph
the Administrator shall make findings of fact 
and a decision based upon the evidence ad-
duced at such hearing and shall include any 
omitted Items, or change or delete any entry.
In his records as may be required by such 
findings and decision, 

"'(8) Decisions of the Administrator 
under this subsection shall be reviewable by
commencing a civil action in the United 
States district court as provided in subsec-
tion (g).' 

" (c) Section 205 of the Social Security Act 
is amended by adding at the end thereof the 
following subsections:

'fredeinootsumchnsrecnundds;he
"Ceiigocopntonnerhe

Railroad Retiremenf Act 

()It there is no person who would be 
entitled, upon application theref or, to an an-
nuity under section 5 of the Railroad Retire-
ment Act of 1937, or to a lump-sum payment
under subsection (f) (1) of such section, 
with respect to the death of an employee (as 
defined In such Act), then, notwithstanding
section 210 (a) (10) of this Act, compensa-
tion (as clefined in such Railroad Retirement 
Act, but excluding compensation attrib-
utable as having been paid during any
month on account of military service credit-
able under section 4 of such Act If wages are 
deemed to have been paid to such employee 
during such month under section 217 (a) of 
thi Act) of such employee shall constitute 
remuneration for employment for purposes
of determining (A) entitlement to and the 
amount of any lump-sumn death payment
under this title on the basis Of such- em-
ployee's Wages and self-employment income 
and (B) entitlement to and the amount of 
any monthly benefit under this title, for the 
month In which such em: loyee died or for 
any month thereafter, on-the basis osuh 
wages and self-employment income. For 
such purposes, compensation (as so defined)
paid In a calendar year shall, In the absence 
of evidence to the contrary, be presumd
have been paid in equal proportions wtfl 
respect to all months In the year In which 
the employee rendered services for such 
compensation,.h 

"'Special rules in case 01 Federal service 
"'(p) (1) With respect to service Included 

as employment under section 210 which Is 
performed in the employ of the United States 
or In the employ of any instrumentality
which is wholly owned by the United States, 
the Administrator shall not make determi-
nations 553to whether an individuai has per-
formed such service, the periods of such 
service, the ,nounts of remuneration for 
such service which constitute wages under 
the provisions of section 209, or the periods
in which or for which such wages were paid,
but shall accept the determinations with re-
spect thereto of the head of the appropriate 
Federal agency or instrumentality, and of 
such agents as such head may designate, as 
evidenced by returns filed in accordance with 
the provisions of section 1420 (e) of the In-
ternal Revenue Code and certifications made 
pursuant to this subsection. Such deter-
minations shall be final and conclusive. 

"'(2) The head of any such agency or in-
strumentality is authoriZed and directed, 
upon written request of the Administrator, 
to make certification to him with respect to 
any matter determinable for the Adminis-
trator by such head or his agents under this 

subsection, which the Administrator finds 
necessary In administering this title. 

"' (3) The provisions of paragraphs (1) and 
(2) shall be applicable in the case of service 
performed by a civilian employee, not com
pensated from funds appropriated by the 
Congress, in the Army and Air Force Ex
change Service, Army and Air Force Motion 
Picture Service, Navy Exchanges, Marine 
Corps Exchanges, or other activities, con
ducted by an instrumentality of the United 
States subject to the jurisdiction of the Sec
retary of Defense, at installations of the De
partment of Defense for the comfort, pleas-. 
ure, contentment, and mental and physical
improvement of personnel of such Depart
ment; and for purposes of paragraphs (1)
and (2) the Secretary of Defense shall be 
deemed to be the head of such Instrumen
tality., 

"(d) The amendments made by subsec
tions (a) and (c) of this section shall take 
effect on September 1, 1950. The amendment 
made by subsection (b) of this section shall 
take effect January 1, 1951, except that, ef
fective on September 1, 1950, the husband 
or former wiff divorced of an individual
shall be treated the same as a parent of such 
Individual, and the legal representative of a niiulo i saesalb rae 

the same as the individual, for purposes of 
section 205 (c) of the Social Security Act 
as In effect prior to the enactment of this 
Act. 

"MISCELILANEOUS AMENDMENTS 
"SEC. 109. (a) (1) The second sentence 

of section 201 (a) of the Social Security
Act is amended by striking out 'such amounts 
as may be appropriated to the Trust Fund' 
and inserting in lieu thereof 'Such amounts 
as may be appropriated to, or deposited in, 
the Trust Fund.' 

"(2) Section 201 (a) of the Social Security
Act is amended by striking out the third 
sentence and by Inserting in lieu thereof the 
following: "'There Is hereby appropriated 
to the Trust Fund for the fiscai year end-
Ing June 30, 1941, and for each fiscal year
thereafter, out of any moneys In the Treas
ury not otherwise appropriated, amount, 
equivalent to 100 per centumn of

"'(1) the taxes (including Interest, penal
ie, adadtost h ae)rcie

underansucapdterns tofcatr9otae)rcin-dthe 
ternal Revenue Code (and covered into the 
Treasury) which are deposited into the 
Tesr ycletr fifra eeu 
befreJanuary and,lle1951;o enlreeu 
bte"(2)th tanares certifieadeahmnhb 
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue f-
taxes received under subchapter A of chap
ter 9 Of such code which are deposited Into 

rauyb olctr fitra es 
nue after December 31, 1950, and before 
January 1, 1953, with respect to assessments 
of such taxes made before January 1, 1951; 
and 

" '(3) the taxes imposed by subchapter
A of chapter 9 of such code with respect to 
wages (as defined in section 1426 of such 
code) reported to the Commissioner of In
ternal Revenue pursuant to section 1420 (c)
of such Code after December 31, 1950, n 
determined by the Secretary of the Treasury
by applying the applicable rates, of tax under 
such subchapter to such wages, which 
wages shall be certified by the Federal ;iecu
rity Administrator on the basis of the 
records of wages established and maintained 
by such Administrator in accordance with 
such reports; and 

"'(4) the taxes imposed by subchapter 
E of chapter 1 of such code with respect to 
self-employment income (as defined in sac
tion 481 of such code) reported to the Coin-
missioner of Internal Revenue on tax re
turns under such subchapter, as determined 
by the Secretary of the Treasury by applying
the applicable rate of tax under such sub
chapter to such self-employment income, 
which self-employment income shall be cer
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tifled by the Federal Security Administra-
tor on. the basis of the records of self-em-
ployment income established and main-
tained by the Administrator in accordance 
With such returns. 
The amounts appropriated by 'clauses (3) 
and (4) shall be transferred from time to 
time from the general fund in the Treasury 
to the Trust Fund on the basis of estimates 
by the Secretary of the Treasury of the taxes, 
referred to in clauses (3) and (4), paid t3 
or deposited into the Treasury: and proper 
adjustments shall be made In amounts sub-
seq~uelitly transferred to the extent prior eeti-
mates were in excess ot or were less than the 
amounts of the taxes referred to In such 
Clauses.' 

'(3) Section 201 (a) of the Social S.-cu-
rity Act is amended by striking out the fol-
lowing: 'There is also authorized to be ap-
propriated to the Trust Fund such additional 
suins as may be required to finance the bene-
fits and payments provided under this title.' 

"(4) Section 201 (b) of such Act is amend-
ed by striking out 'Chairman of the Social 
Eecurity Board' and inserting In lieu thereof 
'Federal Security Administrator!. 

"(5) 	 Section 201 (b) of such Act ii amend-
ed by adding after second sentence thereof 
the following new sentence: 'The Commis-
sioner for Social Security shall serve as Sec-
retary of the Board of Trustees.' 

"1(C) 	 P'aragraph (2) of section 201 (b) of 
such Act Is amended by striking out 'on 
the first day of each regular session of the 
Congress' and inserting in lieu thereof 'not 
later than the first day of March of each 
year', 

('7) Section 201 (b) of such Act Is amend-
ed by striking out the pericd at the end of 
pand',p(3andbysaddingthe foloing nheweo 

I; yad',adingthend ollwingnew
paragraph:

"'1(4) Recommend improvements in ad-
mnistrative procedures and policies designed 

told-fgectandthsurvioprs Insurainceatindo Fhed
old-ge ad ed-srvivrs nsurnceand 

eral-State unemployment compensation 

Scin21()osuhAtsamend-

e by addtiong at1the en hrof theAcfollow


pro'(8) .

ed y adin attheendtheeofthefolow-
doc'umen reofrth sessio ofte Congredssatous

hedocmen ofthesesionof ongessto
which the report is made.' 

"(9) Section 201 (f) of such Act Is amend-
ed to read as follows: 

"'(f) (1) The Managing Trustee is directed 
to pay from the Trust Fund into the Treas-

FedraSeuiy Admonetminitrato wyhichandill
bederapenddcuringAdmnithree-onthh peiod

drin treemont 
by the Federal Security Agency and the 
Treasury Department for the administration 
of titles II and VIII of this Act and sub-

chaper Ofchapersubhaper 

be epened a peiod 

an of 
chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue Code. 
Such payments shall be covered Into the 
Treasury as repayments to the account for 
reimbursement of expenses incurred in con-
nection with the administration of title II 
and 	 VIII of this Act and subchapter E of 
chapter 1 and subchapter A of chapter 9 of 
the Internal Revenue Code.' 

"',(2) The Managing Trustee Is directed to 
pay from time to time from the Trust Fund 
into the Treasury the amount estimated by 

Treasury as repayments to the account for 
refunding internal revenue collections, 

"'(3) Repayments made under paragraph 
(1) or (2) shall not be available for expendi- 
tures but shall be carried to the surplus fund 
of the Treasury. If It subsequently appears 
that the estimates under either such para-
graph in any particular period were too high 
or too low, appropriate adjustments shall be 
made by the Managing Trustce in future 
payments.' 

"(b) (1) Sections 204, 205 (other than 
subsections (c) and (1) ), and 206 of such 
Act are amended by striking out 'Board' 
wherever appearing therein and inserting in 
lieu thereof 'Administrator'; by striking 
out 'Board's' wherever appearing therein 
and inserting in lieu thereof 'Administra-
tor's'; and by striking out (where they refer 
to the Social Security Board) 'it' and 'its' 
and inserting in lieu thereof 'he', 'him', 
or 'his', as the context may require. 

"(2) Section 205 (1) of such Act is amended 
to read as follows: 

"'(2) The Administrator Is authorized to 
delegate to any member, officer, or employee 
of the Federal Security Agency designated 
by him any of the powers conferred upon 
him by this section, and Is authorized to be 
represented by his own attorneys in any 
court in any case or proceeding arising un-
der the provisions of subsection (e).' 

"(c) Section 208 of such Act is amended 
by striking out the words 'the Federal In-
surance Contributions Act' and inserting in 
lieu thereof the following: 'subchapter E 
of chapter 1 or subchapter A or E, of chapter 
9 of the Internal Revenue Code'. 

"SRIE FOR COOPERATIVES PRIOR TO 1951 
"SEc. 110, In any case In which-

(1) an lndividual has bean employed at 
any time prior to 1951 by organizations enu-. 
merated in the first sentence of section ioi 
(12) 	 of the Internal Revenue Code, 

"(2) the service performed by such Indi-

vidual during the time he was so employed
coastituted agricultural labor as defined in 
section 209 (1) of the Social Security Act and 

section 1426 (h) of the Internal Revenue 
Code, as in effect prior to the enactment of 
this Act, and such service would, but for 
the provisions of such sections, have consti-
tuted employment for the purposes of title 
II of the Social Security Act and subchapter 
A of chapter 9 of such Code, 

"(3) 	 the taxes imposed by sections 1400 
and 	1410 of the Internal Revenue Code have 
bepadwtrsectonyatofhee-

muneration paid to such individual by such 
organization for such service and the pay-
meat of such taxes by such organization has 

ngo yenmd pnthgat sup 
been mhade inc goodicfaidh uponth aostiump-
tionlthrat such aseric deindno constttd g 

"(4) 	 no refundt of such taxes has been oh-

tamned, 
the amount of such remuneration with re-
spect to which such taxes have been paid 
shall be deemed to constitute memuneration 
for employment as defined In section 209 (b) 
of the Social Security Act as in effect prior 
to the enactment of this Act (but It shall 
not constitute wages for purposes of deduc-
tions under section 203 of such Act for 
months for which benefits under title UI of 

-I'(4) With respect to wages received dus'-
Ing the calendar years 19130 to 1964, both In-
elusive, the rate shall be 21l/2per centurn. 

-I'(5) With respect to wages received dur
iag the calendar years 1965 to 1969, both ln
clusive, the rats shall be 3 per centum. 

"'1(6) With respect to wages received alter 
D:!cemnber 31, 1969, the rate shall be'31/4 per 
centurm.' 

"1(b) Clauses (2) and (3) of section 1410 
of the Internal Revenue Code are amended 
to read as fc70OWS: 
' '(2) VWlth respect to wages paid -during 
the calendar years 1950 to 1953, both in
clusive, the rate shall be 11/2 per centum. 

", '(3) With respect to wages paid during 
the calendar years 1954 to 1959, both inclu
i. 	 tereshlte2prcnun


h rt hllh ageercentum rin

"t(4 Withdaerespect0 to wages botd duingl 

sv,thecaenare shallsb tor oenbthuincu21960 
sie theWitraeshallcb 2o1/ gepericent ring 
thecaleWith yerespect5 to wages paid during 
thve, calendare years 196 topr bonthu clu 
svtert hl e3p etm 

"'(6) With respect to wages paid after 
December 31, 1969, the rate shall be 31/s per 
centum.' "ERASEVC 

"EEA Evc 
"SEC. 202. (a, Part II ofsuhatrAo 

chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue Code Is 
amended by adding after section 1411 the 
following new section: 
"'SEC. 1412. Instrumentalities of the United 

States. 
"'Notwithstanding any other provision af 

law (w'iether enacted before or after the 
enactment of this section) which grants to 
any instrumentality of the United States an 
exemption from taxation, such instrumen
tality shall not be exempt from the tax im
posed by section 1410 unless such other pro.
vision of law grants a specific Exemption, by
reference to section 1410, from the tax ima
posed by such section.' 

"1(b) Section 1420 of the Internal Aeve-. 
nue Code -is amended by adding at the end,
thereof the following new subsection: 

"'-(e) Federal service.-In the case of the 
taxes imposed by this subchapter with re
spect to service performed In the employ of 
the United States or In the employ of any
instrumentality which is wholly-owned by
the United States, the determination 
whether an individual has performed serv
ice which constitutes employment as defined 
In section 1426, the determination of the 
amount of remuneration for such service 

which constitutes wages as defined In such 
section, and the return and payment of the 
taxes imposed by this subchapter, shall be 
made by the head of the Federal agency or

Instrumentality having the control of such

service, or by such agents as such head may

designate. The person making such return

may, for convenience of administration, 
make payments of the tax imposed under 
section 1410 'with respect to such service 
without regard to the $3,600 limitation, in 
section 1426 (a) (1), and he shall not be 
required to obtain a refund of the tax 
paid under section 1410 on that part of the 
remuneration not included In wages by rea-,. 
son of section 1426 (a) (1). The provislons 
of this subsection shall be applicable In the 
case 	 of service performed by a civilian em
ployee, not compensated from funds ap
propriated by the Congress, In the Army and 
Air Force Exchange Service, Army and Air 
Force Motion Picture Service, Navy Ex

xags rotr 
activities, conducted by an Instrumentality
of the United States subject to the JUriS
diction of the Secretary of Defense, at in
stallations of the Department of Defense for 
the 	 comfort, pleasure, contentment, and 
mental and physical improvement of Person
nel of such Department: and for purposes 
of this subsection the Secoretary of Defense 
Ishallmendemdaoleihtyea.o'sc 
intuealy. 

him as taxes which are subject to refund such Act have been certified and paid prior 
under section 1401 (d) of the Internal Rev- to the enactment of this Act). 
enue Cr)de with respect to wages (as defined "TITLE II-AMENDMENTS TO INTERNAL 
in section 1426 of such cd)pi after De- IIZVENUE CODE 
cember 31, 1950. Such taxes shall be deter- RTOFAXO WAEchneMreCop 
mined on the basis of the records of wages"nTOFAXNWGE 
established and maintained by the Federal 
Security Administrator in accordance with 
the wages reported to the Commissioner of 
internal Revenue pursuant to section 1420 
(C) of such code, and the Administrator Shall 
furnish the Managing Trustee such infor-
mation as may be required by the Trustee f or 
such purpose. The payments by the Man-
aging Trustee shall be covered into the 

"SEC. 201. (a) Clauses (2) and (3) of sec-
tions 1400 of the Internal Revenue Code are 
amended to read as follows: 

"' (2) With respect to wages received dur-
lag the calendar years 1950 to 1953, both In-
elusive, the rate shall be 11/2 per centum. 

"'(3) With respect to wages received dur-
Iag the calendar years 1954 to 1959, both In-
elusive, the rate shall be 2 per centum. 
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"(c) Section 1411 of the Internal Revenue 

Code io amended by adding at the end 
thereof the following new sentence: 'For 
the purposes of this section, in the case of 
remuneration received from the United 
States or a wholly owned instrumentality
thereof during any calendar year after the 
calendar year 1950, each head of a Federal 
agency or instrumentality who makes a re-
turn pursuant to section 1420 (e) and each 
agent, designated by the head of a Federal 
agency or instrumentality, who makes a 
return pursuant to such section shall be' 
deemed a separate employer.',

"(d) The amendments made by this sec-
tion shall be applicable only with respect 
to remuneration paid after 1950, 

"DEFINITION OF WAGES 
"SEC. 203. (a) Section 1426 (a) of the In-

ternal Revenue Code is amended to read as 
follows: 

"'-(a) WAGEs.-The term "wages" means all 
remuneration for employment, Including the 
cash value of all remuneration paid in any
medium other than cash; except that such 
term shall not Include-

" '(1) That part of the remuneration which,
after remuneration (other than remunera-
tion referred to In the succeeding paragraphs
of this subsection) equal to $3,600 with re-
spect to employment has been paid to an in-
dividual by an employer during any calendar 
year, is paid to such Individual by such em-
ployer during such calendar year. If an em-
ployer (hereinafter referred to as successor 
employer) during any calendar year acquires
substantially all the property used in a trade 
or business of another employer (hereinafter
referred to as a predecessor), or used in a 
separate unit of a trade or business of a 
predecessor, and immediately alter the ac-
quisition employs In his trade or business an 
individual who immediately prior to the ac-
quisition was employed in the trade or busi-
ness of such predecessor, then, for the pur-
pose of determining whether the successor 
employer has paid remuneration (other than 
remuneration referred to in the succeeding
paragraphs of this subsection) with respect 
to employment equal to $3,600 to such indi-
vidual during such calendar year, any re-
muneration (other than remuneration re. 
ferred to in the succeeding pragraphs of this 
subsection) with respect to employment paid
(or considered under this paragraph as hay-
Ing been paid) to such Individual by such 
predecessor during such calendar year. and 
prior to such acquisition shall be considered 
as having been paid by such successor em-
ployer; 

"'(2) The amount of any payment (in-
cluding any amount paid by an employer
for Insurance or annuities, or into a fund, to 
provide for any such payment) made to, or 
on behalf of, an employee or any of his de-
pendents under a plan or system established 
by an employer which makes provision for 
his employees generally (or for his employees 
generally and their dependents) or for a class 
or classes of his employees (or for a class or 
classes of his employees and their depend-
ents), on account of (A) retirement, or (B)
sickness or accident disability, or (C) medi-
cal or hospitalization expenses in connection 
with sickness or accident disability, or (12)
death; 

"'(3) Any payment made to an employee
(including any amount paid by an employer
for insurance or annuities, or Into a fund, 
to provide for any such payment) on account 
of retirement; 

" '(4) Any payment on accoun~t of sickness 
or accident disability of medical or hospital-
Ization expenses In connection with sickness 
or accident disability, made by ani employer 
to, or on behalf of, an employee after the ex-
piration of six calendar months following the 
last calendar month in which the employee
worked for such employer; 

"'(5) Any Payment made to, or on behalf 
of, an employee or his beneficiary (A) from 

or to a trust exempt from tax under section 
165 (a) at the time of such payment unless 
such payment is made to an employee of the 
trust as remuneration for services rendered 
as such employee and not as a beneficiary
of the trust, or (B) under or to an annuity
plan which,,-at the time of such payment, 
meets the requirements of section 165 (a)
(3), (4), (5), and (6); 

"' (6) The payment by an employer (with-
out deduction from the remuneration of the 
employee) (A) of the tax imposed upon an 
employee under section 1400, or (B) of any 
payment required from an employee under a 
State unemployment compensation law; 

"' (7) (A) Remuneration paid in any me-
dium other than cash to an employee for 
service not In the course of the employer's 
trade or business or for domestic service in 
a private home of the employer;

"'(B) Cash remuneration paid by an em-
ployer in any calendar quarter to an em-
pluyee for domestic service in a private home 
of the employer, if the cash remuneration 
paid In the quarter for such service is less 
than f 50 or the employee is not regularly
employed by the employer In such quarter of 
payment. For the purposes of this subpara-
graph, an employee shall be deemed to be 
regularly employed by an employer during aL 
calendar quarter only if (1) on each of some 
twenty-four days during the quarter the 
employee performs for the employer for some 
portion of the day domestic service in a pri-
vate home of the employer, or (ii) the em-
ployee was regularly employed (as determined 
under clause (I)) by the employer in the 
performance of such service during the pre-
ceding calendar quarter. As used in this 
subparagraph, the term "domestic service in 
a private home of the employer" does not In-
dlude service described in subsection (hi (5);

"'(8) Remuneration paid, in any medium 
other than cash for agricultural labor;

"' (9) Any payment (other than vacation 
or sick pay) made to an employee after the 
month in which he attains the age of sixty-
five, If he did not work for the employer in 
the period for which such payment is made; 
or 

"' (10) Remuneration paid by an employer
In any calendar quarter to an employee for 
service described in subsection (d) (3) (C)
(relating to home workers), if the cash re-
muneration paid In such quarter by the em-
ployer to the employee for such service Is less 
than $50.' 

"1(b) So much of section 1401 (d) (2) of 
the Internal Revenue Code as precedes the 
second sentence thereof is amended to read 
as follows: 

"' (2) 'Wages received during 1947, 1948 
1949, and 1950: If by reason of an employee
receiving wages from more than one em-
ployer during the calendar year 194'?, 1948, 
1949, or 1950, the wam'es received by him dur-
Ing such year exceed $3,000, the employee
Shall be entitled to a refund of any amount 
of trx, with respect to such wages, imposed
by section 1400 and deducted from the em-
ployee's wages (whether or not paid to the 
collector), which exceeds the tax with respect 
to the first $3,000 of such wages received.' 

"(c) Section 1401 (d) of the Internal Reve. 
nue Code is amended by adding at the end* 
thereof the following new paragraphs: 

"'(8) Wages received after 1950: If by 
reason of an employee receiving wages from 
more than one employer during any calen- 
dar year alter the calendar year 1950, the 
wages received by him during such year ex. 
ceed $3,600, the employee shall be entitled to 
a refund of any amount of tax, with respect 
to such wages, Imposed by section 1400 and 
deducted from the employee's wages
(whether or not paid to the collector), which 
exceeds the tax with respect to the first 63,600 
of such wages received. Refund under this 
section may be made in accordance with the 
provisions of law applicable In the case of 
erroneous or Illegal collection of the tax; 

except that no such refund shall be made 
unless (A) the employee makes a claim, es
tablishing his right thereto, after the calen
dar year, In which the wages were received 
with respect to which refund of tax is 
claimed, and (B) such claim is made within 
two years after the calendar year In which 
such wages were received. No interest shall 
be allowed or paid with respect to any such 
refund. 

" '(4) Special rules in the case of Federal 
and State employees:

"'(A) Federal employees: In the case of 
remuneration received from the United 
States or a wholly owned instrumentality
thereof during any calendar year after the 
calendar year 1950, each head of a Federal 
agency or Instrumentality who makes a re
turn pursuant to section 1420 (e) and each 
agent, designated by the head of a Federal 
agency or instrrmentality, who makes a 
return pursuant to such sectiorn shall, for 
the purposes of subsection (c) and paragraph
(3) of this subsection, be deemed a separate
employer; and the term "wages" Includes, for 
the purposes of paragraph (3) of this sub
section, the amount, not to exceed $3,610,
determined by each such head or agent as 
constituting wages paid to an employee.

"'(B State employees: For the purposes
of paragraph (3) of this subsection, in the 
case of remuneratien received during any
calendar year alter the calendar year 1950,
the term "Wages" includes such remunera
tion for services covered by an agreement
made Pusuant to section 218 of the Social 
Security Act as would be wages if such serv
ices constituted employment; the term "em
ployer" Includes a State Or any political sub
division thereof, or any instrumentality of 
any one or more of the foregoing; the term 
"tax" or "tax Imposed by section 14001 in
cludes, In the case of services covered by an 
agreement made pursuant to section 218 of 
the Social Security Act, an amount equiva
lent to the tax which would be imposed by
section 1400. if such services constituted em
ployment as defined In section 1426; and the 
provisions of paragraph (3) of this subsec
tion shall apply whether or not any amount 
deducted from the employee's remuneration 
as a result of an agreement made pursuant to 
section 218 of the Social Security Act has 
been paid to the Secretary of the Treasury.'

"(d) The amendment made by subsection 
(a) of this section shall be applicable only
with respect to remuneration paid after 1950. 
In the case of remuneration paid prior to 
1951, the determination under section 1426 
(a) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code (prior 
to Its amendment by this Act) of whether 
or not such remuneration constituted wages
shall be made as If subsection (a) of this 
section had not been enacted and without in
ferences drawn from the fact that the 
amendment made by subsection (a) is not 
made applicable to periods prior to 1951. 

"xDMP]MON Or EMPLOYMEN5T 
*'SEC. 204. (a) Effective January 1, 1951, 

section 1420 (b) 'of the Internal Revenue 
Code is amended to read as follows: 

"' (b) Kznployment: The term "employ
ment" means any service performed after 
1938 and prior to 1951 which was employ
ment for the purposes of this subchapter
under the law applicable to the period In 
which such service was performed, and any
service, of whatever nature, performed after 
1980 either (A) by an employee for the per
son employing him, Irrespective of the 
citizenship or residence of either, (I) within 
the United States, or (ii) on or in connection 
with an American vessel or American air
craft under a contract of service which is 
entered Into within the United States or 
during the performance of which and while 
the employee is employed on the vessel or 
aircraft it touches at a port in the United 
States, If the employee Is employed on and 
In connection with such vessel or aircraft 
when outside the United States, or (B) out. 
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side the United States by a citizen of the 
United States as an employee for an Ameri-
can employer (as defined In subsection (i) 
Of thxis section); except that, in the case of 
service performed after 1950, such term shall 
not include- 

"'(1) (A) Agricultural labor (as defined 
in subsection (h) of this section) performed 
in any calendar quarter by an employee, un-
less the cash remuneration paid for such 
labor (other than service described In sub-
paragraph (B)) is $50 or more and such labor 
Is performed for an employer by an indi. 
vidual who is regularly employed by such 
employer to perform such agricultural labor, 
For the purposes of this subparagraph, an 
individual shall* he deemed to be regularly 
employed by an employer during a calendar 
quarter only if-

"'(i) such individual performs agricul-
tural labor (other than service described in 
subparagraph (B)) for such employer on a 
full-time basis on sixty days during such 
quarter, and 

"(ii) the quarter was Immediately pre-
ceded by a qualifying quarter. 
For the purposes of the preceding sentence,

the ermmens I)Ad-quaifyigth em qaifigqure" en ()ay 
quarter during all of which such Individual 
was continuously employed by such em-
ployer, or (II) any subsequent quarter which 
meets the test of clause (I) If, after the last 
quarter during all of which such individual 
was continuously employed by such em-
ployer, each Intervening quarter met the 
test of clause (I):. Notwithstanding the pre-
ceding provisions of this subparagraph, an 
individual shall also be deemed to be regu-
larly employed by an employer during a cal-
endar quarter if such individual was regu-
larly employed (upon application of clauses 
(I) and (it) by such employer during the 
preceding calendar quarter. 

"' (B) Services performed In connection 
with the production or harvesting of any 
commodity defined as an agricultural com-
modity in section 15 (g) of the Agricultural 
Marketing Act, as amended, or in connec-
tion with the ginning of cotton; 

'-'(2) Domestic service performed in a 
local college club, or local chapter of a col-
legs fraternity or sorority, by a student who 
Is enrolled anid is regularly attending classes 
at a school, college, or university; 

" '(3) Service not in the course of the em-
ployer's trade or business performed in any 
calendar quarter by an employee, unless the 
cash remuneration paid for such, service is 
$50 or more and such service Is performed by 
an Individual who is regularly employed by 
such employer to perform such service. For 
the purposes of this paragraph, an individual 
shall be deemed to be regularly employed by 
an employer during a calendar quarter only 
if (A) on each of some twenty-four days dur-
Ing su~ch quarter such individual performs 
for such employer for some portion of the 
day service not In the course of the em-
ployer's trade or business, or (B) such indi-
vidual was regularly employed (as deter-
mined under clause (A)) by such employer 
In the performance of such service during 
the preceding calendar quarter. As used in 
this paragraph, the term "service not in the 
course of the employer's trade or business" 
does not include domestic service in a pri-
vate home of the employer and does not 
Include service described In subsection (h) 
(5); 

"',(4) Service performed by an individual 
in the employ of his son, daughter, or spouse, 
and service performed by a child under the 
age of twenty-one In the employ of his father 
or mother; 

"'.(5) Service performed by an Individual 
on or in connection with a vessel not an 
American vessel, or on or in connection with 
an aircraft not an American aircraft, if the 
Individual is employed on and in connection 
with such vessel or aircraft when outside the 
United States; 

"'(6) Service performed In the employ of 
any instrumentality of the United States, If 
such instrumentality is exempt from the tax 
imposed by section 1410 by virtue of any 
provision of law which specifically refers to 
such section in granting such exemption; 

" '(7) (A) Service performed in the em-
ploy of the United States or in the employ of 
any instrumentality of the United States, If 
such service is covered by a retirement Sys-
tem established by a law of the United 
States; 

"'(B) Service performed In the employ of 
an Instrumentality of the United States if 
such an instrumentality was exempt from 
the tax Imposed by section 1410 on Decem-
bar 31, 1950, except that the provisions of this 
suprgahsalntb plcbet-

"I (I) service performed In the employ of 
a corporation which is wholly owned by the 
United States;" 

"I (ii) service performed In the employ of 
a national farm loan association, a produc-
tion credit association, a Federal Reserve 
BakcraFeeairdi no;ese 

(il service performed in the employ of 
a 	 State, county, or community committee 
qarte" Uorganizationunder the' Production and Marketing A-
ministration; or 

"' (iv) service performed by a civilian em-
ployee, not compensated from funds appro-
priated by the Congress, In the Army and 
Air Force Exchange Service, Army and Air 
Force Motion Picture Service, Navy Ex-
changes, Marine Corps Exchanges, or other 
activities, conducted by an instrumentality 
of the United Statei subject to the jurisdic-
tion of the Secretary of Defense, at installa-
tions of the Department of Defense for the 
comfort, pleasure, contentment, and mental 
and physical improvement of personnel of 
such Department; 

"'(C) Service performed in the employ of 
the United States or in the employ of any 
instrumentality of the United States, if such 
service is performed-

"1'(I) as the President or Vice President of 
the United States or as a Member, Delegate, 
or Resident Commissioner, of or to the Con-
gress; 

"(ii) In the legislative branch; 
"(iii) In the field service of the Post Office 

Department unlees performed by any indi-
vidual as an employee who Is excluded by 
Executive order from the operation of the 
Civil Service Retirement Act of 1930 because 
he is serving under a temporary appointment 
pending final determination of eligibility for 
permanent or indefinite appointment; 

"' I(iv) in or under the Bureau of the Cen-
sus of the Department of Commerce by tem-
porary employees employed for the taking 
of any census; 

"'(v) by any Individual as an employee 
who is excluded by Executive order from the 
operation of the Civil Service Retirement Act 
of 1930 because he is paid on a contract or 
fee basis; 

"I'(vi) by any individual as an employee 
receiving nominal compensation of 812 or 
less per annum; 

"' (vii) In a hospital, home, or other Insti-
tution of the United States by a patient or 
Inmate thereof; 

"' (viii) by any individual as a consular 
agent appointed under authority of section 
551 of the Foreign Service Act of 1946 (22 
U. 	S. C., sec. 951);

"' (ix) by any Individual as an employee 
Included under section 2 of the Act of Au-
gust 4, 1947 (relating to certain interns, stu-
dent nurses, and other student employees of 
hospitals of the Federal Government; 5 
U. S. C., see. 1052);

"1'(x) by any Individual as an employee 
serving on a temporary basis in case of fire, 
storm, earthquake, ftood, or other similar 
emergency; 

"'(xi) by any individual as an employee 
who is employed under a Federal relief pro-
gram to relieve him from unemployment; 

"-(xii) as a member of a State. county, or 
community committee under the Production 
and Marketing Administration or of any 
other board, council, committee, or other 
similar body, unless such board, council, 
committee, or other body is composed exclu
sively of individuals otherwise In 'the full-
time employ of the United States; or 

"' I(xiii) by an individual to whomn the 
Civil Service Retirement Act of 1930 does not 
apply because such individual Is subject to 
aohrrtrmn ytm

"'1(8) Service (other than service which, 
under subsection (k, constitutes covered 
transportation service) performed in the 
employ of a State, or any political subdi
vision thereof, or any instrumentality of any 
one or more of the foregoing which is wholly 
owned by One or more Statesoplica 
subdivisions; 

'(9) (A) Service performed by a duly or
dained, commissioned, or licensed minister 
of a church in the exercise of his ministry or 
by a member of a religious order in the exer

of duties required by such order; 
"'(B) Service performed in the employ of 

arlgos hrtbe dctoao te 
exempt from income tax undersection 101 (6). but this subparagraph shall 

not apply to service performed during the 
period for which a certificate, filed pursuant 
to subsection (1), Is in effect if such service 
is performed by an employee (I) whose sig
nature appears on the list filed by such or
ganization under subsection (1), or (ii) who 
became an employee of such organization 
after the calendar quarter in which the cer
tificate was filed; 

"'(10) Service performed by an Individual 
as an employee or employee representative as 
defined in section 1532; 

" '(11) (A) Service performed in any cal
endar quarter in the employ cf any organiza
tion exempt from income tax under section 
101, if the remuneration for such service is 
less than $50; 

"'(B3) Service performed in the employ of 
a school, college, or university if such service 
Is performed by a student who is enrolled 
and is regularly attending classes at such 
school, college, or university; 

"'(12) Service performed in the employ 
of a foreign government (including service 
as a consular or other officer or employee or 
a 	 nondiplomatip representative); 

"'(13) Service performed In the employ 
of an instrumentality wholly owned by a for
eign government

"'(A) If the service is of a character aim
ilar to that performed in foreign countries by 
employees of the United States Government 
or of an instrumentality thereof; and 

"'(D) If the Secretary of State shall cer
tify to the Secretary of the Treasury that 
the foreign government, with respect to 
whose Instrumentality and employees thereof 
exemption is claimed, grants an equivalent 
exemption with respect to similar service 
performed in the foreign country by em
ployees of the United States Government and 
of instrumentalities thereof; 

"'(14) Service performed as a, student 
nurse in the employ of a hospital or a nurses' 
training school by an individual who Is en
rolled and is regularly attending classes in 
a 	 nurses' training school chartered or ap
proved pursuant to State law; and service 
performed as an Intern in the employ of 
a 	 hospital by an individual who has com
pleted a four years' course in a medical 
school chartered or approved pursuant to 
State law; 

"'(15) Service performed by an Individual 
in (or as an officer or member of the crew 
of a vessel while it is engaged in) the catch-
Ing, taking, harvesting, cultivating, or farm
ing of any kind of fish, shellfish, crustacea, 
sponges, seavweeds, or other aquatic forms 
of animal and vegetable life (including serv
ice performed by any such individual as an 
ordinary incident to any such activity), ex
cept (A) service performed In connection 
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with the catching or taking of salmon or 
halibut, for commercial purposes, and (B) 
service performed on or in connection with a 
vessel of more than ten net tons (determined 
in the manner provided for determining the 
register tonnage of merchant vessels under 
the laws of the United States); 

'"(16) (A) Service performed by an in-
dividual under the age of eighteen in the 
delivery or distribution of newspapers Or 
shopping news, not including delivery or dis-
tribution to any point for subsequent deliv-
ery or distribution; 

"'(B) Service performed by an individual 
inLand at the time of, the sale of newspapers 
or magazines to ultimate consumers, under 
an arrangement under which the newspapers 
or magazines are to be sold by him at a fixed 
price, his compensation being based on the 
retention of the excess of such price over the 
amount at which the newspapers or maga-
zines are charged to him, whether or not he 
is guaranteed a minimum amount of com-
pensation for such service, or is entitled to 
be credited with the unsold newspapers or 
magazines turned back; or 

"'(17) Service performed in the employ 
of an international organization.' 

"(b) Effective January 1, 1951, section 1426 
(e) of the Internal Revenue Code Is 
amended to read as follows: 

"'(e) State, etc.: 
"'(1) The term "State" includes Alaska, 

Hawaii, the District of Columbia, and the 
Virgin Islands; and on and after the effective 
date specified in section 3810 such term In-
cludes Puerto Rico. 

"'(2) United States: The term "United 
States" when used in a geographical sense 
includes the Virgin Islands; and on and after 
the effective date specified in section 3810 
such term includes Puerto Rico. 

"'() n itze: wo ct-ndviua s 
izen of Puerto Rico (but not otherwise a 
citizen of the United States) and who is not 
a resident of the United States shall not be 
considered, for the purposes of this section,. 
as a citizen of the United States prior to the 
effective date specified in section 3810.'" 

"(c) Section 1426 (g) of the Internal Rev-
enue Code is amended by striking out '(g) 
American vessel.-' and inserting in lieu 
thereof '(g) American vessel and air-
craft'-, and by striking out the period at 
the end of such subsection and Inserting In 
lieu thereof the following: '; and the term 
"American aircraft" means en aircraft regis-
tered under the laws of the United States.'" 

"(d) Section 1426 (h) of the Internal Rev-
enue Code is amended to read as follows: 

"'(h) Agricultural labor: The term "agri-
cultural labor" includes all service per-
formed-

"'(1) On a farm, In the employ of any 
person, in connection with cultivating the 
soil, or In connection with raising or har-
vesting any agricultural or horticultural 
commodity, including the raising, shearing, 
feeding, caring for, training, and manage-
ment of livestock, bees, poultry, and fur-
bearing animals and wildlife . . 

" '(2) In the employ of the owner or ten-
ant or other operator of a farm, in connec-
tion with the operation, management, con-
servation, improvement, or maintenance of 
such farm and Its tools and equipment, or 
In salvaging timber or clearing land of brush 
and other debris left by a hurricane, it the 
major part of such service Is performed on a 
farm. 

"'(3) In connection with the production 
or harvesting of any Commodity defined as 
an agricul'tural commodity in section 15 (g) 
of the Agricultural Marketing Act, as 
amended, or In connection with the ginning 
of cotton, or In connection with the opera-
tion or maintenance of ditches, canals, rca-
ervoirs, or waterways, not owned or operated 
for Profit, used exclusively for supplying and 
storing water for farming purposes, 

"'1(4) (A) In the employ of the operator 
of a farm In handling, planting, drying, pack-
Ing, packaging, processing, freezing, grading, 
storing, or delivering to storage or to market 
or to a carrier for transportation to market, 
In Its unmanufactured state, any agricul-
tural or horticultural commodity; but only if 
such operator produced more than one-half 
of the commodity with respect to which 
such service Is performed. 

"' (B) In the employ of a group of opera-
tors of farms (other than a cooperative or-
ganization) in the performance of service de-
scribed In subparagraph (A), but only if such 
operators produced ail of the commodity with 
respect to which such service is performed. 
For the purposes of this subparagraph, any 
unincorporated group of operators shall be 
deemed a cooperative organization if the 
number of operators comprising such group 
is more than twenty at sny time during the 
calendar quarter in which such service is per-
formed. 

"'(C) The provisions of subparagraphs 
(A) and (B) shall not be deemed to be ap-
plicable with respect to service performed in 
connection with commercial canning or 
commercial freezing or in connection with 
any agricultural or horticultural commodity 
after Its delivery to a terminal market for 
distribution for consumption, 

"'(5) On a farm oparated for profit If 
such service is not in the course of the em-
ployer's trade or business or is domestic 
service in a private home of the employer. 

"'As used in this section, the term 'farm, 
includes stock, dairy, poultry, fruit, fur-bear., 
ing animal, and truck farms, plantations, 
ranches, nurseries, ranges, greenhouses or 
other similar structures used primarily for 
the raising of agricultural or horticultural 
commodities, and orchards.'tmshlcotiueovrdraprain 

"(e) Section 1426 of the Internal Revenue 
Code Is amended by striking out ,subsec-
tions (1) and (j) and inserting In lieu 
thereof the following:') Aeia mpoe:Tetr 
'American employer' means an employer 
which is (1) the United States or any in-
strumentality thereof. (2) an individual 
who is a resident of the United States, (3) 
a partnership, If two-thirds or more of the 
partners are residents of the United States, 
(4) a trust, if all of the trustees are resi-
dents of the United States, or (5) a corpora-
tion organized under the laws of the United 
States or of any State. 

"'(j) Computation of wages in certain 
cases: For purposes of this subchapter, in 
the case of domestic service described in sub-
section (a) (7) (B), any payment of cash 
remuneration for such service which is more 
or less than a whole-dollar amount shall, 
under such conditions and to such extent as 
may be prescribed by regulations made 
under this subchapter, be computed to the 
nearest dollar. For the purpose of the 
computation to the nearest dollar, the pay-
ment of a fractional part of a dollar shall be 
disregarded unless It amounts to one-half 
dollar or more, in which case it shall be In-
creased to $1. The amount of any payment 
of cash remuneration so corrputed to the 
nearest dollar shall, In lieu of the amount 
actually paid, be deemed to constitute the 
amount of cash remunerations for purposes 
of subsection (a) (7) (B). 

' '(k) Covered transportation service: 
"'(1) Existing transportation systems-

General rule: Except as Provided in para-
graph (2), all service performed in the em-
ploy of a State or Political subdivision lin 
connection with Its operation of E public 
transportation system shali constitute 
covered transportation service if any part of 
the transportation system was acquired 
from private ownership after 1936 and prior 
to 1951. 

"'1(2) Existing transportation systems-
Cases In which no transportation employees, 

or only certain employees, are covered: dierv-
Ice performed in- the employ of a State or 
political subdivision In connection with the 
operation of its public transportation system 
shall not constitute covered transportation 
service if

"'I(A) Any part of the transportation 
system was acquired from private ownership 
after 1936 and prior to 1951, and substan
tially all service in connection with the 
operation of the transportation system is, on 
December 31, 1950, covered under a general 
retirement system providing benefits which, 
by reason of a provision of the State consti
tution dealing specifically with retlrement 
systems of the State or political subdivisions 
thereof, cannot be diminished or im
paired; or 

"I(B) no part of the transportation ays
tem operated by the State or political sub
division on December 31, 1950, was acquired 
from private ownership after 1936 and prior 
to 1951; 

except that if such State or political sub
division makes an acquisition after 1950 from 
private ownership of any part of its trans
portation system, then, In the case of any 
employee who

"1'(C) became an employee of such State 
or political subdivision in connection with 
and at the time of its acquisition after 1950 
of such part, and 

"'(D) prior to such acquisition rendered 
service in employment (including as em
ployment service covered by an agreement 
under section 218 of the So~ial Security Act) 
in connection with the operation of such 
part of the transportation system acquired 
by the State or political subdivision, 
the service of such employee In connection 
with the operation of the transportation sys

service, commencing with the first day of 
the third calendar quarter following the 
calendar quarter in which the acquisition 

of such part took place, unless on such first 
day sucheservlricemofsuc stempoe wichco'ere 
byt awgeera resectireensystemplyewhchndoes 
nowtrspctouhemlycnai
special provisions applicable only to em
ployees described in subparagraiih (C). 

"(3) Transportation systems acquired 
after 1950.-All service performed In the em
ploy of a State or political subdivision there
of in connection with Its operation of a pub
lic transportation system shall constitute 
cove red transportation service if the trans
portation -system was not operated by the 
State or political subdivision prior to 1351 
and, at the time of Its first acquisition (after 
1950) from private ownership of any part of 
Its transportation system, the State or polit
ical subdivision did not have a general re
tirement system covering substantially all 
service performed In connection with the op. 
eration of the transportation system. 

"'(4) Definitions: For the purposes of 
this subsection

"(A) The term "general retirement sys
tem" means any pension, annuity, retire
ment, or similar fund or system established 
by a State or by a political subdivision there
of for employees of the State, political sub
division, or both; but such term shall not 
Include such a fund or system which covers 
only service performed in positions connected 
with the operation of Its public transporta. 
tion system. 

"'(B) A transportation system or a part 
thereof shall be considered to have been ac
quired by a State or political subdivision 
from private ownership if prior to the ac
quisition service performed by employees In 
connection with the operation of the system 
or part thereof acquired constituted employ
ment under this subchapter or was covered 
by an agreement made pursuant to section 
218 of the Social Security Act and some of 
such employees became employees of the 
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State or Political subdivision In1connection 
With and at the time of such acquisition. 

"'(C The term "Political subdivision" In-
cludes an instrumentality of (i) a State, 
Sitatoe, or(i) aorSoltateand onediorsmore ofa"M 
StteioiI) aStean or more of Isonepltclsbiiin
political subdivisions. 

"'(1) Exemption of religious, chariabe, 

etc, Wieofeepinborganizatins 
tin: An organization exempt from income 

tax under section 101 (6) may ifile a certifi-
cate (in such form and manner, and with 
such official, as may be prescribed by regula-
tions made under this subchapter) certify-
ing that It desires to have the insurance Sys-. 
tem established by title II of the Social Se-
curity Act extended to service performed by 
its employees and that at least two-thirds 
of its employees concur in the filing of the 
certificate. Such certificate may be filed 
only if it ia accompanied by a list containing 
the signature, address, and social security 
account number (if any) of each employee 
who concurs in the filing of the certificate, 
Such list may be amended, at any time prior 
to the expiration of the first month follow-
ing the first calendar quarter for which the 
certificate is in effect, by filing with such 
official a supplemental list or lists containing 
the signature, address, and social security 
account number (if any) of each additional 
employee who concurs in the filing' of the 
certificate. The list and any supplemental 
list shall be filed in such form and manner 

asma bpesriedbyreultinsmae 
under this subchapter, The certificate shall 
be in effect (for the purposes of subsection 
(b) (9) (B) and for the purposes of section 
210 (a) (9) (B) of the Social Security Act) 
for the period beginning with the first day 
following the close of the calendar quarter 
In which such certificate is filed, but In no 
case shall such period begin prior to January 

is 19ffecTivemayibe termwinaedb the oergiani-
theeniefeffiectiv e atemntdb ofragaendar

zation, efetv tteedo aedr 
quarter, upon giving two years' advance no-
tice in writing, but only if, at the time of 
the receipt of such notice, the certificate has 
been in effect for a period of not less than 
eight years. The notice of termination may 
be revoked by the organization by giving, 
prior to the close of the calendar quarter 
specified in the notice of termination, a 
written notice of such revocation, Notice of 
termination or revocation thereof shall be 
filed in such form and manner, and with 
such official, as may be prescribed by regula-
tions made under this subchapter. 

"1'(2) Termination of waiver peidb 
Comsinr fteCmisoerfindsb 

that any organization which filed a certifi-
cate pursuant to this subsection has failed to 
comply substantially with the requirements 
of this subchapter or is no longer abet 
comply therewith, the Commissioner shall 
give such organization not less than sixty 
days' advance notice in writing that the pe 
riod covered by such certificate will terrmi-
niate at the end of the calendar quarter spec-

"(g) The amendments made by subsections 
(c), (d), (e), and (f) of this section shall be 
applicable only with respect to services per-
formed after 1950. 

FEPOE 
Seton 142MPL)ofYEE"DEC.N05TIOa 

S~.28 a eto 
tenllo vneCweismne:t 

46()o h n-
eda 

follows:mloe:
"")eans- e:Th 

h tr,
tr 

eplye 

meos 
"(1) any officer of a corporation; or 
"'(2) any individual who. under the usual 

Common law rules applicable in determining 
the employer-employee relationship, has the 
status of a~n employee; or 

"'(3) any individual (other than an in-
dividual who is an employee under paragraph 
(1) or (2) of this subsection) who performs 
services for remuneration for any person-

"'(A) as an agent-driver or commission-
driver engaged In distributing meat products, 
vegetable products, fruit products, bakery 
products, beverages (other than milk), or 
laundry or dry-cleaning services, for his 
principal; 

','(B) as a full-time life insurance sales-
man; 

"1'(C) as a home worker performing work. 
according to specifications furnished by the 
person for whom the services are performed, 
on materials or goods furnished by such per-
son which are required to be returned to such 
person or a person designated by him, if the 
performance of such services Is subject to 
licensing requirements under the laws of the 
State In which such services are performed; 
or 

"'I(D) as a traveling or city salesman, other 
than as an agent-driver or commission-
driver, engaged upon a full-time basis in the 
solicitation on behalf of, and the transmis-
ston to. his principal (except for side-line 
sales activities on behalf of some other per-

son) ofodr rom wholesalers, retailers, 
contractors, or operators of hotels, res-
taurants, or other similar establishments for 
merchandise for resale or supplies for use in 
their business operations; 

if the contract of service contemplates that 
substantially all of such services are to be 
performed personally by such Individual; ex-
bept that an individual shall not be included 
In the term "employee" under the provisions 
of this paragraph if such Individual has a 
substantial Investment in facilities used in 
connection with the performance of such 
services (other than in facilities for trans~por-
tation), or if the services are in the nature 
of a single transaction not part of a con-
tinuing relationship with the person for 
whom the services are performed.' 

"1(b) The amendment made by this section 
shall be applicable only with respect to serv-
cspromdatr15.viding 

"RECEIPTrS FRo EMPLOYEES; SPECIAL REFUNDS 
"Sxc. 206. (a) Subchapter E of chapter 9 of 

the Internal Revenue Code is amended by 
adding at the end thereof the following new 
sections: 

1426 (a) have been paid), (3) the total 
amount of wages as defined in section 1621 
(a), (4) the total amount deducted and 
withheld as tax under section 1622, (8) the 
total amount of wages as defined in section' 
1426 (a), and (6) the total amount deducted' 
and withheld as tax under section 1400. 

'()Saeenst ositt nom 
tion returns: The statements required to be 
furnished by this section in respect of any 

remuneration shall be furnished at such 
other times, shall contain such other inf or
mation, and shall be in such form as the 
Commissioner, with the approval of the Sec
retary, may by regulations prescribe. A du
plicate of any such statement if made and 
filed in accordance with regulations pre
scribed by the Commissioner with the ap
proval of the Secretary shall constitute the 
return required to be made in respect of such 
remuneration under section 14'7. 

"'(c) Extension of time: The Commis
sioner, under such regulations as he may 
prescribe with the approval of the Secretary, 
may grant to any person a reasonable ex
tension of time (not In excess of thirty days) 
with respect to the statements required to 
be furnished under this section. 
"'SEC. 1634. Penalties. 

"'-(a) Penalties for fraudulent statement 
or failure to furnish statement: In lieu of 
any other penalty provided by law (except 
the penalty provided by subsection (b) of 
this section), any person required under the 
prvsosfsetn163ofuihasae
ment who willfully furnishes a false or 
fraudulent statement, or who willfully fails 
to furnish a statement in the manner, at 
the time, and showing the Information re
quired under section 1633, or regulations 
prescribed thereunder, shall for each such 
failure, upon conviction thereof, be fined not 
more than $1,000. or imprisoned for not more 
than one year, or both. 

" '(b) Additional penalty: In addition to 
the penalty provided by subsection (a) of 
this section, any person required under the 
provisions of section 1633 to furnish a state
ment who willfully furnishes a false or 

fraudulent statement, or who willfully fails 
to furnish a statement in the manner, at 
the time. and showing the information re
quired under section 1633, or regulations 
prescribed thereunder, ~shall for each such 
failure be subject to a civil penalty of $50. 
Such penalty shall be assessed and col
lected in the same manner as the tax im
posed by section 1410.' 

`(b) (1) Section 322 (a) of the Internal 
Revenue Code is amended by adding at the 
end thereof the following new paragraph: 

"'(4)e Crdtsoo"pcial Cofmirefunds"axTh 
poyescascuiytx Th Cmi
appnroa ofatherSecretarypreguaions pro-th 

for the crediting against the tax im
posed by this chapter for any taxable year 
of the amount determined by the taxpayer 
or the Commissioner to be allowable under 
section 1401 (d) as a special refund of tax 
imposed on wages received during the cal

endreyearn whihn uctaxable year begins.i 
such calendar year, such amount shall not 
be allowed under this section as a credit 
against the tax for any taxable year other 
than the last taxable year so beginning. The 
amount allowed as a credit under such reg
ulations shall, for the purposes of this 
chapter, be considered an amount deducted 
and withheld at the source as tax under sub
chapter D of chapter 9.' 

"1(2) Section 1403 (a) of the Internal Rev
enue Code is amended by striking out the 
first sentence and inserting in lieu thereof 
the following: 'Every employer shall fur
nish to each of his employees a written state
ment or statements, in a form suitable for 
retention by the employee, showing the wages 
paid by him to the employee before January 
1, 1931. (For corresponding provisions with 

ified in such notice. Such notice of termi-enayariwhcsuhtxbeerbgn.
nation may be revoked by the Commissioner "'SEC. 1633. Receipts for employees.I 

by giving, prior to the close Of the calendar "'I(a) Requirement: Every person required 
quarter specified in the notice of termina- to deduct and withhold from an employee 
tion, written notice of such revocation to the 'a tax under section 1400 or 1622, or who 
organization. No notice of termination or 
of revocation thereof shall be given under 
this paragraph to an organization without 
the prior concurrence of the Federal Security 
Administrator, 

"' (3) No renewal of waiver: In the event 
the period covered by a certificate filed pur-
suant to this subsection is terminated by the 
organization, no certificate may again be 
filed by such organization pursuant to this 
subsection.! 

'n~-(f) Sections 1426 (c) and 1428 of the 
nternal Revenue Code are each amended 

by 5triking out 'paragraph (9)' and Insert-
ing in lieu thereof 'paragraph (10)'. 

would have been required to deduct and 
withhold a tax under section 1622 If the em-
ployee had claimed no more than one with-
holding exemption, shall furnish to each 
such employee in respect of the remunera-
tion paid by such person to such employee 
during the calendar year, on or before Janu-
ary 81 of the succeeding year, or, if his em-
ployment is terminated before the close of 
such calendar year, on the day on which the 
last payment 'of remuneration is made, a6 
written statement showing the following: 
(1) the name of such person, (2) the name 
of the employee (and his social security ac-
count number if wages as defined In section 
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see section 1633.) . 
"(3) Section 1625 of the Internal Revenue 

Code Is amended by adding at the end thereof 
the following new subsection: 

"'(d) Application of section.-This sec-
tion shall apply only rith respect to wages
paid before January 1, 1951. For corre-
sponding provisions with respect to wages
paid after December 31. 1950. see section 
1633. 

"(C) The amendments made by this section 
shall be applicable only with respect to wages
paid after December 31, 1950, except that 
the amendment made by subsection (b) (1)
of this section shall be applicable Orly with 
respect to taxable years beginning after De-
cember 31, 1950, and only with respect to 
'special refunds' in the case of wages paid
after December 31, 1950. 
"PERIODS5 OF LIMITATION ON ASSESSMENT AND 

REFUND OF CERTAIN EMPLOYMEN4T TAXES 
"Sac. 207. (a) Subchapter E of chapter 9 

of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by
Inserting at the end thereof the following 
new sections: 

"'Sc.165.Peiodofliittin uonases-
oflimtatonupo"'SC. 635 Peio asess 

ment and collection of certain 
'() employment taxes, 

'()General rule: The amount of any 
tax imposed by subchapter A of this chapter
or.subchapter D of this chapter shall (except 
as otherwise provided In the following subsec-
sections of this section) be assessed within 
three years after the return was filed, and no 
proceeding In court without assessment for 
the collection of such tax shall be begun
after the expiration of such period.

"'(b) False return or no 'return'- In the 
cas ro rauulntretrnwih i-afale 

r faudlencaseof fase reurnwit 
tent to evade tax or of a failure to file a re-
turn, the tax may be assessed, or a proceeding
In court for the collection of such tax may
be begun without assessment, at any time, 

"'(C) Willful attempt to evade tax: In 
case of a willful attempt In any manner to 
defeat or evade tax, the tax may be assessed, 
or a proceeding in court for the collection of 
such tax may be begun without assessment, 
at any time, 

"'(d) Collection after assessment: Where 
the assessment of any tax imposed by sub-
chapter A of this chapter or subchapter D of 
this chapter has been made within the period
of limitation properly applicable thereto,
such tax may be collected by distraint or by a 
proceeding In.-court, but only if begun (1)
within six years after the assessment of the 
tax, or (2) prior to the expiration of any pe-
riod for collection agreed upon in writing by
the Commissioner and the taxpayer.

"'(e) Date of filing of return: For the pur-
poses of this section, If a return for any pe-
riod ending with or within a calendar year is 
flled before March 15 of the succeeding calen-
dar year, such return shall be considered 
filed on March 15 of such succeeding calendar 
y'af. Applcatontecton:otherwise

"'() Apliatinsctin: rov-o he
sions of this section shall apply only to those 
taxes imposed by subchapter A of this chap-
ter, or subchapter D of this chapter, which 
are required to be collected and paid by mak-
Ing and filing returns. 

'-(g) Effective date: The provisions of this

section shall not apply to any tax Imposed


wit rspcttoreuneatonpad urng

anyhcaendar t uinyerembefretn1951.

bfr 
"'SEC. 1636. Period of limitation upon re-

funds and credits of certain 
employment taxes, 

"'(a) General rule: In the case of any tax 
Imposed by subchapter A of this chapter or 
subchapter D of this chapter-

"'(1) Period of limitation: Unless a claim 
for credit or refund is flied by the taxpayer
within three years from the time the return 
was filed or within two years from the time 

anya alna 15.ters 

respect to Wages paid after December 31. 1950.. the tax was paid, no credit or refund shall be 
allowed or made after the expiration of 
whichever of such periods expires the later,
If no return Is filed, then no credit or refund 
shall be allowed or made after two years from 
the time the tax was paid, unless before the 
expirat-ion of such period a claim therefor is 
mied by the taxpayer. 

"'(2) Limit on amount of credit or re-
fund: The amount of the credit or refund 
shall not exceed the portion of the tax paid-

" '(A) If a return was filed, and the claim 
was filied within three years from the time 
the return was filed, during the three years
Immediately preceding the filing of the claim.

" '(B) If a claim was filed, and (I) no re-
turn was filed, or (ii) if the claim was not 
filed within three years from the time the 
return was filed, during the two years im-
mediately preceding the filing of the claim, 

"'(C) If no claim was filed and the allow-
ance of credit or refund Is made within three years from the time the return was filed, dur-Ing the three years Immediately preceding the 
allowance of the credit or refund, 

fn li a iead()n e 
turn wasIfienoramwsfld n or-

or (ii)uredit flerfn the allowance of the 
cedi orrefndis not made within three 
years from the time the return was filed,
during the two years Immediately preceding 
the allowance of the credit or refund. 

" ' '(b) Penalties, etc: The provisions of sub-
section (a) of this section shall apply to any
penalty or sum assessed or collected with re-
spect to the tax imposed by subchapter A of 
this chapter or subchapter D of this chapter.

"'c aeo iigrtr n aeo 
payment of tax: For the purposes of this 
section-

eunfr "')In eidedn
ito wIthi a calerndaor aypearisoild beforegMarcih 15 sucednofithen calendar yerifld

Mac 5o h uceigclna ear, 
such return shall be considered filed on
March 15 of such succeeding calendar year';
and 

"'(2) If a tax with respect to eremunera-
tion paid during any period ending with or 
within a calendar year is paid before March 
is of the succeeding calendar year, such tax 
shall be considered paid on March 15 of such 
succeeding calendar year.

"'(d) Application of section: The provi-
sions of this section shall apply only to 
those taxes imposed by subchapter A of this 
chapter, or subchapter D of this chakter, 
which are required to be collected and paid
by making and filing returns. 

"'(e) Effective date: The provisions of 
this section shall not apply to any tax paid 
or collected with respect to remuneration 
paid during any calendar year before 1951 
or to any penalty or sum paid or collected 
with respect to such tax.' 

"(b) (1) Section 3312 of the Internal Rev-
enue Code is amended by inserting imme-

diately after the words 'gift taxes' (which

words immediately precede subsection (a)

thereof) a comma and the following: 'and 


prvddIn section 1635
ith respect to employment taxes under 

subchapters A and D of chapter 9.' 

"(2) Section 3313 of the Internal Revenue 


Code ISamended as follows: 

"(A) By inserting immediately after the 


words 'and gift taxes,', where those words

first appear In the section, the following:

and except as otherwise provided by law In 


case Of employment taxes under subchap-

A and D of chapter 9,'; and 

"(B) By inserting immediately after the 
Words 'and gift taxes', where those words 
appear in the parenthetical phrase, a comma 
and the following: 'and other than such em-
ployment taxes', 

"(3) Section 3645 of the Internal Revenue 
Code Is amended by striking out 'Employ-
mnent taxes, section 3312.' and inserting In 
lieu thereof the following: 'Employment 
taxes, sections 1635 and 3312,' 

"(4) Section 3714 (a) of the Internal Rev
enue Code Is amended by Inserting at the 
end thereof the following:

" 'Employment taxes, see sections 1635 (d)
and 3312 (d).'

"(5) Section 3770 (a) (6) of the Internal 
Revenue Code Is amended by inserting at 
the end thereof the following:

"'Employment taxes, see sections 1636 and 
3313. 

"(6) Section 3772 (c) of the Internal Rev
enue Code Is amended by Inserting at the 
end thereof the following:

"Employment taxes, see sections 1636 and 
3313. 

"SELF-EMPLOYMENT INCOME 
"E.28 a hpe fteItra 

ReSecu 208e(a) Capterde 1yofdithe aIthera 
ReenuheeCodteisllamendegb saddin atpthe
en" hroIhefloigne ucatr 
"SUECHAPTERE5-TAX ON SELF-EMPLOYMENT 

INCOME
"'Sir. 480. Rate of tax.

"'nadto oohrtxs.hr hl 
be levidtcolleted anot ecidfoe taxetresable 
b'U beginnin 1950,aupoea afleter,adecembefr 31.h 

ya egnigatrDeebr3.15,uo

the self-employment income of every indi
vidual, a tax as follows: 

'1 ntecs faytxbeya e 
ginnIng ather Dcaeme 31o150 beforbeandaal 
January 1, 1954, the tax shall be equal to 
2 /4 par, centumn of the amount of the self-
employment Income for such taxable year,

" '(2) In the case of any taxable year begin
nigatrDcme31193adbfoeJn 
nn fe eebr3. 93 n eoeJn 
uary 1, 1960, the tax shall be equal to 3 per 
ment income for such taxable year.
I 

'(3) In the case of any taxable year beginning after December 31,Jeoe 1, 1965, tax 
1959, and before anuary the

3.pr 
shall be equal to 

centum of the amount of the self
3em4plomn5 noefrsc aal er
mlyeticm orsc aal er
"'(4) In the case of any taxable year be

ginning after December 31, 11,64, and before 
January 1, 1970, the tax shall be equal to 
4l/2 per centur. of the amount of the self-
employment Income for such taxable year.

" '(5) In the case of any taxable year be
ginning after December 31, 1969, the tax shall 
be equal to 4%/ per centum of the amount of 
the self-employment income for such taxable 
year. 
"'SEC. 481. Definitions. 

"'For the purposes of this subchapter
"'-(a) Net earnings from self -employ

ment: The term "net earnings from self-

employment" means the gross income de

rived by an individual from any trade or

business carried on by such individual, less

the deductions allowed by this chapter which

are attributable to such trade or business,

plus his distributive share (whether or not

distributed) of the ordinary net Income or

loss, as computed under section 133, from

any trade or business carried on by a part

nership of which he is a member; except that

In computing such gross income and ddc
tions and such distributive share of partner
ship ordinary net income or loss

" '(1) There shall be excluded rentals from

real estate (including personal property

leased with the real estate) and deductions


attributable thereto, unless such rentals are
received in the course of a trade or business 
as a real estate dealer;

"'(2) There shall be excluded Income derived from any trade or business in which, 
if the trade or business were carried on ex
clusively by employees, the major portion of 
the services would constitute agricultural 
labor as defined in section 1426 (h); and 
there shall be excluded all deductions attrib
utable to such Income; 

"'(3) There shall be excluded dividend's 
on any share Of stock, and interest on any
bond, debenture, note, or certificate, or other 
evidence of indebtedness, Issued with Inter
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est cOupons or in registered form by any car-
poration (including one issued by a govern-
ment or Political subdivision thereof), un-
less such dividends and Interest (other than 
Interest described In section 25 (a) ) are re-
ceived In lbs course of a trade or business as 
a dealer in stocks or securities; 

"'(4) There shall be excluded any gain or 
loss (A) which Is considered as gain or loss 
from the sale or exchange of a capital asset, 
(B) from the cutting or disposal of timber if 

scin17(j) i applicabletouc gain or 
loss, Or (C) from the sale, exchange, invol-
untary conversion, or other disposition of 
property If such property is neither (I) stock 
in trade or other property of a kind which 
would properly be includibie In inventory If 
on hand at the close of the taxable year, nor 

(i)poetedpiaiyfrsl ocus-

tome rspein thelodpinaryicurs fof thle trad or 

business; 


"'6 Tedeutinfornt praig 

lose provihededui sction (e) sheall be
23r inot 
allowed; 

"(6) (A) If any of the Income derived 

from a trade or business (other than a trade 

or business carried on by a partnership) is 


Inomeundr cmmuIndividualcommnit
cmuiyicm unecomnity prop-


ethe gross ipplcm andle deuctIonscatribuableo 

icm 


to such trade or business shall be treated as 

th rs ndddciosatibtbe 

the gross income and deductions of the hus-
band unless the wife exercises substantially 
all of the management and control of such 
trade or business, in which case all of such 
gross income and deductions shall be treated 
as the gross income and deductions of the 
wife; 

"(B) If any portion of apartner's distrib-
utive share of the ordinary net Income or 
loss from a trade or business carried on by 
a partnership Is community income or loss 
under the community property laws appli-
cable to such share, all of such distributive 
share shall be included in computing the net 
earnings from self-employment of such part-
ner, and no part of such share shall be taken 
into account in computing the net earnings 
from self-employment of the spouse of such 
partner; 

"'1(7) In the case of any taxable year be-
ginning on or after the effective date speci-
fied in section 3810, (A) the term "possession 
of the United States" as used In section 261 
shall not include Puerto Rico, and (B) a 
citizen or resident of Puerto Rico shall com-

puehis net earnings from self-employmentputs 
in the same manner as a citizen of the 
United States and without regard to the pro-

visions of section 252, 
If the taxable year of a partner its different 
from that of the partnership, the distributive 
share which he is required to Include In com-
puting his net earnings from self-employ-
ment shall be based upon the ordinary net 
Income or loss 'of the partnership for any

taxalehe earof eve thughartersip 
taalJeroh arnearshi (ev91)endthogh

beginning prior to Jaur ,15)edn 
within or with his taxable year. 
W.' (b) Self-employment income: The term 
~self-employment income" means the net 

earnings from se]fepomn eie b 
an individual (other than a nonresident 
alien individual) during any taxable year be-

afeKeebr3,15;exept that 
ginning atrDcme31 90eiContributions 
such term shall not include-

"(1) That part of the net earnings from 

self-employment which Is In excess of: (A) 
$3,600, minus (B) the amount of the wages 
paid to such individual during the taxable 

"'(2) Tho eerr ro ef-m y 
" ()Tenteringsfrmslemo 

Ment, if such net earnings for the taxable 
year are less than $400. 

y esof() laueth tem
Foupssh fcas 1 thedter 
"wgsunldssc eueainde paidt 

as would be wages under section 1426 (a) If 
such aervices constituted employment under 
section 1426 (b). In the case of any tax-
able year beginning prior to the effective 
date specified in section 3810. an individual 
who Is a citizen of Puerto Rico (but not 
otherwise a citizen of the United States) and 
who is not a resident Of the United states 
or of the Virgin Islands during such taxable 
year shall be considered, for the purposes 
of this subchapter, as a nonresident alien 
Individual. An Individual who is not a cit
izen of th, United States but who is a resi-
dent of the Virgin Islands or (after the 
effective date specified in section 3810) a 
resident of Puerto Rico shall not, for the 
purposes of this subchapter, be considered 
tabs a nonresident alien individual. 

"(c) Trade or business: The term "trade 

or business", when used with reference to 

self-employment income or net earnings 

from self-employment, shall have the same 
maing as when used in section 23, except 

that such term shall not Include-


" '(1) The performance of the functions of 

a public office;, 


"(2) The performance of service by an 

as an employee (other than serv-

ice described In section 1426 (b) (16) (B) 


performed by an individual who has attained 

the age of eighteen); 

" '(3) The performance of service by an 

Individual as an employee or employee rep-

resentative as defined in section 1132; 


"'(4) The performance of service by a 
duly ordained, commissioned, or licensed 
minister of a church In the exercise of his 
ministry or by a member of a religious order 
In the exercise of duties required by such 
order: or 

" '(5) The- performance of service by an 
Individual In the exercise of his profession 
as a physician, lawyer, dentist, osteopath, 
veterinarian, chiropractor, naturopath, op-
tometrist, Christian Science practitioner, 
architect, certified public accountant, ac-
countant registered or licensed as an Sc-
countant under State or municipal law, 
full-time practicing public accountant, fu-
neral director, or professional engineer-, or 
the performance of such service by a part-
nership. 

"' I(d) Employee and wages: The term "em-
plo yes" and the term "wages" shall have the 
same meaning as when used in subchapter A 
of chapter 9. 
"' SEC. 482. Miscellaneous provisions. 

"'a eun:Eeyidvda ohrRtrs Eeyiniiul ohr 
than a nonresident alien Individual) having 
net earnings from self-employment of $400 or 

more for the taxable year shall make a return 
containing such information for the purpose 
of carrying out the provisions of this sub-
chapter as the Commissioner, with the ap 
proval of the Secretary, may by regulations 
prescribe. Such return shall be considered a 
return required under section 61 (a)., In 
the case of a husband and wife filing a joint 
rtr ne eton5 btetxI 
eunudrscin5 btetxIposed 

by this subchapter shall not be computed on 
the aggregate income but shall be the sum of 
the taxes computed uander this subchapter 

ntesprt ef-mlyeticm f 
each spouse.

''(b)) Title of su'2cbapter: This subehap-
ter may be cited as the "Self-Employment

Act". 
"'c fetv aei aeo uro Rico:-

'(orEffective date in case of Puerto io e 

scin31."'(g) 
"'(d) Collection of taxes In Virgin Islands 

and Puerto Rico: For provisions relating to 

collection of taxes In Virgin Islands and 
Puerto Rico, see section 3811.'" 

`(b) Chapter 38 of the Internal Revenue 
Coei mne yadn tteedteef 
Cde s aende byaddng t th en threo
the following new sections: 
"'SEC, 3810. Effective date in case of Puerto 

legislature of Puerto Rico ha,, by concurrent 
resolution, resolved that it desires the exter.
slon to Puerto Rico of the provisions of title 
II of the Social Security Act, the effective 
date referred to in sections 1426 (e), 481 (a) 
('7), and 481 (b) shall be January 1 of the 
first calendar year which begins more than 
ninety days after the date on which the 
President receives such certification. 
*'SE. 3811. Collection of taxes in Virgin 

ilnsadPet io 

"'Notwithstandisng any other provision Of 
law respecting taxation In the Virgin Walnds 
Or Puerto Rico, all taxes imposed by sub

chapter E of chapter 1 and by subchapter A

of chapter 9 shall be collected by the Bureau

of Internal kt'~venue under the Direction of

the Secretary and shall be paid into the

Treasury of the United states as internal

revenue collections. All rvsoso h

internal revenue laws of the United States

relating to the administration and enforce

ment of the tax imposed by subachapter E

of chapter 1 (Including the provisions relat

ing to the Tax Court of the United States),

and of any tax Imposed by subchapter A of

chapter 9, shall, in respect of such tax, extend

to and be applicable in the Virgin Islands and 

Puerto Rico in the same manner and'to the 
same extent as if the Virgin Islands and

Puerto Rico were each a State, and as if the

term "United States" when used in a geo

graphical sense included the Virgin Islands

and Puerto Rico.

" 'SEC. 3812. Mitigation of effect of statute of 

lmttosadohrpoi 
liiaionsicane ofrlthed taxes
sosI aeo eae ae 
under different chapters. 

"(a) Self-employment tax and tax on 
wages: In the case of the tax imposed by 
subchapter E of chapter 1 (relating to tax 
on self-employment income) and the tax 
Imposed by section 1400 of subchapter A of 
chapter 9 (relating to tax on employees under 
the Federal Insurance Contributions Act) 

"(1) (1) if an amount is erroneously 
treated as self-employment income, or 

" '(ii) if an amount is erroneously treated 
as wages, and 

"'(2) if the correction of the error would 
require an assessment of one such tax and 
the refund or credit of the other tax, and 

'. '(3) if at any time the correction of the 
error is authorized as to one such tax but 
is prevented as to the other tax by any law 
or rule of law (other than section 3761,
relating to compromises). 
te ftecreto uhrzdi ae 
theniftecrcioauhizdImd,teamount of the assessment, or the amount 
of the credit or refun~d, as the case may be, 
authorized as to the one tax shall be re
duced by the amount of the credit or refund, 
or the amount of the assessment, as the 
case may be, which would be required with 

respect to such other tax for the correction 
of the error if such credit or refund, or such 
assessment, of such other tax were not pre
vented by any law or rule of law (other than 
section 3761, relating to compromises). 

"()Dfntos o h upsso 
su'bsection(a)ofnhs: secionthepurpterso 
"self-employment income" and "wages" shall 
hv h aemaiga hnue nsc 
haon 481 saemennba)hn.'dInsc
to 8 b. 

"(c) Section 3801 of the Internal Revenue 
Code Is amended by adding at the end thereof 
h olwn e subsection:

Taxes Imposed by chapter 9: The 
provisions of this section shall not be con
struled to apply to any tax imposed by chap

tsr 9.' 
" (d) (1) Section 3 of the Internal Revenue 

Code is amended by inserting at the end 
thereof the following: 

."'Subchapter E-TaX on Self-Employment
income (the Self-Emnployment Contribu
tions Act), divided Into sections.' 

"1(2) Section 12 (g) of the Internal Revs.. 

nue Code is amended by inserting at the 
end thereof the following: 

evcsicue 

viin fscin1 fteSca Scrty "'If the Governor of Puerto Rico certifies to 
Ac rltn fSaeePloes the President of the United States that the 

anepoe o ne nRico. 

ocvrg 
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"'(6) Tax on self-employment Income: 

For tax Oin self-employment income, see 
subchapter F.' 

"(3 Section 31 of the Internal Revenue 
Code is amended by inserting immediately 
after the words 'the tax' the following: 
'(other than the tax imposed by subchapter 
E, relating to tax on self-employment in-
come)'; and section 131 (a) of the Internal 
Revenue. Code Is amended by inserting fin-
mediately after the words 'except the tax 
imposed under section 102' the following: 
'and except the tax imposed under sub-
chapter E'. 

"(4) Section 58 (b) (1) of the Internal 
Revenue Code is amended by Inserting im-
mediately after the words 'withheld at 
source' the following: 'and without regard 
to the tax imposed by subchapter E on 
self-employment income', 

' (5) Section 107 of the Internal Revenue 
Code is amended by inserting at the end 
thereof the following new subsection: 

"'(e) Tax on self-employment income: 
This section shall be applied without regard 
to, and shall not affect, the tax imposed by 
subchapter E, relating to tax on self-em-
ployment income.' 

"(6) Section 120 of the Internal Revenue 
Code is amended by inserting immediately 
after the words 'amount of Income' the 
following: '(determined without regard to 
subchapter E, relating to tax on self-em-
ployment income)'. 

" (7) Section 161 (a) of the Internal Reve-
nlue Code is amended by inserting Imme-
diately after the words 'The taxes imposed 
by this chapter' the following: '(other 
than the tax Imposed by subchapter E, re-
lating to tax on self-employment income)'1. 

"(8) Section 294 (d) of the Internal Reve-
nue Code Is amended by inserting at the end 
thereof the following new paragraph: 

" '(3) Tax on self-employment income: 
This subsection shall be applied without re-
gard to the tax Imposed by subchapter E, 
relating to tax on self-employment in-
come,' 

"MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS 

"Src. 209. (a) (1) Section 1607 (b) of the 
Internal Revenue Code is amended to read 
as follows: 

"'(b) Wages: The term "wages" means 
all remuneration for employment, including 
the cash value of all remuneration paid in 
any medium other than- cash; except that 
such term shall not Include-

" '(1) That part of the remuneration which, 
after remuneration (other than remunera-
tion referred to in the succeeding paragraphs 
of this subsection) equal to $3,000 with re-
spect to employment has been paid to an 
Individual by an employer during any cal-
endar year, is paid to such individual by 
such employer during such calendar year. 
If an employer (hereinafter referred to as 
successor employer) during any calendar year 
acquires substantially all the property used 
In a trade or business of another employer 
(hereinafter referred to as a predecessor), or 
used in a separate unit of a trade or bust-
ness of a predecessor, and immediately after 
the Acquisition employs in his trade or busi-
ness an individual who Immediately prior to 
the acquisition was employed in the trade 
or business of such predecessor, then, for the 
purpose of determining whether the suc-
cessor employer has paid remuneration (other 
than remuneration referred to in the suc-
ceeding paragraphs of this subsection) with 
respect to employmert equal to $3,000 to such 
Individual during such calendar year, any 
remuneration (other than remuneration re-
ferred to in the succeeding paragraphs of this 
subsection) with respect to employment paid 
(or considered under this paragraph as hay-
Ing been paid) to such individual by such 
predecessor during such calendar year and 
prior to such acquisition shall be considered 
as having been paid by such successor em-
ployer; 

"1'(2) The amount of any payment (includ-

Ing any amount paid by an employer for in-

surance or annuities, or into a fund, to pro-

vide for any such payment) made to, or on 

behalf of, an employee or any of his de-

pendents under a plan or system established 

by an employer which makes provision for 

his employees generally (or for his employees 

generally and their dependents) or for a class 

or classes of his employees (or for a class 

or classes of his employees and their de-

pendents), on account of (A) retirement, or 

(B) sickness or accident disability, or (C) 

medical or hospitalization expenses in con-

nection with sickness or accident disability, 

or (D) death; 


"'(3) Any payment made to an employee 
(including any amount paid by an employer 
for insurance or annuities, or into a fund, 
to provide for any such payment) on account 
of retirement; 

"'1(4) Any payment on account of sick-
ness or accident disability, or medical or 
hospitalization expenses in connection with 
sickness or accident disability, msdd by an 
employer to, or on behalf of, an employee 
after the expiration of six calendar months 
following the last calendar month in which 
the employee worked for such employer; 

"' (5) Any payment made to, or on behalf 

of, an employee or his beneficiary (A) from 

or to a trust exempt from tax under section 

165 (a) at the time of such payment unless 

such payment is made to an employee of 

the trust as remuneration for Services ren-

dered as such employee and not as a bene-

ficiary of the trust, or (B) under or to an 

annuity plan which, at the time of such pay-

ment, meets the requirements of section 165 

(a) (3), (4), (5), and (6); 

'1 '(6) The payment by an employer (with-
out deduction from the remuneration of the 
employee) (A) of the tax imposed upon an 
employee under section 1400, or (B) of any 
payment required from an employee under 
a State unemployment compensation law; 

"'-(7) Remuneration paid in any medium 
other than cash to an employee for service 
not in the course of the employer's trade or 

"'(8)ss An amn ohrta aain 
or sick pAny) pamaent(otahmloefer thenvcto 

ay aettainsarsc tempagye oftestyhe 
month In which he atishegeosxy-
five, if he did not work for the employer in 

"'(9 Deismfowissal paymentstwich de;emuc th 
ployer Dismnosleallpymrequire toicmake.' m 

"(2) The am~endment made by paragraph 
(1) shall be applicable only with respect to 

remuneration paid after 1950. In the case 

of remuneration paid prior to 1951, the de-

termination under section 1607 (b) (1) of 

the Internal Revenue Code (prior to its 

amendment by this Act) of whether or hot 

such remuneration constituted wages shall 

be made as if paragraph (1) of this subsec-

tion had niot been enacted and without In-

ferences drawn from the fact that the amend-

ment made by paragraph (1) is not made 

applicable to periods prior to 1951. 


"(3) Effective with respect to remunera-
tion paid after December 31, 1951, section 
1607 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code is 
amended by changing the semicolon at the 
end of paragraph (3) to a period and by 
striking out paragraph (9) thereof, 

"(b) (1) Section 160' (c) (3) of the In-
ternal Revenue Code is amended to read as 
follows: 

" '(3) Service not In the course of the em-
ployer's trade or business performed in any 
calendar quarter by an employee, unless the 
cash remuneration paid for such service is 
$50 or more and such service is performed 
by an individual who Is regularly employed 
'by such employer -to perform such service. 
For the purposes of this paragraph, an indi-
vidual shall be deemed to be regularly em-
ployed by an employer during a calendar 
quarter only If (A) on each of some twenty-
four days during such quarter such indi-
vidual performs for such employer for some 

portion of the day service not in the course 
of the employer's trade or business, or (B) 
such Individual was regularly employed (as 
determined under clause (A) by such em
ployer in the performance of such service 
during the preceding calendar quarter;'. 

" (2) Section 1607 (c) (10) (A) (I) of the 
Internal Revenue Code is amended by struk
ing out 'does not exceed $45' and inserting in 
lieu thereof 'is less than $50'. 

"(3) Section 1607 (c) (10) (E) of the 
Internal Revenue Code Is amended by strik-
Ing out 'in any calendar quarter' and by 
striking out ', and the remuneration for such 
service does not exceed $45 (exclusive of 
room, board, and tuition)'. 

"(4) The amendments made by para
graphs (1), (2), and (3) shall be applicable 
only with respect to service performed after 
1950. 

"(c) (1) Section 1621 (a) (4) of the In
ternal Revenue Code is amended to read as 
follows: 

" '(4) for service not in the course of the 
employer's trade or business performed in 
any calendar quarter by an employee, unless 
the cash remuneration paid for such service 
is $50 or more and such service is performed 
by an Individual who is regularly employed 
by such employer to perform such service. 
For the purposes of this paragraph, an indi
vidual shall be deemed to be regularly em
ployed by an employer during a calendar 
quarter only If (A) on each of some twenty-
four days during such quarter such indi
vidual performs for such employer for some 
portion of the day service not in the course 
of the employer's trade or business, or (B) 
such Individual was regularly employed (as 
determined under clause (A)) by such em
ployer in the performance of such service 
during the preceding calendar quarter, or'. 

"(2) Section 1621 (a) of the Internal Rev
enue Code is amended by striking out para
graph (9) thereof and inserting in lieu 
thereof the following: 

"'(9) for services performed by a duly or
diecmisoeo iesdmnse 
of a church in the exercise of his ministry 
or by a member of a religious order in the 
exercise of duties required by such order, or 

" (10) (A) for services performed by an 
Individual under the age of eighteen in the 
deliveryo itiuino esaeso 
shopping news, not including delivery or 
distribution to any point for subsequent de
livery or distribution, or 

"'(B1) for services performed by an indi
vidual in, and at the time of, the sale of 
newspapers or magazines to ultimate con
sumers, under an arrangement under which 
the newspapers or magazines are to be sold 
by him at a fixed price, his compensation 
being based on the retention of the excess 
of such price over the amount at which the 
newspapers or magazines are charged to him, 
whether or not he is guaranteed a minimum 
amount of compensation for such service, 
or is entitled to be credited with the unsold 
newspapers or magazines turned back, or 

"'(11) for services not in the course of the 
employer's trade or business, to the extent 
paid In any medium other than cash, or 

"' (12) to, or on behalf of, an employee or 
his beneficiary (A) from or to a trust ex
empt from tax undcr section 165 (a) at the 
time of such paymen.t unless such payment 
is made to an employee of the trust as 
remuneration for services rendered as such 
employee and not as a beneficiary of the 
trust, or (B) under or to an annuity plan 
which, at the time of such payment, meets 
the requirements of section 165 (a) (3), (4), 
(5), and (6).' 

" (3) The amendments made by paragraphs 
(1) and (2) shall be applicable only with 
respect to remuneration paid after 1950. 

"(d) (1) Section 1631 of the Internal Rev
enue Code is amended to read as follows: 

"'SEC. 1631. Failure of employer to file re
turn. 
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"1'In case of a failure to rmake and file any 

return required under this chapter within 
the time prescribed by law or prescribed by 
the Commissioner in pursuance of law, un-
less It is Shown that such failure is due to 
reasonable cause and not to willful neglect, 
the addition to the tax or taxes required to 
be shown on such return shall not be less 
than $5.' 

"(2) The Lmendment made by paragraph 
(1) st~all be applicable only with respect to 
returns filed after December 31, 1950. 

"(e) If a corporation (here~inafter referred 
to as a predecessor) incorporated under the 
laws of one State is succeeded after 1945 
and before 1951 by another corporation
(h ~reinaf~ter referred to as a successor) in-
corporated under the laws of another State, 
and If immediately upon the succession the 
business of the successor is identical with 
that of the predecessor and, except for quali-

fyin shrestheproortinat Intres of 
ecawihshisrpropoertinathe intcessreist idnthe 

calwit hi heprporionte nteestin
predscessor, and if in connection with the 
succession the predecessor is dissolved or 
merged into the successor. and if tepee 
dessrantheFedealessurance Cmpontrsbutins 
Actan the Federal inurnemploymntribtionsCl 
in the calendar year in which the succession 
takes place, then-

"()tepeeesradscessor cor-
ora 	 thosefo purpdesesso only ofthapca

prtionsofoth pu,00pliitatonl in the deplini-
tion of wages under such Acts, shall be con 
sidered as one employer for such calendar 
year, and 

"(2) the successor shall, subject to the 
applicable btatutes of limitations, be en-
titled to a credit or refund, without inter-
eat, of any tax under section 1410 of the 
Fede'fil Insurance Contributions Act or sec-
tion .600 of the Federal Unemployment Tax 
Act (together with any interest or penalty
thereon) paid with respect to remuneration 
paid by the successo- during such calendar 
year which would nrt have been subject to 
tax under such Acts if the remuneration 
had been paid by the predecessor, 
"TITLE III-AMENDMENTS TO PUBLic AssIsT-

ANCE AND MATERNAL AND CHILD WELFARE 
PROVISIONS OF THE SOCIAL SECuRITy ACT 

"PART 1s-OLD-AGE ASSISTANCE 

"Requirements of State old-age assistance 


plans 

"SEC. 301. (a) Clause (4) of subsection (a)

of section 2 of the Social Security Act is 
amended to read '(4) provide for granting 
an opportunity for a fair hearing before the 
State agency to any Individual whose claim 
for old-age assistance Is denied or Is not 
acted upon with, reasonable promptness.'

"(b) Such subsection Is further amended 
by striking out 'and' before clause (5) there-

. of, and by striking out the period at the end 
of such subsection and Inserting in lieu 
thereof a semicolon and the following new 
clauses: '(9) provide that all Individuals 

wishngoro mke pplcaton ld-ae a-
sistance shal have opportunity torodo-ag, and 
t~todaeasistance shall beeopruito nihdodfu 

itha reasoable promptancessal to fureligibed 
indvi duresonab (10 eroectivesst July 1,i195le 
provide, if the plan Includes payments to in-

divdulsinpriat pblc isttuios,o 
for the establishment or designation of a 
State authority or authorities which sallu 
be responsible for establishing and maintain-
Ing standards for such institutions.' 

" (c) The amendments made by subsec-

tions (a) and (b) shall take effect July 1,


15.of,
1951.of 

"Comnputation 01 Federal portion of old-ago 
assistance 

"'Szc. 302. (a) Section 8 (a) of the Social 
Security Act is amended to read as follows: 

."'SCc 3. (a) From the sums appropriated 
therefor, the Secretary of the Treasury shall 
pay to each State which has ass. approved 

plan for old-age assistance, for each quarter, 
beginning with the quarter commencing
October 1, 1950, (1) in the case of any State 
other than Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands, an amount, which shall be used 
exclusively as old-age assistance, equal to the 
sum of the following proportions of the total 
amounts expended during such quarter as 
old-age assistance under the State plan, not 
counting so much of such expenditure with 
respect to any individual for any month as 
exceeds $50-

"I'(A) three-fourths of such expenditures, 
not counting so much of any expenditure
with respect to any month as exceeds the 
product of $20 multiplied by the total num-
ber of such Individuals who received old-
age assistance for such month; plus

"'(13) one-half of the amount by which 
such expenditures exceed the maximum 
which spay be counted under clause (A); 
and (2) in the case of Puerto Rico and the 
Virgin Islands, an amount, which shall be 
used 	exclusively as old-age assistance, equal
to one-half of the total of the sums ex-
pended during such quarter as old-age as-
sistance under the State plan, not counting 
so much of such expenditure with respect to 
any individual for any month as exceeds $30, 
an(8ithcsofnySteanmut 
equal to one-half of the total of the sums 
expended during such quarter as found 
necessary by the Administrator for the proper
and efficient administration of the State plan, 
whicb amount shall be used for paying the 
costs of administering the State plan or for 
old-age assistance, or both, and for no other 
purpose., 

"(b) The amendment made by subsection 
(a) 	 shall take effect October 1, 1950. 


"Definition of old-age assistance 

"SEc. 303. (a) Section 8 of the Social Se-

curity Act is amended to read as follows. 
"Dfnto 

'eitona 
- SEc. 6. For the purposes of this title, the 

t'-m "Old-age assistance" means money 
payments to, or medical care in behalf of or 
any type of remedial care recognized under 
State k. w In behalf of, needy individuals who 
are sixty-five years of age or older, but does 
not include any such payments to or care In 
behalf of any individual who is an inmate of 
a public institution (except as a patient 
in a medical Institution) or rny Individual 
(a) who Is a patient in an institution for 
tuberculosis or mental diseases, or (b) who 
has been diagnosed as having tuberculosis or 
psychosis and is a patient in a medical in-
stitution 	as a result thereof,"-


`(b) The amendment made by subsection 

(a) shall take effect October 1, 1950, except
that the exclusion of money payments to 
needy individuals described in clause (a) or 
(b) of section 6 of the Social Security Act 
as so amended shall, in the case of any of 
such individuals who are not patients in a 
public Institution, be effective July 1. 1952, 

"PART 2-AID TO DEPENDENT CHIL.DREN 
o Stte lan fo ai to

"Requirements oStepln/raito 

dependent.children 


"SEC. 321. (a) Effective July 1, 1951, clause 
(4) of subsection (a) of sectionl 402 of the 
Social Security Act Is amended to read as 
follows: '(4) provide for granting an oppor-
tunity for a fair hearing before the State 
agency to any individual whose claim for aid 
to dependent children Is denied or is not 
acted upon with reasonable promptness;' "'. 

"(b) Such subsection is further amended 
by striking out 'and, before clause (8) there-and by striking out the period at the end

such subsection and inserting in lieu 
thereof a semicolon and the following new 
clauses: '(9) provide, effective July 1, 1951, 
that all individuals wishfng to make ap-
plication for aid to dependent children shall 
have opportunity to do so, and that aid to 
dependent children shall be furnished with 
reasonable promptness to all eligible Indi. 

viduals; (10) effective July 1, 1952, provide 
for prompt notice to appropriate law-enforce
ment officials of the furnishing of aid to de
pendent children In respect of a child who 
has been deserted or abandoned by a parent; 
and 	 (11) provide, effective October 1, 1950, 
that no aid will be furnished any individual 
under the plan with respect to any period 
with 	respect to which he is receiving old-
age assistance under the State plan approved 
under section 2 of this Act.' 

"(c) 	 Effective July 1, 1952, clause (2) Of 
subsection (b) of section 402 of the Social 
Security Act is amended to read as follows: 
'(2) who was born within one year immedi
ately preceding the application, if the parent 
or other relative with whom the child is 
living has resided in the State for one year
immediately preceding the birth.' 
"Computation of Federal portion of aid'to 

dependent children 
"SEC. 322. (a) Section 403 (a) of the Social 

Security Act is amended to read as follows: 
" 'SEC. 403. (a) From the sums appropriated

therefor, the Secretary of the Treasury shall

pay to each State which has an approved

plan for aid to dependent children, for each

quarter, beginning with the quarter com
mencing October 1, 1950, (1) in the case of 
any State other than Puerto Rico and the 
Virgin islands, an amount, which shall be 
used exclusively as aid to dependent children,
equal to the sum of the following propor
tions of the total amounts expended during 
such quarter as aid to dependent children 
under the State plan, not counting so much 
of such expenditure with respect to any de
pendent child for any month as exceeds $27, 
or If there is more than one dependent child 
in the same home, as exceeds $27 with re
spect to one such dependent child and $18 
with respect to each of the other dependent
children, and not counting so much of such 
expenditure for any month with respect to 

relative with whom any dependent child Is 
living as exceeds $27

"'(A) three-fourths of such expenditures, 
not counting so much of the expenditures 
with respect to any month as exceeds the 
product of $12 multiplied by the total num
her of dependent children and other indi
viduals with respect to whom aid to de
pendent children is paid for such month, plus

"' (B) one-half of the amount by which 
such expenditures exceed the maximum 
which may be counted under clause (A); 
and (2) in the case of Puerto Rico and the 
Virgin Islands, an amount, which shall be 
used exclusively as aid to dependent chil
dren, equal to one-half of the total of the 
sums expended during such quarter as aid 
to dependent children under the State plan, 
not counting so much of such expenditure
with respect to any dependent child for any 
month as exceeds $18. or if there is more than 
one dependent child in the same home, as 
exceeds $18 with respect to one such depend
ent child and $12 with respect to each of the 
other dependent children; end (3) In the 
case 	 of any State, an amount equal to one-
half of the total of the sums expended dur
ing such quarter as found necessary by the 
Administrator for the proper and efficient 
administration of the State plan, which 
amount shall be used for paying the costs 
of administering the State plan or for aid 
to dependent children, or both, and for no 
other purpose.' 

"1(b) The amendment made by subsection 
(a) 	 shall take effect October 1, 1950. 

"Definition of aid to dependent children 

"SEC. 323. (a) Section 408 of the Social
Security Act is amended by striking out sub
section (b) and inserting in lieu thereof the 
following: 

"'(b) The term "aid to dependent chil.. 
dren" means money payments with respect 
to, or medical care in behalf of or any type 
of remedial care recognized under State law 
In behalf Of, a dependent child or dependent 
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children, and (except when used in clause 
(2) of section 403 (a) ) includes money pay-
ments or medical care or any type of remedial 
care recognized under State law for any 
month to meet the needs of the relative 
with whom any dependent child is living if 
money payments have been made under the 
State plan with respect to such child for such 
month; 

"'(c) The term "relative with whom any 
dependent child is living" means the Indi-
vidual who is one of the relatives, specified 
in subsection (a) and with whom such child 
Is living (within the meaning of such sub-
section) In a place of residence maintained 
by such individual (himself or together with 
any one or more of the other relatives so 
specified) as his (or their) own home.' 

" (b) The amendment made by subsection 
(a) 	 shall take effect October 1, 1950. 

"PART 3-MATEMNAL AND CHILD WEL-FARE 
"SEc. 331. (a) Section 501 of the Social 

Security 	 Act Is amended by striking out 
'teei eeyatoie ob prpitd
'teei eey buhrzdt prpitd

for each fiscal year, beginning with the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 1936, the sumn of 
$11,000,000' and Inserting In lieu thereof 
'there is hereby authorized to be appropri-
ated for the fiscal year ending June 30. 1951. 
the sum of $15,000,000, and for each fiscal 
year beginning after June 30, 1951, the sum 
of $16,500,000.' 

" (b) So much of section 502 of the Social 
Security Act as precedes subsection (c) Is 
amended to read as follows: 

" 'Allotments to Stafes 
"'SEC. 502. (a) (1) Out of the sums appro-

priated pursuant to section 501 for the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 1951, the Federal Secu-
rity Administrator shall allot $7,500,000 as 
follows: He shall allot to each State $60,000 
and shall allot each State such part of the 
remainder of the $7,500,000 as he finds that 
the number of live births in such State bore 
to the total number of live births in the 
United States, in the latest calendar year for 
which the Administrator has available 
statistics, 

"(2) Out Of the sums appropriated pur-
surant to section 501 for each fiscal year be-
ginning after June 30, 195 1. the Federal Secu-
rity Administrator shall allot $8,250,000 as 
follows: lHe shall allot to each State $60,000 
and shall allot each State such part of the 
remainder of the $8,250,000 as, he finds that 
the number of live births in such State bore 
to the total number of live births in the 
United States, in the latest calendar year for 
which the Administrator has available 
statistics, 

"(b) Out of the sums appropriated pur-
suant to section 501 the Administrator shall 
allot to the States (in addition to the allot-
ments made under subsection (a)) for the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1951, the sum of 
$7,500,000, and for each fiscal year beginning 
after June 30, 1951, the sum of $8,250,000. 
Such sums shall be allotted according to the 
financial need of each State for assistance in 
carrying out its State plan, as determined by 
the Administrator after taking into consid-

eratio the umberoflie birhs 	insuch
eratioeh. ube'flv irh nsc 
Stt" 
"(c Smection 511 ofikn othSocalhereityheAct 

Istamended toby st rorikigote 'threac fisheeb 
year, beginning with the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1936, the sum of $7,500,000' and In-
serting In lieu thereof 'there is hereby au-
thorized to be appropriated for the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 1951, the sum of 
$12,000,000, and for each fiscal year begin-
nling after June 30, 1951, the sum of 

$1500,00'.Or 
'(d) SO much of section 512 of the Social 

ScrtAcaspeeesuscin(a) is 
amended to read as follows: 

'AlotmnttoStaesthat
'lomnstSttsunder 

"'SEC. 512. (a) (1) Out of the sums appro-
priated pursuant to section 511 for the fiscal 

year ending June 30, 1951, the Federal Secu-
rity Administrator shall allot $6,000,000 as 
follows: He shall allot to each State $60,000, 
end shall allot the remainder of the $6,000,-
000 to the States according to the need of 
each State as determined by him after taking 
Into consideration the number of crippled 
children in such State in need of the services 
referred to 	 in section 511 and the cost of 
furnishing such services to them. 

' '(2) Out of the sums appropriated pur-
suant to section 511 for each fiscal year be-
ginning after June 30, 1951, the Federal Se-
curity Administrator shall allot. $7,500,000 
as 	 follows: he shall allot to each State 
$60,000, and shall allot the remainder of the 
$7,500,000 to the States according to the need 
of 	 each State as determined by him after 
taking into consideration the number of 
crippled children in such State in need of 
the tervices referred to In section 511 and 
the cost of furnishing such services to them, 

" '(b) Out of the sums appropriated pur-
suant to section 511 the Administrator salalallot to the States (in addition to the allot-
ments made under subsection (a)) for the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1951, the sum of 
$6,000,000, and for each fiscal year beginning 
after June 	 30, 1951, the sum of $7,500,000. 
Such sums shall be allotted according to the 
financial need of each State for assistance 
In carrying out its State plan, as determined 
by the Administrator after taking into con-
sideration the number of crippled children 
In each State in need of the services referred 
to in section 511 and the cost of furnishing 
such services to them.' 

"'(e) Section 521 (a) of the Social Security
Act Is amended by striking out '$3,500,000' 
and inserting in lieu thereof '$10,000,000', 
by striking out '$20,000' and inserting in' lieu 
thereof '$40,000', by striking out in the sec-
ond sentence 'as the rural population of such 
State bears to the total rural population of 
the United States' and inserting in lieu 
thereof 'as the rural population of such State 
under the age of eighteen bears to the total 
rural population of the United States under 
such age', and by striking out the third sen-
tence thereof and inserting in lieu of such 
sentence the following: 'The amount so 
allotted shall be expended for payment of 
part of the cost of district, county, or other 
local child-welfare services in areas predomi-
niantly rural, for developing State services for 
the encouragement and assistance of ade-
quate methods of community child-welfare 
organization in areas predominantly rural 
and other areas of special need, and for pay-
Ing the cost of. returning any runaway child 
Who has not attained the age of sixteen to his 
own community in another State in cases in 
which such return is in the interest of the 
Child and the cost thereof cannot otherwise 
be 	met: Provided, That in developing such 
services for children the facilities and expert-
ence of voluntary agencies shall be utilized in 
accordance with child-care programs and ar-
rangements in the States and local communi-
ties as may be authorized by the State.' 

"()The amendments made by the preced-
Ing subsections of this section shall be effec-

der section 2 of this Act or aid to dependent 
children under the State plan approved Un
der section 402 of this Act;'. 

"(c)0 (1) Effective for the period beginning 
October 1, 1950, and ending June 30, 1952, 
clause (8) of such subsection is amended to 
read as follows: '(8) provide that the State 
agency shall, in determining need, take into 
consideration any other income and re
sources of an individual claiming aid to the 
blind; except that the State agency may, in 
making such determination, disregard not to 
exceed $50 per month of earned income;'. 

"(2) Effective July 1, 1952, such clause (8) 
Is 	 amended to read as follows: '(8) provIid~e 
that the State agency shall, in determining 
need, take into consideration any other in
come and resources of the individual claim-
Ing aid to the blind; except that, in making 
such determination, the State agency shall 
dseadthe first $50 per month of earned

Income;'.


"(d) Such subsection is further amended

by atiigot'n' eoecas 9
trkn ou 'adberecus (9
thereof, and by striking out the period at the 
end of such subsection and inserting in lieu 
claus emcoovide that inodeteriningw 
clues: '(10) provietai eemnn 
whether an Individual is blind, there shall be 
an examination by a physician skilled In dis
eases of the eye or by an optometrist; (11) 
effective July 1, 1951, provide that all indi
viduals wishing to make application for aid 
to the blind shall have opportunity to do so, 
and that aid to the blind shall be furnished 
with reasonable promptness to all eligible 
individuals; and (12) effective July 1, 1953, 
provide, if the plan includes payments to 
individuals in private or public institutions, 
for the establishment Or designation of a 
State auhrt rauthorities which shall be 
responsible for establishing and maintaining 
standards for such institutions.' 

"(e) Effective July 1, 1952, clause (10) of 
such subsection Is amended to read as fol
lows: '(10) provide that, in determining 
Whether an individual is blind, there shall be 
an examination by a physician skilled in dis
eases of the eye or by an optometrist, which
ever the individual may select;'. 

"(f) The amendments made by subsections 
(b) and (d) shall take effect October 1, 1950;

and the amendment made by subsection (a)

shall take effect July 1, 1951.

"COMPUTATION OF FEDERAL PORTION OF AID TO


THE BLIND 
"SEC. 342. (a) Section 1003 (a) of the So

cial Security Act is amended to read as fol
lows: 

"'SC. 1003. (a) From the sum appropri
ae hrfr h ertr fteTesr 
shall pay to each State which has an ap
proved plan for aid to the blind, for each 
quarter, beginning wIth the quarter com
mencin Otbr1, 1950, (1) in the case of 
aySaeohrta uroRc n h 
Virgin Islands, an amount, which shall be 
used exclusively as aid to the blind, equal 
to the sum of the following proportions of 
tettlaonsepne 	 uigsc

ive wih resect t fiquarters basnnaidqutotthes blind underndu the Statettatier with resec tofsclyer0bgnnn
aftercion5June 30. 1950,cuityAc 

"PART 4-AID TO THE B3LIND 
"Requirements of Sftate plans for aid to the 

blind 
"SEC. 341. (a) Clause (4) of subsection 

(a) of section 1002 of the Social Security Act 
is amended to read as follows: '(4) provide 
for granting an opportunity for a fair hear-
ing before the State agency to any individual 
whose claim for aid to the blind is denied 

Is not acted upon with reasonable prompt-
ness;' 

"(b) Clause (7) of such subsection Is 
amended to read as follows: '(7) provide 

no aid will be furnished any individual
the plan with respect to any period 

with respect to which he is receiving old-age
assistance under the State plan approved un-

plan, not counting so much of such ex
penditure with respect to any individual for 
any month as exceeds $50

"'(A) three-fourths of such expenditures, 
not counting so much of any expenditure 
with respect to any month as exceeds the 
product of $20 multiplied by the total nurnt 
ber of such individuals who received aid to 
the blind for such month, plus 

"'(B3) one-half of the amount by which 
such expenditures exceed the maximuma 
which may be counted under clause (A); 
an 2 ntecs f uroRc n.h 
Virgin Islands, an amount, which shall be 
used exclusively as aid to the blind, equal
to 	 one-half of the total of the sums ax-.
pended during such quarter as aid to 'the 
blind under the State plan, not counting 
so much of.'such expenditure with respect to 
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any Individual for any month as exceeds 
$30; and (3) in the case of any State, an 
amounit equal to one-half of the total of the 
sums expended during such quarter as found 
necessary by the Administrator for the 
proper and efficient administration of the 
State Plan, which amount shall be used for 
paying the costs of administering the State 
plan or for aid to the blind, or both, and 
f or no other purpose.' 

"(b) The amendment made by subsection 
(a) 	 shall take effect October 1, 1950. 

'.elafosoidt fl b~dtablishment 
"Defiitioof id tothe lindagency 

"Sec. 343. (a) Section 1006 of the Social 
Security Act is amended to read as follows: 

Definition 

'SE. 106.Forthepurose ofthi tileState 
the terli "aid tc the blind" means money 
payments to, or medical care In behalf of or 
any type of remedial care recognized under 
State lax, in behalf of. blind individuals who 
are needy, but does not include any such 
PaY~neclls to or care in behalf of any Indi-
vidual who is an inmate of a public institu-
tiuls (except as a patient in a medical Insti-
tution) or any isidividual (a) who is a pa-
ticist In anl institution for tuberculosis or 
ment-al diseases, 	or (b) who has been diag-
nos~ed as having~ tuberculosis or psychosis 
antd is a patient Al a medical. institution as 
a result thereof.' 

"(b) Tile amendment made by subsection 
(a) s~all. take effect October 1, 1950, except 
that tlse exclusici, of money payments to 
needy individuals described in clause (a) or 
IIb) of section 1006 of the Social Security 
Act as so amended shall, in the case of any 
of such individuals who are not patients in a 
public institution, be effective July 1, 1952. 

"Approval 01 certain Stpte pleans 

"SE~c. 344. (a) In the case of any State (as 
defined in the Social Security Act, but ex-
cluding Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands) 
which did not have on January 1, 1949, a 
State plan for aid to the blind approved un-
der title X of the Social Security Act, the 
Administrator shall approve a plan of such 
State for aid to the -blind for the purposes 
of such title X, even though It does not 
meet the requirements of clause (8) of sec-
tion 1002 (a) of the Social Security Act, if it 
meets all other requirements of such title X 
for an approved plan for aid to the blind; 
but payments under section 1003 of the So-
cial Security Act shall be made, In the case 
of any such plan, only with respect to ex-
penditures thereunder which would be In-
cluded as expenditures for the purposes of 
such section under a plan approved under 
such title X without regard to the provisions 
of this section. 

"(b) The provisions of subsection (a) 
shall be effective only for the period begin-
ning October 1, 	 1950, and endinge June 30, 
1955. 
"PART 5-AID TO THE PERMANENTLY AND TOTALLY 

DISABLEDand 
",SEc. 351. The SoialSABeDurttutionsfr-

thr y mededdngafe ttl xir 

plans for aid to the permanently and totally 
disabled, 

I"'STATE PLANS FOR AIDTO THE PERMANENTLY 
AND TOTALLY DISABLED 

"'SEC. 1402. (a) A State plan for aid to the 
praetyndoalyisbdmut(1) 
provide that It shall be in effect in all po-

subdivisionsloig
litical sudvsosof the State, and, if ad-
ministered by them, be mandatory upon 
them; (2) provide for financial participation 
by the State; (3) either provide for the es-

or designation of a single State 
to administer the plan, or provide for 

the establishment or designation of a single 
State agency to supervise the administra-
tion of the plan; (4) provide for granting 
an opportunity for a fair hearing before the 

agency to any individual whose claim 
foci oteprannl n oal di,-
abled is denied or is not acted upon with 
reasonable promptness; (5) provide such 
methods of administration (including meth-
ods relating to the establishment and main-
tenance of personnel standards on a merit 
basis, except that the Administrator shall 
exercise no authority with respect to the 
selection, tenure of office, and compensation 
of any individual employed In accordance 
with such methods) as are found by the 
Administrator to be necessary for the proper 
and efficient operation of the plan; (6) pro-
vide that the State agency will make such 
reports, In such form and containing such 
Information, as thre Administrator may from 
time to time require, and comply with such 
provisions as the Administrator may from 
time to time find necessary to assure the 
correctness and verification of such reports; 
(7I) provide that no aid will be furnished 
any Individual under the plan with respect 
to any period with respect to which he is 
receiving old-age assistance under the State 
plan approved under section 2 of this Act, 
aid to dependent children under the State 
plan approved under section 402 of this Act, 
or aid to the blind under the State plan 
approved under section 1002 of this Act; 
(8) provide that the State agency shall,. in 
determining need, take Into consideration 
any other Income and resources of an indi-
vidual claiming aid to the permanently and 
totally disabled; (9) provide safeguards 
which restrict the use or disclosure of inf or-
mation concerning applicants and recipients 
to purposes directly connected with the ad-
mininstration of aid to the permanently and 
totally disabled; (10) provide that all indi-
viduals wishing to make application for aid 
to the permanently and totally disabled 
shall have opportunity to do so, and that aid 
to the permanently and totally disabled shall 
be furnished with reasonable promptness to 
all eligible individuals; and (11) effective 
July 1, 1953, provide, if the plan includes 
payments to individuals in private or public 
institutions, for the establishment or des-
ignation of a State authority or authorities 
which shall be responsible for establishing

maintaining standards for such insti
tutills.any 

. 
'(b) The Administrator shall' approve any 

plan for aid to the permanently and totally 
disabled, for each quarter, beginning with 
the quarter commencing October 1, 1950, (I1) 
in the case of any State other than Puerto 
Rico and the Virgin Islands. an amount, 
wihsalb sdecuieya i otl 
pemaently and totally disabled, equal to 
thersmaon h olwn pootoso h

roorios f h 
total amounts expended ci~uring such quar
ter as aid to the permanently and totallY clis
abeunrthSaeplnocutigs 
muchd ouchepndirth ture winnth respettn to 
any o forpanyiurmonth aespexcedsiniiual 
anIdidulfrnym thsexes 
$0 

' '(A) three-fourths of such eypenditures, 
not counting so much of any expenditure
with respect to any month as exceeds the 
product of $20 multiplied by the total slum-
her of such Individuals who received aid to 
thpemntladtolydibldfrsc 
month, plus 

" '(B3) one-half of the amount by which 
such expenditures exceed the maximum 
which may be counted under clause (A); 
and (2) in the case of Puerto Rico and the 
Virgin Islands, an amount, which shall be 
used exclusively as aid to the permanently 
and totally disabled, equal to one half of the 
total of the sumns expended during such quar
ter as aid to the permanently and totally 
disabled under the State plan, not counting 
so much of such expenditure with respect to 
any individual for any month as exceeds 
$30; and (3) in the case of any State, an 
amount equal to one-half of the total of the 
sums expended during such quarter as found 
necessary by the Administrator for the pr~oper 
and efficient administration of the State 
plan, which amount shall be used for paying 
the costs of administering the State plan or 
for aid to the permanently and totally dis
abled, or both, and for no other purpose. 

"' (b) The method of computing and pay
ing such amounts shall be as follows: 

" '(1) The. Administrator shall, prior to 
the beginning of each quarter, estimate the 
amount to be paIid to the State for such 
quarter under the provisions of subsection 
(a), such estimate to be based on (A) a 
report filed by the State containing its esti
mate of the total sum to be expended in such 
quarter in accordance with the provisions of 
such subsection, and stating the amount 
appropriated or made available by the State 
and its political subdivisions for such ex
penditures in such quarter, and if such 
amount is less than the State's proportionate 
share of the total sum of such estimated ex
penditures, the source or sources from which 
the difference is expected to be derived, (B3) 
records showing the number of permanently 
and totally disabled individuals in the State, 
and (C) such other investigation as the 
Administrator may find necessary. 

" '(2) The Administrator shall then certify 
toheSctayfteTrsuyhemun 
to etheaSeretay ofthe Treansuryathe, (Amount 
duced or increased, as the case may be, by 

sum by which he finds that his estimate 
for any prior quarter was greater or less than 
the amount which should have been paid 
to the State under subsection (a) for such 
quarter, and (B) reduced by a sum equiva
lent to the pro rata share to which the 
United States is equitably 'entitled, as deter
mined by the Administrator, of the net 
amount recovered during a prior quarter by 
the State or any political subdivision thereof 
with respect to aid to the permanently and 
totally disabled 	 furnished under the State 
plan; except that such Increases or reduc
tions shall not be made to the extent that 
such sums have 	been applied to make the 
amount certified for any prior quarter greater 
or less than the amount estimated by the 
Administrator for such prior quarter: Pro
vided, That any part of the amount recovered 
from the estate of a deceased recipient which 
is not in excess of the amount expended by 
the State or any political subdivision thereof 
for the funeral expenses of the deceased shall 

thereof the following new title:plnwchfllstecodinspcfedi
'Tns IVGANr TAE ~AD O subsectionT 

-TITE XV-GANTSTO AITATS FO TO 
THE PERMANENTLY AND TOTALLY DISABLED 

"'APPROPRIATION 

'SE~c. 1401, For the purpose of enabling 
each State to furnish financial assistance, as 
far as practicable under the conditions In 
such State, to needy individuals eighteen 
years of age or older who are permanently 
and totally disabled, there is hereby author-
ized to be appropriated for the fiscal year 
ending June 30. 1951, the sum of $50,000,.. 
000, and there is hereby authorized to be 
appropriated for each fiscal year thereafter 

asum sufficient to carry out the purposes
of thstte"h'usmaeaalbeudrPAYMENT 
this section shall be used for making pay-
ments to States which have Eubmitted, and 
had approved by the Administrator, State 

(a), except that he shall not ap-
prove any plan which imposes, as a condition 
of eligibility for aid to the permanently and 
totally disabled under the plan-

"'(1) Any residence requirement which 
excludes any resident of the State who has 
resided therein five years during the nine 
years immediately preceding the application 
for aid to the permanently and totally dis-
abled and has resided therein continuously 
for one year immediately preceding thae ap-
plication; 

"'(2) Any citizenship requirement which 
excludes any citizen of the United States, 

, 

TO STATES 

"'Szc. 1403, (a) From the sums appropri-
ated therefor, the Secretary of the Treasury 
shall pay to each State which has an approvedi 
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not be considered as a basis for reduction 
under clause .(B) of this paragraph. 

" '(3) The Secretary of the Treasury shall 
thereupon, through the Fiscal Service of the 
Treasury Department, and prior to audit or 
settlement by the General Accounting Office, 

pay o tetiesStteatfxedortme o 
pay tohte Statestator the timeun tiestifixed.sor

byteAmiitaorh mon ocetfethe 
"'OPERATION OF' STATE PLANS 

"'SEC. 1404. In the case of any State plan 
for aid to the permanently and totally dis-
abled which has been approved by the Ad-
Ininistrator, if the Administrator after rea-
sonable notice and opportunity for hearing 
to the State agency administering or super-
vising the administration of such plan, 
finds-

"(1) that the plan has been so changed 
as to impose any residence or citizenship re-
quirement prohibited by section 1402 (b), 
or that in the administration of the plan 
any such prohibited requirement is imposed, 
with the knowledge of such State agency, in 
a substantial number of cases; or 

"'(2) that In the administratiofl of the 
plns hee t cmpy ubta-filr 

tianl wtheei an proisieon requredly secstion-
1402l(a)to bey poincuddion theqieplan ctio 
the(aAdiitrator shalldeInotify suchStat 

the dmiistato ntifshll suh Sate 
agency that further payments will not be 

made to the State until he Issatisfied that 

such prohibited requirement is no longer so 
Imposed, and that there is no longer any 
such failure to comply. Until he is so satis-
fled he shall make no further certification to 
the Secretary of the Treasury with respect 
to such State. . 

"'DEFINITION 
"'SEC. 1405. For the purposes of this title, 

the term "aid to the permanently and totally 
disabled" means money payments to, or med-
ical care in behalf of, or any type of remedial 

"1(f) The heading of title VII of the Social 
Security Act is amended to read 'ADMINIS-
TRATION'. 

"1(g) Title XI of the Social Security Act Is 
amended by adding at the end thereof the 
following new section: 
te
l' 'Limitation on payments to PuertoRico and,

Virgin Islands 
"'SEC. 1108. The total amount certified by 

the Administrator under titles I, IV, X, and 
XIV, for payment to Puerto Rico with respect 
to any fiscal year shall not exceed $4,250,000; 
and the total amount certified by the Admin-
istrator under such titles for payment to the 
Virgin Islands with respect to any fiscal year 
shall not exceed $160,000.' 

"TITLE IV-MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 
*the 
"OF'FICE OF COMMISSIONER FOR SOCIAL SECURITY 

"SEc. 401. (a) Section '701 of the Social 
Security Act is amended to read: 
"'OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER FOR SOCIAL SECURITY 

"SC'0.TeesalbinteFdrl 
SE.71ThrsalbeiteFdrl 

Security Agency a Commissioner for Social 
Security, appointed by the Administrator, 
who shall perform such functions relating to 
social security as the Administrator shall 
assign to him.' 

"(b) Section 908 ofthe Social Security Act 

Aed ntof13isrpad.misdemeanor 
Aednt of19isrpad.shall 


"REPORTS TO CONGRESS 
"SEc. 402. (a) Subsection (C) of section 541 

of the Social Security Act is repealed. 
" (b) Section 704 of such Act is amended to 

read: 
'REPORTS 

"'SEC. '704.The Administrator shall make 
a full report to Congress, at the beginning 
of each regular session, of the administra-
tion of the functions with which he is 
charged under this Act. In addition to the 

"(d) Section 1106 of the Social Security 
Act is amended to read as follows: 
"'DISCLOS'URE OF INFORMATION IN P'OSSESSION 

OF AGENCY 

"'SEC. 1106. (a) No disclosure of any return 
portion of a return (including informa

tion returns and other written statements)
filed with the Commissioner of Internal Rev
enue under title VIII of the Social Security 
Act or under subchapter E of chapter I or 
subchapter A of chapter 9 of the Internal 
Revenue Code, or under regulations made 
under authority thereof, which has been 
transmitted to the Administrator by the 
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, or of 
-any file, record, report, or other paper, or 
any information, obtained at any time by 

Administrator or by any officer or em
ployee of the Federal Security Agency in the 
course of discharging the duties of the Ad.-. 
ministrator under this Act, and no disclo
sure of any such file, record, report, or other 
paper, or information, obtained at any time 

by any person from the Administrator or 
from any officer or employee of the Federal 
Security Agency, shall be made except as the 
Administrator may by regulations prescribe. 
Any person who shall violate any provision
of this section shall be deemed guilty of a


and, upon conviction thereof,

be punished by a fine not exceeding


$1,000, or by imprisonment not exceeding 
one year, or both. 

" '(b) Requests for Information, disclosure 
of which is authorized by regulations pre
scribed pursuant to subsection (a) of this 
section, may be complied with if the agency, 
person, or organization making the request 
agrees to pay for the Information requested 
In such amount, If any (not exceeding the 
cost of furnishi~ng the information), as may 
be determined by the Administrator. Pay
ments for information furnished pursuant 

yo ofi reionsalburdei dvneo 
bywyo emusement, as may be request
ed by the Administrator, and shall be de
posited in the Treasury as a special deposit 
(inclusdin toremuretherzt st makepexpeitindi 
(uresufrom atherFederal tol-gmandexurvi
tuefrmheFdalO-AendSvi 
vors Insurance Trust Fund) for the unit or 

of the Federal Security Agency which 
prepared or furnished the Information.' 
"()Scin10 a fteSca e 
curity Act is amended by striking out 'the 
Federal Insurance Contributions Act, or 
the Federal Unemployment Tax Act,' and in
serting In lieu thereof the following: 'sub-
Chauter E of chapter 1 or subchapter A. C, 
Or E of chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue 
Coda,'. 

"(f) Section 1107 (b) of the Social Secu
rIty Act is amended by striking out 'Board' 
and inserting In lieu thereof 'Administrator'. 
and by striking out 'Wife, parent, or child', 
wherever appearing therein, and inserting
In lieu thereof 'wife, husband, wdw 

former wife divorced, child, or 
parent'. 
1 
,ADVANCES TO STATE UNEMPLOYMENT FUNDS 

"SEC. 404. (a) Section 1201 (a) of the So
cial Security Act isamended by striking out 
'January 1, 1950' and inserting in lieu there
of 'January 1, 1952'. 

"(b) (1) Clause (2) of the second sentence

of section 904 (h) of the Social Security Act

Is amended to read: '(2) the excess of the

taxes collected In each fiscal year beginning

after June 30, 1946, and ending prior to

July 1, 1951, under the Federal Unemploy

minitrTativetexpenditures unmadeoinmsuc yar,

aindsthev tuchtaes duarin
excessdof coleinsct 

th phero bxeginninguc onxeJullycte,1951,ind


employment administrative expenditures 
made during such period.' 

" (2) The third sentence of section 904 (h) 
of the Social security Act is amended by 

car reognzedundrla fnumber of copies of such report authorizedtat inbehlf 
needy individuals eighteen years of age or by other law to be printed, there is hereby 
older who are permanently and totally dis- authorized to be printed not more than five 
abled, but does not Include any such pay- thousand copies of such report for use by 
ments to or care in behalf of any Individual the Administrator for distribution to Mem-
who is an Inmate of a public institution (ax- bers of Congress and to state and other pub-
cept as a patient In a medical institution) lic or private agencies or organizations par-
or any individual (a) who is a patient In an ticipating in or concerned with the social 
institution for tuberculosis or mental dis- security program.-

ease, o as av-unit:, eendiagose(b)whohas 
eaesh hso () ee danoedasha-

Ing tuberculosis or psychosis and is a patient 
in meicl sistiuton reultthreo.' 

"PART 6-MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS 
"SEC. 9361. (a) Section 1 of the Social Se-

curity Act is amended by striking out 'Social 
Security Board established by Title VII 
(hereinafter referred to as the "Board")' 
and inserting in lieu thereof 'Federal Se-
curity Administrator (hereinafter referred 
to as the "Administrator")', 

`(b) Section 1001 of the Social Security 
Ac i aenedbystriking out 'Social Se-

rd nleAcurtyis amndd byetn hro 
curmitystrBoard'.an netn nle hro 

'Admnisratr',the 
Sec)rt c proisinse of theSoialTheefolowin 

SeurtyAcae ac aenedbystikn 

out 'Board' and inserting In lieu thereof 

'A~ministrator': Sections 2 (a) (5); 2 (a) 

(6); 2 (b); 3 (bi; 4; 402 (a) (5): 402 (a) 

(6);) 4 0022b)403 (b); 404; 702b 70;1002
b) 

(a)d (5);. 102()().02() 03( 


" (d) The following provisions of the Social 
Security Act are each amended by striking 

ou (he teteyreert ocalSeurt 
Board) 'it' or 'Its' and inserting in lieu 
thereof 'he', 'hirtil, or 'his', as the context 
may require: Sections 2 (b); 3 (b);- 4; 402 
(b); 403 (b): 404; 702; 703; 1002 (b); 1003 
(b); and 1004. 

"(a) Title V of the Social Security Act is 
amended by striking out 'Children's Bu-

rea','Cieofth Cilrens urau, 
'Secretary of Labor', and (in sections 503 
(a) and 513 (a)) 'Board' and inserting in 
Lieu thereof 'Administrator'. 

"AMENDMENTS TO TITLE XI OF THE SOCIAL 
SECURITY ACT 

"SEC. 403. (a) (1) Paragraph (1) of section 
1101 (a) of the Social Security Act is amend-
ad to read as follows: 

" '(1) The term "State" includes Alaska, 
Hawaii, and the District of Columbia, and 
when used in titles I, IV, V, X, and XIV in-
cludes Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.,'" 

"(2) Paragraph (6) of section 1101 (a) of 
the Social Security Act is amended to read 
as follows: 

"'(6) The term "Administrator", except
hnte otx tews eurs en 
hntecnetohrierqiemas 

edeal ecuity dmiistato.'"widower, 
"(3) The amendment made by paragraph 

(1) of this subsection shall take effect Oc-
tober 1, 1950, and the amendment made by 
paragraph (2) of this subsection, Insofar as 
it repeals the definition of 'employee', shall 
be effective only with respect to services 
performed after 1950. 

"(b) Effective October 1, 1950, section 1101 
(a) of the Social Security Act is amended by 
adding at the end thereof the following new 
paragraph: 

"'(7) The terms "Physician" and "medical 
care" and "hospitalization" include osteo-
pathic practitioners or the services of osteo-
pathic practitioners and hospitals Within the 
scope of their practice as defined by Stte 
law.'enigoDcmbr3,15,vrthu

`(c) Section 1102 of the Social Security 
Act Is amended by striking Out 'Social Secu-
rity Board' and inserting in lieu thereof 'Fed. 
eral Security Administrator.' 
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striking Out 'April 1, 1950' and Inserting In 
lieu thereof 'April 1, 19)52'. 

"(c) The amendments 'made by subsec.. 
tions (a) and (b) of this section shall be 
effective as of January 1, 1950. 

"PROVISIONS OF STATE UNEMPLOYMENT 
COMPENSATION LAWS 

"SEc. 405. (a) Section 1603 (c) of the In-
ternal Revenue Code is amended (1) by 
striking out the phrase 'changed Its law' 
and inserting in lieu thereof 'amended its 
law', and (2) by adding before the period at 
the end thereof the following: 'and such 
finding has become effective. Such finding
shall become effective on the ninetieth day 

agreed upon by the conferees and recoin-
mended in the accompanying conference 
report. 

The Senate amendment struck out all of 
the House bill after the enacting clause and 
Inserted a substitute amendment. The con-
ference agreement Is a substitute for both
the Ho-use bill and the Senate amendment. 
Except for clarifying, clerical, technical, 
and necessary conforming changes, the fo1-
lowing statement explains the differences be-
tween the House bill, the Senate amend-
ment, and the substitute agreed to in con-
ference: 

CLv-AGE AMDSUSVIVORS INSURANCE 
afte theGovrnorofeenconferencehe Satehasafe h hoenrott a enCOVERAGE 

notified thereof unless the State has before 
such ninetieth day so amended Its law that 
It will comply substantially with the Sec-
retary of Labor's interpretation of the pro-
vision of subsection (a), in which event such 
finding shall not become effective. No find-
ing of a failure to comply substantially with 
the provision in State law specified in para-
graph (5) of subsection (a) shall be based 
on an application or interpretation of State 
law with respect to which further adminins-
tratiVe or judicial review is provided for 
under the laws of the State', 

Ib) Section 303 (b) of the Social Security 
Act is unmended by inserting before the 
period at the end thereof the following: 

":Provided,That there shall be no finding 
under clause (1) until the question of en-
titleinent shall have been decided by the 
highest judicial authority given jurisdiction 
under such Stats law: Providled furthter, 
That any costs may he paid with respect to 
any claimant by a State and included as 
poats of admInistration of its law"'. 
"SUSPENDING APPLI.CATION OFC'~ mPO 

VISIOS OFCRIMNAL OODE CETAINVISI~s O CRMINA COD TOCEETflI 
PERSONSe 
"SEC. 406. Service or employment of any 

person to assist the Senate Committee on 
Finance, or Its duly authorized subcommit-
tee, in the investigation ordered by S. Res. 
300, agreed to June 20, 1950, shall not be con-
sidered as service or employment bringing 
such person within the provisions Of section 
281, 283, or 284 of title 18 of the United States 
Code, or any other Federal law imposing re-
strictions, requirements, or penalties in rela-
tion to the employment of persons, the per-
formance of services, or the payment or re-
ceipt of compensation in connection with 
any claim, proceeding, or matter Involving 
the United States. 

REOSGAN3ZATION PLAN NO. 2s OF 1a5o 
"SEc. 407. For the purposes of section 1 (a)

ofRergnzaio N. f190,thsPa 6 
Act shall be deemed to have been enacted 
prior to the effective date of such plan.". 

Adthe Senate agree to the same,
AdRL.OGHO.tural 

R. D. MILLSTO, 
A. SDNE CAMPS, 
DANIEL A. REED, 
Roy 0. WOODaUyw, 
THOMAS A. JENKINS. 

Managers on the Part of the House. 
WAL.TER F. GEORGE, 
Tom CONNALLY, 
HsARRY F. BYRD, 
E. D. hinaxue, 
ROBERT A. TAFr, 

Managers on the Part of the Senate. 

STATEMENT 
The managers on the part of the House 

at the conference on the disagreeing votes 
of the two houses on the amendment of the 
Senate to the bill (H. R. 6000) to extend 
and Improve the Federal Old-Age and Suir-
vivors Insurance System, to amend the pub-
lie assistance and child welfare provisions 
of the social Security Act, and for other 
purposes, submit the following statement 
in explanation of the effect of the action 

Definition of employment 

Agricultural Labor 
The House bill continued the exclusion un-

der existing law of agricultural labor from 
the definition of "employment," although
the House bill narrowed the definition of 
"agricultural labor." The Senate amend-
ment excluded from the definition of "em-
ployment" agricultural labor performed in 
any calendar quarter by an employee, but 
only it the cash remuneration paid for 
such service is less than $50 or the service 
Is performed by an individual who is not 
regularly employed by the employer to per-
form such service. The Senate amendment 
further provided that for this purpose an 
individual Is deemed to be regularly em-
ployed by an employer during a calendar 
quarter only if (I) on each of some 60 days 
during the calendar quarter such Individual 
performs, agricultural labor for such em-
ployer for some portion of the day, or (ii) 
such individual was regularly employed 
(determined in accordance with the test 
In the preceding clause) by such employerin the performance of service of the pre-
scribed character during the preceding, cal-
endar quarter, The amendment provided 
that remuneration paid for such service 
In any medium other than cash Would not 
constitute wages. 

The Senate amendment, however, did not 
apply in the case of service performed In 
connection with the production or harvest-
ing of any commodity defined as an agricul-
tural comnmodity In section 15 (g) of the 
Agricultural Marketing Act, as amended, or 
In connection with the ginning of cotton. 
Such service is specifically excepted from 
employment under the Senate amendment, 
regardless of the amount of the remunera-
tion paid for, or the regularity of the per-
formance of, such service. This specific ex-
clusion from employment under the Senate 
amendment of service performed in connec- 
tion with the production or harvestigo 
any commodity defined as an agricultural 
commodity In section 15 (g) of the Agricul-

Marketing Act, as amended, applies
ofily to service performed in connection with 
the production or harvesting of crude gum 
(oleoresin) from a living tree or the process. 
Ing of such crude gum into gum spirits of 
turpentine and gum resin, provided such 
processing is carried on by the original pro- 
ducer of such crude gum,

The conference agreement adopts the 
Senate provision with a change In the test 
of when an individual is deemed to be regu-
larly employed in performing agricultural 
labor for an employer. Under the confer-
ence agreement, an individual is deemed to 
be regularly employed by an employer dur-
ing a calendar quarter (including the first 
quarter of 1951) only If (1) such individual 
performs agricultural labor (other than serv-
ices In connection with the production or 
harvesting of any commodity defined as an 
agricultural commodity in section 15 (g) 
of the Agricultural Marketing Act, as amend-
ed, or In connection with the ginning of 
cotton) for such employer on a full-time 
basis on 60 days (whether or not consecu-
tive) during the quarter, and (ii) the quer-

ter was Immnediately preceded by a qualifying 
quarter. A qualifying quarter is defined as 
(I) any quarter during all of which the in
dividual was continuously employed by the 
employer, or (II) any subsequent quarter 
meeting the test of clause (I) above, if, after 
the last quarter during all of Which the in
dividual was continuously employed by the 
employer, each intervening quarter met the 
test of clause (I). An individual is also 
deemed to be regularly employed by an em
ployer during a calendar quarter if he was 
regularly employed (upon application of 
clauses (I) and (ii) by the employer during 

the preceding calendar quarter. Under the 
agreement remuneration forservices in connection with the production 

or harvesting of any commodity defined as 

an agricultural commodity in section 15 (g) 
of the Agricultural Marketing Act, as amend
edn,or ino counneto with thpoesgnnn of cot-$ 
tninocutefrprossfth$5
cash wage test. 

The Senate amendment adopted the defini
tion contained in the House bill of the term 
"agricultural labor" except that the Senate 
amendment adds to the list of service con
stitutring agricultural labor the following: 
Service performed In connection with the 
operation or maintenance of ditches, canals, 
reservoirs, or waterways, not owned or op
erated for profit, used exclusively for sup
plying and storing water for farming pur
poses; and service not In the course of the 
employer's trade or business or domestic serv-
Ice In a private home of the employer, If 
such service is performed on a farm operated 
for profit, The conference agreement adopts 
the House provision with the additions made 
by the Senate amendment. 

Domestic Workers 
ThHosbilecudfrmmpyenThHoebilxcudfrm mpyen

service not in the course of the employer's 
trade or business (including domestic service 
In a private home of the employer) performed 
in any calendar quarter by an employee, but 
only If the cash remuneration paid to an 
individual for such service Is less than $25, 
or such service is performed by an individual 
who Is not regularly employed by the em
ployer to perform such service. For the 
purposes of the exception, an individual is 
deemed to be regularly employed by an em
ployer during a calendar quarter only if (I) 
such Individual performs for such employer 
service of the prescribed character during 
some portion of at least 26 days during the 
calendar quarter, or (it) such Individual is 
regularly employed (determined in accord
ance with clause (i) by such employer in the 
performance of service of the prescribed 
chrte dung hepcdng aldr 
quarter. The Senate amendment modified 
the House bill by requiring $50 of cash wages
instead of $25 of cash wages earned in the 
quarter; and providing that the test of regu
larity be based upon performance of services 
on each of acme 24 days during a quarter 
rather than 26 days. 

The conference agreement adopts the 
Senate amendment as to service not in the 
course of the employer's trade or business,
The agreement also conforms with the policy 
of the Senate amendment with respect to 
domestic service, but the cash test of $50 is 
changed from a remuneration earned in the 
quarter basis to a remuneration paid in the 
quarter basis. Under the conference agree
ment, cash remuneration received by an em
ployee in a calendar quarter for domestic 
service in a private home of the employer 
does not constitute wages unless the cash 
remuneration for such service received by the 
employee from the employer in such quarter 
Is $50 or more, and the employee Is regularly 
employed by the employer in such quarter of 
payment in the performance of such service. 

The House bill excepted from employment 
service not in the course of the employer's 
trade or business (including domestic service 
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In a private home of the employer) per-
formed on a farm operated for profit. The 
Senate amendment omitted this provision 
because of Its amendment (adopted under 
the conference agreement) including such 
service within the definition of agricultural 
labor. The conference agreement conforms 
with the Senate action, 

Feeampoesject
Fedealmploeesestablished 

The House bill excluded from employment 
service performed In the employ of the 

ofiany inatstrum rnentl te 
iUnmtd loatety of the

of ay intruentaityofUntedStat-, 
Government which Is partly or wholly owned 
by the United States but only if (1) such 
service is covered by a retirement system 
established by a law of the United States for 
employees of the United States or of such 
instrumentality, 01 (2) the service is of the 
character described in any one of a list of 13 
special classes of excepted services. The Sen- 
ate amendment adopted the general policies 
of the House bill except for one area of Fed-
eral employment. The large group covered 
under the Senate amendment and not under 
the House bill consists of employees serving 
under a temporary appointment pending 
final determination of eligibility for perma-
nent or indefinite appointment; and the con-
ference agreement extends coverage to this 
group. 

The conference agreement contains three 

separate subparagraphs. Subparagraph (A) 

excepts from employment service performed 

in the employ of the United States or of 

any instrumentality of the United States, 

If such service is covered by a retirement 

system established by a law of the United 

States. Determinations as to whether the 

particular service is covered by a retirement 
system of the requisite character are to be 
made on the basis of whether such service is 
covered under a law enacted by the Congress 
of the United States which specifically pro-
vides for the establishment of such retire-
ment system. Subparagraph (B) excepts 
from employment service performed in the 
employ of an instrumentality of the United 
States If such an instrumentality was ex-
empt from the tax imposed by section 1410 
of the Internal Revenue Code on December 
31, 1950. This provision can apply in the 
case of an instrumentality created after 1950 
if such Instrumentality, had it been In ex-
istence on December 31, 1950, would have 
been exempt from such tax by reason of a 
provision of law In effect on that date. The 
exception from employment under subpara-
graph (B) does not apply to (i) service per-
formed in. the employ of a corporation which 
Is wholly owned by the United States (but 
such service, of course, is not included as 
employment if the service is excluded upon 

)-licatlon of the rules contained in sub-
paragraph (A) or (C); (ii) service per-
formed in the employ of a national farm 
loan association, a production credit asso-
ciaticn, a Federal Reserve bank, or a Federal 
credit union; (iii) service performed In the 
employ of a State, county, or community 
committee under the Production and Mar-
keting Administration; (iv) service per-
formed by a civilian employee, who is not 
compensated from funds appropriated by

the ongessinAmy nd Ar Frcehe 
txheaCngress Inrv the, Army and Air Forcemo 
Exopchange service, Narmy andhaires neoForce 
tionp pictur gesevc, Navotexchangtes, Marne 
dcrps exchangenstrumnao t ftheriiis con-te 

ducedn yistumetaltyof heUnied 
States subject to the jurisdiction of the 
Secretary of Defense, at installations of the 
Department of Defense for the comfort, 
pleasure, contentment, end mental and 
physical improvement Of personnel of such 
Department. Subparagraph (C) excepts 
from employment service performed In the 
employ of the United States or in the em-
ploy of any instrumentality of the United 
States if the service is of the character de-

ecribed in any one of a list of 13 special 
classes of excepted services. These 13 ape-
cial classes of excepted services include the 
12 special classes of excepted services listed 
In the Senate amendment and, in addition, 
service performed by an individual to whom 
the civil Service Retirement Act of 1930 does 
not apply because such individual is sub-

to another retirement system (either
by a law of the United States or 

by the agency or instrumentality for which 
th) service is performed), 

Employees of Transportation Systems Oper-
eted by a State or Political Subdivision 

The House bill Included as employment 
service performed in the employ of a political 
subdivision of a State (including an instru 
mentality of one or more subdivisions) in 
connection with the operation of a public 
transportatIo'n system if such service is per-
formed by an employee who (I) became an 
employee of the political subdivision in con-
nection with and at the time of its acquisi-
tion after 1936 of the transportation system 
or arny part thereof, and (ii) prior to the ac-
quisition rendered services which consti-
tuted employment (for social-security-cover-
age purposes) in connection with the opera-
tion of the transportation system or pat 
thereof acquired by the political subdivision, 
Under the House provision if a city acquired 
a transportation system in 1930, and In 1940 
acquired from private ownership a bus line 
which became part of the city transportation 
system, only the employees taken over from 
the privately owned bus line would be covered 
for social-security purposes. Other em-
ployees working for the city in connection 
with the operation of Its transportation sys-
tem, including employees hired after the 
acquisition of the bus line, would not have 
been covered under the House provision, 

However, In the case of employees taken 
over by a political subdivision in connec-
tion with an acquisition made prior to the 
effective date of the provisions in the House 
bill amending the definition of employment, 
the House bill provided that if the political 
subdivision filed with the Commissioner of 
Internal Revenue prior to such effective date 
a statement that It did not favor the cover-
age of any employee who became an emn-
ployee in connection with acquisitions made 
before such effective date, then the services 
of such employees would not constitute em-
ployment. 

The Senate amendment provided for the 
inclusion as employment of all service per-
formed in the employ of a State or political 
subdivision (or instrumentality) in connec-
tion with the operation of any public-trans-
portation system the whole or any part of 
which was acquired after 1936. The Senate 
amendment did not limit coverage to those 
employees taken over from private employers 
at the time of such acquisition. 

The conference agreement adopts the pro-
vision of the Senate amendment as the gen-

eral rule to be applied, but thi agreement 
sets forth certain conditions and circuin-
stances under which none, or only some, of 
the employees will be covered. 

Under the conference agreement, If the 
State or political subdivision acquires a 
transportation system, or any part thereof, 
from private ownership after 1936 and before 
1951, all employees (with respect to services 
rendered after 1950 in connection with the 
operation of the transportation system) will 
be covered unless-

(I) The State or political subdivision on 
December 31, 1950, has a general retirement 
system (a defined term) in effect, covering 
substantially all services performed in con-
nection with the operation of the transpor-
tation system; and 

(ii) Such general retirement system pro-
vides benefits which are protected from 
diminution or impairment under the State 

constitution by reason of an express provi
sion, dealing specifically with retirement 
systems established by the State or subdivi
sions of the State, which forbids such dimi
nution or impairment. 
A constitutional provision permitting dimi
nution or impairment by action of the legis
lature would not qualify, under the confer
ence agreement, as a constitutional provi
sion described In clause (Ii). 

If the State or political subdivision made 
an acquisition described in the preceding 

paragraph and the employees are not cov
ered under a general retirement system de
scribed in clause (ii) above, all service in 
continwhtetrsptaon yte 
willecconstitutehmlyetrnsotancuiongsythem 
serilceofstallt employmeeshrdater and1950din 
including the service of employees who did 
not work for the private employer from 
whom the State or political subdivision ac
quired its transportation system. 

If the State or political subdivision which

acquired part of its transportation system

after 1936 and before 1951 had on December

31, 1950, a general retirement system cover-

Ing the services of its transportation em

ployees, and the tests of clauses (I) and (ii)

are both satisfied, none of the employees

(ujctoalmedxepinstfrhn

the following paragraph) would be covered. 
This exclusion from employment will apply 
even in the case of employees who worked 
for the private employer from whom the 
State or political subdivision acquired the 
transportation system (or part thereof) and 
who became employees of the State or polit-
Ical subdivision in connection with the ac
quisition. 

The conference agreement provides, how
ever, in the case of a transportation systema 
in which service is not employment by rea
son of rules set forth in the preceding pars-
graphs, that if the State or political sub
division makes a new acquisition from pri
vats ownership after 1950 of an addition to 
Its transportation system, then In the case 
of any employee who

(A) Became an employee of the state or 
political subdivision In connection with and 
at the time of its acquisition (after 1950) 
of the addition to its transportation system, 
and 

(B) Prior to such acquisition rendered 
service which constituted employment (for 
social-security-coverage purposes) In con
nection with the operation of the addition 
to the transportation system acquired by 
the State or 'political subdivision, 
the service of such employee (in connec
tion with any part of the transportation 
system) shall constitute employment, com
mencing with the first day of the third cal
endar quarter following the calendar quar
ter in which the acquisition of the new 
addition took place, unless on such first day, 
the service of the employee is covered by a 
general retirement system which does not 
contain special provisions applicable only to 

employees taken over by the State or politi
cal subdivision in connection with such 
acquisition. 

The rule of the Immediately preceding 
paragraph is, under the conference agree
ment, applicable in one other situation. If 
a State or political subdivision is operating 
a public transportation system on Decem-
her 31, 1950, but no part of the system was 
acquired after 1936 and before 1951, none 
of the service of the employees will consti
tute employment unless the State or political 
subdivision makes an acquisition on or after 
January 1, 1951, from private ownership of 
an addition to its existing system. In the 
case of such an acquisition of a part of its 
transportation system, the employees taken 
over by a State or political subdivision at 
the time and in connection with such acqui
sition wIll be covered, or not covered, upon 
application of the rule set forth In the pre
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ceding Paragraph. Employees of the public 
transportation system not taken over from 
private ownership at the time of such acqui- 
sition Would not be affected at all-their 
service would remain excluded from employ-

mn.religious 
In the case of a State or political subdivi-

5 years following the effective date of the 
waiver period. 

The Senate amendment provided for corn-
pulsory coverage of organizations which are 
not organized and operated primarily for 

purposes or which aie riot owned 
and operated by one or more organizations 

31,n1950, aoetrnportatonpsystem but aec-meoperating primarily for religious purposes. 
quires50 a transportation system, butesuch 
datre,. theacnspereneagreysemen pftrovdsutha 
dall, shervi frce eiconetiponvithsperormd thet 
Ollperaiepromencnetionoftthe 
tern will acntiutred transportatiounls at 

contmistitu epoymnchtrunlssoratte rte 
tion system is acquired by It from private 
ownership the State or political subdivision 
bassa general retirement system covering sub-
stantially all the service performed In the 
operation of thc transportation system, 

The term "general retirement system" is 
defined to mean any pension, annuity, retire-
ment, or similar fund or system established 
by a State or political subdivision for em-
ployees of the State, political subdivision, or 
both, but does not include a fund or system 
which covers only service performed in posi-
tions connected with the operation Of Its 
public transportation system. 

A transportation system or part thereof is 
considered to have been acquired by a State 
or political subdivision from private owner-
ship if prior to the acquisition service per-
formed by employees in connection with the 
operation of the system or the acquired part 
constituted employment (for social-security-
coverage purposes) and some of such em-
ployees became employees of the State or 
political subdivision in connection with and 
at the time of such acquisition,

The erm"poitial de-ubdvison"Is
Thetem ubdviion de"olticl i 

fined to incluoe an instrumentality of a 
State. of one or more State political subdi-

viin, ro n oe fisaSaean o 
poiia o udvisions, tfaSaeadoeo oeo 

poliicalsubdvisins.employer
Coverage of State. and Local Employees Under 

Compacts 
The House bill provided for the extension 

of old-age and survivors insurance coverage 
to employees of State and local governments 

uneraremetngoite btee te 
States and the Federal Security Administra-
tor. The House bill also permitted the em-
ployees of State and local governments co-
ered by State or local government retirement 
systems, to be included in such agreements If 
two-thirds of the employees consented to be 

coeene h rga. The Senate 
amendment modified the House provisions. 
It excluded from the purview of such agree-
ments employees of States and local govern-
m~ents covered by State and local govern-
ment retirement systems. The Senate 
amendment further provided for the estab-

lihmntofseartecoergegrup o e-
ployees engaged in the performance of single 
proprietary functions. The conference 

ageeet te poison.dot eat 
areetaofpeigos.th Chnartabe, ndis Cer.- pr

Employees ofRlgos hrtbe n e-
tamn Other Nonprofit Organizations 

UdrteHueblemployees of reli-
gious, charitable, educational, and other or-
ganizations exempt from income tax under 
section 101 (6) of the Internal Revenue Code 
were covered on a compulsory basis. The 
House bill, however, granted an exemption 
to such organizations from the tax Imposed 
on the employer under section 1410 Of such 
code. Provision was made for waiver by the 
organization of such exemption. If the ex-
emption from taxation was not waived, the 
employees of the organization would, for the 
purpose of computing Insured status and 
average monthly wage, receive wage credits 
for only one-half of the wages paid. An or-
ganization waiving Its exemption from tax 
was permitted. under the House bill, to re-
gain its tax-exempt status by giving a 2 
years' notice. Such notice of termination 
could not be given prior to the expiration of 

The organizations whose employees were 
covered under the compulsory basis were, 
Under the Senate amendment, subject, on a 
compulsory basis, to the employers' tax im-
posed under section 1410 of the Internal 
Revenue Code. The employees of such or-

-ganizations were also subject, on a corn-
pulsory basis, to the employees' tax imposed 
under section 1400 of the code In the case 
of religious organizations, or organizations 
owned and operated by religious organiza-
tions, provision was made under the Senate 
amendment for coverage of employees upon 
filing a statement with the Commissioner of 
Internal Revenue that the organization de-
sired to have the old-age and survivors in-
surance system extended to its employees. 
If such a statement was once filed, it could 
not thereafter be revoked by the organization, 

The conference agreement differs from both 
the House bill and the Senate amendment, 
Under the conference agreement service per-
formed in the employ of an organization ex-
empt from income tax .under sectton 101 (6) 
is excluded from employment unless the or-
ganization files a certificate that it desires 
to have the old-age and survivors insurance 
system extended to its employees. If it 
does not file such a certificate, neither the 
organization nor its employees are subject 
to the social-security taxes imposed by the 
Federal Insurance Contributions Act. It it 

file such a certificate, both the employer-does 
themlyeaefothpeidurn


andthemlyeaefothpriduin

which the certificate is in effect, subject to 
such taxes in the same manner as a private

and his employees. The certifi
cate filed by the organization must certify 
that at least two-thirds of its employees 
concur in the filing of the certificate, and the 
certificate must be accompanied by a list 
containing the signature, address, and social-
security account number (if any) of each 
employee who concurs in the filing of the 
certificate. Such list may be amended, at 
any time prior to the expiration of the first 
month following the first calendar quarter 
for which the certificate is effective, by filing 
a supplemental list or lists containing the 
signature, address, and social-security num-
bar of each additional employee who concurs 
in the filing of the certificate. Commenc-
Ing with the first day following the close of 
the calendar quarter in which the certificate 
Is filed, the employees who have concurred 
In the filing of such certificate will be coy-
ered for social-security purposes. Any em-
ployee who Is hired on or after such first 
day will be covered on a compulsory basis, 
If an individual, who on such first day was 
In the employ of the organization, should 
leave his position and thereafter reenter the 
employ of such organization, such employee 
will be covered on and after the date of such 
reentry, whether or not he concurred in the 
filing of the certificate when he was pre-
viously in the employ of the organization, 

The conference agreement further provides 
that the period for which the certificate is 
effective may be terminated by the organ-
ization upon giving 2 years' advance notice 
in writing of its desire to terminate the effect 
of the certificate at the end of a calendar 
quarter; but only if the certificate has been 
in effect for a period of not less than 8 years 
at the time of the receipt of the notice of 
termination. The organization may revoke 
its notice of termination by giving a written 
notice of such revocation prior to the close 
of the calendar quarter specified In the notice 
of termination. The certificate (and any 
notice of termination or revocation of such 
notice) must be ifiled in such form and 

manner and with such official as may be pre
scribed by regulations. 

Provision is also made, under the confer
ence agreement, for termination of the waiver 
period upon the initiative of the Cormmis
sioner of Internal Revenue. If the Commis
sioner finds that an organization which filed 

a 'certificate has failed to comply substan
tially with the provisions of the Federal In
surance Contributions Act, or Is no longer 
able to comply with such provisions, the 
Commissioner can give such organization a 
60 days' advance notice In writing that the 
period covered by the certificate will termi

nate at the end,-of the calendar quarter 
specified in the notice. Such notice by tihe 
Commissioner may be revoked by him by. 
giving, prior to the close of the calendar 
quarter specified in his notice of termina
tion, written notice of the. revocation. The 
Commissioner cannot give notice of termi
nation or revocation thereof without prior 
concurrence of the Federal Security Admin
istrator. 

If the period covered by the certificate is 
terminated by the organization itself, It may 
not thereafter file a certificate waiving the 
exclusion from employment of its employees. 

Service performed by a duly ordained, 
commissioned, or licensed minister of a 
church in the exercise of his ministry or by 
a member of a religious order In the exer
cise of duties required by such order would 
not constitute employment under the House 
bill, the Senate amendment, or the confer
ence agreement. 

EfcieDt 
Ehrviinffetive Datferneaee


Thprvsosftecneeceae

ment amending the definition of employ
ment apply only wdh respect to service per
fredferDcbr31190 
fredferDcbr31190 

Definition of "wages" 
The House bill continued the provisions 

of existing law which exclude from wages 
payments made to or on behalf of an em
ployee under a plan or system providing for 
payments on account of (1) retirement, (2) 
sikesoacdntiably,()mialr
hospitalization expenses, or (4) death but 
poie htsc amnsmd o et 
benefits should be excluded from wages re
gardless of whether the employee has cer
tain options orrihssuhateopono 
receive, instead of the provision for such 
death benefit, any part of such payment 
made by the employer, or the right to assign 
the death benefi rt eev ahcn 
sideratlon in lieu thereof. The Senate 
amendment adopted the House provision, 
but in addition excluded from wages any 
such payment made to or on behalf of any 
dependents of an employee Under a plan or 
system providing for the employee and his 
dependents. The conference agreement 
adopts the Senate provision.

The House bill excluded from wages cer
tain payments made to, or on behalf of, an 

employee from or to a trust exempt from tax 
under section 165 (a) of the code or under 
ouretoentannuitycplan whic meet the, r4e-5) 
qieet fsc~n15()() 4,() 
and (6). The Senate amendment made a 
clarifying change in the House provision to 
assure the'exclusion from wages of a pay
ment of the prescribed character made to, 
or on behalf of, a beneficiary of an employee. 
The conference agreement adopts the Senate 
provision, 

TheSenate amendment added a new pro
vision excluding from wages remuneration 
for agricultural labor paid in any medium 
other than cash. The Senate provision was 
necessary because under the Senate amend
ment agricultural labor may be covered un
der certain conditions. The House bill con
tained no comparable provision. The con
ference agreement adopts the Senate pro
vision. 
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The House bill contained an express pro-

vision relating to tips and other cash re-
muneration customarily received by an em-
ployee in the course of his employment from 
persons other then the person employing
him. The Senate amendment eliminated 
this provision of the House bill. The con-
ference agreement conforms to the Senate 
amendment.. 

The Senate amendment contained a pro-
vision designed to make easier the compu-
tation of wages for services not in the course 
of the employer's trade or business, particu-
larly with reapect to wages for domestic serv-
ice. The House bill contained no compar-
able provision. The conference agreemant 
adopts the Senate provision, but limits its 
application to remuneration for domestic 
service In a private home of the employer,
The agreement authorizes the issuance of 
regulations in appropriate cases for the 
rounding of remuneration payments for such 
service to the nearest whole dollar. For ax-

amle i ahoseoleplye rceve a 
cash remuneration payment of $9.50, &. 
$10.49, or any amount in between, the pay-
ment could, If the regulations so provide,
be considered to be $10. The rounding of 
cash wage payments to the nearest whole 
dollar will ease the householder's part in the 
social security program for purposes of ap-
plying the tax rate to the wage payment, for 
purposes of any required record keeping, and 
for purposes of determining whether $50 or 
more has been paid to the employee in any
calendar quarter.

Under the House bill, remuneration paid 
to certain home workers would constitute 
wages, but the definition of "employee"
contained in the Senate amendment resulted 
In the exclusion of such remuneration from 
wages. Under the conference agreement,
which includes home workers as employees,
remuneration paid by an employer in any
calendar quarter to a home worker (if such 
home worker is an employee under the defi-
nition of "employee") will constitute wages,
but only if cash remuneration of $50 or more 
Is paid during the calendar quarter by the 
employer to such home worker. If $50 or 
more of cash remuneration is paid by the 
employer to such home worker during the 
calendar quarter, it is immaterial whether 
the $50 is In payment of services rendered 
the employer during the quarter of payment 
or during a previous quarter, 

The conference agreement also makes cer-
tain amendments in the definition of 
"wages" for purposes of the Federal Unem-
ployment Tax Act and income-tax withhold-
Ing to conform such definitions In certain 
respects with the definition of "wages" un-
der the Federal Insurance Contributions 
Act. 

Effective Date 
The provisions of the conference agree-

mart amending the definition of wages apply
only with respect to remuneration paid after 
December 31, 1950. 

Deflnition of "employee" 
The definition of the term "employee" In 

the House bill required that the usual corn-
mon-law rules be used to determine whether 
an Individual is an employee. The Senate 
accepted this provision without change but 
struck out the second sentence of the para-
g*aph in the House bill which was designed 
to change the effect of the United States 
Supreme Court's holding in the case of Bar-
fels v. Birmingham (332 U. S. 126 (1947)), 
The conference agreement accepts the Senate 
amendment. With regard to the meaning
of the phrase "the usual common law rules 
applicable in determining the employer-em-
ployee relationship," this opportunity is 
taken to reiterate and endorse the statement 
made In the Report of the Committee on 
Ways and Means in connection With the 
Social Security Act Amendments of 1939: 

"A restricted view of the emnployer-employ-
se relationship should not be taken In the 

administration of the Federal old-age and 
survivors Insurance system in making cover-
age determinations. The tests for determin-
Ing the relationship laid down In cases relat-
Ing to tort liability and to the common-law 
concept of master and servant should not be 
narrowly applied (p. 75).' 
This statement made in 1939 is equally ap-
plicable to the phrase in the bill as agreed 
upon in the conference agreement, which 
contemplates a realistic interpretation of the 
common law rules, 

Provisions in both the House bill and the 
Senate amendment added individuals in car-
tamn specified occupational groups who are 
not necessarily employees under the usual 
common law rules. However, the Senate 
amendment made substantial revisions in 
the additions which were provided in the 
Huebl.agent-drivers
House bill.buig

The Senate amendment eliminated entire-
ly the House additions with respect to driver-
lessees of taxicabs, contract loggers, mine 
lessees, and house-to-house salesmen. The 
conference agreement adopts these Senate 
amendments. 

The Senate amandmdnt struck out the 
House provision which added outside sales-
men in the manufacturing or wholesale trade, 
substituting a more detailed provision
which added city and traveling salesmen per-
forming services under certain specified con-
ditions. Under the conference agreement, 
city and traveling salesmen are Included 
(subject to the general limitations which 
appeared in both the House bill and Senate 
amendment and which are applicable to all 
of the categories listed in par. (3) if they are 
engaged upon a full-time basis in the solici-
ttoonbhlofadtetrsmsino,
their principals (except for side-line sales 
activities on behalf of other persons) of or-
dare from wholesalers, retailers, contractors, 
or operators of hotels, restaurants, or other 
similar establishments for merchandise for 
resale or supplies for use in their business 
operations. City and traveling salesman who 
sell - to retailers or to the others specified, 
operate off the companies' premises, and are 
generally compensated on a commission basis 
are Included within this occdpational group.
Such salesmen are generally not controlled 
as to the details of their service or the means 
by which they cover their territories, but in 
the ordinary case they are expected to call on 
regular customers with a fair degree of reg-
ularity. The conference agreement requires
with respect to a city or traveling salesman 
that, in order for him to be included within 
the term "employee," his entire or principal
business activity must be devoted to the soli-
citation or orders for one principal. Thus, 
the multiple-lne salesman generally will not 
be within the scope of this subparagraph of 
the definition. However, the conference 
agreement specifies that, if, the salesman 
solicits orders primarily for one principal, he 
shall not be excluded solely because of aide-
line sales activities on behalf of one or more 
other persons. In such a case, the salesman 
would be the employee under paragraph (3)
of the definition only of the person for whom 
he primarily solicits orders and not of such 
other persons, 

The conference agreement specifically ax-
cludes agent-drivers and commission-drivers 
from the scope of this subparagraph of the 
definition, 

The following examples Illustrate the ap-
plication. of the paragraph as it relates to 
city and traveling salesmen: 

1. Salesman A's principa'l business activity
Is the solicitation of orders from retail phar-
macies on behalf Of the X wholesale drug 
company. A also occasionally solicits orders 
for drugs on behalf Of the Y and Z companies,
Within the meaning of subparagraph (3)
(D), A Is the employee of the X company
but not of the Y and Z companies. 

2. Salesman B's principal business activity
Is the solicitation of orders from retail hard-

ware stores on behalf of the R tool corn
pany and the S cooking utensil company.
B regularly solicits orders on behalf of both 
companies. Within the meaning of sub
paragraph (3) (D), B Is not the employee of 
either the R or S company.

3. Salesman C's principal business activity 
is the house-to-house solicitation of orders 
On behalf of the T brush company. C occa
sionally solicits such orders from retail stores 
and restaurants. Within the meaning of 
subparagraph (3) (D), C is not the employee
of the T company. 

The Senate amendment added certain 
agent-drivers and commission~drivers to 
paragraph (3) of the definition as it ap
peered in the House bill. Under paragrap~h
(3) (A) as It appears In the conference agree
ment, the definition of "employee" Includes 

or 	commission-drivers who are 
ea poucsvee

eggdi itiuigma rdcs ee 
table products, fruit products, bakery prod
ucts, beverages (other than milk), or 
laundryls.or i services, fordyclteaning their 
princials This hisonclrudes tdhcpeategor an 
vda h prtshsontuko h 
truck of the company for which he performs
services, serves customers designated by the 
company as well as those solicited on his own, 
hialesw orste diffeenceio betwee theisiopric
hes cae rtedfeec ewe h rc 
hcharges 	his customers and the price he 
pays to the company for the product or 
srie 

The Senate amendment struck out the 
House provision which added hoine workers 
to the definition of "employee." Under para
graph (3) (C) of the definition agreed to by
the conferees, a home worker is included in 
the ter f eprforms work, according to
specifications furnished by. the person for 
whom the services are performed, on mate
rials or goods furnished by such person which 
are required to be returned to such person 
or a person designated by him, if the per
formance of such services is subject to licens-
Iug requirements under the laws of the State 
In which such services are performed. How
ever, as provided in the definition of "wages"
adopted by the conference agreement, a home 
worker who meets the requirements of this 
definition of "employee" still will not be 
covered unless he is paid remuneration in 
cash of $50 or more in any calendar quarter
by the person for whom the services are per
formed. It is not required that such remu
neration must be paid In the quarter In 
which the services are performed.

With respect to the requirement that the 
performance of services by a home worker 
Thust be subject to licensing laws in the 
State In *hich the work Is performed as a 
prerequisite to the I-nclusion of such indi
vidual In the definition of "employee," the 
conference agreement intends that this re
quirement will be met either In the case 
where the State requires a home-work license 
on the part of the person for whom the
services are performed or in the case where
the State requires a home-work certificate 
on the part of the individual who performs
the services. 

The House bill contained a paragraph (4) 
of the definition of "employee" which would 
have Included within the meaning of the 
term any individual who had the status of 
an employee as determined by the combined 
effect of seven enumerated factors. The 
Senate amendment struck out this para
graph, and the conference agreement follows 
the Senate amendment with respect to this 
matter, 

Self-employed 
In providing coverage for the self-em

ployed, the House bill excluded from tax (anid 
from benefit coverage) Income derived from 
the performance of service by an individual 
(or partnership) In the exercise of his pro.
fession as a physician, lawyer, dentist, osteo. 
Path, veterinarian, chiropractor, Christian 
Science practitioner, or as an aeronautical, 
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chemical, civil, electrical, mechanical, metal.. 
hurgical, or mining engineer. The Senate 
amendment added to the list of exclusions 
the following: naturopatbs, architects, certi. 
fled Public accountants, and accountants 
registered or licensed as accountants under 
State or municipal law, and funeral directors: 
,and substituted "professional engineers" In 
lieu of the specific engineers listed In the 
House bill. The conference agreement 
adopts%the Senate provision, with an addi-
tion (to the group excluded) of full-time 
practicing public accountants. 

The House bill also excluded income de-
rived from a trade or business of publishing 
a newspaper or other publication having a 
paid circulation. The Senate amendment 
deleted such exclusion. The conference 
agreement conformis with the Senate action 
In extending coverage in this area, 

BEEISamount 
BENEITSof 

Indiv'iduals,entitled to benefits 
Wife's Insurance Benefits 

The House bill provided for payment of 
wife's insurance benefits to a wife under age
65 if she has in her care a child entitled to 
benefits on the basis of the wages and self-
employment income of her husband. The 
Senate amiendment contained no such pro-
vision. The conference agreement is the 
same as the House bill, 

death of every insured worker. The Senate 
amendment would have retained existing
law with respect to the circumstances under 
which a lump-sum death payment would be 
payable, and In addition provided for a 
residual lump-sum death payment in certain 
cases. The conference agreement adopts the 
provisions of the House biUl so that survivors' 
benefits need not be diverted for payment of 
burial expenses of an Insured worker, 

Cmuaino eetspybe 
Cmuain0 eeispybe

Computation of Primary Insurance Amount 
The House bill defined an individual's 

"primary insurance amount" as the sum of 
(1) his base amount multiplied by his con-
tinuation factor, and (2) one-half of 1 per-
cent of his base amount multiplied by the 
number of his years of coverage. The "base 
amount" would have been defined as an 

equal to 50 percent of the first $100
his average monthly wage plus 10 percent

of the next $200 of such wage. The Senate 
amendment eliminated the continuation 
factor and the "increment" for years of 
coverage, and provided a primary insurance 
amount equal to 50 percent of the first $100 
of average monthly wage plus 15 percent of 
the next $200 of such wage. Under the 
House bill, the benefit formula stated above 
would be applicable to any individual who 
had not received an insurance benefit for 

duces a more favorable result. In the case 
of individuals age 65 and over on Septembeor
1, 1950, who become fully insured under the 
new insured status provisions and who on 
such date would not have been fully In
sured under provisions of present law, the 
third quarter of 1950 will be considered as 
such first quarter rather than any earlier 
quarter in which they both bad obtained 
six quarters of coverage and bad attained 
rtrmnae 
rtrmnae 

Conversion Table 
The House bill provided for increawlng

existing benefits according to a conversion 
table which showed, for each dollar anmcunit 
of existing primary insurance benefit, a new 
primary insurance amount and an assumed 
average monthly wage for the purpo,:e of 
computing imaximum benefits. The in
crease in the ar-erage benefit undar this
table would have been 70 percent. tinder
the Senate amendment the increase in the 
average benefit would have been 85 percent 
and the conversion table would have been 
used for the computation of the benefits 
of some persons who first become entitled 
to benefits after the date of enactment of 
the Act. The confere-'ce agreement fellows 
the Senate amendment except that it pro
vides a schedule of increases about midway 
between the increases provided by the H ~use 
bill and the Senate amendment. 

Parent's Insurance Benefits 
The House bill raised the amount of a

parent's benefit from one-half the primary
Insurance amrourt to three-fourths. The 
Senate amendment would have retained ex
isting law under which the parent's benefit 
is one-half the primary insurance amount. 
The conference agreement adopts the House 
poiin 
provision.tu 

lsrdS tu 
Definition of "Quarter of Coverage", 

M'e House bill provided thai after 1950 a 
quarter of ~coverage for purposes of insured 
status would be a calendar quarter in which 
an inoividual had been paid $100 in wages 
or had been credited with $200 of self-em
ployment income. The Senate amendment 
provided that, for calendar quarters after 
1950, wages of $50 or self-employment in
come of *100 would result in a quarter of 
coverage. The conference agreement followstl' Senate amendment. 

Fully lnsured Individual 

The House bill provided that an individual 
would be fully insured if he either met the 
requirements of the present Social Security 
Act or had at least 20 quarters of coverage 
out of the 40-quarter period ending with the 
quarter in which he attained retirement age 
or with any subsequent quarter, or ending 
with the quarter in which he died. The 
Senate amendment provided that the indi
vidual (if living on September 1, 1950) would 
be'fully insured if he had at least 1 quarter
of coverage (no matter when acquired) for 
each 2 quarters elapsing after 1950, or later 
attainment of age 21, and up to but eXclud-
Ing the quarter in which he attained retire
ment age or died, whichever first occurred, 
but in no case less than 6 quarters of cover
age or more than 40 quarters of coverage.
The conference agreement adopts the Senate 
language. 
Permanent and total disability insurance 

The House bill provided insurance benefits 
for totally and permanently disabled insured 
individuals. The Senate amendment con. 
tained no comparable provision. The con
ference agreement does not provide for per
manerat and total disability insurance 
benefits. 

rdWa1 mltysevc 

payd wmen.o Thbenaftste amehsbndmen pofn-
owedwomn.enat ro-he amndmnt 

vided for payment of benefits at age 65 to 
the husband of a woman who was currently
insured when she became entitled to old-age
Insurance benefits if he had received at least 
one-half his support from her and filed proof
thereof wit?.in 2 years after she became en-
titled to old-age insurance benefits (or prior 
to September 1952 in respect to women now 
receiving primary Insurance benefits who 
under the conference agreement became en-
titled to old-age insurance benefits for Sep-
tember 1950). The amount of benefits pay-
able is one-half the Primary Insurance ben-
efit, as in the case of wife's benefits based on 
the husband's wage record. The conference 

ageeette dotrviio f heSnae 
agemendet.aot h rvso fteSnt 

Child'sntInuaneBeeit 

HubndsInuaceBneisa month prior to 1950, or who had not died 
TeHousebill' contuained enoeroitsio o prior to 1950, and other persons would have 

payenHofs befitscotoagned husbandisio forn had their benefits raised by a conversion
table. The Senate amendment would Per-
mit any Individual who had six or more 
quarters of coverage after 1950'to have his 
primary insurance amount computed either 
by means of the new benefit formula or by 
means of the formula In the present law 
(but without "Increment" for yearr' after 
1950) with the resulting amount raised by
the conversion table (discussed hereafter),
whichever results in the larger benefit (ex-
cept that such an individual who attained 
age 22 after 1950 would always be given the 
benefit derived under the new formula),
The conference agreement adopts the Sen-
ate amendment. 

Minimum Primar Insurance Amount 
r 

Under the House bill, the minimum pri-
mary insurance amount was $25. The hien-
ate amendment provided for a minimum 

was both fully and currently insured at the 
time of her death. The Senate amendment 
would permit a finding of such dependency 
if the mother was currently insured at her 
death or entitlement to old-age insurance 
benefits, Under the Senate amendment 
children of women possessing such qualifl-
cations who died or became entitled to pri-
mary insurance benefits prior to September
1950 could become entitled to child's benefits 
in September 1950. The conference agree. 

met dpsthe Senate provision. . 
dop e'Wei nuaneBnfts 

Chil's nsurnceBeneitsprimary insurance amount of *25 in those 
The House bill would deem a child depend- cases in which the average monthly wage

ent upon a natural or adopting mother if lseO was $34 or more, and of $20 where the aver-

Widwe'sInuraceBeeftsUnder the House bill, an individual's "aver-

age monthly wage was less than $34. The 
conference agreement provides for a mini-
mum primary insurance amount as follows; 

If the average The primary Insur-
monthly wage Is: ance amount will be: 

$30 or less $20 
$31 $21 
$32 $22 
$33 $23 
$34 $24 
$35 to $49 $25 

Average Monthly Wage 

The House bill provided for no benefits to 
the aged widowers of insured women. The 
Senate amendment included a provision par-
allel to that for aged husbands, permitting 
payment of benefits at age 65 to the widower 
of a woman who died after August 1950 and 
who was both fully and currentlyr Insured at 
her death or entitlement to old-age insur-
ance benefits, Uf he had been receiving at 
least one-half his support from her and filed 
appropriate proof within 2 years either of 
her death or' entitlement to old-age insur-
ence beftefits. The widower's benefit, like 
that for a widow, is three-foUrths of the 
primary insurance amount. The conference 
agreement Is the same as the Senate amend-
maent. 

Lump-Sum Death Payments 
7te House bill provided that a lump-sulm

death payment should be payable on the 

age monthly wage" would have been comn-
puted by dividing the total of his wages 
and self-employment income during "years
of coverage" after a specified starting date 
by twelve times the number of such years
of coverage. The Senate amendment pro-
vides that the average monthly wage should 
be the total of wages and self-employment
income, after a starting date and prior to 
a closing date, divided by the total number 
of months In that elapsed period. The con-
ference agreement follows the Senate amend-
ment, thus retaining the method of com-
putation in the present Social Security Act, 
modified to provide for new starting and 
closing dates. The conference agreementWodWa Imlarsevc 
provides that the average monthly wage may The House bill provided wage credits for 
be computed as of the first quarter in which World War 1U military service regardless of 
an individual both was fully Insured and whether benefits based in whole or in part
had attained retirement age if this pro- upon such service became payable under 
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another Federal benefit system, the cost of and self-employment Income reported for 
such credits to be borne by the Federal~Treas- tax purposes, rather than by reference to the 
ury. The Senate amendment provided the sum of the collections of such taxes. How-
same wage credits but only if a benefit based ever, with respect to taxes deposited into 
in whole or in part upon the veteran's mili- the Treasury by collectors of internal rev-
tary service during World War II were not enue before January 1, 1951, the amount 
payable under another Federal benefit sys- appropriated will be determined In the same 
tern, and provided that the costs should be manner as under the present method. After 
borne by the trust fund. The Senate amend- that date and for an additional period of 2 
Ment also provided that the Federal Security years ending with the close of 1952, collec-
Administrator should ascertain from the tors of internal revenue would be required
Civil Service Commission whether benefits to continue to account separately for col-
were payable by other Federal agencies based lections of such taxes which had been as-
in whole or in part upon military service. sessed but not collected before January 1,
The conrerence agreement follows the Senate 195. The House bill contained no corn-
amendment except that it requires the Fed- parable provision. The conference agree-
eral Security Administrator to ascertain the ment adopts the Senate amendment. 
facts with respect to other Federal benefit The House bill continued the provisions 
payments directly from the agency involved of existing law which appropriate to the trust 
rather than through the Civil Service fund, in addition to the taxes, any Interest, 
Commission, penalties, or additions to the taxes collected 

Effective dates under the old-age and survivors insurance 
The House bill provided that the effective program. The Senate amendment did not 

date for the new benefit provisions would be appropriate to the trust fund any such in-
January 1190 ThSeaeaed nt terest, penalties, or additions to the taxes.

prvie that. TheneSenaefi provisions ror does the conference agreement appro-
woulddbehffetivhe nwit respecit trovimonts priate to the trust fund any interest, pen-

efethve months to It is be-beginin wit seconrepcalenda alties, or additions the taxes. 

aferinithe it secnactmentdof lieved, however, that the fact that no
dtheo thenill inter-
Under the caeonferenactgemento the newl eat, penalties, or additions to the taxes are 
bendefithprvisonserwill bgeeapplicabe for appropriated to the trust fund should be 
monthst aftrovAugust 1950. pliabeo given consideration In determining the esti-moth ate Agut 95.mated amounts of administrative expenses

FINANCING AND ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS charged to the trust fund by the Treasury 
Tax rates Department for the performance of its duties 

Rate of Tax on Wages In collecting the taxes under the old-age andsurvivors insurance program, although it is
The House bill Increased the rate of the recgie htn ixdaon a e 

employees' tax and of the employers' tax assigned -to this factor,.efepomn
under the Federal Insurance Contributions 
Act from 11/2 to 2 percent on January 1, Payments of special refunds from trust fund 
1951. The Senate amendment postponed The House bill changed section 201 (f) of 
the increase in rates until January 1, 1956. the Social Security Act to require that re-
The conference agreement increases the rate funds of the taxes collected for the old-age
of each tax to 2 percent on January 1, 1954. and survivors insurance program be made 
Otherwise the rates under the House bill, the from 'the trust fund beginning January 1,
Senate amendment, and the conference 1950. The Senate amendment continued the 
agreemeht are the same. Under' the agree- provisions of existing law which appropriate 
ment the rates of each tax are as follows: to the trust fund amounts equivalent to 100 

percent of the taxes collected for the old-age
Fo tecaena yar 95 t 95,Percent and survivors insurance program, except that
Forth cleda 150to193,in-yar such amounts would be determined by refer-

clutesiv ndr ence to on the total taxable wagese-----------------------14 the taxes 
Forsthecaedryas15to19,i and self-employment income reported for tax 

clusiv------------------------- 2 purposes, rather than by reference to the 
For the calendar years 1960 to 1964, In- sum of the collections of such taxes. The 

clusive --------------------------- 2 % Senate amendment did not expressly author-
For the calendar years. 1965 to 1969, in- ize refunds of such taxes to be made from 

clusive------------------------------3 the trust fund. An adjustment for erroneous 
For the calendar year 1970 and subse- payments of emph~yer and employee taxes 

quent calendar years ---------------31, would automatically have been made in the 
Rate of Tax on Self-Employment income trust fund by means of the new appropria.. 
Under the House bill, the Senate amend- tion procedure Provided under the Senate 

ment, and the conference agreement, the amendment. 
rates of tax on self-employment income are The conference agreement requires the 
one and one-half times the rates of the em- managing trustee to pay from the trust fund 
ployees' tax under the Federal Insurance into the Treasury the amount estimated by
Contributions Act. him as taxes which are subject to refund 

The rates of the tax on such income for under section 1401 (d) Of the Internal Revs-
the respective taxable years under the con- nue Code with respect to wages paid after De-
ference agreement are as follows: cember 31, 1950. Such taxes are to be deter-

For axabe on of wagesyers-mined the basis of the records
er-Percent and 

Beginning after Dec. 31, 1950, and Security Administrator in accordance with 
before Jan. 1, 1954-------------- 2'4 the wages reported to the Commissioner of 

Beginning after Dec. 31, 1953, and Internal Revenue pursuant to section 1420 
before Jan. 1, 1960 ------------ 3 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code. The Fed-

Fo aal established maintained by the Federal 

Beginning after Dec. 31, 1959. and eral Security Administrator is required to 
before Jan. 1, 1965------------ 3% frihtemngn rse uhifraBeginning after Dec. 31, 1964, and emngn tuteschifra 
before Jan. 1, 1970------------ 4'4 tion as may be required by the trustee for 

Beginning after Dec. 31, 1969.---.. / making such estimates. The payments by
43 the managing trustee are required to be 

Appropriations to the trust fund covered into the Treasury as repayments to
The enae aendmnt haned tat or- the account for refunding internal revenue

theScat pocr-tTheo senatenamendmen chage collections. 
tino 0eto a o h oilScrt 

Act which appropriates to the trust fund Return of self-employment tax 
amounts equivalent to 100 percent of the Under the House bill the provisions im-
taxes received under the Federal Insurance posing the tax on self-employment income 
Contributions Act and covered Into the were included In the Internal Revenue Code 
Treasury;- Under the amendment amounts .as subchapter F of chapter 9, so that such 
aproriatothedtxe bhedealterminedb tax was levied as one of the employment taxeswoul raefer 

enc t th subject to the administrative provisions re-txesonthetoal axblewaes 

lating to miscellaneous taxes. The Senate 
amendment included the provisions impos-
Ing the self-ediployment tax as subchapter
E of chapter 1 of the code, relating to the 
Income tax. Under the Senate amendment 
the self-employment tax would be levied, 
assessed, and collected as part of the income 
tax imposed by chapter 1 of such code, ex
cept that it would not be taken into account 
for purposes of the estimated tax. In view 
of the close connection between the self -em
ployment tax and the present income tax, 
and In the interests of simplicity for tax
payers and economy in administration, your
conferees believe that it is preferable to 
have the tax on self-employment income 
handled In all particulars as an integral part
of the income tax. The conference agree
ment therefore adopts the provisions' of the 
Senate amendment with respect to the in
tegration of the self-employment tax with 
the income tax under chapter 1. Thus, ex
cept as otherwise expressly provided, the 
self-employment tax will be included with 
the normal tax and surtax under chapter 1 
in computing any overpayment or deficiency
In tax under such chapter and in computing 
the interest and any additions to such over
payment, deficiency, or tax. The self-em
ployment tax will be subject to the jurisdic
tion of The Tax Court to the same extent 
and the same manner as other taxes under
catr1


Substecto (a fscto 8 f h oe

as added by the Senate amendment, would 
reueevyInidal(trthnaon
rqieeeyidvdul(teohnann
resident alien) having net earnings from 

f$0 rmr o h 
taxable year to file a return containing such 
Information for the purpose of carrying out 
the provisions of the subchapter Imposing
the tax on self-employment income as the 
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, with the 
approval of the Secretary of the Treasury
shall by regulations prescribe. Such a re
turn would be considered a return required
under section 51 G~.), and the provisions
applicable to returns under section 51 (a)
would be applicable to such return. How
ever, the tax on self-employment income, in
the case of a joint return of husband and 
wife, is the sum of the taxes computed on 
the separa'e self-employment Income of each 
spouse. WWIt respect to the tax on self-
employment Income, the requirement of seec
tion 51 (b) that in the case of a joint return 
the tax is computed on the aggregate Income 
of the spouses is not applicable. The con
ference agreement adopts the Senate pro
vision. 

Receipts for employees 
The Senate amendment contained a provi

sion relating to receipts for employees, which 
is similar to the existing section 1625 of the 
code, relating to receipts for income tax 
Withheld (the Formt W-2 furnished to em
ployees). The irovision would supersede
section 1625. and section 1403 (relating to 
employee receipts for social-security tax 
withheldi), of the code with respect to wages
paid after December 31, 1950, and would
provide for one receipt which would give the 
employee full information (1) as to his 
waesujcto mpyescileury 
wagesan subecamuto demployee scal-secuityhl
fo i tax, and 2edce i witheldth(monssc ando 
frmhmasuhtxan(2asohiwge
ujc oicm a ihodn n h 

amounsunjet dedunctmed tandwithheldin asnuc tax. 
ThemoustedbllcotedanWine hldncmarableh pro
vision.seThelconferencednagrementabyeaddin
vionThcnfrceaemntbydig 
a new section 1633 to the code, adopts the 
provisions of the Senate amendment, relat-
Ing to -receipts, with conforming amend
ments to reflect the elimination of the Sen
ate provisions relating to combined with
holding. 

The Senate amendment contained a pro
vision, relating to penalties, which corre
spnstthextigecon12(aad 
(b) of the code. The amendment provided
penalties applicable in the case of a fraudu
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lent statement and in the case of a failure 
to file a statement required under the provi-
sion disctsssed in the preceding paragraph. 
The provision was applicable with respect to 
wages Paid after December 3l, 19510. 'The 
House bill contained ng p~fvilsioni 'with re-
spect to this mAttei. The conference sub-
stitute, by adding a new section 1634 to the 
code, adopts the provision of the Senate 
amendment. 

SealTudsretaeagis ncome tax
Specal efudsredtabe aaint Iat 

The Senate amendment authorized the 
Commissioner of Internal Revenue under 
regulations to permit "special refunds" to be 
taken by the taxpayer as a credit against his 
Income tax. The Senate amendment amend-
ed section 322 (a) of the code by authorizing 
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, with 
the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, 
to prescribe regulations which would permit
the employee-taxpayer to claim credit 
against his income-tax liability under chap-
tar 1 of the code for employee social-security 
tax withheld on his wages in excess of *3,-
600 received during the calendar year by 
reason of his employment by two or more 
employers. "Special refunds" so credited 

oudbtraefoalpupssithsaeetc. 
manner as amounts withheld as tax under 
subchapter D of chapter 9 of the code. This 
provision of the Senate amendment is only
applicable with respect to "special refunds" 
of employee social-security tax on wages 
paid after December 31, 1950. Nor may "spe-
cial refunds" be claimed as a credit against 
the tax for any taxable year beginning be-
fore January 1, 1951. 

The House bill contained no comparable
provision, The conference agreement adopts 
the language of the Senate provisin 

Periods of limitation on assessments and 
refunds 

Under the existing law, the periods of 
limitations on the taxes Imposed by chap-
tar 9 are prescribed In section 3312 of the 
Internal Revenue Code, relating to assess-
ments and collections, and section 3313, re. 
lating to refunds and credits. In general, 
those sections provide a 4-year period of lint-
tation on both assessments and refunds, and 
a 5-year period for bringing a poedn in 
ther fothr handcthen wihu assment. On

theothr hndthegeneral rule of the In-
come tax is that assesment must be made 
and refund must be claimed in the 3-year

perid atertheretrnhats fiedexcpt 

quire to be collected and paid, not by rdak-
Ing and filing returns, lbut by stamp or by 
other authorized methods. The periods of 
limitation prescribed by sections 1635 and 
1636 are measured from the date the return 
Is filed, which date is subject to the conclu-
sive presumption described In the next sen-
tence. Returns for any period In a calendar 
year. such as quarterly returns, which are 
filed before March 15 of the succeedn ca-
endar year, are deemed filed (and tax paid

the time of filing such returns is deemed 
paid) on March 15 of such succeeding cal-
endar year, so that the period of limitations 
with respect to the tax for any part of 'a 
calendar year will run uniformly from a date 
in the succeeding year which corresponds to 
the filing date for income-tax returns. 

The periods of limitation prescribed by
sections 1635 and 11iS6 will be applicable only 
to taxes imposed with respect to remunera-
tion paid during calendar years after 1950. 
The taxes under chapter 9 Imposed with re-
spect to remuneration paid during any cal-
endar year before 1951 will continue to be 
subject to sections 3312 and 3313. 

igataenmet
Mitigto o fect of statute of limitat In, 

The Senate amendment would add to the 
code a new section (sec. 3812), not included 
in the House bill, relating to the mitigation
of the effect of the statute of limitations and 
other provisions in case of related taxes under 
different chapters. This section is made nec- 
essary by the fact that adjustments to the 
wages under the Federal Insurance Contri-
butions Act may. by reason of the effect of 
such 'wages on the $3,600 limitation appii-
cable in determining self-employment in-
coe, affect the tax under the Sell-Employ-
mnent Contributions Act, and by reason of 
the fact that an Item of income may be erro-
neously reported as taxable under one act 
when it should have been taxable under the 
other act. If adjustment under only one of 
t~he two acts is prevented by the statute of 
limitations or any other law or rule of law 
(other than see. 3761 of the code, relating to 
compromises), then the adjustment (that is, 
the assessment or the credit or refund) oth-
erwise authorized under the one act will re-
flect the adjustment which would have been 
made under the other act but for such law 
or rule of law. The conference agreement
adopts the language of the Senate amend-
ment. 

Colecftn o ~ Vigin ladwishing 

graphical sense Included the Virgin Islands 
and Puerto Rico. 
Combined withfholding of Income and 

epoe oilscrt ae 
epoe oilscrt ae 

The Senate amendment provided under 
certain conditions for the combined with
holding of the Income tax at source on wages 
under subchapter D of chapter 9 of the code 
and of the employees' tax under the Federal 
consuained Controibuions Act. rhespcHous bill
contuained Cnotroisuionswith rhespc tous com
bined withholding. The conference agree
ment contains no such provision. 
PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AND MATERNAL AND CHILD 

HEALTH AND CHUMDWELFARE PROGRAMS 
PUBLIC ASSISTANCE 

Requirements for State plans

Opportunity for a Fair Hearing


The House bill providing with respect to 
all categories of public assistance for grant-
Ing an opportunity for a fair hearing before 
the State agency to any individual whose 
claim for assistance is denied or is not acted 
upon within a reasonable time. The Senate 

rviedfofgatigenffpr 
am detprvedfrgniganoo
tunity for a fair hearing before the State 
agestncy to aenyindividual whosced clanimtfo 
rassisance isdnidorptiss oThactduonfewith 
areasonabl prlomptnesSnthe oenferenc. 
aremnfolwthSntemnd n. 

Training Program for Personnel 
The House bill provided with respect to all 

categories of public assistance for a training 
program for the personnel necessary to the 
administration of each plan. The Senate 
amendmn'ent contained no such provision.
Most public assistance agencies have de
veloped training programs which are being
used to advantage in the efficient, expendi
ture of public funds. The further establish
ment and expansion of such programs should 
be encouraged, but this Is left as a matter for 
State initiative. The conference agreement, 
therefore, contains no such provision.. 

Opportunity To Apply for and To Receive 
Assistance Promptly 

ThHosbilpvdewthrpctoal 
cthegHouiseo pbilpoide wiisanetharset tol alli 
cidategorieshiof publi massisancelthatio all ind
viduals wshingl mave appltuication forsas-
that assistance shall be furnished promptly 

to all eligible individuals. The Senate 
amendment provided that all individuals 

to make application for old-age
assistance shall have opportunity to do so 
and that old-age assistance shall be furnish
ed with reasonable promptness to all eligible
Individuals. 'The conference agreement fol
lw h eaeaedet 
losThe Senatreamendmefunt. sisac 
"wthe requirabemnprmtounisess"iilstan er 
mwitthereasoalt s"fiettm still perrmtes wil 
mithSaesufcentmeomked
qaeivsiain u ilntpri
them to establish waiting lists for individuals 
eligible for Assistance. 

Residence Provisions 
The Senate amendment added a provision 

to the present residence requirement with re
spect to aid to dependent children which 
would prevent the States from denying

assistance with respect to any child who.was 
born within 1 year immediately preceding the 
application for assistance If the parent or 
other relative with whom the child is living 
has resided in the State for 1 year immedi
ately preceding the birth. The House bill 
contained no such provision. The confer
ence agreement follows the Senate amend
ment.e 

For aid to the blind, the House bill provid
ed that the State could not, as a condition of 
eligibility, require residence in the State of 
more than 1 year immediately prior to filing 
the application for aid. The Senate amend
ment did not contain any such provision. 
The conference agreement does not contain 
any such provision. 

ifrnodrfetrn isfledreturndIsmustd bexcpltaimedcto ftae nVignZl n 
withino 2reaurns aftledrefthe taxustpaid canmdi

wti2yere fund mayhe cI aime adwtin 
any even eudmyb lie ihn 
such 2-year period. The Senate amendment 
provided special periods of limitation similar 
to those provided for income tax In the case 
of those taxes under the Federal Insurance 
Contributions Act, the income-tax-withhold- 
ting provisions, and the combined withhold-
ing provisions, which are collected and paid 
under a return system. The House bill con-
tamned no provision wtth respect to this 
matter. The conference agreement adopts 
the provisions of the Senate amendment, 
with conforming amendments to reflect the 
elimination of the provisions relating to 
combined withholding. 

The conference agreement provides, by
Inserting new sections 1635 and 1636 In 
chapter 9 of the code, special periods of 
limitation Which are applicable to such of 
the taxes under the Federal Insurance Con-
tributions Act, and the income-tax-with-
holding provisions, as are collected and paid 
under a return system, These provisions 
are In lieu of the provisions of sections 3312 
and 3313 with respect to those taxes. How-
ever, the provisions of sections 3312 and 3313 
will be applicable to any taxes imposed by 
the Federal Insurance Contributions Act and 
subchapter D of chapter 9 of the code (re-
lating to income-tax withholding) which the 
Commissioner of internal Revenue may re-

Puerto Rico
TeHueblan Snte mnd nt 
TeHuebl n eaeaedent 

both provided that, notwithstanding any
other provision of law respecting taxation in 
the Virgin Islands or Puerto Rico, all taxes 
imposed by the Self-Employment Contribu-
tions Act and the Federal Insurance Contri-
butions Act shall be collected by the Bureau 
of Internal Revenue under the direction of 
the Secretary of the Treasury and shall be 
paid into the Treasury of the United States 
as internal-revenue collections. This provi-
sion is retained in the conferenceiagreement.
In addition, the conference agreement pro-
vides that all provisions of the internal-
revenue laws of the United States relating to 
the administration and enforcement (susof 
as the provisions relating to the ascertain-
ment, return, determination, redetermina-
tion, assessment, collection, remission, credit, 
and refund) of the tax imposed by the Self-
Employment Contributions Act, including 
the provisions relating to The TaxCot j 

ttead fay a mpsdb
teUie tts n faytxipsdb
the Federal Insurance Contributions Act 
shall. in respect of such tax, extend to and 
be applicable in the Virgin Islands and 
Puerto Rico in the same manner and to the 
same extent as If the Virgin Islands and 
Puerto Rico were each a State, and as if the 
term "United States" when used in a geo-
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Special Requirements for Aid to the Blind 

The House bill provided that a State might
disregard such amount of earned income Up 
to $50 per month as the State vocational 
rehabilitation agency for the blind certifies 
will encourage and assist the blind to pre-
pare for or engage in remunerative employ-
ment. It also provided that the State must 
take into consideration the special expenses 
arising from blindness and must disregard
income or resources not predictable or actu-
ally available. The Senate amendment pro-
vided that prior to July 1, 1952, a State might
disregard earned income up to $50 per month 
in the discretion of each State. After July 1, 
1952, the State would be required to disregard
earned income up to $50 per month. The 
conference agreement follows the Senate 
amendment, 

The House bill provided that any State 
which did not have an approved plan for 
aid to the blind on January 1, 1049, could 
have its plan approved even though It did 
not meet the requirements of clause (8) of 
section 1002 (a) of the Social Security Act 
relating to the consideration of income and 
resources in determining need. It was spe-
cified, however, that the Federal participa-
tion would be limited to payments made to 
individuals whose income and resources had 
been taken into consideration in the manner 
required by such clause 1002 (a) (8). Under 
the House bill these provisions would have 
been effective for the period beginning Octo-
her 1, 1949, and ending June 30, 1953. Under 
the Senate amendment they would have been 
permanent. The conference agreement pro-
vides that they shall be effective* for the 
period beginning October 1, 1950, and ending
June 30, 1955. 

The House bill provided that in deter-
mining blindness there must be an examina-
tion by a physician skilled in diseases of the 
eye or by an optometrist. The Senate amend-
ment provided that in determining blind-
ness there must be an examination by a 
physician skilled in diseases of the eye. It 

furherProide te srvies f ,tht
furthmertroidedihi that thoe servicesofantce 
of optometry, as prescribed by the laws of 
the State, shall be made av,9ilable to recipi-
ents of aid to the blind as well as to recip-
ients Of any grant-in-aid program for im-
provement or conservation of vision. The 
conference agreement follows the House pro-

vison ithan prvidngmenmen hat 
after June 30, 1952, an applicant for aid to 

tieaysletlid itera hsiia sile 
ina bidiseaseseof ctheyteor an optometrianstilto

in isesesofye a opomeris tohe r 
mkthexmntoassistance, 

Federal share of expenditures 
The House bill provided with respect to old-

age assistance and aid to the blind for Fed-
eral participation to the extent of four-fifths 
of the first $25 of the State's average monthly 

payment per recipient, Plus one-half of the 

next $10 of the average, Plus one-third of the 

remainder of the average within the individ.. 

ual maximums of $50. The Senate amiend-

menit retained the formula in the present 

law with the exception of a special provision

in the old-age-assistance title reducing the 

Federal percentage contributed toward assist-

ance payments to certain individuals who 

were also primary insurance beneficiaries 

under the old-age and. survivors insurance 

phrogram Undere xsiglw

progam.Unde
h eea 

exstinla theFedraltheir 

saeithe-fourths of the first $20 of the 

State's average monthly payment plus one-

half of the remainder within individual 

maximums of $50, The conference agree-

mWethfolospexistoing lawedethlde 


Wihe reuspectil trovaidetor depedentl chridre 

thenHoushebl proviedto fourFeea atc-


ptototeetnoffu-fifths of the 

first $15 of the State's average monthly pay-
ment per recipient, plus one-half of the next 
$6 of the average payment, Plus one-third 
of the remainder of the average payment
within the individual maximums of $27 for 

the relative with whom the children are liv-
ing, $27 for the first child, and $18 for each 
additional child. The Senate amendment 
retained the present formula for determin-
Ing the Federal percentage contributed to-
ward assistance payments but increased the 
maximum with respect to individual pay-
ments to $30 for the relative with whom the 
children are living, $30 for the first child 
and $20 for each additional child. Under
existing law the Federal share is three-fourths 
of the first $12 of the average monthly pay-
ments per child, plus one-half of the re-
mainder within individual maximums of 
$27 for the first child and $18 for each 
additional child in a family. The confer-
ence agreement retains existing law with 
respect to the maximums for children and 
the formula and provides a maximum of 
$27 with respect to the relative with whom 
the children are living, 

Medical care 
The House bill provided with respect to all 

categories of public assistance that the term 
"assistance" might include money payments 
to, or medical care in behalf of, needy indi-
viduals. The Senate amendments provided
for the inclusion of money payments to, or 
medical csre in behalf of, or any type of 
remedial care recognized under State law 
in behalf of, needy individuals. The confer-
ence agreement follows the Senate amend-
ment. The addition of remedial* care was 
to make it clear that assistance includes the 
services of Christian Science practitioners. 

stbihetoanwprgmofidotre 
Etbiheto e rga fadt h 

permanently and tot ally disabled 
The House bill provided for a new title 

XIV of the Social Security Act making Fed-
eral grants-in-aid available to needy perma-
nently and totally disabled individuals. The 
Senate amendment contained no such pro-
vision. 

The conference agreement provides for a 
new title XIV under which aid would be 
provided to needy permanently and totally
disabled individuals 18 years of age and older,The maximum residence requirement that 
a State might impose is established at 5 out 
of the last 9 years and 1 year immediately
preceding the application. The plan require-
ments and provisions for medical care are 
Identical with those established by the con-
ference agreement for old-age assistance,
Likewise the Federal share of expenditures 
will be three-fourths of the first $20 of the 
State's average monthly payment plus one-
half of the remainder within an Individual 
maximum of $50, as in the case of old-age 

Although assistance would be confined to 
those who are permanently and totally dis-
shied, it Is recognized that with proper
training, some of the individuals aided pos-
sibly could be returned to a condition of 

vision. The conference agreement follows 
the House bill, but limits the total amount 
authorized to be certified by the Federal Se
curity Administrator in all four categories 
with respect to any fiscal year to $4,250,000 
for Puerto Rico and $160,000 for the Virgin 
Islands. 

MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH AND CHILD)

WELFARE


Maternal and child health 
The Senate amendment provided for in

creasing the authorization for annual ap
propriations for maternal and child health 
from $11,000,000 to $20,000,000, with the 
$35,000 uniform allotment to each State in
creased to $60,000. The House bill contained 
no such provision. The conference agree
ment provides for the fiscal year beginning 
July 1, 1050, an authorization of $15,000,000 
and for each fiscal year thereafter $16,500,
000, and in each case the uniform allotment 
toecSaeisobe6000 

Crippled children 
The Senate amendment provided for an 

increase in the amount authorized to be 
appropriated annually with respect to 
crippled children to $15,000,000 with the an
nual uniform allotment to each State to be 
Increased to $60,000. The House bill con
tainrd no such provision. The conference 
agreement provides for the fiscal year be
ginning July 1, 1950, for an authorization of 
$12,000,000 and for each year thereafter $15,
000,000. In each case the uniform allotment 
is to be $60,000. 

Child sbelfare services 
The House bill provided for an authoriza

tion for annual appropriation for child wel
fare services of $7,000,000, with the $20,000 
uniform allotment to each State increased 
to $40,000. A specific provision was made 
authorizing expenditures for returning any 
run-away child under age 16 from one State 
to his own community in another State if 
such return Is in the interest of the child 
and the cost cannot otherwise be met. The
?7enate amendment provided for Increasing 
I te amount authorized to be appropriated
a.±nually to $12,000,000, with the allotments 
to the States to be on the basis of rural pop
ulation under the age of i8. It also provided
that in developing the various services under 
the State plans, the States would be free, but 
not compelled, to utilize the facilities and 
experience of voluntary agencies for the care 
of children In accordance with State and 
community programs and arrangements.
The Senate amendment retained the in
creased $40,000 allotment and the provision 
relating to run-away children that were In 
the House bill. The conference agreement 
follows the Senate amendment, except that 
the amount authorized to be appropriated 
annually is $10,000,000.

self-support. With the authorizations forMsCLAEU 
an assistance program to cover this group itMICLAEU 
is believed that the State public assistance 
agencies will work even more closely than 
before with State rehabilitation agencies In 
developing policies which will assure that 
every individual for whom vocational reha-
bilitation is feasible will have an opportun.
ity to be rehabilitated. To the extent that 
such efforts are successful the assistance rolls 
will be lowered. 

Puertokico and the Virgin Islands 
The House bill provided that all categories

Of public assistance be extended to Puerto 
Rico and the Virgin Islands. The Federal 
saeo xedtrswslmtdt 0pr 
cent. The maximums on individual pay-
ments with respect to old-age assistance, aid 
to the blind, and aid to the permanently andl 
totally disabled, were $30 per month. For 
aid to dependent children the maximums 
were $18 With respect to the first child and 
$12 with respect to each of othe other de-
pendent children in the same home. The 
Senate amendment contained no such pro-

DEFINITIONS 
The Senate amendment contained a pro-

Vision, not in the House bill, defining for 
the purposes of the social security Act the 
terms "physician". "medical care", end "boa. 
pitalization" to Include osteopathic prac
titioners or the services of osteopathic prac
titioners and hospitals within the scope of 

practice as defined by State law. Theconference agreement follows the Senate 
amendment. 

DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION 
m os ilrtie xsiglwwt 

respect to disclosure of information and in 
addition specifically authorized the Federal 
Security Administrator to release, upon re
quest, and to charge fees for, (1) wage-rec..
Ord information for State unemployment-
compensation agencies, (2) special reports 
on individual wage records, and (3) special
statistical studies and compilations of data 
relating to social-security programs. 
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The Senate amendment authorized the 
Administrator to release, upon request, and 
to charge fees for (1) wage-record informa-
tion to State agencies administering unemn-

pyencmesaon laws, and (2) 
special 	 statistical studies and compilations 
of data relating to social-security programs. 
The Senate amendment required the Ad-
ministrator to furnish wage-record Infor-
mation to a wage earner or his agent desig-
nated in writing (or. after death, his wife, 
child, or parent). The Senate amendment 
did not authorize any other disclosures. 

The conference agreement retains existing 
law respecting the authority for disclosure 
of information and authorizes the Admin-
Istrator to charge fees for the information 
furnished. In addition, it requires the Ad-
ministrator to furnish wage-record inf or-
mation to the legal representative of an indi-

viuate oeglt epesnttie f he 
estate of aodheleased individutal, efhe 

indivdual.(a) 
ADVANCES TO STATE UNEMPLOYMENT FUNDS 
The Senate amendment contained a pro-

vision, not in the House bill, making opera-
tive until December 31. 1951, title XII of the 
Social Security Act - roviding for advances 
to the accounts of States in the Unemploy-
ment Trust Fund. The conference agree-
ment adopts 	 the Senate provision. 

SE~~cS OR RIR T 151 

estateof a dcease 

OOERTIVS 
COPERTIVS 	 PIORTO 

The Senate amendment provided that 
wages paid to an individual for services per-
formed prior to 1951 In the employ of a farm-
ers' cooperative should be deemed to con-

SERICE 	 FO 951 

stitute remuneration for employment for 
benefit purposes if (1) the employer was at 
farmer cooperative within the meaning of 
section 101 (12) of the Internal Revenue 
Code; ~2) the services constituted agricul-
tural labor within the meaning of section 
209 (1) of existing law and the correspond-
Ing section of the Internal Revenue Code 
and, except for such sections, would have 
constituted employment under existing law; 
(3) the employer paid the taxes imposed by 
sections 1400 and 1410 of the Internal Rev-
enue Code with respect to the remuneration 
paid for the services upon the assumption 
that the services did not constitute agricul-
tural labor; and (4) no refund of such taxes 
had been obtained. The House bill con-
tamned no comparable provision. The con-
ference agreement adopts the Senate amend-
ment. 

CERTAIN 	 REINCORPORATIONS PRIOR TO 1951 
Th eaemnmntpoied certain 

lmThed relitef fronmtentae unvderbh 
fof cheapter Internal 

eveA nue Code whapere a corportion Inerna 
lmtersAad Ceie 9uonter 

i 

or refund is limited to employer tax under 
section 1410 of subichapter A and employer 
tax under section 1600 of subichapter C. 

PROVISIONS OF STATE UNEMPLOYMENT 
COMPENSATION LAWS 

ThSeaeaddtteHosbllanw 
ThSeaededtteHosbilanw 

qpction 405 relating to findings under section 
1603 of the Internal Revenue Code and un-
der section 303 (b)- (1) of the Social Se-
c:..rity 	 Act. The conference agreement 

.	 adopts the Senate amendment in this re-
spect. The present authority of the Secre-
taiy of Labor under section 1603 of the In-
ternal Revenue Code and section 303 (b) of 
the Social Security Act Is not changed but 
would merely be dlydInoprtnby 
providing: 

(1) That no finding shall be made under 
section 1603 (C) of the Internal Revenue 
Code that a State law no longer contains 
the provisions specified in subsection 1603 

unless the State has amended its law; 
(2) That a finding urder section 1603 (C) 

of the Internal Revenue Code shall become 
ef'ective on the ninetikth day after the Gov-
ernor of a State is notified thereof unless 
the State law is sooner amended to comply 
substantially with the Secretary's interpre-
tation of the applicable provision of section 
1603 (a), thus, where circumstances require, 
givinu, retroactive effect to the finding so 
as to invalidate any intervening temporary 
certification to the Secretary of the Treasury 
and at the same time enabling the State to 
act in the interim to amend its law; 

(3) That no finding that the State is fail-
Ing to comply substantially with the re-
qui:-ements of section 1603 (a) (5) of the 
Internal Revenue Code shall be based on 
an application or interpretation of State law 
with respect to which further administra-
tive or judicial review is provided for under 
the laws of the State, thereby ensuring that 
no finding may be made unless further ap-
peal or review is impossible in the particular 
case; 

(4) That there shall be no finding under 
sectioui 303 (b) (1) of the Social Security 
Act until the question of entitlement to 
benefits is decided by the highest judicial 
authority given jurisdiction under State law, 

The amendment also permits any costs of 
litigation to State benefit claimants, if paid 
by the State. to be included as part of the 
cost of administration to be paid for from 
granted funds, 

The conference agreement Is intended as 
a temporary measure of a stop gap nature 
pending reexamination by the appropriate
committees during the next session of Con
gr.~ss of the whole field of unemployment 

u insurance legislation to ascertain the desira-

Mr. DOUGHTON (interrupting the 
reading of the statement). Mr. Speak
er, I ask unanimous consent to dispense 
wt h ute edn ftesae 
ment and that the statement be printed 
iteREOD
nteREOD 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to 
threusofhegnlmnrmNrh
thereo etl fthietlmnarm)ot
Caoi? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. DOUGHTON. Of the hour to 

which I am entitled, under the rules, I 
yield 26 minutes to the gentleman from 
New York [Mr. REED], and now yield my
sl 0mue. 

(Mr. DOUGHTON asked and was given 
permission to revise and extend his re
marks and 	 include a summary of the 
picplpoiin fH .60. 
picplpoiin fH .60. 

Mr. DOUGHTON. Mr. Speaker, 15 
years ago last Monday the original Social 
Security Act first became law. 

I am proud of the fact that as chair
man of the Committee on Ways and 
Means in 1935 I had the honor and privi
lgeointanghtlwwic hs 
lg fiiitn ta a hc a 
been of such great help to thousands of 
families throughout the length and 
breadth of this land. 

Although we have made a number of 
changes in the social-security law since 
that time I believe that the Congress has 

a right to be proud of the humanitarian 
motives and basic decisions made 15 
years ago in the Social Security Act. 
Today we are considering amendments 
to the social-security law as a result of 
nearly 18 months of careful deliberation 
in the Congress. I believe that the 
changes which have been incorporated 

in the conference report before us today 
make a tremendous improvement in our 
social-security system. Perhaps these 
improvements do not go as far as some 
people would like them to go-perhaps 
in some respects they go farther than 
other people would like them to go. 

Undoubtedly experience will show the 
need for making further changes in the 
law as time 	goes on. Those of us who 
have been in Congress a long period of 
time know that all legislation is a matter 

of compromise between different points
fviw
Iha oe ha ecud aefr 
Ihdhpdtatwcudmkeu

ther improvements in the insurance pro
gram so that we might have been able 
to reduce the amount of Federal grants 
to the States for assistance purposes. I 
supported the provisions in the bill, as 

passed 	by the House, for paying insUr
ance benefits to individuals permanently 
and totally disabled in the hope that by 
such a provision we could help to reduce 
the number of persons on the assistance 
rls hs n te eae atr 
rls hs n te eae atr 
will continue to be studied by our com
mittee in the hope that we can make the 
insurance program as effective as Pos
sible, and also reduce the mounting cost 
of public assistance. 

suc-netlgsato.porated under the laws of one State isapor 
ceeded by another corporation Incorporated 
under the laws of another State. There was 
no corresponding provision In the House bill. 
The conference agreement adopts the pro-
visions of the Senate amendment. The relief 
is applicable only in the case of successions 
taking place at some time during the period 
from January 1, 1946, to December 31, 1950, 
both dates inclusive. If all of the conditions 
specified in the provision are met, the suc-
cessor may count toward the $3,000 limita-
tion In the definition of wages under such 
subichapters, before applying such limitation 
to remuneration paid by the successor to Its 
employees in the calendar year in which the 
succession takes place, the amount of the 
taxable wages paid by the predecessor in 
such calendar year to the same employees, 
as though such wages paid by the prede-
cessor had been paid by the successor; and, 
subject to the applicable statutes of limita-
tion, the successor may be entitled under the 
provision to a credit or refund, without In-
terest, of certain taxes (together with any 
interest or penalty thereon) paid by It with 

bilityofaportepraetlgstin 
SUSPENDING APPLICATION OF CERTAIN PROVI-

SIONS 	 OF CRIMINAL CODE TO CERTAIN 
PERSONS 
The Senate amendment provided that 

service or employment of any persor to as-
sist the Senate Committee on Finance, or its 
duly authorized subcommittee, in the in-
vestigation of the Social Security Act pro-
gram ordered by Senate Resolutioli 300 shall 
not be considered as service or employment 
bringing such person within certain pro-
visions of law relating to the employment 
of persons, the performance of services, or 
the payment or receipt of compensation in 
connection with any claim, proceeding, or 
matter involving the . United States. The 
House bill contained no such provision. The 
conference agreement adopts the Senate 
amendment.Thcofrneeptdalpimiy

R. L. DOUGHTON,Thcofrneeptdalpimiy 
W. D. MILLS, with four main programs as follows: 
A. SIDNEY CAMP, First. The Federal old-age and sur-
DANIEL A. REED,viosnurcepga.

Roy 0. WOODRUFF,virsnuacepoam


repctt 	 cran tTHOMAS A. JENKINS, Second. Federal grants to the Stateseunrtonwic 
repaid duinosc cralnemndaryar.o Theicredit Managerson the Part o/ the House. for public assistance to needy persons. 
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Third. Federal grants to the States for 

maternal and child health, crippled
children, and child welfare service; and 

Fourth. The Federal provisions relat-
ing to State unemployment insurance 
systems. 

FEDERAL OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE 
With respect to Federal old-age and 

survivors insurance the conference re-
port extends coverage to about 10,000.-
000 additional persons. Included in this 
group are nearly 5,000,000 self-employed 
persees; 850,00 doemployed-rneguilalyo
farmywrkers one and one-harlfemllone

far woker; illonoe ad oe-hlf 
memplyesnof Statred ande loaly govreern-
meants not00coeedpunderso aonypretirement
plan;ztin6 00,000 pesnemployeesofnnpoitnr 
ganerto Rnc; 40000th ignIlns and 
about 200,000 Federal civilian employees 

no oeene eieetsystem.
nTh covfereunder repotithremoentaea
Theg conerenceareprthereforeo takversal

longste toard oalof uivesalhe 
coverage under the insurance system of 
all persons who work for a living.

Benefits are liberalized very substan-
tially in the conference agreement. *For 
those persons who have already retired 
and for widows and or-phans already on 
the rolls the average increase in bene-
fits will be about 771/2 percent. For fu-
ture beneficiaries the increase in bene-
fits will be more than doubled. The con-
ference report therefore is a major con-
tribution toward making the benefits 
of the insurance program more ade-
quate. 

The conference report greatly liberal-
ized the eligibility for insurance bene-
fits so that many persons now 65 or 
over will be able to draw retirement 
benefits immediately, and many persons
close to 65 will be able to qualify for 
insurance benefits much more quickly.

The conference report provides for 
the payment of benefits on a more lib-
eral basis to the surviving children of 
married women. Benefits for depend-
ent husbands of deceased or retired 
women workers are added to the law, 

The conference report provides for 

a lump-sum payment to be made at the 

death of every insurance worker. This 

should help very materially in making

it possible for the family of the deceased 

worker to pay the medical bills and 

funeral expenses of the deceased person. 


A most important provision in the 
conference report is the Provision for 
the revision of the retirement test un-
der which a beneficiary may earn In 
covered employment without loss of 
benefits $50 a month instead of $14.99,
and also receive full benefits at age 75~ 
regardless of the amount of earnings.

The conference report Provides for 
giving World War II veterans wage
credits under the insurance system of 
$160 per month for the time spent in 
service. 

The conference report provides that 
the benefit increases for persons now on 
the benefit rolls will be effective for the 
month of September 1950. The effective 
date for new coverage Provisions is Jan-
uary 1. 1951. 

Under the conference agreement the 
contribution tax rate will remain at 11/2 
Percent on the employee and 11/2 percent 

on the employer through 1953. The rate Ing a State out of compliance with Fed-
will then increase in four step-ups so that eral standards in State law unles's and 
in'the year 1970 and thereafter the rate until the application or interpretation
will be 31/4 percent each. The contribu- complained of has been passed on by the 
tion rate for self-employed will be three- highest-State court having jurisdiction.
fourths of the combined employee-em- This rule is deemed essential as a mini
ployer rate. In other words the initial mum protection to orderly appeals pro
rate on the self -employed will be 21/4 per- cedure under a State unemployment-
cent. The maximum taxable wage base compensation system pending further 
has been increased in the conference re- study of the authority of the Secretary
port from the present $3,000 to $3,600 a of Labor to disqualify a State Uheiepioy-~year. rment-insurande program. The confer-

PULCASSISTAHCEenerptmasclrththemnd 

The conference report provides for in-
creasing Federal funds to the States for 
public assistance. on a full-year basis 
it is estimated that the conference report
will provide an additional one hundred 
and fifty to two hundred million dollars 
Fdrlaid to the States annually for 
public-assistance purposes.

The conference report provides for the
establishment of a new category of Fed-
eral grants to the States of assistance to
needy permanently and totally disabled 
persons. 

Provision is also made for increasing
the Federal share of expenditures for aid 
to dependent children by including one 
adult relative in a family as a recipient
for Federal matching purposes,

The conference report authorizes Fed-
eral grants to the States for direct pay-
ments to doctors, hospitals, and other 
persons or institutions furnishing medi-
cal care. Provision is also made for the 
Federal Government sharing the cost of 
assistance to needy aged and blind per-
sons in public medical institutions, 

The conference report makes a num-
ber of amendments to the blind-assist-
ance program. The existing law is 
amended to disregard earned income up 
to $50 per month of recipients of aid to 
the blind. 

The conference report also provides
that in determining blindness there must 
be an examination by a physician skilled 
in the diseases of the eye or by an op-
tometrist. 

The conference report provides for ex-
tending the four categories of public as-
sistance to Puerto Rico an,! the Virgin
Islands. 

MATERNAL AND CHILD HE"JTH, CRIPPLED 
CHILDRIEN, AND CHILD WELFARE 

Tecfrnerpotrvisfran 

increase of $19,500,000 a year for mater-
nal and child health and child-welfare 
services. These additional amounts 
should help crippled children particu-
larly and also help the States to meet 
then'roblems of run-away and delinquent
children. -certain 

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE 
The conference report extends the 

provision for making loans to State un-
employment insurance agencies for the 
2 years 1950 and 1951. The report also 
adopts the so-called. Knowland amend-
ment, which is a States'-rights amend-
ment prepared by the State administra-
tors of unemployment compensation to 
meet a threat of premature interference 
by the Secretary of Labor in regard to 
the conformity of provisions of State 
laws with Federal standards and sub-
stantial compliance by States with such 
provisions. This amendment will Pre-
'vent the Secretary of Labor from hold-

ment is intended "as a temporary meas
ure of a stopgap nature pending reex

amination by the appropriate commit
tees during the next session of Congress
of the whole field of unemployment-
insurance legislation to ascertain the de
sirability of appropriate permanent 
legislation." 

CONCLUSION 
Mr. paei yoiintecn

feec Sepeakr, in myte opinin ethercon
frnerpr sbte hnete h 
House bill or the Senate bill. At the 
very least the conference agreement
would make such substantial improve
ments in social security that it would be 
a major legislative tragedy if it were not 
to become law. Those who would insist 
upon their own idea o. perfection by
moving to recommit this conference re
port would, in my opinion, seriously
jeopardize the ultimate enactment of a 
social-security bill during this Congress.

Therefore, I trust that any motion to 
recommit the report will be voted down 
and that the Previous Question will be 
ordered on the motion to recommit. 

I trust the conference report will be 
adopted. 
SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL PROVISIONs OF H. R1. 

6000, THE SOCIAL SECUOdTY ACT AMEND
MENTS OF 1950. AS AGREED TO BY THE JOINT 
CONFERENCE COMMITTEE 
BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE MAJOR PEOVISIONB 
The conference committee has completed

action on H. R. 6000 and has announced 
agreement on 28 major points of difference 
between the two bills. 

Federal old-age and survivors insurance 
There were 16 major points in the Insur


ance program. The decisions reached on

these points are as follows:


1. Eliminirtion of the House provision for

permanent and total disability Insurance.


2TEliminaeioncofrtheoHouseoprovision fo 
incElmenatiforner of chonteributions torth 
Insurance program. 

3. Elimination of the House provisIon spe
cifically Including tips in covered wages.

4. Coverage of some salesmen, some home 
workers, certain kinds of agent-drivers, and 

other groups as employees (compro
mise between Senate and House).

5. Exclusion of State and local govern.mental employees covered under retirement 
plans from obtaining coverage under volun
tary agreements (Senate provision). 

6. Exclusion of naturopaths, architects, 
full-time practicing public accountants, fu
neral directors, and all professional engineers 
from coverage as self-employed persona.

7. Increase In the second step in the 
beneft formnat fromv1i prcntoon5)er 
cent (sensantepoisincraeI)enft.o 
curr~ent beneficiaries aeaig712pret 

9. Liberalization avteragingili/y percent.
sions so as to make it easier for persons to 
become insured for benefits during the next 
decade (Senate provision). 
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10. Liberalization of the method of corn-

puting the "average monthly wage" for bene-
fit purposes (Senate provision), 

11. inclusion of regularly employed agri-
cultural labor (substantially the same as 
Senate provision), 

12. Inclusion of publishers as self-em-
ployed persons (Senate provision), 

13. Inclusion on a compulsory basis of 
employees of certain transit systems taken 
over in Whole or in part by State or local 
governments after 1936. 

14. Paynment of benefits to dependent hus-
t. :nds and widowers of insured women work-

ers(Seateproisin)
15. Liberalization of survivors' insurance 

benefits with respect to deaths of insured 
married women (Senate provision), 

16. Provision for voluntary coverage of 
employees of nonprofit organizations through 
an election by the employer and a referendum 
of the employees, 

Public assistance 
Thee wreeigt pontsofdiferecemjo
Teewreihmaoponsodifrne

in the assistance program. Decisions on 
these were as follows: 

1. Elimination of the House provision 
which would have increased assistance pay-

lmni- by providing a higher percentage of 
Federal funds under a formula weighted in 
favor of States with low payments.

2. Acceptance of the House provision for 
Federal grants to the Sta. -S for the needy 
pert nently and totally disabled, with 
amendments. 

3. Acceptance, with amendments, of the 
House provision extending Federal grants 
for public assistance to Puerto Rico and the 
Virgin Islands. 

4. Elimination of the Senate provision loT 
Federal matching of State supplementary
old-age assistance payments on a 50-50 basis 
in cases where a person becomes an insur
ance ;eneficiary after the effective date of 
bill, 

4. Provision for reveiw by State courts of 
administrative decisions by State agencies
In certain cases prior to a ruling by the 
Secretary of Labor on conformity questions
under the Federal unemployment insurance 
law. 

The following summary explains in more 
detail the decisions reached by the confer-
ence committee, 

LAGANSUVVRINUAC TTE1) 
G N UVIOsIsR~ETTEU 

1. Coverage 
Under the House bill, compulsory cover-

age would have benextended to about 
7,00,00 ersnsand voluntary coverage
would have been available for about 4,000,000 
State and local government employees. The 
conference committee's decisions, like the 
Senate bill, would extend compulsory cover-
age to about 7,500,000 persons, but volun-
tary coverage would be available only for 
about 2,000,000 employees of State and local 
governments and nonprofit organizations.
Table 1 shows the number of persons covered
in the new groups,

The specific decisions on coverage are as 
follows: 

A. Self-employed: The conference corn-
mittee agreed to cover approximately 4,750.-
000 self-employed persona whose annual net 
Income from self-employment Is at least 
$400, except for farmers, physicians, lawyers,
dentists, osteopaths, chiropractors, optome-
trists, Christian Science practitioners, na-
turopaths, professional engineers, veterinar-
ians, architects, funeral directors, and cer-
tified, registered, licensed, and full-time 
practicing public accountants. The provi. 
sion is the same as the provision of the 
House bill except that (a) publishers would 
be covered, and, (b) naturopatbs, architects, 
accountants, funeral directors, and all pro-
fessional engineers would be excluded, 

TABLE 1.-Extensson. of coverage under fthe 
conference committee's decision 

Snae o5. liintio rovsinte n-Number 
creasing the maximum payments for aid to 
dependent children in which the Federal 
Covernment would share, from $27 to $30 a 
nrr'nth for the first child and from $18 to $20 
for each additional child. 

6. Acceptance of the Senate provision for 
mandatory exemption of $50 earned income 
for the blind, beginning July 1952, 

7. Acceptance of the Senate provision for 
continuing the present maximum 5-year
residence requirement for aid to the blind 
Irstead of the 1-year requirement In the 
House bill. 

8. Extending to 1955 the provisions in the 
House-approved bill for Federal grants to 
aid-to-the-blind programs in Pennsylvania, 
Missouri, and Nevada (compromise between 
Senate and Heuse). 

other programs 
The're were four other major points of 

difference, decisions on which were as 
follows: 

1. Increase in Federal grants for ma-
ternal and child health from $11,000,000 to 
$16.5ou.000 annually (except that for Present 
fiscal year the grant would be $15,000,000); 
for cripped children from $7,500,000 to 
$15,000,000 (for present fiscal year, $12,000,-
000): and for child welfare services, from 

$3,500,000 to $10,000,000 (compromise between 
S&nate and House).

2. Amendment of the child-welfare pro-
gram by adding the following Senate pro-
vision: 

"Providet, That in developing such serv-
Ices for children the facilities and experience
of voluntary agencies shall be utilized in 
accordance with child-care programs and 
arrangements in the State and local corn-
nmunities as may be authorized by the State." 

3. Continuation for two additional years 
of the George loan fund for State unemploy-
ment insurance funds which run low. 

Category:. covered 
Nonfarm self-employed ------- 4, 700, 000
Agricultural workers ------------ 50 000 

Border-line employment..---- (200, 000) 
-Regularly employed on 

farms ------------------- (650, 000)
Domestic workers ------------ 1, 000, 006 
Employees of nonprofit organ-

izations (voluntary cover-
age) ----------------------- 600, 000 

Employees of State and local 
governments (voluntary coy-
erage) -------------------- 11,450,000 

Federal civilian employees not 
under a retirement system.., 200,0ooo 

Employees outside the United 
States --------------------- 1l50,000 

Employment in Puerto Ricoand Virgin Islands----------- 400,000
New definition of "employee"---.. 350. 000 

Total under compulsory 
coverage --------------- 2,050, 000 

Total under voluntary coy-
erage------------------ 7, 650, 000 

Grand total-------------- 9, 700,000 
Exclusive of a relatively small number of 

transit workers who would be compulsorily
covered, 

NOTE.-Figures In parentheses are subtotal 
iue. 
fgi~s 

B. Agricultural workers: Both the Senate 
and House had voted to cover border-line 
agricultural labor, such as processing work-
ers. In addition, the conference committee 
agreed to cover regularly employed agricul-
tural w~orkers, as in the Senate bill. How. 
ever, the definition of regularly employed In 
the Set ate bill is changed to require 8 
months continuous service for one employer
before coverage starts, aind thereafter em-
ployment by that employer for at least 60 

days in a calendar quarter with cash wages
of at least $50 fo' services in the quarter. 

C. Domestic Workers: The conference corn
mittee accepted the Senate provision to cover 
approximately 1,000,000 domestic employees 
ntI amhms(hs nfr oe 
notlin favrmehoms (thoseuinufarm homkers)i
employed by a single employer for at least 
24 days in a calendar quarter with cash wages
oatlst$0frevisinheqre.
faD. Emleaste$s ofornservicesingtnezquarter 
D.eEmlyesconfeecpomitearo eetorgniztieons: 

lhowngerevsince commtevlnagree conerthe ofo 
emlowing povisionsofitorgvolniztarioveag: o 

i. If the employer did not agree to pay his
share of the contribution, the employees 
could not be covered. 

2. If the employer was willing to pay his 
share, a referendum among the employees 
on the question of coverage would be held. 

3. If less than two-thirds of the employees 
voted in favor of coverage, none of the em
ployees could be covered. 

4. If two-thirds or more of the employees
voted in favor of coverage, those employees
who did so vote, plus any employees hired 
in the future, would be covered. 

s. Coverage would have to be for an addi
tional period of at least 8 years. and in addi
tion 2 years' advance notice would have to he 
given before coverage could be terminated. 
Thus the minimum period of coverage would 
be 10 years. 

This provision differs considerably from 
both the House and Senate provisions. Un
der the Senate provision, employees of re
ligtous denominations and of institutions 
owned and operated by religious denomina
tions would continue to be excluded unless 
the religious denomination elected to pay the 
employer contribution; In that event its em
ployees would be subject to the employee
contribution. Other nonprofit employment 

would be covered on a compulsory basis both 
as to employers and employees. Under the 
House bill, all nonprofit employees would be 
cvrdo oploybss u hi m 
ployees would be covered voluntarily (if the
employer dfd not pay the tax, the employee 
wagdes). rei o -nyhlfo i 
Wgs

Under all 'three versions of the bill mni-
Isters and members of religious orders would 
continue to be excluded. 

E. Employees of State and local govern
menits. 

The conference committee agreed to pro
vide voluntary coverage for approximately 
1,400,000 State and local government em
ployees through agreements between the 
States and the Federa: Government, hut ex
cluded public employees covered under a re
tirement system on the date when the agree
menit is made applicable to the governmentalUnit which employs them (unlaes the retire
ment plan already contains a provision mak
ing it supplementary to old-age and surviv
ors insurance). Under the House bill; em
ployees under a retirement system could have 
been covered if they elected coverage by a 
two-thirds vote in a written referendumr. 

The conferenc e committee also agreed to 
extend compulsory coverage to employees of 
transit systems taken over by State or local 
governments after 1936 unless they are 
covered by a general retirement system which 
Is protected by the State constitution, The 
Senate bill would have covered all such em
ployees. Under the House bill, transit em
ployees working for the transit system on 
the date when it was taken over would be 
covered voluntarily if the system was taken 
over after 1936 and before 1950. or comn
pulsorily if the system was taken over after 
1949. 

F. Tips: The conference committee ac-, 
cepted the Senate provision which leaves tips 
as in present law. The Aouse bill Would 
have included tips in the amount reported
In writing to the employer by the employee. 



___________ 
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_________________ 
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G. Definition of employee: 
The conference committee agreed to de-

fine an employee as "any individual who, 
under the usual common law rules applicable 
In determining the employer-employee rela-
tionship, has the status of an employee," 
and also covered as employees (1) full-time 
life insurance salesmen, (2) agent-drivers or 
commission drivers engaged in distributing 
meat or bakery products, vegetables or fruit 
products, beverages (other than milk) or 
laundry or dry-cleaning services, (3) full-
time traveling' or city salesmen ('other than 
house-to-house salesmen) taking orders from 
retailers, hotels, wholesalers, jobbers, and 
contractors, and (4) industrial home workers 
who earn at least $50 in a calendar quarter 
If they are subject to regulation under State 
law and work In accordance with specifica-
tions prescribed by the employer. 

This Provision is a compromise between 
the Senate and House bills. The Senate bill 
would not have covered home workers or 
agent-drivers distributing vegetables or fruit 
products or beverages. The House bill would 
have covered several additional groups, who 
under the committee's decision will be coy-
ered as self-employed individuals. 

H. Federal civilian employees not under a 
retirement 	 system. 

The committee agreed to cover employees
of the United States Government or wholly

owne cororatons f thUnied Sateswho75)---
ondcroainofteUieSttswoTABLE 


are not covered under any Federal retirement

yse.This results in covering most short-

term Federal employees, including those serv-
Ing under temporary appointment pending 
final determination of eligibility for per-
manent or Indefinite appointment. In addi-
tion, employees of the following instrumen-
talities of the Federal Government would be 

coveed: asocition-,atioallan frm 

crovrd:untion alcfamdloa Fdrlce
associations;

prdcincei soiain;Fdrlcei 
unions; the Tennessee Valley Authority (if
not under the TIVA retirement system); post 
exchanges and similar activities under the 
National Defense Establishment; State,
county, and community committees under 
the Production and Marketing Administra-

tion, and certain employees of the Federal 
Reserve System. 

I. Effective date: The conference committee 
agreed that the effective date for coverage 
changes would be January 1, 1951. 

II. Benefit amounts 
A. Current beneficiaries: The conference 

committee agreed that persons currently re-
ceiving benefits would have their benefits In-

creased on the average by about 771/2 percent 
(or midway between the 85, percent agreed 
to in the Senate and the 70 percent under 
the House bill). Increases would range from 
about 50 percent for highest benefit groups to 
about 100 percent for low-benefit gop, 
The average primary benefit of approximately 
$26 per month for a retired Insured worker 
would be increased to about $46. Table 2 
shows the increased amounts which will be 
payable: 

TABLE 2 
New 

primary 
Present primary Insurance insurance 

benefit: 	 amount 
$10 ---------------------------- $20. 00 
$15 ---------------	 3.0 

--- ---------------------------- 30.00 
$20 ----------------------------- 36.500 

$30 ----------------------------- 54.00 
$35 ----------------------------- 59.20 
$40 ----------------------------- 64.00 
$45 ----------------------------- 68. 50 

$46--------------------- 6860 
$4---------------8 0 

B. Future beneficiaries: The Conference 
committee accepted the Senate version pro-
viding for a new benefit formula for persons 
retiring In the future, which would be ap-

pcaltotoewohvatlatsxua-
tars of coverage after 1950. The new formula 
JB 50 percent of the first $100 of average 

monthly wage, plus 15 percent of the next 
$200 (based on a maximum wage base of 
$3,600 per year), with no increase in benefits 
for years of coverage. The House bill would 
have provided only 10 percent of the wages 
above $100 but would have included a one-
half-percent Increase in the benefit for each 
year of coverage. However, benefits for those 
not constantly in covered employment would 
have been reduced by a so-called continua-
tion factor, 

Under the conference committee's action 
the present minimum primary benefit of $10 
is Increased to $25, except that for those 
with wages averaging under $35 per month 
the minimum might be as low as $20. Under 
the House bill the minimum for all cases 
would have been $25. As In both the House 
and Senate bills, the present maximum fam-
ily benefit of $85 is increased by the confer-
ence committee to $150 (but not more than 
80 percent of the average monthly wage). 

Under the committee action, as under the 
Senate bill, average benefit amounts In the 
next decade will be about 110 percent higher 
than under existing law, whereas under the 
House bill benefits would have been about 
100 percent higher. 

Table 3 compares the benefits payable un-
der the House bill and under the conference 
committee action (which is the same as the 
Senate bill). 

3 

fully insured status would remain at 40 
quarters of coverage, and the minimum at 
6 quarters, as in existing law. Also as 11n 
existing law, a quarter of coverage would be 
a calendar quarter with $50 or more in 
wages. 

This liberalization would enable many 
people now 65 or over to draw retirement 
benefits immediately and also would enable 
the newly covered groups to qualify much 
more quickly. About 500,000 additional 
persons would be paid benefits in the first 
year of operation. The House bill w. uld 
have liberalized eligibility conditions, but 
only to a slight extent, since the only change 
in present law would be to provide s new 
alternative requiring 20 quarters of coverage 
in the 10 years prior to age 65. Further
more, that bill would have increased the 
present requirement of $50 for a quarter of 
coverage to $100. 

Table 4 Indicates the number of quarters 
of coverage required by individuals in vani
ous age groups: 
TABLE 4-Quartersof coverage required to be 

fully insured 

Aeaiie nfrthl rsn 
Ag otaie nfis1051lawen 

of__1__1__lawaction_ 

76 or over.......................6 

------------------------- 86 

74----------------------------- 106 

omte 
sommites 

6 

(e 

6 

6 
6 
6 
0 

6 
8 

10 
12 
14 
Ili
I03 

eie inl
A.Bnftoraeiedsglmn 

________ YEARS OF __COVERAGE_ 

Increase or 
Averagenmonthly House bill Commiit- (leCrease 

wg o ato Hroushl 

$100-------------- $51.30 $50.00 -$1.130 
8200--------------- 061.50 65. 00 +3.50 
$250------- ------- 6(341.70 72.050 +5.so 
$300--------------- 71.80 80. 00 +8.20 
________58____ _____-__--

3 ER Fcvao
30 YEARS OF COVERAGE 

$1020-----5.0 85.0 -71 

$200--------------- 60. 65. 00 -4.00 
$250--------------- 74.80 72.30 -2.:10 
30-------- 80. 50 80.00 -. 50 

-	 __---____-__-

B. Benefits for retired mnan and wife 
5 YEARS OF COVERAGE 

-____ -- --

$100---- _---------$77. 00 $75. 00 -$2.00 
$200--------9.0 .0 +5.20 

-	 $2.50---------- ---- 100.10 11)8.80, +8. 70 
$300 -------------- 107. 70 120. 00 +12.30 
_______-____ ____-pro 

30 YEARS OF COVERAGE 

$0-------8.0 	 7.0 500 
$200---- ---------- 130 9.0 -$5.0 
$250 -------------- 112.20 11(S.80o -3 40 
$300..............-120.80 120. 00 -:83 
_________-- ___-____ 

CCoptinofaegewe:Te
Conference tcommitte acceptged thge:SnThe 

confrene cmmiteeaccpte th Seate 
provision under which the average monthly 
wage would be computed as under present 
law except that if the Individual had six 
quarters of coverage after 1950 and if a larger 
benefit would result, his average wage would 
be computed over the period following 1950 
rte hnfo 96o.benefit 
rahrtnfom13OO 

Ill. Eligibility for benefits 

The conference committee accepted the 
Senate provision under which future eligi-
bility requirements are greatly liberalized 
by requiring quarters of coverage for only
one-half of the number of quarters since 
1950, Instead of since 1936 as under exist-
Ing law. Quarters of coverage earned before 
1951 may be counted toward the require-
ment. Thus a person aged 62 or over on 
the effective date of the bill would be fully 
insured for benefits at age 65 if he had at 
least six quarters of coverage acquired at 
any time. The maximum requirement for 

73Bnftfr 	 1272----------------------------- 14 

70 ---------------------------- i1S 
69------------------------- 2 
68--------------------------- 22 
67----------------------------- 24 
65............................-- 26 
64----------------------------- 30 
33----------------------------- 32 
62----------------------------- 34 
61----------------------------- 36 
w0---------------------------- 38 
19----------------------------- 40 

--- --- --- --- 40 
56 ---------------------------- 40
565---------------------------- 40
50 ---------------------------- 40 
5o ne 

-

IV. Benefit categories 
A. Dependents of women workers: The 

conference committee agreed to the provi

sion of the Senate bill under which benefits 

are payable on a more liberal basis to the 
survivors of married women, and benefits for 
depenident husbands of deceased or retired 
women workers are added. If a woman bas 
6 quarters of coverage out of the 13-quarter 

nigwt h ure fhrdah 
h er cildrendn wil bheeligiber ofo deurmnhly 
her cildre-willbe eigibl-for onthl sur 
vivor benefits even though living with their 
father. Under existing law and the House 
bill such children would be Ineligible for 
benefits. 

B. Wives of retired workers: The commit
tee accepted the House provision under 
which a wife under 65 may draw benefits 
if she has a child in her care Under the 
Senate bill, as under existing law, benefits 
would not be payable to a wife until she at
tb g 5 

CanDgepedn prns6Tecmite 
C.DpnetartsThcomtea

captead the House provision Increasing the 
for a dependent parent to 75 percent

of the primary benefit. Under the Senate bill 
the benefit for a dependent parent would 

have been retained at 60 percent of the pri. 
mary benefit, as in present law. 

D. Lump-sum payments: The committee 
accepted the provision in the House bill un
der which the lump-sum payment would be 
made at the death of every insured worker. 
Under the Senate bill, as in present law, the 
lump SUM Would be paid only when no Sur
vivor Is immediately eligible for monthly 
payments. 
V. Permanentand total disability insurance 

Under the committee action, as under 
the Senate bill, no benefits Would be pro

c 
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vided for this category, whereas under the 
House bill such benefits would be provided. 

VI. Limitation on earnings of beneficiaries 
Both the Senate and the House had adopt-

ed a Wrovision under which the amount a 
beneficiary may earn in covered employment
without loss of benefits would be Increased 
from $14.99 to $50 per month, and after age 
th eamouts wofl be payable reg-rdless of 

theamuntofearnings. This point, there-
fore, did not require action by the confer-
ence committee, 

VII. Veterans 
Both the Senate and the House had pro-

vided for granting World War 11 veterans 
wage credits of $160 per month for time 
spent in service. However, the Senate had 
made two changes in the House provisions.
First, under the Senate bill wage credits 
would not be provided if the period of serv-
ice is credited toward any other Federal re-
tirement benefits. Second, tile Senate bill 
provided that the additional cost of the 
benefits arising from the wage credits would 
be borne by the contributions of covered 
wounds athrtanfo 	 theirepoest truestGenera 
fury, 
buy. 

Botheof these provisioGns
ohothecnrene crommsittee, 

erelaccepted 
eacpe 

VIII. Effective date 
Th ofrnecmiteare nte 

following effective 	dates: 
1Aspeiuliniaeteeecie 

date for the new coverage provisions would 
bJaur1,11.tory, 

2. The benefit increases for persons now 
on m2e benefit rolls would be effective for 

th otfSpebr15.vania,
3.emenefits bSepedmobter newbeeftor 


m3 wouldfirstbaedopaid ineMa 1952.i Per-

mons coml ingso the rollsi befor that. tier 


sonscomng tat n imetewill have their benefits computed under the 
present formula with the increases provided 
for those now receiving benefits. 

iX. Financing of old-age and survivors 
insurance 

A. Taxable wage base: Both the Senate 
and the House had approved provisions in-
creasing to $3,600 the limit on total annual 
earnings on which benefits would be com-
puted and contributioŽns paid. Therefore 
this point did not require action by the con-
ference committee. The present law pro-

vie i~fs~o.needy 
B. Contribution schedule: Under the com-

miteato n ilmlyr mlye 
continue to share equally. The rate on each 

wlbeafolw:ance 
wil b afolos:Rate 

Calendar Years: (percent)
1950-53 ------------------------ 11% 
1954-59 ------------------------ 2 
1960-64 ------------------------ 21/2
1965-69 ------------------------ 3 
1970 and thereafter -------------- 31/4 

The self-employed would pay one and one-
half times the above rates, 

Under both the House and Senate bills the 
same schedule would apply except that the 
increase to 2 percent would be effective In 

191in the House bill and 1956 In the Sea-
ate bill. 191expended 

C. 	Level premium cost: The level premium 
cot onanItemeiaebais o hebil s

approved by the conference committee is 
about 6 percent of payroll, as compared with 
6.25 percent for the House bill. 

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE 

The conference committee did not accept 
the provisions of the House bill which would 
have increased the Federal share of public
assistance expenditures by providing a 
higher percentage of Federal funds under 
formulas weighted In favor of those States 
making low assistance payments, 

The other major decisions of the confer-
ence conimittee relating to public assistance 
are as follows: 

I. Old-age assistance (title Z) 
The conference committee eliminated the 

Senate provision under which State old-age 
assistance payments would be shared by the 
Federal Government on only a 50-50 basis in 
cases where a retired worker becomes an 
old-age and survivors insurance beneficiary 
after the effective date of the bill, 

II. Aid to dependent children (title IV)
A. The conference committee did not ac-

cept the Senate provision which would have 
increased 	 the maximum payments In which 
the Federal Government shares from $27 to 
$30 per month for the first child and from 
$18 to $20 for each additional child in a 
family.

B. Both the Senate and House bills in-
cluded a provision Increasing the Federal 
share of expenditures, by includl'ng one 
adult relative in aid to dependent children 
families as a recipient for Federal matching 
purposes. No action was required, there-
fore, on this point by the committee, 

Ill. Aid to the blind (title X) 
A. Beginning July 1952 all States adminis-

terin'g federally approved aid-to-the-blind 
programs would be required to disregard
earned income, up to $50 per month, ofrecipents foaidtortecblidoinmetermning 
eligibility for and 	the amount Of aid. Prior 
to July 	 1952 the exemption of earnings Is 
discretionary with each State. Underte 
House bill the exemption of earnings for 
aid-to-the-blind claimants was not manda 

and related to cases involving voca-
tional rehabilitationdevlopng

B. The temporary 	provisions for Ieny-
Missouri, and Nevada were extended to 

July 1, 1955. instead of indefinitely, as In the 
Senate bill, or until July 1, 1953, as in the
Hue-i 

rllsbefoeHoue bll.munities
C. The committee accepted the House pro

vision adding to the other requirements of 
State plans for aid to the blind a clause re-
quiring the State plan to provide that, in de-
termining blindness, there shall be an ex-
amination by a physician skilled in diseases 
of the eye or by an optometrist,
IV. Aid to the needy permanently and totally

disabled 
h 

h ofrnecmiteare ote 
establishment of Federal grants-in-aid for a 
fourth category of assistance-aid to the 

permanently and totally disabled. The 
matching formula for this category is the 
same as is provided under present law and 
under the committee bill for old-age ass-

and aid 	 to the blind payments, 1. e. 
three-fourths of the first $20 of a State's 
average monthly payment per recipient, plus
one-half of the remainder, within individual, 
maximums of $50.. 
V. 	 Inclusion of Puerto Rico and the Virgin 

Islands 
The conference committee agreed to ax-

tend the 	four categories of public assistance 
to Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands under 
the following matching formula: The Federal 
share for old-age assistance, aid to the blind, 
and aid to the permanently and totally dis-
abled is limited to one-half of the amounts

under an approved plan up to a 

be authorized to Make direct payments to 
anyone providing 	 recipients with re~medial 
care as authorized under State law. The 
committee, accepted theseX.-amendments. 
Under existing law the Federal Government 
does not participate in the cost of medical 
care unless payment for such Care is made 
totercpet 

VII. Medical institutions 
The Senate had concurred in the provi

sions of the House bill under which the 
Federal Government would share the costs 
of assistance to needy aged and blind persons 
in public medical institutions, so no action 
by the conference committee was required 
on this point. Existing law limits Federal 
participation to residents of private institU
tions. 
MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH, CRIPPLED CHIL

DREN AND CHILD WELFARE 
Tecneec omte gedt n 
Tecneec omte gedt n 

crease substantially (though to a somewhat 
Smnaller extenttheeean provide for inatheso 
Snt theil pr gra ntsrvie foFederal toriStatles 
of the Social Security Act. 
I. Child welfare services (part 3 of title V) 

The committee agreed to increase the au
thrzto frcilweaesrvesrm 
the $7,000,000 per year authorized in the 
Huebl o$00000(ahrta,1.
000.000 as In the Senate bill). The commit-
e loacpe h olwn eaeaed 
ment to 	the child welfare provisions of the 
act:erv 

Prvdd ht ndvlpngsc ev
ices for children the facilities and experience
of voluntary agencies shall be utilized in 
accordance with child-care programs and 
arrangements in the state and local com

as may be authorized by the State."' 
II. Maternal and child health services (part 

I of title V)
The conference committee agreed to In

crease the authorization for Federal grants
for maternal and child health services from 
the $11,000,000 per year In existing law to 
$16r,50,0 ($15ha o 2,000,000inpeetfsaathe 
yearnathe thnto$0,0,00ali.h 
Senaterececomitbiaredl. 
III. Services for crippled children (part 2 of 

tteV 
tteV 

The conference committee agreed to In
craeteuhoitonfrFdalgns
for services for crippled children from the 
$,0,0 e eri xsiglwt 1,
000,000, as in the Senate bill (but only $12,
000.000 	in the current fiscal year). 

Table 5 compares the provisions in the 
present law, the House bill, the Senate bill. 
and the conference committee's action: 

TABounEinmllo 
[Amountsinmillions] 

Pres- Hos eaeCorn 
Provision in sot Hos eaemistte 

tilV law bill biUl action 
_______ - ____ 

Maternal 	 end $11.0 No change $20.0 I $16.5 
child health. 

Crippled child- 7.1 No change 11.0 I 11.0
C~en.Chil] welfare 3.1 70 120 1.maximmny pamentforidi$7.0l f12.0se10.0smaximmonhpaymendtfor anypindividualdor$0en 

the Federal share Is limited to, one-half of
the expenditures under an approved plan up 
to individual maximums of $18 for the first 
child and $12 for each additional child In a 
family. The total Federal share for Puerto 
Rico for the four programs is limited to 
$4,250,000 a year, and for the Virgin Islands 
t$1000ayr.Senate 

VI. Direct payment for ,medical care 
The Senate had concurred in the provisions

of the House bill under which States would 
be authorized to make direct payments to 
doctors or others furnishing medical care, 
except that technical amendments were 
added to Make It clear that the States would 

rics 
Total-22.. .0 1 47.0 41.5 

-	 - _____-

1$15,000,000 in current fiscal year. 
'$12,000,000 in current fiscal year. 

GENERAL 

Osteopaths 
Th cofrne omiteaepdte 

provision which amends section 1101 
of the Social Security Act by the addition 
of a definition of the terms `physician,"
"medical care," and "hospitalizatiofl." These 
terms are defined to include osteopathic 
practitioners and the services of osteopathic
practitioners and hospitals within the scope
of their practice as defined by State law. 
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The effect of this definition is to leave the 
States free to utilize the services of the 
osteopathic profession and its institutions. 
Costs of changes in public assistance and 

service programs to children 
Under the House bill the additional cost 

to the Federal Government for public as-
sistance and child-welfare services above 
existing law would have been $275,000,000
annually. Under the Senate bill this addi-
tional cost would have been reduced to about 
$112,000,000, of which $25,000,000 would have 
been for the servIce programs for childrenl 
under title V and practically all of the hal-
ance for assistance payments to dependent
children under title IV. Under the confer-
ence committee's action the additional cost 
winullyhe abu 100000t 200000 

Unnemploymetisrac ttl 1 
Unmlymnnsrne tte I) 

A. The conference committee accepted the 
Seniate provision for reestablishment and 
continuation of the George loan fund, which 
permits advances to State unemployment in-
surance fi~nds which might run low. The 
loan fund is continued for the 2 years 1950 
and 1951 by amending the appropriate pro-
visions of title XII of the Social Security Act. 

B. The conference committee accepted the 
Senate provision for revievy' by State courts 
of administrative decisions of State agencies 
prior to a ruling in certain cases by the 
Secretary of Labor on conformity questions 
under the Federal unemployment Insurance 
law. 

Mr. McCORMACK. I understand 
from the conferees that the Knowland 
amendment was to be very broadly con-
strued by the Secretary of Labor; is that 
correct? 

Mr. DOUGHTON. I should say,
rather, that the Knowland amendment 
should be fairly and reasonably con-
strued by all interested parties. It is a 
controversy that is very serious. I think 
there is more fuss and feathers about it 
than anything else. It provides that the 
question of compliance with State law 
shall not be determined by the Secretary 
of Labor until passed upon by the State 
courts. In other words, it is a States' 
rights amendment, pure and simple, 

Mr. REED of New York. Mr. Speaker,
'I yield 61/2 minutes to the gentleman 
from Michigan [Mr. WOODRUFF]. 

Mr. WOODRUFF. Mr. Speaker, the 
time being so short, I will discuss briefly 
only two items, the coverage provisions,

Mr. Speaker, the long-awaited H. R. 
6000 was passed by the House on October 
5, 1949, and an amended version was 
passed by the Senate on June 20, 1950. 
It is of paramount importance that the 
conference report on this legislation be 
adopted by the House so that the meager 
benefits now paid under the old-age and 
survivors insurance program will be In-
creased, additional groups will be 
brought under the system and the eligi-
bility requirements for benefits will be 
relaxed. The conference report achieves 
these objectives and is a forward step in 
the imperative need to strengthen the 
insurance program and thereby reduce 
the need for public-assistance payments, 

Today Federal expenditures for public 
assistance amount to over s$ ,ooo,ooo,ooo 

anal;weestebnftpadu-
der 'The Insurance program amount to 
less than $800,000,000. Each year the 
cost to the Federal Government for as-
sistance payments has steadily increased' 
and more than three-fourths of this cost 
ls for dependent old people. This Is a 

serious Indictment against the present 
prozramn and the passage of this legisla-
tion will go far in bringing the two pro-
grams more nearly in balance. 

Every Member of the House can proba-
bly find one or two provisions in the con-
ference report with which he may not 
fully agree. But viewed as a.whole, the 
ovralroutimotstsatr. 
ovralpoutimotstsatr.

The following are the main old-age
and survivors insurance provisions of 
H. R. 6000 as agreed to by the conferees: 

First. Extension of coverage to all 
gainful employment, except railroad, 
casual domestic service, casual agricul-
trlsrie amrcranpoe-
sional self-employed' persons, service in 
the Armed Forces: and Federal, State, 
and local government service covered 
by a retirement system-except for a few 
isacs tt n oa oenet 
isacs tt n oa oenet 
employees not under a retirement sys-
tem are covered on a voluntary basis, but 
all such employees already covered under 
their own retirement systems are specif- 
ically excluded. Employees of nonprofit
organizations are covered if two-thirds 
soeetadteeporagesocy-
eoagect adthene efflet istoinreasetheov 
eae h e feti oices h 
number of covered jobs by about 30 per-
cent. 

Second. Maximum annual wage base 
of $3,000. Requirement for quarter of 
coverage is $50 for wages and $100 for 
self-employment income, 

Third. Average monthly wage deter-
mined over all years after 1936, or after 
1950-if having six quarters of coverage
since then-whichever yields the larger 
benefit. 

Fourth. Monthly primary benefit based 
on 50 percent of the first $100 of average 
monthly wage-determined from wages 
after 1950-plus 15 percent of the next 
$200. Minimum monthly primary bene-
fit of $25, unless average wage is less than 
$35-then graded down to $20 for aver-
age monthly wage of $30 or less. Maxi-
mum family benefits of $150, or 80 per-
cent of average wage, if less. Benefi-
ciaries on the roll are to be given an 
Increase-such increase ranging from 
100 percent for the lowest benefits to 50 
percent for the highest, and with the 
average benefit rising 771/2 percent-by 
means of a conversion table-which is 
also applicable for those retiring in the 
future, on the basls of average wage after 
1936, if more favorable. 

Fifth. Lump-sum death payment to be 
three times the monthly primary bene-
fit and Payable for all insured deaths. 

Sixth. New-start provision introduced 
for Insured status, permitting many more 
to be eligible immediately. 

died in service. The cost of veterans' 
benefits to be met from trust fund. 

Eleventh. The retention of the corn
mon-law 2-ule for determining employee-
employer relationships with specific 
groups added as employees.

Twelfth. Federal grants in aid made 
available to the States for needy perma
ntyadttlydsbedniiul.
ntyadttlydsbedniiul.

No disability program under the insur

ance system.


Thirteenth. Puerto Rico and the Vir
gin Islands are included under both the 
old-age and survivors insurance pro
grams and the public-assistance pro-
gas 

Fourteenth. Limitation on the prema
ture arbitrary exercise by the Secretary 
of Labor of his power to find a State's 
unemployment insurance law out of con
friy
friy 

Fifteenth. Matching formula of Fed
eral share of public-assistance expendi
tures contingent as under existing law, 
except that relative with whom children 
are living will be included for Federal 
matching purposes within individual 
mxusof$7eronh 

Saixteenth. 2 ionthe.nuaIncres u 
itet.Ices nteana u 

thorization for maternal and child-
health services, child-welfare services 
and services for crippled children. 

Seventeenth. The contribution rate on 
employer and employee is 11/2 percent 
each in' 1950-53, 2 percent in 1954-59, 
21/2 percent in 1960-64, 3 percent in 
1965-69, and 3¼/ percent thereafter. 
Contribution rate for self-employed is 
11/2 times the employee rate. 

I think the question which is most fre
quently asked is the extent to which 
benefit payments will be increased for 
those persons now receiving them and 
the amount of benefits which a person 
may expect to receive in the future. The 
following table shows the increased 
benefits which will be paid to present 
beneficiaries: 
Present benefit New benefit 
$10------------------------------- $20. 00 

11 ----------------------------- 22. 00 
12 ----------------------------- 24. 00 
13 ------------------------------- 26. 00 
5------------- ------------------ 280.00 

16-------------- --------------- 31. 70 
17----------------------------- 33. 20 
18 ----------------------------- 34. 50 
19------- ------------------------ 35. 70 
20----------------------------- 37. 00 
22 ------------------------------- 38.50O 

22- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 40.2023 ----------------------------- 42. 20 
24 ----------------------------- 44. 50 
25 ----------------------------- 46. 50 
26----------------------------- 48. 30 
27------------------------------560.00 

Seventh. Benefits forparets-ad-2------------------------- 51. 50 
youngest survivor child increased to 75 
percent of Primary benefit,

Eighth. Work clause of $50 per month 
on an all-or-none basis for wages and on 
a reduction basis for self-employment 
income In excess of $600 per year. Work 
clause not applicable after 75 years of 
age.

Ninth. Child-survivor benefits in re-
spect to married women workers liberal-
ized. Dependent husband's and widow-
er's benefits added. 

Tenth. Wage credits Cof $160 for each 
month of military service given to World 
War II veterans-including those who 

30 ------------------------------- 52.80 
31------------------------------ 55. 10 
32 ------------------------------- 56. 20 
33 ----------------------------- 57. 20 
34 ----------------------------- 58. 20 
3 ------------------------------- 59. 20 
36----------------------------- 60. 20 
38 ------------------------ ~--- 62.20 
89----------------------------- 63. 10 
40 ----------------------------- 64.00 
41 ----------------------------- 64. 90 
43 ---------------- 58 
44-----------------------------676. 0 
45--------------------------- 68.50 
46-----------------------------608.80 
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under the House bill, the minimum 

Primary insurance amount was $25. 
The Senate amendment provided for a 
minimum primary insurance amount of 
$25 in those cases in which the average 
monthly wage was $34 or more, and of 
$20 whjire the average monthly wage was 
less than $24. The conference agree-
ment provides for a minimum primary
Insurance amount as follows: 

If the average monthly wage is $30 or 
less, the primary insurance amount will 
be $20. 

If the average monthly wage is $31,
the Primary insurance amount will be$21. 

If the average monthly wage is $32, 
the Primary insurance amount will be 
$22. 

If the average monthly wage is $33, 
the primary insurance amount will be-
$23. .Level 

If the average monthly wage is $34, 
the Primary insurance amount will be 
$24. 

If 	 the average monthly wage Is $35to$9 h nuacrmr mut 
to 49,thepriaryinurace mo 

will be $25. 
In. the future, the wage base used for 

determining benefits will be $3,600 in-
stead of $3,000 as under existing law, 
The percentage formula applied against-
the average monthly wage used in de-
termining the benefits is raised to 50 per-
cent of the first $100 of the average 
monthly wage plus 15 percent of the next 

diately eligible for benefits, thereby 
greatly reducing the public assistance 
rolls and strengthening the entire insur-
ance system. The following are some il-
lustrations of the amount of primary 
benefits which individuals will receive 
under varying periods of covered em-
ployment: 
1. Illustrative primary benefits for 10 years 

of coverage, no period of noncoverage 

Level monthly wage Present law HS. R. 6oo 

s$100---------------------- $27. 50 $50.00 
$10----------------------- 33.00 57. 50 
$200---------------------------- 38. so 65. 00 
$250---------------------------- 44. 08 72.50 
$30 ------------------------ 44.00 10- 00 

____-Te 
2. 	 Illustrative primary benefits for 40 years 

of coverage, no periods of noncoverage 
___-

monthly wage Present H.R. 6000 

____ 4_______ law 
10-------------- $5 $.0 

$150------------------------------ 42 57.00 
$200------------------------------ 49 65.00
$250 ---------------------------- 56 72.50 
$t200o-----------------------------50 80.00 

3. Illustrative primary benefits for 5 years 
of coverage, 5 years 01 noncoverage, all 
after 1950 

___-

Level monthly wage Present Dv 
law 

$100--------------------------- $21. 00 $25.00 

COVERAGE 
The coverage provisions of the con

ference report are different from the 
House bill in the following respects: 

(a) Agricultural labor: Farm workers 
were not covered in the House bill, but 
the Senate extended coverage to this 
group, provided the farm worker was em
ployed by a single employer for at least 
60 days in a calendar quarter and earned 
cash wages of at least $50 for services 
in the quarter. The House conferees 
agreed to the coverage of this additional 
group with a restrictive amendment pro
viding for a prior 3-month period of con
tinuious employment with the same em
ployer as a part of the eligibility test. 

conference report provides, there
fore, for the coverage of farm workers 
under the social-security system if the 
worker is employed continuously for 3 
months by one employer and works 60 
full days and earns at least $50 in wages 
in the calendar quarters immediately 
following the 3 months of continuous 
employment for the same employer. 

(b) Firemen, policemen, teachtrs, 
and other groups having their own re
tirement systems: One of the objection
able features of the House blll which was 
opposed by the Republican minority was 
the inclusion of firemen, policemen, 
techr, ndohe.Sae6ndlca 
ermient employees who are already coy
ered under their own retirement systems. 
The conference report follows Senate
amendment and our recommendation 

eliminating this group completely from 
coverage. The elimination of this group 

typical of the specific recommenda
tions made by the Republican minority
for 	improving this bill when it was de
bated on the floor. Unfortunately, how-

we were forced to consider this leg

$20o uhwg.$150---------------------------- 23. 62 37.50 
$20 o schwae.$M00---------------------------- 26.25 50.00 

Under existing law the average $250---------------------------- 28.68 53.80 
monthly wage is obtained by dividing 30------------------------- 20.88 57.50 

the individual's total taxable wages by ___ -is 

the number of months beginning in 1937, 4. Illustrative primary benefits for 20 years
exldnIh oth curn n of coverage, 20 years of noncoverage, all 

xldngtem ndividcualrttinedan after 1950 - ___-____ 
quarter before the individuaattaine

the hi ge f 2 ereever,waes inwhic 
less than $50 and up to the time, his Lvlmnhywg lawmetcolhrfrbe 
benefit is calculated at the age of 65metcolhrfrbe 
or later, or death. The conference agree- $100----------------$4 	 $5.00 

thevagemoft22yinwwhicPhisewages.were60resislation under a gag rule and no amend

ment continues this method. of calcula-tinvrg h otl ae n 
adopts the Senate amendment for an 
alternate new start. The new start pro-
vision eliminates the disadvantage to 
any covered groups which would other-
wise result. This results from the fact 
that a worker, who has been in employ-
ment which was not covered under the 
system, would have his wages from the 
newly covered employment averaged

ovraltemnh lpe ic 96 
ove al hemonhselpsd snc 136 or since he reached the age of 22, if 

later. His average wage would, there-
fore, be considerably lower and would 
result in low benefit payments. Under 
the new start provision, contained in 

confrene areeentanyperon,the cneecagemnayproafolw:public
aged 62 or over on the effective date of 
the bill, would be fully insured for 
benefits at 65 if he had at least 6 quar-
ters of coverage acquired at any time, 
Persons aged 61 would need 8 quarters 
of coverage; those aged 60, 10 quarters 
of coverage; those aged 59, 12 quarters; 
those aged 58, 14 quarters, and so on 

donth iewthtemaiumr-getsdon ~elie wthth r-ofaxmu 

quirement for fully insured status never 

exceeding the 40-quarter provision un-
der existing law. As a result of the new-
start provision, approximately 500,000 
additional persons will become. imme-

$i20-----------------27 	 37.50 
20---------------------------- 30 50.00 
$250------------------------------ 5,8 
$200------------------------------ 233 575 

-c_elfemplyed-Inrovdingcov 

S. Illustrative primary benefits for 10 years
of coverage, 30 years of noncoverage, all 
after 1950 

-___ -fit 

Level monthly wage Present law H. R. so0o 
-

$100--------------------------- $11.00 $20.00 
$150----------------------------1G. 50 25.00 
$2003---------------------------- 22. 00 2. 
$2255308 $250--- ------ - 2 .38 31.300 
$200---------- ------------------ 523.38 37.50 

I 

The other changes in the benefits paid 
to a worker's dependents or survivors are 
as 	 ollws:ing: 

EXISTING LAw H. R. 6000 
(a) 	 Wife, one-half pri- No change.

mary.Steormncplawadfurldi
(b) 	 Widow, three- No change. 

quarters of primary, 
(c) Child, one-half of No change, except for 

primary. 	 deceased worker 
famly, first child 

three-quartersprimary.
(d) Parent, one-half Three-quarters of 
,of primary, primary. 
(e) Lump eum at Three times primary 

death, six times pri- benefit, 
mary benefit, 

ad.Ti 
ad.Ti 

was an unfortunate procedure and much 
tm ol aebe ae ntepssage of this legislatior of an opportunity
had been given to perfect it on the floor 
of the House. 

()Sl-mlyd npoiigcy 
erage for the self-employed, the House 
bill excluded from tax-and from bene-

coverage-income derived from the 
performance of service by an individual-
or 	partnership-in the exercise of his 
profession as a physician, lawyer, dentist, 
osteopath, veterinarian, chiropractor, 
Christian Science practitioner, or as an 
aeronautical, chemical, civil, electrical, 
mechanical, metallurgical, or mining 
engineer. The Senate amendment 
added to the list of sxclusions the follow-

Naturopaths, architects, . certifiedaccountants, and accountants reg
itrdo iesda conat ne 
iSttere orluicipald law,acondantfunerldi

rectors; and substituted professional
engineers in lieu of the specific engineers 
listed in the House bill. The conference 
report adopts the Senate provision, with 
an addition-to the group excluded-of 
full-time practicing public accountants.The House bill also 	 excluded income 
derived from a trade or business of pub

lishing a newspaper or other publication 
having a paid circulation. The Senate 
amendment deleted such exclusion. 
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The conference agreement conforms 
with the Senate action in extending coy-
erage in this area, 

(d) Employees of nonprofit organiza-
tions: The conference agreement differs 
from both the House bill and the Senate 
amendment. Under the conference 
agreement service performed in the em-
ploy of an organization exempt from in-
come tax under section 101 (6) is ex-
cluded from employment, unless the or-
ganization filies a certificate that it 
desires to have the old-age and survivors 
insurance system extended to its em-
ployees. If it does not file such a certifi-
cate, neither the organization nor its 
employees are subject to the social-secu-
rity taxes imposed by the Federal In-
suranceCotiuon Act. If it does 
file such a certificate, both the employer 
and the employee are, for the period
during which the certificate is in effect, 
subject to such taxes in the same manner 
as a private employer and the employees, 
The certificate filed by the organization 
must certify that at least two-thirds of 
its ~employees concur in the filing of the 
certificate, and the certificate must be 
accompanied by a list containing the sig-
nature, address, and social-security ac-
count number-if any-of each employee 
who concurs in the filing of the certifi-
cate. Such list may be amended at any 
time prior to the expiration of the first 
month following the first calendar quar-
ter for which the certificate is effective 
by filing a supplemental list or lists con-
taining the signature, address, and so-
cial-security number of each additional 
employee who concurs in the filing of the 
certificate. Commencing with the first 
day following the close of the calendar 
quarter in which the certificate is filed, 
the employees who have concurred in 
the filing of such certificate will be coy-
ered for social-security purposes. Any 
employee who is hired on or after such 
first day will be covered on a compulsory 
basis. if an individual, who on such 
first day was in the employ of the organ-
ization, should leave his position and 
thereafter reenter the employ of such 
organization, such employee will be coy-
ered on and after the date of such re-
entry, whether or not he concurred in the 
filing of the certificate when he was pre-
viously in the employ of the organ-
ization. 

The conference report further pro-
vides that the period for which the cer-
tificate is effective may be terminated by 
the organization upon giving 2 years, ad-
vance notice in writing of its desire to 
terminate the effect of the certificate at 
the end of a calendar Quarter; but only 
if the certificate has been in effect for a 
period of not less than 8 years at the time 
of the receipt of the notice of termni-
nation. 

DISABILiTY BENEFITS 

The emotional appeal for broadening 
the old-age and survivors program to 
include benefits to permanently and to-
tally disabled persons is strong, but the 
problem is too important to permit emo-
tionalism to be our guide, and I believe 
that anyone who realistically studies the 
pro Dlem, will come to the inevitable con'-
clusion that the disability program con-
tamned in the House bill was unsound. 

In my opinion, the fundamental ob-
ject of any disability program should be 
In the field of rehabilitation. We are 
just beginning to realize the great pro-
portion of people who are considered to 
be totally disabled who can be brought 
back into productive activity through re-
habilitation programs. I am proud to 
say that Michigan is one of the progres-
sive and far-seeing States that for many, 
years has done a magnificent job in 
bringing back to usefulness and happi-
ness many former hopeless citizens of 
that State. The House bill not only con-
tamned no rehabilitation program, but its 
whole emphasis was away from reha-
bilitation and toward ~he actual encour- 
agement of permanent and total disa-
bility cases. Byprvdnbefisaa 
matter of right and without even any 
sfgadn eidcrve fidvd 
ual cases, the House bill would have 
positively discouraged any,~ttempt by 
persons receiving disability' payments 

The whole field of locs of earnings 
from disability is one which should be 
carefully studied and explored, and it 
should be the subject of a special study. 
Until this is done, and until facts and 
not emotional appeal deliberately fos
tered by the Social Security Adminis
tration serve as thc foundation for con
gressional action, the disability program 
contained in the H-ouse bill should not 
be undertaken. Constructive rehabili
tation, and not a vast program of Fed
eral paternalism, based on arbitrary re
quirements unrelated to the problem uf 
disability, should be our objective. 

UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION 
Seldom, if ever, has adroit bureau

cratic husbandry produced such a rag
ing lion from a mild-mannered mouse, 
a a apndi h aeo h o 
called Knowland amendment. Using 
numerous propaganda chanzels avail
al oteopnnso hsie 
havle endteav opored-ndwth on hs ideral 

from reentering the labor force.haendvod-dwihcsdrbl 
Under the present old-age and sur-

vivors insurance program benefits are 
payable under fixed conditions and to a 
great extent beyond the control of the 
individual. Age is the determining fac-
tor. But, under the House bill, disability 
payments would be paid under a purely 
subjective test, and it is perfectly obvious 
that an ailment which disables one per-
son may not disable another. Nervous 
conditions, arthritis, imaginary heart 
ailments-all of these could, and un-
doubtedly would, be claimed as disabling 
conditions, particularly in times of de-
pressed employment when the urge to 
get on the benefit rolls would be magni-
fled. Rather than embark on a program 
offering millions of workers a potential 
life income from the Federal Govern-
ment, the sounder approach is to meet 
the problem of disability through in-
creased Federal participation in rehabil-
itation programs, 

Another basic objection to the dis-
ability program contained in the House 
bill is that permanent and total disabil-
ity is not related to age or conditions 
of employment. The person who is dis-
abled at 30, and who has worked only 
4 years, may be just as much in need of 
disability payments as a worker who has 
worked for 10 years and meets the arbi-
trary eligibility requirements contained 
under the House bill. It is obvious that 
tremendous and constant pressure would 
be brought on the Congress to relax the 
eligibility requirements, and, instead of 
moving toward the desirable social ob-
jective of an effective rehabilitation pro-
gram, we would move swiftly toward the 
encouragement of all persons, however 
capable of rehabilitation, remaining in-
active in order to receive their monthly 
disability payment from the Govern-
Ment. 

There is no question that the problem
of disability, with its vast ramifications 
and its subjective characteristics, is a 
Problem which can more effectively be 
met at a local rather than a Federal 
level. Moreover, the facts presented to 
the Ways and Means Committee oxa 
which a decision to make disability pay- 
ments was reached consisted only of the 
vague recommendations of the Social 
Security Administration. 

success, judging from the many remarks 
we have heard here-to completely dis
tort the situation. They have given it 
a significance completely out of perspec
tive with the fundamental and impor
tant provisions of the measure we are 
here considering. 

It is charged that the adoption of this 
amendment will completely nullify the 
power of the Secretary of Labor over the 
performances of unemployment com
pensation agencies with the consequence 
that State officials in my State and other 
States represented here will immediately 
Indulge in an orgy of breaking strikes 
and the Promotion of "yellow dog" con
tracts through the withholding of unem
ployment compensation bencfits to those 
47ustly entitled. 

Mr. Speaker, these charges are abso
lutely without foundation. I su~e'-t 
you refer to the conference report be
fore you for a proper interpretation. On 
page 122 it is stated that "present au
thority of the Secretary of Labor under 
section 1603 of the Internal Revenue 
Code and section 303 (b) of the Social 
Security Act is not changed, but would 
merely be delayed in operation." The 
referred to delay in operation of the Sec
retary's authority was brought about by 
the requirement that any party ag
grieved by the decision of a State ad
ministrator must Pursue the remedies 
provided in the law of his State before 
the Secretary of La-Jor can act in the sit
uation. B3ear in mind that all State un
employment compensation laws are by 
the Social Security Act required to pro
vide administrative and Judicial proce
dure for remedying improper adminis
trative determinations. 

The Knowland amendment simply 
prevents the assumed authority of the 
Secretary from intervening in an issue 
arising under the law of a State until 
the courts of the State have pronounced 
what the law is. Is this not eminently 
reasonable and in the interest of the 
orderly administration of State laws as 
required by the Congress in the "fair 
hearings procedures" which all State 
laws must contain? 

Bear in mind this fact-after State 
courts have spoken, the p )wer of the 
Secretary to exercise the sanctions to 
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compel State adhere'pce to Federal 
standards is in no manner impaired. 

At this time, when the full attention of 
the Congress and all Federal officials 
should be directed to strengthening our 
international and domestic positions, 
there is a basis for questioning the wis-
dom and the proper sense of direction 
of those who have been earnestly bent 
during this crisis in Producing this lion 
from an inconsequential mouse. 

Mr. Speaker, I most sincerely hope the 
House will approve the conference report 
as submitted, 

Mr. DOUGHTON. Mr. Speaker, I 
yield 8 minutes to the gentleman from 
New York [Mr. LYNCH]. 

Mr. LYNCH. Mr. Speaker, I ask 
unanimous consent that the gentleman 
from Michigan [Mr. DINGELL] may be 
permitted to extend his remarks at the 
conclusion of the remarks I am about 
to make. 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to 
the request of the gentleman from New 
York? 

There was no objection.
Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Speaker, will 

the gentleman yield? 
Mr. LYNCH. I yield to the gentleman 

from Massachusetts. 
Mr. McCORMACK. The gentleman 

from Michigan [Mr. WOODRUFF] a mo-
ment ago said it Would only delay the 
power of the Secretary of Labor a short 
while. I want to ask how long the de-
lay?

Mr. LYNCH. About 3 or 4 years.
Mr. McCORMACK. Every employee 


who is out of work, who goes to get other 

work in any State that the regulation 

is changed will be compelled to bring 

suit? 


Mr. LYNCH. Yes. 
MricOMCK n old have 

tohre hisCownMawyerdW0 
Mohr. i layes.LYnCH 

Mr. MYNCH.MACs. TaIstehig


thyMre glossingover yeat it s one ofin 
yt i ne 

the most destructive blows against the 
compensation laws that could be dealt 
and it is being done by two of the most 

theyareglosingove,is f 

vicious lobbyists in the country. 
Mr. LYNCH. Mr. Speaker, it was with 

great reluctance that I refused to sign
th cnfrecereot n hesoia-s-

cuitH bllR 600 Idi tisin sie 
of the fact that I believe that most of 

a te 
in providing social security for the 
American People. However, the failure 
of the House conferees to insist upon the 

thebil epesntret frwrd 

or ndHoue rovsin otl era-
Hou ota th eirmac-rovsin fr 

nen dsailiy ndtiallynsrane 
ceptance of the Knowland provision in 
the Senate amendment made it impos-
sible for me, in good conscience, to sign 
the report.

In my address before the House on 
August 9 under a special order I di-
cussed total and permanent disability' 
insurance, knowing that in the tune 
allotted to me today I would be unable to 
cover both points. Therefore, I shall 
confine MY remarks this afternoon to 
My opposition to the Knowland amend-
ment. 

I ooibrtte o sndngeah 
Member of the House, under date of 
August 8, a, letter outlining My objec-

tio~ns to the Knowland amendment. 
And so that you might, if you so desire 
now, to refer to that letter, it appears 
also on page A5721 of the CONGRESSIONAL 
RECORD of August 8. 

I desire to call to your attention that 
the Knowland amendment was never 
considered by the Committee on Ways 
and Means; that it was rejected by the 
Senate Finance Committee and was fi-
nally put into the bill by an amendment 
on the floor of the other legislative 
body. It is the only provision, with but 
a minor exception, in this social-secu-
rity bill that has to do with unemploy-
ment compensation. To my mind it has 
no place in this bill. It should be noted 
that of the scant 10 minutes of debate 
upon the floor of the other body, 7 '/2 of 
them were taken up' by proponents of 
the bill and only 21/2 minutes in opposi- 
tion on a piece of legislation that vitally 
affects the whole unemployment insur-
ance program. 

The author of this amendment has said 
that-

It is very limited and tbie changes it makes 
in existing law are rriore of a clarifying and 
procedural than a substantive nature, 

Aculytiamn etbscly 
Affctsallthe iFeeal-taendreltatoshipalin 

afethe thunmpoyena-tteInsreancipogrami 
teuepomn nuac rga.ad 
It is a real threat to the rights which 
labor has gained over the years through 
collective bargaining and progressive 
tcnalleg alain.Ti uisingdterlagugerevti
tcncllgllnug eiigte
procedure under which the Secretary of 
Labor IF to determine whether the States 
are meeting the Federal requirements 

sonably expected to accept, they are re
quired to accept such work. If they re
fuse such suitable work, they are dis
qualified from benefits. However, the 
unemployed worker can turn down the 
job if any of the conditions exist which 
are enumerated in the Federal require
ment just quoted: that is, if he would 
have to scab by taking a job vacant be
cause of a labor dispute, if he could not, 
belong to a bona fide union and would 
have to sign a yellow-dog contract, or if 
the wages, hours, or working conditions 
were substantially below those prevail
ing in the community. For example, if 
the job was not covered by the 75-cents
an-hour minimum prescribed by the Fair 
Labor Standards Act and paid only 50 
cents an hour, he could refuse it. A 
worker's right to refuse a job under such 
circumstances is so firmly written Into 
law and accepted by the public that one 
may wonder why Congress felt, it neces
sary to put such prohibitions into the 
Social Security Act. But that it was a 
wise provision is demonstrated by the 
fact that the enemies of labor are today 
trying to get the requirement nullified 
by'subterfuge, when they would not dare 
come out and directly ask that this pro
vision be repealed, 

These enemies of decent labor stand
loko htte a olne 

grds also knwithatrcn threyrca nholonger 
gebsto withsforcsing wyloreswhdog haveawa 
trobs"t e acetsetsignpyelow-dogtcon-.cbor 
So they aim to hit workers below the belt 
we hyaei h eks oiint 
whin taeaein thei wadeaknest positinsto 
when they are unemployed. Through 
the Knowland amendment, they are 

Special restrictions are placed in the
~amendment on the power of the Secre-
tary of Labor to find whether a State is 
conforming with the requirements of the 
Federal Unemployment Tax Act. These 
requirements were imposed by Congress
to make sure that unemployment insur-

tike 
ance would not be used as a strik-
breaking weapon or as a means of forcing. 
a wketosgaylo-dgcnrc 
or as a means of forcing sweat-shop 
wages, hours, and working conditions 
upon the worker. 

The present law Provides that a State 
cannot deny unemployment compensa-
tion to an otherwise eligible worker for 
refusing new work under any of the fo01-
lowing conditions--and I quote, 

(A) If the position offered is vacant due 
directly to a strike, lockout, or other labor 
dispute; (B) if the wages, hours, or other 
conditions 'of the work offered are substan-

less favorable to the individual tha 
those prevailing for similar work in the 
locality; (C) if as a condition of being em 
ployed the individual would Lai required to 
join a company union or to resign from or 
refrain from joining any bona Wie labor 
organization, 

When workers become unemployed 
and file claims for unemployment com-
pensation, they are also required to reg-
Ister for work at their local public em-
ployment office, and make such other 
searches for work as the agency may re. 
quire. If they are offered work that Is 
suited to their abilities and experience 
and the wages, hours, and working con-
ditions are such as they could be rea-

in their unemployment insurance laws.seigtnulfthabiyofheFd
nullif abltseekinGoenetto the Sfthte Fed

erlGvnm ttokpthSae 
employment insurance agencies from 
forcing unemployed workers to take jobs 
under these conditions under the threat 
that they will otherwise lose their unem
ployment benefits. Knowing that they
cannot force Congress to break down 
these labor standards, they are hoping 
tob etfe otrwterwih 
around on the State agencies and break 
down these standards.' 

The Knowland amendment specifically
prohibits the Secretary of Labor from* 
raisigaycnomt quson n 
stnadreuednSaeuepo
ment insurance laws by the Federal Un-
SaemployeniltuTax hact excetual whergedt 
Saelgsauehsatal hne 
the law by amendment. A change in 
State law by regulation or by adminis
trative or judicial interpretation, no 
matter how generally applied, could not 
be the basis of the Secretary's finding a 

State out of conformity unless it has 
the final determination of the highest 
appeals court in the State. If the State 
law contains the words required by the 
Federal act, no conformity question 
could be raised, no matter how these 
words are interpreted by state adminis
trative or judicial bodies. This could 
result in 51 different interpretations of 
the same Federal requirements In the 51 
State and Territorial jurisdictions hay
ing unemployment insurance laws. T~he 
feto hspoiinwudb omk 

it virtually impossible for the Secretary 
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of 7~abor to require that the States meet unemployment benefits just because they employment compensation insurance isthe Federal standards, carried the same union card is another beside the question. The House con-The amendment would prohibit the matter. Having gotten the rule applled ferees should not haveSecretary of Labor from raising any to four striking maritime unions-and 

accepted this 
question as to whether the State was not Harry Bridges' union, either-thecomplying with the so-called labor employers proceeded to get the rulingstandards required in State laws until applied to a carpenter'san interpretation strike. Theirhad gone through all aim was twofold: To save themselvesthe administrative appeals and court money by preventing unemploymentreviews prescribed by the State law. If benefits being paid to their employeesclaimants, due to a lack of understand- that they had previously laid off, and toing of their rights had failed to appeal put pressure on these workersdecisions or the to taketime for review had struck jobs-to scab, in plain words-byexpired so that no appeal could be taken, having them cut off from their unern-nothing could be done. If any inter- ployment benefits.pretation by an administrative appeals When the Secretary of Labor raised atribunal or a lower court contrary to question as to whether this did not con-Federal standards had become final and stitute breaking down the labor stand-was being generally applied, nothing ards required by the Federalcould be done. act, theIn the meantime, hun- employers howled -,to high heaven anddreds or thousands of claims could be hired high-priced lawyers to try to pre-denied. This would particularly hurt vent the Secretary of Labor from findingth uogaieduemloe mn wo these two States out of conformity withthe noranied ho he Fderl at. hemn,nemloydhas neither the technical knowledge nor thestFederalaact. The 

tat ruingwas 

amendment, In my judgment, until they
had the benefit of the study of their own 
subcommittee. I believe that the con
ference report should be sent back into
conference with instructions to the man
agers on the part o. the House that they
insist on the House provision for total 
and permanent disability insurance and 
that they refuse to accept the Knowland 
Provision which strikes a blow at the 
very foundation of the entire unemploy
letisrneporm
nen' gt hinurne preogram.aih.

Knowland amendment is a flank attack 
on labor rights and standards that we
thought were settled for all time. It is
aimed at making it possible to use unem
ploymnent insurance as a club to force 

uemployed men, who have hungrywives and children to feed, to take jobsin

src lns o
under yellow-dog trainwgso 

this cowardly attackcontracts. Let's stopon labor standards 
through the unemployed. I urge as
strongly as I can that this House recoin
mit the conference report on H. R. 6000 
with instructions that this nefarious so-
called Knowland amendment be stricken
from the bill, and that the House con
ferees refuse to recede from the House 
provision on total and Permanent dis
ability Insurance. 

Mr. DITGELL. Mr. Speaker, disap
pointment and fear pervade my entire
being as I contemplate the dangerous re
sult inherent in the so-called Knowland 
proposal. This vicious scheme, in the
form of a Senate floor amendment, -was 
fastened like a death Pall upon the lib
eralized social-security bill, which had
been perfected through the long and
painstaking deliberations of the Ways
and Means Committee. 

The practice of the other body in 
tacking on dangerous floor amendments 
without hearings, and often without any
understanding as to what is involved,
May be in line with their philosophy,
prevailing custom, and legislative prac
tice, but concurrence by the House does 
violence to the conscience, practice, and
rules of this body. The House must not 
take such a dangerous and corrosive ac
tion in abject subserviency. This House

Is at least coequal in power and Prestige,

and it must not supinely surrender or in 
any way jeopardize its own position,Especially must we insist uponstitutional responsibilities our con-

and right of
origin when we are so certain that the
Knowland amendment is the most dan

gerous and devastating thrust ever made 
against the unemployment compensation
of the Social Security Act. 

It is ironic, indeed, Mr. Speaker, that
this iniquitous proposal should originate
with a distinguished Senator from a 

that hass received, Perhaps, a pro-
Portionately greater reinforcement to its 
erratic economy, due to alternating peak
and depression and the resultant unem-
Ployment, than any other State in the 
Union. 

As one who has labored long and faith.. 
fully in the creation and the perfection
of the entire social-security system, over 
the many years since its enactment, it Is 

resources to fight his case through thecouts.Theamedmet povies hatmeden 
the State may pay the litigation costs 

cort.Th poidstht 

for the claimant, but it does not say that 
the State shall do so. Who is so naive 
as to believe that an unemployed worker 
aggrieved by an unjust and unfair deci-
sion of a State agency is going to hire 
a lawyer, appeal the decision through
whatever appeal procedure the agency
provides and then, In addition, start an
action In the State court and pursue his 
case to the highest court, until his every
legal remedy is exhausted? Where 
would he get the money? What would 
he be doing meanwhile? Who would 
pay his lawyer and who would pay the 
costs of the appeal? There is no re-
quirement that the State Must pay and
there is certainly no power in the Fed-
eral Government to direct the State to 
make an appropriation for the legal fees
incurred. Mr. Speaker, by the time he 
got a final decision he probably would 
not only be entitled to his unemploy-
ment compensation benefits, but in aUl
likelihood he would have reached the 
age when he would receive his old-age
and survivors insurance. 

It is the enforcement of these labor
standards that the proponents of the 
Knowland amendment are Particularly
aiming at. These standards Protect an 
unemployed claimant from having to ac-
cept new work, on penalty of otherwise 
losing his benefit, when the Job is onstruck work, when the pay, hours,

othe coditonsof 
or

orkaresubtanotercodiinsofwokar sbsa-
tially below- those prevailing in the com-
munity, or when he would have to signl
a yellow-dog contract as a condition ofgetting the job,

Thus it Is clearly evident what caused 
this amendment to be cooked up. On
the west coast, employers got two State 
agencies to rule that when a strike was
called, all members of the union that 
called the strike were disqualified from 
drawing unemployment benefats, wheth. 
er or not they were involved in the strike 
or were even unemployed and drawing
unemployment compensation when the 
strike was called. Unemployment com.
pensation is not paid to workers actually 
on strike-no one is arguing about that. 
But to deny to workers who Were unem-
played at the time the strike was called, 

Statearulingawas 
so raw that in one State the State ad-ministrator did not even follow the rul-ing of the State, Appeals tribunal and
the Secretary of Labor, therefore,
dropped the proceeding against that 
State. When, however, he stuck by his 
guns and found the other State out of
conformity, the employers took another 
tack. They worked up this slyly worded 
amendment and got it slipped into H. R.
6000 through a floor amendment in the 
other House without hearings and with
scarcely any debate. To make it stick,
they put this House under a barrage of
telegrams and letters which did not 
mention the real issue--that the labor 
standards against scabbing, yellow-dog
contracts, and sweatshop wages would 
be undermined-but rather sought to 
arouse our emotions and prejudices by
shouting to the high heavens that this 
was an issue of States' rights,

Mr. Speaker, it is absolutely necessary
that there be, on the part of the States,
uniform adherence to the standards laid 
down by Congress in the original act as 
essential features of the whole unem-
Ployment compensation Insurance plan.
It is Interesting to note that in his an-
nual report in 1949, Mr. Milton O'Ly_
Ben, then President of the Interstate Con-
ference of Employment Security Agen-
cies, and then, as now, executive director 
of the division of Placement and unem-
PloYment insurance of the State of New
York, made the following statement: 

There is no basis, and from what I know ofthe administration of the laws, there :a nosBound reason for attacks upon the labor
standards in the laws, nor f or attacks on the

people appointed to enforce and uphold these 

standards which were adopted by Congress In
the Federal Social Security Act. 


These basic rules are essential to a goc 1l 
plan; they are In fact, rules that guarantee
protection of the rights of the individual, but
It takes wise and expert administration of
the laws to prevent abuses and slants to the 
faoe rop.Sate 

It has been said that this is stopgap
legislation, It Is nothing of the kind,
It has no termination date or cut-off 
time. It Is Permanent legisIation---.so
permanent that It will remain on the 
statute books until we have repeal legis-.
latlon. The fact that a subcommittee of
the Ways and means Committee will 
shortly study the whole question of un-
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very depressing and disappointing to me 
to observe that, instead of maintaining 
the minimal standards prescribed by the 
Federal law-and God knows they are 
reasonable and low enough for com-
pliance by any State-we discover that 
unwittingly or intentionally attempts 
are being made to progressively under-
mine and destroy the entire system. 

Mr. Speaker, I believe I might stt 
for the benefit of the House that a simi-
lar subtle attempt to destroy the ef-
fectiveness of the minimum Federal 
standards by a round-about and equally
devious procedure was made at the Con-
ference of Governors in Chicago in 1947, 
which I was privileged to attend. It was 
at this meeting that the thrust was 
parried, and the plot subsequently was 
squelched at the conference held in the 
city of Washington. 

The proposal then advanced to under-
mine 7'ederal unemployment insurance 
standards was "that the Federal Govern-

men soud Sats heelnqishtoth
Federa taxonlremloyerisht lheviedtetohoer 
thderadmnitrativeexpensers ofiethe Staterthe dmiistatie f teepenes Sate
employment security programs, and the 
States will assume the responsibility for 
the administration of the unemploy-
ment-compensation and employment-
service programs.", In other words, it 

wasprpoedtha taeseerxcsete 
from romplianed wiatthe Ftaedeal stansdad 
fnrorde tomobtainewthFeeiralsharedofrth 

in obtanorer t thir shre o the
Federal tax for administration of the 
unemployment-insurance program, 

This is another slick trick of Frank 
Bane, of that I am sure. It did not fool 
the governors at their several confer-

enes s teatacwsmae hee encs, ataco te wa mae were 
no one need be fooled~ I am never sur-
prised by such tactics, but did not ex-
pect them to be proposed by a Califor-
nian. This is a low, foul blow which 
should not be applauded by the House. 
if we cannot instruct the conferees to 
try once again to eliminate this black-

jac aenmetillbeto ort bd
thek amilinsmeof worerwhlbooheretofore 

the illonsof wo heetoorewrkes 
enjoyed the protection of existing law, 

I remember very distinctly the lunch- 
eon meeting held at the H6tel Mayflow-
er where I sat and discussed the prob-

1c wt Gv.ErlWarnofCli o-
nia, wihos phiosophyr Warrnd attitudefpr-

Kerr Scott, Governor of North Caro-
lina; Hon. Frank J. Lausche, Governor of 
Ohio. 

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES, 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 


Washington, D. C., June 19, 1949. 
Hon. WILLiAm LsEE KNOUS, 

Governor of Colorado, 

Care of Governors' Conference, 


DA Cov oraOR 
KOSprnsC
DeARnabouENOadmnistramiv vitallyn cron-

posals relating to unemployment compen-
sation and the employment service, 

The 100-percent offset is extremely danger-
ous, emanates from doubtful or unfriendly 
sources, and as occurred once before, should 
again be defeated. The same proposals de-
ferred at the Chicago conference, and at myinitiative disapproved at the Washington
conference, are again being advanced in new 
garb but with the same objective to remove 
Federal Government from participation in 
present Federal-State cooperation. Basical-
ly this involves the wiping out of the mini-
mal standards of existing law and jeopardizes
the welfare of workers arid of industry by
creating a competitive advantage in States 
Which would then lower benefits, impose in-surmountable conditions and in devious 
other ways undermine the present system. 
stagnant pools of unemployed in backward 
States would tend materially to reduce the 
high standards in force in the more pro-
gressIve and industrialised States. The gen-

tendency would be reversed from ad-
vancement to retrogression. 

These proposals to disrupt essential Fed-
eral-State cooperation come at a most criti-
cal time when rising unemployment and 
economic uncertainty call for the closest pos- 
sible understandi ng and cooperation. 

I regard the Lynch bill as less objection-
able than the original 100 percent tax off-
set, but I am opposed to the propositionof distributing excess Federal collections 
among States for purposes other than ad-
ministrative emergency expenditures, and 
use of such excess funds for reinsurance to 
pay benefits to workers when State funds 
may become insolvent.grswathinmos

The proponents of the idea to sabotage un-
employment In devious and appealing ways
have presented their plan to the people not
the least of which is the demand for State 
control-which ignores the fatal implications
that will follow to annihilate the present 
system. 

The proponents according to Associated 
Press dispatches have already jumped the 
gun and loosed their barrage upon all 
forms of Federal-State cooperation with em-

town or to the Colorado Springs confer
ence. The reasons are obvious. Never
theless, despite my absence this move 
through the governors' conferences was 
killed. 

But now, Mr. Speaker, the attack has 
been launched within Congress itself and 
takes form in the California Senator's 
proposal, known as the Knowland 
amendment, which ought to be ripped
out of the bill. The membership of this 
House should define its position clearly
by instructing its conferees to stand 
firmly against this amendment. 

If there is to be any modification in 
existing law so far-reaching, and in an 
area where there is so much apprehen
sion about the corrosive effect and evenpsil etutosc rpsl
psil etutosc rpsl
should be presented for separate study
which the junior Senator from Cali
fornia could do by introducing his 
amendment in the form of a bill. 
Changes are sometimes made by way of 
amendments in the other body because 
under the Constitution they do not have 
the jurisdiction to originate a revenue 
measure, but why hearings are not held 
t thoroughly examine such a destructive 
amendment as this transcends compre
hension. For myself, personally, I have 
reached the point of outright rebellion 
against this practice which, to me, is 
more than short-sighted, it is downright
vicious. 

Toewohv a ohn ht
Toewohv a ohn ht 

soever to do with the creation and the 
perfection of the Social Security Act are 
nlow attempting to destroy it. Labor 
generally, and in California particularly,
will not take this dagger thrust lyingdown. 

It may be more than a mere coin
cidence that the only social-security bill 
pasdbthReulcnEgithC 
paesse bys the Repamublca Geighatit Con

eratre
lution depriving nearly 750,000 workers 
and their families of social-security coy
erage. Now another Republican from
the same great State-but this time a
Member of the other body-sponsors leg
islation to cripple another vital part of 
the social-security program. And this 
Isdn .ept eulcnpoie n 
IsdndeltRpuicnrmsead
protests in support of a stronger social-
security law.

Aside from the Knowland amendment
which is as sinful as anything could be, 
the social-security bill in the liberalized 
form presented to you by the conferees 
merits approval, It is not, as a matter 
of fact, the same bill that the House 
proposed. It has been narrowed in some 
respects and liberalized in others. We
could well be proud of the advances made 
in the completed bill were it not for 
the Knowland amendment for which we 
will have to make everlasting apologies
and hang our heads in shame until it 
is eventually repealed. 

The simple and the easy way would 
be to instruct the House conferees to 

nia whsephiosohyandatttue pr-phasis upon the alleged gross abuse In un-
alleled my own views. But the organ-
ized influence of some State unemploy-
ment-insurance directors under the 
domination of organized groups of em-
ployers continued to bore in. And I 
surmised that an attempt would be made 
at the meeting held in Detroit, and alatri nehel e-ClordoSping, o 

latr noeClordo e-thathld prigsto
duce these standards. So I undertook 
to write the attached letter to the fol-
lowing list of governors warning them 
of the impending danger: Hon. William 
Lee Knolus, Governor of Colorado; Hon. 
Earl Warren, Governor of California; 
Hon. Chester Bowles, Governor of Con-

employment compensation payments which 
of course can be corrected by the complain-
ing States wherein such abuses occur with-
out voiding Federal-State cooperation so es-
sential to the maintenance of the higher 
standards protecting workers and Industry in 
all States. II trust your views coincide with mine and 

you will assume a forthright position
when the matter is presented to the confer-
ence, 

I subscribe myself, 
Cordially and sincerely yours, 

JOHN D. DINGELL, 
Member of Congress. 

I might add, parenthetically, that 
necticut; Hon. Adlal E. Stevenson, Gov- when my attitude became known to the insist upon the removal of this iniqui
ernor of Illinois; Hon. William Preston master mind of the governors' confer- tous amendment. Should the House re-
Lane, Jr., Governor of Maryland; Hon. ence, Frank Bane, who as secretary fuse to do this, thereafter, each Mem-
Paul A. Dever, Governor of Massachu- brags publicly about his powerful posi- ber must vote according to the dictates 
setts; Hon. G. Mennen Williams, Gov- tion and claims to run, not serve, the of his own conscience. But should the 
ernor of Michigan; Hon. Thomas E. -governors he did not invite me either bill in the present form with the Know-
Dewey, Governor of New York; Hon. W, to the Detroit conference in my home land amendment retained become law, 
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then the fight begins immediately to 
bring about its repeal, and in that fight
there will be many political casualties,
A roll call should be had to record the 
individual sentiments of the friends and 
the enemies of the worker and of uin-
employment compensation. We must 
separate the sheep from the goats.

Mr. REED of New York. Mr. Speaker,
I yield such time as he may require to the 
gentleman from New Jersey [Mr. KEAN].

Mr. KEAN. Mr. Speaker, I am more 
than delighted that at long last sharp
increases in benefits and a broadening
of the coverage under the old-age and 
survivors insurance law seems to be 
finally in sight. I have been working
toward this end for a long time. I in-
troduced three bills to attain this objec-
tive in the last few years, and so I am 
supporting the conference report with 
enthusiasm. 

Of course no legislation is perfect,
The proposed law is not exactly as I 
would have written it, but the matters to 
which I object are of minor importance 
as compared to the great good which 
will be accomplished by the other sec-
tions of the bill. In fact, in its present 
form it is much closer to H. R. 6297 
which I introduced last October, than it 
is to H. R. 6000, the biUl which passed the 
House. .stantly 

In my bill which was supported on the 
he Rpubican,floo by majrit offloo bya fmjortyth Reublcan, I

provided for more adeqzuate protection
for those irregularly employed. This is 
provided in the bill before us. 

My bill called for elimination of the 
"increment" factor which would have 
benefited only the "economic royalists"

aogworkers. This provision is elimi-namodng
natedwinche bull befoe usnand the lene-
fitswhic wouldr havebe gonento thels 
more needy.

My bill provided that those suffering
frmtoa eadpemnntdsaiit 

taken care of through the assistance 
program rather than under the insur-
ance program. This is incorporated in 
the bill before us. 

MY bill provided for the elimination 
of the authority for the Trreasury to 
extend the definition of "employee."
This is in the bill before us. 

My bill provided a more realistic cover-

age for household workers. Though I 

do not think that the present bill goes

far enough in this line, at least it isa 

step in the right direction, 


My bill Provided complete exemption

for State and municipal employees hay-

Ing their own pension systems, which 

provision is included in the bill before us. 


I criticized the proposed formula for 

assistance which would have reduced 

the incentives of the States to Provide 

adequate Payments, by discriminating

against States which were doing their 
part and in favor of States which were 
not meeting their full responsibility,
The bill before us does not change the 
formula as did H. R. 6000. 

I have continually advocated broader 
coverage and this bill for the first time 
does include regularly employed farm 
workers, a great step in the right direc-
tion. 

I do feel that there is one important
mistake in the bill before us and that 

Is-that the conferees have eliminated 
the provision which was in the House 
bill for increasing the payroll tax to 2 
Percent on January 1, 1951. It is true 
that perhaps the trust fund does not 
need this additional amount in the next 
3 years. But it seems to me that it is 
of the utmost importance that benefi-
ciaries realize that they cannot have 
greatly increased benefits without paying
increased taxes and, therefore, I have 
felt that it is important that at the time 
we sharply increase benefits we increase 
the tax so that the public will realize 
that there is a close relationship be-
tween benefits and taxes. 

If we had increased the tax now, in-
stead of 1954, it would have been possible 
to put off the further increase to 21/
percent, say to 1965 instead of 1959 as 
provided in this conference report.

However, this is a comparatively minor 
matter and, as I said before, I am sup-
porting this conference report with 
enthusiasm. 

Mr. REED of New York. Mr. Speaker,
I yield myself 61/2 minutes. 

Mr. Speaker, the attempt to defeat 
the Knowland amendment is another 
drive for excessive centralization of 
power for a Washington bureaucrat. 

There is too much bureaucracy con-
creeping into our Federal dov-

ermient. 
This drive to defeat the Knowland

amendment is an interference with the 
rights of the State and the liberties of 
the individual citizen. 

Let us riot revert to bureaucratic 
tyranny instead of trusting to our State 
courts. 

TeSaecutlr ls otepo-TheeStatecortsrareuclosdtohthebpreb
lems of unemployment and are trained 
and skilled in the interpretation of State 
lw.smto 

It should be remembered that each
State enacts its own Unemployment in-

AUl of the conferees except one signed
the conference report. Thus 11 con
ferees favor the Knowland amendment. 

Every, Member of the House should 
know that if this legislation is not signed
by the President on or before August
26, approximately 3,000,000 persons now 
receiving social-security benefits will be 
denied the benefit increase for the month 
of September promised them under this 
legislation. If this legislation does not 
become law on or before August 26, it 
means that the Congress is deliberately
depriving 3,000,000 persons-old people,
widows, dependent children of $50,000.
0oo in benefits promised them under the 
bill. 

It is unthinkable that the Congress
would deliberately breach this promise
in playing party politics. That this de
nial of increased benefits for the month 
of September will result if this legisla
tion is not signed by the President on 
or before August 26 is confirmed by the 
Federal Security Agency which advised 
my distinguished colleague, the gentle
man from Pennsylvania [Mr. SimpsoN]
by letter yesterday as follows: 

FEEA SxcuRITy AGENCY, 
SoCIAL SECUrrIy ADMINISTRATION, 

Washington, D. C., August 15, 1950. 
Hon. RxcHARO) M. SIMPSON, 

House oj' Representatives, 
Washington, D. C. 

DEAR~ CONGRESSMAN SimpsoN: This Is Inreply to your request for information con
cerning the operating schedule Involved in 
tile issuance of old-age and survivors in
surance checks for the month of September. 

The conference committee Included In 
the final version of H. R. 6000 provision for 
the payment of benefits for the month ofSeptember on the basis that the law wouldbe signed by the President on or hefore 
August 26, 1950. Our administrative plinsn
have likewise been based upon that as-

Sincerely yours,
WILLIAM L. MITCHELL, 

program. 
Is State compliance with a State stat-

ute to be determined by an arbitrary
bureaucrat in Washington in utter dis-
regard of the State courts? 

If such is the case then the State sys-
tem of unemployment insurance becomes 
a Federal bureaucratic system of unem-
ployment. It transforms home rule into 
a farce. 

It is the 48 sovereign States that do 
not want to be penalized by a far distant 
bureaucrat without an opportunity to 
have their laws of compliance tested in 
their own courts. The State administra-
tors have been called here from the four 
corners of the United States by the sec-
retary of Labor to listen to his appeal for 
power to bypass the State courts by his 
Personal edict. Conference after con-
ference has been held, and all the pres-
sure the Secretary of Labor could bring
to bear on the State administrators to 
yield to him the arbitrary power to refuse 
benefits to a State without any, hearing
before the courts of the State has been 
had. 

The State administrators refused to 
Insult their governors, administrators,
and the courts of the respective States 
by Yielding to such a bureaucratic pro-
posal. 

suac la an oprtsis wnDuyCmisoer
Moreover, the Congress should fully

realize that a direction by the House to 
the House conferees to insist on the per
manent and total disability provisions
contained in the, House bill is tanta
mount to a direction to the House con
ferees to completely rewrite the whole 
social security system around the new 
disability program. It would be impos
sible for the House and Senate conferees 
to get together on any disability in
surance Program without considering an 
enormous number of complicated prob
lems including the various conditions 
under which payments would be made,
the method of computing such payments,
the place of vocational rehabilitation in 
the disability scheme, the effect Of the 
adoption of such a scheme on the pres
ently agreed approach of disability as
sistance, and numerous revisions in other 
parts of the bill. For example, a new 
tax rate would have to be worked out 
and estimates obtained of the prospec
tive cost of the Particular compromise
agreed upon would have to be computed.
This is a long and complicated process
and would have to be done at intervals 
between the necessary actions of the 
Senate Finance Committee and the Ways
and Means Committee on the pending 
tax and renegotiation legislation which 
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in itself will constitute a full time ac-
tivitY for both these committees, 

Bear in mind that the conference 
agreement is the final product of work 
on the part of the Ways and Means Corn-
mittee and the Senate Finance Commit-
tee which began on February 28, 1949. 
the effect of directing the House con-
ferees to now insist on a disability in-
surance program will be to start the 
whole proceedings again, and most cer-
tainly the result will be to sign the death 
knell of any social security legislation for 
this year. This means that-

There will be no increase in benefit 
,Dayments.

There will be no increased coverage, 
The work-clause will remain at only 

$15-this is the amount which a worker 
may earn without losing his benefits, 

Benefits for parents and the youngest 
survivor child would not be increased. 

No wage credits for each month of 
military service would be provided for 
World War II veterans, 

No Federal funds would be made avail-
able to the States for needy permanently 
and totally disabled individuals, 

There would be no increase in the an-
nual authorization for maternal and 
child health services, child-welfare serv-
ices, and services for crippled children, 

There would be no increased benefits 
f or the blind. 

Now let me tell you in simple language 
wabot. Clea ynour amindmoftall the 
cargt.Cesand countrchargesfwhic thae 
bhreen mande councerninrge thishSeate 
amendmetande pincturen yurelg thiSeaei 
loalmondmenof an Sitate yunsemloymenth 
compensation claims examiner. The 
door to the claims examiner's office opens 
and a claimant walks in and makes a 

climfoueplymntcmpnstin 
benefits. The claims examiner denies 
the claim on the ground that under the 
State law which has been approved by 
the Federal Government the claimant 
is not entitled to benefits. Thereupon 
the individual claimant appeals to the 
Board of Review and supposing the 
Board of Review upholds the State 

cameamnrsdecision that the 
claimant is not entitled to benefits. The 
sole issue in the Knowland amendment 
is whether at that point the claimant 
walks across to the, local courthouse 
or whether he makes a long-distance 
call to the Department of Labor in Wash-
ington. All the Knowland amendment 
does is to say that a claimant must give 
his State courts an opportunity to pass 
on the validity of the ruling by the Board 
of Review before the Secretary of Labor 
can hold the whole State program out of 
conformity with the Federal minimum 
specifications. There is nothing more to 
it than that. it is simply a question of, 
whether the review procedure of the 

SaecutprvddievrStte un-
Saemploymetscompdensaion lawrshoul 
have a chance to operate before the Sec-
retary of Labor steps in. The Knowland 
amendment in no way limits the power 
of the Secretary of Labor. It simply re-
stricts his arbitrary exercise of this 
power until the State courts have had 
a chance to speak. Those who attack 
the Knowland amendment are in essence 

attacking our State systems, our State 
employees, and our State courts. 

Mr. Speaker, the statement of the 
managers on the part of the House at 
the conference on the disagreeing votes 
of the two Houses on the amendments 
of the Senate to the bill, H. R. 6000, con-
tain a detailed explanation of all the 
provisions of the conference agreement 
on this highly complex legislation. I 
will not, therefore, attempt to discuss 
each provision of the conference agree-
ment in detail but will confine my re-
marks to showing the major points Of 
difference between the House bill and 
Senate amendments to H. R. 6000 and 
the solution of these differences arrived 
at in the conference agreement, 

At the outset I wish to state that in 
my opinion, and in the opinion of the 
other Republican conferees, the confer-
ence agreement represents a considerable 
improvement over both the House and 
Senate version of H. R. 6000, and I urge 
that the conference report be adopted 
by the House. 

of course, not all the agreements 
reached in conference are entirely satis-
factory, and our ~whole social-security 
system should be completely overhauled 
if we are ever to have a system which 
is fair and equitable to everyone and one 
which is built on a sound financial basis, 

COVERAGE 
(a) Farm workers: Farm workers were 

not covered in the House bill, but the 
Senate extended coverage to this group 
provided the farm worker was employed 
by a single employer for at least 60 days 
in a calendar quarter and earned cash 
wages of at least $50 for services in the 
quarter. The House conferees agreed to 
the coverage of this additional group with 
a restrictive amendment providing for 
a prior 3-month period of continuous 
employment with the same employer as 
a part of the eligibility test. The conf er-
ence agreement provides, therefore, for 
the coverage of farm worl'ers under the 
Social Security System if the worker is 
employed continuously for 3 months by 
one employer and works 60 full days and 
earns at least $50 in wages in the calen-
dar quarters immediately following the 
3 months of continuous employment for 
the same employer, 

(b) Employees of State and local gov-
ernments: Under the House bill employ- 
ees of State and local governments were 
covered under a voluntary Federal-State 
compact agreement and even all employ-
ees already covered by an existing retire-
menT system of their own would have 
been brought under social security if 
such employees and beneficiaries of the 
existing system elected to be covered by a 
two-thirds vote. On behalf of all our 
teachers, firemen, policemen and other 
'groups already covered under their own 
State and local retirement systems the 
Republican Minority protested vigorous-
ly against the inclusion of these groups
in the House bill on the ground that it 
would jeopardize their own systems. The 
merit of the Republican position has 
been recognized and accordingly all State 
and local government employees who are 
already covered by an existing retire-
ment system are excluded from social 

security under the conference agree
ment. 

(c) Employees of nonprofit organiza
tions: The confercnce agreement pro
vides for the coverage of employees of all 
nonprofit institutions on an elective 
basis. In order to obtain coverage the 
nonprofit organization must certify that 
it desires to have the old-age and sur
vivors insurance program extended to the 
services performed by its employees and 
at least two-thirds of the employees must 
concur in the filing of the certificate. 
Those employees who do not concur in 
the filing of the certificate will not be 
covered, but all employees engaged after 
the effective date of the certificate will be 
covered on a compulsory basis. Once an 
employer has elected coverage concurred 
in by two-thirds of the employees the em
ployer cannot withdraw the certificate 
for a minimum period of 10 years. The 
purpose of the 10-year requirement is to 
prevent an employer from jeopardizing 
the opportunity of a worker to achieve 
a fully insured status. I personally 
believe that this solution to the trouble
some problem of extension of coverage to 
employees of nonprofit organizations 
will be generally satisfactory and will not 
raise any constitutional issue nor involve 
difficult questions of interpretation. As 
you know the social-security tax is an in
come tax on the employee and an excise 
tax on the employer, and the Senate pro
vision for coverage at the election of the 
employer therefore raised a question as 
to whether the imposition of a tax on the 
employee at the election of the employer 
would not be an unconstitutional dele
gation by the Congress of its taxing 
power. On the other hand the House 
version providing for compulsory cover
age to all employees of organizations 
exempt from the Federal income tax un
der section 101 of the Internal Revenue 
Code and voluntary election on the part 
of the employers to pay the tax met with 
viouspoitninheSaebycr 
vaigorelgousopposiionationsth Senat bycer
ta reioudnmntosadogn
zations; owned and operated by religious
denominations. The conference agree
ment is an attempt, to me hs w 
basic difficulties, and to avoid making 
any distinction in the application of the 
law between religious and other chari
table organizations. 

(d) Domestic workers, The House 
conferees receded and concurred in the 
Senate amendment extending coverage 
to domestic workers in private homnes
but not on a farm operated for profit-
if the worker is employed 24 days or 
more in a calendar quarter by one em
ployer and is paid cash wages of at least 
$50 for the services rendered in the cquar
ter. The Senate amendment differed 
ol rmteHuevrini hti 
ol rmteHuevrini hti 
reduced from 26 to 24 the necessary days 
- mlyetadrasdteaon

of cash wages required from $25 to $50. 
This is an improvement over the House 
bill ir. that it eliminates the objection to 
the House provision which would have 
required many domestic workers to have 
paid the social-security tax even though 
they did not receive wage credits. 
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In addition to the above coverage pro-

visions the conference agreement pro-
vides a satisfactory solution to the prob-
lem of coverage of public transportation
workers, the self-employed, Federal em-
ployees, and other miscellaneous groups 
whose status was either not clearly de-
fined in the House or Senate version, or 

abotwichthee wreminor shades of 
disagreement between the two bills, 

DEFNITON F"MPLYEE 

Onie of the principal objections to the 
House version of H. R. 6000 was the new 
definition of "employee." The Repub-
lican minority opposed the definition of 
"employee" contained in the House ver-
sion on the ground that it left the de-
te. mination of social-security tax lia-
bility to the unbridled discretion of the 
Treasury Department and the Federal 
Security Agency. The Senate amend-
ment eliminated the objectionable para-
graph (4) of the House definition, and 
the conference agreement follows the 
Senate definition with only minor modi-

iily the Bartels case-Bartelsv. Birming-
ham (332 U. S. 126 (1-947) )-which the 
House definition did, and the House con-
ferees receded and concurred in the 
Senate amendment on this point. 

INCREASED SENEFIS 
Both* the House bill and Senate 

amnmnsicesdbnftaons 
received by present beneficiaries and 
for beneficiaries retiring in the future. 
Th Reublcanminority actively su-
ported and urged this increase. In gen-
eral the House bill provided average in-
creases of approximately 70 percent and 
the Senate bill provided average in-
creases of about 85 percent. The con-
ference agreement represents a compro-
mise between the two bills so that the 
average benefit increase provided for by 
the conference agreement is approxi-
mately 77 percent. The following is an 
indication of the increased benefits that 
will be paid under the conference agree-
ment:thcofrneaemn: 

New 

quarters of coverage. The House bill 
continued existing law but provided that 
a fully insured status could also be ac
quired by obtaining 20 quarters of coy
erage. The required quarters could be 
acquired either before or after extension 
of coverage. The Senate provision,
which was agreed to by the House con
ferees, provides for a "new start"~-that 
Ioeqatro oeaefrec w 
calendar quarters elapsing after 1950
agehreurdbtinimmo no morerthacuareseo 

40e quarters. uatersnofcovemrae oh-n

ta0eqanytermeQafters193 countagtobar

metaingdaytm fequre As3 then result
the nt 
oeethisgthprovisionmanytperso aged 62suor 
ovefo thes effeciveo datyersof thedbill woul 
bverfullyeinsuredvfor e ath agel 65ulbenfit 
ifbe hadl atsuleas 6o quarftes of coeage6 
acquired at any time. The following
table shows the required number of quar
ters for fully insured status which indi
viduals of varying ages must have under 

the__conference agreement:_ 

Age attained in first half Present Conference
of 1951 law agreernent 

76 or over----------------------- 6 6

75----------------------------- 8 6

74 ----------------------------- 10 6

72----------------------------------61 

71----------------------------- 16 6 
70----------------------------- 18 6 
69---- ---------------- -------- 20 6 
68----------------------------- 22 6

67---------------------- ------ 24 6
66----------------------------- 26 6 
65------------------------- 28 6 
64------------------------- 30 6 
62:---------------- 6 

61----------------------------- 36 8 
'99:-:----------------------------408 12 
58----------------------------- 40 14 
67--------------- 40 16 
ss-------------------------406 
60--------------------- ---- 40 10 
5o une----- -I-----40 40 

EFIFOML 
NETFOML 

The House conferees receded and con
curred in the Senate provisions for corn
puting the amount of benefits, thereby 
eliminating the objectionable 1/2percent
inrment provided in the House version 

together with the "continuation factor" 
the resulting complexities which it 

adopted by the conference agreement a 
worker's average monti'ly wage is comn
puted as under existing law except that 
any worker who has 6 or more quarters
of coverage after 1950 would have his 
average wage based either on the wages 
and elapsed time counted as under pres
ent law or on the wages and elapsed time 
after 1950, whichever gives the higher 
benefit. His primary insurance benefit is 
then arrived at by taking 50 percent of 
the first $100 of this average monthly 
wage plus 15 percent of the next $260.
For example, take a worker who retires 

at 65, 25 years after the new start. While
he averaged $200 a month and 

assume he worked 20 years out of the 25
year period. His average monthly wage
for benefit purposes would be obtained 
by dividing his total wages during the 
period in which he worked by the total 
number of months in the 25-year period.
This would yield an average monthly 
wage of $160. His primary insurance 

vidaios.ththaempconferene reort proa-idstaan"mlye"frsca-
security purposes, will continue to be 
determined under the usual common-law 
rules, and the following individuals who 
perform services under prescribed con-

dtosaeasinldda"epoes" 
First. Agent-drivers or commission-

drier egaedindisriutngmet,
drvr eggd4ndsriuig et-vegetable, or fruit products, bakery prod-

ucts, beverages-other than milk-or 
laundry or dry-cleaning services for his
principal;

Scn.Fl-time life-insurance sales-
men; 

Third. Home workers performing
work, according to specifications fur-
nished by the person for whom the 

sriearpefreomaeilor 
goods furnished by such person which 
are required to be returned to such per-
son or a person designated by him, if 
the Performance of such services is sub-
ject to licensing requirements under the 
laws of the State in which such services 
are performed; or 

Fourth. Traveling or city salesmen,-
othr a tan con-s agnt-rivr o 

mission-driver, engaged upon a full-
time basis in the solicitation on behalf 
of, .and the transmission to, his prin
cipal-except for side-line sales activi-
ties on behalf of some other person-of
orders from wholesalers, retailers, con-
tractors, or operators of hotels, restau-

rans.smilrr theetalismets or
rantsnorsothersmlrestabliorshmentes for 
use in their business operations; if the 
contract of service contemplates that 

subtatialyall of such services are to 
be Performed Personally by such indi-
Vidual; except that an Individual shall 
not be included in the term "em-
ployee" under the provisions of thi 

pararap ifsuciniviualhasa sb-
ptartagrp ifvesuchn indfaividuaihs asesub-
stannetia invetmenthin pefaciitisnuedI

cnetowihtepromneof
such services-other than In facilities 
for transportation--or if the services 
are in the nature of a single transaction 
not part of a continuing relationship
with the person for whom the services 
are performed, 

The Senate amendment of the defini-
tion of "employee" did not seek to nul-

fctosTh cofrnerprpr-primary-Present primary Insurance insuranceprogram: amount 
$1 ------------------------- $20. 00 
$15----------------------------- 30. 00 
$20----------------------------- 37.00 
$25----------------------------- 46. 50
$30----------------------------- 54. 00 
$35----------------------------- 5920 
$40----------------------------- 64.00 ---------------------------- 68. 50 

The minimum primary benefit was 
raised from $10 to $25 in both versions
but the Senate provided a $20 minimum
for individuals with an average wage of 
under $34 per month. The Senate con-
ferees agreed to a modification of this 
$5 differential in the minimum benefit so 
that individuals with an average wage
of $34 or less will receive minimum pri-
mary benefits on a sliding scale as fol-
lw 

Minimum 
primary

Average wage: benefit 
$35 to $49------------------------$25 
34----------------24 

$3-------------------------------- 23
$32-------------------------------- 22 

$30 or less------------------------- 20 
WRDAR1 ERNSand 

-Underdboth.thedHouseeandnSenaterver-
Uinsdeeranst ofe World Ward Senat vcru-

sin eeaso ol amicu-
ing those who died in service, are granted 
wage credits of $160 for each month of
military or naval service in World War
II, and the House conferees agreed to 
the Senate provision that service credits 
will not be Provided if the period of serv--
Ice in the Armed Forces is credited for 
civil service, military, railroad, or any
other Federal retirement system. The 
House conferees also agreed to the Sen-
ate Provision that the cost of these bene.
itswill be Paid from the trust fund and 

fomtegnra raur spo
not fro the genserallTrauya r-
vie nteHueblworking 

INSURED STATUS 
In order to qualify for old-age and 

Survivors insurance benefits under exist-
Ing law, an individual must have either 
(a) one quarter of coverage for each two 
calendar quarters elapsing after 1936-
or after attainment of age 21, if later-
and before age ,65 or death, or (b) 40 
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benefit would therefore be $59-50 per-
cent of the first $100 of this average 
monthly wage plus 15 percent of the next 
$60 of average wage, or $50 plus $9. 

PERMANENT AND TOTAL DISA5IL1'rY 

The House bill established a vast new 
program of disability insurance costing 
as a bare theoretical minimum at least 
$700,000,000 a year and a probable cost 
of several times this amount. Not count-
ing doctors on contract, the number of 
additional Federal employees required 
to handle this new program would be 
over 5,000 and the additional adminis-
trative cost would be over $20,000,000 an-
nually. Pending an opportunity to give 
the whole problem of loss of earning due 
to disability careful study, the Senate 
version made no provision for this new 
field of Federal insurance, and the House 
conferees receded and concurred. This 
was a wise decision, particularly in view 
of the fact that Federal funds for perma- 
nent and total disability cases were made 
available for the first time under the 
public assistance provisions of the House 
bill and this provision was adopted in the 
conference agreement. 

UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION 

Th Fdeauemlomntcope-
aTiohta lawsraunowplevyma3prent tax 

stonemp loyes but wheny a Starete hasxa 
on eploersbutwhe a tat ha an 

unemployment compensation law ap-
proved under the Federal Security Act 
againyest theceveapercentFeealtx.Tedi 

agaist he ax.TheperentFedral
States receive Federal grants covering 
their administrative costs in operating 
their system and every State is now re-
ceiving these grants and employers un-
der the individual State systems are re-
*ceiving the 90-percent credit against the 
Federal tax, 

Under existing law the Secretary of 
Labor is required to certify for the 90-
percent tax credit each State whose law 
has been approved as containing the 
provisions required in the Federal law. 
Under the Federal law, however, grants 
tc cover the administrative costs and the 
tax credit may be withheld if the Secre-
tary of Labor makes a finding either 
that the State, first, "has changed its 
law so that it no longer contains the 
provisions"; or, second, "has with respect 
to such taxable year failed to comply 
substantially with any such provision." 

It is perfectly clear that first, pbove, 
refers to the 'State statutes and that 
second refers to the application and in-
terpretation of these statutes. The pro-
vision in the Senate bill adopted by the 
conference agreement rewrites first, 
above,. to read "has amended its law so 
that it no longer contains the provision." 
This amendment merely clarifies con-
gressional intent as to the obvious mean-
ing of the phrase "has changed its law 
so that it no longer contains the pro-
vision."' A State statute is initially ap-
proved if it contains the required pro-
vision, and the State law will be dis-
approved if the State legislature'there-
after changes the law in this respect. 
The Secretary of Labor recently con-
strued this phrase to apply to a case 
where there was an administrative ap-
plication of State law which he disap-
proved. Trne only possible question was 

whether the State had "failed to comply 
substantially with" the provision. Cer-
tainly the ruling did not "change the law 
so it no longer contained the provision." 
It was still in the statute. The clarify- 
Ing amendment will make such interpre-
tations impossible in the future. 

The second corrective provision con-
tained in the Senate amendment adopted 
by the conference agreement is to give 
the individual States a 90-day period to 
get in conformity after the Secretary of 
Labor has held the State out of com-
pliance or conformity. In the event 
that the Secretary of Labor finds against 
a State as a result of a State court deci-
sion it would be necessary to convene 
the legislature in order to take the re-
medial action necessary. Where a court 
decision or legislative change is late in 
the year it may be impossible for the 
State legislature to meet and take the 
necessary action prior to December 31, 
and for this reason the provision con-
tains a 90-day compliance period and 
relieves the State of the severe penalties 
of the Secretary of Labor's action if the 
State conforms with the Secretary's in-
terpretation within 90 days. 

The third provision imposes the re-
quirement that a claimant must have ex-
hausted the remedies afforded him un-
der the State law before the Secretary
of Labor can charge the State with im- 
properly denying him benefits. In two 
recent actions the Secretary of Labor 

summoned in the States of California 
and Washington because of certain ap-
pealable claims actions. These State 
actions were, to quote the new provision, 
",application or interpretation of State 
law with respect to which further ad-
ministration or judicial review is pro-
vided under the laws of the State." This 
provision would prohibit the Secretary 
from acting in a situation like this until 
the persons concerned had availed them-
selves of their appeal rights under State 
law. Under the new provision he is au-
thorized to act only when the persons 
concerned have done this and the State 
appeal process has been completed. This 
IS in accord with one of our most basic 
concepts of Federal-State relationship, 

If claimants are not interested enough 
to follow the review and appeal proce-
dure provided in their State law, the 
Secretary will not be authorized to hold 
a hearing on their cases, 

As stated in the statement of the 
managers on the part of the House: 

The present authority of the Secretary of 
Labor under section 1603 of the Internal 
Revenue Code and section 303 (b) of the 
social Security Act is not changed but would 
merely be delayed in operation, 

The Secretary of Labor can still hold 
a State out of conformity if it has 
amended its law so that it no longer con-
tains the required Federal provisions, 
This has always been the law and will 
continue to be so. The substitution of 
the word "amended" for the word 
"changed," as I have stated, is 'merely 
to prevent the Secretary from constru-
Ing actions such as an application or 
interpretation of the law to be a "change 
In law so that it no longer contains" the 
required provision. It does not change 
the Secretary's authority, but clarifies its 
scope under this phrase, 

Nor does the requirement that claim
ants exhaust their administrative rem
edy change the authority of the Secre
tary to hold a State out of conformity 
where there has been aLsubstantial fail
ure to comply with the provisions of 1603 
(a) (5). Until recently there was no 
formal attempt to construe a mere aP
pealable claims action to be a change in 
State law. The act, properly inter
preted, has always contemplated that 
benefits are denied by the States, if and 
only if, the authority authorized by the 
State to take the final actionin the case 
has been appealed to and has denied the 
claim. The precipitate action taken by 
the Secretary of Labor in the Washing
ton and California cases was a clearly 
erroneous interpretation of what is in
tended by the "State," as used in the 
law. The State has designated a par
ticular court to decide whether the 
claims should be paid. This court had 
never spoken. Apparently the claim
ants had not even asked the court to 
decide. Thus the new provision which 
requires the Secretary to wait until an 
appealable case has been decided by the 
court does no more than require him to 
wait until the State itself has acted. 

Where a person does not apply for 
benefits, or having applied, does not pur
sue his claim through the review pro
cedures available under State law, the 
Secretary cannot be permitted to inter
vene without destroying the entire ap

peal procedure of the States, and it is 
the purpose of this amendment to pro
tect this appeal procedure. This does 
not affect the Secretary's authority to 
see that the State is in substantial com
pliance with Federal standards, for when 
the State has finally acted through its 
designa~ted final authority, the Secretary 
can -hold the State out of compliance 
with the Federal standards if such in 
fact turns out to be the case. 

In the statement on the part of the 
House managers it is stated that by the 
new amendment the "'Secretary's au
thority would merely be delayed in oper
ation" by its several provisions. This 
very generalized statement is correct as 
applied to situations where a finding has 
been made and the State takes no steps to 
correct the situation. In such event the 
Secretary's finding becomes final at the 
end of 90 days. The statement, of course, 
is not intended to apply to the situation 
where within the 90 days the State 
amends its law so that the court deci
sions or other actions on which the Sec
retary's findings are based will no longer 
serve as a precedent. In that case, the 
Secretary's findings will not afford him 
a basis of refusing certifications because 
it is the intention of this provision to 
allow the State in all events a 90-day 
period to take such legislative action as 
is necessary to safeguard against a repe
tition of its noncompliance or non
conformity. This achieves the Purpose 
served by the tax-credit provisions with
out imposing this penalty. 

The generalized statement that the 
Secretary's authori~ty will merely be de
layed also applies to claims cases where 
the claimant pursues the appeal proce
dure and is finally denied benefits-to 
quote from the paragraph dealing with 
this situation where "further appeal or 
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review is impossible in the particular 
case." it, of course, is not intended to 
imply that the Secretary has any au-
thority to act where claimants have 
failed to follow the State review proce-
dure. Here, further review is possible in 
the particular case, and the Secretary 
has no authority to act, either before or 
after the time to appeal has expired, or 
before final review has been completed. 

The general statement that the Secre-
tary's authority is merely delayed applies 
also to the amendment to section 303 (b) 
(1) of the Social Security Act, relating 

to the withholding of grants where bene-

fit payments are denied a substantial 

number of persons entitled thereto un-

der their State law. Where the highest 

court having jurisdiction has not made 

a decision on the question of entitlement 

controlling in the cases under consid-

eration, the Secretary would be re-

quired to await such a decision. Thus he 

could not make a finding that persons 

are entitled to benefits under State law 


t~lsni ne a nafraie 
Statesan urpecdnti covering theirmasit-c 

Stat cort teneraitrecdencoerig
uation. The statement that the gnrl
authority is only delayed is not intended 
teronimlythatlhed has authority toer tholea 
ptaersonuetstaed ntobenefits wher sthe 
Stateo couratsrte nohave hceld onthabensi-
uatis oreafte theyhavle. hlha ee 
fTsea erentparycable. ol aans h 
Sthte isecreIntary cansac onl agpiationsth 

SritrrtateIsl.ionotheae ofatapliations 

affecting claimants he can act only 
where two things occur (1) claimants 

afetdhvxase hi dii-
tafetied hand judicalse andmtheirremedies 

cases have beendcidreedie d
by thehighs 

cass avebeneciedbythehiheto
judicial court having jurisdiction to 
make decisions on their cases, and (2) 
these court decisions are of such broad 
application, affecting the rights of such 
substantial numbers of claimants under 

scin1603 (a) (5) of the Internal 
seeinueCdta h tt ssbtn 
Revenue Codentha thepl witathi substano-
tiasyfilniooopynihsuhpo 

The amendment makes this require-
ment apply to every State action which 
claimants may test through one or more 
reviews. Thus not only claims decisions 
in specific cases but also general admin-

othrwise, asterwellatoslow rergcuratdeiionso 
ahresubect to thellarequirement deishave 

Frujcor any clauirmantfeIn hav 
outlined, o n lian eln g 
grieved thereby can pursue his appeal to 
the highest State court having jurisdic-
tion. These are all "applications or in-
terpretations of State law with respect 

towicha furthewiprovaddminisrativeor ju-

licawso rheve iSte.prvddfrudrte


lwofteSae"the 

TAX RATE 

The House bill increased the rate of the 
employees' tax and of the employers' tax 
under the Federal Insurance Contribu-
tions Act from 1'/2 to 2 percent each on 
January 1, 1951. The Senate amend-
ment postponed the increase in rates 
until January 1, 1956. The conference 
agreement increases the rate of each tax 
to 2 percent on January 1, 1954. Other-
wise the rates under the House bill, the 
Senate amendment, and the conference 

agreement are the same. Under the 
agreement the rates of each tax are 
therefore as follows: 

Percent 
1950 to 1953, inclusive ----------------- 11/2 
1954 to 1959, inclusive------------------ 2 
1960 to 1964. inclusive ----------------- 2'/2 
1965 to 1969, inclusive--------------- 3 
1970 and subsequent calendar years-- 31A4 

Under the House bill, the Senate 
amendment, and the conference agree-
ment, the rates of tax on self-employ-
ment income are 1½/times the rates of 
the employees tax under the Federal In-
surance Contributions Act. 

The rates of tax on the self-employed 
for the respective taxable years under 
the conference agreement are therefore 
as follows: 
For taxable years- Percent 

Beginning after Dec. 31, 1950. and 
before Jan. 1, 1954------------- 21/4 

Beginning after Dec. 31, 1953, and 
before Jan. 1. 1960---------------- 3 

Beginning after Dec. 31, 1959, and 
before Jan. 1, 1965-------------- 3% 

Beginning after Dec. 31, 1964, and 
before Jan. 1, 1970 -------------- 41/ 

Beginning after Dec. 31, 1969---- 47 
PUBLIC ASSISTANCE 

Permanently and totally disabled: The 
House bill established a new category-
the needy permanently and totally dis-
abled individual, for Federal grants-in-
aid under the public-assistance program, 
The Senate amendment made no provi-
sion for Federal funds to this group, but 

the Senate receded and concurred in this 
provision. The Republican minority
urged the extension of Federal participa-
tion in payments made by the States to 
permanently and totally disabled needy 
persons, thereby attempting to meet the 
problem of disability at local levels 
rather than through a vast bureaucracy 
o diinlFdrlepoesi 
ofaddintional Feealeplyesi
Wsigo.TeSnt

Matching formula: Under existing law 
the Federal share is three-fourths of the 
first $20 of the State's average monthly 
payment plus one-half of the remainder 
within individual maximums of $50. 
The conference agreement continues ex-
isting law as did the Senate bill. 

With respect to old-age assistance and 
aid to the blind the House bill provided 
for Federal participation to the extent of 

four-fifths of the first $25 of the State's 
average monthly payment per recipient, 
plus one-half of the next $10 of the aver-
age, plus one-third of the remainder of 
the average within the individual maxi-
Mums of $50. The formula adopted by 
the House version was objectionable be-
cause:Puro 

(a) It reduced the incentive of the 
States to provide adequate payments for 

aged, the blind, dependent children, 
and the permanently and totally dis-
abled, and discriminated against States 
which are doing their part in favor of 
States which are not meeting their full 
responsibility;blnadidtthpem 

(b) It deviated from the principle of 
public assistance; 

(c) It encouraged the use of this pro-
gram for Political Purposes; and 

(d) It lent further Impetus to the 
shifting of a basic State responsibility to 
that of the Federal Government, 

Aid to the blind: The House bill pro
vided that a State may disregard such 
amount of earned income up to $50 per 
month as the State vocational rehabilita
tion agency for the blind certifies will 
encourage and assist the blind to pre
pare for or engage in remunerative em
ployment. It also provided that the 
State must take into consideration the 
special expenses arising from blindness 
and must disregard income or resources 
not predictable or actually available. 
The Senate amendmcnt provided that 
prior to July 1, 1952, a State might disre
gard earned income up to $50 per month 
In the discretion of each State. After 
July 1, 1952, the State would be required 
to disregard earned income up to $50 per 
month. The conference agreement fol1
lows the Senate amendment. 

The House bill provided that any State 
which did not have an approved plan 
for aid to the blind on January 1, 1949, 
could have its plan approved even 
though it did not meet the requirements
of clause (a) of section 1002 of the So
cilSurtAtreangothcnsd
eratio ofurtincmrelatnd reourhcnsinde
terationofingneed.I wasdrspureifiedeo
everithat thed Federalspartcipation
would be limited to payments made to 
individuals all of whose income and re
sources had been taken into considera
tion. Under the House bill these pro
visions would have been effective for the 
period beginning October 1, 1949, and 
ending June 30, 1953. Under the Sen

ate amendment they would have been 
permanent. The conference agreement
provides that they shall be effective for 
the period beginning October 1, 1950, 
and ending June 30, 1955. 

The- House bill provided that in de
termining blindness there must be an 
examination by a physician skilled in 

iesso h y rb notmtit 
dSenase ftheaeydeorbant optomiedtrist. 

mnmn rvddta 
in determining blindness there must be 
an examination by a Physician skilled 
in diseases of the eye. It further pro
vided that the services of an optometrist 
witin the scope of the practice of optom
etry, as prescribed by the laws of the 
State, shall be made available to recip
ients of aid to the blind as well as to 
recipients of any grant-in-aid program 
for improvement or *conservation of vis-

Ion. The conference agreements follows 
the House provision with an amendment 
providing that after June 30, 1952, an 
applicant for aid to the blind may select 
either a physician skilled in diseases of 
the eye or an optometrist to make the 
examination. 

icanthVrgnIlds 
The House bill provided that all cate
gories of public assistance be extended 
to Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. 
The Federal share of expenditures 
would be limited to 50 percent. The 
Maximums on individual payments w~th 
respect to old-age assistance, aid to the 

etyad 
totally disabled would be $30 per month. 
For aid to dependent children the maxi
mums would be $18 with respect to the 
first child and $12 with respect to each 
of the other dependent children in the 
same home. The Senate amendment 
contained no such provision. The con
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ference agreement follows the House bill, 
but limits the total amount authorized 
to be certified by the Federal Security 
Agency Administrator in all four cate-
gories with respect to any fiscal year to 
$4,225,000 for Puerto Rico and $160,000 
for the Virgin Islands. 

Maternal and child health: The Sen-
ate amendment provided for increasing 
the authorization for annual appropria-
tions for maternal and child health from 
$11,000,000 to $20,000,000 with the $35,-
000 uniform allotment to each State in-
creased to $60,000. The House bill con-
tained no such provision. Thie confer-
ence agreement provides for the fiscal 
year beginning July 1, 1950, an authori-
zation of $15,000,000 and for each fiscal 
year thereafter $16,500,000, and in each 
case the uniform allotment to each 
State is to be $60,000. 

Crippled children: The Senate amend-
ment provided for an increase in the 
amount authorized to be appropriated 
annually with respect to crippled chil-
dren to $15,000,000 with the annual uni-
form allotment to each State to be in-
creased to $r0,000. The House bill con-
tamned no such provision. The confer-
ence agreement provides for the fiscal 
year beginning July 1, 1950, for an au-
thorization of $12,000,000 and for each 
year thereafter $15,000,000. In each 
case the uniform allotment is to be $60,-
c00. 

Child-welfare services: The House bill 
provided for an authorization for an-
nual appropriation for child-welfare 

of $7,000,000 with the $20,000 
uniform allotment to each State in-
creased to $40,000. A specific provision 
was made authorizing expenditures for 
returning any run-away child under age 
16 from one State tc his own commu-
nity in another State if such return is in 
the interest of the child and the cost 

cantohrieb e.The Senate 
amendment provided for increasing the 
,amount authorized to be appropriated 
annually to $12,000,000, with the allot-
ments to the States to be on the basis 
of rural population under the age of 18. 
it also provided that, in developing the 
various services under the State plans, 
the states would be free, but not corn-
pelled, to utilize the facilities and expe-
rience of voluntary agencies for the care 
of children in accordance with State and 
community programs and arrangements. 
The Senate amendment retained the in-
creased $40,000 allotment and the provi-
sion relating to run-away children that 

-services 

were in the House bill. The conference 
agreement follows the Senate amend-
ment, except that the amount author-
ized to be appropriated annually is $10,-
000,000. 

The conference report should be 
adopted Without any further delay, and 
at the same time an immediate study 
should be undertaken in order to fur-
nish the Congress with information on 
which to overhaul the entire system, put 
it on a pay-as-you-go basis, and make 
adequate provisions for the millions Of 

ouragdeole howil eve gt ny 
benefit from the present system. No 
amount of patchwork can ever correct 
the basic flaws of the present system 
with its fake trust fund, its arbitrary 

eligibility requirements, and its denial of 
any benefits to millions of our aged peo-
ple.

TIhe SPEAKER. The time of the gen-
tleman from New York [Mr. REED] has 
expired, 

Mr. DOUGHTON. Mr. Speaker, I 
yield 8 minutes to the gentleman from 
Georgia [Mr. CAMP]. 

Mr. CAMP. Mr. Speaker, I wish to 
plead very sincerely with this House to 
adopt this conference report, and to 
save the work of our committee for about 
8 months; and th(c work so ably done on 
the other side, covering a period of some 
5 months, 

The Ways and Means Committee be-
gan its consideration of this bill in 
February of last year, and worked on it 
daily until October of last year. If I may 
be excused from passing a compliment 
on my own committee, I think it is one 
of the best jobs we have done in years. 

Under this bill- the social-security sys-
tem is made of real value to the people 
of this country. It adds more than 10,-
000,000 workers to the Social Security 
System, and it raises the benefits to be 
drawn by those workers upon retirement 
771/2 percent on the average for those 
who are now under the System. And 
the benefits for those who retire in the 
future will be doubled. It fixes maxi-
mum benefits to be drawn by a totally in-
sured person at $80, and if an insured 
worker dies leaving a widow and.-several 
dependents, the maximum total is $150 
a month. 

The people of this country are welcom-
ing this new law and looking forward to 
it, and everything is made possible for, 
them to draw these increased payments, 
effective beginning September 1. 

This conference report is signed by 
every member of the conference except 
one. The hitch in this matter occurs 
over what is known as the Knowland 
amendment. Mr. Speaker, it has been 
magnified, in my humble opinion, more 
than from a mole hill to a mountain. 
Title III of the Social Security Act, which 
deals with unemployment insurance, has 
been in effect about 15 years. For 14 
years it was administered by the Social 
Security Board. Never have we had any 
trouble like this until, under the Reor-
ganization Act, its administration was 
transferred to the Department of Labor, 
Then these difficulties arose which re-
suited in the introduction of the Know-
land amendment in the other body. 
Frankly, if you will study this matter just 
for a moment, you will see that the 
Knowland amendment is not the bear 
that they say it is. Under the original 
law, in order for title III to become ef-
fective, it became necessary for each 
State to pass an enabling statute. Those 
statutes had to come up to certain Fed-
eral standards set up in the act. Of 
course, every State law is practically the 
same as the other. There are certain 
minor differences in many, but the gen-
eral principles are the same. The Know-
land amendment provides that, where a 
State statute has already been accepted 
by the Federal Administrator as being 
in conformity with the standard laid 
down in the law, before they can declare 
that State out of compliance, by reason 

of some action of the State administra
tor in the future, the interpretation of 
State law must be reviewed by the high
est court of that State to which the is
sue can be appealed. If you are a lawyer, 
or even if you are not a lawyer, you know 
that the place to review a State law is in 
the appellate court of that State. It is 
not a question of State rights versus 
Federal rights. The constitution of every 
State in this Union provides that its own 
laws shall be interpreted by its own 
courts. 

My colleague has said that it might 
postpone the receipt by some worker of 
his benefits as much as 3 or 4 years. It 
does not take that long to get a case 
through a State court, and even if it did, 
the right of that State court to interpret 
its own law seems to me to be paramount. 

Now, let us go a little further. Our 
committee did not expect title III to be 
considered under this bill. We made no 
change in the law regarding unemploy
ment insurance. This amendment was 
added in the other body. We have al
ready set up a subcommittee to go thor
oughly into unemployment Insurance 
and to recommend to the full committee 
any change that -nay be necessary to 
effect easy and reasonable interpreta
tion of the law. That subcommittee is to 
begin work immediately. 

The Knowland amendment is only 
stop-gap legislation. If we have gone 
15 years without any trouble in the 
administration of this law we can cer
tainly go on another year until the 
thing can be reviewed. To my mind it 
wou~d be a great pity to kill the work of 
the Committee on Ways and Means over 
a period of 8 months and almost that 
much time for the Senate Finance Coin
mittee, all because of one amendment 
which was put on in the other body. If 
I may say so, I should like to tell you 
that, in my opinion, we shall never get 
ths thikngdtrogintheuctonfeeneIfi 
goes bahude antructions. in 

My colleague said thtwdinoi
sist. We worked 2 weeks in conference 
on this bill, and two solid days of our 
time were devoted to trying to reach 
some sort of agreement on this Know-
land amendment. I regret exceedingly 
that we could not get it done, but we 
failed to do it. The managers for the 
other body are adamant; they are not 
going to change. 

As to the provision for total and per
manent disability, that was my special 
hobby, and I tried the hardest I have 
ever tried on anything to get the other 
side to accept a total disability insur
ance provision in this law. I have given 
in on it, because I failed to get them to 
agree to it. With as many changes as 
were made by the other body, more 
than 200 in all, we had to give a little 
hr n aealtl hr nodrt 
hvergetan takete at altlether In oredewto 
teve gemesnt togte atal;end isrpletadcit 
teMm rsntosndhirprtbc 
to conference, but to adopt the confer
ence report. Let us send out these 
checks on October 1 to these people who 
nedte obdYalovrk this lpand. 

Mr. REED of New Yr.M.Sekr 
I yield 611 minutes to the gentleman 
from Ohio [Mr. JENKINS]. 
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(Mr. JENKINS asked and was given

permission to revise and extend his re-
marks and include therein certain 
tables.) 

Mr. JENKINS. Mr. Speaker, I was a 
member of the Committee on Ways and 
Means in 1935 when we prepared and 
the Congress passed the first social 
security legislation. I said then and I 
say now that social-security legislation
is of inore personal interest to more 
people than any other legislation that 
Congress can pass except, legislation 
necessary to a declaration of war. 
Thirty-five million people, not including
wives and children in the family, 35,-
000,000 workers are interested in social-
security payments and they make social-
security contributions. Under this bill 
we add 10,0013,000 more, 

I am sorry that every time we have a 
social security bill under consideration 
we are always in a hurry. When we 
considered this bill last October, you will 
remember, when we were meeting over 
in the Ways and Means Committee room 
we did not have half a chance to con-
sider it; it came cut under a gag rule 
and we could not offer any amendment. 
You know, I think this bill being a 
people's bill is one about which every
Congressman knows something and 
every Congressman ought to have a 
chance to offer amendments if he wishes 
to do so. 

We bring the conference report to you
today, the work, as I said, of 8 months 
and the work of the conferees of 2 or 
3 weeks. We bring it to you here under 
such conditions that you will not have 
a chance to express yourself. Un-
fortunately, all the time is taken up
by members of the conference corn-
mittee, and rightly so. It would be well 
if we could have more time for these 
things, but we have not. Let me just
summarize, like my good friend the 
gentleman from Georgia [Mr. CAMP] 
who preceded me did, just kind of In an 
off-hand manner, some of the changes
in this legislation, 

When you go home the old-age pen-
sioniers will ask: "How about the old-age
pensions; did you increase them?' You 
will have to say "No." You will have 
to say that you did not but that you
added a new provision in the law that 
will benefit them indirectly. The same 
formula was approved but we did some-
thing else that will eventually help them 
a great deal. We put a new provision 
in the insurance sections that will help a 
lot the old people, who are moving up
into the 65-year group. I cannot ex-
plain what it is now for it is very corn-
plicated; we have not time. If we had 
more time, we could go into these im-
portant changes. Let me make this 
plain. In the matter of the blind pen-
sions the formula for that plan is 

no hne xetti.They are Per-
mitted to earn up to $50 a month with-
out having any deductions made, 

A new class has been added in this 
bill we have not the time to discuss 
extensively. But we did discuss this 
for hours and days and days prior to this 
time. If you have not read this bill you 
may not know that we have added bhis 
new class, the totally disabled. A Per-

son who Is totally disabled and in need 
of help is in the same class and in the 
same group as a blind person and the 
old-age pensioner. That is one change
in the bill which recommends it very
highly. I have always been in favor of 
taking care of the totally disabled per-
son who is hi need. That is what this 
will do. I refer to paralytics and people
like that who have no chance or hope
physically to put themselves in competi-
tion with the average man and woman, 

Mr. Speaker, this bill provides a great 
many advantages to those who carry 
social security insurance, under what we 
call the insurance features of the Social 
Security Act. It provides higher pay-
ments, it provides more felicity in the 
relationships and more facility in the 
administration. There are a great many 
improvements in it that are worth while. 
For the present there is to be no increase 
in the rates; however, that time for in-
crease will soon come.. You know, YOU 
cannot pay out money indefinitely with-
out having some income. Sometime 
somebody must supply the money Out Of 
which to pay this money. This will come 
a little later. 

There is another brand new feature in 
this bill, a feature that was never in it 
before, nothing like it. The bill pro-
vides compulsory insurance for the self
employed. Any person who ii; self-em-
ployed or employing other people, for in- 
stance, who earns more than a net of 
$400 a year will be required to come un-
der the provisions of this law except
those who are professionals, the doctors, 
engineers, lawyers and the like, who are 
excluded. Every garage man, every bar-
ber, everyone in the country except
farmers who employ people will have to 
come under this new provision. Many
of them want it; many of them do not 
want it. Anyway, after we pass this bill 
today that will be the law, if the Presi-
dent signs it. 

Mr. Speaker, I dare say you have 
been receiving more complaints from the 
teachers, the firemen, and the policemen 
than any other group. I was not alto-
gether satisfied with the bill we passed
in the House and I vigorously opposed
that particular provision, the provision
that would permit these groups to come 
in if they voted themselves in. In other 
words, it opened the door to them. This 
bill, I am glad to say, provides that the 
teachers, the policemen, and all of these 
groups that carry their own insurance in 
the form of what they call a retirement 
fund are not now included. You can tell 
them they are out and there 1s no provi-
sion by which they can come in. They
have been put out and as far as I am 
concerned I hope they will be permitted 
to stay out. 

I could go on further and talk about a 
great many other things. There was one 
that was of particular interest to me 
and I refer to what we call the Gearhart 
amendment. You are not familiar with 
that amendment by that description, but 
It was a very important amendment that 
was passed and put in the bill the last 
time we amended it. 

What did the Gearhart amendment 
do? It defined the term "employees."
You lawyers know that is a very difficult 

thing to do. The House bill suggested 
a number of changes which I did not ap
prove. I am glad to say that the bill 
presently under consideration is more 
acceptable than the House bill. 

Mr. Speaker, the conference report on 
H. R. 6000 should be adopted. It repre
sents a fair compromise between the 
House bill and the Senate amendments 
and most certainly no further delay in 
providing increased benefits and in-' 
creased coverage as recommended by the 
Republicans should be countenanced. 

The conference agreement is not per
fect in every respect, of course, and un
fortunately there are still many inequi
ties and injustices under the system
which have not been, and never can be. 
remedied by this legislation. But by and 
large the good far outweighs the bad, 
and it is particularly gratifying tc not-e 
that most of the Republican minority's
recommendations for improving the 
House bill have been recognized and 
adopted. 

I shall proceed to discuss the bill more 
extensively and shall no doubt repeat 
some of the statements that I have al
ready made. 

You will recall that H-. R. 6000 was 
brought to the floor under a closed rule. 
Every Republican member of the Ways
and Means Committee vigorously op
posed this high-handed procedure 
whereby no amendments could be offered 
or considered on the floor of the House 
by any of the Members although there 
were many major social policies involved 
which should have been considered on 
their individual merits. In effect we 
were compelled to take it or leave it. 
The Republican minority felt that we 
should at least have had an opportunity 
to offer our specific recommendations for 
improving the bill and to allow the Mem
bers of this House to individually decide 
whether some or all of our recommenda
tions should have been incorporated in 
the bill. But no opportunity to perfect
this legislation was provided, and as a 
result the House was forced into the 
position of having to accept the entire 
bill without amendments or vote against
it. This was indeed a mockery of the 
legislative process, particularly in view 
of the fact that the House bill was pre
pared in secret session and the public 
never had an opportunity to know the 
decisions reached by the committee until 
only a day or so before the legislation 
was brought hurriedly to the floor under 
a "gag" rule in the last days of the ses
sion. - Many times during the prepara
tion of the bill in the committee one or 
more of the Democratic members would 
'vote with us Republicans against some 
of the "must" Provisions sent up by the 
New Deal administration. But today 
most Republicans can join in supporting
the conference report bcuew e 
publicans have as a party always sup
ported and favored social security. 
was a member of the Ways and Means 
Committee when the first social-security 
bill was prepared in 1936. And without 
boasting, I think it is generally conceded 
that I am the author of title 10 of the 
social-security law. This is the title 
that provides for pensions for the blind. 
The original social-security bill whicha 

I 
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was Prepared by the Roosevelt commit-
tee did not contain any provision for 
blind pensions.- It was only after a hard 
battle in the House and Senate that title 
10 was added. 

One of the most unfortunate provi-
sions of the House version of H. R. 6000 
was that it permitted employees of State 
and local governments already covered 
by tuheir own State retirement systems 
to be included under the old- age and 
survivors insurance program. The Re-
publican minority fought long and hard 
against this provision, and we specifically 
recommended the direct exclusion of all 
teachers, firemen, and policemen and 
other groups who are already covered 
under their own retirement and pension 
systems. The teachers, policemen, and 
firemen, and th3 State and county em-
ployees in Ohio were violently opposed 

try, and it would have produced endless 
costly litigation. Inasmuch as self-
employed persons were covered under 
both the House and Senate bills, the sole 
purpose for clearly defining "employee" 
was a tax purpose and the Republican 
minority felt that such determination 
was the proper responsibility of the 
Congress. The conference agreement 
adopts the Senate amendment eliminat-
ing paragraph (4) from the House defi-
nition to which we were opposed; it 
eliminates the provision in the House 
bill designed to change the effect of the 
Supreme Court holding in the case of 
Bartels v. Birmingham (332 U. S. 126 
(1947) ); and it reaffirms the principle 
that the common-law rule will be used 
in determining the employer-employee 
relationship. Provisions in both the 
House bill and the Senate amendment 

with the committee in executive session 
recommended it. 

Under the Senate amendment and the 
conference ag-reement the benefit for
mula is 50 percent of the first $100 of 
the average monthly wage and 15 per
cent of the next $200. This increase 
in the benefit formula together with the 
"new start" provision will increase the 
amount of benefits substantially as the 
Republicans have recommended. The 
following are some examples of the cal
culations of benefits under the House bill 
and the Senate amendment adopted by 
the conference agreement: 
ILLUSTRATIONS OF CXLcULATIONS OF OLD-AGE 

BENEFITS UNDER HOUSE BILL AND CONFER

ENCE REPORT 

A. man employed for 40 years out of pos
sible 40 years: 

1. Monthly wage of $150 while working:
(a) Rouse bill-Average wage, $150; basic 

beiifefit, 50 percent of $100 plus 10 percent
of $50, or $55; increment amount, 40 times 
one-half percent times $55, or $11; continua
tion factor, 40/40. or 1; benefit, one times 
$55 plus $11, or $66. 

(b) Conference report-Average wage. %150 

timepls40/40errc$150;beflefi. 50 pecent0 o 
$10 plush15 paern of $50, oril$67.50. : 

(a) House bill-Average wage. $300; basic 
benefit, 50 percent of $100 plus 10 percent 
of $200, or $70; increment amount, 40 times 
one-half percent times $70, or $14; continu
ation factor. 40/40. or 1; benefit, one times 
$70 plus $14, or $84. 

(b) Conference report-Average wage, $300
ttimes 40/40, or $300; benefit, 50 percent of 

$100 plus 15 percent of $200, or $80. 
B. Man employed for 20 years out Of pOS

sible 40 years: 
1. Monthly wage of $150 while working: 
(a) House bill-Average wage, $150; basic 

benefit, 50 percent of $100 plus 10 percent
of $50, or $55; increment amount, 20 times 
one-half percent times $55, or $5.50; coo
tinuation factor, 20/40, or one-half; benefit, 
one-half times $55 plus $5.50, or $33. 

(lb) conference report-Average wage, $150 
times 20/40, or $75; benefit, 50 percent of 
$75,.cr $37.50.2. Monthly wage of $300 while working:

(a) House bill-Average wage. $300; basic 
benefit, 50 percent of $100 plus 10 percent 
of $200, or $70; increment amount, 20 times 
one-half percent times $70, or $7; continua
tion factor, 20/40, or one-half; benefit, one-
half times $70 plus $7, or $42. 

(b) Conference report-average wage, $300
times 20/40. or $150; benefit, 50 percent of 
$100 plus 15 percent of $50. or $57.50. 

C. Man employed for 10 years out of pos
sible 40 years:

1. Monthly wage of $150 while working: 
(a) House bill-Average wage, $150; bas~c 

addd i~diiduls n crtan seciiedto bingtakn udertheFedralsys
terneand Itadkon manyeh occeasin sup- occupationalgroups who aretano npecifesd 

tem nd ha ccuatinalroup wh ar no nees-ocasios onmansp-
ported their views. The Republicans
argued that it would be a serious mistake 
to take any action which might jeop-
ardize these existing systems to which 
contributions have been made over long

prosof time. We pointed out that 
the retirement system of these groups 
are specifically designed to more nearly 
meet their needs than the broad social-
security program, and not only are their 
retirement benefits greater, but they can 
be more easily adjusted to their chang-

loalandStteingneds hrughth 

sarily employees under the usual com-
mon-law rules. The conference agree-
ment adopted the Senate amendment 
eliminating entirely the House addi-
tions with respect to driver-lessees of 
taxicabs, contract loggers, mine lessees, 
and house-to-house salesmen. The re- 
sult of the conference agreement is a 
carefully defined defihition and is a vast 
improvement over the House bill. It is 
in accordance with the Republican posi-
tion that extension of the defiiio e 

ad bycogresinalacioniand not 
ing eed anthoughthelocl adeby cngrssinal ctin ad nStte 

action. The Senate version followed the 
Republican recommendations by exclud-
ing all employees of State and local 
government and the conference agree-
ment adopts the Senate amendment, and 
also the SenaIte amendment providing 
for the establishment of the separate 
coverage group of employees engaged in 
the performance of proprietary func-
tions. We on the Republican side are 
proud of our fight to protect the teachers, 
firemen, policemen, and other groups 

by arbitrary determination of the execu-
tive departments under a vague test in-
volving the juggling of seven factors as 
provided for in paragraph (4) of the 
House definition. 

The Republican minority protested 
against the use of the so-called incre-
ment in determining the amount of a 
person's benefit and this feature of the 
House bill has been eliminated. In gen-
eral the conference -agreement follows 
the Senate amendment for computingbneftstheeby otnlyeliinaingthe
bneftstheeby ot nlyeliinaingthe
one-half percent increment but also the 
complicated "continuation factor" which 
the House bill established for the first 
time. The Republican minority pointed 
out that the increment by which the 
benefit amount a person receives is in-
creased by one-half percent for each 
year in covered employment was objec-
tionable because: 

(a) It discriminated against older per-
sons first entering the system with only 

fromlosng hei reireent ystms s
fromlosng hei reireent ystms s 

advocated by the Democratic majority 
in the House bill. The following is the 
language of the bill as it is recommended 
for passage: 

EXCLUSION OE POSrrIONS COVERED BY 
RETIREMENT SYSTEMS 

(d) No agreement with any State may be 
made applicable (either in the original agree-
ment or by any modification thereof) to any 
service performed by employees as members 
Df any coverage group In positions covered 
by a retirement system on the date suchbeei,5prcnof$0pls1pret 
agreement is made applicable to such cover- a few years to retirement;befi,5prcnof$0pls1pret

It discriminated of $50, or $55; increment amount, 10 times(b) against workers 
aegroup. 

aewho do not have continuous employ-
Another provision in the House.bill ment; 

which the Republican minority vigor- (c) It in effect postponed payment of 
ousloppsedand which has been elimi- the full rate of benefits for many years; 

nated in the conference agreement in (d) It committed future generations to 
accordance with modifications of~the higher benefits than the Congress was 
Senate amendment was the definition of willing to pay today; and 

continebil,intheHouee) t icresed he ostof he ys-

one-half percent times $70, or $2.75; continu
ation factor, 10/40. or one-fourth; benefit. 
oefut ie 5 ls$.5 r$65. 
ne-foufrthnties $55plus-A$2.75, orge$1.50. 

tieb1040 report-Averagepwaget$15confrence50 
$37.50, or $18.75.' 

2. Monthly wage of $300 while working: 
(a) House bill-Average wage, $300; basic 

benefit, 50 percent of $100 plus 10 percent
of $200, or $70; increment amount, 10 times 
one-half percent times $70, or $3.50; Con. 
tinuation factor, 10/40. or one-fourth; bene. 
fit, one-fourth times $70 plus $3.50, or $21). 

(b) Conference report-Average wage, $300 
times 10/40. or $75; benefit, 80 percent of 
$75, or $87.50. 

The Republican minority have con
sistently urged that every effort be made 

'$25 minimum applicrble. 

"employee" cotie nteHuebl. 
Our principal objection to the definition 
in the House bill was that it left the de-
termination of social security tax lia-
bility to the wide-open discretion of the 
Treasury Department and the Federal 
Security Agency. The adoption of the 
House definition, against which there 
was overwhelming testimony by the 
public, would -have been a severe blow 
to small businesses throughout the coun-

()I nrae h oto h y-
tem on an average of approximately $1,-
000,000,000 a year. 

No justification was advanced for im-
posing this additional cost on future gen-
erations nor was the increment neces-
sary in order to relate benefits to the 
continuity of the worker's coverage and 
contributions to the system as well as 
to' the amount of his earnings. But the 
social-security representatives who sat 
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to strengthen the insurance system so 
that the public-assistance programs may
be lightened and the proper relationship
between the two systems established. 
By adopting the Senate amendment for 
liberalizing the eligibility requirements
the conference report represents a major 
step in that direction. Under the pro-
visions of the H-ouse bill it would take 
newly covered workers 5 years to be-
come fully insured. But the conference 
agreement requires only the same quali-
fying period for an older worker now as 
was required for an older worker when 
the system first began. As the result of 
the new start provided for in the con-
ference agreement any person aged 62 
or over on the effective date of the bill 
would be fully insured for benefits at 
age 65 if he had at least six quarters Of 
coverage acquired at any time. As a 
result of the adoption of this Senate 
amendment, approximately 700,000 ad-
ditional persons will be paid benefits in 
the first year of operation thus reducing
the need for public-assistance expendi-
tures by the States. Moreover, thou-
sands of persons who had previously not 
qualified will become entitled to bene-
fits, inasmuch as the necessary quarters
of coverage can have been obtained at 
any time since the beginning of the 
program, etr 

Anotherfetr of the conference 
agreement which is particularly corn-
mendable is the reduction in the amount 
of wages which a worker must receive in 
a calendar quarter in order to qualify
from $100 to $50. The existing law is 
$50 in wages in a calendar quarter but 
the House bill raised this amount to sioo. 
It will again be recalled that the Repub-
lican minority pointed out that as a re-
sult of the $100 requirement the exten-
sion to the system to Puerto Rico and the 
Virgin Islands would be unsound. The 
result would have been that thousands 
of persons in Puerto Rico and the Virgin 
Islands would not have been eligible for 
benefits. Our position was substanti-
ated in the report made by a subcommit. 
tee of the Ways and Means Committee 
which went to Puerto Rico and the Vir-
gin Islands following the passage of 
H. R. 6000 in the House for the purpose
of evaluating the extension of the social-
security system to these two possessions.

As w hasueomit- ou,th pontesbcomitou,As tew ha ponte
tee found that unless the amount of 
wages required was reduced, the exten-
sion of the system to Puerto Rico and 
the Virgin Islands would have had unfor-
tunate results. The conference report
remedies this defect, 

vision, the conference agreement fol- of Labor can charge the State with im
lowed the House bill on this point, properly denying benefits; and, third, it 

There are many serious and basic ob- gives the individual States a 90-day pe
jections to the establishment of perma- riod to get in conformity after the See
nent and total disability payments as 
provided for in the House bill and no in-
formation was presented to the commit-
tee during its public hearings on this 
question except the vague recommenda-
tions of the Federal Security Agency
whc lorcmedda program of 
temporary disability and an over-all wel-
fare prograrm costing approximately
$21,000,000,000. A payroll tax of 15 per-
cent was indicated as the approximate 
cost of these programs. In my opinion
the extension of the insurance system to 
cover benefits for permanently and to-
tally disabled persons should not be 
adopted on a hit-or-miss basis as in the 
House bill, and the additional estimated 
cost of at least $700,000,030 a year should 
not be undertaken without careful regard 
to the objectives to be obtained. The 
conference agreement adopting the Sen-
ate amendment eliminating this program 
was a commendable decision, 

UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION 

In order to be approved and certified 
by the Secretary of Labor a State Un-
employment Compensation law must 
contain certain prcvisions set out in the 
Federal act. If the State law is changed 
so as not to contain 'these provisions, or 
if it fails to substantially comply with 
these provisions in the administration 
of its law, the Secretary of Labor has 
the powe-cis to withhold certification of 
the State law for that year. If the See-
retary of Labor makes a finding either 
that the State has changed its law so 
that it no longer contains the required
provisions or has with respect to such 
taxable year failed to comply substan-
tially with any such provision, Federal 
grants to the State to cover the admin-
istrative cost and the 90-percent taxcredt wiltewitheld.ofcei ilb ihed If this occurs, 
as it almost did for the State of Cali-
fornia and Washington last year, it 
means that the taxpayers of that State 
lose their 90-percent credit against the 
3-percent Federal unemployment corn-
Pensation tax and that the State will re-
ceive no Federal funds to cover the ad-
ministrative cost of operating their un-
empoymet cmpesaton awagainstmplymet cmpesaton aw.that 

The amendment in the Senate bill 
adopted by the conferee agreement is 
designed to restrict the Secretary of 
Labor from arbitrarily and without jus-
tiflcation withholding certification until 
the State judiciary has at least had an 

retary of Labor has held the State out 
of compliance or conformity. This 
amendment confirms the rights of the 
individual States to follow their own 
orderly review procedures and any argu
ment that individual hardship may re
slrmdlys occasioned in following
established judicial review Procedure is 
untenable. Every State law has provi
sions for judicial review and there is no 
more validity to the argument of delay
in this case than there is when any
claimant, whether his claim be for un
employment compensation, workman's 
compensation, old-age and survivors in
surance, follows the established Sta'te 
review procedure. In the California and 
Washington cases the Secretary of L;abor 
attempted to destroy the State judicial
review process in unemployment comn
pensation cases and substitute for it his 
own judgment, or the judgment of one of 
his assistants, as to whether cr not an 
individual was entitled to unemploy
mn opnainbnft ne tt 
mn opnainbnfc ne tt 
law. The Secretary of Labor can al
ways withhold certification on the 
grounds that the State has failed "to 
substantially comply" and all that the 
ceanntue amesimpen adminis traytativ hene 
canntdecsion whichl hadminostraeven benen 
ftdcso hc a o vnbe 
apae o eiwdb h tt ~ 
ministrator or State courts, as alaw. Ifor failing to certify, the State basis 
thikeryMmrofteHuesul

ikeeyMme fteIluesol

har the position of the executive comn

mittee of the Conference of State Em

ployment Security Agencies on this

amendment. Their statement is ats

follows:


A State unemployment-compensation law

to be approved and certified by the Secretary
Labor must contain certain provisions setout In the Federal act (1603 (a) ). If in any

later year the State law is changed so as not

to contain these provisions or the State fails

to substantially comply with these provisions

In its administration, the Secretary will not

approve and certify the law for that year

(1603 (c)).


Such failure to certify means that the em

plyrofteSaeredndalceis


the Federal unemplioyment tax, andthe State agency Is denied Federal ad
ministrative grants for administration of the

State law.


in the light of the foregoing provisions the 
State group submits that it is the Intent of 
the Congress that the State statute must 
contain federally required language and 
State administration must substantially
cow.Ply With this required language in its

cregltos nepeainaddcsos

retc. Thus a State is given some latitude 
and discretion is being required to only sub
stantially comply. It was not intended that 
the State be compelled to follow the Secre
tary of Labor's interpretation of federally

provisions in every instance. 
the California anid Washington con

formity cases of December 1949 the Secretary
ated contrary to the above interpretation
aand Incidentally contrary to the practice of 
Federal administrative officials through 13 
years of Federal-State relations. The Secre
tary disagreed with administrative benefit 
rulings which rulings denied benefits to cermembers of the union engaged In the 
Pacific water-front strike of 1948. The Sec. 
retary ruled that these decisions changed 

Onef te mjorcontovesiaisues oppotunty o pss n it ow Stte aw. 
maorssus onOne f te ontrverialoportnit to asson is Sttewas the provision in the House bill es- The Senate amendment does not deprive

tablishisig a vast new program of paying the Secretary of Labor, as erroneously
benefits to permanently and totally dis- alleged by the Department of Labor, of 
abled persons. The Republican mi- any power he now has but it merely post-
nority argued that before launching into pones its exercise until the judicial re-
this new Program on which there was view Process of the Stata has had anl no sudyora nalsismad, ppotuntyoppr-

nalsismad, 
o fncton.required 

no sudyora oppr- ppotunty o fncton.intunity should first be given to meet the The Senate amendment adopted by
problem at local levels through the pub- the conference agreement does just
lie assistance programs. The Repub- three simple things: First, it clarifies
lican minority recommended therefore congressional intent as to the meaning
that the Federal Government share in of the phrase "'has changed its law'so
the assistance payments made by the that it no longer contains the provision";-

to nedypermnenlyscond a laimnt ustnd ttaly itreqiresthaStates tnedPemnnlantoal seoditrqiethtacamnmu;tain
disabled persons and although the Sen- exhaust the remedies afforded him un-
ate amendment contained no such pro- der the State law before the Secretary 
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the State laws so they no longer contained 
the required provisions.

The State group submits that the appli-
cation of the State laws in these instances 
was properly a matter of compliance an dd 
not properly raise the question of whether 
the State law had been changed. The Sec-
_-etary of Labor takes the position that a 
single benefit determination or single admin-
istrative interpretation can remove a re-
quired provision from a State law-thus put-

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE 
As In the case of the insurance provi-

sisofHR.60thcofrneare 
sos fH .60 h ofrneare 
ment represents a commendable adjust-
ment between the House bill and the 
Senate amendments. The Senate version 
did not change the present matching 
formula under the public assistance pro-
grams because the philosophy of the 
Seaeaedetistrnkthin 

this manner he is completely circumventing 
a provision that a State need only substan-
tially comply with the required provisions. 
If the Secretary is correct, then it is clear 
that the provision that the State can be 
decertifled only if It falls to substantially 
comply is pure surplusage. 

The State group does not believe that an 
administrative decision or interpretation 
can remove from the State law the provisions
enacted by Its legislature-nor can a State 
court through Its decisions. However, the 
State rgencies and courts can fall to com-
ply with the Federal-required provisions as 
interpreted by the Secretary, 

The State group does not believe, how-
ever, that the Secretary should be able to 
raise a compliance issue with a State unless 
and until the parties adversely affected by 
administrative action have pursued their 
judicial ren~edles as provided in the law of 
that State. if a party thinks that the ad-
ministrator Is wrong in his application of 
the State law, it is the function of a State 
court to first determine the issue. Only the 
high court of the State has the power to 
determine the meaning of the State law and 
whether the administrator is complying 
with it. 

In furtherance of the State's position 
is the Federal-requirement section (303 (a) 
(3) ) that a State must afford a fair hearing 
to contestant In accordance with this re-
quirement, States must provide administra-
tive hearings to contestants and further 
p ovide a review to their courts. 

The State group strongly feels that the 
action of the Secretary of Labor in the Call-
fornia and Washington cases was improper 
in his findings that (a) benefit decisions 
changed the law of the State so that they 
no longer contained the required provisions 
and (b) he had jurisdiction to take up the 
matter although the -affected parties had 
failed to pursue their judicial remedies pro-

vie ntelw fteSaead thus 
secure a judicial determination of what the 
state law meant, 

The Knowland amendment is designed to 
correct the misinterpretation placed on the 
Federal statute by the Secretary of Labor, 
It provides. in effect, that only a State leg-
islature can change the law of the State so 
that it no longer contains the required pro
vision. The matters of benefit decisions, 
Irterpretations, etc., are clearly made mat-
ters of compliance in acccordance with the 
original intent of the Congress. Moreover, 
thc Knowland amendment requires that the 
aff.:cted parties pursue their remedies as 
provided in '.he State laws (by reason of the 
fair-hearings requirement) before the See-
retary is able to take jurisdiction.

In the event that state courts hand down 
decisions which in the estimate of the See-
retary fails to substantially comply with 
the Federal-required language, he can pro-
ceed iJ) decertify the law. Also, if a state 
legislature removed the required language, 
he may proceed to decertify the law, 

The State group humbly submits that the 
Knowland amendment does not add or de-
tract from the' powers of the Secretary as 
p'operly constructed from existing Federal 
law. The Knowland amendment only clari-
fies the original congressional intent and 
assures observance by the Secretary. 

ting him in a position to decertify it. Inmdoiat tea-
surance programd in t over tea-
sistance programs. Having adopted the 
Senate amendment for the new start 
which will result in the paying of bene-
fits to an additional 500,000 persons in 
the first year at a cost of approximately 
$200,000,000 the House conferees receded 
and concurred in the Senate provision 
manannthexsigmthnfo-
manannthexsigmthnfo-
mula. 

The change in the matching formula 
provided in the House bill was not .sa1tis-
factory because it would have unfa'rly 
discriminated ag-ainst those States whic)h 
are doing their part in raising their as-_ 
sistance payments. The effect of the 
Huepoiinwudhv ent e 
Huepoiinwudhv ent e 
duee the incentive of the States to pro-
vide adequate payments for the aged, the 
blind and dependent children, and would 
have encouraged the use of this program 
for purely political purposes. 

Although, however, the conference 
areetmksn 
areetmksn 

hnei 
hnei 

h 
h 

e-
e-

eral share of expenditures under the as-
sistance programs, it does provide for a 
new title XIV making Federal grants-
in-aid available to needy permanently
and totally disabled individuals as was 
specifically recommended by the Repub-
lican minority. The Federal share of ex-
penditures for this new category will be 

three-fourths of the first $20 of the 
State's average monthly payment plus
one-half of the remainder within an in-
dividual maximum of $50 as in the case 
of old-age assistance. As pointed out in 
the statement of the managers on the 
part of the House it is contemplated that 
the State public assistance agencies will 

work closely with State rehabilitation 
agencies in developing policies to assure 
rehabilitation in all possible cases, 

The conference agreement provides for 
increasing the authorization for annual 
appropriations for maternal and child 
health from $11,000,000 to an authoriza-
tion of $15,000,000 for the fiscal year be-

ginning July 1, 1950. and for each fiscal 
year thereafter $16,500,000. The confer- 
ence agreement also provides for increas-
ing the crippled-children program to 
$12,'000,000 for the fiscal year beginning 
July 1, 1950, and $15,000,000 each year 
thereafter. These provisions of the con-
ference agreement are a compromise of 

the provisions in the Senate amendment. 
With respect to aid to dependent chil-

dren the House bill provided for Federal 
participation to the extent of four-fifths 
of the first $15 of the State's average 
monthly payment per recipient, plus 
one-half of the next $6 of the average 
pyetplsoetidothrea-fomt 
deraofentavplus epone-th irofthermin-th 
deofteaeaepyetwtith
individual maximums of $27 for the rela-
tive with v'hom. the children are living, 
$27 for the first child, and $18 for each 
additional child. The Senate amend-

Mont retained the present formula for 
determining the Federal percentage Con
tibtdoadassacepy nsbu 
rbtdtwr sitnepyet u 

increased the maximum with respect to 
individual payments to S30 for the rela
tive with whom the children are living, 
$310for the first child, and $20 for each 
additional child. Under existing law the 
Federal .Share is three-fourths of the 
fitS1ofhevrgem tlypy

enprchlluoehlffter
mn e hlpu n-afo h e 
maindcr~withi n individual maximums" Of 
$27 for the first child and $18 for each 
additional child in a family. The con
frernce agreement retains existing law 
with respect to the maximums for chil
drcn and the formula and provides a 
maximur" of $27 with respect to the rel
tv whwomhecldnarliig

aie ihwomhecldnarlvn. 
I am particularly pleased with the 

provisions of the conference agreement 
providing additional incentives for the 
blind-a problem in which I have long, 
been interested. The House bill pro
vided thai a State might disregard such 
amount o! earned income up to $50 per 

ot steSaevctoa eaii 
ot steSaevctoa eaii 

tation a~gency for the blind certifies will 
encourage and assist the blind to Pro-
pale for or engage in remunerative em
ployment. It also provided that the 
State must take into consideration the 
special expenses ai ising from blindness 
adms irgr noeo eore 
adms irgr noeo eore 
not predictable or actually available. 
T1,~e Senate amendment provided that 
prior to July 1, 1952. a State might dis
regard earned income up to $50 per
month in the discretion of each State. 
After July 1, 1952, the State would be 
required to disregard earned income up 
to $50 per month. The conference 
gemn olw h eaeaed 

agemnfolw th Snte mnd 
ment. 

I have attempted to show you that the 
conference agreement on this important 
legislation contains many provisions for 
strengthening and improving our social
securit system. Republicans have 
played a major role in framing this leg

islation and urging its passage so that 
ths~ meager benefits now being paid will 
be increased, the public assistance rolls 
reduced and at least some of the inequi
ties of the existing law eliminated. It 
would be a most serious mistake if the 
existence in the conference report of 
only one or two Minor provisions which 

may be objectionable to some should 
stand in the way of the final passage of 
this legislation. 

Mr. DOUGHTON. Mr. Speaker, I 
yield' the remainder of my time to the 
gentleman from Arkansas [Mr. MILLS]. 

Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, anyone 
may observe on page 123 of the state

ment on the part of the managers that 
I joined the other members of the con
ference committee in signing the con
ference report. I did so even though I 
had some concern about the Knowland 
amendment. I regretted the fact that 
we were unable to obtain a concession 

enecneece aaes 
fomtheprvseonat onfeorbilren latnagers
onhervsosofurblrltngo
insur'ance for the totally and perma
nently disabled. 

I worked with my friend the gentle
man from New York [Mr. LYNCH] as 
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diligently as I knew how in attempting 
to perfect language that, in my opinion,
would be preferable to the Knowland 
amendment. I worked with the gentle-
Man from Georgia [Mr. CAMP] as well 
as I knew how in an effort to obtain 
Provisions for disability insurance under 
title II. I signed the conference report 
even though the first was left in and the 
other was left out. 

Maybe my reasons for signing it midht 
be helpful-at least, I offer themn in the 
hope they may be helpful-to Members 
in making up their minds as to what 
action should be taken on this confer-
ence report. The conference report it-
self is a new bill. 

The H-ouse passed a bill. The Senate 
Struck everything after the enacting
clause and wrote a new bill. The con-
ference report itself is a third bill. It 
is very technical, detailed, and involved, 
as the gentleman from Georgia [Mr.
CAMP] Pointed out. 

Your Ways and Means Committee 
worked all of last year on the subject;
the Senate Finance Committee -worked 
all this year on the subject. Everyone
I know of who favors a liberalization of 
the Social Security Act is in favor of 
what is in this conference report, with 
the exception of the Knowland amend-
ment. 

There are some people who are not 
completely satisfied with the conference 
report, of course; some people wanted 
more than we could get, and others would 
have liked to see certain provisions
Omitted or changed. But as one con-
feree I1 want to tell you that it is my
honest opinion that, if You send this 

conernc acrpott te oneres 
with or without instructions, the entire 
subject may be reopened. So that, if 
-we come back to you again, we will come 
back to ycu With the Knowland amend-
ment; we will come back to You without 
total and Permanent disability under 
title II; and we are more than likely to 
come back to you lacking some of the 
things that are in this bill that all of us 

favor. ma ro ewYrk[r 

Mr. JACOBS. As I understand the 
Knowland amendment, it does not re-
quire litigation and interpretation of an 
original State statute to comply, but 
rather once the statute is enacted and 
it has been declared in compliance, there 
must be a determination of any interpre-
tation under that statute; is that 
correct? 

Mr. MILLS. It has to do with com-
pliance under the State statute by the 
administrator of unemployment com-
pensation within 'the State. 

Mr. JACOBS. But not original
compliance, 

Mr. MILLS. The gentleman is think-
ing of conformity. 

Mr. JACOBS. Yes. 
Mr. MILLS. No; it has nothing to do 

with that. It has to do with compliance
by the State administrator, with the 
State law, which is in conformity with 
Federal standards, supposedly. 

I trust that the committee of con-
ference may receive the approval of the 
I-louse in this matter. I would hato to 
see this go back to conference. We have 
a lot of things to Oo that are very im-
portant in the closing days of this ses-
sion between now and such time as we 
adjourn or leave here. We have a tax 
bill to write. These same men on the 
Committee onl Ways and Means and the 
Finance Committee are busily engaged
in attempting to prepare and bring to 
you this interim tax bill requested by
the President. Our iL',me will be pretty
well taken up. If you send this report
back to conference there is no telling
when we canl bring a new report back 
to you as a matter of time. Certainly,
Ithink I am rig't in saying that we will 
not have anything b.-tter for your con-
sideration than we have today. 

Now, a subcommittee in our commit-
tee has been appointed to study unem-
Ployment insurance. The gentleman
from Rhode Island [Mr. :-'ORANIJ , one of 
the ablest Members of the House, is 
chairman of the subcommittee, charged
with the responeibility of considerin 
the entii'e field of unemployment coin-

trying to impress on you that we will not 
be able to do a better job if it is sent 
back for further conference with the 
Senate. 

I am afraid, my friends, and I am 
deeply concerned about it, that if we 
send this conference report back we will 
come back to you with one that is not 
as good as we have. Your House con
ferees took every provision that the Sen
ate adopted which liberalized Social Se
curity: every one of them that was not 
already contained in the House bill. 

We obtained as much out of the Senate 
as we are going to be able to get from 
them, even if ye stay with them until 
Christmas. I certainly hope the confer
ence report will not-be recommitted, and 
that the House will accept the report in 
spite of the Knowland amendment, with 
assurances from the Committee on Ways
and Means as contained in the report
that there will be a study of the entire 
matter and that legislation can be pre
pared and will be prepared to correct the 
situation on a permanent basis. 

Mr. REED of New York. Mr. Speaker,
I yield 6!'2 minutes to the gentleman
from Wisconsin [Mr. BYRNES]. 

Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr. 
Speaker, there is one thing I trust I will 
never do as a Member of the House, and 
that is to have my position on any par
ticular piece of legislation not clear to 
the Members or to My constituents. I 
hope that there will never be any ques
tion with regard to my purpose or motive 
behind any action that I Might take. 

Let me state that the gentleman from 
New York [Mr. LYNCH] was correct in 
his letter which he circulated among the
membership this morning to the effect 
that thcre would be a motion to recoin
mit, or an attempt at least on the part of 
the minority to offer such a motion, be
cause, Mr. Speaker, it is my intention to 
seek recognition at the proper time to 
offer a moton to recommit, with in
structions to the House conferees. 

I have two purposes in doing so. Let 
me make this clear. No. 1 is to try to 
close out any attempt to remove the 
Knowland amendment from the confer
ence report. No. 2 is to try to call atten
tion to what, to me and to many people
involved, is an inequity created in the 
bill by the conferees. 

AtoheirtppsmaImket
pfetoy certh furore mate 
believe that the Knowland amendment 
is a sound addition to the unemployment
compensation laws of this Nation. I for 
one have confidence in the integrity and 
honesty of our State governments and 
orStateadmiistratores. Inthink itcomes 
witht somewhstatpors grcI o cma-

A atfirI one leat 

theni 
wt oehtpo rc o h a 
jority leader and others to suggest that 
islatures are going to act in a capricious 
manner; that they are going to tiry to 
destroy the benefits of unemployment
compensation to the workiers in their 
States by twisting and turning the lan
guage of their various State laws. Let 
me remind the gentlemen that unemn
ployment compensation laws originated 
in the States. 'Unemployment compen
sation systems are still State systems. 

Oh, I know that great effort has been 
made by certain persons in the admin-

Th gnteanfrm e Yrk[M.Pensation ei'her this fall or next year
REED] has pointed out that there is a 

matroftm ivledi hi sse. 
We have got to do something. This bill 
must be signed by the President by the 
26th of August if the benefits to some
3,000,000 people that are increased as 

th eut obefthsamnmetar 
Paid for the month of September, which 
Wcauld be the 1st day in October. Cer-
tainly, we should not, in my opinion, re-
ject the work of the conference Committee' b-causa of our objection to one thing 
in it. I am just as opposed to this pro-
vision as any of you. We said in the 
statement of the H-ouse managers, if you
will turn to page 122, that we considered 

tenolnamnmntobnohng
in the world but stop-gap legislation, 
The entire subject matter must be 
looked into. The Secretaily of Labor 
will tell you, in my opinion, if You call 
him, that there needs to be some legisla-
tion in this area that the Knowland 
amendment seeks to improve, 

Mr. JACOBS. Mr. Speaker, will the 
gentleman yield? 

Mr. MILLS. I yield to the gentleman
from Indiana. 

and reporting bak_ h flomt 
tee such amendments as that subeom.. 
mittee feels should be adopted to im-
Prove the unemployment compensation 
sytm Iknwm godfiniso-
posted. to teknowangod amiendet iso 
know that one of the first acts of that 
subcommittee will be to prepare per-
manent legislation that will improve the 
situation and repeal the Knowland 
amnendment, 

Mr. FORAND. Mr. Speaker, will 
the gentleman yield? 

Mr. MILLS. I yield to the gentleman
from Rhode Island. 

Mr. FORAN'D. Will my good fred 
from Arkansas not admit that this will 
make our task so much more difficult? 

Mr. MILLS. Yes, the task will be 
more difficult as the result of the 
Knowland amendment. We argued that 
in the conference. But, I think my
friend from Rhode Island will admit that 
the conferees, the. members of his own 
Committee who served with the full coin-
mittee, did just as good a job as they
could do in the first instance, and I am 
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istration to eliminate completely State cern lies, however, in the field of old-age and 
unemployment compensation laws and survivors' Insurance-the program which 
drag it all in here to Washington so that pays retirement benefits to the workers--
You would 	have one standard unemploy- and under the bill to self -employed persons 

met opesain a. he oud and survivors' benefits to their families,
men copenatin heyThat, after all. Is the program with whichlw. 

eliminate, for instance, laws in the State the bill Is primarily concerned. 'It Is the 
of Wisconsin which give recognition to progrgm constantly referred to by Its sup-
an experience-rating principle and porters as social insurance. 
which have worked for the good of both In my opinion, this program, under the 
industry and labor. I know that is the new bill, Is no longer social nor Insurance. 
objective of many. It has been a battle It fails in many major respects to do the 

tha hs eenwaedfo may eas. very things that a liberal and effective social-
tha hav eeconfidene howeveryea the security program should do. 

I hve onfdene,oweerin he Consider, first, the social aspects--its con-
State administrations and I therefore cern for the people who need or should have 
want to do everything I can to close out protection. 
any attempt to remove the Knowland This bill does increase the benefits to be 
amendment from this bill. paid, but it must be thoroughly Understood 

At this point, Mr. Speaker, I should that it does not provide any retirement bene-
also like to make clear that my op .i fits for those who have not acquired insur-

0p01 ance status. The bill extends coverage, but 
tion to the basic provisions of this legis- it does not provide any coverage for the great 
lation stems from the gross inequities I majority of today's older people. Only one-
feel it contains. My analysis of those 'third of the 5,200,000 men over 65 today are 
inequities is contained in a broadcast I insured under this program, and only one-
made to my constituents on October 11 fourth of the 8,500,000 women over 65 are 
1949. at the time the bill passed the either insured or are the wives or widows 

an nlda hspit oy Of insured men. This is true because only
House, adIicue tti onacp those who were fortunate enough to have 
of the script of that broadcast: remained at work for much of the time since 

YOUR WASHINGTOoN OM~~CE the program actually started in 1937 could 
(Program for October 11, 1949) obtain the necessary calendars of covered 

Last week, the House passed the social- employment. This bill does not correct that 
security-revision bill, situation in any way. This program, adver-

Briefly, the bill extends social-security coy- tised far and wide as a social program, offers 
erage to 11,000,000 more persons, provides ~nothing for today's needy aged. 
an average increase of 70 percent in present Now, this fact is recognised sometimes 

beefts ceaesa 	 by the supporters of old-age and survivors'ewclssfiatonoftoaly
aendermnetytiabe,e lssfctorldfdits W Woall insurance and Is rationalized by the argu-cre 
andveermansewthytimabedin srervice, an increae ment that this discrimination justifiedrd 	 is 

vtheramonswthtoibe ollervcted indfutureayeas because the program Is an insurance program 
intaxesamupnt tempoloeesad emploureyearsan and those who receive the benefits have paid 
sntaelf- onemployedeeros, adeporsnd for those benefits. Let us be honest with 

Thsel bmllyemurstofnouse, psthSeae ourselves and see whether this Is true, 
befor beoing law, Acourding tosthe pres-t All actuaries, including those with the So-

befre ecoinglaw o te pes- cial Security Administration, admit thatAcordng
ent plans of the administration, it will not those persons now on the insurance benefit 
be considered by the Senate this year but will rolls have not paid the costs of the benefits 
be brought up in 1950. It Is believed in they are presently receiving. They agree 
Washington, however, that the Senate wi~ll further that those who will receive benefits 
pass substantially the same bill at that time,. uigtenx 0yaswl o aepi 

On final passage of this bill in the House for the true cost of the benefits that they
of Representatives, your Congressman found will receive. They agree that a total tax of 
himself in an increasingly familiar position, over 6 percent is necessary to finance the 
I was 1 of 14 lonely Members who voted program. As long as the tax is under that 
against the measure. The number of us who rate, and it Is presently 2 percent, the pro-
are opposing the grandiose proposals now gram cannot be called an insurance program,
being dished up in Congress appears to In effect what is happening is that the 
diminish each day. I am rapidly reaching present social-security taxes are paying for 
the conclusion that I will soon become a one-third the cost of the program; the other 
minority of one if the present trend con- two-thirds represents a general pension, and 
tinues. It will be paid for, not by our generation, but 

In any event, I am sure that you realize by the next and the next. Most important 
that my votes against this Enid other pro- since this Is not an insurance program, be-
posals have not been cast lightly nor without ing paid for by current taxes, It is diffcult 
a good deal of study and investigation of all to see the justification for the continuation 
of the factors Involved. In this case, I was of the inequality of treatment to our present 
a member of the committee which handled aged population and the absolute discrimina-
this bill, For the past 6 months, we have tion against two-thirds of that group. 
literally eaten, slept, and drank social-se- We must remember, and remember well, 
curity revision. This continuous study con- that this program does not expire at some 
Vinced me that this bill is unsound, and I future date. There is no end to It. It runs 
hope to tell you why during this visit to into perpetuity. 'Yet we are now binding 
your Washington office tonight. oncoming generations to pay untold billions 

I cannot deny that there are some very of dollars, giving them absolutely no choice 
meritorious provisions In the social-security in the matter. We are binding, for instance, 
revision bill which passed the House last the taxpayers of 1990 to a minimum cost of 
week. the inclusion of some or many mer- $iO,000,000,000 a year for this one program. 
itorious provisions in a bill, however, does We are obligating them, for instance, to pro--
not make that legislation sound. We must vide a new program of disability Insurance 
always balance the good with the bad, the the cost and extent of which no living man 
safe with the dangerous, the sound with the can hazard a guess. We are making contracts 
unsound. If this is done with the new Social- today which we have no assurance that fu-
security bill, in my opinion, one Is forced to ture Americans will be either willing or able 
conclude that the bad far outweighs the to meet. Who among us. or among the 
good. geniuses at work in Washington today, can 

Many of the reforms contained in the bill look 50 years ahead and predict our national 
pertaining to the program of public assist- income, our productivity, our cost of living, 
ance to the aged, the blind, dependent chil- and our cost of other governmental services 
dren, and plermanently disabled are greatly and say that we can safely assume this $10,-
needed and praiseworthy. My principal con- 000,000,000 obligation? 

Last year, a Hoover Commission task force 
looked over our social-security get-up and 
found four basic faults with it. They were: 

First. It leads to a constant demand for 
more benefits immediately to thoee persons
who have been coverered only a short time. 
Unless everybody is covered, and this Is far 
from realization, the effect is the creation of 
a specially privileged class. 

Second, it encourages the tendency to pass 
on to future generations the coat of free 
benefits and the deficits which result from 
charging less than the true cost of the pro
gram.

Third. it commits future generations by
telling them what, benefits they shall pay 
and under what conditions, despite the fact 
that there Is no known way to predict the 
economic circumstances which might pre
vail at that time. 

And, finally, it commits us to a large degree
of control over the earnings of our people
by requiring compulsory contributions, open-
Ing the way to a high degree of governmental 
control over the national economy. 

None of these four major and basic defects 
have been remedied by the new bill; if any
thing, they have been made more serious. 
It is my considered opinion that we are
creating a gigantic and monstrous system 
that has become so topheavy and loaded 
with inequities that It will fall of Its own 
weight at some future date. 

TO find the remedy we must determine 
how we arrived at our present situation. 
What brought us to this present patchwork 
program? 

In its original conception, this program 
was designed to secure employed workers, 
under an insurance program, against the 
hazards of old age. As such, it was a straight 
Insurance program, requiring special taxes 
to pay for the cost of retirement benefits. 
and it was confined to those who feel more 
sharply the hazards of old age-industrial 
wres ssci a aial on
workmers. 	 rassuc, ee thwa baswicall sound 
andemety afmdrelnee induthea groinge. m 
pBexty thf modeprnesnusrialoup atlie. 

Buthnhepsurgopsbano 
work. The cry arose for Increased coverage. 
more benefits, protection against new con
tignesadthpopnmntftei
creased taxes necessary to maintain a sound 
insurance system. It was the old story of 
wanting more for nothing and putting off 
the inevitable day when the costs must be 
met. Since Congress is subject to pressures,
since it controlled the basic program, and 
since it was easy to postpone the day of reck
oning, these pressures were successful. 

In 1939 Congress abandoned the concepts 
of the original system. The necessary re
serve to meet future payments was elimi
nated; the increase in payroll taxes, supposed 
to r-each 6 percent In 1948, was postponed; the 
benefit formula was changed so as to require 
relatively larger payments to those who had 
been covered only a short time; and, In addi
tion to retirement benefits, benefits for sur
vivors and dependents was Introduced. 

In this way, the original insurance concept 
was knocked high, wide, and handsome. For 
all practical purposes, a partially gratuitous 
program was established. Only half the coat, 
of the program was being met out of con
tributions by the insured and their employ
ers. But the pressure groups and the poli
ticians were still not satisfied. 

The pressure continues. Now the cry is 
for increased benefits, more coverage and 
more protection against new hazards. What 
started out as a simple insurance system has 
now been dumped smack Into the political 
arena, and promises of more and bigger bone-
fits to more and more people fill the air. 
Under this new bill, the direct result of 
such promises, we have reached the point 
where present social-security taxes will pay 
only one-third of the cost of the program..
A beneficiary retiring after enactment of the 
new law will be receiving one-third insurance 
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and two-thirds gratuitous pension-thanks

tothe politicians and to the inability~of fu-
ture generations to protect themselves 
against this robbery. 

Who can say what new pressures will short-
ly arise and what new concessions will be 
made as more and more people seek to be cut 
Into this gigantic pie? Piainly, our trouble is 
that we are attempting to maintain the 
fiction of a contributory insurance system,
because it sounds good, and to superimpose

ytmfo 
upony itcaugeneral peingsIon sytmfore evoery-

The solution, it seems to me, is a complete 
overhaul of the present system upon a pay-
as-we-go basis elimimnatipg the present die-

enrlpnio vr-nuity 

ciiainbewesemnsoou.pop-
culiation. s betwerenuisegmentohs ofpour.

complt 
overhiaul, wexamneedo an sthrughgoin andwhol 
parialdb examinaion and sopatudy antexwhole 
fieldabyequalifiedrandlnonpartisan exmplerts 
who cnbanedevt threir Sultimnelto acomplet 
ands unbasneduveyendn. S ntrangelyseonoug, 
thishawevern bhee droune.orUnti it isdoune. 
hoevutber, and thekblegroudogrkmfor laisud,w 
equiable, aondiu program laid we 

uveratil.,A aepreequisitethoouthgisgan 

workble with 
shallescon tine toresnplagued, with the un-l 
coairnuese tof thereset systurem, andow heshl 
bcntinu tou thilrust our burdn ontodrthe 
bcksoforlhidenanrurchlre' 

cide.Finance 
I am not submitting my motion to re-

commit on the basis of those general and 
basic defects of the legislation, 

My second purpose is to try to call 
attetio to f inquiiesustone te
attetioustoneto f te inquiies

created by the conferees. I am under 
no illusion that this inequity will be cor-
rected by my Motion, I am under no 
illusion that my Motion to recommit will 
ccrry. This inequity taken by itself may 
not satisfy Members or frcftx other States as jutifcatonecomitingth

as ajusifiatinfo reommttig te 
report. I do, however, Want to use this 

means in order to Call your attention to 

the inequity which cxists and its particu-

lar reference to the State of Wisconsin. 


As the bill passed the House, provision 
was made for the coverage under the 
old-age and survivors insurance system

of pbli emloyesempoyes o ciies
ofpuli eplyesemloee o ctis 

and municipalities, even though they 
may be also covered under a retirement 

plan within the State. As the bill comes 

from the Senate, if they belong to such 

a system they are prohibited from any 

coverage under the act,

Baci in194,th Stte f Wscosin 
Bak nn 94, Sat Wscnsnh o 

we adopted a State retirement fund, and 
we Provided for a pension or annuity 
system for persons Who were employed
by cities, by States, and by local Units of 
Government. We now have about 9,000 
people in that system. At that time, in 
1943, when the legislature passed that 
act, it provided that in the event provi-

sionis vermadeforcovrageundr a 
naiona syever , covterag shundeamadefwor 

naioalsstmte wosstmssoud 
be integrated. in other words, they fore-
saw and did in 1943 what most industries 
are doing today with the approval of 
their labor unions. They provided for a 
system of integration. This bill as it 

coms romcofeenc'asoutey ro 
coesfomcnfrnc asluey r-

hibits integration, even though the State 

back in 1943 designed its law on that 

basis. During the conference a provi-

sion was agreed to by the conferees which 

would have taken care of this injustice, 

but then r. flood of telegrams were sent 

out by some of the national Organiza-


toswho objected to the original word-: 

tIngadss h ofre hne h 

In, tecofeesn s hagd hir 
minds. They struck it out, even though 

an agreement was made and reached 
with all of these national organizations 
which met their objections completely. 

As the bill now stands a public em-
ployee who does not belong to a retire-
ment system is covered by the survivors 
insurance provisions of the bill. But if 
he belongs to a State or local retirement 
plan he is prohibited from being covered 
bythe national plan.
byni

For a Moro complete analysis I Will 
include at this point a memoranda coy-
ering the effect of this situation upon 
public employees in Wisconsin: 

As passed by the House, H. R. 6000 en-
abled persons under existing retirement sys-
tems for public employees to be Included 
under the Federal old-age and survivors in-
surance system if: (a) The State legislature 
approved. (b) the employees covered agreed 
by a two-thirds vote at a referendum elec-
tion. The Senate version of H. R. 6000 ab-' 
solutely bars all persons under such existing 
retirement system from procuring the hens-
fts of social security, and also excludes fu-
ture incumbents in these positions. This 
Sen Le action disregarded the recommends-
tion on this point made to the fSenate 

Committee by the advisory council 

on social security. 
Since those under retirement systems in 

other States insist on being excluded, it is 
only natural for Congress to agree thereto,
However, no harm whatsoever would be done 
to these employees throughout the country 
If this exclusion were modified so as not to 
be applicable to the Wisconsin retirement 
fund. 

Wisconsin is the only State which has 
framed a retirement system for State, county, 
and municipal employees which has as its 
foundation complete integration with social 
security. This has been in the law estab-
lishing the Wisconsin retirement fund since 
it was first dnacted in 1943. Therefore an 
amendment providing that such excluaion 
of existing systems would not be applicable 
where the law already provided for integra-
tion would affect only the Wisconsin retire-
ment fund and no other system anywhere
in the country. Such an amendment could 
read "unless the State or Political subidivi-
Sion by which such retirement system was 
established had in effect on January 1. 1950, 
a statute, ordinance, or other legislative act 
pWoviding for makling such retirement sys-
tern. supplementary to the insurance system
established by this title." 

In Wisconsin there is complete agreement
In favor of such integration by (a) covered 
employees, (b) the legislature. (C) munici-
Pal governments. Under the Wisconsin law 
the integration becomes automatic when 
Congress authorizes. The existing system 
continues as a supplementary system so that 
upon retirement an employee would receive 
)tenefits from both systems. 
. The integration of the Wisconsin retire-
ment fund with social security is essential 

the following reasons: 
.Under the Senate version counties, 

cities, villages, etc., not under the existing 
system are eligible for inclusion under soca 
security. These could then subsequentl 
Come under the Wisconsin retirement fund 
and procure dual coverage. This would un 
dermine the basic Wisconsin plan becaus 
the 128 counties, cities, and villages now 
covered Would be denied inclusion under 
social security, while the 462 other counties, 
Cities, and villages Could give their employees
the full benefits of both the Wisconsin sys-
tern and social security,

2. Permitting such integration would only 
treat the 30,000 State, county, and municipal 
employees under the Wisconsin retirement 
fund the same as the many persons in private
employment who are both under social se-
Curity and a supplementary system, 

3. Many individiuals who have worked in 
private employment Most Of their lives are 
andowiludreceie annuities rentirelyn iundui 
adwl eev nute nieyisfi 
cdent -to support them because of thre few 
years of public employment. Inclusion un
der social security Is essential if they are to 
receive any consideration for many years of 
private employment and thus receive an ade
quate annuity.

4. The Wisconsin system provides no an-
for a widow and minor children when 

an employee dies before retirement. 

5. The Wisconsin system makes no direct 
provision for surviving aged widows. 

6. The monthly payments to the Wisconsin 
system would be reduced by the amcunt of 
the payments to ~,ocial security, but the ag
gregate annuities from both systems would 
substantially exceed the annuity payable 
from the Wisconsin system only. 

7. If the same benefits are provided under 
the Wisconsin system as would be available 
from integration with social security, the cost 
to the public employee and the taxpayer in 
Wisconsin would be materially raited. Tlbus 
these persons would have to underwrite 
social-security benefits to citizens generally, 
and then be compelled to pay a second time 
to provide the same benefits for themselves. 

The SPEAKER. The time of the gen
tleman from Wisconsin [Mr. BYRNES] 
has expired. 

Mr. DOUGHTON. Mr. Speaker, I 
ask unanimous consent that all Mem
br a aefv eiltv asi
br a aefv eiltv asi 
which to extend their remarks at this 
point on the conference report. 

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to 
the request of the gentleman from North 
Carolina? 

There was no objection.
Mr. EBERHARTER. Mr. Speaker,

th socleKnwad mnmnti 
thsocleKnwad mnmnti 
an attempt to destroy the uniform and 
fair administration of the Federal-State 
unemployment Compensation system. 

I am quite sure that if the House 
could adequately debate this amendment 
it would be overwhelmingly rejected. 

SOCIAL SECURITY AND OLD-AGE PENSIONS 

Mr. NOLAND. Mr. Speaker, the 
House today is enacting one of the most 
nesarpicsolgsatnwhhhs
becensr icsO eilto hc a 
benbefore the Ei~ghty-first Congress.
The new social-security bill makes great
strides in impl'oving social security ben
efits for the Millions of wage earners of 
this country. 

One of the greatest improvements is 
thfatht100,00mrwoksae 
broughct wtith he10000covrae wofrter pro
bruhwiintecvagofhep
visions of this legislation. In addition, 
Self-employed Persons May now be eli
gible for social security benefits. of 
course, this is with the exception of 
Members Of various professions who do 
not wish to be covered. The self-em-
Ployed may pay a social security tax 1'/2 
ie hto h eua otiuin 
ande tharby avaithemseglvescoftrbstoial 

dteey aalteslvso oil 
security benefits.

This bill also provides an increase in 
benefits UP to 77 percent on the aver
age. With this increase in benefits, 
Social security will come Much nearer 
meeting present needs of retired work-
r.Mnmm bneiswudb n 

cresed froimm$10 eftos2perlmoth and 
mrasedmurmbenefts woul ber incre asedt 
maxiumonth. oldbnresdt 
$80 amnh In addition, the Maxi-
Mum family benefit payments have 
been increased from $85 a month to $150 
a month. 

1 
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A retired worker is entitled to 50 per-
cent extra when his wife reaches 65. 
He is also entitled to 75 percent for his 
first child under 18 years, and an addi-
tional 50 percent for each additional 
child. A worker's widow receives 75 per-
cent of the benefits her husband would 
have received, 

Even with the passage of this in-
creased social security legislation, the 
problem of old age security is still an ex-
tremely pressing one because of the mil, 
lions of older citizens in our Nation who 
have never: had an opportunity to work 
in social security-covered employment, 

Recent studies show that those per-
sons 65 or over number approximately 
11,500,000 in 1950. and constitute about 
7.7 percent of the population. Fewer 
than 20 percent of those now 65 and 
over are financially independent, and 
the pensions or charitable allowances 
are lower than the minimum amount set 
in official surveys needed to maintain 
them in good health. 

The President of the United States 
has called a Nation-wide conference for 
this month on the problems of our aged 
citizens. As the Federal Social Security 
Administrator has said, "the nub of the 

otsomuhprblm s ha o adig 
yersblto ifeno asomcthat of addingliet 

rity. If It Is possible for them to retire 
from their jobs without being subject to 
hunger and want, they will naturally 
make positions available for younger 
people. An old-age pension system 
would do a great deal to maintain a 
high national Income and distribute 
purchasing power throughout the Nation. 

There is only one real answer to this 
problem as I see it, and that is a Federal 
old-age pension to take the place of old-
age assistance. It would reduce the ad-
ministrative costs which derive from the 
case-worker system and would make 
these amounts available for payment Of 
pensions. In addition, a Federal system 
would provide for uniform payments in 
all of the States and would remove the 
discrepancies whereby some States pay 
an average of $20 a month and others 
pay an average of $75 per month in old-
age assistance. 

It would also eliminate such objection-
able features as the old age lien law in 
Indiana which tends to penalize the in-
dustry of those elder citizens who saved 
during their working years so that they 
can have a- home at the time of retire-
ment. Laws such as this discriminate 
unfairly against the persons who have 

earn-
Inpwr 
been thrifty in the period of their 

the Knowland amendment would enable 
a State unemployment compensation 
commissioner to use Unemployment ini
surance as a device for undermininlg 
prevailing wage rates and for breaking 
strikes. 

This Is not fanciful thinking. Ini 
recent Years two Western States have 
been forced by the Secretary of Labor to 
modify their rulings in regard to Pay
ments of unemployment insurance to 
members of a union other members of 
which were on strike. This action is, nIO 
doubt, the immediate factor behind the 
Knowland amendments. The Secretary 
has not used his power capriciousiy. 
Differences have been settled by neZ~o
tiio bewnthSaeadFdrl 
officials. 

The Secretary acts under authority in 
the Social Security Act of 1935 and Of 
the Internal Revenue Code. 

The social-security law reqluires that 
every State in order to qualify for tax 
set-off-that is, a refund creciit to em-
players of 90 percent of the Federal un
enployment-compensation tax-should 
incorporate in its unemployment-insur
ance law the following: 

Co'nstnshldntbdeidn 
suc 

suc tate to any otherwise eligiblecindi
for refusing to accept new wr 

under any of the following conditiofls: 

(a) If the position as offered is vacant due 
directly to a strike. lock-out, or 'other labor 
dispute; (b) if the wages, hours, or. other 
conditions of the work offered are substan

year." 

From my own experience during the 
many tours which I have made of the 
Seventh District, I have talked with great 
numbers of our elder citizens who are 

reevn ml sm ne l-age
rciigvery sm. smsune odthose 

assistance which are pitifully inadequate 
to keep them in any kind of good health 
and'in decent living conditions. I dis-
cussed their problems with them and 
know of their difficulties first-hand. 

Private pension plans, which are 
spreading at a rapid rate, are pointing 

-ag Pesio. 
the way to a universal old-g peso. 
Today pensions are provided for many 
of the large organized-labor groups, such 
as the miners, steel workers, and the 
automobile workers. Government offi-
cials and employees may obtain pensions 
on a contributory basis. A majority of 

teindustrial Pensions are noncon-
thibeoy ndare paid by the company 
cocribt ned. 

The miners' pension has been of great 
benefit to MY own district in southern 
Indiana. The aged persdris to whom I 
talked to do not begrudge this oppor-
tunity for independence and a decent 
living to the retired miners. As I told 

ohL.Lwsthmiespension has 
been a. Lwondrfu theingrs many of our 

Seventh District -residents. However, 
th poleaeulyconzatthtthy 

and their families are helping to provide 
these general pensions to the various seg-

met fou cnm.Anyoneainl 
an automobile, ortoday who buys coal, 
providing his partsterduct is 

any selposecureof the pensions for the workers in those 
industries. Is it any wonder that the 
aged generally are interested in a good 
pension which Will enable them to main-
tamn a reasonable standard of living in 
which they can enjoy an independence 
In their later years? 

i togyfeel that action should be 
taken, to meet the needs of these older 
retired citizens who have never had an 
opportunity to be covered by social secu-

Certainyears."o tMembersdofngthefHousenghaveer.dual aveCerain embrs f th Hose 

recommended a program which would be 
extremely helpful to the elder citizens 
of our country. This plan provides $60 
per monith for every citizen 60 years or 
older who does not have an income suf

ficient to require the filing of a Federal 
income tax. Such a plan would be very 
easy to administer, would be easy to 
check, and would eliminate altogether 
the case workers which make the ad-
ministrative costs of the present system 
so high. I am firmly in favor of a plan 
wichwill provide our elder citizens with 
wihcertification 
a good living.

Our social-security system is a step in 
the right direction for those persons who 
have had an opportunity to wor i 
Covered employment, but it is up to us to 
Continue to work to meet this problem 
of our aged citizens who do not come un-
der the provisions of this law. 

Mrs. WOODHOUSE. H. R. 6000 deals 

with improvements in the old-age and 
Welfare programs of the social-security 
law. The Knowland amendment has no 
place in this bill, it was not in the House 
bill. It was Opposed by the Senate com-
mittee, introduced on the floor, debated 
for 10 minutes with only 2i/2 minutes 
for the opponents. The House Ways and 

means Committee has recently ap-
pointed a subcommittee to review the 

unemPloyment-compensation sections of 
the social-security law. If the Know-
land amendment is to be considered that 
is where it should first be discussed 
should be deleted from H. R.. 6000 now 
before us. 

The Washington Post in an editorial 
July 16, 1950, quoted an opponent of this 
amendment as saying it would "destroy 
the Federal minimum requirements in 
the program which has been created by 
Federal legislation," and added, "as a 
matter of fact, that appears to be the 
real purpose of the Knowland amend-
ment which is backed by various west-
coast employers' associations." In brief, 

tially less favorable to the individual than 
prevailing for similar work In the 

era-locality; (c) if as a condition of being 
ployed the individual would be required to 
join a company union or to resign from or 
refrain from joining any bona fide labor 
organization. 

ThInealRvueCdspcfs

ThInealRvueCdspcfs


procedure for approval and year- end 
or own certification of Sta Le 

laws as to their compliance with Federal 
lareuemnsPrgap ce
lan Cnw reaureens tharagaph (Sttec 
in 1hi63,achnowgeadis thats asny tStat 
whichhachmlanged t sa oaasbcetofenot 
beicopanesllotecrife
and therefore not eligible for credit 
against Federal insurance tax payments. 

The Knowland amendment substitutes 

'Camnded"itslaw" fo trp"chanedits law. 
chueangd"inshasibee ruinterpretd torin
dueamnsrtvrligadpac
tieatStelvswhcsredo 
avoid the intent of Congress. "Amend" 
would require action by the State legis
lature. 

Under the Knowland amendment the 

Saelwmyb on home 
Federal requirements. Thereafter, un
es te r amenofndediStatue,law hasen 

by the leIsauethrcnbeofid

Ing by the Secretary of Labor that the 

tt a osnt ofr otecn 
ditions necessary to enable employers to 

credit against the Federal tax, 

until the highest court of the State has 
passed on the question. We all realize 
that interpretation of the State law by 
those administering it can result in im
portanit changes. Under the Knowland 
amendment an employee aggrieved by 
such administrative ruling would have 
to bring suit and the caecridtth 
highest State court before the Secretary 
of Labor could act to hold a State out 
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of compliance. This amendment. re-
verses the accepted legal procedure
whereby Federal administrative review 
operates before court action is initiated,

True, after the court decision the Sec-
retary may proceed just as he would to-
day. The court acts only on the inter-
pretation of the State law. But mean-
while many months might well elapse
and the administrative ruling would 
continue in effect. 

*Thus this amendment would make 
possible 51 different programs of unem-
ployment insurance. It would destroy
the nationally uniform Federal mini-
mum requirements of the program which 
was created by Federal legislation. With 
our mobile labor such uniformity is es-
sential to the successful working of the 
program, 

The intent is obvious: 'To cause delay
and by indirection to strike at labor 
through the unemployment compensa-
tion program, which Congress estab-
lished to aid labor and to help stabilize 
our entire economy. Striking at labor 
in this manner is striking at the stability
of our whole industrial organization,
Today we are all inteidependent. No 
one group in our economy can be hurt 
without all suffering. Only the short-
sighted endeavor, as via the Knowland 
amendmeiqt, to gain a temporary special
advantage for it means a long-time gen-
eral loss. The amendment should be 
deleted, 

The House Committee on Ways and 
Means did an excellent job in incorpo-
rating in H. R. 6000 a system of perma-
nent and total disability insurance bene-
fits. It is. unfortunate that our con-
ferees permitted it to be struck out of 
the bill, 

The old-age and survivor's Insurance 
system does not cover the problem of 
those who become permanently disabled 
before they reach the normal age of 
retirement. There are some 2,000,000
such unfortunate persons in our country,
Many of theni have been in covered em-
Ployment and have made substantial 
social-security payments. Yet there 
is no Provision for them until retirement 
age and by then their benefits are re-
duced or even extinguished, Only about 
5 percent of them come under State 
workmen's compensation laws. Victims 
of heart diesase, cancer, and other 
chronic ailments have no protection
under social security,

The major retirement programs for 
Feealtae ndlca ovrmnt 

employees, railroad workers and private
employers contain provision for prema-
ture retirement because of disability, 

Th ouebilsctos rviigpro-
tection in case of permanent disability
should be returned to H. R. 6000. 

Mr. BLATNIK. Mr. Speaker, the 
conference report on H. R. 6000 repre-
sents a definite defeat for the House. 
The House managers gave in to the Sen-
ate managers on almost every important
point, 

The first of the provisions on which 
our managers gave in is permanent and 
total disability insurance. H. R. 6000 
as passed by the House had contained 
two Provisions for the permanently dis-
abled: Insurance and Public assistance, 

Neither of these was enacted by the 
Senate. The Senate managers accepted
public assistance for the disabled, but 
not insurance. In other words, a worker 
who becomes a permanent invalid at 45 
must go on relief for 20 years before he 
can draw his old-age insurance benefits. 
The Senate let itself be talked out of 
providing invalidity insurance by the 
slick tongues of the insurance-company
actuaries, who claimed it could not be 
administered without abuse. But we 
have' been providing disability benefits 
as a part of our civil-service retirement 
system for years and no one has ever 
complained about any abuse. Perma-
nent disability insurance has been pro-
vided for railroad workers, and no one 
claims it has not been successfully ad-
ministered. The House should insist 
that workers who are totally disabled by
sickness or accident before their time 
should be protected by~insurance and 
not merely by relief. 

The second important feature on 
which the House managers receded was 
the proposed increases in the Federal 
share of public assistance payments ap-
proved by the House. These increases 
were designed to help the poorer States,
who recognize that their public assist-
ance payments are inadequate, but can 
do nothing about it for lack of resources,
Under the House provisions, payments to 
the aged and blind would have been in-
creased about $5 a month in the South-
east, even though the States were unable 
to put up any more money. When it is 
realized that average monthly payments 
range from $19 to $23 in the South, the 
desperate need of the aged and the blind 
in these States for these increases needs 
no argument. Also, under the House 
provisions, the Federal share of pay-
ments to dependent children would have 
been increased. And more important,
the widowed mother or other relative 
caring for the child would have received 
Federal assistance, where today she must 
live on the meager payments given her 
children. Throughout the country this 
would have resulted in an average in-
crease per family of about $19, an in-
crease of about 50 percent in the South. 
With prices rising and assistance already
inadequate in many States, these In-
creases are desperately needed. Again
the House managers should be in-
structed to hold out for the increased 
Public assistance payments the House 
voted,.okvcn 

Finally, the House conferees accepted 
a rider to the bill, the so-called Know-
land amendment, that will undermine 
the security for the unemployed now 
backed up by the Federal provisions on 
unemployment insurance. This dishon-
est amendment, plausible on its face, 
would make it virtually impossible for 
the Federal Government to enforce the 
standards required by Congress fn 
unemployment-insurance laws. This 
amendment was added by the Senate 
on the floor after the Senate Finance 
Committee had voted that morning to 
oppose it. Mysteriously, between 12 and 
4 o'clock on the day the amendment was 
voted on, the majority of the Finance 
Committee switched their votes.. It 
would be well worth investigating what 

caused that switch. Only 21/2 minutes 
debate in opposition to the amendment 
was permitted and its proponents so 
misrepresented it that those who voted 
for it did not know what they were vot
ing for. I am informed that the emi
nent senior Senator from Ohio, when he 
really looked at the amendment in con
ference, admitted that it was so ambigu
ously worded that he was willing to con
sider a substitute amendment. The 
House has had no opportunity to con
sider this amendment. There have been 
no hearings, on it. It is poorly worded 
and thoroughly vicious. The House 
conferees should be instructed to reject
it and let the newly created subcommit
tee of the Committee on Ways and Means 
give the matter the study it deserves. 

Because of these three totally unsat
isfactory decisions by the House con
ferees, the House should reject the con
ference report and instruct cur man
agers to hold out for permanent and 
total disability insurance, and higher
Public-assistance payments, and reject
the Knowland unemployment-insurarice 
amendments. 

REASONS BEHIND KNOWLAND AMENDMENT
WASHINGTON AND CALIF'ORNIA HEARINGS 

Mr. CHRISTOPHER. Mr. Speaker,
there is not any doubt that the Knowland 
amendment was prompted originally by
the dissatisfaction of employers with the 
labor standards set by Congress in sec
tion 1603 (a) (5) of the Internal Reve
flue Code. These standards have been 
Previously explained and require the law 
of the State to provide that compensa
tion shall not be denied to individuals 
who refuse to accept new wvork vacant 
on account of a lab~or dispute or at work
ing conditions substantially less than 
those prevailing or where a yellow-dogg 
contract is made a condition of employ-
Ment. If the law is interpreted in a 
manner inconsistent with these require
ments to deny benefits in this area, the 
State finds itself in conflict with the con
gressional standards. 

Decisions of the highest administra
tive authorities in both California and 
Washington involving the denial of ben
efits to several hundred workers were 
called into question by the Secretary of 
Labor in December 1949 because, after 
conferences with the State authorities,
it appeared that these decisions con
flicted with the standard relating to de
nial of benefits to those refusing new 

nacon falbrds 
Pute. These decisions had all become 
final and there was no possibility of 
appealing them to the State courts. 

WahntnInhecsruio i
dustry the Washington agency denied 
benefits to 269 carpenters' in Spokane
who were unemployed before a strike 
involving their union caused vacant jobs
in that area. The benefits were denied 
on the grounds that but for the strike 
these Men would have been employed 4in 
the vacant jobs. The theory was thnat,
since these workers, if and when em-
Ployed, would be working as union car-
Penters under an area agreement for 
some contractor after referral to the job
by the union agent, these circumstances 
made allI work in the industry old work 
instead of new work. Hence the State 
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thought the prohibition respecting new 
work in the standards set by Congress 
should not apply. The same result was 
reached respecting workers previously 
employed in the maritime industry and 
who were on the beach at the time of the 
1948 west coast maritime strike, 

Because such a construction was con-
trary to the clear intent of Congress and 
because any work for completely unem-
ployed workers is new work to them, the 
Secretary of Labor, after a notice and a 
hearing found this provision of the 
Washington law was in conflict with the 
standard of the Internal Revenue Code. 
The Washington agency then reversed 
its Position and the commissioner stated 
that henceforward the Washington law 
meant the same thing as the Federal 
law. Thereafter the State was certified 
for tax-credit purposes. 

California: Unemployed seamen who* 
were on the beach at the time of the west 
coast maritime strike of 1948 were held 
by the California Appeals Board not to 

be entitled to benefits even. though their 

separation from previous employment 

had nothing to do with the labor dispute. 
Here, again, the conclusion was that men 
in this category would have been em-
ployed in due course in the vacant jobs 
if the strike had not happened because 
they would have been referred to work 
by the union agent at the hiring hall 
under the collective agreement. The 
appeals board concluded that work In 
the industry was their work rather than 
new work for these men. Consequently, 
no effort was made to meet the standards 
set by Congress. 

Hearings were called by the Secretary 
of Labor under the Internal Revenue 
Code-ornly after conferences with the 
Appeals Board and its staff-on the same 
basis as in the case of Washington. Dur-
ing the hearings the California Depart-
ment of Employment discovered for the 
first time that all of the workers under 
these decisions actually had been em-
ployed at the time of the strike and 
actually left work on account of the 
strike. Thereupon the Appeals Board 
explained that its decision was moot on 
the point of conflict, was not a prece-

detadi ntexresth alfrna 
law., The hearingt wares thermntdte 
question heraised were cosiermiaed, tohae 
beensatiosfracoilyepliedwrec anierdCoall-
forna watsfneveril outoflained aith Coni-
gresioawstandaerd autany time.Cr 
tificaiona fortax ceipuoss followed 

Dfcembefr 31x 1949.puros 

on Deebr3,14.tie 


EFFORT TO RIP OUT LABOR STANDARDS 

Looking at these Washington and Call-
fornia hearings, there is no question con-
cerning the appropriateness of the action 
taken. There appeared at the outset 
a denial of benefits contrary to Federal 
law. The decisions had become final 
and there was no Opportunity for the 
courts to consider the matter. If such 
an appeal had been taken, no question 
would, of course, have been raised until 

atetheissuetswere dscussedndtilwt 
theappropwriae dstatsed wihoofficials, 

the apreoprdiofthe Subsequentils whearns 
soscopeeyadepaically con-

shrmsd thmpetdeison asd expresigt he 
statedo the lawisionsaextwprissdicgtioest 

purpose at that time the law of the State 
was contained in the decisions of the 
Commissioner of Washington and the 
California Appeals Board, 

It was only after having taken these 
prior steps that the hearings were called, 
and even then the State of California 
was, on the basis of further informa-
tion, found never to have deviated from 
the congressional standard. These bear-
ings were held in the manner required 
by the Federal Administrative Procedure 
Act and were entirely appropriate in this 
respect. 

As an aftermath of these hearings the 
Pacific American Shipowners Associa-
tion, the San Francisco Waterfront Em-
ployers Association, and the California 

chapter of the Council of State Govern-

ments sponsored the Kncwland amend-

ment primarily to prevent action under 

the labor standards set by Congres's. 

These standards had been set by Con-

gress to insure benefits to workers who 

refuse to take struck work. The above-

mentioned groups wish to have benefits 

denied in cases where workers refuse to 

accept jobs as strikebreakers. 


Mr. RHODES. Mr. Speaker, I am not 
surprised that this conference report 
does not contain the House provision to 
extend social-security benefits to dis-
abled persons. I am sure that it is not 
because a person is less needy when he 
becomes disabled than one who reaches 
age 65. When a person becomes disabled 
he is likely to be in far greater need. 
especially if he is the head of a family, 

I rather th~ink it is because many Mem-
bers of the House and Senate are opposed 
to the very principle of social security, 
I realize the pressure that has come from 
powerful financial interests which have 
fought social security from its inception, 
It has been labeled welfare-state legisla-
tion which would undermine and de-
stroy our way of life and turn the people 
Into helpless slaves. 

in fact social security is the very heart 
and the very core of the so-called wel-
fare-state program. Nevertheless it is 
popular with the people of the Nation 
desite its false labels and the scare 

es 
propaganda which has been spread to 
discredit it. 

Today nothing can illustrate its Pop-
ularity better than the record vote on 
tilesaion in the Eighty-first Con-
gress. The most bitter opponensoths 
so-called welfare-state legislation are 
now on the band wagon. They still prat-

about the welfare state, they still 
spread false fears, but when the chips 

are down and when the showdow13 comes 
they vote for this far-reaching welfare-
state legislation. 

But while our fair-weather friends 
are riding the bandwagon they don't 
hesitate to throw the monkey-wrench 
around. That is why we have the Know-
land amendment. It has no place in 
this bill. The real purpose Is to use 
the popularity of social security to uin-

IN7CREASED SOCIAL-SECUrITY BENEFITS 

Mr. WOLVERTON, Mr. Speaker, it Is 
with pleasure that I give my support to 
the conference report amending the So
cial Security Act. It is. regrettable. 
however, that the so-called Knowland 
amendment was included. This, in MY 
opinion, should not have been done. It 
was fought by the friends of labor and 
justifiably so. However, in other re
spects the amendments provide an iml
proved social security law that will prove 
highly beneficial to workers. 

The original Social Security Act was 
adopted in 1935. I voted for the bill at 
that time because it seemed the best 
that could be gotten. I realized from the 
beginning that the benefits were greatly 
inadequate to provide the kind of secu
rity that the workers would need and was 
entitled to have in his or her retirement. 
Through the years that have Intervcned 
I have time and again spoken of this 
inadequacy and urged enactment of leg,
islation that would deal more generous
ly with retired workers and the hanchi
capped who came within its provisions. 
At last an improvement'has come. MY 
support of the first bill was given upon 
the basis that it was at least a start in 
the right direction although inadeqiuate 
in its provisions. The present bill, al
though it does not in all particulars go 
as far as I would like, yet it does go far 
beyond the original law and can be 
looked upon as a great achievement. 
The law does not begin to approach what 
it should be. As the experience of the 
past has led to this present improve
ment, so, with confidence, we can expect 
the future will bring additional benefits. 
and, cover an increasing number of 
workers in occupations not now included 
within its provisions. I look forward to 
that day and trust it will not be long 
delayed. 

The conference report, presented by 
Chairman DOtUGHTON, deals primarily 
with four main programs, as follows: 

First, the Federal old-age and sur
vivors insurance program. 

Second, Federal grants to the States 
for public assistance to needy persons. 

Third, Federal grants to the States for 
maternal and child health, crippled 
children, and child-welfare service. 

Fourth, the Federal provisions relat
ing to State unemployment insurance 
yte. 

ERAOL-GAN tRVR 1SUNC 
FDRLODG N UVVR NUAC 
With respect to Federal old-age and 

survivors insurance the conference re

port extends coverage to about 10,000,000 
additional persons. Included in this 
group are nearly 5,000,000 self-employed 
persons; about 1,000,000 domestic em
ployees; 850,000 regularly employed farm 
workers; 1,500,000 employees of State 
and local governments not covered under 
any retirement plan; 600,000 employees 
of nonprofit organizations; 400,000 per
sons employed in Puerto Rico and the 

dermine our unemployment insurance Virgin Islands; and about 200,000 Fed-
system. it seems to me that the sup- eral civilian employees not covered 
porters of the Knowland amendment are under aretirement systemn. The confer-

not in sympathy with either social se- ence report therefore takes a long step 
cuarity or unemployment Insurancee. toward the goal of universal coverc'.;e 

I believe this bill should be sent back~ under the insurance system of all per-

The evidence seemed clear that for every tothcofrneomie.snswookfralvng 
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Benefits are liberalized very substanti- amended to disregard earned income up

ally in the conference agreement. For to $50 per month of recipients of aid to 

those persons who have already retired the blind,

and for widows and orphans already on MATERNAL AND) CHILD HEALTH, CRIPPLED CHIL-

the rolls the average increase in benefits DREN, AND CHILD WELFARE 

will be about 771/2 percent. For future The conference report provides for an 

beneficiaries the increase in benefits will Increase of $19,500,000 a year for mater-

be more than doubled. The conference nal and child health and child-welfare 

report therefore is a major contribution services. These additional amounts 

toward making the benefits of the in- should help crippled children particu-

surance program more adequate. larly and also help the States to meet the 


The conference report greatly liberal- problem of delinquent children. 
Ized the eligibility for insurance benefits CctrONAbbrntth 

so that many persons now 65 or over will CNLSO
babetdrwrtrmnbeeisi- This is but a brief summary of the new

be bl tbeeftsimAllen,daw etreen 

mediately, and many persons close to 65 social-security law, but it is sufficient to 

will be able to qualify for insurance bene- justify my statement that the enacement 

fits much more quickly, of this legislation will constitute a great


The conference report provides for th he adaneursoia-scuitn sstm.Andrewsadac norsca-euiysse.

Payment of benefits on a more liberal It has been a real pleasure to have had

basis to the surviving children of mar- a part, first in establishing a soca-oca-
ried women. Benefits for dependent security policy for our Nation, and, sec-

husbands of deceased or retired women ond, to have had a part in providing the 

workers are added to the law, improvements to the act that this legis-


The conference report provides for a lation- makes possible. 

lump-sum Payment to be made at the The SPEAKER. All time has expired.

death of every insurance worker. This Mr. DOUGHTON. Mr. Speaker, I
should help very materially in making it move the previous question on the con-

Possible for the family of the deceased ference report.

worker to pay the medical bills and The previous question was ordered. 

funeral expenses of the deceased person. The SPEAKER. The question is on 

The most important provision ageengt ofeenereor.in the ageigt teh ofrnerpr.Carlyle
conference report is the provision for the Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr. 

revision of the retirement test under Speaker, I offer a motion to recommit. 


whih bneiciryma n The SPEAKER.ern ovre dClevenger Is the g~entleman op-whichoamentficiarytosmay beanefin posed the conference report?covre to 
a month instead of $14.99, and also re- M.BRE fWsosn m r

ceive full benefits at age 75 regardless of Speaker.


th mutoferig.The SPEAKER. The gentleman qual-
Theamountf earnings m The Clerk will report' the motionreotpoie fes.

The confrencerI repoteprovids redfoe to recommit. 
givs ing Worl Wnuar vtrnwaecd- follows:nce The Clerk read as

tsudrteisrnesystem of $160 

Per month for the time spent in service. Mr. BYRNEs of Wisconsin moves to recoin-


The conference report provides that mit the conference report on H. R. 6000 to

th bneitinrese eron n committee conference inatruc-fr nw the of withthnraeeei o esn o n tions to the managers on the part of the

the benefit rolls will be effective for, the House to incorporate in the conference re-
month of September 1950. The effective port the following provision:daefrnwcvrg rvsosi Janu- On page 44, paragraph (d) of section 106 
ary 1, 1951. of the conference report, strike out the pe-


PUBLIC ASSISTANCE riod following the word "group"~ and add the

following: "Unless the State statute by
The conference report provides for in- which such

creasing Federal funds to the States for 
retirement system was estab. 

lished contained a specific provision in ef-
pubicasisane.fllyer asin i fetonJanar 1 150 rquiin tatwhn-Fugate

isetmtdta h ofrnerprt ever any employee becomes subject to the 
will Provide an additional one hundred old-age and survivors insurance benefit pro~-
and fifty to two hundred million dollars visions of Federal law ariy contribution shall

Feerl teidt taesanull fr be reduced by the amount of the contribu-oteSae tion employeeFeea i nulyfr made by such pursuant to 
Public-assistance purposes. such provisions of Federal law." 


Th cnfrecereor fGrant
TheMrconferencepovdereportakerprovides 

theestblshmntof
nw cteoryofGwinntheestablishments tofth Satnewsaegrofassac move the previous question on the 

Fonedera gerants totteSae motion to recommit.lyan fassyistac
tobnedypermaenloadtoalydi- Mr. LYNCH. Mr. Speaker, a parlia-

aedPervsionis.as aefo nrai mentary inquiry.
Prvso aefricesn The SPEAKER. The gentleman Willsas 

the Federal share of expenditures for aid state it. 
todpnetcidehilre yicuigoe Mr. LYNCH.to epndet byinludngon As I understand the sit-adult relative in a family as a recipient uation, the gentleman from Wisconsin 

for Federal matching purposes.
The conference report authorizes Fed, [Mr. BYIINEs] having made a motion to 

erl ratstoth ordiec recommit, and the previou question be-Sats pyeagrnstthSttsfrdrcpa- Ing put, if the motion for the previous
Ments to doctors, hospitals, and other 'question is voted down, an amendment 
persons or institutions furnishing med- could be offered to the motion to recoin-
ical care. Provision is also made for the mit? Is my understanding correct? 
Federal Government sharing the cost of The SPEAKER. If the motion for the 
assistance to needy aged and blind per- previous question is not adopted, an

sasison i edca isttuios.ulcmdclisiuin.Boiling to the motion would be inPblc amendment
The conference report Makes a num- order. 

ber of amendments to the blind assist- The question is on ordering the previ.
anceistnglaPogam.Th is ou qestonBuhanaaneprga.eitnglw h s os usto.Buckley, 

The question was taken; and on a di
vision (demanded by Mr. LYNcH) there 
were-ayes 121, noes 106. 

Mr. LYNCH. Mr. Speaker, I ask for 
the yeas and nays. 

The yeas and nays were ordered. 
The question was taken, and there 

were-yeas, 1E8, nays 186, answering
"present" 1, not voting 55, as follows: 

lRoll No. 24111 
YEAS-188 

Abt al ury en 
HllLeonadaWNels nn 

breh enr .NloAllen, Calif. Handec Nixhlon
Callf. Handec Nichlon


Andersen, Harden Norblad

H. Carl Hardy Norreli


Anderson. Calif. Harris OIHara, Minn.

Harrison O'KonskiArends Harvey Pace 

Auchinclosa Hays. Ark. Passman 
Bates, Mass. Herlong PattersonBattle Fertcr Phillips, Calif. 
Bennett. Fla. Heselton Plum'ey 
Bentsen Hill Poage-
Bolton, Ohio Hobbs Paulson 
Boyker Hoffman. Mich. Prankon 
Bramblett Holmes Reed, Ill. 
Brown. Ga. Hope Reed, N.Y. 
Brown. Ohio Horan ReesBry~son Jackson, Calif. Rich 
Burleson Jacobs Richards 
Burton James Riehlman 
Byrnes, Wis. Jenison Rivers
Camp Jenkins RobesonJennings Rogers. Fla.

case, S. Dak. Jensen Rogers. Mass.

Chatham Jonas Sadlak

Chiperfield Jonles, Mo. St. George
Jones N. C. SanbornCole, Kans. Judd Scott, Hardie 

ore enSrve

Cooley Kearney Scudder

gotton Kearns ShaferCodert Keating Sheppard
Cox Kerr Simpson, Iii. 
Crawford Kilburn Simpson, Pa.

Curtis Kilday Smathers

Dague Kunkel Smith, Vs. 
Davis, Ga. Lanham Smit~h. Wis. 
Davis, Tenn. LeCompte Stanley
Davis, wis. LeFevre StockmanDeane Lichtenwalter Taber 
Dolliver Lodge Taylor 
Doughton Lucas ThompsoEllsworth McConnell Thornberry 
Elston McCulloch Towe 
Fellows McDonough velde 
Fenton McGregor Vorys
Fisher McMillan, S. C. Vursell 
Ford Mack, Wash. Wadsworth 

Macy Weichel 
Gary Martin, Iowa Whitten 
Gathings Martin. mass. Whittington 
Gavin Merrow Widnall
Gocdwin Meyer Wigglesworth
Gossett Michener Wilson. Ind.

Graham Miller. Md. Wilson, Tex.


Miller, Nebr. Wood
MforsWoodruff 
MonroneyHale Morton 

NAYS-186 
Addonlzio Buckley. N. Y. Denton 
Albert Burdick Dollinger 
Allen, La. Burke Donohue 
Angell Burnside DouglasAspinall Byrne, N. Y. Doyle
Baile Canfield Eberharter 
Baig Cnonlit 
Barret.Pa Carnahan EnleliClif 
Bates, Ky. Case, N. J. EvinsBeall Cavalcante Fallon 
Beckworth Chelf Feighan 
Blernnlettri Cheisnoper Fernade 
Bieshope Chrisophe Floodrt 
Blatnik Clemente Farand 
Boggs, La. Combs Frazier 

Cooper FultonBolton, Md, Corbett Furcolo 
Bosone Crook Garmatz 
Brosa Crosser Gilmer

Davenport GoldenIll. Delaney Gordon 
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Gorski McKinnIonl Rhodes 
Granahan McSweeney Ribicoff 
Grange Mc.l. RdnoMr. 

Gos Magdee Roosevel 
Grees Maddee Roonevel 
Hagen Mansfield Sabath 
Hs rt Marcantonio Sasseer 
Havenner Marsalis Saylor 
Hays, Ohio Marshall Secrest 
Hebert Miles Shelley
Hedrickc Miller, Calif. Sikes 
Heffernan Mitchell Sims 
Holfelde Morris Stpgerse
H01felde Morgan Spagene.CNINHM 
Howeil Moulder Stigler 
Huber Multer Sullivan 
Hull Murdock SuttonKerNtoSmhWsIrving Murphy Tackett 
Jackson, Wash. Noland 'rauriello 
Javits Norton Thomas 
Jones.tl. OBin Il olo 

Krt O'Brien, Mich. Trimble 
Karsten O'Hara, Ill. Underwood 
Kee O'Neill Van Zafldt 
Kelley, Pa. O'Sullivan Wagner
Kelly, N. Y. O'Toole 'Walter 
Kennedy Patman Welch 
Keorh Patten Whitaker 
King Perkins White, Calif. 
Kirwan Peterson Wickersham 
Klein Pfeifer, Wier 
Kruse Joseph L. Willis 
Lane Philbin Wilson, Okla 
Larcade Phillips, 'Tenn. Withrow 
Lind Polk Wolverton 
Linehan Powell Woodhouse 
Lynch Price Yates 
McCarthy Priest Young 
McCormack Rabaut Zablocki
McGrath Rains 
McGuire Ramsay 

ANSWERING "PRESENT"-1 

Cunningham 

NOT VOTING-55 

Andresen, Gillette Quinn 
August H. Gore Redden 

Barden Gregory Regan 
Barrett. Wyo. Hall, Sadowski 
Blackney Edwin Arthur Scott, 
Boggs, Del. Hare Hugh D., Jr. 
Breen Hinshaw Short 
Brehm Hoeven Smith, Kans. 
Bulwinkle Johnson Smith, Ohio 
Carroll Keefe Steed 
Celler Latham Stefan 
Cole. N. Y. Lyle Talle 
Davies, N. Y. McMillen, Ill. Vinson 

De~awsenidMorrson Wardeh 
D'ewafert edMurrayWin Whierdae 
DInEwar MfuffrraWs WiliteIams 

DuhmWlimL ised 

Eatonm Williamt L WolotBates, 

EatngMih Pocktter 


EglMih
PotrBeall 
Soteqeto a ree.

Soteprevious oderd.a. 
The Clerk 'announced the following 

pairs: thstoe:Bemile
gnthsvt:Benle 
Mr. Williams for, with Mr. Carroll against. 

Mr. William L. Pfeiffer for, with Mr. Quinn 
against.

Mr. Smnith of Ohio for, with Mr. Cunning-
ham against.

Mr. Eaton for, with Mr. Dingell against. 

Mr. Hoeven for, with Mr. Celler against.
Mr. Latham for, with Mr. Breen against. 

Mr. Short for, with Mr. Morrison agait.
M.Smith of Kansas for, with Mr. W lh 

against. 
Mr. Cole of New York for, with Mr. Gregory 

against. 
Mr eil'fIliosfr ihM. Engel

of. Michigaenagint
UntMilcfurthe notice:.BurdcklN.Y 

Mr. Sadowski with Mr. Boggs of Delaware. 
Mr. Bulwinkle with Mr. August H. Andre-

sen. 
Mr. Barden with Mr. Nelson. 
Mr. Pickett with Mr. Mason. 
Mr. Steed with Mr. Brelsm. 

MrCyewtr areto ymn.~
withBart Mr. o ymngar.Mr. DaviesfNwYr

Mr.DaiesofNewYok ithMr D'wat.Case, 
Mr. Winstead with Mr. Edwin Arthur Hall. 
Mr. Hare with Mr. Hinshawv. 
Mr. Redden with Mr. Talle. 

MTr.Regan with Mr. Potter. 

Mr. Gore with Mr. Hugh D. Scott, Jr. 


DeGraffenreid with Mr. Johnson. 

Mr uhmwt r tf'Jones,

M.Dra wih r.Sen.Judd 
Mr. Vinson with Mr. Werdel. 

Mr. White of Idaho with Mr. Blackney. 

Mr. Dawson with Mr. Wolcott. 

Mr. Bulwinkle with Mr. Keefe. 


Mr. MAHON changed his vote from 
nfay" to "yea." 


Mr UNNH M r pae, 

r Sekr 

have a live pair with the gentleman from 
Ohio, Mr. SMITH. I voted "nay." If the 
gentleman from Ohio 'were present, he 
would have voted ",yea." I therefore 
withdraw by vote and answer "present." 

The result of the vote was announced 
as above recorded. 

The SPEAKER. The question is on 
agreeing on the motion to recommit. 

Mr. KEATING. On that, Mr. Speakier
I ask for the yeas and nays. 

The yeas and nays were refused. 

The motion to recommit was rejected.

The SPEAKER. The question is on 


geig otecnernerpr.
ageigt h ofrnerpr.

Mr. DOUGHTON. Mr. Speaker, on 
that I demand the yeas and nays.

The yeas and nays were ordered. 
Teqeto watke;ndhre 
Teqeto wa tke; nd hre 

were-yeas 374, nays 1, not voting 55, 
as follows: 

[Roll No. 2421 
YES-74MGurego

YES34Mcuireo 

Abbitt Chatham Gathings
Abernethy Chelf Gavin 
Addonizio Chesney Gilmer 
Alet Ciefed Gle 
Allen, Calif. Christopher Goodwin 
Aln l Cuff GroMadn 
Allen, La. Clemente Gorskdi 
Andersen, Clevenger Gossett 

H. Carl Cole. Hans. Graham 

AdroCirColmer Granahan 

Andereson CoCsarnirfa.as 
Angell Cooley Grant 
Arends Cooper Green 
Aspinall Corbett Gross 
Auchinclors Cotton Guill 

'Bailey Coudert Gwinn 
Baring Cox Hagen 
BartP. Crawford Hale,
Barrtes. Py. Crook Hall, 

Ma Crosser Leonard W. 

Battle Cunningham Halleck 


Curtis Hand 

Beckworth Dague Harden


ennettws Davenport Hardy

33 nett, Mi avsG.hari 

Betsn Davis, Tenn. Harrison


DavIs, Wis. Hart
Deane HarveyBishop Deae HaenrAgs

.Dlny Hvre 
latnik Denton Hays, Ark. 


Boggs, La. Dollinger Hays. Ohio 

Boiling Dlie ~ etBake 

Bolton. Md. Dondiero ltetBacny 

Bolton, Ohi Dondher Hedrick 

Bonner Dnhe Heffernan

Doughton Heller 
Bosone Douglas Herlong,

Boykin DolHetrCrll 


DoyletEbrare e sEerter 
Brambkst Eberhartr Hesltl nDColes,
BrooksGa Ellswortt ob 
Brown, Ohio Eiston HofaI. 
Bryson Engle, Calif. Hoffman, Micl. 
Buchanan Evins Hfmn ih 
Buckley, Ill. Plo Holifleld 
Buckley.forN.thM Feighon Holmes 

Fellows Hope
Burdike Fentows Horan. 
Burleson Fernandez Howell 
Burnside Fisher Huber

Burton Flood Hull 

Byrne, N. Y. Fogarty Irving 

Camp porand Jackson, Cal. 

Canfield Ford Jackson, Wash. 
Cannon Frazier Jacobs 

arlyle Fugate James 
Carnahan Fulton Javits 

N. J. l'urcolo Jenison

Case. S. Dak. Gamble Jenkins 

Cavalcante Garmatz Jennings 

Celler Gary. Jensen 


Jonas Mitchell St. George 
Jones. Ala., Monroney Sasscer 
Joiese, Mo. Morgan Saylor 

N. C. Morris Scott, Hardie 
Morton Scrivner 

Karst Moulder Scudder 
Karsten Multer. Sccrest, 
Kean Murdock Shafer 
Kearney Murphy Shelley 
Kearns Murray, Tenn. Sheppard
Keating, NelsonSie 
Kee Nicholson Sin1pson, Il 
Kelley, Pa. Nixon Simpson, Pa. 
Kelly, N. Y. Noland Sims 
Kennedy, Norb'lad Smiathers 
Keogh Ncrrell Smith, Vs. 
Kelbrrn NO'rton,1 SmiehnWce 
Kilday O'Brien Mich, Staggers. 
King Oilers Ill Sta"1 eli-
K~rwan O'Hara, Mini), Stigler
Klein O'Konski Stockman 
Krupe O'Neill Sullivan

Kunkel O'Sullivan Sutton

Lane O'Toole Taber

Lanham Pace Tackett 
Larcadie Passman Tauriello

LeCocnpte Patman Taylor,

LeFevre Patten Teague

Lichtenwalter Patterson Thomas 
Lind Perkins Tho~mpson

Linehan Peterson Thornberry

Lodge Pfeifer. Tollefson 
Lovre Jsp . Tw

Lucas Josephn Trimbe

Lynch Phillips, Calif Underwood

McCarthy Phillips, Tenn. Van Zandt

Mconl Plumley ved

M ormack Poage tvorys

McCulloch. Poktur!cll
McDonough PoulsokasotM rah Powelso Wadsnert 

Mc egrWalter 
Preston Weichel
PriceWec 

MMillan S. C.Praiaut Wheeler 
mcsweeney' Rbu Wh itaker 
Mack, Ill. Rains White, Calif.


ak ah Ramsay Whitten

MacyRaknhttitn


Reed, Ill Wickersham

MageeRedNY. Wnll

Mahon Rees Wier

Mansfield Rhodes Wigglesworth

Marcantonlo Riblcoff Willis


Rich Wilson, Ind.

Maishall Richards Wilson. Okla.

Martin, lowa, Riehlrman Wilson, Tex.

Martin' Mass. Rivers Wi throw

Merrow Robeson Wolverton


Meyer Radinlo Wood

Michener Rogers, F'la. Woodhlouse

Miles Rogers, Mass. Woodruff

Miller, Calif. Rooney . Yates

Miller. Md. Roosevelt Young

Miller, Nebr. Sabath Zablocki

Mills Sadlak


NAYS-1 
Byrnes, Wis.


NOT VOTING-55

Andresen, Gore Redden . Geoy Ign

uutH rgr ea 
Barden Hall, Sadowski

Barrett, Wyo. Edwin Arthur Sanborn


aeSot

Hr 

Boggs. Del. Hinshaw Hugh D., Jr. 
Breen Hoeven, Short
Brehm Johnson Smith, Hans.

Bulwisskle Keefe Smith, Ohio


LhaSed

CaoleN.Y Latha Steedn 

N. Y. Ly~len,1.Talefa 
asn ao n


Derfnrd Mrrsn Wlh

Dewrafert dMurrayn W. Werdls


'wr ury i. Wre 
Dingell Pfeiffer, White, Idaho 
Durham William L. Williams 
Eaton Pickett Winstead 
Engel, Mich. Potter Wolcott

Gillette Quinn


So the conference report was agreed 
to. 

The Clerk announced the following 

pairs:
On this vote: 
Mr. August H. Andresen for, with Mr. Ma-

non against.
Mr. Brehm for, with Mr. Smith of Ohio 

against. 
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Until further notice: 
Mr. Carroll with Mr. D'Ewart. 
Mr. Dingell with Mr. Keefe. 
Mr. Pickett with Mr. William L. Pfeiffer. 
Mr. Morrison with Mr. Cole of New York. 
Mr. Williams with Mr. Talle. 
Mr. deGraffonried with Mr. Stefan. 
.Mr. Breen with Mr. Hoeven. 
Mr. Gregory with Mr. Johnson. 
Mr. Quinn with Mr. Gillette. 
Mr. Redden with Mr. Boggs of Delaware. 
Mr. Gore with Mr. Barrett of Wyoming. 
Mr. Hare with Mr. Latham. 
Mr. Barden with Mr. Smith of Kansas. 
Mr. Davies of New York with Mr. Murray of 

Wisconsin. 
Mr. Winstead with Mr. Potter. 
Mr. Steed with Mr. Blackney. 
Mr. Dawson with Mr. Engel of Michigan. 
Mr. Lyle with Mr. Edwin Arthur Hall. 
Mr. Sadowski with Mr. Eaton. 
Mr. Durham with Mr. Hugh D. Scott, Jr. 
Mr. Vinson with Mr. Short. 
Mr. Walsh with Mr. Hinshaw. 
M1.r.Eulwlnkle with Mr. Wolcott. 
Mr. White of Idaho with Mr. Werde!. 

The result of the vote was announced 
as above recorded. 

A motion to reconsider was laid on 
the table. 



I


I


I
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MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE 

The message further announced that 
the House had agreed to the report of the 
committee of conference on the disagree
ing votes of the two Houses on the 
amendment of the Senate to the bill (H. 
R. COOO) to extend and improve the Ped
eral old-age and survivors insurance sys
tern, to amend the public assistance and 
child-welfare provisions of the Social Se
curity Act, and for other purposes. 
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SOCIAL SECURITY ACT AMENDMENT OF 
1950--CONFERENCE REPORT 

Mr. GEORGE obtained the floor. 
Mr. MAYBANK. Mr. President, will 

the Senator yield?
Mr. GEORGE. I yield. 
Mr. MAYBANK. I wonder whether 

the Senator desires that I suggest the 
absence of a quorum. I shall abide by 
the wishes of the Senator from Georgia. 

Mr. GEORGE. I do not believe it is 
nec'-ssary to call a quorum, inasmuch as 
it may take some time to develop one, 
I hope the Senator will withhold his 
suggestion,

Mr. MAYBANK. Mr. President, I 
withhold my suggestion of the absence 
of a quorum.

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I sub-
mit the conference report on House bill 
6000, Social Security Act amendment of 
1950, and I ask unanimous consent for 
its immediate consideration. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The re-
port will be read for the information of 
the Senate. 

The report was read. 
(For conference report, see House pro-

ceedings of August 16, 1950, pp. 12610-
12645.) 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there 
objection to the consideration of the re-
port? 

There being no objection, the Senate 
proceeded to consider the report. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
question is on agreeing to the report. 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, it is 
most gratifying to be able to report that 
the conference agreement on H. R. 6000 
incorporates the principal provisions Of 

Currently there are about 3.000,000 
beneficiaries of old-age and survivors in-
surance. Under the conference agree-
ment it is estimated that within a year 
tinubrwlexed4200.By
1960 the beneficiaries will number more 
than 7,000.000. Benefit payments for re-
tired workers now averaging $26 per 
month will in a few years exceed an av-
erage Of $50. In providing for these 
liberalizations, the Conference Commit-
tee was not unmindful of the increase inI 
costs to the system. 

Mr. WHERRY. Mr. President, I was 
about to ask the Senator a question, but 
one of my colleagues has just given me 
information which may answer the ques-
tion. I wondered if the Senator fromi 
Georgia did not think it necessary to 
have a quorum called. I would suggest 
to the able Senator that Senators on 
this side of the aisle are most inter-
ested in the report, not that they are 
opposed to the report, but they would 
like to hear the Senator's explanation, 
and if he would permit a quorum call. 
I should like to get Senators to the floor 
if possible. 

Mr. GEORGE. I have no objection, 
It would merely delay action. The dis-
tinguished Senator from South Carolina 
[Mr. MAYBANKJ offered to call a quorum, 
but I suggested it would merely result in 
delay, 

Mr. WHERRY. Mr. President, I will 
not delay action on the report. Several 
Senators have said they would like to 
be here when the conference report was 
laid before the Senate. 

Mr. GEORGE. If the Senator feels 
he should call a quorum on that account. 

appropriating funds to the system out of 
general revenues. 

I shall summarize very briefly the 
major provisions of the conference 
agreement that differ from those con
tained in the bill as passed by the Sen
ate. 
OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE COVERAGE 

The conference agreement extends 
coverage to substantially the same num
ber of persons as under the Senate-
passed bill, namely, ten million. 

Nonprofit and religious institutions: 
The principal change made as to coy
erage relates to employees of nonprof.t
organizations that are exempt from in
come tax under section 101 (6) of the 
Internal Revenue Code. The bill as 
passed by the Sen-ate provided compul
sory coverage of employees of nonprofit 
organizations not owned or operated by 
a religious denomination. Employees of 
religious organizations were to be coy
ered on a voluntary basis at the option 
of the employer. 

The House-passed bill provided com
pulsory coverage of employees of non
profit and religiou3 organizations, but 
granted an exemption as to the employ
er's share of the tax. Unless the exemp
tion were waived by the employer, only 
the employees would b2 required to make 
contributions to the system, resulting, of 
course, in a decrease of benefits received. 

Under the conference agreement em
ployees of all nonprofit and reigious or
ganizations exempt from income tax un
der section 101 (6) of the Internal Reve
nue Code may be extended coverage on 
a voluntary basis. For these employees 
to be covered the organization must file 
a certificate stating it desires coverage
for its employees and that two-thirds of 
the employees concur in the filing of the 
certificate. 

A very serious question was presented 
to the conference committee, namely, 
whether or not it would be valid to leave 
It to the employing corporation to decide 
for Its employees, and thereby subject its 
employees to tax. 

I repeat, under the conference agree
ment employees of all nonprofit and re
ligious organilzations exempt from in-

the bill as passed by the Senate. ThusIyedfrtapuos,
the objective of having the contributory 
social-security system become the ma-
jor method of providing protection 
against the economic hazards of old age 
and premature death should soon be-
come an accomplished fact. I believe 
we may now look forward to a reversal 
of the trend of continually increasing ex-
penditures from general revenues for the 
aged and for children who are dependent 
because of death of the family bread-
winner, 

Mr WHedfrR Iha nthikwuddurose 
Mr HRY onttikIwud 

want to have it on that basis, because 
it is not because Senators oppose the 
report, but they wanted to get the infor-
mation the Senator would impart in his 
remarks. I shall not call for a quorum 
at this time. 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, the taxc 
schedule in the conference agreement is 
designed to make the program self-sup-
porting so as to avoid the necessity for 
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come tax under section 101 (6) of the 
Internal Revenue Code may be extended 
coverage on a voluntary basis. For these 
employees to be covered the organization 
must file a certificate stating it desires 
coverage for its employees and that two-
thirds of the employees concur in the fil-
ing of the certificate. Then the em-
ployees so concurring would be afforded 
the Protection of the system. Moreover, 
employees engaged by the employer after 
the certificate became effective would 
also be covered, 

Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President, 
will the Senator yield for a question? 

Mr. GEORGE. I yield. 
pMr. SALTONSTALL. Does that mean 

that hospitals which are operated on a 
charitable basis, which are incorporated 
for nonprofit purposes, would come with-
in the provision the Senator has just 
described? 

Mr. GEORGE. I think so. I believe 
there is no doubt about that. 

Mr. WATKINS. Mr. President, did I 
understand the Senator correctly to say 
that agricultural cooperatives also were 
included? 

Mr. GEORGE. No; cooperatives are 
not included. The Senator from Massa-
chusetts was asking about nonprofit 
hospitals, under section 101 (6). This 
provision does not refer to cooperatives, 

Mr. WATKINS. There is another sec-
tion dealing with them, is there not? 

Mr. GEORGE. Yes; there is. 
Mr. SALTONSTALL. if the Senator 

will further yield, what about nonprofit 
colleges, schools, and institutions of that 
character? 

Mr. GEORGE. They are treated ex-
actly as hospitals are. They are covered 
precisely on the same basis. 

Agricultural workers: Under the bill 
as passed by the Senate about 1,000,000 
agricultural workers, of whom 800,000 
are regularly employed workers on 
farms, would have been covered by the 
system. The conference agreement 
makes no change as to coverage of the 
200,000 borderline or marginal agricul-
tural workers, as they are some times 
called, engaged in processing agricul-
tural or horticultural commodities off 
the farm. As to regularly employed 
workers on farms the conference agree- 
ment reduces the number covered from 
800,000 to about 650,000 by imposing a 
somewhat more restrictive definition of 
regular employment. 

Under the Senate bill an individual 
would have been deemed to be regularly 
employed and to be covered by the sys-
tern if he work~ed for one employer 
at least 60 days and earned $50 or more 
in a calendar quarter. The conference 
agreement modifies the provisions in the 
Senate-passed bill so as to cover an em-
ployee on a farm only if he has (1 
worked for his employer on a full-time 
basis for 60 days in a calendar quarter, 
and (2) worked continuously for the 
same employer throughout the preceding 
calendar quarter. 

Mr. THYE. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield for a question? 

Mr. GEURGE. I yield. 

Mr. THYE. 'We should interpret that 
to be 6 months; that would be 6 months' 
time the worker wvould actually be em-
played, 3 months previous to, plus 3 
months within that calendar quarter? 

Mr. GEORGE. The Senator is cor-
rect. 

Mr. THYE. I thank the Senator, 
Mr. GEORGE. That was the conces-

sion we made to the House conferees in 
order to bring about an agreement upon 
the bill; and that is the effect of the 
conference report, 

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. Prcsident, will 
the Senator yield? 

MVr. GECRGE. I yield to the Senator 
from Mecrida. 

Mr. HOLLAND. With reference to 
this coverage of agricultural employees, 
did I correctly understand the Senator to 
say that inetead of requiring merely 60-
day employment during a calendar quar-
ter plus the earning of $50, in order to 
be entitled to coverage that under the 
conference report, to be covered in that 
first calendar quarter of coverage there 
shall have to be 60 full days, of employ-
ment? 

Mr. GEORGE. That is correct. What 
most concerned the conference commit-
tee, or at least some members of the 
committee, was that a worker might 
work part time on the farm, and then go 
into town to a shop and finish up his 
day's work. He could work a part of 
60 days under present high-wage rate 
scales, and could easily earn $50 or more 
per quarter. So it was meant to be 
stated as clearly as we could by this pro-
vision that he must be a regular em-
ployee on the farm, and he is not required 
to Put in a full day's time, because 
weather conditions and other things 
may interrupt, but that must be his reg- 
ular employment; and he must not be a 
mere part-time worker who devotes an 
hour to the farnm and works enough time 
elsewhere within a quarter to earn $50 
or more._ 

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield further? 

Mr. GEORGE. I yield. 
Mr. HOLLAND. Is it then correct to 

say that in the case of an interruption 
for a day by weather, when a worker is 
ready to work the full day, but is pre-
'vented from so working simply by'reason 
of the weather, that that day would 
count upon the 60 full days as embraced 
in the conference report? 

Mr. GEORGE. That is correct. Iii 
other words, it would not interfere with 
that element insofar as his qualifying is 
concerned. HhL readiness to work the 
full day would meet the requirement, if 
h3 appeared, and if rain or other condi-
tions interfered, and he was not able to 
work more than an hour, or not at all. 
But he must have within that quarter 
earned $50 or more, 

Mr. HOLLAN'D. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield further? 

Mi. GEORGE. Yes; I yield, 
Mr. HOLLAND. Then with reference 

to the effect of weather upon employ-
ment, the provisions of the bill are iden-
tical with those of tile bill as adopted on 

tire Senate floor; are they not? Namely. 
to work or be available and ready to work 
fo,: the day constitutes a full day even 
though weather may interfere and cut 
down th2 hours of actual work? 

Mr. GEORGE. That fcature of it re
mains the same. The feature of thc hill 
which was changed in conference was 
the requirement that in order to become 
eligible the regularly employed farm 
worker must have worked an immedi
ately preceding qualifying, quarter for 
the same employer. That was earnestly 
insistcd upon by the House conferees, 
anid the conference committee accepted 
that compromise. 

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield for a further question? 

Mr. GEORGE. I am glad to yield. 
Mr. HOLLAND. Now, without refer

ence in this question to the qualifying 
quarter and solely with reference to the 
second consecutive quarter of coverage, 
the provision of the Senate bill, as I re
call it, was merely that $50 had to be 
earned within a second quarter of cover
age, in working for the same employer, 
to bring the workman under the cover
age provisions of the bill for that quar
ter? Does the same provision apply to 
the conference bill? 

Mr. GEORGE. That is correct; and in 
addition he must have worked 60 full 
days and earned $50 in the preceding. 
quarter, the first quarter cf coverage. 

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield further? 

Mr. GEORGE. Yes. 
Mr. HOLLAND. With reference to 

the second quarter, of coverage, which 
is, cf course, the third quarter of em
ployment, and the requirements for 
coverage during that second quarter of 
coverage as now stated under the con
ference bill, did I understand the Sena
tor to say that one of the conditions for 
coverage in that second quarter of coy
erage is continuous employment during 
the first quarter of coverage by the em
ployee for the same employer, or would 
only 60 days' employment during that 
first quarter of coverage serve to qualify 
him? 

Mr. GEORG E. I believe this is the 
correct statement: He must have worked 
for his employer on a full-time basis for 
60 days in the preceding calendar quar
ter, the first quarter of coverage, and, 
second, he must have worked contin
uously for the same employer through
out a former or nex~t preceding calen
dar quarter which was the qualifying 
quarter. It was insisted by the. House 
conferees that for one to become eli
gible under this title of the Social Se
curity Act he must have been a regu
larly employed workman for one quar
ter, and in the second quarter, in which 
he could first qualify for coverage, he 
must have worked 60 days on a full-
time basis; that is, as distinguished from 
a part-time or job worker; and he must 
have earned $50 or more in that see
ond quarter. There is no requirement 
as to his earnings in the first quarter. 

Mr. HOLLAND. May I ask the Sen
ator: Is there any requirement for the 
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number of days he must have worked in 
the second quarter to qualify him for 
coverage? 

Mr. GEORGE. In the second quar-
ter? 

Mr. HOLLAND. Yes, in the second 
quarter. 

Mr. GEORGE. Sixty full days, yes. 
That is to say he must have been ready, 
able, and willing to work; he must have 
been there reporting for work, with such 
interruptions as occasioned by providen-
tial interventions or causes; ne must 
have been there for 60 days within the 
90-day quarter. He must have been 
regularly employed on a full-time basis 
for 60 days. 

Mr. HOLLAND. is it correct to say 
then that the provisions of the confer-
ence report on this particular item in 
the bill are less generous to the em-
ployee than the provisions of the Senate 
bill? 

Mr. GEORGE. That is correct. As 
I have already stated, they are more re-
strictive than the provisions in the 
original Senate bill. But I may say to 
the Senator that it was necessary in 
the conference to make this concession 
in order to cover any regularly employed 
farm worker. We had to make that 
concession. 

Mr. HOLLAND. Will the Senator 
yield for one further question? I ap-
preciate greatly the patience shown by 
the Senator. 

Mr. GEORGE. I yield, 
Mr. HOLLAND. Would the Senator 

outline, for the record, clearly the exact 
distinction now appearing in the con-
ference report between the requirement 
for qualification, not for coverage, in 
the first of two consecutive quarters and 
the requirement for actual coverage in 
the second of those two consecutive 
quarters. 

Mr. GEORGE. The two quarters 
might be roughly described as being 
identical in the respect in which the 
Senator presents his question, except in 
the last he must earn $50. In other 
words, he must be employed by the same 
employer, and he must be employed reg-
ularly, or as we say in the bill, continu-
ously, for one qualifying quarter, and in 
the second or immediately following 
quarter in order to be covered under the 
bill for that quarter, he must also be 
regularly employed for 60 days on a full-
time basis and must have earned $50. 
The real distinction being that in the 
second quarter his earnings must have 
amounted to $50 or more. That is the 
substantial difference, 

Mr. HOLL-AND. I thank the Senator. 
Mr. GEORGE. I am quite glad to be 

Interrupted by the Senator from Florida. 
Although the conference agreement 

does not go quite as far as the Senate-
passed bill in extending coverage to agri-
cultural labor, the basic principle con-
tained in the Senate bill of providing 
coverage at this time to the steadily em-
ployed workers on farms is retained. 
The limited extension of coverage in this 
area assures simplicity of administration 
for the farmer and should Provide the 
necessary experience on which to base 
future decisions as to the extent that 

coverage of agricultural labor should be 
broadened. 

Employees of State and local govern-
ments: The provisions in the Senate bill 
providing for voluntary coverage of State 
and local employees not under a retire-
ment system, by means of Federal-State 
agreement, were adopted by the confer-
ence committee. The conference agree-
ment, however, does modify somewhat 
the provisions in the Senate bill for the 
extension of compulsory coverage to em-
ployees: of certain publicly owned trans-
portation systems. 

The Senate bill provided compulsory 
coverage for all employees of publicly 
owned transportation systems, the whole 
or any part of which was acquired by a 
State or political subdivision after 1936. 

The conference agreement adopts the 
provisions of the S2nate bill as the gen-
eral rule to be applied if a State or Po-
litical subdivision acquires a transporta-
tion system, or any part thereof, from 
private ownership after 1936 and before 
1951, except that old-age and survivors 
insurance coverage would not be ex-
tended to employees of a transportation 
system who are covered by a general re-
tirement system under which the benefits 
are protected from diminution or im-
pairirent by a State constitutional pro-
vision. Acquisitions from a private corn-
pany after 1950 are to be governed by 
special provisions which perhaps may 
need some revision as experience is 
gained in this new area of compulsory 
coverage. 

Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President, 
will the Senator yield at this point? 

Mr. GEORGE. I am pleased to yield 
to the Senator from Massachvsetts. 

Mr. SALTONSTALL. I thank the 
Senator. 

I believe that the distinguished chair-
man of the committee is somewhat f a-
miliar with the Boston metropolitan 
transit system about which I receive 
some correspondence. Does this confer-
ence report cover that system? The 
date used is 1936, and that makes me 
wonder, 

Mr. GEORGE. The conference corn-
mittee was advised that it does cover the 
Boston situation. -uals 

Mr. SALTONSTALL. I thank the 
Senator, 

Mr. GEORGE. It seemed to cover 
that situation very well indeed; and the 
conference committee heard quite a good 
deal about Boston, Chicago, New York, 
and also Cleveland, let me say to the dis-
tinguished Senator from Ohio, whom I 
now see present in the Chamber. 

I repeat that the report does cover the 
Boston situation, 

Mr. SALTONSTALL. I thank the 
Senator, 

Mr. GEORGE. I may add that it 
seemed to cover quite completely the 
Chicago situation, also, 

Mr. President, I have Just referred to 
the special provisions, which perhaps 
may need later revision, governing ac-
qulsitions from, a Private company after 
1950. If these special provisions do not 
adequately meet situations arising in the 
future, the Congress will have ample 
time to make any necessary modifica-

tions to protect the rights of the indi
viduals under the old-age and survivors 
insurance system. 

Definition of employee: The confer
ence agreement retains the usual comn
mon-law rules for determining the em
ployer-employee relationship, except far 
specified occupational groups. The so-
called economic reality test, based on 
s3ven indefinite factors, as contained in 
the House bill, was rejected by the con
ference committee. Thus, the basic 
principles of the bill as passed by the 
Senate govern. The usual common-law 
rules realistically applied, and not the 
restrictive rules of a particular State, are 
to be used for the purpose of ascertain
ing whether an individual is an employee 
or is self-employed, except that individ
uals in the following occupational groups 
are to be classified as employees if they 
perform service under prescribed cir
cumstances-which, of course, are set 
out in the conference report: 

First. Full-time life-insurance sales
men; 

Second. City and traveling salesmen 
engaged on a full-time basis in solicit
ing, orders for their principals-except 
for side-line sales activities - from 
wholesalers, retailers, contractors, or 
operators of hotels, restaurants, or other 
similar establishments; 

Third. Agent-drivers or commission 
drivers engaged in distributing meat 
productzs, vegetable products, fruit prod
ucts, baking products, beverages--other 
than milk-or laundry or dry-cleaning 
services, for their principals; and 

Fourth. Industrial home workers li
censed under State law, and who work 
in accordance with specifications pre
scribed by their employers. 

LBRLZTO FBNFTPTET 
LBRLZTO FBNFTPYET 

The conference agreement retains the 
benefit formula as passed by the Senate, 
so that workers who retire with earn
ings in covered employment in six calen
dar quarters after 1950 may have their 
benefits computed as follows: 50 percent 
of the first $100 of the average monthly 
wage, plus 15 percent of the next $200. 
Present beneficiaries, as well as individ

who retire in the future without 
having earnings in covered employment 
in six calendar quarters after 1950, will 
have their benefits increased 771/2 per
cent on the average over the level pro
vided in present law. Under the bill as 
passed by the Senate, this increase would 
have averaged more than 85 percent, 
while under the House bill the average 
increase was 70 percent. 

Although this 'Compromise does not 
provide for as high a level of benefits for 
Present beneficiaries and those retiring 
in the near future as would have been 
provided under the Senate-passed bill, 
the long-range level of benefits will be 
substantially the Same as under the Sen
ate bill, because the afore-mentioned 
benefit formula will be used in most in
stances for persons retiring after June 
30, 1952. 

E"GIBILZTT 

The provisions In the Senate-passed 
bill which greatly liberalized the eligi
bility requirements for older workers are 
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retained in the conference agreement. 
Thus, a worker who just attained the age 
65 needs only six quarters of coverage to 
be eligible for benefits, instead of 27 
quarters, as is the case under present 
law, or 20 quarters, as was prescribed in 
the House bill. Moreover, under this 
new start provision for eligibility re-
quirements any person now aged 62 or 
over can qualify for benefits with the 
minimum of six quarters of coverage. 
All others can qualify if they have cover-

agnone-half the quarters easn 
after 1950 and before attainment of age 
65, but in no case are more than 40 quar-
ters required. Quarters of coverage, for 
the purpose of meeting the new eligi-

biiny ears, thoseere19e0andiriorm asclwella 
subsequd aswlstoerirently,

earnd sbseuenly.The 
FINANCINd 

The conference agreement retains the 
tax rates that were provided in the Sen-
ate-passed bill, except that the present 
rates of 1Y/2percent on employer and 11/2 
percent on employees are scheduled to be 
increased to 2 percent in 1954, instead of 
in 1956. The complete schedule is as fol- 
lows: 1½/percent on employers and 11/2 
percent on employees for 1950-53, inclu-
sive; 2 percent for 1954-59, inclusive; 
2!, percent for 1960-64, inclusive; 3 per-
cent for 1965-69, inclusive;, and 31/4 per-
cent thereafter, with the self-employed 
paying 1 ½'times the employee rate, 

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE 

The conference agreement retains the 
Federal grant-in-aid formulas of present 
law for the existing programs of old-age 
assistance and aid to the blind. 

A~T EEDNHLRNpassed 
AM T DEENDNTHILRENc~reased 

For aid to dependent children, the 
amount of fundG made available to the 
States will be increased approximately 
$75,OQ0,000 a year, because of the pro-
vision, which was in the bill as passed by 
the House and by the Senate, making the 
mother or other adult relative of the 
children a recipient for Federal match-
ing purposes. The maximum payments 
for Federal participation in aid to de-
pendent children, which, under the Sen-
ate-passed bill, were to be $30 per month 
for the caretaker, $30 for the first child, 
and $20 for each additional child in a 
family, are cut back to $27, $27, and $18, 
respectively, under the conference agree. 
ment. 

AID TO PERMANENTLY AND TOTALLY DISABLED
henedy

A new program for aid to thled needy 
permanently and totally disabld et-
mated to cost the Federal Government 
about $65,000,000 a year, is established 
by the conference agreement. Federal 
grants-in-aid are made available to the 
States for this Program under the same 
matchin~g formula now used for old-age 
assistance and aid to the blind. Thus the 
Federal shoze is three-fourths of the first 
$20 of a State's average monthly pay-
ment per recipient plus one-half of the 
remainder within individual maximums 
of $50. Accordingly, the maximum in 
Federal funds for any recipient is lim-
ited to $30 per month,. 

Although the bill as passed by the 
Senate made no provision for the es-
tablishmfent of this program, a floor. 

amendment authorizing Federal grants-
in-aid for the needy disabled was de. 
feated on a yea-and-nay vote by the nar-
row margin of 42 to 41. The conferees 
for the Senate in agreeing to recede were 
guided by the fact that there was only a 
one-vote difference when the Senate con-
sidered the'establishment of a program 
for the needy disabled. 

PUERTO RICO AND THE VIRGIN ISLANDS 
The conference agreement extends the 

State-Federal public assistance programs
to Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. 
The Federal share is limit~ed. however, to 
one-half the expenditures made to recip-
ients of assistance. Moreover, the total 
Federal costs may not exceed $4,250,000 

a year for Puerto Rico and $160,000 for 
the Virgin Islands. 

Senate-passed bill made no pro-
vision for extending the public-assistance 
programs to those insular possessions 
while the House bill authorized such 
extension without an over-all dollar limit 
on annual Federal participation in costs. 
I may say, in passing, that the confer-
ence committee was advised that the limit 
of $4,250,000 a year for Puerto Rico and 
$160,000 for the Virgin Islands on the 
formula of matching, approved in the 
conference report, would be adequate. 

CHILD HEALTH' AND WELFARE SERVICES 

,The House bill authorized an increase 
in the annual authorization for Federal 
grants to the States for child-welfare 
services from $3,500,000 to $7,000,000, 
but made no provision for increasing the 
authorizations for the other service pro-
grams for crippled children and ma-
ternal and child health. The bill as 

by the Senate would have in-
the annual authorization from 

$3,500,000 to $12,000,000 for child-wel-
fare services, from $7,500,000 to $15,-
000,000 for crippled-children services, 
and from $11,000,000 to $20,000,000 for 
maternal and child-health services, 

Under the conference agreement the 
authorizations provided for these pro-
grams are reduced somewhat from the 
figures contained in the Senate-passed 
bill. However, substantial increases are 
provided so as to assist the States to 
meet the health and welfare needs of 
a greater number of children. For Child-
welfare services the annual authorization 
is increased to $10,000,000; for crippled-
children services $12,000,000 is au-
thorized for the present fiscal year. 
and $15,000,000 for each year thereafter;
for the maternal and child-health serv-
ices $15,000,000 is authorized for this 
year and $16,500,000 for each year there-
after. 

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE 

The bill as passed by the Senate con-
tained two provisions relating to unem-
ployment insurance which were not in-
cluded in the House bill. The first of 
these reenacts the provisions in title xII 
of. the act, which expired January 1, 
1950, under which the Federal Govern-
ment was authorized to make advances 
to the accounts of States in the unem-
ployment trust fund, The conference 
agreement permits such advances, in 
order to assure the solvency of State 
unemployment insurance accounts, until 
December 31, 1951, thus affording ample 
time for other legislative treatment, in 

the event this problem should become 
acute in any State. 

The second provision is the amend
ment sponsored by the junior Senator 
from California [Mr. KNOWLAND] added 
to the bill -on the floor of the Senate, 
which restricts the authority of the Sec
retary of Labor over State unemploy
ment-insurance programs. 

Both of these Senate provisions were 
adopted by the conference committee 
wihucane 

Cihot IOOhNge. 
The conference agreement makes It 

possible for 10,000,000 individuals to be
gin making contributions to the old-age 
and survivors insurance system begin

ning the first of next year and to obtain 
old-age security for themselves and pro
tection for their dependents in case of 
death. Increased benefit payments are 
provided for the 3,000,000 beneficiaries 
now on the rolls. It should be remem
bered that retired workers are now re
ceiving an average of only $26 per 
month, as their benefits are computed on 
the basis of a formula adopted more 
than 10 years ago, which was geared to 
prewar wage and price levels. Under 
the conference agreement these benefi
ciaries will receive an average of $46 per 
month beginning with the payments for 
the month of September. 

Although the conference agreement 
relates primarily to improving and ex
panding the old-age and survivors'. in
surance system, provision is also made 
for strengthening State-Federal public-
assistance and child-health and welfare 
services. As I have indicated earlier, 
additional Federal funds are made avail
able for aid to dependent children, ma
ternal and child health, crippled chil
dren, and child-welfare services. More
over, a fourth category of public assist
ance for the needy permanently and 
totally disabled is established. 

Mr. President, the conference agree
ment perhaps is more important to the 
citizens of the Nation than any domestic 
legislation that has come before the 
Eighty-first Congress. I urge immedi
ate adoption of the agreement so that 
the beneficiaries now on the rolls may 
have their, small benefit payments in
creased, effective with the checks they 
will receive for the month of September, 

Mr. President, before resuming my 
seat, I wish to say that the conference 
was entirely harmonious. Each con
feree gave to the other his very best 
service in working out the difficult prob
lems presented by the disagreeing votes 
*of the two Houses. I may also say that 
the House yesterday approved the con
ference report by a vote of 374 to 1. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. Mr. President, I con
gratulate the distinguished chairman of 
the Senate Finance Committee on the 
excellent and very clear statement he 
has just made on the work of the con
ferees. I should like also to state my 
belief that the conferees did a fine job 
in representing the basic views of the 
Senate on this subject. I hope the con
ference report will be approved. 

Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, 
ask unanimous consent to place in the 
body of the RECORD at this point some 
remarks I have prepared on what the 

I 
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new and improved social security law 
means. 

TGr en oojcin r A-Th~ ~ ~ bjcin~reredbignr toAb
NugoN's remarks wereodrdtbe 

printed in the RECORD, as follows: 

WHAT THE NEW AND IMPROVED SOCIAL SECtRarrY 


LAW MEANS 


(By Senator WARREN G. MArNUSON)

Mr. President, this Eighty-first Congress 

can take pride in its victory in creatinga
better program for social security than the 

The fighte f5o erdstcioao. h poros

philosophyt frdsrcinoth proe


anilouphll bhatte ocprviehaben

tcan truthfulatlye. sadta eebr 

evrIte ofn outetmbetrthatufight.Promthet 

evigrouslyp oppse tfihe. theory
th that human,
beingouslwopphad given theirybest yemarst

beinshd gventherwo bst ear toImproving this Nation should be junked be-
cause of old age, lack of employment, or dis-. 
ability. 

Farsighted fraternal organizations, such 
as the Fraternal Order of Eagles, have been 
In the patrols out in front of this fight.
Their pioneering made possible the strength-
ened social security system now offered to the 
United States.hoshlwokr.Poldonthvtoapyfrtei-

Way933ackInwhe I as meber
of the State legislature, I participated In 
the first fight to abolish "Poor farms' In my
State and begin a sound social security and 
old-age pension system. We had a difficult 
fight to convince reactionary members of 
this necessity. I led the floor fight. We 
won by a narrow margin. Prom that start, 
we have developed a fine system In the State 
that can now participate to great advan-
tage with this fine piece of Federal legisla-
tion. 

Together we established the first unem-ployment compensation legislation in this 
country, and their firmness and resolve
Will never be forgotten.

This is what it means to the Nation and 
to the State of Washington.

This new legislation adds about 10,000,000 
persons to the 35,000,000 covered by the 
social security law uip to now. For the first 
time, the self-employed come under Its 
benefits, excepting some specified groups
such as doctors and lawyers,

Included among the 4.500,000 self-em-

ployed who are to be benefited by the old-

age and survivors insurance program are the 
publishers. I cite this only because the 
House bill neglected to Include them. Pub-
lishers in my State were Interested In the 
program. I asked the Senate to include 
them, and both the Senate and House agreed,

'there are many other improvements in 

this legislation,


Benefits are increased, as well as coverage,

Increases will average about '771/2 percent,

and some of the low benefit groups will bene-

fit 100 percent. 

The average "primary benefit," meaning
the benefit which the breadwinner alone gets 
as distinct from what Is added because of his 
dependents, will increase for a worker now
retirad from an average $26 a month to $46 per month. The present $85 maximum fam 

employed by Americans and some employees
of nonprofit organizations. 

New benefits become effective this Sep-tember. Extended coverage is effective with
the new year, 1951. 

Better benefits apply to those already re-
tired as well as those who will retire In
the future. 

More people will enter under the nlew 
start provision. Far instance, a 62-year-olda worker who was employed for any six quar-
ters becomes eligible when he reaches 65. 
Present law made him ineligible unless he 
had been employed for halt of all work-. 
Ing quarters -from 1936 to retirement. 

Veterans of World War II will benefit,
through wage credits of $160 for each month 
of service, 

This program ratses from $3,000 to $3,600
the amount of yearly pay taxed for socialsecurity. It will gradually increase -the tax 
on both employers and employees, begin-
ning in 1954, front the present 1½ percent 
to 31/4 percent each by 1970. 

Here, in brief summary, are the major
changes: 

1. More coverage: About 10,000,000 more 
persons will come under social security,
mostly the self-employed, farm workers, and 

2. Higher benefits: First, for those now
getting benefit pay, who will get roughly 
'7'7/2 percent more, beginning with checks 
to be mailed out October 3. Second, for 
"new starts' who retire after June 30, 1952;
their benefits will average double the pres-
ent payments, 

3. Easier eligibility: It will take less years,
generally, to come under social security,
Survivors and dependents will also be able 
to earn $50 monthly in covered employment 
without losing benefits, Instead of the pres-
et$5lmt 
et$5 iige 

WHO WILL BENEFIT? 
Ina more detail, here Is the picture:
Small business people, the grocery and 

service station proprietor and others, win 
be covered, but not lawyers, dentists. doc-
tors, accountants, engineers, or architects. 

In figuring benefits, a self-employed per-
son will simply transfer information from 
his regular income tax return to a simple
added form. His tax contribution will be 
one-half more than the wage earners 

-meaning that if th~e worker putt in l1%8 
percent of his wages (and his employer does 
the same) the self-employed person puts
In 21/4 percent.

One million persons Who work in homes 
(not farm homes) become the second larg
eat group covered. Those working in farm 
homes are also covrd. as arclua ok 
ers. A domestic worker who works for one 
employer at last 24 days In each quarter-
year, and gets cash wages of at least $50--
Is covered. For example, a maid working
tw asawe oldbnft u o 
working only one day per week. 

The third large group includes agricul. 

Those employed by nonprofit groups (re

ligious, education, etc.) will be covered if

(1) the employer agrees to pay his part of thecontribution, and (2) two-thirds or more ofthe employees favor such coverage. Minis
ters and members of, religious orders are ex
empt, however. 

Others newly covered will be: Full-time 
life insurance salesmen, some full-time tray
eling salesmen (not house-to-house sellers),and many delivery truck drivers and home
Industrial workers (who produce certain 
things at home) working under specified 
conditions. 

HWMC OEBN~T 

Those already retired or getting benefits,
and those who will retire or start getting
benefits before June 1952 will receive (aver
age) benefits of about 771/2 percent morethan now. This will be amounts about half
again as large for those now receiving the 
higher benefits. It will be about double for 
the present low-benefit groups. Example:
A person getting only $10 wifl get $20 under 
the new law, while one getting $46 will get
$68.50. These Increases start at once (effec
ttve September 1950), and checks mailed out 
October 3 wiUl carry the higher amounts. 

crease, they will start automatically. If
the increase fails for any reason to be in the 
October check, It will show up later In full. 
Rtecipients are asked not to start writing for 
Information because the fewer letters re
ceived In the next few months the faster 
will the new program take shape. If In
quiries are necessary they may best be ad
dressed to the old age and survivors, in
surance regional Offices. 

This table shows what those now getting

benefits, or who will before June 1952, will


e ne henwlwa oprdwt

the 


teod

ne neoawalomaedwt 

Presentbenefit New benefit 
$10 ------------------------------ $20. 00 
$11 ------------------------------ 22. 00 
$12 ------------------------------ 24. 00 
$13 ------------------------------ 26. 00 
$14'------------------------------------ 28.00 
$15 ------------------------------ 30.00 
$16 ------------------------------ 31. 70 
$17 ------------------------------ 33. 20 
$18 ------------------------------ 34. 50 
$19 ------------------------------ 35. 70 
$20 ------------------------------ 837.00 
$21 ------------------------------ 38.50 
$22-------------------------- ---- 40. 20 
$23 ------------------------------ 42. 20 
$24 ------------------------------ 44.50 
$25 3----------------4.0 
$26 ------------------------------ 46.50 
$27 ------------------------------ 60. 00 
$28 ------------------------------ 51. 50
29--------------------------------862.80 

$30 ------------------------------ 54. 00 
$31 ------------------------------ 85.~ 10 
$32 ------------------------------ 56.20 
$------------------------------------- 57.20

tural workers, those 'Working regularly on--34-------------------------------- 58. 20
farms and also those processing farm prod- -------------------------------- 59.20ucts off the farm. This means those working $36 ------------------------------ 60, 20for poultry hatchers, irrigation projects, and--37-------------------------------- 61. 20

ily benefit will be raised to $150 a month, 
The expanded coverage will include some

850,000 agricultural workers, of whom 650,-
000 are on farms. The 200,000 are engaged
in processing farm products instead of ac-

tulywrigoamfor 
It will include 1,000,000 Persons employed

in domestic service, If they are employed at 
least 24 days and paid $5 by one employer
during one calendar quarter. Coverage also 
includes: casual laborers similar to those 
In domestic Work; State and local govern-
ment employees who are lacking a retire-
ment system now, Federal employees who 
are not now covered by Federal retirement,
those employed by some public transit sys-
tems, certain outside salesmen, some abroad 

commercial handlers of fruits and vegetables. $38 862.20 
It also Includes employees of farmer co--$9-------------------------------- 63. 10operatives, which is important in my State $40 ------------------------------ 64. 00

To qualify as regularly employed a farm~ $41 ------------------------------ 64. 90
worker must work steadily for one emploe $42 ------------------------------ 65. 80 

3 months before coverage starts, then--44--------------------------------676. 0continue to work for that employer for 60--45--------------------------------67.560
full days and receive cssh wages of at least-----------------6.0 
$50 for each quarter-year. 

Some 1,500.000 employed by State and local 
governments will be covered through volun-
tary agreements with the Federal Govern. 
ment (unless they were already covered by 
a State or local system when the agreement
Is reached), Federal employees not previ-
OUsly covered by a Federal retirement system 
come under the new social security, 

$46 --------------------------- --- 68. 50 
The foregoing applies to those under the 

program before June 1952. 
The second main group to be benefited 

are-those who will retire or start to draw 
benefits after June 1952. Their benefits will 
be figured on a new basis that will give them, 
on the average, twice the benefits now being
received, This new formula will not apply 
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to those whose benefits started before June Second, any worker, whether or not covered

1952. up to now, who is 62 or over on January 1,


This new formula takes effect no earlier 1951, cark draw benefits upon reaching 65.

than June 1952 (but applies to those having If he has had 6 quarter-years of coverage

at least six quarters, meaning one and a half at 65.

years. after January 1, 1951). Third, and most important, workers who


This formula sets the "primary benefit," have come under social security only re-

meaning the basic amount an individual in- cenitly, and particularly the 10,000.000

Lured worker with dependents receives, at starting next January 1, will be eligible to

50 percent of the first $100 of his average receive benefits on retirement with much

monthly wage, plus 15 percent of the next less coverage than now. The following table

$200 of his wage. The old formula set the shows how many quarter-years are needed

primary benefit at 40 percent of the first $50, under the old and new law; simply look at

and 10 percent of the next $200 of the aver- the figures next to your age on January 1951:

aga monthly wage. 

*In other words, the maximum monthly Quartersof coverage required to be fully 
wage to be used for setting benefits has been inssireci 
raised from $250 to $300. 

*Minimium primary benefit has been raised, Age reached insfirst half of 1011 Present New law 
In most cases, from $10 to $25. Maximum law

family benefit has been raised from $85 to

$150. These are vitally important changes, 76 or over ----------------------- 6 6

long overdue in view of high living costs 75 ----------------------------- 8 6


tod y.74-- --- -- -- -- --- -- - -- -- 10 6to a .734 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
It is Unfortunate, I think, that the annual------------------ 4 6

72--------------------------------- 1 e
Increase in benefits of 1 percent for each year 71- -------------------- ---- 10 6 
of coverage has been eliminated. A per- 70--------------------- ------- 18 6

*son who has been covered for 30 years will 09-------------------- -------- 20 6


08-------------22 6
get only the same benefits as one covered 67 ----------------------------- 24 6

for 5 years. 08-- _------------------------- 26 6


65 --- ----------------- 28 6

HOW ABOUJT DEPENDENTS?------- :------------------------------ 30 6 

Dependents and survivors will receive gen- 6------------------ ----------- 32 6 
62 ----------------------------- 134 6erally the same proportion of primary bene- 6- ------------- ----------- 136 8 

fits paid to the wage earner, meaning that 60 ----------------------------- 38 10 
their benefits also will be about 77V2 per- 59----------------------------- 40 12 
cent higher than at present, up until 1952 18----------I-------------------40 14

(or twice the present level If they begin 57_--------------------------- 40 18

after June 1952). 55 ----------------------------- 40 20


Benefit for a wife will still be one-half 600----------------------------- 40 30

of the primary benefit. But under the 41or under---------------------- 40 4

new bill, benefit payments can be made to

a retired worker's wife who is 65, if she has

a child in her care. Benefit for a widow is

three-fourths of the primary benefit; for a

child, one-half the primary benefit (except

when the insured worker dies, in which case

the benefit for the first child will be th'ree..

fourths of the primary benefit).


Benefit for a dependent parent, now one-

half of the primary benefit, has been raised

to three-fourths. Lump-sum, payments.

upon death of any insured worker, have been

changed from 6 times the primary benefit

to 3 times the primary, but will now be

paid to the family Of an insured worker re

gardless of whether any other member Is

entitled to receive benefits at the time of


*his death. (Under present law, lump-sum

death benefits were made only when no

other member of the family was entitled to

survivors benefits at time of the wage

earner's death.)


Also important is the new change a11077

ing survivors or dependents to earn $50

monthly without losing their benefits, as

against the previous $14.99 limit.


HOW LONG TO QUALIFY? 

The question of how long you have to be

covered before you can start drawing bene

fits brings up one of the most liberal changes

in the new law. 

Retirement age remains unchanged, age 
65. but it is now much easier for a 65-year

old person to begin to draw benefits.


previously we had to have been working

in covered emnployment, meaning under the

Social security system, for half of the time

aince January * 1 1937. At present, that

would mean a person reaching 65 must have

been covered for 27 quarter-years, or 7 full

years of consecutive coverage.


promn now on, he need only have worked

under coverage for half the time since Jan

uary 1, 1951, but in no case is less than 6

quarters required, nor more than 40.


This means three things:
First, any insured worker 65 or over on 

January 1. 1951. already covered for 6

quarter-years, can draw benefits immediately.

Hie needs only, those 6 quarters.
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I -am afr~aid of this bill because it 

makes rosy promises but provides no real 
guaranty that they will be fulfilled. At 
the same time it places heavy and per
haps impossible burdens on the produc
tive forces of this country, which in the 
long run are the only real basis for any 
kind of security. I believe we will never 
have a system of real security until we 
go over to a pay-as-you-go method, 
under which all the aged will be eligible, 
at moderate benefit rates within the ca
pacity of the producing workers of the 
country to support. 

Mr. President, at this point I ask con
sent to have inserted in the RECORD an 
article entitled "The Federal Govern
ment Is Undermining the Foundation of 
Security," from the New England Let
tsr of June 30, 1950, published by the
Fis ainlBako otn 

ThesPRESiDIaBnGoOFFICER. Ihr 
objetion? GOFIE. sthr 

Thjeretbeng? oojcin h ril 

was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IS UNDERMINING 

THE: FOUNDATION4 OF SECURITY 
The recent passage by the United States 

Senate of an expande'd and liberalized social-
security bill calls attention to the 'intense 
pressure of demand upon our economy for 
funds. While the craving for security Is a 
challenge that must be met with sympa
thetic understanding, at the same time there 
should be a realistic appraisal of its impact. 
Any proposal along this line must be kept
within~ our economic capacity and not de
feat its purpose by carrying it so far that 
it cripples and paralyzes personal Initiative 
and enterprise as well as imposes an intol-~ 
erable burden upon our economy. 

The quest for security Is world-wide. De
mands for protection against the hazarda of 
life in this country' have stemmed from the 
growing complexity of our industrialized so
ciety as well as from the depression of the 
1930's, threats of war, and inflationary 
trends. To aggravate the problem, medical 
science has extended the life span by one-
third in the course of the past half century. 
Since 1900, the number of parsons 65 years 
of age and over has increased by 264 per
cent as compared with a 100-percent gain
for the population in general. Not only is 
the number of aged growing at a much faster 
pace than is the rest of the population, but 
also in view of their numbers they could 
become the most powerful pressure group in 
the country, and by demanding periodic in
creases in pension payments could placea 
back-breaking load on the productive 
workers. 

If we are to retain our present American 
system, the cost of social security must be 
paid out of current production which is the 
only real common pooi that can iVe drawn 
upon for current consumption. A large pro
portion of the people, however, are under the 
illusion that by some magic power the Gov-

SOCIAL SECURITY ACT AMENDMENT OF' 
1950-CONFERENCE REPORT 

The Senate resumed the consideration 
of the report of the committee of confer-
ence on the disagreeing votes of the two 
Houses on the amendment of the Senate 

to he 0CO ndill(H.R. toextnd 
toH.te Rbll600) o exendand

improve the Federal Old-Age and Sur-
vivors Insurance System, to amend the. 
Public assistance and child welfare pro-
visions of the Social Security Act, and 
for other purposes.Thrbennoojciteatcl 

Mr. IVES obtained the floor, 
MVr. BUTLER. Mr. President, will the 

Senator yield?
Mr. IVES. Mr. President, Inasmuch 

as the senior Senator from New York will 
not be speaking on the conference re-
port, but definitely desires to speak this 
afternoon, if the Senator from Nebraska 
and other Senators desire to speak 
now. on the conference report the Sena-
tor from New York would ask unani-
mous consent that he may yield for that

withthe udersand-efinte 
purpose, wtthdeiieudran-
ing also that his right to the floor im-
mediately after the adoptionI of the Con-
ference report is not prejudiced. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. . 

Mr. BUTLER. Mr. President, as a
membroftheCommtteeon inane ~ 
membrotheComitte onFinnce 

wish to join in the statement made by 
my colleague, the junior Senator from 
Colorado [Mr. MILLIZUN] in commending 
the wonderful work that was done in 
handling this bill in committee by the 
senior Senator from Georgia. ath 

Mr. President, I realize that aths 
late hour there is no real possibility of 
defeating the pending social-security 
measure. Nevertheless, I want the REC_ 
ORD to show that at least one voice Was 
raised in protest against it. I definitely 
want to assert my support of a genuine 
security program, based on a pay-as-
you-go plan. 

Mr. President, in my judgment this 
bill will not provide the security it prom-
ises. Millions of people, many of them 
in the greatest need, are completely ex-
cluded from this so-called security sys-
tern, although they must share directly 

Other millions can secure assistance only 
by submitting to the humiliating means 
test. .vide 

Furthermore, our experience is that 
the Federal Government itself by its own 
inflationary policies has destroyed more 
security than it has created. The deo-

baseentofbyingpowr ofthete
baseentofte byingpowr ofthe 

dollar has swept away the security of 
tens of thousands of industries, thrifty
people who planned and worked to pro-
v'ide for their own security. 

or idirctl ofit.ermient can provide an abundant life andincaryingthecos
or idirctl ofit.guarantee security without the recipientsincaryingthecos 

earning their passage. Throughout all agas, 
whenever a government endeavored to pro-

for people on an extensive scale It did 
so by using up past reserves followed by con
fiscatory taxes and sharp, extension of gov
ernmental power until free citizens became 
mere puppets. This same trend is clearly 
in evidence in Great Britain today. Sir 
Stafford Cripps, Chancelor of the Exchequer, 
reports thai there has already been such a 
great redistribution of wealth in Great Brit
tamn within the past few years to provide -for 
extended social services that "' for 
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the future, we must rely rather upon the of many countries throughout the world, for my part, accept the Knowlandcreation of more distributable wealth than concluded that the critical limit of taxa- amendment as violently as I disagreeupon the redistribution of the income that tion is about 25 percent of national Income, wt h idmo t cetihwexists. Total taxation, local and national, is or possibly less. He observed that when this wt h idmo t cetihwnow more than 40 percent of the national In-
come, and at that level the redistribution of 
Income entailed in the payment for social 
services already falls, to a considerable ex-
tent, upon those who are the recipients of 
these services. We must, therefore, moder-
ate the speed of our advance in the extended 
application of the existing social services to 
our progressive ability to pay for them by an 
Increase in our national income. Otherwise, 
we shall not be able to avoid entrenching, to 
an Intolerable extent, upon the liberty of 
spending by the private individual for his 
own purposes." Here then Is a sober message
from one of the outstanding leaders of the
Labor Party who is learning from bitter ex-
perience the economic facts of life. This 
warning should be heeded by our own coun-
try, which Is traveling at high speed down 
the same road as Great Britain. Based upon
past experience, America follows British so-
cial welfare plans by a time lag of one or two 
decades. 

Theirnyofitllistht wil te d-
ministration is aggressively carrying on a 
camnpaJgn for a comprehenisive and liberal so cial-security program, at the same time it 
undermining the very foundation of Its pro-
gram by diluting the Purchasing power Of 
ofthedopart2 erthrog efii Fedeancng Fovrnm18 
othes opeaste20 year the redea Govrinmenthi
hase operated the reddDrinntis 
same peri"odntey administration has pursued
aln n teasymoneyd policy with a resultant de-

diei h il fbnds as well as a re-
duction In the rate of interest on savings de-
posits. As a consequence, the purchasing 
power of income, based on conservative in-
vestments, has been cut in half since the
Social Security Act started operations in 

197 Teinltinr plcisofteGov-
ermient are chipping away the real value of 
payrolls, savings deposits, life insurance poll-
diviuas, havites taknd tol pothect themselve

divduas avetaenpotct heselesagainst the hazards of 
o
life. The net result

Is that because of the dilution of the pur-

point Is reached, governments resort to the 
easy way out by monetary devaluation,
deficit financing, and inflation rather than 
by increased taxation. Taxes In the United 
States-Federal, State, and local-are now 
about 25 percent of national Income and 
have therefore reached the peril point,.
This Nation, In keeping with the experience
of other countries under similar circum-
stances, has deliberately embarked upon a 
deficit financing program which the ad-
ministration-justifies on the grounds that It 
will expand the economy, provide Increased 
revenue, and fortify our fiscal position. But 
the theory of spending our way to solvency
Is repudiated by the experience of every 
country that has tried this experiment.

In view of the pressure of expenditures on 
our impaired margin of safety, It Is highly
essential that Government waste should be 
kept to a minimum. Outstanding authori-
ties, both liberal and conservative, have 
agreed that the Federal budget could be re-duced by at least $5,000,000,000 without im-
pairing any essential cervices. Public moneywasted Is parasitical as it robs the welfarepas h coladalohrdsrig
lntesholadalote eevnis projects of money that could otherwise bemade available to them. It would be well 

for the social agencies; educators, clergymen, 
and others deeply concerned with the pro-
motion of social welfare to campaign against
extravagance and waste of public money,
since apparently this country has reached 
the limit of obtaining any further substan-
tiaI sums from taxation. In other words,
the time has come, If this Nation is to re-
main solvent, when hard choices must be 
made on Government expenditures from 
money provided by the taxpayers.

Anywicomprehensiveesocialissecurityepro
gram must therefore rest on a relatively
stable purchasing power of the dollar based 
on sound fiscal policies and on a dynamic 
productive economy with adequate incen-tives for risk-taking and rewards for con-tributions to the productive output of the
country.gihabenkdeouhtsytom 

ever, with a heavy heart.

None of us is so naive as not to realize


that a law, in large measure, is what 
administration makes of it. Under the

terms of the Knowland amendment, the

unemployment compensation authorities 

faSaecudlnepe hl nm 
o tt ol nepe hi nm
ployment compensation law in a man

ner wholly at variance from the clear

intent of the language of the law. The

Secretary of Labor would be powerless to

raise any question of whether that ad-.

ministration conforms to the clear in

tetothla asncedbCngs.

this is ah vitalabeantdomnby thngess
Ti savrulaadnetb h
Congress of its obligation to insure uni
formity and consistency of adniinistra

tion of the unemployment insurance

provisions of the law.


This provision may be used in many
s 
Sates by those interested in breaking

srks h hl oc fuenly
mn nuac diitainmybm nuac diitainmybbrought to bear to threaten men whoare unemployed with the penalty oflosing their unemployment compensa
tinulsthyaewlngo cbo 
take the jobs of strikers. This is only 
oeo h rv iue owihti oeo h rv iue owihti
provision could be Put. 

Mr. President, I wish there were some
way-I know some Way Was Sought in
the Housc-to set this provision aside.
It was adopted in the Senate in haste.
I was the only Senator who protested.
Itwl ergetdatliue eete 

less, I shall vote for the conference re
port. I hope that the next Congress-
or, if it were possible, this Congress-
will correct this inequity.Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, thedistinguished senior Senator from Geor

that he plans to prepare a statement in 
some detail on the coverage proposed for 
agricultural workers under the provisions
of the conference report, and to insert it 
in the RECORD tomorrow so that the 
statement will become a part of the leg-
Islative history of the bill. With that 
understanding I am very happy to accede 
to a vote on the conference report at 
this time. 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, if there 
Is no further address to be made on the
cfrnerprIhpewmyhvei
cfrnerprIhpewmyhvei
agreed to. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
question is on agreeing to the conference 
report.

The report was agreed to. 

chasing power of the dollar several milliongihabenkdeouhtsytompersons Who had Planned for What they con-
sidered adequate security have had their liv-
ngsoundarfisca poiisharply reducned, thog un-

son ica mak-oiisteGveneti 
Ing It increasingly difficult for the Americanpeople to provide for their own security, and 
this In turn compels them to turn to the 
Government for aid, Because of this situa-
tion, demands for social security grow in
snowball fashion. 

While claims on future wealth for social
welfare are multiplied manyfold, at the same 
time the creation of new wealth Is throttled
by taxes that severely restrict the flow of
fresh capital into the purchase of the neces-
sary tools and equipment that Would provide
new jobs and increase production. Prior to
the war, the rise In man-hour output was 
at the rate of about 2 percent a year. Since
the end of the war, however, according to 
the most reliable estimates, It has been less 
than 1 percent. When security claims, wages,
and other costs increase at a faster rate than
productivity, buying power shrinks so that 
each dollar buys less in terms of goods and 
services. France is a striking example of 
what happens when claims on the national 
economy far exceed productivity. In that 
country the purchasing Power of pensioners
has declined by 99 percent since 1914. 

I1!oreover, the time has come when a com-
prel~ensive survey must be made of all the 
types of claims on our economy and these 
allocated on a priority basis according-to
their relative importance, since taxes are 
in the danger zone. Colin Clark, an Austra-. 
lian economist, af'ter an exiensive research 

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I shall 
of course vote for the pending confer-
ence report on H. R. 6000. This bill con-
tains many provisions for which I have 
worked with all my strength and effort 
throughout this session. No bill which 
we have enacted at this session of Con-
gress is of greater importance for the
long-range welfare of America than 
these amendments to the Social Secu-
rity Act. The work of the Senate finance 
committee and of the House Ways and
Men Comte an th logad
Men Comtean th log nd
careful deliberation given this bill in
both the Senate and in the other Chain-
ber, have produced legislation which Is 
a far advance on the road we must travel 
to bring social security and social wel-
fare to our citizens. The committees de
serve our admiration and thanks. 

But this conference report contains 
one provision, the so-called Knowland 
amendment, which the Senate adopted
and which was approved in conference 
which, in my Judgment, is one of the 
most dangerous and unfortunate pro
visos to be included in any legislation
eatdb h ogesti er
eatdb h ogesti er 

I cannot find it In MY heart to delay
for a moment the increased pensions for
the aged, and the Public assistance for 
the needy and the blind and the chil
dren of our country. I~must therefore, 
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MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE 

The message further announced that 
the House had agreed to the report of the 
committee of conference on the disagree
ing votes of the two Houses on the 
amendment of the Senate to the bill (H. 
R. COOO) to extend and improve the Ped
eral old-age and survivors insurance sys
tern, to amend the public assistance and 
child-welfare provisions of the Social Se
curity Act, and for other purposes. 
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SOCIAL SECURITY ACT AMENDMENT OF 
1950--CONFERENCE REPORT 

Mr. GEORGE obtained the floor. 
Mr. MAYBANK. Mr. President, will 

the Senator yield?
Mr. GEORGE. I yield. 
Mr. MAYBANK. I wonder whether 

the Senator desires that I suggest the 
absence of a quorum. I shall abide by 
the wishes of the Senator from Georgia. 

Mr. GEORGE. I do not believe it is 
nec'-ssary to call a quorum, inasmuch as 
it may take some time to develop one, 
I hope the Senator will withhold his 
suggestion,

Mr. MAYBANK. Mr. President, I 
withhold my suggestion of the absence 
of a quorum.

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I sub-
mit the conference report on House bill 
6000, Social Security Act amendment of 
1950, and I ask unanimous consent for 
its immediate consideration. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The re-
port will be read for the information of 
the Senate. 

The report was read. 
(For conference report, see House pro-

ceedings of August 16, 1950, pp. 12610-
12645.) 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there 
objection to the consideration of the re-
port? 

There being no objection, the Senate 
proceeded to consider the report. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
question is on agreeing to the report. 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, it is 
most gratifying to be able to report that 
the conference agreement on H. R. 6000 
incorporates the principal provisions Of 

Currently there are about 3.000,000 
beneficiaries of old-age and survivors in-
surance. Under the conference agree-
ment it is estimated that within a year 
tinubrwlexed4200.By
1960 the beneficiaries will number more 
than 7,000.000. Benefit payments for re-
tired workers now averaging $26 per 
month will in a few years exceed an av-
erage Of $50. In providing for these 
liberalizations, the Conference Commit-
tee was not unmindful of the increase inI 
costs to the system. 

Mr. WHERRY. Mr. President, I was 
about to ask the Senator a question, but 
one of my colleagues has just given me 
information which may answer the ques-
tion. I wondered if the Senator fromi 
Georgia did not think it necessary to 
have a quorum called. I would suggest 
to the able Senator that Senators on 
this side of the aisle are most inter-
ested in the report, not that they are 
opposed to the report, but they would 
like to hear the Senator's explanation, 
and if he would permit a quorum call. 
I should like to get Senators to the floor 
if possible. 

Mr. GEORGE. I have no objection, 
It would merely delay action. The dis-
tinguished Senator from South Carolina 
[Mr. MAYBANKJ offered to call a quorum, 
but I suggested it would merely result in 
delay, 

Mr. WHERRY. Mr. President, I will 
not delay action on the report. Several 
Senators have said they would like to 
be here when the conference report was 
laid before the Senate. 

Mr. GEORGE. If the Senator feels 
he should call a quorum on that account. 

appropriating funds to the system out of 
general revenues. 

I shall summarize very briefly the 
major provisions of the conference 
agreement that differ from those con
tained in the bill as passed by the Sen
ate. 
OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE COVERAGE 

The conference agreement extends 
coverage to substantially the same num
ber of persons as under the Senate-
passed bill, namely, ten million. 

Nonprofit and religious institutions: 
The principal change made as to coy
erage relates to employees of nonprof.t
organizations that are exempt from in
come tax under section 101 (6) of the 
Internal Revenue Code. The bill as 
passed by the Sen-ate provided compul
sory coverage of employees of nonprofit 
organizations not owned or operated by 
a religious denomination. Employees of 
religious organizations were to be coy
ered on a voluntary basis at the option 
of the employer. 

The House-passed bill provided com
pulsory coverage of employees of non
profit and religiou3 organizations, but 
granted an exemption as to the employ
er's share of the tax. Unless the exemp
tion were waived by the employer, only 
the employees would b2 required to make 
contributions to the system, resulting, of 
course, in a decrease of benefits received. 

Under the conference agreement em
ployees of all nonprofit and reigious or
ganizations exempt from income tax un
der section 101 (6) of the Internal Reve
nue Code may be extended coverage on 
a voluntary basis. For these employees 
to be covered the organization must file 
a certificate stating it desires coverage
for its employees and that two-thirds of 
the employees concur in the filing of the 
certificate. 

A very serious question was presented 
to the conference committee, namely, 
whether or not it would be valid to leave 
It to the employing corporation to decide 
for Its employees, and thereby subject its 
employees to tax. 

I repeat, under the conference agree
ment employees of all nonprofit and re
ligious organilzations exempt from in-

the bill as passed by the Senate. ThusIyedfrtapuos,
the objective of having the contributory 
social-security system become the ma-
jor method of providing protection 
against the economic hazards of old age 
and premature death should soon be-
come an accomplished fact. I believe 
we may now look forward to a reversal 
of the trend of continually increasing ex-
penditures from general revenues for the 
aged and for children who are dependent 
because of death of the family bread-
winner, 

Mr WHedfrR Iha nthikwuddurose 
Mr HRY onttikIwud 

want to have it on that basis, because 
it is not because Senators oppose the 
report, but they wanted to get the infor-
mation the Senator would impart in his 
remarks. I shall not call for a quorum 
at this time. 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, the taxc 
schedule in the conference agreement is 
designed to make the program self-sup-
porting so as to avoid the necessity for 
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come tax under section 101 (6) of the 
Internal Revenue Code may be extended 
coverage on a voluntary basis. For these 
employees to be covered the organization 
must file a certificate stating it desires 
coverage for its employees and that two-
thirds of the employees concur in the fil-
ing of the certificate. Then the em-
ployees so concurring would be afforded 
the Protection of the system. Moreover, 
employees engaged by the employer after 
the certificate became effective would 
also be covered, 

Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President, 
will the Senator yield for a question? 

Mr. GEORGE. I yield. 
pMr. SALTONSTALL. Does that mean 

that hospitals which are operated on a 
charitable basis, which are incorporated 
for nonprofit purposes, would come with-
in the provision the Senator has just 
described? 

Mr. GEORGE. I think so. I believe 
there is no doubt about that. 

Mr. WATKINS. Mr. President, did I 
understand the Senator correctly to say 
that agricultural cooperatives also were 
included? 

Mr. GEORGE. No; cooperatives are 
not included. The Senator from Massa-
chusetts was asking about nonprofit 
hospitals, under section 101 (6). This 
provision does not refer to cooperatives, 

Mr. WATKINS. There is another sec-
tion dealing with them, is there not? 

Mr. GEORGE. Yes; there is. 
Mr. SALTONSTALL. if the Senator 

will further yield, what about nonprofit 
colleges, schools, and institutions of that 
character? 

Mr. GEORGE. They are treated ex-
actly as hospitals are. They are covered 
precisely on the same basis. 

Agricultural workers: Under the bill 
as passed by the Senate about 1,000,000 
agricultural workers, of whom 800,000 
are regularly employed workers on 
farms, would have been covered by the 
system. The conference agreement 
makes no change as to coverage of the 
200,000 borderline or marginal agricul-
tural workers, as they are some times 
called, engaged in processing agricul-
tural or horticultural commodities off 
the farm. As to regularly employed 
workers on farms the conference agree- 
ment reduces the number covered from 
800,000 to about 650,000 by imposing a 
somewhat more restrictive definition of 
regular employment. 

Under the Senate bill an individual 
would have been deemed to be regularly 
employed and to be covered by the sys-
tern if he work~ed for one employer 
at least 60 days and earned $50 or more 
in a calendar quarter. The conference 
agreement modifies the provisions in the 
Senate-passed bill so as to cover an em-
ployee on a farm only if he has (1 
worked for his employer on a full-time 
basis for 60 days in a calendar quarter, 
and (2) worked continuously for the 
same employer throughout the preceding 
calendar quarter. 

Mr. THYE. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield for a question? 

Mr. GEURGE. I yield. 

Mr. THYE. 'We should interpret that 
to be 6 months; that would be 6 months' 
time the worker wvould actually be em-
played, 3 months previous to, plus 3 
months within that calendar quarter? 

Mr. GEORGE. The Senator is cor-
rect. 

Mr. THYE. I thank the Senator, 
Mr. GEORGE. That was the conces-

sion we made to the House conferees in 
order to bring about an agreement upon 
the bill; and that is the effect of the 
conference report, 

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. Prcsident, will 
the Senator yield? 

MVr. GECRGE. I yield to the Senator 
from Mecrida. 

Mr. HOLLAND. With reference to 
this coverage of agricultural employees, 
did I correctly understand the Senator to 
say that inetead of requiring merely 60-
day employment during a calendar quar-
ter plus the earning of $50, in order to 
be entitled to coverage that under the 
conference report, to be covered in that 
first calendar quarter of coverage there 
shall have to be 60 full days, of employ-
ment? 

Mr. GEORGE. That is correct. What 
most concerned the conference commit-
tee, or at least some members of the 
committee, was that a worker might 
work part time on the farm, and then go 
into town to a shop and finish up his 
day's work. He could work a part of 
60 days under present high-wage rate 
scales, and could easily earn $50 or more 
per quarter. So it was meant to be 
stated as clearly as we could by this pro-
vision that he must be a regular em-
ployee on the farm, and he is not required 
to Put in a full day's time, because 
weather conditions and other things 
may interrupt, but that must be his reg- 
ular employment; and he must not be a 
mere part-time worker who devotes an 
hour to the farnm and works enough time 
elsewhere within a quarter to earn $50 
or more._ 

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield further? 

Mr. GEORGE. I yield. 
Mr. HOLLAND. Is it then correct to 

say that in the case of an interruption 
for a day by weather, when a worker is 
ready to work the full day, but is pre-
'vented from so working simply by'reason 
of the weather, that that day would 
count upon the 60 full days as embraced 
in the conference report? 

Mr. GEORGE. That is correct. Iii 
other words, it would not interfere with 
that element insofar as his qualifying is 
concerned. HhL readiness to work the 
full day would meet the requirement, if 
h3 appeared, and if rain or other condi-
tions interfered, and he was not able to 
work more than an hour, or not at all. 
But he must have within that quarter 
earned $50 or more, 

Mr. HOLLAN'D. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield further? 

Mi. GEORGE. Yes; I yield, 
Mr. HOLLAND. Then with reference 

to the effect of weather upon employ-
ment, the provisions of the bill are iden-
tical with those of tile bill as adopted on 

tire Senate floor; are they not? Namely. 
to work or be available and ready to work 
fo,: the day constitutes a full day even 
though weather may interfere and cut 
down th2 hours of actual work? 

Mr. GEORGE. That fcature of it re
mains the same. The feature of thc hill 
which was changed in conference was 
the requirement that in order to become 
eligible the regularly employed farm 
worker must have worked an immedi
ately preceding qualifying, quarter for 
the same employer. That was earnestly 
insistcd upon by the House conferees, 
anid the conference committee accepted 
that compromise. 

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield for a further question? 

Mr. GEORGE. I am glad to yield. 
Mr. HOLLAND. Now, without refer

ence in this question to the qualifying 
quarter and solely with reference to the 
second consecutive quarter of coverage, 
the provision of the Senate bill, as I re
call it, was merely that $50 had to be 
earned within a second quarter of cover
age, in working for the same employer, 
to bring the workman under the cover
age provisions of the bill for that quar
ter? Does the same provision apply to 
the conference bill? 

Mr. GEORGE. That is correct; and in 
addition he must have worked 60 full 
days and earned $50 in the preceding. 
quarter, the first quarter cf coverage. 

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield further? 

Mr. GEORGE. Yes. 
Mr. HOLLAND. With reference to 

the second quarter, of coverage, which 
is, cf course, the third quarter of em
ployment, and the requirements for 
coverage during that second quarter of 
coverage as now stated under the con
ference bill, did I understand the Sena
tor to say that one of the conditions for 
coverage in that second quarter of coy
erage is continuous employment during 
the first quarter of coverage by the em
ployee for the same employer, or would 
only 60 days' employment during that 
first quarter of coverage serve to qualify 
him? 

Mr. GEORG E. I believe this is the 
correct statement: He must have worked 
for his employer on a full-time basis for 
60 days in the preceding calendar quar
ter, the first quarter of coverage, and, 
second, he must have worked contin
uously for the same employer through
out a former or nex~t preceding calen
dar quarter which was the qualifying 
quarter. It was insisted by the. House 
conferees that for one to become eli
gible under this title of the Social Se
curity Act he must have been a regu
larly employed workman for one quar
ter, and in the second quarter, in which 
he could first qualify for coverage, he 
must have worked 60 days on a full-
time basis; that is, as distinguished from 
a part-time or job worker; and he must 
have earned $50 or more in that see
ond quarter. There is no requirement 
as to his earnings in the first quarter. 

Mr. HOLLAND. May I ask the Sen
ator: Is there any requirement for the 
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number of days he must have worked in 
the second quarter to qualify him for 
coverage? 

Mr. GEORGE. In the second quar-
ter? 

Mr. HOLLAND. Yes, in the second 
quarter. 

Mr. GEORGE. Sixty full days, yes. 
That is to say he must have been ready, 
able, and willing to work; he must have 
been there reporting for work, with such 
interruptions as occasioned by providen-
tial interventions or causes; ne must 
have been there for 60 days within the 
90-day quarter. He must have been 
regularly employed on a full-time basis 
for 60 days. 

Mr. HOLLAND. is it correct to say 
then that the provisions of the confer-
ence report on this particular item in 
the bill are less generous to the em-
ployee than the provisions of the Senate 
bill? 

Mr. GEORGE. That is correct. As 
I have already stated, they are more re-
strictive than the provisions in the 
original Senate bill. But I may say to 
the Senator that it was necessary in 
the conference to make this concession 
in order to cover any regularly employed 
farm worker. We had to make that 
concession. 

Mr. HOLLAND. Will the Senator 
yield for one further question? I ap-
preciate greatly the patience shown by 
the Senator. 

Mr. GEORGE. I yield, 
Mr. HOLLAND. Would the Senator 

outline, for the record, clearly the exact 
distinction now appearing in the con-
ference report between the requirement 
for qualification, not for coverage, in 
the first of two consecutive quarters and 
the requirement for actual coverage in 
the second of those two consecutive 
quarters. 

Mr. GEORGE. The two quarters 
might be roughly described as being 
identical in the respect in which the 
Senator presents his question, except in 
the last he must earn $50. In other 
words, he must be employed by the same 
employer, and he must be employed reg-
ularly, or as we say in the bill, continu-
ously, for one qualifying quarter, and in 
the second or immediately following 
quarter in order to be covered under the 
bill for that quarter, he must also be 
regularly employed for 60 days on a full-
time basis and must have earned $50. 
The real distinction being that in the 
second quarter his earnings must have 
amounted to $50 or more. That is the 
substantial difference, 

Mr. HOLL-AND. I thank the Senator. 
Mr. GEORGE. I am quite glad to be 

Interrupted by the Senator from Florida. 
Although the conference agreement 

does not go quite as far as the Senate-
passed bill in extending coverage to agri-
cultural labor, the basic principle con-
tained in the Senate bill of providing 
coverage at this time to the steadily em-
ployed workers on farms is retained. 
The limited extension of coverage in this 
area assures simplicity of administration 
for the farmer and should Provide the 
necessary experience on which to base 
future decisions as to the extent that 

coverage of agricultural labor should be 
broadened. 

Employees of State and local govern-
ments: The provisions in the Senate bill 
providing for voluntary coverage of State 
and local employees not under a retire-
ment system, by means of Federal-State 
agreement, were adopted by the confer-
ence committee. The conference agree-
ment, however, does modify somewhat 
the provisions in the Senate bill for the 
extension of compulsory coverage to em-
ployees: of certain publicly owned trans-
portation systems. 

The Senate bill provided compulsory 
coverage for all employees of publicly 
owned transportation systems, the whole 
or any part of which was acquired by a 
State or political subdivision after 1936. 

The conference agreement adopts the 
provisions of the S2nate bill as the gen-
eral rule to be applied if a State or Po-
litical subdivision acquires a transporta-
tion system, or any part thereof, from 
private ownership after 1936 and before 
1951, except that old-age and survivors 
insurance coverage would not be ex-
tended to employees of a transportation 
system who are covered by a general re-
tirement system under which the benefits 
are protected from diminution or im-
pairirent by a State constitutional pro-
vision. Acquisitions from a private corn-
pany after 1950 are to be governed by 
special provisions which perhaps may 
need some revision as experience is 
gained in this new area of compulsory 
coverage. 

Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President, 
will the Senator yield at this point? 

Mr. GEORGE. I am pleased to yield 
to the Senator from Massachvsetts. 

Mr. SALTONSTALL. I thank the 
Senator. 

I believe that the distinguished chair-
man of the committee is somewhat f a-
miliar with the Boston metropolitan 
transit system about which I receive 
some correspondence. Does this confer-
ence report cover that system? The 
date used is 1936, and that makes me 
wonder, 

Mr. GEORGE. The conference corn-
mittee was advised that it does cover the 
Boston situation. -uals 

Mr. SALTONSTALL. I thank the 
Senator, 

Mr. GEORGE. It seemed to cover 
that situation very well indeed; and the 
conference committee heard quite a good 
deal about Boston, Chicago, New York, 
and also Cleveland, let me say to the dis-
tinguished Senator from Ohio, whom I 
now see present in the Chamber. 

I repeat that the report does cover the 
Boston situation, 

Mr. SALTONSTALL. I thank the 
Senator, 

Mr. GEORGE. I may add that it 
seemed to cover quite completely the 
Chicago situation, also, 

Mr. President, I have Just referred to 
the special provisions, which perhaps 
may need later revision, governing ac-
qulsitions from, a Private company after 
1950. If these special provisions do not 
adequately meet situations arising in the 
future, the Congress will have ample 
time to make any necessary modifica-

tions to protect the rights of the indi
viduals under the old-age and survivors 
insurance system. 

Definition of employee: The confer
ence agreement retains the usual comn
mon-law rules for determining the em
ployer-employee relationship, except far 
specified occupational groups. The so-
called economic reality test, based on 
s3ven indefinite factors, as contained in 
the House bill, was rejected by the con
ference committee. Thus, the basic 
principles of the bill as passed by the 
Senate govern. The usual common-law 
rules realistically applied, and not the 
restrictive rules of a particular State, are 
to be used for the purpose of ascertain
ing whether an individual is an employee 
or is self-employed, except that individ
uals in the following occupational groups 
are to be classified as employees if they 
perform service under prescribed cir
cumstances-which, of course, are set 
out in the conference report: 

First. Full-time life-insurance sales
men; 

Second. City and traveling salesmen 
engaged on a full-time basis in solicit
ing, orders for their principals-except 
for side-line sales activities - from 
wholesalers, retailers, contractors, or 
operators of hotels, restaurants, or other 
similar establishments; 

Third. Agent-drivers or commission 
drivers engaged in distributing meat 
productzs, vegetable products, fruit prod
ucts, baking products, beverages--other 
than milk-or laundry or dry-cleaning 
services, for their principals; and 

Fourth. Industrial home workers li
censed under State law, and who work 
in accordance with specifications pre
scribed by their employers. 

LBRLZTO FBNFTPTET 
LBRLZTO FBNFTPYET 

The conference agreement retains the 
benefit formula as passed by the Senate, 
so that workers who retire with earn
ings in covered employment in six calen
dar quarters after 1950 may have their 
benefits computed as follows: 50 percent 
of the first $100 of the average monthly 
wage, plus 15 percent of the next $200. 
Present beneficiaries, as well as individ

who retire in the future without 
having earnings in covered employment 
in six calendar quarters after 1950, will 
have their benefits increased 771/2 per
cent on the average over the level pro
vided in present law. Under the bill as 
passed by the Senate, this increase would 
have averaged more than 85 percent, 
while under the House bill the average 
increase was 70 percent. 

Although this 'Compromise does not 
provide for as high a level of benefits for 
Present beneficiaries and those retiring 
in the near future as would have been 
provided under the Senate-passed bill, 
the long-range level of benefits will be 
substantially the Same as under the Sen
ate bill, because the afore-mentioned 
benefit formula will be used in most in
stances for persons retiring after June 
30, 1952. 

E"GIBILZTT 

The provisions In the Senate-passed 
bill which greatly liberalized the eligi
bility requirements for older workers are 
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retained in the conference agreement. 
Thus, a worker who just attained the age 
65 needs only six quarters of coverage to 
be eligible for benefits, instead of 27 
quarters, as is the case under present 
law, or 20 quarters, as was prescribed in 
the House bill. Moreover, under this 
new start provision for eligibility re-
quirements any person now aged 62 or 
over can qualify for benefits with the 
minimum of six quarters of coverage. 
All others can qualify if they have cover-

agnone-half the quarters easn 
after 1950 and before attainment of age 
65, but in no case are more than 40 quar-
ters required. Quarters of coverage, for 
the purpose of meeting the new eligi-

biiny ears, thoseere19e0andiriorm asclwella 
subsequd aswlstoerirently,

earnd sbseuenly.The 
FINANCINd 

The conference agreement retains the 
tax rates that were provided in the Sen-
ate-passed bill, except that the present 
rates of 1Y/2percent on employer and 11/2 
percent on employees are scheduled to be 
increased to 2 percent in 1954, instead of 
in 1956. The complete schedule is as fol- 
lows: 1½/percent on employers and 11/2 
percent on employees for 1950-53, inclu-
sive; 2 percent for 1954-59, inclusive; 
2!, percent for 1960-64, inclusive; 3 per-
cent for 1965-69, inclusive;, and 31/4 per-
cent thereafter, with the self-employed 
paying 1 ½'times the employee rate, 

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE 

The conference agreement retains the 
Federal grant-in-aid formulas of present 
law for the existing programs of old-age 
assistance and aid to the blind. 

A~T EEDNHLRNpassed 
AM T DEENDNTHILRENc~reased 

For aid to dependent children, the 
amount of fundG made available to the 
States will be increased approximately 
$75,OQ0,000 a year, because of the pro-
vision, which was in the bill as passed by 
the House and by the Senate, making the 
mother or other adult relative of the 
children a recipient for Federal match-
ing purposes. The maximum payments 
for Federal participation in aid to de-
pendent children, which, under the Sen-
ate-passed bill, were to be $30 per month 
for the caretaker, $30 for the first child, 
and $20 for each additional child in a 
family, are cut back to $27, $27, and $18, 
respectively, under the conference agree. 
ment. 

AID TO PERMANENTLY AND TOTALLY DISABLED
henedy

A new program for aid to thled needy 
permanently and totally disabld et-
mated to cost the Federal Government 
about $65,000,000 a year, is established 
by the conference agreement. Federal 
grants-in-aid are made available to the 
States for this Program under the same 
matchin~g formula now used for old-age 
assistance and aid to the blind. Thus the 
Federal shoze is three-fourths of the first 
$20 of a State's average monthly pay-
ment per recipient plus one-half of the 
remainder within individual maximums 
of $50. Accordingly, the maximum in 
Federal funds for any recipient is lim-
ited to $30 per month,. 

Although the bill as passed by the 
Senate made no provision for the es-
tablishmfent of this program, a floor. 

amendment authorizing Federal grants-
in-aid for the needy disabled was de. 
feated on a yea-and-nay vote by the nar-
row margin of 42 to 41. The conferees 
for the Senate in agreeing to recede were 
guided by the fact that there was only a 
one-vote difference when the Senate con-
sidered the'establishment of a program 
for the needy disabled. 

PUERTO RICO AND THE VIRGIN ISLANDS 
The conference agreement extends the 

State-Federal public assistance programs
to Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. 
The Federal share is limit~ed. however, to 
one-half the expenditures made to recip-
ients of assistance. Moreover, the total 
Federal costs may not exceed $4,250,000 

a year for Puerto Rico and $160,000 for 
the Virgin Islands. 

Senate-passed bill made no pro-
vision for extending the public-assistance 
programs to those insular possessions 
while the House bill authorized such 
extension without an over-all dollar limit 
on annual Federal participation in costs. 
I may say, in passing, that the confer-
ence committee was advised that the limit 
of $4,250,000 a year for Puerto Rico and 
$160,000 for the Virgin Islands on the 
formula of matching, approved in the 
conference report, would be adequate. 

CHILD HEALTH' AND WELFARE SERVICES 

,The House bill authorized an increase 
in the annual authorization for Federal 
grants to the States for child-welfare 
services from $3,500,000 to $7,000,000, 
but made no provision for increasing the 
authorizations for the other service pro-
grams for crippled children and ma-
ternal and child health. The bill as 

by the Senate would have in-
the annual authorization from 

$3,500,000 to $12,000,000 for child-wel-
fare services, from $7,500,000 to $15,-
000,000 for crippled-children services, 
and from $11,000,000 to $20,000,000 for 
maternal and child-health services, 

Under the conference agreement the 
authorizations provided for these pro-
grams are reduced somewhat from the 
figures contained in the Senate-passed 
bill. However, substantial increases are 
provided so as to assist the States to 
meet the health and welfare needs of 
a greater number of children. For Child-
welfare services the annual authorization 
is increased to $10,000,000; for crippled-
children services $12,000,000 is au-
thorized for the present fiscal year. 
and $15,000,000 for each year thereafter;
for the maternal and child-health serv-
ices $15,000,000 is authorized for this 
year and $16,500,000 for each year there-
after. 

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE 

The bill as passed by the Senate con-
tained two provisions relating to unem-
ployment insurance which were not in-
cluded in the House bill. The first of 
these reenacts the provisions in title xII 
of. the act, which expired January 1, 
1950, under which the Federal Govern-
ment was authorized to make advances 
to the accounts of States in the unem-
ployment trust fund, The conference 
agreement permits such advances, in 
order to assure the solvency of State 
unemployment insurance accounts, until 
December 31, 1951, thus affording ample 
time for other legislative treatment, in 

the event this problem should become 
acute in any State. 

The second provision is the amend
ment sponsored by the junior Senator 
from California [Mr. KNOWLAND] added 
to the bill -on the floor of the Senate, 
which restricts the authority of the Sec
retary of Labor over State unemploy
ment-insurance programs. 

Both of these Senate provisions were 
adopted by the conference committee 
wihucane 

Cihot IOOhNge. 
The conference agreement makes It 

possible for 10,000,000 individuals to be
gin making contributions to the old-age 
and survivors insurance system begin

ning the first of next year and to obtain 
old-age security for themselves and pro
tection for their dependents in case of 
death. Increased benefit payments are 
provided for the 3,000,000 beneficiaries 
now on the rolls. It should be remem
bered that retired workers are now re
ceiving an average of only $26 per 
month, as their benefits are computed on 
the basis of a formula adopted more 
than 10 years ago, which was geared to 
prewar wage and price levels. Under 
the conference agreement these benefi
ciaries will receive an average of $46 per 
month beginning with the payments for 
the month of September. 

Although the conference agreement 
relates primarily to improving and ex
panding the old-age and survivors'. in
surance system, provision is also made 
for strengthening State-Federal public-
assistance and child-health and welfare 
services. As I have indicated earlier, 
additional Federal funds are made avail
able for aid to dependent children, ma
ternal and child health, crippled chil
dren, and child-welfare services. More
over, a fourth category of public assist
ance for the needy permanently and 
totally disabled is established. 

Mr. President, the conference agree
ment perhaps is more important to the 
citizens of the Nation than any domestic 
legislation that has come before the 
Eighty-first Congress. I urge immedi
ate adoption of the agreement so that 
the beneficiaries now on the rolls may 
have their, small benefit payments in
creased, effective with the checks they 
will receive for the month of September, 

Mr. President, before resuming my 
seat, I wish to say that the conference 
was entirely harmonious. Each con
feree gave to the other his very best 
service in working out the difficult prob
lems presented by the disagreeing votes 
*of the two Houses. I may also say that 
the House yesterday approved the con
ference report by a vote of 374 to 1. 

Mr. MILLIKIN. Mr. President, I con
gratulate the distinguished chairman of 
the Senate Finance Committee on the 
excellent and very clear statement he 
has just made on the work of the con
ferees. I should like also to state my 
belief that the conferees did a fine job 
in representing the basic views of the 
Senate on this subject. I hope the con
ference report will be approved. 

Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, 
ask unanimous consent to place in the 
body of the RECORD at this point some 
remarks I have prepared on what the 

I 
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new and improved social security law 
means. 

TGr en oojcin r A-Th~ ~ ~ bjcin~reredbignr toAb
NugoN's remarks wereodrdtbe 

printed in the RECORD, as follows: 

WHAT THE NEW AND IMPROVED SOCIAL SECtRarrY 


LAW MEANS 


(By Senator WARREN G. MArNUSON)

Mr. President, this Eighty-first Congress 

can take pride in its victory in creatinga
better program for social security than the 

The fighte f5o erdstcioao. h poros

philosophyt frdsrcinoth proe


anilouphll bhatte ocprviehaben

tcan truthfulatlye. sadta eebr 

evrIte ofn outetmbetrthatufight.Promthet 

evigrouslyp oppse tfihe. theory
th that human,
beingouslwopphad given theirybest yemarst

beinshd gventherwo bst ear toImproving this Nation should be junked be-
cause of old age, lack of employment, or dis-. 
ability. 

Farsighted fraternal organizations, such 
as the Fraternal Order of Eagles, have been 
In the patrols out in front of this fight.
Their pioneering made possible the strength-
ened social security system now offered to the 
United States.hoshlwokr.Poldonthvtoapyfrtei-

Way933ackInwhe I as meber
of the State legislature, I participated In 
the first fight to abolish "Poor farms' In my
State and begin a sound social security and 
old-age pension system. We had a difficult 
fight to convince reactionary members of 
this necessity. I led the floor fight. We 
won by a narrow margin. Prom that start, 
we have developed a fine system In the State 
that can now participate to great advan-
tage with this fine piece of Federal legisla-
tion. 

Together we established the first unem-ployment compensation legislation in this 
country, and their firmness and resolve
Will never be forgotten.

This is what it means to the Nation and 
to the State of Washington.

This new legislation adds about 10,000,000 
persons to the 35,000,000 covered by the 
social security law uip to now. For the first 
time, the self-employed come under Its 
benefits, excepting some specified groups
such as doctors and lawyers,

Included among the 4.500,000 self-em-

ployed who are to be benefited by the old-

age and survivors insurance program are the 
publishers. I cite this only because the 
House bill neglected to Include them. Pub-
lishers in my State were Interested In the 
program. I asked the Senate to include 
them, and both the Senate and House agreed,

'there are many other improvements in 

this legislation,


Benefits are increased, as well as coverage,

Increases will average about '771/2 percent,

and some of the low benefit groups will bene-

fit 100 percent. 

The average "primary benefit," meaning
the benefit which the breadwinner alone gets 
as distinct from what Is added because of his 
dependents, will increase for a worker now
retirad from an average $26 a month to $46 per month. The present $85 maximum fam 

employed by Americans and some employees
of nonprofit organizations. 

New benefits become effective this Sep-tember. Extended coverage is effective with
the new year, 1951. 

Better benefits apply to those already re-
tired as well as those who will retire In
the future. 

More people will enter under the nlew 
start provision. Far instance, a 62-year-olda worker who was employed for any six quar-
ters becomes eligible when he reaches 65. 
Present law made him ineligible unless he 
had been employed for halt of all work-. 
Ing quarters -from 1936 to retirement. 

Veterans of World War II will benefit,
through wage credits of $160 for each month 
of service, 

This program ratses from $3,000 to $3,600
the amount of yearly pay taxed for socialsecurity. It will gradually increase -the tax 
on both employers and employees, begin-
ning in 1954, front the present 1½ percent 
to 31/4 percent each by 1970. 

Here, in brief summary, are the major
changes: 

1. More coverage: About 10,000,000 more 
persons will come under social security,
mostly the self-employed, farm workers, and 

2. Higher benefits: First, for those now
getting benefit pay, who will get roughly 
'7'7/2 percent more, beginning with checks 
to be mailed out October 3. Second, for 
"new starts' who retire after June 30, 1952;
their benefits will average double the pres-
ent payments, 

3. Easier eligibility: It will take less years,
generally, to come under social security,
Survivors and dependents will also be able 
to earn $50 monthly in covered employment 
without losing benefits, Instead of the pres-
et$5lmt 
et$5 iige 

WHO WILL BENEFIT? 
Ina more detail, here Is the picture:
Small business people, the grocery and 

service station proprietor and others, win 
be covered, but not lawyers, dentists. doc-
tors, accountants, engineers, or architects. 

In figuring benefits, a self-employed per-
son will simply transfer information from 
his regular income tax return to a simple
added form. His tax contribution will be 
one-half more than the wage earners 

-meaning that if th~e worker putt in l1%8 
percent of his wages (and his employer does 
the same) the self-employed person puts
In 21/4 percent.

One million persons Who work in homes 
(not farm homes) become the second larg
eat group covered. Those working in farm 
homes are also covrd. as arclua ok 
ers. A domestic worker who works for one 
employer at last 24 days In each quarter-
year, and gets cash wages of at least $50--
Is covered. For example, a maid working
tw asawe oldbnft u o 
working only one day per week. 

The third large group includes agricul. 

Those employed by nonprofit groups (re

ligious, education, etc.) will be covered if

(1) the employer agrees to pay his part of thecontribution, and (2) two-thirds or more ofthe employees favor such coverage. Minis
ters and members of, religious orders are ex
empt, however. 

Others newly covered will be: Full-time 
life insurance salesmen, some full-time tray
eling salesmen (not house-to-house sellers),and many delivery truck drivers and home
Industrial workers (who produce certain 
things at home) working under specified 
conditions. 

HWMC OEBN~T 

Those already retired or getting benefits,
and those who will retire or start getting
benefits before June 1952 will receive (aver
age) benefits of about 771/2 percent morethan now. This will be amounts about half
again as large for those now receiving the 
higher benefits. It will be about double for 
the present low-benefit groups. Example:
A person getting only $10 wifl get $20 under 
the new law, while one getting $46 will get
$68.50. These Increases start at once (effec
ttve September 1950), and checks mailed out 
October 3 wiUl carry the higher amounts. 

crease, they will start automatically. If
the increase fails for any reason to be in the 
October check, It will show up later In full. 
Rtecipients are asked not to start writing for 
Information because the fewer letters re
ceived In the next few months the faster 
will the new program take shape. If In
quiries are necessary they may best be ad
dressed to the old age and survivors, in
surance regional Offices. 

This table shows what those now getting

benefits, or who will before June 1952, will


e ne henwlwa oprdwt

the 


teod

ne neoawalomaedwt 

Presentbenefit New benefit 
$10 ------------------------------ $20. 00 
$11 ------------------------------ 22. 00 
$12 ------------------------------ 24. 00 
$13 ------------------------------ 26. 00 
$14'------------------------------------ 28.00 
$15 ------------------------------ 30.00 
$16 ------------------------------ 31. 70 
$17 ------------------------------ 33. 20 
$18 ------------------------------ 34. 50 
$19 ------------------------------ 35. 70 
$20 ------------------------------ 837.00 
$21 ------------------------------ 38.50 
$22-------------------------- ---- 40. 20 
$23 ------------------------------ 42. 20 
$24 ------------------------------ 44.50 
$25 3----------------4.0 
$26 ------------------------------ 46.50 
$27 ------------------------------ 60. 00 
$28 ------------------------------ 51. 50
29--------------------------------862.80 

$30 ------------------------------ 54. 00 
$31 ------------------------------ 85.~ 10 
$32 ------------------------------ 56.20 
$------------------------------------- 57.20

tural workers, those 'Working regularly on--34-------------------------------- 58. 20
farms and also those processing farm prod- -------------------------------- 59.20ucts off the farm. This means those working $36 ------------------------------ 60, 20for poultry hatchers, irrigation projects, and--37-------------------------------- 61. 20

ily benefit will be raised to $150 a month, 
The expanded coverage will include some

850,000 agricultural workers, of whom 650,-
000 are on farms. The 200,000 are engaged
in processing farm products instead of ac-

tulywrigoamfor 
It will include 1,000,000 Persons employed

in domestic service, If they are employed at 
least 24 days and paid $5 by one employer
during one calendar quarter. Coverage also 
includes: casual laborers similar to those 
In domestic Work; State and local govern-
ment employees who are lacking a retire-
ment system now, Federal employees who 
are not now covered by Federal retirement,
those employed by some public transit sys-
tems, certain outside salesmen, some abroad 

commercial handlers of fruits and vegetables. $38 862.20 
It also Includes employees of farmer co--$9-------------------------------- 63. 10operatives, which is important in my State $40 ------------------------------ 64. 00

To qualify as regularly employed a farm~ $41 ------------------------------ 64. 90
worker must work steadily for one emploe $42 ------------------------------ 65. 80 

3 months before coverage starts, then--44--------------------------------676. 0continue to work for that employer for 60--45--------------------------------67.560
full days and receive cssh wages of at least-----------------6.0 
$50 for each quarter-year. 

Some 1,500.000 employed by State and local 
governments will be covered through volun-
tary agreements with the Federal Govern. 
ment (unless they were already covered by 
a State or local system when the agreement
Is reached), Federal employees not previ-
OUsly covered by a Federal retirement system 
come under the new social security, 

$46 --------------------------- --- 68. 50 
The foregoing applies to those under the 

program before June 1952. 
The second main group to be benefited 

are-those who will retire or start to draw 
benefits after June 1952. Their benefits will 
be figured on a new basis that will give them, 
on the average, twice the benefits now being
received, This new formula will not apply 
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to those whose benefits started before June Second, any worker, whether or not covered

1952. up to now, who is 62 or over on January 1,


This new formula takes effect no earlier 1951, cark draw benefits upon reaching 65.

than June 1952 (but applies to those having If he has had 6 quarter-years of coverage

at least six quarters, meaning one and a half at 65.

years. after January 1, 1951). Third, and most important, workers who


This formula sets the "primary benefit," have come under social security only re-

meaning the basic amount an individual in- cenitly, and particularly the 10,000.000

Lured worker with dependents receives, at starting next January 1, will be eligible to

50 percent of the first $100 of his average receive benefits on retirement with much

monthly wage, plus 15 percent of the next less coverage than now. The following table

$200 of his wage. The old formula set the shows how many quarter-years are needed

primary benefit at 40 percent of the first $50, under the old and new law; simply look at

and 10 percent of the next $200 of the aver- the figures next to your age on January 1951:

aga monthly wage. 

*In other words, the maximum monthly Quartersof coverage required to be fully 
wage to be used for setting benefits has been inssireci 
raised from $250 to $300. 

*Minimium primary benefit has been raised, Age reached insfirst half of 1011 Present New law 
In most cases, from $10 to $25. Maximum law

family benefit has been raised from $85 to

$150. These are vitally important changes, 76 or over ----------------------- 6 6

long overdue in view of high living costs 75 ----------------------------- 8 6


tod y.74-- --- -- -- -- --- -- - -- -- 10 6to a .734 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
It is Unfortunate, I think, that the annual------------------ 4 6

72--------------------------------- 1 e
Increase in benefits of 1 percent for each year 71- -------------------- ---- 10 6 
of coverage has been eliminated. A per- 70--------------------- ------- 18 6

*son who has been covered for 30 years will 09-------------------- -------- 20 6


08-------------22 6
get only the same benefits as one covered 67 ----------------------------- 24 6

for 5 years. 08-- _------------------------- 26 6


65 --- ----------------- 28 6

HOW ABOUJT DEPENDENTS?------- :------------------------------ 30 6 

Dependents and survivors will receive gen- 6------------------ ----------- 32 6 
62 ----------------------------- 134 6erally the same proportion of primary bene- 6- ------------- ----------- 136 8 

fits paid to the wage earner, meaning that 60 ----------------------------- 38 10 
their benefits also will be about 77V2 per- 59----------------------------- 40 12 
cent higher than at present, up until 1952 18----------I-------------------40 14

(or twice the present level If they begin 57_--------------------------- 40 18

after June 1952). 55 ----------------------------- 40 20


Benefit for a wife will still be one-half 600----------------------------- 40 30

of the primary benefit. But under the 41or under---------------------- 40 4

new bill, benefit payments can be made to

a retired worker's wife who is 65, if she has

a child in her care. Benefit for a widow is

three-fourths of the primary benefit; for a

child, one-half the primary benefit (except

when the insured worker dies, in which case

the benefit for the first child will be th'ree..

fourths of the primary benefit).


Benefit for a dependent parent, now one-

half of the primary benefit, has been raised

to three-fourths. Lump-sum, payments.

upon death of any insured worker, have been

changed from 6 times the primary benefit

to 3 times the primary, but will now be

paid to the family Of an insured worker re

gardless of whether any other member Is

entitled to receive benefits at the time of


*his death. (Under present law, lump-sum

death benefits were made only when no

other member of the family was entitled to

survivors benefits at time of the wage

earner's death.)


Also important is the new change a11077

ing survivors or dependents to earn $50

monthly without losing their benefits, as

against the previous $14.99 limit.


HOW LONG TO QUALIFY? 

The question of how long you have to be

covered before you can start drawing bene

fits brings up one of the most liberal changes

in the new law. 

Retirement age remains unchanged, age 
65. but it is now much easier for a 65-year

old person to begin to draw benefits.


previously we had to have been working

in covered emnployment, meaning under the

Social security system, for half of the time

aince January * 1 1937. At present, that

would mean a person reaching 65 must have

been covered for 27 quarter-years, or 7 full

years of consecutive coverage.


promn now on, he need only have worked

under coverage for half the time since Jan

uary 1, 1951, but in no case is less than 6

quarters required, nor more than 40.


This means three things:
First, any insured worker 65 or over on 

January 1. 1951. already covered for 6

quarter-years, can draw benefits immediately.

Hie needs only, those 6 quarters.
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I -am afr~aid of this bill because it 

makes rosy promises but provides no real 
guaranty that they will be fulfilled. At 
the same time it places heavy and per
haps impossible burdens on the produc
tive forces of this country, which in the 
long run are the only real basis for any 
kind of security. I believe we will never 
have a system of real security until we 
go over to a pay-as-you-go method, 
under which all the aged will be eligible, 
at moderate benefit rates within the ca
pacity of the producing workers of the 
country to support. 

Mr. President, at this point I ask con
sent to have inserted in the RECORD an 
article entitled "The Federal Govern
ment Is Undermining the Foundation of 
Security," from the New England Let
tsr of June 30, 1950, published by the
Fis ainlBako otn 

ThesPRESiDIaBnGoOFFICER. Ihr 
objetion? GOFIE. sthr 

Thjeretbeng? oojcin h ril 

was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IS UNDERMINING 

THE: FOUNDATION4 OF SECURITY 
The recent passage by the United States 

Senate of an expande'd and liberalized social-
security bill calls attention to the 'intense 
pressure of demand upon our economy for 
funds. While the craving for security Is a 
challenge that must be met with sympa
thetic understanding, at the same time there 
should be a realistic appraisal of its impact. 
Any proposal along this line must be kept
within~ our economic capacity and not de
feat its purpose by carrying it so far that 
it cripples and paralyzes personal Initiative 
and enterprise as well as imposes an intol-~ 
erable burden upon our economy. 

The quest for security Is world-wide. De
mands for protection against the hazarda of 
life in this country' have stemmed from the 
growing complexity of our industrialized so
ciety as well as from the depression of the 
1930's, threats of war, and inflationary 
trends. To aggravate the problem, medical 
science has extended the life span by one-
third in the course of the past half century. 
Since 1900, the number of parsons 65 years 
of age and over has increased by 264 per
cent as compared with a 100-percent gain
for the population in general. Not only is 
the number of aged growing at a much faster 
pace than is the rest of the population, but 
also in view of their numbers they could 
become the most powerful pressure group in 
the country, and by demanding periodic in
creases in pension payments could placea 
back-breaking load on the productive 
workers. 

If we are to retain our present American 
system, the cost of social security must be 
paid out of current production which is the 
only real common pooi that can iVe drawn 
upon for current consumption. A large pro
portion of the people, however, are under the 
illusion that by some magic power the Gov-

SOCIAL SECURITY ACT AMENDMENT OF' 
1950-CONFERENCE REPORT 

The Senate resumed the consideration 
of the report of the committee of confer-
ence on the disagreeing votes of the two 
Houses on the amendment of the Senate 

to he 0CO ndill(H.R. toextnd 
toH.te Rbll600) o exendand

improve the Federal Old-Age and Sur-
vivors Insurance System, to amend the. 
Public assistance and child welfare pro-
visions of the Social Security Act, and 
for other purposes.Thrbennoojciteatcl 

Mr. IVES obtained the floor, 
MVr. BUTLER. Mr. President, will the 

Senator yield?
Mr. IVES. Mr. President, Inasmuch 

as the senior Senator from New York will 
not be speaking on the conference re-
port, but definitely desires to speak this 
afternoon, if the Senator from Nebraska 
and other Senators desire to speak 
now. on the conference report the Sena-
tor from New York would ask unani-
mous consent that he may yield for that

withthe udersand-efinte 
purpose, wtthdeiieudran-
ing also that his right to the floor im-
mediately after the adoptionI of the Con-
ference report is not prejudiced. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. . 

Mr. BUTLER. Mr. President, as a
membroftheCommtteeon inane ~ 
membrotheComitte onFinnce 

wish to join in the statement made by 
my colleague, the junior Senator from 
Colorado [Mr. MILLIZUN] in commending 
the wonderful work that was done in 
handling this bill in committee by the 
senior Senator from Georgia. ath 

Mr. President, I realize that aths 
late hour there is no real possibility of 
defeating the pending social-security 
measure. Nevertheless, I want the REC_ 
ORD to show that at least one voice Was 
raised in protest against it. I definitely 
want to assert my support of a genuine 
security program, based on a pay-as-
you-go plan. 

Mr. President, in my judgment this 
bill will not provide the security it prom-
ises. Millions of people, many of them 
in the greatest need, are completely ex-
cluded from this so-called security sys-
tern, although they must share directly 

Other millions can secure assistance only 
by submitting to the humiliating means 
test. .vide 

Furthermore, our experience is that 
the Federal Government itself by its own 
inflationary policies has destroyed more 
security than it has created. The deo-

baseentofbyingpowr ofthete
baseentofte byingpowr ofthe 

dollar has swept away the security of 
tens of thousands of industries, thrifty
people who planned and worked to pro-
v'ide for their own security. 

or idirctl ofit.ermient can provide an abundant life andincaryingthecos
or idirctl ofit.guarantee security without the recipientsincaryingthecos 

earning their passage. Throughout all agas, 
whenever a government endeavored to pro-

for people on an extensive scale It did 
so by using up past reserves followed by con
fiscatory taxes and sharp, extension of gov
ernmental power until free citizens became 
mere puppets. This same trend is clearly 
in evidence in Great Britain today. Sir 
Stafford Cripps, Chancelor of the Exchequer, 
reports thai there has already been such a 
great redistribution of wealth in Great Brit
tamn within the past few years to provide -for 
extended social services that "' for 
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the future, we must rely rather upon the of many countries throughout the world, for my part, accept the Knowlandcreation of more distributable wealth than concluded that the critical limit of taxa- amendment as violently as I disagreeupon the redistribution of the income that tion is about 25 percent of national Income, wt h idmo t cetihwexists. Total taxation, local and national, is or possibly less. He observed that when this wt h idmo t cetihwnow more than 40 percent of the national In-
come, and at that level the redistribution of 
Income entailed in the payment for social 
services already falls, to a considerable ex-
tent, upon those who are the recipients of 
these services. We must, therefore, moder-
ate the speed of our advance in the extended 
application of the existing social services to 
our progressive ability to pay for them by an 
Increase in our national income. Otherwise, 
we shall not be able to avoid entrenching, to 
an Intolerable extent, upon the liberty of 
spending by the private individual for his 
own purposes." Here then Is a sober message
from one of the outstanding leaders of the
Labor Party who is learning from bitter ex-
perience the economic facts of life. This 
warning should be heeded by our own coun-
try, which Is traveling at high speed down 
the same road as Great Britain. Based upon
past experience, America follows British so-
cial welfare plans by a time lag of one or two 
decades. 

Theirnyofitllistht wil te d-
ministration is aggressively carrying on a 
camnpaJgn for a comprehenisive and liberal so cial-security program, at the same time it 
undermining the very foundation of Its pro-
gram by diluting the Purchasing power Of 
ofthedopart2 erthrog efii Fedeancng Fovrnm18 
othes opeaste20 year the redea Govrinmenthi
hase operated the reddDrinntis 
same peri"odntey administration has pursued
aln n teasymoneyd policy with a resultant de-

diei h il fbnds as well as a re-
duction In the rate of interest on savings de-
posits. As a consequence, the purchasing 
power of income, based on conservative in-
vestments, has been cut in half since the
Social Security Act started operations in 

197 Teinltinr plcisofteGov-
ermient are chipping away the real value of 
payrolls, savings deposits, life insurance poll-
diviuas, havites taknd tol pothect themselve

divduas avetaenpotct heselesagainst the hazards of 
o
life. The net result

Is that because of the dilution of the pur-

point Is reached, governments resort to the 
easy way out by monetary devaluation,
deficit financing, and inflation rather than 
by increased taxation. Taxes In the United 
States-Federal, State, and local-are now 
about 25 percent of national Income and 
have therefore reached the peril point,.
This Nation, In keeping with the experience
of other countries under similar circum-
stances, has deliberately embarked upon a 
deficit financing program which the ad-
ministration-justifies on the grounds that It 
will expand the economy, provide Increased 
revenue, and fortify our fiscal position. But 
the theory of spending our way to solvency
Is repudiated by the experience of every 
country that has tried this experiment.

In view of the pressure of expenditures on 
our impaired margin of safety, It Is highly
essential that Government waste should be 
kept to a minimum. Outstanding authori-
ties, both liberal and conservative, have 
agreed that the Federal budget could be re-duced by at least $5,000,000,000 without im-
pairing any essential cervices. Public moneywasted Is parasitical as it robs the welfarepas h coladalohrdsrig
lntesholadalote eevnis projects of money that could otherwise bemade available to them. It would be well 

for the social agencies; educators, clergymen, 
and others deeply concerned with the pro-
motion of social welfare to campaign against
extravagance and waste of public money,
since apparently this country has reached 
the limit of obtaining any further substan-
tiaI sums from taxation. In other words,
the time has come, If this Nation is to re-
main solvent, when hard choices must be 
made on Government expenditures from 
money provided by the taxpayers.

Anywicomprehensiveesocialissecurityepro
gram must therefore rest on a relatively
stable purchasing power of the dollar based 
on sound fiscal policies and on a dynamic 
productive economy with adequate incen-tives for risk-taking and rewards for con-tributions to the productive output of the
country.gihabenkdeouhtsytom 

ever, with a heavy heart.

None of us is so naive as not to realize


that a law, in large measure, is what 
administration makes of it. Under the

terms of the Knowland amendment, the

unemployment compensation authorities 

faSaecudlnepe hl nm 
o tt ol nepe hi nm
ployment compensation law in a man

ner wholly at variance from the clear

intent of the language of the law. The

Secretary of Labor would be powerless to

raise any question of whether that ad-.

ministration conforms to the clear in

tetothla asncedbCngs.

this is ah vitalabeantdomnby thngess
Ti savrulaadnetb h
Congress of its obligation to insure uni
formity and consistency of adniinistra

tion of the unemployment insurance

provisions of the law.


This provision may be used in many
s 
Sates by those interested in breaking

srks h hl oc fuenly
mn nuac diitainmybm nuac diitainmybbrought to bear to threaten men whoare unemployed with the penalty oflosing their unemployment compensa
tinulsthyaewlngo cbo 
take the jobs of strikers. This is only 
oeo h rv iue owihti oeo h rv iue owihti
provision could be Put. 

Mr. President, I wish there were some
way-I know some Way Was Sought in
the Housc-to set this provision aside.
It was adopted in the Senate in haste.
I was the only Senator who protested.
Itwl ergetdatliue eete 

less, I shall vote for the conference re
port. I hope that the next Congress-
or, if it were possible, this Congress-
will correct this inequity.Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, thedistinguished senior Senator from Geor

that he plans to prepare a statement in 
some detail on the coverage proposed for 
agricultural workers under the provisions
of the conference report, and to insert it 
in the RECORD tomorrow so that the 
statement will become a part of the leg-
Islative history of the bill. With that 
understanding I am very happy to accede 
to a vote on the conference report at 
this time. 

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, if there 
Is no further address to be made on the
cfrnerprIhpewmyhvei
cfrnerprIhpewmyhvei
agreed to. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
question is on agreeing to the conference 
report.

The report was agreed to. 

chasing power of the dollar several milliongihabenkdeouhtsytompersons Who had Planned for What they con-
sidered adequate security have had their liv-
ngsoundarfisca poiisharply reducned, thog un-

son ica mak-oiisteGveneti 
Ing It increasingly difficult for the Americanpeople to provide for their own security, and 
this In turn compels them to turn to the 
Government for aid, Because of this situa-
tion, demands for social security grow in
snowball fashion. 

While claims on future wealth for social
welfare are multiplied manyfold, at the same 
time the creation of new wealth Is throttled
by taxes that severely restrict the flow of
fresh capital into the purchase of the neces-
sary tools and equipment that Would provide
new jobs and increase production. Prior to
the war, the rise In man-hour output was 
at the rate of about 2 percent a year. Since
the end of the war, however, according to 
the most reliable estimates, It has been less 
than 1 percent. When security claims, wages,
and other costs increase at a faster rate than
productivity, buying power shrinks so that 
each dollar buys less in terms of goods and 
services. France is a striking example of 
what happens when claims on the national 
economy far exceed productivity. In that 
country the purchasing Power of pensioners
has declined by 99 percent since 1914. 

I1!oreover, the time has come when a com-
prel~ensive survey must be made of all the 
types of claims on our economy and these 
allocated on a priority basis according-to
their relative importance, since taxes are 
in the danger zone. Colin Clark, an Austra-. 
lian economist, af'ter an exiensive research 

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I shall 
of course vote for the pending confer-
ence report on H. R. 6000. This bill con-
tains many provisions for which I have 
worked with all my strength and effort 
throughout this session. No bill which 
we have enacted at this session of Con-
gress is of greater importance for the
long-range welfare of America than 
these amendments to the Social Secu-
rity Act. The work of the Senate finance 
committee and of the House Ways and
Men Comte an th logad
Men Comtean th log nd
careful deliberation given this bill in
both the Senate and in the other Chain-
ber, have produced legislation which Is 
a far advance on the road we must travel 
to bring social security and social wel-
fare to our citizens. The committees de
serve our admiration and thanks. 

But this conference report contains 
one provision, the so-called Knowland 
amendment, which the Senate adopted
and which was approved in conference 
which, in my Judgment, is one of the 
most dangerous and unfortunate pro
visos to be included in any legislation
eatdb h ogesti er
eatdb h ogesti er 

I cannot find it In MY heart to delay
for a moment the increased pensions for
the aged, and the Public assistance for 
the needy and the blind and the chil
dren of our country. I~must therefore, 
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COMPARISON OF PRINCIPAL CHANGES IN THE OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE SYSTEM MADE BY H. R. 6000 

(NOTE.-All changes effective as follows, unless otherwise noted: January 1, 1950, under bill as passed by House; January 1, 1951, for coverage changes
and for second month following montb of enactment for bencfit changes uinder bill as passed by Scnatc; and January 1, 1951, for coverage changes 
and September 1950 for benefit changcs according to conference agreement) 

EXISTING LAW 

(a) Insured worker, age 65 or 
over. 

(b) Wife, age 65 or over, of in-
sured worker, 

(c Widow, age 65 or over, of in-
sored worker. 

(d) Children (under 18) of retired
wreand children of deceased 

worker and their mother regardless
of her age. 

(e) Dependent parents, age 65 or 
over, of deceased worker if no sur
viving widow or child who could 
have received benefits. 

(fl Lump-sum death payment
where no monthly benefits immedi-
ately payable. 

(a) Based on "quarters of cover-
age," namely, calendar quarters with 
$50 or more of wages. 

(6) Fully insured (eligible for all 
benefits) requires one quarter of 
coverage for each two quarters after 
1936 and before age 65 (or death if 
earlier). In no case more than 40 
quarterso oeaerqie.Mn 
imum of 6o quarters of coverage re-
quired. 

(c) Currentlylinsured (eligible'only 
for child, widowed mother, and lump-
sum survivor benefits) requires 6 
quarters of coverage out of 13 quar
ters preceding death. 

(1) BENEFITS 

H. R. 600S AS PASSED BY HOUSE 

-No change. 

No change in age requirement 
other than that no age requirement 
if child under 18 is present.

No change. 

Certain dependency and relation- 
ship requirements liberalized, espe-
cially in regard to dependency on 
married insured women. 

No change. 

Lump-sum for all ilisured deaths. 

PAYABLE TO

H{.Rs.6sss AS PASSED BY SENATE 

No change. 

No change from exiting law ex 
cept benefits provided for deendent 
husbands, age 65 or over. 

No change, except benefits pro-
Tided .fordependent widowers, age 
65 or over. 

Same as House bill, except pro-
visions as to dpnec on married 
women further liberalized. 

No change. 

SeIne as existing law, except special 
provision where monthly benefits 
paid in first year are less than lump-
SUM. 

(2) INSURED STATUS 

After effective date, $100 of wages 
and $200 of self-employment income 
required for quarter of coverage. 
Special provision fori converting 
annual sol f-employment income into 
quarters of coverage. 

Alternative requirement provided; 
namely, 20 quarters of coverage out 
of 40 quarters preceding death, or age 
65 or any later date. 

No rlhango. 

Same as House bill, except only $50 
of wages and $100 of self-employ
ment income required for quarter of 
coverage. 

Same as presents law, except "new 
start" provides that such quarters 
of coverage (acquired after 1936) 
must at least equal half the quarters 
after 1950. Thus all now age 62 or 
over need have only 6 quarters of 
coverage. Not applicable for deaths 
prior to effective date. 

No change. 

CONFERENCE AGREEMENT 

No change. 

Same as Senate bill but with pro vi
sion in House bill for no age require
ment if child under 18 is present.

Same as Senate bill. 

Same as Senate bill. 

No change. 

Same as House bill. 

Same as Senate bill. 

Same as Senate bill. 

No change. 



2 SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL CHANGES IN THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT 

(3) WORKER'S MONTHLY OLD-AGE BENEFIT (CALLED "PRIMARY AMOUNT") 

EXISTING LAW 

(a) Average monthly wage based 
On period from 1937 to age 65 (Or 
death if earlier) regardless of whether 
in covered employment in all such 
years. A year of coverage is a calen-
dar ear in which $200 is credited, 

b)Monthly amount is 40 percent 
of first $50 of average wage plus 10 
percent of next $200, all increased by 
1 percent for each year of coverage. 

Present primary i.nsurancebenefit 
$10 

15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
45 

(C)Minimum primary benefit, $10. 

Cd) Maximum family. benefit, $85 
or 80 percent of average waeo 

H. R. 6000 AS PASSED BY ROUSE 

Average monthly wage based on 
average over years of coverage (after 
either 193.6 or .1949, whichever is 
higher). A year of coverage is a 
calendar year in which $400 is cred-
ited ($200 prior to 1950). 

Monthly amount is 10 percent of 
first $100 of average wage plus '10 
percent of next $200, increased by 
14percent for each year of coverage, 
and unless in covered employment in 
entire period reduced by percentage 
of time out of covered emiployment 
since 1936 or 1949, whichever gives 
smallerreduction. Benefits of present
beneficiaries increased by conversion 
table which gives effect to new bene-
fit formula and new average wage 
concept; on the average, benefits will 
be increased by 70 prerent, with 
somewhat greater relative increases 
for those receiving smallest amounts, 
as indicated by following table for 
certain illustrative cases: 

New primaryinsurance amount 
$25 
31 
36 
44 
51 
55 
60 
64 

$25. 

$150, or 80 percent of average 
wage if less (but in no case less than 

H. R. 6000 AS PASSED BY SENATE 

Same as existing law, except "new 
Start" average beginning after 1950 
may be used for those with 6 quarters 
of coverage after 1950. 

For those with "new start" aver
age wage, monthly ampunt is 50 
percent of first $100 of average wage 
plus 15 percent of next $200. For 
all others (including present benefi
ciaries, and for those with "new 
start" if it produces a larger benefit) 
the benefit is computed under exist
ing law (but with no 1 percent in
crease for years after 1950) end then 
Increased by conversion table; bene
fits will be increased on the average 
by 85 percent, as indicated by follow
ing table for certain illustrative cases: 

New primary insurance amount 
$20 

31 
37 
48 
56 
62 
68 
72 

$25, unless average monthly wage
is less than $34-then $20. 

Same as House bill. 

CONFERENCE AGREEMENT 

Same as Senate bill except that 
conversion table is lowered so that 
benefits are increased on the average
by 77)1, percent, as indicated by fol
lowing table for certain illustrative 
cases: 

New primary insuranceamount 
$20 

30 
37 
46 
54 
59 
64 
68 

$25, unless average monthly wage
is less than $35-then graded down 
to $20 for average monthly wage of 
$30 or less. 

Same as House bill. 

twice the primary benefit, whihvr$40).
is least (but in no case less than $20). 

(e) Illustrative primary benefits for 10 years of coverage, no period of noncoverage: 

Level monthly wage Present law House bill conferande 

$100------------------------------------------------------------------------- $27. 50 
$150-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 3& o 
$200-------------------------------------------------------------------- 3&50 
8250-------------------------------------- ---------------------- ------- 44.00 
$300 ------------------------------------- ------------------------------ 44. 00 

agreement 

$52.50 $50. 00 
57.80 57. 50 
oaoo0 65. 00 
6& so 72. 50 
7&50 80. 00 
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()Illustrative primary benefits for 40 years of coverage, no periods of noncoverage. 

Level monthly wage Pre lawsent House bill 
Senate bill and 

conference 
agreement 

$100------------------------------------------------------------------------ $35. 00 $60.00J $50. 00 
$150------------------------------------------------------------------------- 42. 00 66. 00 57. 50 
$200------------------------------------------------------------------------- 49. 00 72. 00 65. 00 
$250------------------------------------------------------------------------- 56. 00 75 00 72. 50 
$300------------------------------------------------------------------------- 56.00 84. 00 80. 00 

g)Illustrative primary benefits for 5 years of coverage, 5 years of noncoverage, all after 1950: 

Senate bill and 
Level monthly wage while working Present law House bill conference 

agreement 

$100------------------------------------------------------------------------ $21. 00 $26. 30 $25. 00 
$150------------------------------------------------------------------------- 23. 63 28. 90 37.50 
$200------------------------------------------------------------------------- 26. 25 31.50 50. 00 
$250------------------------------------------------------------------------- 28 88 34.20 53.80 
$300------------------------------------------------------------------------- 28. 88 36. 80 57.50 

(h) Illustrative primary benefits for 20 years of coverage, 20 years of noncoverage all after 1950: 

Senate bill and 
Level monthly wage while working Present law House bill conference 

agreement 

$100------------------------------------------------------------------------ $24. 00 $30. 00 $25. 00 
$150------------------------------------------------------------------------- 27.00 33. 00 37. 50
$200------------------------------------------------------------------------- 30. 00 36. 00 50. 00 
$250------------------------------------------------------------------------- 33. 00 39. 00 5380 
.$300------------------------------------ ------------------------------------ 33. 00 42. 00 57.50 

(i) Illustrative primary benefits for 10 years of coverage, 30 years of noncoverage, all after 1950: 

Senate bill and 
Level monthly wage while working Present law House bill conference 

agreement 

$100------------------------------------------------------------------------ $11. 00 $25. 00 $20. 00 
$150------------------------------------------------------------------------- 16. 50 25. 00 25.00 
$200------------------------------------------------------------------------- 22. 00 25. 00 25. 00 
$250------------------------------------------------------------------------- 23. 38 25. 00 31. 30 
$300------------------------------------------------------------------------- 23. 38 25. 00 37. 50 

70217-850--2 
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(4) BENEFIT AMOUNTS OF DEPENDENTS AND SUnvivoRs RELATIVE TO WORKER's MONT1RLY PRIMARY BENEFIT 

EXISTING LAW H. H. 	 6000 AS PASSED BY HOUSE H. H. 6000 AS PASSED BY SENATE CONFERENCE AGREEMENT 

(a) Wife, one-half of primary. No change. No change. 	 No change. 
(b) Widow, three-quarters of pri- No change. No change. No change. 

mary.
(c) 	 Child, one-half of primary. No change, except for deceased Same as House bill. Same as House hill.


worker family, first child gets three-

quarters of primlary. 

(d) Parent, one-half of primary. Three-quarters of primary. Same as existin law. Same as House hill. 
(e) Lump sum at death, six times Three tunes primary benefit. Same as House bill. Same as House hill.


primary benefit.

(f)Illustrative monthly benefits for retired workers:


[All figures rounded to nearest dollar]


Presnt lw Huse illSenate bill and conference 
Presnt lw Huse illagreement 

Average monthly wage 

Single Married I Single Married I Single Married' 

INSURED WORKER COVERED FOR 5 YEARS 

$50--------------- ------------------ $21 $32 $26 $38 $25 $38 
$100-------------- ------------------ 26 39 51 77 50 75

$150-------------------------------- 32 47 56 85 58 $6

$200-------------------------------- 37 55 62 92 65 0$

$250 -------------------------------- 42 63 67 100 72 109

$300------------------------------ 42 a3 72 10$ s0 120


INSCRED WORKER COVERED FOR 40 YEARS


$50- ------------------------------- $28 $40 $30 $40 $25 $38

8100- ------------ ------------------ 35 32 60 80 50 75

S150- ------------------------------- 42 63 66 99 58 86

8200-------------------------------- 49 74 72 108 65 98

$250------------------------------- 56 84 78 117 72 109 
$800------------------------------- $56 84 84 126 so 120 

1 With wife 65 or ever. 

NOT -`Average wvage" Is computed differently plans(see text). figuresunder the various These are based onl the assumption
that the insured worker was in covered employment steadilyeach year after 1950. 
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(g) Ilustrative monthly benefits for survivors of insured workers: 

[All figures rounded to nearest dollar] 

Senate bill Senate bill Senate bill 
Average monthly Prsn a os iland confer- Prsn a os iland confer- Prsn a os iland confer-

wage Peetlw Huebn ence Pgree- Prsn a os ilence agree- Prsn a os ilence agree-
i,ient ment ment 

INSURED WORKER COVERED FOR 5 YEARS 

Widow and I child Widow and 2 children Widow and 3 children 

$50---------------- $26 $38 $38 $37 $40 $40 $40 $40 $40 
$100--------------- 33 77 75 46 80 80 52 80 80 
$150----------------39 85 86 .55 113 115 63 120 120

$200--------------- 46 92 98 64 123 130 74 150 150

$250--------------- 52 100 109 74 133 145 84 150 150

$300--------------- 52 108 120 74 144 150 84 150 1150


1 child alone 2 children alone Aged widow'I 

$50---------------- $10 $19 $19 $21 $32 $31 $16 $10 $19 
$100--------------- 13 38 38 26 64 62 20 38 38 
$160--------------- 16 42 43 32 70 72 24 42 43 
$200--------------- 18 46 49 37 77 81 28 46 49 
$250--------------- 21 50 54 42 83 91 32 50 54 
$300--------------- 21 54 60 42 90 100 32 54 60 

INSURED WORKER COVERED FOR 40 YEARS 

Widow and 1 child Widow and 2 children Widow and 3 children 

$50 ---------------- $35 $40 $38 $40 $40 $40 $40 $40 $40 
$100 --------------- 44 80 75 61 80 80 70 80 80 
$180 --------------- 52 99 8so 74 120 115 84 120 120 
$200--------------- 61 108 98 85 144 130 85 150 160 
$250 --------------- 70 117 109 85 150 145 85 150 150 
$300 --------------- 70 126 120 85 150 150 85 150 150 

1 child alone 2 children alone Aged widow'1 

$50 ---------------- $14 $22 .$I9 $28 $38 $31 $21 $22 $19 
$100 ---------------- 1 45 38 35 75 62 26 45 38 
$150 --------------- 21 50 43 42 83 72 32 50 43 
$200--------------- 24 .54 49 49 g0 81 37 54 49 
$250 --------------- 28 58 54 56 98 91 42 58 .54 
$300 --------------- 28 63 60 56 10.5 100 42 63 60 

IAge 65 or over. 

NOTE.-"Average wage" iscomputed differently text).These figures the assumption that
under the various plans (see arebased on 
the Insured worker was incovered employment steadily each year after 1950. 
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(5) AMOuNT oF EMPrLOYMENT PERMITTED BENEFICIARY rOR BENEFIT RECEIPTr (WORK CLAUSE) 

EXISTING LAW 

No benefits paid for month in 
which 515 or more earned in coyered
employment, 

All except self-employment and 
employment in Federal and State 
Governments, railroads, nonprofit
(charitable, educational, and reli-
giu) an*clue n oetc 
service. Employment covered only 
in the 48 States, District of Columbia, 
Alaska, and Hawaii, and on American 
ships outside the United States under 
certain circumstances. 

None. 

H. R. 6000 AS PASSED BY HOUSE 

Same except $15 limit is increased 
to $50 and no limitation at all after 
age 75. 

(6) COVERED 

In addition to existing coverage,,
includes the following groDs: 

(a) Nonfarm self-employed other 
than certain professions (physicians,
lawyers, dentists, osteopaths, veter-
inarians, chiropractors, optometrists 
Christian Science practitioners, and 
certain professional eng* eers); 

(6) State and local government 
employees on elective basis by the 
Stats, except that where retirement 
system exists, employees and bone-
ficiaries must favor by two-thirds 
majority in referendum, and except 
for certain transit workers who are 
covered compulsorily; 

(c);:Regularly employed nonfarm 
domestic servants (based on 26 days 
of work during a quarter);

(d) 	Employees of nonprofit insti-
ttnsohrthan ministers (on 

compulsory basis for employees and 
voluntary basis for employer);

(e) Agricultural processing work-
ers ofthe farm; 

Federal employees not covered 
un er retirement system other than 
those in very temporary or casual 
employment;

(g) Americans employ'ed by 
American employer outside the 
United States and employees on 
American aircraft outside the United 
States in the same manner as for 
ships

(r);Emplo ment in Puerto Rico 
and Vir-gin Islands; 

(i) Salesmen, and certain other 
employees, who were deprived of 
coverage as employees by Public Law 

Q)isreports to the employer 
are included as wages. 

B. R. 6000 AS PASSED BY SENATE 

Same as House bill. 

EMPLOYMENT 

Same as House bill except:
(a) Regularlv employed farm 

workers covered-based -on60 days of 
work during a quarter;

(b) Exemption from coverage as 
professional self-employed extended 
to architects, naturopaths, certified, 
licensed, and registered public ac-
countants, funeral directors, and al 
professional engineers (instead of 
certain named ones), while publishers 
are covered; 

(c)Coverage to regularly employed 
non-farmn domestic servants based on 
24 days of work during a quarter; 

(d) Coverage of nonprofit em-
ployees on compulsory basis for 
nonreligious organizations and on 
completely voluntary basis for reli-
gious organizations; 

(e Coverage of Federal civilian 
employees not covered by a retire-
ment system clarified and extended 
to those occupyin positions pending 
permanent or indefinite appointment;

()Coverage not permitted for 
State and local employees covered 
by an existinr retirement plan; 

(g) Definition of "employee" re-
stricted to strict common-law basis 
except for following named occu-
pational groups covered as "em-
ployees": full-time life insurance 
salesmen; agent-drivers and commis
sion-drivers distributing meat prd
ucts, bakery products, or launZ7y o 
dry cleaning services; and full-time 
wholesle sgesmen; 

(h) Tips not included as wages as 
in existing law. 

(7) PERM~ANENT AND TOTAL DisABILrTY BENEim S 

For worker both currently insured None. 
and having 20 quarters of coverage 
out of last 10 years. Amount of 
priar benefit determined as for 
retiredworker. No benefit for de
pendents'of disabled worker. Bene
fits begini in!Jamuary 1951. 

CONFERENCE AGREEMENT 

Same as House bill. 

Same as Senate bill except:
(a) Coverage to regularly emloyed 

farm workers based on 60f. lulays of 
work during a quarter if he had con
tinuous employment with the same 
employer during a-preceding 3-month 
period;

(b) Exemption from coverage as 
professional self-employed extede 
to full-time practicing public ac
countants;I 

(c) Coverage of nonprofit em
ployees on voluntary basis. Em
ployer must elect coverage, and at 
lEast two-thirds of employees must 
concur in coverage. Then all emn
ployees concurring in coverage and 
all new employees are covered; 

(d) Coverage not permitted for 
Stats and local employees covered by 
an existing retirement plan unless 
State law providing for coordinatUion 
was in effec on January 1, 1950; 

(e) Adiiaoclptnlgup 
coverda `enipinloyces":agnt-drives 
and commission-drivers distributing 
vegetable or fruit products or bever
ages (other than milk) and industrial 
homneworkers earnin at least $50 
during a quarter if sbject toregula
tion under State law and werking 
under specifications supplied by em
ployer. 

None, 
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(8) WAGE CREDITS FOR WORLD WAR II SERVICR 

EXISTING LAW H. R. 6000 AS PASSED BY HOUSE 

World War II veterans (including 
None, 	 those who died in service) given wage 

credits of $160 for each month of 
military service in World War II. 

H. R. 6000 AS PASSED BY SENATE 

Same as House bill except that 
credit not gie if srvic is used for 
an othe Fedeeral re~tirement system 
and except that additional cost is to 
be borne by trust fund (instead of by 
general Treasury ss in House bill). 

CONFERENCE AGREEMRNT 

Same as Senate bill. 

(9) MAXIMUM ANNUAL WAGE AND SELF-EMPLOYMENT INCOME FOR TAX AND BENEFIT PURPOSES 

$3,000. 

1 percent on employer and 1 per-
oent on employee through 1949; 134 
percent for 1950-51, and 2 percent 
thereafter. 

Appropriations authorized for such 
sums as may be required to finance 
the progream. 

$3,600 after 1949. 	 $3,600 after 1950. 

(10) TAX (OR CONTRIHUTION) RATES 

134percent on employer and 134per-
cent on employee for 1950, 2 percent 
for 1951-59, 234percent for 1960--64, 
3pecent fo 9569, and 334 percent 
thereafter, except-

(.) For self-employed, 134 times
rate for emploee.Sell-employ

mennom taxed would be, in gen

eral, net income from trade or 
business; 

(b) For nonprofit employment, no 
ta isipsd onemployer who can 
Pay iTo~y Ifemployer does 
not pytxemlyereceives credit 
forony5pect of his taxed 
wages. 

Same as House bill, except that 
increase to 2 percent is in 1950 in-
stead of 1951 and except that non
profit employment when covered is 
on same basis as all other employ
ment. 

Same as Senate bill. 

Same as Senate bill, except that 
increase to 2 percent is in 1954. 

(11) APPROPRIATIONS FROM GENERAL REVENUES 

Provision in existing law repealed. Same as House bill. Same as House bill. 

No provision. 

(12) COMBINED WITHROLDING OF INCOME AND EMPLOYEE SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES 

No provision. 	 No provision. Single combined withholding of 
income tax and employee social 
security tax applicable generally in 
those cases in which wages paid to 
the employee are subject to with
holding for both classes of taxes. 
If the employe's wages are not sub
ject to withhlding for income tax 
purposes--such as in the case of 
wages paid for domestic services in a 
private home,-combined withhold
mngwill not apply,. 



COMPARISON OF PRINCIPAL CHANGES IN FEDERAL-STATE PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AND CHILD HEALTH AND WELFARE SERVICE 
PROGRAMS MADE BY H. R. 6000 

(NOTE.-All changes effective as follows, unless otherwise noted: October 1, 1949, under bill as passed by House; October 1, 1950, under bill as passed by
Senate and according to conference agreement) 

I. Gsonsps ELIGIBLE FOR AID 

EXISTING LAW 

Three categories defined for assist-
ance purposes as needy persons-
(1)65 years of age and over, (2) blind, 
and (3) children under 16 years of age 
and children age 16-17, if they are 
regularly attending school. 

Federal share for old-age assistance 
and aid to blind is three-fourths of 
first $20 of a State's average monthly 
payment plus one-half of the remain-
der within individual maximums of 
$50; for aid to dependent children, 
three-fourths of the first $12 of the 
average mionthly payment per child,
plus one-half the remainder withi 
individual maximums of $27 for the 
first child and $18 for each additional 
child in a family. Administrative 
costs- shared 60 percent by Federal 
Government and 50 percent by
States. 

H. H. 6000 AS PASSED BT HOUSE 

Fourth category provided for per-
manently and totally disabled in-
dividuals who are in need. For aid 
to dependcnt children the mother or 
other relative with whom a depend
ent child is living is included as a 
recipient for Federal matching pur
poses. 

11. FEDERAL SHARP OF PUBLIC 

Federal share for old-age assist-
ance, aid to the blind, and aid to the 
permanently and totally disabled is 
four-fifths of the first $25 of a State's 
average monthly payment, plus one-
half of the next $10, plus one-third of 
the remainder within individual 
maximums of $50; for aid to depend-
ent children, four-fifths of the first 
$15 of the average monthly payment 
per recipient, plus one-half of the 
next $6, plus one-third of the next 
$6 within individual maximums of 
$27 for the relative with whom the 
children are living, $27 for the flst 
child, and $18 for each additional 
child in a family. Administrative 
costs same basis as present law. 

B. R. 6ees AS PASSED BY SENATE 

Same as Ilouse bill except fourth 
category (aid to disabled) not pro-
vided for. 

ASSISTANCE EXPENDITUJRES 

Same as existing law, except, that 
individual maximums for aid to de-
pendent children are raised from $27 
to $30 for the relative with whom 
the children are living and for the 
first child and from $18 to $20 for all 
other children and except that for 
old-age assistance payments supple
menting old-age insurance benefits 
for those first becoming entitled to 
such benefits in or af ter the second 
month after enactment, Federal share 
is on a 80-50 basis. 

CONFERENCE AGREEMENT 

Same as House bill, except that 
permaniently and totally disabled in
dividuals must be at least 18 years
old. 

Same as existing law, except that 
relative with whom children are 
living to be included for Federal 
matching purposes within individual 
maximum of $27 per month. Match
ing basis for aid to disabled same as 
for old-age assistance. 

Aid to dependent children: Amount andpercentof Federalfundein average monthAly payments to families8 ofepeoifted size, under prasentlaw and unrder H. B. 6000 

Present law House bill Sonate bill Conference agreement 
Averagejnonthly payments I 

Federal funds . Percent of Federal funds Percent of Federal funds Percent of Federal funds. IPercent ofttltotsl totaltoa 

1-child family 

$16.60 62 $20.00 80 618.650 74 $18.680 74is6. an 47 26. 60 76 23.850 67 28. 60 67
16.80o 37 31. 00 69 28.850 68 28.650 68
1I6.60 30 34. 00 62 88.650 61 88.00 6016.60 22 34. 00 48 36. 00 48 88. 00 4416. 60 1s 34. 00 38 36. 00 40 38.00 37 

B-child family 

8$18. 75 75 $20. 00 80 $18. 75 75 $18. 76 76 

$20-----------------------------------------.ss----------------------------------
$45 ---------------------------------------
$55 ---------------------------------------
875------------------- --------------------
$90 ---------------------------------------

$25---------------------------------------
$35 ---------------------------------------
$456---------------------------------------
655---------------------------------------
$75 ----------------------- ------------------
$90 ------------------------------------------
$110------------------------ --------------

28. 26 76 28. 00 50 
31.650 70 36. 00 50
836.60 66 44. 00 50 
40.50 54 55.560 74 
40. 50 45 62. 00 69 
40. 50 37 62. 00 66 

26. 26 76 26. 26 76 
38,.75 75 88.75 76
39.50 72 89.540 72 
49. 50 66 .4 8' 66 
57. 00 68 67.00 68 
62. 00 66 67. 00 62 

in the case of larger payments, the amounts of suchAverage for Federal matrihing purposes includes all payments within th~emaximuims fur families of specified size, andrnaxj,,ums. 
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Aid to dependent children: Amount to which average monthly payments to families of specified size under present provrisionse could be increasedunder H. R. 6000 
assuming the same average expenditure perfamilyfrom State and localfunds 

Present law House bill Senate bill Conference agreement 

ASeagteonhlyAvesg Federal Increase in Average Fdrl Iceeineeal Increa-e in 
pam s Fdrl Sttin otl Fundsr Iverae Federal 

Fundsa loa ud aMents fnd Federal monthly Federal i month Feea 

1aymnelts fun,sfud udoa amns fns fundn payments' funds p fssd., 

$2s-----------------15.50 $. 5 $3. 0 $27 50 $12 001-child family 

$5 $310 $6. 00 $21. 50 
$35--------------------- 1.0 85 1 75 3.276 75 49.0 3,,0.50 14. 00 49. 00 30. 50 14. 00 

$4-----------------------1 50 28.5 62 10 34.00 17. 50 64. 50 36. 00 19. 50 61. .00 3300316. 16. .50 

$2 ---------0$1 $2.0 $31. 00 $6. 00 

$55---------------------16.50 38. 50 72. 50 34. 00 17. 50 74. 50 36.50 . 19. 50 71.5.0 33.00O 16. 50 
$75---------------------- 6. 50 58. 50 92. 50 34. 00 17. 50 94.50 36. 00j 19. 50 91. 50 33. 00' 16.350 
$90--------------------- 16. 50 73. 50 107. 50 34. 00 17. 50 509.50 36. 00 19. 50 106. 50 33&00 16. 50 

3-child family 

$25--------------------- $18. 75 $6. 25 $31. 25 $25. 00 $6. 25 $25.00 $18. 75 --------------- $23. 09 818. 75 -----
835----------------------26. 25 8. 75 43. 75 35. 00 8. 75 35. 00 26. 25 ---------------- 35. 09 26. 253 ---
$45------------31. 50 13. 50 63.00 49. 50 16. 00 51. 00 37.560 $6. 00 51. 00 37.50 $&6.0 

$5---------------------36.$50 18. 50 73.00 94. 50 18. 09 61. 00 42. 50 6. 00 61. 09 42.55 6. 00 
$7---------------------40. 50 34.50 96.50 62.00 21.950 93. 00 , 8.50 18. 00 91. .50 57. 00 16. 50 

$90 --------------------- 40. 50 49. 50 111.50 62. 00 21. 50 Ill. 50 1 62.00 211.50 106' 50 57.00 16. 50 
$110-------------------40.50 69. 50 531I50 62. 00 21. 50 131. 50 62. 00 21. 50 126. 50 57. 00 16. 50 

IAverage for Federal matching purposes includes all payments within the maximums for families of specified size, and in the case of large payments, the amounts of such 
maximums. 

III. MEDICAL CARE 

EXISTING LAW 1H.R. 6000 AS PASSED BY HOUSE H. It. 6000 AS PASSED BY SENATE CONFERENCE AGREEMENT 

Federal sharing in costs of medical Federal Government wvill share in Stame as House bifl. .xcept tlsat 150 St11i5 as Senate bill, except that 
care limited to amoumts paid to re- cost of payments made directly to pl.ain for aid to disabedit is provided plan for-aid tu disabled is p)rovidedl. 
cipients that can be included within medical practitioners and other'sup- and excerpt for specific authorization 
the monthly maximums on individ- pliers of medical services, which when for Federal Government to share in 
ual payments. No State-Federal as- added to sny money paid to the in- dhirect paymierts mnade to suppliers of 
sistance provided persons in public. dividual, does not exceed the monthly reuoedial care as we.ll as 1.0 suppliers 
institutions unless they are receiving nsaxiinuns on individual pay-menhs. of metdical catre. 
temporary medical care its such insti- Federal Government sharestin the cost 
tutions. of payments to recipients of old-age 

assistance, aid to the blind, and aid

to the permanently and totally dis

abled living in public medical insti

tutions other than those for mental

disease and tuberculosis.
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IV. CmiNGoSs IN REQUYIREMENTS FOR STATE PuraLrc-AssrsTAxcE PLANS 

A. -RESIDENCE 

EXISTING LAW 

For old-age assistance and aid to 
the blind, a State ma7 not requrae 
as a condition of eligibility, reside c 
in a State for more than 5 of the 9 
years immnediately preceding appli-
cation and one continuous year be-
fore filim the lication. For aid 
to dependentegchieldrn, the maximum 
requirement for the child is 1 year 
of residence immediately preceding 
application, or if the child is less 
than a year old, birth in the State 
and continuous residence by the 
mother in the Statel'or 1 year pre-
ceding the birth. 

For the three categories a State 
must, in determining need, take into 
consideration the income and re-
sources of an individual claiming 
assistance. 

No provision. 

H. R. 6000 AS PASSED BY HOUSE 

No change in requirements for old-
assistance and aid to dependent 

cildren. For aid to the blind, effec
tive ~July 1, 1951 a State m nt 
require, as 'a condition of elmigib iitoy, 
residence in-the State of more than 
one continuous year prior to fiin 
of the application for aid. For aid 
to the permanently and totally dis
abled no State may impose a resi
dance requirement more restrictive 
than that in its plan for aid to the 
blind on July 1, 1949, and beginning 
July.1, 1,951, the maximum residence 
rqwreent is 1 year immnediately

prcd ing the application for aId. 
(Al oher requirements for aid to the 
permanently and totally disabled are 
the same as for old-age assistance.) 

13. INCOME AND 

Provision in existing law is made 
applicable to aid to the permanently 
and totally disabled. For aid to the 
blind, effective October 1, 1949, a 
State may disregard such amount of 
earned income, up to $50 per month, 
as the State vocational rehabilitation 
agency for the blind certifies will 
serve to.encourage or assist, the blind 
to prepare for, or engage 'in remuner-
ative empgloyment; effective July 1, 
1951, a State must, in determining 
the need of any blind individual, dis
regard any income or resources 
which are not predictable or actually 
niot available to the individual and 
take into consideration the special 
expenses arising from blindness. 

H. R. 6000 AS PASSED BY SENATE 

Same as existing law. 

RESOURCES 

Effective July 1, 1952, a State 
must disregard earned income, up to 
$50 pier month, of an individual 
claiming aid to the blind; prior to 
July 1, 1952, the exemption of earned 
income, up to $50 per month is die
cretionary with each State. Same 
income and resources provisions as 
in existing law for the other cate
gories. 

C. TEMPORARY APPROVAL OF STATE PLANS FOR AID TO THE BL.IND 

For the period October 1, 1949, to Same as House bill except that 
June 30, 1953, any State which did provision applies after October 1, 
not have an approved plan for aid to 1950, and with no termination date. 
the blind on January 1, 1949, shall 
have its plan approved even though 
it does not meet the requirements of 
clause (8) of section 1002 (a) of the 
Social Security Act (relating to con
sideration of income and resources 
in determining need). The Federsl 

rat for such State, however shall 
be based only upon expenditures 
made in accordance with the afore
mentioned income and resources re
quirement of the act. 

CONYRRENCE AGREEMENT 

Same as Senate bill. 

Same as Senate bill. 

Same as House bill except that 
provision applies after October 1, 
1950, and terminates June 30, 1955. 
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EXISTING LAW 

No provision. 

No specific provision relating to 
opportunity to apply for assistance 
promptly. 

Fair hearing must be provided in-
dividual whose claim for assistance 
is denied. No specific provision for 
individual whose claim is not acted 
upon within a reasonable time. 

No provision. 

No specific provision. 

No provision. 

D. EXAMINATION TO 

H. R. 6000 AS PASSED BY HOUSE 

A State aid-to-the-blind plan must 
provide that, in determining blind-
ness, there shall be an examination by 
a physician skilled in diseases of the 
eye or by an optometrist, 

E. ASSISTANCE TO BE 

Opportunityo must be afforded all 
indivduas, to apply for assistance, 
and assistance must he furnished 
promptly to all eligible individuals. 

DETERMINE BLINDNESS 

H. H. 6000 AS PASSED BY SENATE 

A State aid-to-the-blind plan must 
provide that, in determining blind-
ness, there shall be an examination by 
a physician skilled in diseases of the 
eye. Also the plan must provide
that the services of optometrists 
within the scope of their practice as 
prescribed by State law shall be 
available to individuals already de
termined to be eligible for aid to the 
blind (if desired and needed by them), 
as well as to recipients of any grant-
in-aid program .for improvement or 
conservation of vision. 

FURNISHED PROMPTLY 

CONFERENCE AGREEMENT 

Same as House bill, but manila-
tory July 1, 1952, and discretionary 
with each State prior thereto. 

Same as Senate bill. 

Same as Senate bill. 

Same as House bill. 

Same as Senate bill. 

Same as House bill. 

Same as Rouse bill but clarified. 

as House bill but clarified. 

F. FAIR HEARING 

Fair hearing must be provided by
State agency to individual whose 
claim for assistance is denied or not 
acted upon within reasonable time. 

G. STANDARDS FOR 

If a State plan for old-age assist-
anace, aid to the blind, or aid to the 
permanently and totally disabled 
provides for payments to individuals 
mr private or public institutions, the 
State must have a State authority to 
establish and maintain standsards for 
such institutions. (Effective July 1, 
1953.) 

H. TRAINING PROGRAM 

States must provide a training pmo-
gram for the personnel necessary to 
the administration of the plan. 

Same 

INSTITUTIONS 

Same as House bill. 

FOR PERSONNEL 

No specific provision. 

I. NOTIFICATION To LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS 

In aid to dependent children the Same as House bill. 
States must provide for prompt no
tice to appropriate law-enforcement 
officials in any case in which aid is 
furnished to a child who has been 
deserted or abandoned by a parent. 
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V. PUERTO RICO AND THE VIRGIN ISLANDS 

EXISTING LAW 

Federal funds for public assistance 
are not available to Puerto Rico and 
the Virgin Islands. 

Authorizes an annual appropria-
tion of $3,500 000 for grants to the 
States for child welfare services in 
rural areas and areas of special need. 
Funds allotted to States with ap-
proved plans as follows: $20 000 to 
each State and remainder on Lasis of 
rural population of the respective
States. 

Authorizes an annual apprpi-
tion of $11,00000 On-hlfo this 
amount is distributed among the 
States as follows: $35,000 to each 
State, and the remainder of the one-
half on the basis of the relative num-
ber of live births in the State. The 
second one-half is distributed among
the States on the basis of the finan-
cial need of each State after consider-
ation of the number of live births in 
the State. 

H. R. 6000 AS PASSED BT HOUSE 

The four cftt7OarieS of assistance 
are extended to Puerto Rico and the 
Virgin Islands. Thc Federal share, 
for old-ago assistance, aid to the 
blind, and aid to the permanently
and totally disabled is limited to 
one-half of the total sums expended 
under an approved plan up to a 
maximum payment for an; indi
vidual of $30 per month. ~or aid 
to dependent children the Federal 
share is limited to one-half of the 
expenditures under an approved plan 
up to individual maximums of $27 
for the first child and $18 for each 
additional child in a family. Ad
mninistrative costs are matched by
the Federal Government on a 50-50 
basis. 

H. R. 6000 AS PASSED BT SENATE 

Same as existing law. 

VI. CHILD WELFARE SERVICES 

Authorization for annual appro- Same as House bill except that
priation increased to $7,000,000 and annual authorization is increased to 
the $20,000 now alflotted to each $12,000,000 and except that allot-
State is increased to $40,000 with ment is on basis of rural population
the remainder to be allotted on the under age 18. (Effective for fiscal
basis of rural poplulation of the re- years beginning after June 30, 1950.)
spective States. Specific provisioli is Also provision added that in devel
made for the payment of the cost ufapn the various services under 

CONFERENCE AGREEMENT 

Seine as House bill, except that 
maximum annual Federal grant shall 
be $4,250,000 for Puerto -Rico and 
$6,0 o h ignIlns
$6,0 o h ignIlns 

Same as Senate bill, except that 
annual authorization is $10,000,000; 

Same as Senate bill, except that 
annual authorization is $15,000,000
for fiscal year beginning July 1, 1950,
and $16,500,000 for subsequent years. 

returning any runaway child undoer 
age 16 to his own comnmunity in 
another State if such return is in 
the interest of the chid and the cost 
cannot otherwise he met. (Effective
for fiscal years beginning after June 
30, 1950.) 

the State plans, the States would 
be free, but not compelled, to utilize 
the facilities and experience of volun
tary agencies for the care of children 
in accordance with State and cam
munity programs and arrangements. 

VII. MATERNAL AND CHILD HEEALTH SERVICES 
Same as existing law. Authorization for annual appropri-

ation. increased to $20,000,000 and 
the $35,000 uniform allotment to 
each State is increased to $60,000. 
Otherwise, the provisions of present
law relating to the aportionment, of
funds~'a unhnei(fetv o 
fIsa yeas beginning after June 30, 
15. 
15. 
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VIII. SERVICES FOR CRIPPLED CHILDREN 

EXISTING LAW H. R. 6000 AS PASSED BY ROUSE H. R. 6000 AS PASSED BY SENATE CONFERENCE AGREEMENT 

Authorizes an annual appropria-
tion of $7,500,000. One-half of this 
amount is distributed among the 
States as follows: $30,000 to each 
State, and the remainder of the one-
half on the basis of need after consid-
eration of the number of crippled 
children in the State'needing services 
and the cost of such services. The 
second one-half is distributed on the 

Same as existing law. Authorization for annual appropri-
ation incressed to $15,000,000 and 
the $30,000 annual allotment to each 
State is increased to $60,000. Other-
wise, the provisions of present law 
relating to the apportionment of 
funds are unchanged. (Effective for 
fiscal years beginning after June 30, 
1950.) 

Same as Senate bill, except that 
annual authorization is $12,000,000 
for fiscal year beginning July 1, 1950, 
and $15,000,000 for subsequent years. 

same basis of need. 

COMPARISON OF PRINCIPAL CHANGES IN THE UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE SYSTEM MADE BY 
H. R. 6000 

The bill passed by the House made no changes in this program. The bill passed by the Senate made the follow
ing Changeslin existing law: 

(1) Title XII of the act, allowing advances to the accounts of States in the unemployment trust fund, expired 
January 1, 1950; the bill would make this title operative through December 31, 1951. 

(2) The bill removes the Secretary of Labor's authority to find a State law out of conformity with Federal re
quirements specified in section 1603 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code unless the State law has been amended by 
the, legislature. The bill also postpones the effect of the Secretary's finding of a State's unemployment insurance 
law out of conformity for 90 days after the Governor of the State has been notified of the finding of nonconformity. 
Moreover, the Secretary can make no finding that a State is failing to comply substantially with provisions in its 
law required by setion 1603 (a) (5), if further administrative or judicial review of the interpretation of the State 
law is provided under the laws of the State. Also if after notice and opportunity for hearing of the State agency, 
the Secretary finds that there is denial of unemployent compensation benefits in a substantial number ofcases, 
to individuals entitled thereto under the law of the tate, he may not withhold Federal funds for administration of 
the State unemployment insurance law until the question of entitlement to benefits has been decided by the highest 
judicial authority given jurisdiction under State law. 

The conference agreement was the same as the Senate bill. 

0 
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SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL CHANGES IN THE OLD-AGE AND 
SURVIVORS INSURANCE SYSTEM UNDER H. R. 6000, 
ACCORDING TO CONFERENCE AGREEMENT 

(NOTE.-All changes effective on January 1, 1951, for coverage 
changes and September 1950 for benefit changes, unless otherwise 
noted) 

(1) BENEFITS PAYABLE TO

EXISTING LAW 

(a) Insured worker, age 65 or 
over. 

(b) Wife, age 65 or over, of in-
sured worker. 

(c) Widow, age 65 or over, of in-
sured worker. 

(d) Children (under 18) of re-
.tired 	 worker, and children of de-
ceased worker and their mother 
regardless of her age. 

(e) Dependent parents, age 65 
or over, of deceased worker if no 
surviving widow or child who could 
have received benefits. 

(fl Lump-sum death payment 
where no monthly benefits im-
mediately payable. 

HI. R. 6000 

No change. 

No change in age requirement 
other than that no age require
ment if child under 18 is present; 
benefits provided for dependent 
husbands, age 65 or over. 

No change, except benefits pro
vided for dependent widowers, age 
65 or over. 

Certain dependency and rela-
tionship requirements liberalized, 
expecially in regard to dependency 
on married insured women. 

No change. 

Lump-sum for all insured 
deaths. 

(2) INSURED STATUS
 

(a) Based on "quarters of coy-
erage," namely, calendar quarters 
with $50 or more of wages. 

(b) Fully insured (eligible for all 
benefits) requires one quarter of 
coverage for each two quarters 
after 1936 and before age 65 (or 
death if earlier). In no case more 
than 40 quarters of coverage re-
quired.- Minimum of 6 quarters 
of coverage required. 

(c) Currently insured (eligible 
only for child, widowed mother, 
and lump-sum survivor benefits) 
requires 6 quarters of coverage out 
of 13 quarters preceding death. 

$100 of self-employment income 
required for quarter of coverage. 
Special provision for converting 
annual self-employment income 
into quarters of coverage. 

Same as present law, except 
"new start" provides that such 
quarters of coverage (acquired af
ter 1936) must at least equal half 
the quarters after 1950. Thus all 
now age 62 or over need have only 
6 quarters of coverage. Not ap. 
plicable for deaths prior to effec-. 
tive date. 

No change. 
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2 CHANGES IN OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE SYSTEM 

(3) WORKER'S OLD-AGE, BENEFIT 

EXISTING LAW 

(a) Average monthly wage based 
on period from 1937 to age 65 (or 
death if earlier) regardless of 
whether in covered employment in 
all such years. A year of coverage
is a calendar year in which $200 is 
credited. 

(b) Monthly amount is 40 per-
cent of first $50 of average wage
plus 10 percent of next $200, all 
increased by 1 percent for each 
year of coverage. 

Present primary insurance benefit 

$10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
45 

(c) Minimum primary benefit-, 
$10. 

(d) Maximum family benefit, 
$85 or 80 percent of average wage 
or twice the primary benefit, 
whichever is least (but in no case 
less than $20). 

(CALLED "PRIMARY AMOUNT") 

H. R. 6000 

Same as existing law, except 
"new start" average beginning 
aftor .1950 may be used for those 
with 6 quarters of coverage after 
1950. 

For those with "new start" aver
age wage, monthly amount is 50 
percent of first $100 of average 
wage plus 15 percent Of next $200. 
For all others (including present 
beneficiaries, and for those with 
"9new start" if it produces a 
larger benefit) the benefit is com
puted under existing law (but with 
no 1 percent increase for years 
after 1950) and then increased by
conversion table (average increase 
of 77% percent), as indicated by
following table for certain illus
trative cases: 

New primaryinsuranceamount 

$20. 00 
30. 00 
37. 00 
46. 50 
54. 00 
59. 20 
64. 00 
68. 50 

$25,, unless a~verage monthly 
wage is less than $35-then graded
down to $20 for average monthly 
wage of $30 or less. 

$150, or 80 percent of average 
wage if less (but in no case less 
than $40). 
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(e) Illustrative primary benefits for 10 years of coverage, no period 

of 	noncoverage: 

Level monthly wage Present law H. R. 6000 

.$100------------------------------------------ $27.50 $50. 00 
$150 ------------------------------------------ 33. 00 57.50 
$200------------------------------------------ 38.50 65. 00 
$250------------------------------------------ 44.00 72. 50 
$300------------------------------------------ 44.00 80. 00 

(f) Illustrative primary benefits for 40 years of coverage, no periods 

of noncoverage. 

Level monthly 	wage Present law H. R. 6000 

$100 ------------- ----------------------------- $35. 00 $50. 00 
$150------------------------------------------- 42. 00 57.50 
$200------------------------------------------- 49. 00 65. 00 
$250------------------------------------------- 56.00 72. 50 
$300------------------------------------------- 56. 00 80. 00 

(g) Illustrative primary benefits for 5 years of coverage, 5 years of 
noncoverage, all after 1950: 

Level monthly wage while working Present law H. R. 6000 

$100 ------------------------------------------ $21.00 $25. 00 
$150 ------------------------------------------ 23. 63 37. 50 
$200------------------------------------------- 26. 25 50. 00 
$250------------------------------------------- 28. 88 53. 80 
$300------------------------------------------- 28.88 57. 50 

(h) Illustrative primary benefits for 20 years of coverage, 20 years 
of noncoverage, all after 1950: 

Level monthly wage while working Present law H. R. 6000 

$100 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $24. 00 $25. 00 
$150 ------------------------------------------ 27. 00 37. 50 
$200 ------------------------------------------ 30. 00 50.00 
$250------------------------------------------- 33. 00 53. 80 
$300------------------------------------------- 33. 00 57. 50 
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(i) Illustrative primary benefits for 10 years of coverage, 30 years 

of noncoverage, all after 1950: 

Level monthly wage while working Present law H. R. 6000 

$100 --------------------------------------------- $11.00 $20. 00 
$150 ---------------------------------------------- 16. 50 25. 00 
$200 ---------------------------------------------- 22. 00 25. 00 
$250---------------------------------------------- 23. 38 31. 30 
$300---------------------------------------------- 23. 38 37. 50 

(4) 	 BENEFIT AMOUNTS OF DEPENDENTS AND SURVIVORS RELATIVE 
TO WVORKER'S MTONTHLY PRIMARY~BENEFIT 

EXISTING LAW 	 H. R. 6000 

(a) 	Wife, one-half of primary. No change. 
(b) Widow,' three-quarters of No change. 

primary. 
(c) 	Child, one-half of primary. No change, except for deceased 

worker family, first child gets 
three-quarters of primary. 

(d) 	Parent, one-half of primary. Three-quarters of primary. 
(e) 	Lump sum at death, six Three times primary benefit. 

times 	primary benefit. 
f)Illustrative monthly benefits for retired workers: 

[All figures rounded to nearest dollar] 

Present law H. R. 6000 

Average monthly wage 
_ _ _ _ _ Single IMarried 1 Single IMarried' 

INSURED WORKER COVERED FOR 
5 YEARS 

$50------------------------------ $21 $32 $25 $38 
$100----------------------------- 26 39 50 75 
$150 ----------------------------- 32 47 58 86 
$200 ----------------------------- 37 55 65 98 
$250 ----------------------------- 42 63 72 109 
$300 ----------------------------- 42 63 80 120 

INSURED WORKER COVERED FOR 
40 YEARS 

$50------------------------------ $28 $40 $25 $38 
$100 -------------------- --------- 35 52 50 75 
$150 ----------------------------- 42 63 58 86 
$200 ----------------------------- 49 74 65 98 
$250 ----------------------------- 56 84 72 109 
$300 ----------------------------- 56 84 80 120 

IWith wife 65 or over. 

NoTEF.-These figures are based on the assumption that the insured worker 
was in covered employment steadily each year after 1950. 
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(g) Illustrative monthly benefits for, survivors of insured workers: 

[All figures rounded to nearest dollar] 

Present H. R. Present H. R. Present H. R.
Average monthly wage law 6000 law 6000 law 6000 

INSURED WORKER COVERED FOR 5 YEARS 

Widow and 1 Widow and 2 Widow and 3 
child' children children 

$50------------------- $26 $38 $37 $40 $40 $40 
$100 ------------------ 33 75 46 80 52 80 
$150 ------------------ 39 86 55 115 63 120 
$200------------------- 46 98 64 130 74 150 
$250------------------- 52 109 74 145 84 150 
$300------------------- 52 120 74 150 84 150 

1child aln 'hildren alone Aged widow' 

$50 -------------------- $10 $19 $21 $31 $16 $19 
$100------------------- 13 38 26 62 20 38 
$150------------------- 16 43 32 72 24 43 
$200------------------- 18 49 37 81 28 49 
$250------------------- 21 54 42 91 32 54 
$300------------------- 21 60 42 100 32 60 

I
 

INSURED WORKER COVERED FOR 40 YEARS 

Widow and 1 Widow and 2 Widow and 3 
child children children 

$50------------------- $35 $38 $40 $40 $40 $40 
$100 ------------------ 44 75 61 80 70 80 
$150 ------------------ 52 86 74 115 84 120 
$200------------------ 61 98 85 130 85 150 
$250------------------ 70 109 85 145 85 150 
$300------------------ 70 120 85 150 85 150 

1 child alone 2 children alone Aged widow'1 

$50------------------- $14 $19 $28 $31 $21 $19 
$100 ------------------ 18 38 35 62 26 38 
$150 ------------------ 21 43 42 72 32 43 
$200 ------------------ 24 49 49 81 37 49 
$250 ------------------ 28 54 56 91 42 54 
$300 ------------------ 28 60 56 100 42 60 

1Age 65 or over. 

NOTE.-These figures are based on the assumption that the insured worker was 
in covered employment steadily each year after 1950. 
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(5) AMOUNT OF EMPLOYMENT PERMITTED BENEFICIARY FOR BENEFIT 
RECEIPT (WORK CLAUSE) 

EXISTING LAW H. R. 6000 

No benefits paid for month in Same except $15 limit is in-
which $15 or more earned in creased to $50 and no limitation 
covered employment, at all after age 75. 

(6) COVERED EMPLOYMENTT 

All except self-employment and 
employment in Federal and State 
Governments, railroads, nonprofit 
(charitable, educational, and reli-
gious), agriculture, and domestic 
service. Employment covered only 
in the 48 States, District of Colum-
bia, Alaska, and Hawaii, and on 
American ships outside the United 
States under certain circum-
stances. 

In addition to existing coverage, 
includes the following groups: 

(a) Nonfarm sef-employed 
other than certain professions 
(physician, dentist, osteopath, chi
ropractor, optometrist, naturo
path, Christian Science practi
tioner, veterinarian, funeral direc
tor, lawyer, accountant, profes
sional engineer, and architect); 

(b) State and local government
employees on elective basis, except 
that those under an existing retire
mient system -cannot be covered 
(unless State law providing for 
coordination was in effect on Jan
uary 1, 1950), and except for cer
tain transit workers who are com
pulsorily covered; 

(c) Regularly employed non
farm domestic workers (based on 
24 days of work and $50 of cash 
wages during a quarter); 

(d) Agricultural processing 
workers off the farm, and regularly 
emp~oyed farm workers (based on 
60 full days of work and $50 of 
cash wages during a quarter if he 
had continuous employment with 
the same employer during a pre
ceding 3-month period);

(e) Employees of nonprofit in
stitutions covered on elective ba
sis. Employer must elect cover
age, and at least two-thirds of em
ployees must concur in coverage. 
Then all employees concurring in 
coverage and all new employees 
are covered;

()Federal employees not cov
ere under retirement system 
other than those in very temporary 
or casual employment; 
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EXISTING LAW Hf. R. 6000 

(.q) Americans employed by 
American employer outside the 
United States and employees on 
American aircraft outside the 
United States in the same manner 
as on ships;

(h) Employment in Puerto Rico 
and the Virgin Islands; 

(i) Definition of "employee" 
broadened from strict common-law 
rule to include following groups as 
"employees": full-time 
salesmen; full-time life 

wholesale 
insurance 

salesmen; agent-drivers and com
mission drivers distributing meat, 
vegetable, or fruit products, bakery 
products, beverages (other than 
milk), or laundry or dry cleaning 
services; industrial homeworkers 
.earning 
quarter 

at least $50 
if subject to 

during a 
regulation 

under State law and working under 
specifications supplied by em
ployer. 

17WGEONDIT FOR WORLD WAR II SERVICE 

None. World War II veterans (includ
ing those 'who died in service) 
given wage credits of $160 for 
each month of military service in 
World War II, except that credit 
not gie if service is used for 
any .other Federal retirement sys
tem; additional cost is to be borne, 
by trust fund. 
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(8) MAXIMUM ANNUAL WAGE AND SELF-EMPLOYMENT INCOME FOR. 
TAX AND BENEFIT PURPOSES 

EXISTING LAW HI. R. 6000 

$3,000. $3,600 after 1950. 

(9) TAX (OR CONTRIBUTION) RATES 

1 percent on employer and 
1 percent on employee through 
1949, 1% percent for 1950-51, 
and 2 percent thereafter. 

1%2 percent on employer and 
1% percent on employee for 1950
53, 2 percent for 1954-59, 232 
percent for 1960-64, 3 percent 
for 1956-69, and 3% percent 
thereafter, except that for self-
employed, 1Y2 times rate for em
ployees. Self-employment income 
taxed would be, in general, net 
income from trade or business. 

(10) APPROPRIATIONS FROM GENERAL REVENUES 

Appropriations authorized for 
Isuch sums as may be required 
to finance the program. 

Provision 
pealed. 

in existing law re

0 
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ACTUARIAL COST ESTIMATES FOR THE OLD-AGE AND 
SURVIVORS INSURANCE SYSTEM AS MODIFIED BY THE 
SOCIAL SECURITY ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1950 

A. INTRODUCTION 

This actuarial study presents long-range cost estimates for the 
old-age and survivors insurance provisions of H. R. 6000 (Social 
Security Act amendments of 1950), according to conference agreement 
on July 25, 1950. This bill was passed by the House of Representa
tives on October 5, 1949, and an amended version was passed by the 
Senate on June 20, 1950. 

From an actuarial cost standpoint the main features of this bill as 
agreed to by the conferees are as follows: 

(1) Extension of coverage to all gainful employment except rail
road, casual domestic service, casual agricultural service, farmers, 
certain professional self-employed persons, service in the Armed Forces, 
and Federal, State, and local government service covered by a retire
ment system (except for a few instances). State and local govern
ment employees not under a retirement system are covered on a 
voluntary basis, as are also employees of nonprofit organizations. In 
this connection the cost estimates assume that over the long range 
virtually all eligible State and local government employment anid 
nonprofit employment will be covered. The net effect is to increase 
the number of covered jobs by about 30 percent (see table 1). 

(2) Maximum annual wage base of $3,600. Requirement for 
quarter of coverage -is $50 for wages- and n"'-rsl--mlymn 
income. 

(3) Average monthly wage determined over all years after 1936 
or after 1950 (if having six quarters of coverage since then) whichever 
yields the larger benefit. 

(4) Monthly primary benefit based on 50 percent of the first $100 
of average monthly wage (determined from wages after 1950) plus 
15 percent of the next $200. Minimum monthly primary benefit of 
$25, unless average wage is less than $35-then graded down to $20 
for average monthly wage of $30 or less. Maximum family benefits 
of $150 or 80 percent of average wage, if less. Beneficiaries on the 
roll are to be given an increase (such increase ranging from 100 percent 
for the lowest benefits to 50 percent for the highest, and with the 
average benefit rising 77Y2 percent) by means of a conversion table 
(which is also applicable for those retiring in the future, on the basis 
of average wage after 1936, if more favorable). 

(5) Lump-sum death payment to be three times the monthly 
primary benefit and payable for all insured deaths. 

(6) "New start" provision introduced for insured status, per
mitting many more to be eligible immediately. 
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(7) Benefits for parents and youngest survivor child increased to 
75 percent of primary benefit. 

(8) Work clause of $50 per month on an "all-or-none" basis for 
wages and on a "reduction" basis for self-employment income in 
excess of $600 per year. Work clause not applicable after age 75. 

(9) Child survivor benefits in respect to married women workers 
liberalized. Dependent husband's and widower's benefits added. 

(10) Wage credits of $160 for each month of military service given 
to World War HI veterans (including those who died in service). Cost 
of veterans' benefits to be met from trust fund. 

(11) Extension of coverage as of January 1, 1951. Liberalization 
in benefits effective for September 1950. 

*(12) Contribution rate on employer and employee is 1%2 percent 
each in1950-53, 2 percent in1954-59, 2%percent in1960-64, 3 percent 
in 1965-69, and 3%Ypercent thereafter. Contribution rate for Self-
employed is 1% times employee rate. 

TABLE 1.-Estimatedincreases in old-age and survivors insurance coverage under 
1950 amendments 

CategoryPersonscategorycovered I 

Present coverage -------------------------------------------------------------------- 35,000,000 

Nonfarm self-employed --------------------------------------------------------------- 4,650,000 
Agricultural workers ------------------------------------------------------------------ 850,000 
Domestic workers-------------------------------------------------------------------- 1,000,000 
Employees of nonprofit organizations (voluntary coverage)--------------------------------- 600.000 
Employees of State and local governments (voluntary coverage) 2------------------ 1,450,000 
Federal civilian employees not under a retirement system---------------------------------- 250,000 
Employees outside the United States---------------------------------------------------- 150,000 
Employment in Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands------------------------------------------ 400,000 
New definition of "employee" ---------------------------------------------------------- 400,000 

Total increase under compulsory coverage------------------------------------------ 7,700,000 
Total increase under voluntary coverage------------------------------------------- 2,050,000 

Grand total increase ------------------------------------------------------------ 9,750,000 

1Represents average number of persons covered during a typical week. 
I Except for a relatively small number of transit workers who are compulsorily covered. 

Estimates of the future costs of the old-age and survivors insurance 
program are affected by many factors that are difficult to determine. 
Accordingly the assumptions used in the actuarial cost estimates may 
differ widely and yet be reasonable. Because of numerous factors, 
such as the aging of the population of the country and the inherent 
slow but steady growth of the benefit roll in any retirement-insurance 
program, benefit payments may be expected to increase continuously 
for at least the next 50 years. 

The cost estimates for the House bill were contained in House Re
port 1300, Eighty-first Congress, first session and in more detail in a 
committee print, Actuarial Cost Estimates for Expanded Coverage 
and Liberalized Benefits Proposed for the Old-Age and Survivors 
Insurance System by H. R. 6000, October 3, 1949. The cost estimates 
for the Senate bill were presented in a committee print, Actuarial 
Cost Estimates for the Old-Age and Survivors Insurance System as 
Modified by H. R. 6000, as Passed by the House of Representatives 
and by the Senate, June 26, 1950 (S. Rept. 1669, 81st Cong., 2d 
sess., gave estimates for the bill reported by the Senate Committee 
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on Finance, which was modified by the Senate, principally by raising 
the wage base from $3,000 to $3,600). This committee print also 
gave modified figures for the House bill, so as to be exactly com
parable with those for the Senate bill, by assuming that the effective 
date for coverage changes and for disability benefits is advanced 1 
year over the dates in the bill as passed by the House and that the 
effective date for benefit changes was the same as in the Senate bill. 

The cost estimates for the 1950 amendments are presented here first 
on a range basis so as to indicate the plausible variation in future costs 
depending upon the actual trend developing for the various cost 
factors in the future. Both the low-cost and high-cost estimates are 
based on "high" economic assumptions, which are intended to repre
sent close to full employment, with average annual wages at about 
the level prevailing in 1947, which is somewhat below current ex
perience. Following the presentation of the cost estimates on a 
range basis, intermediate estimates developed directly from the low-
cost and high-cost estimates (by averaging them) are shown so as to 
indicate the basis for the financing provisions of the bill. 

In general, the costs are shown as a percentage of covered payroll. 
It is believed that this is the best measure of the financial cost of the 
program. Dollar figures taken alone are misleading, because, for ex
ample, extension of coverage will increase not only the outgo but also, 
and to a greater extent, the income of the system with the result that 
the cost relative to payroll will decrease. 

Both the House and the Senate very carefully considered the prob
lems of cost in determining the benefit provisions recommended and 
were of t'he belief that the old-age and survivors insurance program 
should be on a completely self-supporting basis. Accordingly, the 
bill eliminates the provision added in 1943 authorizing appropriations 
to the program from general revenues. At the §ame time, it contains 
a tax schedule which it is believed will make the system self-supporting 
as nearly as can be foreseen under present circumstances. Future 
experience may be expected to differ from the conditions assumed in 
the estimates so that this tax schedule, at least in the distant future, 
may have to be modified slightly. This may readily be determined 
by future Congresses after the revised program has been in operation 
for a decade or two. 

B. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS FOR ACTUARIAL COST ESTIMATES 

The estimates have been prepared on the basis of high-employment 
assumptions somewhat below conditions now prevailing. The esti
mates are based on level-wage assumptions (somewhat below the 
present level). If in the future the wage level should be considerably 
above that which now prevails, and if the benefits for those on the roll 
are at sorne time adjusted upward on this account, the increased outgo 
resulting will, in the same fashion, be offset. This is an important 
reason for considering costs relative to payroll rather than in dollars. 

The-cost estimates, however, have not taken into account the possi
bility of a rise in wage levels, as has consistently occurred over the past 
history of this country. If such an assumption were used in the cost 
estimates, along with the unlikely assumption that the benefits 
nevertheless would not be changed, the cost relative to payroll would, 
of course, be lower. 
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The low-cost and high-cost assumptions relate to the cost as a per
cent of payroll in the aggregate and not to the dollar costs. The two 
cost assumptions are based on possible variations in fertility rates, 
mortality rates, retirement rates, remarriage rates, etc. 

In general, the cost estimates have been prepared according to the 
same assumptions and techniques as those contained in Actuarial 
Studies Nos. 23, 27, and 28 of the Social Security Administration, and 
also the same as in the estimates prepared for the Advisory Council 
on Social Security of the Senate Committee on Finance (S. Doc. 208, 
80th Cong., 2d sess.). It may be mentioned here that in all those 
estimates-as well as the present ones-there are the following im
portant elements: 

(1) In later years many women will be potentially eligible for 
both old-age benefits and either wife's or widow's benefits. In 
such instances, these individuals have been assumed to receive 
full old-age benefits and any residual amount from the wife's or 
widow's benefits, if larger than the old-age benefit. The numbers 
of such individuals receiving residual wife's or widow's benefits 
and the average sizes of such benefits are not shown, but the total 
amount of such benefits is 'included in the tables giving the 
amounts of benefits in dollars and as percentages of payroll. 

(2) The effect of the maximum-benefit provisions will be con
siderable. It has been assumed that the number who would re
ceive benefits in a particular case would include only those who 
would receive benefits at the full rate plus one individual who 
would receive partial benefits completing the maximum, and with 
all other potentially eligible beneficiaries being disregarded. 

The assumptions as to the major elements, population, employment, 
and wages, may be summarized as follows: 

(1) Population.-The low-cost estimates assume United States 
1939-41 mortality rates constant by age and sex throughout all years. 
The high-cost estimates are based on improving mortality similar to 
the National Resources Planning Board low-mortality bases, with an 
assumed further improvement with time for ages over 65 to allow for 
possible gains due to geriatric medical research. 

The low-cost estimates assume birth rates which in the aggregate 
are about the same as those for the United States 1940-45 experience, 
which was relatively high. The high-cost estimates assume a decreas
ing birth rate in the future similar to the National Resources Planning 
Board's medium estimate. 

For both the low-cost and high-cost estimates no net immigration 
is assumed. 

Table 2 summarizes these population projections. In the year 
2000, the total population of 199 million under the low-cost assump
tions is higher than the 173 million under the high-cost assumptions 
due to the higher birth-rate assumption under the former. The corre
sponding figures for the aged group (65 and over) are 19 million and 
28% million, respectively; the high-cost figure here is higher due to the 
lower mortality assumption. Also shown in this table are the latest 
estimates forl1950. It will be observed that these are somewhatbhigher 
than either of the two projections, especially as to the total population. 
These two projections were prepared several years ago and have been 
used as the base for a number of cost estimates, including those of the 
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Advisory Council, so as to maintain consistency in such estimates. 
The actual population in 1950 is higher than in either of the two esti
mates, principally because of the very high birth rates which have 
occurred since the war. The long-range cost estimates attempt to 
portray a trend without considering cyclical fluctuations, and so it 
is not inconsistent that the actual population at the moment is some
what higher than in either of the projections. 

TABLE 2.-Estimated United States populationin future years, as of middle of year 

[In millions] 

Age 20-64 Age 65 and over All ages 
Calendar year 

Men Womenj Total Men iWomeni Total Men lWomeni Total 

Latest estimates for 1950 

1960 ----------------------- 44f 44J 885j 5.4j 6.1 1 11.51 75j 76. 151 

Projection for low-cost assumptions 

1950------------------------ 43 44 87 5.3 5.9 11.2 73 74 147 
19155----------------------- 43 44 87 6.0 6. 7 12. 7 76 77 153 
1960------------------------ 44 45 89 6.5 7.56 14.0 79 80 159 
1970------------------------ 47 48 95 7.1 8.8 15.9 83 85 168 
1980------------------------ 50 50 100 7.8 10.1 17.9 89 90 179 
1990 ----------------------- 562 52 104 8.4 11.1 19. 5 94 91 189 
2000------------------------567 56 113 8.3 10.7 19. 0 99 100 199 

Projection for high-cost assumptions 

1950------------------------ 43 44 87 5.4 6.0 11.4 73 73 146 
19155----------------------- 44 45 89 6.2 6.9 13.1 75 76 151 
1960 ----------------------- 45 46 91 7.0 7.9 14.9 77 78 155 
1970 ----------------------- 49 49 98 8.5 10.0 18.5 81 82 163 
1980 ----------------------- 50 50 100 10.4 12.4 22.8 85 81 170 
IO99-1---------------------- 51 50 101 12.4 14.7 27.1 86 86 172 
2000------------------------ 52 50 102 13.3 15.2 28.5 87 86 173 

NOTF.-See text for description of bases of population projections. 

(2) Employment.-Both the low-cost and high-cost estimates 
assume close to full employment, although somewhat below the level 
prevailing at the end of 1949. The previous estimates were, in general, 
based on conditions in 1944-46. A change made in these estimates to 
allow partially for the higher employment since then has been to 
assume that all coverage figures (and thus resulting beneficiary 
figures) are about 5 percent higher. Civilian employment averaged
about 53,000,000 in 1944-46, but in 1948 averaged 59,400,000, while 
in 1949 the average was 58,700,000, both increases of over 10 percent. 

(3) Wages.-Both the low-cost and high-cost estimates are based 
on wage levels of 1947, which are slightly below existing ones. For a 
$3,000 maximum taxable wage, an average annual wage of $2,400 
had been used for men working in covered employment in all four 
quarters of the year, and $1,625 for women. For a $3,600 wage 
base, the figure for men is increased to $2,550, while that for women 
is not changed. These same assumptions have been used in all 
previous estimates of the last 2 years. 
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The actual recorded wages (under the $3,000 maximum wage base 
of present law) for four-quarter workers may be compared witb those 
used in the cost estimates, as follows: 

Men Women 

Used in cost estimates for $3,600 wage base ------------------------------------ $2,5850 $1,625 
Used in cost estimiates for $3,O000wage base------------------------------------- 2,400 1,625 

Actual 1944---------------------------------------------------------------- 2,300 1,402
Actual11945---------------------------------------------------------------- 2,293 1,384 
Actuall1946 --------------------------------------------------------- 2,269 1,481 
Actuail1947---------------------------------------------------------------- 2,407 1,620 
Actual 1948 (preliminary) --------------------------------------------------- 2,480 1,680 
Actual 1949 (preliminary) --------------------------------------------------- 2,600 1,710 

The table below compares the estimated proportion of the popula
tion age 65 and over who are fully insured under the present limited 
coverage and under the expanded coverage of the bi]1: 

CaedrerPresent coverage 1910 amendments 

Men Women Men Women 

Percent Percent Percent Percent 
1951 ------------------------------------------------ 34-38 4-5 43-50 7-9 
1955 ------------------------------------------------ 39-44 6-7 51-18 8-11 
1980 ------------------------------------------------ 44-49 7-10 57-64 10-13 
1970------------------------------------------------ 54-62 10-14 66-75 13-19 
1989 ----------------------------------------------- 64-73 16~-22 73-83 20-27 
1990 ------------------------------------------------ 72-81 27-34 78-87 30-37 
2000 ------------------------------------------------ 74-84 35-43 81-90 39-47 

It will be noted that the above figures for women include only those 
insured by their own employment and not those eligible through their 
husband's earnings. If the latter group had also been included, the 
resulting figures would have been somewhat larger than those shown 
for men. 

As in previous cost estimates, no account is taken of the 1947 
amendment to the Railroad Retirement Act, which provides for co
ordination of old-age and survivors insurance and railroad wages in 
determining survivor benefits. 

C. RESULTS OF COST ESTIMATES ON RANGE BASIS 

Table 3 gives the estimated taxable payrolls for the coverage pro
vided under the bill. As indicated in the previous section, the 
assumptions made as to wage rates are on the low side (in order to 
be conservative) so that, the total payrolls resulting here are also 
somewhat On the low side. 

TABLE 3.-E~stimated taxable payrolls under 1950 amendments 

Caledar earLow-cost High-cost
caenaryerestimate Iestimate 1 

1951----------------------------------------------------------------------- $108 $107 
1955 ------------------------------------------ ---------------------------- 11ll 110 
1900----------------------------------------------------------------------- 115 113 
19709------------------------------------------ ---------------------------- 126 126 
19810----------------------------------------------------------------------- 134 131 
19900----------------------------------------------------------------------- 142 133 
2000----------------------------------------------------------------------- 152 134 

1Based on high employment assumptions. 
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Since both the low-cost and the high-cost estimates assume a high
future level of economic activity, the payrolls are substantially the 
same under the two estimates in the early years. In later years the 
estimated payroils increase in accordance with the population assump
tions (see table 2), and a spread develops between the low-cost and 
high-cost estimates. The assumptions which affect benefits, however, 
have widely different effects even mn the early years of the program. 
The range of error in the estimates, nevertheless, may be fully as great
for contributions as it is for benefits. 

Table 4 shows the estimated number of monthly beneficiaries in 
current payment status and the number of lump-sum death payments 
under the bill and also the actual number under the present system 
as of June 1950. Because of the "new start" provision for determining
Insured status, the number of monthly beneficiaries is substantially 
increased in 1951; this factor, as well as the provision for paying lump 
sums for all deaths, increases considerably the number of l~ump-sum 
death payments. 

TABLE 4.-Estimated numbers of beneficiaries under 1950 amendments, 

[In thousands) 

Monthly beneficiaries I ___ up 
Lump 

Calendar Old-age beneficiaries 2 Survivor beneficiaries death 
year _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -pay-

Primary Wife's'3 Child's Widow'as IParent'sa' Mother's Child's Ttl mns 

Actual data for present system 

1910----- 1,385 419j 35j 290j1 14 1 1571 630 2,930 216 

Low-cost estimate & 

19511--------2,033 
1955----- 2,203 
1960----- 2, 727 
1970----- 4,089
1980------- 5,681 
1990------- 7, 750 
2000----- 8,910 

636 
705 
836 

1,122
1,320 
1,344 
1,270 

57 
60 
65 
88 

115 
130 
129 

348 
640 

1,101 
2,031
2,709 
3,029 
3,008 

19 
28 
37 
42 
42 
39 
34 

215 
267 
304 
349 
385 
417 
454 

740 
976 

1,135 
1,317
1,440 
1,576 
1,714 

4,048
4,879 
6, 205 
9,038

11,702 
14,285 
15,519 

SO01 
585 
687 
890 

1,090 
1,290 
1,472 

Higb-cost estimate I 

1951-------
1955-------
1960-------
1970-----
1980-----
1990-----
2000-----

2,340 
3,000
4, 404 
6,943 

10,332 
14,8539 
17,456 

715 
891 

1,257 
1,740 
2,240 
2,552 
2,652 

75 
83 

101 
119 
130 
121 

86 

363 
669 

1, 133 
2,074 
2,788 
3,141 
3,083 

31 
48 
69 
90 
97 
94 
90 

257 
308 
320 
302 
280 
285 
255 

728 
891 
901 
808 
718 
653 
602 

4,609 
5,890
8,185 

12,076 
16,585 
21,361 
24, 224 

408 
516 
627 
811 
099 

1,246 
1,468 

1 In current payment status as of middle of year. 
2 I. e., for benefits paid in respect to retired workers. 
3Does not include heneflciaries who are also eligible for primary henefits. For wife's and widow's henefits, 

includes husband's and widower's benefits, respectively. 
4 Number of insured deaths during year for which payments are made. Actual figure for 1950 based on 

experience during first 6 months. 
Based on high-employment assumptions. 

Table 5 shows the estimated average benefits under the bill; these 
are given only for the calendar years 1951, 1960, and 2000, since in 
general there is a smooth trend in the intervening periods. Also 
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shown are the actual average payments under the present system as 
of June 1950. 

It will be noted that for old-age beneficiaries separate figures are 
given for men and women, since the results differ greatly and since a 
combination would obscure the trend. For men the average old-age 
benefit will remain relatively constant after 1960; from 1951 to 1960 
there will be some increase due to the effect of the "new start" aver
age wage and in addition, due to the fact that the conversion table 
produces somewhat lower resuilts than will arise under the new benefit 
formala. On the other hand, for women the average old-age benefit 
shows a decrease over the long-range future because there willu~ltimately 
be a large number of women receiving such benefits who did not engage 
in covered employment for their entire adult lifetime after 1950. 

TAB3LE 5.-Estimated average monthly benefit payments and average lump-sum
death payments under 1950 amendments. 

1950 amendments 
Actual under _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Category present 
system 1951 1950 2000 

June 1050 

Old-age primary-------------------------------
Male--------------------------------------

$26 
27 

$45--$46 
47- 47 

$50-$50 
53- 53 

$49-S50 
57- 53 

Female------------------------------------- 21 37- 37 36- 38 36- 33 
wife's'I --------------------------------------- 14 24- 25 27- 27 29- 30 
Widow's'I -------------------------------------
Parent'sI2-------------------------------------

21 
14 

35--36 
35- 36 

39- 39 
36- 38 

44- 45 
42- 43 

Child's 3-.....................................-13 33- 34 35- 36 36- 37 
Mother's -------------------- 21 40- 40 43- 44 45- 46 
Lump-sum dathCj 4- -- -- - 168 143-146 156-159 149-156 

' Does not Include those eligible for primary benefits. ]Includes husband's and widower's benefits. 
2 Does not include those eligible for primary, widow's or widower's benefits. 

Includes child's benefits for both children of old-age beneficiaries and child survivor beneficiaries. 
'Average amount per death. 

Table 6 presents costs as a percentage of payroll for each of the 
various types of benefits. As used here, "level-premium cost" may
be defined as the contribution rate charged from 1951 on, which to
cgethier with interest would meet all benefit payments after 1950 (in
cluding the benefit payments to those on the roll prior to 1951 and the 
increases which they receive through the conversion table). This 
level-premium rate would produce a very considerable amount of 
excess income in the early years which, invested at interest, woul d 
help considerably in meeting the higher benefit outgo ultimately. The 
level-premium cost shown for the bill is roughiy 4% to 7% percent of 
payroll, or about the same as for the plan of the Advisory Council. 
These level-premium costs are somewhat higher than those for the 
original Social Security Act of 1935-namely, 5 to 7 percent-because 
of two factors not specified in the plans themselves: first, a lower in
terest rate is used here-namely, 2 percent as against 3 percent-and,
second, the program proposed is nearer maturity since the benefit roll 
is now quite sizable; in other words, some of the period of low cost 
has been passed through. 
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TABLEi 6.-Estimated relative costs in percentage of payroll for 1950 amendments,
 
by type of benefit 

[Percent] 

Lump-
Calendar year Old-age wife's I Widow's Parent's Mother's Child's'3 sum Total 

death 

Low-cost estimate'8 

1951----------------- 1.02 0.17 0.14 0.01 0.10 0.30 0.07 1.80 
1911----------------- 1.15 .19 .25 .01 .12 .39 .08 2.21 
1960----------------- 1.44 .24 .45 .02 .14 .46 .10 2.83 
1970----------------- 2.08 .31 .83 .02 .15 .650 .12 4.00 
1980----------------- 2. 67 .31 1.09 .02 .16 .52 .13 4.93 
1990----------------- 3.31 .35 1.19 .02 .16 .53 .14 8.70 
2000----------------- 3.49 .31 1.14 .01 .16 .54 .15 5.80 

Level premium 4.. 2.71 .10 94 .01 .15 .80 .13 4.79 

High-cost estimate'9 

1951----------------- 1.20 0.20 0.15 0.01 0.12 0.30 0.07 2.04 
1951---------------- 1.17 .25 .27 .02 .14 .36 .08 2.69 
1900----------------- 2.29 .36 .47 .03 .14 .37 .09 3.74 
1970----------------- 3.41 .48 .81 .04 .13 .32 .10 5.34 
1980---------------- 4.82 .61 1.16 .04 .12 .28 .12 7.14 
1990----------------- 6.48 .70 1.33 .04 .11 .25 .14 9.04 
2000----------------- 7.18 .74 1.36 .04 .10 .22 .16 10.20 

Level premium 4..---- 5.34 .59 1.05 .03 .12 .27 .13 7.53 

' Included are excesses of wife's and widow's benefits over primary benefits for female primary beneficiaries 
also eligible for wife's or widow's benefits. Also includes husband's and widower's benefits, respectively.

' Includes child's benefits for both children of old-age beneficiaries and child-survivor beneficiaries.
 
' Based on high-employment asmtios
 

4Level-oremium contribution ate (batsed'on 2-percent Interest) for benefit payments after 1900 and into 
perpetuity, not taking into account the accumulated fumds at the end of 1910 or administrative expenses. 

Chart 1 compares the year-by-year cost of the bill with the latest 
cost estimates for the present law. As would be anticipated, the bill 
has a higher cost throughout all years than the present act, since 
benefits are liberalized considerably. 

Table 7 gives the dollar figures for various future years for each of 
the different types of benefits, as well as the actual data for the 
present system for 1949. 

Table 8 presents the estimated operations of the trust fund under 
the expanded program. The trust fund at the end oj 1950 is esti
mated to be about $13M billion. The figures for 1950 reflect the 
operation of the present act for the entire year as to contribution re
ceipts, but as to benefit disbursements the figure includes payments
made under the present act for the first 9 months of the year and u~nder 
the bill for the remainder of the year; the liberalized benefit conditions 
will be effective in September, with the first payments coming out of 
the trust fund in October. The estimated contribution receipts for 
1951 are not greatly in excess of those for 1950, because for the vast 

maority of self-employment covered in 1951 by the bill the tax return 
wilbe made on an annual basis and then in the following calendar 

year (before March 15, 1952). 
The future progress of the trust fund has been developed here on the 

basis of a 2-percent interest rate; subsequently, some consideration will 
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CHART I
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be given as to the effect of a higher interest rate. Throughout, there 
is the assumption that no Government contribution to the system is 
made, since the bill strikes out the provision of present law which 
would permit this. 

TABLE 7,-Estimated absolute cost in dollars for 1950 amendments, by type of benefit 

[in milnions] 

Lump-
Calendar year Old-age Wife's I Widow's' Parent's Mother's Child's' suIm Total 

I I Ideath 

Actual data for present system3 

1949 ---------------- 1$388f $62f $61] $21 $40] $102j $33j $689 

Low-cost estimate 4 

19511----------------
19551----------------
1960-----------------
1970-----------------
1980-----------------
1990-----------------
2000 ----------------

$1, 102 
1,275 
1,647 
2,607 
3,576 
4,716 
5,313 

8182 
215 
274 
393 
472 
492 
467 

$149 
282 
515 

1,042 
1,457 
1,694 
1.730 

$10 
15 
19 
23 
23 
22 
19 

$104 
136 
119 
191 
211 
228 
249 

$321 
437 
624 
629 
695 
760 
819 

$73 
92 

109 
146 
176 
203 
229 

$1,941 
2,452 
3, 247 
5,031
6,609 
8,116 
8,826 

High-cost estimate'4 

19511----------------
19551----------------
1960-----------------
1970-----------------
1980-----------------
1990-----------------
2000 ----------------

$1, 282 
1,726 
2,636 
4,296 
6, 304 
8,645 

10.110 

$213 
278 
413 
609 
798 
928 
992 

$168 
299 
637 

1,075 
1.617 
1,774 
1,829 

$16 
26 
36 
47 
61
491 
47 

$123 
152 
164 
161 
151 
143 
138 

$321 
401 
422 
399 
362 
330 
291 

$71 
86 
98 

130 
151 
189 
219 

$2,184 
2,967 
4,306 
6,717 
9,338

12,018 
13,679 

'Included are excesses of wife's and widow's benefits over primary benefits for female primary beneficiaries 
also eligible for wife's or widow's benefits. Also includes husband's and widower's benefits, respectively.

'Includes child's benefits for both children of old-age beneficiaries and child survivor benefits. 
I Based on benefits certified by Social Security Administration to Treasury; total disbursements on basis 

of checks Issued by Treasury were $867 million. 
'Based on high-employment assumptions. 

Under the low-cost estimate, the trust fund builds up q,-i:te, rapidly
and even some 50 years hence it is growing at a rate of $4 billion 
per year and at that time is about $175 billion in magnitude; in fact, 
under this estimate benefit disbursements never exceed contribution 
income and even in the year 2000 are almost 10 percent smaller. 

On the other hand, under the high-cost estimate the trust fund 
builds up to a maximum (of nearly $50 billion in 1978), but decreases 
thereafter until it is exhausted (shor~tly after 1995). In each of the 
years prior to the scheduled tax increases (namely, 1953, 1959,1964, and 
1969) benefit disbursements are over 10 percent lower than contribu
tions. Benefit disbursements exceed contribution income after 1975. 

These results are consistent and reasonable, since the system on an 
intermediate-cost estimate basis is intended to be approximately self-
supporting, as will be indicated hereafter. Accordingly, a low-cost 
estimate should show that the system is more than self-supporting 
whereas a high-cost estimate should show that a deficiency WOUld 
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arise later on. In actual practice under the philosophy in the bill 
and set forth in the committee reports, the tax schedule would be 
adjusted in future years so that neither of the developments of the 
trust fund shown in table 8 would ever eventuate. Thus, if experi
ence followed the low-cost estimate, the contribution rates would 
probably be adjusted downward or perhaps would not be increased in 
future years according to schedule. On the other hand, if the experi
ence followed the high-cost estimate, the contribution rates would 
have to be raised above those scheduled in the bill. At any rate, the 
high-cost estimate does indicate that under the tax schedule adopted 
there would be ample funds for several decades even under relatively 
unfavorable experience. 

TABLE 8. -Estimated progress of trust fund for 1950 amendments 
[In mnllllons] 

contrlbu- Benefit Administra- Interest on Fund at end
Calendar year tions I payments Itive expenses fund'2 of year 

Actual data for present system3 

1949 ---------------------------- $1,670[ $667 $84 j $14.0 $11, 816 

Low-cost estimate d 

1950a---------------------------
1951-----------------------------
1952-----------------------------
1953-----------------------------
.1954-----------------------------
19551----------------------------
1960-----------------------------
19709----------------------------
1980-----------------------------
1990-----------------------------
2000-----------------------------

$2,498 
2,859 
3,170 
3,191 
4,111
4,309 
5,398 
7,848 
8,473 
9,009 
9,621 

$1,013 
7,941
2,065 
2,192 
2,320
2,452 
3,247 
5,031 
6,609 
8,115 
8,826 

$61 
62 
64 
67 
69 
71 
84 

118 
142 
168 
182 

$209 
279 
303 
329 
362 
404 
608 

1,228 
1,997 
2,703 
3,421 

$13,500
14,635 
15,979 
17,240 
19,32,4
21,514 
32,046 
63,955 

102,720 
138,205 
174,800 

High-cost estimate 

1950'i ---------------------------
1951-----------------------------
1952-----------------------------
1953-----------------------------
1914-----------------------------
1955-----------------------------
1950 ----------------------------
1970-----------------------------
1950-----------------------------
1990-----------------------------
2000 ----------------------------

$2,498
2,833 
3,143 
3,168 
4,086 
4,289 
15,420 
7,861
8,275 
8,433 
8,479 

$1,013
2,184 
2,374 
2,871 
2,768 
2,967 
4,300 
6,717
9,338 

12,058 
13,679 

$61 
84 
88 
91 
95 
99 

126 
175 
226 
278 
309oo 

$259 
276 
294 
311 
335 
386 
481 
781 
948 
599 

$13,500
14,341 
15,316 
16,133 
17,691 
19,280 
21,006 
40,333
47,684 
28.614 

( 

ICombined employer, employee, and self-employed contributions. The combined employer-employee 
rate is 3 percent for 1910-53 4 percent for 1954-59, 5 percent for 1960-64, 6 percent for 1965-69, end 6~i percent 
for 1970 and after. The self-employed pay Y4of these rates. 

2Interest is figured at 2 percent on average balance in fund during year. 
' Based on Daily Statement of the U. S. Treasury. Benefit payments on basis of checks issued, Con

tributions include S3~j million appropriated from General Treasury for costs of veterans' survivor 
benefits. 

4 Based on high-employment assumptions. 
'BSee text for description of assuptions made as to 1950. 
' Fund exhausted in 1997. 
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The effects of the new eligibility conditions and the "new start" in 
computing the average monthly wage, when combined with the large 
number of new persons brought into coverage, are particularly difficult 
to estimate during the early years of operation. The number of per
sons who will qualify and retire to get benefits is more uncertain on 
the new basis than it is under present law because the qualifying
period is relatively short. While an attempt has been made to allow 
for the very important factor of lag in the filing of claims, the benefit 
estimates used for the early years in developing the trust-fund pro
gression may be overstatements to some extent, and this might extend 
to the figures shown for 1960. 

D. INTERMEDIATE-COST ESTIMATES 

In this section there will be given intermediate-cost estimates, de
veloped from the low-cost ad ghcst estimates of this report.
These intermediate costs ar bae nan average of the low-cost 
and high-cost estimates (using the dollar estimates and developing
therefrom the corresponding estimates relative to payroll). It shoul 
be recognized that these intermnediate-cost estimates do not represent
the "most probable" estimates, since it is impossible to develop any
such figures. Rather, they have been set down as a convenient and 
readily available single set of figures to use for comparative purposes.

Also, a single figure is necessary in the development of a tax schedule 
which will make the system self-supporting, according to a reason
able estimate. Any specific schedule will be different from what 
will actually be required to obtain exact balance between contributions 
and benefits. However, this procedure does make the intention 
specific, even though in actual practice future changes in the tax 
schedule might be necessary. Likewise, exact self-support cannot be 
obtained from a specific set of integral or rounded fractional rates, 
but rather this principle of self-support should be aimed at as closely 
as possible. 

The tax schedule contained in the bill is as follows: 

Calendar year Employee Employer Self-

Percent Percent Percent
1950~-53 ----------------------------------------------------- lm 13m. 
1054-59---------------------------------------------- ------- 2 2 3 
1960-64----------------------------------------------------------------- 2X A38/
1965-69----------------------------------------------------- 3 34 
1970 and after-----------------------------------------------------I3Y1 3Y4 40 

(The self-employed are not covered in 1950.) This tax schedule 
was determined to be roughly equivalent to the level-premium cost 
under the intermediate estimate on the basis of the following actuarial 
cost analysis.

Table 9 gives an estimate of the level-premium cost of the bill, 
tracing through the increase in cost over the present program according 
to the major types of changes proposed. 
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TABLE 9.-Estimated level-premium costs as percentage of payroll by type of change 

Item Level-premium cost 

Percent 
Cost ofbenefits of present law ------------------------------------------------------- --- 450 
Effect of proposed changes:

Benefit formula---------------------------------------------- --------------------- ±+1.60 
(a) New benefit percentages I'---------------- -------------------- (+3. 75)
(b) New average wage basis ----------------------------------------------------- (+. 05)
(c) Reduction in increment----------------------------------------------------- (-2.00)
(d) Increase in wage base ---------------------------------- --------------------- (-.20)

Liberalized eligibility conditions----------------------------------------------------- +. 10 
Liberalized work clause --------------------------------------- --------------------- +15 
Revised lump-sum death payment--------------------------------------------------- -. 01 
Additional survivor benefits'3---------------------- --------------------------------- +. is 
Extension of coverage----------------------- --------------------------------------- -. 35 

Cost of benefits under bill -------------------------------------------------------------- 6.10 
Administrative costs ------------------------------------------------------- ----------- +. i5 
Interest on trust fund at end of 1950.-------------------------------- --------- ----------- -. 20 
Net level-premium cost of bill----------------------------------------------------------- 6.05 

1Including minimum and maximum benefit provisions. 
2 Including higher rate for youngest survivor child, more liberal eligibility conditions for determining 

child dependency on married women workers, higher rate for parents, wife's benefits for wives under 65 
with children, and husband's and widower's benefits. 

NOTE.-Figures relate only to benefit payments after 1950. Figures In parenthesis are subtotal figures.
These figures represent an intermediate estimate which is subject to a sigmificant range because of the pos
sible variation in the cost factors involved in the futuire. The computations are based on a compound
interest rate of 2 percent per annum. The order in which these various changes are considered in this 
table affects how much of the increase in cost is attributed to a specific element. 

It should be emphasized that neither committee recommended 
that the system be financed by a high, level tax rate from 1951 on, 
but rather recommended an increasing schedule, which-of 
necessity-will ultimately have to rise higher than the level-premium 
rate. Nonetheless, this graded tax schedule will produce a consider
able excess of income over outgo for many years so that a sizable 
trust fund will arise, although not as large as would arise under a 
level-premium tax-rate; this fund will be invested in Government secu
rities (just as is much of the reserves of life insurance companies and 
banks, and as is also the case for the trust funds of the civil service 
retirement, railroad retirement, national service life insurance, and 
United States Government life insurance systems), and the resulting 
interest income will help. to bear part of the increased benefit costs of 
the future. For comparing the costs of various possible alternative 
plans and provisions, the use of level-premium rates is helpful as a 
convenient yardstick. 

It should be emphasized that the order in which the various changes
in table 9 are considered determines in many instances how much of 
the increase in cost is attributed to a specific recommendation. For 
example, the increased cost arising from the revised lump-sum death 
payment is shown as a negative figure or, in other words, as a savings 
mn cost. Under the bill there are three important cost factors in 
respect to the lump-sumn death payment, namely, (1) the higher 
general benefit level due to the change in the benefit formula; (2) the 
reduction in the relation that such payment bears to the primary 
insurance amount (from 6 times such amount under present law to 
3 times); and (3) the granting of such payment for all insured'deaths, 
rather than only for deaths where no immediate monthly benefit is 
available. If thei combined effect of all three factors is considered, 
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there would be an increase in cost of 0.05 percent of payrollI but 
since the first of these factors had previously been considered in table 
9, the net effect of the other two factors is the indicated reduction mn 
cost of 0.05 percent of payroll. 

As will be seen from table 9',the level-premium cost of the present 
law-taking into account 2 percent interest-is about 4% percent of 

payoll s estimated to beths cnsieralylower than the cost was 
whenthe wasrevied in 1939, largely because of the rise inro~a 
the'waelvelwhih hs ccurred in the past decade (higher wages 
reslt nlwercos asa prcetage of payroll because of the weighted 

nature of the beneftfom l)
Under the bill the level-premium cost of the benefits is increased 

to 6.10 percent of payroll. However, this figure must be adjusted 
slightly for two factors, namely, the administrative costs, which are 
charged directly to the trust fund, and the interest earnings on the 
present trust fund, which will be about $13Y2 billion at the end of 
1950. Considering all of these elements the net level-premium cost 
of the bill is shown to be 6.05 percent of payroll. 

As an indication of the effect of various factors on the estimated 
actuarial costs, it may be pointed out that if an interest rate of 2%4 
percent were used rather than 2 percent, the net level-premium cost 
of the bill would be reduced to about 5.7 percent. (The interest 
rate which determines the yield of new investments for the trust fund 
is now 2.20 percent, but until it rises to 2.25 percent, such investments 
continue to be made at 2Y8 percent.)

Table 10 and chart 2 compare the year-by-year cost of the benefit 
payments according to the intermediate-cost estimate, not only for the 
bill but also for the present act. These figures are based on a level-
wage trend in the future and do not consider cyclical business trends 
(booms and depressions) which over a long period of years will tend 
to average out. The dollar amount of the increased cost in 1951 of 
the bill over the present act is substantial (about $1Y4billion, or about 
140 percent), but the cost as a percentage of payroll does not rise 
as much relatively. This results from the increase of the total covered 
payroll due to the newly covered categories. 

TAB3LE 10.-Estimated cost of benefit payments under present act and under 1950 
amendments, intermediate-cost estimate 

Amount (in millions) In percent of payroll 

Calendar year 13 c 90aed 90aed 
199at15 mend- 1939 act m9entse-

Percent Pefccsnt 
1951------------------------------------------------- $865 $2,064 1.02 1.92 
1955 ------------------------------------------------ 1,264 2,708 1.59 2.45 
1960 ------------------------------------------------ 1,766 3, 779 2.10 3.29 
1970 ------------------------------------------------ 2,932 5,873 3.11 4.67 
1980------------------------------------------------ 4,332 7,972 4. 24 6.02 
1990 ------------------------------- --------------- 5,817 5.41 7.32_ 10,087
2000------------------------------ ------------------ 6, 768 11,255 6.03 7.87 
Level-premium: 

At 2 percent interest---------------------------- ------------ ------------ 4.60 6.12 
At 2~4percent interest -------------------------- ------------ ------------ 4. 38 5.95 
At2*4 percent interest -------------------------- ------------ ------------ 4.21 5.79 

NOTE.-These figures represent an intermediate estimate which is subject to a significant range because 
of the possible variation in the cost factors involved in the future. For definition of "level-premium," see 
text. 
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CHART 2 
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Benefit costs expressed as a percentage of payroll, according to the 
intermediat~e estimate, do not exceed the employer-employee combined 
tax rate until about 1985. In other words, according to this esti
mate, for approximately the next three decades income to the system 
will, exceed outgo; subsequently there will be discussed the possible 
effects over the next few years of unfavorable economic conditions. 

Table 11 presents estimates of the numbers of beneficiaries and is 
comparable with table 4 of the previous section. 

TABLE 11.-Estimated numbers of beneficiaries under 1950 amendments, inter
mediate-cost estimate 

Monthly beneficiaries 2
_____________________________________Lumnp

sum
 
Calendar Old-age beneficiaries 3 Survivor beneficiaries death
 

year I-I I - Total met
 

Prmay Wife's
4 

Child's Widow'si'Parent's 41Mother's IChild'sI
 

Actual data for present system 

1900----- 1,385~ 419 35 290 1 14 157~ 630 1 2, 930~ 216 

Estimate for 1950 amendments 

1051 --------- 2, 186 676 66 356 25 236 734 4, 279 499 
1955 --------- 2,602 708 72 654 38 288 934 5, 386 570 
1060----- 3,066 1, 046 83 1,117 53 312 1,018 7 195 608 
1970 --------- 5,516 1, 431 104 2, 052 66 326 1,062 10, 557 850 
1980 --------- 8,008 1, 780 122 2, 748 70 332 1,082 14, 142 1,044 
1990----- 11, 144 1,948 126 3, 085 66 341 1,114 17, 824 1,268 
2000----- 13, 183 1,9061 108 3, 046 62 355 1,118 19, 872 1,470 

I Based on high-employment assumptions. These intermediate figures are based en anl average of the 
low-cost and high-cost estimates. 

2 In current payment status as of middle of year. 
I . e., for benefits paid in respect to retired wvorkers. 

4 Does not include beneficiaries who are also eligible for primary benefits. Hlusband's and widower's 
benefits are included under wife's and widow's benefits, respectively.

'Number of insured desths during year for which payments are made. Actual figure for 1950 based on 
experience during first 6 months. 
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Table 12 presents costs of benefits under the bill as a percent Of 
payroll for each of the various types of benefits and is comparable 
with table 6 of the previous section. 

TABLE 12.-Estimated relative costs in percentage of payroll for 1950 amendments, 
by type of benefit, intermediate-costestimate I 

[Percent] 

Lump-
Calendar year Old-age Wife's 2 Widow's 

2 
Parent's Mother's Child's 3 sum Total 

death 

1951----------------- 1.11 0.18 0.14 0.01 0.11 0.30 0.07 1.92 
1955 ----------------- 1.36 .22 .26 .02 .13 .38 .08 2.45 
1960 ----------------- 1.87 .30 .4.0 .02 .14 .41 . 09 3.29 
1970 ----------------- 2.74 .40 .84 .03 .14 .41 .11 4.67 
1980---------3.73 .48 1.12 .03 .14 .40 .12 6.02 
1990---------------4.85 .12 1.26 .03 .13 .39 .14 7.32 
2000----------------- 5.41 .1 1.24 .02 .14 .39 .16 7.87 

Level premlum4..~.. 4.01 .44 .99 .02 .14 .39 .13 6.12 

I Based on high-employment assumptions. These Intermediate costs are hased on an average of the dollar 
costs under the low-cost and high-coat estimates. 

3Included are excesses of wife's and widow's henefits over primary henefits for female primary heneficiaries 
also eligible for wife's or widow's benefits. Also includes husband's and widower's benefits, respectively.

3Includes child's henefits for hoth children of old-age beneficiaries and child survivor henefic aries. 
4Level-premium contrihution rate (based on 2-percent interest) for benefit payments after 1910 and into 

perpetuity, not taking into account the accumulated funds at the end of 1950 or administrative expenses. 

Table 13 gives the dollar figures for various future years for each of 
the different types of benefits for the intermediate-cost estimate and 
is compar able to table 7 of the previous section. Total benefit pay
ments are shown to rise fromi about $121 billion in 1-951 to $11 billion 
50 years hence. 

TABIE 13.-Estimated absolute costs in dollars for 1950 amendments by type o~f 
benefit, intermediate-cost estimate 

[In millions] 

Lump 
Calendar year Old age Wife's 2 Widow's 

2 
Parent's Mother's Child's 3 summp Total 

death 

Actual data for present System'4 

1_9----------- $_ - 62_- 61 $2] $40~ $102~ $33~ ___ 89 

Estimate for 1950 amendments 

1951 ---------------- $1, 192 $198 $154 $13 $114 $322 $71 $2,084
1955----------------- 1,8500 246 290 20 144 419 89 2Z708 
1960----------------- 2,142 344 526 28 162 474 103 1,779
1970----------------- 3,411 101 1,018 31 176 514 138 5, 873 
1910----------------- 4,939 635 1,487 37 181 528 161 7,972
1990----------------- 6, 681 710 1, 734 36 186 544 196 10, 087 
2000 ---------------- 7, 716 710 1,780 33 194 118 224 11,255 

1Based on high-employment assumptions. These intermediate costs are hased on an average of the 
dollar costs under the low-cost and high-cost estimates. 

2 Included are excesses of wife's and widow's benefits over primary benefits for female primary heneficiaries 
also eligible for wife's or widow's benefits. Also includes husband's and widower's benefits, respectively.

3Includes child's benefits for hoth children of old-age beneficiaries and child survivor beneficiaries. 
4 Based on benefits certified by the Social Security Administration to Treasury; total disbursements on 

hasis of checks issued by Treasury were $667 million. 

Table 14 presents the estimated operation of the trust fund according 
to the intermediate estimate (using a 2 percent interest rate) and is 
comparable to table 8 of the previous section. 
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TABLE 14.-Estimated progress of trust fund for 1960 amendments, intermediate-
cost estimate 

[In millions] 

ClnayerContribu- Benefit pay- Administra- Interest on Fund at end 
Clnayertions 2 met Itive expenses fund 3 of year 

Actual data for present system'4 

1949----------------------------- $1,670 $67 $541 $146 $11, 816 

Estimate for 1950 amendments 

19502a--------------------------- $2,498 $1,013 $61 $259 $13,500
1951----------------------------- 2,846 2,064 66 277 14,493
1912----------------------------- 3,156 2, 220 71 299 15,657
1953----------------------------- 3,179 2,382 75 320 16,699
1954----------------------------- 4,098 2,544 80 349 18,522 
1951 ---------------------------- 4,299 2,709 85 386 20,414 

1960 ------------------------- --- 5,409 3, 779 105 545 28,543
1970 ------------------------- --- 7,854 5,873 145 1,001 52,167 
1980----------------------------- 8,374 7,972 184 1,473 75,236
1990----------------------------- 8,719 10,087 223 1.652 83,451
2000----------------------------- 9,010 11,255 246 1,151 77,563 

Based on high-employment assumptions. These intermuediate costs are based on an average of the 
dollar costs under the low-cost and high-cost estimates. 

2 Combined employer-employee contribution schedule is as follows: 3 percent for 1950-53, 4 percent for 
1914-59,51percent forl1960-,64,0percent forl1965-69, and 6~.tpercent forl1970 and-after. The self-employed pay
three-quarters of these rates,

3Interest is figured at 2 percent on average balance in fund during year. 
4 Based on Daily Statement of the U. S. Treasury. Benefit payments on basis of checks issued. Con

tributions include $3ljmillion appropriated from General Treasury for costs of veterans' survivor benefits. 
6See text for description of assumptions made as to 1950. 

The trust fund grows steadily reaching a maxlmumn of $83 billion 
in 1990, and then declines slowly. The fact that the trust fund 
declines slowly after 1990 indicates, that under the bill, the proposed 
tax schedule is not quite self-supporting but is sufficiently close for 
all practical purposes' considering the uncertainties and variations 
possible in the cost estimates. Thus in regard to the ultimate 6% 
percent employer-employee rate, the House Ways and Means Com
mittee stated as follows: 

If a 7-percent ultimate employer-employee rate had been chosen, the cost esti
mates developed would have indicated that the system would be slightly over-
financed. Your Committee believes that it is not necessary in such a long-range 
matter to attempt to be unduly conservative and provide an intentional over
charge-especially when it is considered that it will be many, many years before 
any deficit or excess in the ultimate rate will be determined and even at that time 
it will probably be of only a small amount. 

The Senate Committee on Finance concurred in this statement and 
acted accordingly in its bill. 

Detailed calculations have also been made for the intermediate-cost 
estimates to show the effect of using a different interest rate than 2 
percent, and the results as to the size of the fund are shown in the 
following table: 

[In billions] 

As of Dec. 31 2-percent 2J/4-percent 2~j-pereentinterest interest interest 

19150------------------------------------------------------- $13.15 $13.5 $13.5 
160 -- ----------------- 29.1 29.70---------------- ------------------- 28.5 
1970 ------------------------------------------------------- 152.2 54.0 51.8
1980-------------------------------------- ----------------- 75.2 79.2 M.3.4 
1990 ------------------------------------------------------- 83.5 00.6 98.4 
2000 ------------------------------------------------------- 77.9 89.2 101.5 
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If the interest rate is taken as 2Y2 percent, the trust fund would 
reach a peak of over $100 billion some 50 years hence. In fact, the tax 
schedule would, under the assumptions used under the intermediate-
cost estimate, place the system on a self-supporting basis if the interest 
rate on the trust fund is as high as 2%/ percent.

Detailed computations have also been made as to the estimated 
progress of the trust fund up through 1955 under unfavorable eco
nomic conditions. (See table 15.) It is assumed that the benefit 
disbursements would follow those in the high-cost estimates previ
ously presented except that further increases have been arbitrarily 
assumed, amountmin to 20 percent relatively for 1955 and propor
tionately smaller re lative increases in the preceding years. At the 

same time it has been assumed that contribution income would be 
decreased by 10 percent in 1951 and by 25 percent in each of the 
following years (it should be mentioned again that based on current 
conditions, it would appear that the estimates of contribution income 
used previously were conservative in that they tend to be somewhat on 
the low side so that these arbitrary reductions here represent even 
greater actual reductions from present conditions). 

TABLE I5.-Estimated progress of trustfund for 1950 amendments under unfavorable 

2 Combined employer-employee contribution rate is 3 percent for 1950-53 and 4 percent for 1954-55. The 

economic assumption.5 

[In millions] 

Calendar yearrju 
Cotib enftAdminis-

Bnei trativetions 3 payments epne 
Inees 

on fund 
rund at 
enteresendeaf 

~- - 2 4n8 $*10 On,1,2, V-.-. 

1951-------------------------------------
1952-------------------------------------
1953 ------------------------ :------------
1954 ------------------------ ------------
1955-------------------------------------

2,571
2,357
2,376 
3,065 
3,217 

2, 271 
2,504
2,850 
3,211 
3,560 

56 
61 
67 
74 
81 

272 
278 
275 
272 
271 

14.016 
14,026
13,730 
13,782 
13,629 

I See text for assumptions and bases. 

self-eployed pay three-fourths of these rates. 
*Interestis figured at 2 percent on average balance in fund during year. 

Under these unfavorable economic assumptions, the benefit pay
ments exceed the contributions for each year after 1951. As a result, 
the trust fund reaches a peak of $14.0 billion at the end of 1951 and 
1952 and declines slowly thereafter, but remaining above $13% 
billion through 1955. Accordingly, even with unfavorable economic 
conditions in the next 5 years, the trust fund along with the tax 
income, will still be ample to meet the benefit obligations of those 
years. 

E,. COST OF VETERANS' BENEFITS 

The preceding cost estimates take into account the special benefits 
provided for veterans, since the additional costs therefor are met 
from the trust fund from time to time as they arise. Under the present 
law such additional costs are met from the General Treasury as they 
arise, and the cost estimates for the present law do not include the 
cost of these benefits. 

The benefits contained in present law (namely, survivor benefits 
for veterans who die within 3 years after discharge) are continued. 
Further, it is proposed to give wage credits of $160 for each month of 
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military service, not only to living veterans but also in respect to 
those who died in service. 

It is estimated that the total cost of these veterans' benefits will 
amount to about $300 million under the bill, spread over the next 50 
years. There will be a very considerable outgo over the next 10 
years in respect to the children and widows of men who died in 
service. For this group the increased outgo from the trust fund will 
be about $20 million in 1951 and will average about $15 million a 
year over the next decade. However, since by 1960 virtually all of 
these children will have attained age 18, the disbursements for this 
group will fall off quite sharply and will not thereafter be of an~j
significant size until about 35 years from now, when the widows wi 
be reaching retirement age. The remainder of the cost of these 
veterans' benefits is in regard to veterans who did not die in service;
the bulk of such cost will arise some 40 to 50 years hence. 

F. SUMMARY OF COST OF 1950 AMENDMENTS 

Based on a 2-percent interest rate, the. system is not quite self-
supporting under the intermediate estimate for the bill. It may be 
noted that although the ultimate employer-employee tax rate of 6Y% 
percent is higher than the level premium cost of the bill, the excess 
is not sufficient to offset the lower tax schedule in the early years; in 
addition there is the factor that the self-employed pay only three-
fourths of this amount, or, namely, 4% percent ultimately, which is 
well below the aggregate level premium cost. However, as to the 
system being self-supporting, there is very close to an exact balance-
especially considering that a range of error is necessarily present in 
long-range actuarial cost estimates and that rounded tax rates are 
used in actual practice and hence an exact balance would not be 
possible even if the exact future conditions were known. 

0 
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